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ZIP Code

Please select 

which county 

you are from.

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding 

principles to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the 

highest priority to you. #1

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding principles 

to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the highest priority to you. 

#2

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding 

principles to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the 

highest priority to you. #3

After reviewing the 

proposed project list, do you 

feel it addresses your 

transportation needs?

Please provide any additional details about your response to the previous question. Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #1 Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #2 Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #3 Please provide any additional comments you have on the program or individual projects.
Please rate your level of support of 

the More MARTA proposed projects.

How do you like to receive information on MARTA 

news?
Other - How do you like to receive information on MARTA news?

How did you learn about the More MARTA 

atlanta program Survey?

After reviewing the proposed 

project list, do you feel it 

addresses Atlanta's 

transportation needs?

Please provide reason(s) for your response to the last question.

30062 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  It covers the basis of what I need out of a transportation network. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Security of stations and bus bays should be looked at. Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event

30331 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  Directly in the heart of the city so Marta is most effective in the city. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  CCT needs to run on Sunday it’s becoming ridiculous. Very supportive Email Social Media

30331 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  Later times for last bus from stations like H.E. Holmes Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Greenbriar Transit Center  Na Very supportive Email Social Media

30168 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes More communication on the outskirts of Atlanta. Maybe integration with Cobb transit. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit  N/A Supportive Email Community Event

30331 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network No  Busses being on time Greenbriar Transit Center  Bankhead Neutral Social Media Community Event

30313 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Yes   Na Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Moores Mill Transit Center  Na Very supportive Email Community Event

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes Na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Another important thing to me is the greenbriar transit center Very supportive Other Community Event

30330 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  N/a Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  N/a Neutral Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter

30331 Fulton Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Sidewalks, crosswalks, benches and bus shelters are key to safety. Bus shelters are key to more people riding when raining and other bad whether. It protects us! Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Clifton Road Corridor should be last. They have not paid in the system for several decades and want to jump in front of other area projects where residents have been paying and waiting.  The is about equity.  Please do the right thing.  Please do what is fair! Very supportive Other Community Event

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Somewhat  Inconsistency with time. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Customer service can improves. Very supportive Social Media News Media

30310 Fulton Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  More buses Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  Need more drivers Very supportive Email Community Event

30122 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  The southeast and soutwest areas are still underserved BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service N/a Neutral Email Community Event

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No  Need to run train early weekend Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  No Somewhat supportive Phone/Text Community Event

30311 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Return the bus route to it original route which use to be the 170 then changed to the 68 please take the 867 off this route it’s a hardship fo the transit riders BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit No Neutral Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter

30144 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes Train transportation in Clayton  Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  Train train in Clayton Supportive Email Community Event

30331 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  N/a BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit  N/a Very supportive Email Community Event

30314 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Glad Marta’s concern BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit I think it’s a really great program Neutral Email Social Media

30331 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No  Everything needs to run more often and be 24 hours Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension No Supportive Social Media Community Event

30311 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  More MARTA Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  More MARTA Very supportive Email Community Event

30331 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes Transit lines were mostly needed for workings people. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  Na Supportive Email Community Event

30315 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  NaN/A Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  N/A Very supportive Email Community Event

30331 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat I’m interested in linking Marta rail to more areas south, north and west of the city. Possibly following the current interstate routes would be very convenient. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Happy to see anything to keep me off the highways. Supportive Email Community Event

30168 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  Expand into Cobb County Frequent Local Bus Service Expand into Cobb County Very supportive Email Community Event

30168 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  24 hours services BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit  24 hours Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event

30032 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No  Shorter wait times for busses and trains, better trains, more police presence on busses and trains. Better conditions and pay for employees. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements  Safety in this area. Very supportive Email Community Event

30168 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  N/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit  N/a Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website

30130 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No We need it in Cobb County  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements  We need it incobb and more buses running Very supportive Email, Phone/Text Community Event

30311 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  Instead of paying for individual trips, we have the option to get the trips or the monthly pass. Improve clarity of the system for the streetcars. More protection and safety on the transit. No soliciting on the trains, or sleeping on the trains. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Nope. Very supportive Email Community Event

30311 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Just want the buses to run on time and the train to wait on us getting off the bus Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  Just want everything to work well Supportive Email Community Event

30080 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Accessibility, working elevators, ramps and escalators should be a priority. Same with card ports and actual trains and buses. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Moores Mill Transit Center  N/a Very supportive Email Community Event

33023 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I believe that the trains should run more frequently and be on time. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  The bathrooms are old and smelly. Need more transit workers to assist with directions Neutral Email Community Event

30314 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  No Crosstown Downtown West Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit N/A Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event

30311 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Need to extend west line further out Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  No Very supportive Other Community Event

30032 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Marta needs major Improvement in its operations division. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  This is an International City.The transit system should represent such. Very supportive Email Community Event

30144 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  Need it in Cobb County desperately Frequent Local Bus Service Greenbriar Transit Center  Need in Cobb County Very supportive Email Community Event

30331 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  N/a Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements  Longer running time Supportive Email Community Event

30349 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  N/a Crosstown Downtown West Extension Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center N\a Very supportive Email News Media

30028 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  No Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  No Very supportive News Media Community Event

30311 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  Na Very supportive Phone/Text More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter

30082 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Expand it to Cobb County Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  NA Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website

30311 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  Na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  None Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No No mention of added heavy and light rail. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Nothing for Cobb County / I-75 corridor? No extension into Gwinnett? No heavy rail? Supportive Email, Social Media No

It's still a hodge podge of bandages on a problem.  Heavy rail and light rail on belt line are what's needed.  Circle the city 

in light rail that's dedicated and not subject to same traffic as cars then extend heavy rail and head up to Cobb! 

30308 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat Clogged connector is causing drivers to bypass interstate and use surface roads like Piedmont and W Peachtree Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Provide space for personal transit options at rail stations (bird scooters, bikeshare, rideshare curb cuts Neutral Email Somewhat Observed traffic pattern changes

30306 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No The bus projects are not defined; more service is not necessarily better service. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Transit lanes on core urban streets with traffic signals that work for pedestrians, cyclists, buses, and streetcars.  Better bike lane design. Not supportive News Media No

The city is undercapitalized.  More bus service on a layer of streets and sidewalks that are falling apart won't solve 

anything.

30135 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat . BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Very supportive News Media Somewhat

30307 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat extend BRT on north avenue to little five points BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit where is southeastBeltline? Supportive Email Somewhat need transit on southernBeltline

30317 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No City of Atlanta, Dekalb County residents get nothing from this project list. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service The Campbellton Rd LRT is a waste of money and resources that should go elsewhere. There is very little additional added value to the LRT over the BRT. Other opttions, such as investments on the HRT system, would add much higher value to network. Not supportive News Media Somewhat

Clifton Corridor is needed. Frequent Local Bus service is needed, but all over, not just in specific routes. Campbellton Rd 

LRT is a waste of money and adds very little value over the BRT (which is also funded in this project).

30314 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No Emory must wait it's turn. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Station Improvements No streetcars without dedicated lanes...Clifton corridor should be last on any list. Complete theBeltline with LRT. Supportive Social Media No $2 bn woefully short

30317 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Finish theBeltline and run light rail on it. Add cross town routes like the proposed North Ave route. Connect in-town neighborhoods like Kirkwood via the Trolley Line path. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Dedicate lanes to light rail rather than share traffic with cars. Supportive Email Somewhat Not enough belt line rail. 

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat BRT is too short-sighted. Rail, both light and heavy, should be prioritized. Specifically, an expanded street car network connecting in town neighborhoods, and expanding existing Marta rail lines north. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Light rail should take precedent. Infill station between Lindbergh and Arts Center Very supportive Social Media Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No I’ve lived in Chicago and Boston.  I love taking the train to work and play.  Atlanta needs more stations!  Train stations.  More connectivity. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Supportive Social Media No

More trains/subways needed and stations.  Why isn’t there a Marta stop in Virginia highlands?   Or east atlanta?  All of 

these intown neighborhoods should be easily accessible by train.  Or Inman Park?

30308 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Very supportive Email Yes

30316 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Need more trains to surrounding cities and counties BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Really need to extend the green/blue lines down I-20 east Very supportive News Media Somewhat Other counties need to buy in, MARTA needs more reach

30340 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Station Improvements Neutral Email, Phone/Text, Social Media, News Media Yes

30331 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No i do not know what you mean by those statements above. Station Improvements Not supportive Email No Marta trains are often delayed with mechanical issues. this problem must be fixed.

30316 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No Need more heavy rail in areas too far from current stations particularly north-south corridors such as Northside and Moreland could use heavy rail to connect to current rail system. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements LRT for completeBeltline loop. Keep trains off of streets! Somewhat supportive Social Media No

Need  more heavy rail in areas too far from current stations particularly north-south corridors such as Northside and 

Moreland could use heavy rail to connect to current rail system. 

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No Bus routes and streetcars will still be stuck in traffic. Roadways too narrow to accommodate transit. Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements Need better stations and buses in SW Atlanta Not supportive Email Somewhat Provides more service, but will it actually encourage public transit riding culture?

30004 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No Add free WiFi to all trains, stations, and tunnels, and buses. Add section and feature for free WiFi to the MARTA iPhone app Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements Very supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media, News Media, Other No Add section and feature to iPhone app for MARTA free WiFi service 

30349 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Supportive Email Yes

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements The Clifton corridor light rail should be put on hold until Decatur and Dekalb county provide funds to build the complete line Very supportive Email, News Media Yes

30324 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat More rail BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Very supportive News Media Somewhat More rail

30316 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No East atlanta village residents have to drive to edgewood, which always has a full parking lot Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements Not one of these helps east atlanta village. Why do i have to pick 3 that don't help? I just picked 3 randomly. Not supportive Email No We need to get cars off the roads in order to be a 21st century city

30338 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat We need rail lines into gwinnett, cobb, and clayton, need to extend the rail lines east and west. Frequent Local Bus Service Moores Mill Transit Center Station Improvements Neutral Email, Social Media, News Media Somewhat It doesn't connect atlanta to some of the other suburbs via rail yet.

30308 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Expand Heavy Rail to expand the MARTA spine(s) BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension HRT is woefully lacking Supportive Email Somewhat Too much emphais on BRT

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat Gets me to Emory and Eastside, but difficult for my work location on Westside (going from Monroe and Piedmont to Northside and North Avenue) BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Somewhat It is a good start, I like the Emory andBeltline rail, but I worry about cross town connectivity

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat I’d like to see a fullBeltline light rail loop and hear more about how BRT will be handled to make sure it is more efficient than taking a normal bus. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Supportive Email, Social Media Somewhat

Need more info about the BRT; if they aren’t given dedicated lanes that cars physically can’t enter, they won’t be of 

much help beyond what’s in place now.

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network No Need hrt to suntrust park. Too much for sw Atlanta, do theBeltline loop there not the bus routes and street car BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Bus makes no sense unless it’s in own lane. Do not waste money! Somewhat supportive Email No Bus needs right of way!

30303 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No Need moreBeltline rail BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Supportive Email No Need moreBeltline rail

30317 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Need more consistency & accountability w/ being on time. Also the weekends should have more frequent trains. Getting people to use the train on weekends will pull them into using it on weekdays and overall ridership amount and quality will increase! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements While Clifton Corridor is A priority, it can’t & should t be THE priority right now with the TSPLOST tax especially since it’s a bait and switch, that corridor wasn’t in CoA when the vote took place! Find those funds elsewhere! Very supportive Email Somewhat

Too much bus without dedicated ROW. People need a stark reminder that driving with 4 empty seats is terribly 

inefficient, regardless of how ‘autonomous’ one feels to sit in traffic (eye roll).

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat I want the entire system to become stronger to make it sustainable for the long term. I'm less interested in how my specific needs are addressed. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Please extend the East-West MARTA heavy rail line in both directions - west of Hamilton Holmes and east of Indian Creek Supportive Email Somewhat I would like to see more use of light rail transit and less use of bus rapid transit and arterial rapid transit. 

30313 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Would love to focus primarily on high capacity transit and connectivity of in town neighborhoods. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements What about a Krog St MARTA station? Getting train service to Atlantic Station, the Westside, the Highlands? Somewhat supportive Email Somewhat

Our most dire transportation need is trains. Expand the streetcar, build out the fullBeltline transit loop NOW, and add 

more heavy MARTA rail ITP.

30331 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Somewhat

Clifton Corridor should be funded with othe revenue sources. Priorities should beBeltline, crosstown and Campbellton 

Road corridors, which were part of Atlanta when the vote took place.

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Would prefer a better focus on Light rail onBeltline or away from roads.  Using buses that share roads with cars I don't believe will solve our transportation problem. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Neutral Email Somewhat Prefer more lightrail instead of buses that share the roads with cars.

30303 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements Very supportive Email Yes In order to grow, Atlanta must make transit options available 

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat We need rail on the upper westside and toward Smyrna/Vinings/Suntrust Park Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center Supportive Email Somewhat It still doesn't reach the suburbs well enough...nor connect enough of the intown Atlanta neighborhoods.

30307 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes I think the transit planners should make these decisions. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Very supportive Email Yes

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat Needs heavy emphasis on LRT or heavy rail as an option. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Supportive Social Media Somewhat

30318 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat The heavy line needs to be extended northwest up through howell mill, Upper westside, and 75 corridor.  The plan does very little to take in account the long range projects by Atlanta like the Westside Resvior park Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center I do believe the bankhead Marta station would benefit more by extending more Northeard or Westeard. It makes no sense for that to be the only stop on that rail headed west.  It must continue in another direction for it to be come more efficient. Supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media Somewhat Atlanta transportation  needs can’t be fixed through Marta alone.

30329 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Very supportive Email Somewhat MARTA has an image problem in Atlanta, may be undeserved

30318 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Expansion, multiple types of modes of transportation, efficiency Crosstown Downtown West Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Very supportive Email Somewhat Right of way expansion and addressing easements should be discussed 

30345 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Neutral Email Somewhat

30306 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat I live inside the City and yet there is no bus going through my neighborhood, Morningside. Why doesn’t MARTA consider putting more, small buses in operation, at least until more rail stations are built in the future? BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Very supportive Phone/Text Somewhat MARTA is not good!!!

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No I would like to know about the investment towards rail not buses. Buses just cause more traffic let’s put our energy into expanding rail Crosstown Downtown West Extension Moores Mill Transit Center I would like to know about the investment towards rail not buses. Buses just cause more traffic let’s put our energy into expanding rail Somewhat supportive Email Somewhat

I would like to know about the investment towards rail not buses. Buses just cause more traffic let’s put our energy into 

expanding rail 

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat I live in Midtown and work in Roswell. I want MARTA to expand past the North Springs Station up to Holcomb Bridge Road. Traffic is horrible for me each week so until MARTA goes farther into North Fulton it won't help me. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Supportive Email, Social Media Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat I commute ITP to OTP, Ideally, I want to see connections between Atlanta and all cities where people commute (to or from) in the metro area. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Somewhat supportive Email Somewhat

 bus system has not been effective, take too long. A Light/heavy rail mix (NYC Paris London) that plans for the future not 

current need (Need will only increase) would be the most effective solution 

30314 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No No, I think an infill station at Boone Blvd is crucial. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit This plan is incredibly short-sighted. The focus appears to be existing housing / amenities and it's not forward-thinking (Westside Park, Grant Park connectivity). Not supportive Email No The lack of LRT around the entireBeltline is MAJOR turn off. 

30303 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Some of the verbage is a bit unclear. I feel that expansion of light rail with dedicated lanes is essential to MARTA growth. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension I think light rail would be a great way to get to theBeltline near Memorial, but it needs to have a dedicated lane. I feel this where the streetcar has failed. Very supportive Email Somewhat Expansion and combining existing transit options is vital to properly serve Atlanta.

30342 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat I would love to see more connectivity and transit where along high traffic corridors, as well as preparing for regional transit expansion. The list of projects looks like a great start and I look forward to seeing them come to fruition. Good Work! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Supportive Email, News Media Somewhat N/A

30303 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No TheBeltline loop must be built in order to provide rapid transit access to nearly all of the cities major job centers. TheBeltline loop will make every part of the citys core traverseable w/o a car, for residents, workers and visitors BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Complete theBeltline loop Somewhat supportive Email No

TheBeltline loop must be built in order to provide rapid transit access to nearly all of the cities major job centers. 

TheBeltline loop will make every part of the citys core traverseable w/o a car, for residents, workers and visitors

30303 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat I would like to see more money going to bus routes with overall frequency increased and service hours expanded. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements I don't like the idea of creating more lines like the Atlanta Streetcar where trains share lanes with cars and don't have priority at most lights. That's a waste of money. Somewhat supportive Email Somewhat

I would like to see this project integrated into a partnership with the city for improving ped infrastructure to transit 

stops. 

30307 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Very supportive Email Somewhat

30312 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No Prioritize transit on theBeltline first. Nothing else on the list is transformative for the city. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Why isn’t the south sideBeltline on the list?!?!?!? Not supportive Email No Complete transit on theBeltline. It connects neighborhoods.

30306 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network No If I'm going to sit in a streetcar that runs in the same Kane with traffic, I may as well drive. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit We need true BRT that doesn't share lanes with autos. Not supportive Email No We need light rail on the entireBeltline loop.

30314 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat More rail please Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service What happened to the Marta rail extensions? Supportive Email Somewhat More rail please

30310 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Campbellton Road should not have light rail going down it. There is not enough density. It should just have a dedicated bus lane. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit The downtown crosses should be important and implemented ONLY if they have dedicated lanes and priority signal tech. Without those two things LRT is useless. Very supportive Social Media Somewhat

TheBeltline should be fully funded with LRT. LRT makes sense on it and people are excited about it and therefore will 

use it and build around it for years to come. 

30303 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Very supportive Email Yes

30338 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Very supportive Email Yes

30324 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Somewhat thank BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit yes Supportive Email Somewhat yes

30303 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Very supportive Email Yes

30303 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Somewhat supportive Email Yes

30309 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat All of these improvements are encouraging. Progress is progress. Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements Very supportive Social Media, News Media Yes

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Somewhat Currently, light rail is not slated to go all around theBeltline, especially my SE corridor. I want to give up my car and theBeltline promised me that. I am not seeing that promise come through with this list of projects. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Rail on theBeltline!!! Come on guys! Make Atlanta Great Again - like it was when we had streetcars but this time light rail with dedicated lanes. Somewhat supportive Email, Social Media No I did not vote to connect to Emory, because it was not part of the city. Emory should be a separate vote. 

30316 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements Supportive Email, Social Media Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes I want to be able to leave my car at home. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Please construct the entireBeltline light rail loop. Supportive Email Yes

This is a make or break moment for this region. We need integrated multi-modal transportation [INCLUDING 

CONSTRUCTING THE ENTIREBeltline LIGHT RAIL LOOP], multi-modal transportation hubs and regional airports. 

30315 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Very supportive Email Yes

30324 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat It addresses some of the routes of congestion not fully served by public transit. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Supportive Email Somewhat It's a good start. TheBeltline projects would be such a positive impact on people and vehicle traffic as well as tourism

30303 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat More transit on theBeltline please. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension New transit investments should not share lanes with vehicular traffic. Supportive Email, Social Media Somewhat More transit on theBeltline please.

30316 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Very supportive Email Somewhat

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Neutral Email, Phone/Text, Social Media Yes

30346 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat Running new light rail in traffic, as opposed to a dedicated corridor, will not enhance commute predictability.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Neutral Email Somewhat

Furthermore, light rail in traffic will reduce use of the new technology and creating a political "self-fulfilling prophecy" 

which will hinder further funding and expansion. 

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No Build transit connectivity along the entireBeltline which increases access to job centers, increases development opportunity around the BL loop and provides transit options to those most transit dependent. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Building out transit on the BL corridor should be the top priority for the 1/2 cent MARTA tax as was stated during the process of citizens deciding to support this additional tax Not supportive Social Media, News Media No

Build transit connectivity along the entireBeltline which increases access to job centers, increases development 

opportunity around the BL loop and provides transit options to those most transit dependent.

30314 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Very supportive News Media, Other Somewhat

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Supportive Email, News Media Somewhat

30309 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No The voters want theBeltline rail that was promised during the 2016 tax vote. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Very supportive Social Media, News Media No

30317 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No Transit operating in mixed traffic on Campbellton Rd is getting prioritized over transit on theBeltline where it will operate in exclusive ROW/lanes. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Beltline Southside LRT Somewhat supportive Email No Campbellton Rd does not connect to a major employment center, yet has 3 projects totaling over $400M.

30316 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Very supportive Email Somewhat

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat More rail. More dedicated lanes. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension EntireBeltline should be built out. Including transfer stations to Marta rail. Clifton corridor should not be funded with this revenue stream. Somewhat supportive Email Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat More rail please BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit More rail Somewhat supportive Email Somewhat We need more rail

30312 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Beltline rail is my highest priority, 75-N commute sanity my second BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements would like marta along 75-N similar to 85-N.  need to connect downtown area to office parks and ballpark area via rail.  BRT, no thanks! Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Somewhat

we are SO far behind, and i see no projects that will ease commute congestion on 75-N (i commute o4w-

>northcreek/vinings) or allow me to take rail to work instead etc

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat I would like to see more details on the West End station improvements.  The pedestrian accessibility from my neighborhood of Adair Park is incredibly poor. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements Please build a pedestrian bridge that crosses over Murphy, the RR tracks, and Lee St. to get to the West End station.  It is very dangerous, and it will increase ridership for sure. Supportive Email Somewhat

I know heavy rail is expensive, but sometimes you just need to bite the bullet and spend the money for it.  I think that is 

the most effective and efficient way to move people throughout a metropolitan area.

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Supportive Email, News Media Somewhat

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat I saw that there were going to be 10 new bus routes, but will they have dedicated lanes? Or will they get stuck in traffic like cars? Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements You get a good pressure wash in Five Points and North Avenue, those stations would be 10/10. I don't like East Belt Line rail. The art work is Atlanta now. Maybe light rail up braircliff to North Druid hills so I can get more affordable housing options. Supportive Email, Phone/Text, News Media Somewhat

What about transit hubs? Like, where I can park my car, then take a train. We saw a downsizing of candler park, and I 

don't think Inman can hold anymore more during the day. :(

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat I am already on a bus route, so I can generally get to where I need to go. But consistency, dependability and frequency are all currently lacking and make it difficult for MARTA to be my first choice for transportation. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Supportive Social Media No More parts of theBeltline need to be covered by LRT to connect underserved areas to job centers

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Supportive Social Media, News Media Somewhat

30307 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Very supportive Email Somewhat

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Very supportive Email Yes

30307 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes Clifton Corridor is the single most important project for MARTA,. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements Prioritize Clifton Corridor and connect to Avondale. Supportive Email Yes Clifton corridor is important for Atlanta, but it must be extended to Avondale.

30303 Fulton Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Very supportive Social Media Yes

30033 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center Very supportive Email Yes

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No Extend the red and gold line further north, make important hubs (Atlantic station, ponce city market, Braves stadium,etc) accessible BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Somewhat supportive News Media No

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat Crosstown Downtown West Extension Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements Somewhat supportive Social Media Yes

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat Large area of Southeast Atlanta will not receive any high capacity transit projects BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Very supportive Social Media, News Media Yes

30306 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat My only real wish for change would be in the Campbelton Road corridor, which is set to receive over $420 Mil. in total transit funds between future ART, BRT, and LRT services. Spread that out. Fund the southsideBeltline as much as possible. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Get as much of theBeltline finished as possible, and extand the existing streetcar to connect in at both ends (also Clifton Corridor is very important). Everything else can be buses for now. Supportive News Media Somewhat

I think we're short-selling the project list by tripling up in the Campbellton Rd. corridor. Spread that funding out a bit 

more.

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Somewhat Most of these projects I won't directly use, but I believe they are important to the overall system. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Very supportive Email Somewhat I know funding is limited, but I would like to see more light/heavy rail, more dedicated lanes for transit (bike/bus/LRT)

30084 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Somewhat supportive Email, Social Media Somewhat

30313 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Very supportive Email Yes

30324 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Somewhat supportive Email Somewhat

30307 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No All bus service should upgradee to ART. Why do double investment on Campbelton ART and LRT- it's the most used transit line go straight to LRT. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media No But a CoA plan won't address the transit issues becauseany of them lie in low density developments OTP.

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Supportive Email, Social Media Somewhat

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat BuildBeltline transit. The whole loop. Everything else is secondary. the only reason this tax is popular is because we want entire loop. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Buses aren't a location unless they're separated from automobile traffic. Build the rails. Supportive Other Somewhat

Transit isn't for people commuting tens of miles, it's for in town residents / workers to get around without needing to 

own a car. Build the fullBeltline loop first, all other projects are distractions.

30342 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Very supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media, News Media Somewhat
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In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding principles 
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transportation needs?
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30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Supportive Phone/Text Somewhat

I think that MARTA needs more rail lines to give more options to people inside the perimeter and relieve pressure on 

the highways

30312 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Very supportive Social Media Somewhat

30317 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Beltline rail now! We need fullBeltline LRT and dedicated right-of-way, the proposed LRT expansion has a choke point of non-grade separated route where LRT must share with motor vehicle traffic and will negatively impact predictability of transit times. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit There should be one program calledBeltline rail now! I love more options, but why does Campbellton road need LRT and BRT? I feel the money and opportunity could be spread around a little more. Supportive News Media Somewhat NeedsBeltline rail now! 

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat One of Atlanta's greatest failures as it applies to public transportation is the lack of stops and lubes the Marta rail system offers. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Neutral Email Somewhat

I do not feel there is enough focus on the lack of rail options, and as the fastest growing metropolitan area in the US, we 

desperately need a better rail system.

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements Very supportive Other Yes

30079 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements Very supportive Email Somewhat

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Rail expansion to unserviced areas should be the highest priority BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Very supportive Other Somewhat

30309 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Very supportive Social Media, News Media Yes

30308 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Very supportive Email Somewhat

30329 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No Would like more expansion into Dekalb BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Very supportive News Media Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Supportive Email Somewhat

30316 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat Beltline rail is why people voted for it! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Neutral Social Media Somewhat

30317 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat Beltline rail + infill/connection w/ heavy rail needs to be a priority. I don't understand why it was removed from this list. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Now do the rest of theBeltline & hashtag network Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Somewhat NeedsBeltline rail. Many potential riders would prefer direct routes to avoid having to connect at 5 points.

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Very supportive News Media Somewhat

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes I live near a current MARTA station so any improvement to connecting other parts of the city would provide an enhanced experience. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Supportive Email Yes It does a good job of spreading the projects throughout the city and connecting more areas.

30309 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Very supportive Email Somewhat

30309 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Supportive Other Somewhat

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat I commute to Smyrna and that is impossible to do without a car. I'd love to be able to ditch the car, but we have a lot of progress to make before that time. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension More LRT, less BRT, especially on North Ave/Hollowell. There is a huge median. Please put light rail on it. Neutral Social Media Somewhat

30313 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No BeltLine first; Clifton Corridor second BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Build out the fullBeltline loop Not supportive Email No No Atlantic Station Access; No PCM Access; Keeps Streetcar Network

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Somewhat

30297 Clayton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements Very supportive Email Yes

30309 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No No- I need more last mile connectivity from my office in Buckhead to the Marta station in Buckhead and this does not do that. There needs to be dedicated lane light rail that does NOT have to sit in traffic. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit TheBeltline needs light rail, failing to do so is going back on what was proposed years ago and what voters voted for. Putting light in without a dedicated lane is futile. Not supportive Other No

I think that more and more folks are moving back in town, and there are areas where great in-fill is taking place. 

TheBeltline needs to have dedicated light rail to move those folks around. 

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat Was looking forward to LRT down Hank Aaron/Capitol Ave. BRT is okay, but would prefer it had a dedicated lane to make transit more predictable and efficient. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Somewhat I think it will definitely help, but wish there was more LRT rather than BRT

30328 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes I think expanding coverage and things like circulators are the most important BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Very supportive Email, News Media Yes I think expanding coverage and things like circulators are the most important

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Supportive Other Yes

30318 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Supportive Email Somewhat

30312 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Supportive Social Media, News Media Somewhat

30083 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Heavy rail to emory BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Supportive Email Somewhat

30309 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat Total travel time including transfers is a top criteria when I look at using MARTA for work or leisure. The project list is about area coverage, however nothing in there addresses systemwide travel time. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit The light rail projects are the one opportunity to reacquaint Atlanta with rapid transit done well. Don't miss that opportunity! Very supportive Email, Social Media Somewhat The list shows coverage but doesn't address how it beats driving as a transportation option between the areas covered.

30308 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat We need to fund the wholeBeltline BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Very supportive Social Media Somewhat

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Supportive Social Media Somewhat

30305 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat LIGHT RAIL ON THEBeltline BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Supportive Other Somewhat

30309 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat need heavy rail to the suburbs (Cobb, etc.) BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit need heavy rail to the suburbs (Cobb, etc.) Supportive Social Media Somewhat need heavy rail to the suburbs (Cobb, etc.)

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Supportive Social Media, News Media Somewhat

30344 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Very supportive Email Somewhat Would like to see more rail options

30306 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Supportive Other Yes

30342 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No I feel like we are failing to plan for the future by ignoring theBeltline. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center Beltline Connectivity Somewhat supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Somewhat There is 0 investment in theBeltline. 

30307 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat fix the ceiling at the inman park/ reynoldstown marta train station. pigeons live up in the ceiling and shit all over. everyone has to walk through and breathe it. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements Supportive Other Somewhat

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Very supportive Email Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Supportive Email Yes

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Yes

30115 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements Supportive Email, News Media Somewhat

30316 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Supportive Social Media Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes The fact that I live at a Marta station, and can't take a train to Emory/CDC/Emory Hospital where my wife and I work is insane to me Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit The fact that I live at a Marta station, and can't take a train to Emory/CDC/Emory Hospital where my wife and I work is insane to me Very supportive Email Yes

The fact that I live at a Marta station, and can't take a train to Emory/CDC/Emory Hospital where my wife and I work is 

insane to me

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat Expand the MARTA rail lines. It needs to branch out to other neighborhoods within the city, not just north/south, east/west. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Very supportive Email No

Expand the MARTA rail lines. It needs to branch out to other neighborhoods within the city, not just north/south, 

east/west.

30316 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat MoreBeltline including rail onBeltline BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Very supportive Email Somewhat

I also want more development and integration to the front door of MARTA Stations. Make the stations destinations 

themselves. 

30308 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat If the north avenue crosstown line is proper BRT, then that would address it. I don't trust that line not to get downgraded to ART though, which would be unacceptable. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit seriously, if the north avenue line doesn't have dedicated lanes, it will be utterly useless. Very supportive Email, News Media Somewhat we need so much more.

30308 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center Station Improvements Very supportive Email Yes

30315 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Catch 22 feeling. Better infrastructure is needed. Directly in the city. Zoning and planning goes hand in hand with transit development. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Southeast is one of the last areas of theBeltline for development. Instead of beginning with the walk trail, this is the perfect opportunity to begin the development with lightrail. Rail in SE is much needed. Supportive Email Somewhat It's leading to the right direction. Start implementing the plan instead of planning to start. COA's time frame is very slow.

30308 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes While i really like the proposed plan, I would really like to see rail expansion to the northwest and southwest regions BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Cascade road needs coverage Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Yes While it is a big step forward, this biggest this should be embracing theBeltline accessibility 

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Somewhat supportive Email Somewhat

I am highly suspicious that BRT and ART routes will be operated as actual BRT and ART routes, rather as typical bus 

routes.

30317 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements Supportive Email, Social Media Somewhat

30341 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit N/A Neutral News Media, Other No

30332 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Supportive Email Somewhat

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Very supportive Email Yes It connects parts of East Atlanta that I think will boost rail ridership

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements Supportive Social Media, News Media Somewhat

30318 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center Station Improvements Acquire CSX property to expand possibilities! Supportive Social Media, News Media Somewhat

30341 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat We need more built out rail lines within the city limits and job corridors.  Interconnectivity between existing lines as well (NE, SE, NW, SW), so all N/S to E/W transfers do not have to occur at 5 Points. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center Station Improvements Supportive Other Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Supportive News Media Yes

30312 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No My bus route (#109) is getting eliminated, meaning I will now need to make two transfers. The routes need to be more frequent and more reliable if people are going to make so many transfers. Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Somewhat supportive Other Somewhat

Buses need to be faster, more frequent, and more reliable, even if it means taking space away from cars. Or at least give 

buses signal prioritization.

30316 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Supportive Email Somewhat

30317 DeKalb Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Supportive Social Media, News Media Somewhat

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Supportive Social Media Somewhat

30303 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat Develop new lines or develop around existing stations Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Very supportive Email Somewhat Develop new lines or develop around existing stations

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements Connect Atlantic Station Somewhat supportive Email, Social Media No

30316 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat The rail lines don't reach into southeast Atlanta and buses still have to compete with traffic. I would like to see more options for Southeast Atlantans to avoid having to take I-20 to the connector to get where we want to go. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Rapid bus transit and rail lines extending into Southeast Atlanta Supportive Email Somewhat

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements I want more lines! I want the trains to extend to more locations. I shouldn't have to travel 30 minutes to the nearest MARTA station. Have it extend further into Gwinnett and other counties. Very supportive Email Yes

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Somewhat supportive Email, Social Media No

Vastly insufficient to meet Atlanta's current needs, let alone it's future mass transit needs. It also seems to ignore many 

things (i.e.Beltline transit) that voters felt they were approving in the first place.

30305 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements Neutral Social Media, News Media Yes

30309 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Supportive Social Media, News Media Somewhat

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat MARTA rail expansion, while costly, will be invaluable to the future of Atlanta. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Very supportive Social Media, News Media Somewhat

I think there are some opportunities to partner with rideshare companies or other services to reduce the amount of 

vehicles on the roads.

30324 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Light Rail should run through downtown in LR only lane No use in creating a LR connection through downtown if it gets stuck in the same traffic we are trying to avoid by riding LR! Perhaps Auburn and Edgewood ave should be reconfigured to one ways. Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Yes

30342 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Very supportive Email Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat More transit stations BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Very supportive News Media Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Needs moreBeltline rail Somewhat supportive Other No Needs significantly more rail

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Very supportive Email Somewhat

30342 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Regional connectivity is key, so want to make sure MARTA is connected to street car and city infill becomes a priority. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Moores Mill Transit Center Very supportive Email Somewhat Regional connectivity is key, so want to make sure MARTA is connected to street car and city infill becomes a priority.

30316 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Very supportive Email Somewhat

30313 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No It does not address offering public transit options to residential areas that do not currently have these options BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Very supportive Email, Social Media Somewhat It does not directly address getting more cars off the road.

30318 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Somewhat supportive Other Somewhat

30318 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Supportive Other Somewhat Would like more light rail 

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Heavy rail needs expanded.  Stations must be added north and south.  Neighborhoods in the quadrants need better ingress to heavy rail - light rail, brt, etc.  Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Supportive Email Somewhat

ultimately atlanta metro transit needs to be organized in a single authority.  expand heavy rail lines north and south and 

make sure it is easy for all populated ITP areas to access heavy rail stations. 

30313 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat There needs to be a dedicated effort to expanding public transit. Atlanta is far behind all other major US cities. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements Stations starting at Garnett and southwards need MASSIVE improvements. Very supportive Email Somewhat

30317 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat more tranist rail Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Supportive Email, Other Somewhat

30338 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat I believe there is currently a gap in the system around the midtown/w. midtown/ druid hills area BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Very supportive Email Somewhat There is currently a gap in the system around the midtown/w. midtown/ druid hills area

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Supportive News Media Somewhat

30309 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes WithBeltline LRT I could ditch my car for 95% of in-town trips BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Would love to see some retail added to the stations, a cafe type space. Very supportive Email Yes The LRT and BRT will do wonders for expanding MARTA access

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat More heavy and light rail within city and around city BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit MORE RAIL! Supportive Social Media, News Media Somewhat Not enough heavy/light rail initiative

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes Planning for southern extensions/stops beyond the airport, to areas like Stockbridge/Eagles Landing, McDonough and Locust Grove. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Very supportive Email Yes

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No All ofBeltline rail needs to be funded (the entire loop). BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Somewhat supportive Social Media No I don't think BRT in non-dedicated ROW is sufficient. Also, need to fund the fullBeltline loop.

30303 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Very supportive Social Media Somewhat

A majority of Atlanta's population lives in the suburbs. Without adequate transportation infrastructure, coupled with 

Atlanta's booming population commute times and urban sprawl will increase. 

30305 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Want to see an expansion of MARTA and MARTA stations. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Moores Mill Transit Center Atlanta needs more Heavy Rail Transit stations! Somewhat supportive News Media No

There are not enough MARTA train stops and locations for the city. It needs to expand into more neighborhoods around 

the city (Sandy Springs, Alpharetta, etc.)

30332 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat West Midtown / Atlantic Station area seems underserved by rail and other transit options. No light rail around the entire belt line or east/west through the anywhere but far downtown. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Very supportive Email, News Media Somewhat

I'd like to see a better alignment of the Clifton Corridor line that continues down to an existing East/West heavy rail 

station

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes It addresses the needs but there is much more to do. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit The northeast, crosstown east, and north avenue brt would be a huge relief. It often takes over 30 minutes to drive those 2 miles during peak traffic Very supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media, News Media Yes It brings options to go more places in transit and brings options to areas that need help with economic stimulation

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Very supportive News Media Yes

30022 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No This question should be AFTER the project list. Putting it after the "principles" list creates confusion between principles and projects. I haven't gotten to the project list yet so I can't evaluate it. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Neutral News Media No

This question should be AFTER the project list. Putting it after the "principles" list creates confusion between principles 

and projects. I haven't gotten to the project list yet so I can't evaluate it.

30307 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat It appears balanced, but I am not certain that the S line through the University district is the best plan. It's set up for failure. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Somewhat supportive Other Somewhat

Again, if Bus, then 100% dedicated lanes. If light rail, then it too needs to be almost exclusively dedicated. The first line 

is a failure for multiple reasons, mostly though, because it sits in traffic, just like I can do in my car.

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Does nothing to reduce east side traffic or improve access for me BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Neutral News Media, Other No More trains!

30309 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Supportive Social Media, News Media Yes

30316 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat There should be a Marta Line along the southside of i-20. A lot of growth down here and buses aren't going to cut it. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit There should be a train line south of 20 that links to North Ave (and moreland ave)  and MLK station Supportive Other Somewhat There should be a Marta Line along the southside of i-20. A lot of growth down here and buses aren't going to cut it.

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes My commute from Midtown to Buckhead can be unpredictable given the various ways to get there. While I would love a better public option for myself, greater commute predictability and manageable traffic flow would make my life easier BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Very supportive Social Media Somewhat Availability and practicality of Public transportation seems to be the most prominent conversation topic I hear. 

30309 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Supportive Email Somewhat

30307 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes Beltline rail BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements Supportive News Media Somewhat No major rail expansions

30341 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Give us a light rail option that takes us to Athens, GA. Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Yes

30309 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Understand the phasing, but would like to see streetcar along 10th Street with opportunity for level connection toBeltline at Monroe near Grady. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service A crosstown LRT / streetcar route between Monroe / 10th and West Midtown would connect two major population and employment centers. Very supportive Email Somewhat

I live in Midtown near the park, but am very aware of the growing cluster in West Midtown (primarily around 14th / 

Howell Mill). Would like to see access to move between Midtown and West Midtown.

30350 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Somewhat supportive News Media Somewhat

30338 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Very supportive Social Media, News Media Somewhat

30306 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat I think that the projects should focus on in-town transit and moving people between neighborhoods BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Supportive News Media Somewhat

Atlanta's transport needs are greater than this proposal. With this funding, the goal should be to get cars off the road 

for people who live in the city of Atlanta and whosw destinations are also within the city.

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Supportive Email No

30317 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Supportive Email Somewhat

30319 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Yes

24060 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No Need more heavy rails Greenbriar Transit Center Moores Mill Transit Center Not supportive News Media No Need more heavy rails

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Very supportive Email, News Media Somewhat

30032 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat More reliability and frequency on major roads is needed. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center Supportive Email Somewhat

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Supportive Email Somewhat Completion of the entireBeltline LRT loop would provide greatly enhanced/equitable connectivity.

30363 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Supportive Email Somewhat Lacking aBeltline Southeast LRT

30315 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Somewhat supportive Social Media, News Media Somewhat

30236 Clayton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Neutral News Media Yes

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Supportive Other Somewhat

30328 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No I want more heavy rail. I want a line up to Windward and out to the Suntrust Stadium. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Really you should only be putting in more HRT and LRT. Bus lanes are just causing more traffic congestion. Very supportive Email Somewhat You need more heavy rail, the issue isn't inter-atlanta traffic it's the traffic feed into atlanta, 400, 285 etc.

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No Needs light rail access westwards and northwestwards. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Moores Mill Transit Center This still essentially ignores the northwest and western areas of the city. Somewhat supportive Social Media, News Media No Personal knowledge of large amounts of people who would be interested in further transit in the area.

30273 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Very supportive Social Media Somewhat

I use the GRTA Xpress bus as well as Marta and I would prefer that both services be under Marta instead of paying for 

separate services.

30316 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Very supportive Social Media, News Media Somewhat

30309 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center Supportive Other Yes

30319 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Supportive Other Somewhat

30317 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat It would be helpful to see each of these priorities listed with a set of actionable items and timelines. I feel the money we voted towards transit is being misappropriated without citizen consent. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Neutral Email Somewhat

Same reply as my personal somewhat  + yes, to multimodal options. But we need to focus on expanding heavy rail and 

connectivity to those lines.

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No Marta stations are too few and far between. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Very supportive Email No Marta stations do not get people from where they are to where they need to be 

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No TheBeltline Rail and intercity rail connections should be priority. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Somewhat supportive Email, News Media Somewhat

30032 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Supportive Other Somewhat

30315 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Somewhat supportive Email, Social Media, News Media, Other Somewhat

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements Walkability around stations Supportive Email, Social Media Yes

30307 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Neutral News Media Somewhat

30308 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Very supportive Other Somewhat

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No The entireBeltline should have light rail BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave should have LRT not BRT Very supportive Social Media, News Media No The entireBeltline should have light rail

30303 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat MoreBeltline Rail & infill MARTA stations! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Priority needs to go to transit projects that will be in dedicated right of way. Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Somewhat MoreBeltline Rail & infill MARTA stations!

30307 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes BeltLine Rail Now BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Very supportive Social Media, News Media Yes

30318 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Supportive Social Media Somewhat

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Very supportive Email Somewhat

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network No We want medium/light rail, more buses, and the ability to completely avoid traffic on 285/75/85/20 BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Supportive News Media No Stop planning for now, anticipate future growth and plan accordingly. 

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Supportive Email Somewhat

30307 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No EXPAND!!! Public transportation would be much more realistic for a lot more people if it were more practically available. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Neutral Other No Again, expand! 

30305 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat Understanding Heavy Rail is more expensive, we need it and connectivity to existing stations BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Supportive Social Media, News Media Somewhat
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30306 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No Cross midtown light rail to connect east and Westside neighborhoods to heavy rail BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Busses are too unreliable, would prefer rail, preferably down 10th street from Monroe to north side Supportive Social Media, News Media Somewhat I don’t think it’s doing enough to reduce the need for cars by in town residents

30315 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No Rail is the best way to move large numbers of people: add more trains, more stops, better flexibility (have many trains queued before and after sporting events at Philips/MBZ). BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Supportive Email Somewhat The goal is to get cars off the road. BRT won't convert many drivers, but rail will.

30316 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat More ART would be better, I think, for me traveling from my ART stop to other stops that are not NSEW. The LRT is good, but I think there should be more ART. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Very supportive Email Somewhat I think that Atlanta would benefit from more rail transport. 

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Supportive Social Media Somewhat

Still no neighborhood circulator in Old Fourth Ward, Inman Park to replace the portion of Route 3 that was truncated a 

couple of years ago.

30307 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Connect to theBeltline BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Supportive News Media Somewhat Connect to theBeltline

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements Supportive Email Somewhat

30312 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Difficult to tell the specifics from the limited information provided. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements Supportive Social Media, News Media Somewhat Difficult to tell the specifics from the limited information provided.

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Supportive Social Media Somewhat

I would like to see a greater emphasis on transit inside the perimeter, allowing for a careless existence to be possible 

while living in Atlanta.

30328 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center Very supportive Other Somewhat

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat I really just want improved transit options to / from Cobb County. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Moores Mill Transit Center Very supportive News Media Somewhat

30316 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No Give usBeltline transit as promised. Finish the trail, add streetcar transit then continue streetcar on north and 14th streets. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements Tunnel for LRT under CSX and Marta line on Eastside trail Somewhat supportive Email Somewhat Beltline. Transit. Sidewalks. 

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat Beltline transit is a must and is the entire point of a lot of this. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Very supportive Email Yes

30030 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Very supportive Email Somewhat

30328 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Very supportive Social Media Somewhat

30305 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Supportive Other Somewhat

30307 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Supportive Email Somewhat

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Supportive Email Somewhat

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Very supportive Other Somewhat

30341 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Yes

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No More rail lines and express rail BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Neutral Social Media No Buses are slow and are a cheap solution to an ever increasing issue

30005 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Need more details/examples on ALL items. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Very supportive Social Media Somewhat Need more details/examples on ALL items.

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat There needs to be more public transit available that is not dependent on traffic. More MARTA lines (subway/above ground) BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Would be nice to have some rails that get you to the Braves Stadium Neutral Email, News Media Somewhat

It all sounds fancy, but doesn't get down to the root issues of Atlanta. It's a city without having means to get around 

without a car.

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Very supportive News Media Somewhat Need more bike lanes and sidewalk maintenance/expansion.

30002 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No Need more extensive HRT. Bus and LRT are still subject to the same traffic issues plaguing Atlanta. HRT should be the focus of expansion and additional cars for more frequent pickup and reliability. Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements Neutral News Media No

Need more extensive HRT. HRT should be the focus of expansion, and additional cars for more frequent pickup and 

reliability. Continued expansion of HRT up 400 and 85 should be priority. 

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat North Ave BRT/Trolleybus with dedicated lanes. Make it legit, not just a bus BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Prioritize Infill stations (beltline connectivity) and dedicated lanes. Dont do this half heartedly with busses/streetcars that share lanes with traffic! Supportive Email Somewhat Needs betterBeltline-MARTA rail connectivity ie Boone and Armour Stations

30338 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Very supportive Email Somewhat

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center More LRT Supportive Social Media Somewhat

30318 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes Need a line or better modes of transportation to Cobb County. Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center Supportive Other Yes Would like to see better modes of transportation to Cobb County.

30305 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat We need more rail.  circular rail between the arms of MARTA, with last mile options (trails, scooters, rent bikes, paths, etc) is what the city needs.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center ConnectBeltline trails, get LRT or similar on it.  It's our best chance at developing circular transit system between areas of the city, repairing the damage from interstate projects.. Supportive Social Media No We can't keep investing in cars given our projected growth rates.  It's simple impossible to scale cars to that level.

30030 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Dekalb portion of Clifton corridor must be completed. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Supportive Email Yes

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Supportive Email, Social Media Yes

30087 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Very supportive Social Media Yes

30350 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat There is not much need for so manyBeltline stops. It would be more helpful to add stops northeast and northwest. Underground transportation should be the emphasis because it is faster and can reach placed farther out, not busses or lightrail BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Very supportive Social Media Somewhat

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Very supportive Social Media, News Media Somewhat

30328 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Supportive Email Somewhat

Need to figure out the highways and side streets in the sandy springs/dunwoody area. As more companies and residents 

move in the area, traffic needs to be a priority. 

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Very supportive Email Somewhat I believe that only by expanding heavy rail will Atlanta's traffic needs truly begin to be met.

30306 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Supportive Email Somewhat

30308 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat Tough to whittle down to just three or really understand the difference between each BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Very supportive Email Somewhat

30309 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat I'd like to see thy streetcar built out and bike lane infrastructure put in. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Very supportive Social Media, News Media, Other Somewhat We need more heavy rail service, highways cannot meet demand. 

30303 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat Need to focus on connectivity and HRT and BRT systems Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements Gulch area would be a great multi-modal hub for local and regional transit. Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Somewhat Same as above, if still in mixed traffic, won't do much to curb traffic problems.

30318 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Supportive Other No

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat More rail is needed. Or isolated transit options, not in-traffic bus routes. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Supportive Email Somewhat

30079 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements Neutral Social Media, News Media Somewhat

30315 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Supportive Social Media, News Media Somewhat

30076 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Very supportive News Media Somewhat

30315 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No I feel that rail expansion should be prioritized over other forms of transit.  Especially completing the belt line loop BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit I would have also liked to see the Mechanicsville infill station make the final cut Neutral Email No I feel that rail expansion should be prioritized over other forms of transit.  Especially completing the belt line loop

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Supportive Other Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Very supportive Other Somewhat

30083 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat Marta expansion of rail and light rail into suburbs is my main priority Greenbriar Transit Center Moores Mill Transit Center Station Improvements Expand rail into the suburbs to lighten traffic and increase community interests in using public transit. Supportive Other Somewhat Atlanta is expanding rapidly with more cars on the road. Its easier and cheaper to expand rail ways than roadways.

30307 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat More and complete expansion into further counties. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Very supportive Social Media, News Media Somewhat More and complete expansion into further counties.

30326 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat I think there needs to be a much larger focus on increased rail transportation, and less focus on bus transit solutions. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit I think that the LRT projects across the entireBeltline should be the top priority. Supportive Social Media, News Media Somewhat

30303 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat I would like to see additional investment in heavy rail spanning more areas inside and outside the perimeter. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Very supportive Email Somewhat Again, we need more investment in heavy- and light-rail to expand upon existing rail.

30328 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat It would be really nice to have a new line or spur that goes to the new Braves stadium. Otherwise, my needs are covered. Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements (cont'd from above) I-85 corridor for heavy rail line from Doraville; densely populated area around the Atlanta Rd and S Cobb Dr exits on I-285; Stone Mountain Neutral Email Somewhat

I'd really like to see more heavy rail stations. new Braves stadium?Cumberland > KSU > Marietta? I typed out a much 

longer response but your character limit is too small 

30324 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements Connecting downtown to Georgia State Stadium/Summerhill Very supportive Email, Social Media Yes

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service I think rail service up to the Cobb area is a must and then extending the rail lines is next most important. Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Somewhat

I view the Regional Rail system as the core of Marta.  I find its reach is just too small and doesn't go to enough major 

population and work centers.

30308 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat MARTA is making good improvements to the system, but popular last mile destinations (like Krog St Market or Virginia Highlands neighborhood) are still difficult to get to without taking an hour to use both trains and buses. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements New lines are great, but MARTA should first start by improving stations and experience. Supportive Email Somewhat

More efficient bus routes and dedicated lane space are great, but there also needs to be light rail around theBeltline 

and to popular destinations that are currently difficult to reach without taking multiple trains and buses.

30316 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No I'd prefer light rail on the beltine corridor and more improvements to the marta station experience (more frequent service, vendors in stations, better security, better route display) BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Supportive Email No Same as above

30315 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Supportive Email Somewhat

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No I live on the Westside, we just got one line of bus service... BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Neutral Email Somewhat

I understand that ATL is severly lacking in transportation all over the city and the plan will help but it's very one 

(east)sided.   

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Very supportive Social Media Somewhat Not completely, but this is a start.

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No Light Rail on theBeltline should be #1 priority.  No idea which of those topics encoorporates that. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Very supportive News Media No

30030 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No Lack of connectivity to places people go. Still lots of straight lines but when you get off a train you have to walk in areas that are not pedestrian friendly. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements Very concerned about Clifton Corridor and the lack of quality information or anyone to actually answer my questions as it is proposed to run through my backyard. Neutral Email No Same reasons as above.

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat BeltLine,Beltline,Beltline BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Supportive News Media Somewhat We need focus on non-vehicular transit options.  And/or make the buses smaller.

30317 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Supportive Email Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network No I like the project, but I haven't seen Marta do ANYTHING that they promised, only develop parking lots into buildings for multiple types of use.  When will they start the Clifton Corridor or the other lines? BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Very supportive Social Media Yes We need more lines, more stations.  People won't use Marta unless it takes them where they need to go.

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Lacking connectivity in DeKalb, east of 85/75 BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements Supportive Social Media, News Media Somewhat

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat More transit needs to be available to bring people from outside the perimeter into the downtown area for work and events. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit New modes of travel cannot be snared in traffic that commuters would already wait in. Outside 285 to downtown should be a major area of focus. Neutral Email No

More transit needs to be available to bring people from outside the perimeter into the downtown area for work and 

events.

30030 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center Neutral Social Media, Other Somewhat

If you live in a very specific area of the metro, this works. If not, you're still out of luck and have very few public 

transportation choices

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat The pace of transit on theBeltline has not kept up with its popularity BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Very supportive News Media Somewhat Street cars need their own right of way.

30341 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Supportive Email Somewhat

30307 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Very supportive Email Yes

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Alternative options for commuters to and from greater Atlanta has to be a transit priority.  Adding more car lanes is not a long term solution. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Very supportive Email Somewhat

Alternative options for commuters to and from greater Atlanta has to be a transit priority.  Adding more car lanes is not 

a long term solution.

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat We need a massive expansion of our public transit system to get ahead of the metro's booming population. The only way the metro area is going to navigable in 10 years is if we start building out public transit for everyday use by everyone now. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Somewhat

As I said above, we need to roll out multiple times the current project list. Commutes throughout the metro will become 

nightmarish otherwise.

30316 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Supportive News Media Somewhat

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat There are a ton of projects. Some address my transit needs. Others will have no impact. It's sort of ridiculous to ask such a broad question. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Those are the projects closest to me, but also probably the areas where non-vehicle transit is most accessible today... Supportive Other Yes That's a better question

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No Light Rail on theBeltline is the most important thing to me and the current project list doesn't include light rail south of 20 on the eastside.  I feel cheated. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension This may help some, but doesn't help me much. Somewhat supportive Email Somewhat See previous response.

30329 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Rail on theBeltline! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Please expand MARTA to Vinings! Very supportive Social Media Somewhat

30342 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat Disappointed that a newly annexed area can take precedence and tax benefits so quickly over other projects (Emory). BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Greenbriar Transit Center The City needs to make a better app that can handle inconsistent arrival/departure times. Supportive Other Somewhat

Bus frequencies need to increase. More bus stops need to be less soul whittling, where folk stand out in all kinds of 

weather with no sure dependence on the buses.

30326 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat Build the rail, finish the trail. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Neutral Email Somewhat

The line to Emory is absolutely necessary, but every cent not spent on that should go toBeltline rail. That's what we 

voted for, and that's what we deserve.

30312 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Supportive Social Media, News Media Somewhat

30307 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Yes

30312 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Neutral Other Somewhat

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat Increase the frequency of the 68 bus. Continue the 71 bus to Grant Park. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Convert Auburn & Edgewood Ave to a one-way pair so that the streetcar may operate in a dedicated lane. Parking could be prohibited on the side of the street on which the streetcar operates in order to prevent cars from blocking its path. Supportive Social Media Somewhat

(1) BRT and LRT should have dedicated lanes. (2) Alternative LRT route: Campbellton Rd-to-Oakland City MARTA-to-

Beltline spur at Lifecycle Building Center-to-SouthsideBeltline-to-EastsideBeltline. (3) Infill stations at Krog Street and 

Armour Drive.

30021 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Though I live in Clarkston, i work in Covingtion. There isn't transport yet our here other than car. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Very supportive Email, Social Media Somewhat I would like rail to Cobb Infinite energy center, and farther into Gwinett and Duluth and to EAV

30319 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Supportive Other Somewhat

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat add a station on the east line between Edwood/Candler Park and Eaat Lake. The Pullman property is a perfect location and project to integrate it with. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Supportive Social Media Somewhat

More rail. Busses and these rapid transit projects are just stopgaps to the inevitable. The economy is strong. Revenue is 

strong. Focus it on permanent light rail expansion. 

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat I want there to be more stops downtown so it is easier to get around.  Connecting areas with nightlife to where people live would be nice. North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements Supportive News Media Somewhat

30032 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat A better solution to the 285-400 corridor would be helpful. Taking a bus up and down 400 doesn't help get around traffic, and it doesn't incentivize people living in Atlanta to use MARTA to reach Roswell/Alpharetta Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Supportive Email Somewhat Same as my answer from before

30306 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Providing lighting and sidewalks throughout city so citizens can walk safely BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Very supportive Email Somewhat Providing lighting and sidewalks throughout city so citizens can walk safely 

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No BRT will have minimal impact on improving transportation throughout the city. The sales tax increase was advertised and passed specifically for rail. Heavy and light rail. https://beltline.org/about/resources/streetcar-system-plan/ BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Please commit to finishing theBeltline loop. Very supportive Email No

BRT will have minimal impact on improving transportation throughout the city. The sales tax increase was advertised 

and passed specifically for rail. Heavy and light rail. https://beltline.org/about/resources/streetcar-system-plan/

30317 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Doesn’t address the last mile issue for my neighborhood. WithoutBeltline light rail, inter connectivity is decreased as well. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension If you’re going to do parts of theBeltline, make sure they’re both connected, otherwise you haven’t solved congruency and connectivity at all. Somewhat supportive Social Media Somewhat

It provides opportunity for one of the largest business centers in the region, but doesn’t connect neighborhoods Enough 

to make it useful to city residents.

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Supportive Other Somewhat

30314 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat I would like to see more given towards meeting the initial vision made to have light rail around the entireBeltline. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Overall...my position is take make sure the light rail remains a vital point of the completion of theBeltline. It goes together. One without the other doesn't improve transit for the city. Somewhat supportive Email Somewhat

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements North Avenue BRT between the MARTA station and the EastsideBeltline / PCM would be amazing. Supportive Email Somewhat

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat It seems we are following old/current patterns, not predicting new growth. Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Neutral Email No

Atlanta needs a true mass transit system that will remove cars and busses from the roadways.  This seems like a 

reactionary/supplemental plan.

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension It's incredibly important for all of the rail projects to run grade separated from traffic to truly be a worthwhile alternative to driving. Neutral Email, Phone/Text, Social Media Somewhat

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat MARTA must expand to cover more communities. Atlanta keeps growing and keeps sprawling but the transportation infrastructure, specifically rail, is lacking. It is essential to the growth of this city to expand rail into Cobb County and Gwinnett County. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Heavy Rail from Cumberland Mall to a new Atlantic Station station, down Northside/Marietta to the GA Dome/Philips Arena, and connecting between Atlantic Station and Arts Center. Neutral Email, Social Media Somewhat I fully support the LRT expansions within Fulton County. I want heavy rail expansion to Gwinnett and Cobb.

30313 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat Light rail on theBeltline and improved transit access to theBeltline should be the highest priorities. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Light rail on theBeltline and improved transit access to theBeltline should be the highest priorities. Very supportive Social Media, News Media Somewhat Light rail on theBeltline and improved transit access to theBeltline should be the highest priorities.

30306 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Supportive Social Media No

30317 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Supportive Social Media, News Media Somewhat

30308 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Somewhat I'd say the projects above aren't descriptive enough for me to understand the real effects of them. In general, I'd like a technologically advanced system with a focus on commuting in the urban core (inside and around theBeltline) BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements Would be cool to see light rail on North Ave too Supportive Email Somewhat

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No Need east west rail connectivity from Bankhead to Decatur Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements Supportive Email Somewhat Busses aren't the answer without dedicated bus lanes

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat More dedicated bike lines are needed BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Neutral Social Media Somewhat More heavy rail is desperately needed OTP

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No MoreBeltline funding. Emory route should not be in this. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Most of the money should go to the Beltlin Not supportive Email No

The funding was supposed to be for theBeltline as it was sold to us. Myself and many of my friends would not have 

voted for this as it has been proposed 

30350 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes Expand rail to connect to other major cities, linking smaller cities along the way. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Very supportive Email Somewhat Transit needs to be expanded much more.

30338 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements Supportive Email Somewhat

There should be more connections to Atlanta and its metropolitan suburbs. The suburbs should be interconnected as 

well to provide more mobility around Atlanta.

1 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology No BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Somewhat supportive Social Media No

30306 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat I'm dissapointed in the commitment toBeltline transit BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension dissapointed in the amount of commitment toBeltline transit planned given the degree to which it was used to sell the tax.  Somewhat supportive News Media Somewhat

Use of the tax to further enhance piedmont park is a criminal waste of these funds on the part of town that already has 

the most parks investment in the whole city.

30317 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat Bus routes are limited hours Crosstown Downtown East Extension Supportive News Media Somewhat Bus routes need more frequency and hours of operation

30341 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements Not supportive Social Media, News Media Somewhat

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Please work on light rail. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements Supportive Other Somewhat Please work on light rail. 

30083 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Supportive Social Media Yes The city needs more rail so more people will use it

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements There are some areas that are still disconnected Supportive Email Somewhat

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat please dont add rail to theBeltline Greenbriar Transit Center Moores Mill Transit Center Station Improvements Neutral Social Media Somewhat

30327 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center Very supportive Email No Need to rapidly expand MARTA trains across the city and into the suburbs 

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat Needs more rail on dedicated right of way, likeBeltline. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit I'd rather see maximum use of existingBeltline right-of-way than further investment in the downtown streetcar. Very supportive Social Media, News Media Somewhat

30306 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Supportive Email Yes

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Needs more train locations all across the city with better connectivity North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Supportive Social Media Somewhat

MARTA’s starting to get real attention and something close to proper funding. I’d really like to see a functional public 

transport for this city.

30318 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat I would also like a more robust transportation network that increases efficacy of fluidic modes,like buses, while also encompassing more dedicated rail projects. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit BRT projects dont help the core of atl, but rather the outlying areas. A shift towards developing a robust transportation network within the city would be superb Somewhat supportive Social Media, News Media Somewhat

This list needs to include more dedicated lane use to public vehicles. Furthermore, pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure 

needs to be vastly expanded

30309 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Need to get Atlanta streetcar connected Supportive Social Media Somewhat

30315 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Very supportive News Media Somewhat

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Marta up 75. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Very supportive Email Somewhat

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Some of the list feels redundant. Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Low income areas need this but while ensuring negative impacts of gentrification do not cause everyone to lose their homes. Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Somewhat

Affordable housing is important; I'd like to be part of the conversation as a prospective real estate investor. I also 

believe, technology is important so long as a long term view is used. I worry MARTA will not partner with the ideal IT 

firm for this.

30316 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Supportive Email Yes

30004 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Very supportive News Media Somewhat Extend into North Fulton

30316 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No We need more bus pulloffs. Preferably with a law that says traffic MUST yield to buses merging back in from a pulloffs. Marta buses BLOCK lanes and it is unsafe. Look at Copenhagen if you need a model. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Somewhat supportive Email No We need MARTA to Cobb - at LEAST to the new stadium in Smyrna. We need more bus pulloffs.  

30315 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No The bus headways for community circulators are horrible.They are not useable for commuters during peak hours. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension The Campbellton Rd LRT should not be funded.  BRT is totally acceptable for that corridor and would be well-used. Somewhat supportive Email Somewhat

 The Campellton corridor is not nearly dense enough for LRT infrastructure.  BRT is completely acceptable there, but the 

money being used to upgrade it to LRT could be better spent in other parts of the city.

30309 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Supportive News Media Somewhat

30316 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No I live in SE Atlanta and the proposed plan totally leaves us out. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Build the southeastBeltline transit to connect East and westBeltline transit lines, don’t build light rail on streets where traffic will make them useless like the downtown streetcar. Somewhat supportive Email No

It’s missing the opportunity to connect the west and eastBeltline with transit on exclusive right of way.  It duplicates 

efforts on some routes like Campbellton, which gets both BRT and light rail investments, while ignoring other important 

routes. 

30313 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No More Marta lines. That's it. What is "Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers."? Is that more Marta lines? Because that's it. Busses are slow, give me more dependable trains. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension More rails Somewhat supportive News Media, Other No

30616 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Trains damnit, trains. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Supportive Other Somewhat

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat Creating and extending rail lines (new or existing, light or heavy) seems to be most important. The crosstown,Beltline, and Clifton Corridor lines, as well as new infill stations, are vital to Atlanta's stability and growth. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension LRT will never work without street priority, dedicated lanes, and timed signals. Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Somewhat

It's hard to tell from the map if the proposed Armour Yards, Mechanicsville, Krog Street, and Murphy Triangle infill 

stations are still under consideration.

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Crosstown Downtown West Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements Very supportive Social Media Somewhat
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transportation needs?
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project list, do you feel it 
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transportation needs?
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30350 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network No Need extension of Redline, North of North springs BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Neutral Email No Need more LRT

30310 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Beltline rail needs higher priority for the whole corridor. Infill stations on MARTA needed. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Push Clifton Corridor to the back of the line, they shouldn't get priority Somewhat supportive Email, Social Media Somewhat Clifton Corridor serves commuting suburbanites need's, not city residents.

30316 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Expected more transit alongBeltline cooridor BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Very supportive Email, News Media Somewhat Expected more transit alongBeltline cooridor

30067 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat I'm looking for an option that's more like "Expanding into the suburbs" BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements Neutral News Media Somewhat See previous response

30346 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Very supportive Other Somewhat

30307 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Very supportive Email Somewhat

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Very supportive Email Somewhat

30317 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes No Who wrote this survey at a graduate school level?  What a joke. I have 4 degrees and needed to read each response twice to understand what you are asking.  Clearly you are only asking overly educated people to weigh in. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit see above.  Very supportive Social Media No see above.

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Very supportive Email Yes

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Supportive Email, Social Media Somewhat

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Supportive Email Somewhat Crosstown Midtown line is necessary, especially with the 760 Ralph Mcgill project on the way. 

30310 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Very supportive Email Somewhat

30308 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements Supportive Email Somewhat

30306 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat As someone who doesn't own a car, I'd like to see heavier focus on protected bike lanes. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Very supportive News Media Somewhat Metro core traffic is insane. I'd like to see more alternative transit options in the city core. 

30305 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Neutral Social Media, News Media Somewhat

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Clifton corridor would be useful, but light rail has been cut for midtown access in favor of buses BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements ART and BRT is either not connecting to popular areas, or duplicating existing infrastructure, and will just be stuck in traffic without completely dedicated lanes Neutral Social Media, News Media Somewhat

No additional heavy rail to connect major population/job centers; light rail has been cut for BRT; BRT/ART that is 

seemingly duplicating existing infrastructure and does not connect needed areas

30306 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Very supportive Other Somewhat is there a plan to expand the subway? 

30328 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements Somewhat supportive Social Media, News Media Somewhat

30312 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center Very supportive Email Somewhat

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No Light rail is a cute tourist destination, not a valid mode of transit. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Moores Mill Transit Center Station Improvements Not supportive Social Media, News Media No

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Supportive Social Media Somewhat

30332 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements Very supportive Email Yes

30324 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No Needs to extend into Cobb. Need a loop system similar to Moscow BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center Very supportive Other No We need many new lines, more stops, and a loop to fill in the spaces in between

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No Why is there both a Campbellton BRT and LRT?? Those funds should be reinvested inBeltline/cross-town dedicated transit lines. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Neutral Email No

Why does the Clifton corridor get funds when the area wasn't in the city when we voted for the tax? More funds should 

be dedicated to cross-town/BeltLine dedicated transit.

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network No Green line should be extended into NW Atlanta Crosstown Downtown West Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center Extend greenline into NW and up I75 Somewhat supportive Email, Social Media, News Media No Many parts of the City are no access to train

30316 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat I would prefer more attention to the southeast part of the city and theBeltline BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Somewhat supportive Social Media Somewhat

30009 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Very supportive Other Somewhat

30291 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Somewhat supportive Social Media Yes

30315 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Somewhat supportive Email Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Real time uber like tracking for rail on the marta on the go app Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Supportive Other Somewhat

30314 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Very supportive Social Media Somewhat

30324 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Very supportive Email Yes

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Need more infill stations and the Clifton corridor access would be great BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Very supportive Email Somewhat Getting Marta to go where we need to go will help like job and retail centers

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Supportive Email Somewhat

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Very supportive Social Media, News Media Somewhat

30324 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat You keep touting "more frequent service" yet the majority of the changes you're making in August REDUCE the frequency or even eliminate service altogether. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Greenbriar Transit Center Somewhat supportive Other Somewhat light rail on theBeltline is not necessary. what happened to the infill stations?

30329 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Somewhat

30318 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Need better east-west connectivity BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Supportive Email Yes

30032 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Most lines seem to converge downtown, need more lines that go to/from areas around the center not just to/from the center Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Very supportive Social Media Somewhat

Most lines seem to converge downtown, need more lines that go to/from areas around the center not just to/from the 

center

30305 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Very supportive Email Somewhat Likely needs more transit up towards vinings

30305 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Somewhat supportive News Media Somewhat

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat One of the largest line items on the list wasn’t even part of the City of Atlanta in 2016. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Again I am thoroughly disappointed that the full. Build out of theBeltline is not on this list. This is what every person that voted for this referendum expected to see. I am also hopeful that the CrossTown extensions could be accomplished as well. Somewhat supportive Email Somewhat

 I am very disappointed to see the Clifton Corridor on the list over full BeltLibe build out. I feel duped. I never thought 

when I voted for this that the fullBeltline buildout would not be completed. 

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Very supportive Other Yes

30329 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No I am not in  favor of the propose 16 change it  gets me my job river edge across from the AMC also disabled person mental health   as well I commute 2 x daily BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service I live closer to them  Not supportive Email No I think there should not  be proposed changes it works  for well and public needs to  be educated  of those benifits

30326 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Supportive News Media Yes

30363 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes My Marta train station is very far from me and the buses are hard to relying on to get to the places I want to go to BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements Very supportive Email Yes

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit MoreBeltline rail! Supportive Social Media Somewhat CompletedBeltline transit would be preferable!

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat I have to drive my car for work so I wouldn't use MARTA to go to and from work, but I would use it recreationally if it went everywhere I'd like to go. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Supportive Email Somewhat

From the shown map, it's hard to tell what neighborhoods the lines go into so it's hard to fully address the needs of the 

community with a label-less map

30316 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I was pleased to see someBeltline transit on the list, as well as the CCTI project.  But  Would have preferred to see transit (light rail) along the fullBeltline loop. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Supportive Social Media, News Media Somewhat Progress is incremental, which is understandable. But Atlanta needs better transit now - not 5, 10, 20 years from now

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Bike lanes are important.  Removing the alternate lane from Dekalb Ave and creating dedicated turning lanes is important.  Expanding rail is very important. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Very supportive Email Somewhat See above.  City needs to expand rail, and work with the metro counties.

30319 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Traffic light optimization ("smarter" traffic lights) throughout the metro area BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Very supportive Email Somewhat It's a good start, but bong term, we need more than busses and managed car lanes. Trams, bike lanes, rail, etc..

30032 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network No Expand MARTA rail network. New lines and extensions outside of the perimeter. Think DC's Metro or London Underground. Make MARTA a Subway other cites will be jealous of. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Very supportive Social Media, News Media No

You need to drastically expand the heavy rail network and put light rail on theBeltline. Also, if you are going to do BRT, 

they better be in dedicated panes only. No lane sharing with vehicles.

30032 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Rebranding to the ATL seems like a bad idea. A regional authority named after one city in the region is confusing. The name MARTA is a name that already represents the region. Very supportive Social Media, News Media Somewhat

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Neutral News Media Somewhat

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network No I do construction so I have to use a truck around the city BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Neutral Other Somewhat I'm worried the city wouldn't be conducive to constructing new light rail systems

30345 DeKalb Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat More focus on rail transportation BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Supportive Email Somewhat

30310 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Very supportive Email, News Media Yes

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Crosstown Downtown East Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements Somewhat supportive Email, Social Media Somewhat

30313 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Neutral Email No

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Marta needs to address the outdated station screens and mobile apps. Additionally the data provided to those apps and screens via API is often wrong.  Communication improvements must be made! Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Very supportive Email, Social Media Somewhat

30306 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Let's do it all! Very supportive Social Media, News Media Yes

30312 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Supportive Email No Im more in favor better, perhaps light rail for intown neighborhoods.

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Please prioritizeBeltline light rail. It's clearly a transit corridor. I already see a ton of bird scooters on it every day, and they interfere with pedestrians. People want to use theBeltline for transit. Supportive Social Media Yes Beltline rail is important to me

30033 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat My ideal public transportation system would have more than those 3 priorities BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Very supportive Social Media, News Media Yes

30075 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No Heavy rail up 400 is a must. The suburbs are exploding and jam up the roads with commuters Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Heavy rail up 400 please! I WANT to take MARTA but can't :( Not supportive News Media, Other Somewhat Marta needs more rail, not unreliable bus service

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Supportive Email Yes

30312 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit I’m looking forward to seeing these projects succeed and then kicking off the next wave of improvements. Very supportive News Media Yes

30316 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No Voters approved funding for Rail-based transit on the entire AtlantaBeltline BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Where isBeltline SE LRT andBeltline NW LRT routes? We need rail-based transit on the completeBeltline. This is the signature project voters approved. Not supportive Email, Social Media No

Rail-based transit within an available ROW on the entireBeltline loop would connect a great deal of our City and provide 

transit access to our citizens who are underserved.

30316 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network No The survey questions do not clearly explain to the user what these advancements mean to them Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit This survey should be re-written for the lay person, Marta user and distributed through people’s homes. Very supportive Email Somewhat See above answer

30317 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Not enough rail plans - we need more than a couple new LRT corridors in the next 40 years. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Supportive News Media Somewhat Not enough rail plans - we need more than a couple new LRT corridors in the next 40 years.

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes Beltline transit is an absolute priority. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Need armour yards Marta infill station. Very supportive Email Yes

30328 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Supportive Social Media Somewhat

30076 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat In addition to light rail through the Clifton corridor, I would really like to see have rail extend up 400. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Very supportive News Media Somewhat There are still too many major areas that are very difficult to get to quickly using mass transit.

30307 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes I definite want “last mile connectivity” as well but feel this may be outside Marta’s purview and is getting done by other entities - ? Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Yes

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Needs more/completeBeltline LRT, reconsider connecting to Streetcar as that will slow down transit time to an unacceptable level, and should add the Krog St Marta infill station BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements The Streetcar isn’t really usable as rapid transit; consider making it more tourist friendly if we’re keeping it — a trolley car design and free to use. If you can’t dedicate lanes to it, then change the purpose. Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media, Other Somewhat

Needs completeBeltline LRT, should pick only one (most effective) solution for Campbellton Rd, should reconsider 

connecting to Streetcar as that will slow down transit time to an unacceptable level, and should add the Krog St Marta 

infill station

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Clifton corridor andBeltline transit are great additions. Need improved right of way for existing services (BRT/LRT, etc.) BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Very supportive Email Somewhat

30308 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Some projects appear to over ride other projects that have been planned for many years Crosstown Downtown East Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Very supportive Email Somewhat

Seems very agressive.  Also, there are proposed projects that "trump" other projects that have been on the books for 

years.

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Supportive Email Somewhat

30309 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat it's vague BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Somewhat supportive Social Media, News Media Yes

30144 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No Very little is being done. Frequent Local Bus Service Moores Mill Transit Center Station Improvements Need to reach out to sun trust stadium Not supportive Social Media No Very little is being done. 

30313 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Expanding the Atlanta Streetcar route is essential to increasing its ridership and encouraging multiple user groups to use the service Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Yes

30315 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No The frequency of the new bus routes are horrible (30 min).  I'll never be able to use the bus 2 blocks from my house to go to/from work with 30 min headways. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Bus 832 to the zoo has horrible headways.  This will negate anybody from using it for commuting or to get to the zoo.  Horrible. Somewhat supportive Email Somewhat

There are some good ones (beltline transit) and some political decisions that aren't in the best interest of citizens 

(Campbellton LRT)

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat I think there needs to be more focus on light rail along the belt line. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Very supportive Email Somewhat

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Very supportive Email Yes

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat Seems like it’s a single line that will get congested too easily for the train. Where’s the crosstown train? BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit I’m not sure I understand the Moore’s Mill or Greenbrier projects in terms of impact, considering the limited budget Somewhat supportive Other Somewhat Where’s the 10th Street or North Ave light rail?

30312 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Supportive News Media Somewhat

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit The plan for rail out to Greenbriar Mall doesn't make sense, but BRT is a good idea. Please continue with efforts to link MARTA with the CDC/Emory Campus employment center. Neutral News Media Somewhat Please see previous comment.

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No more light rail connecting in town neighborhoods BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Supportive Other No no rail for east/west cross town

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No I would like to see an expansion of the train routes, with bus routes stemming from those new train stops, as well as more reliable/frequent trains/buses. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Somewhat supportive Email Somewhat Yes, but to me it already feels behind.  The city is growing rapidly, and MARTA hasn't grown with it.

30308 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Supportive Social Media Somewhat

30308 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No BeltLine complete LRT funding in addition to MARTA I what we voted for BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Greenbriar Transit Center Supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media Somewhat While Emory/CDC LRT is long awaited IT WAS NOT what we were voting for.

30274 Clayton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Rather see more rail especially on the southside. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension These are my top 3 that's needed intown Somewhat supportive Email No

It's mostly aiming at newly annex of Emory and the cambellton rd project should be else where beside what happened 

to clayton county rail

30310 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat I’d like to see moreBeltline rail BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Somewhat supportive Social Media Yes

I understand that theBeltline is expensive and only serves a fraction of the people who pay this sales tax. I do believe 

that the sales tax was sold as something that could build out theBeltline, including transit. 

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Supportive Email Somewhat

30310 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Either remove cars from the streetcar route and allow signal prioritization at intersections, or build infill stations on the existing Green line and allow that to be the connection. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Please improve pedestrian and bicycle access to all stations. Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Somewhat I'm hoping that for anextension of the Green line into Cobb County if they opt in. 

30317 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service I think improving on-time performance, providing accurate real-time information, and expanding frequency of bus service is #1 Very supportive Social Media Yes

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements I feel very strongly about seeing the original LRT vision of theBeltline come to fruition. Very supportive Email, Social Media Yes

30310 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No Does not provide more direct service to my job at Delta Tech Ops and does not provide direct LRT access along the southsideBeltline to my preferred retail locations at Glenwood, Krog and PCM> BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit The crosstown streetcar lines are concerning. Without dedicated ROW, I will not use them. The Crosstown Extensions should be scrapped for completion of LRT along the future Southside section, true to theBeltline plan. Somewhat supportive Email No

I do not know what Marta's definition of BRT and ART is. Without exclusive ROW, these additional projects do not seem 

to have any benefit.

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes Supportive of the Downtown East and West extensions. Both should tie to theBeltline along with the Streetcar for continuity of service which is proposed. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Supportive Social Media, News Media, Other Somewhat

BRT and ART should be in dedicated lanes with signal priority. Otherwise, it is just another bus. Caution with how they 

are marketed and what actually gets implemented. 

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat need more trains IN the city of atlanta going to all the different neighborhoods and areas of towns. buses do not replace trains because buses still sit in traffic. cannot fix the transportation problem IN the city without more trains BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Supportive Email Somewhat

need more trains IN the city of atlanta going to all the different neighborhoods and areas of towns. buses do not replace 

trains because buses still sit in traffic. cannot fix the transportation problem IN the city without more trains

30316 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat The cost for the Clifton Corridor project should not borne by Atlanta residents alone. It is a regional project and should be funded as such, allowing more of the Atlanta 1/2 cent to go towards truly City projects such as theBeltline BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension The extensions from downtown connecting the east and westBeltline are critical to ensure we don’t end up with multiple systems that don’t connect . Somewhat supportive Social Media, News Media Somewhat

30310 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Not funding the full loop ofBeltline LRT is a MISTAKE. This is a crucial connectivity piece the city needs. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service With the Northside BRT and Metropolitant ART - how these can be better integrated since its the same stree? Somewhat supportive Email, Social Media Somewhat

Not funding fullBeltline LRT loop is a MISTAKE. Also, making sure these projects take into consideration bike 

infrastructure and access is important. 

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes Shut down the streetcar. It helps no one, and is exspensive. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Supportive News Media Yes

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network No The fullBeltline transit system needs to be completed. Not just non-contiguous egments. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit The wholeBeltline. Very supportive Email No

Rail reliability has been awful lately. Something needs to be done about the frequent delays due to mechanical issues. 

That's better than announcements saying "we apologize for any inconvenience."

30043 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No Think there should be light rail all around theBeltline. Also think we need more rail as opposed to more buses. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Supportive Other No More light rail, more infill stations. Grid system so people can get across the city easily.

30308 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat I’d like more rail on theBeltline and more light rail with dedicated lanes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Very supportive Social Media, News Media Somewhat

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat The language of this survey is stilted and not written for the Atlanta public. How are you supposed to get a fair response from these vague questions? BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service saa Supportive Email No

i have no idea what most of your guiding principles mean. please stop using transportation jargon. Marta needs to be 

responsive to everyone in the community and this language in vague and overly complicated. Come on, people. Make a 

decent survey.

30306 Fulton Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No Need Additional Access Points BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Supportive Social Media No

30030 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Supportive Email, Social Media Somewhat

30032 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements Very supportive Social Media, News Media Somewhat

30005 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes Crosstown Downtown East Extension Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements Supportive Social Media, News Media Somewhat Bring Marta train service out further

30305 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Need more light and heavy rail, especially in clifton cooridoor. Need light rail onBeltline. No one wants to ride buses, so increasing use of those is pointless. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Very supportive Social Media Somewhat

Again, theBeltline needs lightrail and there needs to be rail service down through clifton coridoor with access to virginia 

highlands, ponce city market, etc.

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Need more reliance on rail than buses. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Supportive Email No

busses are just getting bogged down in the continued increase of heavy traffic, they take too long, and are becoming 

less reliant efficient compared to ride sharing.

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Very supportive Social Media, News Media Yes

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements Very supportive Email Yes

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat We need to make sure there are more connections between lines so Five Points isn't the only major connection. Clifton Corridor needs to go to Avondale  Station for instance. Just one example. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements Supportive Social Media, News Media Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat More light rail please. I don't think it's needed on theBeltline. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit More light rail Neutral Other No

More light rail to outlying suburbs would significantly help traffic problems. Maybe I'm not understanding how bus rapid 

transit works, but buses get stuck in traffic too. How does this help?

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Very supportive News Media Yes

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat I want to see rail access in the ITP quadrants as well as rail options that span out into the metro area. I realize that's a lot to ask for but I feel like the longer we wait to build out what we KNOW this city needs, the more intractable it becomes. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Very supportive Email Somewhat Root problems are urban sprawl and lack of metro rail hubs

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes Crosstown Downtown West Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Supportive Email Yes

30308 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat It's too political. Throwing tons of money on campbellton rd in phased projects seems politically motivated, for example. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Lets have buses run more frequently so they're more useful, let's prioritize LRT in places it will succeed and not languish like the streetcar. Let's make sure transit investments have exclusive right of way. Neutral Social Media Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Very supportive Social Media, News Media Somewhat

30338 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes I live close enough to work that public transport doesn't currently affect me. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements Supportive Other Somewhat I believe north of I-20 needs more attention than south of it. Buckhead and much of Piedmont Park appear unaddressed.

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No The streetcar along the belt line would take me directly to where I work and where I would want to spend my money. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Listen, the reason people voted for tsplot was to have tail on theBeltline. So do it! Very supportive Other Somewhat Clifton corridor was not part of Atlanta until after tsplot

30310 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat It would be nice to have a bus that runs down Dill Ave to Oakland City Train Station BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements Oakland City to connectivity to Capitol View andBeltline Somewhat supportive Email Somewhat We’re just so far behind, but this is a good start

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Very supportive Email Yes

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No Beltline connectivity/transit should be TOP priority. Most of the voters, when voting for transit, wanted two things. Marta expansion, andBeltline completion. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Supportive Email No

Beltline connectivity/transit should be TOP priority. Most of the voters, when voting for transit, wanted two things. 

Marta expansion, andBeltline completion. 

30342 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Supportive Social Media, News Media Somewhat

30360 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat Location access around the 285 Perimeter still needs help BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Supportive Email, Social Media Somewhat

30306 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No Buses? C'mon, you think local gov'ts are going to spend $150mm on buses?? think bigger, do people go to chicago/new york/boston and talk about how convenient the buses are?? NO! THEY DONT! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit why in the world would you build a LRT that parallels marta's heavy rail??? branch out, the problem with mart is that it doesn't go anywhere. If you think marta has any other problem then you are living under a rock Supportive News Media No

you approaching the problem thinking that roads are necessary. Forget the roads. Think big, think new! We don't need 

raods to have mass transit

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Rail, it's what is needed the most.  Not more buses or dedicated lanes or more bikes lanes. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension The fact that there are bus stops so close to one another is absurd. Supportive Email Somewhat We will not be a true metropolitan city without proper rail.  

30326 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No I would like to see more frequent buses and metro, easier access between the Buckhead-Dunwoody-Sandy Spring areas BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Very supportive Email Somewhat It's too vague, in terms of what people need: to use public transportation instead of the car (too many cars)

30028 DeKalb Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Supportive News Media Somewhat

30316 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No Bus services are heavy and not reliable. I want an expansion to heavy rail. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Heavy rail, heavy rail, heavy rail Very supportive Email No

Having a Heavy rail system that is reliable, widespread and optimally placed will always trump the logistical nightmare 

of human driven, error prone, traffic dependent buses

30338 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Supportive Social Media Yes

30303 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Somewhat

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy should be LRT as it was initially proposed by the city. There are other lines that are now being proposed as LRT that do not have nearly the population density to support it. Somewhat supportive Email Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements Supportive Email Yes
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After reviewing the proposed 
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transportation needs?
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30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Buses should run more frequently (every 15-20 minutes max); use NextBus or a similar app for passengers to know when the next bus Is coming in real time Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Very supportive Email, Social Media Somewhat The city needs more bus lines and more frequent buses 

30309 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Would like to see more light rail in the city's core Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Very supportive Social Media Somewhat It's a step in the right direction but more investment is needed

30033 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Very supportive Email Yes

30315 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat When I voted for this - Emory was not a part of the city.  Seems odd that they are getting such a huge portion of the funding. Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements Cross town loop in traffic will not be effective.  Why not finish the loop? Supportive Social Media Somewhat Need more transit that is not in traffic.  Now is the time to make theBeltline loop complete!

30317 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Wait with the Clifton corridor LRT until DeKalb and Decatur contribute funds. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension I hope you do the northwestern improvements to line 37. All it needs is more frequency and note that it goes via Atlantic station. Very supportive Phone/Text, News Media Somewhat I think it gives some good options but keeps some neighborhoods in a bad position 

30314 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat Need bus stops on Chappell Road between Eza Church and Joseph E. Boone, 1/2 mile is too far not having any bus stops in a residetial area. Lincoln Cemetery has more Bus Stops!!! BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Too many rude drivers on route 853... Neutral Email Somewhat MARTA App shows bus stop on Chappell Rd. at McClure but there is no bus stop there! Wakeup Planning Dept.

30324 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat No mention of dedicated bike paths. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Supportive News Media Somewhat No mention of dedicated bike paths. 

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No Does not address the wholeBeltline with LRT and does not extend the Green Line. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center Somewhat supportive Email, Social Media, News Media No Still MANY areas not being served by light or heavy rail

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat Less bus service and more train lines BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Somewhat supportive News Media Somewhat

30314 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Somewhat

30002 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Marta needs trains that go multiple destinations and get people to a variety of destinations. Similar to transit on the East coast. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Supportive Email Somewhat

Words are easy. After all these years, I need to see evidence of good planning. Skepticism is a result of MARTA  

providing limited destinations.

30344 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Somewhat

30316 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Prioritizing light rail on theBeltline and across town are critical. Further increasing frequency of bus/rail is necessary. Clifton Corridor would ideally connect to Blue/Green rail lines. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Prioritize Light Rail along theBeltline and those connections Downtown/Midtown. Very supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media, News Media, Other Somewhat

Light rail on theBeltline is critical, along with crosstown connections through Midtown/Downtown. A grid of BRT/ART 

around Midtown/Downtown will help grow the core of Atlanta with better access to jobs/affordable housing.

30004 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No continue to add free wifi to all of marta and to atlanta street car and combine the marta app and the atlanta street car app Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements Add free wifi to atlanta street car and combine the marta app and the atlanta street car app Very supportive Email, Phone/Text, News Media No continue to add free wifif to all of marta and combine marta app and atlanta street car app

30303 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat Expansion of HRT & LRT adding more arterial routes to cover metro ATL area as well as slightly beyond 4 cardinal points BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements More HRT & LRT stations should be added to the plan. Looks good so far though Very supportive News Media Somewhat

relatively small is fine (particularly considering the politics of it & failure of past attempts) but this plan doesn't seem to 

consider future expansion

30316 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat I live in SE ATL, right on theBeltline corridor.  This list doesn't include any rail in my area of theBeltline, and I think it will be most effective if the entire 22-mile loop is completed with rail. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service I strongly believe that rail needs to be installed along the entire 22 mile loop of theBeltline.  It will provide connectivity in quadrants of the City that currently see little, especially SE ATL. Somewhat supportive Email, Social Media Somewhat

Funding both LRT and BRT projects on Campbellton Rd doesn't make sense.  Why not institute just one and use the 

extra money for completing rail in theBeltline loop?

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No Light rail on theBeltline should be prioritized. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Somewhat supportive Social Media Somewhat Light rail on theBeltline should be prioritized. 

30307 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center Supportive Social Media, News Media Somewhat

30032 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat Proud of the work being done. Please add more transportation options to commute into the city. Especially from Decatur! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements Supportive News Media Yes

30268 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Somewhat supportive Other Somewhat Some of the choices are vague and lack specificity, which makes them confusing.

30329 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Supportive Email Somewhat

LRT will never replace HRT, especially over long distances. Would love to see HRT for regional transit aka Marrietta and 

Aplharetta rasil lines

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes people don't like riding buses, anything to increase heavy or light rail would be best received by the community BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center Station Improvements extension of North Springs rail line Very supportive Email Yes

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Connect Marta with West Midtown Very supportive Email, Social Media Yes

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Simply just need to expand the transit system. Buses wont work until the traffic problem is addressed by making the Transit system usable. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Very supportive Email Somewhat

30326 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements Neutral News Media Somewhat

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat We need a short, mid, and long term plan.  I'm willing to pay for a solid, structured plan.  I do not see the need for a street car downtown.  Combine Fact Sheet and Transit Technonoly sheet, make it as convenientas possible to learn what these things are Frequent Local Bus Service Supportive Email, News Media Somewhat

Better communication and education for the community around projections/benefits of public transportation are 

needed.

30341 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Supportive Social Media No

This is a good first step to provide a public transportation solution. However, there needs to be a plan for heavy rail in 

order for Atlanta to compete as a world business hub

30308 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat You need a bigger train system. More trains allow for shorter bus routes.  This would minimize the variability of each route, therefore increasing predicability. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Supportive Social Media No We need a more robust train route system. With shorter bus rides, people would be more willing to use the buses. 

30305 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat It would be great to see more HRT/LRT station density around the major centers: Buckhead, Sandy Springs, Midtown, in addition to Downtown. Interval between trains is also very low today. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center Would be great to see more projects around the Buckhead area. Supportive Other Somewhat

Same points as previous question. Focus on the major centers of business/population needs, I believe, would help 

reduce congestion between these high traffic areas.

30354 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat The bus system is beholden to traffic and traffic in Atlanta is horrendous. Money is better spent on the rail system. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit More readable data (the screens with arrivals and coming soon trains) because the sounds systems are terrible. Supportive Email Somewhat I repeat my argument about buses - useless in traffic. Money is better spent on a rail system that goes more places.

30309 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat I need to be able to get to Roswell/Marietta and be able to get around those areas in a timely manner. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Need transit OTP, especially rail Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Somewhat We need more transit in the areas outside of the Perimeter and more rail transit in the NW, SE, and SW directions.

30309 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Last mile connectivity is huge for many people that i talk with on MARTA BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Supportive Other Somewhat Pathways/Bike Lanes etc are great but MARTA needs to expand to Cobb and further up 400 and 85.

30313 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Somewhat

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Where is expand rails option? Buses are slow and impacted by traffic lights and traffic. Inconsistent and always late. Also idk what I'm voting for, wording needs to be more down to earth. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Supportive Email Yes

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements Supportive Email Yes

30326 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit light rail!! Very supportive Email Yes

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No I would like to see full buildout of theBeltline loop be a greater priority. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Traffic free transit, full buildout of theBeltline loop Somewhat supportive Email No Having traffic free transit should be the goal of all the major spending for More Marta

30083 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Very supportive Email Yes

30318 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No No project comes close to my home or job. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements The fullBeltline is what we voted for and is what we expected. Not a special annexation just to add a pet project to the mix. Not supportive Social Media, News Media No This leaves significant gaps in connectivity. 

30315 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements I'm not sure about the feasibility or cost, but there could also be smaller, non-connected LRT lines that intersect with existing HRT stations. An example would be the ability to get off at Medical center and take a separate train to the west side of 400. Supportive Email Somewhat

30316 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Extend StreetcarBeltline Rail to King Memorial Station, through the Grant Street Tunnel and down Memorial Drive to Bill Kennedy Way and the Southside Trail Supportive Email Yes

30310 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements I would really like to see station improvements at the West End station. There is a lot of leaking going on when it rains even under covered areas (i.e. like on the walk out to the South parking area). Supportive Email Yes

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat northwest atlanta is not well served by frequent, reliable bus service. Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center Supportive Email Somewhat So many needs, not possible to address them all

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat I'd like to see moreBeltline transit. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Somewhat

We need to be thinking more about how our infrastructure fuels our growth - hence my belief thatBeltline transit will 

drive development/growth - that's part of the intention of the overall project.

30084 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Very supportive Email Yes

30316 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Supportive Email Somewhat

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes Crosstown Downtown East Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Supportive Email, Social Media Yes

30307 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat More frequency of buses on 36 line and other popular routes during rush hour, even if they are small shuttle buses. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Please make Clifton Corridor and more frequent bus service a top priority. Very supportive Email, News Media Yes The Clifton Corridor route and the light rail on NortheastBeltline would be a great thing for where I live near Emory.

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Prioritize transit that will not be impacted by the traffic problem in Atlanta. We suffer from a lack of transit options to travel east and west, from Monroe to Ponce to West Midtown. I also encourage emphasis on sidewalks and bike lanes. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Somewhat

30092 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No I'd like to see MARTA expand it's reach. More destinations BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Somewhat supportive News Media Somewhat

30314 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat There does not seem to be much happening on the Northwest or Southeast side of the city. All of the connections require a commuter to move in toward the center of the city. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Supportive Email Somewhat

There does not seem to be much happening on the Northwest or Southeast side of the city. All of the connections 

require a commuter to move in toward the center of the city.

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat doesnt extend heaey rail west Crosstown Downtown West Extension Greenbriar Transit Center Moores Mill Transit Center extend blue line west,Beltline transit from washington park to lindbergh center Neutral Email Somewhat additional heavy and light rail needed, especially west and northwest

30324 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat The completeBeltline transit should be included; any new streetcar/light rail/RBT should be in its own dedicated lane BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit CompleteBeltline loop Neutral Social Media, News Media Somewhat See above. Also the Emory Line seems very expensive and only serves Emory and the CDC. It should be lower priority

30307 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Only a tiny section of theBeltline is getting rail transit. Nobody will ride BRT. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Drive should be LRT. Neutral Social Media, News Media Somewhat BRT is just a fancy bus. If you want to get people out of their cars, you will face to focus on rail.

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat Campbellton Rd SW should not include LRT, it should be ONLY BRT, and the savings should be used to add LRT to the southside trail, giving a second connection to the East and WestBeltline trails BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Campbellton Rd SW should not include LRT, it should be ONLY BRT, and the savings should be used to add LRT to the southside trail, giving a second connection to the East and WestBeltline trails Very supportive Email Somewhat

Campbellton Rd SW should not include LRT, it should be ONLY BRT, and the savings should be used to add LRT to the 

southside trail, giving a second connection to the East and WestBeltline trails

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No We need train or light rail coverage in Cobb County. Between Sun Trust stadium and the booming office developments we need transit to this area! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center Station Improvements Very supportive Email No Need transit to Cobb County, see above.

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat I recommend using BRT on theBeltline instead of streetcars. Streetcars are expensive and will take years to deliver. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Supportive Social Media Somewhat Reducing headways - both on rail and bus routes - and reducing the need for transfers are my top priorities. 

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No No. I want to be able to take the train from my apartment in Peachtree Center to my favorite areas of the city (East Atlanta Village, Little Five Points, Virginia Highlands). BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit I suggest that we make Marta free for one year and push people to use it. Supportive Email No

The project is spending more money on 4 miles of Emory transit than it would for 14 miles of complete LRT on 

theBeltline.

30307 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Dedicated lanes should be prioritized for any LRT or BRT. Otherwise, still stuck in car traffic, which doesn't make the mode of transportation efficient, lowering incentive for people to choose other modes. Somewhat supportive Email, Social Media Somewhat Only includes two segments of theBeltline LRT. Needs to fund full loop. Also, feels piecemeal.

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Very supportive Email Somewhat

Though not every county has allowed MARTA access into it, DeKalb has and I think more LRT in DeKalb would help 

Atlanta a lot and would decrease congestion dramatically.

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Neutral Email Somewhat

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center Supportive Email Yes

30318 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No West midtown needs much better connections. So many potential transit riders and nothing one BRT? 3 transfers to go anywhere along the Red line?  Future growth is obvious yet this area receives a shockingly low level of investment. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service It’s inequitable for the Clifton Corridor to get a high % of the city's tax money. This $ should be used to plan for growth & improve mobility. Instead, the most $ goes to the newest part of town, with powerful residents w/ the resources to influence Not supportive Email No

Atlanta will inevitably grow. Heavy investments in the Clifton Corridor and to a lesser extent, Campbellton Rd is wasting 

an opportunity to actually plan for this growth 

30030 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements Very supportive Email Somewhat

30338 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes So glad to see proposed changes to MARTA Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements Very supportive Email Yes

30306 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Very supportive News Media Yes

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Crosstown Downtown East Extension Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Very supportive Social Media Yes

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Beltline transit will be great but there are many other projects worthy of launch at this stager. This blended approach is a good start. If SW Atl doesn't want LRT, use BRT, ans take the money saved put it back intoBeltline expansion. Supportive Email Somewhat

It's a good mix of projects that serves Emory (major job center) and beginsBeltline rail. East-west connectivity is a big 

plus.

30331 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Supportive Email Yes

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat Extend the proposed BRT on Hollowell Pkwy to 285 and Cobb County line.    Propose an BRT line from Bankhead to Marietta City with agreements with Cobb County BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  BLUE line extension to Adamsville and Fulton Industrail.   Propose BRT on Hollowell/North Ave should begin service at I-285 and end at eastsideBeltline.   Creates a better crosstown connectivity. Neutral Email, Social Media Somewhat

Like th prooosed projects but not enough focus on the west side and nothwest Atlanta.    Consider the BRT line on end 

at 285 on Hollowell and extend BLUE line to Adamsville

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat Extend Northside Dr BRT to Cumberland BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Northside BRT needs to connect to Cumberland better connectivty and access, managed dedicated lanes on Northside Dr and Northside Pkwy, dedicated stops along Northside Dr from Cumberland Center to Vine City and West End stations. Supportive Email, News Media Somewhat Northside BRT needs to connect to Cumberland Transit Center

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Last mile connectivity is the issue. Email for more because 250 characters isn't enough. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit I don't support the duplicative Campbellton Rd BRT and LRT.  The crosstown downtown West extension is a terrible idea. See this Atl Mag Article by Simon B also see circulator comment above re: krog st feasibility Somewhat supportive Email Somewhat

There is a need for more infill stations, specifically at Boone, Armour Yards, Old 4th Ward if not infill at krog then a 

circulator on Dekalb Ave from MLK to Inman Park. Email for more because 250 characters isn't enough. 

30324 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements improve service along Lindbergh-LaVista bus routes with pull-off lanes for buses Very supportive Email Yes

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat We demand voter-approved Light Rail onBeltline BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Somewhat supportive Email No We insist on prioritizing LR on the existing and growing portions of teBeltline

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Supportive Email Somewhat

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No Would like more expansion of rail options inside the city as well as expansion outside BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Neutral Email Somewhat Would like more expansion of rail options inside the city as well as expansion outside

30238 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Did not mention projects for Clayton Station Improvements Supportive Email No Did not mention projects for South Atlanta

30315 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat marta should have more train stops; we need more options through out the city to use the transit system. Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements Supportive Email Somewhat bike lanes are important and necessary; our streets need space for other transit options that aren't strictly cars.

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Moores Mill Transit Center Supportive Email Yes

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Very supportive Social Media Somewhat Marta definitely needs expanded rail service.

30324 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat I'd like to see more emphasis on moving east to west and getting more access to the Westside BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension More connection around theBeltline Somewhat supportive Email Somewhat

I feel like it's lacking hitting some of the major dense areas i.e. Westside Provisions, north from Midtown to Buckhead, 

Howell Mill Coordior

30317 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat As a resident of Kirkwood, there is little done to connect the neighborhood with Transit Stations. Last Mile is a major problem BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Supportive Email Somewhat More should be done to bring light rail to the south east, like Mechanicsville. SE is a public transit dead zone.

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No Beltline transit should be prioritized. Make the downtown street car investment payoff by expanding streetcar east and west. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Expanding the existing street car will actually validate that expenditure by connecting downtown to the east and west sides. Also, the tag below does not work....would have taggedBeltline and Irwin Neutral Email Somewhat The list is general and not specific. We need streetcar (NOT LRT) and less bus route expansion

30317 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements Very supportive Email Yes

30022 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat I believe extending the Heavy Rail further Noth along 400 would be incredibly beneficial. Currently North Springs is the closest station to me and the parking deck there fills up frequently. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Very supportive Social Media, News Media Somewhat

30032 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat Train does not stretch east enough. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Greenbriar Transit Center Would like the train to stretch onto Memorial east Very supportive Email Somewhat Some areas not reached by train. 

30344 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Very supportive News Media Somewhat

30307 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes The Clifton Corridor project should be the top priority.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Please prioritize the Clifton Corridor and ensure that it goes all the way to Avondale Station. Supportive Email Yes Atlanta needs transit to the Clifton Corridor and also around dense areas around the eastsideBeltline. 

30307 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Clifton Cooridor LRT and crosstown LRT are needed ASAP BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Neutral Email Yes

30328 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes I would like Marta to go to more locations within Atlanta overall. Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements Very supportive Email Yes Compared to most metro systems, Marta feels limited in scale. More connectivity is great.

30314 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat I'd love to see the Streetcar deployed and expanded properly-- a dedicated lane, out of traffic-- to connect intown residents to where they need to go in a reliable and timely manner. Also- routine upkeep and pride in existing resources! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Please improve existing stations-- elevator has been out for 6 mos at King Mem. Ashby is littered with cones and warning signs, train arrival boards are often inaccurate. Wifi would be cool, but almost never works Very supportive Email, Social Media Somewhat Make MARTA faster and more convenient than driving alone in a car so that those who have options choose MARTA

30311 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No Prioritize 22 mile loop ofBeltline Light Rail Transit BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension I based the place I live off of the planned transit along theBeltline, MARTA heavy rail connections and Crosstown Connections. Not Clifton and Campbelton connections because I rarely go there Not supportive Email No

We need a circulator that has its own right of way that serves the intown neighborhoods and business centers (Not 

Clifton and Not Campbelton road to Greenbriar)

30303 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat Needs dedicated right of way. Work with Regional partners more on Clifton. Pick one mode for Cambellton Rd. And prioritize south sideBeltline and "hashtag" BRT routes higher. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Needs dedicated right of way. Work with Regional partners more on Clifton. Pick one mode for Cambellton Rd. And prioritize south sideBeltline and "hashtag" BRT routes higher. Very supportive Email Somewhat

Needs dedicated right of way. Work with Regional partners more on Clifton. Pick one mode for Cambellton Rd. And 

prioritize south sideBeltline and "hashtag" BRT routes higher.

30311 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No WHAT ARE U SAYING (MARTA) IN THE ABOVE QUSETIONS,NOTING. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit WAY IS CLIFTION CORRIDOR EVEN ON THIS LIST. Neutral Other No

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Supportive News Media Yes

30324 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat Why does Campbellton Rd get two types of transportation investments while other corridors get none. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Supportive Email Somewhat

30331 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes I want to see Transit trains like Ny, light rail and heavy rail. I want trains going down 166 hwy, south Fulton hwy. Trains everywhere. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Let Marta run the transit they have paid the way when all other counties didn't want trains or buses. Supportive Email, Phone/Text Somewhat

African-American ride the rail the most and have paid from the rail to exist in Fulton and DeKalb County. Make sure the 

rail extendto Fulton Industrial bandhead to Moore's Mill rapid bus and express  buses and more routes

30331 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Supportive Email Yes For the number of people who use Marta to get to and from jobs It will be a godsend. Phillip 

30331 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat Need heavy rail subway/surface train line extensions. Light rail is at the mercy of traffic lights and not much faster than buses. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Supportive Social Media, News Media Somewhat See above response

30307 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Clifton Corridor is good, but we need more cross town transit options BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Neutral News Media Somewhat

30307 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No The plan is outdated. It relies on rail, a 19th century technology, while ignoring rideshare, dockless bike and scooter-share, and autonomous vehicles, which will be here soon and transform the city. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements Please adopt an ROI model. It would very likely show that light rail is terrible for the cost, the worst bang for the buck. If we wanted to throw away our money, Light Rail is ideal. Not supportive Email No

Light rail is a terrible idea. The streetcar is a failure and embarrassment. If it has been a trolley bus, it would have been 

much cheaper for the same benefit. The ROI of light rail is pitiful compared to alternatives.

30331 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Very supportive Email Somewhat

30331 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Supportive Phone/Text Yes

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No Need to add train station between Arts Center and Lindbergh! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Supportive Social Media, News Media Somewhat Need to focus on adding more stops to the existing train line to make it more accessible!

30087 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat Because with regional transportation, I feel that will help me get my future job more securely. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Supportive Email Somewhat Yes because safety should be the most important in public transportation.

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center Neutral Email Somewhat

30349 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Why are northside MARTA stations MORE beautifully landscaped, litter free, well-lit, etc??    Stations east, west, south are littered, overgrown weeds, poor or no landscape,  unsafe, generally inferior.   Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements Why are northside MARTA stations MORE beautifully landscaped, litter free, well-lit, etc??    Stations east, west, south of downtown are littered, overgrown weeds, unkept or no landscape,  unsafe, generally inferior.   Very supportive News Media Somewhat

Why are northside MARTA stations MORE beautifully landscaped, litter free, well-lit, etc??    Stations east, west, south 

are littered, overgrown weeds, unkept or no landscape,  unsafe, generally inferior. 

30349 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Supportive Email Yes

30309 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Moores Mill Transit Center Supportive News Media Somewhat Need suburb commuter options to reduce number of cars being driven into Atlanta each day.

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Supportive Email No

30332 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat I would prefer more dedicated lines and a higher ROW class for the transit options (ROW B would be nice to be more spread out). BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Very supportive Email, Social Media Somewhat

To fix Atlanta's transportation needs, you really need to just start putting transit everywhere because there are too 

many cars on the road.

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat Does not do much for Moreland or Memorial on the east side of city. Should connect those to MARTA trains. Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Very supportive Other Somewhat

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes Please make sure it's true BRT and not glorified bus service. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Very supportive News Media Yes

30308 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat MARTA needs to ensure rail and bus reliability and timeliness, so we can make any rail/bus transfers without having to waste time waiting around at a station. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Beltline Northeast LRT, Crosstown LRT andBeltline Southeast LRT should be groundbreaking projects with BRT and ART projects commencing later. Supportive Email, News Media Somewhat

MARTA needs to expand heavy rail or model light rail plans to show the same safety and reliability as heavy rail. Many 

commuters travelling from outside the city limits will never consider bus routes.

30307 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat I am wary of these promises for frequent service if the buses do not get dedicated lanes. I understand it's a battle, but reclaiming street space for dedicated bus lanes would help immensely in increasing reliability. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements Supportive Social Media Somewhat I think all of Atlanta could use more dedicated lanes. Make the stations lively and places people enjoy being in

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No I will not  be able to bus 16 commute job at work at Riveredge mental health patient  across from the AMC  also the 16 allows other persons with MM  and disabilities wheed chairs also there are construction  domestic workers  and  students  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service I live in these areas Not supportive Email, News Media No they  do not make sense 

30311 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes We need more MARTA new buses and trains too. We need more trains and buses running 24 hours and 7 days... BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Very supportive Email, Phone/Text Yes We need MARTA future to running build new train station for generations and generations build in before 2040..

30331 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Very supportive Email Somewhat

30331 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Moores Mill Transit Center Very supportive Social Media Yes

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Bus headway is too long. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Supportive Email Somewhat There needs to be more near term improvements. 

30331 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Supportive Social Media Somewhat

30363 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Very supportive Email Somewhat

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Somewhat Need To Be On Time Greenbriar Transit Center Moores Mill Transit Center Station Improvements Supportive Email Community Event Yes It’s Better To Get To work

30088 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Beltline Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Email Community Event Somewhat

30311 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes More security more station Agentsm BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat More buses more trains faster trains and more buses

30274 Clayton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat Well i’ll Have to see the actions behind it Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements Supportive Email,  Phone/Text More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes

30339 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Somewhat Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center Email News Media Somewhat

30141 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes  Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Somewhat BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements Supportive Email Community Event Yes

30038 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Yes Just need more buses out in the lithonia area Moores Mill Transit Center Station Improvements Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30260 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Email Community Event Yes

30303 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat N/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements Supportive Email,  Other More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat N/a

30021 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

There needs to be a way for Marta to be more transparent in thir planning, as in more interviews on the news and a 

simplification of riders needs .

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  My priority is to be able to use public transportation from my neighborhood to my job in Buckhead. Currently, it would take one hour for my 6 mile commute. I want public transportation to be efficient enough that I could leave work and get to my children FAST in an emergency. Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center Hoping that the needs of all ATL citizens are met! Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30314 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Please explain proposals using plain English, not industry jargon and provide examples what each option. When I am.asked if I want MARTA to "Create a layered, integrated transportation network", what specifically does that mean? Please explain what transit resources may be integrated and how. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements

 Will station improvements include better lighting throughout the stations, elevator and escalator repairs, and rail platform repairs? The elevator in Dunwoody Station is scary. The floor feels weak, the passenger comparment is dimly lit, and the pully system is fatigued. Also the escalator going down into the 

Northbound platform from the main level in Five Points is slow and old. Additionally the roof over the Eastbound platform in Five Points continues to leak water  even after the rain stops. Finally the floor under the train tracks allow water to drip into the concourse underneath it causing big puddles of water to form 

where people exit and enter West End Station. Supportive Social Media, News Media More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

 I'm not completely sure what the proposed project list entails because the terminology used to too broad. Therefore I 

dont know if that list of projects addresses Atlanta's transit problems. What are some examples of Major Job Hubs and 

which city investments might MARTA have a higher priority for?



ZIP Code

Please select 

which county 

you are from.

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding 

principles to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the 

highest priority to you. #1

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding principles 

to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the highest priority to you. 

#2

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding 

principles to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the 

highest priority to you. #3

After reviewing the 

proposed project list, do you 

feel it addresses your 

transportation needs?

Please provide any additional details about your response to the previous question. Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #1 Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #2 Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #3 Please provide any additional comments you have on the program or individual projects.
Please rate your level of support of 

the More MARTA proposed projects.

How do you like to receive information on MARTA 

news?
Other - How do you like to receive information on MARTA news?

How did you learn about the More MARTA 

atlanta program Survey?

After reviewing the proposed 

project list, do you feel it 

addresses Atlanta's 

transportation needs?

Please provide reason(s) for your response to the last question.

30363 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I would like more heavy rail access Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Na Very supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat

30037 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  No comments Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  WE NEED REAL MASS TRANSIT AND  EXPRESS RAIL LINES Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30313 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat

 Any increase is a good increase. And, frankly, the proposed Streetcar extension travels directly from my loft to my job so that is badass. Beyond me, I think priorities need to be connecting those small neighborhood downtowns that Atlanta is full of. As density comes to the city, people need to have a realistic alternative 

to a car. MARTA needs to find partners to have amenities like retail and entertainment surrounding current stops while trying to grow the network of rail. Also, everyone is terrified of trusting buses in Atlanta. It’s been too confusing for too long and they are subject to the whims of traffic. If you are going to make BRT or 

similar things work, you’ll need to PR and rebrand the hell out of it. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  More transit on the southwest and southeast sides where it is sprawling mid century suburbs with more affordable housing. Those are the next spots to experience large population growth and we have the chance to do it correctly and equitably now. Very supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  I rambled above not realizing a lot of that was actually answering this question. 

30349 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Providing free transportation at some volunteer program. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements  The understanding of riding with respect and what was the results of customers after receiving the service.  Will customers feedback matter when it comes to services like television service or restroom service. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

 Some jobs has different daily workplaces and some of this labor is voluntarily . To provide free transportation for 

workers are meaningful to getting work done in Atlanta.

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  TheBeltline rail needs to be completed entirely so that there are rail options for getting around the entire inner city. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Please prioritize rail with right of way Somewhat supportive Email Community Event No  There is no rail access to NW Atlanta 

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I believe MARTA does not seriously consider the local community needs.  MARTA seems to be more occupied by relying on consultants theories than their actual riders. Frequent Local Bus Service Moores Mill Transit Center Station Improvements  MARTA should only consider Bus Rapid Transit (BRTs) If they are going to purchase all of the right-a-way to widen the streets to accommodate a BRT.... OR they create a Monorail system that is elevated and totally separate from creating more congestion on the streets.  Neutral Email Community Event Somewhat

 MARTA needs to concentrate more on the needs of the Atlanta citizens who are the primary contributor to MARTA 

than transporting outlining counties who do not contribute to the .5 penny tax or voted to not be part of the MARTA 

transit system.   

30092 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Why were only three counties listed for where are you from? I use MARTA occasionally and I live in Gwinnett. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  I'm hoping to have access from Gwinnett. Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

I feel that the core of MARTA's riders have begun to be displaced from the city due to rising rents and development. The 

core ridership will have to buy cars, change jobs and live in the Greater Atlanta Area. Until transportation can reach 

them where they are, they will change habits and modes.

30341 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Well balanced program BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Clifton is a major regional need Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I live at Lindbergh center, and this will connect Lindbergh to more places. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  No additional comments. Very supportive Social Media Community Event Yes

 This projects will bring transit to activity centers like Emory university and Ponce city market. Hopefully these projects 

will help more people to take transit so there will be less traffic.

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  I would like to see more light rail. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Moores Mill Transit Center I really like the Moores Mill Transit center as that area is becoming a new high density livable work area. Very supportive Other More MARTA Atlanta Website

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

 Invest more in existing bus service. Decrease headways between buses! Many bus routes have 30 to 40 minute headways and longer, consider expanding hours of service to provide service later in the day and on the weekends.  Many of the projects are light rail projects which are expensive and don't carry  that many 

more passengers than a bus. LRT lines on theBeltline need to connect to employment centers. Currently theBeltline has few origins and destinations, so LRT that just serves theBeltline corridor will have limited ridership. Seems like there will be a lot of transit options in the City's core and limited options on the northern 

part of the city. Is it possible to have improved east/west transit service in northern part of the City? Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements Many of the MARTA station are oriented to bus and cars and are not easy for pedestrians to reach- walking from North Ave to the Fox is an example. Either one has to walk thru the bus loop or walk around the station. Improving pedestrian access to the station should be a priority of More MARTA Neutral News Media Social Media Somewhat

 Improve access to existing MARTA station via bus, walking and biking. Connecting between buses is challenging now 

and the proposed projects doesn't improve many of the current bus lines. The list of projects doesn't seem to Improve 

transit in areas with congestion. There are very limited proposed projects in Buckhead, for example. Can the Moores 

Mill transit center connect to transit to the east and north and not just the south?

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat Safety, increase in times/buses on weekends (Sundays), cleanliness of existing stations and better accessibility options. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements  There are plenty of people coming to the city as transients for work that rely on public transportation. The city should stand to be a first or second method of transportation - not a last, or in some cases never, for these people. Very supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30317 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Emory University and CDC are major employers, but have not paid into city taxes or voted on funding for MARTA— they should not be the first to receive email. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Dedicated bus lanes! Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No

 You need to get the current rail

Operations running reliably before you bite off any more responsibility. Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center Station Improvements  Get your current house in order before expanding Not supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat Marta train lines up 75 to the Cumberland / Suntrust Park area and Marietta, and up 400 to Roswell / Alpharetta. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  More mobility around East Atlanta neighborhoods to North Atlanta and through that area would be great. Very supportive Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat

We need Marta train lines up 75 to the Cumberland / Suntrust Park area and Marietta, and up 400 to Roswell / 

Alpharetta.

30030 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Would have liked to see an infill station at Armour/Krog St Tunnel and more heavy rail in general. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  None Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 Transit always needs its own lane. So more dedicated lanes for buses and the streetcar so they don't get stuck in car 

traffic.

30324 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  Focus needs to be intown. Metro area improvements need to come from State wide funding. We, Atlanta residents, are paying increased taxes to get around Atlanta, not to subsidize commuters. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  We need transit that isn't stuck in traffic. Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat  Needs far more rail and light rail within the city.

30317 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes

 I think Marta needs to also look at connectivity and schedule.  It's ridiculous to be on the line heading east after a long day at work and have to stop for a Train Out of Service at MLK station (only two stops past 5 Points).  It's exhausting.  Also increase frequency when there are major events. I waited 45 minutes for a 

weekend train to take me to the College Football Championship Fan Experience downtown - that's way too long. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Station improvements too! Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  It's hard to tell from the map exactly what's going where...I hope to seeBeltline LRT extend at least to Memorial Drive on the East side. I also hope to see the Trolley Line Trail extension join up with theBeltline and provide access to LRT. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Can't wait to see it implemented! Supportive Email News Media

30317 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Atlanta is way behind competing major metro areas in regards to mass transit reach, ease of use, and mode. It will take more than a few projects to bring Atlanta to a reasonable level. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  Atlanta is way behind competing major metro areas in regards to mass transit reach, ease of use, and mode. It will take more than a few projects to bring Atlanta to a reasonable level. Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 Atlanta is way behind competing major metro areas in regards to mass transit reach, ease of use, and mode. It will take 

more than a few projects to bring Atlanta to a reasonable level.

30307 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat There needs to be more lines and stops on MARTA public transit and better bike lines everywhere. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  na Neutral Other Community Event Somewhat  There needs to be more lines and stops on MARTA public transit and better bike lines everywhere. 

30263 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Other jurisdictions need to help extend MARTA to connect more people with downtown Atlanta. Like connecting Cumberland (Suntrust Park) to downtown. Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center Station Improvements Please improve and  clean stations  Very supportive Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat Atlanta needs more rail connecting more communities, not just up 400.

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Please include side walks and east-west connectivity in your plans. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension It’s hard to compare one option vs itself. Yes, it’s better than nothing but not sure if it’s the best option Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30324 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes Balanced coverage BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Campbellton 1st, Clifton 2nd,Beltline 3rd Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 Explain what is meant by "layered, integrated", list all types of "multiple transportation modes", specify what kinds of "leverage". Generally provide more information.

BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension

Maybe too much reliance on large buses which never run full. Substitute smaller fuel efficient vehicles in most routes and/or run larger buses only during rush hour.

Extend the streetcar to Edgewood's existing old trolley rail and to other neighborhoods where skilled professionals live who work downtown in IT, banking, advertising, etc.

BUILD THEBeltline LRT PER "EMERALD NECKLACE" VISION Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  Needs more clarification and info.  

30326 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  n/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  n/a Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat  n/a

30346 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes I assume that BRT and LRT will be in it's own right of way (ROW), I don't think you will be able to get anything that is reliable or rapid unless it can operate in it's own ROW. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit

I think that anything will make the system more robust and reliable as long as it operates in it's own right of way. Any transit projects that run with traffic are subject to the same congestion and delays as driving and make it undesirable. Also getting BRT transit signal priority to work well in conjunction with coordination 

plans will be difficult, it needs to be balanced so that the transit priority does not put signals out of coordination and make traffic worse for the next bus (if buses are operating in same ROW as cars as could be likely on Northside). Supportive Social Media, News Media More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes

I think this plan adds reliable connectivity from the existing heavy rail to more locations within the city. This type of 

transit development should help to encourage more commuters to take transit to and from work with the knowledge 

that they can get around in the city reliably without a personal vehicle.

30096 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Timetable Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  More integrated projects with regional transit. Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat  Project locations do not go out far enough to be useful to me on a daily basis.

30305 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No I would like to see: More connectivity with greater frequency (110) in the Buckhead, More frequent rail service during non-peak hours, and better Connectivity to SunTrust Park BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Big fan of light rail and improving Peachtree Rd. service in Buckhead. Supportive Email, Social Media, Other NPU Meetings Community Event No  Not convinced this will encourage more ridership or ease congestion.

30316 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat I take the Memorial 21 bus regularly and there was no mention of updates. There are no sheltered/seated stops and many are not extremely accessible or at a place where people can cross the street easily, though it has many schools, neighborhoods, and businesses along the corridor. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  The whole list is wonderful and love that the SW and West parts of Atlanta are starting to have some focus. They are still the most affordable places to live in the City and communities need the most attention for access to/from sustaining labor sources. Supportive Email, News Media, Other From partner meetings or event tabling Community Event No

You mention 41 bus improvements, but how many of those are the same routes? There needs to be a decent increase 

in the amounts of routes, consistency, and safety at stops if mainly focusing on buses. More LRT and HRT would be ideal 

since most roads are too narrow for dedicated ART or BRT lanes.

30296 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Increasing Marta Mobility to off route areas Frequent Local Bus Service Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements more elevator service to red and gold line stations Very supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes  Because it increases visibility for public transportation users 

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

As a former resident of London and NYC and believer in public transit, I am excited to see efforts to improve Atlanta's system. To meet my needs more light rail options are needed. Busses in Atlanta are impractical, due to the road system already being too crowded, and not having dedicated bus lanes. While I have 

three bus lines that run near my house, I never consider them an option since they take, on average, 30-45 minutes longer than if I were to walk the mile to the train station. More light rail is needed. More efficient and smaller light rail stations are needed to fit into the suburbs. I use the East Lake station and it is HUGE 

for a two track station. It's the size of three stations in London or New York. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  I believe a more pedestrian-friendly Atlanta is needed, and as such, I would like to request that pedestrian bridges be included in the MARTA project in areas where you are unable to cross the track exceed .5 Mile. My first recommendation is in Lake Clair between the Candler Park and East Lake Stations. Very supportive Other NA More MARTA Atlanta Website No

 Atlanta's roads are congested and narrow. Adding more busses to the mess without dedicated lanes will only make it 

worse. More multi-use paths and light rail are what Atlantans need. The sidewalks on my commute are in poor shape 

and sometimes don't even exist.

30030 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat Add constant shuttles (preferably free) making loops around the busiest hubs such as Midtown and Buckhead - that way people do not have to get into their cars to access a restaurant/shopping/meetings in that area BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit

Please make sure all of the staff is well informed about the technical aspects of all projects.    

Management of projects should be top notch. Very supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat

Definite improvements - thanks!

I think we need to also concentrate on making sure the infrastructure for MARTA is in tip top shape. 

30316 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat It doesn't address my needs at all as a resident of Reynoldstown in east Atlanta. I need better connectivity to other intown neighborhoods and MARTA rail and this does not provide it. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  My top priority project is light rail connecting theBeltline eastside and westside trails via the southside trail. Unfortunately it is not on this list. Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat

Light rail on theBeltline is needed in order for intown neighborhoods like mine to accommodate the expected growth 

that's coming to Atlanta. It does not make sense to ignore the need for transit on theBeltline when it's the fastest 

growing part of the city, in favor of light rail projects on Campbellton Road where bus rapid transit would be a better 

option for the corridor.

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  I live very close to my current job, the projects will not provide me with a quicker alternative than driving. However, I frequent Midtown, West Midtown and Downtown for entertainment which the cross downtown west extension rail line would be helpful for. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Replace BRT and ART with light/heavy rail and ensure all rail has dedicated right of way to cut down trip times. Very supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat Beltline is still incomplete.

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat LRT service on the EastsideBeltline should extend to Piedmont Park to  provide transit option for those that live in intown neighborhoods  who want to attend events in the park.. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Where is the connection between theBeltline NE LRT and Clifton Corridor LRT?  Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 there is not enough transit options for neighborhoods in the east side and Southeast (eg Glenwood Park, Grant Park)  

neighborhoods of Atlanta

There seems to be too many resources on the Campbelltown Rd (both LRT and BRT)

30291 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No

 -The current Southside routes are much too long. Express bus routes have been cut out!

-There is no bus service on the side of Oakley Rd & Senoia Rd (Rt 74) with/in Fairburn & City of So. Fulton. Yet that is a developing and increasingly popular area that community/ workers can't get to. Someone will get hurt in walking. A small number in the Oakley Township Subdivision shouldn't lock out MARTA for 

everyone else. The wrong element drives in cars or lives there! I've been there 15 years, since the beginning. I've never seen anyone carrying a TV out of the subdivision on their back! As a tax payer too, I ask: what's wrong w/limited Oakley Rd. Route to Rt 74. Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  New or remodeled Southside stations (i.e. College Park & East Point)  are very much needed. They don't invite or excite ridership. As one who has to ride elevators, the urine smell, wear and care of them leaves much to be desired. Very supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event No

 -If you're talking about metro Atlanta including farthest points south/SW, we continue to be slighted in favor if 

Northside routes.  I've traveled both ends. 

-Maintenance of Southside leaves much to be desired in favor of Northside. This is true of its condition of buses and 

transit stops litter. 

-There don't seem to be any far Southside transit prioriries.     

30318 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Rail extension west is missing from the list of projects.  Blue line to Adamsville and FIB and Green line to James Jackson/285.  Please consider adding these back. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Blue line extension west is missing off the list. Somewhat supportive Email Community Event No Blue line needs to extend West and Green line needs on extend to 285

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  I like the emphasis on increasing capacity on vital corridors, but there are important connections, such as Dill Avenue and Peyton Rd, that are unaddressed. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  I think beginning to build theBeltline transit will be a good step in getting the ball rolling for transit througout the route. Starting it in SW Atlanta will demonstrate the city's commitment to making sure the benefits accrue to all parties and aren't just clustered throughout the Northeast and South Buckhead areas Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

30309 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

The NEBeltline LRT will be a useful addition for me, though northern connection to MARTA could be made more efficient (i.e. no need to go all the way to Lindbergh). I would benefit from stronger east-west connectivity through Midtown and NE Atlanta, e.g. along the 10th/Virginia corridor, which is not really addressed 

in this plan. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements

Please add the infill MARTA stations, which appeared on an earlier version of the list, back to the program. The Armour infill station is the most critical --  it provides a more efficient connection to the NEBeltline and Emory/Clifton corridors, serves an emerging mixed-use activity node that currently has poor transit, and 

is an ideal location for a new MARTA-adjacent Amtrak station which could also serve future intercity/commuter rail service. The Murphy Crossing and Boone infill stations are also worthwhile additions. Neutral Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

Current list misses opportunities to expand access to the MARTA system via infill stations and other station connectivity 

enhancements. Misses opportunity to relocate our Amtrak station -- a crumbling facility in urgent need of replacement -- 

 to a MARTA-adjacent location within city limits (e.g. Armour). 

Connection to Emory is important long-term goal but City of Atlanta should not bear the full brunt of this cost -- much of 

City's share of this project should be re-allocated to other needs within City limits, with remainder of Emory line costs to 

be covered by other stakeholders (e.g. DeKalb, Emory itself).

30306 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  There needs to be more Marta lines across the city and neighboring communities.  Less buses and more focus on fixed Marta lines will be better in the long run.  I also think avenues for things like bikes and scooters will keep cars off the road. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  a Supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat

  There needs to be more Marta lines across the city and neighboring communities.  Less buses and more focus on fixed 

Marta lines will be better in the long run.  I also think avenues for things like bikes and scooters will keep cars off the 

road. 

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes I would use theBeltline NE Light Rail to commute north , however as a frequent user of theBeltline, I think it would be better to use the additional width of theBeltline to separate bikes/wheels from pedestrians.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  The biggest opportunity is to connect the Eastside and the Westside. Supportive Email Community Event Yes

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  l BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit    ki Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30324 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes

 I like the balance of the project list. I feel that some people complaining about the Clifton Corridor is myopic. Granted the area was just recently annexed, my guess is that those who will use the clifton corridor light rail will be from areas all over Atlanta. 

It would be a savy public gesture and shrewd investment on Emory's part to leverage some of the billions in endowment into a P3 partnership with Marta. Maybe even allow Emory the advertising rights on the LRT between Lindbergh and Emory. Just imagine stepping onto the Dooley LRT train branded inside and out 

with the Dooley Skeleton wearing the top hat and cape. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Please consider annexing all areas along clifton corridor into City of Atlanta. I think these areas will have a good response. If you offer annexation of  Arnold Avenue into the Mornginside/Inman/Grady District. Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes

 Please consider a multi use trail along or on clifton corridor. I think it is essential to ensure the last mile connectivity of 

the neighborhoods to the LRT.

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 Honestly, just having a more reliable mobile app and electronic signage in the stations would be an improvement at this point. I want to love MARTA so much (and use it daily), but the system has a laundry list of shortcomings. I am highly disappointed thatBeltline transit solutions are only being considered for two 

portions of the trail. I live along the proposed SE trail, which is about to begin construction. Why not equip that section with transit now? Wouldn't that be easier and more cost efficient? These are the things people voted for when we approved the transit SPLOST two years ago, and the overwhelming public opinion (at 

least in my neighborhood/circles) is that we are not getting what we were promised. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  N/A Supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter No

First and foremost, we need a comprehensive transit solution that encompasses the entire metro area. Good luck with 

that. Beyond that, growth of the MARTA network has not kept up with the growth of Atlanta's population and sprawl, 

and now the challenges facing the system in order to catch up are daunting. The proposed changes are helpful, but 

insufficient. Unfortunately, without greater state and/or federal funding, I don't know where the money will come from 

to get us where we need to be. These conversations should have started 10-15 years ago. 

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  Blue line extension is needed to Adamsville and FIB corridors. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  BLUE LINE extension is not listed but expansion is needed to the west to Adamsville and FIB. Neutral Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat  Blue line extension to Adamsville and FIB is needed

30318 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

The area around the Quarry Park is very inaccessible to transit, mostly due to hostile ped/bike environments on streets with bus routes or around Bankhead Station. This area is experiencing rapid redevelopment, without infrastructure to support mobility outside of a car. While station improvements and Hollowell BRT 

would be great assets, these will still be largely inaccessible to Howell Station and Blandtown neighborhoods due to lack of sidewalks and bike infrastructure. North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements

 Marietta Boulevard improvements are essential for neighborhoods around Quarry Park to access Bankhead Station and DLH BRT. I regularly bike/walk this dangerous stretch of road with no sidewalk or bike lanes, and pass many others walking the same route. These streets need to be pedestrian friendly, especially in 

the Westside neighborhoods where the mode-share of walkers and bikers is very high compared to other places in the City. Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 Good improvements in the Southwest, but more East/West connections are essential.Beltline LRT should connect the 

entire loop. Last mile connectivity is ESSENTIAL. 

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat More rail, less buses. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  I'd be much more excited about the North Ave./Donald Lee Hollowell route if it were LRT instead of BRT. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30316 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

I am a home owner in southeast Atlanta. I've always heard from neighbors that the southern parts of the city (specifically south of I-20) get the shaft when it comes to transit and job and amenity access. This part of Atlanta pays the same percentage of taxes as other parts of Atlanta, but even with the introduction of 

the new tax revenue specifically for MARTA expansion, it is once again being ignored. The only thing shown on the guide for the MORE MARTA project is the southeastern section of the city is "frequent local bus service". Even with that into consideration, is there is a big, gaping section in the map that is continued to be 

left out. What did I vote "yes" for on the new tax if I'm not going to see any benefit from it? I still have to take an unreliable bus (74) to get to the train, and I've read the 74's service may be reduced. It's truly shame that this part of the city continues to be shunned. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  No additional comments at this time. Somewhat supportive Email, Social Media, News Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

The "BRT" being introduced isn't true BRT (true BRT doesn't ever travel in mixed traffic). The proposed light rail on 

theBeltline does not encompass the full loop. The light rail on the full loop wood provide better connectivity between 

the neighborhoods of Atlanta and provide the residents of the southern parts of this city with viable access to jobs, 

healthcare, amenities, and just general mobility.

30314 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No  Bus Route #853, in the Hunter Hills Community,on Chappell Road between Jos. E. Boone and Eza Church has no bus stops for 1/2 mile distance (2600') and has fewer bus stops than Lincoln Cemetery. Put bus stops at least every other block!!! Community needs at least 6 bus stops in each North/South direction... BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  DeKalb County is extremely under served... Supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat  Great for express routes but the neighborhood routes have been left sorely lacking in reliable and timely service...

30308 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  I love the new proposed plans. I love Atlanta. I've been here for 7 years. I am originally from Brooklyn,NYC. I am used to more advanced Public Transportation. I  currently live in Midtown . I would like to buy a home outside the city but I need to make sure Public Transportation is available. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  I love everything about the projects. I do wonder if the cost to ride Marta will increase? If so I would pay it because I really feel it would enhance the city and more people would move here. I also hope there is more security at every station (Marta , Streetcar and Light rail)). Very supportive Email, Phone/Text More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes

30316 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  Doesn't do anything for East Atlanta. More buses? I can't drive to a MARTA station without getting stuck behind 3 buses parked in the street now. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Look at a map of increasing density. Plan to build where new homes are being built. None of the 3 priorities list do anything for me but it forces me to pick 3 at random. You need a none of the above option... Otherwise this survey is bogus Somewhat supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter No  Doesn't do anything where people live it work. List looks like a lot of sweetheart deals for politicians.

30303 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  LRT looping NORTH AVENUE and Ponce de Leon, with each avenue switched to one-way opposing arteries BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  N/a Very supportive Social Media More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

 The growth will quickly need to move beyond the areas highlighted and in 40 years the "outskirt" bus lines will need to 

be upgraded beyond "more often bus service"

Buford spring connector and Buford hwy should have BRT

30318 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Finish theBeltline loop, thats what the tax was sold as. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements Close theBeltline loop. Somewhat supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat  See above.

30306 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes - BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  - Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30312 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

All 22 miles of theBeltline lightrail transit need to be the priority.

BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit  The entireBeltline light rail must be completed with this effort. Neutral Social Media Social Media

30318 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  I do not think the city of Atlanta should use the tax that I voted for on transit projects for areas that weren't part of the city when the vote was made (emory) before using it for projects we have been waiting for (beltline light rail). BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  I don't know why full light rail around theBeltline is not in this list. Somewhat supportive News Media Social Media No

  I do not think the city of Atlanta should use the tax that I voted for on transit projects for areas that weren't part of the 

city when the vote was made (emory) before using it for projects we have been waiting for (beltline light rail).

30306 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

Beltline rail should be the top priority.  It is the focus and connection of Atlanta neighborhoods.  The Emory/Clifton rail is a regional transportation addition.  The main people using it will be from outside of CoA, who travel from the suburbs to Emory and the CDC.  It will help lesson traffic, but will not provide 

transportation for CoA residents.  It was not even in the CoA when we voted to fund transit.  While I feel that it is very important, it should be regionally funded since the main users/benefiters will be from outside of CoA.  

Add rail to all of theBeltline to connect Atlanta's neighborhoods and residents.  This will also set CoA up to develop density along theBeltline and meet the future population needs with transit instead of cars/roads.   BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit

 Build out the entireBeltline transit.

All other lines connecting/crossing theBeltline (such as Campbellton and North Ave) should be bus rapid transit with DEDICATED LANE.

The Clifton/Emory/CDC line should be regionally funded as it will not impact CoA riders nearly as much as it will impact North Fulton, DeKalb and Gwinnett Co riders. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 Prioritize rail on the entireBeltline before funding the Clifton Emory/CDC line.  CoA, Fulton Co, and DeKalb Co should 

look for regional funding from the State for projects that impact the region and aren't targeted at one set of residents.

30260 Clayton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  Better transit for the Southside from forest park and below. Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Clayton county needs better transit options. Somewhat supportive Email, News Media More MARTA Atlanta Website No

 The need to run frequently  if it's a bus or try to place a park n ride with an Express bus from forest park would help if 

no plans for a light rail in clayton. 

30316 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No It doesn't improve accessibility to transit where I live in SE Atlanta, but I am OK with that. I'm quite happy with the increased frequency, and re-routing to Five Points proposed on the 21. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit

Convert Auburn and Edgewood to one-way pairs for vehicles and get the streetcar out of traffic. This is already the case for cyclists and vehicles can do the same. These streets rarely are congested with heavy traffic and the impacts to traffic would be minimal. This could even be tested and phased in over time (e.g. pilot 

closing the lanes off for a few weeks and get people used to the one-way pair setup).

Quite frankly, I don't think the issues with the Streetcar have to do with mixing in traffic *right now.* However, linking into a larger LRT network, mixed traffic will become a major problem.  Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

It is unclear why there is LRT proposed for Campbellton Road. This area would be well served by BRT and does not have 

the population and job desnity that would support LRT. Cross-town connections that would bring better service to job 

centers (as several of the projects proposed) are more important that hedging on a corridor that could be well-served 

by another mode. Build best-in-class BRT on this corridor, and on Northside.   

Capitol Avenue is a great example of an area that could support LRT. Per MARTA's own technical summary Capitol 

Avenue scored in the top 5 projects in 3 of the 5 scenarios presented in the evaluation tool.

30318 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No

 I feel like it is a hodgepodge of part segments that don’t really solve anything. We should have comple rail based systems off the road to solve challenges needed for high density areas. Another buss route solves nothing. Clifton corridor project is not ok to jump the line for theBeltline complete transit system or even 

the proposed cros town lines to connect the east and west sides of the city. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  We should be doing light rail around the entireBeltline first then connections to heavy transits or any other spurs. Not supportive Email Social Media No

The city has zero transit options on the east and west side other than bus. This solves none of those problems for 

offering faster connections across the city.

30312 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Although I think it's important to dispense the resources evenly, I think theBeltline rail project should take priority, since that is how the referendum was sold to us. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Bringing the LRT into Midtown would add a great deal of viability and usership, but also Supportive Email Social Media Yes  Public transportation is the most important infrastructure Atlanta needs to improve upon.

30315 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  The bus headways are unacceptable.  30 minute headways for community circulators mean that I will never be able to use the bus for my commute to work.  How are you getting choice riders with such atrocious frequencies?  This needs to be corrected.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service

 SEBeltline should be on here, since the trail is getting ready for buildout.  The crosstown downtown line should be a priority, as this area is lacking in adequate crosstown transit currently.  Lastly, bus headways need to be improved upon.  The NEBeltline and SWBeltline areas are also ready for transit.  We need more 

transit separated from car traffic to make it useful. Neutral Other ssdf Social Media Somewhat

 There are good projects on the list, but there is a lot missing that I voted for. Beltline transit is important - to me, the 

full loop isn't necessary right away, but the NE, SE, and SW trails should get transit since they are ready for it.  In 

addition, cross-town lines are lacking.  As mentioned above, bus headways are still atrocious - 30 minutes is 

unacceptable.  15 minutes during peak hours should be the maximum one has to wait for a bus, especially for 

community circulators, which are meant to solve last-mile connectivity.

30308 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

The half-penny I am paying in taxes is for theBeltline...then for other projects to connect theBeltline to the rest of the city. The Clifton Corridor is NOT part of that connectivity in THE CITY. The funds Atlanta citizens voted for should not be used to fund the Clifton Corridor. Find the money for the Clifton Corridor from 

somewhere else. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit I find it interesting that you ask for three projects and then split everything into tiny pieces. First priority is all 22 miles of theBeltline. Second priority is connectivity from theBeltline throughout the city. Not supportive Email Social Media No

 The half-penny I am paying in taxes is for theBeltline...then for other projects to connect theBeltline to the rest of the 

city. The Clifton Corridor is NOT part of that connectivity in THE CITY. The funds Atlanta citizens voted for should not be 

used to fund the Clifton Corridor. Find the money for the Clifton Corridor from somewhere else.

30312 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  TheBeltline should be #1 priority. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  TheBeltline South Light Rail Transit should be added to the list. Very supportive Phone/Text Social Media No  Again, theBeltline should be #1 priority.

30324 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  I'd like to see the completeBeltline light rail system prioritized. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  I'm supportive of BRT in dedicated lanes with technology that controls traffic signals. Neutral Social Media, News Media Social Media Somewhat  See above.Beltline transit should be the priority. 

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat I need better MARTA rail connectivity to the northeastern and northwestern parts of the city.  A completeBeltline loop will provide much easier access from the current MARTA rail lines. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  I think the first priority of the program should be completing the fullBeltline loop.  It will connect so many more people to the MARTA rail system and make MARTA rail much more useful for citizens. Neutral News Media Social Media Somewhat

  I believe that you need to fully build out theBeltline- not just 2 segments.  A fullBeltline build out will provide the easily 

linkage of existing MARTA rail to other segments of the city, which will boost ridership throughout the system.  While 

Clifton Road corridor is a good project, I don't think it should be prioritized over the full buildout of theBeltline.  

30303 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I live downtown and close to work, so my personal transit needs are not demanding. I use the EastsideBeltline Trail and the North-South MARTA lines through downtown frequently. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Light rail would help enhance lively parts of the city and would enhance areas that were not previously connected to these parts in pedestrian-safe way Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

 I think the city is constantly receiving conflicting opinions on how MARTA should or should not serve the nearby 

suburbs. Personally, I think MARTA should keep efforts focused in town to the most dense and fastest growing parts of 

the city, as well as areas near colleges. This will help accommodate the city's growing population and increase tax 

revenue. In time, a denser Atlanta could afford to extend top notch public transit to more suburban areas.

30312 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No  In 2016, the transit expansion was passed with the understanding that the funds were to be used to build and provide public transportation around the belt line, specifically a light rail or street car. Not buses. This should be the priority. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  The entire city of Atlanta would best be served by keeping it's promise of light rail/street car around the belt line. The Clifton Corridor expansion would serve only a few comparatively. Not supportive Email News Media No

The Clifton Corridor, which would link Emory to the Lindbergh MARTA station via light rail, should NOT take precedent 

over the Belt line. In addition, more transparency is needed about how and why certain projects are slated to go 

forward.

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 I would like to see the west sideBeltline connected to the east side via the dedicatedBeltline corridor instead of through downtown. The dedicated right of way will make a more efficient system and can connect to downtown via MARTA connections. Since ABI owns the SE segment this connection is possible today.  This 

is a moment that can truly improve connectivity in Atlanta! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit  My third choice is light rail on the SE corridor to connect SW and NE. Supportive Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat As stated above, I think the light rail connection through downtown isn't the best use of the funds today.

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  I would like to see a actualBeltline rail BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Please help in the continued development of SW Atlanta. A city of blanced development is one for the better. Somewhat supportive Social Media, News Media, Other Social Media  I don't understand the need for rail in an area like Emory. 

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  None BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Clifton corridor could help. But all of these projects seem like little links and not really going the full trip length.  Somewhat supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

 Not sure how all the connections help regional commuters. Seems like most of the congestion is around the Grady 

Curve and North Ave. 

30306 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  Too many projects in low population areas BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension In town neighborhood connections from population centers are key. Campbellton road brt is appropriate, not light rail. Not dense enough. Somewhat supportive Social Media News Media No

30316 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat All pre-2008 bus routes and frequencies should be restored as much as possible. My pain points are the former #7 bus through East Atlanta and the #72 College Park bus. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Beltline Rail Now! Somewhat supportive Email News Media No

Beltline rail should be the absolute priority of this plan, along with other rail investments with dedicated rights of way. 

LRT extensions should absolutely not be funneled through the bottleneck of downtown streetcar that us not grade 

separated.
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30316 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No

I live in southeast Atlanta. Historically, the worst served area of town for MARTA service. Though it has a LOT of people who either do not have the funds to have a car or wish to limit their environmental footprint. The projects shown in the proposed list do nothing to change that poor level of service or help our area 

get free from cars and roadway based transit. In short, theBeltline rail for the entire circle needs to be the highest priority for MARTA with this fund. The least advantageous project on this list is the Clifton corridor rail. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit

 I only identified two projects above because the southeastBeltline rapid transit should be in the top three priorities for the city. I also don't really understand the need for the crosstown downtown west connector as this seems to largely mimic the south line of existing heavy rail service. It seems like a waste of effort 

with this important funding. Please dont get me wrong, I voted for this tax because the city needs more transit. Please don't take my money and ignore my service needs. Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

Too much focus is on areas other than the southeast quadrant and too much focus on the northeast quadrant (though 

the peachtree road ART project is worth keeping). Connectivity in Atlanta is global. The city has placed a large economic 

bet (with the tax money of those who live near this area) on theBeltline to fix its larger transportation problems and has 

been developing business and housing in this corridor at a frantic pace. If real transit (not roadway based) is not 

available in these corridors soon Atlanta's traffic issues as a whole will become unworkable. Please use the funds 

allocated to the Clifton road corridor to help solve the problems all over the city by funding light rail on the 

wholeBeltline corridor first.

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

There is absolutely nothing on this list that would impact Southeast Atlanta. I currently live 4.5 miles from my office in Atlantic Station, and MARTA is not a viable option for me because it would require me to take 4 different vehicles (1 MARTA bus, 2 MARTA trains and 1 Atlantic Station shuttle), and OVER AN HOUR to 

travel those 4.5 miles, even during rush hour. I am originally from Manhattan and the thought of living in a major city and not being able to get to work from my home by public transit more quickly than driving means that our public transit system here in SE Atlanta needs serious help. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements  We need to address the Southeast quadrant of the city. The reliance on buses in this area is a real issue. We need rapid transit here. Not supportive Email, News Media Community Event No

 You are trying to expand outside Atlanta before the city itself has reasonable public transit. You are completely ignoring 

a large chunk of the city with all of these proposed projects. It's amazing to me that the entire southeast quadrant of 

the city was left out of the transit map - do you think people don't realize there is more city there?

30316 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No  There is not a light  rail on the southsideBeltline corridor BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  MissingBeltline southside LRT Somewhat supportive Email Community Event No  There is no rail on the southeast corridor

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  The core of atlanta such as theBeltline and inside theBeltline needs the most immediate attention. After that we need park and ride and congestion pricing so all the folks from out of town pay the price of congesting our streets and running their emissions into our area. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Light rail >> BRT. Light rail signals investment. BRT is too easy to remove.  Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 Don’t believe the Clifton Corridor is really an urgent service. How about moving poor people into/our of job areas like 

downtown and midtown without requiring car ownership?

30309 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  I just want aBeltline loop that connects to Marta rail. It will connect the city in a way a bus simply won’t. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  We voted for light rail on theBeltline, give us that first. Not supportive Social Media, News Media News Media No Rail in other cities is how you get the Ritchie and the poor to ride side by side. Busses are simply not seen the same way.

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Street Cars are unpredictable because they sit in traffic. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Build for long term. Very supportive Email, Social Media Social Media Somewhat

30306 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  As a lifelong resident of both City of Atlanta and Dekalb county, I strongly support the Clifton Corridor and Campbelltown Road projects. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service I'm satisfied with the current list of proposed projects. Clifton Corridor is a very important project due to the high congestion in that area.  Even with MARTA bus & Cliff Shuttle service the area is vastly underserved by transit. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30316 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No Beltline Transit BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit  22 miles ofBeltline Not supportive News Media Social Media No Beltline transit was promised in 2007

30308 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network No  Citizens of Atlanta voted for the sales tax with the understanding that all of theBeltline transit would be funded. This is not the case. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension   Citizens of Atlanta voted for the sales tax with the understanding that all of theBeltline transit would be funded. This is not the case. Supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I am concerned thatBeltline light rail will be deprioritized in favor of other projects. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Please invest in theBeltline and in South and West Atlanta. Supportive News Media News Media Somewhat   I am concerned thatBeltline light rail will be deprioritized in favor of other projects.

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

 I believe providing light rail on theBeltline corridor should be a priority. After all, that is what had been promised from the get go, and that is why many people voted to expand funding for MARTA. This would be where light rail would be most utilized. I think we can learn a lot from looking at the past mistakes 

(inappropriate placement of the Atlanta Streetcar). I know the thought was that the Streetcar could become an urban catalyst and spark development along the route that it runs but that clearly has not happened and ridership is unacceptably low. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Is heavy rail expansion towards the northern suburbs an option? Somewhat supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

Providing light rail has always been a priority for Atlanta. It is disappointing promises are being broken and funding for is 

being diverted to the Clifton Corridor servicing emory.

30294 Clayton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Need more transit options on the Southside and more regional options. Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements  I would love to see rail expansion into Clayton County. Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat  We will always need more than what exists or is planned. We are so behind in this. 

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  More frequent bus service overall, but especially nights and weekends would help me utilize the system more frequently. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  NA Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30328 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Rider experience is important also Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Upgrade rider cars and station usability in Sandy Springs. Neutral Social Media News Media No  We need way more connectivity and lines going more than just north south east and west

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat

I'd prioritize the following:

- Bus frequency

- Clifton Corridor Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  Clifton Corridor, bus frequency, targeted BRT. Thanks. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat  The Clifton Corridor is an essential transit link. Much, much more important than a fullBeltline loop.

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Focus on population centers and reducing traffic Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit NA Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  Need transit around theBeltline, which is why I voted for the tax in the first place. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I am all for more RAIL ... increased bus service isn't doing anything for anyone with the way traffic is currently downtown (and it isn't getting any better). Supportive Email Social Media No

 Once again I believe connecting theBeltline is the best use of these funds.  There are a lot of jobs currently and more 

will be created as theBeltline grows.  People need a reliable way to get there - and the answer is not rapid bus lanes.

30303 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  They are great! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  No comment Very supportive Email News Media Yes  It has a lot of options

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Just need more predictability and frequency of routes - so, more buses. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  none Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  Obviously need more light rail and train stations 

30312 Fulton Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No

I know that myself and many others approved the half-penny tax in 2016 because, based upon MARTA's own information at the time, the fullBeltline rail loop would be completed. I don't know why you have a proposal that DOESN'T include it now. This feels like a very intentional bait-and-switch move that may cause 

more reputational damage than MARTA should care to take on right now.  Atlanta Voters supported this funding so that public transportation could be enhanced and a clearly articulated plan that has been approved on more than one occasion should be the backbone of any transit expansion plan. Having portions of 

theBeltline with rail and other portions without is quite a head scratcher. It's like pretending that I-285 doesn't need the portion(s) between I-20 and I-85. Please do not move forward without committing to fully building out theBeltline Loop. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Beltline EAST,Beltline SOUTHEAST,Beltline NORTHWEST - complete the LOOP! There will not be another time that this level of investment can and will occur. Somewhat supportive Other Community Event No

Atlanta NEEDS to connect it's neighborhoods. This should be the number one Priority so that our EQUITY issues can 

begin to be addressed.

A consistent well-planned Transit loop around the inner core of the city is a great way to connect our communities. I 

would prioritize SE, SW (Campbellton Road) and then NW BEFORE the Clifton Corridor. Emory, DeKalb and other 

regional funding sources should be identified before the Clifton Corridor project (that will most likely serve non-

Atlantan's) receives local Atlanta funding. 

Please do not move forward without committing to fully building out theBeltline Loop.

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Seems like a whole lot of fancy, overlapping, and redundant language to get at some core concepts of equity, mobility, options, and connectivity. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit It is quite noticeable that the westside of Atlanta has fewer proposed projects. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30324 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat We really need more rails to meet the growth our city is seeing. Adding more buses and the LRT will only add to traffic on surface streets. I am hoping we are looking to a future which includes Having more under/above street level rails to compete with cities like NYC, Chicago it DC. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  NA Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

I would need additional details on the projects. But...I think we should build up MARTA to allow for more train stations and focus on one, successful mode of public transportation instead of pulling together different companies to service Atlanta's need for public transportation. And yes, of course, we need more 

bike/scooter-friendly lanes. I would love to see focus on train/rail over bus routes. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Any improvements will be exciting, helpful and accepted! Very supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat

We need more underground and above ground rail/train stations. I do not use the MARTA routes when buses are 

involved as those vehicles are still sitting in traffic. We need the train stations to branch out further (new Braves 

stadium for example) and to be closer to all of the new hubs Atlanta has produced (Ponce City Market for example). 

30307 DeKalb Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No Without fullBeltline transit to allow me to access the rest of the City; as a bike/MARTA commuter on the East Side who works in Midtown, the current plans add little to serve me or my family. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension

 Again, I would put FULLBeltline LRT ahead of everything else on the list. Second priority after that is east-west streetcar connections, starting with the crosstown downtown East/West extensions that did make the list, and that are critical to rescuing our existing streetcar line from irrelevance. We need light rail and BRT 

to fill in the gaps between MARTA and a fullBeltline system, to allow everyone in the City the broadest possible access. Not supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media No

  Like most Atlantans, I supported the sales tax specifically to fund rail on the ENTIREBeltline. I am extremely 

disappointed that full LRT on theBeltline is not top of the list - this is the key to creating a citywide system that can serve 

everyone. The patchwork of projects currently on the list clearly is designed to spread these investments around the 

City in a purely symbolic way; unfortunately, the list does not reflect a cohesive strategy that actually will serve the 

City's needs. This strategy starts with theBeltline, which touches more neighborhoods than any other project by a large 

margin and should be the centerpiece of a citywide transit system that allows everyone to reach work and resources 

safely and efficiently. The Clifton Corridor, meanwhile, should be a longer-term project, one that will be developed only 

after the overlooked central core of theBeltline is built out.

30316 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Would love more transparency betweenBeltline progress and MARTA involvement. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements  How do we integrate?! Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  Yo. where the hell is the Southeast Light Rail Transit?

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  What about the cost of MARTA rides , ability to buy round trip tickets at reduced price, senior citizens discounts for all tickets. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements None Somewhat supportive Email, News Media Social Media Somewhat  I'm not sure how some proposed project on the list would help me and my neighbors.

30324 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes That’s my answer  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  N/a Very supportive Email, News Media Community Event Somewhat

 The needs are great to get our public transit up to the level of many similar large cities, but we are moving in the right 

direction.

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Would be willing to utilize public transportation if it would efficiently and safely get me where I needed to go. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Increase public transportation options in the most densely populated areas Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30303 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  need a comprehensive, regional transit on-board survey Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  need to be more regional and reach further out to the  northwest Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes be aware and mindful of TNCs Uber Lyft, transit ridership is declining  

30047 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No Need more options for Gwinnett  county commuters BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements  more north east ATL options Supportive Other none Community Event Somewhat

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  Always want more, and I'm not confident that the north ave BRT will run in dedicated lanes; without the dedicated aspect, it's not worth the cost, and that corridor desperately needs transit that isn't delayed by traffic. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  north ave BRT line *must* have dedicated lanes. Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat  Atlanta needs a LOT of transit options. I like the plan, just always hoping for even more! 

30316 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  A completedBeltline with Transit is a necessary step. It is not an option. It would connect me to the rest of the city quickly and easily BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  theBeltline needs to be a complete loop. anything else would be insufficient. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

Beltline transit connects the neighborhoods and intersects with transit points to create a system. It needs to be 

complete to function

30314 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  N/A BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit  N/A Supportive Other Community Event No

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  . BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements none Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

30312 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No  CompleteBeltline Loop with bi-directional streetcar transit was called out in every city and MARTA study and City of Atlanta Plan since 2005.  That has to be the number one priority. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit   CompleteBeltline Loop with bi-directional streetcar transit was called out in every city and MARTA study and City of Atlanta Plan since 2005.  That has to be the number one priority. Not supportive Email News Media No

  CompleteBeltline Loop with bi-directional streetcar transit was called out in every city and MARTA study and City of 

Atlanta Plan since 2005.  That has to be the number one priority.

30313 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

Heavy and light rail must have dedicated right of way.  One of the big problems with the Streetcar is it shares the road with cars.  This only exacerbates the problem.  I'm also worried that the proposed Clifton Corridor light rail line includes sharing space with cars.  Again, the only way rail works is when it has its own 

dedicated right of way so that our legendary traffic doesn't delay movement.  Related to that, rail service must be on time all the time or people will lose faith that it can be counted on to get them where they need to go and will revert back to their cars.   BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  I live downtown and work at Emory. It would be great to have a light rail line connecting Emory University Hospital Midtown to Emory University on Clifton Road Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

Yes, but we need a total approach to include intercity rail, buses, etc.  We need a multi-modal hub where you can go for 

Greyhound, MARTA, taxi, Uber, scooter, bike, Amtrak, Streetcar, etc.  

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I'm walking distance to theBeltline. Transit on theBeltline would allow me to get to trains easily and I would use them more. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  MoreBeltline transit Somewhat supportive Social Media, News Media News Media No  Last  mile connectivity. TheBeltline transit will help that

30315 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

 - complete transportation/ mass transit options along theBeltline corridor. 

- provide additional transportation/ mass transit options to major job hub areas. Atlanta to CDC/ Emory area. 

By adding mass transit options to major hub areas this will ease some of the highway/ road congestion. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Complete theBeltline loop trail and transit! Start construction on southwest loop and complete by 2019!! Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

 Again, atlanta needs to develop its infrastructure to include mass transit to major hub areas. Completing theBeltline 

transit loop would be a great start and then make connections off ofBeltline loop to other areas.

30032 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  We need comprehensive transit system.  Make it happen! Follow DC's model and make it happen. More rapid bus, partner with regional governments and agencies. Built it well and they will come. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit   We need comprehensive transit system.  Make it happen! Follow DC's model and make it happen. More rapid bus, partner with regional governments and agencies. Built it well and they will come. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

  We need comprehensive transit system.  Make it happen! Follow DC's model and make it happen. More rapid bus, 

partner with regional governments and agencies. Built it well and they will come.

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  What about light rail for theBeltline that would connect it to existing public transportation? BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Just keep making public transportation a priority in this city. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 There also needs to be an education part of how to get people to use public transportation more. Point out the 

advantages. Make it more efficient.

30307 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

  Where is the continuous light rail around theBeltline itself? This is what the voters passed in TSPLOST. Why are we focusing on regional transit now, especially for areas that were not even within the City limits when TSPLOST passed? The voters who passed TSLPOST were WITHIN THE CITY OF ATLANTA. Focus on more 

rail, including infill stations between existing heavy rail stations to make taking MARTA more useful. Forget spending money allocated SPECIFICALLY for the City by the citizens of the City on regional transit. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  AGAIN, focus on the central City. Forget the Clifton Corridor! Very supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media, News Media News Media No

  Where is the continuous light rail around theBeltline itself? This is what the voters passed in TSPLOST. Why are we 

focusing on regional transit now, especially for areas that were not even within the City limits when TSPLOST passed? 

The voters who passed TSLPOST were WITHIN THE CITY OF ATLANTA. Focus on more rail, including infill stations 

between existing heavy rail stations to make taking MARTA more useful. Forget spending money allocated SPECIFICALLY 

for the City by the citizens of the City on regional transit. 

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  N/a BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  N-a Very supportive Email, Social Media Community Event Yes

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  Keep your commitment toBeltline Rail FIRST before Clifton Corridor. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit  FUND TRANSIT ON THE WHOLEBeltline. NOW. Not supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media No

 Atlanta voted forBeltline transit. Do that FIRST. TheBeltline will never be anything but a promenade for gentrifying 

yuppies until transit becomes a part of it.

30316 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Having a BRT option leading to a LRT option on Campbellton makes no financial sense.  BRT is sufficient.   The Memorial Drive Corridor is also in need of enhancements. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Campbellton LRT is a bad idea if they already have BRT. Neutral Email News Media Somewhat

 Having a BRT option leading to a LRT option on Campbellton makes no financial sense.  BRT is sufficient.   Also, the 

West Midtown area and Upper Westside are not well served.   The Memorial Drive Corridor also needs enhanced 

options.

30307 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  no additional details BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  no additional details Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat  I'm just a skeptic -- keep hoping for major investment in transportation, but not seeing the needle move.

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat None BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  None Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  None

30312 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  neglectsBeltline, which atlanta voters supported in enacting the sales tax.  also the project list does not include as options completing theBeltline rail-- it is slanted to give the answer that has already been selected BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  these questions are biased toward the emory corridor proposal.  options should include funding the remainder of theBeltline rail Not supportive Other Social Media No  inappropriate weight is given to the wealthy emory corridor, to the detriment of those on theBeltline

30317 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

Moreland Avenue/Briarcliff Rd needs to have high capacity transit in the form of BRT or LRT. It should transition from a park-and-ride on the south side near I-285, to dedicated lanes with stops at the many activity centers along the corridor, including East Atlanta Village, Edgewood Retail District, the Inman Park-

Reynoldstown MARTA station, Little 5 Points, Virginia Highland, and Emory/CDC. This would greatly improve my accessibility around Atlanta. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  Follow the Streetcar System Plan and other planning projects that have been in the works for years. Clifton Corridor light rail is a necessity. Introducing new projects with no planning precedent is not a community-focused method of transportation planning. Somewhat supportive Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat

 More rail on theBeltline, particularly North-South connections along the east and west sides of town. The 

southeastBeltline needs a rail connection to the rest of the city. The current project list continues the trend of a hub-

and-spoke system centered on Downtown. The city has many job/activity centers that need to be connected to each 

other, as well as to the central business district. North Avenue/D L Hollowell transit should be light rail, not BRT, and 

should connect to the east and westBeltline LRT lines, as outlined in the Streetcar System Plan.

30303 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes I would get more transit options in my neighborhood and be able to access more places without a car! Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit   Using heavy rail rather than light rail to reach Emory would increase ridership, decrease travel times, and provide transfer free travel to other points in the City.  I would like to see heavy rail considered for the Emory corridor. Very supportive Email, News Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes Important to have light rail to new park at Quarry site. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension East-west and northwest most important. I  Supportive Email, News Media Social Media Somewhat

 Total light transit of entireBeltline corridor, plus the two east-west lines will best integrate Atlanta communities and 

enhance social and cultural interaction.

30315 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Would like to see more Bus Rail Transit. I'm originally from Cleveland and they successfully build up the Euclid Avenue corridor with BRT. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Connecting Zoo Atlanta with the neighboring belt line  Neutral Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  I would like Marta trains and buses to operate more frequently and service major city locations—hospitals, the zoo, Piedmont Park, etc. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service None Very supportive News Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

 I live in Grant Park but have no access to Marta to go to the airport or anywhere else. To take the bus to the nearest 

train station takes twice as long as driving. 

30307 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  We need to ensure that people from the suburbs can access the city and all major job and shopping and entertainment areas around town, and the same for intown residents in a reverse commute BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit

 theBeltline needs to stick to its commitment of light rail

we need MARTA lines expanded to cross the city more like DC and NYC

there needs to be last mile trans to major job, entertainment and shopping areas inside and outside of the perimeter Very supportive Email, Social Media Community Event Somewhat

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No

I want to see more MARTA rail - both in terms of the number of lines available (i.e. I want a train that runs to the Emory area, additional trains to more areas of Buckhead especially west Buckhead, West Midtown, and the suburbs), and the expansion of existing service (more trains available on weekends for starters and 

please STOP having to transfer at Lindbergh at weekends - just keep the Red line running all the time).

I rarely can take the train on the weekends because there's no parking at West End station on weekends, which forces me to drive and contribute to traffic issues. I walk, bike, or take transit whenever possible to avoid being caught in traffic - and that includes riding the buses. I love that we have such an integrated bus 

system, but if I have to sit in all the same traffic as the cars it defeats the purpose for me. Can we PLEASE have a thorough, integrated train system that runs to most areas of the city within a half mile walking distance? Like NYC BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  - Somewhat supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter No

We NEED a heavily increased rail system. Buses won't do the job alone if people will be stuck in the same traffic as all 

the cars. You have to give people a viable alternative to sitting in traffic. If all you do is increase bus service, you're 

partially contributing to the problem rather than solving it. If we had a rail system where at nearly every point within 

the perimeter (and parts outside it) people were within a half mile walk of a train station, I GUARANTEE we would have 

far less traffic issues and people would rely much more on transit. But cars, gas, and parking are cheap in this city and 

we don't have an integrated rail system. So no matter how good our bus system is it will never be enough to combat 

traffic issues.

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  None BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  None Supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event Yes

30315 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I am especially concerned about ensuring that plans to add rail to theBeltline are carried out as promised. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  n/a Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat   I am especially concerned about ensuring that plans to add rail to theBeltline are carried out as promised.

30305 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 Southwest atlanta transit and transit to other low housing density areas doesn’t make sense to me.  Connecting Emory-CDC makes a lot of sense.  I think multiple modes should be considered including ideally the ability for train like buses to run on the belt line if transit does run on the belt line although it is mainly low 

density also Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Unless neighborhoods are willing to upzone themselves in advance to a density level to support transit, there’s no point running transit there unless said density already exists Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat The roads in Atlanta are over utilized relative to the mass transit systems. I believe there could be greater impact through investing in mass transit than further use of roads. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements  More rail, less road please. Supportive Email, News Media Community Event Somewhat Roads are still the emphasis, which are not the long-term answer.

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Light rail need to be prioritized in the dense Downtown/Midtown core, instead of outlying parts of the city such as Campbellton Road and Clifton Corridor. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit

North Ave BRT should be light rail, and any BRT must have dedicated lanes to prevent BRT creep which will destroy usage because bus service will be untimely and unpredictable.

I did not select the extensions of the streetcar because, although it is critical to link transit on theBeltline to MARTA, and their is a connection to Peachtree Center, the lack of dedicated streetcar ROW will cause the whole system to jam.  I have on multiple occasions seen vehicles parked on tracks blocking the whole 

system.

I ride MARTA every single day and I love it.  Please get this right.  I think re-configuring the streetcar to have full, or at least mostly dedicated ROW in Downtown would solve a lot of issues. Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

Light rail, with dedicated ROW, must to be prioritized in the city center with connectivity to the core MARTA red/gold 

lines in Downtown and Midtown.  The currently plans fails to do that for 3 reasons: 1.) It routes the entire light rail 

system though the current streetcar path which does not have dedicated right of way, which will destroy reliability and 

limit use of the entire system. 2.) It prioritizes Campbellton Road light rail over dedicated ROW in denser areas such as 

North Avenue, 10th St., Memorial Drive, etc.  Campbellton road is a heavily utilized bus route that is a great candidate 

for BRT, but it does not have the requisite density for light rail.  3.) The Clifton Corridor is a regional transit need that 

should be funded regionally rather than via Atlanta's MARTA and TSPLOST tax increases.  Those tax increases should be 

used to fund reliable light rail in dedicated ROW throughout the Downtown/Midtown core. 

30306 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I sense a commitment to fixed rail transit which, imho, is not prudent and wasteful now and will be less so in the future w smart cars UBEr bike share etc etc Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  it is irritating to me that an anonymous requestor (no more info than "Marta") asks for my name, address, phone number and email Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

30316 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  More mass transit, especially to northern suburbs. More highway lanes is not the answer. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Try to improve on scheduled stop times. Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat  see above

30316 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat

Beltline Transit is a must. Southside Trail transit should be built when building out the trail. Emory Rail is a regional problem and I don't want to see the city projects lose funding to a project that wasn't part of the vote. I hope to see true integration between MARTA, theBeltline, the Atlanta Streetcar, BRT's and other Bus 

routes. This is the most important moment in Atlanta transportation history. Cars are over. We need to be able to move about the city safely, by multiple modes and they need to be seamless. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit  Build out the entireBeltline with Light Rail Transit. It will feed into the other projects and is the main cog to make it all work. Get Regional funding for the Emory/Clifton corridor and BRT on Campbellton Road to Greenbriar Mall. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Need to provide increased light rail transit along the AtlantaBeltline corridor. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Proximity and Access Supportive Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat

30314 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension none Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

 I'm not sure because I'm retired and don't commute.  But I can't enjoy or feel comfortable traveling this area even in 

off-hours unless the daily commute is solved and people have mass rapid transit

30316 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 Hardly any projects in SE ATL, where I live with my family.  My husband works in Midtown, I work in Downtown, and our son goes to daycare in Downtown as well.  We love taking transit, biking, and walking but I-20 is a huge barrier for us to do some of this safely.  We live right along theBeltline corridor and would love 

to see transit along the entire loop completed.  This would give us great connectivity to the existing MARTA line and give us a safe, efficient route to areas in all directions. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service

 We need increased bus frequencies, especially close to the city core, and again, to complete the transit on theBeltline loop.  Please don't waste money on redundant projects or spend these funds on projects that weren't even eligible when we voted on this tax (aka Clifton Corridor).  I agree that we need transit in that 

corridor, but I'm not sure that this is the correct money to pay for that. Beltline Rail Now. Somewhat supportive Email, Social Media News Media No

 We need to prioritize putting transit along the entire loop of theBeltline project.  Two projects along Campbellton Road 

are redundant and unnecessary.  One of those projects can easily be replaced by putting more rail along theBeltline 

corridor, which will increase connectivity in all quadrants of the City.

30306 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Would like a bus line that runs the entire length of Monroe Drive.  Not in favor of transit on theBeltline Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  See above Somewhat supportive News Media News Media Somewhat  Not enough specifics

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I live right along a MARTA line but am stuck between 2 stations (king memorial and Inman). I would like to see an infill at Krog and in other intown locations that have long distances between stations. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  None Very supportive Email, News Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

 We need to finishBeltline transit and further improve connectivity from population centers to ion centers. The current 

list is a good start but not enough. 

30316 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Rail! Rail! Rail! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension

Please help us get across I-20 more easily! Increased bus service -- with more frequency, more feeder routes (like along Berne St.), express routes/fewer stops, and dedicated travel lanes -- to better connect us with MARTA rail and future light rail transit (i.e., NEBeltline and Crosstown-Downtown East Ext.) would help a 

lot. Also, why not make Edgewood and Auburn Aves. one-way streets downtown? This would allow the Streetcar to travel in its own lane, which should improve efficiency and usefulness. Thanks! Very supportive Phone/Text More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  More focus specifically on light rail and new arteries both east/west and north/south BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  It would be helpful to understand the difference between Arterial Rapid Transit  and Bus Rapid Transit.  I cannot find a description in MARTA literature. Supportive Other Please do not send information News Media Somewhat

 Fails to make use of NW rail system pending sale (NS Inman Yard) that would be ideal for developing as a rail corridor.  

Would like to see Northside as rail not bus.

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat

 Atlanta needs Regional Transit and Express Buses during peak commute hours.  Also, new investments in building needs to align with public transportation services.  Here on Cheshire Bridge Road, we have new apartments being built, but not enough transit to support the growth.  It might be wise to work with some of 

the private bus services, like The Buc stop to help in Buckhead with commute hour traffic, and maybe help fund The Buc Stop, so a larger section of Buckhead financial center can be added, such as some of the Condo's and Apartments can be serviced by The Buc Stop to alleviate some of the neighborhood traffic.  I know 

that The Buc Stop is only funded by the CCID businesses of Buckhead but it's would be a start to see if funding can be added to include Residents in the area.  Just a thought. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Clifton Corridor is a major project that needs to be address.  It is the main reason, that street traffic is so heavy on Lenox Rd and Briar Cliff and Clifton.  With the CDC, Emory University and Hospital in that area, there needs to be dedicated light rail to that corridor.  Supportive Email Community Event Yes

 I think it will address some if the issues, if it is done very aggressive. It needs to be focused on those places with large 

job centers and express busing for those places with park and ride lots.  This worked really well during the 1996 

Olympics with express busing and park and ride points. Otherwise, Atlanta's traffic will get worse with the new density 

explosion of the city apartment and condo building.

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat None BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  None Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter No

 Not enough Marta Rail stations.  Not enough connectivity to existing rail stations, ie. bridge to cross train tracks.  

adequet  

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat The above questions need to be in laymen's terms for the average person to comprehend.  BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements  Increase Marta workers pay to provide better customer service. Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30310 Fulton Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

 I voted for the transportation tax increase because I was told it would fund Light Rail on theBeltline. I feel betrayed that now the projects are determined by pet projects of elected officials instead of what was promised to the voters who passed the tax. Shame on you !Beltline Rail needs to be a priority for an equitable 

Atlanta. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service

Beltline Light Rail Transit should be a priority because of the potential it has to improve the quality of life in Atlanta's low income neighborhoods. According to the last census 30 - 38 percent of the households in NPU X and Y do not have a car and most of the jobs in Atlanta are north of I-20. Give our SW ATL residents a 

chance for a decent quality of life by giving all of us better access to the amenities of Atlanta. It's about equity, its about the environment, its reduced traffic and its about building a city for the future. Not supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter No

 TheBeltline presents tremendous opportunity for economic development in the parts of town that  need it the worst. 

This list completely ignores the opportunities that can be leveraged by theBeltline. Please redress this egregious 

oversight!

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes Aaa Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  I am opposed to Light Rail Transit along any portion of theBeltline.  TheBeltline should be used only by walkers and riders of non-motorized bicycles and scooters.  Having light rail along theBeltline would be unsafe and unsightly. Somewhat supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes

30315 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes na BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  na Supportive Email News Media Yes  na

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Beltline transit should remain the primary focus, since that is what the TSPLOST was based on. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  N/A Somewhat supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat  Clifton corridor is will not attract investment in the same way transit in the core of the city will

30311 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat I can't think of anything additional to add at the moment Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Station improvements are the most important of my choices Very supportive Email, News Media More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat  I can't think of anything additional to add at the moment

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No

 My top priority to to add transit to the AtlantaBeltline. This is the only reason I voted for a regressive tax that I will be paying for the next 40 years. The transit on theBeltline as currently proposed does not get me to the places I want to go. As it has been for the last 20+ years that I have lived in Atlanta, it will still be 

faster to drive my car in Atlanta's horrible traffic than it will be use public transit. That is just wrong. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit  This is a poorly designed survey in that the option most Atlanta residents want and that we voted for is not included on the list of options. Not supportive Email, Social Media News Media No

 The residents on the South side of Atlanta have been waiting decades for real public transit, and once again this plan 

leaves them out completely. It isn't right that a regional project through an affluent section of Atlanta (and partially 

outside of the city) is prioritized over the needs of people living in these neighborhoods - especially when these folks are 

expected to pay for it. 

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 Too much emphasis on theBeltline and not enough to meet current pent up demand for transit.

More attention to the west side needs for transit. Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit

Too much emphasis on theBeltline and not enough to meet current pent up demand for transit.

More attention to the west side needs for transit. Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 Too much emphasis on theBeltline and not enough to meet current pent up demand for transit.

More attention to the west side needs for transit.
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principles to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the 

highest priority to you. #1

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding principles 

to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the highest priority to you. 

#2

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding 

principles to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the 

highest priority to you. #3

After reviewing the 

proposed project list, do you 

feel it addresses your 

transportation needs?

Please provide any additional details about your response to the previous question. Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #1 Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #2 Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #3 Please provide any additional comments you have on the program or individual projects.
Please rate your level of support of 

the More MARTA proposed projects.

How do you like to receive information on MARTA 

news?
Other - How do you like to receive information on MARTA news?

How did you learn about the More MARTA 

atlanta program Survey?

After reviewing the proposed 

project list, do you feel it 

addresses Atlanta's 

transportation needs?

Please provide reason(s) for your response to the last question.

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  Southeast Atlanta is left out completely! BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  There's nothing proposed for the SoutheastBeltline. Not supportive Email News Media No  Need more Marta extensions

30314 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

 I'd like to see more marta train stations and extending the current lines further out - I guess I'd like Marta to be more useful to more people, so that hopefully more people will use it. As it is, it doesn't feel very useful. It's a very slow way to get around and it's hard to get to a train station. IMHO, all of the money should 

be spent on making Marta more useful to more people and not on "nice to have" things, like sidewalks and station improvements. Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  A google search does not tell me the difference between ART & BRT. Online Arterial Rapid Transit often means the same thing as Bus Rapid Transit - what's the difference? I wish this was more clear. Neutral Email News Media No

It's truly hard to say because I've not done any of the research and the project list is EXTREMELY VAGUE - a normal 

citizen can't really understand what you're going to do, and whether it addresses their needs. But I think most citizens 

don't use Marta b/c it's not useful. It needs to be made more useful to more people: it needs to be a quick way to get 

where you want to go. Currently it's not quick: it's hard to get to a station, and then you have to wait a long time for a 

bus or train (and the bus system is very confusing). It's much easier to drive.

It feels like if there were more stations, then it would be quicker to get to a station, and Marta would go more places 

that you want to go. But I bet "more stations" is prohibitively expensive. Perhaps if there were more trains/busses, so 

that you don't have to wait so long once you get to a stop/station. And perhaps if Marta advertised time improvements. 

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  There is not a lot of info here, particularly about the integration of Marta with theBeltline completion and Rail. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  I would have liked to see info on how these proposed projects would affect traffic patterns, and how people would be nudged to change personal culture and use public transportation. Very supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

Opening transit to serve the Emory corridor is important.  Many employees come and go there every day.

I don't know the other huge employers in the metro area.  Do the new MARTA routes serve them?

 It's important to get more cars off the street and more people into rapid transit.  I think/hope your goals address this. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements

 I wish I knew the areas which need the most help.  I don't, but I assume your studies show where the most help is needed.

 I love theBeltline NE, but I don't favor putting money in that area... there are greater needs elsewhere. Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

MAking MARTA Safe is very important!

 Let's find a way to keep people from jumping over the turnstile, and using the exit doors as entrance doors!  It's a big 

blow to morale to people who pay their fares, and it hurts MARTA at the cash box.

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

The proposed projects all sound good.  Some things that I would use personally that are not on the list:

- Infill rail stations on existing lines: Red/Gold at SWBeltline, Blue/Green at Krog St. (They don't need parking lots and kiss ride and all that - just a place for people to get on and off.)

- Instead of small pieces ofBeltline rail, might as well complete the whole thing.

- Increased frequency and reliability on existing rail.

- More bus routes that are continuous across the city, as opposed to ending at a central hub or rail station.

- Increase efficiency of existing streetcar by eliminating factors that slow it down, to the extent possible.  I live near it but I don't use it because it's too slow (and because it doesn't go very far, but I see this problem is already in the plans to be addressed). BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit

- If we're gonna doBeltline rail, we should do the whole thing, not just pieces of it.

- Where there is to be light rail, I'm not opposed to doing an advanced form of BRT instead - something that could essentially look and function the same, with a dedicated lane and platforms, but with wheels on pavement instead of fixed rail - whatever is most efficient to build and makes sense.

Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

Things I don't see on the list that would benefit Atlanta and the region as a whole (I know these may be pie in the sky, 

realistically speaking):

- Extend Red Line rail further north into Fulton (instead of BRT using the same space along 400 - make it one continuous 

experience. This idea of BRT from McFarland Pkwy ending at Perimeter, forcing riders to then transfer to rail, is 

ridiculous when you could just extend the rail line instead.)

- Extend rail into Gwinnett.

- Rail to Cobb.

- More extensive bus routes in suburban places.

Yes these are more regional priorities, and this is a city of Atlanta tax we're talking about, and it would take a lot more 

than $2.5 billion to do the projects already on the list plus all this...but as a resident of Atlanta, these are all things I 

would like to see.  They would help with traffic from suburban commuters driving into Atlanta, and they would make it 

easier for people like me to commute to jobs that may be located in these suburban places.

30306 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I keep hearing Atlanta is going to double in XX years.  Why not make what we have better and allow the areas around Atlanta to grow thereby not making the congestion worse. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit None Supportive Other Community Event Somewhat

30316 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 The city needs to work with all of the  emergent transportation technologies that are showing up all over the city; think outside the box.  In addition to having more trails for bikes, walking,  and other types of small electric transport we need to have slower speed limits and/or car curfews/restrictions on car ussage in 

general there are too many people moving to the city to not have more walkable communities. Our requirement for excessive parking and the fallacy that everyone needs to drive around 2000 pounds of steel to get from point A to B is crippling the city’s prosperity.  I’ve talked to several leaders in our city government 

who have traveled to different places around the world and seen other ways to live and integrate transportation in their community and we can do it here as well. We must be progressive! With the advent of theBeltline the world is literally watching us and if we do it well, our success could be the success of places all of 

the world!! BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Lightrail on the whole of theBeltline! Very supportive Email, Social Media Community Event No

  The original project list is what we voted on that’s what we should be accomplishing not pulling addendum‘s from the 

back page that only serve one part of the city and cost five times the amount of other projects that would better serve 

our citizens. In addition to the proposed plan we should also be doing things as I have mentioned above.

30315 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat This will depend on the actual routes added and their frequency. Please follow through onBeltline light rail. Thanks. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  The crosstown east & west extension and Peachtree Rd arterial rapid transit are also good ideas. Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat  This will depend on the actual routes added and their frequency. Please follow through onBeltline light rail. Thanks.

30307 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

When I voted for the TSPLOST tax I expected those dollars to fund the transportation plan for theBeltline and connect city neighborhoods with light rail to alleviate traffic and congestion in our growing city and provide people in under served areas with access to better jobs, vital services and all the amenities the city 

offers. The Marta plan does not not offer this kind of connection and I would like city officials to revisit allocation of our tax dollars to expedite rail on theBeltline. It is the singular reason most voted yes to the increase. I'm all for expanding Marta in conjunction withBeltline rail to enhance city connectivity, but not at the 

expense of the promises made for years from those of us who live, work and play inBeltline neighborhoods and participated in community meetings and input sessions for a very long time.  We helped fuel the economic success of the trail  and ignoring our commitment and the promises of rail feels like a slap in the face. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Before you can improve ridership and start expanding it needs to be more inviting and feel and be safer, cleaner and more efficient. Somewhat supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media No

I am sure it does address some needs, but I don't feel that more buses on city streets is the right way to solve Atlanta's 

transportation problems.

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

 I would like to see the full build out of theBeltline loop built out with light rail and the Campbellton Road corridor built with bus rapid transit.  If the Clifton Corridor is to be built out I would like to point out that every presentation that was done back in 2016 before the vote for More Marta stated very clearly that this 

line would only be built, and I quote, "Contingent upon funding agreement with Dekalb County for capital and operations and maintenance". That was on every slide in every presentation.  Don't go back on your word. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit

 Please build out the fullBeltline loop.  We will shortly own all the land from I-85 near Lindbergh all the way around to the Bankhead Marta station, nearly 82 percent of the 22 mile loop only leaving 4 miles left to figure out.  Build out the loop as a first priority, then connect that loop to CDC/Emory and Campbellton 

Road.  We need your leadership now.  

I'll include a link to the PDF that clearly shows that the Clifton Corridor would only be built if Dekalb county provided funds to do so.  

http://media.cmgdigital.com/shared/news/documents/2016/05/12/marta project list presentation.pdf

Page 5, please do no go back on your word now.  It's in black and white. Not supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter No

 The full loop of theBeltline is vital to the transportation needs of the City of Atlanta.  Providing transportation in a 

traffic free corridor is the most important transportation decision that can be made for the city.  The Clifton Corridor rail 

line would be half built underground, no trail would be created adjacent for biker and walkers, a huge missed 

opportunity in my opinion.  There is little opportunity for infill housing along the 4 miles of the Clifton Corridor line, 

every inch of theBeltline provides land that can be used for housing, and affordable housing at that.

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Integrating different systems or at least the payment system is key for any improvement to succeed. If we need different cards or types of payments for the "last mile" transportation and the Marta, the it will be more difficult to use. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Beltline is already working there, so they should experiment and work full access transportation in this areas first. Supportive Email News Media Yes

30315 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  I would rather see the Capitol Ave. and North Ave BRT become a light rail car with dedicated lanes to prepare forBeltline connectivity in the near future. And I think the Clifton Corridor needs to connect to the East Lake station to ever be useful. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Light rail, though integrated in to traffic is a more permanent, and visible mode of transportation. Not to mention that it doesn't rely on fossil fuels like bus rapid transit likely will for a long time to come. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

The southeast side of town is always neglected in these visions. We need a vision for modern and permanent 

transportation along Memorial and Boulevard, to connect Grant Park and Oakland to the rest of the city more easily. 

Especially with all the new development of Memorial, the time is now. Permanent and dedicated transit along Hank 

Aaron/Capitol/Piedmont connecting South Atlanta to Piedmont Park directly should also be considered.

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network No  I want to see theBeltline funded first; all 22 miles with light rail/streetcar.  Emory should be funded with DeKalb and other sources, i.e. State of Georgia...not solely from TSPLOST BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Emory should not be funded solely by Atlanta...Beltline first and then Emory with other municipalities contributing Somewhat supportive Email News Media No

 Same as above...especially Emory...it is needed butBeltline first and Emory should be funded with other sources and 

they need to be identified before the City of Atlanta contributes any $.

30316 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I think transit rail on theBeltline needs to be a priority and start as soon as possible. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Increasing bus frequency is key to keeping MARTA accessible and reliable. We also need to start on light rail on theBeltline TODAY. Very supportive Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat

Light rail transit is needed on theBeltline to effectively connect the 22 neighborhoods that surround it to MARTA and 

vice-versa.

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  would like to see average commute times decreased BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  west side is too congested Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30076 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network No  expansion of system to ALL of the metro area BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Fulton service please Very supportive Other No thanks News Media Somewhat

30324 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  I don't have any. Frequent Local Bus Service  None. Neutral Other I don't want to receive any more information News Media Yes

30324 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  the approved sales tax was heavily advertised as completing theBeltline project...so that should be the first priority BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit   the approved sales tax was heavily advertised as completing theBeltline project...so that should be the first priority Neutral Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat   the approved sales tax was heavily advertised as completing theBeltline project...so that should be the first priority

30315 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 Marta needs to more comprehensively cover Atlanta. Light rail is a good option to fill in the cross town transit portfolio including light rail on theBeltline and routes that criss cross the city while connecting light rail to Marta’s heavy rail. Then extend Marta heavy rail north-south and east-west as a means to fulfill 

regional transit needs. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

  Marta needs to more comprehensively cover Atlanta. Light rail is a good option to fill in the cross town transit portfolio including light rail on theBeltline and routes that criss cross the city while connecting light rail to Marta’s heavy rail. Then extend Marta heavy rail north-south and east-west as a means to fulfill 

regional transit needs. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

  Marta needs to more comprehensively cover Atlanta. Light rail is a good option to fill in the cross town transit portfolio 

including light rail on theBeltline and routes that criss cross the city while connecting light rail to Marta’s heavy rail. 

Then extend Marta heavy rail north-south and east-west as a means to fulfill regional transit needs. 

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  Building LRT on theBeltline via the SouthsideBeltline, connecting SE Atlanta neighborhoods with transit and the 2 proposedBeltline LRT lines. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Build Campbellton Rd BRT to be a national model of BRT and use the funds proposed for Cambellton Rd LRT on building LRT onBeltline Southside, connecting SE Atlanta neighborhoods by LRT to existing MARTA rail, connectBeltline NE and SW LRT via the corridor. Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

30316 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No

 There is no such thing as "bus rapid transit" without dedicated lanes for the buses, no matter what you call it.

The map shows what look like haphazardly drawn lines that look to be drawn to draw elected officials support, by giving a little to everyone. But in essence, it gives half-assed connectivity to everyone.

The citizens of Atlanta were excited by the original vision of theBeltline: a light rail line encircling the inner neighborhoods, with an adjacent path. *That* would connect us all, and add to the infrastructural framework. That's what we want.

And while you're at it, use the Woodruff et al connections at Emory, at the state, and at the downtown/midtown law firms to get CSX's undivided attention to get ROW rights next to their freight line *that already goes to Emory* and connects to the MARTA system at both ends. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension This was a shotgun approach: hit everything. Narrow it down so that the projects done are world-class, and able to have a lasting impact. Not supportive Social Media News Media No

 As more people move in, the unnatural divides made by RR tracks  & interstates create huge time wasters in 

transportation. Build theBeltline.

30316 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No Beltline Rail Now! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Beltline should be number 1 priority. That's what has motivated so many to care about transit Somewhat supportive Email News Media No  Not enough rail planned forBeltline. Focus on interior city and region will be encouraged to connect to our network

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  My needs are fairly well covered. I'm more concerned with how the plans address the bigger picture issues of transportation, access, and equity in the region. I think MoreMARTA has struck a fair balance on those fronts. Crosstown Downtown West Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements  I think the plan is a solid effort gien limitations of budget and the need for an equitable, balanced list of projects. Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

 It's a move in the right direction. We need much more EW connectivity, and much more development around existing 

infrastructure.

30306 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

 When I voted for the tax increase, I was promised that theBeltline would be central to the vision. But this plan includes huge expensive projects like the Clifton connector that service an area that wasn't even part of the city during the vote, includes lots of rail/BRT in mixed traffic, which is counterproductive, and seems 

to have two expensive stages to the Campbellton road project instead of just completing one. Prioritize connective projects on established ROWs - the wholeBeltline, or a significant portion of it. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  You didn't give the option to complete LRT on SouthsideBeltline or the Northwest portion, both of which I would prioritize in the highest priority. Not supportive Email News Media No

 The project only 1/3 completes theBeltline and puts a second huge streetcar project in mixed traffic, instead of building 

out theBeltline and coupling it with major artery BRT in dedicated lanes (as could be done on North and Northside 

easily).

30308 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat never enough support to cover BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  neverenough support to cover Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat  can't cover everything that everybody needs

30312 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  I would like to reallocate money from the Clifton Corridor to be used for completing the entireBeltline Rail. Dekalb and Emory should pay their portion of that line as it is regional transit. TheBeltline Rail is important to the core of the city growing in a sustainable way. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit  Cambellton Road should focus on being a great Bus Rapid Transit project rather than building Light Rail. The route is well suited for BRT and trying to do both would not be a smart use of our tax dollars. Not supportive Email Community Event No

 We really need to put rail on the entireBeltline so that the people who voted and paid for this initiative can leverage rail 

transit within the city.

30303 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  As a retiree who drives only when necessary, living near an actual station will always be my first option as confirmed by my address. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  WestBeltline and cross town to east side will see immediate benefits. Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

 I think some critical needs will be met with the current plan but I also think light rail on theBeltline corridor is a major 

economic catalyst citywide realizing that the Lindbergh to Emory corridor is also critical.

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I live near theBeltline (Eastside) and awaiting the proposed rail along theBeltline.  I'm also interested in regional travel networks, as someone who travels to other parts of GA and bordering states for pleasure. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  No additional comments Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes

 However, we know Atlanta's needs are also based on weekly commuters and those coming into the city of Atlanta for 

pleasure.  MARTA can only provide so much without connections to counties who have opted out of the system.

30315 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  My neighborhood only gets enhanced bus service - which will still get stuck in traffic in downtown .  We need an option that is not in mixed traffic.  I live off of Jonesboro Rd. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service The south sideBeltline would be top on my list!  It’s not on your list of projects. Neutral Email News Media Somewhat  While Emory needs transit, we should not be the only ones to pay for its. The southeast section needs more access.

30303 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  For my lifestyle right now and the near future, this list suits my needs. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit I wish I could've selected station improvements, TOD at Indian Creek, Hamilton Holmes, and Oakland City(?) (not listed), Cross Downton East expansion, and Clayton County HRT. Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

 There still needs to be transit on the entireBeltline, there needs to be one or two HRT lines, and at least a "grand plan" 

for regional/inter-city (Atlanta to Macon, Atlanta to Chattanooga, etc.) transit as the are grows beyond current borders.

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  My wish is that rapid transit would cover more parts of the city. There's no rapid transit to the West Midtown area, although the area is growing rapidly with new homes and businesses. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  n/a Supportive Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat

30316 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes N/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Would definitely recommend connectingBeltline northeast light rail with Clifton corridor light rail. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30312 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat Need to see a full list of bus stops in the entire city. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service None Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  We need underground transportation.

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 I voted for this new tax because it proposed to build rail all along theBeltline, not just parts. It's almost useless if it's only partly built. I object to spending city money to build into the newly annexed CDC/Emory area until they have paid their fair share. Dekalb needs to kick in funding for that link as well as Emory can dip 

into their multi-billion dollar  investments. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit  Thank you! Somewhat supportive Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat

 If we're not going to build the entireBeltline then to only build parts of it is pointless. Will the cross-town light rail help 

make traffic better or really help anyone commute? Doubtful. Will light rail in SW Atlanta really help decrease the 

number of cars on the city streets? Doubtful. If theBeltline is completed quickly, with light rail around the entire city's 

circumference it will get untold thousands of cars off our streets every day.

30312 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  There should be more emphasis on LRT on theBeltline.  Also, please don't use the existing streetcar as a connector between East and WestBeltline rail - the current streetcar has been a disaster primarily because it doesn't have its own right of way. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  TheBeltline should take precedence, and should be connected to MARTA via infill stations. Neutral Email News Media Somewhat

 Not sure why there needs to be both BRT and LRT on Campbellton Road - seems redundant.  Also, if you're going to 

expand the streetcar network, it needs its own right of way 

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes A good start. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Beltline Rail Now please! :) Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat  I would prefer the light rail on the full 22-mileBeltline loop be addressed before the Clifton Corridor line.

30324 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I would like to see more LRT and less BRT BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Thank you for considering my input Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30310 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  none BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  none Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Somewhat I live on the belt line and to be able to jump on the train and go downtown is probably a very serious amenity to have 100 yards away. It will be very important to have a very light Rail train that runs on all electric so there is no pollution, noise and vibrations felt when the train go past each area. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Need more info please Supportive Email News Media Yes

30318 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No

The current project list is inequitable in its spending. This money should be spent on projects that benefit the city itself, not covering expenses that should be covered on a regional basis, like the Clifton Corridor. 

Atlanta has a huge opportunity to build out its future with theBeltline. More MARTA funds should be prioritized for this to build transit throughout the city. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Beltline South LRT is sorely missing from this list. Not supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 A lot of these projects will be valuable to Atlanta, but the Clifton Corridor is barely in Atlanta. And they only are in 

Atlanta because they are wealthy. The Clifton Corridor shouldn't be Atlanta's priority 

30033 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No Please build the completeBeltline light rail loop.  It should connect to MARTA, the Atlanta Streetcar and a multi-modal transportation hub [at The Gulch, etc]. Thank you BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service

 Please build the completeBeltline light rail loop.  It should connect to MARTA, the Atlanta Streetcar and a multi-modal transportation hub [at The Gulch, etc].

This region needs a major step up in public transportation, multi-modal transportation, regional airports and affordable housing. They are all connected. Not supportive Email News Media No

Please build the completeBeltline light rail loop.  It should connect to MARTA, the Atlanta Streetcar and a multi-modal 

transportation hub [at The Gulch, etc].

This region needs a major step up in public transportation, multi-modal transportation, regional airports and affordable 

housing. They are all connected.

30315 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

I would like more rail as opposed to BRT, and more consistency with night time service of heavy rail current MARTA rail lines. Also last bus of the night drivers should be advised to wait at least 5-7 minutes after scheduled departure time as the trains run on delay at nights and I’ve missed my bus by a few minutes 

several times. But the proposed projects are a good start. Expansion of the streetcar and LR on theBeltline are key! Do not be concerned with surbanite gripes because their week walking trail will have to share space with rail for us actual city residents BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  All these projects and more should enacted Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

 A lot of more places need to be connected and have walkable access to rail. Also Atlanta needs regional/commuter rail 

for those way out in Woodstock or dahlonega

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No

 The project list is a joke and doesn’t respond to current needs, much less acknowledge the needs for future growth. We are woefully behind on transportation and each day lost to humdrum proposals is another day lost to productivity and progress. There is in this plan no heavy rail, no infill MARTA stations, no 

prioritization ofBeltline LRT as promised, and insufficient connectivity throughout the “system.”  We voted for funding to produce a bold and comprehensive plan, not BRT. We understand that these projects, if done correctly, will take a generation to complete. Do it right; do it now! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit

Beltline rail must be considered in its entirety; it was designed for LRT. Anything less is a betrayal of the reasons we voted to fund transit. Metropolitan Parkway ART is a good proposal and must be assessed as part of a complete street overhaul. SW Atlanta has been neglected in infrastructure spending for 45 years and I 

appreciate the Metropolitan proposal but I don’t think the Campbelton Road proposal is a priority project. Try installing an elevator at the Oakland City station so those in wheelchairs can access the platform. That’s a better use of funds than BRT anywhere in the city, but especially along Campbelton Road. 

Complete the streetcar and make it actually go somewhere and connect via theBeltline with heavy rail. Invest in heavy rail. Like the streetcar, ridership will skyrocket if it actually goes somewhere people need to go.  I live three blocks from the Oakland City station and I take the train fewer than a dozen times a year 

because it doesn’t go anywhere. Nowhere. Supportive Email News Media No  See above response. I equate my needs with those if the entire city. 

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Hope to make system more useful to wider population Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  The more the better. Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30310 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

The Emory line is a wonderful project, but it should be funded with support from the state of Georgia, Dekalb County and the City of Atlanta. The City of Atlanta should not be funding it entirely because most of the line was not in Atlanta when we voted. There were also not press leading up to the vote at all that Emory 

could possibly join the city and get most of the money. Could Cumberland join Atlanta and get More MARTA money? lol. I understand the politics behind the decision and that it would be a  competitive project for FTA funding, but from a citizen who believes in the democratic process, building out the Emory line is a 

serious stretch ethically. I understand that the name of the project was on the project list but that applied to the 1 mile or so portion that was in Atlanta. Not the tunneling and all of the stations. The south trail portion of theBeltline should be included. I live in West End and the Westside LRT as is doesn't make 

functional sense. Why would I take it? BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements

The Clifton Corridor line as currently proposed was not want we voted on in 2016. The Clifton Corrirdor Line was not a part of the marketing campaign in the election. The entire campaign was based off of building the 22 mile loop of theBeltline line. 

I went to many pubic meetings in the lead up to the 2016 vote, including the hearing at Passion City Church. At one of the meetings I explicitly asked Ben Limmer himself about why Clifton Corridor was on the list when only 1 mile was in the City of Atlanta. He assured me that the tax would only go towards the little 

portion of the line that was in the City of Atlanta and that Dekalb County would have to fun the rest.

If MORE MARTA decides to spend $500 million + on the Emory Line for the next 40 years of my life and career in Atlanta I will be bringing up that in the most consequential transit expansion vote in my life time, most of the money went to a project that NONE of the voters believed that they would be funding. Not supportive Email News Media No

 The LRT line would go to West End and eventually go to Peachtree Center Station, when the it already takes 6 minutes 

on heavy rail MARTA to go from West End to Peachtree Center Station. The Westside portion of the line should be 

scrapped, the Southside Trail connecting to the Eastside trail would be a much better connection. The streetcar will get 

struck in traffic and it is transit 101 that without Class A ROW you will not have reliability. It will not be able to compete 

with other modes. My transit needs are met. I live 0.4 miles from NorthSouth heavy rail and I own property. I wish more 

Atlantans were so lucky. I want more Atlantans to have what I have and this plan does not do enough. Building transit 

on the southsideBeltline trail would connect so many more Atlantans to the primary transit arteries of the City, the 

heavy rail lines without having to take a bus and get stuck. It would enable so many more Atlantans to get to the airport 

without having to get stuck in traffic. 

30316 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 I'm glad to see theBeltline Rail make progress on the Northeast and Southwest segments, but I'm concerned that we're prioritizing Clifton, Cambleton, and Crosstown  links at the expense of completing LRT for the rest of theBeltline. When I voted for this funding,Beltline Rail was a major reason I voted to fund this work.

BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements

We need to prioritizeBeltline Rail.

I am happy to see BRT though I'm concerned that BRT is not being properly segregated from other vehicular traffic; BRT should be totally separate.

Somewhat supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

Transit needs to be frequent, and connect residents to destinations like jobs, shopping, services, and entertainment. 

Transit must be equitably implemented.

Beltline Rail must be a priority.

30314 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  We need more rail lines going further out BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements More train stations in outer locations Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30312 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 I am not sure enough focus is being paid to the existing system and maintaining and improving it to make it more reliable.  Most people do not ride MARTA because it does not go where they need to go, they don't ride because it almost shuts down on weekends, notices of outages or train delays are non-existance, wifi 

on the trains is horrible.  If these core elements were addressed, it would go a long way. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements

 I think the existing stations should be put into top shape working order before any of these projects are started.  If you cannot take care of what you have, why should you expand to do an even poorer job.  An example is the elevator on the West Bound side of the MLK station. It has been out of service since February.  

This station serves a major Retirement community that depends on MARTA to get around.  It is a disgrace. Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 Again, MARTA being reliable would help more than anything.  Go to any MAJOR city (which Atlanta wants to pretend it 

is) and they have a reliable transit system.  The MARTA trains are not.

30314 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I feel the plan addresses needs of several sects of MARTA riders in Atlanta, but I'm just ready to see it go into action without somehow displacing residents in low-income areas. Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements  I'm just excited to see a faster, more efficient MARTA. Supportive Email, Social Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes

30316 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

.

Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center . Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes

30309 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  I am never going to take a bus. MARTA needs to focus on both heavy and lite rail BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Seriously consider how much the rapid bus system will fail. It’s a waste of tax payer money. I voted for the Marta tax to improve this city with rail transportation. Not supportive Social Media News Media No

 By spending money on “rapid bus” transportation it is a waste of money. There is nothing rapid about any type of 

moving vehicle/bus in this city. It’s wasting money that needs to be invested in rail to help the city long term. By not 

investing heavily in rail it will hold the city back from future growth.

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

 Would be great to see something that explicitly calls out the following in high-level or more granular detail:

- More frequent service (on ALL available lines)

- Proposed plan for line expansion Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements  They all have some level of priority.  Would be more interested in seeing just how these items are being weighted and prioritized against one another.  I feel like there is something in place -- but what I haven't seen is just that. Supportive News Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

 I think it's hitting on most/more of the immediate needs being assessed at the moment.  What I'm not certain about is 

how exactly long-term + evolutionary needs are being vetted and/or accessed.

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat The biggest project for me would be the NE LRT on theBeltline. It would be a tragic missed opportunity not to make use of all of this right-of-way. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements Improving the quality of the stations and the immediate surrounding areas (safety, attractiveness, sidewalks, access, etc.) could have an outsized impact, this is something that I hear turns people away from using MARTA. Supportive Email Community Event No

This is only a drop in the bucket compared to what's needed to make transit in Atlanta 'good'. The state needs to shift 

funding from roads and highways to transit.

30307 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No Beltline transit now.. not maybe. Not perhaps. NOW! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  EquitableBeltline transit now! Not supportive Phone/Text News Media No  It Omits the funding for infill Marta stations AND most importantly,Beltline transit of any sort. It’s a sad sad plan.

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat It would be better than the current options. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Having a better (more frequent) bus schedule would help increase ridership. Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 Getting theBeltline transit up and fully running would help the city and neighborhoods it touches. Plus, the right-of-

ways are already there to build on. Wish Cobb county would get on board so we can get a train to go up I-75 to Barrett 

parkway. What a disaster that 20 lane interstate is!

30316 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Please channel money into completing transit around the fullBeltline loop. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension

 It is encouraging that the city and MARTA recognizes the need to improve transit. As the city's population grows, the use of automobiles becomes even less feasible and attractive than it is now. My main hope is that the city and MARTA can come through with the commitments previously made that transit will be 

installed fully around theBeltline loop, and that then that loop is connected across town, to MARTA heavy rail stations, bus stations, etc.  Neutral Email, News Media Community Event Somewhat   Please channel money into completing transit around the fullBeltline loop.

30312 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

 I feell like I was deceived into voting for this. We were told this money would be used for transit on theBeltline. While I agree that a line to Emory would be useful, that money would provide an absolute renaissance for areas of Atlanta that have been long neglected. Transit on theBeltline will be hugely beneficial for 

generations to come and spur massive development all around the city. I don’t see the growth of the Emory area surrounded by a suburban like area as being a high growth area in the future. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Expand the Streetcar to the east sideBeltline Not supportive Email Community Event No  Emory area transit is a regional issue. This is a tax on Atlanta for Atlanta 

30315 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No I voted for the sales tax solely for the expansion of theBeltline Project not the Linbergh-Emory Corridor.  We need light rail in our communties to attract businesses and affordable housing. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension The  University Avenue and Pryor Road corridor should be considered for light rail.  We do not need more buses.  We need rail to attract businesses. Not supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media No All communties should feel the impact of improved transportation not just the well connected or big campaign donors!

30315 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

 I thinK that inner city light rail system on theBeltline needs to quickly happen to make Atlanta a true metropolitan city. The city is too congested with commuters and bus systems are too lengthy and requires too many transfers to be feasible for most to rely on. This is why people will not give up driving or utilizing such 

options as Uber and Lyft. Needs to be something appealing to all social classes in order to thrive. Marta is not as friendly either unless you live near a train system station and lucky enough to only need to go in the limited directions of the current Marta destinations. TheBeltline would allow greater connections within 

the city as well as to have those riders in the city neighborhoods to branch to outside the city without using the cars as much. This would decongest our highways greatly. Atlanta needs better inner city transit such as other northern metropolitan cities like Seattle, Philadelphia, Chicago, New York before it’s too late BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  Safer access points to get onto theBeltline from neighborhoods as well as security on the Transits to ease tensions about riding. Possibly utilizing technology such as apps to see the transit times and necessary lines of transit to use to get to destination like a Waze for Transit riders Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat  Immediate action for Transit on theBeltline. No true plan for that has been released or time tables for it as well

30316 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  fund theBeltline transit BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements no thanks Neutral Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

 need moreBeltline funding.  Putting land use and transportation decisions together in a coordinated and intelligent 

manner is the most efficacious and fiscally prudent choice.  Adding transit in traffic or amidst crummy sprawly stuff just 

doesn't work--will be doomed to fail.  Even the streetcar, in a dense, mixed use, sidewalk rich place isn't as strong as it 

could be if parking ratios were lowered and it were out of traffic.  ie BRT is not so smart. 

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I want to see transit on theBeltline first.  We have paid for this with the TSPLOST vote. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  I really want to see train frequency increased.  20 minute headways should be reduced to 15 minutes.  Ex, MARTA leaving airport on a Tuesday evening at 9PM. Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat  Need more rail and light rail.
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30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  Add the Capitol Line LRT and the Crescent Line LRT, which I don't see on the list. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  Capitol Line LRT and the Crescent Line LRT in district 1 are also priorities, but they aren't on your list. Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

  Add the Capitol Line LRT and the Crescent Line LRT, which I don't see on the list.  Also certainly complete the 

Campbellton Rd LRT.

30314 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

 I would like to see enhanced ease of use and transfers within network.

Create last mile connectivity.

BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  No comment Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes  Yes for a good start.

30315 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Too complicated. We need a true layout of dates and when votes will be held for projects BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit

 1. By offering app-based (or mobile web-based) options to get route information, time schedules, fares, and other details of service, public transit agencies can enable quicker and easier access for potential riders to get their questions answered, Offering the purchase of fares or ride passes through this app or portal 

may also help smooth the journey for both new and current riders.

2. Creating audience-specific materials, such as brochures, info sheets, signs, route maps and schedules

3. Having clear and concise guides, and ones that incorporate multiple modes of transportation if applicable, can make it easier for new riders to get on transit the first time, and for current riders to map out any trips they need to take.   

4. Increasing the frequency of service on a route, so there are more options during peak hours Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat

 I don’t think more bus sustems will help the growing population in Atlanta. We need focus on the existing Marta system 

with expansion and inner city light rail transit like theBeltline 

30324 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No  I am a major user of theBeltline, and I believe that theBeltline is being short changed. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit  Until theBeltline is fully completed with light rail, I will never approve another MASRTA tax. Neutral Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

 Once again, theBeltline is too much of an integral connection to all parts of the city for MARTA to ignore so much of the 

needed rail transit. 

30363 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Beltline Rail now! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Beltline Rail now! Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat Beltline Rail now.

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Rail rail rail rail!!!! It is the only mode of transportation that will work on grade separated corridors and tunneling. It should be expanded about 50 fold and it's criminal that we can't get around this city like we need to. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  These initiatives don't go far enough. All of the MARTA Rail lines need to be extended as far as humanly possible to the borders of the neighboring counties who should be forced to join. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network No  Getting across town is a major issue and this does nothing to resolve it. We need projects that connect neighborhoods and integrate with current land development patterns. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit

 Why do you keep excluding other projects from the initial proposal off your surveys? Ever think the community does not agree with what you think is the *best* list of projects to build?? 

Beltline LRT all the way from Lindbergh to downtown is a must to connect high density developments and job centers. Similarly, fully dedicated lane BRT for north ave and DLH encourages more dense development along a major corridor that can withstand significant development and encourage more density within 

the urban core, shortening the commute times for many. SoutheastBeltline LRT is a good long term investment and encourages a balance of development throughout the city. WestsideBeltline LRT is essential to connect from Bankhead station to a new station south of west end station. Speaking of west end station, 

let’s get a major TOD going there!! West End is prime to be its own version of Decatur, yet with its own flair. Last and certainly critical, west midtown needs dedicated lane transit. Somewhat supportive Email News Media No

 Considering nearly half the budget is put along two corridors that are outside the inner core of the city (Campbellton Rd 

& Clifton Corridor), where one (Clifton corridor) has virtually zero city of Atlanta residents (and even more so none 

during the time of the more MARTA vote), and the other (Campbellton) despite having a high bus ridership and low 

vehicle ownership, is one of the least dense/populous/urbanizing corridors in the city, this does a poor job addressing 

Atlanta’s needs! Build transit where it’s smart (dedicated transit lanes), where dense pockets of new developments are 

arising and where there are major job centers. 

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes Extending the streetcar to the Eastside Beltline should be a top priority to connect downtown to neighborhoods. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements  Station improvements should include Private partnerships for TOD. Supportive Email Community Event Yes

30308 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  MoreBeltline rail needed. Finish the loop would be ideal but realize it has massive costs. I need/want loop to go down to Grant Park & up to Lindbergh on east side, and up to Westside provision district on West side. Southwest doesn't do much for me. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Focus first streetcarBeltline extensions on areas that will excite others and be good story. Clearly that means up Eastside trail, which is most successful stretch ofBeltline to date. Very supportive Email, Phone/Text More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

The rail extensions identified are the most needed segments (with exception of Southwest extension which seems 

unnecessary from density of use perspective. Bus is cheap but stuck in same traffic as cars so bad option. 

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  I have always been disappointed by the bus service. I wish you would focus on that and increase frequencies BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Frequent buss service is my highest priority Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat  Will see how they work

30307 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes Need better neighborhood transit  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit  Decrease traffic Very supportive News Media News Media Yes

30324 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  Need to increase rail system as opposed to adding additional bus lines.   Majority of funding is from city and city needs should be priority Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit None Somewhat supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat  It appears to consider regional transport more than city transport

30316 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

Go back to the original plan for the full, integrated loop of light rail on theBeltline. SE Atlanta, where I live, is frustratingly lacking Marta rail access now. Too many connections to make public transit viable for me at present. Very disappointed to see that the SE section of light rail on theBeltline has been dropped from 

your current plan. This is a terrible mistake! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit BUILD THE FULLBeltline RAIL LOOP AS INTENDED. Atlanta needs the full loop NOW.Beltline Rail Now! Somewhat supportive Email, Phone/Text, News Media Community Event No

 Atlanta needs the fullBeltline loop of light rail now. No further delays. No reprioritization and half-completed loop. 

Finish the original amazing cplan! It was a great plan for integrated city public transportation.Beltline RAIL NOW!

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  It doesn’t say anything about what kind of transit. I think the train line has the most potential for commuting but there is not a plan to expand the number of lines to other parts of the city - i.e. SE or a circular line to connect the cross-hairs. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  I actually know next to nothing about these proposals. I would have left the question blank. I chose projects based on my guess about their impact to help low-income workers in SW Atlanta. Somewhat supportive Other Through partner organizations News Media Somewhat I think those priorities are written vaguely enough that many different visions of the city's needs could be met. 

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  Southwest Atlanta needs to go first before any other projects because it is dire need of an economic boost. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  Southwest should be done first. Very supportive Email, Social Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes  I would much rather have the original plan which is a circle.

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat MoreBeltline Rail is needed BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  No comments Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No I personally live around a 10 minute walk from a rail station but will not ever be able to use it to get to work or most of anything I want to go to on a daily basis because it is so so limited. More belt line rail. Better connection to streetcar. More access from the rail stations to other parts of the city without bus transfers. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit More rail and less bus. Make a MARTA that doesn't look on 5:30pm on a Friday like NYC at 3am in the morning. Somewhat supportive Social Media, News Media News Media No

  The lack ofBeltline rail in the proposals feels like an abandonment of the reason so many of us voted for this in the first 

place. We will never become a world class city by adding a few more "rapid bus routes" whatever that means.Beltline 

light rail and additional heavy rail options to take us into the top tier of American cities or nothing.

30312 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network No  The Southeast quadrant has been left out- fundBeltline Southeast Light Rail Transit now. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center

 The Southeast quadrant has been left out again- addBeltline Southeast Light Rail Transit project now now, connecting the SE to Ne and Sw. Table Clifton Corridor rail but add Armour Infill station. Table Campbellton Rd projects as well. The buses departing five points at rush hour aren’t full and buses need to be re-

evaluated. Not supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter No

30307 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  need completeBeltline light rain BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  need completeBeltline light rain Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat  need completeBeltline light rain 

30315 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No FullBeltline transit is needed BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit  We need a fullBeltline project. Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat  We need the lightrail on theBeltline. It's necessary and provide equity for all neighborhood 

30135 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes The airport has over 40 electric car charging stations can mother provide some add to their stations? BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Please continue to spend more money on transport oriented development I think it's a very good idea of existing land Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  Atlanta collector is a mess for a major city

30316 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No SouthsideBeltline Rail Transit is needed to connect the neighborhoods of SE Atlanta to others within the City and to regional activity centers. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit

My third choice is SouthsideBeltline Rail Transit. Why are we funding the Clifton Corridor LRT when they were not part of the City at the time of the funding vote?  Use the money to complete the 22-mileBeltline rail loop as voted for and promised to citzens. A complete Beltline rail loop has been supportred and 

warrented by study after study. Why squander the opportunity by dispearsing limited transit funds on new projects we never envisioned and/or voted for? Complete the rail loop, including the SouthsideBeltline Rail Transit. Somewhat supportive Email News Media No

The omission of the SouthsideBeltline Rail Transit is a missing critical link needed to connect the neighborhoods of SE 

Atlanta to employment opportunities within the City and to other regional activity centers. 

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Frequency for buses and trains needs to be better — especially on weekends when tourists are here BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  You need to circle the wholeBeltline with rail, as promised Supportive Email, Phone/Text News Media No

 I live on theBeltline and we need rail that goes completely around the belt-line, not just on the east side  .  Greenbrier 

mall is not a destination — why are you investing in that area when the west side could use it more ?

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  The scale of MARTA’s proposal seems underwhelming to the task at hand. More $ is needed to expand rail lines so Atlanta has a service commensurate with other great cities like NYC, DC , Amsterdam and European cities and Beijing. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit No comment Supportive Email, News Media News Media Somewhat

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  Needs more Marta stations (vs buses) BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  None Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit No comment Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat Increase in frequency, using smaller transport units. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Main arterial rapid rail projects should be prioritized, then cross arterial projects for middle and last mile options. Supportive Email, News Media News Media Somewhat

 There should be a focus on the seize of transport units for example, more frequent smaller busses or lightrail units on a 

more frequent bases will increase useage due to convenience. 

Intelligent driverless options m,ust be part of the plan, while personnel provides security / customer services.

30309 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I was hoping to see the entireBeltline loop in the projects. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Please prioritize theBeltline loop. That is why I voted for the tax. Supportive Email, Social Media Community Event Somewhat  I like the addition of other modes than heavy rail

30316 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  I want to see light rail added to theBeltline Southeast Corridor, at Kroger tunnel, and down to Adair Park. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  I want to see light rail added to theBeltline Southeast Corridor, from Krog Tunnel, South to Adair Park. Very supportive Phone/Text News Media Yes   I want to see light rail added to theBeltline Southeast Corridor, at Kroger tunnel, and down to Adair Park. 

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  I thought BRT on I20 was a great idea Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  Most important thing to me is that new transit brings the most benefits to low income communities with limited transit options Very supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat

30316 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No I would really like to see extension of MARTA further up on the 400 corridor. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  NA Neutral Email News Media No  I would really like to see extension of MARTA further up on the 400 corridor. 

30324 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I work at cdc and we have serious  traffic and parking barriers. I also live along the stretch of theBeltline that gets light rail. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  More mass transit Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes  It does but needs light rail along the wholeBeltline 

30363 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Xxx BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  Xxx Very supportive Email Community Event

30315 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Develop more rail throughout the city.Beltline rail should be a priority since that is what we originally voted on and alot of the right of way and property is already owned. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  The complete streets projects should be more expansive and truly benefit peds and bikes. Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Need connection with theBeltline and additional arms of the train network to make it easier to use. Need trains to go further North, East, South and West. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Does up connectivity to theBeltline. Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

30307 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Still too many gaps in rapid transport options (I grew up in Amsterdam and am spoiled) BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Xxx Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  Kroc area will be underserved. That’s where the condos go up in big numbers

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Na Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  Na Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  Addresses some lack of access in SW

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat It does not address the completeBeltline light rail project.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  CompleteBeltline light rail as promised. Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30317 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat

 The problem with MARTA is that the lines are so limited. It doesn’t go where you need it. We need more lines that interconnect the city. Look at London as a guide of where this is done well. Then there’s the issue of the busses. They are unreliable, in part because they get stuck in traffic. They need dedicated 

infrastructure to give them priority and make them a desirable option. And finally Atlanta needs to make more use of cycling as an option. I cycle a lot, but the infrastructure to support this choice is very poor. Cycling is a win win for the city and is relatively cheap to invest in. We need safe bike lanes, safe places to lock 

up bikes, and incentives to use cycling as a regular means of transport. In short, the car needs to become an unnecessary and unattractive option for inner city transportation. That may include some kind of tax on bringing vehicles into the city. Money raised could support much needed infrastructure investment. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  There is a planned bike trail along Arkwright Place SE which has been in the planning stages for 2 years. It should not take this long to build a bike trail. If that’s the speed of improvement it’s going to be 2100 before Atlanta has a functioning public transit system. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 I don’t think there is enough focus on cycling or reducing the total number of vehicles on the road. The car should not 

be a necessity in a modern major city.

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Rail to cdc/Emory is #1 priority BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  MoreBeltline projects would be good too Neutral Email, Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat  More dedicated rail would be highest priority

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Integrate electric vehicles into the MARTA network, such as providing first-mile last-mile connectivity via EV shuttles, use EV shuttles instead of gas powered buses, provide EV charging at key transit stations. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  Add track to Bankhead MARTA as the completion of the first leg of the Proctor Creek Greenway should increase traffic to this stop, as well as more residents moving to the Grove Park community Supportive Email, Social Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat  Fully fund the entire 22 miles of light rail for theBeltline

30310 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No

 While this plan is a step in the right direction, it still creates a fragmented plan leaving much to be desired. By only utilizing less than a third of theBeltline corridor for LRT, you will ultimately face many of the challenges which have plagued the MARTA transit system. Primarily which is that it often doesn’t go where 

people need/ want it to and is not easily accessed. A wholistic approach must be taken when addressing the challenges we face and theBeltline should be taken seriously as a key piece in our future transportation, with the entirety of the corridor being utilized. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Beltline RAIL NOW! Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 It provides an incomplete and fragmented view of what the citizens of metro Atlanta need. Key pieces of the puzzle are 

being underserved, while other areas have services duplicated. The northwest and southeast portions of the city should 

also be served by LRT in an effort to create a unified system.

30324 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Put light rail transit on theBeltline!!! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Put light rail transit on theBeltline Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat  Put light rail transit on theBeltline

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  It goes everywhere I need it to. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Keep growing Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  My concern is low income families that need affordable housing have accessibility to workplaces/city centers.

30316 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service

- T splost funds should go toBeltline rapid transit as voted on by citizens.

-Atlanta needs state funds for rapid transit

-Train to Athens

-Atlanta needs  MANY more police and electronic means to ticket dangerous excess speeds of drivers on city streets and use funds for traffic calming

-Commuter fees

-Car pool reward fees

Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30303 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No  I think both the Clifton Corridor andBeltline Light Rail should be a priority.   I also think better connectivity to midtown/downtown  from Moores Mill/Marietta Blvd and West Midtown should be a priority.   These of these areas are very attractive and people want to be there, so this will make economic sense. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center Clifton Corridor should be the number 1 priority, followed by theBeltline.  I think extending the existing streetcar east / northeast to theBeltline and west toward Howell mill/Marietta blvd to moore's mill transit center. Somewhat supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  Some of the priorities will help grow the city while others I feed is a waste of money.

30075 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  It will make my commute easier Moores Mill Transit Center  Hope it will be done soon Supportive Other Community Event Yes

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  Location Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  Decatur Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  Location 

30039 DeKalb Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  Yes Station Improvements No Neutral Phone/Text, News Media More MARTA Atlanta Website No

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network No Relies on historic demographic data while ignoring , penalizing current significant growth areas.  Take for example Memorial Drive.  Completely ignored by the plan but the density and growth clearly should make it a priority BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Many of the projects are political vs policy decisions.  They drain Marta resources and further undermine confidence that the monies are being well spent for the advancement of mass transit Somewhat supportive News Media News Media No  Again... plan looks backwards instead of forwards

30314 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Not sure Crosstown Downtown East Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  Not sure Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30328 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes It seems comprehensive BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Too many options to choose. They are all much needed Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  It seem comprehensive

30306 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

 TheBeltline transit plan is inadequate-the NE Corridor line will not be useful as planned as it doesn't easily connect to any MARTA rapid transit station--you will still not be able to go from the major midtown attractions (Alliance Theater, High Museum, Colony Square, Ponce City Market, etc.) to the center of town or any 

points out of town.  The promise of theBeltline was to connect the neighborhoods of Atlanta and this transit plan does not do that! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension

 I would have liked to have seen a more comprehensive way to connect the NE Corridor Light Rail with MARTA.  Has anyone taken the time to figure out how long it will take to ride from say Ansley Mall to the Mercedes Benz stadium using this current plan?  Lyft and Uber will be the principle beneficiaries of this plan as 

proposed as it will still be a better alternative. Not supportive Email News Media No

 It will not make it any easier for Atlanta visitors and residents to get around--it will still be easier to take a car than it 

will be to use transit--and that's one of the reasons that MARTA is not being used to its full capacity now--we have to 

build a transit system that connects people THAT WILL USE MARTA to it.  Instead of building out theBeltline as promised 

when the TSPLOST was voted in by the CITY OF ATLANTA voters, you are prioritizing the Clifton Corridor.  Emory and 

CDC were not even part of the city when this was voted in, yet they are getting a large proportion of the dollars--NOT 

FAIR.  Besides, there's no evidence Emory/CDC workers will use MARTA--if you build it, they most likely won't come.  

30315 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network No

The list of options does not provide options to complete all or a majority of theBeltline. This was the major reason that I, am I assume a large portion of in town residents, voted for the increase. I live in Grant Park and this does not provide any new options for the area. Worse it does not add options for those that need 

the most alternate transportation options. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Focus on building theBeltline and driving growth in the city around theBeltline. Not supportive Email, Phone/Text Community Event No This list does not provide new alternate transportation options for those in the city that need it the most.

30135 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No  Na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Na Neutral Email News Media Somewhat  Na

30316 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  I see improved access to hot areas like theBeltline as well as increased access to underserved areas. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Moores Mill Transit Center Please improve service in underserved areas Very supportive Phone/Text, News Media Community Event Somewhat We need more more and more

30316 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

I don’t see any mention of increasing service frequency, and that is sorely needed during peak times.

These funds are being generated by the city population, and should build up a well-connected core over the next generation. The most impactful way to do that is to build theBeltline Rail LRT. TheBeltline creates numerous connection opportunities for last mile service throughout the region. But we should not pay for 

transit outside the city with funds exclusively generated within the city.

Last Mile connectivity is inadequately addressed by the proposed projects.Beltline Rail would also create an enormous connectivity boon for so many current and future destinations within the last mile of its reach. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements

The plan is primarily Missing the SouthernBeltline segment, in addition to the remaining portions of theBeltline.

There is value in connecting the existing downtown LRT loop to theBeltline but funding and constructing theBeltline should take priority.

The generational investment in Atlanta cannot be understated. The need for an integrated, complete, and holistic plan is absolutely necessary to help this city grow in an inclusive, connected way serving the needs and directing the growth of the city. We must capitalize on the opportunity theBeltline presents by 

developing LRT on the entireBeltline loop. Somewhat supportive Email, Social Media, Other Friends News Media No

The opportunity we have today is to fund and build a generational transit system that the future success of Atlanta 

depends on. The economic development opportunity, the connections, the equitable coverage are all delivered on 

byBeltline Rail. Putting MARTA within reach of so many residences, shops, jobs cannot be neglected.

30303 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No  Anything that is added to Downtown connectivity has not been promised to have dedicated lanes for 100% of the routes. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Beltline rail needs to run the entire loop before anything goes to Emory on Clifton corridor. Somewhat supportive Social Media News Media No Beltline rail must be the top priority. 

30309 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Please remove the “ no turn “ signs on Piedmont Road near the Atlanta Botanical Gardens to allow Better commuting time through Ansley Park to cross between Piedmont and Peachtree Roads Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  No other questions Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat  We need more Marta rail lines ... like Chicago and New York

30326 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes

In order for Atlanta to continue to thrive, we need better transfers within a multi-layered, integrated transportation within all neighborhoods in the city. We also though need to expand regional rail options to reduce the amount of suburban commuter cars on the road. As someone who has always optimized for living 

near a MARTA station since moving to Atlanta, I firmly believe this is the key to any future success for the city! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements

 While we need to expand the current network, our current stations could use some practical, non-aesthetic enhancements (e.g. fare machines that reliably accept debit/credit cards, a system that effectively shows the time of the next train, etc). I can’t tell you how many times my experience using MARTA rail has been 

dampened by 1) not having cash and the machine not taking my card, 2) not knowing when the next train is coming because the TVs at the Buckhead station go blank, and 3) not being able to hear which station is next because there is not a standard, recorded voice messaging. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30307 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  There should be no infrastructure investment in mixed traffic. MARTA should work with the city of Atlanta to run buses and trains in dedicated right-of-way. Until this can be done, More MARTA implementation should be postponed. Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  I believe the F and E routes connecting the current streetcar with the NE and SW AtlantaBeltline are a mistake. Running light-rail vehicles through mixed traffic will bring the entire route to a crawl. Somewhat supportive Email News Media No

  There should be no infrastructure investment in mixed traffic. MARTA should work with the city of Atlanta to run buses 

and trains in dedicated right-of-way. Until this can be done, More MARTA implementation should be postponed.

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Need more regional connectivity BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  N/a Supportive Other News Media Somewhat

30316 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Needs to completeBeltline Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Beltline Southeast Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat  Need dedicated row for buses and streetcars 

30307 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No

 I voted for the regressive tax to fund citywide light rail on theBeltline, not much more expensive less impactful rail to Emory. The Clifton Corridor is a regional project that is in only one part of the city.Beltline rail is the only project that serves all 4 quadrants of the city and will significantly impact the wa our city grows 

over the next decade. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit  Fund the full 22 miles ofBeltline rail. Not supportive Email News Media No

  I voted for the regressive tax to fund citywide light rail on theBeltline, not much more expensive less impactful rail to 

Emory. The Clifton Corridor is a regional project that is in only one part of the city.Beltline rail is the only project that 

serves all 4 quadrants of the city and will significantly impact the wa our city grows over the next decade.

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  SoutheastBeltline transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Beltline Souteast Light Rail expansion - this is a must with the extensive development and expansion in the area. Somewhat supportive Phone/Text News Media Somewhat  Bill Kennedy Way needsBeltline transit like the light rail not just Pedestrian walking sidewalks.

30032 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  The shortest distance between 2 points is a straight line and some of these transit routes are not efficient and wait times for rail must become more frequent and run earlier and later......ie Sun Trust Park access......,Austell, Ellenwod & Lithonia commutes etc. to city and Airport Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  none Very supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media News Media Somewhat

Mass Transit should ease traffic congestion bordering our perimeter as well as our inner corridor at least to the point of 

predictability for travelers to navigate......and so far its NOT!!! Local travelers never know when or where they may run 

into congestion...….ANYWHERE

Just a thought

31083 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  Na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  Na Not supportive Email News Media No  Na

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Prioritize connectivity between isolated islands of walkable design. For example, extend current Street car route to theBeltline. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Transit that provides connectivity to theBeltline, transit on theBeltline, transit that is dedicated to serving the Peachtree Street and Peachtree Road corridor from downtown all the way to the north of Buckhead (not just a bus with a picture of a peach on it). Very supportive Email, Social Media Social Media Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  NA BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  NA Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30341 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat

 My concern is frequency of train service. I transfer at Lindberg to go to Sandy Springs, so I have to go south first to go north. I'm willing to do this because both my home and work are near stations. However, many are not willing because of the time it takes. The only way to improve this is more frequent service, 

especially later in the evening (after 7pm). BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Will reiterate: putting LRT or BRT in mixed street traffic is a bad idea. LRT on theBeltline should get priority over all other LRT projects because that's what will make theBeltline an asset for all of Atlanta, not just the people who live next to it. Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

 I think there is a good balance, but I think using the streetcar as a connecting link for the light rail is a terrible idea. Any 

LRT in street traffic is a terrible idea.

30308 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  The transit components are good, but need to include dedicated right-of-way. Buses and light rail that get stuck in traffic are not reliable. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Beltline and Clifton should be prioritized. Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 The bus routes don't appear to be true BRT because they don't have their own lanes. BRT should have dedicated right-

of-way with nice stations with signs that say how long until the next bus.

More focus on theBeltline is needed, and the existing streetcar downtown needs to be fixed by giving it dedicated lanes 

(it currently gets stuck in mixed traffic, and doesn't have signal priority).

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat The only projects that will address my intown needs and concerns are LIGHT RAIL and HEAVY RAIL SERVICES. Throw commuter rail into the project list for communities like Clayton, Gwinnett, Douglas Rockdale. BRT, designated lane use, anything that uses an existing road grid is unacceptable! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit

FUND THE WHOLEBeltline LIGHT RAIL SYSTEM! THIS WAS WHAT MARTA ALLOWED FOR YEARS AGO IN 2006 WITH A PROPOSED TAX INCREASE; ATLANTANS FINALLY APPROVED THAT INCREASE IN 2016 WITH THE EXPECTATIONS OF FULLBeltline RAIL FUNDING!! AND WHERE IS THE MENTION FOR SOUTHEAST ATLANTA, 

MARTA? Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat

Same reason as above except strike the word "my" and insert Atlanta's: The only projects that will address ATLANTA'S 

intown needs and concerns are LIGHT RAIL and HEAVY RAIL SERVICES. Throw commuter rail into the project list for 

communities like Clayton, Gwinnett, Douglas Rockdale. BRT, designated lane use, anything that uses an existing road 

grid is unacceptable!

30306 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  To address the increasingly traffic problem, MARTA should be leveraged to provide consistent, efficient transit throughout Metro Atlanta and integrate transit options such as buses, trains, light rail, and biking. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  I think light rail will make Marta a serious option for commuters who currently struggle with traffic but the buses/rails aren't a decent option. It will also connect the city better. Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes

 It proposes a more expansive and integrated system that is timely/predictable, easy to access, and safe to use. These 

are currently lacking and really inhibits people from taking advantage of public transit.

30316 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Need more community input BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  need more community input Supportive News Media News Media Somewhat  Need more community input

30096 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Please prioritize theBeltline project completion. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements More public parking nearBeltline access points Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat  Want more HRT extending to suburbs.  

30315 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

There should be LRT and additional routes on the southeast and northeast portions of theBeltline.

BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Needs to be more southeast servicc. Neutral Email News Media No  Southeast Atlanta is left out

30316 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat I don't drive much, or take MARTA much, any more.  Either way, I try to avoid rush hours. Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Please see above for comments. Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

 Augment bus frequencies/spans where and when practical

No need for ARTs, as they don't have dedicated right-of-way (need BRTs, at least)

PROJECT PRIORITIES:

*1st = Clifton Corridor LRT (Project D), esp. if existing tracks can be used

*2nd = Capitol Ave dedicated right-of-way for BRT or LRT (Project H)

*3rd = Expand Streetcar (Projects E, F) to prep for futureBeltline connections

*4th = Campbellton Rd dedicated right-of-way for BRT or LRT (Project C or G, not both)

30316 Fulton Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  light rail for the entireBeltline BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Light rail for all of theBeltline espically SE Not supportive Email Community Event No  We did not vote for Emory because it was not part of atlanta

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I think that transit needs to be explicitly included as a goal. TheBeltline will never reach its full potential until/unless that critical element is included. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service I’d like to see transit all around theBeltline.  Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

 Those of us inBeltline andBeltline adjacent neighborhoods need real methods of getting to work in town w/o our cars. 

If transit is not prioritized, theBeltline is just a (really) nice sidewalk for runners and strollers. 

30316 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Beltline rail needs to come now before the Clifton Corridor. Intown Atlanta needs more infill stations. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  We need rail in Southeast Atlanta! Somewhat supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

 The current plan to add rail only along a SW-NE corridor is incomplete and will only serve a small sliver of ATL. 

Southeast Atlanta in particular has been contributing to Marta for years and does not have adequate or equitable rail 

access. 

30316 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  Get Cobb county on board! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  Transit on theBeltline and cross town Supportive Email News Media No

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network No the only reason i voted for the tax was in support of the completedBeltline light rail loop. this is a critical part of theBeltline vision to connect neighborhoods and will drive the single greatest impact in the transformation of this city. please update the project to prioritize all 22miles of light rail around theBeltline.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit The fullBeltline light rail loop is a critical part of theBeltline vision to connect neighborhoods and will drive the single greatest impact in the transformation of this city. please update the project to prioritize all 22miles of light rail around theBeltline.  Not supportive Social Media News Media No

the fullBeltline light rail loop is a critical part of theBeltline vision to connect neighborhoods and will drive the single 

greatest impact in the transformation of this city. please update the project to prioritize all 22miles of light rail around 

theBeltline. 

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 I use local bus and MARTA rail somewhat (not regularly). I commute and get around town primarily by bicycle. If all of the projects on the list were built, this mix wouldn't change for me. The bus that I use is the #12. Its frequency was recently increased, which I appreciate. It isn't clear to me whether or not that increase 

in frequency was funded with the sales tax. I might use the Northside Drive BRT, but primarily as an alternative to the #12 bus + MARTA rail, so it wouldn't increase the frequency of my transit use. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  The light rail projects are too expensive and are unlikely to receive federal funds in the current political environment. The BRT projects should include dedicated lanes / rights of way wherever possible as well as signal preemption. BRT will only work if the buses can outpace cars that are stuck in traffic. Neutral Email News Media Somewhat

 There are more projects on the list than can be afforded with the tax revenue and fewer than should be there if funding 

were not an issue. Why not more as an aspirational goal or fewer as an implementable plan?

30310 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No  Add rail onBeltline, to  create city-core focused transit network. Rail that is not in traffic, and has its own throughfare, so traffic congestion will not impact train flow. Aliviating street congestion for urban commutes. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Beltline rail first, then worry about the other stuff. Not supportive Email News Media No

 More like MUNI, less like BART. Need more trains in the city, and on theBeltline.Beltline transit should be priority, it's 

what we voted for.
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which county 
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In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding 

principles to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the 

highest priority to you. #1

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding principles 

to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the highest priority to you. 

#2

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding 

principles to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the 

highest priority to you. #3

After reviewing the 

proposed project list, do you 

feel it addresses your 

transportation needs?

Please provide any additional details about your response to the previous question. Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #1 Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #2 Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #3 Please provide any additional comments you have on the program or individual projects.
Please rate your level of support of 

the More MARTA proposed projects.

How do you like to receive information on MARTA 

news?
Other - How do you like to receive information on MARTA news?

How did you learn about the More MARTA 

atlanta program Survey?

After reviewing the proposed 

project list, do you feel it 

addresses Atlanta's 

transportation needs?

Please provide reason(s) for your response to the last question.

30310 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No

 The money should be used to finish the LRT on theBeltline. No more patch working. And a third of the line on the Clifton corridorr is not even within the city. Neither was Emory at the time of the vote for the tax. To implement the Clifton Corridor with our tax money is dishonest  and bad policy because it would leave 

two-thirds of theBeltline without LRT. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  CompleteBeltline LRT in total. Somewhat supportive Social Media News Media No  It addresses Dekalb's and Emory's Transportation needs but not the city"s. Complete the LRT on theBeltline now.

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

I'm still not sure that this will make it easier for me to get to the places that I frequently go. I live in Buckhead, work in Chamblee, go to a gym by Mercer, and do most of my grocery shopping in North Druid Hills or Decatur. The connectivity between neighborhoods still isn't great, and it's not convenient or fast to have to 

transfer bus lines. I would have liked to have seen the train lines expanded. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements I'm in strong support of finishing theBeltline light rail. Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes More marta plz BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit More Marta plz Very supportive Email News Media

30341 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  There should be more buses on the routes and they should run every 8 minutes. Also the buses should go to your destination not a mile away from where you have to go. Station Improvements  What about up north Perimeter Mall area. Chamblee, Brookhaven Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event No

30310 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Lower the cost, or better yet, subsidize the cost, of MARTA especially for low income people, students, seniors. People don't take MARTA because it's cheaper to drive if you live in town than pay $5 round trip. You need intown residents to CHOOSE MARTA. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Don't change MARTA station names in a sneaky way. No one who lives in West End wants the name changed and you never even publicized the change to real people who live in the area i,e. the riders Supportive Other News Media Yes  It covers Atlantan's needs and the needs of people who live outside Atlanta in the suburbs

30316 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  None at this time. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  No comments. Somewhat supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

30291 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Still not 24 hour service. Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  24 hour service. Somewhat supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat Needs to be 24 hour service.

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  Good balance considering limited funds BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  none Supportive Other no news More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat  Would love Cobb and Gwinnett to join.  Hahaha

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

 There is no mention of anyBeltline Southeast LRT.  The is no mention of the Southeast at all.  There is no option to ease traffic congestion in the Southeast quadrant.  The area located South of Memorial Dr. and East of the I-85/75 connector is currently the fastest growing part of town yet is getting the least amount of 

consideration.  There are only 4 viable routes to cross over I-20 between the connector and East Atlanta Village.  They are Capitol Ave./Hill St./Boulevard/Moreland Ave.  All of them are rated at an "F".  They are being used by residents coming from counties South of the city. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit

 Making the Southeast area a priority.  Looking at the addition of the Crescent Line.  Southeast LRT must be made a priority.  A reliable transportation option must be made available to the residents living in the Southeast quadrant.  It needs to link those living in the Southside of Atlanta the ability to seek employment 

opportunities that are available, and those coming to the area located along the entireBeltline.  Provide transportation to those that cannot afford their own, not to those that can. Not supportive Email News Media No

There is no mention of anyBeltline Southeast LRT.  The is no mention of the Southeast at all.  There is no option to ease 

traffic congestion in the Southeast quadrant.  The area located South of Memorial Dr. and East of the I-85/75 connector 

is currently the fastest growing part of town yet is getting the least amount of consideration.  There are only 4 viable 

routes to cross over I-20 between the connector and East Atlanta Village.  They are Capitol Ave./Hill 

St./Boulevard/Moreland Ave.  All of them are rated at an "F".  They are being used by residents coming from counties 

South of the city.

With the rate of development happening in the Southeast the congestion will only increase.  The area is currently slated 

to have to large affordable/mixed-use housing projects built in the area just South of The Zoo/SoutheastBeltline around 

Boulevard and Englewood Ave.  The need for transportation on theBeltline will not just be needed or wanted, it will be 

required.  

30088 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I think it's worth investigating PRT and more BRT options in South Metro Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  please investigate PRT - it could supplement the existing MARTA network by making current and future stations nodes with PRT lines coming out of each (like a spider) Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 The project lists is good - it should be supplemented by aggressively working with partners outside the existing MARTA 

network and make their plans part of the 40 yr investment plan

30307 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

My priority is expansion of the rail network, and especiallyBeltline rail. From the proposal here, it doesn't look like the LRT route follows theBeltline at all except maybe for the short distance between Piedmont Park and Edgewood Ave (difficult to determine from the illustration). South of Edgewood Ave the route seems 

more or less to piggyback onto existing MARTA rail lines, except at the Campbellton Rd extension. This is not what I imagined forBeltline rail, and it does not address the need for North-South connectivity with SE Atlanta, where the solution to worsening traffic seems to be exclusively bus improvements. Bus 

improvements are welcome, but are a half measure in my view. I would like to see an LRT route that more closely follows theBeltline, and that serves the Southeast side. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements

Where is SoutheastBeltline Light Rail Transit? I want to say that SouthwestBeltline LRT is a priority, but I don't find the proposed route compelling as it omits the Southeast side, and also appears to serve points already more or less served by MARTA heavy rail. Even the Campbellton Rd extension appears to double a 

proposed BRT route. Back to the drawing board! I've selected station improvements as a priority because bus service is not something that personally impacts me much (though I recognize its importance to others), and because my own MARTA station at Inman Park/Reynoldstown requires improvements, such as an 

additional access point from the Reynoldstown side. I've heard that such a project is underway. I hope so. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

BRT is an interesting proposal, but I have hesitations about how it will be implemented in Atlanta. I think that rapid 

transit by bus will work best where there are continuous dedicated, curb-divided lanes and station infrastructure for 

buses. Where I've experienced BRT in other cities it has works quite well, but in these places (like Mexico City) bus 

stations and lanes are integrated into the urban setting on thoroughfares extending from outer neighborhoods through 

central business hubs. It's hard for me to imagine this concept using freeway exits. Does the bus have to get on and off 

the freeway at every stop? Does it deliver riders directly to urban destinations, or only to bus/rail transfer points? Does 

it share a lane with car traffic? This does not sound very efficient to me, and I doubt that I would use a freeway bus 

personally as someone who lives in theBeltline overlay, but maybe it's the best that can be done with the infrastructure 

of the greater metro area as it exists.

30002 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes

 I think safety is short-changed in the execution of transit improvements. Stations have additional security personnel but they are DIRTY and elevators still smell like unclean bathrooms. There is still real potential for serious threats in these MARTA stations. More information about plans and execution of those plans are 

needed. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Supporting SW ATL is a good idea. Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes  Good to seeBeltline LRT on List. GettingBeltline underway with LRT will create momentum.

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  No projects in Southeast Atlanta.Beltline transit for Southeast and Northwest is absent. Shocking lack of options for southeast Atlanta. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit   No projects in Southeast Atlanta.Beltline transit for Southeast and Northwest is absent. Shocking lack of options for southeast Atlanta. Forcing a choice of top three projects is disingenuous considering the MARTA plan has not consideted southeast and northwest portions ofBeltline transit. Not supportive Email News Media No

  No projects in Southeast Atlanta.Beltline transit for Southeast and Northwest is absent. Shocking lack of options for 

southeast Atlanta. 

30306 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat More closely connecting Virginia Highland to rest of transit system. Area is close to many train stations but no walkability for established Atlanta neighborhood. Light rail line connectingBeltline line or Clifton corridor line. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  N/a Very supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat

Train system needs to extend to suburbs, ridership needs to increase through offering express routes, updates train 

cars, transit incentives through work 

30312 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  Complete theBeltline loop and connect to rail. More rail link north connect Ponce City Market to Marta BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Clean stations Supportive Email News Media No  More rail and more managed traffic lanes

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

The light rail and arterial options are still not connecting to enough of the city. Bus routes have a terrible reputation and without a lot of work (to include dedicated lanes for the buses so they don't get stuck in traffic) no one is going to use them. I currently feel more comfortable sitting in my car in traffic than in a 

MARTA bus in traffic, and the commute time is longer on the bus since I have to wait for it and it has to deal with the same traffic patterns as me. Need to concentrate more on expanding rail lines- why are there none in the southeast or northwest corridor? It just makes so little sense. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor rail would be great, but I won't have a way to easily connect to it from my house. I will still have to drive to a station or bus route, which if I am already in my car I am just going to drive to work. Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat  More rail lines, less buses.

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  The entire Southeast part of the city is left oit, yet that is an area which is booming. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  SOUTEAST DEVELOPMENT Somewhat supportive News Media News Media No Still not spread out enough.

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  enhance bus service on Sundays for employees dependent on public transportation Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service 1 Very supportive Other Community Event Somewhat

30303 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  I would like to see full connectivity ofBeltline rail as a priority. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension None noted Supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

 I’m concerned with the use of rail on existing roads/lanes shared with cars. Based on the outcome of the Atlanta 

Streetcar, this doesn’t appear to be the best way to layer light rail into the transit network. I would hope that any rail 

options have dedicated lanes.

30030 DeKalb Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  The expansion will help get to more places in the city, but there are also plenty of destinations outside of the perimeter that this doesn't address. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  The Clifton Corridor project is badly needed. Very supportive Other More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

 MARTA must expand beyond Fulton and DeKalb. Atlanta isn't a city, it's a region, and MARTA needs to have real 

regional reach. Until there's further investment expansion beyond the perimeter,  MARTA won't truly serve the needs of 

the region's transportation needs. If that means becoming a regional transit agency, fine, but that's where the real need 

lies.

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes

 Give black people their "Ride" back!  With or without gentrification, black folk need a way to get around. It's ridiculous that routes were taken away from Black folk because the new gentrification people did not want them in their neighborhoods. Now you're bringing them back because of gentrification. Shame on you !   

  They should have never been taken away in the first place ! BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  Provide more routes to public schools Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

  The hard working black folk of this city  are not concerned about balancing the budget . Give black folk they're "ride" 

back.  More routes, more frequency is more important to the working class. It is less convenient to catch the bus now. 

Bring back routes like the 10 Cascade. It ran all the way from Cascade to the High Museum.

30315 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  Need more transparency with projects and their timelines, along with inner city transit on theBeltline. The EMORY corridor should not be taken from the existing funds. EMORY and Dekalb should help fund that corridor. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit

 Utilizing modern technology such as apps to assist payments and planning use of the transit system with greater ease. 

Better security and emergency call stations along the transit path and on train/bus systems to give better comfort for passengers Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat

 More focus on theBeltline Transit should occur before Atlanta’s population gets any greater. Otherwise the affordable 

housing and greater mass transportation will fill fail to exist 

30308 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  The streetcar going down Peachtree and through North Avenue is vital to the connectivity of Downtown, Midtown, and all neighborhoods theBeltline goes through. I don't see that project on the fact sheet and hope that does not mean those lines are dead. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

Prioritizing the streetcar's development throughout the city is the single most important action MARTA can take today. Giving people a way to get all around urban Atlanta without cars now will bring about more TOD and density in Atlanta in the future. Not only will this cause an increase in economic opportunities, 

jobs, and notoriety as a top tier city in the US, it will also provide a new blueprint for cities struggling with car congestion and poor urban planning. Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat  Same as the previous answer.

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  I think we need an infill station for MARTA heavy rail at Krog St. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service The Clifton Corridor is crucial  Supportive Email, Social Media News Media Yes

30312 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I live on theBeltline and work on the Clifton Corridor so am pleased to see LRT in the plans. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  I take a marta bus daily to work. More frequent service on route 6 would be wonderful. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat  Atlanta has many transportation needs, but this is a good start. 

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  Would prefer light and heavy rail expansion to bus lines, which seem like a stopgap measure. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Please please PLEASE prioritize Clifton Corridor, as it is much more feasible now than it will be in the very expensive future. Plus, theBeltline people already have money—they’ll be fine. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30315 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

 Wondering if any of these projects include route express services. The VIA system in San Antonio has express buses that go along popular routes which only stop at major intersections. This was a suggestion I made to MARTA a few years ago to speed up service. some patrons don't need to stop in every 

neighborhood/every corner. it would be great  to hop on a bus at a major intersection and arrive at a station more quickly BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  I just want to continue to boost the idea of having express MARTA buses, which go along already popular routes but make less stops. Create stops at major intersections only to speed up the ride to train stations. Very supportive News Media, Other Curbed ATL News Media Somewhat

 I don't think Atlanta transportation needs will ever be fully met but I would hope they would take more examples of 

cities that are spread out & car-centric. Bus system in San Antonio was not bad & light rail in Denver made reaching 

other parts of the city much easier. Marta has good bones but definitely needs to catch up. 

30307 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No The More MARTA project needs to be focused in the core of the City of Atlanta. The most likely next rider of marta is not in the suburbs but is in the city. We needBeltline transit now. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit  Your list of top 3 project is bad. Stop trying to prioritize among the projects you already selected and open this back up for discussion. Somewhat supportive Email News Media No  Emory is not in the City of Atlanta.

30303 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 TheBeltline neighborhoods are in more need of complete connectivity, and that is why I bought a condo Downtown (because of Atlanta's PROMISE to build transit around theBeltline). That's also why my parents are relocating to East Atlanta (proximity to futureBeltline transit lines as they age, for completeBeltline 

access). However, Emory came along and took precedent over the SE side of Atlanta and the NW side of Atlanta. The four quadrants of Atlanta (NW, SW, NE, SE) are far too economically segregated, and having a COMPLETEBeltline transit loop would allow for more integration of the city, economically and racially, which 

we need. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  I love the BRTs that have been chosen, except for the Campbellton corridor. I don't think we should invest in two modes of transport in the same location. I think that the Campbellton Corridor should just get BRT separate lanes, and not the Streetcar. Somewhat supportive Email News Media No

 The Streetcar should be in Downtown and theBeltline ONLY. The biggest complaint I hear from residents of other cities 

with similar modes of transport is that the Streetcar still has to deal with traffic. The whole Emory area is TERRIBLE with 

traffic, so adding a Streetcar there is a waste of money, because it won't allow for easy access to that area, decreasing 

ridership. Ridership of the Streetcar would be much greater if around theBeltline, increasing MARTA's profits, and it 

wouldn't have to deal with normal traffic conditions. In addition, Emory is already a nice area that doesn't need any 

vehicles of community development, whereas other parts of the city that are currently not included with the plans do 

need help. And residents of those neighborhoods need access to public transit the most. As a former Lyft driver in 

Atlanta, most of my ride requests were in poorer neighborhoods needing rides to Midtown for work. They need public 

transit access more than most Atlanta residents. 

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  The language is somewhat vague.   Not 100% sure what modes of transport are being discussed. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit not sure Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  My suggestion is to think about the i-20 connection and the neighborhoods surrounding. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  There is nothing again that handles Dekalb Avenue or Memorial Avenue Supportive Email News Media

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No

 We need more predictable mass transit, that is best done with rail. Buses are subject to every accident or congestion incident on the streets. Build the rail on theBeltline, it is the low hanging fruit and will benefit this city for the long term. We can't build more roads in town or widen the ones we have, expanded rail 

should be the focus. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  Where is the option to vote for the southeast section? When is that going to happen? Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 "Arterial Rapid Transit" sounds like you're gonna get your heart rate up, because your butt is walking. What does that 

mean? There needs to be more light rail that connects to the heavy rail already established.

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat I am not sure if this addresses the SE part of the city. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  What happened to the South East part of the city? Neutral Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat  What about the South East part of the city?

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Light Raul waste of money if done line rail downtown. Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Beltline south, Grant Park/Blvd Hieghts. Somewhat supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  The proposed list is mostly logical, but there are a number of projects (the interior BRT/LRT to the SW) which are relatively recent additions to the region's transit priorities (I'm not sure that they're in the RTP at all? If so, it's been recent). BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension

 The crosstown west connection is just as important, but I had to choose 3 and the Eastern one has greater density, so...

I also think Clifton is an important project. It's been a longstanding need, and connects to major regional employers. The problem is that it's a highly divisive project, and risks doing more damage to how people in the region view transit (rather than creating enthusiasm for transit). MARTA needs wins right now, not 

contentious expansions that appear to service a small group of elite organizations (whether that's true or not, that's the dominant narrative, and that true enough for most). Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Yes

 Yes, generally. I think we should prioritize theBeltline more than we currently are, because it has more potential to 

galvanize support and investment for additional transit than any other projects. Think of it as an investment in future 

transit expansion. Transit is a critical equity piece, of course, but right now Atlanta needs a flagship transit project that 

builds political capital and public support for transit moving forward. That can help expand transit down the road!

30312 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Not much going on the south side.. getting left out Station Improvements  None of the above Not supportive Other Facebook News Media No

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Would’ve preferred to see more funds forBeltline light rail and Marta station at Murphy crossing. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Would like to see infill Marta station at Murphy crossing and elsewhere Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat There are some good things, but there aren’t enough dedicated funds forBeltline light rail. 

30316 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  More frequent bus routes to 5 pts from Eastside are needed. With all the new apartments between Glenwood and Memorial, the irregular 74 is not sufficient. Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Do not reduce 74 Somewhat supportive Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat  Reliable bus routes are lacking.

30324 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat I use MARTA every day when I am not working elsewhere. I have made my decisions of where to live based on MARTA and connection to my jobs. I use Relay bikes and bus to get around from there. However, the list does not address the need to get other places that I usually would need to uber to. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown routes should come beforeBeltline rail.Beltline rail is a small piece to the puzzle. IfBeltline rail does occur, the south end should develop first, while trails are completed on the north end of theBeltline. Very supportive Email Social Media No

Atlanta has fallen far behind its needs for transit. There is a major lack of vision for future investment in density and we 

are looking too much at playing catch-up. There needs to be a clear connection between future land-use decisions and 

MARTA decisions. Crosstown routes matter now more than ever, and theBeltline rail project is simply proposed as an 

economic generator right now. It is an add-on instead of a necessity. Clifton Corridor, North Avenue, and transit projects 

connecting south neighborhoods to the core MARTA network are more important than any economic generating transit 

project. What needs to happen on the north end between Midtown and Buckhead is better multi-use trail connectivity 

and better bus routes than anything else. Stop letting the louder voices and wealthy areas determine where transit goes 

even if it is not logical.

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I can't tell what is proposed from the map. But expansion and maximization of ridership is best. Also, I don't think this survey has all the principles from the fact sheet. Some of the principles in this survey seem nearly identical. What is the intention? Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Not enough detail. Where is the detail proposal? I am on cell phone. Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes

 Need expansion and reorganization (reduction of unused portions to invest in used), need communities along routes of 

high connectivity.

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  I live in Howell Station on the Westside and there are currently no plans to provide rail service to my neighborhood.  BRT is a long walk and less favorable then rail on a dedicated track. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit The Howell Mill and Northside Drive Corridor have heavy traffic and many new apartments and office buildings planned, but will be receiving minimal new transit. Neutral Email Community Event No  Too much emphasis on BRT, which is not a great method for moving large amounts of people quickly.

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Not sure it solves last mile BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  The light rail is important but also would like more additional  heavy rail stations Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  The system needs to address the needs of those who rely on it as a means of daily transportation for work, especially lower income families/communities, rather than focused on getting to/from sporting venues Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements Beltline needs to FULLY address affordable housing they promised before the project began. Neutral Email Social Media No

 The system needs to address the needs of those who rely on it as a means of daily transportation for work, especially 

lower income families/communities, rather than focused on getting to/from sporting venues

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Would be great to get more detail on what’s included in each of the priorities as they seem to somewhat overlap BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit We really need more light rail Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat  No enough information is provided to answer that question

30303 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

 The plan should not only respond to current demand, but anticipate/ plan with more intentionality for the region's equitable growth.  More transit South of I20 may not be in as much demand now as north of I20 , but investing in transit infrastructure there will help create the jobs, and therefore the demand for transit, 

and help us grow in a more just and balanced way. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  These are all important and I understand the difficulty in prioritizing them. Neutral Email Community Event Somewhat

 I don't think it serves the interests of the majority or even a significant portion of Atlanta's residents to prioritize the 

extension to Emory U.

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes

 I look most forward to the Clifton Corridor project implementation, since the Emory/CDC area is such an important job center bringing in so many people on a daily basis from counties all over the region.

BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension

My strong top priority is the Clifton Corridor LRT.  I'd like to also state that while I support the eventual completion of theBeltline, I wonder if the ridership and therefore overall benefit potential to the entire region is as great as the Clifton Corridor is. I'd love to see numbers projecting both cost to build and ridership 

(potential benefit to overall community) for both projects. Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Yes  See above.

30364 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes I have good access to MARTA now. I don't think those plans will change that. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements

 I live toward the southwest, so that's why that area is a concern. I also like frequent bus service.

And I see things that are crumbling in some MARTA stations -- tile outside, for example. Those stations could use improving. Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

  I wonder if MARTA is working with theBeltline to ensure that people who will live in affordable housing along 

theBeltline will have good access to MARTA. I hope that's being addressed.

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  N/A BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements  N/A Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

At the end of the day, the majority of people coming to Atlanta are coming from north of the city. Transit in some 

fashion going up and down 75 / 85 would be ideal in my mind.

30316 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

 Would like to know more about how "fixed" right of ways will be for BRT, ART, etc.

Would like to know more about the specific routes on the map and how they were chosen. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Have not heard about any community meetings where this program is being discussed. Map below is glitchy and seems like a bad way to collect comments. Neutral Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  I would hope that we can someday have a transit station around the Highland Ave/Boulevard area. It's sort of a empty spot where the two closest stations are not that close. Crosstown Downtown East Extension n/a Supportive Other Community Event Somewhat

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network No

I live in Capitol View. What we need is greater connectivity to all parts of the city, especially neighborhoods to the east and north, specifically via transit that isn't stuck in traffic. This would lead to greater economic opportunity for many of my neighbors. Yes, the Clifton Corridor should have rail too, but it should not be 

paid for by a regressive sales tax that places a larger burden on low-to-moderate-income Atlantans. The Clifton Corridor is an affluent part of town, of which Emory, with its $7 billion endowment, is the cornerstone. The Clifton Corridor is a regional transit project. The funding should come from regional sources, and 

Emory should take the lead on raising the funds. They're obviously very good at that. Furthermore, the project isn't even shovel-ready. Parts of it are located outside the City of Atlanta and are not yet funded. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit

Projects that put transit OUTSIDE OF CAR TRAFFIC and are fully within the City of Atlanta should be prioritized. The Campbellton Road Corridor should be a state-of-the-art BRT project, not light rail. There's no need to waste money to build BRT infrastructure then go back and rip it all up and rebuild something else in its 

place. That's just not fiscally responsible. Not supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media No

The current More MARTA project list lacks vision. It is very disjointed, and most of the projects involve transit that's 

mixed in with car traffic. It's the downtown streetcar boondoggle on a much larger scale. Implementing rail on the 

fullBeltline loop should be priority #1, because it's shovel-ready, it's ALREADY a rail corridor with its own right of way, it 

circles the city, it would connect 45 neighborhoods, and it would connect with the existing MARTA heavy rail line at four 

points. Nowhere else in Atlanta - nowhere else in most American cities - does such a golden opportunity exist, and it 

MARTA may be about to squander it. 

30307 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I'd still have to walk to powered transportation however it is, bus, train. That's why sidewalks and bike paths are more important to me and I need to use them everyday to get my son to school by foot. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Yes, please. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat  The number 1 transportation issue is still sidewalks. 

30306 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No Beltline light rail should be the priority, as that was voters voted for. Not the Clifton Corridor project. It would be ideal to do both, but if a choice has to be made,Beltline light rail should be it. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit  MARTA really needs to justify this Clifton Corridor project. It is not what voters expected to be funding. TheBeltline was the clear intention and should be the priority. Not supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat  The list is helpful for some areas but not all. The Clifton Corridor project is too isolated when the whole city needs help.

30346 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes / BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  . Very supportive Social Media, News Media More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

 There is a lack of transparency in what is included in the projects. for folks not familiar with transit terms, additional 

information is needed on what makes LRT, BRT, and ART different. 

Also, only including pieces of theBeltline LRT, that don't even connect, are counter intuitive. There needs to be a more 

comprehensive look at these routes, instead of dissecting them individually.

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat There are growing transit needs around the SouthsideBeltline. This is a high growth area, in terms of work and housing-related construction. Greater traffic congestion can be avoided if we include the SouthsideBeltline in future project plans. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements There are growing transit needs along the SouthsideBeltline, including the Southeast leg. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30088 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  It is my belief that more Light rail options need to be installed more than just the east/west and north/south.  The proposed crosstown light rail is fantastic. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  Keep improving the light rail Supportive Email, Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Please bring MARTA light rail/subway to Cobb County. I lived in Washington DC for 6 years, and I understand the value of a bustling subway system. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit N/A Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

Please bring MARTA light rail/subway to the Emory University area. Students, professors and people like me who live 

near there would use it tremendously to get to work

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  Need transportation up I75 through to Galleria. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  The NW corridor is a black hole with no light rail.  That has to get solved. Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  I75 is a sore spot.  This doesn't support those residents that work/live around the highway.

30316 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Any improvements are better than none. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  SouthsideBeltline Transit Supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

 Buses are a waste if they are trapped in gridlock.  MARTA needs to continue pushing TOD andBeltline transit as ways to 

get people out of their cars.

30316 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  I reverse commute for work, but I still want to contribute.  Completing theBeltline should help folks from more parts of the city. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  None at this time. Supportive Email News Media Yes

 Integrating with the region is so important because the metro area has expanded so much, people have to incorporate 

ride shares, bus, and rail to get here.

30324 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No We need light rail transit on theBeltline. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements More light rail on theBeltline Neutral Email News Media No

30315 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No Beltline Transit needs to be prioritized and built fully immediately. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Beltline Southside Somewhat supportive Email, News Media News Media No Beltline Transit - Southside!

30316 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Last-mile connectivity and connecting theBeltline/path trail to other transit (i.e. MARTA rail, streetcar, bus) are most important to me. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit I voted for the increased tax to fund rail on theBeltline trail. Somewhat supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

 See above. We need a comprehensive look at the plan to connect current transit and emphasize building out rail on 

theBeltline.

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  Living and working intown I am able Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  The Cross town East connection is very important as well Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  Atlanta Transportation needs are regional, not just City Limits.

30316 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No because i feel we need a SouthsideBeltline Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements  because i feel we need a SouthsideBeltline Transit Neutral Social Media News Media No  because i feel we need a SouthsideBeltline Transit

30316 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

 As a resident and voter, it was and still is important to me that transit light rail be incorporated into theBeltline, specifically the East Side Extension and the Southside. This was part of the original plan and we deserve this as part of the plan in the near future. To build density along theBeltline, which has been done, all 

the while promising that light rail would come in later to ease the horrific traffic that is now occuring, and then to deny us that light rail, is unconscionable. Give us what was promised to us and what we have been voting for. Do not destroy our neighborhoods by encouraging massive development without the transit we 

need to get in and out of our neighborhoods. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements PLEASE, please give us the light rail transit on the East and Southside! Not supportive Email News Media No

 It feels like a bait and switch tactic has taken place and we residents will suffer. We are at the edge of the 

EastsideBeltline Trail extension and at the head of the SouthsideBeltline Trail. We are becoming overwhelmed with 

development and density with NO plan for transit as was promised to us. We would not have been in support of such 

density had we known the transit would be pulled from us. Our Number 1 Priority isn't even listed in the next section. 

WE WANT LIGHT RAIL EXTENDING FROM EAST SIDE TO SOUTHSIDE.

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  n/a Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  I am looking forward to the completion of the projects. Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  We need all of proposed expansion options.

30324 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I like seeing investment in the Emory line, but feel like theBeltline is getting shortchanged.  This is especially concerning sinceBeltline rail advocates we're a major part of getting the referendum passed.  In the very least, I would like to see the Southeast side of theBeltline added to the project list. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension

 I'd like the Emory funding reduced somewhat, offset by a local Emory-area funding source (TAD or self-taxing district) or State funds.  This would help resolve the equity issue of Emory not being part of the original referendum City limits.  Also, wouldn't adding Emory to the City also increase future MARTA tax proceeds?

Also, why are there two projects on the Campbellton Corridor?  That route also needs better transit, but this seems like double-dipping.

Additionally, thought should be placed on a MORE MARTA 2 referendum at some point in the future.  I'd really like to see that happen in 10 years or so! Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

Again, the Emory line is good but there needs to be a lot moreBeltline (at least 3/4 loop).  

30328 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  n/a Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  n/a Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat  n/a

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  Its expensive but the train system is most efficient transportation asset.  I would like to see more subway stations Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  This is an ambitious list and will keep you busy for a lobg time.  Technology around letting riders know the location/timing/schedule of the bus or train greatly improves the ridership experience! Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Street car on belt line please! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Na Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat  Does get Atlanta to major city with great public transportation. 
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30331 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes

 MARTA needs more buses routes in, Southwest Atlanta. I have to take 3 buses from Greenbriar Parkway or buses and a train to my P.T. and doctor on Cascade Road. It can take an hour one-way. I am a 73 year old senior the transferring on these transit line is time-cosuming and tiring for me especially in this hot 

weather. The #71 Bus is long ride on Campbellton Rd to the Oakland City station. Please consider starting an express service on the 71 route, that would improve the MARTA service for riders. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  The transit  projects very slow in S.W. Atlanta. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 The connectivity to main locations from Southwest Atlanta to other areas in the city is poor. To go to Atlanta Station, 

for example it take over an hour from Greenbriar Parkway. If the #165 bus ran more frequently that would improve the 

service. On Tuesday July 10th, I waited for the #165 bus at the Lakewood station for over 45 minutes to travel to 

Greenbriar Parkway the time included the bus operator's break. I was traveling from Atlantic Station. The return trip 

took over 1.5 hour this was during rush hour. The connections to Southwest Atlanta is inadequate. I drive but recently 

had shoulder surgery and am dependent on MARTA for medical care. I have a disability and was denied MARTA mobility 

services a few years ago, due to my disability being covert. Which is an overactive bladder. The restrooms in S.W. 

Atlanta are closed to riders. I must go to 5 points when I ride the MARTA trains especially if I am traveling  a long 

distance from Greenbriar Parkway. Closed restroom is inhuman.

30361 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Missing a complete grid...too linear still BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  na Neutral Email Social Media Somewhat  Still feels too much like a linear system. Seems to be missing the loops to complete the grid in a connected way

30331 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No  I don't understand the map. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center

 I think it would be great to have light rail alongside I-285 the loop around the city.

It would also be helpful if we had light rail alongside I-20 through Douglas county. Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes

30350 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

It is great if Marta reaches more cities and residential areas, but the top priority should be CONNECTING existing areas. Traveling from Buckhead to Ponce City Market to the Georgia Dome to Centennial Olympic Park to Inman Park should not be an all day adventure on existing rails and buses. The belt line already 

attracts so many people, but all it is missing is an option for faster travel: a rail. I know it is expensive and possibly a 10-30 year plan, but you must focus on building transit along the belt line if you want Atlanta to lose its stigma of a terrible public transportation hub as it grows to the top 5 largest metro in 20 years. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements

Beltline should be a priority. Then, if money is made from that expansion and it heads in a positive direction, you can expand once again while also allocating some money toward station improvements, i.e. WiFi, Bathrooms, Safer, Consistent, Updated, etc. 

ALSO, you need to get word out to the public about proposed plans. Marta is a very under-the-radar subject. Nothing current is explained to the average young adult. Advertise at stations and on trains. Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

  Being a college senior who is about to enter the workforce, I speak on behalf of many who are about to start working 

full-time in Atlanta. Obviously, traffic is terrible. But so does maneuverability to major locations around Atlanta. Not 

only would a rail line along theBeltline help local companies see an increase in customers, it would connect the city as a 

whole. 

If one wants to go to Buckhead, it is extremely difficult to go anywhere else once there. Instead, Uber’s are called and 

only increase traffic. As we approach the age of driverless cars, Atlanta needs to prepare for the future by looking not 

only past problems, but future as well. The population of Atlanta will outpace transportation needs, obviously. But your 

goal should be to tighten the gap. Currently, Marta is great for traveling in one direction, but what is truly needed is a 

circumvent transportation route that mimics 285 and eases the burden of 400, 75, and 85. 

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  We need light rail on theBeltline BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  No Supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat  We need light rail on theBeltline

30097 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat

 If there is anyway to extend funding, I would prefer that the Clifton Corridor andBeltline are built completely. Cambletown Road should remain a BRT system until density on the corridor is increased. Ideally, LRT replaces all the BRT routes but I understand the budget constraints. The ART routes look great though, as 

the NE Belt Line. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension None Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

 Honestly, Commuter rail and cross connection rail transit needs to happen, but the budget unfortunately isn't there. 

Heavy Rail extensions to Cobb, Gwinnett and an 285 Circular would be ideal. However, the transit in the city looks to be 

a great start. The trick will to be how fast it can be built.

30318 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Missing integration with belt line BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  Belt line Somewhat supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event No  You’re missing the belt line connectivity 

30316 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  Theee are no projects in the southeast part of this city. Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Where are all the projects for the southeast part of Atlanta? Not supportive Social Media, News Media News Media No

 I don’t understand how you are addressing the last mile (or the first) when you are ignoring the southeast quarter of 

the city. A part of the city that supported Marta. 

30316 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No

 Continuing to rely on buses in the southern corridors, and lacking any light rail in the southeast portion of the city where MARTA is already insufficient for accessing train stations.  Significantly lacking connectivity in the southeastern corridor, continuing to isolate areas of affordable housing and workforce centers in the 

northern areas and downtown. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service

Important to develop areas where there is high potential for ridership to build momentum for adaptability for future projects-- not necessarily based on congestion and access to resources.  A more quickly connected east/west network that reaches south of the current MARTA lines would tap into the young residents 

moving into the area-- IF the modes of transportation are time efficient (not buses) and easy to access. Somewhat supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Social Media No

Similar to above-- not sufficient connectivity to southern workforce areas in South Fulton-- too heavy of reliance on 

buses in a non-integrated way-- buses will remain slow and only utilized by those without access to cars-- those who will 

voluntarily take public transit will be coming from the heart of the city and will have access to light rail and trains to get 

to the places they need in other northern parts of the city.  Not connecting a diverse workforce to job locations and 

creating an imbalanced distribution of transportation that continues to hinder progress for those who do not have a 

choice of driving or using public transit-- remains to keep transit users isolated to same systems in use now by higher-

wealth individuals (rail) and results in insufficient attention to the areas that those commuters will not venture to, 

unless they are driving (northwest, southeast industrial areas-- necessary for access for workforce and housing 

affordability). 

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  I would like to be able to use Marta for transportation BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Better working Marta. More lines Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  WE need more MARTA train (heavy rail) stations to actually get cars off the road. I think light rail on theBeltline should be a priority. So many people are close toBeltline access points. Could navigate the city outside of the path of traffic for good percentage ofBeltline. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements  We need more heavy rail! Not supportive Phone/Text News Media No  We are not Bus people. We need trains, light and heavy, to get people off the roads and actually increase connectivity.

30316 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network No Disappointed it mostly includes expanded bus service and underserves southeast and southwest Atlanta.  Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Now is the time for radical thinking, not more of the same! Somewhat supportive Social Media, News Media News Media No

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

Buses will be very important until someone figures out how to build low cost tunnels for rail (that must be done at some point). Too many large buses run empty most of the day.  Match the bus size to the need.  Better more small buses more frequently than large empty buses less frequently.  Trolleys and rail are a 

waste of money if small electric jitneys are the alternative. Fixed rail gets in the way of other traffic and alternative transportation.

Think seriously about how to accommodate and leverage the last mile alternatives like scooters and bicycles. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  More projects to get people where they need to go.  the system is so limited now it limits its usefulness. traffic studies provide the needed data.  and studies by time of day should accommodate different life events. Very supportive Email Community Event No

 Its a drop in the bucket that addresses current problems.  much more will need to be done to make Atlanta a true city 

with real public transit. The other half penny is absolutely needed. Pretending it is not is only political folly that will be 

realized soon enough.  Get on with it. 

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Beltline RAIL NOW BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Give transit to poor people Neutral Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat

30306 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes I like the layered approach. We need diverse options so that when 9ne system fails, there are backups, and we also need strong connectivity between services into diverse neighborhoods. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit If I’m understanding this right, A rail next to theBeltline seems pointless and intrusive. TheBeltline is so awesome because you can be safely AWAY from mechanized transport, so I’d rather see connections to and from it than along it. Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Yes

 Bus and rail use will be much more usable with more frequent service to cut down on waits and commutes. Safe biking 

and walking connectivity is essential to the overall plan.  

30311 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes I would love to be able to rely on MARTA for my commute but due to delays and unpredictable commute times it isn't a reality at this time. We HAVE to expand rail up both 75 and 85 to at least the perimeter. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Security of light rail and bus stations is a concern in south west Atlanta. Station improvements that make us all feel more secure would help to encourage more riders. Supportive Email News Media Yes

 I believe if MARTA is able to achieve even half of the proposed projects it will be a massive success for the city overall. 

If we can truly implement a plan of action that decreases reliance on automobiles we can be ready for the growth our 

city is predicted to experience.

30306 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No I live in the Poncey Highland Neighborhood and the biggest benefit to me would beBeltline rail along the entire loop of theBeltline so I could more easily access MARTA station as well as other parts of the city that I normally need to drive to. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension

The current proposal of linkingBeltline Rail to the Atlanta Streetcar is truly absurd in my opinion. The entire point of rail is to keep it separate from the flow of traffic and linking it directly to the streetcar would clog up the whole system. The Streetcar can be connected via stations but should be kept off of the same lines 

asBeltline Rail. 

My other concern is that TSPLOST funding, which was voted on in Nov 2016, shouldn’t go to an area of the city that was just recently annexed. Voters at that time didn’t know about that happening and voted to develop transit in existing areas of the city! I’m quite surprised that this can just jump the line on the priority 

list for transit. Further, I think it makes sense to provide transit options to lower income residents of the city in the south and west side to go anywhere in Atlanta vs some possible jobs opening up in the Emory/CDC area. Somewhat supportive Social Media, News Media Social Media No

My biggest concern is that not funding the entire loop ofBeltline rail would fall short of the original vision of theBeltline, 

which was  to connect communities across Atlanta that are severely divided and provide opportunities for residents to 

seek employment throughout the area. I worry that if Light rail on the entire loop isn’t funded, then areas of theBeltline 

without it will see gentrification and displacement of residents, before those residents can enjoy the full benefits of 

transit along theBeltline, potentially keeping them in the area.  

30324 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes After learning more about the intended vision of the AtlantaBeltline from Ryan Gravel, I've become convinced that light rail on there is important. I bike to work from Piedmont Park to Georgia Tech, and the easternBeltline is a frequent way I go do other things. I almost never ride the bus. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Station Improvements

I feel like the first leg of LRT will cause people to think about its utility and consider it as a part of the transit landscape, instead of the currently very hypothetical conversation about whether it belongs on theBeltline, for example. Oh! And I notice little streetcar development, which I think makes sense to not be a high 

priority. Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes

I care quite a bit about not prioritizing the wealthier neighborhoods of Atlanta over others. The focus on Campbellton 

and some south side projects seem to demonstrate that value.

30308 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes I am looking forward to the northeastBeltline light rail and the north ave brt. Also, from the map it looks like there will be increased frequency of bus service on ponce de León ave which is needed.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  Looks good! Supportive Email News Media Yes  I’m not aware of the specific needs of each community, but it seems to address many parts of the city.

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network No

 Bufford Highway is one of the busiest corridors in the city and the Marta line is currently one of the busiest.   An additional train line on Bufford Highway is needed.  Transit is also needed for the Southeast quadrant of the city (including Grant Park, Ormewood Park, Reynoldstown, East Atlanta).  Not just more frequent 

bus service as currently proposed.  Memorial Drive or Glenwood Ave would be ideal corridors to serve this quadrant. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  see above Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 Transit on the entireBeltline needs to be a priority....and as noted above, Bufford Highway and Southeast section of the 

city should include light rail.

30324 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  We need increased bus transportation now and up grade as the ridership increases. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  We need all of the services mentioned !  Why can't we have bus service increased while the light rail is being built? Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  It seems all is for the future and nothing now.

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  We need funds committed to transit on entire loop ofBeltline; Everything thing else is secondary; BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit   We need funds committed to transit on entire loop ofBeltline; Everything thing else is secondary; Somewhat supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat  We need funds committed to transit on entire loop ofBeltline; Everything thing else is secondary;

30309 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

LRT along entireBeltline should be a SUPER high priority

More MARTA Fact Sheet doesn't indicate the type service for the Crosstown East and West Extensions - LRT? BRT?

Less focus on BRT and ART BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Delete: Peachtree Road ART, place less focus on BRT and ART. Local and last mile service is more important. Somewhat supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

Proposed project list should include more emphasis onBeltline transit

Less focus on BRT and ART

30032 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

In order for MARTA to effectively serve our burgeoning city, we need more access to trains and other off-road transportation options. It’s no secret that Atlanta’s roads are already beyond congested. More trains will reduce our extreme traffic problem while also providing more accessible transportation options to 

people without vehicles, which is the norm in most major cities. As Atlanta grows and expands, we need to grow our train system with it. More jobs and companies are moving to Atlanta every day, and our roads do not have room to suit. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  If Marta can serve high and low income areas simultaneously, Atlanta will achieve so much. Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

The bus system should not be the focus of transit expansion. Our roads are already packed to capacity for most hours of 

the working day. Train, subway, or monorail routes could alleviate this problem while also providing a service to 

Atlanta’s busy workforce as we grow and expand.

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

Need more transportation options in Westside Atlanta beyond local bus service. While improvements at Bankhead station and Bus Rapid Transit down Northside Drive and Hollowell/North Ave are steps in the right direction, I would also suggest that MARTA consider Light Rail or Rapid Transit options for more 

connectivity for these communities further west and north west. North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements  It would be great if MARTA could extend Bus Rapid Transit further west on Hollowell, beyond the Bankhead MARTA station, as it is a major transportation arterial for Westside communities. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

Same reasoning as the last question, while overall the project list seem like it would move Atlanta transportation 

forward in productive ways, there seems to be a lack of emphasis on transit options in Westside Atlanta beyond local 

bus services. Given the historic lack of infrastructure investment in these areas, it is disappointing to see that trend 

continue while already affluent areas of the city in the northeast seem like they will be getting more services in terms of 

Light Rail Transit, when several of those neighborhoods already have much better access to MARTA through heavy rail 

then the Westside. 

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network No  We would like to see more dedicated bus lanes and more dedicated light rail, particularly along theBeltline. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  The focus should be on light rail and dedicated bus lanes for better rapid transit. Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30327 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No  Atlanta first, region second... FinishBeltline rail. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Beltline rail should be the highest priority then BRT Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30332 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  There should be a way to leverage improved pedestrian/bike infrastructure as needed enhancements and components of a fully-integrated transportation network; BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit I would consider the Clifton Corridor project useless if it does not extend to either Decatur/Avondale Blue Line MARTA stations; Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  Does not seem to address car dependency in Northern suburbs;

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  The main priority that MARTA needs to focus on is to finish theBeltline and implement light rail around theBeltline Loop. That is going to help traffic problems in the near future and connect all of our neighborhoods for better connectivity as we continue to grow as a city. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit  The focus needs to be on the ENTIREBeltline rail surrounding the city not just two portions of it. Somewhat supportive Email Community Event

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

The project focuses more on expansion of the infraastructure but does not elaborate on upkeep of existing infrastucture or improving it. Also, the improved frequency is a very appreciated program for certain routes. But, many long span bus routes fail to have a better frequency for instance Bus route 8 has a larger 

span but a low frequency making it hard for passengers to pad their time when they are travelling from first station to the last (Oglethrope MARTA Station) and similar applies to the round trip. More fleet on such larger span routes could be helpful in encouraging long distance passengers. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Station Supportive Email, Phone/Text News Media Somewhat

 The improved frequency and span of bus routes addresses the transportation needs and also encourages more 

ridership.

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No Need Heavy Rail Transit (HRT) expansion to Cobb, Gwinnett ... LRT and buses won't make significant difference IMO, save money for MARTA train station/line expansion because that will cost a lot. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Skeptical of Light Rail Transit given failure of Atlanta streetcar. Again, we need Heavy Rail Transit to make a meaningful and lasting impact on public transportation in Atlanta. Not supportive Email News Media No

Heavy Rail Transit is only mode that won't affect the already horrible traffic ... all other modes proposed will impact 

roads and car commutes ...

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Biggest transportation pain for me is the incredible congestion on the interstates (and 400) coming in and out of the city during rush hour, especially outside 285. What's the plan outside of the city? BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Clifton Corridor is badly needed! Very supportive Other Community Event Somewhat

  Biggest transportation pain for me is the incredible congestion on the interstates (and 400) coming in and out of the 

city during rush hour, especially outside 285. What's the plan outside of the city?

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes I think the list is comprehensive and thorough.  BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit The Bankhead and Ashby stations would benefit from enhancements such as increased parking (Bankhead) and better accessibility (Ashby). Very supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  It addresses the needs of the community which is reliable transportation and expanding to more areas that have a lack of transportation options. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  NA Supportive Email, Social Media Community Event Somewhat  It says the plan will increase mobility but would love to have more detail on how.

30324 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  N/AN Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  N/A Supportive Social Media Social Media Yes  N/A

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  More access to the local medical centers, such as all the Emory campuses. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  No comment Supportive Email, Social Media Community Event Somewhat

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Beltline expansion is desired BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit  Beltline expansion is desired Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat  Beltline expansion is desired 

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I live in a neighborhood where I could potentially not have a car. Unfortunately, the transit is poor enough that I still do. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements Beltline needs transit, and more transit needs to connect to theBeltline. Somewhat supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website No  Not enough people can get to the core of Atlanta easily enough. 

30318 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 It was not clear that there is a priority to significantly expand the reach of Marta rail and light rail. To travelers like me who are used to the rail systems in cities like New York, DC, San Francisco, and others, we are very behind in this area. I believe that Marta leadership believe that local and rapid bus routes bridge this 

gap, but for me they do not. It's not because the buses don't go places, it's that riding the bus is a much greater hassle than rail. Buses are subjected to road traffic, have complicated and long routes, don't have good waiting areas, etc. This is compounded if you have to use both rail and a bus to get to your destination. 

This is way too much friction for anyone who has a choice between transit alternatives. For public transit to truly be successful, it needs to be the option with the least friction. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  My top priority is to see the 22 mile loop of theBeltline completed with light rail along the loop that is also connected & tied in to the existing streetcar and Marta stations. I'd additionally like to see a seamless transfer between Marta and the light rail system. Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat  Same response as the previous question

30307 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Why notBeltline SE Lightrail now? BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  SEBeltline transit Neutral Email Community Event Somewhat  Why notBeltline SE Lightrail now?

30324 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  not enough information on subject yet. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  none Neutral News Media Community Event Somewhat  need  more information

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  Some major job centers are not in Midtown, there needs to be a transit to other cities. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  N/A Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  I would like to see buses or lightrail that goes to popular areas like Georgia Tech campus, Midtown and Atlantic Station. Also buses should operate more frequently in Westlake/Grove Park/Bankhead area for people that get off work 4-7pm and head to work 6-9am. Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  Expansion and frequent bus service and light rail is needed as Atlanta grows with more residents arriving in the area and working downtown and in Midtown. Very supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media News Media Yes

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  How is the proposed plan connecting with neighboring areas? Connectivity and partnership with adjoining counties and cities is crucial to the long-term effectiveness of our transit system. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  It seems that there is a gap in the northwest part of the city where there are not any proposed transit options. Neutral Email Community Event Somewhat  While there are more transit options proposed, I feel that some areas are still underrepresented in the proposed plan.

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I live near Piedmont Park and want to get to Sweet Auburn. I took me over an hour to commute to work trying to connect to buses, etc. I don't see that this would establish a friendlier route to work for me in a short term way. I also don't LIKE using the MARTA subway because of the experience. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit N/A Supportive Email, News Media Community Event Somewhat

Really need to allow people to get to work. That's the main focus. Don't know that it's dynamic enough between 

midtown and downtown to allow for quick easy access to work. You have a lot of millennials living in Old Forth, 

Downtown, Midtown, etc. who would love to just hop on a bus outside their apartment and jet to work in another one 

of those areas.

However, I do think that it's prioritizing the more disadvantaged parts of the city which should be the #1 concern given 

equity issues.

30033 DeKalb Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No This will not drastically improve my ability to get around the atlanta area. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  North Ave should be a streetcar in its own lane.  We need the connectivity that having a whole loop of transit will provide on theBeltline.  It is also the easiest way to get new transit in its own lane in Atlanta.  Just look at the streetcar to see why it is useless to put rail mixed with car traffic in Atlanta. Somewhat supportive News Media Social Media No  The entireBeltline Rail needs to be built now.

30342 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes I'm pretty set; I drive to the train station and take the train. If busses got better I might be inclined to take them more. Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Frequent and reliable busses please! Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30308 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 The addition of BRT along North Ave and more frequent bus service on the 12 route (which seems to be one of the routes depicted in the proposal map) would certainly benefit me. Most of the additional LRT would not affect me since I do not live in SWATL nor travel to the Clifton Corridor. Taking LRT on only the small 

section of theBeltline depicted in the map seems superfluous to me since that route is quite small in distance. Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  N/A Supportive Email, Social Media Community Event Somewhat

Adding service to SWATL is definitely a priority for Atlanta. Although I rarely travel to that neighborhood, I recognize the 

necessity for additional transportation opportunities. I also recognize the importance of connecting Emory and the CDC 

since it is the largest unconnected job corridor in the city. However, it seems that that specific area has been reluctant 

to add transit. Those in the Clifton community aren't as willing as those in SWATL to give up land for transit and don't 

see the value.

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  Also, would Swede working with outside jurisdictions to provide more efficient transportation. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements

 I think you all will need to look into station improvement for bankhead. Bankhead has been underused for years. However, new development spurring in the area Right next to that station is plus. Look into adding or building up a parking lot with maybe shops at the top. This is an attractive way to get people that will be 

coming to the new park to use Marta and also increase revenue by possibly having them eat and drink at the parking lot shops. Supportive Email, Social Media Community Event Yes

 I think Marta is working very hard to bail out Atlanta which was poorly designed. I think Marta should continue to look 

for innovative ways to ease the transportation burden.

30308 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  Increase the scope of mass transit within the perimeter through multiple types of public transit. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center Station Improvements None. Supportive Email News Media

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  n/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  the more we can connect people and business, the better Supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media, News Media Social Media Somewhat

 TheBeltline light rail will help grow economic opportunity and investment in SE ATL. It also was promised a long time 

before ATL acquired the clifton corridor. 

30310 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No

 North Ave needs to be Light Rail.

The AtlantaBeltline should be the highest priority for all Light Rail as it will connect intown neighborhoods. Along with MARTA heavy rail and the Streetcar, putting light rail on theBeltline will ensure that folks in the core of Atlanta have a complete transit network. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  Just complete the light on theBeltline, so that we have at least one complete and comprehensive transit network. Right now, everything is patch meal, which means nothing really makes it possible for someone to leave their car at home. Somewhat supportive Email News Media No

 The core of the City of Atlanta and southwest Atlanta need to be prioritized over the Clifton Corridor. The core of the 

city and the southwest side of the city are where the most poor and working class residents live, so transit for them is 

arguably the difference between a job and not a job. 

30038 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat

 It's going to be difficult to enhance MARTA in any sort of discernible way until more train stations are added. Obviously it's a budget issue, and it's upsetting that Atlanta's government isn't willing to put substantial money behind creating a true, helpful transit system. It is, frankly, embarrassing to see the difference 

between MARTA and BART or CTA. Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  I am hopeful for any improvement when it comes to MARTA and maybe someday Atlanta will have the transit solution it needs. Supportive Other News Media Somewhat

30307 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No  The greatest need is an expansion of the commuter rail system. It's simply the largest need and what everyone talks about. Buses are not the solution. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements The stations are a glaring eye sore in many places. Even the nicest stations lack modernization. Within my social circle and personally, we feel as though the stations should be updated, face-lifted, and modernized. This is critical to enticing people to use the train as an option over driving. Not supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat  Like stated above, the true issue is the limitations of the commuter rail lines. They need to be expanded.

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

"Create a layered, integrated transportation network" - Definitely adds to that with more bus service.

"Balance portfolio of transit projects, using multiple transportation modes" - I feel like we have a lot of bus service already, maybe this tips it out of balance?

"Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks" - More bus service does not increase last mile connectivity. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Light rail on theBeltline would greatly increase the opportunity for people to move around in those areas. Station improvements will make riding MARTA more appealing. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  I think Atlanta needs more Rail, Light Rail, and Bike lanes, but adding bus service is still a good thing in my opinion.

30350 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 - Lower Costs

- Extend where MARTA runs Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements  N/A Neutral Email News Media Yes

30339 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Extend MARTA to reach more areas like Cobb county, Cumberland, etc. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  N/A Very supportive News Media News Media Somewhat   Extend MARTA to reach more areas like Cobb county, Cumberland, etc.

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes n/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  n/a Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30318 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes The most important aspects for me are the predictability (i.e. getting better scheduling and real time info), frequency and the last mile solution. Crosstown Downtown East Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  I would like to be able to get to the North East side and North West sides via transit. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  I still feel like the west side may still be under-served in this plan.

30307 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Increased rail lines BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Light rail is the key goal. Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat  The topics are somewhat vague.  They may be addressed further into the survey.

30307 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes The Clifton Corridor addition would be a huge help for me. My East/West connectivity is pretty good right now, but if I want to go north it is not very convenient. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Station improvements and train car improvements are essential. Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat

 I am excited about the enhanced service and network of transportation options proposed in the plan, but I think that 

enhancing the experience in the stations (cleanliness, wifi, open bathrooms, ensure elevators work) is just as important 

as expanding service. A redesign of the train cars to create more seating and a better design would also be helpful. I am 

also concerned about the number of busses that will be traveling through downtown. Bus management is already an 

issue, so the question of where to put all of these busses remains. I do not think adding transit on theBeltline should be 

a top priority. I think that we should be looking to expand service in the south west side of ATL as well because this area 

has lacked investment for a while.

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  More Security needed at stations and trains. Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  More security in stations and trains. Please clean up 5 Points! Too many people just hanging out. Solicitations always a problem. Supportive Email, Social Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

 North Midtown infill station would be an improvement

Beltline LRT through SE Atlanta would be an improvement to connect segments A and B. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Eliminate Crosstown West Extension and Campbellton BRT and others as needed and use the money for SEBeltline LRT. Maintain Clifton Corridor LRT. Peachtree Rd ART needs to be maintainted as well. Somewhat supportive Email, News Media Social Media Somewhat  Campbellton Rd does not need both BRT and ART - please eliminate one and use the money for additionalBeltline miles.

30313 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Buses are risky given our horrible traffic; solutions need to emphasize ways to provide transportation that don't depend on buses on roads. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  I strongly encourage LRT. Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

The Clifton Corridor is a laudable project and represents the sort of thing we should be building - but that area just 

joined Atlanta, why are we putting a project for them so high in the plan?

30076 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Would like to see rail line expansion north of North Springs Station BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements  None Supportive Phone/Text More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat  More buses on the road doesn't help congestion

30313 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat NA Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension No comments Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 We are so far behind in the transit scene.   It’s difficult for me to judge projects.  I live and work near rail so is easy.  I 

think that busses have a stigma in this city.  Chicago, DC and NYC it’s a way of life. 

30316 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Because each of those statements are so broad, they can be interpreted in a variety of ways and I want to make sure we are intentional, specific and analytical when it comes to our transportation expansion and planning. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  Because our trunk system is primarily focused North/South and East/West. we now need to prioritize connecting the two lines (ie. Clifton Road Corridor LRT) and providing additional east/west connections throughout our city (North Avenue / Georgia Ave and RDA) Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

 There will always be a need for more, but I think this is good starting point. I appreciate the priority to connect with the 

existing system, the equitable nature of the planned projects and the focus on connecting areas that are currently 

undeserved.

30338 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

Light Rail and/or Heavy rail transit is lacking. We need transportation that will eliminate congestion and encourage density. Having dedicated rail lines, independent of the street is critical. I work off Peachtree Rd. NE and take MARTA everyday from the Sandy Springs Station. I have come to depend on it. If it also had to 

deal with traffic congestion (i.e. on a road) there would be little need to take MARTA and just drive everyday.

Although a much higher investment it also has a higher economic impact and will be better long term. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Connect the LRT rails to the downtown area should be a critical priority. It would encourage ridership. We also need to have plans on the board for the eventual HRT expansions North, Northeast, and Northwest. I know there are already some plans for MARTA expansion south into Clayton county. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

Light Rail and/or Heavy rail transit is lacking. We need transportation that will eliminate congestion and encourage 

density. Having dedicated rail lines, independent of the street is critical. I work off Peachtree Rd. NE and take MARTA 

everyday from the Sandy Springs Station. I have come to depend on it. If it also had to deal with traffic congestion (i.e. 

on a road) there would be little need to take MARTA and just drive everyday.

Although a much higher investment it also has a higher economic impact and will be better long term.

30324 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No  MARTA's current rail system is designed to cut through the city horizontally and vertically. We need light rail to connect us to all of the other neighborhoods that don't lie on this vertical/horizontal line -- only then will MARTA be able to largely impact Atlantans' mobility. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center Beltline 22 miles transit loop! Not supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 TheBeltline project has proven time and time again that it spurs economic development and is a huge success for 

Atlanta. Let's honor what it was originally designed for and what our citizens have voted on the increase in sales tax to 

fund and make theBeltline loop TRANSIT ORIENTED. This should be done for all 22 miles. 

30314 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat I desperately need high-speed rail throughout all of Georgia and the formation of underground tunnels throughout the metro Atlanta region. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements More projects need to be dedicated towards north Fulton County (Johns Creek, Milton, Alpharetta) and Gwinnett County (Buford, Hoschston, The Mall of Georgia, Snellville, Grayson). Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Social Media Somewhat

I desperately need high-speed rail throughout all of Georgia and the formation of underground tunnels and MARTA/ATL 

rail stations throughout the metro Atlanta region (and even some of northwest and northeast Georgia).
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In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding principles 
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transportation needs?
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30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat The metro counties need to allow MARTA, so we can reduce traffic on the interstates. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  I believe theBeltline Light Rail Transit should be the highest priority. It allows for the connection of all MARTA Rail connection points and connects the entire inner city neighborhoods together to foster both economic and culture development. This is by far the best use of limit transit revenue. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  I would prioritize full light rail around the entireBeltline corridor. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  Na Somewhat supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat  FullBeltline rail is already payed for and promised. Marta should prioritize this with the new plan.

30313 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  The options should be explained using layman terms for most people.  What I would like to see if more area covered, frequently and see trains timed to connect so that transferring is easier.  Most often a train can pull off when they see another train just arrived and someone may wish to catch it. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service The bus need more frequency definitely and more patrols on trains Very supportive Email, Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat  If I understood clearly what was being proposed, I could make a informed decision

30305 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Train lines need to be heavily extended to have access all across Atlanta Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  na Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

More service to memorial drive

More train service on the dunwoody line

more service into cobb county - cumberland mall area

shorter bus wait times.

Please just extend the train line. It is the one of the best things for Atlanta's infrastructure.

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  None Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  None Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30329 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes farther north than the blue and green. more east and west lines. yellow line looks good. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  n/a Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30030 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N/A Very supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media News Media No

30030 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat We should focus on improving and expanding both light and heavy rail to better tie together our in town neighborhoods and the metro Atlanta region. My goal is to be able to traverse the city rapidly without getting in a car. There is a LOT less rail than I was imagining. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Please, please, please prioritize rail improvements and build-out projects. Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat

We should focus on improving and expanding both light and heavy rail to better tie together our in town neighborhoods 

and the metro Atlanta region. The goal for our residents should be to help them traverse the city rapidly without getting 

in a car. There is a LOT less rail than I was imagining.

30030 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes . Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit

Higher frequency bus service and trains service would improve the current existing public transportation. 

Please bring back the bus route that use to go through East College Avenue near Avondale Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30339 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  I would like to see more happening in west midtown & NW Atlanta BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Moores Mill Transit Center  we need more rail!!  buses just clog traffic Supportive Email, Social Media Community Event No  it's the tip of the iceberg...

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Marta should work within the city and not be so focused on those ares that won’t work with it. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N nn Very supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat   It’s focus only

30294 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  We have been waiting for several year go have light rail go further east... Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements  We have been waiting for several year go have light rail go further east... Supportive Phone/Text, Social Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat  We have been waiting for several year go have light rail go further east...

30002 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes

I have a breeze card through my employer and if I'm going to a Braves game I always forget that transfers don't load for CCT buses and have to scramble for change. I live in Dekalb but work in Atlanta, the Memorial Drive buses to be improved (timing and routes). I would love to be able to add my breeze card to the 

marta app on my phone. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements  5 Points is the center of Marta and needs a face lift the most out of all of the Marta stations. The upcoming train signs need to be correct and working. The escalator at Kensington and the one going westbound at 5 points always seem to be out of order lately. Supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media News Media Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes

 By having rail lines only going from East to West and North to South, it is incredibly difficult to want to go to different businesses within the unserviced parts of the city that may or may not have bus service. Sometimes if they do have bus service, it is very infrequent and a 15 minute drive is increased to an hour long 

ride on public transit. There is little incentive to use public transit because it is "out of the way." I'm very excited to see the light rail options going from North East to South West, I hope you all integrate that on the opposite side as well. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  If I had to choose a fourth priority, it would be the integration of regional transit networks within the city. I just hope we're moving in that direction and that Atlanta's city limits are not the only things being thought of. Supportive Email, Social Media Community Event Yes

 Atlanta just needs more options for public transportation, given that we can't service the roads well enough to sustain 

the infrastructure that is steadily increasing every day. Hopefully more direct options on public transit results in less 

traffic.

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

 I live in NPU-V, in south central Atlanta. Our communities include the neighborhoods of Pittsburgh, Mechanicsville, Summerhill, Adair Park, Peoplestown, and Capitol Gateway, and we received none of the projects from the initial project list. Not only did we lose LRT connectivity along theBeltline corridor east of 

Murphy/Lee, we're also losing the cross-town LRT routes proposed along Georgia Ave., Ralph David Abernathy, Hank Aaron, and Capitol Aves. Beyond LRT, we also lost proposed infill HRT stations at Murphy Crossing and Mechanicsville. As a Mechanicsville resident, the loss of that potential station is particularly jarring 

considering that MARTA's 2007 infill study indicated that it'd do well in terms of cost/benefit. https://cmgajccommuting.files.wordpress.com/2015/10/2007-marta-infill-stations-report.pdf BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  I hope that MARTA revisits not including HRT infill. Neutral Email, Phone/Text, Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

Better transit access for SW Atlantans is a good thing, but there needs to more work done to ensure sufficient intra-city 

connections. A Pittsburgh or Peoplestown resident will have a tough time getting to work at Armour Yards or Ansley 

Mall in an efficient or effective manner.

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  I could barely understand the guiding principles and I have 3 graduate degrees.  I doubt anyone but your committee knows what you are trying to say.  I just picked the three that sounded the best to me.  Really not sure what they mean. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Residents need more information about MARTA projects. Neutral Social Media News Media No

 I could barely understand the guiding principles and I have 3 graduate degrees.  I doubt anyone but your committee 

knows what you are trying to say.  I just picked the three that sounded the best to me.  Really not sure what they mean. 

30311 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat n/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements n/a Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

30305 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  The More MARTA program should first focus on connecting the Clifton Corridor and then focus on building out the in-city network of stops.  Focus should exclusively be on rail and should shy away from bus routes which simply create more traffic and do not solve the issue of building a world-class transit network. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Grade-separated light / heavy rail should be prioritized.  We don't need to run anything on the current street grid. Supportive Email, Phone/Text Social Media Yes

 I feel it represents a small first step to building out the network, however, the Clifton Corridor needs to be grade-

separated rail, not run in streets that sits at stop lights and / or creates traffic.

30308 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I do not see the intigration of bikes, scooters, more city train stations,ect on the plan I reviewed. I live in the center of the city and have to walk about a mile to a train station. Business attire in June-September and walking a mile in 80 percent humidity? I'm driving 😞.  Also, when can we use our phones as marta cards? BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit

 I still can't visualize how theBeltline is going to include light rail. There is not enough space for walkers and bikers as is. Where is the platform going to go? I think walkers and bikers should be the priority on theBeltline so we can utilize the services in our own neighborhoods. We need services within neighborhoods not 

just getting people to other places. Supportive Email, Social Media News Media No  See above.

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  While I support the Clifton Corridor Line, I hope that Emory University can directly contribute to its costs. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  DeKalb should institute a similar tax as Atlanta Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  There are still pockets of where its difficult to quickly use MARTA

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat There's no proposals for widening access, especially for disabled or even low-income users, and there's no timetable for when any of these projects will happen. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  All Marta stations should be equipped with multiple elevators for handicap access in case one breaks down. Supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat  We're still missing a lot of commuter access outside the perimeter.

30035 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No When transportation improvements are mentioned for the Atlanta metro area, the plans never include South Dekalb county for some reason. Which is much needed. There needs to be an extension of at least one more rail station into the city Lithonia. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Try looking at taking a look at the South Dekalb area because we have more people moving here. Neutral Social Media Community Event Somewhat

 I do not know how spending money on art at a train station will improve transportation needs when they are additional 

needs elsewhere to infrastructure at other train stations. Kensington train station parking is in need of bad repair in 

some parts for example, whic can do bad damage to customer's car. Marta doesn't seem to care about that though.

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  The idea of a more expansive transit system is appealing. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Moores Mill Transit Center  I would prefer funding go towards completing the entireBeltline before any go towards the light rail. Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat  More needs to be done to connect Metro Atlanta area.

30315 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Bus service isn’t going to help with the growing need for better transit. You will have more buses sitting on the congested roadways BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit

 Use mobile apps to help

Plan use of transit and time of arrival and departures. 

Possibly adding emergency/panic buttons along paths and video surveillance that could monitor 24/7 or if actived by button system or even movement Somewhat supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat

Continuous  Transit onBeltline loop. Stop creating x formation of train lines. Doesn’t really work now so why will in 

creasing this help in the future. Utilizing the existing path of existing rail path would better connect within the city and 

to existing Marta stops

30319 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  More Marta train tracks and stations. Especially to Suntrust Park. Having a Belt-Line express transit also. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Beltline needs to be enhanced and a route to Suntrust Park needs to be built Very supportive Other None News Media Somewhat

30308 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  While perhaps not as equitable as Atlanta needs the list to be, the East side is covered well by the proposed projects BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Beyond my top three, I would recommend focusing on meaningful improvements that can help us break our car centric transportation. I am not knowledgeable enough about commutes on the proposed BRT lines to weigh in, but it seems like they're a good way to enhance service with less capital than rail. Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

 Ensure enough focus is being placed on Southwest Atlanta and areas where car ownership is lower and more residents 

will benefit

30317 DeKalb Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Yes but I think you should beef up how you cast vision and why you think these are he best things. Would love to hear more about your research and the why behind what you’re doing. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

Beltline transit is 1a-1z, must be a priority and has the most momentum currently. Have to strike now. Clifton corridor is great over the long term also, but not as good and crucial now. But my point is clear here that LRT is the future and we must prioritize dedicated right of ways and the draw of rail over bus. Also the 

REGION must support that given that 40% or more of it will be outside of CoA limits.

Side note: this ‘Set Location’ feature for comments isn’t worth the work on my smartphone, so I’m leaving it blank.

ALSO, overall my support is neutral because the majority of your list is not dedicated right of way (preferring rail), and/or being carried financially by the city instead of the region and area it benefits. Neutral Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat

I think it could be more specific but i understand the big picture is important for these ‘guiding principles’. I also think 

that with density coming in droves to the city, we need a better story to tell about Marta (or the ATL) and it’s place in 

our successful future! 

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  Build the completeBeltline rail transit as promised BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Build theBeltline! Not supportive Email Community Event No

 TheBeltline complete path is the only way to fairly bring equity and transportation in a unification of all ITP 

neighborhoods. It’s been planned and promised for years. We voted on it. Emory can wait!

30316 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

The proposed priorities do not address needs and traffic issues in the southern, especially southeast, part of the City. The light rail line that goes through downtown up to Clifton Rd should be deprioritized in favor on a light rail line that goes along theBeltline corridor, through the southern part of Atlanta, up to Clifton 

Rd. This would provide increased connectivity to the Emory / CDC employment hub while also beginning to address needs in the southern portion of the City, an area which is currently underserved. The downtown area is already served in multiple ways. This solution appears to weight connecting to and utilizing the 

streetcar line too heavily as opposed to addressing deeply underserved areas first. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements N/A Neutral Email Community Event Somewhat

This is inherent in focusing on deploying $2.5 billion to address more than $10 billion in needs. It would be wise to also 

discuss, or reference, what could be done to accelerate the timeline for other worthy projects—bonds, debt, etc.

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  I think there are still gaps in where public transportation can take an individual. Putting a LRT alongside theBeltline would cause more pollution around people with higher air exchange rates leading to more breathing-related issues Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Improved MARTA stops such as cleanliness, lighting, and cell phone service would help to make the stops feel safer. Supportive Other Community Event Somewhat  I fear it may add useless tracks such as the electric train that runs to nowhere in the city of Atlanta now

30309 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

 I feel Marta and theBeltline need to work closely with Neighborhoods to access needs and no avoid disruption of the neighborhood

also more  consideration needs to be placed on the  WestsideBeltline for transit development BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  none Supportive News Media News Media Yes

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  no thank you Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements I'm an avid cyclist and MARTA rider. I think it's most important that the City improve public transit options for the lowest income populations and get people from their homes to where there are jobs. Neutral Email Community Event Somewhat

30313 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Yes, because is a big city and I think it needs more public transportation for turist and for people who usually use Marta for a short term BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit  Good job Very supportive Email Community Event No

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat

 I am terrified that enthusiasm for theBeltline trail will transform into building light rail on the portion near Piedmont Park and the Virginia Highland residential neighborhood. Rail on theBeltline there would make it more dangerous to cross into the park and will bring more traffic and noise into the congested area of 

10th and Monroe. Transit (more frequent buses)  is needed along major roads so that fewer people will take cars to work. People have flocked to theBeltline, which is like NY’s High Line, because it is pedestrian and bike friendly. In contrast, adding a rail loop that does not bring people to work or school seems expensive 

and wasteful. Light rail could work on certain major roads such as those where the trolleys ran decades ago. TheBeltline has been a boon; don’t let it become a boondoggle. Update the original Gravel vision and create an integrated network ofBeltline trails near bus routes with light rail safely restricted to high traffic 

corridors. Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  A well thought bus system is needed by commuters. It should be the top priority. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 See my statement above recommending that more frequent buses and limited rail in highly traveled corridors should 

be invested in and linked within an integrated system. Do not run rail near parks!

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat

 First, light rail along piedmont park is a problem for all those in my neighborhood who want continued access to the park via Cresthill path. Dangerous for kids and cuts off neighbors from their park. Does not get any of us to work or school any faster, but does congest an already congested and deadly intersection 10th 

and Monroe. Better more reliable busses, not trains are needed here. Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements

 A

Please think harder about this project (A). When I moved to va-hi in 1994, a train rail line crossed Monroe, causing traffic problems daily. Don’t go back to that! The park is accessible to all Atlantans now. Don’t change that to those who are well off only! Somewhat supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

 People all over Atlanta need to get to school and work more safely and efficiently but your plan falls short especially 

near piedmont park. Replacing a walkable belt line trail with rail everywhere is s bait and switch that doesn’t get to the 

heart of our transportation problems. We cannot go to work or walk to school safely on the Monroe corridor, and 

adding rail is dangerous, and is a way of making people pay For half-thought out ideas with their and their children’s 

safety. Do people matter or just money for developers? People are what makes Atlanta, not expensive apartments.

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat

 We absolutely need to capitalize on the connectivity and equitability progress begun by theBeltline. Committing funding for light rail on the full 22 mileBeltline loop, as already promised to Atlanta voters, will enable those of us who live in town to access jobs, healthcare centers, entertainment, and other resources 

without contributing to our debilitating traffic and air quality problems. As an aging long time resident, the opportunity to use convenient public transit to get around is becoming increasing important in my effort to remain in my home/neighborhood. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit  There is no option presented in this survey that allows me to emphasize my real priority, which is the completion of light rail on the entire 22 mileBeltline Loop. Clearly you are skewing the data to support your own agenda. Neutral News Media Community Event Somewhat

 Please see above response. I appreciate that Emory has a traffic issue, but disagree that using taxes contributed by 

residents of the City of Atlanta is appropriate. Emory has only recently been annexed into the city, and parts of the 

Clifton Corridor are still not within the city limits.

30308 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Marta doesn't go where people need it to go. It serves a very specific region that seems destination-oriented. Most of these destinations are not residences. We need Marta to go to where the people live, ie down Ponce, North, I-20, I-75, Cobb. Marta should follow the highways, alleviating  traffic congestion downtown. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  Buses cause more traffic and are temporary. Trains move more people, are less cost to the user, don't eat up roadway real-estate, and are more predictable. Think about it. Somewhat supportive News Media More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

30318 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

 I don't see increased bus frequencies in the NW sector - sorry if I missed it.  For example, bus #1 and bus #37 have 30-minute frequencies.  These buses need increased frequency if the Moore's Mill transfer center will ever be viable.

Also, the Bankhead station needs more (and safer) parking.  Also, a bus connection from the Moore's Mill/Hills Park area to Bankhead station would make a lot of sense.

Last - as the NW area gets more and more dense, the Green line should be extended.... it can go straight through TIlford Yard, which is currently being decommissioned! Frequent Local Bus Service Moores Mill Transit Center Station Improvements TheBeltline NW light rail project should be included. Very supportive Email, Social Media Community Event Somewhat

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  There are still inequities among the conditions of transit rail stations northside stations having the upper hand in cleanliness, parking, appearance etc BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Buses and trains experience to many delays throughout the week Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30303 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  It looks like some areas will still be underrepresented. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit I keep hearing conflicting information about what will be done and when. Very supportive Email, Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

Build up the city center network, finish the belt line loop project and inner city transit. We need to build up the center of Atlanta Transit, not just make lines out to single destinations that don't connect to anywhere else. When people arrive at a station, they shouldn't need their cars, these stations are isolated, no way 

to get around once you have arrived there. There needs to be a network of transit that connect to the stations in the city. Also the people who live in the city should be serviced first, not Emory. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Where isBeltline Southeast on this list? It was in the More Marta January 2017 presentations. Why is Emory being considered, most of their employees come from outside the city so why are we funding their transit system with our money? Not supportive Other None Social Media Somewhat  We need to build up the transit within the city, not build spindles out to single destinations.

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes Improved technology at the stations would be extremely helpful. living in midtown, the 'last mile' connectivity is being addressed through partnerships with bike companies and the additions of the scooters. although for those in less walkable areas, i understand their priorities may be very different. Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit The program is great and needs to be addressed with equity in mind. Supportive Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat

 Atlanta's transportation network needs to not just follow demand of the upper middle class, but demand for areas of 

less income to give them more mobility.

30324 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  I think there is more attention to public transit south of the airport.  I-75 is constantly congested, as it is the one way south to south Georgia and Florida. Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  n/a Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

 The same as above.  The area south of the airport down I-75 is in desperate need of public transportation, as far south 

as McDonough.

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I think what is most important is public transportation is accessible to everyone, especially those who rely on it for work. Spending MARTA money on theBeltline is counterproductive. It won't cut down on traffic or make it easier for low-income workers who rely on public transportation to get to work. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service I am excited. I think MARTA is worth the investment. I take MARTA to work everyday, and have for the five years I have lived here, despite living and working and several areas of Atlanta. Very supportive Email, Social Media Community Event Somewhat

 I am skeptical about "Bus Rapid Transit." Now, the buses are frequently behind schedule because they are stuck in 

traffic. Does the new proposal mean separate bus lanes or more buses or something else? I would want to know more 

before I could say whether or not it may be effective.

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  None BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit None Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30310 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

 I believe that theBeltline LRT should be a top priority and am unsatisfied with the lack of mileage dedicated towards that goal. TheBeltline loop would help to create multiple rail intersections with current MARTA rail, creating a more robust rail network, and I am not supportive of bus expansion or BRT when LRT and 

HRT could be funded instead. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements The volume of investment in road-bound buses in this list is not progressive and will not prepare Atlanta for future growth and density. It is a small bandage on a deep wound. Non-road, or dedicated lane rail transit investment should be the top priority. This list doesn't meet that standard. Somewhat supportive Social Media, News Media News Media No

 Atlanta needs to get serious about building transit infrastructure for the future, not a hodgepodge re-purposing of 

poorly planned city streets. Our road network unsatisfactory and should not be the groundwork that invest our transit 

funding into. 

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Does not know much about any of these projects, but I would like to see light rail system in the West End area. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  I do not know much about any of these projects, but I would like to see light rail system in the West End area. Supportive Email, Social Media Community Event Somewhat I do not know much about any of these projects, but I would like to see light rail system in the West End area.

30002 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 I think improving service levels throughout the hours of operation, which may be accomplished via some of the above, but deserves to be a stated goal. As a daily MARTA rider, I am always impressed/please how seamless my commute can be during rush hour, but severely disappointed at the drop off in service at just 

7:00 PM. Don't even get me started on my 1:30 or even 2:00 hour commutes after 9:00---ALL on the train. This is something that cannot continue if MARTA wants to serve it's core ridership at a minimum level and attract additional riders, casual riders, etc.. I am ignorant of the cost of running a single train, but I feel like 

the cost average of a train should be factored based on the entire core hours of operation which needs to be expanded. This  service should be frequently and reliably available from 5:00 AM to 11:00 PM (minimum) Mon-Fri, with only slightly less frequent trains on Sat & Sun. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  As previously mentioned,Beltline, AND other dedicated transit options are a necessity. But, I will say, the entire list is a good one and it is definitely hard to just pick three. Supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

 No transit conversation for the city of Atlanta (where I am only recently a former resident) is complete without 

addressing transit on theBeltline. This is the entire reason the project was originated, according to it's originator 

(https://ryangravel.com/2018/04/06/gravel-beltline-call-to-action/) was increased mobility, and not just for the ever 

more prosperous few who can afford to live in the immediate proximity. But our need for dedicated lanes for express 

buses and/or light rail is clear. I am beyond over the continued subsidizing of cars and car centric zoning policies. MARTA 

should be the clear, and loudest proponent for change. MARTA should proactively engage riders to take up that same 

call for more mobility options and alternatives now.

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

Hollowell Pkwy would be a perfect corridor to try BRT- not just to the Bankhead station, but all the way to 285. This could alleviate some of the Cobb County traffic pressure. Also, the number of low income folks without access to a car is significant. Giving them opportunities to efficiently connect with jobs would be 

very helpful as we battle gentrification. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit

 Please expand the Hollowell BRT to 285. 

We operate 500 apartment units in Northwest Atlanta and would coordinate with MARTA to improve access to bus stops. We'd entertain partnering with you to provide transit passes to our residents as well. Neutral Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

 Any additional transportation options is appreciated! We need MARTA expansion however it comes in the city. 

I do wonder if the projects should be more future oriented. Some options:

1) City owned ride share/autonomous vehicle service (especially oriented to first/last mile issues

2) Dramatic expansion of bike/scooter share.

3) Improving local pedestrian infrastructure - especially sidewalks and access to stations

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat

 My biggest need is transportation that is reliable and consistent. Creating more connectivity is great, but I would rather see the current buses running on time, have clarity about where the stops are, and be able to understand which bus actually takes which route. I've gotten on buses thinking they take me up Moores 

Mill Rd and sometimes they go directly there, other times they don't, and I have no way of knowing which will do what. This seems like an easy problem to address (ride the Seattle or Chicago bus system which announce every stop along they way, and which show up on time), then I'd be more interested in expanding a 

bus service that people will actually want to use. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  NA Supportive Email, News Media Community Event Somewhat

 I think you can create more bus routes and more transit options, but no one will use them if they run late, are 

infrequent, or overall, unreliable.

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Emory/CDC (Clifton Corridor) is being addressed, but I wish there were more interconnections outside the perimeter. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit I'm glad for any expansion; even if it doesn't address my personal needs, it's still important for many others which is important to my community as a whole. Supportive Social Media, News Media More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat  Helps a lot for in the perimeter but needs more work addressing outside the perimeter

30274 Clayton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat I would like to see more interest in servicing under serviced areas. Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements

 If Clayton County is paying their share of Marta costs, we need better service and better representation. I just bought a home and the bus on my street comes once every 80mins and that is all day. I get off at 4:30 and I can't catch the bus home until 6:20 and then the bus ride is almost an hour, so in essence it is now 

taking me almost 3 hours to get home. Smaller busses but more frequent might be a solution. Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

 Until Marta reaches more people it won't provide adequate transportation in Atlanta. I would like to see more buses in 

Clayton County with more frequency of service. I believe most areas can be better served with rush hour bus frequency 

maybe from 5a-9a and 3pm-7pm. 

30317 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Could be far more interconnected, expansive, tied to sidewalks/bike lanes/ridesharing to facilitate ridership. Should absolutely includeBeltline transit with spokes out to communities BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Connect in arterial circles along major highways and roadways, connected to existing track andBeltline to touch far more communities and disconnected riders Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Community Event No

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No

As I am in walking distance to the Eastside trail, I would love to take LRT both to Midtown/GT and Downtown as that is the majority of mine and my neighborhood's commute.

First I see no connectivity to my job center (Midtown) from the LRT.  This is extremely confusing to me, there should be easy access to the core from the Eastside trail, but the only access to the core is in Downtown and Lindbergh.  Why is there no access to Midtown via North Ave?  Due to the surplus lanes on North 

Ave, there could easily be a dedicated transit lane keeping it out of mixed traffic.  

Additionally, the other times we would use the line is to go downtown from the Eastside trail, but this makes little sense as that crosstown line is still planned to be in mixed traffic.  

When I voted for the tax, I was under the impression the streetcar network would be built as proposed, but now it seems different projects are prioritized that do not benefit the City.   

BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension

 The North Ave project should not be BRT, it should be LRT per the proposed SSP as the Crosstown Midtown Line

The Clifton Corridor LRT Transit should not be paid in full by the COA Marta Tax

The Campbellton Rd LRT should not be LRT, but BRT until there is density to support the cost of LRT

The Not supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media, News Media More MARTA Atlanta Website No

First and foremost, the City of Atlanta should not be paying for the total cost of the Emory LRT.  This is a regional 

impact, and should not be a main priority for the city.  Let the counties vote for referendums on transit tax like the city 

has done.  I understand Emory has just been annexed to the city, but they should not get the lion's share of the tax we 

voted on prior to their annexation.  

Secondly, the prioritization of the Campbellton LRT is not where we should be prioritizing funding.  Let Campbellton be a 

state of the art BRT corridor and when density is sufficient (which it will be if our current growth rate continues in 2040) 

then convert to LRT.

  

Currently a majority of the population sees the downtown streetcar as a bust as it sits in mixed traffic and offers little 

benefit.  The initial Marta streetcar network offered a crosstown line on North Ave which makes obvious sense to me as 

it connects the booming/concentrated/O4W/Eastside trail with the GT and Midtown.  

30306 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  The more trains the better though I understand that's expensive. Also, the more reliable the better. So often busses don't show up and the next bus doesn't come for another half an hour. Reliability is key to a commuter. =) Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  I am so glad this is happening! I am in full support! I want all of it! Thank you so much!!! Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 One of the biggest issues is psychological. Getting people out of their cars and to use MARTA. I think most people 

would be interested in trains over busses. But the whole thing needs to be affordable to the individual. 

30213 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  It only addresses the City of Atlanta but not outlying areas that have a even worse commute because of the lack of park-n-rides within driving distance and the non-proximity of rail stations. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I'd love to see more light rail transit. No more buses on the already congested roads. Somewhat supportive Social Media, News Media News Media No

 If you take away a lane for more buses then that only congests traffic more. It's bad enough we have to deal with it for 

the Hot lanes. Common complaint I hear from my co-workers is they would take MARTA if a rail station was closer to 

them so they could park at. I don't want to see more buses on the roadways. I'd like to see more train stations

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat I'd rather invest in bus service that LRT on theBeltline. Frequent Local Bus Service I think investing bus service is critical for those who are unable to afford a car or those who  can opt to take transit but don't live near a MARTA train station. Neutral Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat  I'd rather invest in bus service that LRT on theBeltline. 

30317 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

First off, I believe we need more infill stations. If transportation is to succeed, there must be better options along our current lines for people getting closer to where they want/need to go. Places like Krog St. and Pullman Yard should have stations.

Secondly, please prioritize City of Atlanta transit. Regional connectivity is important but until we have a more connected city proper, transportation will never succeed on a large scale. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit While all of these projects are worthy, I would like to see more of a focus on city of Atlanta and rail within it. Somewhat supportive Email News Media No I strongly believeBeltline rail is a much bigger priority than the Clifton Corridor. 

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat

 West Edd station needs a serious face lift.  Instead of talking about renaming the station, clean it up!!

What a waste of money! BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Please consider moving the buses from Oglethorpe Avenue to White Street and Ralph David Abernathy.  The community is starting to become an area for families and small children.  Buses on this street is rather dangerous Neutral Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat  We need more rail to balance the traffic on local highways and interstates.

30326 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Greater predictability, frequency, and connectivity are my biggest needs, and these seem like good steps toward working on that. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Don’t let people saying Uber is the future near our public infrastructure. A car will never move people more efficiently than a bus or train. Very supportive News Media News Media Yes

 Atlanta has some of the lowest economic mobility among major American metros in part because of poor transit 

connectivity from poor areas to areas with jobs. We should be aggressive in changing this. 

30319 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 I think the priority should be south of 20 and cross town connectivity. To me, the Clifton Road corridor should be part of the plan, along with utilizing theBeltline’s right of way and other light rail options. Currently the report seems Clifton road heavy With out the supporting documents/numbers/studies as to why that 

decision was made. The transparency is lacking. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements Right now it is impossible to get from east to west in midtown or downtown quickly. This is an opportuinty to review how to utilize existing infrastructure while looking towards future city growth. It’s an exciting time! Somewhat supportive Phone/Text Community Event No

 We need to move people more efficiently from their homes to their jobs. It appeared to be more of the same. 

Transparency or further information regarding how buses are going to help during high traffic times and how

The bus is going to move people efficiently would be much appreciated.

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  It was pretty clear that the transit vote in Atlanta was to provideBeltline Transit. Emory wasn't even part of the city at the time of the vote. The bulk of MARTA construction funding shouldn't be going toward the Emory Line. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Beltline Transit over Emory. Somewhat supportive Email News Media No Beltline transit connects *everything* and will help drive equity, particularly on the westside.

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes MARTA has done a good job of balancing many community priorities. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  Very glsd to see rail sercive to Emory-CDC, as well as use of BRT concept. Very supportive News Media News Media Yes

30307 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  If this is about theBeltline trains debate, seeing trains on theBeltline is a priority but not a high one for me. Other projects promise better ROI. Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  Thank you for soliciting more input. Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

 I'd like to see more "spokes" connecting the center of town to the periphery. I'm not a streetcar fan but could see a 

better bus system with dedicated lanes really taking off.

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No

 Rapid transit needs to be a primary focus. People will not use it if it continues to be easier to just fight traffic and park close to work, or use Uber. We need more rapid transit stations, especially to places like suntrust park, Atlantic station- high traffic/parking locations. And please do NOT RUIN theBeltline with light rail. 

It’s designed to walk/run/bike. You will ruin it and make it dangerous by adding light rail. Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Need more heavy rail. It’s the only way to decrease traffic. Neutral Social Media News Media No  See above.
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30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat

The proposed project list is very general, so I have no way of knowing from the list which communities might be affected by the initiatives. There are also few specifics on whether buses, light rail, or heavy rail will be used. Additionally, I don’t see any proposed projects to combat the continued scourge of corporate-

sponsored public parking, which inherently  undermines most mas transit initiatives. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center

It shouldn’t take someone like me saying this, but without dedicated lanes—that do not have to abide by car-centric traffic woes—buses and light rail will be useless. Additionally, can we please stop rolling the red carpet out for the North Fulton OTPers (y’all know who I’m talking about. The Alpharetta unicorns.) They 

live out there for a reason. Let’s focus on the folks that make ATL the ATL. No. More. Expanded. Highways! And let’s give some love to Northwest Atlanta. This oft-forgotten subsection is about to be a nightmare for traffic. Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

Again, the lack of specifics and no detailed assignment to combat current woes leaves me wondering about the more 

detailed aspects of the proposed projects. The fact that y’all are even doing this survey and inviting community 

feedback (which will hopefully be used) is, however, a step in the right direction. 

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat I would prefer to see streetcar expansion overBeltline light rail for inter- neighborhood connectivity Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  the clifton corridor is important for commuters but beyond that i think BRT is going to be the long term answer for atlanta Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 I don’t think light rail on theBeltline help people get to jobs or stop using cars, and those funds would be better used 

expanding heavy rail or BRT. 

30309 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  More Train lines  - Less Buses. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  More Train lines - less buses. Buses don't solve our problem. Your higher income Atlanta residents view the buses as being dangerous - they won't ride them. To make an impact across all income levels you need to add more rail transit. This is an accepted mode of transit for all income levels. Supportive Social Media, News Media More MARTA Atlanta Website No

More Train lines - less buses. Buses don't solve our problem. Your higher income Atlanta residents view the buses as 

being dangerous - they won't ride them. To make an impact across all income levels you need to add more rail transit. 

This is an accepted mode of transit for all income levels.

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 I will be moving to decatur (Near kensington station) And work near the permiter location. Currently the only way for me to be able to make there via marta would be to go all the way to 5 points, transfer to the Red Line and exit at the the permiter location (ashford dunwoody. I dont feel there is adequate connectivity 

with perimeter (outside) stations. Feels like you still have to travel into the center to make it back out. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  N/a Very supportive Social Media News Media No Mostly

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes

Glad you guys are proposing brt 

Would love better bus service from candler park to ga tech - the 102 stops at north station but could go over the bridge. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service No comment except not convincedBeltline lrt is high priority. What will it connect? Who will use it? Very supportive Social Media, Other News Media Yes

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  More rail - less linear, and more connectivity within the city and existing network. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Beltline light rail should be a top priority. Then connecting existing MARTA routes, withBeltline rail, and adding new connectivity within the city will best help to alleviate ATL traffic concerns. Very supportive Email News Media No  BRT does little to solve long term mobility issues.

30349 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat

 MARTA must ensure that all stations are safe and clean, neglecting specific stations that aren't located near Buckhead, Alpharetta, North Springs, or other wealthy areas is unacceptable. We also need expansion of the system, it doesn't go far enough. Additionally, we need a more efficient way for MARTA to work. If my 

commute takes 15-20 minutes by car, why does it take 2 hours or more using MARTA? Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  N/A Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  I live close to the East branch of the MARTA rail line (not by accident) and work downtown. Therefore, MARTA already serves my work commuting needs. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Cross connections, especially in the southern part of the city are vital to increase the usability of MARTA. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

The increase in local bus service and arterial service, particularly in the south part of the city are crucial to serve the 

lower-income populations. Expanding local bus service should be expanded even more, with the goal of the entire city 

being accessible by mass transit. Further, dedicated bus lanes, wherever possible, should be considered to speed 

commutes and encourage patronage.

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network No Complete the entireBeltline loop with transit. Do not have the transit lines on theBeltline use the street car to connect. It is bottleneck and people will not use the system because it lacks a dedicated lane. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Complete the entireBeltline loop with transit. Do not have the transit lines on theBeltline use the street car to connect. It is bottleneck and people will not use the system because it lacks a dedicated lane. Not supportive Social Media Social Media No

Complete the entireBeltline loop with transit. Do not have the transit lines on theBeltline use the street car to connect. 

It is bottleneck and people will not use the system because it lacks a dedicated lane. 

30338 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes Priority should be connecting in town residents, creating a more walkable City Of Atlanta that doesn't require every single person to own a car.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension I do not think the light rail on theBeltline should be run through the atlanta streetcar, which, without dedicated lanes, has to sit in traffic and can be totally stopped by car troubles or misguided parking. This will bottleneck the whole system and not allow people to get from one side of theBeltline transit to the other.  Neutral Email News Media Yes

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I would like to see MARTA rail connect to more neighborhoods. Last mile connectivity is important but we also need more lines. South of Grant Park is currently not served by a station in walking distance of the homes. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  I would also like to see more intown neighborhoods connected. Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

 Again, more neighborhoods need to be connected. As I mentioned, the last mile connectively is important for places 

like Sandy Springs where the station does not connect to the businesses in the area. We also need rail connectivity to 

intown neighborhoods such as South Grant Park, Ormewood Park, Old 4th Ward, Inman Park, North Druid Hills, etc.

30307 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  There are still too many missing pieces to a fully integrated transit system that will serve the needs of everyone. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Participation of all Metro Atlanta counties is necessary for a fully integrated transit system. We need Cobb County to participate. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30004 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No  Know that free WiFi is available in all MARTA trains and buses it needs to be available in all MARTA stations and tunnels as well. Also free WiFi needs to be available on all Atlanta street car cars and in there stations as well Station Improvements For stations improvements-  Add free WiFi to stations Very supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media, News Media More MARTA Atlanta Website

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

The most pertinent transit enhancements for my personal use would be North Ave (BRT planned) and Peachtree Rd extending north into Buckhead (110). While "ART" might mean higher bus frequency, I really want to see either dedicated lanes, or at least some sort of prioritization mechanism (whether through 

pavement or signal tech) to guarantee headways.

On another note, the Downtown Streetcar absolutely needs dedicated right of way to make it useful. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit

Northside BRT should be an automated vehicle system that is brought online prior to the 2026 World Cup. My proposal here: http://nathanielhoradam.com/2018/07/08/automating-brt-on-atlantas-northside-drive 

Campbellton LRT is a waste of money due to the corridor's lack of density and low economic development potential. Keep it BRT and save the extra cash for other projects. The Belt Line should have rail along the entire Westside Trail extending south from Bankhead, the Southside Trail (low-hanging fruit) and Eastside 

Trail extending all the way to Lindbergh. Do not build the Northwest segment, which is excessively expensive and the least useful portion of the loop. Somewhat supportive Email News Media No

Clifton is a slam dunk in terms of jobs connectivity, but the distribution of projects to make light rail work in Southwest 

Atlanta is an extraordinary waste of money that could be otherwise used to build out more (but not all) of theBeltline 

loop. The purpose of an AtlantaBeltline rail system is to provide new nodes that outer bus lines can link to rather than 

the current MARTA rail stations. It will save the system tons of money in the long run.

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I like the additional LRT but there is nothing for SE Atlanta. Near Grant Park SE, Department of Public Safety, SEBeltline..... BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Need LRT on the SE side of theBeltline near Grant Park. The only thing that is happening there is a parking deck being built for more cars..... So more car traffic will be occurring on Boulevard near Grant Park and near my house Very supportive Email, Social Media News Media No  What about LRT on the South East side of theBeltline. Near SE Grant Park or the Georgia Department of Public Safety?

30307 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes I'm currently able to live somewhere where my personal transportation needs are met by bike paths, cycle-tracks, and MARTA buses. Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  More bus, less rail. I haven't hear a solid argument forBeltline rail- it would be fun but it is not necessary. Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat   I think there needs to be more investment in buses, especially with right of way. 

30308 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  I'll need to see how new transit integrates with theBeltline Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit none Supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  None North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit none Supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat

30316 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes I think this list touches on the greatest transportation need which is comprehensive and textured connectivity! BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension None. Supportive Other Multiple touch points. News Media Yes

30309 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes I like last mile scoters and bikes. Want more bike lanes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Put train arrival screens facing outward at stations.  I need to know before I go in station when next train arrives. Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat

30319 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Your train system needs to link up with the bus system. You should not need to walk 1 mile or more to get home after using the train. All of Marta should be in sync. Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements Same as above Supportive Email News Media Somewhat  Please see above answer

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Raise fares and keep taxes down. Crosstown Downtown West Extension Moores Mill Transit Center Station Improvements  ... Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30316 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  More rail service outside of Atlanta BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  More rail! Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  24 hour bus and rail service 

30318 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No I live in Midtown and currently work in Vinings so unless Cobb county fully accepts Marta integration, my personal transit problems will remain unsolved. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N/a Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

  I think it would be excellent to better utilize existing dedicated bus lanes, as well as implementing additional dedicated 

lanes for BRT / LRT

I love the proposed expansions, especially those along Clifton corridor and along the belt line. 

30324 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  I believe the frequency and more reliable GPS infrastructure is needed Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Better GPS reliability Neutral Social Media Community Event Somewhat

30308 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Na Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat  Atlanta has significant needs beyond just the proposals

30308 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Looks much too complicated to be user friendly. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension I am a supporter of very high priority to full rail on belt line. Supportive Email, News Media Community Event Somewhat

 Prefer fewer transfers and longer rail routes. Reliance on ultiplembus connections seems to me to be less attractive,to 

enhanced usage.

30308 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Primary interest is with expanding heavy-rail BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  None Supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat

30313 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  Marta could communicate better with their riders BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Really feel that Marta doesn’t communicate with riders who take days a week. They seem to be an afterthought Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  Would like better transparencies on where Marta funds are spent

30318 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  Northwest Atlanta needs new traffic arteries, not more buses. Light rail along theBeltline would be a better use of resources than the current plan BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Light rail Not supportive Email Community Event No Very little to get excited about if you don't commute into the city. Streetcars are ridiculous.

30324 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  Rail systems pretty much stick to same general areas on a limited up and down grid with very little regional connectivity. I’d like to see less investment in bus service with more in LRT & ART service that spiders out more. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit NA Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  Very little. The LRT options are a start.

30318 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No

 I live in Berkeley Park, and work 3 miles away in Midtown. The fastest most effective means of travel for me is by car. The closest Marta station is a 48 minute walk along unsafe streets with no continuous sidewalk. The proposed extension of Marta doesn't provide any assistance to reducing car traffic congestion in the 

Northwest corridor of Fulton county.  I would gladly take another means of public transit if it made sense for my commute. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  It seems more cost effective to add transit along the existing and proposedBeltline loops. This would allow people to avoid getting in their car or another vehicle that adds to the congestion of Atlanta city streets. I want a transit system that works for everyone. Not supportive Email Community Event No

 The routes don't seem the most cost effective or the optimal paths to benefit it's residents in the perimeter. Also the 

beltine along the Eastside neighborhoods has brought a huge amount of industry to that area, I would like to see 

theBeltline connected, finished, and have a transit system of it's own that actually works for the forgotten 

neighborhoods. This will greatly reduced the car traffic of residents.

30337 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes Ddf Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Did Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

303019 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat a MARTA line on I75 is needed BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension TheBeltline rail should be the #1 priority. Atlanta residents shouldn't have to pay for the connection for Emory. Make Emory pay for that since they we're even apart of Atlanta when the vote happened and those that are traveling to Emory mostly live outside of the city of Atlanta Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes Any new transportation will be helpful BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Very necesary Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  It will connect neighborhoods that are currently under served

30309 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes But more is always better. Because of where I live and work I already get to make the most of our transit system and almost only drive to go outside the city. Higher frequency of trains and later run times would be nice. Greenbriar Transit Center Moores Mill Transit Center Station Improvements

To re-iterate, buses (and to an extent - and in a different way - light rail) can’t work effectively given the street conditions of the city unless you plan to have enough dedicated lanes (that would have to be enforced) to run the full length of all routes (even one gap could create a choke point that makes the rest for 

naught). Even then legacy aspects (light placement, certain intersections, etc.), would still be a hinderance. Such heavy emphasis on these modes in the project list completely flies in the face of the “balance portfolio” guiding principle (not that I agree with that principle at this stage anyway). The focus needs to be 

heavy rail stations. Yeah, it’s expensive; I get it. Somewhat supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

  Increased heavy rail infrastructure needs to be a priority above all other transit modes, particularly expansion 

to/integration with Cobb and Gwinnett as they represent the vast majority of our daily influx. Only once enough cars are 

off the streets can other modes (buses, streetcars, etc.) be utilized in an effective manner and seen as more than a 

useless novelty (even with dedicated lanes/nebulous “other” tech).  

30309 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 We need to ensure that we extend the reach of theBeltline transit to the entire loop, which connects all of our neighbors *in the city*, of historically under-served and disconnected neighborhoods. Even with only LRT, this would efficiently distribute economic development and access to opportunities with relative 

expediency. Additionally, infill stations for HRT, particularly in midtown (like 18th st area) as well as the near sides east west and south of downtown are critical to greater investment in developing those areas more densely. When we build it, they come! HRT investment demonstrates a very long-term strategic 

investment that will encourage greater development around it. It doesn’t get less expensive if we wait. I live in town, so it affects me and my ability to access more areas. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Needs more HRT and fullBeltline LRT. Somewhat supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat

  We need to ensure that we extend the reach of theBeltline transit to the entire loop, which connects all of our 

neighbors *in the city*, of historically under-served and disconnected neighborhoods. Even with only LRT, this would 

efficiently distribute economic development and access to opportunities with relative expediency. Additionally, infill 

stations for HRT, particularly in midtown (like 18th st area) as well as the near sides east west and south of downtown 

are critical to greater investment in developing those areas more densely. When we build it, they come! HRT 

investment demonstrates a very long-term strategic investment that will encourage greater development around it. It 

doesn’t get less expensive if we wait. 

30308 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes

 More heavy rail would be nice, particularly to the Cobb Energy Centet

BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Rail or bus with dedicated lanes are most interesting to me, personally. Supportive Email, Social Media Community Event Yes  Connecting Emory is a big win.

30307 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes No

 Clifton Corridor should not jump

the line and receive funding beforeBeltline. Also, the current at grade plans for Clifton Corridor goes through my neighborhood and will cause major traffic problems and noise. Marta has not listened to any of our concerns. The line should go along CSX and NOT on N Decatur. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements

 Please consult neighborhoods and actually modify plans for Clifton Corridor. Otherwise, cancel Clifton Corridor , or at least delay it until afterBeltline. 

We live along N Decatur and don’t want the proposed 6 lane road with widened lanes and no access for our driveways. It will reduce home values and drive people out without any real benefit to the community. Not supportive Email Social Media No

 Clifton Corridor as currently construed will actually increase traffic problems and noise and decrease access for my 

neighborhood. It’s a bad plan that’s not supported by many Dekalb residents.Beltline should come first. 

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Focus on keeping the cost of MARTA down and not further displacing low income people. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Something on Buford Highway would be great Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Yes For the city of Atlanta it is great, waiting for the plans for other counties in the area

30316 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

 MARTA appears to be making no effort to create an equitable share of the cost for the Clifton Corridor project across the region.  This project, however worthy, is a regional project and should be funded as such.  To add it to the current project list for funding exclusively by Atlanta would be a huge bait and switch and 

will be something Atlanta voters will remember long into the future.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension

The lack of transparency in presenting this list as-is is appalling.   The first glaring example of this fact is with the NEBeltline LRT which cannot be built without the Crosstown Downtown East Extension (unless you've found some new funds/real estate to build a second vehicle maintenance facility).  Asking people to vote 

for projects that aren't really independent of one another is a sham. Somewhat supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

Atlanta's transportation needs, and the promises made to voters, center around providing mobility options to support 

the growing amount of intown development, specifically the need for transit on the AtlantaBeltline.  The project list 

includes a mere 8.5 miles of transit on theBeltline proper....less than 40% of the full vision.  Based on that, I would say 

that MARTA is only fulfilling 40% of its obligation to Atlanta voters.

30317 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No I do not believe City taxpayers should be sole source of funds for the Emory LRT, which is a regional project. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Beltline complete loop should be reconsidered. Somewhat supportive Email Community Event No

Funds for light rail are wasted if NE and SW connect via streetcar, which runs in traffic. We need dedicated rail lines, 

predictable commute times and completeBeltline rail.

30306 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat I am more concerned about how we will actually attract people to use public transportation over their own personal vehicles. Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements  Please put a stress on accessibility. More attention should be paid specifically to seniors and disabled individuals, from whom public transportation can be a deeply frustrating and alienating experience. Supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Would like more transit options that reduce road traffic.  A plan to improve options of rail beyond N/S/E/W lanes to reduce the need of vehicles is ideal.  Long term planning required. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  N/A Very supportive Email News Media No  Please see my above answer to the previous question.

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  It doesn’t address transport to sue urban areas outside of the metro.  Not all Intown residents work in town...it’s the cross-town commutes that bottleneck the expressways Station Improvements  Na Neutral Email News Media No  See above

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  I would like to see the money used forBeltline rail, as the circuitous route will connect to the existing MARTA and provide better transportation throughout the city, connecting communities and increasing access to jobs and recreation sites alike BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit The entireBeltline Marta must be funded. No more small segments that go nowhere like the streetcar Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media

30318 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat

 I feel like we need light rail options in the Nortwest part of the city.  Also, I live in Grove Park, my wife and I are often in west midtown because that’s where we shop, dine and spend a lot of time.  I would like there to be direct transportation from our area (Donald lee Hollowell) to west midtown & midtown.  It’s only a 

6 minute drive, there should be direct routes.  However, I think that the city intentionally avoids this because they don’t want the people from my area to frequent the more affluent areas of midtown & west midtown. North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  Again, my point is proven...  you have light rail for the Northeast, and Southwest but not for the Northwest.  The northwest includes Howell Mill, West Midtown as well.  This is the area where the query is so why wouldn’t there be light rail over here?  We don’t want just buses, it doesn’t make sense. Somewhat supportive Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat

 Read my previous statement, the same applies to many other areas.  The city of Atlanta won’t truly address the needs 

of our areas until more gentrification takes place and more white people live in these areas.  When white people 

complain, things get done.  Unfortunate but definitely true.

30317 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Seems unbalanced towards the buckhead area BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Would love to see LRT around entireBeltline Supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Last mile is important as I walk to my nearest Marta station. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Need to make sure people get to and from work. Somewhat supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat  Not mentioned: how are we paying for the name change? The name change seems like a huge expense on marketing.

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  More MARTA connectivity across the metro area BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  Southwest Atlanta needs great options Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30095 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  No details at this time Frequent Local Bus Service  Improvements on north Gwinnett county Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Span isn’t wide enough based on current and future Metro Atlanta developments BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements  None that I can think of Very supportive Email Community Event No  See response above

30341 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  It would be nice to have the rail extend to Gwinnett, out 20 east and west and past the airport to Macon BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension N/a Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30305 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No  I want an expansion of heavy rail BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit N/a Neutral Other None Community Event Somewhat  I would like to see heavy rail. Much of what’s proposed seems like a bandaid. 

30357 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Nothing to add Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  There should be park and rides wherever there are large areas covered by the same Marta station Supportive Email Community Event Yes

30308 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

I live and work in Midtown, so my transit options are comparatively plentiful.  However, as someone who has lived in many other parts of the city over the years and as someone who believes in investing in FUTURE growth in equal parts to investing in CURRENT users and job centers, I would rather see more LRT 

investment along theBeltline. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit I've been an avid MARTA user for over 15 years.  This plan seems to cater to existing job/activity centers and current MARTA user demand rather than thinking bigger about where future areas of growth will occur. Somewhat supportive Email Community Event No

 I feel this transit map/plan over-prioritizes expansion to existing job centers and MARTA users rather than investing in 

upcoming growth areas and creating an integrated system.  I would rather see LRT complete theBeltline loop rather 

than expanded "fingers" to serve just a few parts of part of the City.  Why two redundant overlapping lines (BRT and 

LRT) along Campbellton Rd, for instance?   

30317 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I would like to see Marta rail expanded to have more lines and stops at other places of interest. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements None Somewhat supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat  Same as above. The current Marta system does not cover a vast majority of our growing city. 

30030 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Somewhat

 The marta stations need upgrades and need to be CLEANED.  So much trash in the rails and visible rat population.  

Need tech upgrades so can use phones on trains and instead of breeze passes. 

Extend rail to Cobb County. Station Improvements Please clean the stations and improve lighting.  Rats and trash are not a good look for visitors. Very supportive Social Media Community Event Yes  Not sure what the final spur for Clifton corridor in Decatur looks like.  Worries here about impact.

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Need to integrate the other county transit systems into Marta. Cobb and Gwinnett need to pay MARTA tax. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements  None Supportive News Media News Media Somewhat  Need much more access to public transportation. 

30308 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat I'm planning to move soon so my transportation needs are changing.  BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements  Thanks for your work. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30307 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I think we should expand the MARTA subway/train system to create two additional lines that form an X bisecting at Five Points, so that more areas have access to rail. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  More rail please Supportive News Media News Media Somewhat  Buses come infrequently, are slow, and are often off schedule. I think Atlanta needs much more light rail. 

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I would like to MARTA heavy rail train lines to expand, not just the bus and light rail services. Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  I really would like services ASIDE FROM the bus to service my location! Please consider a light rail, or heavy rail, in West Midtown. Thank you! Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

  I would like to MARTA heavy rail train lines to expand, not just the bus services. From the map, it looks like only the 

bus and light rail services will be growing, but I think we really need to grow the MARTA train lines into more 

neighborhoods... it currently only goes N-->S and E-->W! Completely misses many areas that people would take it, such 

as West Midtown, where I live.

30327 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Please make certain that this is integrated into theBeltline plans.  There's lots of opportunity to connect bikes and bus/train lines. Crosstown Downtown West Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center Again, with all the $ going into theBeltline, these need to be integrated into the city plans. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat  See answer above.

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  In 2016, I voted in support of the MARTA TPLOST bill with the main reason behind it being rail on the completeBeltline loop. I'm disappointed that this proposal doesn't completely build out the loop. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  I am extremely fearful that the Northeast and SouthwestBeltline loop will be deeply hindered by having the streetcar merge with automobile traffic through Downtown. It needs to be on a dedicated right of way (in other words, only theBeltline loop) Neutral Email News Media Somewhat  See above about theBeltline loop

30308 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Addresses as long as all projects are funded. If any of the projects are not included then that would adjust my response. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  IncludeBeltline LightRail Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat Would like to see the order of priority for the projects to be able to say yes or no. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  More consistent system is needed and more ways to get people in and out of the city. Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Adding rail to the Clifton corridor is very exciting.  If we could just get it all the way to Lawrenceville. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Super excited about the Clifton corridor light rail. Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30306 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  - BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  - Very supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  No Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  No Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  No

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Would like to include "prioritize city investments while integrating into regional transit networks", "create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  No Supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  No

30312 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  In order of prioritization: Create last mile connectivity, create a layered, integrated transportation network, and enhance safety and access to transit centers. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Moores Mill Transit Center  No Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes  No

30312 Clayton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  No Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  No Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes  No

30312 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  No Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  No Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  No

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  No BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  No Very supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  Don't use the bus or the train.

30312 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  No Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  No Very supportive Other Resident Coordinator Community Event Yes  Got me where I need to go (in Atlanta).

30312 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  No Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  No Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  No

30341 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  bike accessibility and integration on trians and busses BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  biggest bang for buck and expansion of rail Very supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat

30317 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  light rail needs to be expanded within Marta's current jurisdiction and user base. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Atlanta should not be paying to build and maintain a marta line in unincorporated Dekalb without funding from unincorporated Dekalb.  Emory should not jump to the front of the line for Marta projects, when they have not been invested in helping Marta's every day users prior to being annexed by the city of Atlanta.  Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30312 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  No Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  No Very supportive Other Resident Coordinator Community Event Yes  No

30312 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  No Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  No Very supportive News Media Community Event No  No

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  No Crosstown Downtown West Extension Greenbriar Transit Center  No Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes  No

30312 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  No BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  No Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  No

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  No Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  No Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  No

30324 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  No Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  No Not supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  No

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  Still not a direct route from midtown to the upper westside. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  ..... Very supportive Email, News Media More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  No Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  No Supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  No

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  No Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  No Supportive News Media Community Event No  Ned more on our bus that comes here and others.

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No

Beltline rail should be prioritized before any extension into the Emory area.  While plans for that expansion have been in the works for some time, it was not a part of the MoreMarta project lists.  As such, the emory expansion should be tabled and separate funds earmarked for that project.  I would also note, that the 

workforce for emory largely lives outside the City in Decatur and unincorporated Dekalb. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Beltline light rail and BRT should be prioritized across the board. Somewhat supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat  per my previous response,Beltline rail should be prioritized.

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat

I would like to see as much light rail prioritized as possible.  I think the connection from Old 4th Ward would be fantastic, and I would like to see more projects of that quality.  I would like to see Light Rail prioritized over Bus Rapid Transit as I believe that Light Rail projects will attract a much broader ridership and 

possess several distinct marketability / civic perception advantages.

Furthermore, I think Light Rail investments will be most successful on theBeltline, since it has demonstrated a capacity to create residential / commercial density and also connects several of Atlanta's most vibrant neighborhoods, many of which do not currently share direct public transportation links. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension As noted above, I believe light rail projects will be far and away the most impactful to the City. Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  Please see response above.

30307 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  Greater walk/bikeability layered with expanded heavy rail BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Moores Mill Transit Center  not enough heavy and light rail options Very supportive Email News Media No

Heavy dependence on buses does not address the significant risk of overcrowding on roads and does not necessarily 

remove vehicles.  Atlanta needs a mass investment in true heavy and light rail that can reduce vehicle traffic in the 

center of the city to mitigate impending overcrowding.

30317 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Bike trails and lanes. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Bike trails and lanes. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30317 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  We definitely need more mass transit to reach more neighborhoods Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  Happy to see this finally getting off the ground. When I travel to cities like NYC, Montreal and Washington, DC I realize how much it is needed Very supportive Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat

30341 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No I'd like to see more expansion toward Gwinnett County and Tucker / Lawrenceville Hwy area. There needs to be some type of partnership or collaboration to get MARTA service to Jimmy Carter Blvd at least. Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  no comments Neutral Social Media News Media Somewhat

MARTA does a good job with the resources it has. However, I don't think MARTA should focus on anythingBeltline 

related. 

People ride MARTA to get back and forth to work, school, medical appointments, sports events, corporate events, 

tourists attractions in the heart of downtown, etc.

Nobody uses theBeltline to get anywhere. It's just a jogging trail, with shops along the way. High priced shops at that. 

In the pastBeltline developers haven't been welcoming to MARTA. 

30317 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes The most important thing to me is rail service to the Clifton Corridor. Any plan that includes that addresses my needs. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  I support adding LRT to theBeltline, but I think it should be a secondary priority to expanding rail (or at least bus rapid transit) service to actually cover the entire city. The existing bus service is too vulnerable to traffic-related delays to be a viable option for commuting. Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

 Improved rail service to northwest Atlanta should be a bigger priority. A rail link to Suntrust Park (which I realize is in 

Cobb County, but some deal could be worked out) would improve transit service to a large swatch of the city that is 

currently underserved by MARTA.
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30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  We would like light rail on theBeltline. We would also like more transit lines on Marta (i.e. more than one North-South and East-West line.) BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Very supportive of Clifton Corridor light rail. Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat

Project list seems based on transit engineers planning for today, not on city planners  and people who understand how cities grow in the future. Specifically, you have to invest in transit for future development before that development comes. These projects look to only invest where development has already occurred. 

Both are necessary (since we're planning catch up), but we need to invest in future, not just today. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit #1 priority should beBeltline. Very supportive Email, News Media Community Event Somewhat  Doesn't include fullBeltline

30038 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  I say yes to the previous question because, the projects will make it easier to get to point A to point B without actually driving so far.  It will be more convenient for people to travel and hopefully it will cut down on traffic. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements I don't really have any commits at this time. Supportive Email Community Event Yes  I yes because it will draw more business to Atlanta.

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  Transit on the Belitline, to me, is the #1 priority of Atlanta transit expansion. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Somewhat supportive Email News Media No   Transit on the Belitline, to me, is the #1 priority of Atlanta transit expansion.

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Does not reach my location in Virginia Highland with light rail. Should extend down Ponce or North further east past theBeltline. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements  Where ever you have dedicated bus lanes you should instead have light rail. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat   More light rail or subway lines. Bus lines are slow and dirty. 

30314 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I agree with the list above. I strongly believe MARTA should be more connected. It seems like MARTA's connectivity is not consistent for all areas served. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit I really think it would be nice is Marta offered Non-stop rail service to/from transportation hubs, such as the airport, Amtrak,  Greyhound, and Megabus stations. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat  I think it does, but there are too many issues with Atlanta transportation in general to answer that fully.

30308 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I like thatBeltline transit is still top of the list! I have yet to see a good plan of how bus rapid transit is going to be feasible, so im not sure about it yet. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension See above Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 It is unclear hoe these priorities were decided. Will the top priorities reach the most people? Reach more minority or 

disadvantaged communities? Would like to see more on the why and if/how equity was incorporated.

30307 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Need to look at surrounding communities and see what they are doing and collaborate when possible. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Need to publicize the positive changes whenever possible so people know progress is happening, no matter how small. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 The Metro system in DC reaches the suburbs like Rockville in one direction in Maryland and then the opposite end it 

goes to Virginia. The best thing about our Marta is that it goes to the airport but we really need to reach out to the 

surrounding suburbs to make it more accessible.

30305 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  I take Marta now mainly to go to and from my Buckhead office and South Downtown office for work but I would also love to see some improvements around stations in general be on the proposed list. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Station Improvements would help make Marta feel like a great alternative mode of transportation for a lot of people and welcome visitors to our city! Supportive News Media Community Event Yes

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes I am very pleased that the project list includes the Clifton Corridor project, better bus service, improvements to existing rail stations, and projects that will increase safe access to transit, including last-mile connectivity. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit

I recommend installing BRT on theBeltline instead of streetcars. The dedicated ROW makes this an ideal space for BRT - at far lower cost and delivery time. Even in areas with narrow ROW, bus timing and signals could make this feasible. I have spoken with many others who agree -- but who haven't spoken up due to 

concerns about alienating Ryan Gravel or other streetcar proponents. Very supportive Email, Social Media News Media Yes

You've selected an excellent list. Transit cannot address all of Atlanta's transportation needs, but the project list 

provides an excellent step forward.

30341 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Need to encourage more alternative transportation such as cycling and walking. It's also not clear how the streetcar fits into this plan.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Light Rail and station improvements are the most important. Somewhat supportive Email, News Media News Media Somewhat

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  none BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  none Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30326 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Have companies and owners to repair there sidewalks for wheelchairs near buses and MARTA stations Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Have companies and owners to repair there sidewalks for wheelchairs near buses and MARTA stations Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat  Have companies and owners to repair there sidewalks for wheelchairs near buses and MARTA stations 

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat Actions taken may peripherally help with my commute from SE ATL to Downtown for work, but it really looks like SE ATL as a whole was crapped on here, left out to dry. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements I'd really love to toss Metropolitan ART in there, but ... no room for another.  I think it's honestly what SWATs has been missing to invigorate the quadrant. Supportive Social Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

 I feel like it's scratching the surface.  I think the one major fail point right now is lack of adequate parking around major 

east/west stations where there's a huge populace.  The station by King Natatorium is a classic example.  

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No  Put light rail on theBeltline before you build it from Buckhead to Emory BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  MoreBeltline rail Somewhat supportive Other News Media Somewhat

TheBeltline, if built properly, will unite all of Atlanta and as such should be the top priority. Building it piecemeal and 

stealing funds for other projects will only result in frustration, delays, and further separation between the city’s 

neighborhood

30307 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Atlanta just needs more Public transportation, period. Talking about it for over 10 years has not progressed any projects. Quit adding more driving lanes and get a train system that works and is safe!! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Just get the ball rolling. Projects need to get started rapidly and completed  Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

 I would like to see full LRT on theBeltline. I am pleased with cross town connecting BRT or LRT services, but I believe they will function best (and help the most Atlantans) if given separate right of ways instead of operating in mixed traffic. Let’s look at our major job centers, attractions, places where folks are reliant on 

transit, and areas of population density & prioritize dedicated transit for those places. Multimodal & easily transferrable transit will help us all so much!! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Thank you all for your hard work!! Keep it up and get ATL connected! Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 It’s an excellent start! We just have more needs than it addresses (e.g. fullBeltline, MARTA infill at Armour yards, 

connecting Green Line through Bankhead & West Midtown over to Atlantic Station & Armour yards, BRT out to 

Cumberland unfortunately, etc.) Would prefer LRT over BRT on the E-W connectors bc I fear people will have bad 

misperception (“oh it’s a bus??”) and not use it if not fixed rail. 

30318 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  It shouldnt take 2 hours to travel 10 miles on public transportation. Contrary to some of the politicians statements, if you build it, we will use it. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  none Very supportive Other none News Media Somewhat

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  The proposedBeltline rail is not sufficient - putting light rail around theBeltline is key to ensuring equity in Atlanta and the Emory line, while important, does not deserve as much funding from Atlanta citizens. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service More frequent bus service is key as it would allow me to stop driving to the MARTA station and rely entirely on MARTA to get to work. Neutral Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat  See first answer

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  My basics transportation needs are being met by the increased frequency of buses on my usual route (37).  I am more concerned by the transportation needs of those riders who are not currently being served by public transportation.  They are the ones clogging our streets and highways with their gas-guzzling cars! Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Moores Mill Transit Center Nice! Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 Although I feel that heavy- and light-rail transportation is needed from the suburban areas, more bus routes are 

needed to handle the more local traffic in all areas of the city.  We need more cross-town buses, rather than forcing 

everyone to go all the way into downtown Atlanta to get from one side of town to another.

30032 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Completion of more dedicated bike paths BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  More dedicated bike paths Very supportive Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  extend trains and add parking in suburbs BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Cleaner trains with security. I ride them every day to/from work. They are always dingy and smelly. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30312 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Can't wait for light rail. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements  Aging. Want to drive less. crosstown extension will be great.    Very supportive Email News Media Yes  List addresses the many layers of transportation needs. Getting input from public makes me feel MARTA cares.

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  There should be greater expansion of the core subway lines - i.e., to West Midtown, Braves stadium, etc. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit a Very supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

30228 Clayton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  We need more rail options in Clayton county besides the airport. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  We need more rail options in Clayton county besides the airport. Somewhat supportive Other More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter No  We need more rail options in Clayton county besides the airport.

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  N/A Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

30313 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes Doing the selected projects will add to integrated public transportation.  Anything to ease the car traffic will be beneficial. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Providing the additional options will help spread the traffic flow more evenly. Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  n/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  n/a Supportive Email Community Event Yes

30307 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No More MARTA stations, especially in places near where we live! Stop making buses the only solution. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Where are there more MARTA stations? I don't want you to destroy theBeltline to build light rail  Not supportive Social Media, News Media News Media No More MARTA stations, especially in places near where we live! Stop making buses the only solution.

30032 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes

In the past I've found waiting for the bus to come takes forever. If the buses were more predictable, or more frequent, I would be more inclined to use them more often. I also ride my bike, so if I could use train/bus to get within a few miles of my location and then bike the last bit using a dedicated bike trail, I would be 

in heaven. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  I work at Emory University as an RN and know lots, lots of people who would be interested in using the clifton corridor to get to work. It would be nice if more stations had bathrooms. Supportive Email News Media Yes

30303 Clayton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  N/A Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Need more bus services on Tara Blvd headed South of Justice Center Neutral Phone/Text Community Event Yes

30307 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Light rail on theBeltline is key. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Light rail onBeltline is key. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat  Light rail on theBeltline is key.

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I want to see greater connectivity within the city. Furthermore, I want a priority to be placed on lower income communities and connection to job sites. Not just job centers, which I interpret as the heart of the city, but also veins to the suburbs. I also want greater focus to be paid to the rail system. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  I want more light rail transit options. Buses are okay, but tend to just clog the roads that are already an issue whereas rail makes more sense even light rail. Also, more improvements in the NW would be nice. Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat  See above answer.

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  I would LOVE for the train to be expanded. I would use it for all my transportation needs if I could BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  It would be cool to expand the train more north towards Alpharetta as well. And expanding the train to Marietta would be THE BOMB Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat  I would like a targeted plan on expanding the train

30306 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 I still question the need of light rail. I agree that public transit along theBeltline would be a game changer - however, the time and cost associated with light rail makes it a solution I don't expect to enjoy anytime soon. Are there ways to be iterative withBeltline transit? Can we think of short-term solutions that push us 

to change now(e.g. the electric busses that the City of Denver uses in their downtown corridor)?

I'm also pretty familiar with language associated with city and transit planning, but I found most of this survey and the More MARTA fact sheet difficult to understand. What do you mean by "Arterial Rapid Transit"? What does "utilize fixed guideways, signal priority, and technology to prioritize transportation solutions" 

mean? 

I appreciate the opportunity to provide input, but if you're looking for real public engagement, I'd suggest having easier to understand language. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service

The map was difficult to read, so I can't tell exactly what is involved in each of the projects.

Also, I don't really know if more frequency is needed for local bus service, but what I'd really like to see is that the bus service and schedule align. I take the 16 bus 3-4 times a week and I've discovered that even though the schedule says that there is a northbound bus that departs at 3pm, in reality, it doesn't exist. It's 

not necessarily that I need the 3pm northbound bus, but more so that I need a schedule that accurately reflects reality. Somewhat supportive Email, Social Media Social Media Somewhat

30307 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  None! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  None! Very supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media News Media Yes

30308 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

Honestly, the biggest issue is the actual map of coverage - which isn't listed above. It's too hard to get anywhere quickly with a subway map that's just a t shape. I often would have to take a bus way out of the way to get to a subway, then take another bus. MARTA often offers an hour long ride for drives that are 10 

minutes, sometimes even hour long rides for walks that would take 40 minutes.

With just a couple additional subway lines, we could get way better coverage of the city and make it easier for MARTA to be the primary transportation option. I know that building a few subway lines is still a large, expensive undertaking. Even having the buses come more often would ease a lot of the issues here. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Light rail or similar would be my primary concern - related to my above comments about the inadequate subway coverage. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 This answer is pretty similar to my previous one - many people I know who don't take MARTA express the same 

concerns about how little the subway map covers the city. The people who do take it mostly just use it if they're starting 

on a subway line and going somewhere on a Subway line. This mostly just means going to the airport or going to a 

sporting event, but doesn't really cover the average commute.

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  More rail oriented connectivity within the city or short bus routes with low wait times. Especially like theBeltline light rail proposals. The downtown trolley needs to be a dedicated line instead of waiting on traffic. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  No more comments to add Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  State improvements, including infrastructure and access should move higher up the list. You lost the MARTA by choice riders because of the unpleasantness of the current facades, inability to access them without vehicles, and lack of station cleanliness. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements I addresses station improvements and access above. That is critically important. I also selected both the Clifton Corridor and AtlantaBeltline NE trail for trail options because that is again where you'll see the most bang for your buck, and begin to win the "hearts and minds" of those who currently do not take transit. Supportive Other Community Event Somewhat

 Adding transit options to corridors that don't have them is certainly an improvement but I think we need to think 

harder about last mile connectivity.

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Too broad.  Need more specifics. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements Biggest bang for the buck?  Extend the streetcar on Edgewood to Krog St. Inman Park Marta, and into L5P. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat   Too broad.  Need more specifics.

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  My biggest challenges are last mile connectivity and the need to improve biking infrastructure and safety. Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit

It is important to prioritize equity and access to jobs/city resources in the short term via increases in bus service and lower-cost solutions to high-demand routes (like BRT, but with fully dedicated lanes!). However, we need to be thinking about medium term investment in heavy rail/light rail that allow people to opt of 

traffic. Transit oriented development is great, but we need to keep affordable housing as a goal, too! While the Capitol Av BRT line is a good idea, this plan was not developed with community input and transparency, which is concerning.

I also think that the vision of lightrail along theBeltline is good one and that decisions need to be made now to ensure that vision is possible, even if its not a short term priority. TheBeltline is not meant to be a glorified sidewalk. It is supposed to connect people & neighborhoods and the railroad tracks circling the city 

was always a critical part of that vision. Supportive Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat

I think the half-penny sales tax should be directed towards longer-term investments in infrastructure, including heavy 

and light rail and BRT lines  (with fully dedicated lanes and coordinated signals). 

30307 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No

The generic "station improvements" category seems very vague.  A number of MARTA stations I use on a regular basis are not well-maintained and difficult to access.  I would like to see improvements focus on improving sidewalk/crosswalk facilities to access stations, improve bike storage options, and adding additional 

entrances (e.g., building a stairway that faces east to serve residents/workers who access Inman Park/Reynoldstown Station from south of the tracks -- namely those coming from Edgewood Retail).

I also believe adding infill stations would be a great benefit, e.g. at Armour Yard and Hulsey Yard/BeltLine. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  The Howell Mill frequent bus service needs to be upgraded to a mode with a dedicated lane and should connect to Downtown along Marietta. Neutral Email Social Media No

I would like to see projects with dedicated right-of-way prioritized over the "BRT" projects. My suspicion is that the BRT 

projects will be in mixed traffic and will not provide any benefit over single occupancy vehicles and lead to project 

disappointments.

I also believe one of the critical neighborhoods we need to add service to is the West Midtown area, specifically along 

Howell Mill near White Provisions.

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

Connecting theBeltline needs to be prority #1. Then BRT, then the Clifton Corridor then the Camblrton Corridor. 

Is there a way to creste Express service from the northern suburbs to Five Poibts & the airport? BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

 Clifton Corridor needs outside funding from eastern suburbs, Emory. 

SoutheastBeltline would link many who need access to regional jobs. SW AtL residents want to work on the booming east side. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat  See answers above. 

30311 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat All buses should have GPS. I've directed bus driver's many times on their routes up to my stop location and felt empathy afterwards as he/she continues travel having no idea of what's next. Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements Luckily, I've the option of two different buses to travel. However, some patrons have one bus option. When that one bus option "break downs, employee shortage, system issues," many patrons have been stranded for hours. Stations need bigger and brighter signs as train operators don't always announce stops. Very supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat There are still so many untouched areas

3031 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Marta needs to provide more communication and examples of the ease of use of the system. Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  South DeKalb County Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  It needs to show more often the ease of use of the system.

30312 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  More rapid rail expansion. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  No additional comments Supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat  I think the rapid rail system needs expansive improvement into many more directions.

30324 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  no additional details BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  no additional comments Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  The Clifton corridor expansion is only half complete. We need light rail that goes from the blue/green MARTA line south of Clifton, all the way up to the Emory/CDC area. This would reduce SO much traffic. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension The farther you can extend them, the better. Some of these seem like they just fall short, like the Clifton corridor. Why would it not extend all the way down to touch any of the blue/green Marta stations? Very supportive Email News Media No I don’t think there is nearly enough focus in to Dekalb Co. There is not enough expansion, though it’s an ok start. 

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  MARTA needs to make it easier to get to/from all sectors of the Atlanta metro area.  I don't understand what the terminology means in the project list. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  N/A Supportive Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat

  MARTA needs to make it easier to get to/from all sectors of the Atlanta metro area.  I don't understand what the 

terminology means in the project list.

30030 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat The city is way behind other like US cities and has a long way to catch up in terms of public and multimodal transportation for all. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit   The city is way behind other like US cities and has a long way to catch up in terms of public and multimodal transportation for all. Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

 The city is way behind other like US cities and has a long way to catch up in terms of public and multimodal 

transportation for all.

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  Need more options like bike lanes, nice walking side, etc. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension More projects to walk, run and do bikes Very supportive Email News Media No   Need more options like bike lanes, nice walking side, etc.

30071 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Would prefer less buses and more rails instead Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Moores Mill Transit Center  clifton corridor and moores mill absolutely needs this the most. Very supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat

Obviously, this is not just the city of Atlanta's problem, but hopefully one day MARTA will actually extend to the metro 

area. 

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I am currently near a marta line, and would like to see more options for destinations- increase off of what is existing. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  The belt line was created as a transportation project, it needs to be completed as such. Somewhat supportive Social Media News Media No

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes My main concern is train. The train should expand way farther than it currently does. West Midtown is an area that has grown tremendously and the closest train station is Art Center. There should be several stops alone in West Midtown not all the way at Art Center. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  None Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I’m most excited about theBeltline rapid transit BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I’m really excited about morerail projects. Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat  There needs to be more rapid transit outside the north/south east/west axis. 

30350 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat I live in North Fulton; I'm glad to see more transit, but I wish we had HRT going all the way up GA400. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  I would rather see a completed LRT along the entire Clifton Corridor and an integration of the LRT project started in downtown. Somewhat supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes

30318 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  What is a"Transit center." This site does a very poor job of explaining what these initiatives will actually do. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Charge a monthly occupational privilege tax on those who love outside of the city but work in the city. That will fund all of the transportation initiatives you want. Somewhat supportive Email, Social Media Social Media No

 Also, I understand that bus routes are cheap and easy but critical mass won't take the bus. Focus on rail. And focus on 

ways people from the suburbs can get here without their car. No more roads. Roads never solve problems in the long 

run.

30306 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology No More affordable housing BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit  More affordable housing Neutral Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter No

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  There needs to be increased transit options. North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit More transit stations Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Development of light rail that connects existing transit avenues, including theBeltline, should be a focal point of any integrated mass transit plan for Atlanta. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Beltline Rail now! Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat

There should be less focus on buses and more on light rail and heavy rail. These are the most efficient and cleanest 

energy forms of transit and they are not impacted by road traffic the way buses are. More light rail connecting existing 

transit avenues, particularly theBeltline, should take higher priority in this plan!

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Would like to see more rail and more connection to larger suburban/regional transit options. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Love seeing theBeltline as part of this. Supportive Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat Would like to see theBeltline more as a part of it.

30306 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  More transit means more pedestrians, which is a good thing. However, being a pedestrian in Atlanta is currently dangerous as it relates to driver behavior. Things like stepping up enforcement for crosswalks to curtail the pervasive “driver-first” mentality is essential before I would take more public transit. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension None Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 Atlanta is the only major city I’m aware of that builds transit around parking lots as opposed to commercial centers (i.e. 

Union Square in NYC). Inman Park Marta is a prime example - from the station you can only walk to a few places. So I’d 

like to see proposals that 1) focus on underground transit and 2) center on commercial areas.

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Additional MARTA stations/stops. I often have to drive to a station or stop. I’d rather walk. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements None at this time Very supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media News Media Yes  More stops and stations and coordination with other counties and region.

30312 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

Rail must have dedicated lanes to be successful.

Would love an additional Marta stop at the Krog tunnel. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  None Supportive Email News Media Somewhat  It’s a start, need more :)

30338 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Connecting to Cobb and Gwinnett is imperative. I literally avoid both places because of traffic and inability to take Marta from Sandy Springs. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements  A and D should connect. Very supportive Social Media News Media Yes I'm looking forward to light rail and improvements at the run down station. 

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  Need more transit option on Ponce de Leon, Peachtree and other heavy commute traffic in-town roads that are off Marta rail line. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Need options on Ponce, Piedmont and a Peachtree for areas without access to rail. Somewhat supportive Email Community Event No Need more rail and alternatives like street cars on major through fares like Peachtree, Piedmont and Buford Highway.

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  Too much bus- not enoughBeltline and other rail expansions BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension The east sideBeltline transit is crucial to get done now Neutral Social Media News Media Somewhat  We need more density- soBeltline transit AND Clifton cooridor. 

30315 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No

 There are a ton of people south of I-20 on the east side who desperately need better access to the city center to take advantage of jobs and education. There seems to be an extreme lack of transportation in this area to “hotspot” areas which inturn prevents economic growth in these neighborhoods. If we want to 

provide more economic equality, better and more easily accessible public transportation is needed in these areas - I.e. light rail along the belt line on the southeast trail is imperative . Frequent Local Bus Service  Light rail is a must on SOUTHEAST belt line. Not enough transit for southeast atlanta below I-20 Somewhat supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat  Not the needs for southeast atlanta below 1-20

30315 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  I'm not sure MARTA could possibly meet my needs without vastly more rail, which doesn't seem plausible without a massive influx of money.  It's just fundamentally too small on scope and underfunded. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  A SoutheastBeltline rail project would be nice. Very supportive Email, Other News Media No

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Its clear the present commute times the city are unsustainable so improve transit to city center is key.  Also, we get more done when we partner with local jurisdictions and retain better direction for our projects with the understanding local organizations bring. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Moores Mill Transit Center  Closer-in transit to improve connectivity in the city Somewhat supportive Phone/Text News Media Somewhat

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Still not incentived to take transit over driving BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Need more rail Somewhat supportive Other Not News Media Somewhat

 Need rail further out to minimize OTP commuters and more in to increase destination options without transferring 

multiple times

30349 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  You guys aren't addressing enough dedicated LRT on the AtlantaBeltline and you are focusing too much on BRT. There should be a LRT Line going down GA Hwy 166 west from Lakewood Marta Station to Camp Creek Market Place. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements

 The GA Hwy 166 corridor and the AtlantaBeltline and infill Marta Stations should be top priority!

Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat

  You guys aren't addressing enough dedicated LRT on the AtlantaBeltline and you are focusing too much on BRT. There 

should be a LRT Line going down GA Hwy 166 west from Lakewood Marta Station to Camp Creek Market Place. 

30317 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Within each of those categories, there needs to be more specific goals and guidelines. These are too broad. We want to focus on the near future! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit

Why are only the northeast and southwestBeltline LRT segments listed? The southeast and northwest are more capable and likely of being pulled off because the dedicated right of way already exists! And it’s all in the same jurisdiction! Yet another reason why Clifton LRT is below ALLBeltline initiatives. You have to go 

find the ROW and it’s across 3+ different jurisdictions - CoA, Unincorporated Dekalb, CoD and other’s directing effected by it... WOOF. So to be clear I’d put the entireBeltline LRT above any other projects. Neutral Email News Media Somewhat

I’m speaking on CoA residents needs, not the regions needs, because that’s the funding we’re talking about. It came 

from CoA taxpayers and should benefit them directly.

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No The More MARTA plan needs a clear logic that provides equal access across the City. The system should connect as much as possible and follow logical paths that citizens currently take using vehicular mode of transportation (ie major corridors) in order to provide them an alternative. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit

 Additional proposed projects I prioritize:

- North Ave-Donald L Hollowell line

- Northside Dr BRT

Priority projects not proposed:

- EntireBeltline Loop

Projects that do not integrate well into the existing system and should be re-thought:

- All 3 ART lines

- Capitol Ave - Summerhill

- Clifton Corridor Not supportive Email Social Media No

 The More MARTA plan should seek to implement the transit proposals laid out the Atlanta City Design, since it is city 

funding. Completing theBeltline streetcar loop with cross connections should be the priority for the streetcar system. 

That system can then connect to the existing MARTA rail lines with new stations at the intersections that don't currently 

have them (ie Krog Street, etc). BRT or another high capacity technology should follow the Hashtag BRT concept in City 

Design, however, doubling lines along on corridor, Campbellton and Metropolitan, is a waste of funding when so many 

other corridors also need transit. The City should be required to fully fund any regional connections. Surrounding 

counties should contribute financially to connecting into the City's system. Lastly, routes such as the Capitol Ave BRT 

that don't fully connect to the network need to be removed or rethought to be more cohesive.

30306 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I would prefer more investment in light rail and dedicated bus lanes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Light rail! Very supportive Email, Social Media News Media Yes

30306 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat It’s a start! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  It’s a start! Very supportive Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat

30315 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat My vote on half-penny tax hadBeltline transit as a priority.  I the next few years with the population doubling in the city, we will need more focus on core transportation and connectivity. It will be too difficult to get around by car. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  My vote on half-penny tax hadBeltline transit as a priority.  I the next few years with the population doubling in the city, we will need more focus on core transportation and connectivity. It will be too difficult to get around by car. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 My vote on half-penny tax hadBeltline transit as a priority.  I the next few years with the population doubling in the city, 

we will need more focus on core transportation and connectivity. It will be too difficult to get around by car.

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat

Much of this plan still relies on road use with additional bus routes. This is a struggle for Atlantans to adopt as they don't see inconveniencing themselves with a bus while they can just drive. We need more options off the road to help prove a quicker and reliable transportation option. A bus sitting in traffic doesn't help 

the situation. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Downtown has so little connectivity due to the highest cutting it off. More east/West options need to be considered, especially with the growth of West midtown. There is currently no great way of accessing this from the east side of town and vice versa. Somewhat supportive Email, News Media News Media Somewhat  Similar to my response above, more LR needs to be considered or dedicated streetcar lanes like there Muni in SF.

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I'd like more specifics about how much will be allocated to light rail on the beltway. Also, I feel the light rail connect with Emory is a top priority. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  As Atlanta continues to see increased intown development. more transit is essential to avoid gridlock, especially as new apartment developments are completed in Midtown Buckhead and Memorial Drive. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 If it hadn't been for the votes in Northwest Atlanta for MARTA during the initial referendum, we likely wouldn't even 

have MARTA. Accordingly, I would support enhancements and extension of the Bankhead rail line.

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Commit to the most robustBeltline transit plan, one that connects as many underserved areas as possible via Marta and the streetcar. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Commit to projects that mobilizes underserved areas of Atlanta Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat

30317 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat more detail about the integration of bike lanes would be helpful where applicable Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service connectivity with bike lanes and sidewalks will be critical to sustainable success. Improved lighting and smooth sidewalks is critical to safety. thank you Very supportive Email, Social Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes  connectivity and safety are key for rail, sidewalks and bike lanes. thank you

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  transit on theBeltline NOW!!!!! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Beltline TRANSIT NOW Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat   Need transit on theBeltline NOW!!!!!

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No  TheBeltline should be first priority. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  The Clifton Light Rail project should involve funding from DeKalb county as well as city of Atlanta Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Light Rail and integration into existing networks looks to be a large focus, which I have been a long time supporter of. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit I think it is imperative that we get these projects moving. Development has outpaced transit and we are begin to bind down to a breaking point.  Very supportive Other News Media Somewhat

 When and how fragmented would the implementation be?  It's time for you all to actually put something real in place, 

until then I remain skeptical.

30316 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  There are no projects within my portion of Atlanta. The previously proposed I20 BRT andBeltline LRT on the Southside Trail are missing and one or both need to be included to provide equity to southeast Atlanta and it's transit dependent population, and harness the full potential of theBeltline. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  TheBeltline Southside light rail (LRT) needs to be added to the list of projects. Not supportive Email Community Event No

 The current proposal doesn't provide for the SouthsideBeltline LRT light rail transit and ignores the transportation 

needs of the City, instead prioritizing a line through unicorporated DeKalb County.

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  We need fullBeltline transit, now. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  NeedBeltline transit, now. Very supportive Email Community Event  NeedBeltline transit, now.

30324 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Beltline transit now!!! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Beltline transit now!!! Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat Beltline transit now!!!

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat I voted to prioritize theBeltline transit development. This was the promise heading into the vote. I feel this is greatly ignored with the current proposed projects. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Beltline transit on the west side and to Bankhead Station is more important than many of the listed projects. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat  The completion of theBeltline loop is what is required.

30315 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

We need more information on the routes being added and changes to routes being proposed. No information on the affected route number is available on the more MARTA page so it's hard to determine how a user will be affected by the changes. I take the #32 from Grant Park. I welcome any expansion in service, but I 

read on nextdoor.com that this route is being redirected West End instead of Five Points. This doesn't make sense since most riders on this route need to go to Five Points (usually to transfer to the train) or elsewhere in the immediate downtown area. Riders can transfer to the train at West End station but this stop is 2 

stops out of the way for riders heading northbound, which likely includes the majority of morning commuters. Thank you. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  More info on schedules and stop locations is needed Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat  More route information is needed

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat Need a plan forBeltline transit BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Need a plan forBeltline transit Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat  Need a plan forBeltline transit

30308 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat The train is always delayed -- it needs to have better accuracy BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements

Increase security after 9pm at all stations

Something needs to be done about sexual harassment on the trains Supportive Social Media Social Media Somewhat
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30306 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I like the LRT along piedmont park and up to Buckhead, which is sorely needed. I would like to see a way to provide greater connectivity between transit hubs and the beltine, and transit ALONG theBeltline. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension more bike infrastructure, fewer buses on the road, more light rail Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 We desperately need to get cars and buses off the road, and transition to light rail wherever possible (along 

theBeltline?), so that we can make multimodal transit (peds, bikes) safer and more attractive to everyone. Better bike 

infrastructue should be part of the MoreMARTA planning process, to create an integrated system that actually works for 

multi-modal transit. In way, I don't feel like this transportation plan moves us strongly towards a city of mass transit, 

where everyone can see a way to abandon their car. That is my dream, as a daily bike commuter.

30331 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I am less concerned about whether the project list addresses my individual transportation needs, but more concerened about whether it addresses the needs of a broader group of residents, who are more in need of the service. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension

 Campbellton Rd  BRT get a project built more quickly (and less expensively) than light rail and more importantly, it connects an area of town needing greater access to higher wage jobs and educational opportunities.

Cross downtown west connection promotes greater connectivity for west side institutions (AU Center) and neighborhoods, with downtown and Midtown commercial centers Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  We need to focus on one area of a time. We should do the entireBeltline connected to heavy rail stations. Emory/CDC should not fully be funded by the city of Atlanta. DeKalb needs to pay their fair share if they want that line. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  I think that theBeltline should be the top priority Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat I live very near the proposed Clifton Corridor and am very hopeful that it will improve my access to Atlanta transit without using a car. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

 I want theBeltline area to continue filling in transit connectivity.

I am very hopeful that the Clifton Corridor will ease my personal access to Atlanta transit. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 I live near the proposed Clifton Corridor and strongly support that proposed line.

I would like for theBeltline to be more fully integrated with transit.

It is important to me that MARTA expansion be aimed at better integrating Atlantans of all income levels in all areas.

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  I have a relatively simple commute that is currently well-served by the 102 and 2 bus lines. However, this may not be the case for other commuters. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  It seems like we should prioritize more frequent bus service and completing a segment of LRT that connects to the streetcar and serves a more complete region (either NEBeltline or SWBeltline). Supportive Other N/A News Media Somewhat

 It seems like a good start. We need to deprioritize the Emory connection I think in favor of making the Streetcar/other 

LRT segments more useful whether that is improving theBeltline transit or adding another line that connects directly to 

the streetcar. More frequent bus service should also be a high priority for as many regions as possible.

30308 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Put rail on theBeltline loop. Isn’t that theBeltline original purpose? BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Transit also needs to reach those whose only option is mass transit Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat Marta needs to go more places

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

We need more expanded rail, the fact that the city is investing so much into Emory is absurd h less Dekalb Co pays up. 

We need last mile connectivity and more comprehensive rail. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit More rail, light rail that doesn’t run on roads, rail along fullBeltline. These are focus areas marta should implement first! Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30306 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat Doing a little bit on a lot of projects won't work. We need complete corridors of transit without traffic - specifically, complete rail along theBeltline. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Beltline needs transit along all 22 miles in order to function effectively for any part of the route. Please prioritize transit that connects and gets all the way there! Somewhat supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

 Doing a little bit on a lot of projects won't work. We need complete corridors of transit without traffic - specifically, 

complete rail along theBeltline. 

30314 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat x Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Greenbriar Transit Center x Supportive Email Social Media Yes

30303 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  More/new bus routes are a negative I avoid riding buses at all costs... I will avoid public transportation to my destination if it involves taking the bus . Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Many of my friends who NEVER take public transportation suggest that they would change their minds about taking MARTA if the TRAINS went more places throughout the metro region Somewhat supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

 There are so many destinations that are vital to those citizens like myself whose only means of transportation is MARTA 

which  are not being addressed ....areas that are historically underserved and overlooked.

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

My need is for safe, predictable, efficient travel within the business and recreational areas of North Atlanta, plus airport access. I would like safe, convenient access to piedmont park, georgia tech, emory, theBeltline, L5P, Cumberland business area.  I would like it if the Belt Line were completed to establish a dense core 

for transit to grow out of.  Once a dense, enthusiastic core of riders is established, then MARTA can grow outward from the core. The current plan feels scattered and like it will not be sustainable because you don't have any one place where transit is dense enough to serve working commuters without cars.  Transferring 

at 5 Points does not feel safe because often there are people there acting erratically, and there is no visible security. But every trip requires me to go through 5 Points.  More foot patrols, please!  Lastly -  I moved to the Clifton Corridor, and I'm excited about the light rail near my house, but I agree it should be regionally 

funded. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit

I'm disappointed, because the survey seems rigged. You don't allow people to select projects that aren't already in the More MARTA plan announced in April 2018. So how can we ask you to divert funds away from Clifton Corridor LRT, and put those funds into better projects?  I want to vote for theBeltline Northeast 

(LRT),Beltline Northwest (LRT), and Midtown Connector (LRT) as my top projects! These would serve my needs.  I think RBT for Cambellton Corridor matches the fact that it is so far away from central atlanta, and I think the Clifton Corridor should be regionally funded and wait its turn. And I live on the Clifton Corridor 

purposefully because I want to be near MARTA! I'm trying to think of what will help MARTA survive and thrive along with helping Atlanta do the same.

I think the Crosstown East connector being a bus will not serve the purpose that commuters need - a predictable commute time. So I want LRT there. Neutral Email, News Media Social Media No

 Again, I feel like it is a scattershot plan. If you could complete theBeltline and get the rail line to CDC done with regional 

funds, you should be able to get central Atlanta ridership up enough to sustain subsequent growth into more distant 

areas. If you fail to get central Atlanta ridership up, I feel like you will just build an overextended network that no one 

rides except those too poor to have any other options, which is kind of the situation you have now. If you don't build a 

network to engage those young professionals who have other options, then MARTA will always just be competing with 

cars. And then we all lose. I want MARTA to win, and I want MARTA to be integral part of a vibrant vision for Atlanta 

itself. The current plan seems to me to be trying to please too many people and I fear it will grow and then languish.

30097 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No

 Marta desperately needs to be expanded up the GA-400 corridor to Alpharetta, the gold line should go all the way to the Duluth/Johns Creek area, and the Clifton corridor should be completed as well. Ideally, Marta would expand heavy rail lines to Cobb county and much of Gwinnett as well in order to reign in the 

inefficient and environmentally obscene sprawl of suburban Atlanta. Save lungs. Reduce stress. Increase efficiency. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements

Please keep the Marta brand at all costs. The color scheme is oddly cool and the seventies-ish style of the trains is awesome. "The Atl" idea is idiotic and will not change anything. The reason so many in the area have a poor opinion of the system is because it's not effective. Build the world class transit system that 

Atlanta deserves and people will grow to love it. Very supportive Phone/Text Social Media Somewhat

 We need more stations, more frequent trains, free wifi on trains and at stations, an express train that runs every hour 

between one of the north side stations to the airport, and newspapers and other conveniences should be sold in or right 

outside stations.

30022 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

 In order for me to get anywhere using  MARTA lines, I have to take the bus route #142 to get to the Mansell P&R. While this is convenient, the bus route only operates during weekdays making it impossible for me to go anywhere on the weekends using MARTA. The bus' run time is also a problem for me, as the last bus 

runs through 7pm when most of my activities last longer than that. If the problem is lack of use, I understand but the presence of MARTA needs to be expanded upon in nearby cities like Roswell and Alpharetta. Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements All I ask for is that MARTA increase it's presence beyond the city and increase bus times as well. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes  Going anywhere in Atlanta is never a problem with MARTA, it's only when you leave the city that problems arise for me

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  Light rail along the entireBeltline loop, interconnected with existing and proposed rail throughout, would allow me to truly get wherever I need through the city BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit

 It would be great if we could provide a viable (separated from traffic) transit option to support growth in and access to the NW quadrant of our city--Howell Mill is a self-limiting nightmare, transpo-wise. 

Would absolutely love (and frequently use) a Peachtree Arterial. Particularly if we could extend it Buckhead Station to Five Points... Very supportive Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat

 I believe that we need light rail along the entireBeltline corridor. I am also in support of the Clifton Corridor, which I 

think could be a game-changer for the city. Imagine people not needing to rent a car to get from the airport to 

Emory/CDC; imagine where people will choose to live if they can seamlessly access the city through a well-integrated 

multimodal transit system. Amazing.

30345 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat Put transit on the full Beltline!  This will have the biggest impact on the city's growth, mobility, and promotion of density.  Run BRT, bus routes, and heavy rail off the centerBeltline hub. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Please put transit around the entireBeltline loop! Somewhat supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

Transit on theBeltline, with bus and rail intersections will help the city tremendously.  Other counties need to help solve 

the regional Atlanta MSA issue.

30188 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Would like to see more rail development north of North Springs station BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit More likely to use these Somewhat supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

30075 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  I don’t use Marta Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Light rail to the Clifton Rd., Emory & CDC area is an excellent idea! Somewhat supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No

I would like to see more light rail for getting to and from major social centers, like a connection between West Midtown, Midtown, and theBeltline. Further, greater regional transport (e.g., heavy rail to SunTrust Park) would be greatly appreciated. I have no desire to ride a bus, so proposing a bus line for these requests 

is effectively no solution at all. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit More light rail, please. Somewhat supportive News Media Social Media No

I would like to see more evidence that the public wants bus lines. Also, what is the proposed impact to traffic, given 

more bus lines? 

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

I'm a big fan of the Clifton Corridor LRT, which will improve traffic and work commutes in the Decatur/Druid Hills area.  However, I wanted to see an expansion of the MARTA metro line(s) around the airport.  Currently, the only stop is at the Domestic Terminal, and there exists a significant need for a stop at the 

International Terminal.  Delta TechOps has nearly 6,000 employees that work at the TOC (about a half mile walk from the International Terminal), and Hartsfield Jackson employs 63,000 as well (some of which work at the International Terminal). BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N/A Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  With the Clifton Corridor LRT, this should significantly alleviate the rush hour traffic in that area.

30316 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Heavy rail is expensive and I voted for this tax in order to improve public transit across the cit of Atlanta. I would like to see MARTA make good use of those funds by investing in projects that do so at reasonable price points-such as BRT with dedicated lanes. Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Light rail on the entireBeltline. Avoid expensive light rail where dedicated lanes for BRT could move the same number of people for less money, enabling the funds to go further. Not supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

The statements are very vague. The current proposal has nearly nothing planned for southeast atlanta and does not 

ensure that funds go towards completing the entireBeltline (including light rail).  The Development along theBeltline 

assumes that there will be mass rapid transit; if light rail is not added, there will be several areas of the city 

overwhelmed by congestion with residents and commercial centers colliding. As theBeltline has proven to be an 

economic success for th City, fully integrated mass transit needs to be added to ensure its long term success.

30180 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  I would like to see Marta grow and incorporate the region not just the city.   Atlanta has become know as the center for transportation but that has been mainly because of Hartsfield.  I would like to see the region become a hub for train as well as air travel for so many who could use it. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  The train needs to extend much further than Hamilton Homes.  It should go at least as far as Six Flags.  And soon Gwinnett and Cobb will come calling for Marta and when this happens we need to be prepared. Very supportive Social Media, News Media Social Media Somewhat

 It's a good list but it needs to have continued growth.  The ATL has fallen behind in transportation options and we need 

to catch up as soon as we can.

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 Years ago, residents voted on a tax increase to help fund the LRT projects along theBeltline. In response to this support residents, businesses, etc. have invested along this corridor in order to maximize its benefit. But to date, and based on the latest information from the city, this project is not being prioritized leaving 

the population base underserved, feeling like they have been duped, etc. It's time to prioritize this project, and focus on other similar projects that reduce traffic congestion and provide safe, walkable neighborhoods. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  See above Supportive Other None News Media Somewhat

 There is still too much focus on street based transit modes, which Atlanta does not need. Not investing in long-term, 

big picture opportunities will only cost us more in the long run.

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat

There needs to be more options on the Westside and in West Midtown to go Downtown. I would also like to see a better option to take transit to the Battery and Airport. I also want to see light rail connect some of the existing lines with the NE, NW and SE parts of the city. It would also be nice if areas like Marietta and 

Woodstock could have one option to take transit to. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  More light rail Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

 Atlanta needs to have options, right now there just aren’t many that are feasible. The schedules are unreliable which 

makes transferring on time quite difficult. 

30308 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Basically I want more transit. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  I would like for the middle of town to have more access to the suburbs in all directions, so as to reduce highway congestion and allow me to avoid highway congestion. Very supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat  We need more transit.  The roads are too crowded and are becoming moreso.  

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  You've done nothing to make getting around within the actual city better. A bus line to the far southwest does nothing for me. Atlanta is a joke of a real city with a true lack of transit options. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  l Neutral Other Social Media Somewhat  The Clifton line is great but what about realBeltline transit? Bait and switch.

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes I’m all for increased mobility if it reduces street traffic BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Moving the city around using other thoroughfares would incent people to use public transit Neutral Email News Media Yes Increased mobility for workers might greatly reduce freeway and street congestion

30313 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

 I would like to have more connections between midtown and downtown and the the areas east of that but above the train line. LRT looks like its starting to connect those areas, and I know they have bus routes, but i would love more transit options there. I go to GA Tech and my parents live close to campus, but there 

is no station quite close to them so I would have to take a bus from the station. But the buses run unreliably and slowly. They end up having to drive to pick me up from the Brookhaven/oglethorpe station. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension These are the most beneficial to me personally. I think in general the most important thing is helping people commute into the city for their jobs, but I do not know which transit options will help them the most. But that is actually a top priority. Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

 It is definitely a step in the right direction. More options will help. I think we eventually need more train routes that 

could make a star with the existing train route "X". That would connect the area my family lives in (incorporated dekalb, 

slightly north of emory) to the city and would also connect the south west portion of Atlanta to all other routes as well. 

More train accessibility is something I would really use a lot. I already use trains at least a couple of times a week even 

though they are not extremely convenient for me right now. 

30312 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Heavy rail would be nice, but if not, we desperately need more light rail. I would like to see theBeltlines SW extension built to easily include light rail or even built with light rail already in place. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Heavy rail would be nice, but if not, we desperately need more light rail. I would like to see theBeltlines SW extension built to easily include light rail or even built with light rail already in place. Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

 Heavy rail would be nice, but if not, we desperately need more light rail. I would like to see theBeltlines SW extension 

built to easily include light rail or even built with light rail already in place. 

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No

 The proposed project list provides almost nothing for Southeast Atlanta, despite rapidly increasing density in neighborhoods along Memorial Ave and south, including Grant Park, Ormewood Park, East Atlanta Village, Boulevard Heights, Chosewood Park, etc. The city is purposely guiding density to this area, especially 

along the southBeltline loop, yet this plan does very little to increase mobility for these areas. Traffic during rush periods to move north into areas like Downtown, Midtown, etc is getting worse and will continue to get worse. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit  The service to Emory/CDC is of regional importance. This should be in large part funded through sources beyond the More MARTA tax. Somewhat supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

 For some sections of the city yes, but for some others it does little to nothing. Too much of the funding is proposed to 

be used for an area that was not even part of the City of Atlanta at the time of the vote. The proponents of the tax 

increase sold it in large part on the promise ofBeltline rail, yet the proposed plan only has a small portion ofBeltline rail.

30316 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  Southeast Altanta Needs Light Rail, it really any rail BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Na Very supportive Other Community Event Somewhat

30316 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

I moved to the city, spent $600k on a property near theBeltline, and voted for the tax increase to use and build out theBeltline and light rail because I believed in the original vision laid out by Ryan. Anything else is acceptable. TheBeltline/light rail should be the heart of all transportation around the city. Build out the 

hub, then work on the spokes afterwards. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Beltline Southeast Light rail transit Neutral Email, Social Media News Media No  The lightrail around theBeltline has been left almost completely out.

30316 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes As long as it includesBeltline / light rail options. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Southeast Trail? Very supportive Social Media News Media Yes We really, really need a MARTA station at Emory.

30075 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No  We need to extend the Red line further north- add at least one stop north of North Springs, maybe 2. Station Improvements Not excited about any of these options. Really should have a "none of the above" option on this list. a MARTA station north of North Springs would be great. Not supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

 I would have chosen "I don't know" but that wasn't an option. I assume it must somewhat because otherwise how did 

the list get developed in the first place?

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network No  Build theBeltline rail. It will connect the city and have direct access to MARTA. DO NOT run the light rail through the street car as it is complete bottleneck and will stop connectivity BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit    Build theBeltline rail. It is was the citizens voted for and has a great ROI.  The Campbellton Road Light Rail is a complete waste. There no density in the area and the project will be underused and money will be wasted. Not supportive News Media News Media No

  Build theBeltline rail. It is was the citizens voted for and has a great ROI.  It will connect the city and have direct access 

to MARTA. DO NOT run the light rail through the street car as it is complete bottleneck and will stop connectivity 

30009 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat

There needs to be moreBeltline light rail in the project list.  Voters voted for the funding mechanism under the impression that theBeltline light rail would be mostly completed during this development cycle.  While I live in Fulton County, I work in the City of Atlanta and ride the red line every day to Five Points station.  I 

would also like to have an integratedBeltline light rail so that I can also take the train to go to other areas inside the core of the City of Atlanta. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit  I also believe theBeltline Northwest and SouthEast components should be included.  I think it is important to have grade separated light rail and not the shared guideway of the Atlanta Streetcar.  Somewhat supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

 In my opinion, the light rail portion of theBeltline will have sufficient density to justify the investment and will bring a 

significant increase in ridership.  From the 50-year perspective, it will be more important to build out a complete in-

town loop integrated into heavy rail.  This will drive an increase in private investment, an increase in the tax digest, and 

change people's commute habits.  It is important to do it all at once (or as much as possible) rather than ad-hoc projects 

scattered throughout the city.

30312 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Many unanswered questions. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  NA Supportive Email News Media No

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  I live in SE Atlanta, and would love to see some rail down that way. I'm not interested in buses. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  I'd like to see some of the money invested inBeltline rail. Not supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

 I think we need more rail investment overall. We're already way behind, and it's only going to get harder as 

development accelerates. I understand bus service serves an immediate need, but doesn't do any good long-term. It 

seems like a waste of resources that should be spent on capital improvements.

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  Need transit to Cobb county BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center I think expansion is good even if it doesn't address my area of concern but I want to make sure that the Northwest side of Atlanta isn't being left out! Neutral Email, News Media Social Media No

This does nothing to address congestion on the 75 coordior, this focuses on counties willing to work with MARTA and 

shows nothing around COBB. 

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Need more focus on completing theBeltline with light rail. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension None. Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30349 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  N/A Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  N/A Neutral Email, Phone/Text Social Media No  N/A

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network No I live in Southeast Atlanta, specifically Ormewood Park, and none of these projects will impact my daily transportation needs. There are no projects indicated for Memorial, Moreland, I-20, Boulevard or the SoutheastBeltline. SE Atlanta is expanding rapidly and I would like to advocate for aBeltline Southeast LRT. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Please consider adding aBeltline Southeast Light Rail Transit. There is literally nothing beyond more frequent bus service on this list for Southeast Atlanta. Supportive Email News Media No

This proposed project list ignores the needs of Southeast Atlanta. There are two Section 8 housing complexes (and a 

number of soon-to-be-built high-density apartment buildings/condos/pocket neighborhoods) in Ormewood Park and 

Grant Park that would greatly benefit from LRT on the SoutheastBeltline. There are also a large number of high-density 

housing and commercial projects currently slated for Memorial Ave, which will increase traffic on an already congested 

road.

30317 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 I believe we should complete light rail all along theBeltline corridor. To not do so fundamentally misunderstands the project and the support that those of us who voted for this increase in taxing/funding want. I think it evens the playing field a bit for Atlantans and makes theBeltline something that benefits all of us, 

rather than just the few. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  These do not include all that I would like to see. Not supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

 Again, I don't agree with BRT instead of rail along theBeltline. Likewise, I think we need to think much bigger picture 

and work towards getting MORE funding to add so that more of these projects can be completed in a timely manner.

30096 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  I believe the proposed list is a huge step in the right direction for improving transit options in metro atlanta Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit I'm looking forward to More MARTA Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  It's a huge step, it doesn't go far enough and given political and economic constraints it can't. 

30082 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 The biggest concern for MARTA customers has been, "it doesn't go where I need it to go"  (except they are always delighted to see that the train goes to the airport--that was smart!) 

It would be nice to have circulator vans or small buses that would cover mile or two radii beyond transfer centers (and/or flex-route vans/buses that could go even further at commute times) in Fulton, Clayton,and Dekalb Counties as well as Cobb--where I live--and Gwinnett.  It would be nice to have ease of access to a 

more regional system! Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center

 Please note:  i had to pick one of three counties as my residence in order to complete this survey.  Unfortunately, I live in Cobb.  But that doesn't mean that MARTA means little to me.  I would love to see MARTA come out to Cobb County.  (BTW, I selected Fulton County as one of the three I had to select from b/c I 

work in Fulton County--so I spend at least 1/2 of my waking hours in Fulton.  

Thank you!  Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat MARTA just needs to stay flexible and get more and more service on the ground--to compete with Uber/Lyft/etc.

30337 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Light rail and elevated rail will probably become necessary to alleviate the congestion in metro Atlanta. This construction will be daunting, multifaceted, and an enduring unending set of improvements and additions to create a city and connection of cities not unlike what was here prior to highway construction. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  None Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat  It is a good beginning, but we have a long road (pun intended) ahead of us. 

30349 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  The choices are too vague. Only one I truly understand is the safety issues.  To many homeless make the trains their home. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements  Train stations should be cleaner.  Maybe charge for clean rest rooms.  Also cut the grass around stations. Very supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat  They should extend rail service to All sectors of Atlanta. 

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Is express rail service along existing lines possible?  If not, can it be added? Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  None Supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat What about more reliable apps indicating where the trains are in real time?

30307 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  I strongly support intown light rail and extension of heavy rail. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

I do not like bus rapid transit.  Build for the long term.  Atlanta is fortunate to have built MARTA rail in the 70's.  It won't get any easier to build the infrastructure needed to allow growth and improve quality of life.  DO IT NOW!

I also hope for better cross town options. Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  I strongly support intown light rail and extension of heavy rail.

30315 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat With the limited areas that Marta can access with our transferring to different modes of transportation, it doesn’t actually make commuting any easier unless you live within walking distance to a station.  Light rail along theBeltline would be a way to help improve that. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Light rail would hopefully help ease change congestion on city streets. Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30306 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No Beltline rail is the number one priority to me BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Beltline rail is a top priority Neutral Email, Social Media News Media No  Same as above

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Please bring back the original plan forBeltline Southeast Light Rail Transit as part of the transportation expansion plan. We especially need light rail in SE Atlanta. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension

Beltline Southeast Light Rail Transit

Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat Please bring back the original plan forBeltline Southeast Light Rail Transit as part of the transportation expansion plan. 

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Nowhere in the proposal does it mention the need to increase parking options at Marta stations or to build multideck parking or smart parking systems to help manage access to major stations. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  There doesn’t seem to be any projects to connect the Zoo or Grant Park via rail on theBeltline. This should be included. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30344 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  I am pleased to hear the hours will be extended. Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Station improvements are desperately needed Very supportive Email, Phone/Text Community Event Yes

30316 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  We need Marta rail light/heavy on i20-East corridor. South Moreland and South Boulevard Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Greenbriar Transit Center  What about the the southeast. South Moreland has enough density to obtain a Marta station. The entire southeast corridor is constantly and overwhelming overlooked because all of the politicians and Marta advocates live in the sw, ne, and nw sides of town. Marta caters to rich whites and poor blacks. That’s it. Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter No  Marta heavy rail doesn’t go far enough. We need at least 50-100 additional stops in Atlanta alone.

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Would like to see more projects in the northwest corridor but list is a good mix for entire city. Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit   LessBeltline projects would be my preference- that seems more like a City of Atlanta or econ development project than a MARTA/transit project. Supportive News Media Social Media Yes

 LessBeltline projects would be my preference- that seems more like a City of Atlanta or econ development project than 

a MARTA/transit project.

30309 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Marta needs to be expanded north to provide more options to more of Atlanta BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements None Supportive Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat   Marta needs to be expanded north to provide more options to more of Atlanta 

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes

 The most important aspect for me is to enable folks to get to work, and remove cars from the road.  I live near East Atlanta, and work downtown - there is no MARTA to make that trip easier, at this time.  I am hopeful that futureBeltline proposals, plus any East Downtown routes will enable me to leave my car at home 

and get to work without multiple changes or walking five miles.  Thanks! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension

 The X style going through our city, then requiring buses to get everywhere else, is simply not sufficient any longer.  There are far too many spots that are missed, or require walking many miles just to get to the station.  We need something comparable to other cities of our size, with multiple routes to select, not merely 

north/south or east/west.  It is no longer enough. Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Community Event Yes

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

 I live in Southeast Atlanta.  I can drive to the airport in 15 minutes, but taking public transportation involves a bus to Inman Park and a transfer at Five Points.  That takes way too long—well over an hour.  Getting to my job in Buckhead involves a similarly convoluted and lengthy route.  Having light rail on the southeast 

portion of theBeltline would help.  An easier connection to the North/South Marta rail line would also help. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  I don’t know what all these projects are.  The southeast quadrant of the city needs to be able to get around faster, especially to downtown, to the airport, to Midtown, and to Buckhead. Somewhat supportive Email, News Media News Media Somewhat  See above answer

30215 Clayton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

 BRT will be a bit of a stretch because it really can only be optimized by having long, straight routes that have both a dedicated lane and signal prioritization. Without those the Rapid part of that is impossible; we can't have another trolley in which you can out walk. I really do not see this being a major improvement to 

the overall system. Additionally, I think light rail could work but as a regional connector. If we improve the existing train system with reasonable extensions between work centers, downtown, etc. then light rail could be way to get you to the metro. As a person who has to commute 30mins to get to a MARTA station, 

this would make sense and be a way to differentiate some of the costs and burdens with providing the service. If more transit options were available outside of the city it seems that traffic volumes should actually decrease. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements

 Definitely believe that there should be some serious investment from SW to NE connections but just curious on how the land can be acquired for this. Genral station improvements like working elevators, clean restrooms that are open for use are needed in the worst way. There is some potential, I just hope these next 

steps are working towards a larger framework with regional connectivity in mind. Somewhat supportive Phone/Text, Social Media News Media No

 Putting more buses on already congested streets doesn't help alleviate traffic. You'll need to figure out the actual 

purpose of light rail along a multi-modal corridor such as theBeltline; is it a commuter rail; is the trolley 2.0 (another 

way to not walk, but much less efficient than walking); a way to increase economic pressure in area needing 

affordable/low income housing but no way to provide it? The research shows that while TODs are more convenient, 

they increase land values, and thus housing prices so much that it still does not account for the price it would cost to 

live further away a drive. I think any actual improvement will have to come from not trying to put band-aids on our 

problems and do some major investment in a metropolitan regional framework that will include heavy and light rail (not 

a small order). With counties starting to see the value in better transit options, the door may be more open for 

collaboration than previously.  

30315 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  I'd like to see light rail on all segments of the belt line BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service

 I'd like to see specific information on funding for cleanliness and safety outside of stations.  For example, bus stops across the street from Five Points Station (Alabama and Peachtree) are filthy and  unsafe.  I won't use the bus here after dark, and I would not recommend the stops to single women, children, or families 

at any time of day. Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat   I'd like to see light rail on all segments of the belt line

30315 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat N/A BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension N/A Neutral Email News Media Somewhat  N/A

30324 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

 I am biased just like most people that will be taking this survey, but I personally would like to see greater emphasis on expanding light rail on the AtlantaBeltline. I think several of the things listed in the proposed project list are important and require attention, but for me and others, I would like to see specific attention 

given to the AtlantaBeltline given the great potential it has to connect the inner city circle that theBeltline encompasses. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

 As I stated previously, I really believe in the potential of theBeltline. It seems to be a successful project that has a lot of potential. The potential can be capitalized on greatly by providing light rail transit along as much of theBeltline as possible. TheBeltline will only continue to grow and with that, it will require a greater 

need of accessibility for its patrons. Supportive News Media, Other Do not reach out to me. I prefer to keep up with the news on my own. Social Media Somewhat

No plan is perfect and without needs. There will always be several things that require more attention like expansion, 

accessibility, safety, reliability, etc., but it seems that the proposed project list is at least trying to address issues and 

concerns with the budget given. Short answer: Is the proposed project perfect? No. Will there ever be one that is? 

Probably not.

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  It's difficult to determine the extent of the projects from information provided. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  None Very supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Will there be further Marta expansions into more detailed areas, and reaching otp? BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  N/a Very supportive Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat  Affordablility, accessibility, and how this will affect the community needs to be discussed.

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Having a more generally accessible system of restrooms available in some of the more frequently traveled stations would be a significant improvement. It would keep people from urinating in other areas of the station, which could cause health issues for the community. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  See above feedback about restroom access. Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Yes

30342 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes - BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  - Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat There is not mention of connection of multiple neighborhoods. 

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No  I am unaware of any transit stations on the upper Westside. They are really needed! Crosstown Downtown West Extension Greenbriar Transit Center Moores Mill Transit Center No additional comments Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

 We need more trains that are available to the upper Westside, it’s a MARTA ghost town & traffic is horrible. Our lives 

are greatly impacted living inside 285 by all the commuter traffic. 

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  N/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  N/a Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat  N/a

30318 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

West Midtown and Upper west midtown are growing rapidly and this does nothing to help the inhabitants. The only thing it does is leave buses parked in front of Publix which almost causes myriads of accidents daily as drivers coming off of Moore’s Mill can’t see the traffic around them. 

In terms of my taxpaying dollars going toward transportation improvement at the individual level - this will have 0 impact on day to day life.

BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Rail > Bus Not supportive News Media Social Media No

Rail needs to be prioritized over bus. Why so many buses and bus stops but next to next to no change in rail?! 

Compared to other similar sized cities our rail line isn’t considered safe (many women aren’t willing to ride alone at 

night) and is lacking in stations and options. 

Fix these and public transportation will improve ten fold and buses become less of an issue. Coming from Washington 

DC I always used the metro. Here MARTA is a joke in comparison. If you want real change in public transportation - start 

making rail investments that will get you there over time instead of immediate impact band aids that just keep covering 

the underlying issue. Didn’t approve this request cause i knew this is exactly what would happen....
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In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding principles 
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30316 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  kj BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  lj Somewhat supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30305 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  I am pleased with the inclusion of the Clifton Road corridor light rail project.  Atlanta and specifically the Lindbergh station need to have rail connectivity to Emory / CDC area. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd congestion should be addressed. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes  See above re: Clifton Road corridor project.

30316 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  None BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  None Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

 I would like to see MARTA heavy rail expanded within the city limits of Atlanta and improvements to the crumbling 

sidewalks

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No Heavy\light rail expansion to NW.  Bus routes always look empty, but the rail lines are busy.  Even light rail would be nice to Cobb and the new stadium. Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  Please use the tunnel boring machine after they are done with it for the new reservoir and make new subway routes. Neutral Email News Media No  NW/Bolton area is almost ignored.

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No I live on the the westside of Atlanta off Bolton Road.  It is a long way to a rail station from my house.  I would like to see expansation of the heavy rail network through northwest Atlanta and light rail for the entireBeltline.  Heavy rail up to Alpharetta would be nice too. Crosstown Downtown West Extension Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  Not enough Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  It does expand light rail which is much needed but it is not enough.

30324 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  -The Clifton Corridor project connects my neighborhood to the major rail lines BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  -Light rail options where heavy rail isn't available would be much appreciated. Particularly on the east and westside Very supportive Social Media Community Event Yes

30341 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I need Marta to expand OTP especially to Gwinnett Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  None Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  More connections to GA tech Kirkwood would be great! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Im very excited by the Clifton cooridor I think the more connected you can make various improvements the better Very supportive Email, Social Media Community Event Somewhat

30307 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Would prefer to see more east-west connectivity, integrating the streetcar BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  Excited about the station improvements as well Supportive News Media News Media Yes  Adequate and visionary but could be better

30318 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

 I live near the proposed Moore's Mill Transit Center and like the idea of building this area up with safer bus stops and more transit-oriented development, but we also need more transit service between this area and Midtown / Downtown. I work at Arts Center Station, so would love to see more frequent service on 

route 37, but it's not the most direct or fast route. I would also recommend considering an Arterial Rapid Transit route along Marietta Blvd (45 mph road) (perhaps to Hollowell and then Northside to North Avenue Station via North Avenue) that provides faster and more direct service between the Upper Westside and 

Midtown. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center

NortheastBeltline is fairly obvious, and would be good to tie into the Streetcar. Moores Mill Transit Center would be great, but also needs more and better transit service to be a hub. I think ART on Metropolitan Parkway makes sense and should operate quite efficiently in the corridor, where there is likely a lot of 

demand. I would love to see more creativity besides just thinking of bus and rail - aerial gondolas could address a lot of the mobility issues along some of our most congested corridors - like 10th Street, North Avenue, Joseph E. Lowery, and Moreland Avenue. Neutral Email, Social Media Community Event Somewhat

I think the central core, and Northeast and Southwest quadrants are getting more than their fair share of this 

investment (redundant service along Campbellton Road? Just do light rail if that's what you're eventually going to do 

and put more ART and BRT investments in the NW and SE quadrants). I might even suggest consideration of light rail or 

commuter rail in the NW quadrant to serve the Moore's Mill Transit Center and possibly take advantage of Tilford Yard 

opening up for development.  More transit is needed in the Northwest and Southeast for the system to become more 

equitable and accessible. 

30114 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  I want to see the trains run farther north to Cherokee County. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  I wish you would expand the train lines further north to Cherokee County.  It would alleviate a lot of traffic for commuters. Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30083 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  I wish rail transit was more accessible. I have to drive past 2 Marta rail stations since they are not convient for me to reach. The closet marta station to my house is only accessible from the opposite direction I would travel to reach it on 285. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Rail projects remove traffic from roads. Expanding the bus lines would only add more traffic. Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

30328 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Would like to see moreBeltline light rail transit. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Beltline connectivity to the existing Atlanta streetcar line is the single biggest opportunity that exists within the current project list. The next biggest opportunity is connecting the academic and job center of Emory/CDC (Clifton Road) via light rail. Supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology No  I live in SE Atlanta. Adding a bus to take me to 5 points stinks. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Overall, the ways the plans are presented, it's very difficult to read or decipher what the actual plans/projects are. The only thing I can tell is that it doesn't look like any of theBeltline LRT services much of theBeltline. 2 slivers of transit on a complete loop. Not supportive Social Media News Media No

We need more access from neighborhoods to other existing Marta stations. This plan looks like it tries to do what the 

existing bus service does - move everything to 5 points - which is terrible. When Marta trains are running, they're great. 

What's difficult is getting to a station and getting from a station to final destination. My current driving commute is 18 

minutes. The recommended Marta commute is over an hour, with more than half of that riding on a bus to 5 points. 

This plan seems to do the same thing.Beltline Light transit should take riders to the nearest Marta station - 

Reynoldstown& King, West End, Ashby, Brookwood, Lindbergh. AND IF YOU'RE BUYING MORE STREETCARS, PLEASE GET 

MORE, SMALLER ONES; NOT WHAT'S CURRENTLY RUNNING EMPTY THROUGH DOWNTOWN.

30312 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  We need more bus stops and trains and light rail and bike paths and walking trails in southeast Atlanta and connectivity to other parts of the city. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  See comments above Somewhat supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

 I can’t take Marta from Grant Park to College Park (a 15 minute car ride) in under 1.5 hours. I work across the street 

from the CP train station but can’t ride it there because the commute on Marta is so difficult and lengthy. We need to 

look to DC, NYC and St Louis for transit ideas.

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Spending all this money on the Clifton Corridor when there were promises to run light rail around the entireBeltline first are a bait and switch. Beltline FIRST, then Clifton Corridor.  EMORY should put up some of the money for that project as well. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Beltline comes first. Neutral Email Social Media Somewhat Beltline FIRST, period.

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat MARTA should be fast and reliable! Every  major street and Avenue should have a bus or a train  that runs from one end to that Avenue to the other. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements When I used to take the bus to go to work it would take forever to come and to get to work. It would take an hour to travel 4 miles. More frequent bus services are needed. Somewhat supportive News Media News Media No

30318 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No  Don't support public funds for transportation. Privatize the entire venture. Station Improvements  No public funds. Privatize. Not supportive News Media Social Media No

30316 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  More light rail is needed to eastern and southeastern areas of the city BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Moores Mill Transit Center  N/a Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat  Not enough light rail

30316 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Improvements to major streets for safer  pedestrian and bicycle travel BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit No additional comment  Supportive Email, Social Media News Media Yes Beltline transit is very important 

30080 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I live in Cobb county - that wasn’t an option to select. I don’t know if the above plan covers expanding the train services to cobb county but that would be amazing! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Same as above - bring the Marta train to Cobb county! Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30307 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  TheBeltline was THE reason the sales tax referendum passed. The entirety of theBeltline transit system should be included on the project list. I need Atlanta’s transit system to be an integrated network that includes a completeBeltline transit line. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Please add the rest of theBeltline, and plan for good connections to Marta stations at all crossings. Not supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media No

Atlanta needs a completeBeltline rail line to begin to find its best future. Delaying any part of it puts that future in 

jeopardy.

30316 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No No light rail along the southeastern and northwestern portions of theBeltline! Why?? There are so many folks who need access to transit in those quadrants of the city. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  BRT, MARTA rail expansion, and light rail construction should be top priority to get people out of their cars and onto transit. Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 Same as above. Light rail in SE and NW quadrants to complete the loop and provide access to densely populated areas 

of the city.

30324 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat Still need Marta train or light rail out to the battery(SunTrust park). BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements Light rail is interesting but super costly, seems like you should be looking for other ideas that won't tear up the roads and look to go both above ground and underground. Very supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

People in OTP are still out of luck and want a simple transit solution to stop traveling in cars.  I have numerous co-

workers tht live Outside The Perimeter (Woodstock & and Gwinnett areas) that would pay to take Marta to work if to 

cut their commute times in half. 

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes We need rail transit on the SE side. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  We need rail on the SE side. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat  We need rail on the SE side. 

30315 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  The Clifton corridor needs to be the last project on this list. Emory became a part of the city yesterday, and the TSPLOST that was approved previously should go towards projects in Atlanta when the tax was voted upon, not to make it easier for already rich people to get to their fancy jobs at Emory. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  BRT is dumb without dedicated lanes. Neutral News Media Social Media Somewhat

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Clifton light rail doesn't connect to the east west line. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service I'm not a transit planner but the Clifton Corridor has the largest concentration of jobs without access to rail. Emory, CDC, CHOA...totally jammed. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

It needs to connect to suburbs where people are commuting into the city. Why not more heavy rail instead of light rail? 

Heavy rail moves more people and more quickly. Improve current bus routes within the city and then build out heavy 

rail.

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat

 Language is a bit nebulous. More focus on rail—heavy and light—should be be a priority—distinct from “modes of transportation “ that always implies putting more focus on roads.

Are sidewalks part of the safety response? They always should be! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  Southeast Atlanta needs a belt line light rail option. It will get heavy use! Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat  See above

30311 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No  Service must be improved with increased service hours to reflect the increased activity of the city (24 hours) Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements N/A Supportive Email, Social Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat  Current trains and buses must be rapidly updated. Vehicles are experiencing mechanical failures too frequently

30316 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Would like to seeBeltline Rail on the Southside Trail and the I-20 BRT project. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Again we would like to seeBeltline Rail on the Southside Trail. Somewhat supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat We needBeltline Rail on the Southside Trail and the I-20 BRT project.

30316 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

The proposed plan ignores Southeast Atlanta, which voted OVERWHELMINGLY for your sales tax increase, only to be completely left out of the proposed projects. The "Beltline Light Rail" seems to service a very small percentage of the complete loop and OVERLOOKS the SoutheastBeltline. We need light rail here in 

booming Southeast Atlanta to get cars off arteries like Moreland and Boulevard and meet Marta's stated objectives.

Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Why is there no choice forBeltline Southeast Light Rail transit?!?! All major sections of theBeltline should be served by light rail. All of us are paying the additional sales tax that we voted for, yet those of us who live and work in Southeast Atlanta are getting zero benefit. Somewhat supportive Email News Media No  It seems to funnel transportation to Five Points, as usual. Why?!? There is a huge city out here underserved by Marta.

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No

 Coming from a global project management service industry, I look at the most heavily traveled and sometimes problematic areas, up-and-coming areas based on planned projects, current expansion and dense living to think through my thoughts of moving people across town east and west and north and south 

commuters, focusing out from Atlantas main hub, the downtown gulch.  I feel the current MARTA rail lines and bus lines are adequate for what they are.  The most important aspect for increasing exponentially the number of customers served daily is the interconnectivity to light rail, last mile, getting people from their 

homes to where they need to go every day in the quickest way possible.  I do not see any light rail initiates, from the blossoming west side to anywhere near MARTA, nor to the massive Proctor Creek projects nor connecting SW downtown neighborhoods and Mercedes Stadium with light rail.  All of these projects will 

draw both business and tourism to a thriving downtown hub. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit

 MARTA needs to have an unbiased focus group that includes city planners, business plan spokesperson, financial oversight, business and community leaders of Atlanta as well as city planners of existing cities where light rail has thrived in medium sized cities where it historically has not been  (Charlotte, Denver, 

Portland even Dallas, maybe LA)  This team/group must have the financial planners looking into every aspect of the proposed plans and think of the most cost effective implementation, management, maintenance and future expansion with the least amount of new dollars and reaching the maximum new number of 

riders in order to rethink the way we use transportation.  The best use of light rail connectivity is our universities, hospitals, shopping malls, entertainment venues ( including the new Braves Stadium) and business centers. Somewhat supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter No

 Ive heard and seen the beautification of existing MARTA stations along the current routes and the new propane energy 

efficient buses but they are not doing anything to increase ridership or connect additional routes, its only enhancing 

existing "inventory"

30312 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  The LRT components are not clearly defined - will these be dedicated routes or will they be competing with vehicular traffic for right of way? BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  TheBeltline LRT needs to be a high priority. Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

 As downtown/intown densifies, there needs to be more focus on network connections and reasonable, timely access to 

transit in all directions. Everything needs to be more frequent, in general, and especially when there are events in town.

30305 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  NA BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  NA Very supportive Social Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  I ride the train every day to work downtown. I am broadly supportive of MARTA's vision for this project. I also strongly support the need for light rail along the Clifton Corridor. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  No additional comments. This survey form has too many mandatory fields and questions. Very supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30307 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  More expansive rail network. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Expansion of theBeltline. Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  More expansive rail network needed.

30076 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

Additional fixed transportation is needed, not more buses. Buses already clog streets and slow traffic as they block lanes at stops. New riders will not be enticed to ride a bus with multiple stops. North - South train line needs an express train each hour with stops only at north springs, five points, and airport. I can drive 

most places faster than combined bus/train service, even in traffic. Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Stated above Somewhat supportive News Media Social Media No

30317 DeKalb Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Light rail expansion is good. Have a feeling that the ART and BRT being proposed won't be full scale rapid transit but rather "enhanced" bus service like the Memorial Drive "BRT". BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Need to connect the downtown Streetcar to theBeltline Eastside rail. Otherwise it will remain an underperforming service. Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat Go big. Connect Emorty/CDC line down to the East Lake or Decatur MARTA Station. 

30306 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I want more explicit focus on expanding Marta rail access, specifically, to improve overall coverage across the city and drive usage. I would take rail more if it were convenient to where I lived. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit It's great progress, but we need a more explicit focus on rail and light rail, away from bus and highway expansions Very supportive Email, News Media News Media No Mass transit coverage is insufficient for certain high traffic areas (Braves stadium/Cobb County, Emory, etc.)

30312 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Solving the job and worker spatial disconnect is critical to the economic vitality of the region, and is a central element of an equitable approach to public transportation. AtlantaBeltline connectivity and light rail is also key. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  n/a Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat  could use twice the investment made over 40 years, but it's a good start.

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  I hope MARTA buses become more frequent and new lines access isolated communities. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  NA Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes  Workers need a more reliable system.

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Transport development along theBeltline inside the perimeter should remain the no. 1 priority. We should build it BEFORE they come. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit MoreBeltline!!! Supportive Email, Social Media Community Event No

 CDC/Emory Annex should wait their turn. From not being on the list, to top of the list is just unfair, they can stand to 

put up with that traffic a little longer. Dekalb County would have made them wait longer anyway.

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes Yes, Clifton Corridor and NEBeltline LRT are priorities of mine.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit

The focus should be on expansion projects (Clifton Corridor LRT and NEBeltline LRT) and upgrading existing service (Peachtree ART) to increase ridership. The 110  'The Peach' service is currently inadequate for such a high-density corridor. The buses run too infrequently and have to turn people away because they are 

overfull. This is particularly bad due to the high number of disabled riders who use the 110 to access healthcare at Piedmont Hospital.  Very supportive Social Media Community Event Yes

 MARTA's priority should be to increase ridership. The focus should be on linking origins and destinations, in particular 

currently underserved employment centers, like Emory/CDC.

30324 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 The list doesn't detail out where new local bus routes are being added or reinstated.  My current transportation needs are mostly met by the options available to me near home and work in the City of Atlanta.  But, the needs of others who don't live/work in an area of the City with multiple options may not have their 

needs addressed by the list and therefore will continue to use their car which impacts me negatively. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  No additional comments Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

30316 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes n/a BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements  n/a Supportive Email News Media Yes

30308 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  TheBeltline needs light rail along the entire corridor, not just part. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  TheBeltline needs light rail along the entire corridor! Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat   TheBeltline needs light rail along the entire corridor, not just part. 

30303 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes na Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service na Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

 The relative scarcity of transit stations is screaming for improved bus access (dedicated bus lanes, etc.) Thank you for 

including these options. 

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Another Marta line needs to serve the west side of Atlanta north of 20.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Please for the love of god add a line that goes to Vinings. Somewhat supportive Phone/Text News Media No

There need to be more useful Marta lines.  I work across the street from Marta but I do not take Marta because to get 

to one of the four main lines I have to take the buses.  Buses in Atlanta just do not work and as a female I do not feel 

safe riding the bus alone.  I also have to drive further in to the city to get to one of the Marta stops (I live close to 285 

within the perimeter on the west side and then leave my car since taking a bus to the Bankhead station would take the 

same amount of time my entire commute by car takes.  I also do not want to leave my car at the Bankhead station 

because it will get broken in to or stolen as I live in the area and this is a frequent occurrence.  My husband also cannot 

take Marta because once it gets to Doraville it is useless, there are tons of business within four miles but the bus to 

those businesses takes 45 minutes.  The buses are useless. We have too much traffic to make the buses work properly.  

ADD MORE RAIL LINES. 

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  need for more Marta rail to connect this vast metro area is needed if Atlanta Metro is to continue to seen as competitive to businesses and potential new residents BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  The full and unwavering support and funding of the entireBeltline Light Rail is a must, it must be the top priority . Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30303 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

 The folks that are currently using Marta need to be able to travel further distances.  The folks that live further than Marta currently exists need the option of using Marta to travel to work and find better paying jobs.  I think this will assist with the crime rate going down; because folks need higher paying jobs that they 

have access to transportation to get to. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  Light Rail Transit is more important than Bus Rapid Transit (unless the bus in traveling all the way into the city - downtown, midtown & buckhead). Supportive Email News Media Somewhat  Still see gaps in some areas.  Marta needs to aggressively assist all areas with access to transportation equally.

30307 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network No

We need more transit around theBeltline and east side of Atlanta, particularly on the south side of moreland ave and memorial drive. We need more bus and light rail connections to existing Marta stations. As an Emory graduate and now employee, I still feel that too much is being invested in that area that will not be 

utilized by most of the employees, as they often work in the suburbs. In my division, I do not know of a single person who plans to use Marta after the expansion planned in that area. I feel that people who live more towards the center of the city are more invested in transit and will be the ones who benefit most from 

expansion. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  None Somewhat supportive Email Social Media No

Need more connections to existing rail stations. More light rails in highly traveled parts of city. Need more connection 

between reynoldstown and old fourth ward and reynoldstown/ inman park given growing congestion on krog st.

30307 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  N/A Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30307 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  I would like more connecting transport near the betline BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Please redesign city rail system to be more efficient and connect more areas. Very supportive Social Media News Media No

30307 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements  N/A Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30083 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 The project list does not address first/last mile challenges.  And does not address connectivity.

The project list does not list other transit options or modes of connectivity. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit

 The ATL needs to address integration with other modes of transit supported and championed by the City, such as Relay Bike Share.  People should be able to purchase Relay Bike Share passes at the Marta Store at the Five Points Station.  And purchase Relay Bike Share passes through the Marta Station Kiosks.  That 

goes a long way towards addressing first and last mile connectivity. Neutral Email Social Media Somewhat

 The project list does not address first/last mile challenges.  And does not address connectivity.

The project list does not list other transit options or modes of connectivity.

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No Train extension and light rail are essential for this city. Funds will be best used to support and integrate the city at it is. Please stop spending money on car commuters, it only encourages more vehicles and the city can't handle any more.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Encourage people to use rail to popular areas that drive the local economy, NOT big businesses with suburb employee. Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media No

30360 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network No

 I live by the Doraville line and would love to commute to work on MARTA rail. However, there is no current way to get from Doraville to Medical Center without going south to Lindbergh and then back north towards North Springs. That commute takes over an hour. None of the proposed expansions works to connect 

the red and gold line so that folks can actually get from one side of 285 to the other quickly. 285 is the most deadly and congested highway in Atlanta and this plan doe nothing to address it. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit  None of these projects help Atlantans who travel from north suburbs to get to Atlanta faster. The majority of people working in Midtown, Downtown, Sandy Springs, and Medical Center are travelling from 400 or down 85. How is this addressing that congestion? Somewhat supportive Other Do not contact me. News Media No

 Atlanta needs actual rail that is comprehensive, reliable, and operates more than just 2-3 times an hour. We also need 

a way to get our rail moving faster. A trip from Doraville station to Midtown is no where faster than if I take the 

highway. More people would use Marta if it was faster and we need rail connectivity past Doraville - towards Norcross, 

Duluth, and beyond so ease congestion on 85 in the mornings and afternoons.

30360 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  n/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  n/a Supportive Email Social Media Yes

30324 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  The proposed project list only answers to very specific issues -- the Clifton employment center, the southwest corridor, etc. If LRT for the 22 mile loop were completed, it would give 40+ neighborhoods access to one another, including all of the employment and enjoyment centers within each neighborhood. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit  Please do right and complete theBeltline's transit oriented mission around the entire 22-mile loop. Somewhat supportive Phone/Text, Social Media More MARTA Atlanta Website No

 Atlanta has transportation needs all across the city -- it needs RELIABLE transportation that will not add onto or be 

impacted by current vehicular traffic. Adding another lane dedicated to buses will worsen the vehicular congestion 

across the citry.

30040 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat Consider prioritizing light rail on the fullBeltline over light rail to Greenbriar Mall BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  PrioritizeBeltline rail over Greenbriar Mall rail Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30314 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat Need more parking near the transit station. I would ride the train everyday if I had someplace to park. The walk from my home to the nearest station is unsafe. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit MARTA must do a better job of using the app to communicate delays or closed parking lots, such as using alerts.  Me and my friends are afraid to rely on MARTA as our only means of transportation because when issues arise, riders are left unaware. Very supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat

 We really need to consider monorail. I would easily pay anything for a train going directly into the airport. Plus we 

really need rail to connect the international terminal to the domestic airport terminal.

30360 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I think rail transit around the entireBeltline is critical to the revitalization of its developing neighborhoods BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit None Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I wish there was more light rail projects closer into the city. The Campbelton LRT seems redundant after a BRT line. I think it would be better to use that money to fund LRT on theBeltline or through midtown, connecting the inner core of Atlanta better. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit n Neutral News Media More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

30313 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  While some changes are addressed, there is much to be done to further make MARTA accessible and easy to navigate. For places like Castleberry Hill that is a quick journey it should not take longer to wait on a bus than it does to actually get from the neighborhood to the heart downtown. Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements  N/A Very supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media Social Media Somewhat

 All bus stops should be clearly identifiable. In some neighborhoods the greenery has grown so much that you don’t 

always see the sign. And then if you are not familiar with the area you are not sure what bus actually stops there. The 

app can help for those comfortable with technology but what about visitors not aware of the map of residents who are 

unable or uncomfortable accessing. 

30307 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No   Atlanta needs significantly more public transit to compete with other cities and maintain its global city status. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Atlanta needs significantly more public transit to compete with other cities and maintain its global city status. Very supportive Email News Media No  Atlanta needs significantly more public transit to compete with other cities and maintain its global city status.

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Where is the proposed project list? How can I take a survey about it if it's not visible? Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Marta elevators are filthy and reek of urine. Don't you ever cleant them? Supportive Other None Social Media Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  I would like to see more light rail than buses. Two major needs are light rail down the spine of Peachtree - Brookhaven Station all the way to 5 Points and a Perimeter route encircling the city. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit From a perception standpoint, light rail needs to be prioritized over more buses. Light rail feels more urban and will be more attractive for new riders than buses.  Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

I would like to see more light rail than buses. Two major needs are light rail down the spine of Peachtree - Brookhaven 

Station all the way to 5 Points and a Perimeter route encircling the city. 

30312 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I'm unclear from the plan how it would impact frequency of bus routes in my neighborhood and station upgrades at my closest train station (King Memorial) Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit MARTA could do a better job of showing the reasons why these plans address under-served communities. Neutral Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

 I'm unclear how the plan addresses equity and accessibility, including for older persons and individuals with disabilities.  

I'm also unclear how it addresses the access of communities with limited vehicle access and higher poverty rates.

30305 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat I would really like to see more emphasis on completing the entireBeltline project. MARTA rail already connects many employment centers, but not enough neighborhoods that would benefit from this connectivity. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements There will always be more work to be done to make MARTA stations feel easier and safer to navigate. I applaud MARTA's shifting emphasis over the years toward more transit-oriented development. Keep doing what you can to make more room for people near the stations rather than cars. Somewhat supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

The Clifton Rd Corridor proposal is outside the scope of anything I voted for in the past. While I acknowledge it would be 

beneficial to connect the employment center around the Emory area, I feel it would be far more beneficial to connect 

more living centers to MARTA rail for now.

30084 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

 Our city is long overdue for transportation expansion. The billions of transportation dollars that trickle down from Federal and State Governments largely deals with road improvements and expansion, which doesn't benefit the commuter. It only leads to more cars on the road, less safety, and more pollution. Little is 

spent on maintaining much less expanding our existing rail system. This is a step in the right direction even though it's long overdue. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements The Clifton/Emory Corridor LRT is a must for commuters. The traffic there is deplorable. Bus services need to be expanded to get commuters to the rapid transit hubs. It was down-scaled unnecessarily disenfranchising commuters without cars. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

Atlanta is far behind the times for the expansion of heavy and light rail across all territories as our city has continued it's 

sprawl over the last several decades. This is barely the tip of the iceberg. At least it's a start.

30317 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  na Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  na Supportive Other na Community Event Yes

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  More rail expansion on the west-side is severely needed. Crosstown Downtown West Extension Moores Mill Transit Center Station Improvements  Would like to see expansion more on the west side community. Howell Mill Road, Marietta St, Atlantic Station, and Northside Dr are very heavy congested traffic areas and could use the help of expanded transit. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 Not enough attention given to rail line expansion. Ridership would increase if there are more options on the rail line. 

There are  a lot of Atlantans I speak to are more likely to ride the train over the bus if there was more accessibility. 

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  It provides transit connectivity from the major employment center where I work, into the MARTA system, giving me options to get to various locations in the metro region I currently do not have transit access to. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit

 The Clifton Corridor has been identified by the ARC since 1961 as a major employment center that needs direct access into the MARTA system. It is LONG overdue to be served and this transit project would open access to thousands of jobs at Emory, the CDC, CHOA, the VA and other businesses to those potential 

employees who currently cannot get to these jobs from other areas in the region. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  There seems to be relatively little investment in SE Atlanta. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  The Clifton Corridor would be an excellent project. Thousands of Atlantans already work there, and thousands more would be able to live in the city if Clifton had a proper transit connection. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat  Bus service reliability needs to improve more.

30317 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Belt line and campbellton BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Good Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30317 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

 The citizens mobilized and approved taxing initiates mostly around the promise of the belt line rail and trail integration to Marta and then expansion. This was before annexation of Emory, yet that and other projects taking priority.

BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Please engage with constituents and actually listen to them. Active participant feedback keeps getting dismissed Somewhat supportive Email News Media No  See above

30354 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes As the rail system is limited in its reach, we need better connectivity between rail and other means of transport (bikeshares, scootershares, Lyft, Uber, services like the Atlantic Station shuttle, etc.). Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  We need rail service to Clayton County, with a stop in Hapeville and at the Airport International Terminal F. Supportive Email Community Event Yes

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  None. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  None. Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30360 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I currently drive from North DeKalb County to downtown Atlanta in a single-person vehicle.  There is not much in in the project list that would make me change my mind about taking MARTA more frequently. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Station improvements are a priority for many people like me. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 The project list does not address improving the reputation of MARTA as a safe transportation alternative.  I personally 

know several people who will not even consider taking MARTA because they are afraid/uncomfortable to even try it.

30314 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  - Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  - Very supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat

30306 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes I feel like this meets my transit need, the issue I have is how long the bus takes near juniper street! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements  the trains could be more sufficient Neutral Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat

 I'm in favor of completing light rail transit for the completeBeltline loop over other projects, such as the Clifton corridor. There are many places in the city I would go more often if it was easily accessible without driving a car (grant park area, west side of town, areas north of piedmont park/south of lindbergh). I'm also 

very opposed to BRT on theBeltline. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

I'm primarily in favor of projects that leverage  Light Rail Transit, particularly with dedicated right of way (unlike the street car).

The campbellton road projects (Light Rail Transit and Bus Rapid Transit) appear duplicative - will the BRT be a temporary solution while LRT is being implemented? Supportive Social Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

It addresses SOME of Atlanta's transportation needs, its in no way holistic or complete. While I am in favor of using the 

current funds on projects within the city limits, I don't think you can truly address Atlanta's transportation needs 

without solving for the outlying areas, with solutions like commuter rail, etc. Additionally I am strongly in favor of LRT 

for the entireBeltline loop and very much opposed to BRT on theBeltline.

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  n/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit More rail! MoreBeltline! Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes

30228 Clayton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  We need more rail and bus options in all of clayton county. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  We need more rail and bus options in all of clayton county. Neutral Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat  We need more rail and bus options in all of clayton county.

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

The current project list will provide a lot of great improvements which should improve transportation efficiency and reduce the need for individual vehicles.

The main area where I feel the plan could improve would be to provide LRT service around the entireBeltline rather than just two quadrants.  This will allow efficient transit from any quadrant of the city to any other, helping reduce economic isolation/separation of workers and jobs and unifying all quarters of the city 

more than new lines running out of the city such as Campbellton Rd. LRT, for which BRT can be used.  This will also address congestion in the West Midtown and further northwest neighborhoods that are rapidly growing in population and will continue to as the Bellwood Quarry area is developed.

Also, MARTA train station improvements are critical to grow ridership.  Better cleaning and addition of large ceiling fans would have a big impact, along with paint and landscaping.  Many stations are very depressing now. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements

Making train station signage (and app) accurately reflect reality and adding next train signage on outside of stations should also be a priority, along with minimizing delays/repairs during the daytime, as this helps people have more confidence in the system and be more likely to use it than the current frustrating 

situation where it's so difficult to know when the next train is actually coming, and people can't trust it or feel confident they can get where they need to go on time. Very supportive Email, News Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat  See previous answer, which applied to Atlantans in general and not just myself.

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 I think it's great that new stations and routes are being implemented, but it doesn't seem to help with the existing infrastructure. Namely, that current MARTA routes are regularly behind schedule and trains are so infrequent to the point that they cripple travel plans. Additionally, unless there are dedicated (and strictly 

enforced) bus-only lanes, expanded bus service will still have to compete with the Atlanta traffic, and likely fall behind. I know that there has already been a small expansion in service, but I've seen more and more MARTA bus stops labeled as "closed," which suggests there is a reallocation of existing buses and services, 

rather than a true expansion. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  None at this time. Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 Again; I think the plan needs to strongly focus on existing infrastructure, and then develop routes that will not further 

exacerbate the crippling traffic.
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30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  It shouldn't be cumbersome to utilize transit in this city.  Connectivity is critical.  I would love not to need my car when I live, work and socialize all in town. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit na Supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

 We need every possibility to remove cars from the roads.  How do you create the right network that makes driving your 

last resort rather than your first

30309 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Some of this list is very high level and seems to overlap with other items. I'm not sure I I understand what each of these means Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements Increase train frequency and reliability (decrease train length if needed). Improve real time location of buses and trains on the mobile app. Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes Need is for working people to get to places of employment and to be able to use Marta without need of a car. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Getting people to work in a timely and simple manner is my highest priority. Connectivity is next so people will be encouraged to use Marta without need of using a car. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30075 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  NEED TO EXTEND FROM NORTH SPRINGS TO HOLCOMB BRIDGE OR WINDWARD ON 400.  It’s already there to extend, the tracks literally stop in the trees.  Traffic is killing this city BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I DONT SEE ANYTHING FOR NORTH SUBURBS.  GWINETT OR NORTH FULTON.  Attitudes have changed.  Even Cobb should add MARTA train between Perimeter station and Sun Trust ballpark. Very supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media, News Media Social Media Somewhat

 NEED MARTA RAIL LINE ON 20 as well as 85 north.  TRAFFIC IS KILLING OUR CITY.  MORE BUS SERVICE MISSES THE 

POINT

30349 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  It doesn't address issues in South Fulton. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements No more comments Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

30349 Clayton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  No projects in Clayton County BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  No other comments Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

30363 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  You need more MARTA rail, and a LOT moreBeltline rail. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Busses aren't the solution. Knock it off. Somewhat supportive Email Social Media No

 I focuses on cheap things that won't improve transit long term. More busses just mean more traffic. You need rail. 

More rail!

30313 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  no further details Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  no further details Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30307 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes I’ve  lived in the Emory area for 40 years and have seen a horrendous increase in traffic & congestion. I’m proud of Emory’s growth into a major health and research center & believe the Clifton Corridor project should be the top priority as Emory is THE employer in the region. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Again, Clifton corridor should receive priority. Very supportive Email, News Media Social Media Somewhat  The emphasis on belt line light rail ignores employment—Emory should be the top priority.

30328 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Doesn't make my immediate commute in town much easier to get to more places by public transit. I use north springs station. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Lessening traffic on the road is most important in more congested areas. Somewhat supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

 These changes make getting around the in town area a bit easier without driving. Buses and other transportation 

options that interrupt driving traffic are not helpful. Aerial and heavy rail are best.

30030 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat

Clifton Rd is a major job center and traffic is awful. Emory has fully engaged in supporting alternative transportation options. People working on this will use it.

More frequent bus service is warranted - or bring back the express from Kensington Station.

Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Beltline project is a positive but theBeltline expansion has completely failed on affordable housing. Further support for the extreme gentrification when its the working class neighborhoods that will most likely use MARTA. Very supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat  Looks like the east side, especially down I20 is being completely neglected.

30312 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat I  work on Northside Pkwy and don’t see options for using public transportation to go to and from home to work.  That said, I see a lot of potential for using public transit for otherwise getting around for leisure time activities. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit  I am very supportive of MARTA honoring it’s commitment to light rail on the belt line. Very supportive Phone/Text Social Media Somewhat

 I think we have to reduce putting public transit vehicles onto Atlanta’s already clogged streets and highways.  More 

light rail and dedicated bus service routes would support actually reducing road congestion.

30336 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Light Rail Can Be call Lindbergh corridor and candler road Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Clayton county heavy rail and the stonecrest heavy rail Very supportive Email, Social Media More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

30349 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  It seems to continue to prefer higher income areas when public transportation is most needed and would be more utilized in lower income areas.   South Fulton is an untapped resource. More people there need MARTA.  The obvious caveat being that expansion of any sort is so behind the times that any is welcome.    BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  Marta trains should extend to the Southwest Perimeter (Red Oak) and South East Perimeter (Jonesboro?) imho before the Clifton corridor is serviced but that also needs doing ASAP. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 The Metro Area is so underserved by transit that almost any expansion is welcome.  And there is a certain rationale 

behind the plan but you've most left out those that will need to rely on economical transportation in the future.  Atlanta 

needs more rapid rail it needs a logical grid of service.  Trying to get from Camp Creek to East Atlanta Village (for 

instance) is practically almost impossible.      

30324 Fulton Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I’m still upset about being denied a transfer of credit from my blue breeze card to my silver one. In my opinion, that amounts to theft. Marta is no better than fare evaders. Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements   I’m still upset about being denied a transfer of credit from my blue breeze card to my silver one. In my opinion, that amounts to theft. Marta is no better than fare evaders. Not supportive News Media, Other Social Media Somewhat

  I’m still upset about being denied a transfer of credit from my blue breeze card to my silver one. In my opinion, that 

amounts to theft. Marta is no better than fare evaders. 

30341 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat The Clifton Corridor light rail line to the Emory University/CDC area is the highest priority for me. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Clifton Corridor light rail line to the Emory University/CDC area is a must have for the city. Very supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat There needs to be major expansions across the city and surrounding region 

30316 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Light Rail on theBeltline is the #1 priority for me. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  N/A Very supportive Email News Media Yes

I need to use my car entirely way too often for living within well-within the city limits.  I'm 2 miles from the King 

Memorial station, the closest MARTA stop.  TheBeltline will pass cross our street after the Southside expansion, but 

without rail, frequent driving will still be a necessity. 

30327` Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  Need more funds. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit  Need more funds. Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

30345 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Rail on theBeltline needs to be the priority.  That's why this tax was passed. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Rail on theBeltline needs to be the priority.  That's why this tax was passed. Somewhat supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat  Rail on theBeltline needs to be the priority.  That's why this tax was passed.

30303 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Some of the wording on the project list is not clear. It is not written in a way that everyone can understand. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  These are most relevant to my needs. Neutral Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat  Some of the wording on the project list is not clear. It is not written in a way that everyone can understand. 

30311 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  We need significant improvements to last-mile connectivity. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  n/a Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  n/a

30311 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  n/a BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  n/a Very supportive Email Community Event No  n/a

n/a Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  n/a Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  n/a Supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  n/a

30315 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  n/a BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  n/a Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  That's the way I feel about it.

30315 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat N/A Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit  N/A Neutral News Media Community Event Yes

30311 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  N/A BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  n/a Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  Haven't seen all routes yet

30310 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Community meetings are a meet when making changes to the lines BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  n/a Neutral Email, Phone/Text, Social Media Community Event Yes  n/a

30304 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I have been riding Marta ever since 2015 I would like to see Marta do something for Cleveland Ave Please!! BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  I would like to see Bus #55 come back to the neighborhood Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat  Need 55 bus on springside drive 

30340 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  N/A Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  N/A Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30316 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  The coverage into southeast Atlanta is poor in my opinion. Why no Light Rail headed that direction? BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Looking for some action in east/southeast Atlanta! Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 Buses are fine and dandy, but I just don’t see them being enough. I honk a ring of light rail would be much more 

beneficial and more heavily used than investing in revamping already oversized  existing MARTA train stations. 

30331 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Somewhat

 My name is Ahzeem Evans I fell that Marta needs to make some drastic changes such as renovating the heavy rail stations to the moderate times such as today, expand bus routes such as the number 71 Marta bus back to Fulton Industrial for example, fix the heavy rail traffic signal to prevent delays as well as fixing 

mechanical issues, an order of new heavy rail cars by having a contract of the year 2018-2021 or other future cars contracts  instead of updating a 1979-1982 rail model car that would breakdown in between 6 months- 2 years and please expand the I-20 West- East bound blue line from Stonecrust Mall to Fulton 

Industrial.

BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit   Expand the rail lines as well. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes  Expand the rail lines as well.

30331 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Somewhere BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  Far west has a great need and less options Somewhat supportive Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat

30310 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  It doesn't make sense for theBeltline LRT to connect through the streetcar. The streetcar is a bottleneck for riders of LRT as it is frequently constrained by automobile traffic. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements

 I use rail more than bus, so I would favor rail improvements. It's also critical to get rail on theBeltline as that was a big part of selling the sales tax increase to voters. Also, please consider connecting theBeltline LRT to the existing heavy rail lines rather than the street car. The street car just hasn't been as successful as 

we would like, and it will slow trips between SW Atlanta and NE Atlanta on theBeltline LRT. Very supportive Email, News Media Social Media Somewhat

 I think BRT is difficult to implement well. If it's done anything like the streetcar (utilizing shared traffic lanes) it will not 

be successful. BRT needs dedicated lanes in order to make it a preferred mode of transportation. I think rail (either light 

or heavy) should be prioritized, even though it carries a bigger price tag. 

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  The city needs expanded public transportation, reaching more places.  Considering the population density and traffic issues, MARTA is not currently a helpful solution to ease congestion like it should be in a city of this size. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Love taking MARTA but mainly use to go to airport.  With better upkeep and making it more of a priority, can be a game changer in the city, and is desperately needed to be just that. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30315 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No

I've posted a proposal that increases ridership through direct connections to MARTA stations with car-free trains routes and safe bikeways. Goals of proposal:

1. A direct extension of the Auburn Avenue streetcar to the MLK MARTA Station using two oneway streets (with cars alongside rail) on either side of the MLK Natatorium pool.

2. Independent train turn-arounds at Krog Street Market for the Auburn Avenue Streetcar (behine StudioPlex) adjacent to theBeltline tramway vehicles (which would be wireless, lower to the ground, and less weight).

3. Until a tunnel into the south side of Hulsey Yard is completed, provide shuttles connecting on theBeltline from Krog Street Market through Krog Tunnel to the Reynoldstown MARTA station and Edgewood Retail District.

4. Provide path separation for bikes and pedestrians on each side ofBeltline rail, with special focus on the south side of theBeltline where cement has not yet been poured.

Details at AtlantaRides.org Crosstown Downtown East Extension

Add Auburn streetcar connectivity to Krog Street Market via a loop behind StudioPlex. Include a covered walkway to Krog Street Market. Avoid adding rails on congested Irwin Street. Avoid overhead wires on theBeltline tramway. Investigate options for switching existing streetcars to wireless or sell existing to another 

city to go 100% wireless.

IncludeBeltline southeast light rail (tramway) from Oakland City Station to Glenwood Park and Reynoldstown MARTA station and the Edgewood Retail District with a new parking structure and retail between Best Buy and Lowe's. Work with developers to purchase southeast corner of Hulsey Yard.

In the next 10 years, provide aBeltline tunnel into the south side of Hulsey Yard for separation of trains from cars. Until completed, shuttles could connect on theBeltline from Krog Street Market through Krog Tunnel to avoid the longer planned route in street traffic along Dekalb Ave and Memorial Drive.

See map with tunnel position at AtlantaRides.org Neutral Email, Social Media, News Media Community Event No

Issue - No MARTA stations on the route until it reaches the west side of Atlanta.

Solution - In addition to connecting the streetcar to MLK Station, theBeltline tramway could go directly to Reynoldstown 

MARTA Station from Glenwood Park, with a southboundBeltline connection to Oakland City Station.

Issue - Traffic congestion on rail routes

Solution - Create independent turn-arounds at Krog Street Market for the Auburn Avenue Streetcar andBeltline 

tramway vehicles (a wireless, lower to the ground, lighter vehicle). The streetcar turn-around could reside behind 

StudioPlex to avoid traffic on Irwin Street. Covered walkway could extend to Krog Street Market.

Issue - TheBeltline trail is the only multi-modal trails in Georgia that currently prevents use by eBikes and eScooters.

Solution - Update the rules and focus on path separation for bikes and pedestrians on each side ofBeltline rail, with 

special focus on the upcoming south side where cement has not yet been poured.

30309 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  I feel like I would use theBeltline rail the most. I would take it between Ponce City Market, the Atlanta Zoo, the new Quarry Park, it connects some amazing destinations. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension

 Completing the ENTIREBeltline light rail would be a game changer for the city of Atlanta. TheBeltline lightrail would densify and promote urban connectivity. This is an opportunity to create an area centered around walkability, biking, and light rail. Can you imagine spending a Saturday morning shopping at Ponce, riding 

the light rail down to the Atlanta Zoo midday with the kids and then going to Quarry Park in the afternoon? That's the kind of connectivity theBeltline light rail will provide. We need to follow through with this original and amazing plan to provide a really diverse and transit oriented development. I moved from 

Washington - where I had heard about this plan. And this is part of the reason I moved here! Don't kill it. The walking path is great, but light rail along side it? That's brings longer distances into reach. Don't give up on this idea - it is the one thing Atlanta has that shows it is moving in the right direction, and making bold 

progress! Not supportive Social Media Community Event No

Atlanta needs more rail – be it the subway style or light rail style.  Rail is the only way to skip the traffic and move large 

amount of people efficiently. We all know this- so let’s provide it. As a MARTA rider and an avid proponent of public 

transit, I can tell you that people want efficiency in their transportation option. If driving their car gets them there faster 

or at the same amount of time, they will choose their car. But if public transit can either get them there 1) faster or 2) 

cheaper – they will be more likely to choose public transit. You will never be able to provide the speed of rail with 

buses. Plus, busses have a certain stigma associated with them. People don’t want to ride a bus. A rail? That’s cool. Its 

high tech, it’s sleek, it’s environmentally friendly. Invest in rail now MARTA, it’s the only way to help this city’s traffic 

problems and create the type of city we all want to live IN!

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Having transportation needs for seniors. Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit I like the Northside Drive Bus Transit System Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes N/A BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N/A Supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  N/A

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes Improvements are much needed and necessary due to the aged and disabled in the community.Necessaryandnecessary Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Needed and necessary due to people in the communities needs. Very supportive Email, News Media Community Event Yes

30314 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  n/a Very supportive Phone/Text More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes

30309 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  Bus stops should be at a light Crosstown Downtown East Extension Moores Mill Transit Center Station Improvements  N/A Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes  Safety

30309 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  NA Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  NA Supportive Social Media Community Event Yes

 Atlanta needs to have better public transportation considering large increase in population resulting in traffic 

congestion.

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Marta need bus stop  for disability access Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  Projects. Would be great for he city Neutral Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes  Very helpful

30309 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  n/a Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  I drive I'm learning Somewhat supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes  Explained well, I felt they answered questions

30309 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  All I want to see that the buses be on time or 5 to 10 minutes late Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  n/a Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat  n/a

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  n/a Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  n/a Very supportive Phone/Text More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes  n/a

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  n/a Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  n/a Supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat n/a

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  n/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  n/a Supportive Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat I need to see a positive change first

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  n/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  n/a Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  n/a

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  n/a Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  n/a Very supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event Yes  I feel Marta needs these enhancements 

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Everyone can't afford Marta Mobility Moores Mill Transit Center  n/a Neutral Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat  n/a

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  n/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  n/a Supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  n/a

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  n/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit  n/a Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  n/a

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  none BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  none right now Supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event No  Atlanta is already a city of 7 million people

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  n/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  n/a Supportive Email, Phone/Text, News Media Community Event Yes  n/a

30309 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Problem: you see three buses back to back Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  n/a Very supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat

 East Point station is dirty and smelly. The person that cleans is not doing a good job. If they don't want to do the job 

right they should be fired. The walls of the elevator have the same filth for the last 10 years.

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Provide fast bus service to Peachtree and art center BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  n/a Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  Because Marta is going to expand to Chamblee instead of Lenox Mall

30309 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  n/a Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  n/a Supportive News Media Community Event Yes  n/a

30311 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes

  Prioritizing Campbellton Rd., a major artery located close to the tip of the city’s most Southwest corridor, is the most viable , competent and strategic option for MARTA and the City of Atlanta . The Campbellton Rd. corridor is at the top of the ridership list. Currently, it is the sole mode of transportation for most the 

southside residents  that utilize MARTA which means that enhanced modes of services could bring the  Southwest ridership to an even higher level by attracting the large population of educated professionals that reside in Southwest Atlanta that never utilize MARTA.  THIS IS EXACTLY WHAT ALL ATLANTANS WERE 

VOTING ON WHEN WE VOTED FOR THE HALF A PENNY  TAX. This promise is rightfully  at the top of the list and should be executed in a timely manner.  Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center

  Prioritizing Campbellton Rd., a major artery located close to the tip of the city’s most Southwest corridor, is the most viable , competent and strategic option for MARTA and the City of Atlanta . The Campbellton Rd. corridor is at the top of the ridership list. Currently, it is the sole mode of transportation for most the 

southside residents  that utilize MARTA which means that enhanced modes of services could bring the  Southwest ridership to an even higher level by attracting the large population of educated professionals that reside in Southwest Atlanta that never utilize MARTA.  THIS IS EXACTLY WHAT ALL ATLANTANS WERE 

VOTING ON WHEN WE VOTED FOR THE HALF A PENNY  TAX. This promise is rightfully  at the top of the list and should be executed in a timely manner.  Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

  Prioritizing Campbellton Rd., a major artery located close to the tip of the city’s most Southwest corridor, is the most 

viable , competent and strategic option for MARTA and the City of Atlanta . The Campbellton Rd. corridor is at the top of 

the ridership list. Currently, it is the sole mode of transportation for most the southside residents  that utilize MARTA 

which means that enhanced modes of services could bring the  Southwest ridership to an even higher level by attracting 

the large population of educated professionals that reside in Southwest Atlanta that never utilize MARTA.  THIS IS 

EXACTLY WHAT ALL ATLANTANS WERE VOTING ON WHEN WE VOTED FOR THE HALF A PENNY  TAX. This promise is 

rightfully  at the top of the list and should be executed in a timely manner.  

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Yes, it will connect the Southside to the northside where the jobs are. I am in favor of the Campbellton rd light rail system. It's high time for southwest Atlanta to get its just due. I think that cliffton rd should pony up and get at the end of the line. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit

 I don't have a problem with Clifton road being a part of the Marta system, however, they should pay for it themselves because why should my southwest Atlanta  tax dollars go toward building a rail system for the rich when they weren't even part of atlanta when the vote was taken. Clifton road should pony up and get 

in the back of the line of the other proposed projects. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

 I understand that there is a limitef amount of funding to go around. However, southwest Atlanta is in desperate need of 

an economic engine that will spur growth and development in my area.

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  I feel that Marta is trying to bring better access to my area Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  My main focus is the Campellton Rd corridor Supportive Email News Media Yes

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network No  We need inter connectivity around the city, adding theBeltline rail. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  We need theBeltline rail like the city promised. Taxpayers have already paid for it. Somewhat supportive Email, Phone/Text News Media No Beltline rail is needed for equity.

30318 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Some things go beyond - buses seem to create more traffic /abrupt maneuvers on already crowded surface streets, while there is no way to get across town besides driving. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Buses and station improvements are not the answer, I am unable to get from the airport to west midtown in a reasonable amount of time while toting a weekend bag/travel gear on a bus. Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 Atlanta does not seem to systemically want to avoid the use of cars and move toward congestion-reducing and 

personally healthier modes. Buses by my home and office only clog the narrow streets and terrible non-smart stoplights 

more.

30311 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Extend streetcar to SW Atlabta e.g. Cascade or Campbelltown Road corridor Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  SW is really forgotten. it has large population and many depend on public transportation. of there were light rail and frequent bus service area would be better served and many of us  who drive now would take MARTA and have fewer cars on the car. Very supportive Email, Social Media News Media Yes

30311 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes Looks helpful to ease in traffic issues BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit  Nine Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Yes

30310 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  No commet other than waiting to see how long, if ever, this will take. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  Just waiting to see. It appears everyone is  focused on the north or the belt line Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No  Expand rail and not bus service. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Repair the elevator at Oakland city train station. Somewhat supportive News Media News Media No  Expand rail!

30331 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Mass Transit Service for the forgotten areas of the Cascade Road and Campbellton Road corridores BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  Atlanta development and investment south of I20 is a scar. Fix it! Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30310 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

I did my best to rank principles, but it seems that the writers did their best to not actually convey the meaning of each item. The wording is a bit lofty and opaque—why not write the way people actually think and speak?

For example ... 

-"Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks" doesn't mean anything to me. I assume "city investments" is referencing things unrelated to transit, but I can't be sure.

-"Balance portfolio of transit projects, using multiple transportation modes." What portfolio items? Balance how? Which projects? What modes? We have one minute to spare (we're doing the survey, after all!), so please expand the sentence to let us know what you're actually referencing. 

-"Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects." Ahh, the word "leverage." What on earth do you mean by "leverage transit projects"? One additional sentence could have cleared this up.

I'm a writer—I'll fix this pro-bono, just call!

BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Beltline Loop light rail line should be a priority as an antidote to Atlanta traffic! Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 I'm not sure if one of the items embraces a rail system that uses theBeltline, but it would have been nice to see 

something like that clearly written!

30331 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes N/A BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center N/A Supportive Email News Media Yes

30310 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Riding MARTA is an all-day commitment.  Connectivity feels limited and requires what seems like too-long of a wait time especially in last-mile bus connections. Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Station Improvements are long overdue w/ceiling tiles missing/insulation hanging down, tripping hazards close to the Marta tracks, and more focused signage. Very supportive News Media Community Event No

 When one looks at the program proposals, there are large far-flung areas of no connectivity.  Even theBeltline is too 

close to the center-city to service these areas.

30318 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No  Would like to see a stronger focus on updating current facilities and integration of more bus benches and shelters on routes. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements Bus stop improvements Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30311 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  N/A BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  N//A Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30035 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

 Service: 24hr Rail & Bus* 

* Major Routes: 121, 83, 110, etc...  Routes that visit 24hr Job Centers I. E.  Buckhead Business District, Airport, Alpharetta, etc... Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  Heavy rail to North Red line and blue line east to stonecrest and west to Six Flags Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat  See Above

30331 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  We voted for this project on our ballots and approved this measure, only parts that were in the city should be considered this round. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  On the south side of town we have huge income gaps to the rest of the city it we also have high usage. This should be considered and out corridors should be developed first. Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Marta needs to be committed to this new regional system! Marta will be the skeleton--bare bones, that this "new body" is built on. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  I would love to see more Marta connections along SWBeltline, Lee Street and Murphy Avenue. Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media No

 Marta needs to be committed to running trains and buses on time; connecting to other counties (Clayton and Cobb for 

example); and maintaining clean stations.

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  N/A BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  N/A Very supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Na BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  No comment Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30022 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat I see no heavy rail investment and I think we need more infill stations. Also would like to see BRT/ART to Ponce City Market and Krog Street Market. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  I think the highest priorities should be 1) light rail along Clifton Corridor due to it being a major job and university research center. and 2) ART along Peachtree Road. They would provide the biggest bang for the buck in terms of the city's economic development.  Neutral Email, News Media Social Media Somewhat

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  We seem to be forgetting all about rail expansion on east and south lines. Not one bus or rail line outside of Fulton/DeKalb counties until those who have paid into the system from the start are made whole and benefit from expansion like the north side has. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  None. Neutral Email, Social Media, News Media News Media No See above. Y'all are STILL leaving South, East and West lines behind.

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  I feel that the current proposed projects meet my needs, especially because I live intown in Grant Park. My concern is when I am forced to move further out to afford property - hoping that I can find a place still well-served by MARTA! Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements

 I think the discussion about this projects has become VERY myopic and dangerously polarized between fullBeltline transit vs. Clifton corridor. TheBeltline's equity issues are so extraordinary that I think allocating too much of these MARTA dollars to theBeltline would be disastrous. Let's improve the 

infrastructure/stations we have, expand investments we have already made (the Streetcar), and augment service in areas that need better, more reliable service to get people to job centers. TheBeltline cannot get the bulk of this money -- that would fail the citizens of Atlanta. Supportive Email, Social Media Community Event Yes  I think this proposed list is ambitious, considers multiple modes, and considers various parts of Atlanta.

30307 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes The Clifton Corridor is particularly helpful. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  N/A Very supportive Email News Media Yes  It expands the layers and reach of transportation.

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes n/a Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  I am disappointed by the lack of extension of the MARTA network to the new Braves stadium, and even more disappointed by the lack of expansion of the network to Southeast Atlanta. Frequent bus service will not fix the issue. A new station would. Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat

There's not much being done in lower income areas where the MARTA system is more needed for people to be able to 

get to work. These people rely on MARTA, and it's completely unfair for the city to cater to those who don't use the 

system as much.

30331 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Ok BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  Ok Supportive Email News Media Yes

30076 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  As an almost daily rider of Marta from North Springs to Arts Center, heavy rail up 400 is my #1 priority. Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Light rail is not going to solve commuter needs, and arterial rapid transit is not much of an improvement for riders or traffic overall. Not supportive Email, News Media Social Media No

The current trajectory further cements the dysfunctional relationship between state, county, and local governments in 

working with MARTA and the lack of political will from citizens to see an effective solution. In sum, it's swatting at flies 

while ignoring the real problem.

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Ultimately, the city needs more stations, more lines, and more regional connectivity to be a convenient and usable system on the level that other major cities such as Chicago are. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements More MARTA, regional trains, state funding. Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

 Ultimately, the city needs more stations, more lines, and more regional connectivity to be a convenient and usable 

system on the level that other major cities such as Chicago are.

31131 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I need Southwest Atlanta addressed. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  Greater transit opportunities need to be developed for the Campbellton Road Corridor. Very supportive Email, Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat  I think a more comprehensive plan needs to be implemented in Southwest Atlanta. 

30312 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat . Frequent Local Bus Service Greenbriar Transit Center Moores Mill Transit Center  . Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30306 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat We need more local bus service and incentives to ride. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  More local bus service, passes for frequent users, bus service to shopping and nightlife as well as work. Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  We need rail BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Rail along theBeltline  Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  We need rail

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  This survey wording is more than likely intimidating,  confusing and overwhelming to the ridership that needs to participate in this survey the most. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  This survey appears to be biased and flawed.  As the president of a southwest community,  I find this to be extremely troubling and nothing more than a checkmark exercise. Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  I believe the routes and riders who generate the most revenue to date should be prioritized. 



ZIP Code

Please select 

which county 

you are from.

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding 

principles to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the 

highest priority to you. #1

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding principles 

to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the highest priority to you. 

#2

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding 

principles to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the 

highest priority to you. #3

After reviewing the 

proposed project list, do you 

feel it addresses your 

transportation needs?

Please provide any additional details about your response to the previous question. Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #1 Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #2 Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #3 Please provide any additional comments you have on the program or individual projects.
Please rate your level of support of 

the More MARTA proposed projects.

How do you like to receive information on MARTA 

news?
Other - How do you like to receive information on MARTA news?

How did you learn about the More MARTA 

atlanta program Survey?

After reviewing the proposed 

project list, do you feel it 

addresses Atlanta's 

transportation needs?

Please provide reason(s) for your response to the last question.

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat

I'd like to see the More MARTA effort expand into neighboring towns and communities, such as Brookhaven, Decatur, Sandy Springs, etc where transit use is a fairly popular way to and from Atlanta, whether it be for entertainment or for work. Especially in Brookhaven and surrounding unincorporated areas where 

buses are underutilized because they don't run as frequently as they should and many in the area work over in the Emory/CDC area. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Again, consider expanding this effort to nearby, transit-oriented communities next. Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes

30317 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Clifton Corridor should be the priority  - job centers and critical mass BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Great first phase - next round should look at connecting to Cumberland Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 It's going to be a long road ahead, and this is a good start. Incrementally we can get more regional connections for 

commuters. 

30315 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  I live and work along Moreland Ave, so the rapid bus service potentially helps a little. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service NA Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat  NA

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Use the transportation money for transportation projects, not purchasing land for the expansion of the botanical gardens. Invest heavily in theBeltline to move the project along faster and follow through with promised plans for light rail. Basically, follow through on what was promised. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Do what you said you were going to do. Follow the SIP for theBeltline. This is what we voted for. Not rail or bus service at Emory hospital. Neutral Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Expand transit north as well as within Perimeter itself BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  None Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30310 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  This system needs to be expanded outside the perimeter. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  You need to study traffic patterns better. Neutral Other Community Event No  This is a rail to nowhere.

30303 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  Na Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  N/a Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  N/a

3029 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Na BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Na Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  Na

30316 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes While it would be in my personal interest to have rail on the SEBeltline corridor, there is not the density or potential density to justify it. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit I support the S Concept. Very supportive Email News Media Yes  I disagree with theBeltline Rail Now advocates. 

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes

- Express-limited stop service during rush hour

- Connectivity with Gwinnett Co Transit

- Later night & earlier mass transit hours

BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  None Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes  None

30315 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit  For peoples trying to get to places Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  Too get to more places for the handicap

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes Yes especially expanded it Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit I believe this a great program Supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  Making the buses expanded is great

30341 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I'd also like to see some bullet trains for people who live far out and travel long distances into Atlanta. It would be great to get them off the roads. It would give them alternatives. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  I mentioned above, but I'd like to see some bullet trains coming in from far-out suburbs. Very supportive Email News Media Yes  Yes, I love the proposed work. Keep it going. This city needs to focus on mass transit in order to thrive.

30344 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  N/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit  Don’t know Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Yes

30309 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  Metro usually means 24 hours to me this system helps no one get around people cannot get home 11pm to 12 midnight Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  Na Very supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat  Tired of walking far to get to a bus stop

30345 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  ythgghffhdghht BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit  ;kjjlklljl;jkl;ljkkl Not supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat

30331 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Na Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  Na

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Between bus and train I feel Marta gets me to work fine. Just would be nice to get to other non-connected places within the city. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements  N/a Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Na Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  Routes too long for one particular bus. Our schedules not savee as their arrival times

30314 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  Better scheduling more buses on timely manner BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  Na Very supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event Yes  Help with wait time

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit  Na Very supportive Email, Phone/Text Community Event Yes  Na

30344 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Seemed needed BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit To help sporting events Supportive Email Community Event Yes

30034 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes Sis Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements Ss Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30314 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Awesome deal BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit  Na Supportive Phone/Text More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat  N/a

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No  More customer input is needed to provide future updates and improvements. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements  Station improvements need to be fair concerning all stations. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  None needed BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  I love Marta, and I would love more partnerships with transit from the surrounding suburbs. Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes  Atlanta needs more public transportation of all types, and the list looks reasonably complete to me

30313 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Na Neutral Email, Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat  Na

30308 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  city needs to continually expand walking and biking options.  cars are not preferred for me Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  n/a Neutral Email News Media Somewhat  city needs to continually expand walking and biking options.  cars are not preferred for me

30331 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes Bring more Marta in the black community and the white community. Stop acting like Marta can’t go up 400 or in Smyrna. Accessibility is important Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Don’t have abg Very supportive Social Media Social Media Somewhat

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  More, easy, and affordable transportation options are needed in the southern and western areas of the city to allow low and mid income citizens to get to jobs in the job-rich areas of the metro area BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  While easing traffic is important. addrssing the needs of communities with resources- jobs, development, growth, and CARS should not have priority of the communities that have not been developed and home to people where mass transit is a necessity, not just a convenience. Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat Did not see plans for better transportation to Fulton Industrial area.  Otherwise it assesses what I think is needed.  

30260 Clayton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No  24 hour service is needed Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  What about clayton county Not supportive Email, Phone/Text More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

30331 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat More focus needed for the SW side of town. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  Light rail will take a while so until it is completed please enhance frequency and effectiveness of bus transit. Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30331 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  N/a BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  N/a Supportive News Media News Media Somewhat  Too vague to understand expected impact, but happy to see transportation as a priority.

30331 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  The desire is to make it a viable option for professionals.  Expansion and safety are critical. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  N/A Supportive Other News Media Yes  Currently, need option closer to house.

30345 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes Its for the better Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements Get trains upgrade Very supportive Social Media News Media Yes  Its better for the community

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  We need more transit between train routes BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit  Light rail in the southwest should be a priority as many non car owning people work above I 20 depend on public transit Somewhat supportive Email News Media

30030 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

 While I wholeheartedly support the expansion of MARTA, I think more attention needs to be paid to the western side of town - the vast majority of the proposed expansion will take place in the eastern – particularly, northeastern – parts of Atlanta. I think a significant step would be to expand rapid transit from HE 

Holmes station to a new station at MKL Jr Dr and I-285, creating another entry point for commuters coming into the city and servicing more people there. Another significant step would be to build the northwestBeltline Loop with light rail. 

Thank you for your time. Adequately servicing western Fulton County's MARTA transit needs is essential to ensuring an equitable and sustainable transit system for the future. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

It is hard to choose just one of the above that is especially important, but I think the three I highlighted – a completedBeltline transit loop, and the Clifton Cooridor – will make big strides towards planning future mass transit expansion.

I also believe that concentrating the light rail options around the downtown Streetcar MUST be AVOIDED. That would only cause bottlenecks and prevent people from utilizing transit as it should be utilized. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

  While I wholeheartedly support the expansion of MARTA, I think more attention needs to be paid to the western side 

of town - the vast majority of the proposed expansion will take place in the eastern – particularly, northeastern – parts 

of Atlanta. I think a significant step would be to expand rapid transit from HE Holmes station to a new station at MKL Jr 

Dr and I-285, creating another entry point for commuters coming into the city and servicing more people there. Another 

significant step would be to build the northwestBeltline Loop with light rail. 

Thank you for your time. Adequately servicing western Fulton County's MARTA transit needs is essential to ensuring an 

equitable and sustainable transit system for the future.

30318 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  no Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements  no Very supportive Other In-Person Community Event Somewhat  no

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  no BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  no Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  no

30318 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  na Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  na

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  no Greenbriar Transit Center Moores Mill Transit Center Station Improvements  Re-open ALL restrooms! Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  My questions were answered by Toni Thornton and MaLika

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  no BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  no Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  no

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  no BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  no Supportive Email Community Event Yes  Improvement is good and if you are taking people's input into action, it is good.

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  The proposal projects will work if MARTA concerns and needs one at a time, with frequency, accessibility, priority for all of Atlanta. Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Safety in the stations and at bus stops because of crime, attacks, theft. Safety is imperative. Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes

Accessible to all people with disabilities. Transportation to and from work, health and shopping can be used without the 

waits. 

30318 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  no Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Moores Mill Transit Center  no Supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  no

30318 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat there should be a better connectivity between transfer points between buses. Crosstown Downtown West Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  na Very supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  na

30044 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

I live in Gwinnett County but work in Fulton County (midtown Atlanta). I am a visually impaired individual who relies on public transportation for my daily commute to work. Ensuring that access to various job location in the metro area is important to me, and to the client that I work with at the Center for the Visually 

Impaired who are seeking to re-enter / enter the workforce. It is critical that bus stops have paved access points and connecting sidewalks, and whenever / wherever possible, accessible signage (large print or Braille) identifying the routes serviced by the stop. It is also critical that scheduleds between MARTA and 

surrounding county transit services be well timed and coordinated. Lastly, all information on the MARTA websites needs to be accessible via screen reader technology. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements Please work with agencies like the Center for the Visually Impaired and organizations like the National Federation for the Blind of GA to ensure that the needs of the visually impaired community are planned for in advance and not an after thought. Somewhat supportive Email, Social Media News Media

 Some of the information is in graphical / non-text format that is inaccessible to visually impaired individual and 

therefore unreviewable.

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  Need more understandable break down in all proposed changes, simplicity. Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  na Supportive Phone/Text, News Media Community Event Somewhat  Need a better, simple explanation of all proposed changes

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  no Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  no Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 I just moved here from Chicago, Transit System is a little different. When transferring to catch another bus from getting 

off another, if a bus is coming, AND we're getting off, seems like it could wait a second to see if someone is trying to 

connect. I hate having to wait 25 minutes, and one was right there.

30318 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Botton Road and Marietta Blvd need to be addressed and included because of extremely heavy traffic. Bus 60 takes too long on weekends. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Oakland city (impovements) Very supportive Other in-person Community Event Somewhat  na

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  We need more wheelchair-accessible trains Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  na Neutral Email Community Event Somewhat  na

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Somewhat  na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  na Supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  na

30318 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No  Doesn't feel like the projects address needs of seniors and the physically and visually disabled. Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Really need to face on the disabled. Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes

 Feels like improvements will address needs of the physically and visually challenged in the express service and beach 

condos. Need to improve service texts of MARTA mobility. Better service for seniors. 

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  na BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  need better services at Greenbriar Supportive News Media Community Event Yes  na

30318 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  no Crosstown Downtown West Extension Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  no Neutral Social Media, News Media Community Event Yes  no

30316 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat

Need moreBeltline rail projects andBeltline trail extensions. Specifically completing the east-side trail, crossing I-20 and connecting to the yet-to-start southside trail. I also don't think bus rapid transit is going to help anything and is mostly a waste of money. We need more heavy rail investment to truly help commuters 

get into the city, not buses. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Beltline light rail should be considered on more than the NE and SW sections. East & SE sides really need this too. Neutral News Media Community Event Somewhat

Atlanta is doing more "traffic diets" on major roadways, removing lanes of vehicular traffic to create bike lanes that get 

little to no use. All this is being done with there are compelling alternative modes of transportation to replace personal 

vehicles. This creates more traffic congestion, decreases worker productivity, and increases greenhouse gas emissions.

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  None Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  None Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat

 The priority just has to be trains. Sure, it's nice to get to and from theBeltline et al, but increasing the usefulness of the train network is literally the only way anyone will buy into public transit in Atlanta. 

For example, I live well in-town --  in Virginia Highlands. It's over a mile to my nearest MARTA station, and I work downtown. My commute is too short by car to justify driving to a station (probably Inman, Little Five or Candler), parking my car, waiting ten minutes for a train, taking it to Five Points and then changing 

trains to go one stop -- probably waiting ten minutes again.

I'm moving near King Memorial Station and will happily take the train to work. MARTA's usefulness is severely limited by the sparse stations. That has to be the first priority with this admittedly small budget. Once people see how that affects the city, it will start to shift perceptions of transit and then there's room for 

more projects. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Trains, trains, trains. I think the Clifton Corridor and theBeltline light rail proposals are a waste of time and resources right now. And frankly, the stations are fine. Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  See above.

30307 DeKalb Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

My main transportation need is not having my neighborhood destroyed by building a divided highway through it and turning it into a development corridor because of a referendum held in a nearby jurisdiction. I live in the path of the proposed Clifton Corridor LRT.  The roads around my neighborhood and the Clifton 

Corridor route are only clogged during rush hour, and they're clogged with cars coming into town from Gwinnett and other outlying areas. The streets are clear and easy to get around on weekends and weekdays during the day and in the evening, and I'm able to walk safely to nearby amenities.  It seems like the obvious 

choice for providing transit to this area would be something like the much cheaper "Brain Train" commuter rail that would run during rush hour on existing railroad corridors and could connect to outlying areas without disturbing existing neighborhoods and historic resources. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension

Clifton Corridor is a terrible project that seems designed to fail.  Not only would it block the completion of the transformative goals of theBeltline, it would destroy existing neighborhoods and further patterns at inequity currently plaguing the city. Currently, there's not a lot of reason for transit in the area.  The 

neighborhoods closest to the route aren't dense enough to support transit, and who's going to go hang out at the CDC? Much cheaper commuter rail during rush hour would be a different story, but the current plans for the project seem to be as much about building a fast-moving highway as about transit, which would 

undermine the transit component by making it easier for people to stay in their cars.  Pedestrians and cyclists wouldn't fair well in this car-centered plan either.  Cheaper commuter rail, or at least a cheaper design that doesn't expand the road and take property from historic sites, should replace this project. Not supportive News Media More MARTA Atlanta Website No

Atlanta needs an equitable transit solution that protects, connects, and unites existing communities. The biggest 

transportation issue in Atlanta is rush hour traffic backed up at access points to our freeways with commuters trying to 

go to and from disconnected suburbs. The MARTA board seemed to acknowledge this reality by adopting commuter rail 

as the key component of the Clayton County expansion, which is a solution that should be considered in other corridors 

rather than dubious LRT projects like Clifton Corridor. TheBeltline should also be completed, connecting the city's 

diverse neighborhoods and focusing development in the city's central core, which would compliment commuter rail 

projects by allowing people who access the city by commuter rail to move freely around the entire city.

30344 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  Last mile connectivityis a strong 4th option as many Atlanta neighborhoods do not have sidewalks thereby increasing probability of safety related incidents involving pedestrians, wheel chair and motorized riding scooters, cyclists, etc. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  Areas south of I-20 have been overlooked while in many instance have some of the highest ridership in the city with bus routes that seem less direct and could touch more in the process. Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat

 Multiple modes of transportation and pedestrian/cyclist safety not adequately addressed. Also traffic patterns and 

density related issues appear to be afterthoughts Inn planning. I’m also concerned about reaching those 

communities/neighborhoods with underserved transportation needs. 

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  N/a Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension N/a Very supportive Phone/Text News Media Yes

30317 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Na BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  Na Supportive Phone/Text, Social Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat  Na

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I would like to see the west end station redesigned so we don’t have to walk to the end to enter the station from lee street or to catch buses BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I support your plans. Building theBeltline loop makes no sense given limited resources Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30309 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  Took the belt line out. Included unnecessary projects. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Belt line should be complete, everything else secondary Somewhat supportive Email Social Media No  Same as above

30324 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Would like to see more information in the shopping areas about all BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  It is hard to get from one side of town to another Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  Need coverage in areas that have no transportation before the proposals are finished

30310 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

 Nothing about easing access to rail stations

Nothing about partnering with ride share

Nothing about better interagrating bike share BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  N/A Neutral Email Community Event Somewhat  Huge void with addressing southwest Atlanta. No one cares about that part of the city

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes I live in Midtown and it is already really easy for me to get most places I need to go. I love the idea of increased local bus service since the biggest downside of taking MARTA (at times) is the long wait times for buses that come only every 45 minutes or so. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Thanks for getting our input! Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

 I question the benefit of creating LRT along some of the proposed corridors as opposed to BRT.  Is increased capacity 

enough to justify the higher cost of all the proposed LRT? Is it still possible to attract federal dollars for BRT projects? 

BRT seems like a much more cost efficient and quick way to improve our transit system. It seems to work really well in 

Cleveland!

30304 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  I would like to see 88 bus come back to my community BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  I would like to see 88 bus in our community. South side concerned citizens manager (BRENDA A. CARTER) Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes  I have been riding MARTA ever since 2015 I provide snacks to help MARTA bus drivers and passengers 

30331 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  I don’t have anything to add BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  Public transportation will help reduce traffic Very supportive Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I would like to see more transit and development in Southwest Atlanta, both near theBeltline and out into the Cascade/Greenbriar areas. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit MARTA and transit should be tools to balance the inequities in Atlanta. Very supportive Email, Social Media Community Event Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  A good start. More is needed. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Rail projects should have a high priority. Supportive Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat  More is needed, including commuter rail.

30316 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Last mile and first mile connectivity is super important. Without ease of getting from your home to transportation ridership will not be sustainable. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Where is the completedBeltline project? Supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media Community Event Somewhat

 I believe making sure there is ease in connecting transit networks is important. If I am in little 5 and I want to get to 

midtown or buckhead the time to travel there should be efficient. Also I want reiterate first and last mile connectivity is 

imperative.

30331 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes

 Well, my triangulation of movement is from City of South Fulton, to WeWorks downtown Atlanta,and weekends in Stone Mountain, DeKalb County. So I am concerned about last mile, to and from work, safety, light rail extension to Stonecrest and City of South Fulton communities and inclusion in planning and auditing 

progress of MARTA overall. Crosstown Downtown West Extension Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Thank you for being a partner with the Atlanta Business League - we want to do business with MARTA' Supportive Email Community Event Yes

 The matters suggested appear to be professionally assessed and presented for general audiences/constituencies. I will 

attempt to educate myself on MARTAs mission and rollout of expansion to equitably address the transportation needs 

of the tri-county constituency.

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  N/a BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension N/a Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30030 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes

 Clearly marked sidewalks and ramps to access paths to MARTA stations and stops would be SO GREAT. Sidewalks keep pedestrians away from congested intersections. I walk everywhere and have had several close calls where people and cars were too close together. 

I use MARTA rail stations frequently. At my stations (usually Decatur, North Springs, Lindbergh, Five Points, Medical Center) I frequently see elevators or escalators out of order, garbage in the corners, and human waste residue where it should not be. Without functional elevators, wheelchair users cannot benefit from 

MARTA rails. Functional escalators ensure people with other mobility concerns need not tire themselves unduly on the way to work before the day has begun.

MARTA bus routes confuse me. I do not use MARTA buses unless I must. People I know who ride them say it's a toss-up whether the bus arrives on time or not.  Please improve on bus reliability and courtesy of the drivers. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  PLEASE maintain the stations and stops you currently have and the new ones you build in the years to come. Every station was shiny and clean and new once. Now cleanliness and the functionality of your card/payment machines or gates are issues in most of the stations I pass through. Very supportive Email, Social Media News Media Yes

 Safety and access to a streamlined, seamless MARTA system are my priorities and reflect the wishes I hear most often 

from conversation partners. 

We would love regional transit in areas like Roswell where a car is a mandatory possession, but that is beyond the scope 

of this project. 

30344 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

 Customer Service is a major aspect that needs to be addressed especially as a regular rider of Marta for 18 years I notice all the new faces among the bus drivers, station agents, and other employees; The problem is a lot of them share a common problem: which is a disconnect to the people . I can honestly say 

I have had problems with my breeze card in the past and needed assistance from a Marta employee; I must say most of the times a simple solution to the problems I had turned into a herculean task for these employees understand how frustrating that will be for any customer that pays for a weekly pass faithfully. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service When will the rail improvements be completed it's been an ongoing project since 2003 and yet it looks like there is no end to the project. Somewhat supportive Email, Phone/Text More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

There needs to be Express service buses provide from Five Points station to every end of the line station to give 

customers another option to get to the end of the line station especially the airport station in particular.

30349 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Safety is a big Issue Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements  none Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30084 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  I think you've covered the important things BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I live in Tucker and wish the light rail was going to come to Tucker Supportive Email, Social Media Community Event Somewhat  Need more details to accurately say if it fully addresses transportation needs

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No

Some of the proposed projects are vague. I consider them goals not projects. I think the list could be more specific. Marta is a great system! It just needs to go more places, particularly along I-85/I-75. Just create more bus routes that provide direct to destination access. Take a survey of people who take Marta or want 

to take Marta more like myself and see how long the commute is with current Marta routes and then consider what additional routes could make it better. Just a suggestion. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit None Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website No  Please see comments above.

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No To get around anywhere in the city, it still involves individual transportation such as a car. Increasing rapid bus transit is great, but a short term solution. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Seems underwhelming and does not alleviate congestion nor does it create further transportation equality. I know many at MARTA put lots of hard work and dedication into this plan, but to me it misses the mark all around. Somewhat supportive Email News Media No

This does not solve or alleviate major congestion on our roads. We need more rail and light rail to allow people to have 

alternatives. I realize this is the most expensive option, but we as a community have put this off for far too long.

30313 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  More focus on bicycle connections to transit options. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  TheBeltline needs light rail Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30307 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat was hoping for infill stations on marta line Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  n/a Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat  wanted the network to focus on connecting the employment centers with Bus lines and infill train stations

30306 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes The priorities I selected would address my needs. Along with more bicycling lanes, without pushing cars into neighborhoods, and disincentivesing cars from outside the city. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit I'd like to see more Arterial Rapid Transit. The street car is too large but a good start. More street car / light rail. Very supportive Social Media Social Media Somewhat   We need to prioritize in-town modes of transportation, last mile etc. We need to disincentives drivers into the city.  

30316 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Be more like London and Amsterdam, they have incredible transit systems. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit I believe in Atlanta! East Atlanta needs more convenient rails. Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

There is a lot on the list, and still even more that needs to be done. I don't think the budget is sufficient to accomplish 

the goals that are pivotal to Atlanta's progress

30342 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  We need more rail lines. That's the best way to move people around the city in a dedicated, predictable way. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  The more rail the better Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  More rail focus

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No  I live in Grant Park and my most frequent trips are to Downtown, Inman Park, EAV, Kirkwood and Eastlake - i.e. within Atlanta's core of intown neighborhoods. Other than some bus frequency improvements, this list does not address this type of connectivity. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit

Clifton Corridor transit is clearly needed, but should be funded by a regional source - and when our region does put up the money for it, it needs to connect to MARTA's Gold Line AND the Blue or Green Line on the eastside, maybe at Decatur. A dead-end spur is not the solution. This particular orientation (the Gold line 

connection) serves commuters from the northern suburbs but offers nothing to the CITY RESIDENTS in Eastlake, Kirkwood, Inman Park, Candler Park, Reynoldstown, etc. who commute to that area. Somewhat supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

What about theBeltline? No other project holds more promise for Atlanta's future! 

Atlanta's biggest-ever transportation investment should be leveraged to deliver a similarly ambitious and transformative 

project. We do need more frequent bus service, rail station improvements, and BRT could be an interesting transit 

option in a few limited corridors. But this project list is like Atlanta winning the lottery but instead of building its dream 

home, it builds only half of it and spends the rest on new furniture for its old house! This funding is a once-in-a-

generation opportunity - make it count!

303 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  I think the transportation list takes into account a broad list of transportation projects based on allocated funding available.  Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  I have no additional comments, thank you.  Supportive Social Media, News Media Social Media Yes

30127 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat

 INCREASE OPERATING TIMES FOR 24 HOUR ACCESS IN AT HIGH TRAFFIC AREAS .

RAIL AND BUS SHOULD HAVE THE SAME SCHEDULE AT LEAST . WHEN THE MARTA TRAINS STILL BUT THE BUSLINES DO NOT IT IS IS INCONVENIENT !  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit  EAST WESLEY TO WEST WESLEY BUSLINE CONNECTING LINDBERG TO MARIETTA / ATLANTA COBB DR .    CONNECTING PEACHTREE TO MOORES MILL !!! Very supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media, News Media Community Event Yes  increase availability of TRAINS and BUSES OPEN AND CLOSE TO ,  AND MARTA POLICE PRESENCE ON TRAINS !!! 

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Sidewalks! Sidewalks! Sidewalks! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Beltline light rail. Supportive Other Community meetings Community Event Somewhat

Get Cobb commuters off our roads. If they don’t participate in regional transit, they can toll here on a per use basis. The 

majority of cut through drivers that speed through my neighborhood are Cobb plates.

30331 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  NA Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Greenbriar Transit Center  NA Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  N/A Very supportive Email, Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat  We need more info for the people to know what’s going on area

30303 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  N/A BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  N/A Supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media, News Media Community Event Yes  N/A

30303 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  No BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit  No Supportive News Media Community Event Yes  No

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Marta need more busses at vine city train station. And the train need to run more Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Na Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  Na

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Nonew Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  Want to see Campbellton Road Very supportive Other Community Event Yes  Will get buses to me on time

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Keep up the good work Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Keep up the good work Supportive Email, News Media Community Event Yes

30313 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Yes  N/A Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements  N/A Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  N/A

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Thanks for the opportunity  BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements Thanks for the opportunity for feedback. Supportive News Media Social Media Yes

 Recently started to use Marta and found it to be one of the best use of time and reducing my carbon footprint. Would 

like to see Marta return bus service to the Beecher Hills area for the seniors without transportation for daily needs as 

well as needed appointments.

30311 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes

I support the proposed program projects, especially those that would allow my family and I to access various parts of the city without having to use a vehicle. Because we live in the West End, I especially like theBeltline and crosstown light rail and extension. This access would allow us to frequent parts of Atlanta that 

we usually stay away from because of traffic, parking, etc. We would use Marta more frequently with these lines. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  All of the proposed projects seem to service various needs. As I said before, I especially favor theBeltline Light Rail Transit and Crosstown Extensions because of my residence on the West End. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes
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In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding 

principles to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the 

highest priority to you. #1

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding principles 

to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the highest priority to you. 

#2

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding 

principles to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the 

highest priority to you. #3

After reviewing the 

proposed project list, do you 

feel it addresses your 

transportation needs?

Please provide any additional details about your response to the previous question. Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #1 Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #2 Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #3 Please provide any additional comments you have on the program or individual projects.
Please rate your level of support of 

the More MARTA proposed projects.

How do you like to receive information on MARTA 

news?
Other - How do you like to receive information on MARTA news?

How did you learn about the More MARTA 

atlanta program Survey?

After reviewing the proposed 

project list, do you feel it 

addresses Atlanta's 

transportation needs?

Please provide reason(s) for your response to the last question.

30311 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat

 If for any reason car break down

To major event

Enhance the community Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements  Thanks for the concern, Supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes

30314 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  None Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  None Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event No  No

30316 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes It makes using MARTA very EASY. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements Yes, it makes using MARTA very EASY. Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  Yes, it all makes using MARTA very EASY.

30314 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  I have a lot of times been late to things being that the machines take my money. Also there just isn’t enough trains/buses that come fast enough. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  There needs to be more than 3 choices. Also the level of customer service needs to be addressed. It is up to standards. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30337 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Connectivity with other transit systems for those who work further out. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  No Very supportive Email, Social Media Community Event Somewhat  I have no car. Some bus lines will only take you so far.

30337 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Add more routes in the outer metro areas BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Greenbriar Transit Center  Really need to increase bus services in the ellenwood/ Rex area, as well as the route lengths. Bus drivers need to be trained and qualified to do bus routes Very supportive Email, Phone/Text Community Event Yes  N/A

30311 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  The auto system needs to be more direct. Stop repeating what it has already said. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements  Have restrooms open later. Supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I would like to see more MARTA police around areas with the most people to prevent harmful incidents from happening. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements  I would like to see more community outreach for the people who are really in need of MARTA. Very supportive Email, News Media Community Event Yes It shows that they are trying to have more efficient and modern ways to get the people around fast and safely. 

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Good list North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  None Very supportive Other Community Event Yes  Good list

30311 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No  N/A Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  N/A Somewhat supportive News Media Community Event No  I am puzzled about the addition of bus routes that feed into stations with no visible connection.

30354 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  It good. More times schedule Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Would like to see more reliable times and more frequent service Supportive Other Community Event Yes  Good list

30354 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  N/A BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Make LRT work around I-285 Very supportive Email, Phone/Text Community Event Yes  N/A

30331 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  It addressed any concerns that I may have. Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  Expand the system and make it easier and faster to navigate. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  A greenbriar station would be so convenient Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  None Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30314 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  N/A BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  N/A Very supportive Email, Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat  N/A

30317 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I feel as though MARTA trains and bus should run 24/7. The MARTA system should expand throughout Metro Atlanta Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  N/A Very supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat  N/A

30314 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  System needs to be connected throughout the neighbor Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  Need something in Asby. 24-hour scheduling for road transit. Bathrooms in stations. Supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat  Needs to connect regionally MARTA Mobility is a piece of shit.

30038 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Increase last mile connectivity. Work with regional partners to optimize Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Add more community circulator Very supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30314 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Very excited about light rail and connecting multiple modes of transit. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  In all honesty, a belt line lightrail is a must to keep neighborhoods vibrant and connected without leaving anyone out or denying them a chance at prosperity. Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Yes

 Yes but it needs to happen quickly, we’re already 30 years behind every major city and without a real transit system 

this city will never reach its potential.

30314 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat I am more interested in the MARTA rail system being extending into other counties; outside of I-285.  The rail system should be extended, expanded and improved.  We need less buses and more rail. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  There are a lot of unnecessary improvements made inside of I-285 and not enough outside of 285; from which all of the added traffic is coming. Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

There is no mention of extending the main rail lines outside of 285. North (Alpharetta), South (Newnan), East (Conley) 

and West (Douglasville).

30033 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network No  I support completing the entireBeltline light rail loop. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center   I support completing the entireBeltline light rail loop. Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat  I support completing the entireBeltline light rail loop.

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  with all of this funding MARTA shoud lalso be addressing last-mile connectivity like dedicated bike and scooter lanes, streetscaping and sidewalk improvements. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Greenbriar Transit Center Nah Very supportive Email News Media No  No - many of the neighborhood along theBeltline need LRT or something similar.  This is not enough.

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat N/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Na Supportive Email News Media Yes

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Would like to see more rail expansion Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center N/A Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30308 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I would like more in-town transit options so that I can totally go without an automobile. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  I think all of these are important, but new stations/lines need to be the priority. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 Does not address regional transit as much as it should - need to make it easier and more desirable for people to take 

the train into town as a commuter.

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No TheBeltline including the light rail component that was promised when I voted for T-SPLOST needs to be completed.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Complete theBeltline and add connectivity to downtown locations. Somewhat supportive Email, Social Media Social Media Somewhat

I think it would help alleviate some of the transportation congestion; however, there needs to be more connectivity.  

My experience using the bus to MARTA stations has not been very positive.  They are crowded and still rely on how bad 

traffic is when it comes to pick-ups and drop-offs.  I have waited at a bus stop for almost an hour because traffic was 

bad and the bus was late.

30338 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  i am looking for transportation from Cummings to midtown atlanta BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements  na Supportive News Media Community Event Yes

30022 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I would love to see an extension of existing MARTA heavy rail lines, particularly the Red line north to Northpoint. I also want to make sure that there is ease of transfer between existing heavy rail lines and the new proposed light rail system. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  As previously stated, I think the city would greatly benefit from extension of existing heavy rail lines and addition of new heavy rail. Very supportive Other News Media Somewhat

 I think that the city needs to focus more on dedicated rail extension to as many areas as possible and less on traffic-

clogging bus routes.

30344 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  n/A Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center

 Have the bus number on all 4 sides of the bus. The number should be constant. Other messages can blink on and off but have number all the time.

I see more cigarette butts and smell more smoke at station. There are cigarette butts on trains and on station seats. Please enforce smoking regulations. The no smoking signs have worn off the train doors. Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  n/a

30349 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  would like more info on mobility for seniors in SF needing transportation like mobility. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  na Supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat  More for seniors no longer able to drive

30344 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  na Frequent Local Bus Service Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements  na Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  na

30349 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  We need transportation for seniors who walk to the stations to be transported by a bus. Frequent Local Bus Service Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements  na Supportive Email Community Event Yes This presentation was helpful 

30326 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  More light rail that is completed, not not just short add on segments.  Complete whole lines that go somewhere instead of compromising so much and chopping up the funding across so many needs. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Move forward quickly. Supportive News Media More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I would like to see the East Lake MARTA Station improved. There is literally scaffolding holding up the bridge that crosses over Howard. Tiles are coming up all over the place, it's in total dis-repair and a unsightly disgrace to our community. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Improve the existing stations and implement Bus Rapid Transit. Very supportive News Media News Media Somewhat  Fix what we have, and make it happen already. It takes you guys forever to do anything.

30317 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  It's not clear from the fact sheet how much, if any, the light rail expansion will touch areas I travel to. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  n/a Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  See above. I like that there are improvements all around but I think it is only the beginning.

30337 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No The problem is that it doesn't currently call for buildout of rail along the entireBeltline, and that is a huge mistake. That's why I said "No" above - the current plan will not improve my transportation options as much as it would if the entireBeltline is built out with rail. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit  I checked the twoBeltline LRT options listed above, but they are not enough. This is the one chance in our lifetime to fully build out rail on the entireBeltline. The money is there, the support is there, and the economic and transportation benefits will be clear. Please prioritize full rail on the entireBeltline. Not supportive Email, Social Media News Media No

 While the proposed More MARTA plan has a lot of positive attributes, it leaves 2/3 of theBeltline without transit, and 

that is a huge mistake. We need to prioritize rail on the entire 22 mile loop of theBeltline in order to make Atlanta's core 

truly connected, and to fully optimize theBeltline itself, as well as its MARTA adjacencies. I say this not as a philosophical 

point, but as a daily user of MARTA for 20 years who will benefit most by theBeltline being fully built out with rail.  

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes

Yes, the proposed list addresses my transportation needs, particularly the frequent local bus service and station improvements. I ride the MARTA buses often and would save a lot of time if they ran more frequently. I think more people would ride the buses if if they ran more frequently and if the experience was 

improved with better stations/stops. Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements

The More Marta projects should be selected based on quantifiable needs and the impacts these projects will have on allowing transit riders get where they need to go. Existing high-ridership routes should be prioritized as well as projects connecting large employment centers and very dense redidenial areas.  I would 

like to see even more frequent buses and significant station improvements (more bus shelters, better directional signage, real-time displays, restrooms, etc.). BRT makes more practical and financial sense than LRT. Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes

The proposed list appears to be an equitable balance of transit improvements throughout the city. It is appropriate that 

it is based on the guiding principals and data analysis. I also like the idea of BRT and believe that if a good BRT project is 

implemented, people will see the benefits and become more comfortable with it, maybe even as a component 

ofBeltline transit. Due to the cost effectiveness of BRT, the city can move closer to meeting its transportation demand 

with BRT over LRT. LRT is too costly and takes too long to build for it to be a practical solution when we are already in 

such need for transit service. We can get so much more with our tax dollars with BRT and frequent local bus service 

than with rail.

30032 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  I'd love to see more about public transit specifically and multi-modal transit throughout the city. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  The Clifton Corridor is a must! We HAVE to have it. Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30316 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat

 I am concerned about the Clifton Corridor project. This major project should not be shouldered by Atlanta taxpayers alone and should be funded jointly by Dekalb Coounty/the City of Decatur/and the State of Georgia. 

I am VERY concerned about ANY transit option that operates in mixed traffic. This is the main failure of the existing Atlanta Streetcar. Bus Rapid Transit, LRT, ART, etc should operate in dedicated ROW. Anything else will waste time in traffic and be a failure. Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  NO to any LRT without dedicated ROW. NO to paying the entire bill of the Clifton Corridor project without Dekalb/Decatur/GA chipping in. YES to true Bus Rapid Transit, YES to expanding connectivity in the North West, South West, South. Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media No

The largest piece of funding goes to Clifton Corridor which was only very recently annexed by Atlanta and whose 

workers are dispersed throughout the entire Metro region. It would be better to improve transit access to highly 

populated areas currently without rail AND improve East/West connectivity.

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat More in town destinations reachable by transit. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  n/a Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat   Needs last mile connectivity to get rid of driving to Marta station all together. 

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes I think it’s vital to have multiple ways to get to and from (not just to work but other activities) that are predictable and effective and all work on the same system. (Sydney’s opal transit does this well) BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center

 We voted for the SPLOST in 2016 to include light rail on theBeltline NOT the Clifton corridor. While it’s important, Atlantans didn’t vote for that at the time and money should not be focused there except from the regional level. 

Adding a transit station on the west side is IMPERITIVE if we want to reduce congestion  and get people to and from more than just work. Very supportive Email, Social Media, Other Twitter News Media Somewhat

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  -- BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit -- Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Yes

30312 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No

I would prefer to have increased bus frequency at peak times, 10 or 15 minute frequency. That kind of reliability of arrival would help a lot. I also want to see rail all around theBeltline so I can take advantage of all the new stuff that's being built near it. 

By the time this current proposal for rail gets built out years from now, you'll see some glaring missed opportunities due of the continuing growth of new stuff all over theBeltline, including the NW section. Don't make that mistake.  BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  What's the point of prioritizing the projects on this list? The thing that concerns me is the stuff that's not on this list, like high-frequency bus lines and a full loop ofBeltline rail. Somewhat supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

 At least it adds new transit equally across the city. But I have big concerns about the new streetcar, BRT and ART lines. 

Will they be running in dedicated lanes? If not, what's the point. That's a huge unknown. 

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Maybe I'm selfish because I live in West End, but having the Streetcar come our way would be dope BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  You know I want y'all to have the streetcar all around theBeltline. Like, the entire thing. A loop. Like, exactly what we thought it was gonna be. Supportive Email News Media Yes  I mean, I feel like it leverages what we have and leaves room for more to add on to in the future.

30033 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  none BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit  none Very supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat I would like to see more onBeltline rail and dedicated lanes and expansion of street car. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  Lite rail and reliable and frequent bus service would be so helpful as a single car household here in SW. Supportive Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat

30308 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat In general,Beltline LightRail should be prioritized, as it was the selling point for funds raised. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  In general,Beltline LightRail should be prioritized, as it was the selling point for funds raised. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat  In general,Beltline LightRail should be prioritized, as it was the selling point for funds raised.

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Sure, it’s intense. It could be better. I just want to have access in my neighborhood. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements I want more Marta options in my neighborhood. Not buses but trains!! Somewhat supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat  It seems very technical. To an average joe, the options listed are TOO technical to understand. 

30022 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  It addresses my needs as someone who does not use marta to commute. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  I am particularly interested in the light rail along theBeltline. Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Yes  Atlanta needs dramatic transportation improvements. These are an excellent start.

30030 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Please do not create more mixed-traffic transit. BRT should have its own, dedicated bus-only lane and not have to share with personal vehicles. I would also like to see the entireBeltline have transit, not just some. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  Would like the see the Arts Center station get its own lane in and out of the station to the interstate for better CCT connectivity Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

 Armour Drive infill station is not on this list, and it doesn't specify whether new lanes/routes will be dedicated entirely 

to transit vehicles.

30341 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  N/A Supportive Email News Media Yes

30311 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat    . Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements   . Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

 It addresses that Atlanta needs a lot of transportation help and it'll take more than the money currently being collected 

and 40 years to get it together. 

30306 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No I would like to see the fullBeltline rail loop as part of this plan. I would like to see us focus on better connectivity inwards. I think this is how we will become a true world class city with world class transportation. Let's have as much connectivity ON DEDICATED LANES/RIGHT OF WAY as possible. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  See above. Not supportive Email News Media No  See above.

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes Big fan of the LRT BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements n/a Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat Too much Bus, we need more train lines

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I would like increased expansion in heavy rail outside of the city in addition to these projects. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  The most useful projects for me will increase connection/options between the West End and Downtown and/or Midtown Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30313 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes None BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  A description or different map of where these transits are would result in better feedback. The map, on an iPhone platform, does not provide a comprehensive view of the system. How will these be implemented and why will it make a difference? Very supportive News Media News Media Yes

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  I feel like I deal with a reliability issue on the existing train service at least weekly. I'd like to see major expansion, but also make sure current systems have better schedules and increased reliability. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements none Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30319 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Somewhat  I would like to see LRT up and down Peachtree from downtown to Brookhaven. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  We need a lot more LRT to connect heavy rail stations to businesses and neighborhoods. Beltline and more. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30308 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Somewhat unclear to me what these principles would actually entail. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  I would hope to see more time tables/time of when the bus/train is coming at stations and clear, usable online/phone application resources for mapping directions from point A to point B. Very supportive Email News Media

30314 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No

Atlanta NEEDS more rail service.  This proposed plan has mostly increased bus service expansion showing.  Unless those bus lines are in their own dedicated lane the entire length of their travel path, they will be rendered useless by the rest of Atlanta's car drivers.  And buses move so much slower than rail.  Commuters 

desire faster routes and will most likely choose to continue to drive unless they only have a short trip to take via bus.  To get from say the SW quadrant to the NE quadrant of the city would take forever on any route that isn't a rail system that can cut directly overhead or underground.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit

I learned in a recent NPU meeting that MARTA/Mayor's office has been prioritizing the annexation of Emory and focusing more transportation plans there than on the two sections ofBeltline that are already constructed.  The tax monies previously voted on were for theBeltline.  That money needs to be used for 

theBeltline andBeltline only.  Emory can find their own money or get on a future ballot for future dollars.  Residents have already spoken and voted - we want rail on theBeltline! Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

This proposed plan is better than what we have now, but I think the city will be better served with an emphasis on 

building rail lines.  We want to be considered a major city, but  currently act more like a large town.  The Major US cities 

have major rail.  

30303 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

 Atlanta is a driving city with a lot of traffic and congestion issues, which are exacerbated by a public transit system that does not service a large portion of metro Atlanta. I love to see that additional lines are included in the plan and I hope that MARTA and the City do everything they can to make the entire city more 

accessible for all residents. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  N/A Supportive Email, News Media News Media Somewhat

 I have been a student in Atlanta for 4 years and recently moved here full-time, so I'm not aware of all of Atlanta's 

transportation needs. This plan looks like a good start but there is always more to be done.

30307 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat I don't think connecting light rail with the existing streetcar route, which is in traffic, does anyone any favors. The success of light rail hinges upon having dedicated lanes free of regular car traffic, as many studies have pointed out. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Beltline transit should be on the full loop, as has been planned and promised since its inception. If not,Beltline light rail should certainly not connect with the existing streetcar route that is in mixed traffic. Neutral Email News Media Somewhat

 I don't think connecting light rail with the existing streetcar route, which is in traffic, does anyone any favors. The 

success of light rail hinges upon having dedicated lanes free of regular car traffic, as many studies have pointed out.  

Also, we need light rail on the fullBeltline loop, otherwise certain neighborhoods are going to miss out on the benefits 

theBeltline will bring.

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes I love marta BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit  More buses Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Community Event Yes

30308 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  I think that it’s a great service traisnit system BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  It’s a great service Supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media Community Event Somewhat

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Keep up the good work. And keep community informed Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements N/A Supportive Email Community Event Yes  Good for community

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Yes  Na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit  Na Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  Na

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  N/A Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  N/A Crosstown Downtown East Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  N/a Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  N/A

30308 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  I believe we need to expand service to counties,instead of treating the “elite” of Atlanta with furtherBeltlineimprovements. We know the elite will be funded,it’s all in who knows whom Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  I would like to see station improvements Supportive Email, News Media Community Event Yes

30236 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  no additional details BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit n/a Supportive Social Media More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

30360 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes I am a daily rider and it helps all of the additional plans for the future. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit all of the projects are very enlightening because it helps people from different areas and expansion for services Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes

30082 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No  n./a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  n/a Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website No I don't live that area.

30002 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  i don't have any Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit n/a Supportive Other Friends! News Media Somewhat

30236 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  n/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  n/a Very supportive Social Media More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat  n/a

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No

If someones works anywhere off Northside Pkwy in Buckhead (like I do) there is no way to get there unless you drive. A 25 min drive from West End would take an HOUR by bus. I see traffic on Howell Mill and Northside daily, with people commuting to and from this area. Buses won’t help as they increase traffic. Marta 

trains HAVE to go in more directions than the cross that currently exists. Same kind of traffic problems exist in West Midtown and East Atlanta Village. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center MORE RAIL PRIORITY LESS BUS. Please takes cars off the road. Traffic is truly a nightmare Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat

People in the city as a whole, do need more bus transit lines. However, I think rail needs to be the utmost priority. It 

moves the most people, goes much faster, and takes way more cars off the highway than a bus will. 

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I want more frequent bus service with dedicated lanes that goes more places. I live 3 miles from my office, but there is simply no way to get there that comes even close to being as convenient as driving BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Beltline rail now. Bus rapid transit with dedicated lanes. Dedicated lanes for the street car Somewhat supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat  Public transportation is crucial for workers. It needs to be affordable, accessible, and convenient

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  More train lines that go more places. I want to get anywhere from anywhere by train. Today I can't even get to a baseball game by train, everyone has to sit in traffic, that's silly! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Trains are the best option for commuters, I am looking to avoid driving everywhere. Neutral Email News Media Somewhat

30341 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  There need to be more access points to midtown and the directly surrounding neighborhoods and developments i.e. Ponce City market, Krog street market / theBeltline, Inman Park and grant park BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  TheBeltline is a good start, it’s will help hairy parking in those areas and the businesses taking off around it Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat  Again, more midtown stops please. Arts center isn’t enough.

30309 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  More frequent service, expansion of train network BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Safety improvements for solo female travelers at night would be a big concern of mine Supportive Other No thank you News Media Somewhat Do not see expansion of train network

30058 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I'm hoping to get a rail closer to my area but I didn't see that on the list. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  There should be more transit in areas that aren't necessarily better off financially. People in these need to have access to transit so that they can be able to work. Neutral Other Please don't send me anything News Media Yes

30316 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat Beltline Rail please BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Beltline Rail please Neutral Social Media News Media Somewhat

30316 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

It would be great to do what’s best for all of those who NEED a better way of getting around the city of Atlanta. Use the money for what it is meant to be used for. Finish theBeltline and build the light rail that connects to Marta and the Street Car. If you have ever visited Boston or Washington D.C, you would have an 

idea of what it means to live without a car and depend on those rail lines to get around. #beingecofriendly #buildittheywillcome #Politicssuck BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements

 It would be great to do what’s best for all of those who NEED a better way of getting around the city of Atlanta. Use the money for what it is meant to be used for. Finish theBeltline and build the light rail that connects to Marta and the Street Car. If you have ever visited Boston or Washington D.C, you would have an 

idea of what it means to live without a car and depend on those rail lines to get around. #beingecofriendly #buildittheywillcome #Politicssuck Supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat

30316 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

One of the challenges that we have along the BeltlLine in Reynoldstown is that we do not have ART service to accompany theBeltline path. We can take a bus to get to the Reynoldstown or MLK stations to go to the East/West line, and eventually go North or South, but if we want to access the 10th street side of 

theBeltline, or Westend, since there is no intermediate level service or LRT, it is difficult to shorten the travel time. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension

Having theBeltline LRT extend from the NE to the SW will be tremendous because it will connect the east and west and allow for the distribution of economic opportunities to the west side that have been heavily concentrated along theBeltline's east side. With the SW side of theBeltline becoming more active, it would 

make sense to activate a rail option since the vote supported the fact that people want to be able to get out of cars to alleviate some of the traffic congestion, and because this area, served predominately by buses, has more than one transportation option. Making Clifton a priority is a problem for me because work in-

town on the existingBeltline hasn't been tied together and taking on this project spreads things out further, not allowing transit to be fluid. Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

 In some ways it does, however, special attention needs to be given to linking the existing partially completed work 

along theBeltline and adding LRT first. Also, the ease of transition from LRT, streetcar, or MARTA toBeltline paths 

leading to business centers will be important.

30022 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat N/A Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  N/A Very supportive Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

 Ultimately, this city needs more trains, stations, and MARTA stops in order to service the growing population of Atlanta. There are people who, being displaced by higher rents, need to access their jobs via public transit. The streetcar was a huge waste of money for many atlantans, which could have been used instead 

to increase the access to light rail in and around the city. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension

I personally would prioritize an expansion in the clifton corridor, as much of the population of atlanta traffic is concentrated there with no alternatives other than driving. A train option would ease traffic, congestion, and would also alleviate much of the local traffic's burden on those roads, which bear the brunt of so 

much wear and tear.  Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

30307 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  / BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  / Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media

30032 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  I would like to see an expanded train system BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension none Neutral Other News Media Somewhat  Atlanta needs a more extensive rail system

30305 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes The Peachtree route would make it easier for me to get around Atlanta without a car. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Make it happen! Very supportive Email News Media Yes It makes sense to connect the major neighborhoods together. This will make Atlanta an even better metropolitan city.

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  I love that I will be able to get from East lake to CDC campus on Marta and light rail. I would have preferred a slightly more direct option, but this is still a huge improvement BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Please make sure the Clifton corridor extends out to Avondale Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

 I think this is a great step in the right direction, but there is still a lot of work that needs to get done to adequately 

provide public transportation options in Atlanta

30306 DeKalb Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Interested in expansion more so than improving what exists. May seem counter intuitive, but MARTA rail needs to go more place for people to take it seriously. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  No addtional projects. Supportive Social Media News Media

30344 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  N/A Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Greenbriar Transit Center  Light rail transit seems like a stronger plan as buses will still get caught in traffic. Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  I’m not sure about the role of more frequent and expanded service. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Expansion ideas all seem great! Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  I think expansion and access are key.

30311 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Keep Campbellton rd as a priority. It has been neglected for far too long. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  Keep Campbellton rd as a priority. It has been neglected for far too long. Very supportive Email, Phone/Text Community Event Yes

30344 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Keep Campbellton rd as a priority. It has been neglected for far too long. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  Keep Campbellton rd as a priority. It has been neglected for far too long. Very supportive Email, Phone/Text Community Event Yes  Keep Campbellton rd as a priority. It has been neglected for far too long.

30311 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Keep Campbellton rd as a priority. It has been neglected for far too long. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  Keep Campbellton rd as a priority. It has been neglected for far too long. Very supportive Email, Phone/Text Community Event Yes  Keep Campbellton rd as a priority. It has been neglected for far too long.

30315 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No   The entireBeltline loop needs to be prioritized with the funding currently available.  While Clifton Corridor is important, Dekalb has not paid into this program and the area was not CoA when this vote was cast.  MARTA is causing great public distrust not prioritizing the entireBeltline Loop over Emory. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit  The entireBeltline loop needs to be prioritized with the funding currently available.  While Clifton Corridor is important, Dekalb has not paid into this program and the area was not CoA when this vote was cast.  MARTA is causing great public distrust not prioritizing the entireBeltline Loop over Emory. Not supportive Email, Social Media Community Event No

  The entireBeltline loop needs to be prioritized with the funding currently available.  While Clifton Corridor is important, 

Dekalb has not paid into this program and the area was not CoA when this vote was cast.  MARTA is causing great public 

distrust not prioritizing the entireBeltline Loop over Emory.

30312 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No

You've left out any rail provision for SE atlanta, in particular for me, the east side of Grant Park.  Looking at the map, you've entirely overlooked the whole south east area.  There are lots and lots of people who live here and who commute.  Please, do something to provide connectivity for rail and bus for us throughout 

SE Atlanta. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit I only ticked the above project because it was required.  Again, you've entirely missed out on providing me or any of my neighbors any improved connectivity.  Your plan has a huge failure within it for a large portion of the City of Atlanta's residents. Not supportive Email News Media No  see above comment

30228 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  I don't live in any of the above County. I live in Henry County, However I work in Fulton County. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  N/A Very supportive Phone/Text More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes  I believe any proposed project like adding more service for MARTA is GREAT...

30238 Clayton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No  There needs to be more focus on the Southside I lived in Sandy Springs for 15 years there is a great divide in the services offered here in Jonesboro.  Ridership is more on the Southside yet the buses are sub par the fareboxes hardly ever work and the frequency is a joke at best Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements   There needs to be more focus on the Southside I lived in Sandy Springs for 15 years there is a great divide in the services offered here in Jonesboro.  Ridership is more on the Southside yet the buses are sub par the fareboxes hardly ever work and the frequency is a joke at best Somewhat supportive Other MARTA website More MARTA Atlanta Website No

  There needs to be more focus on the Southside I lived in Sandy Springs for 15 years there is a great divide in the 

services offered here in Jonesboro.  Ridership is more on the Southside yet the buses are sub par the fareboxes hardly 

ever work and the frequency is a joke at best

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat It is our responsibility to provide an alternative to fossil fuel transit. We must include rail systems throughout Atlanta and the metro Atlanta area to diffuse traffic and decrease reliance on environmentally harmful energy sources or Atlanta won't be known as a city hidden in the trees for long. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension none Somewhat supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30032 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Safety is very important. Frequent Local Bus Service  Frequent bus service is a priority. Visually impaired and disabled bus rider. Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30314 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat None BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  None Very supportive Social Media, News Media More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes no additional detail to share BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit   Beltline rail and North Ave improvements needed asap! Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30313 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Really want to have a city that is a place where cars are needed at a minimum. Access to more greater Atlanta areas outside the perimeter would be ideal too BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  N/a Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30310 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat More rail connectingBeltline SW to NW. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  More rail that bypasses busy city center to cross town or provide more E/W service Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media No

 Added and dedicated bus routes do not accurately solve nor ameliorate Atlanta's congestion issues, Atlanta needs 

more rail stations and access.

30236 Clayton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  N/A BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  n/a Neutral Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes  It covered enhancing the transportation through various means

30317 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I would like to see more emphasis on buses, increasing frequency and providing accurate real-time information so that they are a more viable option. I currently drive to a train station rather than take the bus a block from my house because the train is more reliable. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  Including both 'arterial rapid transit' and 'bus rapid transit' is confusing. Supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I'd like more expansion to outside Atlanta, but I understand that this money can only be used for specific things in the city! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  I'd love more connectivity to places on the East side like Emory University - and light rail is a must over buses and other options that only get stuck in traffic as well! Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 Atlanta's transit needs involve connecting to the commuters outside Atlanta in order to alleviate traffic more, but 

again, this money can't necessarily do that.

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No  The #16 needs to be restored to its earlier route of going around executive park at the end turn around. My employee lost his ability to ride Marta to work because the 16 route was so badly altered. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Please restore the 16 route to serve DeKalb county the way it used to by going down Briarcliff Rd to Executive Park. Supportive Email, Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat  Because you reduced service so badly along various routes.

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  Full belt line loop BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Lrt on the Full belt line loop Not supportive Email Community Event No

 A third of the money goes to regional transportation rather than concentration our tax money on intercity 

transportation 

30316 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Bus transit through Reynoldstown was eliminated (I.e. Wylie Street and Flat Shoals Avenue) some time ago. Can this be restored in some way? Walking to bus stops on Moreland Ave and Memorial Ave is too far for senior residents living in the neighborhood. Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements Continue the improvements. Supportive Email Community Event Yes  Increasing the options and routes is a step in the right direction.

39306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Frequency is key to belief that one can make a connection conveniently. Existing routes are not nearly frequent enough. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  Connections and frequency are key. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  It’s a start.

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No  The entire Southeast is woefully overlooked. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Please support SE neighborhoods with more than just more frequent conventional buses on a couple of routes.  Supportive Phone/Text More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat  Not enough emphasis on aBeltline and BRT/rail in the Southeast. 

30308 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat

 Need for development of transportation on west corridor of theBeltline.

Dedicate bus lines in Old Fourth Ward are needed for the extreme increase in population. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  None Neutral Email, Social Media Community Event No   Need for development of transportation on west corridor of theBeltline

30308 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No It doesn’t feel smart or informed by the current needs of the city’s population. Completing the fullBeltline loop links all areas of the city providing transportation equality for all residents. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  What about the option of completing the entirety of theBeltline loop with LRT. As well as LRT for the North Ave. There is way too much emphasis on BRT which still relies on overly congested roadways. Atlanta needs a world-class transportation system if it’s going to be a world-class city. Somewhat supportive Email Community Event No

30316 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  What happened to the 22 mile loop of belt line??? It would connect many in town neighborhoods where there is more and more traffic. We would love to give up our cars when we retire soon! So much new construction intown it’s choking the traffic terribly. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  Why have there only been 1,700 surveys , that doesn’t make sense Somewhat supportive Email, News Media News Media Somewhat
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30024 Fulton Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Would love more lanes for electric scooters and bikes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements I don’t live in Atl yet but plan to move here soon so I am interested in the improvements  Very supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

The plan feels like a bait and switch. Many of the plans proposed prior to the 2016 vote centered on the SIP of the ATLBeltline and the vision of an internal “pedestrian perimeter” that would allow people to move more freely within the I-285 corridor. I’m not particularly interested in providing the residents of Gwinnett 

or Cobb county easier ways to get into the city if the city plan is to grow the population of metro ATL. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  I see NO projects that serve southeast to northeast transit that do not require multiple transfers or bus travel (which is obviously slower than LRT). Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 Focus more on dedicated transit INSIDE the city. Regional projects should be secondary, particularly the Clifton Corridor 

that was not part of the city when the measure was approved. 

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Invcrease bus frequency Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Invest in the existing system Neutral Email Community Event Somewhat

30047 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I would like to a see a community meeting that is solely focused on address concerns of low income populations and their needs. As well as some ideas about improving subsidies for MARTA. Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Will there be any expansion in Gwinnett County any time soon. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 I think there needs to be more modes of transportation that don’t rely on the traffic on the ground, aka improving rail 

transit. Also I would love to see some improvements for bus station aesthetics. Ima, a designer and I am interested in 

city planning and would love to hear about any opportunities to get involved in bus station designing. 

jnsurpris@gmail.com

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes My personal transportation needs via MARTA are mostly met BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit  Completion ofBeltline 360 should be a priority. Somewhat supportive Email News Media No

 TheBeltline is our best long-term solution to address our growth needs. Emory can find state funding for its spur; 

theBeltline will get no such funding. We have to do it.

30309 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No Too much emphasis on the Emory Light Rail it’s getting 1/3 of the money and isn’t even entirely in the City.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  I think that the entireBeltline should be built in LRT as a top priority. 360°. Supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media Community Event Somewhat There isn’t enough rail within the city. Some rail projects ie north ave have been downgraded to BRT. 

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 Needs more service from Midtown to West Midtown. I’m also concerned about bus investments given rising living costs around rail areas. Most stops are a stick in the ground. All stops should have route numbers, maps, and ideally real time bus info. This would improve quality of service as much as headways. 

There is both LRT and ART on Cambellton, which seems redundant. Use some of that money to complete theBeltline Southside LRT so that trains are not stuck in shared traffic running through downtown. It makes more sense for someone to take LRT to a train station and connect elsewhere. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements See above.  Supportive Email, News Media Community Event Somewhat

30328 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat We need to continue to educate the communities regularly and expedite the variety of  transit projects which will increase mobility for all residents aging in place especially those with multiple mobility issues. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements

With increased population growth in surrounding counties like Gwinnett, Clayton etc. it’s so important to push for an expanded inter-connected transit to multiple counties to reduce the numbers of cars on the roads and highways. Traffic around the metro Atlanta area is a major issue for everyone. We can only address 

the problem by working together. Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  Didn’t see the complete list yet

30294 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  The transportation network should connect to relevant emergency response systems and be easily accessible to able-bodied, disabled, and non English speaking personnel. It would also be nice to promote local facts/events/ tips about the area as well as the weather. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements  As public transportation breeds risks of spread of infectious diseases, please consider engaging public health agencies on useful, evidence based health promotion strategies that can be implemented/advertised in the bus, rail, arterial transit system. Neutral Email News Media Somewhat

 Aside from unique branding, it would be nice to have a strong marketing campaign to desensitizing drivers from using 

cars. Promoting commute times, WiFi availability, quality of life, etc may reduce the overall burden of vehicles for those 

living in metro Atlanta. Otherwise, there is an expansion plan with subpar utilization.

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat Train service is desperately needed extending 1) further along GA400 North, at minimum to exit 11, Windward Parkway 2) further East along I85 North, at minimum to Pleasant Hill Rd. 3) to SunTrust Park. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  Na Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 “Mixed” transit is not a solution.  Navigating from one transit method to another is inefficient and a deterrent for 

citizens to use mass transit.  More train service is key.

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Regional transit how will it connect to suburban areas around the city of Atlanta? BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  None thank you! Very supportive Email, Social Media Community Event Somewhat  With rapidly growing population challenges will always arise. How is Atlanta thinking ahead to combat this?

30318 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes — Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  Re-examine the technologies being used. Examine regional integration. Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat There needs to be a focus on new technologies and dedicated lanes.

30307 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  I want more light rail and quicker connections between in town neighborhoods.  I want more connectivity around theBeltline and not just 2 small portions of it.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  The Capitol Avenue BRT needs to go all the way to theBeltline and not stop at the stadium. Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 I don’t know enough about urban planning to answer this.  But I can tell you that this plan doesn’t make me feel like I 

would walk out my door and choose mass transit instead of getting into my car when Marta doesn’t go where I need it 

to go. 

30316 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No

 I am delighted you want to improve transportation but DISAPPOINTED YOU HAVE ABANDONED THEBeltline RAILin exchange for A RAIL TO EMORY @ 6 times the cost!

If you complete theBeltline Rail thru the complete loop, you can link the loop to Emory at a point for far less money.  

Lynne Splinter BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit WE NEEDBeltline RAIL Not supportive Email News Media No

30316 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Light rail on the south sideBeltline corridor is critical BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Add south sideBeltline light rail connecting south Atlanta and other southeast neighborhoods to theBeltline corridor and Marta heavy rail Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

There is not light rail on theBeltline soutshide corridor, a future corridor that can be maximized with mixed uses and 

density of housing. Please add light rail on the south side corridor system

30303 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Connect neighborhoods and city hubs. Like shopping areas dining etc. Ask people where they travel to on a regular basis in their car. Find the commonality perhaps. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Wish you explained what these were a little Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 I want to walk on the weekends and night. I have to commute to work and I would love to be able to drop off my car 

and ride Marta to my destinations between downtown, old fourth ward, north avenue, five points village. 

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Northeast Atlanta (Virgina highlands-chamblee) is under represented in the proposed model Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Looks good! Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30002 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  We need to promote bus usage as a way to alleviate traffic. Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Social Media Yes

30316 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  No, I live in Ormewood Park. It is not easy to get to Marta even using a bus route to get a train station. I used to take Marta all the time when I got get to Marta easily.Beltline transit options need to be addressed. Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  There needs to be moreBeltline transit. I can get to theBeltline in an way 10 minutes walk. Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat  The list does not make it easier to get to a station. Beltline transit needs to be a priority. 

30306 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  I am retired and my MARTA riding is not necessarily to job centers - but mainly to downtown to civic meetings and to the airport to meet friends coming to Atlanta. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Include complete transit plans for the entireBeltline. Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat

 There is no plan listed to include the entireBeltline with transit - probably the main reason most folks voted for the 

MARTA sales tax.

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat I live in Hills Park - an access point to rail on theBeltline would be beneficial BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center None Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

Atlanta voted forBeltline rail and to fund transit in the city of Atlanta. The Clifton corridor was not part of the city of 

Atlanta when that vote took place and the funds should be allocated within the city limits that existed at that time. 

Please focus on implenting rail through the*entire*Beltline loop.

30307 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  The Clifton Corridor should be the highest priority.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Clifton Corridor from Lindbergh to Emory is a start, but it must go all the way to Avondale.  Very supportive Other Social Media Yes  Atlanta needs the Clifton Corridor. 

30034 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  tHE 186 SHOULD RUN UNTIL 12AM ON WEEKENDS BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension none Very supportive Phone/Text, Social Media, News Media, Other News Media Yes MARTA is working hard

30004 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I would love to see rail extend further north into Fulton County. I live near Windward and have to drive to north springs to pick up the train if I do not want to take the bus. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Rail north Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 I do not think having limited lanes on the highway such as the pay to drive lanes up 85 are beneficial. HOV is great, but 

a more accessible rail would be ideal.

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit N/A Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30318 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Proposed improve connections to major employment centers and the Emory campus area, along with providing connectivity to underserved neighborhoods in the western side of the city. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  .. Very supportive Email, Social Media News Media Yes

30306 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat While autonomous vehicles may solve the problem, I hope there is a parking plan in mind to accommodate people who need to drive and park to access the public transit solution. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit I think the Light Rail solution is a great fit for Atlanta because the ability to add and remove stations based on public need allows for more flexibility in a growing city, while the permanence of the route encourages commercial growth. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

  The fullBeltline route should be included in the Light Rail plan. It will make last-mile connectivity available to many 

more people.

30312 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No Beltline with light rail BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Prioritization ofBeltline light rail Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat No discussion of the completion of theBeltline project.

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

It's hard to see how the proposed program interconnects with what we currently have - there needs to be some sort of overlay map so people can see how it would work with the current system. I don't understand why D doesn't connect with A - that makes no sense. I live near Lindbergh and would want easy access to 

both of those routes. Also I don't even understand what ART is. I feel like this plan is making it more complicated that it needs to be. I understand you're trying to stretch the dollars as much as possible, but people don't want more convoluted bus routes/street cars for commuting and moving around they want more 

HEAVY RAIL that connect from point A to point B quick and efficiently!! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  See comments above Not supportive Email News Media Somewhat

  We need more HEAVY rail connecting major city neighborhoods. The current system of heavy rail lines does a poor job 

of interconnecting the city. A metro rail system is the quickest way to connect within our city. Buses take too long 

having to deal with traffic in Atlanta. A huge part of providing transit for people in Atlanta is to improve quality of life by 

allowing people to move around in a way that is fast and efficient. Bus lines in Atlanta don't do that and never will - 

Atlanta is too spread out. Additionally, any plan needs to address increased frequency of service (the plan alludes to this 

but I didn't see any specifics in terms of time interval/frequency). Right now it is inconvenient to take even light rail in 

the middle of the day when trains only arrive every 20min. Taking public transit shouldn't increase a person's commute 

time. Unless it is equal to someone's current (car) commute or shorter there is absolutely no incentive to use the transit 

even if it's available.

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  we need more lanes going to more places. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Happy to see something is being done to improve Atlanta's Marta system. Supportive Social Media Community Event Yes

30317 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  More transit, less busses BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Build the foundation for LRT/additional trains to keep up with the cities growth Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30342 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  N/A Supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

30316 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes No  OriginalBeltline plans with light rail, please!!! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Light rail on theBeltline! Somewhat supportive Email Community Event No  Light rail on theBeltline as promised, please!

30312 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

Needs more/completeBeltline Rail to provide access around the city, Streetcar should have a dedicated right of way so it can be faster, and should add the Krog St Marta infill station for a very meaningful connection to theBeltline. Beltline LRT should look at alternative vehicle designs that don't require overhead 

(unsightly) power lines. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  Streetcar should have dedicated right of way Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 Needs more/completeBeltline Rail, should only do BRT for Campbellton Rd (let the second phase wait for a second 

round of funding), should reconsider connecting to Streetcar as that will slow down transit time to an unacceptable 

level (unless you give Streetcar dedicated right of way to maintain speed), and should add the Krog St Marta infill station 

for a very meaningful connection to theBeltline

30313 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Partnering with neighborhoods would be so beneficial. The neighborhoods associations should be the starting block of all conversations regarding updating the transportation needs in those areas. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements

Providing more connections to the streetcar via light-rail would be so beneficial to easing the burden of small neighborhoods around large venues. I'm particularly speaking about the traffic woes around Mercedes Benz Stadium and the surrounding areas of Castleberry Hill and Vine City. These neighborhoods are 

inundated with traffic during large events and it would be great to see other fixed modes of transportation in those areas that aren't vehicles. Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

 I believe this is a good start, but there are tons of other ideas that should be on the project as well (including adding 

light rail around theBeltline). All it takes is to see theBeltline on a rainy day when it's virtually empty and thus unused. If 

there was a light rail in place, the trail could still be utilized as a non-vehicular mode of transportation (thus keeping cars 

off the roads, less emissions, more safety, etc.). The list is endless, but this is a decent start.

30021 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  At the present time it meets my Transportation needs Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  I'm very excited about the expansions and improvements to the existing MARTA, especially connecting the regional bus services and making the bus routes more predictable and frequent. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30311 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

I live in SW ATL. I benefit from the TWO projects Campbellton Rd. is slated for. However, Campbellton does not need TWO projects taking funds but only accomplishing the same route. Campbellton needs some amazing BRT in the near term. Bring it now.

I also benefit somewhat from the attention that LRT on the SWBeltline gets. However, I need it to take me around the southside trail to the east, and around up the NW side so I can get to the stuff up there. MARTA heavy rail takes me downtown; I don't need LRT to do that. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit

 Do BRT on Campbellton ONLY. Why on earth would we retread Campbellton Rd. with TWO expensive investements?? Have we solved all of the transportation problems of the rest of the City and so have tax payer money to burn?? Oh we haven't and we don't.... Then DON'T DUMP TWO INVESTMENTS INTO 

CAMPBELLTON ROAD.

Hold off on Clifton until DeKalb kicks in and Emory decides to tap into its bajillion dollar endowment. You wanna buy right of way and dig tunnels to Emory and CDC rather than slap LRT on 22 miles of clear right of way with a concept and planning already in place??

How did this More MARTA plan as is ever see the light of day? Not supportive Email Community Event No

 It misses the big picture and squanders the amazing resource that is a clear right of way all around the city in a 22 mile 

loop. Connections should then spider off of theBeltline loop deep into every single atlanta neighborhood with BRT and 

ART and last mile circulators and paths. It's so obvious. I cannot believe the current More MARTA plan as is ever even 

saw the light of day. 

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  This is not supporting the originalBeltline vision which we voted to increased taxes to support. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service

Beltline is top priority. Clifton Corridor is very important, but most funding should come from Dekalb/Emory/others. No one else is going to fund theBeltline, plenty of options for Clifton Corridor. You are disregarding years of public and community voices and input and are eroding any future goodwill from Atlantans. 

This is making it very hard to support and trust you for future needs. Especially since you proposed cutting bus routes to Clifton this summer with the 6/16. Not supportive Other News Media No

 The Bus Rapid transit will not help last mile connectivity.  Please use previously agreed onBeltline expansion and 

innercity connectivity.

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes No further comments BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements No further comments. Supportive Email, Social Media Community Event Somewhat MARTA needs to branch further outside of the perminter of Atlanta to counties duch as Gwinnett. 

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  EntireBeltline rail project should be prioritized in accordance with voters' expected outcomes for taxes levied. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit   EntireBeltline rail project should be prioritized in accordance with voters' expected outcomes for taxes levied. Neutral Email, Social Media, News Media News Media No   EntireBeltline rail project should be prioritized in accordance with voters' expected outcomes for taxes levied. 

30307 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes I hope the Clifton Corridor can be connected all the way to Avondale Station BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Beltline rail is fine, but the Clifton Corridor connects people to jobs - it's the most important project. Very supportive News Media Social Media Yes  Many people in Atlanta commute to Emory and CDC.  The Clifton Corridor needs to be the #1 priority. 

30308 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 I don’t see any specific changes to rail. Where are the specifics? How will you specifically enhance safety??? It’s 3/4 mike from my house to MARTA and I’m scared to walk early mornings because people are getting robbed and shot. And once I get to the station I have hordes of people asking for money or saying nasty 

things to me. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Please keep it cleaner. Look at Medellin Colombia’s new rail system. An excellent example of clean, safe transportation in a city that was once one of the most dangerous in the world. Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat  See above

30309 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No

The CoA *residents* voted for expanded MARTA, however many of the projects proposed are selected to provide transit access to those who chose not to expand transit service. The current project list includes options which are meant to serve those who choose to use MARTA without contributing to capital 

expenditures. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit

TheBeltline loop should be a huge priority as you improve the system to allow for movement in more than one direction. If you take the Proposed Northeast and Southwest Sections, and connect them via the Southeast section in lieu of the crosstown, it will provide more useful transit options, rather than a redundant 

(and worse) option for crossing downtown.

Any light rail, or bus rapid transit that seeks to use the existing road MUST have a dedicated lane and signal priority. Without that, it is nothing more than a glorified bus. This is why the current proposed crosstown route is useless. Instead theBeltline loop can be connect to existing MARTA stations that act as "spokes" of 

a wheel.

Additionally, doubling up on transit for Cambelton road is just stupid. One option needs to be selected, and stick with it. There is absolutely no need to build a new transit line to replace it immediately. Those funds could be used to build out other connected lines. Somewhat supportive News Media Social Media No

The marketing of the tax leading up to the vote, was orchestrated to lead people to believe that we would have a 

connected network of transit that allows mobility throughout the city. Instead, what has been provided is a hodgepodge 

of projects, that primarily follows existing transit.

MARTA and Atlanta should be looking to other great cities like Paris, Madrid, London, etc. to see how to integrate the 

different layers of service. If you take the existing "t" shape of the two MARTA tracks (N/S and E/W), it doesn't allow 

anyone to reach a destination unless it is perfectly aligned to the "t" shape. If the project list were updated to include a 

full loop (theBeltline) and additionally intermediary lines (Hashtag BRT), it allows for people to access all areas of the 

city in a more efficient manner.

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I feel connectivity to points of interest from a MARTA rain station is very important when traveling around the in-town neighborhoods BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  I think access to in-town neighborhoods is needed Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  The map looks like it covers the major areas that citizens would use public transportation 

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No  There is not enough focus on first and foremost completing the entire network of rail along theBeltline. That's what the intent was all along. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit

Focus on equity first. The whole rail system should be implemented with priority given to Southwest Atlanta. Having worked in the Emory corridor, I will say there are plenty of things employers like the CDC can do to improve transit for their employees. MARTA should focus on delivering high quality equitable solutions 

for the areas we have historically neglected in this city not just high income communities. Somewhat supportive Social Media News Media No  It is piecemeal and prioritizes buses over rail. 

30306- Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat Bike lanes on major roads and neigborhoods are not addressed. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  This needs more public visbility. Please leverage social media to share across the city. Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

 The current proposed plan does not include transit along the entireBeltline loop.

The proposed plan needs more park n' ride options to get people out of their cars and on to transit. The first mile 

connectivity and last mile connectivity to mass transit is essential to increasing ridership

Any large real estate developments in the city needs to contribute to the funds for transit. If you are willing to invest in 

the city you need to invest in the city.

Proposed ART(arterial rapid transit)currently will share the road with traffic and I think they should not sit in traffic. Any 

form of mass transit ideally shouldn't sit in traffic

The clifton corridor should not be solely funded by the city Atlanta since most of its users would stil be travelling from 

outside the city to use it.

The results of this survey need to be public before city council votes on proposed improvements in October

30316 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Maintain light rail project on theBeltline, the complete loop. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Complete the light rail on the entireBeltline Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

Overall, accessibility and consistent service are two of the main issues I feel MARTA is facing. In other cities, people 

frequently use public transportation. However here in Atlanta there is a stigma surrounding utilizing trains and buses. By 

making it more accessible and reliable, it will be easier to market its use to the general public. With the projected 

population increases in the city by 2030 this is crucial to develop to maintain a sustainable city. 

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Na Neutral Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

We needBeltline Rail! Emory / Clifton Corridor is not what we voted for. 

Investing in our city will pay off more in the long run. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Please focus on the city of Atlanta and its residents. We fund Marta and help it grow. By building an advanced transit network within Atlanta, you'll help to attract world class business and talent to the city.Beltline Rail will be unrivaled and will help make Atlanta's presence on the world stage even bigger. Neutral Email, Social Media News Media No  The Clifton Corridor should not be funded. 

30307 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes It does. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Thx. Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

In my opinion, improvements to the existing rail lines and stations should be prioritized. Train cars and stations are old, and stations are typically quite dirty and uncomfortable. Signage is very poor. Five points station is particularly bad. To maximize usage and provide a viable car replacement, riding the trains needs to 

be enjoyable not just bearable. I should want to take visitors to the stations and on the trains. Five Points in particular, being the central station, is an opportunity to impress visitors and make residents proud. Instead, everything is extremely dated and can smell awful (especially during the summer). Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements No additional comments except to emphasize the need for station improvements. Adding more lines without first making rail a pleasant experience is just a waste of money. Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

Funds should be used to completeBeltline and NOT connect to Emory.  This is an equity and inclusion issue.  1) TheBeltline is an alternative transportation development that will connect north,east, south and west intown neighborhoods through rail, allowing workers to better access to employment and economic 

opportunities.  2) A completedBeltline would serve many more people living and working within the city limits than a line connecting to Emory which will serve a much more limited subset of the population.  3) Although a line to Emory would be beneficial, why Emory over other colleges and universities within the 285 

loop?  What about rail connecting directly to Clark Atlanta, Spellman, Morehouse, and Morris Brown?  4) TheBeltline already has more plans, studies, and political backing that can support it for the benefit of Atlanta.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements It is called theBeltline, and not the straightline or the northsouthline or the eastsideline.  Let's keep it aBeltline. Neutral Social Media News Media Somewhat

 Funds should be used to completeBeltline and NOT connect to Emory.  This is an equity and inclusion issue.  1) 

TheBeltline is an alternative transportation development that will connect north,east, south and west intown 

neighborhoods through rail, allowing workers to better access to employment and economic opportunities.  2) A 

completedBeltline would serve many more people living and working within the city limits than a line connecting to 

Emory which will serve a much more limited subset of the population.  3) Although a line to Emory would be beneficial, 

why Emory over other colleges and universities within the 285 loop?  What about rail connecting directly to Clark 

Atlanta, Spellman, Morehouse, and Morris Brown?  4) TheBeltline already has more plans, studies, and political backing 

that can support it for the benefit of Atlanta. 

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  FinishBeltline Project. That is what the majority of people requested, and you should not have dropped it from the survey. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  FullBeltline Light Rail. You dropped that option from the list - but that's what majority of people wants and needs.! Somewhat supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

Beltline is a key transportation line, and you plan to redirect money to Emory for some reason. Emory has its own 

money - invest inBeltline light rail.

30308 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  Completion of AtlantaBeltline with light rail! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Since our train system is inadequate and doesn't touch enough areas of the greater Atlanta area, we need more frequent bus service to make that a viable option vs. driving a car.  If we had a train system similar to NYC, we wouldn't have our horrendous traffic with one person to a car. Neutral Email News Media No  Completion of AtlantaBeltline with light rail.

30312 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Marta should utilize light rail to access points alongBeltline such as ksm and pcm. Grant park/summer Hill  has zero real Marta access other than a vey Inefficient bus system. This area also needs to be connected. Multi use paths, effective light rail and sensible Marta connecting the neighborhoods of the city, please. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements   Marta should utilize light rail to access points alongBeltline such as ksm and pcm. Grant park/summer Hill  has zero real Marta access other than a vey Inefficient bus system. This area also needs to be connected. Multi use paths, effective light rail and sensible Marta connecting the neighborhoods of the city, please. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

  Marta should utilize light rail to access points alongBeltline such as ksm and pcm. Grant park/summer Hill  has zero real 

Marta access other than a vey Inefficient bus system. This area also needs to be connected. Multi use paths, effective 

light rail and sensible Marta connecting the neighborhoods of the city, please. 

303016 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Need light rail on theBeltline as originally proposed BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service

 I need to be able to get from Reynoldstown to Emory, and I know lots of other folks do to. The traffic in both areas has become unbearable. The current infrastructure does not support the number of new residents and workers in these areas and we NEED alternative methods of transport that are safe, efficient, and 

frequent enough to be viable. Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat   Need light rail on theBeltline as originally proposed

30306 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

 I would like a traditional MARTA train line that connects Lindbergh station, through Emory and down the Clifton Corridor to the Decatur MARTA station. This would be enormously useful for people who live in Fulton Co but work in Dekalb and vice versatility. A traditional rail line servicing BuHi would also be a huge 

improvement! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit I’m worried that none of this is traditional MARTA train lines. Our current system is so limited, it is almost useless. I don’t want glorified buses or streetcars that jam up traffic. I want a real train system like other major cities. Very supportive Social Media News Media No

 I would like a traditional MARTA train line that connects Lindbergh station, through Emory and down the Clifton 

Corridor to the Decatur MARTA station. This would be enormously useful for people who live in Fulton Co but work in 

Dekalb and vice versatility. A traditional rail line servicing BuHi would also be a huge improvement!

30315 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Beltline lightrail will allow theBeltline to serve all of Atlanta rather than just the richest few who can afford to live on it. It is shameful how the City has misled us and worked to keep its disenfranchised citizens away from new city improvements. We can do better. Somewhat supportive Email, Social Media News Media Yes

30307 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  We need this: http://www.cfpt.org/new-page-1/ Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Again, this: http://www.cfpt.org/new-page-1/ Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30307 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  Light rail onBeltline as original concept BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit BeltLine Very supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

Marta needs more train lines. The current MARTA is only accessible to a small group of Atlantans, most of whom have to drive to the tracks or take a bus, and goes to very few parts of town. With the Atlanta traffic issue, I think it is crucial to expand the underground railway system to more of Atlanta! We already have 

so many busses, and they just add to the traffic issue. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Expand MARTA underground trains to reach more parts of Atlanta!! Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat  See my previous answer.

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat completing theBeltline with light rail BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  n/a Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30316 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Somewhat  when i can call a lyft or hop on a scooter for not only less money - but also get to my destination in less time that it would take to get to a transit location (would still have to travel) ... You are failing BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit you need to be creative and think outside of the box and stop expecting the old status quote of slow minimal effort to be effectual. Somewhat supportive Email Community Event No

 Atlanta is moving from major metropolitan area to major city fast ... the working pour are already crippled by our 

current system and if they continue to be underserved it will strangle the life from us all.

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network No  Complete theBeltline! Focusing on only 2 quadrants robs the region to f a full, integrated solution. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  BUILD THE FULLBeltline! Let Emory handle its own needs—don’t rob us all to build for them. Somewhat supportive Email, Social Media Community Event No

 The completeBeltline loop is missing. As a City, we’ve planned for this for 20 years, voted on it via the TSPLOST, and 

now MARTA is leaving it off the table. Please remedy this egregious blunder. 

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I'm very supportive of transit improvements to help reduce cars on the road, to increase flow of people around the city, and between regional cities. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Please identify clear measures for success as mentioned above. Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

It is a big step in the right direction. As long as these route improvements are data-driven, not speculative, and have 

clear measures for success such as reducing cars on the road, increased ridership, increased rider satisfaction, increased 

ability for workers to get to their jobs, increased commerce and affluence in more areas.

30312 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  We need the fullBeltline transit loop! BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Please make the fullBeltline transit loop a reality! Somewhat supportive Email News Media No  Please support the fullBeltline transit loop!

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  Top priority should be light rail on the entireBeltline. I would have walkable access to Marta rail if there was rail on the entireBeltline BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  EntireBeltline rail Somewhat supportive Email Community Event No Beltline!

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  Too much Bus investment. Not enough Rail. Too many projects either in areas of not-as-much-need or projects that seem like Band Aid solutions rather than Long Term fixes (e.g. Northside Drive Bus Rapid Lane) BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit N/a Somewhat supportive Email News Media

30312 Fulton Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  I would like my sales tax to go towards what it was intended to - light rail on theBeltline and the continued development of theBeltline. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Light rail on theBeltline should be a priority for MARTA as we were told it was when the sales tax was voted on and approved. Not supportive News Media News Media No

 I am in favor of the sales tax I approved going towards what we were told it would go to. Improving theBeltline and 

building light rail on theBeltline. 

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I want the original plan for theBeltline with light rail option BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit   I want the original plan for theBeltline with light rail option Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat   I want the original plan for theBeltline with light rail option

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  We need to get cars off the street.  We need to be able to get to our destination without being a sweaty mess.  We need light rail. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  complete theBeltline in the circle around the city.  complete the light rail on theBeltline in a circle around the city Somewhat supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat  We are not creating options that do not operate in traffic.
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30316 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 TheBeltline is the biggest opportunity to add rail transit for the next 50 years.  The proposed plan does not cover the whole loop, which is a major omission and gives up the entire east side as basically a pedestrian park for the array of profiteering developments that have already transformed the Old 4th Ward with 

absurd rapidity. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service It is disappointing not to see the addition of any heavy rail line or stations.  Adding a station at Krog St. in between King Memorial and Inman Park should be on this list.  Why not expand the green line beyond Bankhead into the unserved-by-rail northwest part of town? Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 The increase of bus service is not ambitious enough, in my opinion.  I have to plan carefully when I use the bus.  In 

other cities, buses in critical routs run at least every 10 minutes.  We need this in Atlanta.  Those who rely on the buses 

every day would have uncalculated hours of extra free time, and it would do a whole lot to attract ridership.  This is also 

low-hanging fruit, since it costs relatively little to do this. 

30307 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No I want the OriginalBeltline plan, with light rail, to stay in place! TheBeltline is an effective commuter option that reduces in town traffic and that also add value to in town communities. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit TheBeltline light rail project should stay a top priority. Somewhat supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event No

30315 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  I have been a supporter of the COMPLETE an ORIGINALBeltline project which intended to add light rail, from the beginning. I have been living in an area where we were told this would happen. It does not send to be a priority now. Apparently the CoA and MARTA only want it to be a sidewalk. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit  There was not an option for CONPLETTEBeltline cooridor light rail. That is what I support. Somewhat supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30307 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  The biggest challenge in Atlanta is connecting the neighborhoods with quick and easy transportation BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit No Supportive Email News Media Yes

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  It is a good start BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Excited to see the next steps Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30311 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes

 It’s fair and equitable for both the north and south sides of the city. Clifton corridor needs access especially with the college and job centers there. SW Atlanta deserves relief along Campbellton Rd. I imagine a janitor or newly minted doctor who wants to live near the airport, living along Campbellton being able to ride 1 

train from work to home. TheBeltline transit portion begins. Fast high capacity service to summer hill and along northside/metropolitan. All would be better. This is fair and equitable. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

I’ve said enough. Quit stalling on the vote! Make a decision and Get started already! Be leaders not blown by every public whim. Announce a list and call it phase 1 and when money shows up phase 2 begins. 

Sela Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

 We need ALL of the projects plus western heavy rail all the way to Six Flags. Connections to entertainment is important 

too. Imagine eastern terminus at Stone Mountain and the western terminus at six flags! Imaging the ridership!

30312 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes My commute start is Old Fourth Ward and commute end is just north of Georgia Tech campus. The North Ave route would be perfect to transfer to existing MARTA to Midtown station and over to work. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  Thank you for structuring a useful survey to the community. Supportive News Media News Media Yes

 It looks like a good mix of local and commuter / semi-express routes throughout the main core of Atlanta (downtown, 

midtown) with connections to different residential areas. 

30326 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

I have continuously studied or worked on Clifton Road for the last 17 years both as a student at Emory University and as an employee at CDC. I commute daily from Buckhead using heavy rail and the 6 bus or the CDC-to-Lindbergh shuttle. Few people have looked forward to light rail on Clifton corridor for as long as I 

have or stand to benefit from it as much as I would. Nevertheless, I do not support city-only funding of Clifton light rail at the expense of fullBeltline light rail. TheBeltline is needed to connect Atlanta neighborhoods together to benefit Atlanta residents. The Clifton projects, on the other hand, will largely serve those who 

live outside the city, and should include substantial funding from Dekalb county, Emory, CDC, and suburbs where those commuters--my coworkers--live. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements

Funding from the city of Atlanta should be used to improve mobility within the city proper for the benefit of city residents. Better commute options are needed for suburbanites to reach city job centers like the Clifton corridor, but a substantial portion of the funding for those projects should come from regional entities, 

including suburban county governments, Emory, and CDC. Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

Developing light rail for the entireBeltline should take priority over Clifton Road light rail. Atlanta residents voted for 

increased MARTA funding in order to improve connectivity within the city as it existed in 2016 (i.e., excluding Clifton 

corridor); however, Clifton light rail would largely benefit commuters who are not city residents. Of course, Clifton light 

rail is a hugely important project of regional import; therefore, it requires regional (Dekalb, Emory, CDC, suburbs) 

funding. On the other hand, city funding obligated in 2016 should be spent on projects within the city proper. 

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  More cross town transit options, likeBeltline rail and more frequent bus services. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat  More cross town transit

30307 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

 It does not directly address what I think should be the priorities:

1) providing an affordable, efficient method of transportation for all Atlantans to use, particularly those with lower incomes.

2) Expand the use of rail throughout the city.

BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension

 I believe that one of the highest priorities should be to complete the entireBeltline project, including finishing the entire circle, putting in rail and connecting to existing transportation solutions.  From there, I think the next projects should be evaluated to further enhance transportation around Atlanta.  But these other 

projects should remain secondary to finishing the fullBeltline project. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes NA Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  NA Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  NA

30331 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  In event that cars in the communities should be bus service provided. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements  None at this time. Supportive Email Community Event Yes  Yes it does.

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat I feel like this will make access in and around my neighborhood (West End/Westview) way better. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Hoping for more regional integration in the future with other counties. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

Beltline Light Rail is KEY to increasing mobility. I think it’s important we make plans for the entire loop to have LRT so we 

don’t have to cause further traffic downtown just to get around the circle. The city is polycentric by nature and there is 

no higher-speed alternative to get around the circle than going way far out to the perimeter. 

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No  No Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit  More buses on  route 60 Neutral Other Community Event No

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

 Timely service 

Courteous drivers Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  On time buses Very supportive Other Social Media No

30316 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No We voted to tax ourselves for light rail on all of theBeltline BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  Light rail on the entireBeltline Not supportive Social Media News Media No

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Hard to narrow it down to just three options. Basically we need more transit options, more reliable bus service, and more coverage. Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements

Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit is a must because of the congestion already suffered on Peachtree Rd, and it is likely to continue getting worse. Congestion is one of the main things hampering reliable (standard) bus service on this corridor, so an improvement is needed.

Furthermore, station improvements system-wide will help the appeal. We should attempt to keep all stations clean also. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30331 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes Na BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  N\a Supportive Email Community Event Yes  Na

30354 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  I feel like Marta can expand their range Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Every station didn't have a public restroom,or they are filthy Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30310 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Prices are expensive. Inflation is ridiculous. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Just to figure out a way to reduce pricing. Neutral Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat  Because I don’t see it on the list.

30093 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  N/A BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  N/A Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  Greater/dedicated focus on regional rail expansion needed.

30337 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No  Na Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Na Supportive Email Community Event No  Express buses and expand to further neighborhoods

30311 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Flexibility.commute time decreases. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  No  comments. Supportive Email Community Event Yes  More options.

30032 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes None right now BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension None presentyl Supportive Email, Phone/Text More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes

30335 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Make more routes. Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit N/A Not supportive Phone/Text Social Media Somewhat

30316 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Na Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Na Neutral Email, Phone/Text More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat  Na

30349 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Not at this time Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Later on Neutral Email News Media Somewhat

30274 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Weekends are very slow, not enough buses BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Na Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes

30038 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Buses running from Kensington on time arrival and departure Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements Na Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30314 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  Na BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  More available in all Marta stations Supportive Social Media Social Media Yes  Na

30311 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology No  N/A Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit  N/A Neutral Email Community Event No

30307 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  More options for travel. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  No comments. Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  Help elleviate traffic.

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Need more buses Sylvan Road, and buses are always late. Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements  Need more restrooms in stations ... every station have disabled accessible restrooms Supportive Other Community Event Somewhat  Need more buses on Sylvan Road

30354 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes Noneo Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  Meet the needs of people on my side of town Supportive Other Community Event Somewhat Needs of others should be addressed

30331 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes N/a Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  N/a Neutral Email News Media Somewhat

30315 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  None BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit N/a Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30097 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  More access to Johns Creek BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  More north side access needed Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes

30349 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes   None BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  None Supportive Email Community Event Yes  I can get to certain places

30315 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  N\a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Greenbriar Transit Center  Na Very supportive Other Marta on the go Social Media Yes  Na

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Na BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  Na Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  No Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit  No Neutral Phone/Text Community Event Yes  No

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Arrive on time!!! Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  Arrive on time!!! Service has declined significantly. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  Needed projects

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  There needs to be resources and development in areas that have the highest ridership and transit dependent riders. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Underserved areas need resources first Supportive Email, Social Media Community Event Yes

30338 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  More options for travel. Creative connectivity. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  No comments. Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  Make commute time less, efficient travel options.

30297 Clayton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  N\a North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements  N\a Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  N\a

30324 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  N/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  N/a Supportive Phone/Text More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

30318 Fulton Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Na Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  Na Very supportive Other Community Event Yes  Na

30026 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  MARTA needs to make sure their drivers stop at all of the stops and is on time. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  Improve cleanliness of stations. Neutral Other Internet Community Event Yes  People often complain about MARTA not being up to par with other cities regarding public transit.

30314 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  No Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Na Somewhat supportive News Media Community Event No  No

30041 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  N/A Neutral Other Community Event

30329 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Southwest Areas need more frequent better busses Supportive Email Community Event Yes

30303 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  na BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  na Supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event Yes  na

30311 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Na Somewhat supportive News Media Community Event Yes  Na

30328 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  None Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  None Supportive Email Community Event Yes

30291 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  I want more bus stops to make it easier BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements I wish there would be a bus stop more closer to my neighborhood  Supportive Phone/Text More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  More frequent busses and trains daily Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  Na Supportive Other Community Event Yes  Na

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes N/A Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  None Very supportive Other Community Event Yes  N/A

30017 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  24\7 hours Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  None Supportive Phone/Text More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat Na 

30084 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No  Only use rail Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  No comments Very supportive Other No thank Community Event Yes  More options for travel

30316 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  They need to fix timing and app Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements

 Better location 

24 hour access Very supportive Social Media Community Event Yes

30291 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  No Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  No Neutral Email Community Event No  No

30331 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Na Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  Na Not supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  Na

30311 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  N/A Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  Yes Supportive Email Community Event Yes

30317 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Service dogs for buses BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements None Very supportive Other Community Event Somewhat  Services accesiblily

30331 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  None Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit  None Supportive Other Community Event Yes  None

30310 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Yes Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  Na Supportive Email Community Event Yes Na 

30305 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat Commute is fairly simple;issue with delays Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  Na Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30260 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat None Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Station Improvements None Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat  Nonenone

30316 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  I would like to see theBeltline get light rail BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  I want to see theBeltline get light rail now! Somewhat supportive Email News Media No

  I would like to see theBeltline get light rail. The fact that marta wants to connect to Emory is ridiculous considering that 

Emory wasn't even in the city of Atlanta when the vote was on the ballot.

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  The primary enhancement I’d like to see would be to involve the surrounding areas as a part of MARTA transit. That includes places like Smyrna and jonesboro. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center None Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30331 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  To get to work on time BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  NA Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes  Frequent bus service

30313 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  MARTA must enhance and build the current system before doing expanding beyond its current reach! Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Why does it take it take 11-18 weeks to repair the escalator and elevators when the I-85 bridge was repaired in just three months!!! This speaks to the MARTA PRIORITIES!!! Not supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  The level of safety and comfort is not present AND we must have lavatory services at each station!

30311 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology No  Na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  Na Neutral Email Community Event No

30315 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Greenbriar Transit Center  N/A Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat  N/A

30354 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No We want  MARTA to expand BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  We want MARTA to expand Supportive Email, News Media Community Event Yes

30310 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  None Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Bus79 needs to be more frequent. Supportive Other Community Event Yes  None. Create a program for homless

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No  More buses more often Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  Chargers and WiFi on buses everywhere Neutral Email Community Event No

30344 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  NA Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  Buses are always late when you need to go to work Neutral Email News Media Somewhat  NA

30307 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I work from home but I also don’t own a car. I feel having light rail options along theBeltline corridor will really help a lot. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Keep up the good work! Proud to call Atlanta home. Excited about having better public transit. Very supportive Social Media, News Media Social Media Somewhat  Don’t know enough to have an educated opinion on this.

30331 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes

 Safety around stations lights

Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  Na Supportive Email Community Event Yes  Southwest communities investment, busses

30344 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  More options for travel. Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  No Supportive Email Community Event Yes  May assist with reducing traffic.

303331 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No Nonono Crosstown Downtown West Extension Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  No Somewhat supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes

30317 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  24\7 hours for work and transported Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  None Very supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  None

20815 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements  Na Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat Na

30331 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes Na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  Na Somewhat supportive News Media Community Event Yes  Na

30316 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  More expensively.. Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  N\A Neutral Email Community Event No  Only caters to a specific demographic.

30311 Fulton Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  N/a Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  Need 24/7 reliable transportation 

30307 DeKalb Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

MARTA must fulfill its promise to put build rail on the ENTIREBeltline. Transit = Access. Without mass transit on theBeltline, it will become a force of division and displacement, rather than an equalizing force that brings the city together and helps ease of movement. Without transit along its entire length, TheBeltline will 

be swallowed by development that could exacerbate the very traffic it seeks to alleviate. Transit was a central promise of theBeltline and a major reason so many neighborhoods bought in. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center

 1.Beltline Rail Now

2.Beltline Rail Now

3. Stop building parking lots around MARTA stations. It makes it unsafe to walk to and from the stations at night, and aggravates the "last mile" problem. Stations should feed directly into mixed-use commercial and residential centers with broad, well-lit sidewalks. 

4.Beltline Rail Now Somewhat supportive Email, News Media Social Media No

 MARTA must fulfill its promise to put build rail on the ENTIREBeltline. Transit = Access. Without mass transit on 

theBeltline, it will become a force of division and displacement, rather than an equalizing force that brings the city 

together and helps ease of movement. Without transit along its entire length, TheBeltline will be swallowed by 

development that could exacerbate the very traffic it seeks to alleviate. Transit was a central promise of theBeltline and 

a major reason so many neighborhoods bought in. 

30214 Clayton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  No additional details Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements No additional information. Neutral Email Community Event Yes It’s important to know the schedule and what to expect.

30318 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  None Supportive News Media Community Event Yes  Cambelton rd

30349 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat

Would have liked to see more expansion of rail system to North and NW/NE.

I hope that station improvements include better intercom system. You cannot understand any messsage if you are on the platform BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Just do it Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes

30032 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  ,24\7 hour buses and trains. Protection and safety Station Improvements 1 14 bus Very supportive News Media More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

30124 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Shift in demographics and diversity within Marta BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  Na Supportive Email Community Event Yes Advertisement and career opportunities

30311 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Somewhat  N/A Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit N/A Neutral Other N/A Social Media Somewhat

30340 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  No BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  No Supportive Email Community Event Yes

30083 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Circular route for city of stonecrest Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  Route 6 , Route 186 and Route 116 should have amenities for communitng route. Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes  Enhanced mobility to keep the state moving

30324 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  N/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  N/a Neutral Email Community Event Somewhat

30329 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Provide more safety, more on time service BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  NA Neutral Other Mail More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes

 Being a full city, roundabout transport is needed, it’s necessayr for people who don’t drive and wants to get around on 

time

30344 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Marta needs designated covered areas Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  No seats and shed from weather Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes

30354 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Good service Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit  Extend service Neutral Email Community Event No  Quick commute

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  Na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit  Na Neutral Phone/Text Community Event Yes

30338 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Somewhat  Alpharetta Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Washrooms in each station Very supportive Email, Phone/Text More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat  Alpharetta

30308 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Na Somewhat supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  Na

30314 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Thank Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit

 Ivan  Allen route

Joseph Boone Supportive Email, Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat

30318 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  None BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  Single tracking can be better or not used Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat  None

30328 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Marta is awesome Station Improvements  Nothing specific Neutral Social Media News Media Yes

30331 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No  Na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit  Buses to Lithonia Neutral Other Community Event No  Na

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

 Second shift cannot get people back home. 24\7 if not stop all busses at 1 am all over city to puck up second shift. Marta can not get people home. Start buses all over city @5am  uber is picking up your business because Sheryl Franklin had an idea to run Marta on rail system to connect different counties Macon 

Colombia Augusta. Groom is taking people to these towns.  Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit None Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  Uses !obey how people ask

30315 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Seating benches for seniors at bus stops Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Improve buses and make them timely. Better communication of delays Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30331 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No  Na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Na Supportive Other Community Event Somewhat

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes They need to add more outlets BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  They need to add more outlets and machines  to add money Supportive Email, Phone/Text More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

30307 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  OriginalBeltline with light rail as that is what I voted for in tax increase. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements   None of the above, originalBeltline with light rail as that is what I voted for in tax increase. Not supportive Email News Media No  OriginalBeltline with light rail as that is what I voted for in tax increase. 

30325 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  None Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  None Very supportive Other Community Event Somewhat  None

30038 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  More DeKalb options Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Na Neutral Email Community Event Somewhat

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  Na Supportive Email Community Event Yes  Na

30310 Fulton Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  South side needs better service BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit No Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  Sidewalks and crossing needs to be added

30303 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes Bus is fast. Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  Need more light rail. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  Buses are short.

30087 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  NA BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Gwinnett County Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30310 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Na Not supportive Social Media Community Event Yes  Na

30315 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Marta should have more seats to their bus stops in lpwerr income communities. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Route 4 more frequent stops; especially during rush hour. Increases bus stop in generrak Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  Buses seatrs in lower income communities covered seating in lower income

30045 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Somewhat  Na Station Improvements  Na Supportive Email Community Event Yes

30307 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No  MoreBeltline please BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Find a better plan for the Clifton Corridor Not supportive Other Traditional Media Social Media Somewhat

30093 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Xxx Station Improvements  Na Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  Na

30312 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No

 I feel strongly that transit on theBeltline should be the top priority for use of the sales tax dollars. The Clifton Corridor will benefit two wealthy and powerful institutions at the expense of other pressing needs in Atlanta. I would never use it, but I would be paying for it every time I buy groceries. Transit on theBeltline 

would be very helpful to me If I live long enough to use it. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit

 Your list is limiting. My three priorities are 1) Upgrade and improve existing MARTA infrastructure, 2) Complete transit for the entireBeltline, 3) Campbellton Road Light Rail transit.

Your survey lists the Clifton Corridor as though it costs the same as items like "Frequent Bus Service" or "Greenbriar Transit Center." The survey is slanted. Not supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media No

  I feel strongly that transit on theBeltline should be the top priority for use of the sales tax dollars. The Clifton Corridor 

is a worthy project but should not be the first priority for the funds. CC will benefit two wealthy and powerful 

institutions at the expense of other pressing needs in Atlanta. I would never use it, but I would be paying for it every 

time I buy groceries. In fact tens of thousands (hundreds of thousands?) of Atlantans will never use the CC transit but 

everyone will have reasons to use theBeltline transit.

30331 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  Need better connections and more bus routes Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  NA Not supportive Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat

30310 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  No Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  None Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  No

30311 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Na Neutral News Media Community Event Yes  Na

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

 Would love to see a Cabbagetown MARTA rail stop as it is densely populated neighborhood where a good number of residents commute downtown for work. TheBeltline also runs through the neighborhood. My husband and I both work in the Clifton Corridor and are highly in favor of the light rail option but even a 

frequently running busline would be a big help. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  Please don't forget about less wealthy neighborhoods! They deserve transit that is convenient and appealing more than anyone. The Clifton Corridor is also such an incredibly dense job center, I do hope it will be a priority. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat  I'm not clear on what these projects exactly entail.

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  24\7 service Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Run !ore frequent and longer and cops on train plain clothes   monitor cops work ethic station people work ethic Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  24\7 connect to different countoes



ZIP Code

Please select 

which county 

you are from.

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding 

principles to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the 

highest priority to you. #1

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding principles 

to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the highest priority to you. 

#2

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding 

principles to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the 

highest priority to you. #3

After reviewing the 

proposed project list, do you 

feel it addresses your 

transportation needs?

Please provide any additional details about your response to the previous question. Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #1 Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #2 Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #3 Please provide any additional comments you have on the program or individual projects.
Please rate your level of support of 

the More MARTA proposed projects.

How do you like to receive information on MARTA 

news?
Other - How do you like to receive information on MARTA news?

How did you learn about the More MARTA 

atlanta program Survey?

After reviewing the proposed 

project list, do you feel it 

addresses Atlanta's 

transportation needs?

Please provide reason(s) for your response to the last question.

30236 Clayton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Commuting to work and school BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service NA Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes  It’ll help people without transportation to commute better

30035 DeKalb Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  No Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements No Supportive Email Community Event Yes  No

30084 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  N/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit N/A Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30052 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  None BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements  How long will this take. Supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  Our people need it

30088 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  Na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit  Na Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  Na

30319 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  More options for travel. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  No Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  Alleviate some traffic congestion 

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes Na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center Station Improvements  Na Supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat

30349 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  Pay your employees better so they can treat us better. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  N/A Not supportive Other None News Media No  Same reason listed above

30310 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit  Marta metro transit all metro counties Supportive Email News Media No

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  NA Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  N/A Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  N/A

30310 Fulton Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Marta needs to be more child caretaker friendly ie strollers. Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Please pay attention to people with strollers Neutral Email Community Event No

30060 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Because MARTA needs to connect to other county.it BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  It will help move traffic faster and make things much easier. Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  MARTA really needs expansion services 

30083 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Regional transportation is neeeded Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements  Regional transportation is needed Very supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media News Media Somewhat  NA

30328 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Na Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Na Supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat No Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  No Neutral Other Community Event No

30331 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat I would like to see the NW expansion all around BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit  Grove park area also expansion Neutral Email Social Media Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat I would like to see theBeltline LRT completely built under this money. This touches so many communities and areas of the city, it may be the most important transit project in the city's history. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit

Beltline,Beltline,Beltline.

We've got this one shot to complete this project. It is a historic opportunity to make a change that will greatly benefit almost every person, business, and locale in the city. Let's get it done. Supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

Beltline LRT is far more important to the whole of Atlanta than any BRT project on the list. Clifton Corridor is important, 

but it is a distant second to theBeltline, and it should ONLY be considered IF there are funds left over after completing 

the entirety ofBeltline LRT loop.

I also firmly believe that a trolley line along Peachtree from Lenox to the Capitol or Turner Field would be extremely 

valuable.

In general, projects that touch and link many CORE communities (Beltline LRT, Peachtree Trolley, Cross-town LRT, etc) 

are much more important than the Campbellton Rd LRT/BRT, the Clifton Corridor, and other projects that are MOSTLY 

focused on the more outlying communities. MARTA needs density to survive, and Atlanta's CORE areas need density to 

thrive.

30328 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Yes  Can reach office quickly Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Near to home Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30044 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Need to travel around the city faster BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Excited to see the future of this city and its plans to minimize traffic Supportive Email Community Event Yes

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements Na Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30308 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat We needed completed projects, not several 65% solutions.  Given the support and investment I'm theBeltline and the fact it will connect everyone with it's loop, the light rail must be priority to start and finish it now.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  FULLBeltline LIGHTRAIL Somewhat supportive Email Social Media No

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  Na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  Live in midtown, wanna help south west. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes Map goes where I want it to

30083 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Definitely need more rail - multiple types - throughout the metro area. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Na Very supportive Email, Social Media Community Event Yes  The city and the region is finally acknowledging the critical need for increased and integrated transit

30291 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  It will be more beneficial for the less fortunate BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  None at all Very supportive Social Media Community Event Yes  It provides service for local grocery stores malls etc

30034 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Na Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  Na

30363 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  We need 24 hour service and merge with the other counties BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  The city is growing faster than the transportation service we must catch up ,!! Very supportive News Media, Other At the stations Community Event Yes

30002 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Live outside coverage area. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements  No Supportive Other Mail Community Event Somewhat  Alleviate traffic somewhat.

30002 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  More ways to travel Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  No Supportive Other Mail Community Event Yes  Help alleviate traffic congestion 

30062 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Yes  None BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  None Supportive Email Community Event Yes

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat You’re doing great BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  I love it, make the city accessible Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30339 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  Really looking forward to change Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Moores Mill Transit Center  The west side always needs more options Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30035 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No  The system closes, it should run 24/7 BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Extend service areas Very supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes All my questions were addressed BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Excited for the future of Marta Supportive Email Community Event Yes

30329 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Make sure rates stay reasonable. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Make sure it’s affordable Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  N/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit N/a Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30331 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Yes  N/A Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  Na Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Repeatedly changing bus stops and unsafe stops and inconvenient changes Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  See above Neutral Other Community Event Somewhat  Stop changing things that work and best serve the community

30341 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  The 103 bus and some other buses only come by once every 40 minutes Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Na Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  Na

30338 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes Pleased with the ideas in place BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit None Supportive Social Media Community Event Yes

30341 Clayton Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Na Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements Na Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  Na

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Need to open elevator at Oakland station on Murray st.  It have a Senior apt units on that side. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  It would be nice yo have more community routes Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  Don't go yo the places I need on the south side and south Fulton county

30313 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No  I think trains should run better weekends ...too slow BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  Na Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  Na

30067 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Mostly drive from Marietta which has no rapid transit options BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  Bring rapid transit to Marietta Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30315 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes Bus timing and route improvements for all ages, station improvements Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service   Na Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30083 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No  Able to access, through Marta transit places I already need to go. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements None Supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event Yes  Accessibility, would like to see bus run longer and further out.

30311 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  MARTA needs to a better job of notifying passengers of delays, enforcing riders rules on the rail and applying all rules and laws regardless of race and area of issues. Station Improvements  More concerned about the Cascade corridor Not supportive Other Don't want any additional information Community Event No  MARTA need to be realistic of the needs of the communities that have been inputting funds into the systems.

30083 DeKalb Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Being able to connect to other regions Frequent Local Bus Service Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements  Greenbriar Tranit center is great for the south side. Bus service is terrible on the Southside. Routes are too long. Very supportive Other Community Event Yes  Good for Atlanta

30306 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Advance bike /walk friendly connectivity BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Na Very supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat  Na

30316 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Get thatBeltline mass transit built. Y’all. Tell Tom weyandt. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Please get on all this before Atlanta gets ruined.  Supportive Email Community Event Yes

30083 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  N/A Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30122 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  N/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Na Neutral Email Community Event

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Very excited about additional transit in Atlanta  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Clifton corridor would be great Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30324 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Na Very supportive Social Media Community Event Yes  Na

30328 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes This will benefit my transit expense BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Na Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Community Event Yes

30326 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  My main need is Marta Train to more places BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Brookhaven / Buckhead is important to me Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I chose my 3 priorities before I looked at the project list and was happily surprised to see that all my concerns were addressed! Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  I think we have to get transit to Emory and the cdc to help more people stop commuting to work by car! Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 I think Atlanta needs a lot of increased bike transit to supplement the public transit. I’m an avid biker who just moved 

to Atlanta and am too scared to bike without bike lanes.

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat It’d be great if bike lanes, sidewalks, and commercial density was added to existing Marta stops BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  More dense housing and retail at transit stops! Neutral Email Community Event Somewhat

30324 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  None Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements  None Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30310 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Additional stops. Specifically at armour yards BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  Southwest Atlanta Supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  More stops

30144 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Na Supportive Email Community Event Yes  Safety is a priority

30034 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Na Supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat  Na

30041 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Na Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Na Supportive Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat  Na

30324 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes Na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Safety Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  Access for everyone

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat

I live off Boulevard/Monroe, South off I-20. I work in Armour Yards so I drive straight down Boulevard/Monroe everyday. Yet I cannot take Marta to work! I find that difficult to comprehend.

Why is there direct north-south for that route??? Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  None Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  Again, Marta and Atlanta neglect residents outh of I-20!

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I need reliable and frequent public transit that comes at minimum every 15 minutes. I want to know that if I move near a bus stop it won't be moved. I want to be connected to work, school, retail and entertainment. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  There is no proposed transit South of N. Dr atur Road along Clifton. How do people from East Atlanta or DeKalb Ave get efficiently to CDC or Emory? Very supportive Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat None BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  N/a Supportive Email Community Event No  Bad traffic throughout 

30307 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Street cars don’t seem to work. Would like to see more rail. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Not familiar with all the streets. More neighborhoods reachable by rail or reliable transfer. Supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat  Same

30315 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Thank you ! BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Good work! Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat

The proposed project list fails citizens that voted for the original tax increase. We voted forBeltline rail to be built in it entirety, including the NW section of rail along Northside drive and Howell mill. Without all theBeltline transit being built at once, the city will remain disconnected and the tiny 3 mile sections you are 

planning to build will be useless. Those sections are already along paved and developed areas of theBeltline that are easily traversed in minutes by bike, foot, and scooter. Rail is not needed for these tiny segments. The rail is needed to connect the completely disconnected NW section of theBeltline that is not even 

paved or worked on in any way. You cannot build just tiny sections that dont connect the entire route. They are not useful.  Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit

 This plan must be revised to eliminate superfluous lines and use that money to fund the entireBeltline rail that we all originally voted for. It is a betrayal to the tax payer and the voters to continue with the current unedited plan. Corrupt politics must be put aside and the city needs to focus on funding the entireBeltline 

rail in order to create a connected and world class city. The data gathered from this survey also need to be posted and released to the press so we know if you truthfully heard our voices. Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 Atlanta voted for and needs to receive a complete loop ofBeltline rail. This plan fails to provide that. It also fails to 

prioritize intown east west connections that are severely lacking in the system today. There needs to be an east west 

bus that connects from 17th street all the way east to Piedmont park stopping at arts center in the middle. More east 

west connectors like this are needed to connect the city. Also the plan fails to prioritize connectivity in the urban core 

and instead creates superfluous and useless bus and light rail transit lines in far south west atlanta near the perimeter. 

Not only do these lines not connect back to the urban core, but they also serves underpopulated sprawling not dense 

areas. Transit needs to connect the urban core first, not waste money in the sprawling area near the perimeter.

30331 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Makes it easier to get to work and not deal with the stress of traffic Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  N/A Supportive Email Community Event Yes

30215 Clayton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes N/a Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  N/a Supportive Email Community Event Yes

30349 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Need more bus routes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  N/A Neutral Email News Media Somewhat

30313 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes n/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit I would be me likely to ride LTR or Streetcar over bus rapid transit Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 MARTA needs to focus on maintenance of the rail system and the train drivers.  The drivers could make commuting a lot safer and more comfortable when there are too few seats (always),  Some of them are practically rhythmical in their gas-brakes-gas-brakes... pattern, causing oscillations as passengers rock back and 

forth.  A few are very smooth and deserve significant raises and promotions. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension

 Focus on great maintenance of the rail system.  Clackity and unsteady rail cars should be repaired for passenger assurance and safety.  Repairs (like working elevators) should be made before adding window dressing projects!  I have made a friend who rides with me on the Blue line after he and his walker tumbled 

down to the landing of the stairway when the Five Points elevator was not working.  He has also had problems navigating the escalator with his walker and his handicap.  I had to watch him struggle up the stairs, there, last week, helping as I could. Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

 I am glad to see MARTA expanding.  I moved to Atlanta in January 2018 and have been commuting from Decatur to 

Midtown station daily, and the most complaints I hear are concerning "equipment malfunctions," poorly trained train 

drivers (they drive like they are on I-85/75: gas-brakes-gas-brakes... -- it is really hard to ride safely while standing!), 

overcrowded trains, long waits for trains, trains that sit at Five Points for several minutes while people accumulate, then 

depart (lightly-loaded) without opening the doors, and the Green line that stops 1-2 stops short of where a lot of 

passengers would like to go.  One Blue line train had a car so shaky and wobbly, I changed cars and later informed the 

driver that the car was rocking and rolling unsteadily.  Often, the Blue line trains have very noisy bearings, indicating 

faulty maintenance.  If we want to be world class, we need great service in all respects.

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Since adding more rail lines is expensive and very long term to fix the public transit needs for the growing downtown population, would light transit be a better option  to support rail lines downtown and increase bus availability for areas out side the garnett-arts center/vine city-king memorial rail stops? BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Double cab buses and light rail are better for downtown connections. Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

Additional light rail lines using a hub a spoke model can be more efficient than adding additional bus routes. The busses 

can better serve areas out.of the downtown/midtown sector of MARTA.

30034 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No

DeKalb has been vested in Marta for decades, but doesn't seem to be included in plans for expansion. There is clearly a need for rail expansion into East DeKalb to ease commuter traffic and reduce the need for tolls. There were talks off expansion occurring a few years ago during an event that was held at the Porter 

Sanford Performing Arts Center. Why isn't DeKalb part of the discussion anymore? Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements Na Somewhat supportive Social Media, News Media Social Media Somewhat

 There needs to be expansion of rain into North Atlanta as well. The Roswell/Alpharetta area could definitely benefit 

from more rail. There are many employers in this area.

30308 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Atlanta desperately needs east-west rail transit across the top end (northern arc). BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements  More heavy rail... particularly extensions into the suburbs.. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat   Atlanta desperately needs east-west rail transit across the top end (northern arc).

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat

 I would like to see completion of theBeltline LRT  around the complete loop before funds get spent on the Clifton LRT. I still think the Clifton LRT is critical infrastructure, but it should be funded regionally. The city taxpayers should not have to pay for this regional project alone. It also wasn't part of the city when we 

voted to tax ourselves. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension

  I would like to see completion of theBeltline LRT  around the complete loop before funds get spent on the Clifton LRT. I still think the Clifton LRT is critical infrastructure, but it should be funded regionally. The city taxpayers should not have to pay for this regional project alone. It also wasn't part of the city when we 

voted to tax ourselves. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

  I would like to see completion of theBeltline LRT  around the complete loop before funds get spent on the Clifton LRT. I 

still think the Clifton LRT is critical infrastructure, but it should be funded regionally. The city taxpayers should not have 

to pay for this regional project alone. It also wasn't part of the city when we voted to tax ourselves. 

30307 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I think dependability of Marta still needs to be improved and would help the ease of use. Further, I think there needs to be more trains on the weekends, as one every 20 minutes is hard to plan with commutes and also leaves the trains absolutely packed. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit I am excited for these upcoming projects and think they will be very beneficial to our city. Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Yes

30317 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  We needBeltline rail now as it was always envisioned. No more waiting. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent local bus service is my 4th priority. Somewhat supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

We need to do even more to keep up with growth. We will always be playing catch up if we don't put light rail in place 

now. 

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  I want to see Atlanta follow through with adding a light rail to theBeltline. I think it connects important neighborhoods and could enhance/ combine with Marta options. I also wish the Marta trains ran more frequently, 24 hours per day, and were more consistent. The buses create traffic. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements  None Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 I think all of your descriptions are incredibly vague and difficult to interpret. The city of Atlanta needs more robust 

public transportation.

30135 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Somewhat  Can the Marta extend to more cities BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Marta buses going further east Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat Infill station at Armour would most directly improve my commute.  You're implementing #809, which will help, but not as directly as Armour Stn. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Building new stuff is great, but MARTA has a pretty bad track record at maintaining existing infrastructure.  Clean the trash off the tracks to reduce fires.  Fix the train doors.  Replace the turnstiles; they're broken more than they work. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30009 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  Would love to see Red line extend to Alpharetta. I live there and work in Midtown (Arts Center) and it'd be amazing to ride the heavy rail in from North Point Mall or the Avalon instead of having to drive almost halfway to North Springs. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Expansion ofBeltline rail was proposed, follow through with it and tie it to the larger network! Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat  Still need more options into surrounding counties as well, looking at you Cobb and Gwinnett.

30315 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  No, MARTA needs to follow the market and complete the AtlantaBeltline loop BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  AtlantaBeltline Now Somewhat supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media, News Media, Other News Media Somewhat   No, MARTA needs to follow the market and complete the AtlantaBeltline loop

30079 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 I would focus, almost exclusively within Atlanta, Fulton and DeKalb on improving east/west connectivity and using BRT and light rail for more north/south commuter distribution and options, starting with connecting the Street Car to the GWCC, MB Stadium and places large numbers of people are trying to GET to.  Lime, 

Bird and bike-share services should be easily accessible at all MARTA rail stations, and perhaps designated curbside pick up locations for Uber, Lyft and other ride-sharing services. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  The development lead time and right of way acquisition is much longer for light rail, but that service additional will also be much more transformative and much more catalytic for those communities. Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

 We are in the mode of playing catch up, not faulting MARTA, but there are probably treble the number of projects and 

transit options needed, against the half-cent increase in sales tax in Fulton.  We'll get there.

30316 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  I am extremely interested in the plans for the lightrail- this is what will really make our city take advantage of theBeltline within the city. Millions of dollars have been invested in properties and ancillary business around theBeltline and yet it is already crowded- please provide the options for lightrail ASAP. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Light rail moves more people more efficiently... way too many studies prove this   Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30315 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  Belt line rail along the entire loop should be the highest transit priority Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements

 Why is the full belt line loop transit not a survey option? 

That should be the priority Not supportive Social Media News Media No

 Without a transit option, the belt line is nothing but a very expensive side walk. Made worse by attracting an amount of 

residential density that will clog surface streets exponentially worsening in town traffic challenges

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  More bus lines. Bus lines that were cancelled could be re-established. Light train is a great idea and connection to other means of transportation to enlarge the system should be reinforced too. More saving options for customers who take multiple bus/rail trips daily. Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Marta should have better security measure at the train stations. Also, it could offer retail at some stations, which could produce revenue, like in European cities. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 Atlanta needs regulations that could prevent people to use their cars in the city. Downtown, Midtown, and Buckhead 

are areas that collapse due to traffic daily. Less cars could help. 

30315 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Marta linking up more nighborhoods and being a truly functional transit system should be one of Atlanta's top priorities. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Please prioritize the beltine rail!  The city wants it.  TheBeltline needs to be a truly functional transit solution and not just a crowded tourist walkway. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat  Adding light rail to the southwestBeltline would be the biggest benefit to my transit needs.

30314 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat I would like more frequent bus service and a route connecting Atlantic Station with Northside Drive. Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  I would like to see transit that directs development toward neglected communities west and south of Downtown/Midtown. Supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat I would rather see more frequent bus routes than rail.

30161 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes Even with my discounted student pass, it was less expensive AND faster to drive into downtown from Roswell this summer. I hope that in the future, MARTA will be truly cost effective. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Hmm? Very supportive Other Nah sorry I'm probably 'bout to move out of this god forsaken state News Media Somewhat  I'm too drank to think about this.

30337 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  More trains BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Extend North line up Ga 400 all the way to Windward Parkway Very supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media, News Media Social Media Somewhat  You’re trying 

30319 DeKalb Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Not enough focus on integrating transportation modes around theBeltline.  Not enough east-west connectivity from Buckhead north to perimeter along peachtree corridor.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Find a way to put bathrooms in stations, even if you need to pay to access.  Work with city to improve safety and appearance of 5 points bus transfer area to improve experience getting to the zoo. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 Would like to see a more comprehensive plan on how bike and scooter options overlay with new proposed transit 

routes. 

30032 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat

This only really addresses the city proper, when I think the bigger issue is how to connect adjoining metro cities like Decatur (esp. South Decatur) with more accuracy. It shouldn't take me an hour and some to get somewhere on the bus that I can get to in 12 minutes by car (my typical commute to and from work). As far 

as connectivity within the city proper, its a step forward, but seeing as the city is rapid gentrifying and leaving lower class families of color like mine out to dry, these fixes really don't help me much at all. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Stop letting the racist and classist politics of this city's history get in the way of providing a modern Atlanta with the transportation it deserves. Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

 The city of Atlanta seems to be forgetting that metro Atlanta is as vital to the city's health as the city proper. 

Connection to places like Stone Mountain, Conyers, Union City, and even Athens (similar to commuter trains up north 

like the LIRR) are vital to ensuring Atlanta can keep growing at the pace it is. Refusing to acknowledge the important of 

these neighboring cities with result in more infrastructure damage, just like i-85 literally crumbling before our eyes. It 

should not take hours to get from Stone Mountain to the city proper. There should be AT LEAST light rails going to each 

major adjoining metro city ITP. Also, gentrification is forcing many lower class citizens to the outskirts of the only place 

they've called home. I know cities typically don't give a shit about their poor, but you really can't expect a major urban 

hub in a capitalist hub to work without its working class being able to get to work COMFORTABLY on time.

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes

 Would be great to see more focus on sidewalks and multi use paths.

Please don't ruin theBeltline by adding transit.  It is much better as a pedestrian / bicycle facility. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Thanks for including the Clifton corridor.  Please, no transit on theBeltline. Somewhat supportive Email Social Media Yes  Thanks for including the Clifton corridor.  That is the most useful part of the project.

40313 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  Would like to see the belt line become what it was intended for Supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

30309 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 Our priority should be to to connect our citizens to anywhere within the metro Atlanta area within 40 minutes or less. While our metro lines are limited, bus coverage, visibility, and bus stops are not up to quality standards to make it 1) easy to use, 2) safe or 3) informational. Ideally you would also link all transportation 

forms (metro, bus and bike) to one card, creating a seamless experience. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Again, while we should improve our metro stations we also need to improve our bus stations. There is no signage on which buses to take, directions, etc. Supportive News Media Social Media

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat I am an infrequent user who lives on route 16 and would use route 5 to go to work.  I do not use the route because of its infrequent schedule Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  there seems to be a tension between providing access to employment centers with large numbers of employees and expanded commuter access from outlying areas. Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30316 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Only somewhat. I need more alternatives, including pedestrian, cycling, and light rail - many of the locations I frequent would be easily accessible via cycling and, in particular, light rail along theBeltline. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit

 TheBeltline light rail should be a top priority.  The growth of the city along and around theBeltline means the vast majority in the city could travel via bicycle, walking, or light rail to areas where they currently already shop but have to drive there.  Projects such as the Clifton Corridor area regional projects and should not 

be the sole responsibility of the City of Atlanta Neutral Email News Media Somewhat

  Atlanta must move away from the promotion of more vehicles on the roadways and provide alternative methods of 

transportation, including safe pedestrian and cycling transportation. I believe there is too much emphasis on roadways 

and not enough on alternatives, especially light rail.

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Need more of sidewalks, & buses that runs back to back especially since the 58 was took. Bus rides are longer and lateness to work has increased. Need bus that can go a Lil beyond because there are more good jobs out than in. Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center Station Improvements  Improvement! Supportive Social Media Community Event Yes I feel it will be more useful. 

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

I would also have chosen the "Create Last Mile Connectivity" option, because I feel this is just as important.  We've pumped so much money into theBeltline and greenspace projects, let's leverage that to create a super-connected and easily-traversed city and suburb web. As someone who highly values physical activity, 

this is a huge bonus and would-be selling point for people considering a move to Atlanta. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Moores Mill Transit Center I think there should be rapid transit connecting several areas of theBeltline since it will eventually encircle the city. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

  You can visit almost ANY other city on the globe that's roughly the size of Atlanta and there you will find a far better 

public transit system.  It may take improving and expanding what we already have effectively and on a sensible budget 

in order for counties like Cobb to actually decide to combine forces.  It's unheard of that you can't get on a train in 

Decatur Square to eventually end up at a station right next to the Braves Stadium, or depart from Suntrust Park and 

arrive at Mercedes Benz Stadium without changing from CCT to MARTA and buses to trains.  Let's get with the 21st 

century! 

30305 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  We need proper bus stops with shelter. Increased bus routes and stops. Increased Marta stations and rail line.  Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements We need to grow rail and bus options. The goal should be to reduce the cars on the road and providing viable reliable public transport is the solution.  Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Heavy rail is the most 21st century solution and more investment should be made into that, because switching from heavy rail, to light rail, to buses makes public transit challenging. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Embracing last-mile transit as a supplement to heavy rail, and ensuring that lower-income communities are served is of highest priority. Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30318 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 I believe that prioritizing full build-out of theBeltline rail system should be made a top priority of the plan. Clifton cooridor is important, as well as the cambelton road line, but the current plan is attempting to please everyone in an extended area while not delivering a system that provides ideal ease of use or 

connectivity to many of the neighborhoods in the city which are underserved by transportation. Personally, I would wish for the northwest portion of theBeltline rail to be funded as it would help me most, and I think it is very important to at least have rail connection to the new reservoir park which is going to be a 

major destination for both residents and recreation on the west side BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Beltline rail along all property now owned by the city should be a priority. Which means the full loop.  If NW section takes longer to work out due to working with CSX, ok, but prioritize and commit to the full loop Somewhat supportive Email, Phone/Text News Media Somewhat

 Similar to above, my belief is that the original plan of full build out of light rail on theBeltline loop should be a top 

priority as it connects the most neighborhoods and would create the most comprehensive and interconnected system 

possible. There is too much land still to be purchased at too high of a cost for Clifton corridor and it’s cut and cover plan 

will take far too long - I would advise continuing to negotiate dedicated right of way on the CSX land for that line. At the 

very least, a commitment to full realization of the original fullBeltline loop rail should be made with a definite timeline 

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Cliffton Corridor  is the most pressing addition. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes  N/A
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30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Right now it's hard to get to the Marta Stations. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit na Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30311 Fulton Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Na Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Na Neutral Phone/Text Community Event Yes  Na

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  None Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Greenbriar Transit Center  None Supportive Other Community Event Yes  None

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  Na Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  Na

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  None Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  None Supportive Other Community Event

30308 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  Feel we need more funding and more trains running further north.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Beltline connecticity  is key to relieve in town traffic. Supportive Email, Social Media News Media No  Neee trains running further north up 75, 400, and 85 and light rail around work centers like the perimeter. 

30311 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  None Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  None Supportive Other Community Event Yes  None

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Na Supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  Na

30311 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  None Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center None Very supportive Other Community Event Yes  Just moved here from Indiana. Feel like the system is good.

30311 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  Na Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements  I like to see MARTA increase buses Supportive News Media Community Event Yes  Increase MARTA stations

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Na BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  Na Supportive Email, Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat  Keeping seniors in forefront

30311 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  Na Very supportive Email, Phone/Text Community Event Yes  Na

30311 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Na Supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  Na

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Better security Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  Na Supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  Na

30311 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  None BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements  The system needs to go more places. Needs to connect better. From New York where the system is good. Neutral Other Community Event Somewhat  None

30311 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit  Na Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  Na

30311 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Na Supportive Phone/Text, News Media Community Event Somewhat Na 

30311 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Na BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  Na Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes  Always check for new additions

30311 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  Na Greenbriar Transit Center  Na Supportive News Media Community Event Yes  Na

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes

 I think the goal of the funding is to make it easier to use transit and get around WITHIN the City. I think for the most part this plan accomplished that. However, the rail line to Emory is more of a REGIONAL project that addresses the traffic created by people traveling from OUTSIDE the City to a job center. That line does 

not function as a part of a larger system in my opinion as it does not go to Decatur or Avondale- which would be a game changer for those areas. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension

Included theBeltline and connector light rail lines as I see that as one project- no sense to have lines that do not connect. We need more BRT lines, and Northside makes perfect sense. How can that line connect to the N/S rail line in Midtown? How can we encourage those coming from the east side and Midtown to take 

transit when going to the Westside?

Generally, this is a great plan- some would think that there is a zero sum situation with theBeltline rail, but that’s not the case. The solutions need to be balanced, and reflective of how people travel, and where they need/want to go. As I’ve always said, no one rides transit in a circle! I just think we as citizens in Atlanta 

need a partner in the Emory line as that is a regional project, mich more than everything else proposed. Very supportive Email News Media Yes

 Yes, as an initial step. We still need a broader network of transit that reaches more people. I think the proposed 

network of light rail connecting to theBeltline and Streetcar makes sense given today’s density nodes- however, the 

next phase needs to address where density is coming- for instance West Midtown. A light rail line could be added to 

Northside (where there is capacity) to serve the Howell Mill area, which is seeing a massive densification that is not 

being addressed by the City. 

I also feel like the MARTA line to Emory- while needed- is a complete political move. Everybody knows that Emory only 

joined the City to get the money from this pot. Why else was so little tax-producing property added? It’s kind of like 

jumping in line, and really affects the rest of the city. 

That line should include funding from MARTA regional funding and not only City of Atlanta funds.

30312 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat TheBeltline light rail is good, but connecting the wholeBeltline via light rail would help me immensely. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Just more light rail. Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat   Needs more non-bus activity. I know this fact sucks, but people here don't take the bus. 

30311 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  As a disabled person getting close to my destination is most important BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit  Na Supportive News Media Community Event Yes  It shows recognition of the needs of the different types of commuters to work, shopping, recreation

30311 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  Na Supportive Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat  Na

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Helping others. I’m a senior that don’t use as much. Would like to reduce transfers in getting to my family in Decatur. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  None Very supportive Other Community Event Yes  Provides more access.

30331 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  Na Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat  Na

30030 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Clifton Corridor LR should be the number one priority. Beyond that, last mile connectivity is key, and bicycles should be a part of the plan. Bikeshare and multiuse paths should connect MARTA stations and stops to neighborhoods for safe bike transport. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Provide excellent bathrooms in every station, better bike parking, and improved elevators or, even better, access ramps at stations. Supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat

I'm in support of any and all transit improvements, but I would like to see theBeltline loop Light rail treated as a priority and would like to see confirmation that light rail and BRT will have dedicated lanes that explicitly separate them from regular traffic. If cars can get in the light rail in BRT lanes, its a guarantee that they 

will, thus invalidating any improvements gained from these modes of transit. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  Although I would certainly like to see the Clifton corridor project completed, I feel that theBeltline should be a priority at this point. Supportive Email, Social Media Community Event Somewhat

I'm in support of any and all transit improvements, but I would like to see theBeltline loop Light rail treated as a priority 

and would like to see confirmation that light rail and BRT will have dedicated lanes that explicitly separate them from 

regular traffic. If cars can get in the light rail in BRT lanes, its a guarantee that they will, thus invalidating any 

improvements gained from these modes of transit.

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network No  Finish theBeltline BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Finish theBeltline transit Somewhat supportive Other Community Event No  Too much dedicated to Clifton corridor. 

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  I do like the proposed light rail cause it seems very limited and infrequent BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements None Neutral Email News Media Somewhat  Need more focus on current stations 

30030 DeKalb Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  need more infill stations especially along the GA 400 and out in east atlanta Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  n/a Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website No

30319 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No

 Unfortunately, I live in Brookhaven but work in Vinings (used to work along Peachtree Rd. which allowed me to use MARTA rail and bus services), so daily transit is not an option for me. I hope that MARTA can coordinate with regional transit systems to better facilitate bus transit in areas not served by rail. Working in 

Cobb County is difficult for transit riders!

On weekends and special occasions, I regularly use MARTA rail and bus services for errands and events around town (i.e. Botanical Gardens, Falcons Games, Airport, Downtown Decatur). BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service

I'm very much in support of the Light Rail between Lindbergh and Emory/CDC.

Continue providing consistent frequent local bus services along arteries (Cascade Rd., Campbellton Rd., Peachtree Rd., Howell Mill Rd., Memorial Dr.). 

MARTA should really consider the lengths of buses assigned to ALL bus routes to better match the passenger volumes and route specifications. Many residential and lower ridership routes are frequently assigned standard 40 foot buses, when shorter 30 foot and 35 foot buses would be a better fit logistically, moving 

with the  flow of traffic, especially at turns, while doing less infrastructure damage to neighborhood streets, especially at intersections when making turns.

Somewhat supportive Email, Phone/Text News Media Somewhat

 Southwest Atlanta currently has excellent bus service. Seeing a proposal for light rail along Campbellton Road and 

Metropolitan Pkwy. is a waste of tax payer dollars, when existing bus services on those routes are frequent and speedy. 

That money would be better put to use by creating special bus lanes or arterial traffic light controls to help move the 

traffic (bus and auto). Atlanta is STUCK!!!

Building rail along parts of the Beltine (East-side) makes sense, as well as rail to Emory from Lindbergh Station. I only 

wish the Cobb and Gwinnett Counties could be linked directly/indirectly to these changes to make them more 

meaningful and help relieve traffic on the interstates. Nothing will change there with the proposed changes.

Finally, more community connector bus services are needed to connect more residential areas with arterial bus routes 

and rail stations. MORE SHORT BUSES PLEASE!!!

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers No  na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  na Very supportive News Media Community Event No na 

30311 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  na Supportive Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat Always can be improved

38105 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  na Supportive Email, Phone/Text Community Event Yes  na

30004 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

More consistency with buses. 

Better tracking and communication with buses.

 If the Red line is not extended to Windward a high speed bus only lane would be great to link up with the trains. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  more options and making sure those options link up well. Supportive Other customized info based on preferences Social Media Yes

30331 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  na Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  na Neutral Email Community Event Somewhat  na

30311 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  na BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit  More security Very supportive Email, Phone/Text More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes  Basically for the elderly and handicapped

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat I think that MARTA needs to run more time for late work people Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  na Supportive Email, Phone/Text, News Media Community Event Somewhat  I just think you need to put after work time

30314 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  na Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  na

30311 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat Help others Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit  na Neutral Email Community Event No  Make smarter

30311 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  na Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  na Somewhat supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat  na

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  to see a change Very supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat To see a change

30058 DeKalb Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  na Neutral News Media Community Event Somewhat  na

30311 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  na BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  na Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  need to run more often like all night

30311 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  na Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  na

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  I would like MARTA to go into Cobb and Gwinnett County and Henry County. MARTA should go to Fairburn, GA Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements  na Supportive News Media Community Event Yes  It is important for MARTA to go where the major jobs are.

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat na Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  na Neutral News Media Community Event Somewhat  na

30316 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

Create protected bicycle lanes on roads that host MARTA stations and on the roads in between MARTA stations.

Add bicycle parking options around/in MARTA stations. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Integrate bicycling friendly amenities to MARTA Supportive Other Friend Social Media Somewhat

I’d like for there to be a focus on intergrating bicycling and MARTA as many people use both interchangeably as means 

of transportation.

30311 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit  na Neutral Email Community Event Yes  nA

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  na BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  na Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  na

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  na Neutral Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat  na

30337 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  na Very supportive Email Community Event Yes They're always late

30311 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  na Very supportive Email, Social Media Community Event Yes  na

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  More bathrooms in station, time reduce more buses Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Train on Campellton Road Supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  na

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  Maintenance, cleanliness, extension and enhancement of system BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  ns Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  Contribution of tax payer dollars toward city enhancements.

30274 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  na Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  need new trains and a better intercom system (PA) it very bad Supportive Email, News Media Community Event Yes  need new trains

30058 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  na Neutral Phone/Text Community Event No  na

30311 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  na Supportive Phone/Text, Social Media Community Event Somewhat  na

30002 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

 I think that the proposed projects primarily inside the perimeter are good.  They provide non-auto access to most areas.

I think longer term, that non-auto connections from outside the perimeter to inside the perimeter need to be strengthened.  This should be primarily heavy rail to allow faster travel times.  I think initially following along the major Interstate corridors should be developed.  I could imagine eventually a perimeter rail far 

outside, with spokes into and out of the city. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements

 I wholly support the expansion of transit systems, especially light and heavy rail, and dedicated bus lanes.

I also think that a maintenance program for the MARTA rail stations needs to be implemented.  The stations mostly need a cleaning and face lift.  Many of the stations are really grimy and dirty right now, especially Five Points , the central hub of the MARTA rail.  Its the first thing travelers from out of town see when 

riding MARTA from the airport, and gives a bad impression.  A good periodic pressure washing would do wonders, and be relatively inexpensive.  The stations could be done on a rotating basis, with a major cleaning of each of the stations every three or four years.   Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 I think that the various transit modes should all have dedicated lanes.  Otherwise, the vehicles, whatever type, will 

often also be at the mercy of traffic.  I think that is one of the problems with the new light rail trolley in Atlanta.

30213 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat I feel as if there should be more restrooms at each station. there should be more janitors on site, because the train stops on the southside always smell of urine Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  na Very supportive Email, Phone/Text Community Event No

 And the bus stops on the southside (stonewall toll) are not taken care of. Grass not cut. Trash not clean, and trees 

growing over bus shelters

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service na Neutral News Media Community Event Somewhat  na

30311 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  na BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  na Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  You don't have enough back road transportation

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Expand buses more in the city Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  na Supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  Buses run later

30354 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  na BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  na Not supportive Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat  na

30313 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Buses being on time North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  na Supportive Email, Social Media Community Event Yes  Allowing the buses to be on better time

30316 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  To much emphasize on speculation and putting transport into place that may need it in the future instead of where it is needed now. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  BRT in places that already has high demand / need for public tranist The city is a lot bigger than theBeltline and the need for better public transit extends well beyond theBeltline. Very supportive Other Social Media

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No  Breeze machine does not work Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  na Neutral Email Community Event Somewhat  Timing of bus

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  With all the technology onward think the card machines would be better BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  The southwest station are not up to par when looking at the north station Somewhat supportive Email, Phone/Text Community Event No  The mobility system could be so much better

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  I need Light Transit  Rail on 100% of theBeltline to connect me and my neighbors to the rest of the city and region and the jobs and retail services that are not available south of 1-20. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service

 Light Rail on the entireBeltline is very important because as you know theBeltline brings higher housing costs and taxes and displacement to manyBeltline neighborhoods. LRT on theBeltline can  help offset this displacement by bringing access to jobs to the unemployed and underemployed neighborhoods of SW 

Atlanta. 

This is very important to me. My neighborhood Capitol View Manor voted unanimously to supportBeltline Rail Now and so did many NPUs including my own NPU X. Please make LRT on the entireBeltline a priority! Not supportive Phone/Text, Social Media Community Event No

 By just putting LRT on one third of theBeltline you are not acomplishing anything really useful.  When you were 

campaigning for the TSPLOST tax  -- I went to all the meetings and I was told that this tax would fund LRT on theBeltline. 

As president of aBeltline neighborhood I took notice of this and supported the tax. I feel like this was a bait and switch 

tactic and feel betrayed by MARTA, ARC and CIty of Atlanta.  Give your people Light Rail Transit on the entireBeltline -- 

Its Smarta!

30303 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  MARTA need nicer drivers Neutral News Media Community Event Yes  na

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  na Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes  na

30307 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 Focus on rail and dedicated bike lanes

BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Connect the trolley to theBeltline first. Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat regional connections should be second tier priority.

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Please extend the bus hours of operation for route 79 I work late nights. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  na Very supportive Phone/Text, News Media Community Event Somewhat

 We need to rebuild the Oakland City area for better bus/trail routes, make our community accessible to all buses, trains 

stations so we can get around the city of Atlanta, etc.

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No The above list of priorities does not make clear that the City and MARTA will center racial equity in the decision making process. Furthermore, the AtlantaBeltline's should receive a complete transit investment, ensuring residents in Southeast and Northwest Atlanta can benefit from the access thatBeltline rail will offer. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  N/A Somewhat supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter No

 The above list of priorities does not make clear that the City and MARTA will center racial equity in the decision making 

process. Furthermore, the AtlantaBeltline's should receive a complete transit investment, ensuring residents in 

Southeast and Northwest Atlanta can benefit from the access thatBeltline rail will offer. 

30311 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  na BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension na Very supportive Phone/Text More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes  na

30310 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Too much money for a monthly Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  deduct money used to pay for ride Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Yes  na

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit  na Very supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event Yes  I feel as if the buses running every 30 mins is a little too long for busy places. 

30310 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  na Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  na

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  na Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  na Supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event Yes  People need relief with transit on the weekend as well as during the week.

30331 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Yes  na BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  na Supportive Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat  na

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

 Insufficient detail. Language used is not appropriate to a general audience and negatively affects the reader's ability to understand and evaluate "proposals". The terms "ART" and "BRT" mean little (perhaps nothing) without vastly better explanations. It is difficult to believe that anything based on buses will be "rapid" if 

those buses use existing streets. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service

 Twitter account stinks as does the alerts section of the app. In fact, the on-the-go app could use some major bug fixing - so how about putting some money there. The cheap hack of using the twitter account as the provider of "alerts" produces information that is just not very usable. And some training for anyone 

making public announcements - especially on trains. The train is a noisy environment - quite often operators mumble, speak too quickly, speak too softly, and start speaking before engaging the pa system properly. And just announce the station and nothing else - no "what's available". Somewhat supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

Something should be done to improve access to lower cobb (e.g., galleria, braves). The proposed moores mill center 

won't cut it. You need rail moving in that direction. The same goes for gwinett. Rail to stone mountain.

30311 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Please add restrooms to all the stations, because the elevator smells bad Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit  Oakland City, eastpoint, westland, H.E Holmes stations Very supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media, News Media Community Event Yes  Because public transportation is very important to me

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  na Supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat  to know if you are safe around people

30331 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  na Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  na Somewhat supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  na

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No

 I don't care at all about connections to the AtlantaBeltline or Sweet Auburn district.  We've already suckered the public with the current light rail that sacrificed practicality for the sake of being politically correct.  Focus on getting people back and forth to work!!!  It is secondary to use public MARTA funds to get people 

to tourist attractions.  Get people to work and back! Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Don't waste money on the Greenbrier shopping area.  That is a loser and has been for many, many years. Somewhat supportive Social Media Social Media Somewhat

 Look at my previous answers.  Why connect to the current failed light rail?  Not enough people work in the sweet 

Auburn Ave. district.  Likewise, don't spend money around theBeltline just for the convenience of people to use it.  Get 

the MARTA expansion money to the areas where people LIVE AND WORK. 

30311 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Yes, provide for Fairburn on south Fulton pkwy Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit na Supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  na

30311 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  na Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat  na

30303 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  if there are funds please use them as much as possible to improve MARTA Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  na Very supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event Yes  Update stations elevators and trains have more seating for elderly and disabled

30315 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  na Supportive Social Media Community Event Yes  na

30308 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I live in midtown, I voted for More MARTA because it would give me multiple options (belt line and cross town lines).  I didn't intend to pay for MARTA to go to Emory with Dekalb not making a contribution.  Build theBeltline and cross town lines that we voted for!! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  We voted for this tax to build theBeltline and the cross town pieces.  Other projects (Emory, Cambellton, Capital Ave) may have merit, but they are NOT why Atlanta voted for this tax. Somewhat supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center   na Very supportive Email Community Event Yes   na

30310 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes   na Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit 24 hr MARTA station trains Very supportive Email Community Event Yes fix the 79 to make more frequent and MARTA transit

30311 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes   na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements   na Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes   na

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  MARTA's transportation method and saftey is important to the riders and people in the community Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit   na Neutral Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat  Some of the buses need to be better maintained and cleaned

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes   na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Station Improvements   na Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  a lot of people do not have cars, with children and elders

30311 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes   na BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center   na Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  Improvement is very important

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  more transportation after 1pm Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit   na Supportive Email Community Event Yes  more trains at late night

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes Beltline Rail should be #1 priority BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit   na Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat Forty years behind

30317 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat   na Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service   na Neutral News Media Community Event Somewhat   na

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes   na Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center   na Somewhat supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event No   na

30331 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat   na Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements   na Supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event Yes   na

30314 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No  need more trains running frequently, 24hr service Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  Bathrooms uncleaned, elevators and escaltors need work, stations smell like urine Somewhat supportive Email Community Event No need 24 hr service, city is growing 

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat   na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit   na Neutral Email Community Event Somewhat   na

30311 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes   na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit  na Neutral Email, Social Media Community Event Yes  there are my concerns

30315 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Marta has to expand rail service! We are decades behind other cities and it is so disappointing. I would love to take transit to work, but there are no viable options because Marta is so limited. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Expanding Marta is a necessity — forcing our city to rely on cars hurts everyone! Somewhat supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes   na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service   na Supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes   na

30034 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat   na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit   na Supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat   na

30313 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  no Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  no Very supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media News Media Somewhat  no

30311 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Somewhat   na Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements   na Neutral Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat   na

30345 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  na Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit   na Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes   na

30337 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  Atlanta has grown over the years the traffic is terrible and killing the environment. Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  no Somewhat supportive Email, Phone/Text Community Event Yes  no

30075 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Don't want to take a bus and train to get downtown Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  nA Very supportive Email, News Media Community Event Yes   na

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  no Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  no Supportive Social Media Community Event Yes  no

30315 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Yes  Come on time Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  MARTA Good Somewhat supportive Phone/Text More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes  no

30342 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat   na Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit   na Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

I would like to be able to board on trains being on time and to feel safe at stations. Work more functioning escalators 

and elevators

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  no Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  no Neutral Email, Phone/Text More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat no 

30135 Clayton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  there are several MARTA riders that have to travel far just to get on MARTA. MARTA really need to expand transit and bus routes. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Please extend the westbound blue line Very supportive Email Community Event

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  no Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  no Very supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  no

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat   na Crosstown Downtown East Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements   na Neutral News Media Community Event Somewhat   na

30311 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  no BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  no Very supportive Phone/Text, News Media Community Event Somewhat  The over see very

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat   na Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements   na Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat   na

30315 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  no Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  no Very supportive Email, Phone/Text Community Event Yes  no

30038 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes   na Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit   na Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes   na

30311 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  no BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit  no Supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat  They need to run more



ZIP Code
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which county 
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In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding 

principles to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the 

highest priority to you. #1

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding principles 

to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the highest priority to you. 

#2

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding 

principles to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the 

highest priority to you. #3

After reviewing the 

proposed project list, do you 

feel it addresses your 

transportation needs?

Please provide any additional details about your response to the previous question. Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #1 Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #2 Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #3 Please provide any additional comments you have on the program or individual projects.
Please rate your level of support of 

the More MARTA proposed projects.

How do you like to receive information on MARTA 

news?
Other - How do you like to receive information on MARTA news?

How did you learn about the More MARTA 

atlanta program Survey?

After reviewing the proposed 

project list, do you feel it 

addresses Atlanta's 

transportation needs?

Please provide reason(s) for your response to the last question.

30294 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  it makes more sense Crosstown Downtown West Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  Better for my doc appt. Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes   na

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Come on time. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  Come on time. More space. Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat  no

30238 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes   na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center Station Improvements   na Supportive Email Community Event Yes   na

30315 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes   na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center   na Very supportive Email Community Event Yes   na

30311 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Come to my hood. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit  Ride Everywhere Very supportive Social Media Community Event Yes  No reason

30315 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes   na Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit   na Very supportive Social Media Community Event Yes   na

30308 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  no BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit  no Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  need to come closer

30314 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes   na Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements   na Neutral News Media Community Event Yes   na

30310 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  no Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  no Very supportive Phone/Text, Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat  no

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Nothing works ifBeltline transit is not fully built out as originally designed. Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

30301 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes   na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center   na Supportive Social Media Community Event Yes   na

30311 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Intergrate affordable housing near MARTA hubs. New we are all becoming high end districts. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  Add restrooms, cleanliness, signs working, no outtages Somewhat supportive Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat  Atlanta attracts too many low paging jobs and low pay will overwhelm transit and support needs. 

30034 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes   na Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  more police Neutral Social Media Community Event Yes  it works for me and my family

30329 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No  mas viajes de trenes en fines de semana Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  no Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  no

30314 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  24 hr Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements   na Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  We need expansion

30004 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I htink five points and lindberg need more police BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  no Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat  It's not safe on sydney marcus

30341 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  no Crosstown Downtown East Extension Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  no Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Yes  no

30349 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes   na BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit   na Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes   na

30314 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  no Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  no Supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  no

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  n/a Supportive Other Social Media Somewhat

30317 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes No additional comments BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  No additional comments Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Yes

30303 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Increasing bus frequency on many routes to 30 minutes is helpful and better than before, however I was expecting more frequent service as a result of voting for the tax.  Missing a bus on the way to work and waiting 30 minutes is still not reliable transit. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  I commute on the MARTA Route 12 daily, so the Northside BRT could help improve my commute.  I also think light rail resources are best spent extending the existing streetcar to/from theBeltline while using BRT for most other street routes. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 I realize resources are limited, but the 21 miles of light rail seems to be pretty close to existing transit services, rather 

than reaching farther out. I'd prefer a fullBeltline loop rather than an odd zig-zag rail line that leaves out the NW and SE 

quadrants.

30307 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I'd love to see more development of light-rail/streetcar and other last mile options that help facilitate the improving sidewalks and last-mile mobility. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  The more rail, the better! The ability to quickly and reliably get around without being constrained by traffic is ideal. Supportive Email, Phone/Text More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes

30338 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers No

 High speed bus lanes and the line are not good solutions to Atlanta’s congestion problems.  For a city of this size, it is a shame how limited our tail service is.   People do not want to drive to take a bus to a train station, take a train to get on another bus and then walk thelast mile.  It’s not convenient.   We need more 

rail and less buses. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Rail rail rail and more rail to more places.   Upgrades to stations can wait until after we have more rapid train service.    No to more buses.  Somewhat supportive Social Media Social Media No  Same as above. 

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No

 More rail.  Light rail around the belt line. more heavy rail.  Stop with the buses.  That just adds to the problem.  Stop debating and starting building.  The way this is growing we will need all these projects plus more.  So start adding to the street car, connect all neighborhood, do heavy rail in the burbs.  We need it all.  

Stop fighting, start building. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension again.  Start laying the rails down now.  we will need all of this and more.  Maybe stop building sports stadiums we don't need and transportation for our crushing traffic problem.  Not supportive Email Social Media Yes

Its half assed.  The bus thing is laughable.  So put more buses in traffic.  Buses from cobb and gwenette already clog the 

street downtown.  Why is the depot downtown!!!! that makes no sense!! 

30062 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  Marta train routes must be expanded to match the current and future growth of the city. There’s currently NOTHING on the West side , very little on the eastern side and limited East-West options. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  At the very least a West side line connecting schools—from Kennesaw State to GA Tech to Georgia State. Students could limit car usage Very supportive Email News Media No  Greater expansion

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 Traffic in Atlanta during both the extended  morning and evening rush hours is becoming unbearable.  The situation will only get worse when people start moving into the newly created apartments/condos.  TheBeltline has been disappointing in terms of improving connectivity between home and work.   The traffic 

around Suntrust Park is terrible and makes it difficult for us to visit friends and family in the area.   Traffic is a serious problem which is only getting worse and needs to be addressed more urgently. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service We need to make more rapid progress.  We also need to win over people in Cobb County. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 We are not doing enough fast enough to address the problem and only a portion of the Metropolitan Atlanta area even 

believes in transit as a solution.   Time is of the essence,

30311 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Provide new connections extend MARTA train and light rain to increase connectivity in metro area and decrease traffic gridlock. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Existing MARTA stations like HE Holmes which is across the street from my subdivision need beautification and clean up---add places for people to put out cigarette butts Very supportive Email, Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat

  Provide new connections extend MARTA train and light rain to increase connectivity in metro area and decrease traffic 

gridlock.

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I would like to see greater investment of funds raised by the tax increase to go to additionalBeltline projects including rail. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Projects should proritized based on initiatives that were key drivers for the vote.  The Clifton Corridor project wasnt a consideration at the time. Somewhat supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

  I would like to see greater investment of funds raised by the tax increase to go to additionalBeltline projects including 

rail.

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Somewhat

Take what on the proposal but add: Belt. Line. Rail. All of it.

Beltline rail would “cut the corners” of the current north/south east/west rail orientation thus allowing greater connectivity. 

It will encourage high density development and therefore greater economic development than aBeltline without transit. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Beltline rail Now! Very supportive Social Media Community Event No

 Atlanta is growing. Atlanta is congested. We need a MASSIVE investment in public transit and we need it now. The 

proposed programs are a good start but we need more. Light rail on cambleton, Clifton AND theBeltline. Dedicated bus 

lanes. Streetcar with dedicated ROW. 

Bike lanes and pedestrian paths too!

Other cities are investing in mass transit. We need to keep up.

This needs to be done NOW - while the economy is growing.

30344 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

 The frequency of certain routes needs to be addressed. And if possible, security at the station  when the last trains come through. 

And it would be great if Marta was 24 hours. If you email me, I will tell you more. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Washington rd to Campcreek light rail/more frequent service. That line is as busy as 83 Campbellton rd. And more frequently on stone rd as well. Very supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

 Atlanta is a 24 hour state. We need the transportation to suit the  busi-ness! Heavy rail, light rail, buses, shuttles, Uber 

and Lyft spots, Cabbies and the like are all needed!

30307 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No  I oppose taking surface level trains down N Decatur avoiding extant rail right of ways and isolating entire historic communities to serve Emory's interests when there are other alternatives. Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center

 You have ignored the public comments on the Clifton corridor and consistently moved to the LEAST desirable alternative. 

Moreover, you are planning to fix a problem with technologies and solutions soon to be obsolete.  Why? Autonymous vehicles and demographic changes with people favoring non-auto ownership in favor of other public transit (Lyft, Uber, and Marta) will allow for more efficient use of current infrastructures. Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30310 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No Rail in traffic will make congestion worse. Find a way to put it below or elevated above ground. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit None Somewhat supportive Social Media News Media No

 Same as above.

We need more than this. This is only a start.

30324 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat Making public transit more accessible, convenient and predictable. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Just a comment.  A sheltered bench is very much needed at QT bus stop Sidney Marcus Blvd. Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30316 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat What about East Atlanta access? We need more public transportation options NOT in the form of more buses in the roads. Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  We need more options (rail) in East Atlanta. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat  Need more rail. 

30316 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  The city is continuing to build without regard to this project. If it was truly sponsored by the city, permit and construction plans would contain specific layout for street widening and rail proposals, with rail transportation being the primary target. Frequent Local Bus Service  This is not a question. I can not consider any of the projects adequate, since there is not proposed solution that will provide myself or neighbors with transportation that exceed a personal vehicle. Very supportive Email Community Event No

The existing plan could almost entirely be accomplished by changing existing bus lines to include the existing Marta rails 

stations in their routine, and increasing frequency of the rails. 

The plan would be better suited to have new rails created that go in all directions, much like many other metropolitan 

areas, such as Boston, New York, Chicago, DC, and Dallas.  

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat

 Emory CDC has known about Clifton Corridor potential for 40 years! With over $2 billion endorsements and $350 million income per year, Emory could/should have purchased for sale properties during the last 40 years, leased them for investment income and have acquired "Clifton Corridor" properties ready to initiate 

the "Clifton Corridor" instead of stealing from lesser affluent areas that also need MARTA Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  Frequent clean ups and open restrooms and assistance to social services Supportive Phone/Text, News Media Community Event Somewhat  Na

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Yes  Senior center transportation BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  Na Supportive Phone/Text, Social Media Community Event Somewhat  Na

30315 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  Na Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Station improvements and safety everywhere is important to me Neutral Other Mail Community Event No  Na

30311 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat My concern is to make sure all project changes does not change the neighborhood character and does not backup traffic Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  These are the projects that will improve the mode of transportation in the area Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  I only know that my community needs stable and timely transportation to assure we can get continue mode to work

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I live on Campbellton Road and frequently in the Greenbriar Mall area Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Restore the bus stop that was at the HJC Bowden Senior Multiprupose Facility Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  Particularly like LRT, ART, and BRT

30331 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  More transportation development necessary at Cleveland/Metropolitan pkwy. Safety and transit access or children and families Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  Na Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat Na 

30075 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No

 Your existing bus reliability is not good. I’ve ridden route 85 for 32 months and arrival and departure regularity... isn’t. 

Drivers arriving to North Sorings often late, then take a break. Need more buses ready to go, to maintain a schedule. Frequent Local Bus Service  Red line needs to go farther north Supportive Phone/Text News Media Somewhat  Heavy rail extension to Cumming needs to be a priority

30004 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No  Add free WiFi to Atlanta street car services including stations/stops and continue free WiFi services on all Marta buses, stations, tunnels, and trains Station Improvements Free WiFi at all Marta stations and on all Marta trains, trains, tunnels, and buses. And free WiFi on all Atlanta street car services and stations/stops Very supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media, News Media More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

30331 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes

 I would like a expansion farther out than just 285 because I feel like if we are going to call part of things Atlanta then we should be able to reach those areas on Marta. I also believe if I live a 10 min car ride from the airport it shouldnt take 2 hours or so to get there because of there being 1 bus every 40 mins and I also 

think there should be more park and rides so that people don’t have to get as many transfers and waste time and have options if they miss a bus. Because the 183 runs every 40 mins which is very bad considering most of the route is a highway. But good thing is there is a park and ride a mile away. Some people and 

elderly people don’t like that but we can’t have everything yet Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Greenbriar Transit Center  I feel I shouldn’t have to walk a mile if I miss my bus because the next bus takes 40 mins to come and that’s why that bus is so packed every trip and some drivers go past your stop way before the time on the schedule. Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes

 If it really includes expansion and improvements and not just a reason to boost MARTA rides cost and pay for the new 

buses

30318 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes the route 50 Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  none Supportive Email, Phone/Text News Media Yes  adding more buses or adjust the route

30316 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No  I hate that you change the 9 bus route that makes me have to ride two bus and two trains where before i only had to ride two bus . that encoviene me now. Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements  Inman park makes it a long way to walk to catch the bus. Neutral News Media More MARTA Atlanta Website No  I feel they should have reviewed the schedule better

30307 DeKalb Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Need more predictable timing to ATL Airport from East to South train lines. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Public Bathrooms and Police needed in Rail Stations Somewhat supportive News Media News Media Yes

30309 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Important to have a layered system that is more predictable so users can better plan their trips. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Ensuring that MARTA routes are on time is important. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30083 DeKalb Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  You got to connect the city first so people can ride in and get around with out a car or uber I feel theBeltline is best for that especially with all the big dense projects going up on it like o4w Howell mill rd there will be plenty of riders south side got the beacon development it on makes since to build off that BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Build the citys transit first perfect that first make the city easy to get around without cars or busses people like easy and convient come  on Marta its time to perfect something not just all these patchwork jobs that's what the new plan looks like Not supportive Email, Phone/Text News Media No

 TheBeltline is adding all these big mixed use projects that transit will not get to especially the Howell mill portion of 

theBeltline there building like crazy there going to need some sort of transit to eleviate  the traffic issues on the nw side

30309 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat

Not enough transit options through Buckhead/Midtown other than bus.  As a resident of this area, my closest MARTA stations are Lindbergh and Arts Center, but it's almost never easier to drive & park or take the bus to them, than it is to drive to our destination. As a result we rarely use MARTA except to go to the 

airport, though we would like to more. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements

Current list of proposed projects is not very descriptive or clear. I understand that some of the projects have not been fleshed out, but it is hard to know what some of them are even referring to. A brief description of each project would be helpful in your fact sheets/documentation, as well as a definition of terms such 

as Arterial Rapid Transit Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Somewhat More could be done to support theBeltline master plan.

30318 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No  Not enough rail options to go where I want to go. Needs to be rail in SE Atlanta going up to Doraville Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements  Need better stops, better connections in SW and SE Atlanta Not supportive Social Media Social Media No  There should be connections east west from west midtown to virginia highlands

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat

 The proposed LRT development on theBeltline is not sufficient or the best use of funds. We should build the entireBeltline and also implement LRT simultaneously so that all citizens have access to mobility. 

Also, the campbelton road BRT should be implemented ASAP BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Southwest atlanta needs support in my opinion. Very supportive Email, Social Media More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

30310 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  A way for people to get from work to home who get off work early hours of the morning! Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  No comment Neutral Email News Media Somewhat

30126 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

 Donald Lee Hollowell Parkway, James Jackson Pakrway, Martin Luther King Road, Cascade Road, Bolton Road, Hollywood Road all need some sort of Light Rail or Heavy Rail to encourage future transit oriented Development. Would like to see an extension of the green line from Bankhead station and some connection 

from northwest Atlanta directly to the airport via Southwest Atlanta Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Moores Mill Transit Center  Moores Mill should be a light or heavy rail station coming from Bankhead station. Moores mill should be able to connect directly to HE Holmes and then to a new Greenbriar station...and then to the airport Somewhat supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

  Donald Lee Hollowell Parkway, James Jackson Pakrway, Martin Luther King Road, Cascade Road, Bolton Road, 

Hollywood Road all need some sort of Light Rail or Heavy Rail to encourage future transit oriented Development. Would 

like to see an extension of the green line from Bankhead station and some connection from northwest Atlanta directly 

to the airport via Southwest Atlanta 

30058 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes n/a Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  n/a Supportive Social Media Social Media Yes

30305 Fulton Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  Our neighborhood voted in 2016 to see Marta join the completion of theBeltline across all of the neighborhoods of Atlanta. We pay taxes every day in our city to see all of the local municipality strengthened. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements

NO to THESE 17 misdirected options. This is why previous SPLOSTS inside Atlanta failed.

I watched Marta Rail get built in the early 1980s. It is such a beautiful system.Beltline absolutely serves all neighborhoods and connects our future density with MARTA’s past faithful visionary infrastructure.

Public trust can be strengthened by having open MARTA led dialogue about our tax dollars building the 22-mile loop inside the city on exclusive right of way.

Excluding the option to complete theBeltline with our tax dollars will only cause neighborhood leaders to lose trust with MARTA management and governance.

More transparency please. Not supportive Social Media, News Media News Media No

 Adding light rail to Cambellton Road or connecting Emory University through light rail does NOT connect as many 

diverse neighborhoods as completing theBeltline to connect the majority of Atlanta residents across the city.

30328 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  What about expansion ? BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  None Neutral Email News Media Somewhat  What about expansion?

30215 Clayton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 I go to College park Station to ride into Atlanta if I have a business appointment there. 

My general needs are met there.  Except -  one time the parking lot was full so I started north on 29 until i hit the next station.  

The pain of success.   Marta should consider the eventuality hat existing infrastructure - gets maxed out and you are Turning away folks - because of the car - MARTA interface on the remote locations. 

Remember the words of the Great One.  Wayne Gretsky.  Anticipate the puck. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements

To answer I consider Atlanta in the constellations of Global Cities with World Class Public Transit. I think that the plan should be to position Atlanta favorably in the constellation of world class cities.  To do that you need world class transit. 

Above I could only pick 3.  

Here I rate  options 

Tier 1  Station Improvements

Tier 2  Red K,L, M

Tier 3  E,F Yellow Crosstown Eat and Cross town West

Tier 4, Bang for the buck clear top options -  H, I, J.  I went to Kyoto .  They are big on buses.  you can go anywhere in Kyoto on a bus.   Rode the bus in Rome.  Route from my hotel to right where I wanted to go. 

Beyond that - ART - I 85 north to Charlotte, South to La Grange or Columbus.  ART I75 from Kennesaw, Ackworth, Clarksville, Chattanooga to Forest Park, Morrow,  Stockbridge, McDonough, Macon and Savannah. Then I95 corridor ART to Jacksonville.   Ga 400 ART Canton and Cumming

Look at a map of Tokyo system. Milan, Rome, Paris, London.  Atlanta can be a US top 5 city

Supportive News Media News Media No

 Need is driving the proposed change - not some kind of real vision or planning.  

When it is real vision and planning that is required.  

Because of the very long lead times for transit infrastructure,  it is imperative to look as far to the horizon as possible. 

I recall the words of the Great One,  Gretsky, when he said  good players play where the puck is.  Great players play 

where the puck is going to be. 

In terms of regional growth you do not need some kind of crystal ball to look at growth patterns to make a reasonable 

assessment of where the puck is going to be.  So you can make a plan to address expected growth and have high 

confidence of good allocation of resource.   In other words - it would be difficult to do a complete miss.  And by 

installing infrastructure you create to a self fulfilling prophecy.  Growth will follow the transit. 

The existing plan is (far)  too modest. Do not plan from where you've been. Plan to where you are going. 

30004 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No

 Citizens of Fulton County and that  includes citizens of Alpharetta have been paying for Marta since the early 1970's.  Why haven't the rail system been expanded to Alpharetta or Windward Parkway.  Many people who live downtown or Atlanta's Sou  thern neighborhoods travel  to Windward Parkway and other 

destinations within Alpharetta to work.  Why hasn't Marta brought us a rail system sine we've been paying for Marta since it's birth?

Regards

William Cochran

cochran.phil@gmail.com

North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  I want Rail in Alpharetta Neutral Email Social Media Somewhat  It doesn't address the traffic issue for any North Fulton County Cities

30350 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  I want the wholeBeltline. That thing we all voted for back in 2016... BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Build the wholeBeltline. We own it all now. It’s not in traffic. It’s what we voted for Not supportive News Media News Media No

 The streetcar is stuck in traffic. Light rail on theBeltline connects to Marta rail. Build crosstown light rail through 

midtown.

30307 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat The list is comprehensive.  Just hope it translates into practical improvements and addresses the biggest gaps in our current transportation BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension No additional comments Somewhat supportive Email News Media Yes

30316 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat It's missing basicallally any enhancement for southeast Atlanta (Moreland Ave BRT or Marta I-20 East). BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service

Clifton Corridor should be CATEGORICALLY DISQUALIFIED from funding under this City of Atlanta tax because it was not IN the city at the time the tax referendum was held! If Emory wants it, let Emory pay for it (since it can afford to, singlehandedly). Or at least let Dekalb County or the state government or the entire 

region pay for it. Make no mistake: this was a referendum on theBeltline. So fund light rail transit on theBeltline -- ALL of it, including the Southeast and Northwest corridors! Supportive Other community meetings Community Event Somewhat

 Too much emphasis on shitty buses, not enough on rail. I don't care if you tell me that buses are cheaper or more 

flexible -- in fact, those are BAD things! Bus lines are too easily cancelled/rerouted. Fixed, metal tracks show a 

permanent, tangible commitment to serving the route. Signaling that reliability stimulates transit-oriented development 

in ways all-too-ephemeral bus routes do not.

30030 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  It needs more dedicated bike and walking paths.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit We need more biking and walking paths to connect to Marta and light rail stations. Very supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat  We need more dedicated bike and walking paths throughout the region. 

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  We are moving in the right direction, but theBeltline projects should be emphasized. I would prefer looking at planning for transit in areas of future need to support sustainable economic development in Atlanta. The plannned projects don’t connect me. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  None Somewhat supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

 I am no expert in Atlanta’s commuter needs, but the investment appears to connect areas where people are, instead of 

places where people will be. Thelong term plan should look at both. Instead of trying to incentivize people with cars to 

take public transit, we should be  pushing to develop population centers in the city to areas that will be serviced. 

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network No  BRT Northside Dr should be extended north  along Northside Dr Northside Pkwy to Cumberland BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  BLUE and GREEN line extension WEST would be beneficial to Atlanta residents. Neutral Email More MARTA Atlanta Website No  BRT Northside Dr should be extended to Cumberland, not just end at no where at I-75

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

The belt line is already crowded on the Eastside -- does adding light rail make sense -- or should widening theBeltline be done  -- Has Marta done a study on the potential use of theBeltline on hte Eastside as compared to using limited funding to other portions of the city 

also BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  none Neutral Email Community Event Somewhat  not enough funded projects on the West-side 

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No All these projects are worthy. That said, TheBeltline clearly needs full funding. It’s the only project that’s truly transformative for the city, rather than tactically important for a few select neighborhoods. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service If I knew MARTA was only going to fund about 1/3 ofBeltline transit, I would have voted against the tax increase. Not supportive Email Social Media No  Same as above.

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  n/a BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  na Supportive Email, News Media Community Event Somewhat  Southwest Atlanta needs to be included heavily

30088 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Regional connectivity Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  na Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat na 

30324- Fulton Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  NEED MORE MONEY FOR MORE TRANSIT BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Still more transit required. Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat I think building the south, southwest and northeastBeltline projects together will have a lot more functionality than just building the SW and NE trails with no connection in between. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit

 I think BRT makes a lot more sense on Campbellton Rd than LRT.  

I also think the Clifton LRT should be financed at least partly using Dekalb funds with the more marta funds going towards building the entireBeltline streetcar. Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30034 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat

please increase accessibility by expanding to areas of lower income/vulnerable populations. also, please be mindful of individuals/communities that have been and continue to be displaced due to gentrification of the metro Atlanta area...consider expanding to areas to which families are displaced so that these 

individuals can have access to transportation for employment, educational, and recreational needs. marta needs to create a platform that is accessible and sustainable & that caters to the individuals to who live here, have raised families here, have been here - not just people and businesses that are now coming in to 

reap the benefits of the expansion of the city - a city which has been cultivated and enriched by its natives. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit

please increase accessibility by expanding to areas of lower income/vulnerable populations. also, please be mindful of individuals/communities that have been and continue to be displaced due to gentrification of the metro Atlanta area...consider expanding to areas to which families are displaced so that these 

individuals can have access to transportation for employment, educational, and recreational needs. marta needs to create a platform that is accessible and sustainable & that caters to the individuals to who live here, have raised families here, have been here - not just people and businesses that are now coming in to 

reap the benefits of the expansion of the city - a city which has been cultivated and enriched by its natives. Neutral News Media Social Media Somewhat

 please increase accessibility by expanding to areas of lower income/vulnerable populations. also, please be mindful of 

individuals/communities that have been and continue to be displaced due to gentrification of the metro Atlanta 

area...consider expanding to areas to which families are displaced so that these individuals can have access to 

transportation for employment, educational, and recreational needs. marta needs to create a platform that is accessible 

and sustainable & that caters to the individuals to who live here, have raised families here, have been here - not just 

people and businesses that are now coming in to reap the benefits of the expansion of the city - a city which has been 

cultivated and enriched by its natives. 

30316 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Stations should have bathrooms, better upkeep (pigeons and urine smells!!) and a clearer messaging system. Larger stations should have a staff member patrolling more frequently to provide guidance and clarity during unexpected events. Supportive News Media Social Media

30338 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat

I ride daily for three years and the issues with homeless, mental health and beggars are getting worse.I am an advocate for the homeless and mental health but the trains have become their go-to for housing. Daily, there are homeless camped out on the train sleeping and/or blocking the aisle with their carts/bags/etc., 

and pan handlers that wait until the train doors close to start asking for train fair or money for a place to stay. Some days there are up to four sleeping in the same area. One poor soul had urinated and the odor was overwhelming. I use Chamblee to North Avenue. I see security on my commute home at the North 

Avenue Station maybe once every couple of weeks and they are usually looking at their cell phones. I had issues one afternoon trying to add money to my card where I guy came up and interfered with my transaction by swiping some card he had, under the pretext of helping me, in the middle of my transaction and 

then asked me for cash to reimburse him. Station Improvements  More Marta police/guest services presence at stations. Neutral Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat  I think some areas are covered but I am not sure action is being taken now to resolve issues.
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which county 
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In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding 

principles to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the 

highest priority to you. #1

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding principles 

to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the highest priority to you. 

#2

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding 

principles to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the 

highest priority to you. #3

After reviewing the 

proposed project list, do you 

feel it addresses your 

transportation needs?

Please provide any additional details about your response to the previous question. Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #1 Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #2 Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #3 Please provide any additional comments you have on the program or individual projects.
Please rate your level of support of 

the More MARTA proposed projects.

How do you like to receive information on MARTA 

news?
Other - How do you like to receive information on MARTA news?

How did you learn about the More MARTA 

atlanta program Survey?

After reviewing the proposed 

project list, do you feel it 

addresses Atlanta's 

transportation needs?

Please provide reason(s) for your response to the last question.

30315 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

MARTA should be SUPPORTING the comprehensive VISION for the City of Atlanta with transit projects within the city limits; therefore all 22 miles ofBeltline light rail should be top priority as it will serve the most comprehensive area of the city and also enhance access and opportunity for more underserved areas than 

any other project under consideration.   The 4 miles of rail to Emory University which was fast tracked to annexation only within the last year, for the SOLE PURPOSE of grabbing the biggest pot of the new tax money, should not be prioritized.  MARTA should direct a small portion of the tax money to that project, 

preserving enough to fully build out the 22 mile LOOP of theBeltline, and put BRT on Campbellton Rd, which is perfect for BRT.  Station Improvements

This survey is rigged, and this list is deceptive, clearly designed to get affirmation for the current MARTA list by leaving out an option for the 22 MILE LOOP OFBeltline RAIL which should be top priority AND ON THIS LIST.  It has been among the city's transit priorities for over a decade. It has been started already, as the 

pathway is simply the first phase of the complete project which has always been a light rail TRANSIT project.  Large city grants have been procured based on the intention ofBeltline transit. It was THE REASON the extra sales tax passed.  In your previous survey, the highest percentage of responders picked the 

COMPLETEBeltline loop as a top 3 priority, and yet you have eliminated it from your proposal! Offering up two small sections of what has always been intended to be a loop, and devoting most of the money for 4 miles of very difficult-to build-rail to Emory is an OUTRAGE!  COMPLETEBeltline TRANSIT IS SHOVEL READY.  

MARTA should fully commit to FINISHING it. Not supportive Email News Media No

FINISHING 22 miles ofBeltline light rail should be top priority.  It serves the most neighborhoods, & more underserved 

neighborhoods, by connecting FORTY FIVE neighborhoods to each other and to cross-town transit.  This allows access to 

each  other's communities around the entire city.  

BECAUSE OF the promise ofBeltline rail transit, communities around the proposedBeltline have been getting increased 

high density residential and commercial development with the understanding that there would be light rail transit 

coming soon to help relieve the traffic congestion that all that development is bringing.  The very idea thatBeltline 

transit would be used as a lure, and then our communities would be left high and dry because you REFUSE to follow 

through with funding is unethical and outrageous.  The Clifton corridor serves a narrow swath of the city and should be 

funded other ways, collaboratively.  Apparently, one more time, those with the most money get more money.  It's 

WRONG.

30338 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  More information on improved routes and connectivity around the city Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  More information on the new LRT routes Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30312 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  Don't screw residents along the southsideBeltline by skipping light rail on theBeltline.  I voted on the tax specifically for this purpose. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements   Don't screw residents along the southsideBeltline by skipping light rail on theBeltline.  I voted on the tax specifically for this purpose. Not supportive Email News Media Somewhat

  Don't screw residents along the southsideBeltline by skipping light rail on theBeltline.  I voted on the tax specifically for 

this purpose.

30317 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat

A disjointed system with a hap-hazard zig zag across so little of our city is a disservice to me, my neighbors on the east & southeast side (not to mention the NW) and is an EMBARRASSMENT to me bringing my friends to the city. I'd be almost ashamed to show them that map of LRT (combined with heavy rail already 

there). It doesn't give any semblance of where the city center is. The opposite of sprawl is happening to the post-child city of sprawl and we must adjust. Proximity to the city center is the new suburb and our transit should reflect that by surrounding and encircling our busiest and most popular region. Please don't 

prioritize a regional project with city taxpayer funds. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements

TheBeltline NW & SE segments weren't listed and I'm not sure why. Best use on Cambellton Rd IS AND WILL ALWAYS BE Bus Rapid Transit. The cost of Clifton Corridor MUST be covered by the region because it serves the region primarily. The Lion's Share of this funding needs to go to rail transit close to the city center 

where density is increasing exponentially, affordability is possible, and ridership will be high. Density, affordability, & ridership are all directly related meaning an increase in one increases the others. These results can't be replicate outside of the area theBeltline encompasses. The future of rail ridership is dependent on 

non-commute rail riders, too many employers especially those not near the city center offer parking and will continue to, therefore riding the rail has to be more attractive financially and at least competitive on efficiency. The tipping point for a successful network is non-rush hour ridership. Put it closer to more people, 

ideally CoA residents! Neutral Email Community Event Somewhat

  Our LRT options should being closest to our higher density areas of living per the future land use map. That is around 

the entireBeltline corridor! The Clifton Corridor and Campbelltown Rd corridor are surrounded by single family homes 

and will be for my entire lifetime! TheBeltline will absorb so much density and affordability and car-free living that the 

LRT MUST go through the entireBeltline loop and then BRT fanning out from that (especially Campbelltown Rd). Your 

own zoning reflects these principles!

30355 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  It sounds good buyt I would like even more if it were possible.  I would like to cover more of meropolitan Atlanta especially Cobb County. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  I love MARTA and ride it as much as  U can.  However at the moment it does not cover all of Atlanta.  It needs to do this I i think  Jean L. Robertson Very supportive Email, Phone/Text, News Media, Other committee meetings Social Media Somewhat  Currently MARTA does not cover all of Atlanta.    I would  like it to cover more of the west side. 

30316 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

The project list is vague, and doesn't address my specific needs the way it is written. I value a connected rail system in a full loop around theBeltline, further expansion of the current rail system, and more trails/bike paths to allow for commuting through the entire city for work, or getting around for recreation (dinner, 

shopping, sports events, etc.). BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  The project needs to include a complete loopBeltline lightrail system. It is the most efficient way to connect the entire city, instead of the connect the dots way it is currently proposed. Not supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  Again, the list is vague so it doesn't spell out exactly what each of those options include.

30360 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  None BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  NOne Supportive Email News Media

 I think that the Frequent Local Bus Service should be an area of focus for the entire MARTA service area. It is 

ridiculous/insane that the same problems that I experienced 40, 30 and 20 years ago vis-a-vis the reliability and 

scheduling of MARTA buses have not improved or changed.

30080 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  I love MARTA Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Great Program! Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30325 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  We are tired of walking in urine and feces on the elevators in the train stations Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements   We are tired of walking in urine and feces on the elevators in the train stations Very supportive Email, Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat   We are tired of walking in urine and feces on the elevators in the train stations

30088 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes Na Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Na Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  Na

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  Na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  Na Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  Na

30039 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  N/A Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  N/A Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  N/A

30032 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Idk BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements  Idk Very supportive Other News Media Somewhat  We need more cooperation from out lyinging counties for a growing transit to take hold.

30032 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  None Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit  Na Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes  Na

30096 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I live in Gwinnett, but it would still be convienent when I went to go somewhere Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Na Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  We have a very simple transit system, and it’s great to extend it for mobility

30084 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Na Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Na Supportive Email, News Media Community Event Yes  Na

30316 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I believe that one of the highest priorities should be to ensure transit along the full length of theBeltline. This does not seem to be represented in the current project list. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Prioritizing all of the sections of theBeltline should be the highest priority for any system growth, beyond on-going system maintenance. Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  Bigger map for the east side Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  I don’t have any Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30324 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat It's hard to tell exactly how this might impact access to affordable housing and transit BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service This is a great start. It is not comprehensive enough. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 With rising housing prices within easy walking distance to transit, it is getting more and more difficult to find affordable 

housing if you are not a driver. I understand that this project is not meant to address connectivity between Atlanta and 

outlying counties, but Atlanta's transportation needs will not be met until people can travel in and out of the city easily 

using public transit. 

30013 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes I’m ok Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Everything Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30315 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Put light rail on theBeltline BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Light rail for the entireBeltline Somewhat supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat Beltline rail is a no brainer when so many neighborhoods could have easy access to so many different parts of town 

30307 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network No  Please build the 22 miles of light rail on the belt line as originally envisioned. This is the reason I voted for TSPLoST to begin with. Not engaging in this project is extremely short sighted as it it would connect over 2 dozen neighborhoods vis rail. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  See above Somewhat supportive Social Media Community Event No

30034 DeKalb Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No

MARTA is proposing new projects, but the existing system at a whole needs an overhaul.  Examples:  Bus#114 has had over 100 complaints in 2 yrs about its service requesting a supervisor out, but no one has address the issue.  Dekalb county has long paid for a transit train down I-20 to Turner Hill to releave traffic and 

MARTA promise to do it.  It's 2018 and nothing has been done yet.  I feel that MARTA needs to address all its existing issues before adding on additional issues with new projects and additional counties.  The system is worst now then in 1980.  MARTA willl be New York, Chicago, San Francisco, but is not MARTA suppose 

to be designed after New York Transit System.  From a 40 year customer view MARTA is along way from it. Frequent Local Bus Service As I am a Dekalb County resident I feel that Dekalb County should revoke the collected sales tax that goes towards MARTA until they start fixing the exiting problems in Dekalb. Not supportive Social Media Community Event No MARTA is only thinking about downtown Atlanta needs only which will not address all MARTA existing area needs.

30331 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I would like to see MARTA expand to many of the neighborhoods that are in the city of Atlanta, ideally it would be great to see a MARTA train stop at every exit on I-285. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  Atlanta needs more light rail transit, it's the only realistic solution to reducing car traffic. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30315 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Na Very supportive Social Media Community Event Yes

30317 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  TheBeltline light rail is crucial for connectivity within the city and access for all demographics  to be able to use this valuable resource in our city. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension

 We MUST prioritize theBeltline projects, because they service the largest demographic and will provide the most accessible transportation in the high density areas in our city.  There are no other projects that provide the same level of connectivity within the city, and this project will help the most as the population 

within the city continues to increase.  CONNECTIVITY MATTERS! Supportive Email Community Event No

In order to create mobility and accessibility for our current and projected growth in the city, we MUST focus on 

transportation around theBeltline and in high density areas.  Connectivity matters!

30135 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  None Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  None Very supportive Email Community Event

30342 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes Na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit NA Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30024 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  More options in the suburban areas to get to thecity Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Na Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  Na

32795 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I commute here for work often. I usually don’t drive and rely on transit to get around. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements   None Very supportive Social Media, Other Friends More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  To actually see changes being implemented. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  N/A Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  Na Supportive Email Community Event Yes  Atlanta experiences continued poor access to transit along many bus routes and rail stations

30305 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Na Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30305 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Na Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Na Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30075 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Making Marta easier to use with commute Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  Na Supportive Email Community Event Yes

30307 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  N/a BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Na Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes

30303 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  N/A Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  N/A Supportive Email Community Event Yes

30331 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  in some way Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Its good for people work Supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  because it is convenient

30088 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  na BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit  na Supportive Email Community Event Yes  na

30114 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Need to come down the streets more Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  na Neutral Phone/Text Community Event No  na

30004 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  no BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  no Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

 It will require all modes of transportation to improve upon our system. Expanding transit is multi-generational and 

takes years to expand the core system. Train, BRT, Bus, Para Transit, Car, Bike and pedestrian more stations all be a 

consideration in assessing the transit system for greater Atlanta. We have to look at the region and how best to 

leverage neighbor counties and cities into the system. Gwinnett County will be interesting  when it feeds into the 

MARTA system. The partnership of these two systems will hopefully prove to be a major success and an example on 

how future systems merge. 

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  na Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Moores Mill Transit Center  na Supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat  We just need them my question

30318 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  no BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  no Somewhat supportive Phone/Text Social Media Yes  no

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  na Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  na Very supportive Phone/Text More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes  na

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  na Supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  na

30311 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  no Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  no Very supportive Email, Phone/Text Community Event Yes  no

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  na Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  na Neutral Phone/Text Community Event No  na

30331 Fulton Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Its good questions. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  no Supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  It ask alot of questions.

30331 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  yes Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  na Supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event Yes  yes

30331 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  none Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  no Very supportive Email Community Event No  none

30106 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  na Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  na Neutral Email Community Event Yes  na

30311 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  na BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit  na Very supportive Email Community Event No  na

30349 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  no Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  no Neutral News Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat  no

30360 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  No additional details BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Moores Mill Transit Center  No additional comments Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  There are yet many desirable destinations with no transit other than automobile. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit We need more rail lines to improve accessibility to more parts of the area. Supportive Email, News Media More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

 Still too much emphasis on automobiles. Decatur is an example. It is very walkable once you are there but difficult to 

get there. The road system almost requires you to go through Decatur if you are traveling north or south in Dekalb. This 

creates awful traffic.

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes shorter waits for work travel is necessary to gain higher use. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Clifton Corridor will have a huge benefit for the region. Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes

 Clifton Corridor is an essential component, Ponce City Market area and connecting to theBeltline at a couple of 

locations is a great approach.

30341 DeKalb Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes

I feel like the projects hit the needs but it's requiring people to take multiple forms of transportation to get to one location. The reason the car is preferred is because it is one form of transportation and by the time they get on MARTA and then transfer lines and then get on a bus to get to their final destination, they 

could have already been there with their car. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements The city is in desperate need of transportation that extends to sporting events and areas where people are working and playing. Vinings/Smyrna is a huge area of growth right now and still nothing is reaching this part of town. Very supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media Community Event Somewhat

We desperately need transportation to the areas of the city where people are playing not just working. I did not see on 

the list a project for the new Braves Stadium and more and more people are living, working and playing there.

30307 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 MARTA expansion should include investments into Clifton Corridor south. There have been improvements bus routes that serve the lindbergh station but those who live south of CDC and Emory are not seeing those improvements as frequency to inman park station have not materialized. Furthermore, there needs to 

be a focus on increased reliability of bus routes as there are often scheduled routes that get completely skipped due to traffic or otherwise poor management/timing. Bus drivers seem to be well-trained but strained due to poorly planned bus routes. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension

Need a bus route for Clifton rd S to areas between end of green line and Decatur area. Traffic on Briarcliff and Moreland ave is terrible during rush hour and contributes to major issues in on-time reliability during peak periods. Should shift bus to clifton rd or oakdale to accomodate, especially for those in candler 

park/edgewood. Somewhat supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website No

 The NW and SE corridors are still underserved. While trains run mostly on-time and there are updates on issue with 

arrivials, the bus routes are just not reliable enough to be considered a serious alternative to driving, ridesharing, or 

even battling the terrible streets to bike or other wheeled transportation.

30319 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No

 I live in Atlanta, in 'Historic Brookhaven'. I travel the Peachtree Rd corridor from brookhaven to mid-town continuously.  At the times I travel it is always bumper to bumper - generally with cars from other counties.

#1 The proposal doesn't solve for all those coming into the CoA daily and how to get them here and back home in anything but a single passenger car.  They won't give up their cars - because there is not an easy way to get here

AND #2 once here there is not an easy/safe way to get around.

This plan isn't thinking big enough or long term enough. There are more people coming. 

Why take Marta?  Why spend all this money on something that isn't addressing the two basic needs.  We want a better quality of life. We don't mind taking trains and buses or bikes and scooters.  We want to get to point B from point A - in a safe, fast and efficient method.  This plan is not making the hard decisions - its 

trying to be all things to all CoA residents and failing to solve any. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit

 You need safe bike/scooter lanes on peachtree from chamblee to five points.  it needs to be safe to walk on peachtree from chamblee to five points.  peachtree is a main corridor - shopping, restaurants, office space all in one place - up and down peachtree.

solve for peachtree then use that a model to solve for roswell rd to piedmont to downtown.  again these are main corridors of work and play for north atlanta.

but unless you are in a car - they aren't feasible due danger from auto's, construction, etc. Not supportive Social Media News Media No

 #1 The proposal doesn't solve for all those coming into the CoA daily and how to get them here and back home in 

anything but a single passenger car.  They won't give up their cars - because there is not an easy way to get here

AND #2 once here there is not an easy/safe way to get around.

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  current rail system meets my needs BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements none Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat  lacks heavy rail expansion from funding limitations

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  Need to use funds to create a flexible fund that promotes development around MARTA stations Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit k Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  Headways of current system are priority

30341 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  N/A Very supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  I believe the number of MARTA stations could be more beneficial. 

30311 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  No Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  More police at bus stops and stations Supportive Other Community Event Yes  Good list

30311 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  It’s important Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements  None Very supportive Other Community Event Yes  It’s a good list

30311 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  H.E Holmes why are we only in one side of the station? Why the ghost train to block a side. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Safety for the people.  More security on the trains. Better lighting in areas Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  Na

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Use transit as main way around Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Need clean bathrooms and have them open. Supportive Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat   Don’t know needs of others

30311 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Safety is very very mportant Frequent Local Bus Service  None Neutral Email, Phone/Text Community Event Yes

30311 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Station improvements are good. Bathrooms and elevators need to work all the time. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  None Supportive Other Community Event Yes  Will benefit future generations.

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Fix up bathrooms and make more Neutral Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat  Na

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Just getting the Clifton Corridor to Emory is not enough.  We need the connectivity all the way to Avondale Station.  The employees at Emory need that DeKalb connection.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

 I am concerned about the portion of the Clifton Corridor line that runs on N. Decatur Road.  First, Phase I of the Clifton Corridor Line MUST get to Clairmont - it cannot end at Emory.  MARTA needs to work this out with DeKalb.  Second, the proposed route on N. Decatur in the historic neighborhood is problematic.  

MARTA needs to communicate why they are not running along CSX route along Emory's Starvine Way,  behind historic district, instead of right through the middle of it.  And if the route must go down N. Decatur, we need good sidewalks and protected bike routes alongside it, not two lanes of car traffic on either side,  

scrunched up right in front of houses.  Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Community Event Yes  The plan seems balanced to meet needs throughout the city. 

30311 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Na Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Sometimes train goes faster than slower other times Supportive Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat Na 

30311 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  Na Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements  Na Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  Na

30311 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Na Supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  Na

30313 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Na Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  Na Supportive Email Community Event Yes  Na

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Greenbriar Transit Center  Na Supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  Need better mobility buses

30311 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Moores Mill Transit Center  Atlanta need help with traffic Supportive News Media Community Event Yes  Transportation is terrible in ATL  needs help

30311 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Na BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Greenbriar Transit Center  Na Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  For a long time I feel that MARTA has needed to improve transportation 

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Na Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Moores Mill Transit Center  Na Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  Na

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Na Somewhat supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  Na

30311 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  Na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit  Na Supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  Na

30331 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Na Supportive Email, Phone/Text Community Event Yes  Na

30331 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No  Buses are missing on a daily basis Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements  Stations leak water not safe not enough police presence Very supportive Social Media Community Event No  Not enough train service areas 

30085 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  MARTA focus needs to be transporting people and not just driving buses and/or trains. This idea must be ingrained in the train and bus operators. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  I prefer the community circular if troops can come more frequently. Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes

 It could if you get a commitment from the state and other jurisdictions. Marta must find out why it is not an attractive 

option for people. 

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat I'm not sure where the proposed project list is. Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements  No comments Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat  Still don't know.

30331 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Expansion of MARTA rail lines into all neighboring counties in metro area is necessary, especially from Clayton, Cobb and Gwinnett counties. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  none Very supportive Email, News Media News Media Somewhat  Same response as previous question.

30306 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

The proposed projects don’t address my transportation needs because it doesn’t add enough new functionality. Using a car in Atlanta is convenient, but often frustrating because of traffic. Buses are going to cause me exactly the same grief that driving causes me. Light rail and heavy rail are much more efficient and 

faster, and would enable me to get to places in a truly new way. I feel access to trains would improve my situation whereas buses do not. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  What happened to light rail running east west through the heart of the city along North Ave? This seems like a no brainer, and I want it back in the plan. Not supportive Email, Phone/Text, News Media Social Media No

 I think the bus routes don’t help that much. We need to focus on light and heavy rail much more, as they will have a 

much bigger impact down the road. The investment today in rail will pay dividends much longer than any investment in 

buses. The larger our connected rail network, the more valuable it becomes to the users within the city. Look at NYC - 

they have roughly 2.5 times as many miles of tracks as the next largest American metro system (Chicago), and yet they 

have 11.7 times as many riders (2.7 billion vs 230 million in 2017).

We need to build up our network, and every additional dollar we use to do so is more valuable than the last. Buses 

never get us to the connected status of NYC,  Chicago, or Washington DC.

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I would like to see more train stations and routes. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I would like to see train routes and stations in SW Atlanta. Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Would love to see MARTA expand OTP. I believe it would cut down on some of the traffic. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Greenbriar Transit Center  N/A Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30318 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes N/A Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  N/A Supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat

Marta needs to be extended beyond its current service area(a). I'm lucky in that I live in Atlantic Station and that there is 

a shuttle at my door step to take me to the Arts Center train station if need be. If that were not an option, I wouldn't 

use Marta. The Howell Mill area is a traffic Nightmare at 10th Street. If there were a smaller Marta Bus similar to the 

Atlantic Station shuttle I would pay to get to the shops and restaurants up and down Howell Mill versus driving. 

30319 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  most of the projects are outside my neighborhood,  but I can walk to three stations from my house so feel like other areas are in need. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  no additional comments Very supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat  the transportation need will always be evolving

30326 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

 I would like to see a further expansion of MARTA subway lines as far north as to the Avalon center in Alpharetta, with stops at key 400 exits along the way. I live in Buckhead and work in Alpharetta, as do many thousands of people who make that commute up and down 400 every day (not to mention those making the 

opposite commute: Alpharetta into the city and back), and would like to be able to get to Alpharetta via rail lines to help unclog the perpetually crowded highway. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  I would just reiterate my opinion that expanding our HRT services, instead of clogging up our roads and highways even more with the addition of more buses, would work wonders in clearing up Atlanta's globally infamous traffic issue. Supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

 I think that a more integrated and predictable rail service would work wonders for Atlanta. It's kind of ridiculous that I 

can't get to any Braves games with Marta, and instead have to rely on an already frustrating commuter vehicle transit 

grid to get anywhere significant, or that isn't walking distance from a MARTA station. I realize the politics behind it, but 

still think that we need to expand the rail lines significantly to get people off the roads. 

30310 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Would prefer full light rail along entireBeltline corridor and Infill stations at Krog St and Lee St. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  More heavy and light rail in general! The more routes and stations, the more I will use it and depend on it. Supportive Social Media Social Media Somewhat Same as above. 

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  More light rail in the west midtown, home park, atlantic station area. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit None. Neutral Email News Media Somewhat

33097 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Need to expand to suburban areas. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Need to expand train routes in all directions, especially north. Supportive Social Media, News Media Social Media No

30307 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  My home is already served pretty well by MARTA, since I'm on the blue and green lines and also close to several bus lines. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit In general, I think the priority should be serving areas that aren't currently served well by public transit and that have a large number of transit-dependent residents. I also think incremental improvements, like more frequent bus service are as important as new projects like new light rail lines. Very supportive Email, News Media News Media Somewhat

30338 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes

 I travel from Dunwoody to downtown, for work and for entertainment, and sometimes to the airport.  The current system works for me.  It would be more useful to me, as it would to many others, if it went more places within its current footprint.  Adding a route to southern Cobb, to the Battery, would also be useful 

(Go Braves). BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit

 Its a start.  Rail transportation needs to get people close to where they need to be.  Train to bus is not viable/acceptable to many commuters.  

The current stations also need a refresh.  A good cleaning and a fresh coat of paint.  They also need a budget to keep them neat and clean going forward. Very supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

 Connections to Emory and to the Belt Line are a good start.  Ultimate connection into Gwinnett and portions of Cobb 

would be helpful also.  Atlanta needs billions more in transit, and frankly it needed to start 20 years ago.  But starting 

now is all we have.
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30316 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

I live in the East Atlanta Village, near the intersection of I-20 and Moreland Avenue. 

 The current transit plan (Clifton Corridor + Light Rail on only portions of theBeltline right of was connected by the current Streetcar network downtown)  DOES NOTHING to enhance transit access to our side of the city. Adding light rail to the FULLBeltline corridor controlled by the city (from from West side trail around 

the south side all the way through grant park, Cabbagetown and inman park to Piedmont Park) is the best (and most cost effective) option to serve our part of town and will create a truly integrated rail system that will give people in neighborhoods a viable transit option to commute to work for the first time.  I voted 

for the penny sales tax because this was the project that was most important to me and the only one which would really address our transit needs in SE atlanta BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit BUILD LIGHT RAIL ON THE SOUTHSIDEBeltline ROW.  BUILDING OUT THE FULLBeltline RAIL SYSTEM ON THE ENTIREBeltline RIGHT OF WAY, WHICH DOESN'T MIX WITH AUTO TRAFFIC, AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE SHOULD BE THE #1 PRIORITY FOR THE MARTA AND THE CITY OF ATLANTA.  Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media No

 The current transit proposal to put light rail on two segments of theBeltline right of way connected by the current 

streetcar route is an absolute disaster in the making.  Such a system will be bottlenecked where the streetcar shares the 

road with automobiles in downtown, making trip times highly unpredictable and thus not a great option for daily 

commuters.  

 Light Rail Transit on a dedicated right of way separated from automobile traffic on the ENTIREBeltline corridor is the 

best way to add new reliable transit service that serves a large number of neighborhoods previously not accessible by 

rail people and which residents of the City of Atlanta can ACTUALLY use to connect to MARTA rail and commute to Job 

Centers like Buckhead, Midtown, downtown Atlanta, Perimeter mall, and downtown Decatur without getting stuck in 

traffic.  We need a light rail system that doesn't run in the middle of a busy city street mixed with cars more than we 

need the Clifton Corridor

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat . BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension

The Clifton Corridor is obviously a sensible investment given the employment density at Emory/CDC, but I do agree with residents of the City of Atlanta that feel investments form More MARTA should be concentrated on the City of Atlanta as defined when voters went to the polls (in other words, pre-Emory 

annexation). Creating three or four mile segments of light rail along the BetlLine is nonsensical to me but I am voting for it above because it is an embarrassment that we haven't advanced a viable financing mechanisms for this specific vision for intown transit in nearly 20 years. Infill stations that were scrapped from the 

project list but which would create a denser network of intown heavy rail would be preferred in my ideal scenario. While I will not derive any daily, personal benefit from investments along Campbellton Rd., I would prioritize these projects above all to improve access. Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30324 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  TheBeltline loop needs to be completed BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Prefer the entireBeltline be completed with Light Rail Transit as promised and which was voted on by citizens Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  Still too many areas of town without rail access

30310 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Love to see much deserved west end development BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Please prioritize sw atl, this area deserves investment Supportive Email, Phone/Text Social Media Somewhat  Need greater marta train lines

30318 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  Light rail on the entireBeltline loop should be the highest priority. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  There are not enough light rail projects, and too many bus rapid transit projects. Not supportive Phone/Text Social Media No   Light rail on the entireBeltline loop should be the highest priority. 

30311 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  If the above include an expansion of light rail services throughout Southwest Atlanta then it does meet my needs. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  Any projects in Southwest Atlanta should have top priority. Very supportive Email, Phone/Text Community Event Yes

30312 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  no southeastBeltline transit BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Supportive of the Clifton corridor, but funds should come from another source Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat  need moreBeltline transit

30309 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  More MARTA officers at stations and on trains. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Station Improvements More security  Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30291 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  We need to get theBeltline loop completely finished. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  no comments Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No  Serves small sections without regard to howell mill or any westside growth Crosstown Downtown West Extension Moores Mill Transit Center Station Improvements  disappointing, but im afraid typical atlanta Not supportive Social Media, News Media News Media No

 serves too small of niche instead of building out where areas of growth our. seesm like its just a train for education and 

gov workers

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 Would like to see expansion of light rails to decrease congestion on major corridors such as Buckhead/Emory. Also would like to see a real investment in safety to make Atlantans trust MARTA. It is scarty compared to other cities and I have never seen true active security/police presence leading to Hugh number of 

vagrants and belligerent people on trains. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Given vast amount of corporate investment in Dunwoody and Buckhead: that should be focal point for light rail. Somewhat supportive Other Social Media Somewhat

 Worried about ease of use and lack of last-mile fast service. Too much reliance on buses. Projects not focused on high 

economic high congestion corridors such as Dunwoody/Buvkhead.

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  As a resident of North Decatur, I appreciate the inclusion of the Clifton Corridor. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service is my close #4 Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Social Media Somewhat

I feel more emphasis needs to be placed on adding light rail to the full route of theBeltline in keeping with the original 

goal of theBeltline vision. 

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network No  I live in O4W.  Plans for my area have big gaps in transportation.  Could I get on a streetcar near my condo and actually go somewhere downtown or around theBeltline?  No.  I'll still be in my car. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  My priorities would help me to take mass transit from my home for entertainment and shopping activities.  Yet, it is not enough for me to rely on mass transmit for my primary transportation. Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

 There is not enough money to address Atlanta's transportation needs, which is a comprehensive and integrated mass 

transit network.

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Feel like it's kind of a hodge podge of ideas with no clear vision with how it would all work together and integrate. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit

Choosing 3 seems a bit unfair since more than 3 can definitely be completed. I think MARTA should focus on creating a really good BRT system with dedicated ROW and signal priority. Something similar or better than the heartline in Cleveland. Atlanta has a vast road network, so getting a strong foothold in BRT could 

lead to easier funding/expansion of the system at a later date, as well as potential regional adoption. I'd like to see Northside Drive, North Ave, and Capitol Ave at the very least completed with BRT. For Light rail, I feel just the southwest trail is pretty useless as is. I think if Marta did Southwest and Southeast trail with 

LRT and maybe extended the current streetcar to intersect somewhere with that, we'd have something that actually accomplishes getting more people access to business centers without use of a car. If there was funding left extending the streetcar up the eastside trail to lindbergh would also make a lot of sense. That's 

really what I'd like to see. Very supportive Email Social Media No

 This is the equivalent of putting a band-aid on a 10 inch gash. Not necessarily MARTA's fault, just not enough money to 

really solve all of Atlanta's needs. As stated earlier, it's not very clear how MARTA is tying this all together either.

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  As an Emory employee, I would definitely use the Clifton Corridor connection. I advocate that it be RETAINED in any possible revisions to the plan. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  None Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No Start and finish theBeltline rail... Extend Marta rail into Cobb, gwinnett, clayton, Henry, DeKalb, and south west Fulton. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  WestsideBeltline trail must be finished. Westside rail must be finished.. Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30307 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I would like to see a complete light rail system that covers the entireBeltline BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I did not see an option for completeBeltline Lght Rail. That would have been my first choice Very supportive Social Media Social Media Somewhat

 The addition tax dollars I voted for were in my mind to be spent first on theBeltline Light Rail. This does not seem to 

fully align with the proposal. 

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes While I can’t say I’ll be using the new services in my daily commute, I recognize their importance for the city. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N/A Supportive Email Social Media Yes

30313 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension N/A Neutral Social Media News Media Somewhat

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Its what people want BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Clifton ANDBeltline, make it happen! Very supportive Email, Social Media News Media Yes  Bottom line, MARTA needs to go where people live and where people work. That's where the bang for the buck is.

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat

 I would like to see more heavy rail that doesn't just go north to south like it does now. More stops with trains going to a wider array of destinations. I like at the entrance of theBeltline, Piedmont Park, and Grady High School but I still have to walk at least 20 minutes to get to a MARTA train station. I would also like to 

see light rail along the entireBeltline loop and light rail above ground throughout the city. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  We voted to increase the tax largely because we were promised expansive light rail on the entire belt line. You need to use the tax money for what you said it would be for - light rail on the belt line! Finish paving the entire belt line and put lighting and light rail along the entire path. Supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

 We are one of the fastest growing cities in America. We need to built more heavy rail, access points to the heavy rail, 

and more light rail to different parts of the city rather than just north to the south like it does now. It also needs a major 

face lift and safety measures.

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No

this investment seems like a way to change perspectives about mass transit. To get people excited. The proposal doesn't seem like a way to do that. If you complete theBeltline, you could sway more voters into supporting additional expansions. and I do worry that if you don't, then we will continue to have the same 

limping transit system that people don't want. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit  You need a statement piece, not incrementalism. Somewhat supportive Social Media Social Media No

 you don't have nearly enough money to address the transportation needs for Atlanta. Until you convince the suburbs 

that transportation isn't scary, but fun, then you won't be able to address the region's needs. It should be almost a fun 

ride at an amusement park to get people to actually vote for it.

30328 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat

 I live in Sandy Springs and would love some form of light rail to connect the north-south rails to an east-west rail through northern midtown into west Midtown where I work. To be able to ride MARTA to my office in West Midtown is a dream of mine, I am tired of driving but love my growing transit oriented 

neighborhood of Sandy Springs/Perimeter. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  I wish the project offerings had a midtown east-west connector to West Midtown which has no rail options Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30032 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat The improvements do not extend far enough East to affect me most of the time. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  The entireBeltline transit light rail system should be built Somewhat supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Social Media No Beltline Transit should be fully built. The dedicated corridor is ideal for light rail. 

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat

Beltline rail should be prioritized. I take MARTA every day from Oakland City to Perimeter.  I'd love to be able to utilize the system more for all my other needs. I also live on the SWBeltline and as it stands now, it's nearly impossible to get to Grant Park or even a grocery store without taking an extremely long transit 

commute.

Adding transit to theBeltline would allow me walk to a transit station and directly access Marta. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit  Accessing the Oakland City Station, I know how packed the buses are coming up from Greenbriar. There is a definite need for transit improvements. Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

I feel the Clifton Corridor is important. However, when this vote took place to expand transit and we voted to tax 

ourselves, this area was not part of the City of Atlanta. It feels like this was a bait and switch.

30309 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  i live and work in midtown -- i walk and use the trains. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  the whole Beltline should included this -- sort of like the circle line in London -- to connect more points in the city Somewhat supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat  theBeltline is the new key to MARTA -- develop transportation all the way around it.

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 In order to address its traffic issue, Atlanta needs to densify around its core so that people live/work/shop in close proximity - that means providing a rail network that will encourage continued density. The rail around the entireBeltline would encourage that type of densifying, smart growth and allow people to connect 

to the various culturual and (growing) economic hubs of our great city.Beltline rail would also provide a means of access to many residents currently without many access options, and serve a greater diversity of populations.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  It seems like the design of the cross town extensions foreclose the feasibility of rail encircling the entireBeltline. Somewhat supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

  In order to address its traffic issue, Atlanta needs to densify around its core so that people live/work/shop in close 

proximity - that means providing a rail network that will encourage continued density. The rail around the entireBeltline 

would encourage that type of densifying, smart growth and allow people to connect to the various culturual and 

(growing) economic hubs of our great city.Beltline rail would also provide a means of access to many residents currently 

without many access options, and serve a greater diversity of populations.  

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat A Marta people want to use, not just need to use.  If it's faster and more convenient than the car, people will come.  Let's start building the infrastructure to bring us into the 20th century. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

please do this right.  or just do something.  sooner than later.  this city can't support its current resident's transportation needs let alone future residents.  it's madness that we have to fight for these basic city services.  it's madness that i'll be long dead before these plans are put in the ground (i'm not that old).  all the 

same, i'm praying for atlanta.  godspeed Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30318 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  From what I saw of the More MARTA Proposed Program, there was not much in regards to West Midtown.  West Midtown needs more MARTA access as more shops, homes,Beltline, and parks continue to be built in this area. Moores Mill Transit Center I am underwhelmed by the proposed project.  Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat  Need more lines of MARTA subway or light rail.  Buses are not a reliable mode of transportation. 

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No  TheBeltline light rail loop should be one of the top priorities. While Clifton is important, it shouldn't trump theBeltline. And Cambelton should be a BRT/ART corridor, not rail. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  TheBeltline transit loop should be the top priority. Somewhat supportive Social Media, News Media Social Media No  Please see previous answer

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No See response to the next question below. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit  Having the full loop for theBeltline was not an option above. This is the priority and it should have been an option above. Not supportive Email News Media No

Completing the fullBeltline loop is 100% CRUCIAL for not just the success of theBeltline itself, but for the future of 

Atlanta as a city. The current plan has limited functionality in transporting people from one part of Atlanta to the other. 

It is strung together and inefficient. For example, someone living in O4W isn't able to get to SE Atlanta easily, without 

using multiple forms of transportation and/or connecting. The same could be said if they wanted to go to the NW part 

of the city, and vice versa. Not having theBeltline loop renders this current plan a mess; it's one dimensional 

functionality wise. Marta heavy rail is the spine of Atlanta's transportation system and theBeltline loop will be the 

frame. Without it, the system will continue to be ineffective, which means fewer people are able to or want to take 

advantage of public transportation, which then leads to more cars on the road and even worse traffic than Atlanta 

already has as the city population continues to grow. 

30319 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Increased safety and fewer uncomfortable confrontations with mentally unstable homeless riders. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Rail is an unnecessary waste of tax dollars. BRT is much more flexible and much less expensive. Not supportive Social Media, News Media Social Media Yes

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  No additional details. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements

Expanding the existing streetcar to connect to long-existing and growing population centers on the east side of downtown is essential to serve the area and unstrand the sunk costs of the initial streetcar route and achieve the potential of that transit mode.  Investment in the Clifton Corridor is critical to sustain this area 

as a primary job center and promote continued growth.  It is a shame that the More MARTA funds would have to be used for improvements at existing MARTA heavy rail stations, but the condition of the stations is deplorable (e.g., persistently unclean, dim lighting, no or ineffective air conditioning) and is one of the 

primary factors I have personally experienced in choosing whether or not to utilize MARTA. Supportive Social Media Social Media Somewhat

 The proposed project list comprises more alternatives than can actually be funded and completed.  Each project would 

incrementally improve transportation in Atlanta; the challenge is obviously selecting the optimal combination of 

projects to achieve the most improvement within budget and a reasonable time frame.

30340 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  I understand that heavy rail is an expensive option but I feel like we should be focusing on taking vehicles off the roads, not adding more busses to them. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension I think this is a great idea to move Atlanta's transit future forward. Hopefully we can begin to build out more heavy rail and light rail projects as opposed to adding more vehicles to our streets in the future. Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

 See above

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  The above listed categories do not seem to specifically spell out the expansion of the MARTA rail lines to include additional inner city lines/access locations, nor the expansion of MARTA to locations outside of the perimeter to ease inner city traffic. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit none Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 Same reason as above.  The expansion MUST provide for a more robust public transit system that does not revolve 

around added bus lines.  Expansion of the MARTA rail line offerings is essential. 

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

The Clifton Corridor is a major priority, and to fully realize it's benefits I hope that the added rail line connects to Lindbergh MARTA station at one end AND Avondale Marta station at the other. Building the light-rail line from Linbergh to just as far as the Emory Hospital and not any further will limit the potential of this 

important new transportation option. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit As a resident of the area in which the Clifton Corridor will directly service, I cannot advocate enough for this new LRN to be built. The sooner this transportation artery is added to service Emory University and the CDC, the better. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30034 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Time expansions on bus routes. It needs to run a little later. Especially on weekends. More people than not using Marta work o. The weekends. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Expand into more areas Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Need an east-west transit corridor on or about 10th St. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  GetBeltline transit moving and connected. Neutral News Media News Media Somewhat

 We need to connect Cobb and Gwinnett via heavy rail. That is not the scope of this project, but it needs to be foremost 

in the big picture.

30317 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  None BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements None Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30308 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat I am fortunate to live in Midtown where access to transit is relatively easy.   I would like to see improved bike/pedestrian last mile connectivity through better sidewalks, dedicated paths and light rail. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Tough call!   Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

Beltline transit is important as is expansion of heavy rail or dedicated right-of-way light transit.   Social equity needs to 

be part of the formula.  A fully formed bike/pedestrian regional network is essential for last mile connectivity and 

quality of life.  

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  As someone with less than a 2 mile commute, I find it unfortunate that driving to work is much quicker, easier and ,sometimes I even feel, safer than taking public transportation. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service

 Overall, I think the money should go to what it was raised for. I think Atlantans truly believed in theBeltline light rail, and I do think it is even a viable commute option to people who live in the city. I think overall, there needs to be better public transportation options as the city's rush hour has turned in 24/7 instead of 

just morning and evening. Supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30312 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  I would like to see more investment directly in atlanta, since it it atlanta residents paying this sales tax. additionalBeltline rail and better streetcar connectivity to MARTA stations BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit   I would like to see more investment directly in atlanta, since it it atlanta residents paying this sales tax. additionalBeltline rail and better streetcar connectivity to MARTA stations Neutral Social Media, Other News Media Somewhat

30310 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat I currently rarely use Marta. That is partially due to the lack of consistency/dependability, but the primary reason is that most of my destinations are not on the current mainlines that focus on the center of town.  Access to locations around the Perimeter would be helpful. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service

The current plan appears like a scatter shot of random projects selected by committee.  There does not appear to be a cohesive, strong vision for how this money should be used.  You would need much, much more money to make "patchwork transit" effective.  As the current project list stands, I believe that when the 

dust settles, 2.5 billion will have been spent and Atlanta won't have many more transit riders.  The reaction will be a collective shrug, and people will get back in their cars.  You need a stronger, bolder vision that doesn't dilute this money into insignificance. Somewhat supportive Social Media Social Media Somewhat  I believe the transit should be implemented on the entire circumference of theBeltline.

30030 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network No I feel thatBeltline transit should be the main priority for any spending. It has the potential to change the city beyond any other project.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Thank you for soliciting opinions from the public on this. Neutral Email Social Media No

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  SE and NW areas underserved with the proposed projects. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Lacking real transit options for southeast and northwest sections of town. Somewhat supportive Social Media News Media No

30307 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  No other details BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension   No other details Very supportive News Media Social Media Yes   No other details

30306 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  theBeltline needs transit on all of it to build for tomorrow's Atlanta and create locations for future population.  Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Social Media Somewhat

building out the entireBeltline with rail is building for the future population growth of Atlanta.  it will open up locations 

for denser buildings and increase the amount of new housing.  This can be leveraged to include more affordable houses 

by increasing density at/near futureBeltline rail stops.

While the Clifton corridor is an important regional transit need, it should not be funded 100% of CoA funds.  The 

majority of riders on this line will be people who live outside the city and transfer at Lindbergh.

TheBeltline is not only for Atlanta today, it is creating the Atlanta of tomorrow.  The Clifton corridor does not open up 

new locations for transit oriented housing (with the exception of Briarcliff/Clifton).  While theBeltline light rail will open 

up the potential for thousands of new transit-oriented housing units and increase affordable housing.  Without the 

fullBeltline light rail, theBeltlines affordable housing goal is impossible.  

30307 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  It would allow me to take marta to work BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  NOne at teh moment Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat   Need moreBeltline rail transit BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  Need moreBeltline rail transit Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

30316 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat Does not do enough to connect the neighborhoods along theBeltline. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension MoreBeltline light rail. Somewhat supportive Social Media, News Media Social Media Somewhat  Beltline light rail needs to be a priority . 

30315 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  Effectively no light rail; especially along theBeltline where there is dedicated right of way.  I understand that not all of theBeltline needs rail but the current setup does a poor job of connecting to existing Marta and creating a proper network BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit  I'm a Marta advocate but this is just dissappointing -- the options above don't even include what this could be / become. Not supportive Email Social Media No

Pick your neighborhood and most people will have to take a bus to a light rail station to a marta station for this model 

to work -- that's way too many changes.  This model makes no sense.

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  I chose to live near a MARTA station and also work near a MARTA station, so I take MARTA almost every day to work. However, if I am going some place other than downtown, Midtown, or Lenox Mall, I will usually drive because of convenience and a lack of public transportation service to other areas of the city. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  More and more people seem to be moving east of the city to Decatur and Virginia Highland areas. Providing convenient and accessible service in those areas would significantly decrease the traffic volume coming into the city every day. Supportive Social Media Social Media Somewhat

 Ease of use is a big priority for MARTA users. The more interconnected different transportation options are, the more 

people will use them on a regular basis. Providing more forms of transportation and more routes is great, but making 

each option as convenient as possible from another mode of travel would be a huge step in solving Atlanta's traffic 

issues.

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I feel that there should be a toll for people driving into the perimeter. Driving needs to be dis-incentivized to encourage persons to use public transportation and alternative modes of transport when possible. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  no additional comments Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

 While I think that transportation to major areas of commerce should be a priority, I also strongly feel that 

transportation options should be strengthened in all areas of Atlanta. Areas of commerce - like Buckhead - tend to be 

more affluent. I really don't want less affluent areas to be left out of these decisions and everyone should have access in 

some degree to transportation that may improve ability to get to work or find work in other areas of the city.

30308 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Somewhat

 We need more Subway lines, period.  This city is growing and we are stuck in the past.  The light rail using lanes of traffic is a pointless approach...a bus can sit in traffic and cost next to nothing compared to a streetcar.  We need dedicated space if we are going to have streetcars and we need underground Marta rails.  I 

also think an underground walkway to Mercedes Benz stadium would be very helpful. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension N/A Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

30309 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Bring it on! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Need to connect atlanta streetcar toBeltline! Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

30303 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  For my own needs they are met thoug I would like to see moreBeltline rail incorporated or a plan with a private entity to complete rail BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  N/A Very supportive Email, Social Media Social Media Somewhat  It connects many but there are still patches that are left underserved for flashier more affluent areas

30311 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

 I am A Disabled Senior Citizen living in the Mount Gilead Road area I use the 66 bus to do my shopping and other errands me and others  senior citizens who lives in Cascade Parc Town homes is in DIRE NEED OF A BUS

SHELTER OR JUST A BENCH TO SIT DOWN AND WAIT ON THE BUS. It would be AWESOME IF MARTA could make this happen, having been A former employee of MARTA which I am very proud of would be A Blessing to the SENIORS!!@

I'M Thanking MARTA IN ADVANCE

DEBRA MITCHELL

Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Greenbriar Transit Center

 I'm A senior citizen I'm very much interest in the Bus Shelter  for Mount Gilead  and Cascade Parc Town homes  which I have stated in other parts of this survey 

MARTA PLEASE GIVE THIS VERY IMPORTANT MATTER FOR THE SENIOR CITIZENS STRONG CONSIDERATION 

DEBRA MITCHELL

4046451315 Very supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media News Media Somewhat

 I Do not own A car and many in this little stretch of MOUNT GILEAD ROAD AND CASCADE PARC TOWN HOMES DO NOT 

OWN A CAR. PLEASE HELP US WHO ARE REGULARLY RIDERS OF MARTA 66 TO OBTAIN THIS VERY IMPORTANT Matter 

MARTA you would be something great 

When we BOARD THE BUS  WITH GRATITUDE AND A PROUD MARTA RIDER.

THANK YOU SO VERY MUCH 

30305 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  There needs to be light rail on the full length of theBeltline! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  There needs to be rail on the entirety of theBeltline! Not supportive Other RAIL ON THEBeltline NOW News Media No  RAIL ON THEBeltline NOW!

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  There needs to be greater accessibility to different neighborhoods not served by the N/S E/W lines. We need full light rail on theBeltline BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Focus on light rail as a long-term improvement to this city. Continue to leverage theBeltline to reach less engaged communities. Somewhat supportive Social Media, News Media Social Media Somewhat  Failure to create light rail on ENTIREBeltline is a huge error. The clifton corridor needs more financial input from Emory.

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Somewhat  More rail is needed. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Need more LRT Supportive Email, Social Media Social Media Somewhat  Need ALL of theBeltline rail, not just north and southwest.

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes For the most part, this proposed list fulfills my transportation needs. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  As mentioned above, the Crosstown Downtown Extension REQUIRES separation from cars/traffic. Supportive Social Media Social Media Somewhat

 I do believe funding transit on the Clifton Corridor is very important. However, if the fullBeltline won't receive complete 

funding for transit, make sure that funding options are thoroughly thought out to build out the remaining 15 miles of 

theBeltline.

Also, it is extremely important for the Streetcar to not share the road with cars the entire length. It would render the 

Streetcar useless if it has no exclusive right-of-way.

30307 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  The absence of more or completeBeltline transit is a mistake. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit No additional comments Somewhat supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30316 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No  Clifton corridor needs to be removed. Fund the fullBeltline transit plan. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Fund the fullBeltline transit plan. Very supportive Email Social Media No

  Clifton corridor needs to be removed. Fund the fullBeltline transit plan. Also, all the south Atlanta transit investment 

does not reflect where the job centers are and the greatest population density (East side).

30316 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No Emory and CDC weren't even part of Atlanta when I voted to increase my taxes. I don't think this round of funding should be used for the Clifton Corridor AT ALL. Light rail along theBeltline, city's biggest magnet for investment, is needed and we've already fallen behind. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension

 Emory and CDC weren't even part of Atlanta when I voted to increase my taxes. I don't think this round of funding should be used for the Clifton Corridor AT ALL. 

We've already wasted years with the street car, how about making it a viable method of transport? Right now it's a laughing stock. Somewhat supportive Other News Media No

 Emory and CDC weren't even part of Atlanta when I voted to increase my taxes. I don't think this round of funding 

should be used for the Clifton Corridor AT ALL. 

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

I voted for this tax increase with the expectation that the money would be used overwhelmingly to fund off-highway (HRT, LRT) improvements connecting in-town neighborhoods and commerce centers.  Expanding and modernizing off-highway  options as well as last mile (safe bike, scooter, walking paths/trails 

connecting MARTA and street car stations) connectivity along common transportation corridors should increase private in-town investment and reduce the reliance of in-town residents on congested highways and arterials or, at the very least, provide extensive off-highway options for residents, visitors, and commuters 

operating within city limits. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension I hate to list only three.  AdditionalBeltline adjacent options, LRT and last mile improvements, and station enhancements would make my extended list. Somewhat supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

I agree with theBeltlineRailNow! stance that light rail be funded and constructed along theBeltline corridor, with last 

mile connectivity linkingBeltline transit to existing and future MARTA light rail and bus lanes.

30308 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  na Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Please extend MARTA in any way up to and into Gwinnett County. Work more closely with other regional transit. Supportive Phone/Text, Social Media, News Media Social Media Somewhat

30315 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No  Well for one I'm on the south side and it doesn't address anything we barely have sidewalks barely have synced lights and almost no security for Marta rides if it's all about making money you should have just asked Midtown downtown Cobb County and Decatur to chip in for the transportation they need Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements

 Well like I said before rich neighborhoods have all the investment they need their taxable income is more than enough to sustain everyone don't tax the poor communities more and give us less transportation also before you do any of this you need to address the need for more Lanes on most of these streets and 

sidewalks Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 IT addresses Transportation needs if you lived near Emory or on theBeltline it seems like everybody else is just going to 

get screwed

30324 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  If we can't get links into/ Cobb and Gwinnett Cos. We need to start changing fees to come ITP. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension See previous comment. Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat   A light rail route to Clifton corridor would mean I'd likely take public transit to work instead of driving. Would like to see rail along all parts of theBeltline, to better access other parts of Atlanta outside of work. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Would like to see rail completed for the entireBeltline. Would also like to see rail extension to other counties, like Clayton county, and to other towns with town centers, like Jonesboro historical area. Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Social Media Somewhat

 Would like to see rail along all parts of theBeltline. Also, while bus improvements are helpful, they may not reduce 

traffic as much as rail might, so would like to see more investment in light rail, and eventually integration into a larger 

rail network that connects other suburbs, particularly south of Atlanta. The Metra system and how it connects to the El 

in Chicago is a good example of this type of connectivity and extension into suburbs.

30309 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  n BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  n Very supportive Social Media, News Media Social Media Somewhat

30305 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

There is not enough money set aside for appropriate sidewalk improvements.  Sidewalks should be appropriately shielded from the street and wide and should connect to other sidewalks in a network.  I would prefer to see more infill Marta rail stations within the City of Atlanta to make rail travel more convenient.  

BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Cut crosstown downtown extensions, limit Clifton Corridor extension and fund the full beltine rail. Neutral Email Social Media No

The plan should prioritize the completion of a light rail network around the fullBeltline.  BRT should not be used on 

theBeltline, only light rail.  This plan only provides for a completion of a part of the Betline.  Also the crosstown 

downtown east and west extensions are a waste of money because the streetcar has to sit in traffic and does not run in 

its own lane.

30331 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Safety is a real oncern Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements Safety Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  Safety
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30324 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat I mostly use current Marta trains to get to/from work/grocery/gym/etc. I would likely use rail to get to PCM and other areas along the EST. But if I moved away from Lindbergh, probably not. I would love to be able to use rail transit, that's not stuck in traffic like the streetcar downtown is, to get to West Midtown. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  N/A Not supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 I do not believe that the Clifton Corridor should be funded and built with this sales tax, specifically because it was not in 

the City of Atlanta when we voted on the sales tax and there are other projects that will have a larger impact on the city 

as a whole. Additionally, I do not believe the Campbellton Road should be light rail at this time. I believe we should 

focus on the entireBeltline, not just the two sections currently in plan. Also, light rail and streetcar are NOT the same 

thing. Stop using the terms interchangeably please.

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Concerns were addressed below BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Beltline should have priority over Clifton corridor as corridor serves outside Atl Very supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Clifton corridor is necessary, along with expansion to the westside BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Light rail needs to be a priority Supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat  Need a westside light rail

30312 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  I live in East Old Fourth Ward and work in Buckhead. It is a lengthy trek to transit and the above won't make it any faster for me to get to work that it is to drive. Heavy rail would be most beneficial and provide benefits for much longer into the future as Atlanta continues to grow. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  The Clifton Corridor is great in that it connects to Emory, but we need to focus on the CORE of the city. Maybe make it a loop rather than a dead end? Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 Atlanta is growing fast, while I love that, we also need to grow SMART. Aside from revisiting zoning and land use, 

transportation is KEY. We need to convert 1-ways to 2-ways, better manage the timing of traffic lights, expand heavy 

and light rail, expand complete streets, and encourage people to walk. All of these mostly seem to be addressed above.

30305 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  We definitively need access from Peachtree Hills Park through the Peachtree Hills Place property to theBeltline along Peachtree creek in order to provide further access to both PATH 400 and the NortheastBeltline. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit

 Transit is a key component to mobility in any great city, and it is in Atlanta.  However, transit must be located adjacent to areas with very HIGH DENSITY housing or work areas in order for ridership to meet expectations and make the projects financially worthwhile.  It goes without saying that many of the 

neighborhoods adjacent to theBeltline are LOW DENSITY.  I support some rail (or BRT) on theBeltline.  But MARTA is absolutely right in prioritizing a connection to Emory and the CDC, a very high density hub without access to transit.

If neighborhoods along theBeltline want light rail service, they should be willing to upzone all the neighborhoods within 0.5 miles of the line to a 10 Floor-Area-Ratio otherwise there will never be the density to financially and objectively support the transit. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

 MARTA has comprehensively developed a list of options to service the Atlanta area.  My one caveat is the transit 

technology chosen should accommodate advances in technology such as driverless buses and rail and buses that closely 

resemble rail and can operate on both BRT lines and surface streets unlike rail.

30342 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  We need more rail to other places. Currently half our system runs redundant routes. If there was a way to re-route that efforts to elsewhere in the Metro, that would be great. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit na Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

  We need more rail to other places. Currently half our system runs redundant routes. If there was a way to re-route 

that efforts to elsewhere in the Metro, that would be great. 

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  We should be looking at what the originalBeltline plan outlined -- LRT along theBeltline trails. Identify more major population/work/commercial centers and outline LRT to connect these places (especially East-West!) BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  PLEASE please fix up the MARTA stations, at least starting with major ones. Let's look at adding street-friendly retail (even newsstands, coffee stands, like the MARTA farmer's market (a great idea, by the way!), art installments, and TREES!) Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

 Same as above, MARTA is great for those along LRT lines, but they are few and far in-between. MARTA rails should 

mimic a spoke-like design, with connectivity along theBeltline with lines running into the Downtown, Midtown, and 

Buckhead cores.

30346 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No

I ride MARTA every day from the Dunwoody Station to either Five Points Station or Georgia State Station. I'm concerned that as the plan is currently envisioned, it will not get people out of cars and into transit because running rail in mixed traffic is not a solution to traffic. In fact, it worsens traffic. Rail on theBeltline is a 

good solution to intown traffic. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  See above. Somewhat supportive Social Media News Media No  See above.

30314 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat The project list seems to depart from the promise of theBeltline: to provide transit to the 55 or so neighborhoods around Atlanta. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  N/A Somewhat supportive Social Media Social Media Somewhat

 Atlanta's inner-city transit system needs addressed.  The housing infrastructure is rapidly out growing the existing 

transit system and in-town transit will best meet the needs of new occupants.  If anything, increase parking at rail 

stations outside, or near, 285.  This will allow for folks to utilize the in-town rail lines that will cut down on congestion.

30316 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat An important priority for me is to keep MARTA affordable to low-income people, particularly those who use it to commute to and from work. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  None. Supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

While in-town transit is important, expanding MARTA should also make it increasingly accessible to people who live 

outside of the city center, particularly those who are low-income and/or use MARTA to commute to and from work.

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  The I-75 corridor is extremely congested. I feel we need commuter rail going all the way up from the midtown area all the way up to the Cumberland district, at the very least. If we can build a commuter rail line going all the way up GA 400 to North Springs, I don't see why we can't have something similar going up I-75. North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center Station Improvements

 Last mile access to MARTA stations need more improvement. In many areas, they are not pedestrian friendly and most people end up driving to MARTA stations rather than biking or taking the bus. Full map coverage for bus routes is important but more focus is needed on having more limited but frequent  bus service  

between large commercial centers not covered by commuter rail. Up and down Buford Hwy between Lindbergh and Doraville stations, across North Ave between GA Tech campus and Ponce City Market. Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

  The I-75 corridor is extremely congested. I feel we need commuter rail going all the way up from the midtown area all 

the way up to the Cumberland district, at the very least. If we can build a commuter rail line going all the way up GA 400 

to North Springs, I don't see why we can't have something similar going up I-75. Or around I-285 connecting Perimeter 

center to Doraville.

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat

When I voted to tax myself in 2016, I voted to fulfill the promise of the full vision ofBeltline LRT. Public funds being directed away from this purpose are unacceptable. The time to bringBeltline LRT, for all, is now. Now is the time to make Atlanta a world class city, for all. Any deviation from the vision outlined for the 

transit referendum will be remembered in future elections. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  You’re asking me to pick from an incomplete list. These are the projects you want me to choose from that you have prioritized. This list does not include the fullBeltline loop, which is what I voted for where my tax dollars should be spent. Not supportive Social Media Social Media No BeltLine transit for all, and now. See previous comment. 

30324 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N/A Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30324 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes . BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  . Very supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30087 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  Atlanta has to have a massive transportation fix which should really implement a lot of light rail throughout the city and major work centers BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  The belt line is important to the city as well as the Clifton Corridor Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media No Atlanta needs a significantly bigger plan to accommodate the current and future traffic nightmare in ATL

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Beltline rail should be prioritized over the Clifton corridor. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements Beltline rail should be prioritized over the Clifton corridor. Very supportive Social Media, News Media Social Media Somewhat Beltline rail should be prioritized over the Clifton corridor.

30306 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  MoreBeltline rail! More intown and crosstown connectivity. Localities outside the city and large, privately-owned employment centers ought to pay their fair share if they are to benefit from projects (Emory). BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension MoreBeltline rail! Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat  MoreBeltline rail, more intown rail, more crosstown rail

30308 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

Ideally, I'd like to see an efficient light rail network which integrates the existingBeltline map - all in a way that actually gets you faster to places than by car.  Sure, the transit projects piece together major sites such as PCM to the existing light rail, but not via extension to the Eastside trail as initially discussed.  West 

Midtown is ignored entirely by light rail.  I'm concerned this list will sap the huge investment being put into the project by choosing a few sites and connecting them, rather than following a master plan to serve the entire city efficiently.   BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Once again, the proposed map for these projects doesn't look like major steps towards a comprehensive solution to serve the entire city.  It looks like "popular projects" take priority over a systemic plan.  I'd like to believe we're making efforts toward the latter. Very supportive Email Social Media No

 Reference my last answer for detail, but this plan doesn't make me feel like taking light rail from Edgewood Ave to 

Lindberg station will be faster than taking a car... and Atlanta traffic is a nightmare - until the efficiency is there to make 

it more convenient to use public transportation than car, we'll continue to suffer - and ridership will too.  I feel like it's 

possible to accomplish that efficiency with a cleaner,Beltline-focused map that would serve all rather than this 

piecemeal approach.

30318 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No Prioritize the  Westside. Future Growth in the Northwest corridor, with a multi layered approach LRT/BRT/BANKHEAD NODE Crosstown Downtown West Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center nothing to add Not supportive Email News Media No

 Not forward thinking enough. Political courage will pay off in the long run.

new opportunities will arise

30316 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Should serve the whole city and expand transportation to East Atlanta from downtown by rail Crosstown Downtown East Extension  All resources should not go to Clifton corridor Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  I have no details Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension No additional comments Somewhat supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  I no longer have the same transportation needs as many working Atlantans.

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I will be able to ride Marta as long as a station was placed in or around Zonolite. Otherwise the only advantage this would have for me is decreasing traffic in my area. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I love the idea of having local mass transit on theBeltline and I also believe the Emory Corredor will be invaluable Very supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30346 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  n/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  n/a Very supportive Social Media, News Media Social Media No Need more rail in city core

30349 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  The proposed LRT to SW Atlanta needs to go 3-4 miles further south to Camp Creek Market Place II. This is a dense and heavy populated area inside the city of Atlanta. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  People with cars in Atlanta will leave their cars for rail not to get on a bus!!! Somewhat supportive Email News Media No

 Not enough rail in on the major thoroughfares inside the city. We need rail under Northside Drive to Cobb County Line, 

under Piedmont Ave to Lindbergh Station, etc.

30318 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat n/a Greenbriar Transit Center Moores Mill Transit Center Station Improvements  n/a Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat  n/a

30033 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  N/ Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  N/a Supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes N/a

30316 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  N/A Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit  No Supportive Email, Phone/Text Community Event Yes

30030 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

 I am concerned about the high density massive scale apartment plan for the Eastlake Decatur Marta Station. I’m not against development but adding high density apartments will ruin the character of my historic neighborhood on East Parkwood Road. I support balanced commercial development and smaller scale 

condo/ apartments for that station. We can barely deal with the traffic currently in front of or house. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Please listen to Decatur homeowners! Together we can come up with a plan that benefits all while keeping neighborhood streets free from excessive motor traffic. Neutral Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

 It is still faster for people to drive in traffic than take Marta during peak times from most locations and there aren’t 

enough security people/officers for safety. For example, it takes Marist students over an hour and a half to take Marta 

home to Decatur. More trains, with predictable times, and more safety/security personnel  are needed if you want 

Decatur homeowners to utilize Marta for anything more than sporting events.

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Beltline rail should be a priority over many of the projects on this list. the Clifton corridor wasn't in the city when the funding was voted on and shouldn't be included on this list. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension TheBeltline light rail connects large sections of underserved portions of Atlanta to existing transit stations. This allows commuters access to improved transit options for employment opportunities.   Supportive Social Media Social Media Somewhat

 We need more connectivity to the existing Marta rail lines and stations through the use of dedicated light rain/streetcar 

and dedicated bus lanes. Much of Atlanta is under served and not easily accessible due to limited rail station locations. 

Existing counties (clayton)have also committed to being a part of Marta's funding projects in their jurisdictions and 

shouldn't be left out due to a high profile project contender joining Atlanta late in the planning process.    

30021 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  N/A Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  TheBeltline must have full support and completed soon. The Clifton Corridor proposal must be a shared responsibility with Dekalb county, State and Federal government as well as financial input from the Emory community. The City of Atlanta residents who approved the sales tax must come first. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Beltline for the entire project now. Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 THe rail on theBeltline will serve far more people and thus get cars off the city roads and highways far more than the 

Clifton Corridor or the Greenbriar transit.

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes    asdfasfda sdf Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  asdfasdfasdf Very supportive Other Social Media

30316 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Na Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Na Supportive Other Mail Community Event Yes  Na

30350 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  I ride the train to work Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  N/a Neutral Email, Social Media, News Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat Rail access off the peachtree corridor still seems limited BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  If the light rail doesnt have a dedicated lane then there isnt much point in using it in my mind Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  Biggest needs are commuter rails from the suburbs to get people off the highways

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  It does not address my transportation needs. I purchases a home on theBeltline under the understanding that light rail would be easily accessible from my neighborhood. Neither the existing transportation options, nor those proposed in the project list will address my transportation needs. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  Bus transit needs to be less of a focus. Utilization of the lines is consistently below 20% of capacity. Moreover, given the poor design of the bus system (e.g. bus stops built in the street, impeding the flow of other traffic), bus transit is a catalyst of the congestion that has plagued our city for years. Not supportive Email Community Event No

 No, it does not address Atlanta's transportation needs. The people and city expressed their need (through the tsplost 

vote) for a circumferential rail network. This proposed project list focuses only on a fraction of the population of the 

city, and contradicts the plan voted on by the people.

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  None Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  No comment Somewhat supportive News Media Community Event Yes  None

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  No Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  NA Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes

 More readiness

30331 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Improve buses in traffic Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Would like to see the train more accessible for those that work late at night Supportive Email Community Event Yes  Need to get people out of cars.

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  I see only additional bus service in my area.  There should be some other connectivity whereby local residents can get into town, or to a nearby rail center more easily. Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Where is theBeltline Southeast Light Rail Transit??  That is what we need in our area, to assist folks into getting to the trains or getting downtown for work. Somewhat supportive Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network No  FullBeltline rail should be funded. No need for rail on Campbellton, bus would work better there BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Focus on light and heavy rail Neutral News Media Social Media No

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  N\,a BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Marta should run everywhere. And on the weekend run on time. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  N\a

30032 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Na Station Improvements  Jus all stations Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  It would be a better cummute

30032 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

 I think it is clear the people of Metro Atlanta demand more MARTA rail and infill stations inside the perimeter.  Commuter rail, infill stations for the subway and theBeltline rail ARE THE ONLY REASONS I support paying additional taxes.  Making this survey so vague that it does not directly request input on specific modes 

of transportation is unethical and misleading. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I hope the city and state listen to the people. Supportive Email Social Media No

City and state leaders cannot continue to use taxpayer money for projects the people do not want or do not find as 

critical.  I promise you that this city will be angry if rail is not addresed.

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Need more buses and trains in addition to proposal. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  N/a Very supportive Other Marta on the go Community Event Somewhat  N/a

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes I'll primarily use existing Marta rail lines for where I'm moving, but as a whole I'd love more Marta station and more connectivity, like the Clifton Corridor. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  More transit. That's all. Very supportive Other News Media Yes

30349 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Na Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  Na Supportive News Media Community Event Yes  Na

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes Nonenone BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit It close to home Neutral Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  N\a BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  Weekends need bus stops need to be more frequent. 24/7 bus and rail. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  N/a

30311 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  N/A Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  No Supportive Email, Phone/Text Community Event Yes  No

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Makes it easier BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  NA Supportive Phone/Text More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes  Faster commute 

30305 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  Augment plan forBeltline rail BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  FullBeltline rail Very supportive Email, News Media News Media Somewhat Needs to be inclusive and lower Atlanta’s reliance on

303001 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes Yes Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Yes Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes

30307 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  More focus on servicing neighborhoods in town with MARTA.  More Heavy rail and light rail routes and stations are required.  Driving to public transit is counter intuitive and all intown neighborhoods should be walkable (.5 miles or less) to public rail. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Station improvements does not mean shinier.  Station improvements should mean accessibility, housing, retail, dining, community center developments. Very supportive Other No Contact Social Media Somewhat

30035 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  More access to transportation Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements Clayton county improvements and cleaner safer stations throughout Supportive Email Community Event Yes  Na

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  It doesn't address the need for direct route transit from where people live to the city. Nobody is going to take a bus, and then a train, and then another bus. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  We need light rail expanding in all directions directly out of the city. Buses can then be used to move people from rail centers to where they actually live. Not supportive Email Social Media No

 It's too much at once of a group of minor projects. I'd rather see focus on one large projects that people will actually 

notice.

30315 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Affordability and accessibility to remote low-income communities is paramount. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Greenbriar Transit Center Na Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30315 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Nothing at this time BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit  Needs earlier announcement about single tracking late at night. Very supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media Community Event Yes

30306 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

 I would like to see more heavy and light rail, including along or connected to theBeltline.  I would prefer a greater focus on rail.  Unless the dedicated bus lanes are physically separate from the public roads, I don't foresee Atlanta drivers respecting the designations and staying out of the lanes.  Also, more connectivity 

inside the city rather than from the city to surrounding suburbs. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service More rail! Very supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat  I would like to see planning for the long-term urban growth of the city.  

30312 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  There is a transportation desert between Highland and North Ave.  Bus and rail service is non fulsome. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Beltline transit should be heavily prioritized Very supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  No BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  No Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  No

30340 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  More frequency for bus and rail. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  N\a Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  Some stations are under service.all stations need monitor s to show accuracy of train schedule

30296 Clayton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  It gets me where I need to go Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit It is very useful and saves energy  Very supportive Email, Phone/Text Community Event Yes  Yes because it goes all through atlanta

30344 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  The safety of MARTA is very important to me. The safety with MARTA transportation is already good. I think it should be enhanced to excellent. Frequent Local Bus Service  I is great transportation services. Very supportive Email News Media Yes  Yes, because to be concerned about MARTA transportation is very important.

30030 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  The train system has too many gaps and therefore makes it inconvenient to get to most places in a timely manner BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Despite many updates to property adjacent to the stations most stations look the same as when they got built in the late 1970s & early 1980s Neutral News Media Social Media Somewhat  Same reason 

30238 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  I'm looking forward to the Marta expansion. Crosstown Downtown West Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements  None. Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Yes With this proposed expansion Marta would have more riders and everyone would be able to get around.

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No

LRT or streetcar from east to west on North Avenue  connecting West Midtown to Virginia Highlands while connecting at the existing North Avenue MARTA station would help to provide east-west mobility better than the proposed route through dowtown.

LRT or streetcar should be provided along the entireBeltline loop connecting at existing MARTA heavy rail stations.

BRT or light rail using Northside Drive to Cumberland Mall and The Battery Atlanta would provide access for commuters to employment center and The Battery entertainment district and Braves games. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  These routes will provide the most use for areas where not only residents live but also visitors will want to use.  We must utilize existing entertainment or employment centers and connect them. Supportive News Media News Media No

Heavy rail should be used between existing Lindbergh MARTA station and existing Decatur MARTA station, using a 

combination of existing adjacent CSX right of way and tunneling underneath  Clairemont Avenue.  This would provide 

rapid access to the CDC/Emory district while also providing quick access for commuters along I-20 east to CDC/Emory, 

Buckhead, Sandy Springs.  Transfers at Decatur and Lindbergh stations would be much easier and provide faster service.

Heavy rail from existing Midtown MARTA station northeast using the median & northbound I-75 HOV lane up to 

intersection with Northside Parkway where the route can continue in median/northbound HOV lane or use Northside 

Parkway through Cumberland business district. past the Battery, and end at KSU.

30349 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  Still not close to my residence Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  For station improvements, they need upgrades to look less shabby. They don’t look clean. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  Needs more buses added to system

30315 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Somewhat Yes Greenbriar Transit Center  N/a Supportive Email, Phone/Text More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes  Yes

30058 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  K Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements  K Very supportive Phone/Text, Social Media, News Media Community Event Yes

30058 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  I would like marta to work on making Covington hwy lithoina better Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements I want them work on bus and times transportation  Very supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media News Media Somewhat  I just wanna see things work and get better

30350 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Better scheduling BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements None Neutral Email Community Event Somewhat  Can still do better

30083 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat The bus and stations need a little more security Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Hopefully safety will be the most important Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  More and frequent bus services are needed

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  More options for travel. Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements  No Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  Commute to and from work. Alleviates some of traffic congestion.

30016 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes N/A Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Expand buses Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  NA

30305 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat It needs more emphasis on connecting workers commuting from outside the city to MARTA.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  It needs more emphasis on connecting workers commuting from outside the city to MARTA.  Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

 It doesn’t address getting people out of their cars and onto mass transit for their work commute. We must make it 

more convenient for those who don’t live near the very few convenient MARTA corridors into Atlanta. 

30354 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  The ease of access to travel across Atlanta is very important. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  More musical artist At any trainstation Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 Expand TRAIN SYSTEMS BEYOND THE ATLANTA MTRO AREA. ALOT OF JOBS Depend ON TRAIN SYSTEMS.stockbridge, 

Alpharetta, Douglasville, and etc.

30022 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No  I would like to see a Marta train expansion to the north part of Fulton County, to include Alpharetta, Johns Creek and Roswell. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit  These projects do not benefit me. Neutral Email Social Media No  It does not address the traffic congested areas on the north of Fulton County, up the GA-400/US-19 corridor. 

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Greenbriar Transit Center  Na Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  Na

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  There are some good projects in the list, but a good portion of this funding should be dedicated to providing rail transit on theBeltline.  It's the one project I've really been waiting for and the main reason I voted for the tax. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Complete theBeltline corridor with Light Rail Transit. Somewhat supportive Email News Media No

 Same as above - I think theBeltline project is critical to progress in Atlanta and transit on theBeltline is a crucial part of 

that.  Otherwise it will be a long, pretty trail - recreational, but not transformational as the full completed project has 

the potential to be.  

30034 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  No, fullBeltline loop light rail should be an option under the project list and should be prioritized BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

Please prioritize the full 21 mileBeltline light rail. All the projects proposed are important in establishing long term solutions to Atlanta's transportation needs. However, considering the limited funding, completing theBeltline loop first would have the greatest impact in fundamentally changing the perception and 

viability of transit in metro Atlanta Supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat The fullBeltline loop should be an option under the project list

30310 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  N/A BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  None Supportive Phone/Text, Social Media Community Event Yes  N/A

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Increased bus frequency to rail station. Increased rail frequency to downtown. Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  No Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  increased bus frequency to rail station. Increased rail frequency to downtown

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Because I leave early in the morning and very dangerous out there. Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  I think it’s a good project for our city. Supportive Phone/Text More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat I know you are fighting an uphill battle with expansion, but it is so vital to our needs.  Expand, expand, expand! More lines, more stops, farther reach. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements  . Supportive Phone/Text News Media Somewhat  See above reason

30038 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes Na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit  Na Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  N/a Crosstown Downtown East Extension Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  N a Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  N/a

30301 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Na Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements Na Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  the westside of Atlanta is left out BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements  westsideBeltline access is needed. Neutral Other News Media Somewhat  i feel the westside is neglected.

30354 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Nope figure it out. Frequent Local Bus Service No Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat  Well, I live 13minutes from my job it takes an hour for me to get to work😒😒

30315 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  Focus on starting and completing theBeltline transit system. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  Focus on starting and completing theBeltline transit system ( Southwest area). Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  Focus on starting and completing theBeltline transit system.

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Somewhat  Cost of transportation Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  No Supportive Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat  Traffic

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes None Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center None Neutral Email News Media Yes  Most are centered fosused

30308 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes

 We need in-fill rail stations in areas around dense population clusters like Krog St Market, Little 5 Points, etc.

Safety should be prioritized as well to combat the lingering perception that the system is unsafe (promoting the See/Say App, adding visible officers, sprucing up stations like what was done at Midtown Station recently). 

Also continuing mixed use development around stations is a great idea! Keep this up. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements

 Midtown Station refresh was amazing and really activated the area. Also helped with the perception of crime/blandness. This should be done for other in-town stations as well. North Ave Station has recently become a hang-out for homeless and vagrants. Maybe more visible officers or a restructuring of the station so 

it's not as open to people just staying there the whole day? 

Light rail is probably the biggest thing Atlanta can do to improve traffic and quality of life. Clifton corridor is a great start and the NEBeltline is as well, since there are many dense neighborhoods that could be connected with a project like this. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

 I love the Clifton Corridor project, but is there any data on where most people enter a station and then leave? If so, 

when they leave the station, where do they go from there? If around midtown/downtown, then take that data and see 

if we could build light rail to accommodate these last mile passengers.

30331 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes N/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  N/a Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  N/a

30307 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  Would like more heavy rail throughout the city. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension The mixed use developments around the Marta stations all over the city are fantastic.  Keep up the great work!  Love seeing the density you’re creating! Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30308 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat It would be more helpful to see the existing MARTA service map along with the proposal. As a daily-user of MARTA, I am still not sure exactly where certain lines would overlap and the areas that would not be covered at all. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements n/a Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 The plan seems quite lacking in terms of options to the West Midtown neighborhoods. West Midtown is developing 

significantly and the areas that aren't could be considered up-and-coming, so it is only logical that in order to get a jump 

on impending needs, more options should be implemented now rather than when it is already too late. 

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Na Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Na Supportive News Media Community Event Yes  Na

30328 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat I believe that we should work to enhance public transportation options rather than putting funding into more and wider roads. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N/A Neutral Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat  See above.

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  N/an/a Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  Na Supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes

30316 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat Beltline Rail is an absolute must.  No other transportation project currently being considered comes close to the impact thatBeltline rail would have if fully realized. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  As previously stated. The current solution forBeltline rail will not suffice to truly be a transformative addition  to this growing city Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

 Atlanta's metro counties need to get out of the stone age and sign on to MARTA so that we can have a more complete 

system both in the city and from the suburban areas from which most of the commuters come from.



ZIP Code

Please select 

which county 
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In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding 

principles to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the 

highest priority to you. #1

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding principles 

to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the highest priority to you. 

#2

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding 

principles to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the 

highest priority to you. #3

After reviewing the 

proposed project list, do you 

feel it addresses your 

transportation needs?

Please provide any additional details about your response to the previous question. Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #1 Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #2 Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #3 Please provide any additional comments you have on the program or individual projects.
Please rate your level of support of 

the More MARTA proposed projects.

How do you like to receive information on MARTA 

news?
Other - How do you like to receive information on MARTA news?

How did you learn about the More MARTA 

atlanta program Survey?

After reviewing the proposed 

project list, do you feel it 

addresses Atlanta's 

transportation needs?

Please provide reason(s) for your response to the last question.

30310 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  The lingo used is confusing for those who aren't "transportation educated" I need more of an explanation on this project list BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  - Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  While expansion is great, after peak commuting hours the reduced frequency of trains discourages ridership in the evenings. Expanding the system without expanding frequency won't help those who need/want to use public transportation in the evenings. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  The system needs to be layered to make easy connections to the various hubs and neighborhoods in the city. The system should be fully integrated for ease of use and transfer. Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30341 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  I don't think it would affect my transportation needs in a major way. I would probably use the Clifton Corridor, the Peachtree arterial line, and the extensions that connect with Ponce City Market occasionally, but certainly not an everyday thing. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Again, generally more rail options that go to places where people want to/need to go; less bus transit, while will not get good enough ridership. Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Social Media Somewhat

It does connect more of the east side of town to MARTA with light rail, which is something that was woefully lacking 

before. Generally speaking, I'd like to see more light rail (and heavy rail, if feasible) solutions. Bus transit really doesn't 

so much for me. BRT and ART are better than normal bus service, but I still don't think they'll get enough ridership to 

meaningfully help the problem.

30315 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Safely ?? Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements Where’s the safety? Not supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  For safety 

30309 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat It would be nice to have more crosstown transit (LRT, BRT, ART) in Midtown; for example, at North Ave, 5th, 10th, 14th, and 17th streets. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit

A dedicated Peachtree Street/Road ART is long overdue. It may even make sense to have a BRT. Overall, for the "main street" in Atlanta, it is very bizarre that it is only serviced by the 40 and 110, the former of which does not run all that frequently. Having a dedicated transit line along Peachtree would really cement it 

as Atlanta's primary corridor, and one that should especially be accessible to all Atlantans, socioeconomically speaking. Supportive Social Media, News Media Social Media Somewhat

 I am not very familiar with SW Atlanta's transit needs, but it seems SW Atlanta (poor/black) is only receiving "frequent 

local bus service" while NE Atlanta (wealthier/whiter) is receiving the much higher density of LRT. Additionally, 

theBeltline needs more LRT in order for it to achieve its initial intnetion of connecting Atlanta, not just the white areas 

of Atlanta.

30127 Fulton Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  NA Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  NA Neutral Email Community Event Yes  NA

30067 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Yes  Na Crosstown Downtown West Extension Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  Na Neutral Email Community Event Yes  Na

30341 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  More light rail BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Move quickly to implement and do a spokes system Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  Could catch up with growth

30344 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Focus on covering areas in Atlanta that need more access to transit services and perhaps converting old railways into new Marta train railways Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  None Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30318 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Easier to get around Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  NA Somewhat supportive Other Mail News Media Yes  NA

30331 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Yes addressing the concern regarding ease of use within transit options. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements  Need for station improvements. Supportive Email, Phone/Text Community Event Yes  None

30319 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Love the additional yellow line BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension   Na Very supportive Email Community Event

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  Na Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  Na Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes

 

Na

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network No  Limits direct connectivity with existing infrastructure and limits crosstown connections. Dedicated ROW/lane transit not provided for crosstown or BRT routes. Southeast and northwest Atlanta has limited infrastructure proposed. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  Not the complete list of projects to choose from, how disingenuous. Where's the other projects from the proposed More MARTA list??? Outrageous. Not supportive Email News Media No

  Limits direct connectivity with existing infrastructure and limits crosstown connections. Dedicated ROW/lane transit 

not provided for crosstown or BRT routes. Southeast and northwest Atlanta has limited infrastructure proposed.

30168 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  More options for travel Frequent Local Bus Service Moores Mill Transit Center Station Improvements  No Very supportive Email Community Event Yes Traffic congestion ease

30349 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  N/a BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  N/a Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  Na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit  Na Neutral Email, Phone/Text More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes

30308 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  Major communities and neighborhoods are underserved and should be served by RAIL on theBeltline corridor so ALL Atlantans benefit from the increased sales tax BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  We need rail transportation and not rapid bus lines Not supportive Email News Media No  Our streets are overcrowded and only an ALTERNATIVE can serve us better and that is light rail and subway expansion

30344 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  my concern is about the wait time for your bus as opposed to when the trains gets to a station Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements

 bathroom availability.  MARTA has a policy of no pan-handling. It is still happening on the trains.  I know it would be impossible for a police officer on every car, maybe every two to three cars an office would be a great asset..  Over half of the t.v on the bus/trains do not work., they should be updated and burglar 

proofed. Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

 times buses and trains runs should be a shorter duration of wait time.  example bus comes to MARTA train station 

5:50pm and the next bus isn't until 6:35pm

30035 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes None Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  None Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  None

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Somewhat  Cost of transportation Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  No Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  Costs

30075 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  Bus time accuracy could be improved BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Expanding the rail lines would be amazing Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat  I think they should expand the rail lines further

30004 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Connectivity, timeliness, speed BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  More deep north Supportive Email, Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat  Limited option compared to othe metros.

30035 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes Sale towers and WiFi because we need some entrainment going to our destination. Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  N\a Very supportive Phone/Text, Social Media Community Event Somewhat  Na

30318 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes More development to the west side. Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements Hurry and get busy! Very supportive Email Community Event No  Not enough buses heading that direction and no access on Sundays.

30038 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  More police and increased safety ON platforms Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Greenbriar Transit Center  Na Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  Na

30313 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N/A Neutral Email Social Media Somewhat

30313 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  It seems overweight on bus transit, rather than thinking long-term with more light rail. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Westside, along Marietta Street and Howell Mill could use some traffic relief with alternative modes of transit, especially light rail. Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  Similarly, just seems a little short-sighted with too little rail investment.

30312 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  ***** Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Greenbriar Transit Center ***** Supportive Email Social Media Yes

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  I never had license BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Na Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30307 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat Building a dense transportation network within the city's core needs to be prioritized over commuters. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Building a dense transportation network within the city's core needs to be prioritized over commuters. Supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat  Building a dense transportation network within the city's core needs to be prioritized over commuters.

30314 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  None Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  None Very supportive Social Media Community Event Yes

30331 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat Why the Martra is not 24hrs BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit That it should be 24hrs. Since y’all are using light rail. Neutral Email Community Event Somewhat  That the line is expanding.

30030 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I don't understand the building of so many apartment buildings along the east line. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements  Clifton Corridor is so underserved and really needs a light rail. Supportive Social Media News Media

30350 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No  From the map of projects, it looks like the needs of North Fulton (Roswell, Alpharetta, Sandy Springs) have been completely ignored. North Fulton needs the rail line extended in order to offset commuter traffic. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Station Improvements These do not fit my needs. Not supportive Social Media More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

 It gives people access the theBeltline and some newer areas gaining attention. But it is clearly focused on in-town and 

south Fulton. This is deeply upsetting.

31904 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  More lines are needed as well as easier access for those living in poverty to have adequate transportation to their work Crosstown Downtown East Extension Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit None Very supportive Other Community Event Yes

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  More option for travel. Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements  None Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  Somewhat ease traffic issues.

30032 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements More bus please Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes  I ride the bus everywhere

30328 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  None Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30168 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Na BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  Na Neutral Email Community Event Yes  Na

30331 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat

 More support when helping people using tptrains/Bus and etc.

Also support helping finding out bus time & location BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  N/A Supportive Email Community Event Yes

30331 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  There should be more buses on route Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Should have WiFi on buses every time I get on the bus the WiFi is never working Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

30317 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes More and varried transit options, including heavy rail, light rail, shuttles, and buses, ease of getting to and from transport, while creating a safe, effective, and accessible transit environment is all I can ask for. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Same as above. More heavy rail. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat  We need more heavy rail and regional options

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Need more transit stop and improvements.......schedules need to be more on time. As well as less transit interruptions due to mechanical issues or delays. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  See upper notes! Neutral Email Community Event Yes  Atlanta is way behind with transit , especially if it wants to be or compete with other major US city’s.

30265 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Have service from Newnan to the Airport Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  None Very supportive Email Community Event

30337 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Greenbriar Transit Center  Na Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat  Na

30331 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  Connectivity Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Meeting where Atlanta is, more frequent bus service makes sense Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  Creates connectivity and Atlanta a major hub for growth

30315 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes Na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Na Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes

30349 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Need restrooms open at evert station Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Greenbriar Transit Center  None Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30354 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  N/A Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  N/A Supportive News Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes

30309 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Would like access extending past Atlanta with rail into Cobb Marietta etc BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  None Supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

30083 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

 Proper ventilation for Stations and more restrooms. May have cleaner station.

Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service N\a Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30331 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Somewhat  Bus routes, sometimes the bus stop be farther than where I live BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit  The bus stop is far from my apartments on stone Hogan rd Neutral Email, Phone/Text, Social Media Community Event Somewhat

30345 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  There should be quicker stops and closer stops to designated locations for local tranportees Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  I think that buses and train should have operational electric plug equipped because of dependable long travel and how long it take for the ride to take Supportive Email, Phone/Text, News Media Community Event Yes

30017 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  N/a BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Kennsigton Supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  N\a

30032 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  More police safer stations Frequent Local Bus Service Moores Mill Transit Center Station Improvements  Train station at Moore's mill Supportive Email Community Event Yes

30349 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  Multiple modes of transportation Services. Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Hopeful of completion. Very supportive Email, Phone/Text Community Event Yes  Less dependent on train. Ease traffic congestion.

30314 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  Fund MMPT and put the streetcar on theBeltline. North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements Add MMPT to the list, light rail for the entireBeltline. Somewhat supportive Social Media, News Media News Media No

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat Most buses run on holiday schedule Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Improve route 50 service Neutral Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat  NA

30032 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Need more access to outer communities Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  N/a Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  N/A

30310 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  None BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  None Supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat  None

30313 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat

 I feel that Marta should run 24/7 in the city of Atlanta , update the other half of it bus fleet. Increase station and bus stop amenities . Marta should consider adding express routes . Idea is to get people where their going at a quick paste . Not every want to ride on An ART or frequency local . Add some express routes . 

For example a route from greenbrier to downtown Atlanta , Fulton ind express . All frequent local routes and art routes should run 24/7 . BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  I would recommend Marta should ask young people how they feel about transit since we’re the ones that use it the most . Also add dedicated transit lanes . Make Bankhead station to accommodate a 6 car train Supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media, News Media, Other More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

 Increase transfer hub accross the city , add decayed transit lanes on major street and on highways .modirseized transit 

stations ,

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Infrastructure need coordination in or to work.  People need access to their jobs or impact economy. Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  N/a Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  N/a

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 Given the investment inBeltline, it seems underutilized here in terms of enabling it to be an economic engine for the city. Without transit, it doesn't offer as much of a carrot to new companies to set up shop near theBeltline vs anyplace else in the city. Given that you already have the dedicated right of way,  it seems 

like putting BRT at a minimum on theBeltline should be very doable. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit

 You get more bang for your buck with BRT than rail if you don't have the funds to lay rail. To be useful, transit needs to be frequent, and not take forever to get from A to B. With buses and dedicated lanes, you can get both, as well as flexibility to deal with small local challenges in getting right of way completely 

connected. Supportive Social Media Social Media No

The real high capacity transit (LRT and BRT) isn't reaching very far outside of a few select areas, leaving most of SE and 

NW Atlanta especially with the status quo. This is likely to double down on creating/reinforcing a city with haves and 

have nots. NE atlanta will have high capacity transit on top of high capacity transit, and also continue to be unafordble 

for the majority of the city.

30311 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  The is a need to connect areas that need public transportation with employment centers. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center N/A Supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat No comments at this time. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  No comments at this time. Supportive Email, Social Media News Media Yes

30331 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat To much BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements  Need it Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

30306 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  That list is vague. I would need a more specific list of projects and their priority to form an opinion on how best to spend our money. But thank you for having this survey and asking our opinion. I feel, if it is only a little bit, that I have a voice in this decision. Thanks! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Look at Seattle's light rail system. They do a great job of using light rail at street level and as a substitute for heavy rail and subway transit. Very seamless, clean and safe. Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

 I didn't see anything on the list about public transit largely replacing street traffic. We need less cars. How do we do 

that with public transit.

30122 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  . Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  . Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  .

30331 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Na Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements  Na Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  Na

30310 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I believe MARTA needs to expand the streetcar system and develop theBeltline rail network. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  FUNDBeltline TRANSIT AS WAS ORIGINALLY INTENDED Very supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No  We need more trains and for them to go further out from the city. There are lots of jobs OTP that city dwellers would love to take Marta to. It just makes sense for the local economy. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit n/a Very supportive Phone/Text Social Media No

 We need more trains and for them to go further out from the city. There are lots of jobs OTP that city dwellers would 

love to take Marta to. It just makes sense for the local economy. 

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Somewhat  Na Station Improvements  Na Neutral Email Community Event Somewhat

30303 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  It is important to have more developed public transportation in this town. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  I am happy to see the expansion. Supportive Social Media Community Event Yes

30314 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  Doesn’t go to his neighborhood North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements  You need more patron information before decisions are made. Notify us when you change bus routes, for instance. Somewhat supportive Email, Phone/Text, News Media Community Event Somewhat

Marta’s actions are questionable and MARTA doesn’t give people enough access and information to meetings and route 

changes. Include people in change. Be consistent. Notify the public better.

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No Expand Marta (rail) to under serviced communities (Westside of Atlanta), where lower income residents have access to job areas that pay a livable wage. In addition, use TSPLOST funds orBeltline Rail. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  Expansion of Bankhead Station (Green Line) Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

The funds must be used for citizens that voted for the tax increase, as well as for those that need mass transit, as well as 

to service lower income communities. Bus routes are not enough, the Westside needs rail expansion.

30030 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Lower breeze card prices Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  Add north to east west line Very supportive Other Community Event Yes Expand east west rail line

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat Completion of theBeltline should be a higher priority. That would increase accessibility to portions of the city that are currently difficult to reach in a manner that is independent of traffic conditions. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  These projects need to connect with each other better, and they need to be separated from traffic as much as possible. Somewhat supportive News Media Social Media No

Everyone knows that Atlanta is being strangled by automobile traffic and that future population growth should not 

translate to an equal increase in the number of vehicles on roadways. This project list however is unlikely to alter the 

balance of transportation modes in a meaningful way. On the other hand, embracing plans that could increase mobility 

through the city independent of traffic could do that. In other words, theBeltline should be a higher priority than many 

named projects.

30308 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  More rail BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  More rail Somewhat supportive Other Community Event No  Design by committee 

30038 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Yes None BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit  Nono Somewhat supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  Dekalb, CDC, and Emory need to be pitching in funds for the Clifton Corridor. They were not part of Atlanta when the vote passed and it is not okay to bait and switch voters like that. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Raillll Somewhat supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

 BRT needs dedicated lanes and we do not need the same project for Campbellton rd. Pick LRT or BRT and go with that 

one. Use the extra money on other projects like funding transit on theBeltline.

30337 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  More buses BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  Na Neutral Email Community Event Somewhat

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  We would like more rail! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  More light rail! Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30328 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Increasing mobility to major job centers is critical to the future of Atlanta job growth Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements Simplify the bus schedule and the added frequency will be very helpful. Great to have station improvements - Five Points, Sandy springs Supportive Email Community Event Yes

30308 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat

1)  REPLACE THOUSANDS OF FADED MARTA SIGNS ON TRACKS AND BUS STOPS

2) IMPROVE LIGHTING, POWERWASH WALLS & CEILINGS OF ALL STATIONS

3) REPAIR ALL BROKEN SIGNS, AND FIX ARRIVING.DEPARTING DISPLAY WHICH GO FOR MONTHS MALFUNCTIONING.

4) WASH WINDOWS ON TRAIN CARS

4) DON'T RENAME MARTA WITH CONFUSING "ATL" WHICH REFERS TO THE AIRPORT MORE THAN ANYTHING ELSE. MARTA IS AN ICONIC NAME WHICH SHOULD REMAIN.

BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Beltline RAIL WILL DRAW WORLDWIDE ATTENTION & SHOW ATLANTA IN A GOOD LIGHT. IT WILL BE A VALUABLE ASSET AND HAVE NEIGHBORHOODY, QUAINT APPEAL. Supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

1)  I'M AGAINST SLOW LIGHT RAIL BEING USED, THE TRANSFER WILL TAKE TOO MUCH TIME.

2) i SAY EXTEND HEAVY RAIL LINES FOR A FASTER, SEAMLESS UNIFIED SYSTEM.

3) IT IS MORE EXPENSIVE SO BUILD AS MUCH AS CAN BE AFFORDED NOW.

4) lIGHT RAIL IS TOO SLOW & WITH TIME SPENT TRANSFERING THESE ARE 2 HUGE FACTORS THAT WILL HURT RIDERSHIP

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements  N/A Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30350 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

I live along the Roswell Road corridor around Pitts&Colquitt and work around Sandy Springs Place, both on Route 87. While I love to take the bus in place of Uber for financial reasons, I usually end up taking Ubers as it is very difficult to access those routes even though they are only a few hundred feet away, due to 

limited outlets creating access from Roswell Rd to Colquitt Rd. Route 87 nearly reaches Colquitt when on Dunwoody Pl, but then exits onto 400 heading to North Springs. I feel that along with improving route time and such, if the 87 was rerouted to head down Colquitt Rd and had a private exit to a BRT lane with multi-

use trail adjacent on GA-400(Could be part of Connect400) until North Springs, it would much more improve commuters access to buses along this dense area, while only making a slight change in the bus route that would significantly benefit the area. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements

Sandy Springs is home to a large portion of daily commuters; residents, students, and workers. Please don’t forget we want to fully embrace public transit as well, so it would be nice if Sandy Springs recieved some attention too and not just on Route 5! Would be nice (someday) for a Light-Rail or High-Capacity Bus to 

make heading from Northridge to Lindbergh via Roswell Rd a breeze, as well as making easy routes with limited transfers from Sandy Springs to North Decatur area (when Clifton Corridor is finished). Supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

I just want to make sure that the “gaps” in the city can be filled. It is rather odd that certain parts of the city may rest so 

close to public transportaion, but are inaccessible to a fast form of transportation to areas very close. I.E: In Chamblee, 

while sharing borders with Dunwoody, is almost completely inaccessible to Perimeter Mall via Public Transportation 

unless you feel like taking a complete trip into the city, transferring at Lindbergh and making your way back to 

Dunwoody. It is not even 5 Miles away, but you must take a trip of around 15+ Miles just to reach over to that area. 

Also, as a former North Springs student with would love if a shuttle or private bus service could be implemented 

DIRECTLY from the school to the train station to help with overcrowing right before school starts/ends and during 

special events(football games, concerts, etc) to make it quicker for students to get home (8-15 mins to station from 

Dalrymple&Peachtree-Dunwoody vs 25+ minutes via 87).

30303 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  It’s good for me to get around  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit  I thank its very helpful Somewhat supportive Other News Media Somewhat  Yes it does

30281 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  None BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  None Neutral News Media Community Event Somewhat  None

30096 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes Covered all bases Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements Na Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  Covered all bases

30318 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Just keep doing what you do Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center Station Improvements  Na Very supportive Other Community Event Yes

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes think principals in project list cover transportation expansion much needed in the atlanta area. Crosstown Downtown West Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit would really like to see implementation and engacement of marta transportation on the west side Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat does this list addresses expanison outside metro atlanta area?

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No  The entireBeltline Loop is my #1 priority, Connect 400 is my 2nd priority,  Emory and Cheshire Bridge is my 3rd priority BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Not funding the entireBeltline loop misses out on a huge opportunity to change the business opportunities around ATL for years to come.  If we don't do it now, it probably won't happen as forces against it gain momentum in the council or other outside pressures press for other areas of transit to be developed first. Very supportive Email, News Media News Media No

 By including light rail to south ATL and to NW Atlanta - we can move people from a east west / North South only option 

to one that is more comprehensive around town - I also see rail as mission critical to the business expansion we are 

seeing on the east side and hopeful that by adding light rail to the southside - businesses will begin to develop that part 

of town as well. 

30314 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Would encourageBeltline rail be prioritized BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Please expand the streetcar/light rail to connect to a greenbrier transit center. Very supportive Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat   Would encourageBeltline rail be prioritized

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat

 I live in Fulton county, but my work is in Cobb county near Windy Hill Rd.  I would love to consider transit, but the only options going to that area would take about 2 hours each way.  I am in favor of more bus rapid transit lines, especially if dedicated highway lanes could be put to use to connect the metro area better.  I 

have used BRT in Mexico City and Bogota Colombia and it is a very promising system. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit

 I would love to see security improvements at the 5 Points Marta station.  Bus 32 runs near my house and takes you to 5 Points.  This could be a good option for going to the airport, but the 5 Points station doesn't feel very safe sometimes.  Leaving the bus with a suitcase would make me feel vulnerable.  If one station 

were improved, I would vote for 5 points. Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

 The proposed list will improve connectivity in the heart of Atlanta, but we need more connectivity between counties.  

The options available to get to the north suburbs in particular are very time consuming.

0 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I believe more attention needs to be placed at some of the Eastbound transit stations and bus routes with regards to security.  Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements

Frequent Local Bus Service - Route #34 (Second Ave/Gresham Rd via Vicki Ln) has been unpredictable and displaying an inconsistency in Outbound services in the afternoon/evening hours from the East Lake Transit station. Reporting "no show" incidents to Customer Service does not help much, although they show 

sympathy. Since May 2018, patterns of the bus "not leaving the garage" has been constant (at least 3-4 times per month).  This has been a frustration, that seems to fall on deaf, unconcerned ears and an big inconvenience with the route via Vicki Ln.  I beg Marta to take a serious look at this route and have another bus 

ready to report in matters such as this.

Station Improvements - East Lake and Candler Park Transit Station could use some improvements.  It leaks water on the platform.  Lighting in the parking lot, on the bridge and platform at East Lake could be improved.

Neutral Email Social Media Yes

 Just don't forget about "us" tax payers in Dekalb County.  Buses and rail services need improvement.  We need newer 

buses, as well.  And better security.

30236 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

 More rail focus and way less focus on beautification and bus routes. 

People want rail. Heavy rail. Light rail. Just more rail. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  This program does not nearly go far enough. The federal government should match all funds and exclusively expand the rail network to mimic cities like DC and Boston at a minimum. Very supportive Other News Media No  I want more rail options that connect suburbs to the core of the city

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Last mile connectivity for the citizens that live right off of the bus and has to walk an mile Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Create an smooth ride with less announcements and smoother rides Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes

30307 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  not enough funds for near-term enhancements like existing transit station enhancements and more frequent train service.  Arts Center station needs to be ion the list for enhancement Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements

Not enough emphasis on near-term investments to improve the customer experience today, and bonding future revenue to do more impactful things now.   No info on how discussion of the need for flexibility in trying top define a 40-yr project list in year 1.  Project list has a very aspirational view by assuming 50% 

federal match for all LRT and BRT projects which seems quite aggressive. No discussion of what people can reasonably expect in terms of timing of seeing these projects implemented, and no discussion of prioritization or the criteria for same.   I think we're missing an opportunity to truly educate people as part of public 

input.  Instead, it seems like we're "selling the existing list"- then asking people to comment Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

  not enough funds for near-term enhancements like existing transit station enhancements and more frequent train 

service.  Don't understand reasoning of LRT for Campbellton Rd.  BRT I get.

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  The city would be better served by fully completing theBeltline loop. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  Infill the city with rail transit as a method of creating a more walkable city. Supportive News Media Social Media No  More trains are required. Any funds for bus service would be better used on rail service.

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes None BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit  No Very supportive Social Media Community Event Yes

30324 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  Yes.  There needs to be different modes of transportation to major job hubs like Emory University and the CDC Clifton corridor.  Light rail and commuter express buses to that corridor would eliminate lots of street traffic on Clifton, Highland, Briarcliff, Cheshire Bridges and N. Druid Hill roads BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Majority of Atlanta business is in the NE section of Atlanta.  At least ease the traffic within the city limits with express and light rail modes of transportation. Very supportive News Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes  We just need more modes of transportation and dedicated express transportation during  commute hours.

30076 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No It doesn't do anything to get Marta closer to my home or work. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  I would much rather see an expansion of heavy rail. Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  It will help some people in town.
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30312 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat Clifton Corridor, which would cost hundreds of millions of dollars and bring MARTA through land that isn’t even part of Atlanta, shouldn’t take priority overBeltline transit, which was a main selling point when I voted on the tax increase. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  None. Somewhat supportive Email Social Media Somewhat Like stated before, the projects should prioritize theBeltline transit over anything else.

30047 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Safety for riders needs to be a major priority as well. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements   Safety for riders needs to be a major priority as well. Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Community Event Yes

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  FullBeltline loop is essential to connecting inner Atlanta neighborhoods BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit  CompleteBeltline loop should be priority Neutral Email Social Media Somewhat

 CompleteBeltline loop needs to be highest priority. Clifton corridor should be funded more at a regional level not by 

city of Atlanta tax dollars

30303 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

There's not a spot for other comments, so I'm going to leave this here. The MARTA board needs to closely examine the timeline and drivers of CEO Jeffrey Parker offering a job to convicted Kasim Reed aide Katrina Parks-Taylor. This kind of political patronage has no place in city government or at MARTA. I don't know if 

it was political influence or a gross lack of good judgment that led to Parker's decision, but it calls into question his ability to lead. Look for opponents to MARTA's expansion into Gwinnett to highlight Parker's job offer to Parks-Taylor when they say that MARTA should not be in charge of Gwinnett's transit. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  You're missing some segments of theBeltline light rail transit plan and I think that is what citizens are most upset about. Peachtree Rd. Arterial Rapid Transit duplicates existing rail and bus service and should be a low priority. A better idea would be adding an infill heavy rail station at Armour Dr/Peachtree/I-85. Neutral Social Media News Media Somewhat

 Beltline light rail should be fully built because that was the understanding when the taxpayers voted. Clifton Corridor is 

a greater need and will get more people to jobs, but it does seem a little unfair that Emory and the CDC used back door 

maneuvers to be annexed into the city and is jumping to the head of the line. Leverage Emory's billions of dollars in 

endowment money and the full support of the Federal government to supplement funding for the Clifton Corridor piece.

30308 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes I'd be interested in understanding if any best practices or particularly successful examples from other global cities were looked at as examples of how to implement transit systems that serve their residents. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

I understand that the Buford Highway corridor may not be an area that is typically looked at when considering the implementation of light rail or bus rapid transit lines, but it seems to me that this an area that could benefit greatly from enhanced transit access. Although the Gold Line does fall close to the corridor at 

three stations, the socioeconomic profile of the Chamblee/Doraville area, proximity to major highways and MARTA, and the width of Buford Highway seem like factors that would invite consideration of the area as a viable location for a transit line, and transit-oriented development. Supportive News Media Social Media No

The proposed project list is incomplete - for example, where is the rest of the rail that was promised as part of 

theBeltline? Also, many of the proposed projects do not seem to align with or connect areas that are either densely-

populated or newly-developed.

30315 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes Mobility is an issue in Lakewood and Cleveland avenue for wheel chair patrons. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  More security and police patrols. Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat  Na

30316 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  I would like to see Light Rail on the entireBeltline.   NO Clifton Corridor. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Light rail transit for the entireBeltline. Not supportive Email News Media No Beltline SE light rail  is not on the list.

30033 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat Must completeBeltline Loop, as I live in west midtown but have very limited access to public transit. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Beltline loop needs to be completed, Clifton Corridor should not come before that.  It is essential to connect all the intown neighborhoods. Neutral Email News Media Somewhat

 It solves a portion of the issue, but has more jobs flood midtown and downtown, public transit infrastructure has to be 

in place to reduce commutes. Beltline loop solves this problem.

30316 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat It is still unclear to me whether the BRT will have a dedicated lane and/or signal optimization.  I feel it is important to ensure that BRT has both to provide the most value.  Otherwise it's just a bus sitting in traffic like everyone else. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit

I feel theBeltline LRT should be the main goal of More MARTA.  The segments included on the list should be built now and the remaining segments should be built concurrently with the rest of the loop as the remainder of the trail is acquired and constructed.  All BRT projects must have signal optimization, dedicated 

lanes and/or ROW to be effective.  Somewhat supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

I think consideration should be given to choosing 1 or the other of BRT and LRT on the Campbellton corridor.  Building 

both seems duplicative to me.  I would favor LRT personally as the time to build is now before the area becomes 

densified and land values increase.  I am in favor of the Clifton Corridor LRT being funded in part by the counties it 

services as well as the state.  I do not feel More MARTA should be the sole funding source for this project but rather 

should just be contributing a share of the overall cost.  It is a regional project which should receive regional funding.

30350 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  In the future, i would like to be able to take marta from northridge rd to suntrust park or the airport, or even to gwinett Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements No additional comments Very supportive Email, Social Media Social Media

30088 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Need expansion east. Increased safety for riders, benches, covers, shelters, trash cans Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit  Rapid transit down rt 20 Supportive Email Community Event Yes

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  MARTA should be everywhere Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit N/A Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  With the cutbacks, bus route 53, currently 853 was removed from my street which put quite a few people,along with myself at a disadvantage. We currently half to walk half a mile or a mile to the nearest bus stop Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Na Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  Na

30168 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat The bathrooms are not tended to frequent enough. Also I should not always have to come to Five points to address an issue with my Breeze card. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  N/a Supportive Email Community Event Yes

30083 DeKalb Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Na Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30311 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  I am looking for rail access to the area that includes Virginia Highlands, Emory University, and North Druid Hills. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements Please do something to combat fare evasion at rail stations. Fare evasion is not fair to those of us who pay. I would also like to see rail stations reflect the character and architecture of the neighborhoods they are in. Supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

 Atlanta needs more rail than just one north-south and one east-west line. To the east should be the line I mentioned 

previously, and to the west a line that serves Atlantic Station, Howell Mill District, and the Bolton/Chattahoochee area.

30035 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No  I’d rather not Frequent Local Bus Service  I’d rather not Supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat

30303 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  It is my main concern that  transportation be more aDdicate Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements  TranspoRtion failures Very supportive Email, Phone/Text Community Event Yes  More concern for my transportation needs

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I would like to see more improvements to MARTA's rail system than are in the proposal.  It seems that bus service is getting the bulk of the attention here, but with traffic ever worsening I suspect that buses won't ever really offer the ease of use and speed of transit as light rail. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Be future proofed.  Have rideshare, bicycle, and last-mile service (Bird, Lime, etc) parking facilities at hubs.  Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

30080 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Guidelines outlined above are in line with my MARTA opinions. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  I feel it would also be beneficial to bring MARTA to the Battery as well as the new Upper Westside area. This will connect the city even more! I also would like to see additional stations added on the West side of Downtown and at the upcoming Quarry location. Very supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

I feel we should also focus on ease of use. Continuing with the grid pattern and allowing for as few transfers as possible 

to popular areas is important. This will allow our transportation enhancement become not only a success but widely 

utilized by tourists and ATL residents alike! 

30331 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No

 Provide better coverage (increase service area) to include but not limited to; the northern technology district and suburbs, i.e. Alpharetta, & 85 north corridor, southern industrial and technology areas and it's Suburbs, i.e. McDonough, as well as points East & West as the city and surrounding areas have grown 

exponentially and show signs of much more growth. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension None at this time. Very supportive Email, Phone/Text Community Event No

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  A close fourth would be enhancing technoligy BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Please take away the pee smell Very supportive Email Community Event  Still would need last mile connectivity

30032 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No  Where I live there is a 20+ minute walk to the nearest bus stop, which is in Decatur off Candle Rd. Needs to be more buses over there and more frequently on the weekends as well. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  Need more frequent buses on the east side as well as the west. Neutral Email Community Event Somewhat  It seems to address issues in some areas but not all areas.

30032 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Yes  None BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements  None Not supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  None

30083 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  None Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements Longer hours on weekend Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  Need longer hours on weekend

30329 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  I feel like the vast majority should go to transit, either MARTA heavy rail or light rail.  Clifton Corridor first priority then theBeltline. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Clifton corridor is my #1 choice Very supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat  More transit, less focus on cars & buses.

30303 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I believe that theBeltline needs to be fully funded with rail. I believe that the Clifton corridor should be a regional expense and the Campbellton Corridor should be exclusively BRT BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit  We need theBeltline transit Somewhat supportive Other News Media Somewhat

 See above answer. We need dedicate right of way for LRT and theBeltline has that. This connects parts of Atlanta in 

ways that it has not before and development has already started to form around theBeltline. 

30058 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Yes  None BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit None Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30307 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  We need to get cars off the road now. The traffic is terrible. It takes me 30 minutes to go 3 miles of local roads. Light Rail connecting more of midtown could achieve that. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Please prioritize the Downtown/Midtown needs before the Clifton Corridor Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30130 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  None BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit  None Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  None

30349 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Yes  Na Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Na Very supportive Phone/Text Social Media Yes Na

30310 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Refer to next comment box Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  We need access to additional bathrooms which by the way already exist. Supportive Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat

 The better paying jobs often exist outside the Metro Atlanta area. So having increased access to inter-city areas is great 

but having additional transportation services to Garnett, Meritta, Alpharetta, Sandy Springs,  Cobb County, other 

counties etc....

30316 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Would like to see more development down I-20 east BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Wish there was an option for an extension of the green/blue lines down I-20 to I-285 Very supportive Other No wish for info News Media Somewhat  Marta Rail still has far too few lines and only serves a small portion of Metro Atlanta 

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  Yes Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Na Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes

30331 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  First of all I do not drive I use Marta to get around and is easy for me to use Marta to go to and from home/work: I use Marta every day Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements  None Supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  The city will give more choices for rides to get to places 

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  24\7 service. Better lighting.  Stop 538 better lighting and safety Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service N\a Very supportive Other Community Event Somewhat  More police end stations

30324 DeKalb Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat I'd prefer more infill stations (Krog Street, Armour Drive) and additional heavy rail. Marta isn't a primary mode of transportation for me. I typically only use it when it's more convenient and to circumvent traffic. Buses and light rail that have to navigate through street traffic are not more convenient. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

If the Clifton Corridor doesn't have streetlight priority and has to sit in traffic, it will be a nightmare.

TheBeltline Light Rail must be prioritized while it is still attracting investors and development. Very supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

30344 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  I would Iike to see better stations. Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Thanks for doing this. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat Too many cars on the streets, not the greatest transit system. Could be the greatest. 

30093 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No I would like to see expansion of the trains into Gwinnett County, specifically Norcross. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit  I would like to see transit expanded into Norcross. Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30309 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  Proximity to a bus stop is still significant. Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  N/A Neutral News Media Community Event Somewhat  Improves connectivity without addressing expansion. 

30349 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  None Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  None Supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  None

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes Please help us we need more options Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Please help Very supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media, News Media More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes

30328 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  No BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit  No Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  No

30094 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  N/A Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements Conyers Supportive Email, Social Media Community Event Yes  Na

30306 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

Beltline light rail transit (along the entire 22 mile loop) should get priority over anything else.  The Clifton Corridor line is important but should not get priority over theBeltline as this corridor was not part of the city when the referendum was passed.  People voted for this referendum forBeltline transit and more in-the-

city transit.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit . Somewhat supportive Email Social Media No

30308 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 Light rail transit on TheBeltline is a priority. Without it Atlanta will miss the opportunity to show the world what a world class transit system can be.  Please heed Mr. Gravel's recommendations.

The Clifton Cordor is important but Emory was NOT part of the City of Atlanta when we voted for the tax increase. Tax dollars to that project should NOT be considered at this time.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension

 Light rail transit on TheBeltline is a priority. Without it Atlanta will miss the opportunity to show the world what a world class transit system can be.  Please heed Mr. Gravel's recommendations.

The Clifton Cordor is important but Emory was NOT part of the City of Atlanta when we voted for the tax increase. Tax dollars to that project should NOT be considered at this time.  Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30032 DeKalb Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat None Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  None Supportive Email Community Event No  More rails needs adding

30331 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  I believe the south side of town should never be ignored. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  N\a Supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event Yes

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat

Spending money twice on Campbellton Road corridor (first BRT and then later LRT) is a waste of resources when 2/3 of theBeltline's planned LRT has been cut out. Dropping the planned Campbellton LRT in favor of connecting the planned SW and NE LRT via the SEBeltline would not only save money, it would spread out 

the new transit opportunities. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

The fullBeltline LRT should be priority #1.

Clifton Corridor LRT should only move forward if Dekalb county agrees to fund the rest of it within the next few years. Otherwise, CoA will have paid for a stub that isn't as useful as other projects that have been cut. Somewhat supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

 Spending money twice on Campbellton Road corridor (first BRT and then later LRT) is a waste of resources when 2/3 of 

theBeltline's planned LRT has been cut out. Dropping the planned Campbellton LRT in favor of connecting the planned 

SW and NE LRT via the SEBeltline would not only save money, it would spread out the new transit opportunities.

Also, the Clifton Corridor should only move forward if Dekalb county agrees to fund the rest of it within the next few 

years. Otherwise, CoA will have paid for a stub that isn't as useful as other projects that have been cut.

30310 DeKalb Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No

 For the last 2 decades MARTA has heavily invested in one region of Atlanta while completely and intentionally ignoring those that need the service the most.  When MARTA went on it's spending spree in the 90s, it built stations on the north side of Atlanta, an area that rejected mass transit and rarely used it.  It's 

exactly why MARTA almost went broke.  You would think that a transit company would service the people that truly need transportation bc of various needs. But that's never been how business is conducted in Atlanta.  Dekalb County has funded MARTA since it's inception and the residents if South Dekalb has received 

zero ROI on their investment since the early 90s. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Again these projects are indicative of many areas that have been long neglected while being told wait their turn.  It is now their turn. Somewhat supportive Other Social Media No

 This list serves the needs of the few.  Many of the residents pouring into the city were the same ones that rejected 

MARTA expansion to Gwinnett and Cobb in the 90s, with obvious racial undertones.  Now all of a sudden, MARTA and 

several private companies are overly enthused to invest in the city now that low socioeconomic residents have been 

pushed out.  Atlanta is a global city with the most frequented airport in the world and yet we have a middle school 

transit system.  This is bc Marta has traditionally only served the interests of the few.

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Need cross midtown service BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Let’s go! Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30309 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I need to be able to get to a East Cobb from Midtown Atlanta and have a hard time doing so in a reasonable amount of time. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  MARTA could be great with more rail! Very supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media Community Event Somewhat  We need more options to get OTP and to NW, SW, & SE Metro areas

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 Atlanta needs better connectivity but I don't see buses as the solution.  Most bus routes don't even have proper bus stop stands.  Also, why are we not investing in our existing Marta train with a new line ?  Yes, it's more expensive but in the long run it can move more people faster.  Light rail will be stuck in traffic.  

Sidewalk improvement and installation should be a priority.  Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements

 The clifton corridor is a priority for me but I feel like a majority of the people I know live in the Decatur and nearby environs that work at emory and cdc but I only see a connection via north /lindbergh station.  How will people from Kirkwood, Oakhurst, Candler Park, and Decatur be able to take transit and not drive?  

Where is this areas connectivity? Somewhat supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes No BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  No Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  No

30309 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Needs expanded rail service in surrounding counties BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  MARTA needs to expand rail service Very supportive Other Mail Community Event No

30354 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No  More covered bus shelters are needed. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements Na Supportive Email, Phone/Text Community Event Yes  Na

30315 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  We need more marta Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit N/a Very supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat  We need more MARTA citywide is 

30326 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No

 There's a huge lack of funding and planning for dedicated rail transportation. No matter how frequent the buses become, they will always be less efficient and have a negative public image compared to rail transit. When you look at other major metropolitan cities in the US and abroad, nobody relies heavily on bus 

transit. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

 All of the LRT projects should be prioritized above all other options. Also, the reason why I'm only "somewhat" supportive of the current More MARTA project list is because of how little rail transit is prioritized. I fully support expanding MARTA. I support paying much higher taxes to support MARTA. I'm a monthly pass 

holder for MARTA. But I don't want to support MARTA if the only thing they care about is building more buses and "dedicated" traffic lanes. Somewhat supportive Email News Media

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 I believe that the city's transportation needs should be focused on the areas with greatest population density. With that said, theBeltline rail component should be prioritized along with finding a rail solution for the rapidly growing and increasingly congested west side of midtown combined with a cross town rail line 

between the two. Let's focus on building a transit-oriented city center that enables city residents to get around without a car. Only after that piece is in place should funds be allocated to expanding transit to outlying areas. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Prioritize rail over bus and arterial rapid transit. Somewhat supportive Social Media, News Media Social Media No

 The stations are fine, relatively speaking, so spending money there is merely lipstick. We need expansion fast to give 

more people options. Additionally, too many projects on the list are bus oriented. We should focus on rail lines with 

dedicated right of way, not like the current street car shared street situation.  

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  The map needs more layered connectivity. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Light rail from east to west would be fantastic. Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30337 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  MARTA needs to prioritize heavy and light rail throughout Atlanta to create an extensive transit system. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  As mentioned earlier, MARTA needs to expand heavy and light rail. Light rail needs to be on theBeltline. Supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30350 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  N/A Supportive Email Social Media No  I believe inBeltline priority. Build theBeltline completely out first, then focus on other projects.

30341 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat No comment BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit N/A Very supportive Social Media, Other Reddit News Media Yes

30328 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  We need more light rail in Atlanta. Should have more rails within the perimeter and along major interstates. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  Neet rail along the full circle of the belt line Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 Project descriptions are very high level. I want to know that in the next few years that I would be able to go from any 

major point A to point B in Atlants via reliable, fast, and affordable public transportation options

30308 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No  None of these projects expands the current HRT rail system to go more places that people want to go for either work or events. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements This is a completely biased survey with no options to expand and improve the current HRT rail system. Not supportive Other Social Media No  none of the projects expand and improve the current HRT rail system.

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  As long as you make it a priority to increase commute predictability, increase bus service, and reduce delays, yes. I’m tired of the 110 being 30-40-50-60 minutes late every single day. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Increase bus service on Peachtree. This is why I voted for this sales tax 2 years ago and service has become a lot worse. Supportive Email, News Media More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I'm in favor of expanding the heavy rail network, but I realize that takes a successful vote in Gwinnett and other stars to align.  The proposed light rail options are an OK compromise for intown needs. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  N/A Supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

 I think it provides a lot of connectivity in town that's needed.  I'm not sure it will help reduce traffic congestion on the 

major highways in the City.  Ultimately, more heavy rail and/or commuter rail is what could address that problem.

I won't object to reduced surface street traffic in the meantime.

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  - BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements  - Somewhat supportive Phone/Text News Media Yes

30315 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat

 Marta needs to be expanded in every single direction if it will be able to begin to handle the estimated growth of the Atlanta area. Part of that growth needs to be in the form of creating a complete loop within theBeltline. Not only will this be incredibly helpful for the population, but it will allow Marta to be held in a 

much more favorable light than it has been as it's known as being very incomplete and just around as the default service like you'd find in a lower tier city like Birmingham or Nashville. It's a chance to help Atlanta grow up and shine. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Expanding the light rail will be vital in order to keep Atlanta from being further made fun of for having a streetcar that no one needs. Very supportive Social Media, News Media Social Media Somewhat

 The needs of Atlanta's population will only grow from here so simply adding things like bus routes and a very small 

increase of rail line would not properly address the city's needs. Without options to get around the city other than by 

car this allows people of all communities to unclog the roads. Having a looped light rail system would allow people to go 

to the other side of town to help grow the city in smarter ways than outwardly from roads.

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  Need more rail options to major job centers such as CDC and Atlanta VA Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Please include access to Atlanta VA in clifton corridor project which is major job center Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 People in Atlanta need more reliable transport options that do not involve excessive waiting or transfer to get to major 

job centers

30342 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes Predictability and reliability is my largest issue with MARTA. I tend to stay near trains because I know those run more consistently than the buses. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit

Southwest Atlanta is a marginalized community that deserves MARTA improvements first rather than last. A dedicated lane for Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid transit could greatly reduce congestion, since so many folks both live and work along Peachtree, yet the train is inaccessible unless you hop in a car. Clifton Corridor 

light rail could alleviate traffic for CDC'ers and Emory folks, who we know contribute a great deal to the Atlanta economy. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

  In order for Atlanta to keep up with the exponential population growth, our public transit must greatly improve. Our 

transit systems are much too simple to service such a large population. I would love to see MARTA expand to cover all 

of ITP in a grid like system, although I know we are a long way away from that.

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  it seems like a step in the right direction BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  I think one of the biggest keys in making this project work is advertising. Get people interested in the project. MARTA still has a more negative bias among people I talk to, so I think strong, positive marketing could have a lasting impact. Very supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes Even though not completely, I am happy to see transit on theBeltline BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  I believe this proposal makes a better atlanta Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30039 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No

Why has the green line never been extended to Smyrna/Marietta. Have to ride the train to take a bus to the new braves stadium. People are worried about the belt line, yet I would not feel safe walking to and from MARTA train stops to get to the belt line, especially after dark. Many MARTA don't even have time 

boards to tell you when the next train is, like Sandy Springs. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements I Neutral Email Social Media No

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

Honestly, I just think we need more railways. I live close to I-75, north of the connector, and commute south to essentially the airport every day. I'd LOVE to be able to take a train to the airport but it would take the same amount of time for me to travel to the closest current MARTA station, park my car, then hop on the 

train as it would for me to sit in traffic. We really enjoy living in the city for a variety of reasons, but the insanity of traffic has us thinking we might have to move elsewhere. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center Station Improvements Again, would just love to see some rails up 75 :) Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes n/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Greenbriar Transit Center n/a Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Somewhat The added bus lines will help me but will still not allow MARTA to be my primary transportation solution. Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Beltline transit is an important consideration. Somewhat supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat  It addresses important issues but still seems underwhelming.

30030 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network No  station on either side of city center station increase ridership by introducing a one stop fare and gate directed towards the city center station BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  curtail the Clifton Corridor light rail  by building atop the RR tracks from N. Decatur Rd. near Clairmont Rd direct to East Lake MARTA station and replace the safety hazard RR overpass on Ponce De Leon near Scott Boulevard Very supportive Email, Other displayed on MARTA station screens and video boards on trains and in stations News Media Yes  The current hub and spoke is primitive and needs expansion into a light rail web

30313 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat None BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  None Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

30305 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat I live on Peachtree Road. I would prefer light rail along the corridor, but the proposal for ART is ok. For now. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  You should revert to the original vision of light rail along theBeltline. That's why many of us approved the tax. Not supportive Email Social Media No

 I believe that LRT along theBeltline will go much further in providing access and connectivity through many Atlanta 

neighborhoods.

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Emory and the CDC are two of the southeast’s largest employers - the fact that there isn’t light rail access to those job centers is a travesty! Emory needs Marta access! Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Clifton Corridor!!! Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30306 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes Looks good BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  More BRT; Very supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

30721 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Somewhat TheBeltline needs some kind of transit options for all of its 22 mike stretch around the city. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements Construct more marta rail stops and stations. Very supportive Phone/Text News Media Somewhat

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  None Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  None Supportive Email, Social Media News Media Yes

30316 Fulton Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No Beltline rail now! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Beltline rail now! Not supportive Other Belt Line Rail Now! Social Media No Beltline rail now!

30316 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat TheBeltline has been a great hit. I'd like it to have transit. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Na Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30331 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  Additional routes and new stations for lrt are important and necessary. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  More frequent buses are needed. Very supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Connectivity of the Clifton Corridor is paramount, as thousands of travelers each day commute from other other parts of Atlanta  to there. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  A direct or semi direct access from Clifton corridor to southwest belt line area,  would provide great connectivity. Neutral Email Social Media Somewhat  Atlanta as a whole needs more predestrian friendly roads and access ways. 

30308 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Complete the fullBeltline rail and expand rail north-west at the very least to Cumberland. Commuter rails is needed, don't lose the rail nexus at the Gulch to new development, preserve it amidst the development. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Stations often have squeaky escalators and smell bad.Beltline rail should be fully completed, the entire 30 miles. Supportive Other Social Media Somewhat

  Complete the fullBeltline rail and expand rail north-west at the very least to Cumberland. Commuter rails is needed, 

don't lose the rail nexus at the Gulch to new development, preserve it amidst the development.

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  Yes but Light Rail on theBeltline should be a priority and would effect more people BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit I really need rail on theBeltline that's why we voted for it! Supportive Phone/Text Social Media Somewhat  Again full rail on theBeltline with cross city connections sounds like it would assist more people

30317 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

1.Beltline light rail, all the way around

2. Connect adjacent neighborhoods to Marta stations andBeltline with light rail or bus

3. Crosstown light rail lines

Go. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service See above Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  I feel the most important need is for more transit stations, especially ones in North Atlanta that allow for easier and faster commutes to and from work places. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  We can do without station improvements. Very supportive Email News Media Yes  We just need more transit! Give us more rail stations.

30303 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Ok BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Ok Very supportive Phone/Text, Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

30307 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  MoreBeltline transit is needed. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  We need more LRT, not buses. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat  Need moreBeltline transit.

30319 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Extending HRT up 400 and 85 into Gwinnett would improve congestion in my area more. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit  NA Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30308 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat

I strongly prefer to use rail transit and will try to avoid driving entirely if it is an option, even if my destination isn't quite close to a MARTA station. This proposal includes no heavy rail so it isn't going to change how I use MARTA much. I will not use these additional bus services, but I will likely occasionally make use of the 

light rail routes. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension If the light rail will connect through downtown on the existing streetcar route, what will be done to avoid vehicle traffic causing delays as light rail travels through downtown? Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

More transit options in-town are always nice, but I don't see this doing much to alleviate commuter traffic. People from 

outside of the core part of the city will still have to drive in. I am not very confident in the future of transit here if 

additional heavy rail stations aren't even being planned at all. What about extending the red line to Alpharetta? I voted 

for the tax in 2016 in hopes of heavy rail extensions and was hopeful that even if Gwinnett/Cobb had still failed to join 

MARTA in a few years at least some of the money would go toward additional rail stations inside of the counties that 

have already been paying for MARTA for years.

30324 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  It addresses the needs and not the wants, which is great for long-term and strategic thinking. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  N/a Very supportive News Media Social Media Yes

 TheBeltline should not be a priority. It goes in a very long circle. I support the Clifton corridor project as it truly 

addresses a need and not a want. 

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  Need to make sure MARTA has transportation mode/light rail that runs along all of theBeltline, not just a small part of theBeltline.  East Atlanta/Grant Park/Ormewood need better MARTA transportation, right now it's basically non-existent. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Need more light rail on East Atlanta, Ormewood Park, Grant Park area. Not supportive Email News Media Somewhat  Doesn't addressBeltline integration with light rail enough.

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat N/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  N/a Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  N/a
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30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  The Campbellton Road LRT.  Why not just keep it as BRT instead of spending money twice on the same stretch, and then move the LRT to theBeltline - same length, generally same cost - and doesn't double-spend the limited pool of cash (double being $ on BRT and then $ on LRT on the same thing). BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Campebellton Rd LRT is a waste of cash after you spend money on BRT there.  Reallocate those funds to finish the south loop ofBeltline LRT, connecting the twoBeltline LRT segments. Neutral Social Media News Media Somewhat

 Same issue with Campbellton Rd LRT.  Link theBeltline's LRT. You're already paying for Campbellton Rd BRT.  Beyond 

that big giant HUGE issue, Clifton corridor is exciting and needed.

30324 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes We need the Clifton Corridor light rail in this city. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  None Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

 Want to make sure that the improvements to marta are equitable and not focused in wealthy, trendy parts of the city, 

but also promote ease of transportation for those who are already relying on Marta.

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  If these project happen, I feel good about it.  However if most of the in city transit opportunities are scrapped to connect to outside areas, I feel a bit cheated.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  I feel like this isn't accurate.  everything I've heard recently is about the Emory expansion.  Clarification would be helpful. Neutral Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes I'm lucky: my daily commute consists of a bus-- via one of two overlapping bus routes-- to north avenue and train to Buckhead station, but overall this city is starving for more Marta coverage. The only complaint I ever hear is that there isn't enough heavy rail service. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Light rail is great as a way to get to heavy rail lines. Very supportive Email News Media No

 Light rail is great, but its use will likely be limited-- we need more heavy rail. More stops along the existing lines and 

additional lines to more obvious places for retail and higher density residential centers. Marta needs to look at where 

people live and get there  with rail lines .

30319 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  * BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements System expansion is nice, but current Station Improvements are a must. Recent improvements are a good start, don't let the trend come to an end. Supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30315 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  MoreBeltline rail, less money for Clifton corridor or for BRT/LRT to southwest Atlanta. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Please— as muchBeltline Raul as possible. Supportive Social Media News Media No Not enough rail in AtlantaBeltline 

30305 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  the wholeBeltline should be built first BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit  the entireBeltline Somewhat supportive Social Media, News Media Social Media Somewhat

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No LRT on the entireBeltline should be the highest priority as that was always MARTA's commitment. This will improve transit throughout the city and in emerging neighborhoods in the SE, SW, and Westside portions of the city. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  Complete theBeltline LRT loop. Do not neglect SE, SW, and W Atlanta. Somewhat supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Community Event No

LRT on the entireBeltline should be the highest priority as that was always MARTA's commitment. This will improve 

transit throughout the city and in emerging neighborhoods in the SE, SW, and Westside portions of the city.

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  N/A Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30341 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

I’ve lived in Atlanta for twenty years. I have been fortunate enough to have several jobs that were in proximity to the rail system which allowed me to depend on Marta for timely transportation without using the bus lines and being caught in the traffic. I hope to see more effort in getting Raul to the business centers 

not currently connected (Smyrna, Marietta, etc.), but I realize that is most likely not part of the current plan. I would be willing to transfer to other transportation options (bus, light rail, etc.) if they were not thwarted by our disastrous commuter traffic problems. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit

All of the proposals seem smart. I can not argue that any should be scrapped. Please, focus on getting people to and from work opportunities in the areas With citizens who are most dependent on public transportation first. I hear a lot of fuss about theBeltline, and I support that, too, but prioritize for marginalized 

communities first. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 Again, I hope this plan intends to do more to remove cars from the street by offering reasonable commute times to 

areas with large business centers with high commuter numbers. 

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat I was hoping for immediate funding and priority to complete the entireBeltline including light rail and connection to Marta rail and downtown street car. That is what I voted for. If funds remain, I'd be in favor of extending Marta heavy rail and/or dedicated BRT. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit  Again, I want the entireBeltline light rail! Then BRT elsewhere to help feed MARTA Somewhat supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Social Media Somewhat

To some degree, but I don't understand prioritizing Light Rail outside of the theBeltline like Campbellton Road. That 

would seem to be the perfect place for BRT. AlsoBeltline rail should be ahead of Clifton Corridor.

30317 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat I believe the cam Pelton road project should be swapped for connecting LRT on theBeltline's Southside. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  - - Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  - - - 

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No I would significantly prefer to have a completely connectedBeltline with light rail. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements

 I strongly agree with theBeltline Rail Now! folks although I am not a member. TheBeltline would be a better use of the money to create a more cohesive, predictable transit network rather than the jumbled network proposed now. A complete circle is much easier for riders to understand than zig-zags, and would serve 

a greater area. Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media No

BuildingBeltline rail would make intown public transit much more usable and rejuvenate a much greater area that is not 

currently Marta rail accessible than the Clifton corridor would

30038 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Ok BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements

 None

Supportive Phone/Text News Media Yes

30308 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes MARTA train predictability has been very bad lately.  It would be good to have back-up trains available when there are long delays.  There needs to be better communication in the MARTA app regarding delays. Crosstown Downtown West Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements

TheBeltline needs a dedicated bike path separate from the walking path, which would also be used for electric bikes and scooters.  This is more important than aBeltline light rail and would be significantly less expensive.  

It appears that the future of travel is for multiple types of shared transportation services (bikes, scooters, etc.) instead of traditional rail lines.  These shared transportation services need safer dedicated places to travel on. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30303 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  It's time be put up away the divide. We are one Atlanta Metro! Cobb, Gwinnett, and Henry county to name a few, residents pay no money for Marta yet a lot of them use the transit system. This should be addressed somehow. B Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  The Clifton transit line would be of such a great benefit to the metro Atlanta areas. It doesn't matter which land it crosses it will improve quality of life. Very supportive Email, Phone/Text Social Media Somewhat  One Atlanta Metro! All counties need to be paying into this Transit system. 

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  Please complete the full 22-mileBeltline Light Rail loop and connect it to the MARTA rail inside the city for better intown connectivity. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Please complete the full 22-mileBeltline Light Rail loop and connect it to the MARTA rail inside the city for better intown connectivity. This is imperative to realize the originalBeltline full vision for the city and transform Atlanta! Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

 Like I said,  please complete the full 22-mileBeltline Light Rail loop and connect it to the MARTA rail inside the city for 

better intown connectivity.

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I would love something to come to the west side. As far as the Perry bus station. It would benefit Marta workers commuting. Reduce bus traffic in the area and increase mobility on this side of town Crosstown Downtown West Extension Moores Mill Transit Center Station Improvements  West side to the resivour Park would be nice Very supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat

30313 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat None BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit None Supportive Email News Media Yes  None

30341 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

The neighborhoods to the north of Atlanta where the majority of commuters come from are underserved with options. A rail link along the north 285 corridor connecting chamblee/doraville to somewhere near the new braves stadium, as well as a rail line from the braves stadium to arts center would alleviate a huge 

amount of toad traffic. TheBeltline does not need a rail line as it would only be accessible to people who live in theBeltline. These people are generally already close to work/stores etc. It is the commuter suburbs that need the most help. Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  The above projects are short sighted and only serve the people who live downtown/midtown/Buckhead. These are not the people on the roads causing traffic problems and use Marta already if they are going to at all. It is the northern suburbs  along 285 which cause the most traffic. Not supportive News Media Social Media No

 There need to be more options for people outside of the downtown/midtown/Buckhead areas for public 

transportation especially still ITP and across the north end where the majority of people live. 

30350 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  n/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements  n/a Supportive Email Social Media Yes

30309 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Please concentrate on fulfilling theBeltline vision.  It is one of the reasons this money was passed by the public vote to get that completed. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit I don't understand why there should be millions spent on Campbellton BUS transit instead of just immediately building out the Campbellton Light Rail first. Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat I like how it increases the number of options that are running at higher frequencies. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  Focus on getting frequent high capacity transit into dedicated rights of way with off vehicle fare collection.  Make routes do as little turning as possible. Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

 Would like to see more focus on completing theBeltline and less emphasis on solutions that aren't in dedicated rights of 

way.

30309 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No We should fund theBeltline expansion BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  We should invest inBeltline projects to completeBeltline vision Very supportive News Media Social Media No  No funding forBeltline

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat We need to discourage OTP from driving cars to work. Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Monroe and piedmont need help Very supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat Need more than 3

30317 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Build the trolley line trail please BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  More frequent train services Very supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat  Build the trolley line trail

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  There is a lot of focus on bus rapid transit routes, yet most of the time I see Marta buses riding empty throughout the city. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit I appreciate that MARTA is making an concerted effort to 'rebrand' themselves -  without being cliche', I want to see MARTA put their 'money where their mouth is' and make some change for this city so we can stay competitive with other metropolitan cities across the U.S. Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30306 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Transit along theBeltline is a priority for me and my family. While it is great to see severalBeltline transit projects in the proposed list I would have expected to see more. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  NA Somewhat supportive Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat

 Similar to my last response, I was hoping to see moreBeltline transit projects to help connect various neighborhoods 

around the city. 

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  Would like to see emphasis on marta rail System expansion. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit An Supportive News Media Social Media No

 Project goals are too ambiguous and funding may not be enough.  Atlanta’s transportation grid is terrible condition; 

commute times are absurd. I think it’s going to take a far bigger investment, especially accounting for the continued and 

future growth of the city. 

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat

 Light Rail onBeltline(Fully) 

connecting southwest into downtown BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  instead of bus make it light rail. Somewhat supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

30327 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  More trains less buses.  Train on I75. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  Upper west side connectivity please withBeltline at bellwood quarry.  Thanks. Very supportive Social Media News Media No  Needs to connect suburbs to marta.

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 MARTA should prioritize transit around theBeltline.  That was the driving force behind the approval of the sales tax and would form a core for a system that Atlanta could build upon for a century.  Also, providing a major multi-modal terminal to rival Grand Central or Union Station or any great train station in the world 

should be an aspiration as part of the Gulch project BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Light rail in the automobile right of way is a big mistake.  Grade separation or dedicated rights of way should be a priority. Somewhat supportive Other None Social Media Somewhat

 Atlanta needs to focus first on building a core network in and around downtown and midtown before, expanding 

outward.

30068 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

I really would benefit from a light rail line on the Southeast side of theBeltline because it would connect me to the major job centers in the Northeast, otherwise little of the current proposal connects me more to the rest of the city. I think routing the money from the Campbell LR line would be best because with BRT, 

that corridor would have plenty of connectivity. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit I really hope you guys consider increasing connectivity in the southeast part of Atlanta, helping out a lot of the neighborhoods now that don't have seamless access to job centers in the rest of the city. Neutral Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat  I think the proposal misses swaths of southeast Atlanta and Northwest Atlanta and stifles theBeltline's potential.

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Clifton Cooridor is a priority! After years of advocating to improve this Cooridor I don't want the effort hijacked by vocal supporters of theBeltline. I love theBeltline but let's be honest, the CDC, Emory & DeKalb Medical are major employers along the Clifton Cooridor & it will grow. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit None Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30317 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  I am primarily interested in projects that will increase mobility in and around Atlanta which these proposed projects accomplish. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

 My main priority would be clifton corridor light rail. I am travel to and from that area everyday. The traffic is horrible and impacts people all across the city since people travel from all over the metro area to this area each day. While I also supportBeltline rail, I feel that clifton will impact many more people in the 

immediate future than wouldBeltline rail. Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30318 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  The biggest problem with Marta is that if you're not in midtown/downtown is it not convenient at all to get to a transit station.  I live on the west side and if i could conveniently and safely get to a rail station i would never use my car again. Crosstown Downtown West Extension Moores Mill Transit Center Station Improvements  Improving sidewalks on the west side (and other areas) so i could actually walk to the stations is something i think will not be considered as it should.  Adding the infrastructure won't make a difference if people can't safely get to the major arteries of transit. Somewhat supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

 It's still unclear if this will serve the areas around midtown and downtown to the potential they need to make people 

want to use the rail system and help alleviate highway traffic and congestion.

30306 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Light rail on theBeltline! Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network No

Dekalb has been abandoned. Clifton corridor must extend into immediate areas east of CDC and Emory where most commuters come from. 

Brain train? Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Extend path/belt line and keep trains off of it. Bike lanes everywhere. Clairmont road light rail - link Decatur to Brookhaven  Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat  City of ? Yes Atlanta metro (where most commuters live) NO

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No Eh. Woman got pushed into the train. Safety cant Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Heavy rail is king. Neutral Email, News Media News Media Somewhat

  I dont feel like light rail in communities where people drive their Mercedes or Audis is going to solve traffic and transit 

issues from people commuting from outside the perimeter... 

30307 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I would like to see the fullBeltline loop and light rail prioritized. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  The fullBeltline loop is number 1 priority to me. Somewhat supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes The Clifton Corridor  andBeltline rail provides connectivity in the most densely and fastest redeveloping part of the city with much needed connectivity and transit opportunities for the job centers and housing BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension The Clifton Corridor should be treated as a priority due to its connectivity to the greater marta rail system Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Yes

30317 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  Na Very supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30306 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Cross town improvement is much needed. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  None Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  Need more stations and routes long theBeltline.

30309 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  The light rail on theBeltline is a priority. The street car is a joke. Marta trains hardly go anywhere and we need more rail. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  NA Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

  The light rail on theBeltline is a priority. The street car is a joke. Marta trains hardly go anywhere and we need more 

rail.

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Why do the A and D line not connect? I work at Emory and connecting them would lower my travel time. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  I wish the Clifton corridor was better connected. Somewhat supportive Other don't call me News Media Somewhat

30311 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes

I am an Atlanta native, but have spent a majority of my adult life living in NYC and Washington, DC. My perception of what a good, efficient transit system looks like is based on my experiences there. Those are both world class cities. I believe my beloved city of Atlanta could easily compete with those cities and others, 

but we need to implement a competitive advantage that consist of a healthy transit systems in Atlanta and the surrounding counties. Also, because traffic sucks and I’m sick of driving around the metro area. Please fix it! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit I would like to see plans of rail expansions across the city and metro Atlanta, that would eventually feed into commuter rails that go statewide and across state lines Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30316 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  Y Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  G Neutral Other News Media No

30308 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat In general, I just feel like there needs to be more, and more, and more... Likely due to the sprawl of Atlanta. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit

As someone who went carless when I moved to Atlanta, I'm pretty disappointed with current public transit options. The city is very car-centric - there are some places that would take me 90 minutes to get to via transit when car would be only 15 minutes! Better public transit is important for so many populations for so 

many reasons. Very supportive Other News Media No

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat Beltline full LRT around the 22 mile loop would change the way people live in this city.. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension TRANSIT LOOP FULLBeltline!!! Neutral Email News Media Somewhat

 Marta is still putting the the most important projects in areas that did not want it from the beginning.Its not severing 

the people that ride Marta.The light rail for Clifton rd. Emory is bullshit!!Build this system for the all the people of 

Atlanta.BELTLINE RAIL NOW!!!

30009 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat none Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  none Neutral Email News Media Somewhat

30309 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No There should be light rail all the way around theBeltline. There should be stops at popular places. There should be light rail or street car on Peachtree from Peachtree Center or CNN to the financial district in Buckhead. There should also be a light rail or street car for all of 10th street. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit TheBeltline,Peachtree,and 10th Street should be given top priority. Somewhat supportive Social Media, News Media, Other Curbed News Media Somewhat I think this could help some people (esp people who work at emory that live in lindburgh. 

30331 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  More services BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  None Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes  It will help those live in communities without service.

30033 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  No specific comments BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I love clifton (self admittedly selfishly) because I would benefit the most from it. Light rail on theBeltline is in high demand and though I would rarely use it, seems like a worthwhile addition to improve movement around atlanta neighborhoods. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 Good focus on countries already in the system. However, transit is sorely needed in populous counties that aren't yet 

part of MARTA. (Cobb, Gwinnett, etc)

While these projects are super important and beneficial to people ITP, better reaching the otp commuter market will 

have a massive impact. (I understand the ball might be in their court however)

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No  Need more stations, the line does not support big city commuters high is why Atlanta has a huge traffic problem. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  I wish i could use marta but have to use Lyft and Uber to get to work. it takes an hour and a half each way to commute from  my house to work but if there was a decent network of stations i’d use the train. Very supportive Email News Media No  doesn’t serve large sections of the city 

30308 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Long term, I’d like a focus on rail and light rail as it’s more reliable, frequent and holds capacities needed for the future. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension

Everywhere needs Marta, but the biggest area for growth and adoption is where business is and it’s with rail. Focusing on theBeltline and connecting to downtown will provide new commuting options, but also allow people to move around the city quicker than by car. Connecting Emory provides a (quicker) connection 

from Lindbergh, North Springs and Doraville than currently by car. Plus, it lays the groundwork for connection to Decatur and starting to create much needed loops and shortcuts to Marta rail. Supportive Other Google Notifications News Media Somewhat

 Atlanta needs options to get from various neighbors and towns faster and easier than transferring downtown. We’re in 

a time when everyone what’s service instantly. If it takes :30 to get from Lindbergh to Westside Provisions District on 

Marta, people will just drive or ride share. Last mile and local neighborhoods are important, but length of time is critical 

to long term success. 

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  - BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  - Very supportive Phone/Text News Media Somewhat

75440 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Somewhat Nah BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Nah Supportive Other None Social Media Somewhat

 Park and rides at the edges of the suburbs would be the best investments as the private sector and walking has last 

mile covered well

30305 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network No  I voted for the AtlantaBeltline full loop in 2016. I want to be able to use the whole thing. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  We the people of Atlanta already spoke up in 2016 when we said we would pay for rail on all of theBeltline. We were pretty clear in what we wanted. The proposed Marta plan is not what we want. Not supportive Email News Media No

 The proposed light rail line snakes through downtown. What if I needed to get some where and I’m stuck in traffic on 

the lightrail? How do I get to Howell mill area and west midtown quickly? I could hop on theBeltline rail at Lindbergh 

and take it to Howell mill area if it was there but instead I have to take a train to midtown and then wait on the # 12 bus 

and wait another 30 minutes to get there. That’s 10 minutes waiting at Lindbergh and 10 minutes waiting for a bus and 

30 minutes more to ride that...it’s ridiculous 

30308 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No

 Marta needs to focus on real connectivity inside the city with a cohesive vision. Small bits spread over the city are not constructive. The original vision of rail on the entire belt line will do more than any half baked smattering of money spread over a dozen other projects.  WithoutBeltline rail in unable to get to the 

places I need to go without getting stuck in traffic and waiting for buses. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit  Rail on the entireBeltline. This is what people were voting in favor of when the tax increase was passed. Somewhat supportive Email, Social Media News Media No

  Marta needs to focus on real connectivity inside the city with a cohesive vision. Small bits spread over the city are not 

constructive. The original vision of rail on the entire belt line will do more than any half baked smattering of money 

spread over a dozen other projects. 

30306 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  Transit needs ROW solutions BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Beltline should be focus for complete loop Neutral Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat  Build for the future state, start with end vision

30327 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network No

 I live in upper Westside area. Literally a 15 minutes walk to where the AtlantaBeltline touches Howell mill. I work in Inman Park. In order for me to get there I have to wait on a bus that never come on time and is once every hour. I sit in traffic on this bus for 30 to 40 minutes until I get to arts center where I have to wait 

for a train to take me to five points . Then wait to transfer which is another 15 minutes. Then I get off at Inman Park and have to walk a a half a mile to get to parish where I cook. If I hadBeltline rail I could just walk to the lightrail at Howell mill and take it all the way to parish seeing as how our restaurant has aBeltline 

patio and I would be there in no time at all without taking buses and changing trains and walking BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  Give us what we voted for in 2016. A fullBeltline of lightrail. Not some messy looking excuse. The proposed Marta plan is garbage. Not supportive Email News Media No

 It makes absolutely no sense to snake light rail through the city like that. This version that Marta came up with is not 

what we voted for in 2016.

30307 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

While I think focusing on getting workers to jobs is important I also think there needs to be focus on building/promoting transit infrastructure for “Friday happy hour/Saturday parks” too. When you limit your focus to just 8-5 travelers, you are preventing public transit from being something everyone sees the value in 

using. Im a millennial, I currently don’t need Marta to get to work, but I want to take Marta to the airport, the games, to happy hour in midtown. But the last mile connectivity isn’t there and the waiting at the five points station for more than 1-2 minutes at a time doesn’t really feel safe for a single woman. My biggest 

ideas for you for immediate innovation of MARTA: 1) Make Five Points Station not only technically safe, but help it feel safe. Make it fun, splash it with art, encourage musicians to perform, make the outside look less like a penitentiary; and 2) create last mile well lit paths (bike and sidewalk) with fun wayfinding signs to 

neighborhood centers. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements Please please improve station aesthetics and feeling of safety at Marta stations, both inside and out. Midtown’s murals are a start. Five points needs to be the best as people have to transfer and wait there. Very supportive Social Media, News Media Social Media Somewhat

Transit is all about connectivity. Make sure theBeltline meaningfully connects with transit. Fund MARTA infill stations. 

Prioritize aBeltline light rail to connect grant park to Inman Park Marta to Piedmont Park to Buckhead Marta and you 

will galvanize support for light rail projects moving forward by getting people to places of work and play and eliminating 

some traffic going to Buckhead. Just remember you will have to protectBeltline/light rail safety and aesthetics to keep 

the momentum going in this area. Also please help put lights on the east sideBeltline, we use it at night too!

30315 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat This should fund 22 miles ofBeltline light rail instead of Clifton corridor to cash cow Emory University. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Beltline rail before Clifton rail. Somewhat supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

 It expands rail and bus infrastructure, introducing new modes that don't exist yet in Atlanta. However, the focus is 

misguided.

30307 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network No  No. I live in Inman Park and work near the southwest part of theBeltline. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  Give us what we want and that’s a full 22 miles ofBeltline rail Not supportive Phone/Text News Media No

 It looks like they just want to pick favorite spots and call that improvement. We voted for a fullBeltline rail. Do you even 

listen to us Marta? Your plan is not we wanted 

30319 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  Atlanta needs more transportation options, most importantly light rail. Consistency with bus and train schedules. Trains should run just as frequently on weekends. Specifically one large events are happening such as Atlanta United games. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Beltline transit now! Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat  Somewhat, there needs to be multiple Lyra options as well as consistency and bus and train schedules.

30339 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes I live within Fulton County but closer to Cobb county, but I think this will help me get to work downtown with ease without having to drive. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center N/a Somewhat supportive Phone/Text, Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

I believe MARTA should go out further throughout Metro Atlanta. Having the ability to travel on the train or bus to 

Duluth.

30303 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No  The entirety of theBeltline loop should be serviced either light rail. This is a generational opportunity to mold the makeup and connectedness of our city. We shouldn’t neglect this opportunity. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  See above. Supportive Email News Media No Please see above. 

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes

I am particularly concerned about the backlash to the project list. I thought the project list balanced a number of competing priorities (all important). One project I am very hopeful remains is the Clifton Corridor Light Rail. 

Hopefully the MARTA board will not let mob mentality overrule the well thought out project list that came from careful analysis. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit

 Considering the huge employment and cultural centers in the Clifton Corridor (Emory, the hospitals, the CDC) and the outdated infrastructure that leads to regular traffic backups in that area, the most important project to me is the Clifton Corridor. Creating a MARTA option in this area could have a tremendous impact 

on the city of Atlanta and the regional economy. Very supportive Email, News Media Social Media Yes

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Ok Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Ok Very supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

30313 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No Beltline rail first! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Complete theBeltline first Somewhat supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media No It’s just seems like we’re adding transit in random areas, I would like to see theBeltline loop completed. 

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  More heavy rail BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  Heavy rail. Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

30363 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat I need 24/7 Marta service and a train stop at Atlantic Station would be ideal. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  I would love to see a MARTA name and/or Logo refresh. I believe the logo is too old and does not look appealing. The logo and name already carry a bad reputation and it needs a fresh start sooner than later. Somewhat supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

 If the Marta system can become more reliable and efficient, it would decrease traffic on the roads. And attract bigger 

companies like Amazon etc. Atlanta either needs more lanes or better Marta train system. Train is key like NYC. 

30306 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat I feel likeBeltline light rail should be the top priority.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit I feel thatBeltline light rail is the most needed project in Atlanta. The population within the City is growing rapidly. Creating options like theBeltline light rail will help to reduce inner city traffic, connect communities, and appeal to businesses looking to make Atlanta their home. Supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

30032 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  There needs to be more rail and offered 24/7. I would gladly take Marta to and from work but the rail is barely offered outside 285 and I have to be to work before 6am. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Na Very supportive Social Media Social Media Somewhat

 It helps inside the city but what about going to cities like Austell, conyers, McDonough? The buses be stuck in traffic like 

the cars.

30306 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  Dedicated right-of-way and signal priority for as many busses as possible would go a long way. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  I think increases the connectivity to the south, southwest, and west sides of town is the top priority. There are so few options out side of buses currently. Very supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30308 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Projects inside the City of Atlanta should absolutely be prioritized since it is our tax money. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  I definitely support theBeltline rail to create a loop around the city. Supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  The rail plan is very disjointed. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service I worry about the equity of spending money onBeltline rail but would personally enjoy it. I also would like to see Marta doing more to encourage ridership. Neutral Phone/Text Social Media Somewhat  The added bus frequencies are nice but more would be helpful.

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat This project doesn’t provide a direct link to where I work. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

  I believe the funding would be better served building out the bus rapid transit line along the campbellton corridor and shifting the LRT funding to the south sideBeltline. Building out BRT only to replace it with LRT is a waste of money.

Light Rail Lines should be in dedicated paths for as much of the routes as possible. Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

 I believe the funding would be better served building out the bus rapid transit line along the campbellton corridor and 

shifting the LRT funding to the south sideBeltline. Building out BRT only to replace it with LRT is a waste of money.

30307 Fulton Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes Na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  Na Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  I would like to see a University loop between gt, Emory, and gsu BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit So much Westside construction with no matching investment in infrastructure. We need strong solutions to get to/from midtown and Buckhead. Without further increasing congestion on Howell Mill and Northside Supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

30324 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Somewhat Atlanta needs more train stations in the perimeter area. It was a project for former CEO. Traffic in Atlanta is getting from bad to worse. As a big city Marta needs to increase public transportation using train. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit It will be important to build stations to connect all the Marta train lines. Also build stations in between the stations that working. Atlanta needs alternative public transportation. That will increase business in every single new train station. Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

Again, Atlanta is a big city. Buses will increase traffic. Everuday people use train to go to the airport, but if you need to 

go by train and bus to go work you will go by car. This is a historical opportunity to improve quality of life and even 

bigger more opportunities to make business

30364 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit  Better security and increased security Supportive Email Community Event Yes  na

30316 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  na Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Greenbriar Transit Center  na Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  na

30004 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  na Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  na Supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  na

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  na Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  SAFETY Supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat  na

30303 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Yes  na Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  na Supportive News Media Community Event Yes  na

30318 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  We need the full 22 mile of light rail on theBeltline.  Having only part of it with light rail will not only put some neighborhoods at an economic disadvantage but also deny those same neighborhoods a means of transportation and connectivity to the rest of the MARTA system. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit  This survey should put up the entireBeltline loop as an option.  The fact that it is not even listed is disheartening and I sense bias against theBeltline loop with light rail option. Not supportive Social Media, News Media Social Media No

 Without a loop of light rail around the city on theBeltline, how am I going to get from the NW region to the SE region 

easily?  Current bus routes, on a busy day, take me an hour easily.  TheBeltline, with light rail, was meant to solve this 

kind of problem.  The current proposal does nothing to ease my commute.

30311 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  na Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  na Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Yes  na

30314 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Having fullBeltline transit would best address my transit needs. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  FullBeltline transit is preferred. Supportive Email Social Media No  FullBeltline transit does not appear to be the top transit priority for MARTA, as it should be.

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  na Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  I have heard MARTA riders complain about Five Points Station surrounding smells like urine. Neutral News Media Community Event Yes  na

30324 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

 Connectivity of North Druid Hills to the city via public transit would be transformative. Stations should be upgraded with tech. Full WiFi. Water fountains and Restrooms that are environmentally friendly. A nice MARTA app would be good. Trains should be on time, and maintenance should be down in the middle of the 

night when trains aren't running. Also, what happened to extension to Windward Parkway? BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  The MARTA train should get money Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  Atlanta has a lot of transportation needs. Impossible to address them all.

30316 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  na Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  na Somewhat supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  na

30314 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  na Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  na Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  na

30058 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology No  Bus 111 out of Indian Creek station it needs later service. some stops are in dangerous locations and there is no lighting Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit  na Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  The fact that you are trying to improve 

30316 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Eventually connecting to suburban county transit will be necessary, but I like this as a good start for intown BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit I think.that all theBeltline light rail should be built first in the light rail projects, and that Emory should chip in for Clifton corridor light rail. Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30083 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology No  na Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  na Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat  na

30315 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network No  na Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  na Very supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat  na

30363 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Not enough east to west options. Should have a station option for Atlantic Station Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Please Expand the underground options. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

  I believe that LRT needs to have dedicated lanes otherwise, we should simply maintain bus routes. Buses can at least 

maneuver through detours and delays.
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30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat

 I would like to see theBeltline rail completed prior to funding the Clifton Corridor. It was my understanding that the TSPLOT dollars were to fund City of Atlanta projects. At that time, Emory and CDC were not part of the city. I understand the project is important, but DeKalb needs to foot their fair share of the bill in 

order to have the Clifton Corridor run from Lindbergh to Avondale stations. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit

I would like to see, at minimum, the southernBeltline trail completed with rail to connect the Westside and EastsideBeltline rail lines. Going through the downtown, unless dedicated light rail lines are built, will choke any efficiency of using transit as opposed to driving. I don't think using the existing streetcar to connect 

crosstown downtown east and west extension will be efficient. You should rather connect the two directly to eliminate extra transfers and increase efficiency. Neutral Social Media, Other Internet Social Media Somewhat

 There needs to be more rail access in currently underserved neighborhoods, which a completeBeltline rail program 

would address.

30315 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Kingston needs cleaning Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements  na Supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  na

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  na Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  na

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Gwinnett option Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit  na Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat  na

30033 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  I think that great steps are being taken; however, I do not feel that my location in DeKalb county is a very high priority. I don’t see much connectivity or development being considered near my home. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  I think the belt line transit should be a major priority. It is such a valuable asset to Atlanta.  Transit was part of the original plan and it needs to be a reality. Very supportive Email, News Media Social Media Somewhat

 I think it is a start.  I just think the transportation needs in Atlanta are massive.  It is going to take a lot of work to 

improve the mobility and transportation issues.

30004 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  dont take any daivels lanes Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements  na Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  I don't know the was that well yet

30327 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

 We need more East-West trains.

Love The Path, Putting mass transit around the path will beautify our neighborhoods throughout the entire city BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center Station Improvements  Belt line Improvements!!  They make this a city people want to move to. Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  I don’t think we are spending enough money

30303 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Providing wide, broad of public transportation will allow the city to expand and become more diverse. That implements or growth in gender, race, and even the economy Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  streets lights, clean the areas (sanitary), safety etc Supportive Email Community Event Yes  na

30312 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

Currently rail service is a cross, which doesn't serve a ton of value to most residents.  The clifton corridor would serve a very specific population, going to very specific job centers, during the work week.  Finishing theBeltline, and dedicating those resources to light rail along it would not only heavily bolster the utility of 

current heavy rail, but also provide access to it from multiple residential neighborhoods.  The clifton corridor is unarguably a need, but it's absolutely secondary when you remove the past & politics, and look at things at face value.    My neighborhood isBeltline adjacent, and it's expected completion is 2022/2023.  

That's absolutely fine (hell, take longer), if it includes rail.  However, what happens is developers throw a ton of dollars at projects, gain influence, and voila non light railBeltline is underway full steam ahead as that developer project rises.  What will it transform?  Nothing, because it doesn't go anywhere and is all 

pedestrian. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  All thoughts listed above. Neutral Email News Media No

30022 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  Need expansion of red and yellow lines further otp and a new rail line along 75N into Cobb/the battery. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Rail extensions and new lines are needed to ease traffic and encourage ppl to go into and out of  Atlanta to or from the suburbs. Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No  Need more seating Sylvan Road Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  na Supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat  na

30314 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No  na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit  na Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  Making the attempt to improve 

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes

emphasizing light rail will be key

Bus lines, while helpful near-term, seem to add-to rather than reduce our traffic congestion. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

 Appreciate your candor. This list is at too detailed of a level for survey takers to be driving how Federal, State, & Atlanta dollars are spent. Ideally, urban planning studies have been done, expertise from transit systems nationally & globally were consulted. As it stands, I worry that looking to us to decide the intricacies 

of MARTA is wrought with personal bias over what is best for Atlanta. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 emphasizing light rail will be key

Bus lines, while helpful near-term, seem to add-to rather than reduce our traffic congestion.

30033 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  na Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  na Supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat  na

303016 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  More light rail Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Moores Mill Transit Center  Connect the frequently visited neighborhoods better. Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30331 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Find out where you can be place like north side of Campbellton Rd- theme is no MARTA Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  I line at Brittany Parks subdivision 6239 Shell Dr. Atlanta, GA 30331. There is no MARTA! Very supportive Email, News Media Community Event Somewhat  na

30030 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  FullBeltline connecting should be prioritized BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit  na Somewhat supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  FullBeltline transit needs to be prioritized 

30308 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat I am very excited about the changes, but I would like to see some investment in marta rail service on weekends and nights. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I am also excited about the BRT lines. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat  I think we have a long way to go, but I am positive about the changes.

30344 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  no BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  no Very supportive Email, Phone/Text Social Media Yes  no

30303 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  na Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit  na Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  na

30316 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I feel like High Speed Rail needs to looked at. I live in East Atlanta and work in Suwanee, I understand I'm not the everyday commuter but if I could get from my home to a hub in Gwinnett where I could ride a bike or park a car overnight and drive a mile or two to my work that would be wonderful. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements N/A Neutral Email News Media Somewhat

30303 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  na Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  na Supportive Email Community Event Yes  na

30315 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  no BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  no Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  It seems to provide integral paths of commute for locations south of midtown.

30303 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  na Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  Complete repairs before expansion Neutral Email, Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat  Repair current equipment/rail- equipment is leaking and terrible track balance 

30310 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  no Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  The line newar Ft. McPhearson and More MARTA is definetly needed. Somewhat supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  I am happy about the expansion. I'm handicapped so this really helps.

30303 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Station remodels are not a priority BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  Listen to the needs of the people and not just make noises Neutral Email Social Media Somewhat  Areas with large concentrations/density are not being addressed.

30303 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit  Lets keep doing what we're already doing Neutral Phone/Text Community Event Yes  Because it works for me

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat Atlanta office markets and dense urban areas are the key. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Focus onBeltline Neutral Email News Media Somewhat

30075 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No  The paths do not connect the entirety of theBeltline path or plan for the future development of the Westside along these areas. It also does not focus on the north side of Fulton County where the majority of population is moving. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service There needs to be a priority around theBeltline so that further development continues around Atlanta as well as a focus on connecting the Northern Parts of Fulton County (Buckhead/Sandy Springs) as growth continues in these areas. Neutral Other Social Media Somewhat

 It does provide rail in some areas along theBeltline which is good, but is not sufficient. I also would like to see clear 

connections between different modes of transportation made possible even though Atlanta is a large area (apps like 

City Mapper). 

30303 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  na BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  na Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  na

30035 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  Happy that you are taking ATL. North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Works for Decatur Area Very supportive Email, Phone/Text Community Event Yes  concerns - ramtor water runoff car seats on bus, sidewalks need bus stops in Decatur

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  no Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  no Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  no

30311 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Somewhat  na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit  Run buses 24 hours and trains, make more bus stops, every bus and train need to every 10 mins. Restrooms need to stay open 24 hrs. Point Blank Supportive Email, News Media Community Event No  Need more buses point bland. some bus stops are way to far too walk

30315 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  no Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  no Very supportive Phone/Text, News Media Social Media Yes  no

30349 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  na Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  na Supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  I would like to see MARTA attended further into suburban ATL

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  I like them all and hope that we can get all projects accepted soon. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit  Keep up the good work and keep fares as low as possible. Very supportive Phone/Text, News Media News Media Yes  We need better access to out of the way places. And more bus's when theres hevey trafick.

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  TheBeltline Eastside light rail needs to smoothly integrate with both the Lindbergh station as well as the east-west line near MLK or at an urban infill station. Otherwise the system is not of practical use. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  It needs to be easier to get from West Midtown to Old Fourth Ward along North Ave, as these have become major job centers Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  I think a Marta infill station at Krog / Cabbagetown should be prioritized

30314 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit  na Very supportive Email, News Media Community Event Yes  yes, improve transportation. 

30329 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Over the past 2 years MARTA has improved, bus operators need to be more knowledgable about their routes. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  no Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes  More needs to be done about the suburban ones.

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  na Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  na

30273 Clayton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes Provide extended service hours for transit commuters utilizing regional partners to connect to MARTA for work, weekend and leisure activities. Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements Frequent and dependable local bus service provides more opportunities for transit dependent commuters to live, work and play within their communities. And, for the leisure rider, the ability to successfully access destinations during special events. Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes

30030 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes I believe the projects help balance commuting options for people across the city. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Building rail is key to help take cars off the roads Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat This is a good start; but we can always use more.

30188 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  No Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  no Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  If people are able to get to work, that means they're driving the economy.

30301 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  Buses needs to run all night long- just as it is in your major cities. Please make this possible. All night service BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit na Supportive Phone/Text, News Media Community Event Yes  This project needs to run all over the metro Atl area.

30308 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes

 It is the first step towards a cohesive rail network that does something other than go to the airport.

However, on a different note,  I would only ever consider riding bus/Streetcar in a dedicated lane service. There is no benefit provided if I am just in another roadway vehicle. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements

 Clifton Corridor Top Priority. It is the only project that will connect a massive job center to existing network. Additionally, it will provide more ridership opportunities from the North to Decatur and vice versa. Most people would currently opt for an uber or other means of transportation when taking this route since 

going from Lindbergh to Decatur would take 30-45 or more on current network with a transfer downtown required. Supportive News Media Social Media Yes

Clifton Corridor and most logical first portions of Belt line rail addressed.

Rail/Light Rail/Dedicated Lane service are only solutions that can address the crippling vehicle traffic issue in the city.

27040 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Somewhat  no BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit  no Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  no

30318 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  I don't see anything related to the dismal state of the website, the breeze card system, nor the mobile apps. The API is consistently incorrect which makes any app or website that shows real bus and train incorrect. It is also near impossible to plan a trip that includes a bus ride using Marta tech. Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Please fix the mobile apps and websites Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat Marta is always delayed and doesn't have service that runs enough (bus and train).

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  no Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit  no Neutral Email Community Event Yes  no

30315 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit  na Very supportive Email Community Event Yes na 

30331 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  no Greenbriar Transit Center Moores Mill Transit Center Station Improvements  Jobs are most important. Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes  no

na Clayton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes na Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements  na Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes  na

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No  My area and places I want to go are already accessible via MARTA bus/train. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  none Supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  Would allow the public access to places without a vehicle or just overall convenience of not driving.

30316 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Emory district Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  na Supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  emory district 

30034 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  na Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements  More bathrooms for officers Supportive Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat  Need more restrooms to be open at more stations

30038 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No  I live off the I-20 East line @ Panola And Browns Mill Rd. where there are NO buses. It was left off the list of projects once Again!! We have to walk to Panola Rd. just to catch a bus else where, even just to get to Stonecrest. Station Improvements  None of the programs on this list effect me or citizens in my zip code without personal vehicles. 30038 and 30058 Not supportive Social Media, News Media Social Media No

 I could care LESS about theBeltline. None of my family, visitors and guest are using it either. It is a complete waste of 

time and money.

30309 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  na Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  na Supportive News Media Community Event Yes  na

30005 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No  In the late 1980's I moved into the metro area and recall a survey back then about bringing rail to windward parkway and set are no closer today than then which is a true shame. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Going north to windward isn't listed and should be, that's where the growth is. What a shame, even if you are an environmentalist wacko you could reason for it coming north just to take some of the cars off of 400 Not supportive News Media Social Media No

 Get it to those where they live not politically where you may want it to go, that's what has been wrong all along with 

the system. 

30318 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  no Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Greenbriar Transit Center  no Very supportive Email Social Media Yes  no

30058 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  na Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service na Supportive News Media Community Event Yes  need do better on bus route 

30315 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  no BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit  no Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Yes  no

30274 Clayton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  na Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements na Supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  na

na Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  I am always trusting MARTA will do that BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Safety is most important Supportive Email Community Event Yes  na

30083 DeKalb Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  The Connection between the bus and trains needs to be in sync with each other so that the incoming train or bus should be a smooth transfer. The buses always pullout just as the train arrives at the station this means that people from the incoming train must wait for the next bus or train. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  no Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  It will improve the service and encourage other to ride MARTA.

30317 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  na Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  na Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  It should address having employees to offer diswanted MARTA distribute cards to encourage people to ride the train.

30314 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  na Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  na

30350 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Bus/Rail Directly connecting Doraville MARTA to North Springs without having to go to Lindbergh. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  no Very supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat  People work on the weekends as well and need access to reliable transit.

na Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  na BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit  na Neutral News Media Community Event Yes  na

30318 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  no BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  no Supportive Email Social Media Yes  no

na DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  na Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  na Neutral News Media Community Event Yes  na

30308 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Seeking cross town (such as the North Ave line) light rail (in dedicated lanes).  Right now going north / south is great, but anything cross town is tough.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension The value of transit is the ability to bypass traffic congestion.  The key to success is to make bus / light rail run in dedicated lanes not impacted  by traffic congestion.  This will make commutes more predictable as Atlanta grows.  Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

the success of theBeltline is dependent on the light rail component.  I understand that it can't all happen at once, but a 

priority needs to be placed on completing theBeltline transit loop.

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat What would be the chances of actually implementing ways to ensure the safety of riders on the buses and trains of people with hidden weapons? Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  no Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  See last response.

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  Would like to see more of a grid for Marta rails BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Like Clifton corridor Somewhat supportive Other News Media Somewhat

30313 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes None Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements None Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Social Media Yes

30306 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  The proposed project list address my transportation needs, but needs more specification BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  Station improvements andBeltline light rail are also priorities Very supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

30329 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I would like to be able to take commuter rail to the suburbs. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  We need commuter rail! MARTA can't just be for the city, it needs to address the whole metro area. Supportive Email, Social Media News Media No Atlanta needs regional commuter rail to all the suburbs like the metropolitan areas of the northeast.

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Would like more public transit options to get from Midtown to Buckhead (and other popular areas) beyond just the one or two MARTA train stations. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Would like LRT to be on the entireBeltline trail and through the entire peachtree st. Very supportive Email, News Media Social Media Yes

30318 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Muy  buen servaco megusta mucho. Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  todo es excelente Very supportive Phone/Text News Media Yes Muy buenos mejor calidad 

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  no Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  no Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  no

30360 DeKalb Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I want to more bus service in my area. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  no Neutral Email Community Event Yes  Because day by day atlanta's populations are growing to need more bus service.

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No

 It is absolutely absurd to build a light rail on Campbellton Rd. There is no traffic density or patterns that would support this. Enhance the bus rapid transit and run them every 5-10 minutes to improve access. Rail is expensive and needs to be reserved for areas with right of way, and with traffic density too high to make 

busses an option. That was the point of theBeltline- there are dedicated rail lines that could be built in a cost-effective manner that would give our citizens an alternative to the traffic patterns. Mid-town and downtown are 2 of the most gridlocked areas in the country- build more rail there and then expand out to 

improve access to the city. Building a rail on Campbellton road which will have no ridership, will stifle the cities ability to expand in the future because it will be viewed as a failure. When I voted in 2016, I voted for rail on theBeltline and an east-west connector on North Ave, not this total BS that is currently being 

pushed through. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension

 It is absolutely absurd to build a light rail on Campbellton Rd. There is no traffic density or patterns that would support this. Enhance the bus rapid transit and run them every 5-10 minutes to improve access. Rail is expensive and needs to be reserved for areas with right of way, and with traffic density too high to make 

busses an option. That was the point of theBeltline- there are dedicated rail lines that could be built in a cost-effective manner that would give our citizens an alternative to the traffic patterns. Mid-town and downtown are 2 of the most gridlocked areas in the country- build more rail there and then expand out to 

improve access to the city. Building a rail on Campbellton road which will have no ridership, will stifle the cities ability to expand in the future because it will be viewed as a failure. When I voted in 2016, I voted for rail on theBeltline and an east-west connector on North Ave, not this total BS that is currently being 

pushed through. Not supportive Email Community Event No

  It is absolutely absurd to build a light rail on Campbellton Rd. There is no traffic density or patterns that would support 

this. Enhance the bus rapid transit and run them every 5-10 minutes to improve access. Rail is expensive and needs to 

be reserved for areas with right of way, and with traffic density too high to make busses an option. That was the point 

of theBeltline- there are dedicated rail lines that could be built in a cost-effective manner that would give our citizens an 

alternative to the traffic patterns. Mid-town and downtown are 2 of the most gridlocked areas in the country- build 

more rail there and then expand out to improve access to the city. Building a rail on Campbellton road which will have 

no ridership, will stifle the cities ability to expand in the future because it will be viewed as a failure. When I voted in 

2016, I voted for rail on theBeltline and an east-west connector on North Ave, not this total BS that is currently being 

pushed through.

30308 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  no Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  no Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  no

30329 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  aveces x que les fines de cemara es moy lento. Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  no Neutral News Media Community Event Somewhat  no

30309 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 While I believe the Clifton Corridor will be a major asset to a large underserved area, it will not be very useful to me personally. I am looking forward to the ESTBeltline rail and hope it will act as a catalyst to complete the transit loop around the entireBeltline. I wish there were more plans for transit within Midtown, I 

think a streetcar line going north on West Peachtree and a line going south on Spring St would be great. I would love an infill station north of Arts Center, south of Lindbergh, in the SCAD/Invesco area. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit

 I think the more projects geared toward getting people around the urban core, the better. I believe by investing in extensive alternative transportation in a 5 mile radius around the core city (Midtown/Downtown), it will encourage more central, dense development that can easily absorb the future population growth 

that is projected for the city. Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Social Media Somewhat

 See details in previous textbox. In addition, MARTA's integration into a wider-scale Commuter Rail network that serves 

the metro area would be crucial.

30310 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat It would make my trip faster. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit  no Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat A step in the right direction. 

30317 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No

Please complete theBeltline loop, connecting residents from many underserved Atlanta communities and allowing all to better access job opportunities in the region, and improve last mile connectivity to reduce the time/hassle/burden of getting to and from BRT/LRT/MARTA train & bus/other transit options not 

directly next to peoples' home. This will reduce the burden on those without access to reliable transportation, reduce the incentive to drive rather than taking public transit, and cut down on high levels of driving to stations & parking in neighborhoods/large surface street parking lots. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Complete the entireBeltline and connect in with existing MARTA train and bus networks to create a more comprehensive network Neutral Email, Social Media, News Media News Media No

Efforts are duplicative and do not significantly alleviate traffic within the broader region. Transit investment should 

serve as many people as possible and especially those regions that most need alternative forms of transportation - 

either due to significant traffic volumes, lack of access, or need for further employment and economic opportunities.

30306 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Once completed, theBeltline will be an excellent avenue for non-motorized transit.  However, the addition of light rail following the entire path would be infinitely more successful to integrating all of the affected neighborhoods. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  n/a Supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  More rail (rapid rail) needed.  Period, BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  More rail. Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  We need  more rail (rapid rail) needed.  Period,

30308 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No It doesn't build the fullBeltline loop. I live in the city center and need access to the other central neighborhoods. Neither the Clifton corridor nor the Campbellton one support this. Only the fullBeltline loop will support my needs and sustain growth in the urban core. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit

Where are the projects not already in the proposal? Why top 3 priorities are:

TheBeltline Loop

TheBeltline Loop

TheBeltline Loop

I oppose everything else. Not supportive Email News Media No

 The completeBeltline loop should be the highest priority above everything else. Atlanta needs to stop with piecemeal, 

designed by committee, compromise projects. Build out transit in the urban core, create transit served density in the 

existing city center, only after that should we build the Clifton or Campbellton Corridors.

Transit isn't about serving those who can't afford a car, it's about making driving the worse option. We must prevent 

development of new car infrastructure (expanded roads, new parking spaces), get rid of detrimental car only 

infrastructure (tear down the connector) and build transit options if we hope to free ourselves from traffic.,

Build theBeltline first!

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  na North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements  180 I had a very bad time had to call Cortentns Service 3:40 pm waited two hours for a bus. Supportive News Media Community Event Yes  na

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  Bus late all the time- (#79, #50, #83) no shelters, to many kids fighting. Needs bathrooms. Get security on buses and trains. Not supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  na

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Increasing mobility to job centers is a start, but should focus specifically on expanding the reach of MARTA so riders outside of the city center can utilize it without also relying heavily on a car and/or severely increasing their commute. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Moores Mill Transit Center

 Adding light rail to theBeltline (and allowing it to serve it's original purpose) is an important part of making that initiative successful and not just a profit-maker for developers. 

The only way to make MARTA a truly reliable and integral part of the Atlanta community is by increasing its reach/adding more stations and rails. Supportive News Media News Media No  There doesn't seem to be much thought given to underserved communities.

30297 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Being from Chicago riding the MARTA has been a lot different the drivers know their routes and they normally are never late. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  na Somewhat supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat  na

30344 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  na BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  na Neutral Email Community Event Yes  na

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  will depend on what gets funded, if the projects that help me get from midtown to downtown for work are funded BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

FundingBeltline LRT all over Atlanta seems like an ideal investment. It's already heavily utilized and the space is cleared/created and heavily used on foot.

A Clifton Corridor LRT has been needed and promised for years and would wonderful to see finally happen.

From the information available, it appears that the Campbellton Rd LRT spends money first on enhancing regular bus route on the road.  Then tspending a lot of money on a BRT route there - same route, just BRT.  Then spending a lot of money deleting the BRT route and putting in LRT on the same route. This seems like 

a huge waste of tax dollars. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 It's a huge improvement but will depend on what actually gets funded. This has wide implications for helping Atlantans 

be healthier by having more options to walk part of their commutes plus take public transportation.  And will hopefully 

ease some traffic congestion for the city which has only been getting worse and worse.

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Safety at the MARTA stations and safety to and from the MARTA stations. More uniform officers present Very supportive Phone/Text, News Media Community Event Somewhat  na

30317 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Train and Bus frequency and number of stations should be prioritized over all else Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  None Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

 It’s a very small start, but since the focus here is on the city alone, extra stations, extra buses, and exclusive right of way 

bus lanes should take priority over any vanity light rail project 

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat na Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  na Neutral News Media Community Event No  na

30312 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat N/A Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  N/A Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Social Media Somewhat

30310 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  na Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Yes  na

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No  Funding to complete rail on theBeltline should be priority #1, #2, and #3.  This is the engine of growth in our area and it needs to be fulfilled to its true potential.  Transit to Emory should not get any of these funds, as Emory was not in the City when we voted to tax ourselves.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Fund rail along the ENTIREBeltline.  1/3 is NOT enough!  Not supportive Email, Social Media Social Media Somewhat

Funding to complete rail on theBeltline should be priority #1, #2, and #3.  This is the engine of growth in our area and it 

needs to be fulfilled to its true potential.  Transit to Emory should not get any of these funds, as Emory was not in the 

City when we voted to tax ourselves.  

30315 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  na BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit  na Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes  na

30310 Fulton Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Buses and trains need to be on time Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  na Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  na

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  The problem lingering for years was that you could get into the city from outside, but not travel anywhere in the North West, North East, South West or South East. The proposals address this issue. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  More light rail! Supportive Email News Media Yes

30342 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes based on where i live/work, i am satisfied Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  clifton corridor creates an important artery for a large number of employees at CDC, Emory, VA who woudl benefit from public transport to get to work in a reasonable amount of time. the project supports a present need. Supportive Email, Social Media News Media No

30314 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  The bus in you taken from community and diffual for us to get from and to work on time. When there a event in city customer should be notified early during week. Somewhat supportive Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat  na

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Moores Mill Transit Center  To get to work on time Neutral Email Community Event Yes  na

30307 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No  I would like to see transit onBeltline going to SE atlanta BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Why isn't SEBeltline listed???  Should the full MARTA menu be listed? Neutral News Media Social Media No

 Only North Fulton will benefit from Clifton corridor.  Who on the south, east or west side will want to ride all the way 

up to Lindbergh and then back down to Emory?  The bus will get there faster.  We need transit onBeltline in NE, SE, and 

SW atlanta so new growth can be directed around TODs

30316 DeKalb Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat There is no reliable form of transportation in my immediate vicinity. Further, I believe that it ignores the south side and west side of the city. TheBeltline needs to be fully covered with transit - a piecemeal approach doesn't work. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Need transit on the completeBeltline Not supportive Email News Media No

 There is no complete rail on theBeltline. This is a massive fail. While the Clifton Corridor would be a great addition, it 

extends outside of the city, and as such, the state and federal government should help fund it. 

30310 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Yes  We can never have enough improvement Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  More police presence to enforce the codes. Less drama with the train flow and the buses. Being late hurts my pocket. Supportive Phone/Text, News Media Community Event Yes

 My concern about improvement our transit quality, because im paying for service that always needs room for 

improvement. 24 hours service would be good

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  need more bus routes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  Need more restrooms at stations Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  na

30238 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  na Crosstown Downtown West Extension Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  na Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  Needs to be more transportation in none ATL area

30308 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  I live in the city and would like different ways of getting around the city but also the other metro areas. All this doesn’t matter, however, if I don’t feel safe using it. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Creating transportation on/near the existing (and busy) belt line makes sense. You can walk or bike the rest of the way to your destination — if needed.  Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Yes
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transportation needs?
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30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No

I live in Berkeley Park, and it would take 1 hour and $5 a day, before timing inconveniences, to get on bus, get to Arts Center Station, and rail downtown to work.  I'd rather ride my bike, but am close to getting killed each day I ride on Howell Mill.  The remaining options are limited. Beltline needs to be fully funded for a 

variety of reasons, including increasing population, density, and tax base for future transit development.  I can also bike to it and get around town for multi-use.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Beltline NOW.  It's a shame you didn't include projects beyond what you short listed yourself without community involvement. Not supportive Email, Social Media Social Media No

Hard to answer this as yes.  You would need the city to respond to your previous question and compile responses to 

answer this.  I will say that I think funding interim bus solutions at expense of a completeBeltline for City of Atlanta is 

short sighted.  Love idea of expanding Marta rail north of Atlanta, building stations farther out, but also love in town 

network development.  Slowly working to a balanced solution is better than either or.  But bottom line,Beltline NOW.

30297 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  na Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Moores Mill Transit Center  na Somewhat supportive Social Media Community Event Yes  na

30331 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  na Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements  na Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Community Event Yes  na

30316 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Light rail needs to be implemented on theBeltline to connect the workers in these residential ataaa to their jobs on the MARTA lines . BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Please add SEBeltline and NWBeltline rail extensions . Very supportive Phone/Text News Media Somewhat  No mention made of constricted light rail on theBeltline at SE and NW quadrants .

30306 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I do not feel thatBeltline LRT is a priority.  While it would connect neighborhoods (including the one I live in) with other neighborhoods, I do not think it would alleviate workday traffic in a significant way. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  None Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

 I think the Clifton Corridor and Campbellton LRTs could help.  I do not know enough about the impact of BRT and ART 

to speak on them.

30316 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Light rail needs to be implemented on theBeltline to connect the workers in these residential ataaa to their jobs on the MARTA lines . BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Light rail should be included on SE and NWBeltline .  Very supportive Phone/Text News Media Somewhat  Light rail should be included on SE and NWBeltline .

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes

 I like the current vision for light rail. I think it is a good start connecting eastside and westside via the existing downtown light rail... I do think fulfilling the full belt line loop is a huge priority but I don't believe it needs to be a full loop right away. I think the proposed plan is a good one and addresses a lot of the cities 

needs, we can focus on the rest after these are accomplished. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension I think expanding the existing light rail west and east is the sensible/logical first step in all of this plan. Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  I think it's a great start

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

There is no southernBeltline rail. I do not want to use the crosstown extension because it will be slow. I want to be able to get to the eastside quickly and directly. It is where I enjoy shopping and eating out often, and also where I get groceries. The Glenwood Kroger is a major shopping center and would greatly benefit 

from a direct rail connection.

Additionally, there is still no easy or direct connection to my office at the International terminal. The bus along metropolitan (95) ends over a mile away from Delta Tech Ops and the bus from domestic to international (191) is slow and drops me off on the wrong side of the road, forcing me to cross 6+ lanes of traffic or 

walk a mile down and around the access road. The International side of the airport needs better, more direct service from intown. There are several thousand employees on this side of the airport. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit The crosstown projects should be avoided. TheBeltline rail should connect on theBeltline corridor from the southwest trail, along the south trail to the eastside trail. I fear mixing the streetcar with traffic will lead to bottlenecking and failure. Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat

The Campbellton corridor is receiving too much funding. TheBeltline corridor rail should be continuous as in 

originalBeltline plans. Funding from Campbellton should be diverted to connecting the southwest and eastside trails 

along the southern trail.

30316 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  The options are not clear enough BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Why aren't the Northwest and Southeast  sections of theBeltline rail projects not on the list? Very supportive News Media Social Media No

30309 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No  $2.5 billion is an insane waste of money.  This transit system would lose money every year and cost tax payers lots and lots of money to run, most of who would never ride it.  Let's wait until we see what autonomous vehicles bring. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements

$2.5 billion is a huge amount of money.  No one wants to acknowledge how much money that is, especially when you consider how much money that is per person who will ever ride this transit system.  Look at the Atlanta Streetcar.  It cost nearly $100 million dollars and doesn't solve any transit needs.  It's just a shiny 

piece that politicians can point to as progress. Not supportive Phone/Text Social Media No

 Atlanta doesn't need more mass transit.  This money could be much better spent addressing bottle necks on our 

existing road network such as where GA 400 south meets I85.  Also, people like theBeltline because it is doesn't have 

any cars or vehicles on it.  People who need transit on theBeltline can walk, ride a bike, run, Bird etc.  We don't need to 

spend this money.

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

 I'm happy to see increased accessibility to more popular/desirable locations in the Atlanta area. In my opinion, much of the city congestion is caused by people who live outside the city, and making public transit more popular and accessible to them (mostly in terms of daily commutes) should open up the rest of the 

project to flourish and run smoothly. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension

 I'd most like to see the Clifton Corridor expansion, as I've grown up around the area and heard many of the frustrations about the difficulty in getting from any of the major highways or train stations to the Emory campus. I think the syntax in which projects are prioritized is PARAMOUNT to the success of the project. 

Prioritizing projects that will not be widely used early on will likely build a bad reputation for the program (see: Streetcar, Atlanta). Prioritizing projects that are good bets to succeed early will only help the program gain steam to accomplish the entire list. In short - Go where people want to go. MARTA (somewhat 

unfairly) suffers from an image issue, and developing projects that don't gain NEW users will only exacerbate the image issue. Very supportive Email News Media Yes

 The new transportation options look like a big win for ITP residents, hopefully allowing them to avoid compounding the 

road congestion issue by having public transit options that run to locations residents actually use for work or leisure.

30327 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat Build SouthsideBeltline transit instead of the Campbellton Corridor. Make the Atlanta streetcar lanes bus- and streetcar-only. Save $51M for service expansions or an infill station and have functionalBeltline LRT that doesn't get completely choked up downtown. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Build SouthsideBeltline transit instead of the Campbellton Corridor. Make the Atlanta streetcar lanes bus- and streetcar-only. Save $51M for service expansions or an infill station and have functionalBeltline LRT that doesn't get completely choked up downtown. Neutral Email News Media Somewhat

 Build SouthsideBeltline transit instead of the Campbellton Corridor. Make the Atlanta streetcar lanes bus- and streetcar-

only. Save $51M for service expansions or an infill station and have functionalBeltline LRT that doesn't get completely 

choked up downtown.

30083 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat

 There needs to be a regional transit system where MARTA can link with all metro county transportation agencies. Because of the high price of living in or close to the city, a lot of residents live on the outskirts of Fulton, Dekalb, and Clayton counties or even in neighboring counties but come into the city and work or 

they work near a major job center such as Perimeter, or Cumberland/Galleria. Mobility needs to be improved in and around those areas in the form of light right. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Moores Mill Transit Center MARTA, The State and City of Atlanta needs to focus more on expanding rail transit. Pavement and adding express bus service is an outdated way of thinking. To many people in are in Atlanta. Easier and more convenient ways of light rail transportation are needed. Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

 More rail transit is needed throughout the Metro Area. Adding express lanes and express bus trasit (most buses are 

barely half full) will not keep up with the growing population.

30317 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Please add more rail lines (heavy or light), and more trains. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  n/a Neutral Other n/a News Media Somewhat  Not enough rail lines (heavy and light) and not enough added trains.

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I think that Marta needs to expand rail access across the city of Atlanta. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Marta rail needs expansion. This cannot be emphasized enough. Very supportive Email, News Media News Media Somewhat  The poncey/highland area has zero Marta access. This needs to be addressed. 

30337 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Would like to see more Light Rail alongsideBeltline.  But other than that it looks good as long as it provides sufficient service frequency. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Support theBeltline light rail, but also support getting from midtown to areas like westside, west end, Ponce city market, etc. Supportive Email Social Media Yes

I'm a daily MARTA Rail rider.  I would like to see better and more frequent first/last mile connection to neighborhoods 

particularly around theBeltline.  I wouldn't have to take uber/lyft and getting home to College Park would be seamless.  

30316 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Would like to see entire 22 mile belt line light rail budgeted for implementation BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension NA Somewhat supportive Social Media Social Media Somewhat

 Some of the budget is allocated to projects that are not within limits of City of Atlanta.  Project budgets within City of 

Atlanta should be prioritized and opportunities for partner funding should be evaluated for projects outside of Atlanta

30319 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  I do not see solutions focused on decreasing traffic in congested areas where MARTA may already exist (Medical Center area).  There is also no discussion how to make existing MARTA bus stops safer for pedestrian access. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  The current MARTA train routes do not provide efficient means to access many of the metro areas business districts and I hope the improvements will go toward remedying that  issue. Supportive Email, Social Media Social Media No

 There is still not enough focus on usable and reliable mass transit options.  There is also no discussion of improvement 

for pedestrians to get to existing MARTA stops or the improvement of those (non train) stops.  As it stands now there 

are multiple bus stops that are uncovered, on unpaved dangerous right of ways with no safe pedestrian path for access.

30310 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  N/A Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  n/a Supportive Social Media Social Media Yes

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat I need more transit in the core of the city BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  Needs moreBeltline rail Somewhat supportive News Media News Media No  It doesn't fulfill transportation needs for the core of the city

30314 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network No  Anything that does not include completion of the 22 miles ofBeltline Rail is a mistake and a slap in the face to Atlanta residents, particularly us on the westside BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit The city of Atlanta is taking money from poor people and building a train to the richest part of Atlanta.  I know there's been talk and changing MARTA's name to ATL.  I would propose, SOPPECWG   It would stand for Screwing Over Poor People Every Chance We Get Somewhat supportive Social Media News Media No

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  All of these things need to work together: Last mile connectivity, service frequency and route mapping. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Bus and train frequencies and station improvements. Information signs at MARTA and bus stops! Supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat  There are so many different needs in the city. I would be worried if 1 corridor was being served over others.

30327 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  Myself and most of the people I know that rallied support for these funds were mistakenly lead to believe that if it passed, theBeltline Transit would get done.  To see that only 1/3 of theBeltline will get rail is quite stunning.  Its like koolaid with no sugar.  Peanut butter but no Jelly.  Fund 100% of theBeltline Tansit. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit  Fund 100% ofBeltline Transit. Somewhat supportive Email News Media No

 The Clifton Corridor was not a part of the city when voters passed the bill!  I understand that it would be great to have 

but not prioritized over theBeltline.   Your stealing from what people voted for.  That wasn't Atlanta. 

30314 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat N/A Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  N/A Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30032 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 I think both theBeltline and Clifton Corridor make a lot of sense.  I would like to see better connection to both work places (like the CDC) and attractions (like theBeltline) using rail service.  My wife currently works at the CDC and I work in Buckhead, so having a rail service connect our jobs makes going out after work 

much easier.

Because I have the option to drive, transit needs to be in the same ballpark both cost wise and time wise for be to use transit.  For this reason, I prefer rail to bus service.  Living on the East Side, I would like to see better rail connection to theBeltline (I don't want to have to go from Kensington up to Lindbergh to come 

back down close to Inman Park).

As a pet owner, I would also like to see pet-friendly options, especially going to parks and green space (like theBeltline and Stone Mountain). BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  My wife works at CDC, and we both enjoy using theBeltline.  These projects provide us the best connectivity to places we currently go regularly.  This would allow us to be less dependent upon our car and utilize MARTA significantly more. Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

I think much of the downtown, midtown, and buckhead areas are well covered.  I think the Clifton Corridor will help 

connect both Emory and the CDC (a major job/education center).  I think theBeltline LRT will help bring more 

recreational use of MARTA (as opposed to work-related use).

I don't think the proposed plans do enough to connect the suburbs.  With both my family and my wife's family living up 

in Marietta, we don't have a good transit option to visit them.

I also don't think the proposed plan does enough to connect to the Battery and the Braves' stadium.  My wife and I have 

enjoyed evening at the Battery, but would like a transit option so we don't have to worry about driving.

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No Beltline LRT needs to prioritized to create access and connectivity across the full network. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit  We should be looking at the fullBeltline, not pieces. This doesn't deliver true connectivity. Not supportive Social Media News Media No Beltline transit - full connectivity, not just northeast and southwest.

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

The last mile is a major issue for commuters. We need to see better bike infrastructure and sidewalks to handle more cycling, walking, and even scooter mobility through the city. Not only would we take more cars off the street for local trips, but I believe more people will be willing to use regional transit if that last mile 

problem is adequately addressed. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center

 I don't believe theBeltline needs light rail at this moment. Instead, priority should be placed on completing the loop, THEN followed by light rail implementation if the funding is there. I would rather see theBeltline completed as a walking/biking trail than as a light rail corridor, especially when there are higher priority 

improvements to be made in the city.

Regarding the projects I did select here, we need to continue to improve options for regional commuters to get into the city without using a car. Northside Drive and Moores Mill would be a great start to making the traffic run more smoothly and with single-occupant cars on the road. Very supportive Email, News Media Community Event

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

I commute daily from Buckhead to Downtown. Today I drive 10-15 minutes to park and ride the HRT from Lindbergh Station. I'm only 5-10 minutes from Art Center station, but there is no available free parking and Peachtree can often be congested.

I also own a dog that I will occasionally take to daycare. On those days I don't use public transit and drive all the way to work. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements

 Not in favor of increased LRT or ART if they don't included dedicated lanes or do not operate off the street. The Downtown Streetcar is a failure because it still shares the road  with cars and is subject to the same congestion. Why would a person pay to sit in a railcar instead of driving a personal vehicle if it has no time 

advantages. Not supportive Email, News Media Social Media No

 I'm concerned that significantly relying on ART/LRT will have minimum impact in relieving traffic congestion. The street 

car downtown and bus system today are not immune to Atlanta's traffic problems and giving them priority at traffic 

signals won't be enough. Construction, wrecks, events, etc. all contribute to congestion on roads and no amount of grid 

planning can make ART/LRT move quick enough to convince people to adopt them instead of their personal vehicle. 

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 It's unclear whether the proposed projects will do anything to reduce heavily trafficked intown areas. I think a North Avenue street car or rail line connecting the North ave station to the NortheastBeltline/PCM would be extremely helpful to decompressing traffic in that area. Likewise, more MARTA access to the west 

side. Finally, additional stations along Piedmont and access to Peachtree Rd. These projects  seem  to be contemplated with the Northside drive and North avenue connectors, but those are extended bus route proposals. I do not think people will use buses much on the North avenue corridor where they would use light 

rail or street car. That may be a pipe dream, but if the idea is to get out of traffic, no one wants to sit in a bus for an hour in the same traffic they could drive in with their own car. Essentially increasing mobility and decreasing traffic intown are priorities. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Prioritize light rail. Not buses. Somewhat supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

 See above. Bus access is great, but a lot of people won't take it because it is no faster than driving and not as 

comfortable.

30318 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  no Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  no Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  no

30314 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Need more hours. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit  Increase expansion to statewide and increase service to 24/7 Very supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  Needs to grow the system.

30307 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

 Any development of MARTA or light rail along the Clifton Corridor should make use of the existing CSX rail lines. This would be the least disruptive of the well-established neighborhoods in the area. Light rail could be built above, below, or beside the CSX tracks. Also, please try harder to get rid of the consultant jargon 

used above and just say exactly what you are talking about. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  The difficulty in getting from one side of town to another is the primary shortfall of the Atlanta system. The second greatest shortfall is lack of existing lines extending further out into the suburbs. Neutral Email News Media Somewhat

30314 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  no BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  no Neutral Email Community Event Somewhat  no

30360 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  Expanding the transit network out to low-income areas, so that we increase transportation options for those that need it, and help bring businesses to those areas. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Beltline transit will open up the city in a new and powerful way. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat  See above.

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  no BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  no Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  no

30058 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  I feel that individuals who use MARTA as their primary transportation service to and from work should have increased access to MARTA particularly on the earlier hours of the day and late night. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  no Supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat  no

30331 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Multi-jurisdictional plans are critical! Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements  It's important to me that the stations are safer and cleaner - inside and outside! Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Community Event Yes It allows for less cars on the highway which will eliminate the congestion and long commute times.

30331 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  no Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  no Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  no

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  More late night rides, stop increasing prices Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  no Neutral Other Community Event Somewhat  no

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat More needs to be done to encourage taking public transportation. There are a lot of places in midtown that have street parking, for example down 10th street, and juniper from 10th to Ponce. All of this extra street parking makes traffic worse, and also makes it harder to see pedestrians trying to cross the road.   BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements  By station improvements, I would hope that means parking/ accessibility, and safety.  Very supportive Email, News Media News Media Somewhat  The project list is very vague and hard to tell what each point would actually lead to. 

30344 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Atlanta has vast transportation needs with a limited budget, only so much can be done. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  This will further help connect people who are in need if wider transit options to major job centers. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat  Atlanta has vast transportation needs with a limited budget, only so much can be done. 

30349 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Transportation to major job company's will help out a lot because it saves time and burns less energy. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  no Supportive Other Coming to the MARTA station Community Event Yes  Helps out Atlanta travelling issue.

30308 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  They need more bathrooms open, they need to respect people. Time as well, move security from drug dealers, seat belt, stop pulling ORR on people, move respectful bus drivers. Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  no Very supportive Email, Social Media Community Event Yes  It shouldn't be no limit of kids coming through the game people have multiple children.

30354 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes

 Single tracking after 9 PM

Bathrooms being locked

Elevators being smelly

The walk to the bus stop Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  no Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  no

30088 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  After hours and weekend consistant problems with buses 102 last sSaturday, 3 hours late when 102 came the lady refused to pick me up! North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Bus drivers need to realize we provide their pay checks, they are terrible with good customer service on weekends and after business hours that includes 102 bus not showing up last saturday and Avendale train passing us by 3 times 11-12, 3 hours wait. Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat  no

30319 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  I am weary of relying on the street car. I think Ryan Gravel's plan with theBeltline is better and more efficient. I would rather see work on theBeltline than the clifton corridor BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit  I think theBeltline deserve the funding. Neutral Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

30243 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  no Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  More buses that run frequently Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  no

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  no BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  The buses to run the same on the weekends as it does during the week. Earlier starting times. Depend on for work and always late on weekends. Perhaps almost 24 hour service. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  no

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Crosstown Downtown West Extension is most important to me, personally. FinishBeltline rail! Less buses, more light rail. In favor of station improvements/amenities. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Filling in the heavy rail gaps with light rail is a better solution than more buses. Very supportive Social Media, News Media Social Media Somewhat

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  We need 24 hour service. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  I want cleaner stations and bathrooms. We need 24 hour service. Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website No  no

30326 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements na Supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

30032 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  no Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit

 Cleaning, cleaning, cleaning

Run 24 hour or 2am-2am. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  no

30354 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  no Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  The buses never be on time and the drivers attitude are nasty! Somewhat supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat no 

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  Just expand expand expand people!! Why have PUBLIC transportation if the PUBLIC cant reach it or use it to reach destinations BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Same as pervious Supportive Other NA Social Media Somewhat

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  Yes but light rail needs to be the highest priority. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit   Yes but light rail needs to be the highest priority. Very supportive Other News Media Yes   Yes but light rail needs to be the highest priority.

30062 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Need light rail access up Interstate 75 into Cobb County. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Light rail up Interstate 75 into Cobb County. Very supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat recreational marijuana should be legalized to help with the cost of these changes. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements recreational marijuana should be legalized to help with the cost of these changes. Neutral News Media News Media Yes  recreational marijuana should be legalized to help with the cost of these changes. 

30306 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Clifton light rail would greatly reduce traffic and cut throughs. Neutral Social Media News Media Somewhat

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No

 We do NOT NEED ANY apartments built at Marta stations. We also do NOT NEED anyBeltline light rail. This will NOT increase ridership. PLEASE simply expand Marta to go up 400 to ALpharette. Via express buses, rail or whatever. I have had to turn down job interviews because I literally CANNOT get to the job from 

Decatur.

Thank you for this opportunity to give input. I VALUE Marta as transport. NOT as a landlord. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  Please extend Mart via Express Buses from MULTIPLE train stations or extend train line to Alpharetta where SO many jobs are. Supportive Email News Media No  See above

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No

 The location of my job is nowhere near any current or proposed Marta pathways so it is impossible for me to commute to work using public transit. I mainly use it on weekends to public events in the city or trips to the airport. Nevertheless, I feel that improving rail transit in a cohesive and consistent way is one of the 

best ways to improve pollution and reduce road traffic. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension

I never ride the Marta buses because it takes too long to figure out which ones to take to get where I'm going, and then the actual commute time is much longer than if I drove myself directly there. As a public transit user, ideally I want to be able to walk to a train, get on it, and walk to my end destination. The only 

cities I've been to that had really functional bus transit in addition to rail are London and San Francisco. If you're going to be focusing so heavily on bus transit please study those cities hard to make sure it works. But as a user, I'd much much rather have expanded rail in any location, ESPECIALLY the fullBeltline circle.  Neutral Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

 I feel like a lot of the rail transit options (like the completeBeltline circle) are being ignored or neglected even though 

they are incredibly popular with pretty much everyone I speak to. Everyone I've asked voted for that half-penny tax 

increase specifically to fundBeltline rail. We want long term infrastructure improvements that will support the city for 

decades, not patchwork bus routes that still take up road space. 

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  This is a great start, but we need to continue putting work into our existing MARTA train lines, and expanding them outside of the perimeter and into more neighborhoods. Buses are great, but do not solve the issue of traffic and congestion like trains do. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  None so far. Thanks! Very supportive Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat Refer to my first comment. Thanks!

30305 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

I already bike to work, so public transit is more for recreation / social-use in my case. There are 3-4 main developments that we frequent: Ponce City Market area / Inman Park, West Midtown, Cabbagetown / Edgewood area, and Streets of Buckhead. The proposed plans totally ignore West Midtown and Streets of 

Buckhead, though with some improvement via the NEBeltline LRT addition. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Only 1/3 of the proposedBeltline LRT is included in the proposal, though it was heavily touted when we voted for the tax increase. I would vote to scrap the Clifton Corridor in favor of completing theBeltline if possible. If not possible, it's better than more bus routes. Supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

I'm glad to see theBeltline LRT extend as far North as the Lindbergh station, but to really connect city centers and shift 

the (mostly) car-dependent populace to public transit goers, I'd wish to see more improvements further North towards 

the Streets of Buckhead development. Whether leveraging the existing MARTA Buckhead stop or the new LRT, 

connecting the 2 most successful/popular areas that draw young talent to our city should be a priority: Buckhead 

(Streets of) and Midtown (Ponce City Market and Inman Park areas). Also, the route to Emory, while important, eats the 

lion's share of the budget. I would prefer to connect West Midtown in a meaningful way, and it currently seems 

shunned in the proposals.

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes I just want more people to feel they can use MARTA effectively and efficiently to get cars off the road. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements More options should be available to get people from place to place, whether it is residential areas or job areas Supportive Social Media Social Media Somewhat It will take a lot of improvements and additions to convince people to try MARTA who are not used to taking it. 

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat

 Atlanta has the capability and people to make its transportation network the most diverse, efficient and modernized in the country if the people in charge make the extra effort to create a revolutionary network and upgrading existing infrastructure. Do not be like new York city and waste 20 years of prime expansion 

before the car situation gets even more out of control. Build new rail and rail stations. You have two giant railroad companies in the city to guide and help in building. Leverage your connections with freight railroads. Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Expand all bus rapid transit routes to high density areas in the east and west of downtown. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat I drive to-and-from Athens 2x per month and would like some kind of rail transit extending that far BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit n/a Supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat Atlanta needs more zero-emission vehicles and a larger network of rail lines (light and heavy)

30096 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Yes N/A Frequent Local Bus Service  N/A Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat

 I believe MARTA just doesn't have a big enough use anymore because Atlanta has had (since it's inception) I-75/85 passing through. Having N/S and E/W isn't enough anymore, but it doesn't seem like there are areas where MARTA can grow to because highways have already taken over. Atlanta doesn't live in a grid 

system the way NYC does, for example, but is trying to integrate like one. Atlanta should look at Boston for a great subway system because of a similar street system. you can take Boston subway to a neighborhood 50 minutes out of downtown. Crazy!! Why aren't there systems to Piedmont Park? Ponce City Market? 

etc etc. Buses don't cut it anymore. They are always late. The street car was installed in an area that didn't need it, and MARTA trains aren't being used to full potential. TheBeltline is growing and I have not seen an efficient way to it from Marta. Atlanta simply did not integrate its transportation systems in a smart 

manner, and is all over the place trying to do so now. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit same as above answer Supportive Social Media News Media No Same as above

30306 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I’m a motorist with pipe dreams of being able to bike everywhere. Anything that safely facilitates that idea is ideal to me. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Briarcliff Rd is one of the busiest spots in the city, but seems to receive very little consideration despite being a road that leads to everywhere. Can the inclusion and exploration of this area be better considered? Somewhat supportive Email Social Media Yes

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat I would like to see a 24 hour service happen. Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center I would like to see a Marta stop @ the YMCA on Morsemill. Neutral Email Community Event Somewhat Also, a concern that should be talked about are safety issues. 

30342 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  n/a Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  n/a Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes None BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit None Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30341 DeKalb Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Use the tax funding that voters approved to fund light rail along theBeltline. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Beltline comes first for funding.  Clifton corridor seeks separate funding. Somewhat supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

 The Clifton Road corridor is important, and has long been on MARTA’s priority list, but the acquisition by the city just 

happened, so theBeltline was built first and should be priority for the tax funds.

30312 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No The transit plan does not adequately address rail - both light and heavy - and particularly the need for a completeBeltline light rail line. As a resident of the southeastern segment of theBeltline, the proposedBeltline transit investment does not meet my daily needs. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Permanent rail infrastructure is crucial. Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

 The Clifton Corridor andBeltline rail projects are extremely important to the continued livability of our city. However, in 

their current proposed form they are inadequate to properly serve a growing city and one that has for too long had 

lackluster transit infrastructure. Moreover, from an economic development perspective, BRT does not carry the same 

weight as LRT in the minds of private developers. 

30318 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No

 The Northwest and Southeast quadrants are ignored entirely in your proposal. Rail is needed, not buses to sit in and add to traffic. MARTA needs to amend their plans in at least 1 of 2 ways: 1) create an actual rail transit loop along theBeltline path and/or 2) Connect the Southeast area to the Northwest area via railway 

(not buses, not streetcars) to create a cross-section over the city. This way anyone in those 4 quadrants to get to one of the other quadrants without sitting on a bus in traffic. Additionally, "Rapid Bus Transit" is an oxymoron. That term needs to be revised. Station Improvements This question is flawed. My top priorities are not listed. Therefore, MARTA is soliciting only the responses you want to receive. MARTA is not taking a true poll of the communities interests. ALL "Rapid Bus Transit" options should be revised to be planned as rail transit to gain the support of the community. Not supportive Other MARTA should be reaching out directly to each Neighborhood Assocation and NPU in AtlantaCommunity Event No

Atlanta needs metro transportation that is separate from cars/highways. The tax dollars should be used to serve equally 

ALL areas that are paying into the fund. No tax dollars should be given to areas that are not paying into the tax. 

Additionally, "Rapid Bus Transit" is an contradicting term. MARTA needs to use a more appropriate name.

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat

Although I do agree with some of the "proposed project list", I believe that transit lines should be expanded and offered to more areas around the region. I believe that expanding the transit system will help increase ridership based on increasing population densities and will hopefully result in more ridership for MARTA. 

I feel that there should be more citizen engagement to truly define the needs of the multi-county region. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center Station Improvements I suggest enhancing the MARTA stations, expanding service into areas that do not have MARTA access, providing better services to economically disadvantaged communities. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Complete the light rail on the Belt Line. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  Complete the light rail around the entire Belt Line. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat  Light rail, trolley, dedicated lanes are all necessary. 

30319 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  There Needs to be covers and dedicated seating areas at every Marta bus stop BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  N/a Neutral Other News Media Somewhat

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat not interested in clifton corridor BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  a focus on more intown connectivity is important for me. having access to crosstown transportation is what limits my mobility choice from whether i want to walk ride marta or bike to whether it is more convenient to drive even though i would rather not. Somewhat supportive Email News Media No

 it doesn't provide atlanta with enough of its future transportation needs. marta's problems now stem from it lacking 

enough connectivity and access. this isn't comprehensive enough to allow all of atlanta to be mobile and use it as a 

dependable means of transportation.

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  Buses need to run later than 11 pm. We need the buses running until at least 4 am Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  Please create programs to help low income families with transportation affordability, please have buses run later. Neutral News Media Community Event No  Affordability, transportation assistance for low income families , bus roots to run late

30309 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No  Add more rail on the belt line! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Na Somewhat supportive Social Media News Media No  Add more rail on the belt line!

30311 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  na Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  na Supportive Social Media Community Event Yes  na

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No  I will not use much of the street car line in south Atlanta-- building our theBeltline streetcar would be much more beneficial to the entire city. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  I think more concentration onBeltline transit would be much more beneficial to the City as a whole, rather than building several projects for special interests. Somewhat supportive Email Social Media No

 Building an entire line just for Emory seems to be a slap in the face to people who have been taxpayers in Atlanta 

forever.  Building street car lines along roadways in less populated areas also does not make sense-- this will just 

contribute to more sprawl. 

30363 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  No additional details Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit

AS mentioned earlier, I don't think we should double spend on the Campbellton Rd corridor, and specifically I think the LRT funds in this proposal for that area should instead go towards building out LRT along the SouthsideBeltline, between Adair Park and Reynoldstown, which is also a historically underserved area like 

Campbellton Rd, and has the benefit of right of way already being acquired, so the money for building it out should go further. Additionally completing that section would complete the vast majority of theBeltline segments that have right of way already acquired, and increase the connectivity of the NE and SW sections 

both with each other and with points north via Lindbergh Center station and the red/gold line. Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

Overall the plan looks good, though I do question the duplication of resources on the Cambellton Rd corridor, 

specifically building out BRT only to replace it almost immediately with LRT, in a low density area that would be well 

served by BRT. 

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Reliability and safety is priority Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  na Neutral Email, Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat  na

30318 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  none Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  none Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Yes  That the buses would run later and run faster North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  The 58 MARTA bus runs to slow Supportive News Media Community Event Yes  At least their trying to address the issues

30315 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  na Station Improvements  na Supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  MARTA needs to start running in Cobb county 

30813 DeKalb Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  na Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  na

30354 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No  na Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  Rude bus drivers #95 never on time take off when you have a baby in your arms Supportive Social Media Community Event No  na



ZIP Code

Please select 

which county 

you are from.

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding 

principles to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the 

highest priority to you. #1

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding principles 

to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the highest priority to you. 

#2

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding 

principles to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the 

highest priority to you. #3

After reviewing the 

proposed project list, do you 

feel it addresses your 

transportation needs?

Please provide any additional details about your response to the previous question. Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #1 Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #2 Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #3 Please provide any additional comments you have on the program or individual projects.
Please rate your level of support of 

the More MARTA proposed projects.

How do you like to receive information on MARTA 

news?
Other - How do you like to receive information on MARTA news?

How did you learn about the More MARTA 

atlanta program Survey?

After reviewing the proposed 

project list, do you feel it 

addresses Atlanta's 

transportation needs?

Please provide reason(s) for your response to the last question.

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  na Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  na Neutral Social Media Community Event Yes  Because I feel like it addresses my and any question

30316 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  na Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  na Supportive News Media Community Event Yes  na

30313 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  na Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  na Supportive News Media Community Event Yes  na

30354 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology No  Expand Heavy rail service BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  na Supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  Fails to emphasize heavy rail 

30310 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No  SE ATL Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  na Somewhat supportive News Media Community Event No  na

30349 Clayton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  na Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  na

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  If by "partnering with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects" you mean connect MARTA to Cobb and Gwinnett county, it addresses my needs.  If not, it really doesn't. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit

 I would love to take MARTA to work, but it would triple my commute time and also be about twice as expensive.  I live in West Midtown and work Downtown.  Designated bus lanes would do a lot to help this, but without them the busses just sit in traffic like everyone else, which makes them extremely slow.  

Also, how about a train station in West Midtown? Just one? Supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

  If by "partnering with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects" you mean connect MARTA to Cobb and 

Gwinnett county, it addresses Atlanta's needs. If not, it really doesn't.

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  na BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  Restrict people from sitting on the bus with their feet on the seal. Loud noise when the are on the bus. Smoking in the station and where people are waiting on the bus. Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  na

30318 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  na Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  na Supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  na

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Somewhat  na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit  na Neutral Phone/Text Community Event Yes  na

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 I wasn't sure which priority this would fall under, perhaps "access to MARTA stations", but increasing the quality of bus stations should be a priority (i.e. rain cover, bus maps), as well as increasing connectivity between CULTURAL areas, not just business. I feel like there isn't all that much connection to EAV, Westside, 

Ponce unless you take multiple buses which will inevitably turn up late. Also, connecting to AMTRAK should be a secondary priority, but a priority nonetheless - it seems that we should be able to connect a national train to a city train and not force people to have to Uber. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension It's very important to get the Streetcar out of Downtown. This would allow people to use it instead of driving for work, but also could attract people to Downtown even on weekends and liven it up a bit more. It's a win-win for Downtown and whichever part of theBeltline it connects to. Very supportive Social Media, Other Please get an Instagram instead of just Twitter. Or ditch Twitter and just get an Instagram.News Media Somewhat

I think all LRT needs to have a dedicated lane, especially in Downtown - most of the time, the Streetcar is no faster than 

walking due to it being stuck behind traffic. Going up may be the solution we need (up as in above current street level) - 

might seem outlandish but look at Miami. We also NEED some kind of transit solution to Westside - from 4 pm to 7 pm 

it's almost impossible to get over there from Midtown because of all the traffic of people trying to get to the highway. 

BRT might help but it would actually need to be enforced - I see people all the time in the bus lanes nearby Arts Center 

and Atlantic Station.

Also, I wish there was an easy accessible tool for reporting people in violation of bike lanes and bus lanes. People need 

to understand that there are consequences for parking in a place that's not for them.

30004 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat I was hoping for rail to continue up SR400, but can understand prohibitive cost. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service any transit improvements for northern Fulton County. East-west transit along Northern perimeter.  Supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I feel like MARTA could do better on being on time Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  na Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  na

30315 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  The complete back of southside connectivity BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Greenbriar Transit Center  na Somewhat supportive Email, Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat  Priority began in communities that have been underserved forever

30315 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  na Somewhat supportive News Media Community Event Yes  na

30313 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  na BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements  More station attendants at train station Very supportive Phone/Text, News Media Community Event Yes  na

30310 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  na Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  na Very supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  na

30315 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  na BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  na Supportive News Media Community Event Yes  na

30306 DeKalb Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No

 I recently started using MARTA regularly to get to healthcare appointments because my car died and I thought I would first give me MARTA a try, especially since most of my appointments were to Emory facilities in Executive. Frequency of buses was poor but manageable. Now you changed routes and reduced 

frequency and hired new drivers who aren't as good at keeping timely schedules as prior drivers. It is a nightmare now and I will be getting a car. Another lost rider for MARTA.  In short, bus service has not expanded, as you state, but has contracted.  You will never have a working transportation system unless you have 

enough buses so that every rider will know that if they miss one another will be by in 10 minutes. Look at Chicago, NY and San Francisco. Atlanta is thinking small town. Frequent Local Bus Service  see prior comments Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat  see last response

30311 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  na BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  na Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  na

30001 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit  na Supportive Social Media Community Event No

30312 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  na Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  na Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes  na

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I want to see theBeltline come to full fruition. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Would like theBeltline to be a top priority. Supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  The bus and rail services need to be more effiecent to riders Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  More bus lines should be added to their services Somewhat supportive Social Media Community Event Yes  MARTA is a great and easier way to get from point A to B throughout ATL

30344 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  na Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  na Neutral Social Media Community Event Yes  because sometimes buses break down or the driver will stop people from entering because its too full. 

30310 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  na Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  na Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat  na

30318 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  na BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  na Neutral Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat  na

30354 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Bust stop benches Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  More trains on time. Very supportive Social Media More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes  no

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Not really, on time buses BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Clean stations buses and trains Neutral Email Community Event Somewhat  can be improved 

30308 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  no Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  no Supportive Email Community Event No  no

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  All need to be look AT? BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit  Needs to improve Not supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event Yes  na

30310 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes no BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  no Supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  no

30310 Fulton Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  na Supportive News Media Community Event Yes  na

30301 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  na Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  na Supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat  na

30317 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No

I don’t think the Clifton corridor should be a priority for the plan as that was not part of Atlanta when the TSPLOT vote was held. I did not vote for that and may not have voted for the tax if I knew such a large part of the money would go toward that project. At most that should be deprioritized and re-assessed at a later 

date. Feels like a bait and switch to those that voted for TSPLOT in support of light rail (especiallyBeltline adjacent). BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit

I don’t think the Clifton corridor should be a priority for the plan as that was not part of Atlanta when the TSPLOT vote was held. I did not vote for that and may not have voted for the tax if I knew such a large part of the money would go toward that project. At most that should be deprioritized and re-assessed at a later 

date. Feels like a bait and switch to those that voted for TSPLOT in support of light rail (especiallyBeltline adjacent). Somewhat supportive Email Social Media No

I don’t think the Clifton corridor should be a priority for the plan as that was not part of Atlanta when the TSPLOT vote 

was held. I did not vote for that and may not have voted for the tax if I knew such a large part of the money would go 

toward that project. At most that should be deprioritized and re-assessed at a later date. Feels like a bait and switch to 

those that voted for TSPLOT in support of light rail (especiallyBeltline adjacent).

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  no Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  no Supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  no

30331 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  It would be nice if there were more stops in the northwest corridor of the city as well. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  I live in Southwest Atlanta and commuter upgrades are greatly needed because not only do people in the area use it but also commuters south of the city, i.e Fayettville, Ellenwood, etc Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

 There needs to be more heavy rail options to move people to and from heavy work locations.  This includes the Cobb 

Galleria area, Douglasville, east Cobb, etc

30315 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  MARTA don't concerns for the public BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  na Neutral News Media Community Event Yes  na

30315 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  na Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit  na Somewhat supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat The drivers needs to be more accessible and courteous 

30307 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  It would be nice to have an area where the strollers go, or the mom can sit and have space not being stepped on. It would be nice to have more stops and not close all the stops. Then we have to walk a long distance. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements  no Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  Same as previous message.

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  More bathrooms/cleaner bathrooms Supportive Email Community Event Yes  na

30032 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  Clean bathrooms more bathrooms late night bathrooms time and more police officers Somewhat supportive Social Media Community Event Yes  na

30331 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  no Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit  no Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  no

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  More Bathrooms Neutral News Media Community Event Yes  na

30281 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  I believe that MARTA should at least create a better system for the community and commuters Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  na Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes  na

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No  Focus needs to be on theBeltline core because it will be focused in the areas who are paying for it. Emory is nice but that needs to be paid for by the region or a larger number of jurisdictions. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  We need tracks on all theBeltline. Not just the two corridors Somewhat supportive Social Media News Media No

  Focus needs to be on theBeltline core because it will be focused in the areas who are paying for it. Emory is nice but 

that needs to be paid for by the region or a larger number of jurisdictions. 

30314 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  make more bathrooms Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  na Not supportive News Media Community Event Yes  when you need to so you have to go

30315 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No  Transportation is very very poor in poverty stricken areas. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  na Somewhat supportive Social Media Community Event No  just plain sucks

30311 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  its flexible and easier to use to get to places Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  na Supportive News Media Community Event Yes  na

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat These projects are a good start. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  I would like to see many more projects. Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  na Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  na Neutral Email Community Event Yes  na

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  na BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  na Somewhat supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  na

30180 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  Better security Somewhat supportive News Media Community Event Yes  na

30344 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  na Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements  na Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  na

30331 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  They more bus on boton rd. and donald L Hollowell Not supportive News Media Community Event Yes  na

30315 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  na Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Need more bathrooms in all stations 6a-10p Somewhat supportive News Media Community Event Yes  na

30315 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  na Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  na

30331 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No  na Frequent Local Bus Service  na Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat  na

30344 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  na Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  na Very supportive Social Media Community Event Yes  na

30318 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes I think building light rail alongside theBeltline is unnecessary and potentially dangerous.  I prefer MARTA to focus on commuters, connecting people to jobs in a predictable and timely manner, so that taking MARTA to work is a viable (or even preferable!) substitute to driving a car. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  I do not think light rail along theBeltline makes sense.  TheBeltline is for pedestrians and bikes, and I don't think it's safe for pedestrians and trains to be side-by-side.  MARTA should provide access TO theBeltline, but theBeltline pedestrian paths and rail don't need to compete with each other. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  need to be able to get to the bathroom more security. Clean better need security at bus stops need a cover at the stops Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements Add westlake Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes  na

30354 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Yes  na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  na Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes  na

30312 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements  na Supportive Social Media Community Event No  na

30344 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  na Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  na Supportive News Media Community Event Yes  na

30344 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  na Frequent Local Bus Service Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements  na Supportive Email Community Event Yes  na

48234 DeKalb Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  na Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  na Somewhat supportive News Media Community Event Yes  na

77459 Clayton Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  na Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements  na Somewhat supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat  na

0 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat The roads surrounding East Lake Station are already WAY TOO CONGESTED; THERE IS NO ROOM FOR A HIGHRISE DEVELOPMENT at the station. The only way to make ti work would be to widen the surrounding roads FIRST.  BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  aaa Somewhat supportive Other aaa News Media

30315 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  I just feeling like Atlanta is a big city so we need a bigger transit service for the city. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  MARTA should listen to the people we know they can't do everything but the most important changes should be made. Thanks Very supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media Community Event Yes  na

30134 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  More station bathrooms, cleaner bathrooms and more security at the station Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes  na

30039 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  I think MARTA needs to do a better job at ensuring the citizens of Atlanta who live towards the skirts are able to access public transportation and would be nice if the weekend schedule went a little bit longer than it is. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  Expanding to other areas is a good start, and also some stations need more bathrooms, because some places don't have them Supportive Email, Social Media Community Event Yes

 Just wanted to ensure that everyone has access to MARTA because not being able to get around is not fun at all. Being 

stuck with no way to get around is not the move. 

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  Bathrooms stay opened later Supportive News Media Community Event Yes  na

30344 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  n/a Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  n/a Very supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media, News Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat  Rails to Cobb County

30308 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

 Rideshare services are growing rapidly in popularity. It would be best to delay implementation of any projects until rideshare use is better understood. 

Streetcar systems are a disaster. The Atlanta streetcar has been one of the most epic clusterf#$&s in the history of urban mass transit. Leave theBeltline for pedestrians, bicyclists and scooters. Don’t attach a subsidized streetcar. 

Developer impact fees are needed to encourage smart density and defray the cost of road repair or modification.

Self-driving vehicles and declines in vehicle ownership are likely. Why own a car if it is only used 11% of the time? 

The primary problem with cost effective mass transit is that it must achieve a capacity utilization rate of over 80%. Marta ridership down 3% in 2017? That’s a HUGE negative and needs further study. Clearly the present model isn’t working well. 

A fresh approach is needed.

That project list misses the mark. Station Improvements

Increase development incentives in areas within 1/4 mile of rail stops. Add rideshare pick-up and drop-off lanes. Charge Lime and Bird rent for space at Marta stations. 

Better safety and security at rail stations. More frequent cleaning of stations is needed. How about taking better care of what Marta already has before making it bigger? Not supportive News Media Community Event No

 Marta ridership down in 2017. Rise of rideshare options. Marta management is holding too tightly to an outmoded 

paradigm of “mass” transit.

30307 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  More protected bike lanes, intermodal connection BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Extend current streetcar to inman park and further north Neutral Email News Media Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  I work at Emory and getting to Emory via public transportation is a priority BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  It would be great if MARTA could work with Decatur to complete the Clifton Corridor to connect with the blue line Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30021 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes We need better mass transit to and from out hospitals, universities & business centers. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Thank you! Supportive Email, Social Media News Media Yes

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  need rail on all of theBeltline BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  Put rail on all of theBeltline Neutral Email News Media Somewhat  need rail on all of theBeltline

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes I thank its a great start 🙏🏿 Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Greenbriar Transit Center  This will be great for the community so people will be able to get out and go shopping Supportive Email Community Event Yes

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  It appears that 50 percent of the Light Rail is going to one affluent area. I have concerns that it is financially feasible i.e low ridership and a drain on the rest of the system.  It seems like a gift to the wealthy instead of better addressing the needs to those who are the heart of Marta and have no other options. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Light Rail for Campbellton rd is good Neutral Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

30306 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 I think the proposed list is a great start and understand the limitations of the budget available. I happen to live near where some of the new projects will be so that is great for me. However I know any people outside of the city drive in and do not have reliable transit. I do not fault Marta for the lack of cooperation from 

other counties but I cannot not answer "yes" to the previous question until the larger metro area moves forward with better transit. Again this is a great start that I am excited for and I hope to see more progress in the future regarding the metro area. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  n/a Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 I think the proposed list is a great start and understand the limitations of the budget available. I happen to live near 

where some of the new projects will be so that is great for me. However I know any people outside of the city drive in 

and do not have reliable transit. I do not fault Marta for the lack of cooperation from other counties but I cannot not 

answer "yes" to the previous question until the larger metro area moves forward with better transit. Again this is a 

great start that I am excited for and I hope to see more progress in the future regarding the metro area.

30312 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes ... BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service

 The problem is that all of these projects are worthy. Although my preference is for theBeltline, in my vision for Atlanta, all of these projects are essential to truly connect our city. As a side note, more of the bus stops should have covered benches for the unfortunate souls who must wait in the rain and sweltering heat 

for their transportation. Very supportive Other Curved Atlanta Social Media Yes

30303 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Extend red line north Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Moores Mill Transit Center  Heavy rail transit should be expanded Somewhat supportive Other News Media Somewhat

30306 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  I feel the sales tax was voted upon to provide the funding forBeltline transit.  I am disappointed this is not a priority.  It always feels that backroom deals are made. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  None Somewhat supportive Other None Social Media No

 I recently returned from a European trip.  What a pleasure it was to have a choice in transportation.  TheBeltline  can 

become something Atlanta is known for, connecting neighborhoods in Atlanta proper.  I am concerned that focus on 

this project is being lost.

30318 Fulton Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No we need a train station on the nw side of town Crosstown Downtown West Extension Moores Mill Transit Center we need a train station on the nw side of town Neutral Email Social Media Somewhat  we need a train station on the nw side of town

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Would prefer to see moreBeltline LRT in an effort to connect all segments of the linear trail. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  None Supportive Email Social Media Yes

 Rail through Clifton Corridor, ideally running from Lindbergh to connect with east-west MARTA line should do a lot to 

alleviate congestion in major job centers there

30305 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  my job depends on Atlanta being truly connected, includingBeltline rail and a real east west connection to connect west midtown and the great developments on Atlanta's east side. Also traffic relief BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  invest in transit where the best and most populous areas are! creating transit onBeltline and connections from downtown to midtown toBeltline will make Atlanta a true world class city Somewhat supportive Email News Media No

 I think the worst traffic (downtown connector) won't see much relief from this. I would also like better rail options to 

Atlanta's most popular and developing neighborhoods. It would make getting to job centers so much easier and relieve 

congestion

30312 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Greater connectivity to theBeltline BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  N/A Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat  Need more commuter rails/bus to suburban neighborhoods

30324 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  The number one projects should be to work with surrounding cities and counties to get Marta further out to reduce cars inside the perimeter. Getting to suntrust park, Gwinnett county and further up GA400 BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Na Supportive Social Media Social Media Somewhat

  The number one projects should be to work with surrounding cities and counties to get Marta further out to reduce 

cars inside the perimeter. Getting to suntrust park, Gwinnett county and further up GA400

30331 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  It needs More rail and express buses. It doesn't extend far enough into Metro Atlanta. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  More light rail Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat  Get some express Marta buses on the road that only go to major commute areas.

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No We need more rail. Rail does not serve much of the city. Atlantic Station, GSU Football Stadium, North Fulton County,  I-20 south, and West Midtown are just a few areas. Abernathy Rd is also a disaster with the many companies that have HQs in the area and are underserved. Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit N/A Neutral Social Media, News Media Social Media No

I'm not quite sure how buses and light rail are going to help. The current light rail system has not been used. I also do 

not see the value in investing in theBeltline at this time as there are many other places around the city that are 

underserved.

30331 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  I want another two MARTA train stations at base minimum at Emory University and/or perhaps expand the green line BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Make America great again! Very supportive Email, Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat

 I was born in Atlanta, Georgia USA and matriculated from Georgia State University and I’m under the age of 35 and I 

live in Atlanta 30331

30331 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  We need more buses that run through fairburn road and barge road. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center   We need more buses that run through fairburn road and barge road. Supportive Email, Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat   We need more buses that run through fairburn road and barge road. 

30308 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  Connecting theBeltline with rail options will help my transportation needs. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Please connect theBeltline with transit. Somewhat supportive Other Social Media No

 Atlanta approved the tax for transit before Emory was annexed.  The funds should be used to help better the majority 

of Atlantans.

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes no additional comment BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit no additional comment  Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  no additional comment 

30076 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  I'd like to see theBeltline loop completed BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Light Rail will provide a medium more people hesitant to use marta will use Very supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

 It is an improvement (the most significant one in decades), but there's still more to be done. Completing theBeltline 

loop, adding more Xpress bus service, adding commuter rail service, Connect 400, and adding more streetcar lines is 

essential for Atlanta's transportation needs.

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Safety and layered integrated system must be a priority. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Station improvements and security Very supportive Email News Media Yes  Layered integrated system is a must have

30303 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat Build new heavy and light rail lines inside theBeltline BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Connect five points to east sideBeltline via heavy or light rail. Very supportive Email, News Media News Media Somewhat  Atlanta residents are moving in town and want more rail lines that connect in town neighborhoods

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat It is somewhat hard to tell what all these proposed project are. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  I voted for the increase funding with the hopes of lite transit along the Beltway to relieve the traffic and to actually use Marta to get to work.  Connecting the in-town neigbhorhoods seems the first choice in helping our massive city growth. Somewhat supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  Again, it is hard to tell what some of these projects are.

30331 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  N/A BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements  I think stations not transit centers are needed. Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Somewhat I think that more attention is needed in South Atlanta.

30317 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Nobeca BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension No Somewhat supportive Other Community Event Yes  Because they are telling  us but now I am waiting to see what happens

30324 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

I have lived in my home for 52 years and was VERY upset this week when I found that two of the three routes I have used for many years have been removed from Lindbergh Drive. It took me 2 HOURS to get home from the Atlanta airport because the bus routes have been reduced and even the boarding locations at 

the Lindbergh Station have been changed. Supervisor McCoy at the Lindbergh Station was VERY helpful in finally getting me to the one and only bus route I could use to get home. Frequent Local Bus Service  I do not think theBeltline deserves the money and attention it is receiving. Somewhat supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  We are paying extra taxes for MARTA but we are not getting more service.

30030 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  I do feel it should be a priority to connect the entireBeltline to MARTA. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit No additional comments. Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  I am not sure that I see the connection of theBeltline to MARTA to be a priority in the plan

30331 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Thanks BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit  More information Very supportive Email Community Event No

30296 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  i think it needs to be connected in the city more BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  none Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat  emory is a good extension but not enough

30331 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  Bus. Stop inside city limits  , we need buses to extend along campbellton rd to camp creek, Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements  None Somewhat supportive Other Senior centers.  Darnel. Centers Community Event No

30310 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No  We should focus on prioritizing transit around the WHOLEBeltline, which is what people thought they were voting for. Otherwise it's relatively useless. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service n/a Somewhat supportive Other Community Event Somewhat

30316 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No Top request is to expand Clevland Ave ART to reach further out to the East. Expaiding the train system to allow more SE neighborhoods the ability to use the train system to come into the city. Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Expansion is key, not just making improvements to the existing systems. Supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

Expainsion of MARTA ART to the east and west in order for more neighborhoods to have better access without having 

to drive to stations. 

30316 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat A truly integrated and complete system that allows for reasonable access throughout the entire region should be the first and only priority of MARTA BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Everyone in the city should be able to walk to a rail system of some kind. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat  Same answer as above 

30324 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  N/A Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Moores Mill Transit Center N/a Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat  More heavy rail is needed.

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Yes BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Should focus on the communities with less money first. Supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat  Would be nice to have a real system all the way around theBeltline. 

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  More specific information about completion of belt line rail and last mile transportation is needed. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Focus on belt line rail, Clifton corridor and last mile transportation Neutral Email, Phone/Text, Social Media News Media Somewhat  The proposal isn’t very detailed

30318 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat It would be really great if there could be a MARTA rail station somewhere on the Westside. Bankhead is a bit too far from Westside Provisions District. Something that is walkable to the Howell Mill Rd/10th St. area would be really helpful to me Crosstown Downtown West Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  N/A Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat  Need MARTA rail stations that are in more usable areas. 

30310 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  The almost daily delays on the different lines is incredibly frustrating. Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  I would like expansion to the I-85 corridor. This is where the very worst traffic exists Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Would prefer more frequent service on the 16 and 36 buses to commute from Virginia-Highland to Downtown. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Trying to go car-free in Virginia-Highland. Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30328 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  It’s not comprehensive enough. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Na Very supportive News Media News Media Yes

30316 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  TheBeltline LRT doesn't encompass the entireBeltline path. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit n/a Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat TheBeltline LRT doesn't encompass the entireBeltline path. 

30305 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Not enough funding going to light rail. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  Light rail should receive much more of the funding. Clifton Corridor should be initial focus and will be a success. Somewhat supportive Email Social Media No  Not enough funding going to light rail.

30309 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I ride a scooter to the train station daily. The designated scooter parking to chain your vehicle, is full of urine, trash, and sometimes feces. They smell is awful. It makes me not want to use MARTA. Can I lock my motorized scooter inside the station? Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Police the vagrants/trespassers at the staions Neutral Email News Media Somewhat

30316 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes I would love more transit options, including better sidewalks and well- lit streets. Right now, it is really necessary for me to have a car, and I wish it weren't, for cost of living and environmental reasons. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements n/a Very supportive Phone/Text News Media Yes
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30309 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat My vote for this tax was based on projects that enhanced the intra-connectivity of the MARTA system by focusing on on equitable distribution of a loop connections. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Why not focus theBeltline rail loop set forth a while ago where it is less likely to be held up by right of way issues or other jurisdictions? The Emory corridor is necessary but it will definitely have the ability to obtain other funding in the future when it is fully studied. Somewhat supportive Social Media More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat It does address needs but it does not address priority. A portfolio is not a transit system.

30316 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Will there be more investment in maintaining the mobile app and website?  The app is unusable in its current state Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  None Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30344 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Different transportation options means less crowding during rush hour on transit, and potentially less traffic on the streets. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  N/A Supportive Social Media, News Media More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat Would prefer additional lines to the existing subway. 

30307 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  N/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N/a Very supportive Other News Media Somewhat

30313 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes My personal transportation needs are currently met since I live and work on the existing Marta line.  My interest is in the bigger picture for the city and the effort to get people out of cars and moving efficiently around every neighborhood. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Connecting neighborhoods should be a priority, and I think theBeltline is doing that successfully so far.  Still theBeltline needs the rail component in order for it’s full impact to be realized. Somewhat supportive Email, Phone/Text News Media Somewhat  I would still like to see the multi-modal passenger terminal on the table.   Regional transit should remain a focus.

30324 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Need more money for transit. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  More light rail on helpline and connector routes. Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat  Need light rail onBeltline.

30306 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  Would prefer more specifics BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  Anything to get people out of there cars where traffic is the worst should be top priority. Very supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat  It is very broad. Hard to know for sure if it would.

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat I don’t think it’s clear what all these options mean for people who aren’t educated in transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Moores Mill Transit Center  Wish there were information on expanded train options— and if not, why not. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 We need clear and defined options for expanded transit instead of just “more Marta” — is that more train lines? Where 

are the new bus routes? What’s an arterial route?

30307 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Last mile connectivity is an issue in most areas. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Improve accessibility for disabled folks! Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30313 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I want to see light rail succeed as an expanded system with dedicated lanes, light priority, transit along theBeltline and other off-road corridors, and integrated ridership with heavy rail. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension

Given the option between taking a bus and a car, I will take a car every time.

However, given the option to take light rail with dedicated lanes and light priority, I will try to use that whenever I can, especially if it has good connection to theBeltline and heavy rail.  I want to see the proposed lines all happen, to prove ridership and set the stage for future improvements.

I'm not convinced improved bus service and a half-cocked light rail system will improve ridership or decrease use of public roads by cars. Somewhat supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

  I want to see light rail succeed as an expanded system with dedicated lanes, light priority, transit along theBeltline and 

other off-road corridors, and integrated ridership with heavy rail.

30318 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

The current plan seems to prioritize certain areas over others (Clifton Corridor) vs. solutions that would bring about transportation options for the most impact (BeltLine). TheBeltline has done more to get get cars off the road, help progress racial integration & lead to growth & expansion of development than other 

projects.  While there are many jobs because of the CDC & Emory, these institutions don’t add to the overall tax base. TheBeltline (residential & commercial) is adding significant funds to the tax base. It would seem traffic issue in Clifton area are the result of previous poor planning & the tax paying citizens of Atlanta 

(the majority of citizens & not just one population) should not continue to have to pay the price. Use BRT, LRT or ART where we can reach the largest populations.  After all voters have voted to increase funds to MARTA with the promise that the certain projects would be funded. Let’s hope MARTA leadership will have 

the courage to keep their promise. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  See comments above. Very supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network No  People don't want to take buses!!!!! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  We need rail transit connecting peachtree rd. to midtown and downtown. Nothing is impossible. Not supportive Other none Social Media No People want more rail connectivity. 

30310 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 NeedBeltline full loop. This inner perimeter that connects lindbergh, west end/oakland city, ashby, bankhead, lindbergh and reynoldstown is KEY. It reflects the shared vision of the population and also creates and easy mental model for the user. Which is actually more important than anything. To use it, it needs to be 

understood. I am a user experience designer with 10 years experience consulting to CNN, ATT, IRS, Delta, Macys, Mastercard, and countless smaller companies and startups. Please listen. Please call me to discuss more. Your current proposal looks byzentine. It might be beautifully backed by data, but it has to be clear 

and make sense to the average busy, non-transit geek. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension

 The fullBeltline loop with better east/west “criss crossing” will be the most clean solution and easy to understand. 

Loop plus these three things:

Connect upper east and west upper west midtown (and eventually extend to Chattahoochee on the west and VH on the east)

Connect grant park to lionel hampton park (oakland cemetery to Westview Cemetery?!)

Improve “last mile” with better paths for walking, shared bikes/scooters, and dedicated  buses lanes. 

Focus on this. Connect people is ways that make sense. Figuring out how people see and connect atlanta in their head will be KEY. Have you done this research? To map the users mental models? Somewhat supportive Email, Social Media Social Media Somewhat  Same as last answer. 

30328 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat . BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Beltline should have rail all the way around Somewhat supportive Other . News Media Somewhat  MARTA needs to have more connectivity

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  If Marta expanded into surrounding Atlanta neighborhoods, I would absolutely use public transportation more often. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  n/a Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

 Marta needs to expand to lighten the commute in the morning and afternoon. If more people ride Marta, the highways 

wouldn't be backed up but Marta isn't convenient to many neighborhoods. Make it convenient for neighborhoods just 

outside the perimeter, and that would help solve a huge traffic problem.

30338 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat Wish there was heavy rail in this plan BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  Definietly need momentum with LRT projects, and also spread as close to Cobb as possible, to encourage them to join the system Supportive Phone/Text Social Media Somewhat

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No  we need more train lines to hit neighborhoods; not that this matters because the city doesn't give a damn, and will continue to clog up roads with more buses... Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit every year a survey goes out and I confer with many colleagues who agree we need more heavy rail lines, but they city never listens; there are major parts of the city with no easy access to heavy rail... why does a major hub city only have two major heavy rail lines? THIS is why we stand no chance at Amazon's HQ 2! Not supportive News Media News Media No

I repeat we need more train lines to hit neighborhoods; not that this matters because the city doesn't give a damn, and 

will continue to clog up roads with more buses...

30314 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit  na Neutral Phone/Text Community Event Yes  na

30314 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  na Supportive News Media Community Event Yes  na

30044 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

 I live in Gwinnett County and I'm tired of seeing incorrect charges on my Breeze card.  For some reason when I board the Xpress bus and I have both xpress rides and cash on the card, I'm charged the higher priced cash rate for the trip.  Only after all the cash has been drained from the card are the pre-paid rides used.  

This had been going on for years and is a rip off. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Station Improvements

 Many of the Marta stations are dark and dingy.  While there have been some improvements, there continues to be an issue with aggressive professional mendicants in and around the stations.  I would also like to see more security in the station prepared to intervene when people break the rules by smoking, eating, or 

drinking in the stations. Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30126 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Has to give everybody something. The rain and the hills. Not every stop can have a cover but more at popular stops would be nice especially or I'm often shopping via MARTA. And overhead racks on the buses. Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements  The stations are so bland, even for the 70s. Every corner and step stinks of urine. Transfer trains from in five points with a bicycle is tedious. Way finding is lacking. Supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  Red and Gold need to be pushed out across the river and county lines

30311 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No

 You have routed a bus through Central Villa Dr. SW #83. There are very few people catching the bus in this area. After the bus comes through it makes the houses vibrate, keeps up loud noises and the passengerws with across the town and their debris and this paper, etc. on the lawn. Why did you route this bus 

through the area without any input from the community. Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  MARTA needs to help maintain and keep up the communities where the buses are routed and through. WE need beautiful streets. Supportive News Media Community Event No

 You need to address the communities individually when you get ready to reroute buses or pay for the damages and 

inconvenience caused by MARTA

30303 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  na Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  na Supportive News Media Community Event Yes  na

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  na BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  This means more transportation, access to more jobs and more job for our economy. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  We need to be able to set around period. And all nigh/24 hr service

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat I’m interested in more north end projects. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  No additional comments. Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Yes

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Safety, presence in Marta stations and accessibility are critical BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements No comment Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30312 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  We need more train stations in places they don't currently go. I love using the train, but most days the stations don't drop me off in a convenient place. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension I would love for the major focus to be more Marta Rail Transit. Even just transit that more easily accesses theBeltline and other popular biking/walking paths. Supportive News Media News Media No

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

 Seems to be centered much around downtown and the belt line which is good yet once one you move away from the center of the city it still seems a bit limited.  Personally I'd prefer more subway lines or HRT as you call it beyond North-South, East-West, etc to really connect the city such the one doesn't always have 

to take a bus and a train to get somewhere or to cross from one side of the city to the other side. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Greenbriar Transit Center

 However the project evolves it should do so with regard to the culture of the intended neighborhood.  The Campbellton Road Neighborhood, for example, doesn't necessarily want a street car running down the center of the road or anything similar to what is running on Auburn Ave/Edgewood, yet BRT might be an 

option along with additional routes with the current system. Very supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  For the same reasons as the previous question.

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  It will really address my needs if you have more trains and buses operating after 7pm and on weekends. Sometimes, you get off work after 7pm and on weekends we wait too long for the trains and buses. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit   na Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  na

30038 DeKalb Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes   na Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit   na Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes   na

30318 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No   na BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension   na Very supportive Email Community Event No   na

30038 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes   na Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Greenbriar Transit Center   na Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Yes   na

30316 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes   na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center   na Very supportive Email Community Event Yes   na

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Atlanta need train service extended to more neighborhood within ATL and outside suburbs BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit   na Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes   na

30297 Clayton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes   na Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit   na Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  Better service

30064 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  More MARTA trains to more places!! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Please go to Cobb County!!! Very supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat I would like to hear more about expansion to other counties

na Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  do importante es escuchor a lo acidodenia sobre los problemos o soluccionces hoais el trones porte lo wal aborca una serie de propuestos que son ejectivas. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit  Es importonte los conglomerouis de personos para facilitios un meso poro que estos llequen a su destino de forma comoda. Very supportive Social Media Community Event Yes  Si, porque solucuiono los problemos del transporta

30344 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  The safety of MARTA is very important to me. The safety with MARTA transportation is already good. I think it should be enhanced to excellent. Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Its great transportation service Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  Yes, because to be concerned about MARTA transportation is very important. 

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  More functional rail network BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  None Supportive Email News Media Yes

30324 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology No  MARTA,made it more difficult for me to get to work by changing routes 6,33,27 and 30 Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  More usb outlets, more lights added to Lindbergh station at south terminal bus bay. Neutral Email, Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat

 The routes 6,33,27, and 30 only one bus (the 6) goes to Lindbergh station at the bus stop at intersection of Lindbergh 

Dr. and Cheshire Bridge Rd.

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat While the expanded bus service to the Northwest side of Atlanta is a step in the right direction, we would really like to see a rail line that starts from the Moores Mill area and gives easy access to midtown/downtown.  BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center Station Improvements  This plan offers virtually no improvements to commuters coming to midtown/downtown from the Northwest neighborhoods. Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat

I think the light rail will provide a lot of benefit to commuters who usually go N/S on the connector each day. I would 

like to see more done to connect the Northwest side of the city to downtown and the southside than just local bus 

service.

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes   na Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements   na Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes   na

30312 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

As a Grant Park resident, using transit on a regular basis is just not practical for me, even before service was reduced to our neighborhood. I would love nothing more than to not have to drive to work, but exchanging a 20 minute drive for an hour and a half of bus -> train -> bus to go six miles is just not feasible.Beltline 

transit would be a game changer for SE Atlanta commuters. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit

I appreciate the efforts to expand bus service and try ART routes, but I believe all LRT development should occur on or within theBeltline and that the Clifton Road corridor should find separate funding (Emory has a *$7B* endowment, what are they bringing to the table to support this transportation project that would 

be a huge amenity to their employees and students?).

PRIORITIZEBeltline TRANSIT!!! Somewhat supportive Email Social Media No

LRT along the *complete*Beltline should be this plan's primary focus. Let's work from the city center outward. I 

understand the dire need for transit solutions to the Emory campus, but let's remember who voted for this--Atlanta 

residents prior to the annexation of Emory into CoA. The Clifton corridor was not in scope at the time of the 

referendum, we need to realize a comprehensiveBeltline transit plan, and then find funding for how our core transit 

interfaces into the regional network.

30327 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  Obviously these are very high, I think there needs to be more rail systems in Atlanta area for commuters and conference attendees.  Create more pedestrian walkways for people to congregate downtown and leverage mass transit. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  Light Rail to NW (SunTrust Park area) please - Very supportive Email Social Media No

 I feel our needs should be met with a lot more mass transit availability.  When I go to New York, Boston, etc. I would 

never think of using a car, just the mass transit systems.  In Atlanta, a car is almost a necessity to get to/from the major 

areas (Suntrust park, stone mtn, Atl Farmers Market, are just a few to mention.  

30087 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  n/a Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements I believe the growth of the population in the city, does call for improvements of the stations. Very supportive Social Media, News Media Social Media Yes

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat

it is a good beginning but the city could benefit from faster options. i think it makes sense to use the art and brt as a entry to make sure tranist is being utilized fast and for the city to understand where transit is best situated. there needs to be a commitment from the city to eventually create more permanent and faster 

options. this will show the citizens that the city is committed to continually improving its weakest part-transportation.  LACKS STRONG EAST/WEST CONNECTION + NORTHEAST/ SOUTHWEST BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  LACKS STRONG EAST/WEST CONNECTION + NORTHEAST/ SOUTHWEST. DEFINITELY NEEDS IMPROVEMENTS FOR BUS STOPS, EVEN IF THEY ARE LOW BUDGET TACTICAL URBANISM + COMPETITIONS +STUDENT WORK, ETC. IT CAN HAPPEN INEXPENSIVELY AND FAST!!!! Very supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

altanta's transportation network is weak. it needs a lot of help. help is stemmed by the government but ultimately will 

need to be decided by the people. no single plan is going to be sufficient at this point in time, but we must keep trying!! 

we cannot get stuck again. as the population grows the already poor transit will become worse. this is the time, it is 

good we are moving forward, but it is going to take years and many iterations of this idea for is to be satisfied. we 

should just call this phase .99, before even, phase 1.                                                                                                                         

LACKS STRONG EAST/WEST CONNECTION + NORTHEAST/ SOUTHWEST

30331 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes no Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  no Supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  no

30310 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  no BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  no Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  no

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  The list does not specifically mention the Clifton Corridor project or the possibility of light-rail on theBeltline. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

 Light-rail for the ENTIREBeltline would be ideal. Currently, you only have listed  the NE and SW portions and I understand those are there due to the fact that theBeltline is completed in those areas. However, if there is not a long term plan for light-rail around the entireBeltline, property which is now owned 100% by 

the city, then what are we doing here? Making a half-assed attempt? Why? Adding basic transportation needs for this city should be the #1 priority. Supportive Other News Media Somewhat   The list does not specifically mention the Clifton Corridor project or the possibility of light-rail on theBeltline.

30084 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  As a resident of Tucker and a commuter to midtown, I'd like to see more light rail  commuter access in my area.  The closest MARTA stations are Doraville and Decatur, both would still mean sitting in traffic and not saving time. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  I wish the projects expanded farther into Dekalb.  Supportive Phone/Text Social Media

30316 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Create a transportation system that connects the community to places they actually want to go. Use theBeltline for a light rail system. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit

 Light rail everywhere and focus on making it easier for the community to get to popular dining and entertainment destinations. Create transportation systems that connects people to where they are already trying to go. Midtown and Piedmont Park, Virginia Highland, Little Five Points and East Atlanta, Grant Park, 

Kirkwood Neutral Phone/Text News Media Somewhat

 Atlanta has a history of creating bad transportation options. We need to do better about making our community easily 

accessed, especially witht he influx of new people. Create a transportation system that includes many options, that is 

safe and connects all communities

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Transit on the completeBeltline must be made a priority. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Clifton Corridor is worthwhile but should NOT be included in this program.  Defer it. Neutral Email Social Media Somewhat  Same as above. Also, not convinced that BRT is appropriate. 

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I would like to see transit in areas like the Westside, southwest, and southeast that need it. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Do not build BRT on Campbellton road and later upgrade it to light rail. It'd be a waste of money. TheBeltline doesn't need full rail. Very supportive Social Media Social Media Yes  The projects are spread across the city. 

30317 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I'm concerned that the fullBeltline transit corridor must be developed as soon as possible. The Move MARTA plan should include two-way light rail or streetcar along the full AtlantaBeltline. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit   I'm concerned that the fullBeltline transit corridor must be developed as soon as possible. The Move MARTA plan should include two-way light rail or streetcar along the full AtlantaBeltline. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat " BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  " Supportive Other News Media Somewhat

30350 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  North Fulton has been paying the MARTA tax since its inception and is getting the least amount of service.  It's time for us, not the new kids on the block. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  NOT ONE ITEM for North Fulton. Neutral News Media Social Media Somewhat  see above

30097 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  it moves connectivity forward, but there are still vast areas that remain unserved. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit need more Very supportive Email News Media No  still nothing to serve N Fulton, either regional rail from Alpharetta or Duluth would be beneficial

30306 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes

 Certain areas of the city with higher concentration of crowds (likeBeltline/Ponce city market/ O4W) needs improved public transport ion in those areas where committing can really only be done by car or walking. It would be nice if the streetcar was located in more accessible locations such as these, and would most 

likely lead to less car traffic. Also a better way to get from downtown to Decatur and back would probably be beneficial for the current traffic situation on ponce. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  See comments above. Very supportive Email News Media Yes

 We need better connections between different parts of the city. There are areas where you have to drive to the 

nearest Marta train station, unless you live in downtown/ midtown, or Buckhead. With theBeltline being so 

overcrowded when it comes to the roads nearby, it would be nice to have a better way of getting to different parts of 

town without relying on driving.

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes eeee BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Clifton Corridor would provide:  Greatest impact to traffic in city. Getting workers and patients to largest healthcare network in the region.   Very supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30316 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Atlanta needs more rail transit options for commuters outside and inside the perimeter. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Clifton Corridor would be an incredible improvement. More rail options = less people in cars creating traffic. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30344 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes

 

I'm particularly interested in the expansion to Emory Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements I live in East Point & sometimes need to access Emory U medical services Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 We all know MARTA needs to expand to the 'burbs to decrease auto traffic & expand accessibility to & from Atlanta--

the real problem is to convince the gov't entities who call the shots in the 'burbs.

30319 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 "proposed project list" - Those aren't really proposed projects that I can parse. Like, what does "Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects" even mean? Are you attempting to incorporate GCT's buses? Are you partnering with the City of Alpharetta to build a high-speed rail line? "Create last-mile 

connectivity" - Is that the uber/lyft project y'all were thinking about? Is it new side walks? better sidewalks? Is it more P Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  . . .Required field, really? Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

 I want more trains and better train stations.

I'd like for buses to OTP locations, like Lawrenceville, to run on weekends.

I would also like for the bus to not drive past the bus stop when I'm sitting at it, but I don't think you'll be able to fix that 

one.

30316 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Where is the support for East Atlanta and East lake? BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements

 What happened to the BRT on I 20? Where is the rail plan for the SE side? The bus route in East Atlanta doesn't even go through all of East Atlanta(flat shoals and gleenwood) 

Where are the street car expansions? It needs to connect to theBeltline near krog. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 Clifton corridor needs to be built asap. Job centers need to be attached to heavy rail asap. 

Otherwise I think LRT/streetcar needs to be expanded greatly on both sides of Atlanta. 

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network No Without light rail connection between SW Atlanta and Old Fourth Ward the proposed improvements do not affect me personally. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements

 Partial development of light rail around entireBeltline makes little sense to me. Currently the SW leg of theBeltline goes nowhere. I can ride a bicycle to the Kroger and that is about it. TheBeltline without light rail is a glorified sidewalk that invites increased gentrification of adjacent neighborhoods. Complete theBeltline 

with light rail and it will spark economic development that can benefit people of diverse income levels. Not supportive Email News Media No

Atlantans need to be able to get from one part of the city to another without sitting in gridlocked street traffic. A 

completedBeltline with a light rail component could achieve that for many citizens.

Any proposal that includes light rail without dedicated right-of-way is destined to fail just like the existing east-west 

streetcar. The streets that the streetcar traverses should become one-way streets traveling in the same direction as the 

streetcars. 

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  Both Clifton Corridor and Campellton Road projects are highly specific routes that do not benefit Atlanta as a whole compared toBeltline full loop transit or crosstown transit. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  I believe the full transit loop should take priority. Somewhat supportive Email News Media No

Beltline full loop transit has been a rallying point for many Atlanta citizens and it is very disheartening to see it de-

prioritized in favor or niche small impact projects. I am a long-time MARTA supporter but this is a tough blow.

30324 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  More Light Rail on theBeltline!!! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit   More Light Rail on theBeltline!!! Somewhat supportive Other Curbed Social Media Somewhat   More Light Rail on theBeltline!!!

30306 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes I would like to see MARTA become my first choice for transportation, and that I could plan to go to multiple locations in a day.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I would like to see the promised Light Rail around the entirety of theBeltline. Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

 My main concern is the decision to only provide light rail to a limited portion of theBeltline, which seems to only 

connect a couple of dots, without completing the full "circle" as we were promised.

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  No to the Clifton corridor - why are we finding Dekalb? The transit should go toward theBeltline, Piedmont Hospital and IN city transit. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Rail must be a focus for Atlanta, expand Marta, expand NON road light rail (sep tracks that are not in traffic). Do not go into Dekalb until Dekalb is willing to pay! Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat  No to the Clifton corridor - this is ATL tax payer money, it should go to Fulton Country Atlanta. The end.

30307 DeKalb Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat The completeBeltline solution needs a higher priority, it is a defining project for the city and serves to attract businesses and people. This will serve to further fund future MARTA states, and encourage outlying communities and regions to support/fund integration with MARTA. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Steal the Trolley and expand it along Dekalb Ave! Supportive Email News Media Somewhat  The Clifton corridor focus seems beneficial to a small population who are not ideal candidates for public transit.

30088 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I think it's a good start.  I'd like to see more integration of outlying small towns, such as Clarkston, Stone Mountain, Tucker, etc.  I can drive to a MARTA station, but the bus takes too long to be useful.  Perhaps a park and ride dedicated bus from Stone Mountain Village, for example. Crosstown Downtown West Extension Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements  I am glad to see that we're getting upgrades and improvements.  I believe this has to be our future in Atlanta. We cannot survive without this. Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

 Again, it's a good start. I'd love to see the city have so many integrated options that driving a car would be only for a 

few.  In my dreams, cars would be so rarely used that they'd be a notable sight.

30338 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No

 Mainly to Improve Transportation in Atlanta something which should have been designed and wasn't is connecting MARTA to the International Terminal or have a monorail like the  one to Rental Car to the International terminal. connecting so people can take their luggage from one train to another not go out to catch 

a shuttle bus with Luggage especially International travel. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit

  Mainly to Improve Transportation in Atlanta something which should have been designed and wasn't is connecting MARTA to the International Terminal or have a monorail like the  one to Rental Car to the International terminal. connecting so people can take their luggage from one train to another not go out to catch 

a shuttle bus with Luggage especially International travel. Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter No

 Mainly to Improve Transportation in Atlanta something which should have been designed and wasn't is connecting 

MARTA to the International Terminal or have a monorail like the  one to Rental Car to the International terminal. 

connecting so people can take their luggage from one train to another not go out to catch a shuttle bus with Luggage 

especially International travel.

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I am very excited about the expansion of MARTA services throughout Atlanta.  I want to see more BRT connected to theBeltline as well as dedicated, protected bike lanes.  I am disappointed there is not any improvement for Moreland which is becoming a nightmare!  Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  True BRT with protected separated bus lanes that ensures buses are the fastest moving traffic will make significantly more people ride.  It's hard to justify taking a bus ride when it moves slower than a car ride. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30307 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network No The Clifton Corridor, which would cost hundreds of millions of dollars and bring MARTA through land that isn’t even part of Atlanta, shouldn’t take priority overBeltline transit BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension

Priorities should be on: 

a) projects that take vehicles off the road (light/heavy rail), not add more (e.g. bus lines)

b) intra-city transit that reduces intown traffic Very supportive Email, Phone/Text News Media No

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat My needs are mostly met already. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  None Very supportive Social Media News Media Yes

 Provides access in areas that currently lack reliable transit. Dedicated bus lanes would greatly improve the reliability of 

buses. Expanded light rail in the NE, which is growing rapidly is desperately needed to reduce congestion.

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat - BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  - Very supportive Other Social Media Somewhat

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No  Build more MARTA lines and stops for MARTA rail. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Build MARTA rail. Very supportive Other Social Media Somewhat

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

TheBeltline transit plan is the absolute necessity for the city and surrounding suburbs.   The current plan to abandon the full connectivity of the loop in lieu of the development of the Clifton Corridor is a non-starter.   The clifton corridor is a boondoggle of pork.   It needs to be cheaper and more efficient and should not 

come to fruition at the loss of theBeltline project. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Do what the citizens need.   Get us off of the roads, including your buses.   Get us on rail. Not supportive Other Just do your jobs. News Media No

We need community connectivity.   Your plan does not address that in any meaningful way for people that truly rely 

upon efficient public transportation.  

An effective plan must rely upon completion of theBeltline transportation loop and how Marta could be a connecting 

line across communities within and around the loop.

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat

I am an old person, new to the area and live in Decatur. I am originally from Switzerland

where public transportation for a person like me is easy. If MARTA comes close enough 

the bus from Clairmont Place could drive us there. Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements I am not yet knowledgeable enough. Moved here less than two month ago. Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat The buses and the trains will have to be well connected. 

30363 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network No

 less buses - they just get caught in traffic too, more rail (light and heavy) that avoid getting caught in traffic.

alternative methods (for example, gondolas).  If it's too expensive to go underneath traffic (i.e. subway) and not advantageous to go with traffic (i.e. bus or light rail), how about we go up and over it in a gondola.

For example, start on top of the Arts Center Station, go North along West Peachtree, turn West on 17th street, at Howell Mill go over the waterworks/reservoir and adjoin with Ellsworth Insustrial Avenue near where theBeltline is slated to go. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center

  less buses - they just get caught in traffic too, more rail (light and heavy) that avoid getting caught in traffic.

alternative methods (for example, gondolas).  If it's too expensive to go underneath traffic (i.e. subway) and not advantageous to go with traffic (i.e. bus or light rail), how about we go up and over it in a gondola.

For example, start on top of the Arts Center Station, go North along West Peachtree, turn West on 17th street, at Howell Mill go over the waterworks/reservoir and adjoin with Ellsworth Insustrial Avenue near where theBeltline is slated to go. Not supportive Social Media, News Media News Media No

  less buses - they just get caught in traffic too, more rail (light and heavy) that avoid getting caught in traffic.

alternative methods (for example, gondolas).  If it's too expensive to go underneath traffic (i.e. subway) and not 

advantageous to go with traffic (i.e. bus or light rail), how about we go up and over it in a gondola.

For example, start on top of the Arts Center Station, go North along West Peachtree, turn West on 17th street, at 

Howell Mill go over the waterworks/reservoir and adjoin with Ellsworth Insustrial Avenue near where theBeltline is 

slated to go.

30032 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  We need light rail to go mor places in town. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension None Very supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

30307 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

I'm not sure I fully understand the difference between certain options. I mainly care about increasing the number of stations and total rail line for Marta trains, integrating with neighboring (e.g. county) transit lines to increase the total distance covered by transit, and more bicycle & pedestrian infrastructure like 

protected lanes, separated paths, in addition to creating access on some of these for other types of lower speed vehicles like scooters and small electric vehicles. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements Please work on expanding light rail that integrates with Marta rail and making non-rail trips easier with more frequent bus stops and service. Very supportive Email, News Media News Media Somewhat  See notes in text area response above.

30315 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

 I live in Grant Park.  The 32 has consistently become less frequent, and now the 832 runs every 30 minutes.  This is ridiculous, and I will not longer be able to choose transit for my commute, even though I've been using it for years.  There are no improvements in my area from what I can see, and the SEBeltline Rail and 

Downtown Connector Rail aren't on your lists.  These would benefit SE Atlanta greatly. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Why is the SEBeltline not here at all anymore?  The trail is getting built out as we speak!  WHY IS RAIL NOT BEING INCLUDED?!  It has been on every list until this survey, that is unbelievable! Somewhat supportive Other News Media Somewhat

 Some parts of the city are going to be doing great after this, but other swaths have been left out.  Why does 

Campbellton Road, which already has frequent bus service, getting so much money?  BRT is more than enough for a 

corridor without density - LRT is ridiculous in that area.  
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which county 
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In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding 

principles to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the 

highest priority to you. #1

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding principles 

to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the highest priority to you. 

#2

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding 

principles to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the 

highest priority to you. #3

After reviewing the 

proposed project list, do you 

feel it addresses your 

transportation needs?

Please provide any additional details about your response to the previous question. Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #1 Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #2 Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #3 Please provide any additional comments you have on the program or individual projects.
Please rate your level of support of 

the More MARTA proposed projects.

How do you like to receive information on MARTA 

news?
Other - How do you like to receive information on MARTA news?

How did you learn about the More MARTA 

atlanta program Survey?

After reviewing the proposed 

project list, do you feel it 

addresses Atlanta's 

transportation needs?

Please provide reason(s) for your response to the last question.

92109 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat

Rail in the entireBeltline should be a priority followed by the Clifton corridor.  Don’t waste money on buses etc that get old and thrown away.  We need to invest in heavy infrastructure while we have the money to tackle capital heavy projects like rail.  Buses and sidewalks should come from smaller budgets as money is 

found. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Complete the loop of transit in theBeltline. Somewhat supportive Email, Social Media Community Event Somewhat

 We need dedicated right of way rail.  I love Marta but the street car is an over priced bus because it does not have its 

own right of way.  Making it the backbone of a bigger system is a terrible idea.  A dedicated ring of rail around 

theBeltline will give the predictable travel times needed like Marta heavy rail currently provides.

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  I just think there is a long way to go in order for us to be on level with other major U.S. cities BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension N/A Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

30032 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No  na Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Light rail at Greenbriar Station, added security at the station cleaner bus stops. More efficient bus scheduling Very supportive News Media Community Event No   na

30032 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat   na Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  We would love a light rail at greenbriar. We need added security at the bus stops on Candler Rd. we can't sit down because the young people hanging out and homeless people are all over the benches. Please extend the train to 24/7 Supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat   na

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network No   na North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  Please do the right thing with the money. SERVE THE PEOPLE. Supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media, News Media Community Event Yes   na

30314 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  Detrety, need more MARTA commute in the area. SAFE areas Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  Renovate west end mall station inside and out Supportive News Media Community Event Yes I like it in my address. Definitely need more MARTA stops

30331 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Atlanta is an international hub and needs one system transportation service including light rail around the city with a minimal 50 mile radius Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Atlanta needs a light rail system with a 50 mile radius of the city Supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  In order to compete in the world market, we must address transportation

30344 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Metro area needs more sidewalks Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements   na Supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat   na

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Greenbriar Transit Center   na Very supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat   na

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes   na BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service   na Supportive Other mail Community Event Yes   na

30311 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat   na Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit   na Not supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat   na

30318 Fulton Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat   na Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements   na Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes   na

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat   na BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit   na Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat   na

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No  I support the addition of the southside transit and the addition of the transit on the westside of theBeltline all the way up to Buckhead BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit  Please build out the fullBeltline Not supportive Email Community Event No  I support the full build of theBeltline

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat   na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements   na Somewhat supportive Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat   na

30314 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes   na Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Greenbriar Transit Center   na Neutral Social Media Community Event Yes   na

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  The bus is not on time going home or coming from home Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit   na Somewhat supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat  Am late going to my appointments

na Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology No   na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service   na Not supportive News Media Community Event Yes   na

30315 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes   na Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit   na Somewhat supportive News Media Community Event Yes   na

30331 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat   na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit   na Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Yes   na

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No Beltline transit should be the number one priority.  We were all sold on the transportation tax that it would be used to build a streetcar on theBeltline.  It's absolutely infuriating as an Atlanta resident to see other projects given higher priority. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  There isn't even an option for the fullBeltline loop?  This is infuriating. Not supportive Email News Media No

 The fullBeltline loop (22 miles) would address most of Atlanta's transportation needs, but for some reason it is being 

prioritized and scaled down.

30308 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat   na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit   na Somewhat supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat   na

30319 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  . BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  . Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Staying the rides longer Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit   na Very supportive Email Community Event Yes   na

30311 Fulton Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat   na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit   na Very supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat   na

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I'm definitely looking for ways to go car-free into Cobb and Gwinnett counties, specifically up the Hwy 41 corridor and Pleasant Hill. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  I always want to see integration with bicycling.  Hope we can see some improvements such as more secure bicycle parking at train stations. Supportive Email News Media Yes

Otherwise the options look good in general, especially the arterial rapid transit. It should not be difficult to travel 

Peachtree or Metropolitan w/o a car.

30238 Clayton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat   na Station Improvements   na Neutral Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat   na

30310 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  Light rail inBeltline corridor and out of trafficBeltline rail NOW BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Beltline light rail along actual corridor especially southside corridor linking westside train to eastside train Neutral Social Media Community Event No

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  I desire to see the system all over the city and 24/7 BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements   na Very supportive Email Community Event Yes   na

30083 DeKalb Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Its very important that MARTA provide proper safety for all their customers who ride MARTA Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center   na Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes   na

30087 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Needs to service all of Atlanta Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  Free days for rides for ride Neutral Phone/Text Community Event Yes  Clayton County?

30087 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Yes   na Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements   na Supportive Email Community Event No   na

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes   na Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements   na Very supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat   na

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat   na Greenbriar Transit Center  Incorporate westside communities Somewhat supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat   na

30316 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat I'm a strong proponent of heavy rail to SE Atl as well as extension to Bankhead line. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  In addition to heavy rail to SE ATL I'm interested in LRT on the 166 corridor with a true connection to Lakewood Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  Same as above. Proposed project list doesn't adequetly connect major business centers and residential zones

30310 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Wifi and places to plug your phone in Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit   na Very supportive Email Community Event Yes   na

na Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  24/7 transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Greenbriar Transit Center   na Neutral Email Community Event Yes   na

30319 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No

I really would just love more trains everywhere. I feel like MARTA would be most beneficial to  a lot of people if it extended further up north and just further OTP in general. Buses do not cut it when trying to make it further up north, they aren't dependable nor are they predictable. Trains reduce traffic on the roads and 

provides a great alternative to driving, especially when you commute back and forth from the city. They can spend the last 7 years on a useless lane expansion on 75, but wont allow the expansion of MARTA trains. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements

 I definitely think there would be better routes to concentrate on than most of those offered above. 

Why is there no MARTA stop at the new braves stadium? Who in there right mind said "hey let's move our MLB team to a new stadium and also not provide a public transportation option for everyone so it will increase the overall traffic and it'll be a great cash grab because we'll have to charge people for parking and 

also make sure they must uber and then have them get god awful surge pricing" 

Everywhere along 75 needs more attention, we need to expand further out. We need to cover smyrna up into Woodstock. That stupid xpress bus really doesn't help anything. If the train expanded further it would help with so much of the congestion and allow more people to stop driving as much. Wouldn't that in the 

end help everyone? Somewhat supportive Social Media Community Event No

 It really relates to my last answer, the needs of Atlanta is just having a more dependable option and expansion of 

transportation that is not busses. MARTA Busses are the absolute worst choice for transportation in the city. In an 

already congested city, let's add more busses.. it's honestly the worst mode of transportation. I'm fine with having 

them, but making them the solution to the city's transportation issues, it wont cut it. We need extension of tracks to 

other parts OTP, we need to make the city more accessible from throughout the state. We need to find a better way to 

utilize our public transportation to overall improve the city's god awful traffic issues. 

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No   na Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  Please repair westend station Supportive News Media Community Event No   na

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Fix westend station Supportive Email Community Event Yes   na

30312 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Safety in and around stations. Maintained bus stops Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Smoother better, safer reliable transportation. My out of town guests are scared to use it. Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  Transfer is horrible timelines

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  MARTA needs to work on the schedules for the weekends and try have less delays on the train system Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  They need to make plug ins for chargers for cell phones and more seating, renovate the station west end with additional cell phone plug-ins for chargers. I want a rail station at Greenbriar Mall. Improve landscapping on the southwest side. They need newer buses and better customer service Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Yes  MARTA also needs to better pricing for the weekly passes and they need more bus lines throughout the city

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  We need more everything going everywhere. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  We are not seeing anything going into Cobb County to Battery Park. There needs to be a project addressing that neighborhood. Very supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

 There's always room for more. More predictability, mobility, and especially sustainability. I want to see Marta strive to 

be the most sustainable and eco-friendly transit system of the future.

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology No  Rail station at Greenbriar Mall BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit  More buses to run faster, newer buses with comfortable seats less wait time on train and stop single tracking on saturday and Sunday. Extended hours and open the restroom at the west end train station and smelling of urine Not supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Community Event No  We don't have it on the southwest side 

30331 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  MARTA don't like Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit  I like MARTA sometimes Neutral News Media Community Event Somewhat  MARTA stinks

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat   na Crosstown Downtown West Extension Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements None at that this time yall doing a good start continue with support. Thanks! Neutral Email Community Event Somewhat   na

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  more routes BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  Give the public some of that 2.5 Billion Very supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat  Bus not on time (drivers are not good)

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  Buses run every hour that a problem and time sometime I do not come down the barkfield Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  No restrooms are open. Bus need to be on time and more frequent. On sat and Sunday the wait time is 2 hour or more Supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  Buses need to run more frequent and come down Barkfield

30311 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  We need multi modal rail BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements   na Very supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat   na

30310 Clayton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Better bus service, more rapid transit that extends into the suburbs BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  Southeast light rail transit Supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  Yall care about the people and neighborhoods where the demographic is not mostly black or at/below poverty line

30034 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat   na BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center   na Not supportive Email Community Event Somewhat   na

30033 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Let's get more MARTA! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  The Clifton Corridor Project is the most important to me, and I believe that you will receive strong support from Emory University as well. Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30288 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes   na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center   na Supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  the times the bus runs in certain areas over weekend such as SW atlanta. Cleaniness of restrooms at the stations.

30314 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat   na Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center   na Neutral Social Media Community Event Somewhat   na

30314 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes   na Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit   na Somewhat supportive Social Media Community Event Yes   na

30303 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat   na North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit   na Somewhat supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat   na

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  Buses run every hour that is a problem. And do not come from down Barfield Ave. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  No restrooms are open. Buses need to be on time and more frequent. On Saturday and sunday the wait time is 2 hours or more Neutral News Media Community Event No  Buses need to run more frequent and come down Barfield Ave.

30303 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat   na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension   na Very supportive Other mail Community Event Somewhat   na

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Besides in the heavy traffic neighborhoods where the buses need to provide input of the adverse impacts of speeding buses bus noise pollution and the homes being shaken (historic westend) BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  MARTA plan to increase more customer service support to support enhanced service. How can the feedback be more transparent, updates provided, etc.? Somewhat supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  Other modes of mobility are increasing that affect ridership, subsequently. How will it impact some of proposed services

30310 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat   na BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit   na Supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat   na

30317 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Want more and better local transit for short trips. The faster you can do this, the better. Focus on better serving existing, transit dependent riders. Make it easier to use system through info. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  Create transit service in dedicated lane on streets with most traffic most transit demand. Somewhat supportive Phone/Text, Social Media Community Event Somewhat   na

30307 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

 •	I live in Emory Grove

•	I'm concerned that the current plans for Clifton Corridor would be bad for the neighborhood

•	MARTA should reconsider its plans and come up with a proposal that includes community input and that would protect the historic district

Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

 •	I live in Emory Grove

•	I'm concerned that the current plans for Clifton Corridor would be bad for the neighborhood

•	MARTA should reconsider its plans and come up with a proposal that includes community input and that would protect the historic district

Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat We need more buses on westend routes BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service

 Need artwork at Oakland City train station

need more buses

bus is not wide enough for rollators/wheelchairs when bus is crowded 

No restrooms on westside Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30308 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes No   na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit  Do right black community Not supportive Email Community Event No   na

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  It will increase the area it covers and accessibly. Crosstown Downtown West Extension None  Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 I imagine it will take a long time to complete. Meanwhile, MARTA is slow and doesn’t cover large area. Also, affordable 

housing  needs to near the station.

30291 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes   na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  #3 Union City, GA Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes   na

30313 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat   na Greenbriar Transit Center Moores Mill Transit Center Station Improvements   na Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat   na

30310 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat   na Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements   na Neutral News Media Community Event Somewhat   na

30310 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No   na Station Improvements  Open bathrooms, clean bathrooms and more protection Neutral News Media Community Event Yes  Because we should be helped and protected

30311 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat   na Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  na Supportive News Media Community Event Yes  Yes because we have good transportation

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  All of these items need to be addressed but I favor the prioritization given the list of items. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Get theBeltline transit moving and integrate into existing marta routes. Very supportive Email, Social Media Social Media Yes

 Primary public transit corridor expansion is a must to ease traffic congestion and offer alternatives to car centric 

mobility. 

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I think that any expansion is welcomed but i would like to see more connectivity along train routes. Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Bus transit is especially important for access to residential and less populated areas. Additionally, access to areas outskirting the city would create access for those commuting to jobs within the city. Somewhat supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media, News Media Community Event Yes   na

30315 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  The proposals make sense but we need more options for neighborhoods that don't have transportation Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center   na Very supportive Email, Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat  We need more connecting on the southwest to the northwest.

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  why do we have buses on Oglethorpe Ave? BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Please do something about buses on Oglethorpe Ave. It is dangerous for small children. Why are we renaming the West End train station. That money could be used for badly needed repairs. Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  Need more rail!

30312 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes   na Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements   na Very supportive Email Community Event Yes   na

30314 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes   na Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements   na Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes   na

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat   na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  I live in Pittsburgh community and we don't have shelter over the bus stop. My kids and I get soaked when it rains. And no where to sit. Not supportive Email Community Event No   na

30314 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  need sure transit is a verifible in all neighborhoods. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service   na Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat   na

30518 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Gwinnett Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  We need more buses Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat   na

30032 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat   na Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  We would like a light rail at greenbriar. We would like added security at all bus stop. We would like the buses along Candler Rd. to be on time more. We would like the trains to run all night. We would like benches at all stops. Neutral Email Community Event Somewhat   na

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Open more restrooms for all, more police patrol Frequent Local Bus Service Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements  concern about wait time on buses. Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  We your in need for restroom it take to long. train should run all night.

30332 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  The proposed program should include light rail along theBeltline as was expected. I would like to see more MARTA stations and connecting with theBeltline ligh rail. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Complete 22-mile light rail along theBeltline should be included in this proposal if we are to connect the most populated areas of city, most of which are not properly connected with public transportation. Neutral Social Media News Media Somewhat

 As the city keeps growing, specially intown, additional light rail should be incorporated within the city to avoid cars 

within the city limits.

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 I live in the Emory Grove section of the Druid Hills neighborhood where the Clifton Corridor is slated to run down the middle of N. Decatur Rd. I have serious concerns with the project as it stands now because I worry it will transform N. Decatur Rd. into a virtual highway through the neighborhood. I am in favor of public 

transit generally and I think this project could be great for the neighborhood *IF DONE RIGHT*. But current plans to widen traffic lanes (from the current 9 ft. to 11 ft.) will exacerbate the already high danger level of the road and infringe on the historic nature of the neighborhood, which must by law be protected. 

I strongly urge MARTA, Emory, CDC, the City of Atlanta, and whatever other powers are behind the project to deeply engage the Druid Hills neighborhood to make sure that the Clifton Corridor project enhances, rather than destroys the neighborhood, which is filled with Emory and CDC employees. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

 I live in the Emory Grove section of the Druid Hills neighborhood where the Clifton Corridor is slated to run down the middle of N. Decatur Rd. I have serious concerns with the project as it stands now because I worry it will transform N. Decatur Rd. into a virtual highway through the neighborhood. I am in favor of public 

transit generally and I think this project could be great for the neighborhood *IF DONE RIGHT*. But current plans to widen traffic lanes (from the current 9 ft. to 11 ft.) will exacerbate the already high danger level of the road and infringe on the historic nature of the neighborhood, which must by law be protected. 

I strongly urge MARTA, Emory, CDC, the City of Atlanta, and whatever other powers are behind the project to deeply engage the Druid Hills neighborhood to make sure that the Clifton Corridor project enhances, rather than destroys the neighborhood, which is filled with Emory and CDC employees. Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 This has the potential to be a wonderful addition, but only if done right. In particular, I oppose the Clifton Corridor plan 

as it currently stands because of serious concerns regarding neighborhood impact. I am a resident of the Emory Grove 

section of Druid Hills and have closely studied the current plan. I believe that a tunnel would be the best way to get the 

train from Emory across Clairmont Road, but if that is too expensive, changes to the plan MUST be made to avoid 

serious degradation of the neighborhood, which would be contrary to law given its placement on the National Register. 

Work with us and we will help!

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I just want to make sure the westside is not forgotten as millions of dollars of development come through marta. Growing populations and much needed access to downtown jobs are huge priorities for us in Grove Park. Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements Donald Lee Hollowell needs a lot of help when it comes to transportation. Supportive Email, News Media Community Event Somewhat

30317 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  MARTA just needs to expand - around theBeltline and more heavy rail. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit

 I don't know what half of these things are, but my priorities are 1) more heavy rail  2) moreBeltline.

Supportive Email, News Media Social Media Somewhat

 The language is confusing, but I think the "balanced" approach means a lot of fits and starts.  pick something, do it, then 

move on.  Pick theBeltline transit, pick heavy rail - invest and complete.  Stop doing the cheaper, much less useful things 

being done now.  More buses just add more giant vehicles on the roadways; that slow, one-way streetcar is idiotic as 

transportation.  you should just add audio and reclassify that as a sightseeing tour.

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Somewhat   na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit   na Somewhat supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes   na

30314 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes   na Greenbriar Transit Center Moores Mill Transit Center Station Improvements   na Very supportive Email Community Event Yes   na

30316 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  The proposed project lists are still vague and could use more concrete examples alongside the list ideas. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  More transit options that cross cut and provide flexibility to rely less on cars is necessary. The belt line projects also need to integrate seemlessly into public transportation options. Very supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

 Atlanta needs to focus on an integrated system and learn from ther cities that have mastered their public transit 

systems best (ie nyc and Chicago). 

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat   na BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Station Improvements   na Supportive Email, Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat   na

30311 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes   na BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements   na Very supportive Email, Phone/Text Community Event Yes   na

30315 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

 Looks like SE Atlanta has been largely ignored. We need a street car or train loop to connect GA State MARTA to GA State Football Stadium, the Zoo and Oakland Cemetary. We need to give people options other than cars to get to these destinations. Additionally,Beltline transit should be a priority. Without transit, 

theBeltline is a glorified sidewalk that doesn’t fulfill its purpose. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  More mass transit options other than bus - bus takes forever. Neutral Email News Media Somewhat Too much bus, not enough light rail. 

30315 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Yes   na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  Please make bathrooms accessible at all stations Very supportive Social Media Community Event Yes   na

30310 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes   na Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center   na Supportive Email Social Media Yes  it helps us in the community 

30307 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No

 The AtlantaBeltline was envisioned to be a way to connect the city and encourage citizens to use their cars less. Until it is fully connected and light rail is realized, we will only continue to have far too many cars clogging up the roads. We need better ways for the city to move people around WITHOUT cars. Encouraging 

urban commuting (walking, biking, etc) is a high priority because until we do that, we will not be a world-class city. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  More light rail is needed NOW! Neutral Other News Media Somewhat

  The AtlantaBeltline was envisioned to be a way to connect the city and encourage citizens to use their cars less. Until it 

is fully connected and light rail is realized, we will only continue to have far too many cars clogging up the roads. We 

need better ways for the city to move people around WITHOUT cars. Encouraging urban commuting (walking, biking, 

etc) is a high priority because until we do that, we will not be a world-class city.

30311 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat   na Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center   na Somewhat supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat   na

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  trains and buses should run every 10 to 12 minutes. Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Greenbriar Transit Center   na Somewhat supportive News Media Community Event Yes  to get back and forth to work, ect.

30315 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No   na BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit   na Neutral Email Community Event Yes   na

30310 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes   na Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements   na Supportive News Media Community Event Yes   na

30349 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes   na BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center   na Supportive News Media Community Event Yes   na

30311 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat   na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center   na Supportive Phone/Text, Social Media Community Event Somewhat   na

30314 Clayton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat   na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit   na Very supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat   na

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No   na Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements   na Supportive Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat   na

30291 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  Extension Camp creek to fulton industrial extend from 138 in Union city to old national across to MLK connector in ClayCo Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements   na Supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  A transit line transit from Mableton to He Holmes not enough corner age. 

30354 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes   na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension   na Very supportive Social Media Community Event Yes  Yes because those things are needed 

30349 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes   na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension   na Somewhat supportive News Media Community Event Yes   na

30310 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat   na Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Moores Mill Transit Center   na Very supportive News Media Community Event No   na

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes   na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Greenbriar Transit Center   na Very supportive Email Community Event Yes   na

30315 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Somewhat   na Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements bus drivers change the way they speak to ppl, some of them are rudes, and don't say goodmorning . Supportive News Media Community Event Yes   na

30311 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes   na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center   na Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes   na

30331 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes   na Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements   na Supportive News Media Community Event Yes   na

30310 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes   na BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit   na Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat   na

30315 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes   na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Expand the line Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Yes   na

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes   na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit   na Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes  help city

30317 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  I would like to see more light rail with more connection/transfer points to make rail travel more efficient. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension I support all of these projects, so I chose the ones that I, personally, am most likely to use.  But I believe strongly in investing in MARTA enhancements throughout the city.  Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30310 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  There needs to be more frequent service on most routes. Reliable service is key to any enhancements done. Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit

 Spend money to enhance and enable MARTA rail stations with means to accomodate first and lat mile. Space to pickup and put scooters. More of those blue rental bikes. Driveway for Uber and Lyft cars. These projects need to get done in my lifetime. We shouldn't have to wait until 2030 or 2050 to see these things 

done. MARTA should regard the event enough to have somebody at forum on-time Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  MARTA stations need elevators that work- aat all stations. Spend some money to keep them in working order

30303 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes   na BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center   na Neutral Social Media Community Event Yes   na

20878 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes I live in midtown Atlanta, and these are the areas I most often travel.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Hoping to include more lightrail transit to reduce ATL traffic Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  We need to focus on life line services, ie creating residential to commercial bus routes to ensure the elderly and poor can easily acess grocery stores, banks, and especially polling places and community centers. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements

 Light rail on Campbellton would be a terrible idea, as would dedicated bus lanes on Campbellton. What that corridor needs is greater frequency and reliability, more stops too 

Cascade Rt 71 needs to be returned to its pre-2016 set of stops, but maintain increased frequency. Many old people on that route. Somewhat supportive Email Community Event No

 Life line services. Routes need to reliably link resident with groceries, banks, schools, polling places, and community 

centers. We need more buses, more stops, more frequently with more professional execution. These are more 

important and practical than dedicated lanes.

30310 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Bus 193 old dixie comes whenever it wants no set schedule Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit   na Somewhat supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event Yes   na

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

 

I'm concerned that the current plans for Clifton Corridor would be bad for the neighborhood BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements none Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 

I'm concerned that the current plans for Clifton Corridor would be bad for the neighborhood

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat The clifton corridor can help somewhat with part of my commute, but unfortunately our heavy rail system is not prolific enough to service last mile. Also, a cross midtown line was removed from the project list and this would have been useful for me. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements

 Arterial Rapid Transit projects really seem to overlap existing bus service; plus bus service isn't going to improve without dedicated right of way. Also, please prioritize the Clifton Corridor overBeltline LRT. I support both, but the Clifton Corridor would actually be useful for commuters and is desperately needed in that 

area. Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Social Media Somewhat

 The  BRT projects seem to have a lot of overlap with existing heavy rail and bus service while not even being true BRT, 

as it would share lanes in many places. The Clifton Corridor should also be heavy rail, as it would address the speed 

needed for reasonable commute times, but that corridor desperately needs some sort of transit with its own right of 

way.

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  Balance out the dollars please. Westside is starting to boom but is getting no funds for 40 year old Marta stations. 80% of the approved tax vote is now going to Emory???? Lets be more proactive looking at distribution and have forethought in building with the growth verses after. Crosstown Downtown West Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements how about spending money on more light rail lines which wont require 100 million per mile Somewhat supportive Email Community Event No

i dont think you can justify everyone in Metro atlanta giving millions of dollars towards public transportation and turn 

around and give hundreds of millions to Emory while telling everyone else you will give them a few more bus 

routes!!!!!!!



ZIP Code

Please select 

which county 

you are from.

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding 

principles to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the 

highest priority to you. #1

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding principles 

to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the highest priority to you. 

#2

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding 

principles to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the 

highest priority to you. #3

After reviewing the 

proposed project list, do you 

feel it addresses your 

transportation needs?

Please provide any additional details about your response to the previous question. Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #1 Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #2 Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #3 Please provide any additional comments you have on the program or individual projects.
Please rate your level of support of 

the More MARTA proposed projects.

How do you like to receive information on MARTA 

news?
Other - How do you like to receive information on MARTA news?

How did you learn about the More MARTA 

atlanta program Survey?

After reviewing the proposed 

project list, do you feel it 

addresses Atlanta's 

transportation needs?

Please provide reason(s) for your response to the last question.

30331 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat I would like to have LRT added from Fulton Industrial Boulevard  down Martin Luther King Dr. to the Hamilton Homes Train Station. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  I would like to have LRT added from Fulton Industrial Boulevard  down Martin Luther King Dr. to the Hamilton Homes Train Station. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 I would like to have LRT added from Fulton Industrial Boulevard  down Martin Luther King Dr. to the Hamilton Homes 

Train Station.

30331 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  I would like to have LRT added from Fulton Industrial Boulevard  down Martin Luther King Dr. to the Hamilton Homes Train Station. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  I would like to have LRT added from Fulton Industrial Boulevard  down Martin Luther King Dr. to the Hamilton Homes Train Station. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 I would like to have LRT added from Fulton Industrial Boulevard  down Martin Luther King Dr. to the Hamilton Homes 

Train Station.

30030 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  None BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  None Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

30306 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  More technology to track individual Marta transportation vechicles would be a priority. As well as easier access Intown to rail lines. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Light rails in populated areas would be a priority Somewhat supportive Other App News Media Somewhat

30031 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

MARTA drivers OR a remote person listening in should monitor train car audio to HALT solicitors by having an officer ready to meet train at that car at next stop. Having the offender hop off the train at one stop to wait for next train of victims doesn't work. Having solicitors, whether for oils or begging for fare from the 

moment one leaves the airport station to downtown gives a REALLY POOR impression of MARTa to travelers to our city. 

The location of the call operator is not conducive to reporting these offenders.

I miss the calming classical music at the stations. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Definitely providing connective service for employees of major employers like Emory is a win for the City of ATL and metro ATL. Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 The system was never viewed as a whole so there are spokes to nowhere and no feeder between the spokes. Some bus 

routes from Avondale to Northlake meander all over the place, taking 50 minutes for what would take a car 10.

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network No  I am unclear if this addresses the light rail on theBeltline. Currently getting around my neighborhood is problem because of all the people flocking to theBeltline. If there was light rail, it will help so much on so many levels. Thank you. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit  Please fund the lightrail for all of theBeltline. Neutral Email Social Media No

This does not address adding the light rail on theBeltline. Currently getting around my neighborhood is problem because 

of all the people getting to theBeltline. If there was light rail, it will help so much on so many levels. Thank you.

30309 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No No. As a resident near the Westside and Northside drive, I am eager to walk to a near LRT station and take it to Lindburgh for access to the red line for future jobs, or across town to the Eastside trail, or to grant park. This existing project list does not address my area and Northside Dr BRT does not address needs. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements

 None of the listed price to are priorities for me. Beltline Northwest Light Rail is my priority, along with NorthwestBeltline trail.

I am supportive of the general project but it does not cover my area, nor does it address the larger scope of servicing the core Atlanta area with the loop and crosstown connections that would provide the most flexibility to Atlantans. The big complaint of Marta is it doesn't go where people need to go.  Addressing a 

comprehensive network in town now will provide the solid foundation for growth in the future to connect other areas further out. Neutral Social Media News Media No

  No.  Light rail along the entire coreBeltline should be top priority.  The full loop gives flexible, multidirectional transit 

for Atlantans to choose their best and quickest route rather than a single LRT route that may not go where Atantans 

need to go.  Outside of that, I and many others were promised a fullBeltline loop of LRT at every step of the process and 

we voted for that as top priority. The Clifton corridor, while needed for Emory, was never an option during all the votes 

and discussions. Including it now feels like a bait and switch tactic and is wholly unfair to the Atlanta taxpayers who 

were promised the fullBeltline.

30326 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements

 We need transport to and from north of city and east and west in the northern 1/3.  Love the 400 line idea. In addition, better collaboration with counties and cities. There are way too many small cities and counties within Atlanta making decisions and we are all left to suffer.  If you want to keep business growth here, 

connect the business centers with where the companies of the future are and their employees are. Lots of tech midtown and north. Somewhat supportive Other Curbed Social Media Somewhat

30305 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  Please finish the transit on the AtlantaBeltline. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  Please don’t spend money on it Clifton Corridor until after theBeltline has been completed with light rail. Supportive News Media Social Media No  Please focus on completing theBeltline with light rail transit!

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat We need to do more to make MARTA inviting to all. Too many train riders make others uncomfortable. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  I have none! This is NOT a user-friendly survey!!! Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat  It's not enough!

30009 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat A red line extension to old Milton and Windward parkway stops is my true transportation need to make me a regular MARTA user. Major business center in those areas would allow more commute options and alleviate SB 400 traffic in the evening. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension My transportation needs appear to be outside the scope of More MARTA based off of this list. Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Needs more specifics concerning proposed types of transit BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Light rail wouldbe an amazing improvement for atlanta! Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat  Lack of clarity on what types of transportation is being proposed 

30033 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  none Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  none Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30306 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes

It would be nice to have more frequent bus service from Virginia Highland to Midtown Station. VaHi is a walkable node that sees a lot of pedestrians, and it seems like it would be a good source / destination for riders. It's hard to take the bus regularly to & from there, though, since both the 16 and the 36 run so 

infrequently. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit

I think a lot of funding is being dedicated to the Campbellton Rd corridor that could be spent elsewhere.

If the light rail funding was redirected to the SouthsideBeltline, then much more of the total loop could be built, without sacrificing high-capacity transit along Campbellton. It would actually, by MARTA's estimates, save enough money to build the Boone Infill station. If federal funds could be leveraged more so than 

MARTA estimates, then it could also buy new rail cars for the Green Line.

That means that more of theBeltline would be built, there would still be BRT along Campbellton, AND there would be capacity upgrades for the Green Line.

I want to add that the Clifton Corridor funding absolutely should remain. MARTA should pursue additional funds from local parties like Emory to reduce impact on the More MARTA funds, but the CC should still absolutely remain even if those funds don't come through. Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

I think MARTA is on the right track with its first proposal, but it needs to spread things out just a bit more. See 

comments below.

30345 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat I highly support Clifton Corridor extension. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  MARTA should focus on highly needed projects, and not marginal ones like theBeltline. Supportive Other News Media Somewhat

30319 DeKalb Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  Marta is wasting resources  Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Marta makes decisions without input from the public  Not supportive Email, Phone/Text, News Media More MARTA Atlanta Website No

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  The Clifton Corridor is a must BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements The Clifton Corridor is essential to enhancing transit/mobility in the area, as well as connecting the CDC/Emory to the rest of the Atlanta transit network Very supportive Social Media Social Media Yes

30004 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Project list seemed a little vague.  We need MARTA rail up to Cumming and Cobb County to relieve 75 and 400. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit I'm probably not familiar enough with all these routes to be a good judge Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat We need to continue expanding so that people in metro suburbs can use marta BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  None Very supportive Email News Media Yes  Expanded access

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  I live in Brookhaven and work in Alpharetta, so I go against traffic, but if I worked going South, I would try to find a way to use Marta to go south... but it still doesn't hit some key spots. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Get the train to more parts of town! Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat  Less humans in cars make less traffic on roads. Marta is Smarta! 

30305 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  More focus should be on light rail and hard rail and less on ART. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  Primary focus should be on light rail projects. Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat   More focus should be on light rail and hard rail and less on ART. 

30344 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I would support any rail project. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  n/a Very supportive Email, Phone/Text News Media Somewhat  Marta needs more train stations.

30307 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I would like to see the COMPLETEBeltline rail prioritized, as it was the reason for the sales tax that brought all the money to Marta. Use that money for the purpose intended. Complete the entireBeltline rail initiative first. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  It is missing Northwest and SoutheastBeltline Rail projects. Not supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat

 It addresses the Northeast and SouthwestBeltline corridors, but leaves out the Northwest and Southeast portions. The 

entireBeltline Rail needs to be completed.

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Need regional and state support Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  These projects are too localized.  Need to look ar Atlanta's transportation in a regional direction.  Rail service to Cummings,  train service to Athens, Macon, and Chattanooga. Somewhat supportive Social Media News Media No

30310 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  More light rail connecting throughout downtown BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Light rail around theBeltline Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat  Need more accessibility 

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit N/a Somewhat supportive Other News Media No

I want to see the entireBeltline serviced with light rail connecting in to the main MARTA  lines which the new plans seem 

to limit to just a small portion of the trail. 

30315 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I’d love more options for public transit that’s accessible, reliable, and connected thhroughout the city. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Would love better service at stations and more connected transit options along the SE corridor. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat

My daily commute is relatively short; I live very close to a Marta station but MARTA does not go to my work area; and walking is faster than taking other forms public transportation.  Plans to connect Emory corridor and Lindberg to Avondale station instead of Decatur will not help people in my situation. Until MARTA 

goes where people want to go, it will be under used. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Add connecting Decatur Marta station to Lindberg via Emory area. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30339 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat

 I don’t totally understand all the benefits that each will provide. Like, what’s the difference between a layered, integrated syatem and multiple transit modes? What would last-mile connectivity really offer people? That being said, HRT/LRT with more stops and more reach is the most important thing to me and my 

husband. We love taking Marta but it’s only for a soccer game here and there (and even then we have to drive 5 miles to get to a station first - we’re in Vinings). We want to take it to work (Buckhead) and out to dinner/meet up with friends. Our work commute is only 9 miles but can take over an hour - please help!!! I 

was born and raised in Atlanta and have personally experienced the significant shift in traffic patterns even in just the last 5 years - it’s scary how much we’re turning into Los Angeles (a hell hole of traffic 24/7). Moores Mill Transit Center N/A Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  See above. 

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat

 Additional direct bus lines connecting the NW and NE sides of Atlanta would be great. 

Also, the gps real time bus information is consistently off line later in the evenings for the route 6 bus line. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Emory traffic needs a better transit solution. Light rail from multiple subway stations to Emory would be ideal. Supportive Social Media News Media

30312 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  it's a long walk from my home to the king marta station. easier access to marta and the airport area are my priorities Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements  i would love to see more light rail. portland and salt lake city are good models to look at Supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat  Needs more light rail options

30297 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  Need more rail to the suburbs .. even if it’s commuter rail ... More Rail is the answer not more buses on the road Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  The light rail projects and expansions  should be priority  Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30316 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  want rail service along belt line se corridor Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements no comment Supportive Email Social Media Yes

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat

 I use MARTA for the majority of my transportation needs (with biking and rideshare apps filing in the remaining). The fact is that $2.5Bn, while a good start, is not sufficient to meet all the transportation needs of the city. However, it is a very good start and I think the choice of projects is largely fine. However, I believe 

that building infill stations on existing MARTA lines should be a high priority. The Green Line, the area south of Garnett, Krog Street and Amour are potential sites that have been highlighted in previous More MARTA plans that would be very beneficial. Furthermore, minimize the amount of money spent on light rail in 

mixed traffic. Focus the expensive light rail where it makes most sense, where we have exclusive ROW - theBeltline and Clifton corridor. Use BRT on roads as far as possible. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

 I think it is a gigantic waste to spend money building out BRT on Campbellton Rd and then building out LRT on it a few years later. Why not create a top quality "built to last" BRT system here and use the additional funds in any of the other needs? In generally, I think we should limit rail to where we have exclusive ROW. 

There's is no point in paying millions more for rail if it is just going to be stuck in the same traffic as a much cheaper bus. Thus, we should prioritize the Clifton corridor andBeltline (both the projects listed in this survey as well as building out as much of the entire circle as possible, even if the entire circle can't be built 

with current funds) over Campbelton Rd or the Crosstown links. Rail in streets MUST get signal preference. I regularly use the Atlanta Streetcar and it is frustrating to see it get stuck at red lights in bad traffic. Somewhat supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

 Similar to the previous question. There are limited funds, so the focus should be on spreading this out over as many 

projects as possible to help as many people as possible. I think building out BRT and then replacing it with LRT is a huge 

waste of money on Campbellton Rd. Streetcars aren't always a waste of money, but with such limited funds available, I 

would question using them over buses, especially as the tracks on the street make life a nightmare for bike riders.

30308 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 We need more last mile connectivity and access to Marta stations. I work at UPS headquarters and would like to be able to take the Marta train to the North Springs station and take a bridge over GA-400 near the UPS headquarter. Instead I’m required to walk nearly 3 miles or take a bus which isn’t practical. I feel like 

working with the cities and regional areas to identify issues and problems such as this will greatly improve Marta. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements Improve access to stations and areas around stations.  Somewhat supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Clifton Corridor LRT essential BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements More bike racks at stations. Very supportive Email News Media Yes  Growing city needs long-term plans

30002 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes Beltline! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Decades of work and community input have been devoted to creating light rail transit on theBeltline. It's what Atlanta was promised. Please deliver! Somewhat supportive Email Social Media Yes

30306 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Information is general, so it is difficult to determine or understand specific outcomes in each. Want to see transportation options that motivate people to use cars less. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  None. Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  Same as above.

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  I would like for Marta rail to connect to Emory/cdc and the new Children’s hospital proposed at Druid Hills/85. Such a huge need and so many people in Decatur and the toco Hills/oak grove area would use it! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

 I love Marta and would ride it everyday if it could get me to the new Children’s healthcare building at n Druid Hills. I am very opposed to the vision that Decatur has come up with for the Marta development at the East Lake station.  I understand that Marta’s goal is to make money with these projects and think that 

Decatur’s goal of creating affordable housing is completely unrealistic I. This context. The neighborhood is convinced that it’s going to be very affordable housing for teachers, police and teachers which is not consistent with Marta’s stated goals. Neutral Social Media News Media Yes

30306 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Frequency and predictability of busses has improved,  but weekend access is limited particularly at night for me. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  I would like to see the entire belt-line to have light rail transit. Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes  The goals must be attainable.

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Our neighborhood can no longer handle the traffic from the employees of the CDC and Emory. The Clifton Corridor is our best hope to stop the cars and trucks that speed through our neighborhood. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

 Light Rail on theBeltline is a very bad idea. There are already too many bikes and people as it is. It would make more sense to have dedicated bike lanes, which could also include small electric scooters. It would be much less expensive, provide more individual flexibility  for commuters, fix the "last mile" problem and 

have a lower impact on the environment. Supportive Email News Media Yes

30324 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

I live at Lindbergh Center, and while theBeltline connection is important to me (although I think that Armour Infill Station provides that connection more efficiently than Lindbergh ever could), the overall S line concept is inefficient (see next comment for more on that). In addition, one of the fastest-growing emerging 

population centers in Atlanta, Buckhead Village, remains unserved with high-capacity transit. I would like to see a Lindbergh-to-Buckhead Village connection, at least in the form of a local bus, that residents at Lindbergh can use to access Whole Foods, Trader Joes, and all the shopping and restaurants formerly served by 

Bus Route 38 but now unserved. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit

BRT can be great for Atlanta but must be designed to function as a comprehensive network, not a series of disconnected lines. 2 suggested improvements to current BRT plans in SOUTH Atlanta:

1. Build permanent BRT corridor along Campbellton. Light rail and BRT tend to have very similar capacities, and building one then removing it a few years later offers little tangible benefits and significant added costs. Nature of Campbellton Corridor, like other high-ridership MARTA routes, tends to be favorable to BRT 

above light rail.

2. Extend Campbellton BRT corridor east along Dill Ave and University Ave to Capitol Ave BRT corridor. Provides a needed east-west high-capacity connection between Metropolitan BRT, Capitol Ave BRT, and MARTA rail; and connects Campbellton BRT to the rest of proposed BRT network. Note option to seamlessly 

connect Capitol Ave BRT and Campbellton BRT as one cohesive transit line. Supportive Email, Social Media Community Event Somewhat

The list captures some of the CoA's most needed transit improvements but lacks overall efficiency and connectivity 

between lines. 

The S-Line light rail concept attempts to make one orderly transit line from a hodgepodge of disconnected lines and 

inefficient connections. The streetcar, for instance, needs to be expanded, but not at the expense of throwing schedule 

reliability for the rest of the line by getting stuck in Downtown traffic.Beltline to Clifton connection is inefficient and 

requires spurring up 3/4 mile each way to Lindbergh Center then spurring back down, adding significant travel time. 

Armour Infill Station makes more sense when consideringBeltline-to-Clifton connection. Finally, Campbellton is a BRT-

friendly corridor and LRT should not be forced on to it after a few years just to make the "S".

30324 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 

I live at Lindbergh Center, and while theBeltline connection is important to me (although I think that Armour Infill Station provides that connection more efficiently than Lindbergh ever could), the overall S line concept is inefficient (see next comment for more on that). In addition, one of the fastest-growing emerging 

population centers in Atlanta, Buckhead Village, remains unserved with high-capacity transit. I would like to see a Lindbergh-to-Buckhead Village connection, at least in the form of a local bus, that residents at Lindbergh can use to access Whole Foods, Trader Joes, and all the shopping and restaurants formerly served by 

Bus Route 38 but now unserved. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit

3 suggested improvements to current BRT plans in North Atlanta:

1. Change north terminus of Northside BRT to Howell Mill/Collier. Currently proposed terminus at I-75/Northside located in low density residential area. Relocating to Howell Mill/Collier captures ridership at commercial centers along Howell Mill, and Howell Mill/Collier  has turned into an emerging population center 

with vast potential for higher density.

2. Add Midtown-to-Westside BRT connection along 10th St. Midtown to Westside connection is vastly needed. Northside BRT lacks any direct connection to the Red/Gold MARTA lines. Place BRT along 10th that ties into Northside BRT.

3. Provide alternate terminus of Northside BRT at Moores Mill. All planned transit centers should be served by at least one high-capacity line. Moores Mill can benefit from a BRT connection spurring off Northside Dr and up Chattahoochee Ave/Marietta Blvd and in the process, serving emerging population center Upper 

Westside.

Supportive Email, Social Media Community Event Somewhat

 The list captures some of the CoA's most needed transit improvements but lacks overall efficiency and connectivity 

between lines. 

BRT in Atlanta must be designed as part of a comprehensive and connected BRT network, not simply as individual lines. 

Campbellton BRT is designed to funnel people from Oakland City MARTA and is isolated from the other BRT lines 

completely Campbellton needs to be extended east to connect into Metropolitan and Capitol Ave lines. If you do not 

live on North Avenue, you cannot connect east-west between Metropolitan and Capitol Ave corridors. Moores Mill 

Transit Center is completely disconnected from high-capacity BRT. Northside BRT lacks any direct connection to 

Midtown and the Red/Gold MARTA lines. In addition, Northside terminates at I-75/Northside, a low-density residential 

area with no room for growth or increased density.

30324 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 I live at Lindbergh Center, and while theBeltline connection is important to me (although I think that Armour Infill Station provides that connection more efficiently than Lindbergh ever could), the overall S line concept is inefficient. In addition, while I understand Clifton is absolutely a needed corridor, I am concerned 

that CoA residents are footing the bill in a time where Clifton stands the highest chance for state funding, multi-jurisdictional funding, or P3 funding. Also, theBeltline Eastside transit line has a high level of interest in P3 funding. Not all light rail projects are created equal, and the CoA's MoreMARTA program needs to 

focus its money on light rail projects like theBeltline that greatly benefit the city but do NOT stand a high chance of being funded by other mechanisms. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit

For transit along Peachtree Road to be effective, it needs more than ART. Peachtree is the densest corridor in Atlanta and serves some of the largest emerging population/job centers in the metro (Buckhead Village, Piedmont Hospital). Even taking into account challenges along Peachtree - heavy traffic, building density, 

expensive ROW - the corridor needs discrete BRT stations with 1/2 mile spacing, comprehensive offboard fare collection, full traffic signal priority, and strategic investment at major intersections that can keep transit moving even at peak hours. Think a BRT "Tier 2" approach - likely what has been discussed for 

Summerhill/Capitol Ave BRT. Supportive Email, Social Media Community Event Somewhat

The list captures some of the CoA's most needed transit improvements but lacks overall efficiency and connectivity 

between lines. In talking about funding mechanisms in the previous comment, MoreMARTA funds should be used on 

projects that first and foremost benefit the CITY of Atlanta and may not stand much of a chance being funded with 

other mechanisms. Certain segments of theBeltline fit this description. However, city residents are footing the bill for 

Clifton, a much needed REGIONAL connection, at a time where Clifton stands the highest chance for state funding, multi-

jurisdictional funding, or P3 funding. Also, theBeltline Eastside transit line has a high level of interest in P3 funding. The 

high level of interest in most parts of theBeltline, in contrast, does not extend outside the CoA, and if MoreMARTA 

funds are not used to build it, it probably won't get built. We need to prioritize those projects that first and foremost 

benefit the CoA and its residents.

30329 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  The list has limited information, like many lists, so its hard to say it addresses my transportation needs. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Given all of the businesses and organizations on the Clifton Corridor, it really should be better served by public transport. Supportive Email, News Media Community Event Somewhat

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat The needs are so overwhelming.  City growth is explosive while public transportation growth is slow. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension

 Emory area is such a major employer while access is residential and limited.

I wish it was easier to incorporate light rail with existing CSX, etc rail lines. Very supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat

30296 Clayton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Somewhat It did not cover the area where I live, not even close 1 mile close, which is really difficult for the neighbors. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Near Riverdale area, there is no nearby busstop fir pwdetrian. Not supportive Email News Media Somewhat  It did not cover the area where I live, not even close 1 mile close, which is really difficult for the neighbors. 

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  I don't use public transportation as often as I did when I was working (retired 2014). However, the Clifton Corridor project would put a MARTA rail station within walking distance of my house, and may entice me to use the system more. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  I do not have any specific comments. Very supportive Email News Media Yes

 It is comprehensive, integrated, and balanced. Some areas look like they may have multiple options (Campbellton 

Road)   how will those be evaluated?

30329 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat My transportation needs aren’t met, but I’m more concerned about the needs of folks who rely more on transit than I do BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Honestly all of theBeltline should be a top priority Supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30324 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No  We need greater transit on theBeltline as well as more station stops in general. Rail Stations are too far apart today. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit  None Neutral Email Social Media No

30309 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Overall, I’d like to see MARTA focus on building out a more robust MARTA train,Beltline light rail, and last mile connectivity options within the city of Atlanta. The focus should be on increasing access to the city, where businesses are moving, and getting people off of the roads and highways. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  The focus of the initial Investments should be on connecting business centers and encouraging greater use of MARTA, followed by building out the arterial network and light rail transit around theBeltline. Very supportive Email Social Media

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  All the choices combined would address all my concerns and I feel they should all be taken into consideration when making decisions on transportation and safety. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements No comments: my selections were based on my use of those area's. Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  Same response as above.

30306 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes None Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements  None Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  None

30316 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  It still takes too long to commute to major job centers north of the city. I live in EAV and commute to Sandy Springs. Sadly and even with traffic being as bad as it is, the car is still the fastest option for me. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  More rail extensions are needed. More buses operating on already congested roads are not the answer. Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 In order to make transit a viable option MARTA's current rail network needs to be expanded. I would have to take two 

buses and two trains to commute from my home in EAV to my job in Sandy Springs, making transit a non-viable option 

for me.

30312 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Rail has the best long term ability to increase capacity, and that should be the focus. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  N/A Supportive Email News Media Yes

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  Funding should be allocated for transportation along the ENTIREBeltline. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension   Funding should be allocated for transportation along the ENTIREBeltline. Somewhat supportive News Media Social Media No   Funding should be allocated for transportation along the ENTIREBeltline.

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes Investments in MARTA expansion projects connecting where people live and work are critical. We have to do what we can as a region to use the TSPLOST, local and federal money to make these improvements and expansions happen. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Projects should be prioritized mainly by volume of current car traffic and by increased mobility for historically marginalized communities. Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

 There will always be more to do, especially in the areas of safety and accessibility for all, but I think this will be a drastic 

improvement.

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

 The redundancy of LRT and BRT on the Campbellton Corridor is unnecessary and wasteful.

The plan for the Clifton Corridor is weak. LRT on North Decatur Road will suffer severely from vehicular traffic. LRT on North Decatur Road should be underground (cut and cover tunnel) or utilize the CSX Rail tracks along Lullwater Preserve. MARTA representatives should observe and measure the traffic backup on 

eastbound North Decatur Road at Clairmont Road between 3pm and 6pm (DURING THE SCHOOL YEAR) to witness the kinds of backups LRT will experience.

Additionally, the Crosstown Downtown extensions are unnecessary. MARTA should utilize the existing HRT Blue and Green lines and add capacity. Just go ahead and write off the streetcar. Please please please don't let the rest of the transit network suffer just to make that a useful service. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit

 The redundancy of LRT and BRT on the Campbellton Corridor is unnecessary and wasteful.

The plan for the Clifton Corridor is weak. LRT on North Decatur Road will suffer severely from vehicular traffic. LRT on North Decatur Road should be underground (cut and cover tunnel) or utilize the CSX Rail tracks along Lullwater Preserve. MARTA representatives should observe and measure the traffic backup on 

eastbound North Decatur Road at Clairmont Road between 3pm and 6pm (DURING THE SCHOOL YEAR) to witness the kinds of backups LRT will experience.

Additionally, the Crosstown Downtown extensions are unnecessary. MARTA should utilize the existing HRT Blue and Green lines and add capacity. Just go ahead and write off the streetcar. Please please please don't let the rest of the transit network suffer just to make that a useful service. Neutral News Media, Other MARTA's website - update frequency is weak. Social Media Somewhat

Not entirely, because it wastes funds or misses opportunities as described below...

The redundancy of LRT and BRT on the Campbellton Corridor is unnecessary and wasteful.

The plan for the Clifton Corridor is weak. LRT on North Decatur Road will suffer severely from vehicular traffic. LRT on 

North Decatur Road should be underground (cut and cover tunnel) or utilize the CSX Rail tracks along Lullwater 

Preserve. MARTA representatives should observe and measure the traffic backup on eastbound North Decatur Road at 

Clairmont Road between 3pm and 6pm (DURING THE SCHOOL YEAR) to witness the kinds of backups LRT will experience.

Additionally, the Crosstown Downtown extensions are unnecessary. MARTA should utilize the existing HRT Blue and 

Green lines and add capacity. Just go ahead and write off the streetcar. Please please please don't let the rest of the 

transit network suffer just to make that a useful service.

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes I live near what will become the Clifton Corridor line.  I think this is a vital line for employees of the area institutions like Emory, CDC, VA, Wesley Woods, etc. and will help reduce the anticipated growth of traffic on City of Atlanta and DeKalb County streets leading to, from and around these institutions. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service I have no additional comments here. Very supportive Email, News Media Community Event Yes

31131 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  No one is addressing how filthy and unsafe the bus stops are in the sw atl neighborhoods. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  Stop neglecting sw atl for the north side Somewhat supportive Email News Media No   No one is addressing how filthy and unsafe the bus stops are in the sw atl neighborhoods.  

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 I feel we need more rail lines and bike/walking lanes.  There is too much priority for vehicles.  People (like myself) would like to bike or walk, but are afraid to share the often narrow roads.  There are limited bike lanes and sidewalks.  Too many drivers worry more about texting and speeding to their destination instead 

of looking out for other people. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  . Very supportive Email, Social Media News Media No

 With the rapid population growth, we Atlanta needs to prioritize mass transit such as rail.  There are too many vehicles 

on the road and we need to provide people with other commute options.

30318 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No We need to complete transit on theBeltline. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  TheBeltline needs to come first. Not supportive News Media Community Event No  We need to complete transit on theBeltline.

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Clifton Corridor should continue south from Emory/CDC to connect to MARTA East line. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension No additional comments Very supportive Other No thank you Social Media Yes

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes I live in Dekalb and would benefit greatly by the Clifton Corridor project. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit I still want to see the entireBeltline completed. Neutral Email Social Media No  It seems like entire parts of the city are still left out. This seems unfair.

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  Improve the accuracy of the bus mobile app. Make the buses ping more frequently so riders can have a better idea of where the buses are in their route. Sometimes buses "disappear" from the app and I do not know if it's on time, behind, or early. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service   Improve the accuracy of the bus mobile app. Make the buses ping more frequently so riders can have a better idea of where the buses are in their route. Sometimes buses "disappear" from the app and I do not know if it's on time, behind, or early. Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat

 Atlanta needs more heavy rail.  We should find a way to start tunneling under the streets where BRT’s or ART’s are proposed and get people moving more effficiently.  The streetcar needs help as well; however, it seems we are not prepared to make hard decisions to make it a success.  If we are trying to encourage 

transit ridership, lets not put vehicles on the road that will further strain the road’s capacity.  Most of the roads don’t have bus stops that don’t adversely impact the flow of traffic.  The stops are in the lane of travel, causing backups.  Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit More heavy rail.  If no heavy rail, then light rail.  Not impressed by more busses. Somewhat supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

 The Clifton corridor is truly a top priority. Beltline rail, though nice, is not so much of a priority in my opinion.  The 

street car needs to be expanded and given it’s own dedicated ROW and not be delayed by traffic.  What’s the benefit of 

transit if transit has to succumb to the very things I have to deal with in my own vehicle?

And please reconfigure Bankhead station to accommodate larger trains.  There is a lot going on in that part of town, and 

MARTA will not be able to handle the demand with a station that can only handle 2-car trains. 

30314 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network No  I want funding for light rail around theBeltline. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  This is not what I voted for. This list is incomplete (e.g., LRT for entireBeltline, new MARTA stations). I want light rail around the entireBeltline. I want infill MARTA stations.  Putting the Clifton Corridor before the people who voted will have a lasting negative effect on any voter-approved funding. Not supportive Social Media News Media No  The plan does not include light rail around the entireBeltline.

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Yes

 The absolutely most critical transportation need in all of Greater Atlanta is the Clifton Corridor light rail line.  The area of the city sees literally tens of thousands of cars every day converging on Emory University, Emory Hospital, Children's Hospital, and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.  THIS PROJECT 

DESERVES TO RECEIVE FULL FUNDING under the expansion plan.  No other option will have as much impact per dollar spent.  It is significant that the Clifton Corridor area was once part of the original MARTA plan back in the late 1960s:  even 50 years ago this part of the urban area was recognized as a very significant 

service area! Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  The Clifton Corridor area WILL CONTINUE TO GROW for MANY DECADES to come.  It is essential to provide rail service to this area NOW! Supportive Email Community Event Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat Service is desperately needed along Clifton Coordidor Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center Station Improvements Clifton Corridor, please Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat
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In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding principles 
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In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding 
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30308 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 earmarking commitment of funds for staff to keep train stations sparkling clean and well lit is my first priority.

More and more pleasant bus stops and keep them maintained and closer together is my second priority until

3rd: start planning for a merger with Lyft which will have to do something beyond compete with uber and could be a revenue producer for Marta.  It's tech could be adapted to vastly improve circulating "last mile" pick ups and it's revenue from riders paying more in lyft competing with uber could augment marta fares.  

I heard this mentioned.  I don't know how, but maybe the $s coming from more marta could pay to explore forward ideas like this Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements

 I only picked two above, because I think we need more buses, smaller buses, more drivers.  I'm not so keen on BRT now that I know they are even bigger than biggest on the streets now.  Im definitely not for overhead wires and tracks if that's what light rail and arterial mean.  Personally, I'd like  super frequent easy on 

easy off vehicles running up and down peachtree with extensions down Lee and up peachtree rd.  I think it would be best for city aesthetic and tourists and commerce.  But I don't expect it. Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 I think big ticket items for light rail when the tech is changing right now so fast are probably better for the manufacturer 

and consultants than riders who do not have cars.

Increasing ridership by improving and expanding routes and frequency of buses and reducing fare should be goal.  

Why do the buses have to be so big?  More drivers, smaller buses.  Maybe the tech for driverLESS cars can help.

30318 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  N/A Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  N/A Very supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat

30329 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I feel the Clinton Line funding is a priority. This is an important element in creating a viable transportation system for the area. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Clifton Corridor. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30318 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Better in city reach to in town neighborhoods like the west side BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  N/A Somewhat supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Safe, alternative commuting needs to be more accessible and efficient for all users. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Moving away from car-centric transportation is of utmost importance Supportive Other Community Event Somewhat

30329 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes I do not have any additional details BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  No additional comments Supportive Email News Media Yes

30318 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  More MARTA andBeltline RAIL NOW. Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center Rail on the entireBeltline will make a huge difference in connecting the city. Better options to getting to MARTA train stations. Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30317 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I feel that the belt line loop rail project should be a priority. The belt line has already proven to be a major economic engine that is attracting more people to move to the immediate area. Bringing more people closer to more transportation should be a major priority. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I have no more comments. Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30329 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  . BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  . Very supportive Other News Media Somewhat

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  The Clifton Corridor project needs to be prioritized as Emory and the surrounding community desperately need a solution to traffic and parking issues. With thousands of students and employees, the Emory system attracts a great number of residents to the Atlanta area. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension

  The Clifton Corridor project needs to be prioritized as Emory and the surrounding community desperately need a solution to traffic and parking issues. With thousands of students and employees, the Emory system attracts a great number of residents to the Atlanta area. The east side of the city is lacking in any form of 

rapid transit. Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

 The project ha sthe potential to ease traffic in the area, but plans for more east and west rail systems and north south 

routes on the east side of the city should be prioritized. Buses are not as reliable and require more transfers and more 

time.

43214 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Xx BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Xx Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  Xx

30318 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No   The proposed project does not address the growing West Side of Atlanta-Underwood Hills, Upper Westside, West Buckhead, etc.  There are no light rail services being proposed at all on this side of town.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit  Seems like the plan shouldn't take 40 years to complete.  I'm wondering how much public input and studies were done prior to making this plan, would love if that information was easily accessible. Neutral Email, Social Media News Media No

I also think overall the proposed plan focuses too much on bussing and not rail.  Adding more bus routes to the roads 

does not seem like it will help cut down on traffic.  I think people are more likely to utilize public transportation if it's a 

train/rail and not a bus.  It also seems to focus on North-South connection and not making good transportation routes 

from West<-->East

30047 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat Atlanta politics have fractured transit for too long. We need to start building out our transit options starting with the central city and belt line projects.  BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  South side projects would tap a huge pool job seekers. Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat Transit is for everyone, not just those looking to avoid traffic. Connect people to job opportunities.

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  It addresses my needs but I’m not sure if it’s extensive enough. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  We need more rapid rail throughout Atlanta! Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

30317 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  More Light rail BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit None Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30324 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 Too little too late, as Atlanta always is.

Atlanta-the city of missed opportunities. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Get the clifton corridor done and run it up to Athens Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat Busses seem to sit in traffic along with all of the cars.  As theBeltline has only been partionally completed but is already more successful than many of the finished transportation projects... BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit No one out side the city wants public transportation.  So let’s focus on making intown more easy to navigate with better public transportation.. Very supportive Email, News Media Social Media Somewhat

30004 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Clifton corridor is a good start but there are still questions about the last mile - how to get to it from 2-3 miles away neighborhoods BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Na Very supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  Needs moreBeltline transit BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension none Supportive Email, Social Media Community Event No   Needs moreBeltline transit

30033 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat ATL transportation planners must look at the most successful transit organizations in the US and abroad for smart models. Do not reinvent the wheel - badly! Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

 For a wide range of people to use MARTA trains and buses, stations have to be clean and comfortable, trains and buses need to be comfortable and clean and attractive, and they have to be on time with their expected arrival posted in real time. 

Everyone rides the bus in Austria and Germany, and that’s because buses are attractive, comfortable and on time. Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  The plan does not yet appeal to all potential riders. 

30324 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Beltline Loop is very important. It can be the foundation of the city providing access to the most individuals. Look at city’s in Japan. They all have loops. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Crossdown downtown lines also very important Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat More transportation onBeltline

30324 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  . BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  . Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Yes

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat

 The Clifton Corridor Light Rail Line needs to be built NOW.   DeKalb county has been a part of MARTA since its beginning and it is time to build what

 would be a heavily used line.  The only time I will take MARTA now is when I go to the airport.  If I am going to sit in the same traffic riding a bus that I  would be in if I drove my car, I would rather sit in the convenience and comfort of my car.  Not to mention all of the stops a bus makes, making you have to get up an 

hour earlier to go to work and get home an hour later after work.  Also, why do you use the 'stretch buses' on Buford Highway when the buses are practically empty?? BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Build the Clifton Road Light Rail line ASAP. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat  Please see above.

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  Rail is too limited right now and we are way behind other cities. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  We need to serve key job and population centers along with underserved communities Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  We absolutely need the Clifton Corridor. Getting people to and from work has to be the priority as we expand MARTA. This also connect the two major lines. There will be so much ridership and it will be a major success. More cars on Clifton is unsustainable. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Please fund the Clifton Corridor Very supportive Email News Media Yes  Emphasizes the Clifton Corridor.

30329 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat I’m not sure what my transportation needs will be in the future  Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Clifton line would be so helpful and relieve traffic Somewhat supportive Email News Media

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network No I expected to see more train or rail options?  The younger generations do not care about owning cars, how can we expect Atlanta to be a desirable city for younger generations if we dont make a real change to compete with other cities. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center Expected to see more light rail transit options. Somewhat supportive Email, Social Media News Media No

30308 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  None BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension None Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30318 Fulton Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

 I live in the NW area. We have very few sidewalks apart from Howell Mill. You cannot walk anywhere. I would like to see more options available in this area. Please consider including a MARTA branch or light rail in this direction.

Also I would like a bus that can take me across town. Maybe to the middle of the NE quadrant. All of the buses stop at the train stations but I would love one that goes past without stopping. Waiting at train stations, even if you stay on the bus, doubles the length of your trip. Please consider a few cross town options 

that are not connected to rail. In Savannah I can get all the way across town on one bus and not having to transfer make it a viable option for me. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  NE rail is a good thing. Now do NW.  Buses are not going to cut it in the NW. Supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

 You are missing light rail in 1/2 of the city. TheBeltline is supposed to have light rail all along it.  You need arterial rail up 

to Cobb county. 

Northside drive needs to be blended into the city better. It has so many people walking on it and it is a nightmare. 

Maybe a rail line up this corridor would help. You need more than just buses up to the NW it is the least walkable and 

most congested area in the city.

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  na BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements   na Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat   na

30310 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat   na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements

 Need more bus booths on Metropolitian they are to far apart, need water fountain in the stations. Need better people working in the station that don't mind helping without that know their route to help people whom don't know where they are going, and the bus need to run longer for the working people that work 

late on the weekends too.  Neutral News Media Community Event No

 Need to have restrooms opened later for the working people and on the weekend and hurry up and fit the elevator for 

the handicapped people

30316 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No

(This amends my prior survey entry.)

The absolute priority with this investment should be rail on the FULLBeltline. Yet it is not an option here DESPITE this being how the tax increase was sold to voters. Emory rail is a REGIONAL project and should be funded REGIONALLY, not solely within the city. With $2.5B in revenue, there are plenty of funds to put rail 

on the ENTIREBeltline (which has been planned now for decades) and have resources left over.Beltline RAIL NOW! If not now, when??? BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Not putting rail on the ENTIREBeltline as an option is unacceptable. This is what the majority of city residents want! Not supportive Email News Media No

 The reason we went to the polls and voted in favor of this was to put rail on the ENTIREBeltline. Not part of it. The 

whole thing. 

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  We need to connect the city and make transit an opportunity and a value not just moving some people across town think bigger. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  Finish theBeltline transit like we were promised Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat   na

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  Funds should be commmited for rail on the entireBeltline! The city promised the money would fund this. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Beltline trail south and north. Complete the loop, 1/2 is not enough Somewhat supportive Email, News Media Community Event Somewhat  1/3 of theBeltline is not enough.

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  We should not pay for Clifton Corridor. Light Rail onBeltline needs to be listed. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Beltline rail needs to be built all the way around. Not supportive Social Media Community Event No   na

30310 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No  No the buses should come same train. Bus line should leave while train comes. Supervisor at the train stations. Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  West end train station. No super vision at train stations. Handicap is not always helped. Not supportive Email, Social Media Community Event Yes Do it like beginning trains security needs to make people stop begging. Loud music shouldn't be let, let police ride train.  

30318 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat Too much reliance on buses - we need more rail options!  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  Too much reliance on buses - we need more rail options!  Supportive News Media News Media Somewhat  Too much reliance on buses - we need more rail options!  

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat I live near the Clifton corridor and realize how important that is for transportation to major employers (Emory and CDC) BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  hope that the Clifton corridor project receives priority funding Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 am unsure how the funding will be allocated among the proposed projects. I am looking forward to the Clifton corridor 

and want to make sure it receives priority allocation

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  NA BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  NA Very supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30341 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  None BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  None Supportive Email Social Media Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat xxxxx BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  The Clifton project is long overdue and is vitally important. Very supportive Other newspaper News Media Somewhat  xxxxx

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Want clifton corridor project a lot, would use it frequently. Very supportive Other no News Media Yes

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N/A Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  I moved to Atlanta two years ago and love it, but traffic and public transportation is awful. We need to have a system that doesn't create four quadrants; busses should be better utilized to move people so we can lessen traffic and our carbon footprint. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Emory creates a lot of traffic -- let's start there! Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30327 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I work at Emory and use public transit.  I am excited about the light rail project. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  None. Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  N/A BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  N/A Supportive Email, News Media Community Event Somewhat

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Looking forward to access from Emory into the city. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Light rail stop near Emory campus would be great Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Social Media

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes Improving accessibility of major areas like the Emory campus would be incredibly helpful. It can be harder to reliably get to and from campus relying solely on bus transport, especially if there are additional connections that are needed later. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements

 Station improvements would be nice generally to further improve the accessibility, security, and comfort of the stations that people are dependent on to get to important places. There's a lot of helpful work that's been done to date and appreciated (e.g., addressing public urination) but any additional steps would 

further improve travel and commute options and encourage greater use of the transit options. Supportive News Media News Media Yes

30329 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  NA BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  NA Neutral Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Long confusing list but Clifton. Corridor is a priority for me  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements None Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Quick, reliable transportation to and from all major locations - more than just north to south BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Help get us to work - not only is traffic a nightmare, but parking is as well. Atlanta is a huge and growing city. With the expansion of Marta, we have the ability to make our city even better than it is for it's people. Very supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat

30322 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  none Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  none Very supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  more shuttles are needed from residential areas (i.e. Kirkwood, Howard Street) to Marta stations Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements there needs to be more frequent transportation to/from Marta stations and Emory University Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

30317 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Increasing access to a variety of transportation modes is my priority. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  In general, I believe light rail projects will have the greatest positive impact on city travel (above and beyond any expansion of bus/car commute expansion). Supportive Email, News Media Social Media Somewhat

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  I believe all of the proposed project list points represent my hopes for MARTA's future accurately. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  I am most passionate about the Clifton Corridor transit. Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes . BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Better access is needed forBeltline and emory campus Neutral Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  Providing better transportation to and from Emory/CDC would be essential to disengage the car traffic in the area BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Clifton corridor andBeltline light rails would further improve accessibility to crown jewels of the Atlanta area Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes

30350 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Anything that will increase mobility is a WIN. Right now, traffic is obscene regardless of when you leave. I'm a big believer in controlling what you can, and while we can't control bad driving, and weather - we CAN control additional transportation options. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  This is the transit line that affects my day to day the most. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  N/A Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  N/A Supportive News Media News Media Yes

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Yes. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit No additional comments. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  - Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  - Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30317 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes N/A BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension N/A Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  The two biggest impediments to my using Marta for my commute are 1)lack of rail service to my job and 2)slow train and bus schedule--especially during hours after 9am.  The list above would seem to address these issues. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Clifton corridor is the most important project on this list in terms of reaching a large number of potential commuters. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes   The Clifton Corridor could be a game changer for MARTA and Emory/CDC/CHOA. This is critically needed! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  The Clifton Corridor could be a game changer for MARTA and Emory/CDC/CHOA. This is critically needed! Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat  Transportation will need continued large investment if Atlanta is to continue to grow and thrive.

30033 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  We need to move away from cars and have more public transit options. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit None currently. Supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

30306 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes in agreement BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit In agreement Very supportive Other no need Social Media

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Nothing to add. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Nothing to add Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat While the Clifton LRT is a huge, fantastic start, would like to see more attention to LRT for North Decatur Rd. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements While the Clifton LRT is a huge, fantastic start, would like to see more attention to LRT or other solutions to alleviate traffic and accidents on North Decatur Rd. (see pin below) Very supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30344 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I support theBeltline LRT and Clifton Corridor LRT in particular. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N/A Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat  Atlanta is far behind and this will begin to address transportation needs. 

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Need better access to Emory from all sides BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Please help provide better access to Emory from all sides Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat  Need better access to Emory from all sides 

30021 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes

 It takes me more than an hour to get to Emory, each direction, if I do not leave before 7am. Better, accessible transportation in the form of a rail to Cliffton Rd. would make a huge difference in convenience, access, reliability of commute time, and overall ease (not to mention the reduction in carbon emissions from 

additional automobiles). Please make this a reality! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Please put in the light rail to Cliffton corridor! Very supportive Social Media Social Media Yes

The traffic is nearly insurmountable at peak hours. Atlanta needs public transportation that goes to where people are 

heading for work. 

30326 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat n/a Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements n/a Very supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  n/a Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements

 The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the Atlanta region. The Clifton transit line will be competing with other cities across the country for limited federal funding and is a strong contender for Atlanta to realize a $1B MARTA expansion—the 

largest in two decades. Supportive Email Social Media

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  na Supportive Other News Media Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  More rail access in the city is always better. Public transit is not about making a profit, it's about establishing ways to make living in any area of the city equally easy to travel to and from. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Public transit is a good quality of city life enhancement Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  none BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  none Supportive Email Social Media Yes  none

30084 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  yes it does Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service n/a Very supportive Email, Phone/Text More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes

30324 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  na Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat na 

30329 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Na Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Ease of commute to the Emory area is necessary. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Emory is a priority. Very supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat  With the massive population influx, this has to become a reality.

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Clifton corridor would make the area where I work easier to access Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Long overdue to make MARTA more accessible to all. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  We need better transportation into the Clifton corridor which I feel like these questions broadly address - a better integrated and reliable transportation to major hubs of employment, hospitals and education. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service The Clifton Corridor project is critical as that area continues to grow with more job opportunities and higher transportation needs. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  I wish Marta could branch out more on the East Side and push more North...with rail all the way to Athens and other N. GA locations.  We have more railroad tracks than we have use for, it would be nice to use them for transit. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  see above Very supportive Other none News Media Somewhat  Help is really needed in the Clifton Coordinator especially rail

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes . BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  . Very supportive Email Social Media Yes  .

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes I do not have additional comments. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Emory Clifton Corridor including CDC, Children's etc is a major hub that needs better access to transit. Very supportive Email, News Media Social Media Yes

 Emory needs transit as one of the largest employers. This area of town has folks who are supporters and big users of 

public transportation.

30306 DeKalb Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  No service to the Emory area via light rail. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Services to Emory via light rail is essential to growth and development. Supportive Social Media Social Media Yes

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  n/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  n/a Very supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat at a glance yes, but havent done homework to learn the details. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  really need a map to know what these mean. Neutral Other Community Event Somewhat

30306 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  . Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  . Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  need more light rail.

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  We are in desperate need for better public transit in this city.  The more subway/light rail options we have, the better. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I am in favor of light rail/subway options more than buses. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes   We are in desperate need for better public transit in this city.  The more subway/light rail options we have, the better. 

31023 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  Having access to Emory via train would be amazing! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit I do not live in Atlanta, but as a doctoral student at Emory, I frequently commute. I would gladly give up driving into campus if I could take the subway. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  Better and more diverse transportation options

30306 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  NA BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  NA Very supportive News Media News Media Yes

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes current 3 mile commute can take 45 minutes--would prefer light rail options--bus can take even longer (understandably) because it travels the streets with the most traffic volume Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit light rail options would be very helpful for all cdc/emory employees and visitors Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor is in great need of light rail transit, as many of Atlanta’s largest employers lie along Clifton Road in Decatur. This should be an especially high priority for MARTA, as the area is in high need of fast public transportation for commuters and in case of emergencies/outbreaks (CDC/Emory Hospital). Supportive Other News Media

30322 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat Needs to happen faster. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service   Needs to happen faster.  It is long overdue, and since we voted in the resolution I have seen no improvements Very supportive Social Media More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat  Needs to happen faster.  It is long overdue, and since we voted in the resolution I have seen no improvements

30316 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  More MARTA availability would help me -- there is limited MARTA connectivity between where I live and work, despite living only 1.5 miles from a MARTA station. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service More bus service would be amazing-- as is, taking the bus can really slow down my commute!  Very supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat  I think Atlanta needs more transportation options that connect people from across the city to work places. 

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  As Atlanta gains density, it needs a robust transportation network to support it. That requires taking more people off the roads and allowing them to commute via trains and bikes. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Clifton Corridor is home to two of the largest employers in the state, and yet neither are easily accessed by major highways. A rail stop would massively improve access to Emory University and the CDC and ensure that workers have a low-cost way of getting to work. Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30075 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  Clifotn corridor should be an abdolute priority Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit The clifton corridor should be the highest priority. Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  Please move forward on the Clifton Corridor project!! Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit   Please move forward on the Clifton Corridor project!! Very supportive Other Community Event Yes

30306 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N/A Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30002 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat There needs to be a better plan for rail service to the Emory Clifton Corridor.  The current suggested streetcar plan is inadequate to meet the transit needs of that area.   Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Need express rail service from downtown or midtown to the airport.  The current transit time is way too long, with too many stops, which discourages use.  Also, more frequent airport service, especially on Sundays, when people are returning from weekend trips. Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

 The Emory area is a major transportation center, and it is severely lacking in the mass transit area.  There needs to be a 

comprehensive plan to serve that community, including a better light rail/streetcar option.

30084 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Clifton corridor is vitally important BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  N/A Supportive Email News Media Yes

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I just want to be able to get from Emory to downtown or georgia tech in less than an hour using public transport. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit I am so excited about the clifton corridor project. it will change transport around here. Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  we need to invest in light rail throughout the city. 

30349 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes I wish they complete the project earlier than year 2026 Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements  Marta light rail should be more developed on the west side of Atlanta, too. Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  I wish they complete the project earlier than year 2026

30324 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N/A Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

30102 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Please expand MARTA access to Clifton Road Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Please expand access to Clifton Road Supportive Email Social Media Yes

30331 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  n/A Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  n/a Very supportive Social Media, News Media Social Media Somewhat

 The primary goal should be to alleviate the amount of traffic on the highway.  Minimize the number of cars on the 

highway and make public transportation more convenient and a nicer choice to use to get to work.

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Because MARTA is not all over the city, I will always need to use a mix of transportation methods. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  I think development along the clifton corridor is essential! We need access to multiple forms of transportation (train, bike path, car). Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes The list is comprehensive and does not omit the outlying areas nor the crowded interior areas. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

 Clifton Corridor continues to add good jobs, students, and housing yet there is no way to expand roads. Thousands work in and around Emory, Children's Hospital and the CDC, and thousands visit each day. 

A rail corridor would connect Clifton Rd corridor to the entire rail system, including the airport, pulling cars off the road all the way across town, north, south east and west by linking it with the larger rail system. Very supportive News Media News Media Yes

30022 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  Need great public transportation from Alpharetta/Johns Creek to Emory campus in Clifton road. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit none Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat   Need great public transportation from Alpharetta/Johns Creek to Emory campus in Clifton road.

30002 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Would really like to see expansion from Avondale to Emory/CDC area Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements None Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat Train service linking Emory and points East is needed

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes None Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  None Very supportive News Media Social Media Yes None 

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  We're missing HRT options here.  While expensive, the major cities around the world see HRT as a critical investment and Atlanta should too.  BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements

I was hoping to see more HRT options since I believe that has the most impactful infrastructure in Atlanta.  Extending current HRT routes to outside the perimeter and into congested areas is important.  Perimeter Mall, Smyrna, Gwinnett County, Clayton County, should be the focus of expanding MARTA.  Extend what 

we already have and build connectivity. Very supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Atlanta badly needs to enhance it's public transportation. With the huge increase in apartments / house etc being built inside the perimeter the traffic is getting to LA standards. Soon people won't be able to commute outside their neighborhood BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Please just get some traffic-easing stuff done. Atlantans are losing increasing time on the roads stuck in traffic Somewhat supportive Social Media Community Event Yes  Whatever is done to improve public transportation will always garner support

30319 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat N/a Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  n/a Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat n/a

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  To fully address my needs, additional projects would be required increasing connectivity of Atlanta to DeKalb and Cobb counties. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit The Clifton Corridor project is essential to relieve congestion and allow for economic growth. Very supportive Other Snail mail. Social Media Somewhat

30238 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes no comment BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit no comment Supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30317 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat I am concerned about the selective expansions and improvements to the communities that have multiple forms of transit available and not enough being done for those with limited transportation options in further reaching communities. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Why is there still no plan to expand the rail further south and north. The city and its diverse population has grown and continues to grow - we should be forward thinking and proactive in addressing needs. The north south rail needs to  be expanded upon. Very supportive News Media News Media No

 I am concerned about the selective expansions and improvements to the communities that have multiple forms of 

transit available and not enough being done for those with limited transportation options in further reaching 

communities.

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes This addresses my needs. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit This addresses my needs. Supportive Email News Media Yes

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  As an Emory student, I would benefit from being connected to the rest of the city through marta. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  The clifton corridor would connect people to jobs, healthcare, and education. Neutral Social Media News Media Somewhat  I don't believe marta can expand as fast as the city is growing. 

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No Need more rail throughout the metro area BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension None Very supportive News Media Community Event No   The city needs a major expansion of the Marta train services

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat No BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  The Clifton corridor show be prioritized for Marta expansion Very supportive Other Na More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

30002 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Light rail connectivity from Buckhead to Emory/CDC is nice, but I would like to see that connectivity expanded through to the Decatur/Avondale Estates area. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  None at this time Somewhat supportive Other None.  Will check website for updates. More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  NA Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements  NA Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes xxx Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  xxx Very supportive Other News Media Yes

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat My priority is transportation around Emory Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  My priority is Emory Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media

30307 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  Importance of reducing traffic congestion particularly in high traffic work centers like Emory university area as well as increasing access to these areas via public transit BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Clifton corridor light rail transit would greatly increase access to this incredibly busy hub that had no direct access to Marta line transit currently Very supportive Other None Community Event Somewhat
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30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat I feel we need much more rapid transit in order for Atlanta to thrive as a city.  Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit The Emory area needs to be more closely linked to the rest of the city.  Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Improvements in a system that can get people onto trains and off of the roads would be an improvement. There needs to be train connectivity beyond the perimeter. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  It would be worthwhile to invest in the cleanliness, safety and general marketing of MARTA (especially the train stations and bus stops). Supportive Email Community Event Yes

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit  Na Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes I like the comprehensive plan for improving mass transit. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  The Clifton Corridor project is especially vital. Very supportive News Media News Media Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  This should be for downtown and midtown as well BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service N/a Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30322 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  f Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  g Supportive Social Media Community Event Yes

30329 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  None BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  None Very supportive Social Media Social Media Yes

30324 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N/A Supportive Other Community Event Yes

30313 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Yes, addressing the lack of a train service to Emory, CHOA, the CDC and VA is vital to a large segment of Atlanta - the workforce and individuals that these facilities serve. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I would definitely choose MARTA train transit over driving my personal vehicle to  work at CHOA everyday. Very supportive News Media News Media Yes

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Yes  Increased mobility to Emory University along the Clifton Corridor would directly impact the commute to my job center. This light rail would have a huge positive impact on the community, traffic, and connectivity. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit   Increased mobility to Emory University along the Clifton Corridor would directly impact the commute to my job center. This light rail would have a huge positive impact on the community, traffic, and connectivity. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

  Increased mobility to Emory University along the Clifton Corridor would directly impact the commute to my job center. 

This light rail would have a huge positive impact on the community, traffic, and connectivity. 

30088 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  N/A Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes

 A LOT OF PEOPLE COMMUTE DAILY IN AND ARIUND THE ATLANTA AREA. WE WANT THOSE TO BE ABLE TO GET WHERE 

THEY NEED TO BE IN A TIMELY AND SPEEDY FASHION.

30341 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  No additional comments BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  No additional comments Very supportive Social Media News Media Yes  No additional comments

30311 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Clifton Corridor transit is paramount for me. I would absolutely take MARTA to work (from West Lake station to Emory's campus) if there was rail to Emory or even more frequent bus service from the Inman Park or Candler Park stations. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service I know nothing is certain, but even a general idea of how long these projects would take would be helpful. Very supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Not enough connectivity in my neighborhood. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  None Supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA from Emory would have significant benefits for the Atlanta region. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA from Emory would have significant benefits for the Atlanta region. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes I love the fact that I can take a cab to the Chamblee station to get downtown and to the airport, but the lack of reliable and quick transit options to the Emory campus where I work is a huge lack. I'm really happy to see that expansion along Clifton is in the works! Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements  The Clifton Corridor is top of my list! Opening up transit to Emory would give workers, students, and patients better and more transportation options and access to resources. Very supportive Email, Social Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

30084 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes The Clifton Corridor Transit line would assist in my commute to/from work BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension none Supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat none BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit none Supportive Other none News Media Somewhat

30318 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

It is difficult to say at this point. Many Atlanta citizens, including myself, are currently unable to utilize MARTA services due to their lack of parking, limited schedule, unreliability, and inability to get to the MARTA rail/bus stations from home/work. While I have attempted on several occasions to use the MARTA bus 

service, completely unreliable bus schedules and service cuts (particularly those in 2010) have made it nearly impossible. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  The Clifton corridor is a priority. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

The transit solutions must address the neighborhoods with limited access, i.e. south Atlanta, not only the 

neighborhoods with a higher cost of living. Additionally, there must be parking and bus/trolley/cable car service to and 

from light rails (or easy walking paths), otherwise citizens cannot fully utilize the light rail service.

30338 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  No BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements None  Supportive Email News Media Yes

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  More sidewalks and bike lanes Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  none Somewhat supportive News Media News Media Somewhat  buses seem unwieldy and underused. not enough sidewalks/bike lanes--

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Yes; the proposed project will facilitate transportation through Decatur and Emory University, which already has a significant amount of traffic and commuters for the university, hospitals, and CDC. This is MUCH needed in our region. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor would be much needed! Very supportive Other None News Media Yes

Atlanta is in sore need of increased MARTA and light-rail access to Emory University, the CDC, and the surrounding area, 

so please continue pursuing these improvements with the proposed Clifton Corridor rail projects!

30342 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes

Atlanta needs MARTA, keep up the good work! 

I lived in London and would love to be able to rely on MARTA the way I did the Tube and bus system there.

Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

Not sure if it's in the list but we need a train loop/ring around the city  :-)

btw I heard about this survey from my employer, Emory University, which sent around an email requesting participation; the closest option in the "how did you hear" category was "community event"

Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30038 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  None BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  What about I-20 east, Lithonia area?  Stonecrest?  Heavy rail from Indian Creek to Stonecrest Mall? Neutral News Media, Other Job Social Media Yes

30084 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Rail expansions are helpful, still don't really come to the NE BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Clifton Corridor would be huge for the number of workers in that area Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30307 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat MARTA needs major expansion to make it more useful to move around the city, as other major cities around the country already have BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  All of the projects listed are of high importance. These are my top three priorities. Very supportive Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat

30084 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes I feel it addresses my transportation needs. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit in addition to th clifton corridor light rail transit, is it possible to extend the gold line or blue line marta train? Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  I feel it addresses my transportation needs. 

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Yes Getting workers out of cars BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit finish theBeltline Very supportive Email Community Event

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  - BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements - Very supportive Email Social Media No

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Extending the Clifton Corridor LRT all the way to Decatur should be a priority too. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  it seems this is a wasted opportunity to make serious improvements to North Decatur Rd. If made more walkable and bikable, it would increase the commuting possibilities of people going to Emory and CDC. Not supportive Email Community Event

 As someone who lives in the Emory Grove / Druid Hills neighborhood, I am quite disappointed with the decision to not 

use the existing CSX line for the LRT and instead use North Decatur Rd. This is not going to fix traffic issues there, 

sidewalks still will be quite narrow, with no space between traffic lanes and walkers (this is a hazard!) and definitely no 

space for bicycles. 

30306 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes I am looking for more safe alternatives to driving. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Excited for these expansions! Very supportive Social Media Community Event Yes

 As an Emory affiliate, I am very excited about the proposed clifton corridor. It will be a great to have an alternative to 

driving to that part of the city. 

30552 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N/A Very supportive Other News Media Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N/A Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30030 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Somewhat NA Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  NA Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  I just want to be able to take public transport from somewhere near my home in Marietta to get to my job at Emory Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  none Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

30324 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes None BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  none Very supportive Social Media Community Event Yes

30273 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Yes, it would make it easier to get to the train station. I will reduce traffic and congestion. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  NA Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30326 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes N/A Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements N/A Very supportive News Media News Media Somewhat  Need to prioritize extension of rapid rail into Cobb and Gwinnett counties

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  None BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  None Supportive Social Media News Media Yes  The Clifton corridor light rail would be crucial toward reducing traffic congestion 

30329 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes

 I am so happy I learned this project exists. I live on Briarcliff and I have really been thinking about how I would love to take MARTA to events downtown as well as other places, but the closest station is Lindbergh, which is inconvenient enough to cause me to never use MARTA. Buses do serve the purpose, but 

unfortunately they are not immune to traffic and during high traffic hours take way too long to get around for my needs. This line would be perfect for this part of the community to be able to use MARTA. Additionally, there are many people who work in the Emory area who would finally be connected and would be 

able to commute to their jobs. Not to mention the students without transportation who would benefit from this line. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  I would love to see the clifton corridor come to life. It would really change this area for the better. Very supportive Email News Media Yes We need more rail connectivity in Atlanta. Rail is the backbone of city transit and we have a major traffic problem.

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat None BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  None Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat  None 

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat . BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  . Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

WIth Atlanta's population continuing to grow, we are going to need more and more transportation options that do not 

depend on the current roads and traffic conditions.  That is, light or heavy rail and additional facilities/paths to facilitate 

last-mile transportation.

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  More bike lanes would improve my transportation needs. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Improving mass transit would improve Atlanta’s live-ability Neutral News Media Community Event Somewhat

30329 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  The Clifton Corridor LRT will significantly enhance not only my commuting options but also my access to the rest of the MARTA system. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit I believe that the Atlanta metro area should make light rail transit a top priority. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  yes Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  What about safe / accessible mass transit to the Marietta Braves baseball stadium?  

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Clifton Corridor transit very important. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

 Clifton Corridor would provide great access to health care for many. Would provide public transport options for workers getting to one of the major employment hubs outside the city. Would provide great connectivity between major Educational and R&D Hubs (GA Tech, GA State, Emory/CDC) and alleviate significant 

congestion that has built up in the area with infill housing projects and increased employment opportunities in the area. Very important addition. Very supportive Other No thank you Community Event Yes

30308 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  n/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Connecting SunTrust Park via Marta station Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  Light rail to/from Emory is of interest to me and my community.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Traffic around the Emory Campus is due largely from CDC commuters and hospital and clinic patients/visitors. Supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Need broader coverage, this is a start.  Some bus lines seemed to have closed in the area. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Access and reliability are important. Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  Need to off load traffic in all areas, not just specific areas.  Access points are difficult to get to and take a lot of time.

30341 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I strongly support the Clifton Corridor via the Lindbergh MARTA station. I work at Emory University, and connecting Emory via light rail would benefit me greatly. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  More public transit is always good! Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30328 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes   Emory and its hospital desperately need the same rail access available to Northside/St Joe’s, GA Tech, and GA State. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit   Emory and its hospital desperately need the same rail access available to Northside/St Joe’s, GA Tech, and GA State. Very supportive News Media News Media Yes  Emory and its hospital desperately need the same rail access available to Northside/St Joe’s, GA Tech, and GA State.

30307 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Nothing to add. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Nothing to add. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 Increased access to public transport would benefit my ability to use public transport to commute to work at Emory University. The proposed Clifton Corridor Transit line would be a huge benefit and to other members of the community in allowing better access to Emory University, Emory University Hospitals, and CDC. 

It will also allow us living in the area to use public transport to attend events throughout Atlanta and access to the airport. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension These projects begin to address public transport access to the expanding boundaries of the metro area. Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

A more aggressive expansion and investment into public transport and road infrastructure is needed to meet the needs 

of the city. Travel times in the city, especially during rush hours, is a clear indication that our current infrastructure does 

not meet our needs.

30083 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Any project that considers the expansion of public transit in an ever-growing metropolitan area like Atlanta is welcome. Let's get cars off the road. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the Atlanta region. Very supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  We can't keep waiting on the rest of the metro area to get on board.  We need to address intown transportation issues first, integrate with others if possible Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  If I could give the Clifton Corridor project 3 votes I would! Very supportive Email Social Media Yes  It's certainly a positive step in the right direction - for the first time in a long time!

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  it's a start Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  nonw Neutral Email Community Event Somewhat

 hard to think creatively without considering the legacy system we have.  if you could start completely over, that would 

be ideal.

30087 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes My daughter takes the MARTA bus in the Inman Park area.  I hope for good security and maintenance of that #6 line.   I would also like more frequent and reliable service in my Stone Mountain area neighborhoods.  a Eastside light race would be great. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Light rail on the east sideand more reliable and frequent bus service.  A line to Tucker would be great. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30274 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes n/a Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements n/a Supportive Email Social Media Yes

30338` DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I think Atlanta should focus as much as it can on building rail systems. We need a rail system that will allow commuters on the outer edges Metro Atlanta another form of transportation other than using a car. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  none. Supportive Other News Media Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  These are broad policy statements so it's a little hard to tell what they would mean in practice for the average commuter. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service None, thanks. Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat  Same as above.

30331 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  N/A Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  N/A Supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  Major areas in the metro Atlanta still not covered

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  NONE Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  None Very supportive Other Community Event Yes

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes na BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service na Very supportive News Media News Media Yes

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Addressing highest need areas, realistically able to benefit BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Now is the time to make the investments, rail a better alternative than buses stuck in traffic Supportive Email, News Media Community Event Yes

30306 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  MARTA connectivity to Emory/CDC is top of my list, followed by theBeltline and Ponce Ave bus service, so the projects list looks good from that perspective BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Clifton Corridor should include connectivity to Decatur station. Supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 I am a bike commuter, so bike infrastructure (namely connecting bike lanes so that cyclists can actually get across town without conflicting with car traffic) is what is most important to me personally. Buy the same concept applies to people using transit; they need to be able to get across town entirely with transit, 

including the last mile. Hopefully this plan will accomplish that. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

 Traffic around Emory is atrocious. They already but employees MARTA passes for commuting, but I think the LRT iron would increase the number of people opting for transit commutes. It's also important that everyone have access to healthcare, and I am hoping that connection to the Clifton area would make it more 

accessible. Supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes none Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  The Clifton Road project ranks first for me an Emory employee. I would prefer light rail to bus service . Very supportive Email Social Media Yes  na

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 The city core is growing vertically and it is becoming more dense.  There are not any projects to increase mobility within the 3-4 mile radius from the 5 Points station.  This is where the city is seeing greater gains in employment, housing and higher education.  It is also where most of our government and healthcare 

institutions are located. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit

  The city core is growing vertically and it is becoming more dense.  There are not any projects to increase mobility within the 3-4 mile radius from the 5 Points station.  This is where the city is seeing greater gains in employment, housing and higher education.  It is also where most of our government and healthcare 

institutions are located.

Memorial and Moreland should have light rail or BRT. Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30316 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Expanded bus/rail options to workplace areas would be most helpful for me. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Increasing options to/from intown workplace areas would be incredibly helpful for me.  Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 I've lived and worked intown Atlanta for the last 20 years and have seen traffic worsen greatly.  Increasing local bus/rail 

options would be very helpful for me and my neighbors that live just a bit out of range of a rail station or not on one of 

the very inefficient bus lines.

30030 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Na Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30344 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes I am really looking forward to a shorter commute time when the Clifton Corridor and Campbellton Rd light rail projects are complete. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  I look forward to a shorter commute and appreciate the efforts that have been made in my home neighborhood.  The 81 route is excellent and consistently runs on time. Very supportive Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat

 More could be done to serve lower income areas.  I fear that rail on theBeltline might increase gentrification to the 

detriment of long term residents in parts of the city.

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  NA Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Na Very supportive Social Media Community Event Yes

30047 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes

 Emory Cooridor has needed a more robust transit system for sometime. When the CDC, Emory University, Emory Healthcare and a number of other businesses the area has become ridiculously congested. Connecting business, education and healthcare is necessary for Atlanta and the Emory Cooridor to grow. Emory 

has done their part by bringing in their own system of shuttles that provides transportation for the local community, it is about time Atlanta expands that network with light rail infrastructure! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  n/a Very supportive Social Media, News Media Social Media Somewhat

 This is just the beginning and I hope to see more connectivity of universities, healthcare and businesses expanded to 

the greater metro Atlanta area.

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  The Clifton Corridor is of upmost importance to me. Given the congestion in that area, I anticipate it will be a high use MARTA option--especially if connected with theBeltline rail. I never imagined I could use public transit to get to work, but if it's available I will do it! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Clifton Corridor would create significant return on investment. Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes

 Connecting theBeltline to the Emory corridor will significantly increase the usefulness of rail on theBeltline. It finally 

makes theBeltline rail make sense.

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  N/A Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  None Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes

The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the Atlanta region. The Clifton transit line will be competing with other cities across the country for limited federal funding and is a strong contender for Atlanta to realize a $1B MARTA expansion—the 

largest in two decades. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit

 The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the Atlanta region. The Clifton transit line will be competing with other cities across the country for limited federal funding and is a strong contender for Atlanta to realize a $1B MARTA expansion—the 

largest in two decades. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes The Clifton LRT is really needed to support emory, the cdc, and other large businesses in the area BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  NA Very supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30338 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Appreciate the Clifton Corridor Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  As an Emory employee enhanced public transportation options are highly valuable. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30316 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  We need to provide more inside the perimeter transit options aside from increased bus service. Rail and light rail need to be more, and the southeast corridor is ignored except "increased bus" (i.e. East Atlanta Village). BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Please focus on the other parts of the city that need transit more than affluent neighborhoods like Midtown and Buckhead. the southeast side of the city is being ignored. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 You cannot get anywhere inside the city now unless you are going right by a marta train stop. We need more 

connections inside the city, before spending money to expand into gwinnett/cobb/north fulton.

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  We should prioritize transit inside the perimeter as transit is more usable in more densely populated areas. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

Compared to long-term residents of Atlanta, students, such as those at Emory, are more likely to start using public transportation more quickly, as many of them move to Atlanta for the first time and might not have a car.  Completing the Clifton project earlier than the others would allow for a more rapid increase in 

ridership. Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30012 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes

 Traffic in the Downtown Decatur area has become of great concern on my commute, with new condos and apartments set to open soon and projected to built I am sure this will exacerbate the traffic issues on the morning and afternoon commute. This is important to me as I work in the area and need to enter and exit 

in a timely manner to collect my children etc. Easier commute and less time in traffic will ease my stress and enhance my family life Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit The Clifton Corridor Light Trail would be beneficial to employees of Emory and also patients, Somewhat supportive News Media Community Event Yes

30033 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No  I cannot use public transportation as I have a 90 year old mother at home and I live only 5 miles from work.  It would take me much more time to get home by MARTA than it does by automobile. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Clifton corridor has become a nightmare regarding traffic at all hours of the day. Supportive News Media Social Media Yes

 I think MARTA is necessary for those people who do not have any other mode of transportation and it is a cheaper 

alternative.

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes As the largest employment center in the metro Atlanta region with no direct access to MARTA or the interstate system, I think it's extraordinarily important for Atlanta residents that the Clifton Corridor light rail be built as part of this initiative. I am glad to see that on the proposed project list. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

Emory is a major employer—the second largest in metro Atlanta. Building the Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit will help City of Atlanta residents safely and reliable access their jobs and will help other Atlanta residents access healthcare at CHOA, the VA, and Emory hospital. I am strongly supportive of the Clifton 

Corridor project. Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30308 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  NA BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  NA Supportive Other Social Media Somewhat

30328 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Transit option to the Clifton corridor to ease commute Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  Clifton corridor will have a major impact on both employees that work in that area as well as patients going to the Emory/CHOA campuses Very supportive Social Media Social Media Somewhat

30013 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat A train system in the Emory Clifton corridor is urgently needed. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  Increase the bus lines from Covington/Conyers into the Atlanta basin Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat Additional systems are needed THROUGHOUT the DAY from Conyers  and eastern counties to the metro area. 

30338 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

I live in Dunwoody and work at Emory. There is no way for me to reasonably use public transit to get to work - I would have to drive 1.5 miles to a MARTA station, then take MARTA to the Lindburgh station, then take a bus to the Emory campus. Something needs to change so that it is more convenient, faster, and 

cheaper for me to take public transportation rather than drive. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  It is completely insane that we have a beautiful new Braves stadium and no public transportation way to get there. Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

 Number one priority is to build some kind of a subway/light rail system that actually connects all parts of the city and 

suburbs like most other major cities in the US and Europe have (e.g. New York, Boston, Chicago, Philadelphia, Paris, 

Vienna, etc) whether that means expanding MARTA or building something new. 

30307 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 I work and live on the Clifton Corridor.  I have read the provided information, BUT I still don't really understand what is being proposed.  If this solution will bring less cars to the area and provide less expensive, safe, reliable transportation for me to reach existing MARTA stations, I am in favor.  

https://www.itsmarta.com/clifton-corridor-overview.aspx BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Most interested in the Clifton Corridor  Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

  I work and live on the Clifton Corridor.  I have read the provided information, BUT I still don't really understand what is 

being proposed.  If this solution will bring less cars to the area and provide less expensive, safe, reliable transportation 

for me to reach existing MARTA stations, I am in favor.  

https://www.itsmarta.com/clifton-corridor-overview.aspx

30236 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  I feel that the train lines should go beyond the Airport, especially since there is a major college out in Clayton County. So many students at Clayton State rely on Marta to get to work in the city. However, the buses are extremely inconsistent. The train should come at least to the Jonesboro Road exit off of I-285. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  n/a Neutral Email Social Media Somewhat

 It focuses more on the city of Atlanta and not the metro areas where many people live and have to commute to the 

city. 

30324 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  There needs to be connectivity to large employers who employ more than 1000 staff members so that more people will be encouraged to use public transportation to commute to work. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements

 The Clifton Corridor Transit Line will help provide service to Emory University, which is the second largest employer in Metro Atlanta and together with its neighbors – the CDC, CHOA’s Egelston hospital, the VA Medical Center and other local institutions and businesses, comprise the largest employment center in the 

region with no direct access to MARTA or the interstate system. Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30047 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes IT WOULD HELP WITH MY WORK COMMUTE. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N/A Supportive News Media News Media

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 It would dramatically improve my transportation options to have a light rail connection between Lindbergh and the Clifton Corridor.  I work at Emory and often take the train from Lindbergh to the airport.  I wish this went further ... I off of North Druid Hills and would love to see something come out to the Toco Hills 

and Lawrenceville Highway areas. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit N/A Very supportive Other Emory email blast Social Media Somewhat  see above

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Additional public transit is needed to relieve congestion in major employment hubs, like the CDC, Emory, and Emory Hospital. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit I am particularly supportive of the Clifton Corridor LRT Supportive Email Community Event Yes

30252 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  none Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  none Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30083 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  The major need is for light rail system throughout suburban Atlanta that connect to metro Atlanta's landmarks and international airport.  And to connect us so that travel is efficient and fast. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Expand beyond Stone Mountain. Very supportive Other News Media Yes

 It addresses Atlanta's needs but there need to be more connectivity beyond Stone Mountain.  A light rail system 

integrated into Smoke Rise, Tucker, Lawrenceville and Athens.

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  None BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Funding of the Clifton corridor would drastically change traffic in the in town areas and would relieve burdens for many, many people Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  n/a Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  n/a Supportive Email Social Media Yes

30030 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes The Clifton Corridor light rail will help to alleviate traffic. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  The Clifton Corridor light rail will help alleviate traffic. Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Yes  Clifton Corridor Light Rail

30349 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  MARTA should focus on light rail. The bus systems are cumbersome to the already exhausted roadways. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  MARTA should focus on light rail. The bus systems are cumbersome to the already exhausted roadways. Supportive Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat  MARTA should focus on light rail. The bus systems are cumbersome to the already exhausted roadways. 

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  The Clifton Corridor is critical to alleviate traffic and streamline transit to and from Emory. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension A more direct routing between Crosstown Downtown E extension and the Clifton Corridor. Why through Lindbergh in Buckhead???? You leave out Druid Hills, Virginia Highlands, Morningside, etc., where more Emory and CDC employees live! Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

 Would be nice to see the light rail come to Virginia Highlands and Morningside where many Emory University and CDC 

workers live.

30306 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat I won't need the proposed light rail as I live within 2 miles of my job at Emory Clifton, but it would help greatly to reduce the number of cars on the road in the surrounding neighborhood. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit need to address the intown traffic woes Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

We need more light rail as transportation options to reduce the number of cars on the road in the intown 

neighborhoods.  The current  roadways that we have can not hold the number of cars each day, and we continue to 

build more living space increasing the  traffic issues. 

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes n/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Adding light rail around the belt line to connect to the Marta stops should be a priority. Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  None. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Thank you for expanding MARTA to the Clifton Corridor.  We desperately need this expansion. Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  I look forward to the Clifton Corridor LRT.  It will create a less stressful commute for thousands. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements I would start taking marta if Decatur station was connected to Emory via Clifton corridor LRT. Supportive News Media News Media Somewhat  It seems like a good next phase.

30080 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes

 It would be beneficial to everyone if MARTA was expanded. This includes railways and more busses. I think that something that should be addressed is the ease of use. Today, everyone uses technology to get around, and MARTA is lacking. It is impossible to map out a route. There are no reliable apps or websites with 

accurate times. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Moores Mill Transit Center  I live in Cobb county and work in Dekalb. The traffic is awful every day, but there is no way for me to take city transit easily and efficiently. I also chose the Clifton Corridor light rail because of the healthcare that would be accessible to people if this plan goes through. Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

Like I said earlier, there needs to be more communication with the public. I cannot rely on MARTA to get to work or to 

events because the timing is always off and there is no way to check accurate times.

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  no BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  I think that along with the 3 selected, station improvements would greatly increase the amount of people who would utilize these services.  For instance, if the hub (5 points station) was cleaned up a bit and perhaps made to look less like a dungeon, more people would be open to using MARTA Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

30021 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  No additional details Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  No comments Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  I would be happy if I can travel from Peachtree Road to Lindberg station in a single bus. Now the only Marta 110 is going to lenox station instead of lindberg. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit NA Supportive Email Community Event Yes

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Transportation to Emory campus and CDC would be most beneficial to combating Atlanta’s traffic issues. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit NA Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  N/A Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N/A Supportive Other None Community Event Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Adding the Clifton Corridor LRT will greatly improve my commute. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements Huge fan of Clifton Corridor LRT - much needed! Very excited to see how this all develops in the coming months and years. Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30340 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes These increase potential for greater use Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  None Very supportive Email News Media Yes  The plans expand potential use and connection a Ross the metro area. 

30316 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes I think affordability of transit services should also be on the agenda -- obviously this is a key factor in developing public transit, since the largest segment of the population who needs public transportation is lower income. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  None Very supportive Email Social Media Yes I certainly hope this is effective in both increasing ridership and improving traffic!

30084 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  I work at Emory University Hospital. With rail line access, patients, family members, employees and students will have increased options for transport. Additionally the street traffic will be reduced. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Please consider making the Clifton Corridor project a priority. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Need more connectivity to the suburbs with light rail.   I rarely leave the ITP due to driving/traffic. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  More projects connecting Cobb and Gwinnett besides bus routes. Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Helps BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit   . Supportive Social Media Social Media
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30032 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  I understand there is discussion of adding a light rail to Emory, but appears only from the Lindberg station.  Concerned this lack of connection will not address the fact that many people that work at Emory come from many parts and will only help a handful. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  A direct rail to Emory's Clifton Corridor would help SO MUCH to ease traffic.  I would take Marta in a heart beat if I could get on to the East Lake station (right down the road from me) and directly head to Emory.  It would be wonderful! Supportive Other I would prefer not to get anything, thank you. Social Media Yes  Seems a thorough list of things to consider.

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat . BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit . Supportive News Media More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes I work at Emory University, which desperately needs traffic congestion relief, support for better commute times for workers, and last mile connectivity for workers like me who ride bikes to work, or walk Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Clifton Corridor supports Emory workers (I am one).  Crosstown Extensions tie into existing rail and appear to extend out to theBeltline in both directions -- good foundation for later expansions in NE/SW direction Very supportive Phone/Text News Media Somewhat

30326 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

 Rail needs to go to where people want to go to.  I know it is difficult and the chicken or the egg question, but if you want to increase ridership and make MARTA more financially viable, you will have to add destinations people actively travel to.  Emory, down along Piedmont Park, the Braves stadium.  If Marta can learn 

to leverage appeal, it will earn the monetary gains it needs to be sustainable and grow.  IE: Not only can I take it to work a few days a week, but we can hop on it to get to destinations on the weekend.  Until then, people will just think we need our cars anyways. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Healthcare and education provide value and density - Clifton.  Combined withBeltline access and you're onto something.  Things will infill in between once proper access is provided.  Real estate will escalate, but Atlanta is clearly striving for density so make practical decisions and don't try and shave with Occams Razor. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  Braves Stadium, Vinings, Emory, Alpharetta.  It needs to become more than a I can only use this for work thing.

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  MARTA should focus on extending rail service into Dekalb County. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I strongly support the Clifton Corridor Light Rail project. The Clifton Corridor desperately needs a rail option to reduce traffic. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat  MARTA should focus on extending rail service throughout Atlanta rather than increasing buses.

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  I have been waiting for the Clifton Corridor project since I moved to Atlanta. This project will greatly improve my quality of life and I believe that the project will help garner greater support and ridership for MARTA. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  I think increased connectivity to the east side will bring in a lot of money and ridership to MARTA. Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes Aims to make commute times more predictable BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  None Supportive Email Community Event Yes  Improved bus routes, incorporates technology into transportation system, 

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat No access to braves games Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center . Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat  More heavy rail. Street cars are no better than buses

30307 DeKalb Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes N/A Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N/A Supportive Email News Media Yes

30350 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes None BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  None Very supportive Social Media, News Media Social Media

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes NA Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  N/A Somewhat supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes  NA

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  If I had lightrail to Emory, I'd happily park and commute from a mall so I could read in the morning and not have to suffer through stop-go traffic. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Hurry up and get the Clifton Corridor taken care of so the commute to Emory isn't as painful. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 Atlanta needs to prioritise public transport, period.  Even if it inconveniences drivers.  The point should be to have such 

an integrated and reliable system that people feel better using public transportation than their vehicles.  

30315 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat There are no connectivity options from Grant park to MLK station. Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  no comments Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat There are no connectivity options from Grant park to MLK station.

30033 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat

It's hard to tell exactly what is meant by the way some of those principles are phrased. I don't know what a layered and integrated transportation network means. It sound good, but am i understanding it in the way that was intended? What does layered mean? Integrated sounds good.

My transportation needs - it's impossible to get around Atlanta on Marta without it taking an hour. It's awful. No one wants to use it unless they have no other choice. We need trains everywhere like every other big city has. Buses suck.   Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I'm not familiar enough with other areas to comment Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat I think so. I don't know what arterial rapid transit is and it is strange that the fact sheet assumes i would know. 

30039 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat n/a Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  n/a Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat

 As a single woman, I am always paying attention to safety. I have experienced long wait times at stations and felt unsafe. For me to use regularly, I want reduced wait times and more security. Atlanta has great concerts and sports events, and the number of trains leaving downtown during these events must be 

increased. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit I’d love to spend less time in my car and Uber, but to use Marta more, it must connect more of Atlanta in an easy and safe way. Very supportive Email Community Event

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  would love to see clifton corridor lrt extend to decatur or east lake station Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  none Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30022 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I work for Emory Healthcare.  The proposed Clifton Corridor line would ease mobility to/from a major employers in the Clifton area, as well as provide patients improved access to patient care. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  The proposed Clifton Corridor line would greatly improve access to the hospital/healthcare for patients.  It would improve employees commutes to work locations for Emory/CDC and other employers in this area.  Traffic gridlock in these residential neighborhoods would be eased. Supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  More light rail is needed. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service More light rail is needed! Very supportive Other MARTA app Social Media Somewhat  More light rail is needed.

30080 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I live in Cobb county and commute to Emory in DeKalb County. Having the Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit would be helpful for my commute but the integration of MARTA with Cobb's transit one day would be ideal. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  none Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  NA Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Frequent bus service and more frequent train schedules are very important. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes  A lot of areas in the greater Atlanta area do not have access to basic transportation.

30019 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Make way for more commutes from Gwinnett to the city Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  n/a Supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30607 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  We need mass transit to the Emory area. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  Clifton Corridor project needs to be a priority. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes   We need mass transit to the Emory area.

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  I live fairly close to several major bus routes, yet it is still silly for me to take the bus. They don't come often enough, they're never on time, the drivers don't prioritize keeping to their timetable, and the signage is terrible. Fortunately I can bike many days, but it's still frustrating. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service

Frankly all of these projects are needed, the Clifton Corridor especially. Increased frequency of bus service (like 10 minutes or less during rush hour) and better signage are critically needed in the short term. Most stops are embarrassments - it is disrespectful to commuters and visitors to have so little information 

available at stops. This is one way Atlanta's history of racism is expressed. Very supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat

 MORE. I'm glad that attention is being paid to the suburbs, it is sorely needed. But the problem remains that unless 

your job is near a MARTA train, few people from the suburbs take the bus to work. This is because the local bus 

connections are insufficient. There must be far greater connectivity within the city. Yes, some residents will complain 

because they will be "stuck behind a bus" more often, but that's tough. Welcome to city life.

30338 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  The project list will make a contribution toward solving a complex series of transportation issues for the region. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit none at this time Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  The project list will make a contribution toward solving a complex series of transportation issues for the region.

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes

 Adding the Clifton Corridor Transit line will be a tremendous asset to the Emory area by allowing better access to jobs and healthcare.  As one of the largest employers and premier hospitals in the metro Atlanta area, Emory is in desperate need of better transportation options to ease congestion.  A light rail line would 

give our city and community reduced traffic on our streets, cars in our parking lots, and pollution in our air as students, faculty, staff, patients and visitors have a more efficient and cost-effective way to get to the Emory campus. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  - Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

 The focus on the Clifton Corridor line shows that it focuses on one of Atlanta's biggest transportation needs, the Emory 

campus/hospital area.

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Need access to Emory and CDC BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Need access to Emory and CDC Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  I am thinking about the needs of others BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension No comments Very supportive Email News Media Yes  The Clifton Corridor is a major work center and needs to be connected to public transport

30076 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No

 Our public transportation system is sadly lacking in comparison to other major cities around the country and the world. I have used trains and public transport with much success commuting to work in other cities and am very disappointed this is not a realistic option for me in Atlanta. My commute taking the 

shortest/quickest public transport route would more than double my commute to two hours one way. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit . Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

 If such projects are followed up on they would alleviate traffic and provide fantastic public transport options to many 

residents who are waiting for these options to come available.

30084 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  The Clifton corridor is a major problem and should be prioritized. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Please focus on the Clifton corridor. Supportive Other I do not need to receive information. News Media Somewhat

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Could there be trolleys BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Improve walk/bicycle lanes Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30038 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  My neighborhood could use a Marta bus line Frequent Local Bus Service N/A Neutral News Media Social Media Somewhat

30313 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Multiple modes of mass transport needs to be expanded to reduce the overall traffic congestion in the city. I would love to take Marta more often if it was more convenient to go to places that I needed it to go. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Clifton corridor should be a priority due to high volume of traffic of people who work at CDC, Emory, Emory University Hospital and Children's Healthcare of Atlanta. Very supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat

30324 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes As a graduate student at emory and a employee at CDC, I want to have the opportunity to avoid driving and adding to the cities terrible traffic. Right now, the options for getting to school/work are very limited, so I think this project would be a great idea. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit I am very supportive of the Clifton Light Rail Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes

 Because Emory's healthcare facilities on Clifton road are not accessible by public transit, the lack of transportation 

options becomes a healthcare issue. I volunteer driving cancer patients to treatment with American cancer society and 

have seen how this affects them personally and adds stress to their daily lives as they try to access the best possible 

treatment they can. The Clifton lightrail would alleviate this issues for many patients.

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  It's important that MARTA's expansion creates a more comprehensive public transit structure. Things like last-mile connectivity, additional routes, rapid transit around major employment hubs (like Emory University and Healthcare) are detrimental to Atlanta's viability as a major city. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit

 Peacthree Road needs more bus connectivity to MARTA stations between ARTS Center and Buckhead. Particularly Lindbergh. My residence along Peachtree Road is closest to Lindbergh MARTA and there is no bus that goes directly there.

Taking MARTA should not increase one's commute as an alternative to driving. Very supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media, News Media Social Media Yes

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

 It is hard to tell with the map.  I need to go from downtown Decatur to Emory and so if there is a connection from the Avondale Marta Station that takes me to Emory this would be a HUGE benefit for me.  It doesn't look like the proposal goes all the way to Decatur, and I think the light rail would need to go closer to 

DeKalb medical if not to the Marta Station! Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Avondale Marta station needs MAJOR improvements as the area that surrounds it is growing tremendously! Neutral Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat  Again, hard to tell the details.

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes

 I highly support projects such as the Clifton Corridor because it would alleviate traffic and cut down our carbon emissions by cars. Projects such as these would enable more inclusive access to jobs and entertainment which will help Atlanta grow. Also, for systems that are already in place, such as the Atlanta Street Car, 

those should be integrated into the MARTA system and maybe improve it better by having a dedicated lane for it so more people use it downtown where traffic congestion is a problem. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Traffic at Emory is awful and the streets are too narrow so please build the Clifton Corridor. The other projects are fine too because some of the existing stations are in need of repairs and updating. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

I think this is a good start and I really want MARTA to keep building on the essential ideas of expanding and creating 

more transportation options. Build the Clifton Corridor, please!

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes My daily commute is from old fourth ward to Clifton corridor area. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  none Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30328 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Need connection to Emory— the schools and the hospitals Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Need Emory connectivity Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30305 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 Having just come back from Japan, their bus stops are all named and their is a display the accurately tracks the bus's distance and expected arrival at the stop.  Passengers in the bus can track the upcoming stops on an overhead display.  This communication greatly facilitates directions, tourist travel, etc. because 

directions reference the bus line and stop for any destination. The technology is not complicated and we need to upgrade MARTA to include similar features.

The Train stations also display the arrival times of upcoming trains. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements I work for Emory Healthcare so the Clifton Rd corridor is important to me.  I also live in Buckhead so any improvements to Peachtree Rd are important. Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

Having just come back from Japan, their bus stops are all named and their is a display the accurately tracks the bus's 

distance and expected arrival at the stop.  Passengers in the bus can track the upcoming stops on an overhead display.  

This communication greatly facilitates directions, tourist travel, etc. because directions reference the bus line and stop 

for any destination. The technology is not complicated and we need to upgrade MARTA to include similar features.

The Train stations also display the arrival times of upcoming trains.

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat fgbetbuw Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  what would be really useful would be an extension of the MARTA line to the international terminal.  having to switch to the shuttle is really inconvenient Very supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat It will certainly help - because I travel to the Clifton corridor and functional, dedicated transit is needed there. It also needs to go down Clairmont to the Emory clairmont campus and the VA. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  It is hard to know if this is a piecemeal plan or is it a truly connected, regional transit plan like you find in the Northeast. We need that. Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

 The addition of light-rail is very important. It is hard to know from this plan what the functionality will be. If it is like the 

Streetcar at Edgewood/auburn, that is not the right direction. A lot of money was wasted to narrow the lanes and put 

the streetcar in the car traffic lanes! That solves nothing. We need dedicated, fast, frequent light rail, marta trains, and 

commuter rails that have their own dedicated lanes.

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Clifton corridor is the most important Very supportive Other Community Event Yes

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  How will the Clifton Corridor ease traffic concerns as Clifton is congested already? Can the streetcar be eliminated as no one uses it? BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  How will these projects deter already existing traffic issues? Supportive Social Media, News Media, Other Marta App Social Media Somewhat

30308 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes

 As someone living in Midtown and commuting to Emory University Hospital, EUH Midtown, and Grady, I utilize MARTA for travel to EUHM and Grady, but I'm forced to rely on a car or Emory-run shuttle to get to the school's campus. Transit to Emory and along theBeltline would make it much easier to live in Atlanta 

without a personal vehicle. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit

 Clifton Corridor would be instrumental in making Emory more connected with other job centers in midtown/downtown/buckhead and making it less necessary to rely on neighborhood surface streets for commuting. It would also make travel between Emory University Hospital, Emory Midtown, and Grady much more 

streamlined.  Very supportive Other Community Event Yes

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes

 Our most urgent needs in the City revolve around better connectivity to major work centers. The Emory-CDC-hospital corridor is a major point of interest as there are thousands of employees and students in this area that need better access to work/school. Having a dedicated rail connector to this region would not 

only improve access to work/school, but also improve access to healthcare for Atlanta citizens. It would also reduce major amounts of traffic congestion in this area. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  The Clifton lightrail transit is the project with the highest and most urgent need Very supportive Social Media, News Media Social Media Yes

30033 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No  not enough cross-town buses Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  please consider buses and bike lanes instead of developing rail systems which will take down greenery Neutral Other Social Media No  city is overdeveloped, no bike lanes, few buses on time, rail stations not convenient

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes none BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  none Very supportive Other none News Media Yes  none

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  The MARTA system is still insufficient and not viable transportation as not enough access points. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N/A Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30341 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I would like to see MARTA train access to the Clifton corridor Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Please provide rail access to the Clifton corridor! Very supportive Social Media Community Event Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  The Clifton cooridor would be better accessed through the light rail system, but only from lindbergh. People travel to Clifton from all areas. Improved connectivity from other originating sites would greatly improve conditions in the Clifton cooridor Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit N/A Very supportive News Media News Media

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Clifton corridor has Emory, Emory Hospitals including the Cancer Center and CHOA and CDC, which are the major employers and healthcare providers of Atlanta. Better transportation is needed. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Clifton corridor should be better connected with Downdown/midtown/GA Tech. Very supportive News Media News Media Somewhat c

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 I want robust MARTA rail and light rail all over this city, and I hope this does not turn into a more MARTA buses plan. (People will not ride the bus but they will ride MARTA and light rail that actually goes somewhere. Light rail down Ponce to Ponce City Market. Light rail down Howell Mill. More train stations. People 

cannot walk 5 miles to get to a station.) BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  In addition to everything I mentioned above, we need a light rail from the Candler Park station down Clifton to Emory. Very supportive Social Media Social Media Somewhat  Once again, the focus on buses. WE NEED MORE MARTA STATIONS AND REAL LIGHT RAIL. 

30308 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes It addresses them Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Would be great to have transportation to Emory Supportive Other no information News Media Yes

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  NA BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  NA Very supportive Social Media Social Media Yes

30087 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Emory corridor has been neglected from Marta BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Emory needs better transit. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes None BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  None Very supportive Other News Media Yes

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes I use Marta a lot, and live walking distance to multiple stations (mainly Midtown & Arts Center). I take it to work in Buckhead, but as a part-time graduate student at Emory University, I have no choice but to drive to campus from Buckhead which is usually a terrible commute. I would much rather take a light rail option. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  N/A Very supportive Social Media, News Media Social Media Yes

30329 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  There are large areas between lines without bus or train service Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  Bus service is too irregular and starts late considering how early some people have to get to work Very supportive Email Community Event

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  I want to be able to take public transportation to get to work and get healthcare. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements The light rail transit will greatly help the traffic congestion. Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30032 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  My biggest need is greater MARTA access to Emory's campus. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Getting access to the Clifton corridor is a big priority for me. Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30038 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  As I don't use MARTA currently because I use the CLIFF shuttle to/from Emory, I may have to utilize the transit system in the future and would like an easy transition for a beginner and then on. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  None Supportive Social Media Social Media Yes

30307 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Light Rail Plans?  Heavy expansion of the Light Rail System is what Atlanta needs to become a truly top notch city... BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Light Rail Please Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 TheBeltline must have Light Rail circling the city then developed further with additional Light Rail Lines from downtown 

in a hub and spoke pattern...all these lines would, of course, be connected to MARTA’s Hard Rail Subway Lines.

30033 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  I just want to have as much public transport as possible. The population of Atlanta is growing and we need public transportation like Chicago, New York and San Francisco has. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  I'm honestly not familiar with most of the specific transit centers, I just want everyone to have access to get around the greater Atlanta area. Better access beyond the north and south and east and west lines we have now. Neutral Email Community Event Somewhat

30316 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat n/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  n/a Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

 I think Marta does the best it can with what it has. But there has been some missed opportunities for expansion over 

the years. Atlanta has grown so much, I don't know if it is even feasible for Marta to expand the way it should. Marta 

should go as far west at Six Flags, and as far east as Stonecrest. It should also go to Camp Creek. There is no reason that 

there is no Marta access to the new braves stadium. Major attractions such as that have to be accessible. I know it is 

partly the fault of the residents in Cobb, but I feel there has to be a way to push past the opinions of a few to do what is 

best for the Metro as a whole. We can't call these areas Metro Atlanta if they are not accessible. 

30213 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  I would probably use a light rail from the Atlanta Airport area to Clifton Road rather than drive in every day. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Definitely need the Clifton Corridor light rail.  It can take up to an hour to go from Scott Blvd to Clifton Road due to the traffic. Supportive Social Media, News Media More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes  It seems to.

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes Clifton corridor requires improved transit for commuters and consumers of healthcare and other services the facilities offer. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Clifton corridor requires improved transit for commuters and consumers of healthcare and other services the facilities offer. Supportive Email News Media Yes

30084 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  We need to have some way to connect the eastern suburbs like Tucker, Snellville, Stone Mountain to Emory and downtown via light rail or train. I would take a train from Tucker to Emory and downtown, if it was available. The bus routes are not effective or efficient for my role and Emory, as well as my role as a parent. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements

 The Clifton Corridor project is critical to reduce congestion in a workplace center that has tens of thousands of employees and students attempting to access the area via neighborhood 1 lane each way surface streets for the most part. There are some 2 lane surface streets, but they cannot manage the traffic 

congestion. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat  We still need to address the Eastern and Northeastern suburbs and their ability to get to the downtown area.

50323 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  There needs to be more last-mile connectivity and cross city transit systems. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Build more train routes, not bus routes! Very supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat  There are too many people in this city with cars because of the lack of a simplified transit system. 

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  The increase in routes and the strategic planning of routes among major business and education entities would definitely improve transportation in the city and metro. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Peoplestown is in severe need of transportation thusBeltline Southwest is a priority, The Clifton corridor would increase mobility for Emory and CDC staff, students etc. and frequent local bus service would open employment options for citizens in underserved areas Very supportive Phone/Text, Social Media News Media

30316 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  lower the price BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  na Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Need light rail options / bus options that extend up GA 400 North Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Moores Mill Transit Center  No additional comment Supportive Social Media, News Media Social Media Somewhat

30328 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  n/a Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit NA Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30340 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  n/a Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  n/a Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Bigger roads are proven NOT to reduce traffic. We need a great 24-hour transit system NOW since Atlanta is growing and Amazon may come here. People need to be able to step out of their homes and into a reliable transit system in order to get cars off the road. No way around it. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service These improvements need to be partnered with smarter development. You can't keep building on the small streets, for example around Emory University, without clogging the main roads. It's impossible to go East on N Druid Hills Rd near Toco Hills, even on weekends. And they are still building more housing there! Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  Do you think there is a difference between MY transportation needs and ATLANTA's? That's an interesting perspective.

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I'm particularly interested in a focus on infrastructure for the last-mile connectivity.  The system will not be used if commuters are not comfortable with walking or parking in the vicinity of Marta access.  They will drive rather than risk their safety. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  MARTA stations should above all be perceived as safe and clean.  The system will not be used if commuters are not comfortable with access. Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I work at Emory and would dearly love transportation between the Clifton campus and the St. Joes campus.  Marta coming to the Emory Clifton campus would also significantly decrease traffic congestion while increasing the number of skilled workers who would be willing to work there. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  NA Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes I would like to see Marta rail improvements and increased lines and access throughout the city BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  None Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Community Event Yes

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Very supportive of light rail to the Clifton Corridor for Emory University/Emory Healthcare employees and improved patient access to quality healthcare Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Very supportive of light rail to the Clifton Corridor for Emory University/Emory Healthcare employees and improved patient access to quality healthcare Supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30324 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Bring MARTA transit to Emory! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  None. Very supportive Other News Media Yes

 I think it is critical that public transportation be available for the thousands of Emory workers. It is unbelievable that a 

light rail transit system to Emory has yet to be installed. This would be an incredibly cost-saving effort for so many 

Emory workers and students in commuting to/from campus, and would alleviate much of the traffic issues that plague 

the Emory vicinity.

30033 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  It's tough to choose just three. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I feel that an extensive light rail system is key to solving many of the ATL area's traffic problems. Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  Depends on how it is implemented.

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  If we can create a more grilled transportation system, the traffic would improve BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I work at Emory and traffic for students, patients and others is becoming really hard to deal with.  There is a lot of single drivers that would rather not pay for parking and take advantage of the transit system if it would allow them to get to work/home on time. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Making lightrail complete along theBeltline INCLUDING the SE and NW quadrants is crucial. Supportive Social Media News Media No

There needs to be greater discussion about increasing rail lines and taking measures to decrease or limit the need for 

cars.

30253 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat n/a Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  n/a Very supportive Other More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes

30307 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes It seems varied enough to address multiple concerns.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  The Clifton Corridor project would help to close a large gap in the current service area for all of those employed by CDC, Emory Health, and Emory University to name a few. Supportive Email Community Event Yes

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  It will decrease traffic, improve accessibility to healthcare and job centers, and have a positive impact on the environment BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  None Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 It addresses some jarring areas of atlanta’s Transportation needs. More work still to be done to provide people with 

public transit access

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat nnnnnn BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  nnnnnn Supportive Other nnnnnnn News Media Somewhat

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I would like a reliable transportation option to my office at Emory University from where I  live. The buses are crowded and it is easier to drive at the moment. If there was a light rail option that got me within walking distance to campus, I would gladly take it. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  I have high hopes that this project will provide commuters with a great option. I hope to use this - instead of driving - in the future. Hopefully this will decrease traffic and the problems that come with high traffic. Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  The Clifton corridor is very important BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  N/a Very supportive Social Media Social Media Yes

30083 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Some of the changes could help when I want to go into Atlanta, but it would not give me any benefit for my current commute Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  The Clifton Corridor light rail would be a great thing for Emory PT's, Students and Staff Very supportive Other Community Event Yes

30350 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Integrate with the Belt line and build/advocate/coordinate with other bike paths so that Marta Stations can be directly accessed by bikers and pedestrians. Supportive Social Media Social Media Yes

30084 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  Clifton Corridor needs light rail! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Light Rail, Light Rail, Light Rail Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  I am in favor of more light rail, less buses. 

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  So many Employees at Emory!  Would reduce traffic greatly! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Clifton Project is so needed   Traffic here is horrible. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30315 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  need more connectivity for the southeast and southwest parts of town to the city and other places in atlanta Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center happy to see areas on the southeast and southwest parts of Atlanta being addressed Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  The Clifton Corridor is the highest priority. The hospitals (including VA, Children's, etc.), the CDC, the University, and other people in that area (especially patients and commuters)  are all grossly underserved. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Clifton Corridor is the most important and highest priority! Very supportive Email News Media Yes

 It is a good start that needs to continue, including extending MARTA lines both East (e.g., Conyers and Stonecrest) and 

West.

30316 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  I am especially interested in increased mobility to/from major job centers Crosstown Downtown East Extension na Neutral Email News Media Somewhat

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Please make the Clifton Corridor dream come true BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  The more Marta the better Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes none Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  nonr Neutral Email Social Media Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I live in Decatur and work at Emory. There is no public transport for my commute. I would prefer public transport over driving. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Better accessibility Very supportive Email Social Media Yes  Public transport should reach every part of the city.

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  I think extending MARTA down the Clifton Corridor would be a game changer.  It's overdue and I think it would fabulous. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service None. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

I think transportation initiatives and improvements are going to always be needed to keep up with the growth of this 

area.  This is a tremendous start.

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 Expansion of MARTA lightrail lines appears to be a positive development, but the fact sheet provided is very difficult to understand. Where will these new transit options be? How regularly will trains and buses arrive? What is the timeframe for completing these potential projects?  More trains and buses, more regular 

schedules, more bike lanes and sidewalks - all of these would be wonderful. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit

In order to make these projects effective, a more publicly accessible education campaign would be needed. As Atlanta continues to grow and draw residents from across the country and world, a transportation system that uses names of streets is difficult to access. 

That said, since I now know what it is, I strongly support the Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit project. It would dramatically improve my quality of life. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30306 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  I hope it works. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Please attack the most problematic areas first. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Off-peak service times need to be improved BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit This is not a good survey.  Too much jargon, too many pushes, too difficult technically. Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes  Providing options away from single-driver cars is the best idea

30315 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I don't really know what several of them mean: "portfolio of transit projects", "layered integrated transport network". BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit None Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30005 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes no comments BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements no comments Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30342 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  I feel like overall the list addressed my transportation needs. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  None Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30034 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Transportation needs are in constant change in Atlanta.  The length of time will impact the effectiveness of the changes.  Whatever is best and expedient should be prioritized . Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements  No additional comments. Neutral Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat  Stated above

30294 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  None Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements None Very supportive Other Social Media Somewhat  Need Marta rails that go further out to the suburban areas.  Would love not to drive so much. 

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Yes.  Especially Clifton Corridor. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Clifton Corridor LT will impact the most people and should be the top priority. Supportive Email Social Media Yes

30002 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Yes no Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  no Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30328 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Please add a rail to the Clifton corridor. It shouldn’t take longer for me to take MARTA to work than it does for me to drive. It would alleviate soooo much congestion. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit See above Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat  More specifics

30308 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No

 MARTA rail needs to be made safer so that more people will use it. It also needs to go more places than just north and south, east and west. Atlanta NEEDS a larger grid system similar to NYC subway system if it EVER wants to expand and draw more business here. No one (Amazon) wants to move here because our 

transit system is inefficient and doesn't serve enough areas. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Expand the rail system - more rail above ground would be ideal, similar to the rail that runs up 400 above street level. Very supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

30328 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  If we want to continue to grow and have global impact, we need better/more efficient public transit options.  On another note, please move the Route 6 bus back to where it was at the Lindbergh station.  You have created a major inconvenience for those who ride that bus regularly. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Moores Mill Transit Center  none Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  We really need all the things listed above but I had to prioritize.  I live less than 3 miles from Emory where I work and it takes me sometimes as much as 45 min to drive from the south side of the tracks to Emory, park in the Stark/Clairmont parking and shuttle to the hospital. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension

Our city of Decatur and Atlanta in general need many more options for transportation so that we can look advantageous to new business in and outside of Atlanta.  We do not need more cars. We really need increased reliable and comprehensive transportation after we get off the train.  I may use my car to drive to 

work because if I take MARTA or one of the Emory buses then I cannot reasonably do my shopping on the way home. It has to be made comprehensive and easier. The traffic is just going to get worse and we will drive away people , potential staff and business. So even if it is going to cause chaos in the short term, we 

have to look at the long term effects. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes
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which county 
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In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding 

principles to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the 

highest priority to you. #1

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding principles 

to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the highest priority to you. 

#2

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding 

principles to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the 

highest priority to you. #3

After reviewing the 

proposed project list, do you 

feel it addresses your 

transportation needs?

Please provide any additional details about your response to the previous question. Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #1 Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #2 Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #3 Please provide any additional comments you have on the program or individual projects.
Please rate your level of support of 

the More MARTA proposed projects.

How do you like to receive information on MARTA 

news?
Other - How do you like to receive information on MARTA news?

How did you learn about the More MARTA 

atlanta program Survey?

After reviewing the proposed 

project list, do you feel it 

addresses Atlanta's 

transportation needs?

Please provide reason(s) for your response to the last question.

30519 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  None BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  I have none. Supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

 The Atlanta metro area is just so far behind in addressing public transportation in the region. It's not possible to pave 

enough land to handle the transportation needs.

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Address not only current transportation needs, but forecasting to future needs as well. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Clifton corridor is needed to get to Hospital, University, and to and fro from GA Tech.   Supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30083 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  great service Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Greenbriar Transit Center great job!! Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  Ggg BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  None Somewhat supportive Other Social Media Somewhat  Ggg

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat It provides one link to Emory area (where I work), however not from a station that is readily available to me where I live. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  n/a Supportive Other Social Media Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Two projects that I would like to see happen are the Clifton Corridor light rail and theBeltline Northeast light rail.  I work at Emory University, so the Clifton Corridor improvement is very important to me.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension

I can't think of anything else to add.  As I said in an earlier comment, because I work at Emory University, my top priority is the Clifton Corridor project.  I also like the proposals to provide additional east-west rail lines in the downtown area.  I picked Crosstown East above.  I would have also picked Crosstown West if I 

could have picked four projects instead of three projects. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

 It looks like a good balance of projects for northern, southern, eastern and western areas of the city.  It also looks like it 

includes both rail expansions and improvements to bus services.

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 I currently commute by electric bike from a house we rent.

We are looking to move but did not want to go north or too far east because of lack of transportation and lack of safe biking routes. Light rail increases the chance that we would consider moving north of Sage Hill or even east of Decatur, provides an alternative means of transportation on inclement weather days, and is 

better for the environment. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements   We need bike paths and bike lanes. Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  We need bike paths and bike lanes.

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  I would love for Marta to be available in Dekalb, specifically near Emory University and Hospital. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Clifton Corridor needs Marta!!! Very supportive Social Media News Media Yes

 Atlanta needs transit help. Traffic is worse than ever and not having a dedicated Marta line to Emory, one of the largest 

employers in Altanta, gives little options for quick, easy transit to work. 

Right now, I would have to make 3 bus connections to get from my house to Emory - less than a 5 mile drive. It takes so 

long to get to and from work waiting at stations, that Marta is not desirable at this point.

30324 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes

This should be the first priority as it will get heavy use.  The Clifton Corridor is more"bang for the buck" as it will transport many to the and from the corridor. This will help the carbon footprint, traffic congestion and provide public transport for those coming to and from work and for patients without transportation and 

additionally others living to visiting the area. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

 It is good to see Marta as a priority once again. It's expansion will create jobs and a better quality of life for Atlanta. It is a good start to the overall improvements that need to take place in Atlanta.  The Clifton Corridor should be a priority since there are so many employees and other personnel traveling to this area. 

Thank you for the opportunity to respond. Very supportive Email, News Media News Media Somewhat

 This addresses the transportation issue to many healthcare facilities. This is necessary for patients, workers, people 

going through the neighborhood to other destinations and prevents too much traffic, congestion and is a safe and 

greener way of life. This city needs light rail and other forms of public transportation to enhance quality of life.

30033 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  We need more public transportation badly. There is no other way to say it. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service none Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30092 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  It would be in the best interest of Marta to expand into the Clifton Corridor, as patients need quick access to the hospital and physician clinic. As well, as we are a large company who has a huge number of employees who already use Marta, and would use it more if it was more convenient to work. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Clifton corridor Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  As an Emory employee who commutes from the Old 4th Ward by bus, the Clifton Corridor light rail would completely change my commute and save me hours of time every week. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service The addition of more light rail lines should improve traffic conditions, commutes, and air quality for everyone in Atlanta, and regular bus services are also critically important. Very supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event Yes

 I also regularly see hospital workers and patients struggling to get to Emory on time for their appointments. The bus 

service that is currently available is better than nothing, but the area would be best served by a light rail that connects 

the campus to the rest of the city.

30341 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  I feel as though creating a multi-layered transportation network will help decrease commute times and congestion, while increasing efficiency of public transports (MARTA, HOV lanes, etc). Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  N/A Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 Although this is a great proposal for alleviating traffic concerns, there are still many other facets that should be added 

to this plan (e.g. increasing number of freeway lanes, creating more HOV lanes, creating more bike trails, extending 

MARTA and light rail services into neighboring metro counties). 

30331 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes The proposed Clifton Corridor Transit allows me better access to get to work at Emory University, without having to drive. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I work at Emory University and live on Campbelton road. These projects would greatly improve my quality of life. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Good start, but we need more/to expand public transportation. Happy to pay more taxes to make this happen. We need less traffic and an cleaner, less stressful environment Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Please connect City of Decatur with Emory Clifton campus as well via rail transit Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  As above

30316 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat   It seems to leave out my neighborhood, which is dense so that is frustrating. I want to be able to go down to a one car household and get to work. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  None, they mostly seem irrelevant to my day to day life. Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat  Would like increased focus on light rail and train expansion.

30072 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

 “The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the Atlanta region. The Clifton transit line will be competing with other cities across the country for limited federal funding and is a strong contender for Atlanta to realize a $1B MARTA expansion—the 

largest in two decades. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

 “The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the Atlanta region. The Clifton transit line will be competing with other cities across the country for limited federal funding and is a strong contender for Atlanta to realize a $1B MARTA expansion—the 

largest in two decades. Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes

 The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the Atlanta region. The Clifton transit line will be competing with other cities across the country for limited federal funding and is a strong contender for Atlanta to realize a $1B MARTA expansion—the 

largest in two decades. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

 TheBeltline and Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the Atlanta region. TheBeltline and Clifton transit line will be competing with other cities across the country for limited federal funding and is a strong contender for Atlanta to realize a $1B 

MARTA expansion—the largest in two decades. Very supportive Other N/A Community Event Yes

 We need more light rail transit to offset road congestion from cars and buses, as well as ease the predictability of 

commute to work.

30307 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Support of Clifton Corridor LRT! We must connect to Emory/CDC BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  LRT must be priority Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  Must implementBeltline LRT and Clifton Corridor LRT as priorities

30308 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Somewhat We need light rail on the Clifton corridor; we need more buses from midtown to the Clifton corridor BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Excited to see new funding and ideas for MARTA: Atlanta deserves this! Very supportive Social Media More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

30044 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  It will affect my coworkers Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension n Very supportive Email Social Media Yes  Atlanta is an ever increasing developing city. any decongestion from the roads will bring a welcoming relief and blessing

30307 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  NA BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit  NA Somewhat supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Safety is my top priority when it comes to using public transit, so I'm glad to see safety on the list of projects Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension As the second largest employer in metro Atlanta, Emory University and Emory Healthcare should be a priority for MARTA, and access to Emory University/Emory University Hospital/Children's Healthcare of Atlanta on the Clifton Corridor needs to be improved with a light rail mode of transportation. Supportive Social Media Community Event Yes

30306 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No  None of the points above are defined in a meaningful way.  What do they really mean?  I also don't believe they address all of the issues. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit None Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat  see above

30152 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat creating park and ride rail access Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit rail access to park and ride Supportive Phone/Text News Media Somewhat  there are no buses from my commute

30316 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  n/a Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension n/a Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat I would like to see transportation options to Emory university increase. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  N/a Very supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

30305 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat Even if all of these projects were approved and completed metro Atlanta is a very spread out and difficult to provide reliable transit at an affordable cost structure. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  none Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

67206 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 Marta needs more rail lines. As of now, rail transit is somethhing I would very much like to take, but am only able to on the rare occasion that my start and finish destinations align near a current marta stop. The issue of rail line reach is addressed above, but is never explicitly stated. Increase the number of rail lines to 

make rail transit a viable option for the greatest number of atlantans. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  The Clifton Corridor would be a top priority, as a former emory student and someone who recognizes how many emory employees could benefit from the line. Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat  Same as above.

30332 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes None BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements None Supportive Other Do not receive Community Event Yes  It will help Emory students use public transport more accessible 

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  None Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  None Very supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30021 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  I do believe with installation of the light rail and appropriate transportation from buses to allow travel to Emory/CDC area, that my commute/travel to these areas will be positively impacted. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  I think connecting Emory to the MARTA line will clear up some commute traffic, and allow quick transportation to the airport Supportive Email, News Media Community Event Somewhat

In order for Atlanta to become a major player in the country, we need to have our transportation systems upgraded and 

able to handle the influx of people working the jobs we're acquiring. Having grown up in Georgia all my life, and traveled 

across the country, one of the things Atlanta is known for, is our inadequate transportation and heavy commute traffic. I 

do think building light rails to allow travel from the airport to Emory is a step in the right direction; although, I do hope 

for the future that plans for bullet trains that run from Macon to Atlanta in 30 min will allow further development of job 

opportunities and workers across the state. 

30324 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  There are specific areas that would greatly benefit from MARTA train access and this is largely related to automobile congestion making those areas almost inaccessible at times. Perhaps the best example is Emory, Clifton campus. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Improving Atlanta's light rail access throughout the metropolitan area will allow the city further growth, decongest the roads, reduce road rage and accidents, and provide much more reasonable access for businesses, workers and customers. This is a no brainer. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 Given the horrible congestion of our roads and highways, we need a train system that allows decompression. This 

means we need more densely arranged lines throughout the city and surrounding communities. This is looking to the 

future and there are so many important reasons they are too numerous to list.

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the Atlanta region. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the Atlanta region. Very supportive Social Media Social Media Yes

30306 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  The last-mile connectivity is important to attract more users. My difficulty with public transport is that I have to walk on the side of the road to get to bus stations. A pretty big deterrent. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Please extend to Emory. Lots of people want to get from the city to Emory and from Emory to the city. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

More than anything, people just need more convenient access to the public transportation. Putting a lot of effort just to 

get somewhere is a waste of time, making driving and ride-sharing much more worth the price.

30306 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Clifton Corridor is the most important project facing the city due to the amount of employees located in this area BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit sdfds Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  To guarantee transportation to commuters, it is worth of consideration to reduce the cost of public transportation. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  No additional comments. Supportive Email News Media Yes

30030 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  I just need to get from Decatur to Emory on a regular basis and occasionally to the airport.  Would use MARTA more is faster and more accessible for Buckhead area from Decatur. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Need to have better and faster access from Decatur to Buckhead area Supportive Email News Media Yes

30338 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  none BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  na Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  n/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  n/a Very supportive News Media News Media

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

Howell Mill is growing at a rapid pace-with projects like the Interlock and Star Metals it is only a matter of time before that area of town is in gridlock.  It will be imperative to have a light rail to improve the traffic flow in the next few years.  The buses that serve that area help, but to be honest the light rail would be a 

game changer for the community. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit

Cities like Chicago do not have near the problem with traffic that Atlanta has because of the loop.  To have the light rails extend further and reach more community areas that are growing at a rapid pace-west midtown, east atlanta, etc. it would change the entire commute.  Howell Mill is constantly backed up and it is 

only a few miles from downtown-allowing people to take a light rail into downtown from Howell Mill would greatly reduce traffic.  Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  More MARTA everywhere!  More transit the better.  Please work on expanding the network and easing commuting challenges. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  We really need easy access to the Clifton Corridor.  It takes 40 minutes to travel 5 miles during evening rush hour.  Access to MARTA is essential to quality of life (lot of which is spent sitting in traffic). Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30088 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  N/A BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N?A Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  N/A

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I understand the limitations of funding, but having a widespread transportation system that allows access to most of the city would be ideal. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Light rail would be a great solution for the city. Commuters find bus lines less reliable in terms of timing, and more confusing to navigate. Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Yes

30047 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

 The Clifton Corridor suffers from too-convenient, too-inexpensive and even free government parking.  It's very difficult to see who the present commuters are who would change from driving to using Marta rail, bus and light rail.  Are these new employees?  Present employees, especially professionals (MD's and senior 

executives) with parking advantages will not be taking these modes.  For staff, one more public transit leg, if it doesn't add speed, will not be advantageous because of clock in/out. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements

 Station lighting, deep cleaning of concrete, general cleanliness and ease of use is vital - improvements are overdue.

Northside drive - stadium to Cumberland, dedicated lanes.

Clifton - speedy light rail. Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30032 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  We need the Clifton Corridor. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Clifton Corridor please make this a reality! Very supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat

30307 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat MARTA's buses are really slow and disconnected. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  None. Somewhat supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

MARTA is a private company, and thus is limited. There needs to be partnerships with other entities, either private or 

city to have success, because it can't achieve it on its own. Definitely needs to partner with communities and have 

multiple, affordable options. There should also be other transit companies in Atlanta, because of the growing need. 

30307 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  none BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  none Supportive Email News Media Somewhat no 

30317 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  need more heavy rail lines.  compared to every other large city, Atlanta is a joke when it comes to our rail system BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  the Clifton corridor is horribly congested, so light rail would be great.  A lot of the stations are nasty and reek of urine, so station improvements would be lovely. Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  need more rail lines. 

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat

 There needs to be more rail and light rail options than just a giant "t" shape. Having only one main option to go north/south and east/west is a terrible layout and is why Atlanta is behind in terms of public transport. Any new rails need to connect to each other, they shouldn't be isolated. That's the primary problem 

with MARTA today--terrible options to get to the current stations which are too spread out. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Don't rely so heavily on bus transport if the goal is to reduce traffic congestion. Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

 It's a start in the right direction, but no more streetcars! That is a huge waste of time, money, and effort. Also, too 

many of the light rail lines are isolated. They need to be interconnected to be truly useful to Atlanta.

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Right now I have to take a bus to get to any MARTA station, and they are often very late or off schedule, which means I can't rely on it. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  na Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes

  Atlanta is growing rapidly in population, and we need to address this quickly before it gets out of hand! Not everyone 

can drive everywhere, so I believe investing in intuitive multi-form transportation is imperative.

30092 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  None Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements None Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat I work in the Clifton Corridor and welcome the ability to travel to and from work without the need for a vehicle. Underground rail would be preferred because the roads are already packed. Where will the above ground rail go? Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Would appreciate more connectivity with neighborhoods outside of downtown and midtown. Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat I'd like to take time to understand more detail about how this will be implemented

30022 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  n/a Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements

 I am a big fan of the Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit project. I take the MARTA home from Emory, and the MARTA station closest is Lindbergh station, which requires a 45 minute bus rides. The buses can be very unpredictable and packed, especially in the afternoons, so adding the light rail system will make 

transportation very efficient and allow more people in the Clifton area to access the MARTA. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  The most important thing is that MARTA is expanded. We love MARTA and want more of it! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit n/a Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Yes   The most important thing is that MARTA is expanded. We love MARTA and want more of it!

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  - Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  - Supportive News Media Community Event Yes  -

30087 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  Expanding to the Clifton Corridor would be incredibly good for the community and environment. I wish you also had trains connecting the major suburbs. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I don't have any at this time. Very supportive News Media News Media Somewhat  We just need more rail, especially connecting the suburbs.

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  Marta subway is my preferred mode of transport, and I am very supportive of additional rail projects. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Significant vehicular traffic congestion could be alleviated if there were rail available through the clifton corridor. Very supportive Other Please do not contact me. News Media Somewhat

 We need additional MARTA subway stations, as the subway is the most reliable and on-time form of transportation in 

Atlanta (more than driving). I feel it is also safer than driving, bicycling, or walking.

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Making the city more accessible to everyone is important but these three areas are ones where I have personally noticed a need. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

 Atlanta is rapidly growing, making roads more congested, and transportation time consuming and frustrating. These 

changes would provide more options for passengers and alleviate some of the traffic on the proposed routes. 

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes None BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  None Very supportive Other No Community Event Yes

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Increased light rail network is biggest priority to reduce traffic and increase accessibility BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Need increased accessibility to emory and CDC vía light raíl (traffic is too much), need MARTA to be more affordable and accessible—can be cost prohibitive to many people if you pay $2.50 to go on the rail, and then have to catch 2 other buses—$7.50 for one way which is only slightly cheaper than shared ride services Very supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat

30083 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Help alleviate traffic BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  More  access  from Tucker to the city Very supportive Email, Social Media Community Event Yes More  rail access  to connect  the  surrounding  areas

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  The LRT serving the Clifton Corridor will provide myself and thousands of other workers with access to Emory Healthcare and CHOA. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit The LRT serving Clifton Corridor will improve healthcare access. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30324 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I like the expansion and especially the addition of the Clifton Corridor (greatly needed). I wish we could connect the West and especially SouthWest Atlanta more and expand more beyond 285. This is a good start. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit none at this time Supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media, News Media Social Media Somewhat

30076 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology No

 My primary concern is the GA 400 north corridor.  Dedicated bus lanes would be sufficient from the north Fulton county line down to the North Springs station.  Continuing rail to the north Fulton county line would be a great long term plan, but I'll be retired by the time that is completed.

I really don't understand the meaning of the guiding principles, further explanation of each would help in selecting responses. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

 Clifton corridor is the only project that would help me personally.  Again, people cannot get from their communities into Atlanta, that is the real problem.  I see nothing on there to help commuters get into the city.

I had to choose an answer to "How did you learn about the More MARTA atlanta program Survey?", though my means for hearing about the survey was not listed.  I received an email from my employer, Emory University. Somewhat supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

 There seems to be no major improvements in getting commuters from outside of the perimeter to the major 

employment hubs inside of the perimeter.  Collaboration with counties outside of Fulton will be required to accomplish 

this.

One project that would be relatively easy to implement and very helpful to commuters would be making your current 

real time tracking on your phone app more accurate.  The idea is great but the accuracy is unreliable therefore users 

cannot rely on it.  Often buses are not even tracked and when they are the tracking is lagging behind the buses actual 

location.

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Would create more mobility throughout metro Atlanta than current system. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit More sidewalks, bike lanes, and access to rail stations will be helpful. The Clifton Corridor LRT would more easily connect Emory to the rest of metro Atlanta. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes it would help me reach the north druid hills area without a car, which would be fantastic! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Top Priority is the Clifton Corridor line Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

 Expanding Marta's reach to better service busy and thriving areas like Emory University would make a huge difference 

for me! 

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No

 The projects are focused in certain areas. Why isn’t transit on the fullBeltline a priority? That would connect more people across the city and give greater access to the people who truly depend on transit, and who have put so much money into MARTA over the years. I’m discouraged that money flows toward the 

institutions and parts of the city that already have it. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  We need rail and dedicated lanes for transit. We need transit to be much easier and faster in order to draw people out of their cars. Traffic is killing this city and diminishing our quality of life. Somewhat supportive Email Community Event No

It addresses some needs, but not the ones it promised to when we agreed to the transportation tax. It kind of feels like 

bait and switch. 

30305 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  Need to add more bicycle options - for example, dedicated bike lanes, bike paths, driver education on cycling (for those driving cars, trucks, etc.), increased penalties for those motorists that hit/threaten/behave aggressively towards bicyclists. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  see comment above about more bike lanes Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30329 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Priority should be given to connecting the transit system to Emory. Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30030 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes None Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service None Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30326 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes Need to get from Buckhead to Emory BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Thanks Very supportive Email News Media Yes  Gets me from Buckhead to Emory

30345 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network No  I need bus transport along Briarcliff Road.  It is being dropped and I did not see a proposed replacement. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Improve bus routing and frequency of buses. Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 See comment above.  The plan is an improvement, but more frequent buses and trains as well as reaching areas 

outside Atlanta are important.

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 Overall, Marta service meets my own personal needs for my work commute. It would be great to have more frequent trains on the weekends. The app is not user friendly as it does not offer dynamic route planning (how do I get from A to B right now? how do I get from A to B at 10:30pm? etc.) The telephone service 

hours for Marta are not conducive to when users need support. People who are leaving work after 5 pm cannot reach a Marta rep in the case of a problem (lost item, elevator access problems, questions about service). Frequent Local Bus Service Greenbriar Transit Center Moores Mill Transit Center  Focus should be on areas of Atlanta that have the greatest socio-economic barriers to access transportation. Without reliable transportation, they are limited in their job opportunities. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

The southwest and southeast parts of Atlanta need the most support when it comes to public transportation. I feel that 

the bulk of the funding should go towards these neighborhoods where financial barriers limit individuals' access to their 

own transportation (car).  

30253 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network No  Henry county is in need of transportation enhancement.  It would of great service to commuters to have rail access servicing as Clayton, Henry, Gwinnett and Fulton County areas.  Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  Future rapid (rail) transit plans for Henry County! Supportive Email Community Event No

 Atlanta commuters are suffering from excessive traffic day and most nights.  Its is over  with personal and commercial 

vehicles.  This has been responsible for too many unnecessary auto and motorcyclist deaths.  Marta has the opportunity 

to rescue and save lives by offering transit transportation for all of Atlanta and the major neighboring cities/ counties 

which includes Henry and Clayton counties.

30308 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat More buses and routes needed Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Consult with experts from other countries so that costs are contained and plans are executed in a timely fashion; see story https://www.nytimes.com/2017/12/28/nyregion/new-york-subway-construction-costs.html Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30345 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes Too much congestion in down town.  Also, Clairmont road has a lot of congestion. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  none Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30306 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I support most, if not all, of these projects.  A couple of them directly benefit my needs, so I obviously support those. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  None Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

 I don't know what Atlanta's transportation needs entail.  I do know that public transit usage is lacking and traffic is 

miserable, so we definitely have needs.  I trust the expertise of people studying this and developing the plans to better 

understand those needs and be able to address them.

30324 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat

 This city will come to a standstill unless a well thought out plan commences immediately.  A better public transit system will allow Atlanta to continue to grow and also to eradicate social and economic inequality and racism. A holistic and positive future for the city can be facilitated by MARTA. Are you up to the 

challenge? Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit see previous comments Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 Please keep historical, systematic, and social prejudices in mind when designing your plan.  Access to transportation or 

lack of are directly correlated to one's employment options.

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  There will always be limited resources due to funding.  Increasing public transportation is critical in managing the city's growth. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  The Clifton Corridor project is extremely important, particularly because of the thousands of jobs located along the Corridor. Supportive News Media Community Event Yes

30084 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  I would like to see more use of light rail Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit more lightrail Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30022 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No

 I am not 100% sure what any of the statements above really mean. This survey would have helped in the language was written more plainly or if you had an option to expand on what is intended with those statements. I live in Alpharetta, GA. The current Mayor and newly elected Mayor does not see the necessity of 

investing hard rail in that area. I however, need a hard rail to create a speedy alternate transportation option. Transit options in and around the city are also helpful. The most important thing for me is reducing my commute time from 1.5 hours to 45 mins. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit None Very supportive Email, News Media Social Media Somewhat  I presume so but do not know what most of those statements really mean.

30329 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  The Atlanta Metro is a driver's city, butit is hard to drive in because of gridlock. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  The Emory/CDC area is vital to Atlanta and incredibly congested. I drive everywhere, and would prefer reliable and efficient public transportation. Somewhat supportive News Media Community Event Yes

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Please we need extra rail connection to Emory Clifton campus! As an Emory employee I tell you we want to use Marta for transportation but it’s just not efficient to get to Clifton corridor now. Please help increase public transportation in Atlanta by continuing to build out our rail system. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Please hurry! Our roads are  becoming so congested through Midtown and into Decatur that public transportation via rail access and last mile access needs to become a reality quickly. Clifton access will help with this Very supportive News Media Social Media Yes

 Yes! Tons of  individuals commute to the Clifton corridor, and providing rail access to this region will drastically improve 

transportation for many Atlantans to this region of employment. As you know this region includes not only Emory 

University, but Emory healthcare, the centers for disease control, Children’s Hospital of Atlanta, and a number of 

affiliated job centers and sources. 

30306 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  no Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service no Very supportive Other carrier pigeon Community Event

30076 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat   Expand Northridge rail line thru Alpharetta/Roswell Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Expand Northridge rail line thru Alpharetta/Roswell Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Given the location within the Marta train system, my needs are generally met by the train system. The gaps that exist in the Marta system are to the outlying communities of the Atlanta area. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements

 Safety and security of existing Marta stations needs to be improved including access to safe parking and handicapped accommodations. The train stations regularly feel beaten down (broken escalators/elevators) and dirty (regular smell of urine, overflowing trash cans, etc.). Marta is an important, even if lacking in 

some ways, part of the Atlanta commuting system, but it doesn’t feel important or well cared for. Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

 Further expansion and updates are still needed to the train system. Atlanta’s growth does not match a 40 year timeline 

for these necessary updates...

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Access to the Emory and CDC campuses from midtown/downtown via light rail would drastically improve my daily commute and alleviate traffic burden in the Virginia Highlands and Druid hills neighborhoods BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements None Very supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event Yes

30329 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Reducing Clifton Corridor traffic congestion may be only help I can get from this. I am fortunate to live only one mile from Emory. If a shuttle bus to Emory were to make stops on Houston MIll Road, e.g. at Mason Mill Road, I would take the bus and not drive to work. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  adding clean public restrooms to select Marta stations would be an asset! Supportive Email, News Media Social Media Somewhat  Difficult to interpret each of the options on which we vote.

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  no BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  none Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Yes

30005 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Interested in seeing Marta train extended to Alpharetta BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Most interested in the Clifton Corridor Light Rail Very supportive News Media News Media Yes

30326 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  none BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  no Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes Yes, it would improve my life and the safety of my children.  Cars speeding down our street to get to Emory/CDC on time for work is a great concern of mine! Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

 Emory is one of the largest employers in the metro Atlanta area.  Although many employees use Marta Bus routes, the buses still have to share the rode with driving commuters, further clogging the streets. Light rail transportation to the Clifton Corridor would not only improve the lives of Emory/CDC employees, but it 

would improve traffic in surrounding neighborhoods. Druid Hills, Morningside, Virgina-Highlands, City of Decatur, Toco Hills, Lavista Park, Leafmore Hills, etc. all experience heavy car traffic and often speeding on our residential streets, due to the commuters rushing to work at Emory/CDC. Light rail would provide a 

much needed transportation alternative and increase safety on our residential streets, by decreasing traffic and speeding cars. In addition, light rail will provide better access to the Emory/CDC area, which will increase job opportunities for others. I am in STRONG support for this light rail and have been for many years! 

This light rail is greatly needed!!! Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Looking forward to more light rail options around Emory campus. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Excited for Clifton cooridor project! Very supportive Other News Media No  Need more areas to access light rail.

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  The frequency and the number of public transportation entities have to be increased significantly, especially in the non-downtown areas; enabling people to choose MARTA as a possible option instead of vehicular transport. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

 Clifton corridor will significantly reduce traffic in and around Emory Area. 

Belt line area will reduce traffic around theBeltline area. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  My main concern is bringing a rail station to Emory. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements   My main concern is bringing a rail station to Emory. Very supportive News Media More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes
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In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding principles 

to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the highest priority to you. 

#2

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding 
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After reviewing the 
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transportation needs?

Please provide any additional details about your response to the previous question. Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #1 Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #2 Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #3 Please provide any additional comments you have on the program or individual projects.
Please rate your level of support of 

the More MARTA proposed projects.
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After reviewing the proposed 

project list, do you feel it 

addresses Atlanta's 

transportation needs?

Please provide reason(s) for your response to the last question.

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  It adds more options to/from which passengers can travel; adds stops in NW, NE, SW and SE Atlanta (not just north, south, east, and west). BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

 Light rail Transit is the most optimal (is not impacted by, and does not interfere with traffic) in my opinion; it is most exciting that many stops previously only visited by bus (Clifton, Campbellton) will have rail. Emory Healthcare is one of the city's biggest employers and the Clifton options will offer employees the 

opportunity to travel there by MARTA. Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Clifton Corridor needs light rail and has for years.  This is a major employment hub for the state. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  no more comments Supportive News Media News Media Somewhat  More train lines required.

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Please focus on getting people to the major job centers.  A clifton corridor route is of major importance as probably around 100,000 people work in this area.  Also trying to get MARTA to expand to most counties of the broad Atlanta area would be very important as well. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Those projects look good and are very imptortant. Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat  There isnt alot of talk about working with other counties in the greater Atlanta area.

30032 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes Anything to make Atlanta a more accessible city for those who live and work here as well as for those who don't. We are too big to continue the tradition of single occupant vehicles. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  This is an imperative. Our growth will only continue and public transit is a must in a world class city. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes Traffic on the Clifton Corridor (#6 bus) is already bad, and growing.  If more people would take MARTA, having more frequent opportunities (ie buses), and connections from their locations, it would help so much!  I LOVE riding MARTA, and appreciate the work that the bus drivers do! Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Transportation from Decatur to the Piedmont Rd area in Buckhead would also be helpful. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I would support the Clifton corridor to increase accessibility and ease congestion BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Buses don’t ease congestion and rail lines are more predictable Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30306 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  A more integrated system is very much needed in Atlanta, with a light rail spanning more of the city. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  More light rail transit will allow for the alleviation of traffic and the opportunity for other transportation methods. Very supportive News Media News Media

30338 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  Clifton Corridor should be highest priority. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  none Very supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

30087 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  N/a Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N/a Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Yes

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 I am handicapped and therefore cannot walk far or take stairs.  I would still have to drive to a MARTA station to get to work.  Since I only live 2 miles from work, it sort of defeats the purpose of mass transit in my situation .  However if it got more people off the road it would make my commute easier.  If there was a 

train that took me right to a stadium 24 hour service, I would certainly use MARTA for recreational needs. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit

With the rapid growth of the Atlanta area there NEEDS to be more train service.  Many people coming from foreign countries are more accustomed to better rapid mass transit...24 hour service, more stops.  I realize Atlanta is growing faster than this project can me done; but for the future it NEEDS to include more rail 

service.  The roads can barely take the traffic now, and buses will NOT solve, or even alleviate the current issues. Neutral Email Social Media Somewhat

Because there are so few MARTA stations that you need to get to a station and transfer to buses to get to a stop.  It's 

very inconvenient, unless you have a car to get to a main station.  They are not within walking distance of anything 

useful, except the airport.  This arrangement makes it very hard not to use a car or a service (taxi/UBER/LYFT).  I realize 

we are NOT NYC; but light rail to Emory/CDC would certainly cut down on my commute which is 2 miles and average 25 

minutes.

30030 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  Clifton corridor of Emory University needs to be a priority for transportation ease BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  need more transit lines! Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  This would definitely help me get to work easily, without having to drive at all, however it is only the start of what is needed to public transport in the city. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  i support all extensions of marta Supportive Social Media, News Media Social Media Somewhat

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes I feel that the biggest impediment to me using MARTA is that it isn't an efficient option. By layering the transit network with increased buses, trains, and light rail, it will make my commute much shorter by making the transfers easier and faster to make. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  No additional comments, other than improving the stations and increasing the frequency of the buses will make people more comfortable taking MARTA and using it on a more regular basis. Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  I have worked at Emory University for 30 years and live very close to it.  I always drive to work.  Takes me 7 minutes.  I think a Clifton Corridor MARTA would be wonderful for Emory University. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit   I have worked at Emory University for 30 years and live very close to it.  I always drive to work.  Takes me 7 minutes.  I think a Clifton Corridor MARTA would be wonderful for Emory University. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  I personally couldn't use it for my commute, but it would ease traffic in general. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  I generally support/favor the light rail projects more than alternatives. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  We need more public transport to decrease traffic congestion. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N/a Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat . Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements . Supportive Other News Media Somewhat

30322 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  An expansion of light rail, particularly the Clifton Corridor project, would be ideal because it would reduce need to drive from the Emory/CDC area to other locations. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit I'm particularly interested in seeing the Clifton Corridor project to help expand the connections and economic interests of the area. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  I do feel safety and cleanliness of transit could be improved Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Nothing at this time Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30322 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  - BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  - Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30307 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat Priorities are phrased with a ton of buzz words which makes me wonder if everyone reviewing them has the same understanding of what you mean.... Ie- how is a "balanced portfolio" different from "layered, integrated network", if at all? Hard to chose 3 when some are either unclear or overlapping with other priorities. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service none Supportive Social Media, News Media, Other next question response- since you don't provide the option-- I learned about this survey through my Employer (but I'm forced to chose something so picked "SOcial media"News Media Somewhat

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Yes The proposed list is a result of decades of work.  Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  The Clifton Line is critical to he future of Atlanta Very supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30620 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Really looking forward to a project which enhances transportation to and from Gwinnett county.  In desperate need of rail system further out. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements None. Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  Need access to/from other counties. 

30087 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No need to unclog Clifton not clog it more with light rail - OK for people who live close but useful for those who need to drive in Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  need to unclog Clifton not clog it more with light rail - OK for people who live close but useful for those who need to drive in Neutral News Media Social Media No

 need to unclog Clifton not clog it more with light rail - OK for people who live close but useful for those who need to 

drive in

30079 DeKalb Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes So excited to see progress on this effort, its long overdue! Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Keep it up!  There is no such thing as too much public transportation and our limited service has been laughable to visitors. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Despite the development of MARTA projects like the Clifton Corridor, Emory University and Dekalb County remain relatively isolated from the rest of the transit network Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service N/A Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

 The measures will certainly help, but I fear that the expansions are too little and too late to have a significant impact 

upon Atlanta's transit system.

30329 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  N/A Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes  N/A

30324 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 Would like for metro Atlanta transit to be more like mass transit in other cities - only the good parts, need to continue to maintain what we currently have and prevent issues like what happened in DC. 

Metro in DC - able to move throughout the city using only train service. 

Chicago - same 

Moving in the right direction -  would love to live in  a city where I don't need a car. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements More light rail to suburbs  Very supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat  Needs to include more of Metro Atlanta - we are still clogged with cars coming in from the outer suburbs. 

30329 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Bike path, when possible, that follows rail line. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit None Supportive Email News Media Yes  Seems thoughtful and addresses areas of greatest growth potential.

30329 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Increased Marta rail lines will not only eliminate excess individual car traffic for work days, but aid those of us who do not drive in getting to airport, other neighborhoods that Marta services. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  Emory University Hospital and campus is like a city unto itself. Our workers come from many places...our traffic congestion comes from poor planning. Help. Very supportive Email, News Media Community Event Yes

 Emory is a major employer in the Atlanta area, full and part time! So many clinical trials are conducted here too, it 

makes good economic sense to link Lindbergh more directly to Emory on Clifton. Our shuttles can then send workers, 

guests out into those regions serviced where flow is a current need. 

30319 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  The projects will be a good way of becoming more green. We need more projects like that. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  They would be a great help, easing traffic in the Atlanta area. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  I have very close to my work, but I'm sure it will make a big difference with traffic. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Having a transit system in these areas, will reduce traffic in the areas that I commute the most. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  . BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  . Very supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30322 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Somewhat Greater MARTA access to the Clifton Corridor to serve the employees and visitors of the CDC, Emory University and Emory Healthcare is critical. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Greater MARTA access to the Clifton Corridor to serve the employees and visitors of the CDC, Emory University and Emory Healthcare is critical. Supportive Other News Media Somewhat

 Greater MARTA access to the Clifton Corridor to serve the employees and visitors of the CDC, Emory University and 

Emory Healthcare is critical.

30338 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  Working at Emory University, I feel that one of Atlanta's largest employers is very poorly serviced by public transportation, creating a commuting nightmare for a large number of people. The proposed Clifton Corridor LRT would go a long way in alleviating these problems, although I wonder if it is enough. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Since most of Atlanta's growth is located toward the North of the city, it would seem reasonable to focus MARTA expansion on this area (Peachtree ART). Also, the buses currently run too infrequently to be a reliable option. Very supportive Social Media, News Media Social Media Somewhat

I am encouraged to see the proposed project list, but compared to other urban centers of comparable size, Atlanta's 

approach to public transportation is woefully inadequate and ultimately inhibits economic growth.

30328 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat

 I have been working at Emory University hospital for 8 years. I live near a Marta rail station.  I would take Marta every day to work if there was a direct rail line.  I does not help me to take a rail line then take a bus.  It further delays me getting to work on time.  I do not like the amount of traffic in the city of Atlanta and 

having a dedicated rail line to the Clifton corridor that services both Emory and CDC would help alleviate traffic and improve the overall health of our community.  Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  the stations need improvement to help with security. Very supportive Email, News Media Community Event Somewhat

It addresses the needs but what is the ability of follow through with the projects.  There has been this proposed project 

for as long as I can remember and never has been funded.

30034 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 I welcome the New Line to our Emory community, but I don't want any extra expenses to come from the pockets of those who have their own transportation to go towards  those who have to ride public transportation.  We have a car payment and car insurance to pay for and they don't .  Now will be have to continue 

to pay our personal care expenses and pay for public transportation for others as well? Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  I just don't want any extra expenses to come from the car owners pockets. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat  My feedback is listed above.  This is my main concern

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  None Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  None Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  This city needs more infrastructure to support the growing population. 

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  It is also important to identify and address the major issues in the existing transportation network and its safety, such as the lack of proper traffic enforcement, safety of pedestrians and bicyclists. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements expanding the Marta network is a structural, strategic improvement that in my opinion should deserve the highest priority Very supportive Other None of the above Community Event Yes

Atlanta's public transportation network is very weak, and there is too much reliance on the personal transportation, 

which hurts the environment and makes the city less habitable. The projects address this ussue,

30294 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  I have no additional comments. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements  I have none Very supportive News Media News Media Yes

30083 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Want more expansion of rail farther BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Emory needs rail Supportive Other No News Media Somewhat  More rail going farther

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  The Clifton corridor would fill a particularly egregious gap in transit options for workers hoping to get to Emory, the CDC, etc. If you want to attract better talent you have to build better transit. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  N/a Very supportive Social Media, News Media Social Media Yes

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes I think so but the fact sheet wasn't very informative. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements

 Strongly support Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit. 

Would support transit from City of Decatur area to Clifton Corridor if that is an option. Supportive Email Community Event Yes  I think so but the fact sheet wasn't very informative. 

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes . BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  . Very supportive News Media News Media

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

I am not certain if the projects are referring to the bus or train? I believe that both Marta service lines should be expanded across jurisdictions. Regardless, I am more inclined to use Marta if I could have access to the train station within a short walking distance at least from work to the train.  For example, I work at 

Emory on Clifton Road and if there were train stops on Clifton Road, I would take the train not the bus to the train. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit  The rails need to be expanded to cover the greater Atlanta outside the perimeter area as many people are moving outside the perimeter and commuting to the greater Atlanta area. Neutral Other mail Social Media Somewhat

The types of transit systems are not clearly explained. I am more inclined to use Marta if I could have access to the train 

station within a short walking distance at least from work to the train. 

30324 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  Please update Marta Stations. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  no Marta Station in Central Buckhead or North Druid Hills Supportive Other More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter No

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes ... BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit ... Supportive Other Community Event Yes

30022 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  It's hard to reach rail from GA140/GA141 BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  NA Supportive News Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes

30328 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  seems reasonable but somewhat vague Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  the Clifton project is of huge significance.  Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  we really need more rail options to the suburbs, not just in town. Most people are commuting from outside the city

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Making Atlanta more pedestrian and bike friendly is so important. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit   The Clifton corridor/Emory MARTA extension is badly needed! Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30303 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I feel that until MARTA addresses the fact that often it does not have enough options to get around the city, few people are going to wish to use the system to get to where their place of employment is. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Considering that majority of workers coming into Atlanta for work come from the Northeast suburbs, it might be best to prioritize facilitating their ease of use into the city in order to incentivize their use of MARTA. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 I feel that until MARTA comes up with a concrete plan to get to every part of Atlanta and her suburbs evenly, we will all 

be coming back to the same issues which is how to get people in and out of the city for work efficiently. That is to say, 

while we must currently prioritize the commuters coming from the North of the city (since they have more persons 

living there and can be prompted to use mass transit due to traffic), we cannot ignore the fact that the next generation 

of worker is living south of the city and they will want mass transit too. Which means that every project going forward 

must address both of these areas evenly so as to maximize the amount of potential revenue that MARTA can generate.

30354 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  even though I do not live in the area, it is very important to ease traffic congestion, and provide seamless transportation to every part of the city Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  no comment Very supportive Email News Media Yes  traffic jams are an inconvenience

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Marta ties to regional transportation. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Beltline needs to have light rail transit to grow Atlanta particularly in town! Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Would prefer that efforts focus on providing access to larger institutions (emory, CDC) where maximum employees in the city come to Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements none Supportive Email Social Media Yes

30084 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat I think that MARTA can be more timely. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service I would like to learn more about the needs of the populations for these proposed projects. What kinds of challenges do MARTA patrons report in terms of access to routine and nonemergent medical service? Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

 *Enhance ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options

Does a reliable network currently exist for non-emergent medical transportation for uninsured, or for the pregnant 

teens/mother population?

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Make commute to work easier Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements none Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30306 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat We need a better train system in Atlanta; in particular, better transportation networks from the suburbs into the city. Traffic is ridiculous and unavoidable. A light rail system to major commerce centers (Buckhead, Midtown, Downtown, Emory and other instutions) from different neighborhoods is long overdue. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  n/a Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30305 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Increase access to Marta so it can be a realistic substitute to commuting by car. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Increase access to Marta so it can be a realistic substitute to commuting by car. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30083 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  none Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension none Very supportive Email, Social Media More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Somewhat  Need more frequent rail service. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit   We need the Clifton Corridor light rail AND full light rail on theBeltline. Supportive Social Media News Media No  We need the Clifton Corridor light rail  AND full light rail on theBeltline.

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Improved transit also improves quality of life for Atlanta citizens, as it decreases traffic and air pollution BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I very much hope to see the Clifton Corridor project come to fruition! Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

 I am a little unclear what some of these options mean in practice. How I would value them depends a lot on the details of how they are executed. I have highlighted the ones that seem most clearly beneficial. Overall, we need to develop alternative transportation to alleviate traffic and congestion in the most congested 

areas. Clifton Corridor is certainly one of those areas. But more generally, increasing light rail access to major job centers seems like the obvious goal for Atlanta as a whole. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension

 Before we worry about station improvements we just need a lot more stations. With more stations to job centers we spread out where people can live and have easy light rail access to those job centers and therefore we can fundamentally change traffic patterns both as people turn to light rail more and as new 

employees see now locations with light rail that they can use to access their job center. I picked three above that seemed most beneficial in this regard. Very supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat  Same answer as above.

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat I would take Marta more if there are safe places to wait and dependable schedules. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  The Clifton corridor light rail is very necessary and long overdue. I live in the neighborhood and fear massive expanses of parking lot but otherwise am supportive and hope that it decreases car traffic. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  would like better multi-modal access to Emory from the South with BRT/LRT and a continuous bike/ped path connector to theBeltline/PATH. Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension rail is my priority. fast reliable connectors to rail are second best. focus on access to Emory/CHOA/VA/CDC and underserved areas, please! Very supportive Social Media, News Media Social Media Somewhat

 Rail seems to be the fastest way to get around this city during peak hours -- expanding access to rail to the areas not 

currently served by MARTA would be helpful to many folks who rely on slow/unreliable bus service for their livelihoods.

30307 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  No additional details BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  None Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat  Need more transit options including bike 

30083 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Clifton Corridor is badly needed and long overdue. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension   Clifton Corridor is badly needed and long overdue. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30084 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  There are lot uncovered MARTA area to be considered but the list that has Emmory University and hospital connection need priority to ease the daily congestion in commute that not only reduce travel time but help the environment like a win win for all. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Clifton corridor light rail transit will reduce lot travel time for employees and students of Emory University and hospital daily commute Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30058 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat

Marta needs to operate in more congested areas such as parts of Gwinette and Cobb counties with longer commute hours.  Also, light rail should go from downtown Atlanta to the Buckhead area to elimate all the traffic congestion on peachtree street.

Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  High speed and rapid, acceleration passenger rail cars would be a great idea.  TheBeltline should be made into this Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 Light rail should also go from the capitol to all the areas where people work and places where events are held.

Most important light rail should definitely come to the North Decatur Road-Emory University area.

30307 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat

 I really would like to see more bicycle friendly alternatives to get around the city. I would ride my bike far more but I don't feel safe with the way the city streets are laid out. Additionally I would love to see more light rail options moving forward. I would do the majority of my commuting via bike and light rail if it were 

made available. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  I work at Emory. So having mass transit options would be very helpful. I would use them. Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

I would say that the more mass transportation and transit the better. And the quicker we make it a priority, the happier 

we will all be. I work at Emory, so having more access to transportation options to and from work will help me get off 

the streets in my car and on to mass transportation, which I would prefer.

30322 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  Timeliness of any mode is important BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  would love to see easier ways to get to Decatur Very supportive News Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes  Anything would be an improvement for this congested area

30126 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat

 I believe employers should not just lean on the city to improve access but also provide access solutions themselves.  For instance, satellite locations, work from home opportunities, and technology and software solutions.  These solutions would also improve the health and wellbeing and work life balance for their 

employees.  Of course I realize all employees are not candidates for these solutions, but if employers were willing, they could innovate and reduce the need for taxpayers to foot the bill for getting their employees to the workplace where they demand that they come, sit and do their job when they could sit somewhere 

else and do the same job. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit

I think in areas where folks could not afford a car is where the need is greatest.  That is where you will see the most usage.  Other places have the means, but not the willingness, to be part of the solution.  My past experience has been to use Marta only when driving was extremely inconvenient.  Since I already had a 

car, to pay for Marta and wait for the train was an inconvenience compared to the comfort of my car even if I had to sit in traffic.  Also, commuting everyday is hard enough without having to endure an unclean and unpleasant environment.  So if you do this, make it nice not just a ride.  For the record, I have been a daily 

Marta commuter in the past. Supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

 No.  There are more solutions to the transportation problem than Marta and costly highway improvements.  That is just 

one part of the solution.  It should not be viewed as the be all end all fix to the problem because it is costly and will 

introduce other problems that need to be solved.  Don't get me wrong, it is a better solution than everyone getting in 

their car and driving for an hour to get where they need to be but it is not the only solution.  Employers need to come 

up with some innovative solutions also because they are a big player in the game.

30038 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  I use MARTA daily to commute to work and more options/more efficiency in travel is what I'm looking for Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  ... Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  Need more rail BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit need more rail Supportive Email News Media No  Need more rail

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  . BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  . Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

As a graduate student at Emory University, I cannot afford to own a car in order to commute back and forth to campus. If MARTA created a light rail line connecting the Emory campus to the rest of Atlanta, I would have a much more efficient, affordable, and environmentally friendly commute, and I would also have 

more flexibility in where I choose to live in Atlanta. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Creating the Clifton Corridor Light Rail is by far the biggest impact MARTA could make right now. Emory University employs a great number of people in the metro area, and providing rail access to this campus is a long overdue step in making Atlanta the well-connected and efficient world city it is destined to be. Very supportive Email News Media No

 The biggest thing MARTA needs to do is build more light rail lines in order to make the system denser and more 

extensive—denser in the sense that rail lines need to cover many more pockets of Atlanta than the rail system currently 

does, and more extensive in the sense that the entire metro area needs rail access to the city.

30035 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes no Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  no Supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat   More Marta transit stations and lines within the 285 loop.  Specifically to Inman Park and Krog Street Market, North Druid Hills, Brookhaven, and Tucker Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit    More Marta transit stations and lines within the 285 loop.  Specifically to Inman Park and Krog Street Market, North Druid Hills, Brookhaven, and Tucker Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

  More Marta transit stations and lines within the 285 loop.  Specifically to Inman Park and Krog Street Market, North 

Druid Hills, Brookhaven, and Tucker

30079 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network No

 Coverage zone by rail is fundamental to everything else. I do not know if it is expressed in one of the principles - but take I-285 and the New Belt-line (pedestrian), split the difference, and that should be the capability of people to move by rail transit. The integration of buses and new platforms is great, but it is 

secondary to needing to be able to move more efficiently by rail. Also, Cobb County transit and every other neighboring transit that exists needs to integrate. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension In case "crosstown" extension does not involve heavy rail extension I think that projects should be focused on intersecting heavy rails. Very supportive Email, News Media Community Event No

  Coverage zone by rail is fundamental to everything else. I do not know if it is expressed in one of the principles - but 

take I-285 and the New Belt-line (pedestrian), split the difference, and that should be the capability of people to move 

by rail transit. The integration of buses and new platforms is great, but it is secondary to needing to be able to move 

more efficiently by rail. Also, Cobb County transit and every other neighboring transit that exists needs to integrate. 

30076 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  Not entirely.  More options need to be submitted for northern corridor, where traffic is currently the densest. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Light rail for these areas makes the most sense since the streets are already narrow and there are existing railroad tracks in the area that presumably could be utilized. Supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

 The volume of traffic has become so dense in the metro area that investment to address all issues would be 

considerable and unlikely to be realized except in stages.

30005 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes   The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the Atlanta region. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit   The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the Atlanta region. Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes

 The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the 

Atlanta region. 

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes Having a closer MARTA stop will encourage me to use it. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  None Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  The Clifton corridor line needs to connect to the green/blue line in addition to a connection at Lindbergh. Connecting only at Lindbergh drastically limits it’s effectiveness and reach. It makes the line virtually useless for anyone on the east/west line due to the time and circuituous connections it would require. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  See comment above on Clifton Cooridor line. Very supportive Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  I live in Decatur where there is already CCTMA from Decatur station to Emory, but there is not enough service. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  This is so needed. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes In combination with all the other enhancements, it could be a real help with traffic congestion.

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  n/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  n/a Supportive Other none Social Media Yes

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes none BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the Atlanta region. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30030 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Bus and rail services should be expanded to multiple areas of the city so that we become a globally competitive hub for culture and innovation Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  we need more frequent bus service and incentives for businesses to promote MARTA service Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30316 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  The proposed Clifton corridor would be very helpful. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  As an Emory graduate student, having the Clifton corridor transit line would make a big difference. Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30312 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  I'm traveling from the Old 4th to Emory. The proposed map seems to have an LRT route that would accommodate that easily. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  I don't use the corridor to get to work but I believe it's likely the most congested area of the city. I was trying to pick projects that would divert people from 75/85 through downtown & midtown. Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

I travel I-20 East frequently (during rush hours) and I think about the people who are commuting into the city. It would 

be beneficial for them to have an alternate way of getting into the city. Perhaps a partnership with Dekalb could result 

in transit that would take some folks off the interstate.

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes My commute is becoming untenable. May have to leave Atlanta. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension None Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  We are so far behind as a city, this initiative is urgent if we are to complete globally. 

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat I commute only occasionally in Marta and the proposed project list will affect it positively.  Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements The Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit would be beneficial to a lot of people. Very supportive Social Media Community Event Yes

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Recently, several of the bus stops feeding Briarcliff between Shallowford and Clairmont are being removed.  This affects the students that use Marta to get to Lakeside High School or from school to work.  There should be a nearby alternative for them and for the people that use this bus route for work. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I don't know where these places are except for Clifton. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 To be honest, I think the choices are kind of vague and open to a lot of interpretation.  We need more rail transit within 

Atlanta, North Druid Hills, Clifton areas and also transit heading up 85 into Gwinnett and further out 285/20E.

30084 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I still need easier access to get to a train station in a quick manner. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  Clifton Corridor is the most needed. Very supportive Email News Media Yes  Very good progress for this time.

30341 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Access to transportation, predictability and safety are my chief concerns. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  The Clifton Corridor Light Rail is very much needed to ease congestion. Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30084 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Since I work late sometimes, it is very important for me to ensure the safety to MARTA stations at night. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  The light rail transit is not developed enough. Supportive News Media Community Event Yes  MARTA has covered most important areas in Atlanta, so it is convenient as long as it enhances the safety and access.

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  asef Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Clifton corridor desperately needs a rail station! Very supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 I utilize and am an advocate for Atlanta's public transportation. There has been so much excitement around theBeltline and growth it's bringing to the city. The new transit plans seem to exclude solutioning for transit around theBeltline. More of the allocated funds should go towardsBeltline transit and less around 

expanding bus service. It is hard enough for me to convince many to even ride the train, much less the bus. The bus is efficient but you are certainly catering to a much smaller audience with bus efforts. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Maximize the potential ATL already has around and within theBeltline proximity. Offer solutions for drivers to become riders. Get Atlanta tax payers to where they want to go, not just where Marta wants us to go. Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30300 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Need MARTA connecting directly to Emory University. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit We need vastly expanded and improved MARTA service. Very supportive Other Social Media Somewhat  We need a vastly expanded and improved transit system.

30345 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat trains that go further out of perimeter and one that goes to Suntrust stadium Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Overall I think the stations are safe along with the trains Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat  traffic is getting increasingly worse outside 285 on 85 and 75 with backups on 285

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Yes Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Yes Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  The Emory community would benefit significantly to the expansion of MARTA to the Clifton corridor Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit   The Emory community would benefit significantly to the expansion of MARTA to the Clifton corridor Very supportive Social Media News Media Yes   The Emory community would benefit significantly to the expansion of MARTA to the Clifton corridor

30030 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes

I believe MARTA is good but can be great.  This is the path.

Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  I work late at night sometimes and the CCTMA stops running. This makes it difficult to consistently use the CCTMA. Very supportive News Media News Media Yes

30094 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  No MARTA access to a train station in Rockdale County or near the Rockdale county line. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  As an employee of Emory University, the Clifton Rd. LTR will benefit me. Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  Good access inside I-285 but limited access to trains out the I-20 corridor.

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  N/A Very supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat

 There is still room for improvement to expand into growing/more populous areas both inside and outside the 

perimeter. Overall transit options our lacking consider the rate of growth the city and suburbs are currently 

experiencing.

30306 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  I am hoping that the project prioritizes public transportation (light rail,  marta, etc.) and supports biking, walking, etc over car-based transportation.  I do not want this to be about expanding lanes, access for cars. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  N/A Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  see above

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Will  never go far enough to provide need local transportation. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Nothing to add Supportive Social Media Social Media Somewhat  It will never go far enought.

30034 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes I fully support the Clifton Corridor Transit Line Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  I work at Emory University and fully support the Clifton Corridor Transit Line. This will help much of the Emory staff tremendously and will go hand-in-hand with Emory's Green Campus/Sustainability initiatives. Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes

30319 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  I work at Emory and to be able to not have to transfer from train to bus halfway through my commute would be great. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor transportation is key. Very supportive Email News Media Yes



ZIP Code
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which county 

you are from.

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding 

principles to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the 

highest priority to you. #1

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding principles 

to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the highest priority to you. 

#2

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding 

principles to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the 

highest priority to you. #3

After reviewing the 

proposed project list, do you 

feel it addresses your 

transportation needs?

Please provide any additional details about your response to the previous question. Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #1 Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #2 Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #3 Please provide any additional comments you have on the program or individual projects.
Please rate your level of support of 

the More MARTA proposed projects.

How do you like to receive information on MARTA 

news?
Other - How do you like to receive information on MARTA news?

How did you learn about the More MARTA 

atlanta program Survey?

After reviewing the proposed 

project list, do you feel it 

addresses Atlanta's 

transportation needs?

Please provide reason(s) for your response to the last question.

30329 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Decrease travel and wait  times and increase accessibility. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  I would like to know what provisions are being planned for the area around North Druid Hills at the new CHOA location. Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat  It isn't clear what, if any, additional provisions are planned for elderly and/or disabled passengers.

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes Marta expansion is imperative to the maintain a sustainable population growth. There are too many vehicles in transit. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit   I strongly support the Clifton Corridor Transit line as an Emory employee. Very supportive Email News Media Yes

I hopeful that by increasing MARTA's footprint there will be less cars circulating, as people have the option to rely on 

public transportation to fulfill their commuting requirements.

30312 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

First of all, the map you provided needs to have clearer reference points such as highway markers. I don't see anything that convinces me this is going to make getting around the city by bike significantly easier (e.g. via LRT), and yet it is obvious that a large number of people under 40 are increasingly inclined to choose 

this option if facilities exist. My other concern is that the light rail is not being planned as an integrated loop that would really facilitate ridership. This looks like small extensions here and there but it won't add more than ~20% of the unserved populace to the LRT network. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension

LRTs on theBeltline should not disrupt current users such as folks who want to ride their bikes or walk there. If that is the case, there will be a lot of anger at the project. Also LRTs serving Clifton don't make sense -- most of the traffic congestion happens to the southwest and northeast of Emory/CDC. Not northeast! 

Something going between Candler Park Station and Emory's end of the line would make a lot of sense. Somewhat supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

 Again, this is an incomplete fix at best. The LRT should be a larger concentric around theBeltline to connect the whole 

city. This is the only way to unclog the streets, which would have two major positive effects -- bikes would feel safer and 

be used more, and pollution would drop.

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat I wish there was a plan to better develop the transit system in the North Druid Hills area. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension If the plan could expand to include better service to the North Druid Hills area I would love it even more! Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

I think the majority of resources should be devoted to expanding the train service. Increased bus service will only add to 

traffic unless there is a designated bus lane. Expanding the train service to something adequate for a city as large as 

Atlanta would help ease commute times, and would have a large appeal to people and businesses moving to the area. I 

think a train stop near Emory and the CDC would be very attractive for students and employees. As a student, I would 

love to have the option to use the train to get to school every day and think that it would help reduce the traffic 

tremendously.

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes none BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  none Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30342 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  na Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  na

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  bus is a temporary measure- we need light or heavy rail for a growing metropolitan area BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit we need primarily rail for the increasing congestion Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes

30316 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No

Additional MARTA buses are not the solution under current inner city infrastructure, since they are forced to sit in the same traffic as everyone else. Taking a bus for me would more than TRIPLE my commute time due to the lack of express bus lanes. Rail is an important first step that will help bring Atlanta into the 21st 

century. And SE Atlanta continues to be overlooked for LR projects, even as we are designated as the fastest growing neighborhood in the country! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements I couldn't find any details on what 'station improvements' might mean. I would like to see actual information on that ASAP. Very supportive Email Social Media No

The southeast side of Atlanta (from East Atlanta Village to Bouldercrest) are some of your most willing public transit 

riders. With the new construction all over that part of town, MARTA should be expanding in that direction with LRT 

projects. For what seems like the hundredth time, all the expansion projects are on the north side of town.

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat More rail access coverage throughout metro area (i.e., expansion of rail lines over other transportation modes). Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

 The Clifton Corridor Light Rail is a highly desirable project.  It will allow for a reduction in the large amount of congestion for professionals, students, and residents in the North Druid Hills, Emory, CDC, and Decatur areas.  In addition, the Clifton Corridor Light Rail will be a heavily utilized route, as the CDC and Emory 

University/Emory University Hospital employ many residents of the metro Atlanta area.  This high utiliation will result in large increases in ridership, contributing a substantial increase in funds available for other MARTA projects. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Na Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Yes  Na

30084 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Emory has long needed a more direct access route for staff. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  Atlanta has been behind other major cities for too long when it comes to transportation.  I'm glad to see movement on this crucial service. Supportive Email News Media Yes  Improvements would be welcome. 

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes Increased transit access to the Clifton corridor will allow more rapid transit from Emory Midtown to the Clifton campus without driving my car between the two and should reduce traffic on some of the surface streets I travel in the region which are notably congested. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements

Looking at the worsening traffic situations around the Emory area with Cross Keys high school moving to North Druid Hills south of Briarcliff and the expansion of Children's Healthcare of Atlanta at I-85 and North Druid Hills, the Clifton corridor offers an important decongestion opportunity. 

Also, the plan appears to end at North Decatur which would make it a short hop for our veterans to get to the Atlanta VAMC as they could provide a shuttle. Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

This is another step in connection of the greater Atlanta area via an integrated transit system. We need to continue to 

have branches from the two main spokes we currently have to increase the overall utility and bring the number of cars 

on the road down. Thanks for the hard work in this area.

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I do worry about commute times and the increasing the number of cars on the road, but I don't think my commute will be affected by a light rail system from any of the current Marta Stations into the Clifton corridor. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  na Neutral News Media News Media Somewhat

30324 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  The biggest issue is the lack of reliability with MARTA. If no one can depend on any of it's listed times, no one will use it, even if it supposedly reaches many neighborhoods and major job sites. If you can't get to work on time, you won't have a job worth taking MARTA to. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service N/A Supportive News Media Community Event Yes

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Connecting the Clifton Corridor to transit lines should be a priority given that Emory (University and Healthcare), the CDC, and CHOA are such major employers in the region. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Clifton Corridor should also be connected to Greater Decatur and DeKalb Co. in more sustainable ways. Very supportive Email, Social Media Community Event Somewhat

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Many of the items on the list are incredibly vague, so it is difficult to ascertain the degree of usefulness from that list alone. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit

 The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the Atlanta region. The Clifton transit line will be competing with other cities across the country for limited federal funding and is a strong contender for Atlanta to realize a $1B MARTA expansion—the 

largest in two decades. Very supportive Other none News Media Somewhat

 Atlanta is growing way too fast for the supporting infrastructure. While an increase in MARTA options is definitely 

necessary, it is only just the beginning of playing catch-up to a problem that is continuing to grow daily. Plan and 

EXECUTE supporting infrastructure before approving and continuing with unchecked expansion!

30306 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes Important to reduce traffic BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Important to reduce traffic Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30083 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I primarily need transportation to the Clifton Corridor/Emory University area. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit No additional comments. Very supportive News Media News Media Somewhat  I feel we will need more transportation to Gwinnett and Cobb counties.

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  . BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  no Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30034 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes N/a Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  N/a Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30349 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  The Emory Corridor is in dire need of connectivity to MARTA services. This project would enhance quality of life for many employees and give back hours of time spent in traffic. Please support the Clifton Corridor project. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  Greenbriar is long overdue a transit center. So is Clifton Rd Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Yes

30312 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  Emory is a major employer for the city of Atlanta. Public transit to this area will alleviate the horrible traffic on the thin Druid Hills streets and will also expand the areas in which Emory employees can live affordably. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I really believe the clifton corridor would be a big step towards a public transit system of the modern Atlanta. Connecting the major institutions of the area to the rest of the city, will be a big step for an even larger goal. Supportive Email Social Media Yes

30324 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat

 There are many areas of metro transportation that would benefit from MARTA projects.  Not all can be addressed at once, but this is a good start.

I view access to MARTA, including safety and last-mile connections under the same umbrella.  These are equally important. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  The Clifton Corridor project is very important and would have huge benefits for people across Atlanta. Very supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat

30324 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  I believe more light rail will increase the use of the transit system.  Riding the bus is a great asset; however, you still have to sit in traffic.  Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Increase Wifi Supportive Email Social Media Yes

30305 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Please add more subway lines. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Clifton Corridor please! Very supportive Social Media Community Event Yes

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  This is much needed transit option for reducing traffic on Clifton / North Decatur area and is environmentally good for the city. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  None Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30345 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Increase access to the Clifton Corridor-- to connect to downtown (GA Tech) and airport Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Clifton corridor access badly needed Supportive Email Social Media Yes

30349 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

 I would also like to see increased transportation options for those commuters living in the South Fulton area. A bus rapid transit route or light rail service, from Stonewall Tell Road or Union Rd to the Marta station and/or midtown would be helpful. Also an express bus from South Fulton to Downtown, Midtown, and 

Uptown business areas would be extremely helpful. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Greenbriar Transit Center  Already stated above Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 Some of the priorities laid out were vague and therefore I was unsure what exactly they meant and so I did not select them (e.g. Create a layered, integrated transportation network"). 

Safety, Ease, and Cost would make me use Marta more. 

As it is, I have to drive 10-15 minutes to get to a MARTA station and it doesn't go to Emory, therefore I would not use it for work since it takes me about 20-30 minutes to get to work.  Taking a bus to the station would not work for me unless the bus came very frequently and I didn't have to pay separately for bus and 

rail. 

I would think of using it to go downtown if it went closer to the downtown areas that I'm likely to frequent. Although for my husband and I to use it, it would cost $12 round-trip, and so that's usually more expensive than the cost of parking. 

I do use MARTA for the airport - the cost and ease of use for the airport is great. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  The way that it's depicted on the map, it's really difficult to tell which areas each line is servicing in a detailed manner, and therefore this is only useful if you're intimately familiar with the area already. However, I fully support anything that will reduce traffic and unsafe driving in atlanta. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat  This doesn't tell me where it's going to go, how much it will cost to use the bus and then the rail, or vice versa. 

30316 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  none Crosstown Downtown East Extension  hope we can get Marta train system... Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Access to major job centers, such as Emory, CHOA, CDC, etc. are of utmost importance. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  The Clifton corridor would make it easier for tens of thousands of employees to get to work every day. Very supportive Email, Social Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes

30305 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat I live two miles from Lindbergh station and it is still hard to get there. Biking is dangerous given car speeds and there is no other bus. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Main priority should be given to busy places, such as Emory University. This ways students could go to class without needing a car. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

 The more public transportation the better. Atlanta’s traffic is very bad, and the only solution is not to make more 

highways, but to enhance public transportation and enhance bikes.

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  n/a BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  none Very supportive Other n/a Social Media Somewhat  regional rail throughout the area would be an extremely helpful addition

30079 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat The options were somewhat vaguely worded. We need better commute options to places where working professionals live and work, particularly the CDC and Emory University Clifton campus. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Please bring light rail to the Clifton corridor! Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes With light rail as an option, my local Emory community will experience reduced traffic on our streets, cars in our parking lots, and pollution in our air as students, faculty, staff, patients and visitors have a more efficient and cost-effective way to get here. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  My first priority is Clifton Corridor Supportive Social Media Community Event Yes

 Better access to jobs and health care.  Emory is the second largest employer in Metro Atlanta and together with our 

neighbors – the CDC, CHOA’s Egelston hospital, the VA Medical Center and other local institutions and businesses, 

comprise the largest employment center in the region with no direct access to MARTA or the interstate system.

30307 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  More complete streets and bike lanes please. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  none Neutral Email Social Media No

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Due to current traffic conditions within the city, buses are not reliable. Expanding metro lines should be a top priority within the perimeter. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Light rails! Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat  Same as above. Top priority should be expanding metro network to offset car traffic.

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Above all  I am pleased that MARTA is expanding its routes, and hope to see that it continues to strive to help people get to work and have access to healthcare and education.  I hope that MARTA will place a priority on assisting low-income and low-resource communities within Atlanta in respect to those needs. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Would love to see better connectivity to Emory University, both for students / staff but also for access to healthcare!! Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter

30033 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  lite rail to Emory Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  lite rail for Emory Supportive Email Social Media Yes

30340 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  None Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  None Supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Current MARTA routes are too fragmented. Goal of public transportation should be to reliably connect working people to their jobs.  Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Stop cutting back bus service to low income areas. For many, the only means of transportation. Somewhat supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

30322 DeKalb Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  x Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  x Very supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30306 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  Good BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Good Very supportive Other None News Media Yes

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes I currently do not have a car, so this transportation is a great option for me! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  N/A Supportive Email News Media Yes

30345 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat I'm making some assumptions about what some of the items in the list means. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements no additional comments Very supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event Yes

 Just about anything would be an improvement to Atlanta's transportation needs.  The metro area really needs to do a 

lot to make the area less individual car dependent and more accessible.  Our traffic and our air quality is simply 

unacceptable.

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  We need better access to MARTA stations. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements The Avondale station is in dire need of upkeep.  Supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  There should be only one transit system for all of metro Atlanta, instead of separate ones for each county. 

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat n Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  n Very supportive Other not Community Event Somewhat

30075 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  Get me to work at Emory! Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  NA Very supportive Other No News Media Somewhat

30290 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  I know lots of people that need better commuting options to the Emory University campus.  Hopefully this will do just that in a safe and effective way. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Stations need to get some serious renovations.  Having ridden the DC metro.  The cleanliness and safety are far better in DC.  These need to be addressed if you want more riders on the trains. Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

The 2 pager More MARTA Atlanta Fact Sheet needs some serious work to better communicate the proposed projects. The map on page 2 does not have any markers on it so it is difficult to tell what I am looking at. (e.g. Is the white line straight across represent I-20? I am not sure.) Also add in definitions of the types of 

transportation improvements (e.g. What is an Arterial Rapid Transit? Are there no additional train improvements proposed? I know there is a separate 1 pager on this, but it should be part of the fact sheet, right next to the proposed projects. People aren't going to go looking for this information. ) BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Clifton corridor is my top priority. Supportive Other none Community Event No  Until the 2 pager is improved, I don't think I can accurately respond.

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  I hate having to drive to work. I am hoping that this proposal will keep time sensitivity in mind. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  H. E. Holmes Station needs an uplift. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes  I am ready to be back om Marta.

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes This allows for improved transport in an important region of the city. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N/A Very supportive Other Social Media Yes

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  None BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  None Supportive Other Community Event Yes

30326 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  transport is important for a city - Atlanta is lacking and lousy Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  none Very supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30312 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  I would like to see a reduction of car traffic to the Emory campus BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Clifton corridor should be a priority Supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

30047 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Since I actually reside in Gwinnett County, my goal would be to reduce congestion in the Clifton Road corridor by improving services to the Emory/CDC area where I work. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements

 The benefits of the Clifton Road Corridor are significant:

•	Better access to jobs and health care.  Emory is the second largest employer in Metro Atlanta and together with our neighbors – the CDC, CHOA’s Egelston hospital, the VA Medical Center and other local institutions and businesses, comprise the largest employment center in the region with no direct access to MARTA or 

the interstate system.

•	Improved quality of life. With light rail as an option, our city and community will experience reduced traffic on our streets, cars in our parking lots, and pollution in our air as students, faculty, staff, patients and visitors have a more efficient and cost-effective way to get here. 

  Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  No comment on this one.

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

I feel like I'm fairly well-informed and I do not have a good idea how to rank the priorities of MARTA and Atlanta. I'm not sure the answers to these two survey questions will be that helpful, but thanks for asking for public input.

Please make the Clifton Corridor light rail project happen. It will better integrate Emory into the Atlanta community, for example giving people easier access to the excellent health care the school offers. It will also drastically reduce traffic by giving people a real alternative to driving. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service

In addition to supporting the Clifton Corridor project, I see a need for MARTA and Atlanta to continue to improve frequency of bus service. I know people from custodians to post-doctoral fellows that want to rely on the bus for transit but just cannot work with a schedule where the bus only comes once an hour, and if 

it's late or they miss it, then they are now going to be one or two hours late. Supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat

 I feel like I'm fairly well-informed and I do not have a good idea how to rank the priorities of MARTA and Atlanta. I'm 

not sure the answers to these two survey questions will be that helpful, but thanks for asking for public input.

Please make the Clifton Corridor light rail project happen. It will better integrate Emory into the Atlanta community, for 

example giving people easier access to the excellent health care the school offers. It will also drastically reduce traffic by 

giving people a real alternative to driving.

30032 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat not intergrated enough with all of the metro area Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit none Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30350 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  N/A Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I work for Emory Healthcare and the Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit would provide increased access to jobs and healthcare. Very supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Clifton Corridor project is needed to improve transportation and commutes to Emory & CDC BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Clifton Corridor project will relieve traffic and congestion for Emory & CDC employees Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30324 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Clifton Corridor and Belt Line LRT are my top priorities BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  The distinction between ART and BRT is unclear to me, but in general more routes with dedicated bus lanes and physical separation would be helpful. Supportive News Media More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat  Greater connection to areas on the perimeter would also be helpful

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  n/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  n/a Supportive Other Social Media Yes

30043 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 The city of Atlanta is drowning in traffic. It is impossible to commute, travel around the city without finding delays due to accidents, it not sustainable as it is now with more and more cars getting on the road every day. Atlanta needs a desperate modification off our public transportations system, where everyone could 

have access to it. I personally will love to not drive and take a more environmentally friendly option not only for my commute to work but for my day to day life. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  N/A Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

 Public transportation should be accessible for everyone. It needs to connect all the parts of the city, from someone that 

lived in New York city where public transportation is amazing, it's a concern to live in a city that does not have 

sidewalks, and where the public transportation that's not connect the city.

30294 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  I live in Henry county.  The counties listed does not include Henry. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  None of these apply to my transportation issues Not supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  You neglect the areas outside of Fulton, DeKalb & Clayton counties.

30084 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  Lack of MARTA service in the suburbs, may require parking lot around the light rail service points. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Consideration of improving commuting related issues, indeed is a step forward. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  Lack of MARTA service in the suburbs, may require parking lot around the light rail service points. 

30342 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Somewhat

Please do the Clifton corridor light rail project.  This area is currently very congested with patients, workers, and students.  Light rail would tremendously help this area including helping patients be on time for their appointments (reducing waits and delays for other patients) and allowing workers to spend less time 

sitting in traffic (and more time on high impact research). Additionally, the organizations in this corridor frequently have out of state visitors flying in to attend meetings, etc, including research meetings.  It would be tremendous to be able to connect from the organizations in the corridor directly to the airport without 

having to transfer from MARTA to an Uber for the last few miles. Thank you for considering.  Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

 Please do the Clifton corridor light rail project.  This area is currently very congested with patients, workers, and students.  Light rail would tremendously help this area including helping patients be on time for their appointments (reducing waits and delays for other patients) and allowing workers to spend less time 

sitting in traffic (and more time on high impact research). Additionally, the organizations in this corridor frequently have out of state visitors flying in to attend meetings, etc, including research meetings.  It would be tremendous to be able to connect from the organizations in the corridor directly to the airport without 

having to transfer from MARTA to an Uber for the last few miles. Thank you for considering.  Supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat

Please do the Clifton corridor light rail project.  This area is currently very congested with patients, workers, and 

students.  Light rail would tremendously help this area including helping patients be on time for their appointments 

(reducing waits and delays for other patients) and allowing workers to spend less time sitting in traffic (and more time 

on high impact research). Additionally, the organizations in this corridor frequently have out of state visitors flying in to 

attend meetings, etc, including research meetings.  It would be tremendous to be able to connect from the 

organizations in the corridor directly to the airport without having to transfer from MARTA to an Uber for the last few 

miles. Thank you for considering.  

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I think the Clifton Corridor project is crucial, as well as adding light rail to theBeltline. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit With so many commuters to Clifton Corridor on smaller streets, it is crucial to add Marta. Very supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  Our needs are overwhelming.  This is a fantastic start though not enough. 

30344 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat It's an issue each morning attempting to get from my home to Lindberg Station. My bus never arrives on time. It's the 192 Old Dixie coming from Clayton. It's always at least 15 to 20 late on a regular basis. So if I'm later get my bus from home I'm late getting to work Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit No comment at this time Somewhat supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  need more subway lines! Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  we need mor esubway lines! Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat  we nned more subway lines!

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Clifton corridor would greatly enhance access BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Would improve access Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  not sure what the descriptions mean- what transit  issues/projects would be addressed BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  top priority-must implement the Clifton Corridor project Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  not sure what the descriptions mean- what transit  issues/projects would be addressed

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I am in favor of maximum rail, as opposed to bus transit. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  This will be a critical link between Emory, CDC, hospitals and downtown and should be prioritized. Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat  I am in favor of maximum rail, as opposed to bus transit. 

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  We need MARTA to expand, particularly the train and light rail, in order to make more areas in and around Atlanta accessible via public transit. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  N/A Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

Although this is a good first step, we need greater connectivity with the counties and commuters who are OTP in order 

to build a sustainable transportation network that will allow Atlanta to be one of the premiere cities in America in the 

21st century.

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Marta needs more stations at Emory Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Clifton needs another station closer to the Hospital Very supportive Other None News Media Yes

30324 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Somewhat  Additional rail systems are so important and should be its own category. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service All of these projects are extremely important. Very supportive Other n/a Community Event Somewhat  Rail expansion needs to be a priority.

30097 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

 While it would not benefit me directly, as I am unable to access the Lindbergh station in proximity from my home to work, it will have a positive impact on the "volume" of cars on the street, which does affect my overall commute.  I work at Emory on Clifton and congestion will only worsen, as the population continues 

to expand. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Again, I would like to see expansion in the northern most cities/suburbs, which don't seem to be on the agenda (i.e. Alpharetta, Johns Creek, Roswell areas). Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Social Media Somewhat

 I would LOVE for similar projects to expand to the northern most cities to allow those of us who live in those areas to 

access the MARTA trains. It would be awesome to avoid driving in bottlenecked traffic for 2/3 of our commute into 

Atlanta.  I am a transplant to Atlanta (since 12/2010) and I believe that delaying these projects only hinders the 

inevitable.  We have to be progressive and hopefully all of us "newbies" can start turning the tide in this fashion.  

30306 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes I think the plan is comprehensive and thorough. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension The Clifton Corridor is absolute top priority.  Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30345 DeKalb Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  Plan does not address the displacement of businesses and communities along the proposed expansion areas. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Improve bus transits rather than add to rapid rail. Not supportive Email News Media No Public transportation needed for the greater good.  Review percentage of use before disrupting communities.

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  The new plan does appear to address the spanning of the Metro Atlanta area. I would love to see a little more collaboration with neighboring jurisdictions to provide connections between Metro Atlanta and the suburban neighborhoods. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Moores Mill Transit Center  No additional comments Supportive Other None Community Event Yes   The new plan does appear to address the spanning of the Metro Atlanta area.

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

Emory is the second largest employer in Metro Atlanta and together with our neighbors – the CDC, CHOA’s Egelston hospital, the VA Medical Center and other local institutions and businesses, comprise the largest employment center in the region with no direct access to MARTA or the interstate system. 

The fact that there isn't a closer light rail option near Emory is frankly a pity. This would be a boon for the city of Atlanta. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Clifton Corridor Light Rail, please!  Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

Focus more on light rail expansion than buses. The streets of Atlanta are literally congested and adding more bus 

options won't alleviate that. Plus, the bus sucks. 

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I want to be able to get to work in a simple and efficient manner Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Bus from Toco Hills to Emory Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  I would also like more safe bike lanes to/from marta stations Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  N/A Very supportive Other None. I find info myself Community Event No

 sidewalks and bikelanes should be priotized and laws should be enforced such that these ones are not use as an extra 

carlane or parking.

30083 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Thanks! Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Thanks. Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I feel like it will make Marta a safer and easier commute option. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  I am looking forward to the station improvements. Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  n/a Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  n/a Very supportive Other No information sent News Media Somewhat  There are still many more neighborhoods that could benefit from expanded rail transportation around Atlanta.

30329 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Build more stations after North Springs station (GA-400 Northbound). BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Why is there no extension of the rail going GA-400 north (after North Springs)? Supportive Social Media, News Media, Other Social Media Somewhat

30350 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  The Clifton Corridor  will be of great use. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension More East West lines Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30307 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  Need more RAIL lines, increased frequency of RAIL transit, and improved connection to regional transit to reduce congestion in key areas. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  as above Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30084 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  Nothing more. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  None. Supportive Other News Media Somewhat

 This is a great start, but I'd rather see more go towards projects like this than more highways/toll roads in and out of 

the city.

30008 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  I leave in Cobb and there is no immediate rail transportation from the Cumberland area beyond the express buses to get into the city. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  These are the two that could benefit my commute Supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat

 Nothing extends to Cobb; however I work at Emory University and the Clifton Corridor would immensley address the 

heavy traffic we experience.

30322 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Na Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Na Very supportive Social Media Social Media Yes

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  good list of projects to be starting from - overall, accessibility of stations and convenience of travel still seem like barriers BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  none Very supportive Other News Media Yes

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  We need transportation access to the Clifton corridor Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Clifton corridor access would greatly improve the ease of patient access to the Emory Healthcare network. This would improve community heath and access to the region’s best hospital and world experts at CHOA and the CDC. Very supportive Other Social Media Yes

30345 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I can't get to the bus very easily or to a train station. Bike lanes and walking paths would allow me to take MARTA. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  These improvements may allow me to use MARTA. Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 MARTA buses run so infrequently that I cannot really use the service unless I have to. Trains are far from where I live 

and I cannot take advantage of them.

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  . BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  . Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Social Media Yes

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Clifton corridor is a must! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit na Supportive Social Media Community Event Yes

30339 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Really really need to focus on individuals coming down into the city from the I-75/Cobb County corridor BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center    NA Very supportive Social Media Community Event

30088 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  n/a Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  n/a Supportive Phone/Text, Social Media, News Media Community Event Yes

30080 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes it meets my needs Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  please continue to collaborate with local jurisdictions to provide the best mass transit plan that will benefit all of the people in the metro Atlanta area Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30341 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes List seems thorough.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service The Clifton Corridor project is key. The parking congestion at the CDC is untenable. This is a very busy area with many major employers and desperately needs better access via public transit. The Emory health care campus should be more accessible from MARTA. Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Yes

30288 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Atlanta is a diverse and upcoming city. We should be functioning with a Transit system that is able to get us throughout the State of Georgia. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  All the Transit Center projects are important.  Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 I truly think that this is a start, however my mother was a Supervisor with Special Events for over 30 years and we 

recently in the past few years received extended bus lines from Bouldercrest  Rd (DeKalb County) to (Clayton County)...  

We are making progress, but it is taking years to implement.  Hopefully, we will continue to go in the right direction.
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In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding principles 
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30306 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes I bike regularly to school, but I would use the Clifton Corridor Light Rail transit system if it were constructed. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  It is absolutely imperative that Atlanta's MARTA system expands, and it has my full support! These steps would go a long way in combatting social inequality, supporting local economic growth and combatting climate change. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

I would prioritize light rail development over bus route expansion. Light rail would help reduce traffic congestion, and is 

a more sustainable means of transportation (higher capacity, potentially lower fossil fuel consumption).  It is also a 

more reliable form of commuting because (hopefully) it will not compete with cars on the area's busy roads 

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes there is a need for more bus stops on confederate Ave and restore bus stops on Ormewood  Ave . also there should be light rail on Boulevard and Moreland Ave and capitol Ave to reduce traffic congestion. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service

 I think this going in the right direction, priorities must be focused on expanding transit options for everyone and make it easier for people to get to where they need to go without having to depend on a car. The traffic congestion is getting worse and increasing and expanding the frequency of mass transit can reduce the 

amount of cars on the road. Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes Money needs to be prioritized for these projects as well as maintenance and upkeep.

30033 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes No cmmemt BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit  No comment Supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30076 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Need rail service north of North Springs Line in North Fulton.  Need light rail service on Clifton Corridor. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  a Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat Transportation to the Clifton corridor from the east side (perhaps Indian Trail or farther) would help my largest transportation issue.  I also think that any major city should have line transit to its major league ballpark, which Atlanta has never had. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  None Very supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat  See above.  We need more light rail and MARTA  train service.

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  The proposed projects will greatly increase my families' access to various parts of the city, especially as we are a one-car family and rely on transit to help navigate the city. I think continuing to add access points for various parts of the city and connect to surrounding areas would also be great. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Thank you for your work on these projects! Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Marta buses are currently the only means to get to Emory for some people.  Also health professionals could use the Marta system between campus, Grady, Midtown and Clifton corridor. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Clifton corridor is so congested and hoping the Marta rail will decrease congestion. Supportive Email Community Event Yes

30312 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Still requires various modes even though I live very close to downtown Atlanta (within a mile). Smooth connections between all of these modes will lead to success or failure if the connections are not well planned. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Obviously, you cannot make success of this effort by doing three projects, so I'm not in support of the methodology of the survey. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 Regional rail transit connections will be necessary for regional success. I understand the sales tax covers Atlanta, but 

the distant connections will matter.

30344 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes As an employee of Emory, I would definitely appreciate getting a more efficient way of getting to my work destination.  And it would increase convenience for the patient population and provide another alternative to the traffic crisis in that area. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service I'd like to see MARTA install protective shields along the rails to keep from having so many incidents of people jumping and being thrown in front  of trains. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

 Atlanta is one of the largest metropolis in the nation.  As a native I have watched this city grow exponentially.  The 

increase in traffic and decrease in fluidity of travel throughout the city completely justifies any proposed improvements 

to the increase of access to the central transit system.  I am always for system improvement and increased access 

especially for individuals who work within the city like myself.  It is our efforts that contribute to keeping the economy 

of the city in motion.  MARTA can help that continue.

30030 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  It improves the connections between the various areas poorly served by Marta currently. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Clifton rd corridor should connect with Marta in Decatur.  Supportive News Media News Media Somewhat  We really need more regional rail like other cities along with more lanes of interstate. 

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Properly written surveys allow participants to opt-out of any question they chose. Coercion changes your results. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit    Properly written surveys allow participants to opt-out of any question they chose. Coercion changes your results. Very supportive Other Community Event Somewhat

30083 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  There needs to be a transit line that shadows 285 as getting somewhere that is a 15 mins drive can take over 2 hours by train due to going in and out of the city to connect a 5 points. It would also be great if trains expanded outside the perimter, particularly north and east. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension   There needs to be a transit line that shadows 285 as getting somewhere that is a 15 mins drive can take over 2 hours by train due to going in and out of the city to connect a 5 points. It would also be great if trains expanded outside the perimter, particularly north and east. Very supportive Other na Community Event Somewhat

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat n/a BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  n/a Supportive Other n/a Community Event Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Need more information on increasing trains and decreasing wait times as well as electronic reliable signs at every station on arrivals. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Clifton Corridor would be greatly beneficial. I should also go without saying all stations should be clean and well lit! Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  . BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements . Supportive Other Social Media Somewhat

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  My main concern is transportation to Emory, so I think the Clifton corridor would address that. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N/A Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30350 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No  I would hope for MARTA to connect into Cobb County as well. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Connect to Cobb County! Very supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat

30548 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the Atlanta region. The Clifton transit line will be competing with other cities across the country for limited federal funding and is a strong contender for Atlanta to realize a $1B MARTA expansion—the 

largest in two decades. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

 The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the Atlanta region. The Clifton transit line will be competing with other cities across the country for limited federal funding and is a strong contender for Atlanta to realize a $1B MARTA expansion—the 

largest in two decades. Very supportive Phone/Text More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

 The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the 

Atlanta region. The Clifton transit line will be competing with other cities across the country for limited federal funding 

and is a strong contender for Atlanta to realize a $1B MARTA expansion—the largest in two decades.

30305 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  N/A Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  n/a Very supportive News Media News Media Yes

30030 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Clifton Corridor!!! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  NA Very supportive News Media News Media Somewhat  Don't know enough

30083 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  I believe that with this light rail system for Emory, it will alleviate traffic congestion and make for a healthier environment Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  I am hopeful that the Clifton Corridor light rail will be approved because it will be extremely vital for Emory and for the surrounding communities. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30030 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  It is unclear what exactly is being proposed relative to the Clifton Corridor.  More detailed maps and clarity about proposed parking lots and other connectivity would be very helpful.  I want to see more pedestrian safety improvements in general in Atlanta, and better bike lanes. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  I have concerns about the proposed developments at East Lake Marta station.  While improvements are needed, dense developments without adequate parking in residential neighborhoods are not helpful. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

  It is unclear what exactly is being proposed relative to the Clifton Corridor.  More detailed maps and clarity about 

proposed parking lots and other connectivity would be very helpful.  I want to see more pedestrian safety 

improvements in general in Atlanta, and better bike lanes.  

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes Atlanta needs more rails as well as more frequent trains to help with the horrible traffic around the city.  If there were more options for people, more would utilize Marta. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  None. Very supportive Social Media Social Media Yes

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  n/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  n/a Supportive Email Social Media Yes

30363 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I would encourage MARTA to install the Clifton light rail. Extending light rail into the Emory/CDC  area is important for healthcare and it’s thousandsof workers. Extending rail lines is important all over the city as the population increases and traffic follows. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I would encourage MARTA to install the Clifton light rail. Extending light rail into the Emory/CDC  area is important for healthcare and it’s thousandsof workers. Extending rail lines is important all over the city as the population increases and traffic follows. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat very convenient for patients and hospital staff to get to and from Emory campus BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  MARTA stations need improvement, including functioning escalators and elevators. Supportive Email Community Event Yes

30058 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes None Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  None Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I am proud and excited for Atlanta to invest more in public transportation. I hope that all votes are passed and that construction and improvements begin quickly. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit none Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  Any step involving more is a step in the right direction. I hope that this continues.

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes We need more rail connectivity throughout the city.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit The morning commute I had to Emory would be greatly reduced by the Clifton project. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30316 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Increased access to stations from further outside ATL is needed since we're more of a driving city Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Clifton corridor gives better access for patients/staff at Emory/CHOA, important given the number of Atlanta patients served at these areas Very supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  see previous response

30034 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 I work at The Emory clinic on the Clifton Corridor and traffic is a nightmare.

I live 9 miles form Emory in Decatur. Every morning my commute is between

45-60 minutes.

In the afternoon, it is the same. My commute is at least 40-55 minutes. 

The congestion is horrible. Having a transit system will tremendously reduce congestion on North Decatur, Clairmont, Clifton, and other surrounding streets. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension

 I do not see additional rail line to StoneCrest, Ga or Mall?

Does the East Extension include the Lithonia/Conyers area? Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

The proposal for the Clifton rail transit is LRT. HRT is needed in this very congested area.

You have many large companies in this location; such as Emory, CDC, Yerkes, VA, CHOA, and many other large 

institutions.

30324 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I'm most concerned with making MARTA a more robust transit system (specifically rail lines) to make using public transportation more feasible. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

 I'm not sure exactly which specific projects should be prioritized, but I think priority should go to projects that can help make life easier for the largest number of people who commute from all parts of the city. I think major employment centers like Clifton corridor make sense for this. Another priority should be 

alleviating traffic congestion. Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Work on Clifton Corridor BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Clifton Corridor sorely needed - I live 3mi from work but it takes 20 to 25 min to get home because the concentration of persons is so high... and clogged with cars, so buses are not very helpful right now, either. Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat I'd like to see more integration towards the Brookhaven area and E Dekalb BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit see above response. These bus fixes are short-sighted. Atlanta is crippled by traffic. I would be happy to give up my car for daily use if I had easily accessible trains that go to major city points without going far out of the way. Look at Tokyo, Paris, London, etc. We can do that too.  Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

I still think Atlanta needs a greatly expanded rail system. Sure, it's a massive undertaking, but if we are really looking to 

the future, and not just 20 years from now, every other world class city has fully integrated rail and subway systems that 

take you all over the entire city. If we want to be world class, international, tourist-friendly, etc, we can't patch that up 

by simply adding bus routes. That's a temporary fix. 

Expansive HRT lines are what we need. 

30316 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat

 I am most interested in seeing more light rail projects. Seems the city could be much better connected than it is. Managing lanes creates headaches for drivers (and busses) but if there is a rail line that goes there its much more pleasant and predictable. 

Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Again, I would be against transit right on the belt line. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 We need more light rail. I am also a bit hesitant to believe that it should run along theBeltline. TheBeltline is so nice as 

it is, the extra space for the rail should be a fast lane for bikes and scooters, leaving the current lane for walkers and 

joggers.

30294 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No  I do not use MARTA but I am ALL for ease of transportation through the Marta system to help with traffic and the fact of being able to get wherever you want by use of the system. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements

 There is always room for improvement somewhere.  However, since I do not use MARTA like I use to years ago, I am unsure where the improvement is much needed.  My thoughts on this project would be to continue to make ease of access to and from stations as far as safety and better security so people will feel 

comfortable to use the system. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

 Atlanta needs MARTA to help with the flow of traffic because of the number of people we have to continuously move 

into our city.

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes I am a fan of any and all marta expansion especially if it goes to Emory and the CDC.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension It's crazy that we don't already have light rail going to Emory and the CDC. Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30305 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Light rail to the Clifton Corridor would greatly improve my commute and make traveling to the area faster and safer for employees at Emory and the CDC as well as patients. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Highly supportive of the Clifton Corridor Light Rail project Very supportive Email, Social Media Community Event Yes

30084 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Still getting to learn the area and MARTA light rail into the areas I frequent without being stuck at stations is preferred. I came from Dallas and DART had a great light rail system near the medical center and frequent/timely buses near most buildings/access points to walk inside/safely. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements See above Somewhat supportive Other Not at all. DO NOT send email/text spam. I do not want it at all. Community Event Somewhat

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Ease of use of the system and quality of then environment are key issues for me. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  No comments. Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30030 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

 More frequent trains & buses on weekends, expansion of train lines & buses to connect Atlanta so that transfers aren't required. I live in Decatur without a car, and overall Marta buses and trains are convenient in getting around. However, I have to transfer multiple times to get to some parts of Atlanta, such as 

Buckhead or south Atlanta. It would be nice to have more transit paths so that I would not have to transfer multiple times and could get places faster. I would like for Atlanta too become more connected, so that it's easier to get around without having to drive. Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements Buses that connect the druid hills/Decatur area to Buckhead Very supportive News Media News Media Yes

A more integrated, comprehensive network of buses and trains that cover more of the city would make travelling much 

more convenient. More people would want to travel using the Marta system. It would also cut down on traffic and be 

better for the environment as it would reduce carbon emissions. I am all for the expansion of Marta public transit 

system and hope that it happens.

30033 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  I often do no use MARTA since I have to drive to a transit station and there is limited parking. I think enhancing safety and access is important Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  None Neutral Email Social Media Somewhat

30341 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  Please bring the MARTA line connecting to Emory/CDC/VA BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Please prioritize the Clifton Corridor Very supportive Social Media Social Media Yes  Please prioritize MARTA to Emory/CDC/VA

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I live in the center of the city so the transportation options are already somewhat adequate for me but expanding the existing system to reach more places via light rail will greatly improve transportation availability for me. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Overall, it's actually exciting that anything is happening with MARTA.  Not much has happened with MARTA in many years so ultimately anything will be better, but we are way behind.  Looking forward to seeing how we catch up on public transportation as a city. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 Seems like there are a great number of regional bus lines available to commuters into the city.  Re-Branding them as 

MARTA will be helpful for transfers, but I think Atlanta's greatest need is an expansion of the rail system and last-mile 

connectivity for rail.  I think light rail should take precedence over station improvements and/or regional bus lines.  I've 

always wondered why the MARTA stations were built to be as big as a city block.  Serving Atlanta city residents with 

light rail connectivity should take precedence over providing transportation for suburban commuters (IMHO).  Why are 

the Belt Line sections so short? Isn't the entire Belt Line in the plan for light rail.  A 22-mile light rail loop around the city 

is a fantastic answer to many of our transportation problems.  

30338 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Last mile connectivity is really important for me Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Frequent local bus services Supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes

30084 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  N/A Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N/A Supportive Other Community Event Somewhat

30316 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  N/A Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Social Media Somewhat

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  My main priority is Marta access to Emory/CDC Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit My main priority is Marta access to Emory/CDC Supportive Other None News Media

30307 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Clifton Corridor will help me be able to get to my job easier. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Connecting to theBeltline is super important. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30307 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  N/A Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  N/A Very supportive Email News Media Yes  N/A

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Would like to see continued investment in rail and pedestrian/bicycle pathways BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N/A Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30044 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No

 I live in Lawrenceville and work for Emory near Grady Hospital.  To take public transportation now I would have to drive to a park and drive lot, take a bus to 5 corners and either walk several blocks or take another bus to Grady.  I would love to see rail service from Gwinnett - a bus gets slammed with the traffic as my 

car does. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Please see my comments above. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 If you live in Clayton, DeKalb or Fulton County, it is very helpful.  I would also like to see the trolley expanded to reach 

the Fox Theatre and other popular places.

30319 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

 While the Clifton Corridor is important from a regional perspective, DeKalb County should contribute to the costs of constructing that portion of the regional transit plan. Annexing Emory/CDC into the city was a clever way to provide flexibility to construct this portion with only City funds, but it should not be done at 

the expense of theBeltline. TheBeltline is in the City and serves the residents of the City, who are the ones predominantly paying this tax. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  The Clifton Corridor will greatly benefit DeKalb County, and their citizens should share in the cost of constructing that LRT line. Somewhat supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

 The addition of LRT along theBeltline - and especially Crosstown - is a good enhancement of our existing transit system. 

But the system needs more connectivity and flexibility. Our system currently consists of many spokes, radiating out 

from Five Points. The system would be greatly enhanced by completing theBeltline and forming a ring around the City, 

giving riders the ability to reach various parts of the City without having to go through Five Points. 

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes The proposed projects address the long-standing need for light rail connection of the Emory/VA/CDC area to the MARTA system. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  The proposed projects address the long-standing need for light rail connection of the Emory/VA/CDC area to the MARTA system. Very supportive Social Media Social Media Yes

30307 DeKalb Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  none Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  none Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30319 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Commute  Predictability  would be a major plus Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements

Bathrooms at stations 

Cleaner elevators 

Clifton corridor has awful traffic  Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes

30337 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  Overall, connectivity among communities and MARTA lines is central. Multi-use trails are essential to creating cohesiveness within the system. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30034 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Marta should be so expansive that Atlanta natives have no need to drive daily. This project doesn't directly address my needs, but I support it.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  N/A Very supportive Email News Media Yes

 Marta should be expanded! Atlanta is a metro city with a severely limited transit system. Everyone knows the only 

reason Marta hasn't been expanded is that the wealthy enjoy limiting opportunities and resources to the less fortunate.

30306 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes It is a very encompassing and inclusive expansion plan. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension The Clifton transit line will be competing with other cities across the country for limited federal funding and is a strong contender for Atlanta to realize a $1B MARTA expansion—the largest in two decades. Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  My number 1 priority is improved public transit providing commuters with workable options to leave their cars at home. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension No additional comments Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat  Let's encourage more biking.  It's cheaper and less polluting than almost any other option.

30273 Clayton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  none Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  none Supportive Phone/Text More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

30327 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  N/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Clifton!! Please. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes

Yes, rail access

BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  No comment Very supportive Email, Social Media News Media Yes

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes

 I'm particularly interested in the Clifton corridor project which would allow me to commute to all the hospitals I where I work (Emory Midtown, Grady and St. Joseph's).  Also it would allow other healthcare workers, many of whom live far away, and patients to commute to the Emory University Hospital, a major 

employer in Atlanta. It would also benefit the CDC. It would cut down on traffic congestion between Midtown and Decatur, where many people commute.  It takes me up to 45 minutes to drive 6 miles from Midtown to my home in Druid hills. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension

  I'm particularly interested in the Clifton corridor project which would allow me to commute to all the hospitals I where I work (Emory Midtown, Grady and St. Joseph's).  Also it would allow other healthcare workers, many of whom live far away, and patients to commute to the Emory University Hospital, a major 

employer in Atlanta. It would also benefit the CDC. It would cut down on traffic congestion between Midtown and Decatur, where many people commute.  It takes me up to 45 minutes to drive 6 miles from Midtown to my home in Druid hills. Very supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat

 It s a good start but, given the amount of traffic in the area, we can always do better!  I was surprised to find traffic 

here, especially on highways, has become the same or worse than that of the Bay Area!  Addressing access early on 

helps keep the costs of living more reasonable for city workers and allows us to recruit more workers into healthcare, 

where we are experiencing a shortage.

30342 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  N/A Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements  N/A Supportive Email, Other Emory Healthcare Community Event Somewhat  N/A

30135 Fulton Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  Expand rail service west to include neighboring metropolitan Atlanta counties like Douglas(Douglasville), Carroll, West Cobb(Austell) etc. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N/A Supportive News Media More MARTA Atlanta Website No

 I can not determine SPECIFICALLY where resources are being levied. Proposal is too vague. As a native Atlantan it is my 

humble opinion that the focus of any transportation initiative should focus on providing, and expanding more rail 

service to surrounding metropolitan Atlanta to better serve and alleviate traffic. 

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes None BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit None Very supportive Other Social Media Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

There is a huge area east of Emory/CDC that currently does not have adequate transit system for commutes that is not being addressed. Areas include Oak Grove, Briarlake, Northlake, Both sides of Lawrenceville Hwy, Embry Hills, Stone Mountain, Tucker, and Henderson Mill among others. This area is serviced by few 

and far in between buses only right now. It is also very hard to ask people to commute with public transit if buses come every 20-30 mins and has very poor connection times.

Additionally, Avondale transit station lost lots of parking space and that needs to be replaced BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  While more expensive, would favor public transit that is independent of traffic to maintain reliability Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

There is a huge area east of Emory/CDC that currently does not have adequate transit system for commutes that is not 

being addressed. Areas include Oak Grove, Briarlake, Northlake, Both sides of Lawrenceville Hwy, Embry Hills, Stone 

Mountain, Tucker, and Henderson Mill among others. This area is serviced by few and far in between buses only right 

now. It is also very hard to ask people to commute with public transit if buses come every 20-30 mins and has very poor 

connection times.

Additionally, Avondale transit station lost lots of parking space and that needs to be replaced

30032 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

 I work on the Clifton Corridor, and the project will definitely improve my commute by reducing the number of cars on the road and the amount of traffic.  However, I am on the East/South line of the Marta and will not be able to take the new transit directly to that line until DeKalb County funds that portion of the 

Clifton Corridor.  There had been a proposal in the works to have the new line run to Avondale Station and I would have greatly benefited from this addition. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements N/A Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30338 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Atlanta's mass transit is WAY BEHIND other major cities BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  na Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat   Atlanta's mass transit is WAY BEHIND other major cities

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat The Clifton corridor proposal is an incredibly important factor in whether we (as highly educated citizens with important jobs to the community--professors) would choose to stay in the Atlanta area. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  none Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30329 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Somewhat  N/A Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  N/A Supportive Other None News Media Somewhat

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes N/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N/a Supportive Social Media Community Event Yes

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  none Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  none Neutral Email Community Event Yes  none

30344 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Clifton Corridor traffic relief is a must!  This is a major traffic cluster that desperately needs traffic alternatives. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center clifton corridor light rail Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

Atlanta is a major metropolitan area that provides little in the way of alternative traffic solutions.  We are heavily reliant 

on vehicles and we desperately need more sidewalks, bike lanes, light rail and enhanced MARTA options.  If I took 

MARTA to work today, it would take me 2+ hours each way!  It shouldn't take that long to get from East Point/College 

Park to Emory!

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Marta needs to address the issue of safety so that more people will take it. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Clifton Corridor light rail is essential. The traffic situation coming and going to Emory and the CDC is horrendous and with all of the new housing will just get worse. Supportive News Media Community Event Yes

30307 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes This is a comprehensive list and I'm happy with it. Atlanta needs all the help it can get in the transportation department. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit As an Emory employee, the Clifton corridor project will be life changing. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Light rail from Lindebergh to Emory needed. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Need light rail. Very supportive Email Community Event No  Light rail from Lindbergh to Emory needed.

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat Traffic along the Clifton Corridor and surrounding areas (e.g., North Decatur & Clairmont, Corporate Square) is horrendous - we need rail and more bus options! Buses that go to intown neighborhoods not just rail stations. On the east side too! Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service

 please prioritize the projects that will alleviate the most traffic and connecting people who don't have access to a car in the most high traffic areas (in terms of cars and foot traffic).  the system should not just benefit people who now drive but could become transit users, but should also help reduce commute time via 

transit for people with long multi-transfer type commutes via public transit. Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat  same as personal response above

30333 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  as an Emory employee, the Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the Atlanta region BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  The Clifton Corridor will provide better access to jobs and health care and improved quality of life. Transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the Atlanta region. Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Yes

 The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the 

Atlanta region. 

30079 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat I would also like to see further integration of cycling lanes as I believe many gaps in last mile transportation could be addressed using simple bicycle transportation. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service

I feel as though more frequent and reliable bus service would have the greatest immediate impact on daily ridership. At present, I am not served by a rail line but do have a bus stop in my immediate area. Unfortunately, opting for the bus adds an additional 35 to 45 minutes to my commute each way and I have found 

the additional to be unworkable. Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

  My concern is primarily over the proposed timeline. Perhaps it's my ignorance of city planning, but I don't see how a 40 

year plan can adequately meet the ever increasing transportation needs we presently have, let alone those of the next 

generation. 

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Light rail service to Emory would benefit my commute Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit N/A Very supportive Phone/Text More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat  Need more expansion of rail service to northern suburbs to decrease traffic

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the Atlanta region. The Clifton transit line will be competing with other cities across the country for limited federal funding and is a strong contender for Atlanta to realize a $1B MARTA expansion—the 

largest in two decades. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements

 The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the Atlanta region. The Clifton transit line will be competing with other cities across the country for limited federal funding and is a strong contender for Atlanta to realize a $1B MARTA expansion—the 

largest in two decades. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the 

Atlanta region. The Clifton transit line will be competing with other cities across the country for limited federal funding 

and is a strong contender for Atlanta to realize a $1B MARTA expansion—the largest in two decades.

30033 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I hope that MARTA will go to Cobb County eventually and will go further up 400. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension

I appreciate all of the work that has gone into planning these improvements. Thanks! I heard about the survey via an email I received at work at Emory. Email was sent to everyone at Emory. I chose community event as how I heard about the survey because I had to choose something even though that wasn't correct. I 

recommend adding "other" as an option to the question about how respondents heard about the survey. Supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat  Same as before

30341 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Thank you for the consideration. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit

The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the Atlanta region. The Clifton transit line will be competing with other cities across the country for limited federal funding and is a strong contender for Atlanta to realize a $1B MARTA expansion—the 

largest in two decades. This would be value added to expand the region as we continue to grow in size and scope. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat

As someone who previously lived in DC, Chicago and Boston, now working at Emory as a physician and living in Atlanta, I'd prefer more reliable rail transit options with a greater range of operating times (24 hr service). WouLet be extremely excited to see rail line access on The East side of Piedmont Park -- specifically a 

station at Monroe and 10th at start ofBeltline. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Excited to see public transit expansion via light rail!!! Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat As above. It's a start. More options will certainly start to improve mobility for all socioeconomic groups.

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  N/a Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  Na Somewhat supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat  N/a

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes

 I live in Kirkwood and commute to Emory University.  I take MARTA to work once or twice a week (meatless MARTA Mondays), and it takes me anywhere from 1 hour to 1 hour 30 minutes to get to work via MARTA, as opposed to 20-30 minutes when I drive.

Here is the breakdown:

Walk to East Lake Station (15 minutes)

Train to Decatur Station (10 minutes or so)

CCTMA Shuttle to Campus (20-50 minutes, depending on traffic and where I am going on campus.

Walk to office on campus (10-15 minutes)

 

It seems like the new route would require that I ride one more stop to the Avondale Station (+5 minutes), and the light rail route would be slightly longer than the bus route, but I am hoping that dedicated lanes will keep the 20-50 minute portion of my ride more consistently in the 20-30 minute range.  I would be 

willing to trade drive for a consistent 1 hour commute via MARTA, but am hesitant to give up my parking spot for the less predictable 60-90 minute ride. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  My commute is along the Clifton Corridor. my recreational usage would definitely take advantage ofBeltline transit. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Given the challenges of local area interests and decisions to allow/not allow Marta in their counties, I think Marta does a great job of providing transportation in Atlanta. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Clifton Corridor light rail will be an amazing improvement for transportation to both major work centers (Emory, CDC) and well as healthcare. Very supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30345 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I drive to work because I am only 5 mi away and taking MARTA would be out of my way BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit No other comments Supportive Email Community Event Yes

 The Clifton Corridor is used by so many people(students, patients, staff, faculty, and locals) that something has to be 

done.



ZIP Code

Please select 

which county 

you are from.

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding 

principles to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the 

highest priority to you. #1

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding principles 

to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the highest priority to you. 

#2

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding 

principles to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the 

highest priority to you. #3

After reviewing the 

proposed project list, do you 

feel it addresses your 

transportation needs?

Please provide any additional details about your response to the previous question. Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #1 Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #2 Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #3 Please provide any additional comments you have on the program or individual projects.
Please rate your level of support of 

the More MARTA proposed projects.

How do you like to receive information on MARTA 

news?
Other - How do you like to receive information on MARTA news?

How did you learn about the More MARTA 

atlanta program Survey?

After reviewing the proposed 

project list, do you feel it 

addresses Atlanta's 

transportation needs?

Please provide reason(s) for your response to the last question.

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes

I think the layered approach is optimal; I would use SEPTA as a roadmap which has used trains for suburbs to connect into major Philadelphia work centers. Atlanta needs this due to large suburban population. I think it is important to allow ATL transit to major work areas (Downtown, Midtonw, Buckhead, Emory/CDC) 

but also increasing options in growing areas East Atlanta and Westside. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  Clifton corridor is a much needed one given Emory/CDC but I would say also plan to integrate CHOA North Druid Hills expansion as part of this transit corridor. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

 It helpful but I think this is a start; much more needs to be done over the next decade. Atlanta needs to catch up with 

major Northeast cities.

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I would like MARTA to be close to Emory University Hospital BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Improve access to hospitals Very supportive Other none Community Event Somewhat  I would like MARTA to be close to Emory University Hospital and the new Braves Stadium

30322 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Need to make a bigger investment and political push to get to the edge of Gwinnett county instead of the GRTA express bringing their buses therefore more traffic into the city. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit See my comments above. Emory is my workplace so my first priority is the clifton corridor rail Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat  See above

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes No additional details BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  No additional comments Supportive Email, Social Media Community Event Somewhat  There doesn't seem to be any focus on increasing bike lanes / bike access

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes In order for this to work for commuters and ITP residents, adequate FREE parking needs to be available at more MARTA stations and shuttles/ buses with reasonable cycling schedules  to many employers also need to be in place BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension The Clifton corridor is long overdue.  Emory and Emory Medical Centers, CDC, and VA areas are extremely crowded and have almost no public transit options.  Most employees live more than10-20 miles away and most students do not have cars on campus.  This project should take the highest priority. Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

 The traffic light timing should be reviewed and improved.  I think that the traffic congestion on many of the busier 

streets could be improved with better timing between lights.  Also some major intersections should be reviewed for 

better traffic flow.

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No  I live so close to campus and will not use the system to travel to/from work. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  None Neutral News Media Community Event Yes

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  More emphasis on light rail versus adding bus routes. The bus should be used as a temporary solution until light rail is operational. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  na Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

  More emphasis on light rail versus adding bus routes. The bus should be used as a temporary solution until light rail is 

operational.

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes . BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Clifton corridor is so congested at present Supportive Other News Media Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  Atlanta is an international city yet does not have a comprehensible and functional public transportation system to match its size and status. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit needs to be done.  Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30307 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Somewhat

 We currently live near enough to my work place for me to walk, but on days I need to drive for other reasons, the Clifton area is very congested. My major concern about the Clifton Corridor project is that there is hardly room on Clifton or North Decatur roads for the cars that are already there, and that taking up space 

on the road will make congestion worse (I feel that many will still continue to drive). Is there a plan in place for how to make room for this new option without taking up extra room in the existing road? Any plans to use the existing railroad track? As a homeowner in the area, we are concerned about how this will impact 

our ability to move around our neighborhood. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Again - I would like a more clear picture of how the Clifton Corridor plan will utilize the existing roads/rail road tracks and not merely cause more congestion by taking up lanes on very busy streets. Somewhat supportive Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat  See my comment above.

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  I live near Emory and we desperately need the Clifton Corridor project. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  None Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30324 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  N/A Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N/A Very supportive Phone/Text, Social Media Community Event Yes

30088 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  MARTA is definitely needed to assist with traffic and the ease of getting to and from work. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit n/a Supportive Other Social Media Yes

30306 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Somewhat

Dedicated lanes for Marta buses would drastically increase the reliability of the system. 

I would like to have an additional Marta line that better connects Emory with the rest of the city. I think a potential extension of a “University Lane” to UGA, Clemson and Furman could be an interesting project. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Make the buses more reliable in terms of arrival and departure times Very supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat Atlanta’s traffic situation is evidently not ideal. More needs to be done to improve the situation.

30322 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Improve punctuality Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Please bring Marta rail to Clifron corridor. Citizens of Atlanta need better access to world class healthcare services provided by Emory University Hospital. Students and all the workers of the university will also appreciate the proposed Marta line. Very supportive Other None News Media Somewhat

30328 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Access to emory is a must! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  N/a Very supportive Social Media, Other Community Event Yes

30345 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  The plans for theClfton corridor will provide significant relief. This is long overdue. Even though I, personally, will not be able to use Marta for a daily commute, I will be able to make use of the line and definitely will benefit from the cars removed from the roads. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements The Clifton Corridor project is my highest priority.  TheBeltline has been a remarkable success and I would like to see the addition of rail. The station improvements will help draw riders. Very supportive Email, News Media News Media Yes  I think the priorities are appropriate.

30087 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I work at Emory and would welcome reduced congestion in the area. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  There're all important and necessary projects. I've indicated the ones I know most about but understand that others who live/commute in other parts of the city have competing and compelling interests. Of the 3 indicated, I would prioritize the Clifton Road project because it offers access to good jobs. Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 Seems to expand well out into the periphery. However, we really need more transit options into the heart of the city - e.g. to the Emory campus, hospitals, and clinics, including towards the VA Hospital/North Druid Hills area. This is where congestion is awful but without options of getting around it (ie takes me 35 mins 

to travel 5 miles from the VA to Inman Park). BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Clifton Corridor should be a priority - will really help decrease congestion inside the city.Beltline Northeast Light Rail is fine as long as it stops short of extending alongside the Eastside Trail - too many living areas around there as well as the trail itself that would be disrupted with a light rail along it. Supportive Other None Community Event Somewhat  See above - need expansion into periphery, but also within heart of the city.

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  More trains that interconnect each other BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit None Very supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat  It would be helpful to make the project more like the transportation that other cities like DC or Chicago have

30313 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes

I think that rail is of crucial importance to the Clifton Corridor but it must be on dedicated right of way.  If rail shares the roads with vehicles then it's really no different from a bus which must also share right of way with cars.  We also need safer streets for bikes and pedestrians.  I like to ride my bike to work on occasion 

but riding a bike in Atlanta is really dangerous.   Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements We need to connect the Stone Mtn PATH to Emory University so that bikes have a safer route.  Also, the Clifton Road light rail is of critical importance and needs to be built ASAP. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

 I think we need more investment in transportation options and we need to give people incentives to abandon their cars 

and use other options.  Safety is important too.  Our roads are really dangerous with 50+ pedestrians killed/year in the 

Atlanta MSA.

30316 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  does not prioritizeBeltline light rail. let emory and dekalb pay for clifton corridor. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit no additional comments Not supportive Other Social Media No

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  NA BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  NA Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes

30030 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  N/A BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit N/A Very supportive Email, Social Media Social Media Yes  N/A

30324 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Clifton Rd. Transit corridor is the only project that matters. The rest don't amount to a hill of beans. Build light rail access for Emory. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit good, all the others bad. Somewhat supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat

 There are several unnecessary projects on the proposed list. The only project that matters is the Clifton Rd. Transit 

corridor/light rail line.

30349 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Clifton, cool. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit No comment Supportive Email Social Media Yes

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  n/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  N/A Very supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Having better connection to and from major hospitals in Atlanta would be incredibly helpful for me as a healthcare worker who travels between hospitals Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  n/a Very supportive Social Media Community Event Yes

30032 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat I think the solution is light rail/subway, not more bus routes or bike lanes. Close the loops on Marta lines so that they don't just dead-end. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension

 I don't know enough to have more comments on specific projects, but I'll say this: Atlanta has made a mess of things by approving endless in-town apartment/condo buildings without widening roads. Traffic will soon be unbearable. Expanding Marta is the only thing I see that will help with that, but I don't see Atlantans 

taking buses. Very supportive Other None News Media Somewhat  Ditto.

30008 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  It’s pretty vague BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Linking/bringing light rail options to Cobb county would be my top priority. Supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat  It’s pretty vague

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat I just want ATL to get with the program re: public transit. It's abysmal and the traffic is horrendous. There is only one solution: major improvements to public transit. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Honestly I'm not familiar with these specific projects. Fast transit is needed throughout the city!!!! Very supportive Email News Media Yes  We need a way for people to get to and from work without having to get in their cars. 

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes

I would like to see Marta train access to Emory University/Healthcare. I would like to see traffic patterns eased between Decatur (where I live) and Emory (where I work). I would like to see greater access to lower cost, efficient transportation for workers and students. While these changes will not affect me personally, I 

believe that these changes would be for the greater good of our entire community. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Unfortunately, I am not even sure where some of these projects would be located, so the Clifton Corridor is clearly my personal #1 priority. Very supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

 My priorities really speak to the realities of where I live and work. I am certain that Atlanta's needs across the board are 

far more complex. But, I am also affected by the terrible traffic, which now causes me to think carefully about whether 

or not I even participate in the wonderful things that the Atlanta region offers.

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  - BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Please improve access to the Clifton Corridor! Traffic is just getting worse in the area, hampering access to a world class health center, university and the CDC. In addition, this neighborhood contains the exact people who would happily use public transit if more easily available. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 There are many people who are now living in the Kirkwood/East Lake/Lake Claire area who work at the CDC and Emory. The Clifton Corridor is a great start, but does not help the people living in this area. Currently it takes 45 minutes if I wanted to take MARTA to my work at Emory while it takes 15 minutes to drive and 

22 minutes to bike. This needs to be improved. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements

 I am so glad that this is happening. I think also we need to educate drivers in Atlanta to SHARE the ROAD - drivers are VERY poorly trained and regulated here. I am originally from Oregon and the drivers are much more courteous which makes life less stressful and biking/walking easier. We also need to really work on 

having sidewalks and bike lanes which aren't 1)tiny 2)covered in trees/bushes 3)Not used as a parking area. Very supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

 To make people use transportation there also needs to be increased awareness of transport as an option and more 

incentives to do it. Also make the bus stops more clear to use. In London each bus stop is marked with a letter so you 

KNOW you are at the correct stop. This could be an easy way to help new riders take MARTA buses.

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  NA Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Need better transportation to Emory Clifton/CDC Very supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  NA Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  NA Supportive Social Media Community Event

30340 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  I don't use MARTA on my commute so the light rail wouldn't technically affect my transportation needs but lowering emissions and traffic on the roadways is a huge benefit for Atlanta! Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension I vote to expand MARTA which will decrease traffic on the roadways. Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  ATLANTA HAS TOO MUCH TRAFFIC. EXPAND MARTA

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  N/a Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  N/a Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30319 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Still need a greater investment. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit None Supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

30097 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  An effective urban transportation system requires more connectivity between the existing routes. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Metro Atlanta must continue to plan and invest in public transportation in order to accommodate the rapid growth. Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  The Clifton Corridor Transit Line will create better access to jobs and health care and improved quality of life. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I work at Emory University and live 3 miles away in North Decatur - it is a pain in the mornings and evenings to get to and from work. It would be amazing to have a Clifton Corridor Transit Rail in place! Supportive Social Media Community Event Yes   The Clifton Corridor Transit Line will create better access to jobs and health care and improved quality of life.

30076 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  n/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  n/a Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30324 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes Easier access to Emory/CDC BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit N/A Very supportive Email Social Media Yes Easier access to Emory/CDC

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  There is a great need to improve the public transportation in Metro Atlanta Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  encourage the public to use public transportation Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Strongly in favor of the Clifton Corridor expansion. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit None Very supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  I think it'll greatly improve my and my co-workers commutes, as well as improve the overall MARTA experience for most riders. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements Emory is the largest employer in the state not connected to rail or an interstate, I live near one of the stations to be improved, and I think we need more ART to relieve overall congestion, and I think the Peachtree ART will be the most helpful to the most people. Supportive Email Community Event Yes  I work at Emory and am looking for ways to improve my commute.

30316 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat I'm happy to see improvements for the West side, but  I'd like to see greater rail expansion  generally, including expansion to suburbs around Atlanta. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  na Supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat  There are just so many people in this city, and I don't believe Bus is going to address as much as you'd like it to.

30188 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat I work for 3 of Emory's hospitals and if I lived more centrally in Atlanta this would be great for me. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit I would love to see the final outcome and more transit projects further north to connect the folks not in perimeter to Atlanta. Very supportive Phone/Text News Media Yes Anything to lighten Atlanta traffic is major accomplishment and much needed.

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  I am hoping for transit which is environmentally sound, and reduces the incredible current congestion on Clairemont, Scott, La Vista, Briarcliff, etc. (basically all the major arteries leading to Emory and CDC). BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  n/a Supportive Other I will get my own news. News Media Somewhat

 Although this project addresses the areas closest to Emory and CDC, there are still several areas which are not served 

well (or at all) by the greater MARTA rail system. 

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes I feel very strongly that the Clifton Corridor needs light rail, THANKS. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Clifton corridor highest priority Very supportive Email News Media Yes  See above:  MAJOR need for the Clifton Corridor

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes I have no additional comments BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  I have no additional comments Very supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

 Commuter rail options which would help relieve congestion on the highways is badly needed for metro Atlanta. While 

not specifically within the scop of work for more MARTA, placing strategically located parking garages near interstates 

and major roadways which have easy access to bus or rail to major work areas (Clifton Corridor, Buckhead) would help 

relieve congestion on local roads.

30328 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 So much to do and so many people in need.

Tough decisions ahead. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Greenbriar Transit Center  Southwest ATL has massive need, Supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat

30344 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  I work in the Clifton corridor it would be very convenient for me to get to work by light rail. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements  the project would work for me because I live and work in the proposed light rail areas. Supportive Email Community Event Yes

30101 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Work with surrounding counties to expand bus services. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Clifton corridor will facilitate access to Emory University and Emory Health complex Supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat

 Atlanta is a major international city with biggest airport in the world. Transit system should be as robust to keep up 

with fast growing international city. The transit system should include all surrounding counties.

30322 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  I would like to know what is the decision on expanding the marta to Gwinnett County? Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I think this will aide in alleviating some of the traffic concerns around campus. Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes

30327 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and will address my transportation needs. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

Transit connectivity to Clifton would have significant benefits to the Atlanta region. Emory is the second largest employer in Metro Atlanta, neighboring CHOA's Egelston hospital, the CDC and the VA Medical Center. While this location is undoubtedly a healthcare hub, it has no direct access to MARTA or the interstate 

system. With the light rail as an option, the community will not only experience reduced traffic and less pollution in the air but will also have improved and more cost efficient access to healthcare and employment. Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes

30021 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  N/A Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit N/A Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30322 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

 Marta is currently limited with respect to reach into neighboring metro Atlanta counties and/or connectivity to the transit systems of those counties.  High traffic areas with lots of commuters, like the Emory/CDC/Clifton Corridor, have limited options, resulting in high volume and increasing commute times.  I would 

love to see light rail into the area for better access for students, faculty and staff for the Emory and CDC campuses, as well as for patients to the hospital and clinic facilities. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

Some sort of connection to major surrounding counties, like Gwinnett, seem in order.  Currently, the majority of the Gwinnett Transit Express Buses go downtown.  Those that do go the the CDC/Emory/Clifton corridor only originate on I-85 somewhere and are not convenient for all commuters.  We need more options 

that go up other major arteries into this area from Gwinnett, such as express buses to Emory/CDC that originate on and travel up Highway 78. Supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30342 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  reliable, frequent transportation to work, school, shopping is number 1 BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Clifton corridor most important Very supportive Other News Media Yes

30349 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat I'm interested to see exactly how MARTA implements and leverages the principles in conjunction with the proposed project list. It's good in theory but I wonder if it'll actually  be beneficial for the communities that NEED it once the projects have been approved and are underway. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  While I think it's a great idea to expand to the west side of the city, I think more should be and could be for the east side and towards Clayton County. Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes N/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N/a Supportive Email Community Event Yes

30052 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Not at all because I don't use MARTA Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  None, I don't use MARTA Neutral Other Not needed, I don't use MARTA Social Media Somewhat  Quite honestly, I live in Walton County and don't use Marta.

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes

 Marta has recently cut several bus routes, one of which went straight to my apartment (Route 33). I am unsure why you would remove bus routes on a major thoroughfare in a major city. I do believe any additional rails would be helpful because rails are more timely and dependable and ours currently only make a t 

through the city which is incredibly inefficient. Any expansion is good. Especially to the Emory area which already does not have enough public transportation to it. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Please add more bus service to the N Druid Hills area. Many people who live in that area work at Emory and have long and difficult commutes because Marta has failed. A growing city should have growing public transit, not failing public transit. Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Yes  See last answer.

30324 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat . BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  I really believe that as a top employer of the people of Atlanta, Emory should be better served by public transit. The Clifton Corridor Light Rail would provide this. Supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat  .

30033 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

As someone who has relocated to the Atlanta area from out of state, it has been surprising to find that 1) so few people I encounter use the public transportation system and 2) my family now spends a surprising amount of time in traffic. As an employee of Emory and health advocate, I would be very pleased with the 

proposed Clifton Corridor Transit line connection to increase access to jobs and healthcare and improved quality of life (cost, traffic, pollution, time) for those who are able to take advantage of this added light rail. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Advocate of any transportation improvements that will increase community integration and accessibility.  Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

In addition to making the system safe, accessible, and integrated with neighboring communities (why does MARTA not 

provide the community access to the new Braves stadium?!?), a marketing plan aimed at increasing community buy-in 

and awareness of upgrades will be key. Also, increasing community walk-ability would be beneficial from health, 

environmental, and safety perspectives. 

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Make more regular MARTA trains that cover more area in Atlanta BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  NA Supportive Other Community Event Somewhat

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No No, becauseI live on theBeltline and i was disappointed to see that a lot of theBeltline is being ignored for light rail. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  again, would be helpful to see moreBeltline projects. Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Beltline Rail should take priority over Clifton Corridor BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  I do think the Clifton Corridor needs to get light rail service, but I do not think it should come at the expense ofBeltline Rail.  Somewhat supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  7 out of 21 miles of neededBeltline Rail isn't enough, and isn't what was promised.

30322 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Very much needed and this will be helpful Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Clifton Corridor is needed!!! Very supportive Other News Media Yes

30316 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

Expansion of MARTA's rail lines within the City of Atlanta would rank highest on my priority list.  Rail is easily the more preferred public transportation method for urban dwellers. We need more than just north, south, east and west lines, especially with the city growing in areas like Grant Park and East Atlanta in the SE, 

the Ponce de Leon corridor in the East, and West Midtown out to Westside Reservoir Park in the NW.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Please expand the heavy rail lines as well! Supportive Email News Media No

 This is the same question as the previous one.

Expansion of MARTA's rail lines within the City of Atlanta would rank highest on my priority list.  Rail is easily the more 

preferred public transportation method for urban dwellers.  We need more than just north, south, east and west lines, 

especially with the city growing in areas like Grant Park and East Atlanta in the SE, the Ponce de Leon corridor in the 

East, and West Midtown out to Westside Reservoir Park in the NW.

30030 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat The most important thing for me is ability to quickly get from one neighborhood to another, i.e. decatur to little five in less than 30 minutes. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Thanks! Very supportive News Media, Other university Social Media Somewhat I think this is a step in the right direction, but the main issue to fix will be frequency and reliability.

30032 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Since I'm a long time user of MARTA and attend community meetings; MARTA needs better Customer Service now; so that it will carry over for the future. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Station improvements on East West line are of great need. For example the brick pavers at Inman Park are very uneven from years of wear and tear. Not safe at all! Supportive Email, Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat  MARTA as a whole is great; but the people at MARTA HQ don't really have a good perspective on the daily service

30134 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  none Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  we need more rail lines!! Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30033 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  I believe the new rail line will greatly improve my commute and create a safer and more accessible Metro Atlanta. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements I'm very excited to see these become a reality. Very supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes If we can enhance management of traffic flow, get dedicated bus lanes and bike lanes, and get public transportation to the Clifton Corridor, it will go a long way to easing congestion in this area of the city. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Clifton Corridor light rail would be a positive game changer for this area of the city, taking many cars off the streets.  Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat

Atlanta has many needs across the city, but the bottom line is that transit needs to be multi-faceted, safe, convenient, 

timely and people need to see the benefit of using transit, like saving time and money.  

30350 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat I find that by using Marta for my daily commute from Sandy Springs to Emory I have to catch a bus to North springs transit station, transfer to  the train down to Lindburgh station and then transfer to a bus to get to Emory/ Clifton corridor.  That takes more time than it does to just drive my personal vehicle. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service

I need both a practical and timely means of going from Home to work and return.

So far that has not happened. Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat Time is still the main consideration. 

30345 DeKalb Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  I believe partnering with other jurisdictions is a major issue not being addressed. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Again, would love to see integration with other local jurisdictions. i.e. Cobb and Suntrust Park. Supportive Email News Media Yes

30342 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  increase the train line to access more areas of the city and metro BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit more train lines to access Emory University and EUH hospital Somewhat supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Does the proposed project list include prioritizing the Clifton Corridor route for MARTA? I feel that the Clifton Corridor is vital as it will serve one of the most congested areas of the metro area, an area that is continuing to grow at a rapid rate. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit The Clifton Corridor route is vital as the narrow, residential streets now serving the high-traffic area of the CDC, Emory University, Emory hospital and the Veterans Hospital are currently inadequate to handle the traffic flow. Very supportive Email Community Event

30088 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Need better access to the Emory University/Healthcare area.  Traffic is congested and impacts employees and patients/families.  Presently, people hate to come that way due to the traffic Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  There needs to be projects to ease the traffic congestion and encourage clean air in the DeKalb County area outside of I-285.  Need better access to shuttle buses to decrease traffic and citizens stress/mental health. Very supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Most important for my needs are light rail. Buses without designated bus lanes are less helpful for me BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  easing traffic and parking woes for Emory/CDC employees on the Clifton corridor is the most important for me Supportive Social Media Social Media Somewhat

30324 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  No other details BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  None to add Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

 Good mixture of short term and long term transportation strategies embracing the growth and expansion plans for 

Atlanta.

30312 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No

This money should be used to finish the transit component of theBeltline.  Spreading the money out all over town (particularly the Campbellton Road project, which is absurd) waters down the value of all the investments.  Prioritizing and completing transit in the city center will create a robust transit system that will be 

easier to expand further out in the future as the city grows. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit MARTA should be looking into adding infill stations in the city core.  There should be a station at Krog Street on the East line and one nearly Ottley Drive on the North line. Somewhat supportive Other none Social Media No The Campbellton Road LRT plan is a massive, massive waste of money.  This would however be an ideal project for BRT.

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes Looking forward to using the Clifton Rd line and lighter traffic on non-telecommute workdays BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service No other comments Supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30315 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat

Getting more public transit to Emory and CDC area are essential, so that's good. However, there's very little change for Southeast Atlanta neighborhoods, which are rapidly developing as well and will need more public transit options (example, Memorial Dr developments, Glenwood area developments, Grant Park and 

zoo expansion). Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Need more to accommodateBeltline SouthEast. Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 I can't tell from the plan whether it will relieve any congestion along Moreland Ave between East Atlanta Village and 

Ponce de Leon, which gets really backed up during rush hour. It would be better if some efforts were targeted there.

30097 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes yes Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  na Supportive News Media Community Event Yes

30329 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  None BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  None Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  n/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  n/a Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  I think LTR needs more expansion. 

30309 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  No comment BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  No comment Supportive Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Somewhat Some of these projects are nice, but I'd really like better access to light rail from my house.  Access to a safe bike path that I could take from my home to my office downtown would also be great. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension It would be nice if there were more projects on the I-75 corridor.   Supportive Email News Media Somewhat  Doesn't include enough light rail.

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

The former Clifton Corridor plan (when TSPLOT failed) had the light rail continuing from Emory/CDC to Avondale station. I and many others in the Avondale MARTA station area work at Emory/CDC.  Please prioritize extending light rail from Emory/CDC to Avondale MARTA station. This will be increasing necessary as 

there are two HUGE mixed use developments going up at and 1 block from the Avondale MARTA stations, Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements

NONE of those above are my top priority as they don't help me get to work via transit.  But I was forced to answer the question.  Please prioritize extending light rail from Emory/CDC to Avondale MARTA station. This will be increasing necessary as there are two HUGE mixed use developments going up at and 1 block 

from the Avondale MARTA stations.  At the minimium, how about a bus??? Neutral Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

 It doesn't go out into East Atlanta - Avondale MARTA where I and many others live. There are two HUGE mixed use 

developments going up at and 1 block from the Avondale MARTA stations but no increased connectivity to that station.

30306 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Na Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  Would like to see more emphasis on transportation options for people who live and work in the city, for example a complete network within the city core and a completeBeltline transportation system. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  FullBeltline loop Somewhat supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

A line to Emory is important and should be built. However, the majority of the benefits will be to those living outside of 

the city of Atlanta and as proposed this would use use a majority of the tax. I don't mind paying increased taxes for 

public transportation but not if the main purpose is to subsidize transportation costs for people who don't live in the 

city.

30338 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  My MARTA related transportation needs are already being met by the existing system. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  These three projects indicated combine both in-city use with direct employment use. Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  Without stricter zoning requirements and enforcement, Atlanta's transportation system will continue to be a mess.

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes It addresses it. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Done Supportive Email Community Event Yes

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  N/A Frequent Local Bus Service  n/a Supportive Other None Community Event Somewhat

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

 I did not find a list anywhere that I looked. MARTA has got to do better. Why not hire consultants who have been successful in New York City, Boston, Chicago or other transit-heavy cities to come and help Atlanta. Having basically one north-south and one east-west rail line makes no sense. You have to put trains in 

areas that people want and need to go. Why ride a train which ends up 10 blocks or more from where I want to go. Why wait for 30 minutes for a buss that doesn't take me where I really need to go? BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

You have GOT to do better. Get all metro counties to buy into this...relaying on Fulton and Dekalb to pay for this is a terrible idea. Way too many highly paid people at the top that are not transportation experts. Hire from Boston, Chicago, New York, European cities that relay on solid transit options to run MARTA. Locals 

that get a job because of who they know or are related to without the least bit of civil engineering, urban planning or transportation background is simply embarrassing. Supportive News Media News Media No  see answer above.

30052 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Please hurry. The city is in desperate need of transportation improvements or we will successfully choke on our own growth. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Please include expansion through Gwinnett County and outside of I-285. It is one of our most populated counties and is in desperate need for transportation options to Atlanta. Neutral Email Social Media Somewhat

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  My commute is outside the proposed projects, so I will not be directly impacted by any projects, though I would hope that these projects can ease transportation challenges around the city, and it has a positive ripple effect around the metro area. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Rail, light or heavy, is the fastest and most consistent way to move people through the city.  We don't need more lanes on our roads, we need more alternatives to cars. Supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat  I'm hopeful it addresses the needs, but I'm not confident... yet.

30328 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat I think this is a project that is needed. It would support transportation needs, but not alleviate needs.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements n/a Neutral Email, Social Media More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat The Clifton Corridor is severely lacking a major connection to MARTA. The connection helps employees get to work easier, reduces traffic congestion, and gives students greater access to Atlanta. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit TheBeltline should be the full and original proposed loop! Supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat

 The connector is always slammed, mostly because we do not connect up 75 and 85.  How is MARTA working to gain 

access to those locations with a rail or other rapid transit system?  As I look at a job where I'd commute from my home 

in Grant Park to Kennesaw, mornings are fine - 25 miles in 30 minutes.  But evenings are 45 mins - 2 hours, all starting at 

Moore's Mill.

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Mass transit need to be safe and reliable, something that MARTA is NOT. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  n/a Supportive News Media Social Media No

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  A large job center that recently moved to Atlanta proper is only with an infrequent bus line. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  See above Supportive Other Facebook Social Media Yes

30106 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No

 It is a great start for those in Atlanta. I work in Atlanta (at Emory University) but live in Cobb County. My commute is over an hour and I wish that there were more options for those outside the city that have to come into Atlanta to work. I do however believe that I want to move back into the city of Atlanta in a few 

years and this looks like it will address a lot of needs for transportation. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  Since I work at Emory, I am excited for the Clifton project as I know it will help with the parking issues on campus and congestion. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No There also needs to be a focus on improving and maintaining current service and trains to reduce delays and breakdowns BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  This needs to be just the beginning of a comprehensive plan. Very supportive Email News Media No

 More light rail and heavy rail service is needed to connect with the larger metro Atlanta community, as people 

commuting from outside the perimeter contribute significantly to the traffic problem, yet are not currently served by 

any rail programs. 

30083 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I think the systems should combined to make one huge system Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  I Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N/A Very supportive Phone/Text Social Media Yes

30317 DeKalb Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Bus transit seems to slow traffic down and does not provide enough of a benefit to use. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements Station improvements with a focus on safety would certainly increase my usage of MARTA, especially if sidewalks and surrounding areas were improved upon. Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30345 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat

 I think it's a positive element of what"d hope would be a more comprehensive solution. As a large work center, a better public option will help people coming to work at Emory and the CDC in a cost and time effective way, especially lower income workers. It would also provide relief of surface street traffic. The one 

thing that seems sub-optimal is that it does not go all the way through to Decatur, bridging across the two MARTA lines. This would improve the value of the solution. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I appreciate that we are thinking about transportation in a more comprehensive manner. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 As per my previous response, I would like to see it connect to Decatur and MARTA at that point. That would improve 

the value of the solution.

30342 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  None BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  None Very supportive Social Media News Media No  You need to expand Marta.

30329 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes

I think that the MARTA heavy/light rail trains are a very convenient option to take to work, but there are currently no stations near my home in N Druid Hills. I think that additional stations and easier/quicker transfers between stations would completely change Atlanta's current commute and traffic issues. Definitely 

would love to see the proposed projects completed! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements

 Same as above response. There are currently no rail stations near my home (N Druid Hills), but I would love the convenience of taking MARTA if there were options built nearby. The Clifton andBeltline Northeast light rail stations would fill in the gaps in stations in the city's northeast neighborhoods and make access to 

Emory's healthcare more convenient to all. Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Yes

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  The solutions were not explained in clear, simple English and I have a PhD. Please make the survey more readable. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit More walkability is what we need! Very supportive Email Community Event Yes



ZIP Code

Please select 

which county 

you are from.

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding 

principles to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the 

highest priority to you. #1

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding principles 

to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the highest priority to you. 

#2

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding 

principles to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the 

highest priority to you. #3

After reviewing the 

proposed project list, do you 

feel it addresses your 

transportation needs?

Please provide any additional details about your response to the previous question. Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #1 Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #2 Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #3 Please provide any additional comments you have on the program or individual projects.
Please rate your level of support of 

the More MARTA proposed projects.

How do you like to receive information on MARTA 

news?
Other - How do you like to receive information on MARTA news?

How did you learn about the More MARTA 

atlanta program Survey?

After reviewing the proposed 

project list, do you feel it 

addresses Atlanta's 

transportation needs?

Please provide reason(s) for your response to the last question.

30341 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Emory need this! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  cant wait! Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes It meets my needs BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  More light rail would be great! Especially out in the CDC/ Emory area since there are so many people that work there and no light rail. I know it would be a really popular option. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes I work in Emory and live nearby, but I hope to get easier access to the midtown and downtown areas of the City. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  I'd love to see more light rail  projects Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30087 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Clifton Corridor Transit is my priority Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements  Clifton Corridor Transit is my priority Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Environmental concerns should be listed too. Getting cars off the road in Atlanta should be a primary reason Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements No other comments Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes  Traffic is ridiculous every day around Clifton corridor. A light rail connection would really help

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes As an emory student, more frequent or more expansive public transit options to campus would be greatly beneficial to decreasing traffic congestion on campus and allow students to access all Atlanta has to offer by living off campus. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  As an emory student, more frequent or more expansive public transit options to campus would be greatly beneficial to decreasing traffic congestion on campus and allow students to access all Atlanta has to offer by living off campus. Somewhat supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat

30342 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  . Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  . Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes

30317 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  bus system takes too long BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  . Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  We need safe,  integrated, connected rail service in all of the suburbs connecting to major hubs like downtown, hospitals, and other major employers  of Atlanta BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Marta stations and parking lots need improved lighting, police, snack machines, bathrooms and overall cleanliness. Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

  We need safe,  integrated, connected rail service in all of the suburbs connecting to major hubs like downtown, 

hospitals, and other major employers  of Atlanta

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  None BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Connecting Emory with surrounding areas Supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

30017 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No

 I actually live in Gwinnett County and commute in by car. I would be very interested in any Marta related access to public transportation that can lead to less traffic and time driving. Most days it takes about an hour to go 20-25 miles. During the heavy traffic hours, especially if there is accidents or bad weather it can 

take up to 2 hours. I feel that more could be done to bring people in from the suburbs that work in the Atlanta city proper. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  None Supportive Other Community Event Yes  It shows improvement within the perimeter areas.

30519 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  More options for Transit from Gwinnett, Buford Area BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  sdfs Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat  We need rail service to the northern Suburb's.

30322 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  More safe bike paths along transit lines too please!!! Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements  MORE BIKE PATHS!!! MAKE THIS A BIKE CITY!!! Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Atlanta needs: 1. Predictable sidewalks. Sidewalks need to be maintained and present if they are currently absent. This is crucial for last-mile commuting and pedestrian safety. 2. Increased MARTA presence. It is not currently a practical option for most commuters. 3. A more user-friendly and reliable mobile app. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Greenbriar Transit Center  Please work quickly! These projects are crucial to many of Atlanta's residents. Access to healthcare and other health-promoting activities are dependent on these projects. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 I do not think strengthening ATL's current system is sufficient to address community needs. It needs to be expanded. 

Many of the communities neighborhoods are nearly completely untouched by MARTA, making cars a necessity. 

30030 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  The Clifton Corridor project would enable me to live in a more affordable area AND potentially go car free within Metro Atlanta. This would literally change my life for the better and I believe MANY young people would make the same decision. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension

 If we can better connect NE to the rest of Metro Atlanta, particularly the Emory community, I know that we will go into the city more. We will go to the belt line and we will choose to leave our cars at home. Busses are not the solution in this area, as there is already intense congestion. BUT the light rail, plus 

busses/shuttles and other local paths in around NE Atlanta, into Emory will change the revenue patterns for MARTA, increase ridership, and reduce congestion throughout NE. We WILL use MARTA more, if our community is served. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

 I believe the Clifton Corridor and an expansion of the train lines/access that are not car/bus oriented will actually take 

cars off the road. This will lead to more sustainable transportation, less traffic, and REVENUE from increased use. 

30005 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Please increase access to Emory University Hospital Clifton Rd BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  I support the Clifton Corridor Transit Neutral News Media Social Media Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  No additional details BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit No additional comments Very supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30213 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  N/A Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements  N/A Very supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  As I work at Emory University, increasing mobility for workers at major job centers such as Emory and CDC is very important to me.  Currently, the Clifton Road traffic is very difficult to navigate. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Clifton Corridor light rail should be a major priority given Emory's growth and CDC's size. Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat Running frequent rush hour buses along heavily travelled routes, like Clifton Road, would make it feasible for me to use transit instead of my car. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  none Supportive News Media Community Event

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I increasing mobility for workers to and from job centers is the most important principle to me, I think Marta rail lines need to expand to places Thar are major job centers like near Emory university. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I think expanding the rail transit is crucial for a large city like Atlanta that has a lot of traffic congestion Very supportive News Media News Media

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Until everything is put into practice, it is going to be hard to actually say what will work and what is not working. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  I do not have any additional comments Very supportive Other No information please Community Event Somewhat

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Increased public transportation for workers benefits workers, economy, and reduces traffic. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  No additional comments. Supportive News Media News Media Yes

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  I will be taking buses to Emory more often if it provides increased service. I hate the commute by car, and would love to save on gas, energy, and time. Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Need more buses, more trains to ease the congestion. Very supportive News Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes

 Traffic into Atlanta is increasing monthly, given the intense face pace of building and housing and new industries. We 

need to solve our traffic/commuting problem--for ease of getting in and out of Atlanta, and also to ease the pressure on 

the environment.

30303 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  I strongly support the development of the Clifton Corridor. Given the transportation needs of the Emory/CDC community, this makes sense for all parties. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Given the number of commuters and their needs, the Clifton Corridor will be a tremendous benefit to the entire region, let alone the community directly around it. Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30084 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  The Clifton corridor route would open up my housing options and hopefully alleviate traffic to Emory and CDC. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Biggest omission: something to get people safely to/from SunTrust Park. Very supportive News Media Social Media Yes  There’s always more to be done but it’s a big step in the right direction. 

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat very interested in the clifton corridor since I live there BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service really need to coordinate bus departures with train arrivals. for ex, from marta midtown there's a bus to atlantic station area, but often the bus leaves a minute before the train arrives, and then there isn't another bus for 30 mintues. Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat  it's a good start

30329 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I support the Light Rail Clifton Connection BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  no additional comments Very supportive Phone/Text News Media Yes

30088 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  ... Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit ... Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

 The Emory area/North Druid Hills is highly congested most of the day and would greatly benefit from a light rail line for 

commuters.

30324 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  I'm a student at Emory and would like to be able to actually use MARTA to get to campus. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  NA Supportive Other Please don't send me information about MARTA news News Media Yes

30084 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No  n/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  n/a Very supportive Email Social Media No  n/a

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  I'm not quite sure it will soften the parking issues that the campus has. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit none Supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat

 The grid in which Atlanta was built on would require additional changes, such as adding additional lanes to surface 

streets that give access to the area.

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat The proposed sales tax increase is completely justifiable to meet the needs of many. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Clifton Corridor has been a long awaited project that would make entire location not only more accessible but also more cleaner. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  work at emory BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  n/a Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30189 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No  I come from further out, Cherokee county. There is nothing for me to even consider. Been this way for the 33 years I have worked at Emory. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  there needs to be someway to connect to the rails when coming from the Cobb/Cherokee direction. Neutral News Media More MARTA Atlanta Website No

 I come from further out, Cherokee county. There is nothing for me to even consider. Been this way for the 33 years I 

have worked at Emory.

30349 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  N/A Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  N/A Supportive Email Social Media Yes

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I would love to be able to get to downtown from Emory Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  I highly support the Clifton corridor Very supportive Social Media Social Media Yes  We need more rail access

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes None BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  None Supportive News Media Community Event Yes

30307 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Not only is accessibility a current issue but public image also needs to be addressed. One of the challenges is that people don't ride MARTA because of reliability and connectivity, but it's impossible to create a sustainable network without increased ridership. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  I'd also love to see better service to East Atlanta. I thought that the proposed train system drawn up when T-SPLOST was first proposed was a great (though ambitious) proposal. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat  See previous response.

30047 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  /yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Clifton Road needs this very much. Supportive Social Media Community Event Yes

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  It is a good start. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  The Clifton corridor will have tremendous impact for Emory/CDC and surrounding area. They employee people from the whole of metropolitan Atlanta. This may greatly reduce the number of individuals on the road. Very supportive Email, News Media Community Event Somewhat

 It is a start. Atlanta needs massive improvements to its transportation infrastructure. I would love to live in a city where 

public transit, walking and biking are the preferred method of transportation. 

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Yes  N/A Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  N/A Very supportive Email Community Event Yes N/A 

30297 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  It adds transit to Emory University, my college. With the easy access to Lindbergh Station, it will make it easier to commute to Buck head and Midtown ATL, where most of the corporate internships are held Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  None. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Anything that increases access to public transit in Atlanta makes me happy, but I'm especially happy to see plans to increase the reach of light rail. I want Atlanta to be as public-transit friendly as New York--maybe even more! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  More light rail! Very supportive News Media News Media Yes  Yes, it's a step in the right direction. There's more to be done even after this.

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

Many of the train stops do not have much nearby, walkability wise. For instance, Avondale Estates. The station has nothing around it. I wish MARTA had more stops in areas where there are actually workplaces, things to do, places to eat like Emory Village or Grant Park. With the exception of downtown, it doesn't really 

go anywhere we would need to go. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Please go to Gwinnett! Supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

I am happy to hear the rumors about MARTA expanding to the northern suburbs because the traffic congestion is 

unbearable. But as with my concerns in the previous question, I do hope the train stops are in places that actually have 

workplaces and activities within an easy walk such as Norcross, Lawrenceville, and Duluth.

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat My primary priority is to increase the availability of light rail transportation throughout the city. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I would prefer light rail to bus route increases. Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  The congestion around Emory University is terrible, I feel it is important to have good public transit to this major traffic and jobs area BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  I feel the clifton corridor needs to happen and happen asap Very supportive Other News Media Yes

30273 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat Nonr BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit  Nonr Supportive Email Community Event Yes

35242 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  none BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  whatever best facilitates uninterrupted and reasonably fast-paced transportation Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  traffic

30082 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network No

 I live in Cobb county - not an option in this survey. 

Suntrust Stadium needs Mass Transit (light rail - no more wheels on the roads!)

A light rail solution would benefit commuters AND fans. 

I commute to the Clifton  corridor, but don’t see a direct benefit with this plan; happy for others. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

 Light rail solutions preferred priority to offload the roads. 

 I live in Cobb county - not an option in this survey. Supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

 See my prior comment. 

 I live in Cobb county - not an option in this survey. 

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat very poorly designed survey, wording not directed to majority of population affected by this project Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  x Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30319 DeKalb Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I think building out marta can be very beneficial to residents of Atlanta. I would also like to see more bike lanes and possible barriers to the bike lanes to help bikers feel safer. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  I would like to have more public transportation options as well as safer biking in brookhaven Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat

 A few of the choices in "principles" are *extremely* vague. What does "leverage transit projects" mean, exactly? The item about prioritizing City investments is also unclear. 

It's hard to imagine, that is, what useful data will be drawn from such vague questions.

How about one reading "More buses, more places, more often"?  I would put all my energy under that simple proposal. 

(Specifically, *direct* bus routes from Edgewood/Kirkwood/East Lake/Oakhurst to the Clifton corridor is a no-brainer. Checking the Strava "Heatmap" will show future bus riders biking to work.) Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  More buses, more places, more often. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat  Vague principles are problematic . . . unless one is in politics.

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Clifton Corridor line links to largest job center in region without MARTA rail - provides a wide range of jobs via rail access Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Clifton Corridor line is preferred.  Do not compromise and cut Clifton Corridor line - it will kill that project, which is the  most viable for FTA matching funds Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30327 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  Would love additional options to get to Emory campus Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center Anything to expand public transportation in Atlanta would be great. Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat . Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  . Supportive Other don't contact me News Media No

30328 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat

There is always a bottleneck when you enter a highway, and the merge lane turns into an exit only.  This is frustrating, because Atlanta drivers never allow you to merge.

Bottleneck also occur when minor exits are accessed via exit only lanes for major highway junctions (for example 285 east bound - glenridge exit is off the 400 south exit, also 285 west bound, peachtree Dunwoody road exit is off the 400 north exit)  this creates frustration and unnecessary traffic for people who live 

between 285 and exit 5/6 off 400.  Why isn't the emergency lane allowed for travel, which is utilized on the 400 south exit 5 onto Abernathy road? Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension having better access to the Clifton corridor would improve my commute. Very supportive Social Media, News Media Social Media No

 The MARTA needs to expand and have more lines going East/West and North/South to remove volume from the roads.  

Roads are poorly managed, there are extensive potholes that are not cared for properly.

Remove exit only from merge lanes to prevent bottlenecks.

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

Very eager to have the Clifton Corridor project go forward. 

I know less about the other issues on the list, except safety at Marta Stations, the lack of which has made me hesitate to use Marta, after a bad experience at the 10th street station early one morning. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  VERY IMPORTANT TO HAVE MARTA SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT ACROSS THE CITY TO IMPROVE ACCESS AND TRANSPORTATION OPTIONS FOR ALL CITIZENS. Very supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat

I am not certain.

 VERY EAGER TO HAVE THE CLIFTON CORRIDOR PROJECT BECOME A REALITY!!!!

30054 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  I am a college student at Emory University, so this transit system would provide a means to take me to jobs and campus around Atlanta. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  The Emory area is frustrating to navigate to due to all the traffic and central location. Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  Yes, because Atlanta has a lot of human traffic and traffic in general, so this would facilitate transportatation.

30333 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Any help that the city or Emory may provide in significantly reducing commute times to and from work  improves our quality of long life and helps our families by allowing us to spend the necessary time we need to raise our youth and tend to our health. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Any help that the city or Emory may provide in significantly reducing commute times to and from work  improves our quality of long life and helps our families by allowing us to spend the necessary time we need to raise our youth and tend to our health. Supportive Social Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes

 Any help that the city or Emory may provide in significantly reducing commute times to and from work  improves our 

quality of long life and helps our families by allowing us to spend the necessary time we need to raise our youth and 

tend to our health. 

30324 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  Love the idea of Clifton corridor and belt line rail. More rail is always great. Buses, not so much BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  More rail, less busses Supportive Email Community Event No Needs more expansion. Especially into cobb county 

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  As an Emory student, this project would facilitate my commute to campus BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  None Very supportive Other N/A News Media Yes

30093 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  None BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  None Very supportive Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat

30345 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  The northern most end of Briarcliff corridor does not seem to be included and is a high residential area that is not able to take part in Marta transportation. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  I hope these projects can be completed in a timely fashion. Very supportive News Media News Media Somewhat  There are so many schools that need seasonal transportation services not just work places.

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  N/A Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  N/A Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

 The language is hard to cipher, but it seems you all are trying to expand MARTA in some way, which is useful to the 

residents of Atlanta. 

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes None. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service None. Very supportive Other None. Social Media Somewhat

I think more incentives should be given to help people choose public transport over personal vehicles. Ease of use is not 

enough, perks or financial help needs to also be instituted.

30328 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Need North Druid Hills direct access by light rail by 2025 BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Please provide lightrail by 2025 to North Druid Hills where the new CHOA hospital is being built to assure access for all patients. Very supportive News Media News Media Somewhat  Still have a long way to go 

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

I am glad MARTA is looking to improve service routes, but I think improvements in rail would be more beneficial than adding bus routes. I personally would use MARTA if the rail lines were more accessible and reached more areas. Atlanta struggles with a road traffic problem, and I would use the rail line to avoid traffic. 

If we are ever going to lessen the traffic, rail improvements must occur. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit The Clifton Corridor would greatly help an array of employees and students (Emory, CDC, etc). I am an employee at Emory and would use this addition. I also recently graduated from Emory and felt extremely disadvantaged due to the lack of transit options in the area. Very supportive Social Media Social Media Somewhat

  I wish MARTA would create new rail routes. I understand that new bus routes is lower cost, but Atlanta struggles with a 

road traffic problem. If we are ever going to lessen the traffic, rail improvements must occur.

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat

It would be very helpful to improve the technology that tracks the buses (i.e. the GPS tracking on the MARTA app). Being able to see the location of buses in real-time is tremendously helpful in planning commutes, particularly when you have to transfer from bus to bus. Current problems are 1) delays in updating the 

location by several minutes, 2) incorrect times assigned to buses (e.g. a bus that is on time says that it is 30 minutes late because the app thinks it is the previous bus), and 3) buses not showing on the map. 

It would also be a great feature to see how full a given bus is, so that you can plan around that.

Signs at bus stops only have the MARTA logo, not which buses stop there. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  see previous comments about improving real-time tracking of buses Very supportive Email, News Media Social Media Yes

 Until this plan is implemented, it's impossible to know how well and how completely it will satisfy Atlanta's 

transportation needs. Increasing mass transit options to the Emory area is certainly a great start, because the current 

volume of cars and traffic is unsustainable for so many reasons, and at present there are not great options to get to 

Emory via MARTA from a lot of central places (e.g. from Piedmont Ave and Monroe Dr, driving to Emory takes 15 

minutes; MARTA takes 45-60 min).

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat I commute from Decatur to Covington. I'm hoping for more regional transit. However, I know that the Clifton Corridor is something desperately needed and long overdue. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Pleased Clifton Corridor is on the table. Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Having a direct line to Emory from Avondale would be amazing. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  None Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes  This area is one of the most travelled and needs relief 

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Clifton corridor is critical BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Na Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes It will create less traffic on the roads, therefore less motor accidents which will then lower accident fatalities. It will also allow better access to jobs and healthcare to people with limited access to transportation. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  We need it. It will literally save lives Very supportive Social Media Social Media Yes

30322 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  The Clifton transit line is essential to ease sever traffic congestion and provide access to thousands of jobs at CDC, Emory, CHOA and the VA Medical Center. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  These projects would provide transit connectivity to thousands of jobs in areas not currently served by MARTA. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes  Supports the guiding principles.

30047 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Would like more bus serices to Emory and light rail service from outlining suburban areas. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Increase services to the Clifton Corridor. Supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media, News Media Community Event

30342 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes Would pick "last-mile connectivity" option as next most important BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Increasing access to the Emory area would really help ease the terrible commute into such a restricted access area with so many commuters. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

While we definitely need increased transit options within Atlanta proper, creating transit options that ease travel from 

suburbs as well as cross city connectors or a large loop that makes it easier to travel large distances across the city using 

MARTA will go a long way to easing the major traffic congestion in Atlanta. This will also make us a highly attractive 

place for major companies and their younger employees.  

30093 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  The would be a big benefit for the Atlanta area and surrounding cities. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Improvement and expansion should be a priority within a city they continues to grow. Supportive Email, Phone/Text Social Media Yes

30030 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes I live close to the Clifton Corridor and extending a line there will expand my access to area public transportation. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  No comments Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

  Atlanta desperately needs a more extensive public transportation network and this project to extend the line to the 

Clifton Corridor is a good first step.

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  We need to have light rail on theBeltline, serving all the adjacent neighborhoods BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Moores Mill Transit Center Light rail around the WHOLEBeltline! Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30040 DeKalb Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I take the Cumming 401 Express to Sandy Springs. Then train to Lindbergh. Then number 6 to reach Emory, Clifton Road in time before 8 am. Having the light rail line would be great to CDC/Emory. Bus 6 is also good. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  same as above Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 Please, extend your train stations north of 400. There is a lot of development happening North of GA. Currently, North 

Spring is the north end of the Red line. Only 2 Express buses out of Cumming in the morning means if I miss them I have 

to drive 20 miles to the nearest train station in rush hour. 

30032 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  We need more light rail throughout the city but especially along I-20 in the eastern and southern directions. Many of us commute to the north side including Buckhead and Emory. The Clifton Corridor helps me in getting to Emory, but I still have troubles getting connected to the rail system from my home. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Rail is the primary reason the half-penny sales tax passed. Buses are necessary, but rail should be the backbone of a modern city's transportation infrastructure. Very supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

30322 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  Need the Clifton Corridor project BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service   Need the Clifton Corridor project Very supportive Email Community Event Yes   Need the Clifton Corridor project

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Last mile will be tremendously improved BUT PLEASE ALSO DEPLOY FIRST MILE OPTIONS Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  None Supportive Other No News Media Somewhat  FIRST mile is a huge problem for many esp low income workers

30341 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  The plan seems to concentrate on what the government wants, not what the average MARTA rider wants and needs. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  The Clifton Corridor light rail is a must-do project, since there are so many employees driving to work at Emory, Children's Hospital of Atlanta, the CDC, and Wesley Woods. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30305 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I lived in Chicago for years and loved using the EL there and hope to have Atlanta have more accessibility with MARTA BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  * Somewhat supportive Other Community Event Somewhat

30035 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Georgia is behind other major city when It comes to public transpiration. Something great needs to be done and quickly. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  n/a Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes better rail access to Emory campus Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  better rail access to Emory  campus Supportive News Media News Media Yes need better public transportation via rail to Emory campus

30331 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  N/A Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  n/a Neutral Phone/Text More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat  n/a

30519 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  The lack of fast, reliable transportation in a city this size is discouraging.  Currently, I take the express bus, but it is subject to traffic problems.  With a metro or rail line, my commute might be significantly shorter and offer me more flexibility. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Rail transit needed outside the perimeter.  I know this is not in MARTA's jurisdiction, but the metropolitan counties need to come together on this and stop fighting about how will pay for it. Neutral Email Community Event Somewhat

 Atlanta does not need more express or dedicated lanes for cars.  The highways need a true high occupancy vehicle lane 

like in other big metropolitan areas to encourage people to carpool to reduce the number of cars on the road.

There needs to be a commitment from all counties to address the traffic problem.  Accommodating more vehicles on 

the roads should not be one of the options.

30215 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  NA Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  NA Supportive News Media Community Event Yes

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Public transit in Atlanta is inadequate and below the standard set by other cities. The Clifton corridor is the most egregious example. In addition, however, bus service, including identification of bus stops and posted information as to schedules is needed Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service The Clifton corridor is essential given the high level of daily travel and the needed access to health and educational facilities. Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  See comments above: plans are not comprehensive enough.

30021 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  I’m unclear if this will help Emory employees that use the park and ride at north Dekalb mall Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  My biggest concern is that the traffic for 7 miles to work at Emory takes 45 mins to an hour to get to campus. The area is congested and not safe. Reducing that traffic would be priority. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes Clifton Lightrail would improve access for healthcare workers & patients needing care at Emory BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit More light rail Very supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes Yes, it addresses my transportation needs. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the Atlanta region. Not only will this bring jobs, but it will also help create better access to healthcare. Very supportive Other More MARTA Atlanta Website

30340 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  Would love to have option to take Marta directly to campus/work and reduce traffic! Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit I hope this happens!! Very supportive Social Media News Media Yes  We need to reduce traffic and expanding Marta is the best way to do this!

30307 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  more light rail and less buss. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  more light rail in places that are congested and 2nd should be light rail in the less congested areas ofBeltline to allow for proper development Supportive Other news papers Community Event Somewhat

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  The plan would provide additional alternatives for me to use. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  I believe these three projects would have a greater impact on moving commuters to employment areas than other projects. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  I believe there needs to be a more aggressive approach to improving and increasing transit in Atlanta.

30033 DeKalb Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I have a toddler I take to daycare everyday on Emory's campus and it is not easy to walk to and from the MARTA station from St Joseph's with a toddler from the medical station. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements n/a Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  I am very interested in seeing the Clifton Corridor transit line become a reality. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  The Clifton project would be near the school I'm going to. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Clifton Light Rail goes to major employment center. Project is well positioned for federal funding. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Clifton Light Rail Transit will serve three major employers in the City of Atlanta. Very supportive Other More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

30288 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat My biggest concern right now is safety; with the incidents that are being reported in the news lately. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  A more detailed plan about the Clifton Corridor Transit light rail. Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes Any and all options would benefit commuters, neighborhoods, Atlanta, and the state. More and more people  want to avoid Atlanta due to the traffic. This hurts businesses, events, our sports teams, etc. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements I selected 2 areas that I believe are the most burdened by traffic and would benefit the most. Also, making stations as modern and user-friendly as possible will help emensely. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

 Metro Atlanta's traffic has gotten OUT OF CONTROL. It has become and will become even more so...a reason for major 

companies to not locate here or to move elsewhere. Job and population growth is expected to continue at an alarming 

rate which will make commuting a very frightening and aggravating experience. The time to act is NOW!!!

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I think I have a station near me, but I'm having trouble reading the map on the MARTA fact sheet provided. Is there a more detailed map with a more clear reference to the streets the new expansions will be on? BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  NA Supportive Email News Media Somewhat The proposed expansions seem to add more accessibility, but we'll see how it works in actual practice.

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  I would like to see Atlanta increase MARTA rail/train options, availability, and accessibility to other parts of Atlanta beyond just the north-south stretch that currently exists. MARTA buses are difficult to use in the city, and rail is much more efficient. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  I think Atlanta could really benefit from increased Light Rail as well as Heavy Rail Transit throughout the city. Very supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media Community Event Somewhat

30306 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I can't tell is Bus 6 would have more frequent service.  I need at least every 20 minutes to use the bus for commuting.  Every 15 minutes would be better. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Excited for the possibility for changing from driving to commuting on Bus 6. Very supportive Email, News Media Community Event Yes  Integrates needs and expands to areas currently not served.  Still not sure about last mile options.

30345 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the Atlanta region. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Emory is a major university and the only University in big city that is not close to Highway and Light rail way. Comparing with other big cities, this is a big down sign for Atlanta as a southern major city. Very supportive Social Media Social Media Somewhat Atlanta needs more light rail way lines and services. Also, need update the system and train.

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  The Clifton Corridor project would be amazing. As Emory is one of the areas largest employers, the impact on the metro area would be huge. Not only would it help traffic and the environment, it would also serve to make access to healthcare and services much easier. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit   The Clifton Corridor project would be amazing. As Emory is one of the areas largest employers, the impact on the metro area would be huge. Not only would it help traffic and the environment, it would also serve to make access to healthcare and services much easier. Very supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  In favor of the Clifton corridor Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Please expand the range of service to make marta more like NYC - get cars off the road Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Social Media Yes  please approve the Clifton corridor

30322 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  We need more trains outside of the perimeter!!! Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  We need more transit options in West Cobb! Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

  We need more trains outside of the perimeter, and they need to go more places ITP, or have light rail connectivity.  

Buses just get us stuck in traffic too! 

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  No additional feedback Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center No additional feedback Supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  N/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service N/a Very supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  I want to use MARTA to travel the 3 miles from my home to my job.  As MARTA exists today,  it would take me approximately 75 minutes to do this including accessing a MARTA station, going west, transferring to go north, and transferring to take a bus to my office.  Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements MARTA should ensure stations are safe and should address the situation with vendors selling products on MARTA rail cars including porn videos.  Why is this permitted? I can spot these vendors while standing on the platform waiting for a train.  If I can see them, why can't MARTA police offers? Supportive Email Social Media Yes

30317 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  Unclear whether existing Marta rail lines will run more frequently during commuter hours. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Increased rail service during commuter hours. Supportive Phone/Text Social Media Somewhat

30032 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes   Light rail is needed to ease congestion. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Increased accessibility for more of Atlanta. Very supportive Social Media Social Media Yes  Light rail is needed to ease congestion.
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30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes

Commute predictability is so important. It's impossible for everyone to live close to where they work. I live 18 miles from where I work at Emory and it can take me anywhere from 50 minute to an hour and a half to get to work. There isn't one MARTA line that goes anywhere near Emory, a major university. For a major 

city with major universities, the commute system is broken and the congestion on the roads is only getting worse as new developments continue to pop up on two-lane roads that lead in and out of major job centers across the city. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Atlanta needs more HRT transit just like other major cities - Boston, Chicago and New York. Bus lines don't help the problem, without any real designated bus lanes, they only lead to more delays on the road. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Prioritize light rail/trams/etc. rather than bus or road projects to get folks out of their cars. Make Atlanta a more walkable and bike able city and responsible growth will follow for years. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Clifton Corridor and All-Beltline rail MUST be the focus. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat  same as previous open-ended response.

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

 Increased rail network, such as to Emory/CDC. Less reliance on roadway transit (buses, and the like) that are susceptible to automobile traffic.  Less reliance on toll lanes that increase prices to ensure commute time only for those with money unless those collected funds are earmarked for trains and other mass transit 

options.  Escalators in transit stations. Train line to Athens serving Gwinnett along the way. More bus stop shelters Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements Commuting to CDC using MARTA (rail to Lindbergh and then bus) emphasized to me the need to cut bus sharing roadway with cars out as much as possible. I could tolerate the 45 minutes it took to get to CDC, but not the 1.5 hour return trip. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  More rail.  More covered bus stops to protect riders from both rain and sun exposure. 

30032 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  None BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Clifton commuters need public transit access desperately Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30322 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  It will allow me to better work and foster the community of Atlanta BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service These are the highest impact projects Very supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes I think we need to invest in the Intown Infrastructure of MARTA BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension I feel that the Clifton Corridor project is important , because the result will be improved access to employment and health care, as well as reduced traffic congestion and a healthier environment. Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30341 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Clifton Road Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit

  The Clifton Corridor is especially very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the Atlanta region. The Clifton transit line will be competing with other cities across the country for limited federal funding and is a strong contender for Atlanta to realize a $1B MARTA 

expansion—the largest in two decades Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

 I work at Emory and will like to commute on MARTA rail from Chamblee to Emory. In addition to the CLifton Road 

corridor it will be also benefcial if MARTA arranged regular short route/circulator bus services serving Dresden road 

communities living between Shallowford Rd and Chamblee Tucker Rd.

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat Which areas are considered "major job centers"? Is Emory/CDC included in that designation? BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Please incorporate metro Atlanta counties in the planning events. It would be great if there are MARTA lines along 285, 85, and 75 like the one alongside 400. Very supportive Social Media Community Event Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes

 A light rail connecting Clifton Corridor with other parts of Atlanta is essential. It will make the cost of commuting to Emory and the CDC much cheaper, reduce the number of cars entering and leaving this area at rush hour, reduce strain on these roads, reduce the cost of repairs to these roads. It will also allow students 

and employees to travel between Emory/CDC and GA Tech/GSU/Grady more easily, eliminating the need for several small university run buses with infrequent service. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Make Clifton Corrider Light rail a priority. This line will be heavily used by both Emory students and CDC/Emory employees. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

 I would like a cheap, efficient, and more environmentally friendly way to commute into the Clifton Corridor for work, 

and to get to the other universities for occasional work more easily. Adding a Clifton Corridor Light Rail line will help 

with this. It will also help bring more money from the Emory Area into other areas of the city as students will be able to 

travel more easily on weekends and evenings.

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  It probably won't help me get to work taking a Marta line, but it should cut down on the insane traffic going into the Emory campus complex BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Clifton should be number 1 given the chaos at Emory at rush hour. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 Its hard to tell from the short proposal how well it will solve the nightmare that is Atlanta at rush hour, but anything 

that pulls people off the road into other transportation, particularly rail that doesn't depend on the roads, will be an 

improvement.

30238 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  IT HELPS WITH MY COMMUTE TO WORK AND IF I NEED TO GO TO OTHER FACILITIES WITHIN MY WORK NETWORK THIS WILL HELP WITH THE COMMUTE. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements

 I HAVE SEEN WHERE IMPROVEMENTS ARE BEING MADE A VINE CITY WHICH IS HELPFUL SINCE I FREQUENT THAT STATION WHEN  ATTENDING MERCEDES BENZ STADIUM HOWEVER I THINK THAT ALL STATIONS NEED IMPROVEMENTS.  I ALSO WOULD LIKE TO SEE CHARGING STATION FOR CELL PHONES IN STATION OR 

ON TRAINS.  WIFI IMPROVEMENTS ARE NEEDED.  Very supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media, News Media Social Media Yes  IT HELPS TO  REDUCE TRAFFIC  TIME AND ITS EFFICIENT.

30127 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Somewhat  I work in Atlanta, Fulton County, but also live in Powder Springs, Cobb County.  I am supporting any project that  include Cobb county, particularly Powder Springs, in the Marta Expansion project. It is hell to drive from powder Springs to Atlanta Mid Town. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Clifton Corridor would link Emory University Hospital Midtown And Emory  hospital In Decatur, Georgia Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat  Powder Springs is not part of Marta Expansion

30326 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  nothing to add Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit nothing to add Supportive Social Media Community Event Yes

30342 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  None BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  None Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  The transit system began in Atlanta and has developed with the growth of the city.

30084 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Proposed project list is overly jargon-laden - practical proposals entailed by each option is unclear. M priority is to improve rail bus and trolley public transportation links, as well as improve options for pedestrians and cyclists. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  A rapid transport link from Emory University to midtown/downtown via Virginia highlands/the belt line would also be desirable. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Bike accessibility BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  na Supportive News Media Community Event Yes

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  N/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N/a Very supportive Other News Media Yes

30339 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes N/A Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Clifton corridor connectivity from MARTA stations to the CDC and Emory University is absolutely needed. Very supportive News Media News Media Yes

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service na Supportive Email News Media Somewhat  My choices were not necessarily financially motivated, but rather were quality of life choices for ME.

30022 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Easier commute BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N/A Supportive Email Community Event Yes  Easier commute

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Need to include good transportation options from neighborhoods in Decatur to decrease traffic moving into and out of the city.  Multiple people who work at Emory would still not be able to access transport since the closest option is still far from the central city of Decatur Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  See above. Would love to see Atlanta be less reliant on cars! Supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat  See above

30332 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Please identify plans to remove the peak time congestion BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N/A Very supportive News Media News Media Yes

30341 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat

 The parking lot at the Chamblee marta station gets completely filled. I have odd work hours, so by the time I arrive to park, there are no spots left. Not only that, but people make their own spots because there's no where for them to park which makes entering and exiting the parking lot(s) very difficult. I think 

Chamblee needs a parking deck. The free parking is a wonderful feature. But I end up having to walk to the station because there are no spots. Station Improvements  N/a Supportive Other I would not. News Media Somewhat  I can't speak for the city of Atlanta.

30305 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Yes, I would like to be able to use public transport. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Access to Emory University and the CDC are critical. Very supportive Phone/Text News Media Somewhat  The sidewalks in ATL are dangerous and need to be repaired.

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes

I am a graduate student at Emory University who frequently goes to Downtown Atlanta, Midtown, Buckhead and to the airport. Right now there is no easy way to use public transportation to get from the Emory area to these places. I really like riding the MARTA light rail system in the downtown and midtown areas, and 

wish that it connected further East to Emory so that I didn’t have to seek supplemental sources of transport when going home or communting to Emory from my boyfriend’s condo by Georgia Tech. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

 Emory is the second largest employer in the state and many people commute here from far away. This leads to significant traffic in the neighborhoods that is growing increasingly worse, even with the alternative commute options available. Expanding MARTA to our area and others will not only cut down on vehicular 

traffic in our neighborhoods and improve the ease of commuting across Atlanta, but also significantly reduce our city’s greenhouse gas emissions. Very supportive News Media Social Media Yes

Expanding MARTA will not only cut down on vehicular traffic in our neighborhoods and improve the ease of commuting 

across Atlanta, but will also allow people better access across the city for major sporting events, business conferences, 

and conventions. 

30349 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  YES Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements

 IM A SOUUTH FULTON RESIDENT AND ANYTHING TO MAKE IT MORE CONVEINIENT TO ACCESS ATLANTA FASTER WOULD BE GREAT.  AS OF NOW I DRIVE TO COLLECGE PARK STATION GET THE TRAIN DOWNTOWN AND GET A SHUTTLE TO EMORY.  A TRAIN TO GREENBRIAR OR OLD NATIONAL AREA WOULD TAKE A LITTLE 

TIME OFF MY COMMUTE OR UNION CITY Very supportive Email, Phone/Text, News Media Community Event Yes

30307 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  I am concerned that the proposed route adjacent to existing streets will excessively disrupt the residential area around Emory relative to prior proposals to use existing rail corridors. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Marta expansion should occur on existing rail lines as much as possible to prevent unnecessary legal actions by residents along proposed expansions. Not supportive Email, Phone/Text Community Event No

30329 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  There are too many improvements to list BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  these seem helpful Supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  I recently moved to Atlanta from Chicago. When I moved here I felt I needed to purchase a car, because unlike Chicago I was unable to easily get around the city using public transit. I would LOVE to be able to rely fully on public transit and no longer need to utilize a vehicle. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Clifton Corridor Transit is essential!! Very supportive Email, News Media Social Media Yes

30322 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes Many areas of Atlanta do not have access to public transit and are inaccessible to people without cars. Creating a denser transportation network will increase access in the city. Meant stations look ancient. If small European countries can build world class transit stations then Atlanta can too. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Emory needs access to public transit. It would increase the number of students going downtown. Please build the Clifton corridor Very supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  Clifton Corridor would help with severely congested area. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Clifton Corridor would relieve a terribly congested area with Dekalb County's largest employer. Very supportive Email News Media Yes  Regional solutions necessary for Atlanta's future growth.

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  need to have more light rail  public transport to get to work in major congested areas. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Clifton is paramount Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

 To have a true light rail network like DC, NY, Boston is still a ways off.  Even further off are we from systems like in 

German cities for instance. 

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  We need more lines in the MARTA system. This is so painfully obvious that I don’t even understand why it’s a matter of debate. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Please just build more lines! Very supportive Other News Media Yes  See response to previous question 

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  I wish the focus was more on extending Light Rail and away from busing. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N/A Very supportive Social Media Community Event No

 I'm pleased the city is trying to address the transportation issues, but this is not extensive enough, especially when 

considering growth projections.

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  I would benefit greatly from an easier commute to Emory. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit n/a Very supportive Other News Media Yes

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes The Clifton Corridor line would ease congestion and traffic, reducing traffic in the streets, cars in parking lots, and pollution in the air BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  The Clifton Corridor line would ease congestion and traffic, reducing traffic in the streets, cars in parking lots, and pollution in the air Supportive Email Social Media Yes

30328 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Projects cover my current work location and provide better access using public transportation Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Clifton corridor rail would greatly enhance access to this job center without the use of a car. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  Supports movement of atlanta residents to job centers

30034 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  By expanding Marta will greatly ease patients and employees commute and time spent trying to find parking. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  I'm so hoping for  rapid rail in the east Atlanta -Decatur area to connect us to main campus along Clairmont Rd as that is a very congested , time consuming  area. Supportive Email News Media Yes  There will be an increase in rider ship which economically will be great on everyone and the environment.

30342 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat Marta needs to extend its reach through lite rail. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements  NA Supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media News Media Somewhat  Marta needs to extend its reach through lite rail to outer suburbs

30315 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat I feel expansion of the Marta system is well needed. It would reduce the amount of traffic as well as accidents caused on local streets, as well as highways. It would allow people more opportunities to travel alternate routes. I think expansion would also be cost effective to people who depend on Public Transportation. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Frequent buses and trains and I think the bus numbers and routes of the direction the bus is going should be displayed more Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Social Media Somewhat  I think it should overall be a mass transit system that allows access to everywhere in Georgia not just particular places.

30324 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  None Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  None Supportive Email Community Event Yes

30322 DeKalb Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  n/a BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  n/a Supportive News Media Community Event Yes

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

 I think a major hub like Emory University/Emory Hospital/CDC needs to have a Marta  Subway station. The Clifton Corridor Light Rail is a first step but for my personal need it would be nice to have a more direct connection between Midtown/VaHi and Emory that doesn't require going all the way north to Lindbergh St., 

changing trains and then go back to Emory. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit In the future VaHi and L5P should be better connected with transit options that have dedicated lanes or similar and do therefore not depend on the traffic Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 It is a definitely a step in the right direction, but a city the size of Atlanta needs even more public transit, especially 

subways or buses/trams with dedicated lanes. 

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  none BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit none Supportive Email Community Event Yes

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  I don't understand half of the list. For example, what is the difference between #1 and #4? Is having a "layered, integrated transportation network" mutually exclusive to balancing the portfolio of transit projects, or enhanced ease of use?  It comes across as a bunch of hooey. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service

 The bus drivers frequently leave early. This is outrageous and unacceptable.  When I was younger, before MARTA, buses may have left a little late, but NEVER left early. No amount of money or technology will make up for inconsiderate drivers.

A big empty bus runs through my neighborhood, from East Lake station to Belvedere, night and day. why not use a van?

I work on the Clifton corridor. Tens of thousands of people work and go to school here, and there are  less than 20 total seats at the bus stops on Clifton. We need bus tracker technology. If we had that, I might park at Avondale and take the bus....oh, wait. most of the parking places at Avondale are gone. Sorry if I sound 

bitter.  I work 4 miles from my job, and I can pretty much walk it faster than I can take MARTA.  Oh, and I got this survey from my employer, at Emory. That is not an option of the last question. I had to answer it, but my answer is incorrect. 

Supportive News Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter No  see above. 

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  n/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  n/a Supportive Other News Media Yes  n/a

30305 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat

 Clifton Corridor and reliability of Marta are most important to me.  I have been trapped on a Marta bus after football games for over an hour with people fainting around me for being stuck standing so close together for so long because of an issue with the door on the train.  I've also had Marta just announce sorry, the 

train is broken and release everyone at 5points with no solution.  People won't take Marta if we don't feel like it's a reliable mode of transportation.  I would use it daily for work if the Clifton Corridor route was added and it was reliable. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Please fund the Clifton Corridor project Very supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  See above, RELIABILITY of Marta is very important problem you are facing.

30307 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  I think the collaborative work in reaching out to some of the major work hubs in the city such as Emory University/hospital, CDC, etc, while connecting to different regions of Atlanta would be a great benefit to the wellbeing of the State. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Not right now. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

 Yes, because I have been around Emory University for last 5 years and have closely observed the lack of Marta 

connection, especially rail connection. So this endeavor could practically address the existing transportation issue. 

30306 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes none BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  none Supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30342 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  yes Supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

30076 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  The language in the priorities is very broad and doesn't specifically answer my questions. I live in North Fulton and work at Emory in the Clifton Corridor. I need a dependable straighter, less congested way to work. Light rail would hopefully provide me with that option. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit None Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  See my response above

30097 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Traffic congestion would be greatly alleviated with a light rail to Emory/CDC. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit N/A Very supportive Other Community Event Yes

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Prioritize improvements to exisiting services before building new light rail. Bus reliability is a daily concern for me and most MARTA riders, because if the bus is 20 mins late & not showing up on the app (route 6), then I have to either wait and get to work late or call an Uber. Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements Rain covers at major bus stops, like at Emory (Dowman Dr./N. Decatur Rd.) -- not just for rain but for shade during the baking summer months! Supportive Social Media, News Media Social Media Somewhat

 I think theBeltline light rail should be the lowest priority. TheBeltline really needs designated bike lanes or a better way 

to shepherd the herds of powerwalkers/bikers/strollers/tourists-- it is a circus. And, these people are not looking for 

light rail-- they are enjoying the outdoors. So I think it'd be wise to postpone the light rail for a few years and instead 

make seperated exercise and pedestrian sidewalks, or something of that nature.

30340 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  na Very supportive News Media More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  CLIFTON CORRIDOR is needed and would be WONDERFUL to have! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit

 Clifton Corridor!! I work at Emory, and I would LOVE to have better access to the main MARTA lines. Emory/CDC is a hub for so many workers ITP, but there isn't easy access rail access to it via the normal MARTA rail lines, which means traffic is so congested. There are shuttle and buses, but they just get stuck in the 

traffic too. A light rail line would be PERFECT for the area! Very supportive Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat  We could always use more transit. But this is a great step forward!

30324 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat It does not completely cover every geographical area I'd like to take public transit to. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension A step in the right direction. Other jurisdictions need to be engaged to improve transit through all of metro Atlanta Very supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat

 The availability, reliability, affordability, and ease of use of public transportation in Atlanta is currently very poor. These 

steps are in the right direction but do not completely bring public transportation to the level this major city needs.

30024 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers No  n/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  n/a Very supportive Phone/Text Social Media

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes Save the money filling potholes and put that into public transit. This will be crucial in the future and should be highest priority. Improved traffic, less destroyed roads, better efficiency/quality of life. It's obvious. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  A northeast route from downtown area to Emory would be great. Very supportive Email News Media No  We need more. No more baseball stadiums. Build more public transit (not buses).

30360 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Wish we had more light rail. Buses still sit in traffic so if you want people to opt for MARTA instead of their own car, we have to address that. Why would I opt for an option that will take me 3X longer and have me on a bus? There has to be better incentive. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension More light rail - better access for walking and biking Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30087 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 need to reach further out  into NE Dekalb

BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Clifton Corridor should be a priority Supportive Email News Media Yes

30097 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat I think it would be beneficial if Marta could extend up to the Fulton Country area or nearby to make commute efficient for residents there. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service N/A Very supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes Public transit is great! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Na Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30084 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat It would be nice to have more direct access to Emory/Atlanta from eastern DeKalb (Tucker area). The current bus routes or the drive to Chamblee station to connect to Emory/Atlanta is still incredibly time consuming for daily use - it's useful for special events only for my personal use. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Having easy connectivity to the Clifton Corridor and a safe stop point on Emory campus will increase use of this line. Supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat

 It does help provide more access points and more connectivity between existing access points while adding in critical 

high population areas.

30327 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Clifton corridor is high priority and impact to me and my family. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center No Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  A lot of needs but this is a start

30032 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No

 I’d like to call to attention the specific need for *rail*. 

Using the bus takes hours and does not compete with a car. Ridership will continue to decrease in the face of increased bus routes. We desperately need rail interconnectivity, up 75N, down 75S, to the Clifton Corridor, integrated with theBeltline, connecting more ITP neighborhoods. 

If there was a train to Clifton Corridor, I would never drive. As it stands, I can take the train to Decatur, which takes about 10 minutes (as opposed to half an hour in rushhour), but then must board a shuttle which gets stuck in traffic, and takes 30 min to get to my destination, *if* the timing is perfect and I don’t have to 

wait for the next shuttle, on top of late or missed arrivals because the bus got stuck in traffic on the way to the stop. Bus transit does not compete with me driving. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  None Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 It would be nice to see integration of the Streetcar with MARTA, as in, able to use our MARTA cards on it. I’d probably 

actually use it if it integrated with MARTA.

30030 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  I would use the Clifton Corridor transit to access downtown and Emory. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  Anything to ease traffic! Very supportive Other Newspaper Social Media Yes  Emory is a key employer and health provider, thus providing access for numerous persons.

30340 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Clifton corridor would be helpful BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Clifton corridor Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  I work at Emory and live in the adjoining neighborhood.  I have the short commute but I have to live in all the traffic.  It's getting worse! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit text Very supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30308 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  NA BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  NA Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes

30316 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat This might fall under enhanced commute predictability but updates to the trains need to be made so they don't breakdown as often as they do. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  More MARTA trains! More MARTA train lines! Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

We need heavy backing of alternative transportation. The traffic and commute times in Atlanta make living here a 

nightmare. 

30305 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes I need to get from Lindbergh to Emory.  Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  The MARTA busses to Emory are not predictable enough to be reliable. I had to pay almost $700 for a parking pass. I would prefer to take public transportation. We need a way to get to Emory from the Lindbergh area. Very supportive Other I do not want to be spammed. Community Event Yes

30306 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  It would reduce traffic in the Clifton corridor, and therefore help me better predict my commute time to and from work. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Clifton is my top priority! Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat  Train line to Oxford, Marietta, and other outside suburbs. 

30331 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes Please be sure to increase access to the Clifton Corridor as this is a major job center for several major Metro organizations including Emory Unversity, CHOA, VA & CDC. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

This is a very important project to the Atlanta community.  Please remain transparent with the funding, this survey results and contractor selection.  Be sure to have a set number contracts dedicated to minority businesses.  Be committed to seeing this project to the end.  Also, the community will want to see progress 

throughout the project.  Give us something to celebrate along the way.  You want to involve the community by letting them have some level of ownership in every Phase.  It would be good to have community events, prizes for good ideas, video snippets, ground breakings and even some training on best routes.  You can 

be invovative with your meetings by using social media or Facebook live with someone monitoring questions or chat; Adobe Connect is another good Video Conferencing platform.  YOU MUST have a great change management team to pull this off!! Very supportive Email, Phone/Text News Media Yes

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I am most interested in being able to use Marta for my Job commute at Emory. I believe many other will have similar interest. Providing adequate Marta service (reliable, frequent, clean and safe) to large work areas will definitively decrease traffic throughout the city. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  I am most interested in the Clifton corridor because I work at Emory. The CDC, Emory university and Emory hospitals are centers with a great deal of human mobility and definitively will benefit form better transportation . Very supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

 There is much more to be done to have public transportation widespread throughout the city. But this is a great 

advance.

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes

 Traffic must be reduced; people need to depend on travel times in order to relinquish their cars. A parking space in a parking deck costs more than a dorm room!

Other cities can and do, what is wrong with Atlanta. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service

 Please use smaller buses to increase frequency of bus transport, particularly during non-rush hour periods. London manages to provide key routes with service every 7-10 minutes - without frequency people will not feel service is dependable.

Shorter route will also help: take people from one center to another, e.g. Decatur Station to another central north/south station, where there is parking. But try to use short and linking pathways. Very supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

 too many options.

on densely populated routes, keep them shot and interconnected.

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

 This survey is written poorly.  The language assumes that the reader already knows what the 'guiding principles' listed actually means.  This survey should be rewritten in lay person's terminology, so that it is more clear.  What does it mean to create a 'layered, integrated transportation network'? I have no idea - so why 

would I select this!  Also - the last statement about 'partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects' sounds contradictory.  are you partnering or are you leveraging (this suggests putting pressure on neighborhoods to go along with what you want. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

 The map provided on the fact sheet is super hard to understand and not well labeled.  What is arterial rapid transit??

In the area below asking me to set a pin for my "comment" location. What do you mean?  Are you asking me to pinpoint where I am? This is not well explained.

In the last section below it is asking how we heard about the survey but it is not offering an option that fits my situation.  Emory University emailed it to me - and that is neither social media, news media or any of the other options. 

this survey is badly done. Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

I believe we need an expanded train service, similar to other major cities. Much of the proposed expansion seems to 

rely on 'frequent bus service'.  Also - what the heck is "ARTERIAL RAPID TRANSIT"??  this is not explained in the fact 

sheet that I can tell. Is this train service similar to the existing N/S-E/W lines?

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Accessibility and ease while commuting to work is a necessity for me. I have a young child that attends school in Grant Park, so getting to and from in a timely manner is important. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  None Very supportive News Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

30038 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat Doesn’t mention improving current tracks, adding more stops or decreasing wait times BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Na Very supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat

30316 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I'd love to see the MARTA extend to Emory and CDC. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Top priority Supportive Social Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

 Given how many people commute to the largest hub of employees in the region, I'd love to see the MARTA extend to 

Emory and CDC.

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  I live 1.5 miles from the Clifton corridor but it is an excruciating drive. Better transportation is much needed in this area. I know many people who have been deterred from jobs because of the complexity of transportation in this area. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I think this project would add a lot of value to the infrastructure in Atlanta and propel us into being an attractive city for outsiders. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes  Access for the many employees that would benefit and access for students who do not have a car on emory's campus.

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat It still seems that buses will be heavily relied upon and given the traffic congestion in Atlanta, I think minimizing bus use would be better.  Unless there are dedicated bus lanes throughout the city. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit n/a Supportive Social Media, News Media Social Media Somewhat

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Support Clifton Corridor Expansion BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  none Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  No additional comments BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension   No additional comments Supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  none BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  none Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes

30075 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  None Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  None Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30329 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes

The Clifton Corridor project is highly relevant to me. I am a graduate student at Emory University who lives near the Lindbergh MARTA station. While it's not a bad drive for me to get to Emory, I would definitely take a train if it was available.  Additionally, I am part of a graduate program that is joint with Georgia Tech 

and there is really no good way to get between the two schools and having access to a MARTA line would greatly improve this commute. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements No additional comments. Thank you for your interest in the public opinion. Very supportive Email News Media Yes

 The Clifton area (Emory, CDC, etc) is a very popular area to live and work in Atlanta, and yet is highly isolated from the 

interstates as well as public transit. The Clifton Corridor is a huge area of need for the city. 

3033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes

The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the Atlanta region. The Clifton transit line will be competing with other cities across the country for limited federal funding and is a strong contender for Atlanta to realize a $1B MARTA expansion—the 

largest in two decades. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service

 The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the Atlanta region. The Clifton transit line will be competing with other cities across the country for limited federal funding and is a strong contender for Atlanta to realize a $1B MARTA expansion—the 

largest in two decades. Very supportive Social Media Community Event Yes

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes Na Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Na Neutral Email Community Event Yes

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 I live in Smyrna and work at Emory. There is not a good way for me to get to work. Please bring Light Rail to the Clifton Corridor, connect  Lindbergh AND Decatur. Please connect up from Decaturar. I don’t want to drive down to Holmes, transfer up to Lindbergh and then transfer back Down the Clifton Corridor. Leaving 

it as just a spoke off of Lindbergh makes no sense for anyone riding the Blue Line. I would ride MARTA every day if you could connect the Clifton Corridor to light rail. Right now I have to drive to take light rail to take a bus to take a shuttle to the Emory Clairmont campus. That’s too many transfers! Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Moores Mill Transit Center  Please connect the comet. Very supportive Email, News Media Community Event Somewhat

We need to connect the comet. I would ride my bike to the Moore’s Mill transit station to catch a bus.

Please bring light rail into Cobb County to the Braves Stadium. The schedules with busses and trains are not aligned. 

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Predictively about when buses are supposed to arrive/depart leads to my commute time being longer then it should. If I'm not at a station the expected arrival of a bus is to stoichastic. Delays sometimes amount to 30-45 minutes additional commute time Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Getting access to north and south parts of the city without traveling to five points would be convenient. If I want to go north or south I have travel 30 + minutes to downtowb Neutral Other Apps News Media Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  MARTA expansion is long overdue and will benefit the entire region. Clifton Corridor access is essential. I have been a resident of the metro area for more than 30 years; I am very pleased to see progress on this issue.   BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  See earlier comments. Very supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  5 points is a bottleneck to quick commute Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  none Supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat n/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  n/a Supportive Social Media, News Media Social Media Somewhat  n/a

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat

  The Clifton Corridor Transit line will improve access to employment and health care, as well as reduced traffic congestion and a healthier environment. Emory is the second largest employer in Metro Atlanta and together with our neighbors – the CDC, CHOA’s Egelston hospital, the VA Medical Center and other local 

institutions and businesses, comprise the largest employment center in the region with no direct access to MARTA or the interstate system. It will also result in improved quality of life. With light rail as an option, our city and community will experience reduced traffic on our streets, cars in our parking lots, and pollution 

in our air as students, faculty, staff, patients and visitors have a more efficient and cost-effective way to get here. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

 The Clifton Corridor Transit line will improve access to employment and health care, as well as reduced traffic congestion and a healthier environment. Emory is the second largest employer in Metro Atlanta and together with our neighbors – the CDC, CHOA’s Egelston hospital, the VA Medical Center and other local 

institutions and businesses, comprise the largest employment center in the region with no direct access to MARTA or the interstate system. It will also result in improved quality of life. With light rail as an option, our city and community will experience reduced traffic on our streets, cars in our parking lots, and pollution 

in our air as students, faculty, staff, patients and visitors have a more efficient and cost-effective way to get here. Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30058 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat I need another means to get to work Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  we need marta that passes through emory Supportive News Media More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes  we need MARTA in every way. Atlanta is a major city and the transportation needs to happen

30004 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  I would use the Clifton corridor lightrail.  I would get on at Sandy Springs and take lightrail to Emory.  However I still would need to drive to Sandy Springs from Milton.  I probably wouldn't take a bus. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements none Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  More options to north fulton / forsyth county.

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes No additional details. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Improving public transportation around Clifton Road is a critical need! Very supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat  I also feel that building sidewalks along bus routes are extremely necessary to help promote safe commuting options.

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  I live between Decatur and Emory University, and walk a lot. So don't find that I need MARTA access. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I use theBeltline regularly, usually starting at the Carter Center. Curious if Carter Center is involved in this project. Hope so! Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

Not sure how plan will address rush hour commutes (consider more MARTA commuter trains would be good, probably 

necessary.

44087 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat

These concerns show that those in charge of planning this potential infrastructure project have thoroughly explored all trade-offs that would be involved in such a project. I don't believe that many of the people who would support or take issue with this project (myself included) have learned enough about the potential 

implications of each priority focus to accurately assess which is the most important. As such, I think that my response should be taken with a grain of salt. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I cannot emphasize enough how valuable a transit line from the Clifton Corridor would be for those in the Emory University community. A transit line would allow some of the sharpest minds in Atlanta greater mobility and subsequently, increased potential to benefit underserved areas of greater Atlanta. Very supportive Other I would not like to receive information on MARTA news. News Media Yes

As I discussed in my previous response, I believe that it's clear this project is being thoroughly vetted. Because of this, I 

trust that Atlanta's most important transportation needs are being considered.

30341 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No  n/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit n/a Very supportive Other Social Media Somewhat

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  I want far reaching, reliable public transportation for all at an affordable price. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Need to increase public transportation from affordable housing areas to high worker areas. Very supportive Email Community Event
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In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding principles 
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In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding 
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transportation needs?
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30315 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

Please review my latest updates on AtlantaRides.org

Focus is on connecting theBeltline tram to MLK Marta station traffic-free. Share portions of the Auburn route with both the streetcar and tramway. Add a streetcar turn-around on the southwest side of Oakland Cemetery at a stop on Memorial Drive for the 21 Bus route and/or continuation of the streetcar on 

Memorial. Add a streetcar turn-around at StudioPlex, while connecting the tram directly fromBeltline to Auburn using ramps at the Krog Street Marking parking lot.

Since Memorial Drive is Atlanta's proposedBeltline rail route, prior to the completion of the Hulsey Yard tunnel, one great outcome of using both trams and streetcars could be connecting the Edgewood/Auburn Streetcar line from downtown to Memorial Drive and over to Glenwood Park. A new parking deck could be 

adding on the north side of the I-20 on the west side of Bill Kennedy Way at the current police parking lot. Station Improvements

None of these.Beltline tram connections to MARTA Stations should be top priority. 

PLEASE AVOID RUNNING STREETCARS ON THEBeltline. Not supportive Email Community Event No

Please discuss sharing the same standard track on Auburn Avenue with both streetcars and narrowerBeltline trams, 

with a possible connection through the Studioplex entrance instead of Irwin Street.

Traffic-free proposal now includes a picture of the Siemens Avenio Tram. Siemens does not currently manufacture the 

Avenio Tram in the United States. Several other train manufacturers have provided catenary-free trams to cities like 

Dallas, Detroit and Seattle. Siemens currently manufactures all their US trains in Sacramento. Ideal would be a Avenio 

tram production facility in Georgia serving the Eastern US.

http://AtlantaRides.org

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N/A Very supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

 The list does not mention any specifics about what is being developed. Rail? New bus lines? Most of what is on the list, like "prioritize city investments", etc. just sounds like politics, not actual plans. What is being planned? When you say 'Managed lanes" are you talking about HOV lanes for cars? Or is it street cars? The 

list is not very useful. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements

 I live and work in the Clifton Corridor, and it would be great for MARTA to better serve this area. I have seen maps of planned rail, and they do not actually serve the area because the stations are not in logical places. One plan I have seen is to connect Lindbergh with Avondale. So if I wanted to go downtown or to the 

airport from Emory, I'd have to first go all the way out to Lindbergh or Avondale, in a direction opposite from my destination. That is nonsensical. I hope that Atlanta can look at how other cities have designed their transit systems and learn from that. Not supportive Other More MARTA Atlanta Website No  No specifics are mentioned at all. The list sounds like it was written by politicians. It does not address any needs.

30317 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes n/a Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements n/a Somewhat supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  n/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension n/a Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30542 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Please do everything you can to enhance the system to allow easier access to the Clifton Corridor, i.e. Emory University and Healthcare and the CDC. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service I commute from Hall County.  Being able to get into an area that has a bus or train that can bring me to the Clifton Corridor area will help my commute immensely. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  You show a possibility of increased transit to the area that I commute into.

30030 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes The Clifton Corridor is critical to improve transportation networks and allow for further growth due to the large number of employees in the region.  BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Clifton Corridor is long overdue for improvements in mass transportation. Very supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  The Clifton Corridor would be great. It would be much better for my neighborhood and commuters to Emory if it were extended all the way to Avondale. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Clifton Corridor would be great, and I hope it can be extended to Avondale. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 This is a great start. Atlanta's transportation needs are enormous, so it's going to take a lot more money to fully address 

them.

30327 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Clifton corridor is high priority and impact to me and my family. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center No Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  A lot of needs but this is a start

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Commuting to work using public transport is cost effective, stress free and healthier. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit  I am not sure. Very supportive News Media Social Media Yes

 Overall access to public transport in Atlanta region is not satisfactory right now, hope more workers will use public 

transport with this project, where they can relax and read while commuting to work!

30341 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  . Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  . Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30345 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat clogged roads in NE Atlanta still an issue BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  think about how to also best service those in South Atlanta who may not get this survey from employers with their own interests Supportive Other n/a News Media Somewhat  the subway system and light rail must be a priority

30308 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  light rail from midtown to emory BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension n/a Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  N/A Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements  N/A Supportive Email Social Media Yes

30032 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

SOME OF THE RECOMMENDATIONS, LIKE THE CLIFTON CORRIDOR, WOULD HELP SOME ASPECTS OF MY LIFE BY HELPING EMORY AND ITS COMMUTE OPTIONS. HOWEVER I LIVE ON THE EAST SIDE OF THE CITY AND IT WOULD SEEM THAT THIS LINE PROPOSAL WILL GO FROM LINDBERGH TO EMORY AND NOT CONNECT 

ALL THE WAY TO AVONDALE AS ONCE PROPOSED. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  INCREASING EAST LINE TRAINS MAY HELP WITH MY COMMUTE FROM DECATUR TO EMORY. PLUS THE CLIFTON CORRIDOR MAY HELP TO EASE SOME TRAFFIC, THOUGH THAT IS LIKELY GOING TO HELP THE NORTHERN AREAS AND I LIVE SOUTH AND EAST. Supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat

30307 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  The city needs connection to the Cobb Energy Center and thenew baseball stadium. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit We need a train to Cobb cuktutal and athletic venues.  We need to connect Marietta and ATL by train.  To reduce road congestion and emissions. Supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat  The city needs public transportation to the Cobb energy center and the new baseball stafium.

30034 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  With Atlanta continually growing as it has, we need Marta more than ever. This proposed project is just one of many steps that need to be taken. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Can we vote for Clifton Corridor twice? Need more rail service to SW DeKalb area as well. Neutral Email Community Event Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes I am hopeful that it will improve employee access to Emory University Hospital Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Hope to see it soon Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  One of the reasons why I don't take public transportation is because of the lack of ability to get directly to work from the station. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I'm excited for this. Thank you for including our opinions. Supportive Email News Media Yes  Yes, I think a lot of major areas will be covered.

30033 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  More and easier intraregional transit is good, but we need good multi-modal local transportation as well. Good pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure is needed to enable people to leave the car at home for close errands. Rail and bus transit is good, but the destinations are still too car-centric. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements No additional comments. Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

Treating pedestrians and bicyclists and priority transportation users is a must. We are at car capacity. Rail and bus 

transit is good for getting around Atlanta, but closer to home, and at the transit destinations, we need to be able to get 

around without cars. Trips closer than a few miles should not feel like a car is required.

30314 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat I'm close to theBeltline, so it would address my needs. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements  We seriously need more stations and lines. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

  I believe this is a great start, but with the rapid increase of the population in Atlanta and its surrounding suburbs, much 

more is required. Light rails are a nice, but we must also add more train lines to match the ever increasing number of 

people coming in and out of the city.  The gold, red, green, and blue line are not enough. 

30308 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Somewhat need to have a transit station that connects directly to emory Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service none Very supportive News Media Community Event

30043 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  I love Marta trains. All I want is MORE OF THEM. The train only goes N, S, E, W and not very far in either direction. Why doesn't it extend past Doraville! So many people would not have to sit on 85 every morning and afternoon if there was an alternative option. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension   I love Marta trains. All I want is MORE OF THEM. The train only goes N, S, E, W and not very far in either direction. Why doesn't it extend past Doraville? So many people would not have to sit on 85 every morning and afternoon if there was an alternative option. Very supportive Email Social Media No

  I love Marta trains. All I want is MORE OF THEM. The train only goes N, S, E, W and not very far in either direction. Why 

doesn't it extend past Doraville! So many people would not have to sit on 85 every morning and afternoon if there was 

an alternative option. 

30033 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Improving and adding rail lines to access Emory/North Decatur area BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Priority for Clifton corridor Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30022 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  na Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  na Very supportive Phone/Text Social Media Yes

 I take MARTA from Alpharetta to Emory each day. The biggest time sink is often the 3-4 miles (out of a 30 mile trip) 

from Lindbergh Station to Emory on Bus 6. During rush hour these few miles can take nearly an hour. This is not the 

fault of you, MARTA. The Clifton light rail train would help to alleviate this problem and hopefully interest more people 

into using it.

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

 I think it's an excellent start, but living in the northeastern quadrant of Atlanta (Northlake Area), the lack of rail options and need to drive so far to reach a train station means I can't take MARTA to my office which is within walking distance of the Midtown station. I would take MARTA every single day to work if there 

was a way for me to access a train station and not triple my commute in the process. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  No comments Very supportive Email, News Media News Media Somewhat

 If you live in any of the four corners of Atlanta, using MARTA isn't an option. This is a good start and I hope the 

expansion continues.

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  What I'm primarily concerned with is that the Clifton Corridor is added and MARTA continues to expand throughout Atlanta, providing a real solution to rapid light rail transit across the city. I feel that this proposal does meet these goals. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  N/A Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes If this can be accomplished, it would help us go towards having a subway system like New York or Chicago. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

 The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the Atlanta region. The Clifton transit line will be competing with other cities across the country for limited federal funding and is a strong contender for Atlanta to realize a $1B MARTA expansion—the 

largest in two decades. Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes Car traffic is ridiculous with a city that is growing exponentially every year. This needs to happen sooner than later.

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Where I live isn't the problem, it's the more outlying areas that have less access to services. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center Where I live isn't the problem, it's the more outlying areas that have less access to services. Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat   Where I live isn't the problem, it's the more outlying areas that have less access to services.

30324 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

Expand MARTA/light rail into the Clifton Corridor; people are more likely to use MARTA because they do not want to pay for parking at Emory Hospitals, and parking rates at Emory for staff and students are over $700 per year. 

I only use MARTA to go to work downtown, but not much else. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service N/A Very supportive Social Media Social Media Somewhat

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes . BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  . Very supportive Email News Media Yes  .

30329 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  My main goal would be to improve transit offerings into and out of the Clifton corridor. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I would like to see light rail come into the corridor and serve the N Druid Hill community. Very supportive News Media News Media Yes

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  response and plan is good, but needs to move as fast as possible BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension n/a Very supportive News Media News Media Somewhat  I wish the state would give similar investment to mass transit as roads

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  City is clearly behind major metropolitan areas in mass transit solutions.  Extending a MARTA line to the Emory campus would have a major impact for a large number of employees and visitors to EUH and affiliated facilities in addition to the university itself. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Clifton Corridor should be the top priority.  Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30084 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  More public transit BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  O Supportive Social Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I'd still like to be able to go to Marietta, Roswell, Alpharetta on a train. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Don't understand what to do with the following map with cluster of locations. Blue pin didn't go anywhere for me. Neutral News Media More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

30307 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Clifton would help, but more new routes to connect disparate areas of the city are needed Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  See abide Supportive Email Social Media Yes

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Connect to Emory, please Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I live near Emory and would like to use MARTA more. Supportive Email Community Event Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes

As a major metropolitan city, our mass transit system is disgraceful.  I did not have a car for years, so I took MARTA almost every day.  Thankfully, I have a car now, because the fact that traveling 7 miles to the city on the weekend can take two hours is insane.  If transit was improved so we could get all over the city in a 

reasonable time, I would gladly use MARTA again. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Emory is a  huge community and we would love to have better access to public transit. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  I support Peachtree rd art and Clifton corridor lrt BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  . Very supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes None- this line would be incredible BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  None Very supportive Phone/Text News Media Yes

30307 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I'm not clear on how theBeltline transit system will be developed and integrated into MARTA. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Where is theBeltline prioritized into this? Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30316 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  FUND ENTIREBeltline! Focus on linking it to MARTA rail lines. Improve ease of bringing bikes on trains. Restructure trolley lines -- neighborhoods were built around the trolley lines. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  what is the value of light transit on just 1/2 of theBeltline?!? The key is that it integrates all the neighborhoods Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  MARTA is our only chance of keeping Atlanta viable for future growth!! The plan needs to be more aggressive.

30017 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  It would help those not in the three counties to use our transit system to connect to the rail and buses that already operate in our counties eg. Gwinnett Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Clifton corridor is a must for light rail transit. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30047 DeKalb Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Transportation from the suburbs in very necessary. It would be nice to see the train system reach farther outside the cities perimeter (I285). Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Transit to include suburbs Supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

 MARTA needs to reach out into the suburbs to decrease traffic of commuters traveling into the city. Often, schedules 

do not allow for van/car pools, especially if someone has more than one job and may need to travel to both workplaces 

in a single day. 

30316 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes Overall, this project list will increase my access to transit. As noted below, I would like to see the clifton corridor connect to existing MARTA rail in Dekalb County. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I hope that the Clifton Corridor will eventually extend into Dekalb County, which will make the areas served by the corridor accessible to many more people. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 Understandably, this project list does not address the enormous need for commuter rail or other high volume 

commuter projects extending outside of the city; however, no transit plan can really address Atlanta's needs without 

addressing the suburbs and exurbs.

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  There needs to be connects to Emory's campus from west, north and south Atlanta. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  If we can have a MARTA railway connect to Emory's campus, traffic and commuter time will greatly improve. Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes

30329 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes I currently use the #6 bus to get from Emory to MARTA Lindbergh Train Station when traveling to the Atlanta Hartsfield Airport. I appreciate that the plan for light rail will make connections to other important destinations such as the YDFM, which I use regularly for food shopping and currently access by driving. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  These would most improve travel and reduce traffic. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

The proposed light rail should improve the traffic problems in the Emory area by providing efficient links to both MARTA 

rail lines. 

30033- DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Yes  Work on Clifton corridor Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  moving mass amounts of people in the area would greatly reduce heavy traffic in the neighborhoods Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Yes

30021 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Traffic is getting heavy in drive time to Emory--another option would be good. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  I really care about the clifton light rail....so needed. Very supportive News Media News Media Yes  traffic

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat decline Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit decline Supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

30341 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

 I am in support of the creation of the Clifton Corridor.  I work at the Veterans Hospital and many of the patients and families struggle with the commute to their doctor appointments.  It would help employees as well.  We want to be able to attract a high quality workforce and I believe improved transportation and less 

traffic would help with that goal. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit none Very supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

30324 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Thank you BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Thank you Supportive Email News Media Yes

30340 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  Clifton Corridor needs to be a priority! Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Clifton Corridor!!!! Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  NA Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit None Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes

30306 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Better bus signage and predicability of service! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service   Better bus signage and predicability of service! For example: a map of where the bus goes should be posted at stations. I think the bus service in London, UK is a good model to work from. Supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30306 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  a system that included rapid transit, HOV lanes, local bus service is ideal. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  no comments Supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat  we need anything that can reduce traffic!

30338 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes Connecting regions within the Atlanta perimeter is of the utmost importance. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  The Clifton corridor is absolutely vital to Emory students, staff, patients of the hospital and other affiliates as people from all across the city come to Emory. Very supportive Social Media, News Media More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  I am not sureBeltline Transit will be used to get people to and from work, which is the highest priority.  Jobs along the Clifton Corridor span a range of skills and income levels--rapid transit there will have a wide impact. Getting people from lower-housing cost areas to the places with jobs is the highest priority, to me. Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I am not sure which BRT or MARTA extension will help the most neighborhoods.  I put Clifton Corridor first, then defer to your judgment on others.  But I think demonstrating the effectiveness of BRT is important. Very supportive Other Not at all. Community Event Somewhat

30328 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes At this time, I believe connections between type of transportations are good, however there is always a room to improve. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service   I need a better option to come from Sandy Springs to Emory. Current option take 1 hour and 5 minutes, while I can get to work within 25 minutes using car. Main problem bus #6 stuck in traffic. Ideally, dedicated line would be perfect. Supportive News Media Community Event Yes

30607 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  We need a north-south MARTA rail line between  I 85 and I 20 between 42 (Briarcliff/Moreland) and 23 (Clairmont) to ease traffic congestion. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  These are the projects closest to where I live and work Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat  Any MARTA extension is a good thing!

30030 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 I really can't tell if the proposed changes will affect my ability to move away from auto use and get around using public transport and walking as I would like. I live and work within a comparatively bounded neighborhood -- Ponce from Monroe to Decatur and Ponce/Scott intersection to Emory. I need enhanced bus 

access to Decatur and quicker and more convenient access to Emory from Ponce/Scott. Walking has been my best option, but due to increased flow and speed of car traffic and paucity of safe cross walks across Ponce/Scott, walking has become problematic. On a daily basis, public transport w/i my neighborhood is 

more significant for me that longer distance commute arteries. Currently I can use MARTA to airport, downtown, midtown, Buckhead, and I rarely go beyond those areas. So sad about Braves move to Cobb; I'll never drive to the new ballpark, just as Cobb Energy Center is beyond my reach. Enhanced nighttime public 

transport to those areas would open them to me. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  My response to the question above was arbitrary because required. I can't rank them, because I don't clearly enough understand their overall impacts -- both on longer distance travel and on mobility w/i and between neighborhoods. Very supportive Other

A website, which one can check. Better news coverage. Printed maps 

and schedules also posted at stops. A monthly email w/ updates. I 

don't want daily/weekly emails. I'd just delete them -- too many to 

read. Community Event Yes

 Well, I hope it will enable commuters to use public transport rather than drive. Also folks moving about for leisure 

activities. Grocery shopping and weekly errands -- well I can't tell about the impact of the proposed changes on public 

transport w/i neighborhoods.

30307 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  The amount of traffic and speeders in the Druid Hills area has increased dramatically in the last several years. Would love to see more Emory employees take Marta. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Would like to see more Marta options for Emory employees. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30032 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  The Clifton Project is essential to improving traffic congestion. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  no additional comments Very supportive Other none News Media Somewhat

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Would like to decrease congestion and increase availability to Emory University and Atlanta VA BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit I am a Emory, VA employee - this would help me the most Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 We have a long way to go w/ Atlanta's transportation needs! Also need free parking at all MARTA stations, as this is a 

barrier as well

30322 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat

The culture in Atlanta and the surrounding metro area is centered around the car. There needs to be an effort, far beyond marketing, to make MARTA more attractive, which may include partnerships with employers around the city to create greater incentives. Even when I85 collapsed, people drove past MARTA 

stations to crawl into town, when MARTA would have cut their commute in half. It isn't about time. It's something more ingrained. 

Maybe have more shopping and dining at or near MARTA stations. Add more markets. Make it more convenient to do more that just go to and from a place. 

If Los Angeles can increase its public transportation ridership, so can Atlanta.

Side note: A train needs to dead end at Sun Trust Park. That whole project was a massive mistake that cuts entire demographics and communities from access. Running a train out to it would alleviate so many issues with traffic and cost (parking costs more than 60% of the seats. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements

 The Clifton Corridor makes sense, given how big an employer Emory and Emory Healthcare is. However, there needs to be a culture shift, as well. 

The light rail along the belt lines seems like a long shot but people are flocking there. Younger people who are much more willing to ride than drive will take the light rail if it leads somewhere and is convenient to their homes. 

The prevalence of valet parking at places as mundane as a veterinarian's office or whole foods speaks to the dominant car culture. But the saturation of Uber and Lyft fares in Atlanta speaks to a need for transportation alternatives. Supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat  Please see answer to two questions ago. 

30075 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat

 I attend Emory University and currently there is no simple transport in the heart of the city, even though by car I is only a 10-15 minus drive. Because I don't have a car on campus, it is an ordeal to go anywhere in the city and I end up just staying on campus instead of going out and enjoying all that this city has to offer. 

Also, I grew up in Roswell GA and the closest MARTA station to my house was 25 minutes away. Roswell is a part of Metro Atlanta and should be well connected and served to the rest of the city. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements

 The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the Atlanta region. The Clifton transit line will be competing with other cities across the country for limited federal funding and is a strong contender for Atlanta to realize a $1B MARTA expansion—the 

largest in two decades. Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes More options for the Druid Hills/Emory area. I very much support the Clifton corridor proposal.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Clifton corridor! Very supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 Though I work 3 miles from my place of employment, there is no direct access. Currently, taking a bus to work involves an hour commute and walking  a mile and a half. it is not a worthwhile option, but is sometimes necessary because my car is not reliable. I feel that MARTA is not well organized to suit my needs and 

would like to see more options available. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  n/a Very supportive News Media News Media Somewhat  The Clifton Corridor light rail project would change my entire world; however, I am not convinced it will actually happen.

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network No More of the Belt-line needs to be integrated with mass transit for future development of the city. TheBeltline along with the Clifton Cooridor are the two areas with the greatest need for transit expansion. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

 The Campbelton Rd LRT & BRT does not make any sense. It would make the most sense to run BRT on entire snap Campbelton Rd instead of mixing the two modes. Mixing modes will only require an additional transfer and added time for passengers to reach their destination. Switching from LR to BRT would free up 

money to add transit to more portions of the belt-line. Neutral Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat

 We need the Belt-line transit built out to increase the connectivity of Atlanta communities and support further 

development. Clifton Cooridor project is also important due to the massive job center in and around Emory and CDC.

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I think there should be elevated high speed rail over the major highways. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements Light rail should be based on areas of high traffic and congestion that serves the people who work and live in the city rather than  political reasons. Look at European city models for guidance. Supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat   I think there should be elevated high speed rail over the major highways.

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements N/A Supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30075 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  Living North of Atlanta, MARTA stops before it's convenient for me to use. Further extension to the North would be hugely beneficial (not to mention to the Northwest; though that doesn't really affect me personally). BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  nothing to add Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

30322 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes Travel from school at Emory to Atlanta area BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Transit from Emory Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Yes

30349 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes The plan seems to address creating few transfers, safer walking spaces and access to more methods for commuting, which we all need. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  We need improved access to and frequency of above ground rails and buses more than we need a completedBeltline for gentrification. Very supportive Social Media, News Media Social Media Yes  Safety, however, should not be extended to some places over others. Make site that does not happen.

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat It's a start but so little of it will be built and the plan to require riders to dismount LRT to board the failed streetcar to just get back on LRT is ludicrous and should not be adopted as a part of any plan.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension

 I'm not supportive of any plans that will require riders to switch trains to ride the streetcar or place trains in traffic with cars.   Any reasonable person knows that this is not going to work as it will be too inconvenient and people won't use it.  Use common sense.

Also,Beltline transition should be prioritized over other projects.  Clifton Corridor should also be a priority.  Somewhat supportive Email News Media No

30303 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  Light rail expansion is absolutely necessary to manage the current population growth in the Atlanta metropolitan area. Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements None. Supportive News Media News Media Somewhat  We don't need dedicated lanes but ways to get vehicles off of the roads.

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  I work at Emory University and the light rail to the Clifton Corridor would help with the commute for so many Atlantans. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements No additional comments. Very supportive Social Media Social Media Yes

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  As with most customers, I'd like to see "everything" get done all at once - even though I know that's unrealistic. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Would love to have light rail transit around Emory on Clifton….definitely needed! Very supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

30566 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Emory Healthcare on Clifton Road needs access for both employees and patients. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Station improvements is for safety issues. Neutral News Media Social Media Somewhat  MARTA access is needed at Emory Healthcare on Clifton Road.  Bus service is not reliable due to traffic flow issues.

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 Locate buses and rails next to the competition: in the middle of the interstate right of way.

Cars are comfortable so people are not going to give them up. Use some smaller but very comfortable shuttle buses. Do not interfere with the human walkability of the Belt Line. Make the belt line surface wider for more people to walk on. Add a more narrow lane for cyclists. Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit

 Here are some simple solutions with quick results: eliminate one way streets. This one improvement will speed up traffic flow exiting the freeway on 10th-14th St. See Peachtree Place at Wiliams. Then return W. Peachtee St to a two way along with Piedmont and Juniper etc.

Do not allow taxis and delivery trucks to park or stop on busy streets during rush hour. Not supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 The project list reads like a juridical nightmare of ambiguity. How about employing a writer with a Masters in English to 

rewrite it so that a 6th grader could interpret it instead of a Supreme Court Justice.

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  Connecting to Emory from the east is impossible. Residents of Decatur should have meaningful access to the Clifton Road corridor. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  They do not focus on the biggest need, which is to support commuters coming into Atlanta from proximate areas. That would alleviate congestion in Atlanta and make the city more efficient. Somewhat supportive Other None. News Media Somewhat

30316 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I commute primarily by bicycle - being able to better integrate bike commuting options with MARTA is a priority for me (along with protected bike lanes). BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  These are just the projects that are closest to me - I support all of these projects. Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  Being able to commute car-free should be overall a priority of the city.

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  In addition to MARTA project, I would like to strongly advocate for more concerted attention to dedicated bicycle lanes that are integrated with MARTA BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit I have no additional comments Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

 Atlanta's public transportation is very poor and has a long way to go. This is a good step in the right direction but much , 

much more needs to be done.

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Light rail to Emory will serve much of the community allowing for improved access to healthcare BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  NA Supportive News Media Community Event Yes

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

Should emphasize getting major, always-busy routes smoothed out. Rail/dedicated tram or bus up and down Peachtree Road from Downtown to Buckhead should be an easy target (although obviously expensive/complicated). Major routes with obvious congestion should be #1, not making sure every last street is 

covered. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center

 Should emphasize getting major, always-busy routes smoothed out. Rail/dedicated tram or bus up and down Peachtree Road from Downtown to Buckhead should be an easy target (although obviously expensive/complicated). Major routes with obvious congestion should be #1, not making sure every last street is 

covered. Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

 Should emphasize getting major, always-busy routes smoothed out. Rail/dedicated tram or bus up and down Peachtree 

Road from Downtown to Buckhead should be an easy target (although obviously expensive/complicated). Major routes 

with obvious congestion should be #1, not making sure every last street is covered. 

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat All of the proposed transportation combinations require the use of my car.  This kind of defeats the purpose and access for those in my household. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  In order for an integrated transportation plan to be of much use it needs to include County planning for sidewalks and traffic measures. Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

 I would be happy to walk to a  bus stop. However there are NO sidewalks in my neighborhood, or on nearby major 

roads (e.g., Clairmont Road). Therefore it is VERY dangerous.   For example, if I am going to have to take ride share or 

taxi to a MARTA Station, I may as well take it all the way to the airport due to time and effort and predictability sake

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  We need truly comprehensive transit options! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  None Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30317 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Completion of Transit on theBeltline and rail to other high traffic corridors need to be pushed. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit I believe we need to see more rail and light rail Supportive Other News Media Somewhat

30345 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  It is time to specifically address multiple modes of commuter rail transportation.  Expand with additional train routes, add light rail to inter-city communities and commuter rail to outer cities.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit None Supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat See previous response

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat For my transportation needs, MARTA would have to be expanded into Gwinnett County with reliable and frequent rail and bus schedules. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Bus and rail frequency and reliability of the existing MARTA scope/map are equally or more important than increasing MARTA's reach. Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

30084 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes I come from a city with transit (Phila) it great ,few car on the streets Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  n/a Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  none BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  none Very supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  There are a lot of untapped areas in ATL for MARTA. I think that there should be more rail-line stations rather than additional bus routes. The buses are dirty and confusing to navigate, whereas more people would be likely to use MARTA with additional rail-line stations in place. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  n/a Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Id like a train route to emory university BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  N/a Supportive Phone/Text News Media Somewhat

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat MARTA just needs to branch out to more areas with regards to lines. If you review the rail map of MARTA compared to other major cities with mass transportation, MARTA looks like a plus (+) sign, while other cities have so many more branches/lines. To serve Atlanta better, I think that's where we need to aim to be! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Previously stated! Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

 Maybe partnering with neighboring jurisdictions helps cover my previous response about MARTA needing more 

lines/reach, but that feels like a key step.

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes No additional comment Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  No additional comment Very supportive Email Social Media

30519 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes none BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit none Supportive Other i do dnot want any info/ do not send any Community Event Somewhat

30322 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Improve sidewalks and create bike lanes to reduce traffic and encourage sustainable modes of transportation. Those with bikes can’t even use them to go to work or to school because the roads are unsafe for them (I.e. Druid hills) Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit

 I highly encourage improving roads for cyclists and pedestrians. Some cities (i.e. Californian like San Diego, LA, Santa Barbara, etc.) are very conducive to cyclists, reducing traffic and CO2 emissions. Buses and rail transit systems will also be incredibly important, especially when concerning those below the poverty line 

who cannot afford their own cars. This makes access to healthcare almost impossible, especially when it’s in regards to critical and frequent visits. The HIV epidemic is largely due to the fact that HIV/AIDS patients can’t access healthcare on a regular basis due to poor transportation.

This should be a priority of the city.

Work faster. Very supportive Email News Media

30033 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  it is long due we did something like this!! Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  I would rate Clifton Corridor light rail as #1 priority Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Emory University is not currently served with rapid transit.  A new line will benefit many health related services. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit

 The sooner it is approved the better.  These projects will take time to complete and starting ASAP will be most benefitial.

In addition the more lines served by MARTA, the less congestion and use of street traffic, and will allow to start a repayment project of Atlanta streets. Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes

 MARTA is due for a renovation of existing lines and expansion for much needed lines to serve important city 

destinations



ZIP Code

Please select 

which county 

you are from.

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding 

principles to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the 

highest priority to you. #1

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding principles 

to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the highest priority to you. 

#2

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding 

principles to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the 

highest priority to you. #3

After reviewing the 

proposed project list, do you 

feel it addresses your 

transportation needs?

Please provide any additional details about your response to the previous question. Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #1 Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #2 Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #3 Please provide any additional comments you have on the program or individual projects.
Please rate your level of support of 

the More MARTA proposed projects.

How do you like to receive information on MARTA 

news?
Other - How do you like to receive information on MARTA news?

How did you learn about the More MARTA 

atlanta program Survey?

After reviewing the proposed 

project list, do you feel it 

addresses Atlanta's 

transportation needs?

Please provide reason(s) for your response to the last question.

3024 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes it adds emory to the transport Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  none Supportive Other none Community Event Yes  it adds emory to the transport

30005 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Na Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Na Very supportive Other None Social Media Yes

30349 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  none BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  none Neutral Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I appreciate the rail through Emory, but it is still hard to get to a link from my home. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit We need access to Emory with light rail. Very supportive Other News Media Somewhat

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes

 It doesn’t necessarily address my personal transit needs but it enhances the City’s ability to serve its citizens transit needs, which is most important. I live just outside of the City limits, so I could not vote to pass the 0.5 penny tax, but most of my discretionary income is spent in the City limits, and I will continue to go 

out of my way to make sure as much of my spending does occur in City of Atlanta.

I am current renting and do not plan to settle in DeKalb County forever. I would like to get back in Midtown as soon as I can afford to buy there. I live next to the Sage Hill Kroger where a future transit station will he located. Transit is desperately needed in this area (Clifton Corridor). The lack of access in this area is why 

Children’s Healthcare of Atlanta is being forced to leave the Clifton Corridor. The gridlock is so terrible, CHOA cannot effectively transport emergency-care patients in need of life or death timely care.  Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit

 Rail is desperately needed in new corridors such as Clifton & Campbellton.  For whatever reason, Atlantans don’t seem to trust buses LOL. So we gotta get rail to the people. Rail along Campbellton would open up new investment opportunities for lower-income folks who want to buy a home in the 100-200k range but 

can’t afford the current land value near transit stops in-town. There would be some gentrification, but I doubt it would make Campbellton a HOT market per se.  We need all of Atlanta to be connected, not just the popular neighborhoods.

I used to take the 110 to Buckhead when I lived in Midtown and didn’t have a car.  It was a pretty unreliable route (headways) but took me where I needed to do. I can see how tail may not work optimally on peachtree, but a specialized bus system could (something more enhanced than a regular bus route but not a 

fully separated exclusive lane like the 17th Street lane that is never used for anything. Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Yes

It is important that the plan addresses all facets of the Atlanta community, not just the “sexy” trending components of 

Atlanta such as theBeltline. TheBeltline is important but right now it is more of a gimmick for upper income transplants 

moving in from Hollywood and large cities. The Campbellton corridor improvements add service to a portion of the city 

that has been “forgotten” and left out of larger transit developments. The East-West connectivity projects are VITALLY 

important to the City as we all know Atlanta does not offer east-west streets and connectivity.

Beltline connectivity (with full rail service) is needed, but not right now. Let it continue to emerge as a hip exercise path 

for folks who need something to do. The Clifton Corridor expansion is DESPERATELY needed to connect regionally vital 

employment centers to MARTA.  The bus services among these winding two-lane roads are a joke due to their poor 

levels of service (the streets). Rail is needed in North Druid Hills!

30322 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No Need rail service to/from major suburban hubs outside Atlanta's city limits.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Need rail service to/from major suburban hubs outside Atlanta's city limits.  Somewhat supportive Other I prefer to seek it out myself More MARTA Atlanta Website No  Need rail service to/from major suburban hubs outside Atlanta's city limits.  

30328 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  need to expand up 400 and into cobb county BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  n/a Neutral Phone/Text Social Media Somewhat

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  I would love to take the Marta to Emory BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  none Supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30022 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes The benefits of this transit line are significant better access to jobs and healthcare, and improved quality of life  Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  None Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Emory and CDC are huge employers- I work and got to school at Emory and plan to work at CDC afterwards. Having Marta go to Emory would be SO helpful, the area around there gets very very congested because the roads are small and parking is limited . BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit no comment- see above Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30316 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat

 Even if this does not affect me directly, I know it is important to increase our public trans lines; it's best for our environment and our community overall. That being said, if you can increase the number of buses for the #6 (which heads into the Emory/CDC/CHOA shenanigans), I would greatly appreciate this. The current 

every half hour (roughly) schedule is rough. Thank you. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Increase the frequency of the #6 bus to continue to lighten the traffic load heading into Clifton Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

 There's always more to be done. There's still the east side and the southeast side to be addressed. This is a great place 

to start, because you have to start somewhere!

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Improved transit is crucial for Atlanta to compete with other large cities BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  We desperately need better public transportation Very supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30307 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  The Clifton Corridor connection will make a huge improvement to traffic around Emory, where I am currently a PhD student. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  None Very supportive News Media Social Media

30084 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat I am happy about the proposed Clifton Corridor addition. Wish there was a Marta station near me in Tucker. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  I am very interested in the Clifton Corridor project in particular, as well as theBeltline Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat  I wish more was happening to connect areas like Tucker, where I live.

30307 DeKalb Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Need much more frequent, rapid transit between Emory campus and affordable housing BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Need transit between midtown and Emory Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat  We will always need more transit

30324 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  I don't have many transportation needs. Only exceptional times when they arise. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements I don't have any at this time. Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  It is impossible to address everyone's needs. Being retired I don't have many Marta transportation needs.

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes

I work at Emory University, and I believe a transit line directly connecting this university to the rest of Atlanta will greatly benefit myself as well as many other people in the city. Traffic congestion on the street surrounding the university make commuting to and from the university very difficult and time consuming. I 

believe the addition of the Clifton Corridor Transit Line will provide a way to decrease traffic congestion and traffic related accidents during rush hour. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

 I work at Emory University, and I believe a transit line directly connecting this university to the rest of Atlanta will greatly benefit myself as well as many other people in the city. Traffic congestion on the street surrounding the university make commuting to and from the university very difficult and time consuming. I 

believe the addition of the Clifton Corridor Transit Line will provide a way to decrease traffic congestion and traffic related accidents during rush hour. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes The Clifton Corridor expansion in particular is very important to me, my family, and a large part of Atlanta. As the second largest employer in the metro area, Emory University alone should be a major argument in favor of ensuring that this expansion occurs - adding in CHOA, the CDC, and the VA makes it a no-brainer. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  n/a Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  No other comments BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  No other comments Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Nothing to add. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Both light rail projects are necessary. Very supportive News Media More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes

30322 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes N/A Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N/A Supportive Other No News Media Yes

30084 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes

 Don't mind a short commute to a parking lot or station as long as I can access all 4 points of the city and counties in a relatively seamless transit.   I think we need to have 8 parallel systems intersecting our city similar to a tic-tac-toe board.

I think that would greatly enhance commuter mobility. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Just need a planning schedule as all of these projects are important to citizens who live in the affected areas. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 As a said above, I think we need a parallel system of transit with two North, two East, 2 West, and 2 South lines 

enhancing our commute.

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

 As a person with walking differences, I find it a bit overwhelming the number of potential transfers etc,  I am all for public transport and hope to be able to use it more.

I think this is a continual project with lots of opportunities for continued access and partnerships outside of the greyed areas on the maps provided.  These modications will take 40 years to implement, likely not within my life time, i would really like 5 years updates, it seems that there is so much red tape to get things 

done. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service i honestly don't know other than I would hope to have better access Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

 I don't understand why there is a break in the light rail between Buckhead and linberg stations; would make more sense 

to be a continuous line so could take light rail continuously

There continue to be major areas that are not in the greyed areas.  Parking continues to be problems at stations.

30032 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  None BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit   None Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat   None

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Very limited public transit options to Emory and CHOA Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Hard for employees and guests to visit Emory using public transit Neutral Other Community Event Yes

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes I barely use MARTA now because even with the proposed changes driving is more efficient for me. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  n/a Very supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat

 I think making the train more accessible than the plan intends would drastically improve the traffic problem and 

increase Marta ridership exponentially. 

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 I strongly support the addition of light rail to the Clifton Corridor. As an Emory undergrad and med school graduate, now employee of Emory, I've found the lack of transportation to interfere with my commute on many occasions in spite of having a car.  TO reduce car traffic and take Emory into the next century I think 

would immensely improve the quality of life for Atlantans, improving access of care so that Emory can extend their specialty care to all Atlantans, not just the middle/upper class with cars. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  As above. Very supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  see above.

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  This should have happened years ago! Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I work in Human Resources at Emory Dining. Many of our employees have such a struggle getting to work due to the lack of, or infrequent public transportation. Supportive News Media News Media Yes

30058 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes This is really important. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Marta can help various areas. Very supportive Phone/Text News Media Yes  It will definitely help.

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  The Clifton corridor route will be extremely beneficial to me. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  The Clifton corridor will provide great access to the huge hospital systems and employers there. Very supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30066 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  We are facing unpredictable. Developing wisdom accordingly to scope out solution will be needed. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  N/A Very supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat

 We need a law to pass where employees who can work from home - must be given 2-3 days work from home as a 

policy for all companies. 39%-42% of traffic will be reduced.

30318 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

ExpandBeltline throughout Atlanta

Expand the MARTA lines to extend in various directions to significantly reduce traffic

Everywhere a car can go, a sidewalk and safe separated bike lane should also be

Create sustainable transit options that are good for the city, the people, and the environment including MARTA, lightrail, safe bike and pedestrian lanes. 

Everyone who is taking the marta, riding their bike, or walking, or taking new public transit options is not crowding up the roads and damaging the environment. 

The less traffic, the better for Atlanta in terms of personal welfare, safety, businesses, the city etc., BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit ExpandBeltline, lightrail, MARTA rail, safe and separated from cars bicycle and pedestrian paths, sidewalks, bike lanes, pedestrian/cyclist-safe cross-walks Very supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media, News Media, Other News Media Somewhat

 The list is a bit vague. It is unclear what is meant by the various items in the list, so it is hard to answer the question, but 

Atlanta definitely needs: 

ExtendedBeltline throughout the city connecting all the parts

Extended MARTA throughout the city and in to the suburbs connecting all the part and extending MARTA access 

(particularly the train lines and other forms such as light rail that don't add to traffic on the road). 

Increasing safe and reliable access to the MARTA train lines

Pedestrian safe sidewalks, cross-walks, bicycle lanes everywhere that a car can go and beyond

If a car can go through, a pedestrian and cyclist should be able to safely go through also

Increase exclusive pedestrian/cycle paths throughout the city that increase safety, increase health and wellness of 

people in Atlanta, and increase environmental protection by reducing the emissions and decrease the traffic

30316 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes With Emory, Children's Healthcare and the CDC being steps away from each other employees, patients/families need a reliable and fast way to move about. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N/A Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Top priority for me is Clifton Corridor LRT BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Clifton LRT is a critically important project Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Yes  djf Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  adf Very supportive Other None More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes

 Ease to transfer to bus stops. Or covered bus stops to wait. Better information on how/when/timing to transfer.

Expand train service to more reach Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit N/a Very supportive Other News Media Somewhat

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  N/A BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit All of the light rails and frequent bus service all over the city are my top priority. Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat

 New designs should be created for the expressways, particularly 75/85/ to accommodate the increasing number of 

drivers in Atlanta. Marta needs to extend their train distance and expand their routes to accommodate the increase in 

population. 

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Get the streetcar somewhere residents of atlanta actually go... connect neighborhoods people frequent. Midtown, o4w, Inman park, buckhead Supportive Other None News Media Somewhat

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes none BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  none Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  I believe MARTA is an underutilized, underdeveloped public transportation system.

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  The Clifton Corridor project is extremely important and its completion will have major positive effects. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor is an excellent project. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30317 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  n/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  n/a Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Social Media Somewhat

30305 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  I think the Clifton Corridor project is a must to mitigate the traffic in and around Emory. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  If possible, try to focus too on improvements to Five Points Station. The focal point of the system, it is currently a dreary place to transfer. It should be the shinning jewel of the system. Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Yes

30307 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Light rail needs a dedicated lane on Clifton to be worthwhile. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  None Supportive Social Media, Other Website News Media Somewhat

30034 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes Yes would greatly appreciate a light rail on Clifton Rd. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  No comment Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30084 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the Atlanta region. The Clifton transit line will be competing with other cities across the country for limited federal funding and is a strong contender for Atlanta to realize a $1B MARTA expansion—the 

largest in two decades. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements

 The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the Atlanta region. The Clifton transit line will be competing with other cities across the country for limited federal funding and is a strong contender for Atlanta to realize a $1B MARTA expansion—the 

largest in two decades. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30329 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  n/a Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit adding a line connecting emory/cdc is critical due to congestion and the density of jobs in this area Very supportive Other Social Media Yes

30308 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No

One, the map is tough to read on the More MARTA Atlanta Proposed Program pdf. I am not sure really if it addresses my needs as I need more map detail.

But need more metro Atlanta service, Duluth, Conyers, Peachtree City, Kennesaw, Suwanee, etc.

BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  After looking at the more detailed map below I hope what you are doing helps someone but nothing you are doing will improve anything for me personally. You simply are not extending service to the places I want to get to that I can not get to already. Somewhat supportive Social Media News Media No  The money makes no sense for what you are proposing. Seems like 2.5 billion would get you so much more.

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  More trains needed. Not buses, not streetcars to nowhere. Even light rail would be a good start, just get people off the roads. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit — Supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  x Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  x Very supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  x

30350 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  None Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements  None Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  None BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  None Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes

30122 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes   this will eliminate alot of traffic in the area BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  we need a light rail into West Cobb/Douglas County. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  this will eliminate alot of traffic in the area

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Marta trains are great but we need more lines Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Greenbriar Transit Center We need more transit Supportive Email News Media Somewhat  They are goals that we must continually work on.

30087 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat

 The long-proposed light rail project to Emory/CDC/Children's Healthcare of Atlanta (CHOA) at Egleston, which I support, will no longer be relevant to CHOA once the planned new hospital to replace Egleston is built at North Druid Hills and I-85 (opening ~2025).  Accordingly, the plan needs to be urgently reviewed to 

assess the possibility of rerouting the line to connect the North Druid Hills campus as well.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

 The long-proposed light rail project to Emory/CDC/Children's Healthcare of Atlanta (CHOA) at Egleston, which I support, will no longer be relevant to CHOA once the planned new hospital to replace Egleston is built at North Druid Hills and I-85 (opening ~2025).  Accordingly, the plan needs to be urgently reviewed to 

assess the possibility of rerouting the line to connect the North Druid Hills campus as well.  Very supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  Same comment as above.  

30329 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Emory & North Druid Hills needs better public transportation options Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service emory Very supportive Social Media Community Event Yes

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Clifton Corridor Transit Project!!!! We must reduce the load of people in cars in the Emory/CDC area.  It's such a dense community with residential/hospital/university and CDC, that it's a nightmare for such a large employer in Atlanta. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension

I applaud you for the changes made over recent years, I've been a MARTA user for the last 15 years, and was able to sell my car because I was committed to supporting MARTA.  I understand when low use routes need to be amended or discontinued, and I am happy to see that MARTA is really working to keep up with 

Atlanta's expansion and support a stronger infrastructure.  Just make the app better!  I often can't even see any buses on a route on the tracker, or a few buses don't even show up.  I thoroughly support the Clifton Corridor Transit, as an Emory Employee - who actually lives within 2 miles of the university, it can 

sometimes take me still 45 minutes to get to work because of the amount of traffic on Clifton Road.  For someone like me, I can adjust and walk to work - but for the thousands of other employees in that corridor it's absurd that it takes 10 minutes to go 1/2 a mile.  Emory University and CDC are huge employers and 

supporters of Atlanta's growth - they need this! Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 I'd like to see more about how you plan to enhance your app system - this last week I haven't been able to track buses.  

The app opens, I select routes and there are no buses showing up on the app.  People need to know if a bus is coming or 

not, because they may have to choose between multiple transit options or make a decision whether to wait or not.

30058 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  N/A Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit I dont have any comments Neutral Email Community Event Yes

30312 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 We moved from a city where a car wasn't necessary to commute to and from work, or to local sporting events. I would like to see MARTA expand the rail system to provide several routes across the city to connect the smaller neighborhoods to Emory, The Battery, Downtown and Mercedes Benz in a more efficient way. 

Even with the stops that already exist with the proposed expansions, my commute will not be significantly decreased either by busing to a station, or driving to a station and then training in. From a time commitment, I will still be better off to drive once the Clifton Corridor is introduced. Id like to be able to take our 

household down to one car, but cannot do that without a significant expansion of the public transit system. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  This is a great start - I would love to see more for the LRT! Very supportive Other Community Event Somewhat

It's a start, but I feel like it is necessary for the city to make serious expansion plans with multiple lines (similar to 

Chicago) if the city continues to grow outside of the perimeter. Not only for the safety of commuters, but for the carbon 

footprint Atlanta is creating as a result of the number of commuters on the roads. 

30324 Fulton Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes Beltline NE would be perfect BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  None Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Yes

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  I rail line is needed to Emory! Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements  Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit is needed due to the traffic. Emory Hospital Children's Healthcare and Emory University are highly visited and should have a rail transit Very supportive Social Media, Other Website Social Media Yes Rail transit has been proposed for Clifton Corridor.

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  More BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Better access Supportive Email Social Media Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

We travel into Atlanta for school from DeKalb County inside the perimeter, but are limited by infrequent bus service.  Last year my daughter drove to Lindberg station because  using the bus meant she would be on campus at Georgia Tech an hour early, and she would have to wait over half an hour at Lindberg for a bus 

home.  The bus from my son's high school to Lindberg (which he needed to get to his Dual Enrollment classes at Georgia State) was discontinued. We want to use public transportation, and we thought we lived close enough that it should be easy for us to use.  We don't mind the infrequent bus for our trips to the 

airport. But as my daughter explained, using MARTA for daily commuting, put her at a disadvantage in college. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  The Clifton corridor would be an exceptional help to reducing the congestion around the hospitals and Emory University - and should improve the commute time for many individuals. Supportive Social Media Community Event Yes

30030 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  MARTA rail needs to go more more place, with frequent and predictable service. Better trained employees and restroom facilities are also necessary. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  More rail that goes more places with increase ridership.  People don't want to sit in traffic on a bus - they want fast, high speed train service. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  Well, it's all in the details. It's impossible to answer this question from a vague list of statements.

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  n/a Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Clifton Corridor is desperately needed.   Auto traffic in the area is out of control! Very supportive Social Media, News Media More MARTA Atlanta Website

30005 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  I live in Alpharetta and it’s a 12 mile drive to North Springs Station. Plenty of people would ride Marta if it was more convenient for us too Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Expanding Marta north along GA400 up to Forsyth County line Somewhat supportive News Media News Media Somewhat  Nothing about North Fulton County

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat As an Emory student, I would like more lines that connect Emory’s area to the city of Atlanta with something besides a bus Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  NA Very supportive Other Community Event No

Atlanta is growing too much and too fast. Without increasing MARTA’s budget drastically and actually creating new 

subway lines with higher frequency, the already-bad traffic is going to be absolutely unmanageable. 

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Still live far from nearest marta train BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  none Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

30322 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  -- BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service -- Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

30306 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes . Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  . Very supportive Other Social Media Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 I disagree with the emphasis on beautification and increasing connectivity in the already well connected and affluent mid-town and downtown areas. This project should be focused on increasing mobility of the underserved, and providing for folks who live in areas of low socio-economic standing, not those individuals 

who are destroying any notion of affordable housing, spend their time lounging along the belt line, and wasting money at PCM, all of which are indicative of the resurgent classism and re-segrication of Atlanta resulting from the gentrification that projects like this often further facilitate.

Also, when constructing projects designed to alleviate traffic, it may be a better idea not to put those same projects in the middle of the roads that are already so congested as to warrant a series of improvements such as this. Instead, maybe consider putting them below ground, or along an adjacent route with last mile 

connectivity... Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service

I worry that the intention for this project is not to improve the quality of life for the folks who live here, and may, instead, be designed to attract an influx of wealthy folks from other states, and/or to accommodate those gentrifiers who are already here. If so, the city of Atlanta will feel the impact of this illogical and 

counterintuitive decision for decades.

Atlanta city proper will become inaccessible to the people who work there, and the folks who can afford to live there will become disillusioned, as the individuals they relied on behind the scenes to create their opulent lifestyle will no longer be able to afford to work, leading to a mass exodus of those wealthy 

individuals, and collapsing the economy. Or increasing automation will make the plight of the individuals who are too poor to afford to work so invisible to the people making city planning decisions, etc., that this trend will continue, with the discontented masses instead being misheard or ignored all together. Somewhat supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

 I disagree with the emphasis on beautification and increasing connectivity in the already well connected and affluent 

mid-town and downtown areas. This project should be focused on increasing mobility of the underserved, and providing 

for folks who live in areas of low socio-economic standing, not those individuals who are destroying any notion of 

affordable housing, spend their time lounging along the belt line, and wasting money at PCM, all of which are indicative 

of the resurgent classism and re-segrication of Atlanta resulting from the gentrification that projects like this often 

further facilitate.

Also, when constructing projects designed to alleviate traffic, it may be a better idea not to put those same projects in 

the middle of the roads that are already so congested as to warrant a series of improvements such as this. Instead, 

maybe consider putting them below ground, or along an adjacent route with last mile connectivity...

30306 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  I can't tell if this addresses my needs.  How about a description of what these connect? BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Whatever gets cars off the highway and streets!  What has your research shown will have the biggest impact on traffic and mobility? Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

I can't tell if this addresses Atlanta's needs.  How about a more detailed description of what these connect?  Why not a 

narrative for each?  

i.e. "The Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit will connect Emory University and the CDC to the Lindbergh MARTA station.  

It will be an express service with no stops between Lindbergh and the CDC.  More than 10000 cars drive to Emory/CDC 

each day along a crowded and dangerous corridor.  We estimate that this new route will remove 2000 cars per morning 

while also providing connectivity to Ga Tech and Ga State universities, Grady and Emory Midtown hospitals."

I made this up, but it's what we need!

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  - BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  - Very supportive Social Media Social Media Somewhat

30083 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  I work at Emory and would really like to see the Clifton Corridor project built. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit   I work at Emory and would really like to see the Clifton Corridor project built. Supportive News Media Community Event Yes

30022 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes As a student in Emory University, this project will affect my transportation routes. The new bus routes and improvements to MARTA will make travel much more efficient for me. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit The Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit is the project I support the most. I live off of Clifton Road, so this transit will make transportation a lot more efficient for me.  Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

 Atlanta is growing as a city, especially in the job industry. This project list will make transportation a better experience 

for those in the workforce.

30305 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat N/A Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension N/A Very supportive Other News Media

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  As an Emory employee, beyond the broad improvements to transit in Atlanta, connecting Emory to the greater MARTA rail system will direct and substantially address my transportation needs. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

Atlanta as a whole desperately needs more public transit. Thank you all for your commitment to its expansion! I appreciate all of the proposed expansions, but am most pleased and excited by the Clifton Corridor LRT. Congestion in the Emory/Druid Hills area must be alleviated, and transit to and from the university, the 

hosptial, and the CDC must be improved and made more efficient, easier, and more accessible. Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat

It does provide a line that finally goes to the Emory area, which is the region's largest job center. However, as one of the MANY Decatur area residents who work at Emory, it does not appear from my review that this line will connect down to the Marta station in Decatur. This should be considered. Emory already runs 

shuttles to this location but it would be a nice addition and would also provide a quick way for Decatur residents to reach Buckhead. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  As noted above; there should also be plans to extend this into the immediate outlying areas. Important to myself are (1) multiple rail/bus connections to Decatur, (2) light rail from downtown and other near downtown regions to Sun Trust Park, (3) additional/faster rail lines to the airport. Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes

 The proposed projects definitely begin to address the region's needs, which I think are (1) better access in the regions 

between the existing Red/Gold and Blue/Green lines, which are not conveniently located for the majority of residents in 

the greater Atlanta area, and (2) better inter-connectivity of the lines such that one does not have to always go to a 

downtown hub when trying to get from 2 of the more outlying regions. 

30342 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit N/A Very supportive Other None News Media Somewhat

30084 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  The Clifton Corridor and especially Emory needs public transport for employees and patients.   The traffic issues around the campus have become severe. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Making the stations safer is a big part of getting people to use the system. Supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat

 It is a start.   After traveling around our country and many others it is amazing we have grown as much as we have with 

such an inadequate system.   Also we need to find a way for outlying counties to do their part since so many people 

drive in from an hour away.

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  The proposed routes to centers of Employment are excellent proposals. I work at Emory University and the proposed Clifton corridor would be a great way to reduce traffic congestion in the area. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  N/A Supportive News Media Community Event Yes

30084 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  We have needed the above for many years. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit   We have needed the above for many years. Very supportive Email, Other Social Media Yes

30316 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes h BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  h Supportive News Media News Media Yes  h

30319 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat I'm also hoping that a lot more places will be more accessible by bus and train across the whole Atlanta region. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service I know I'll really love it a lot. Very supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media, News Media News Media Yes It's made it a lot more possible to get to some of my favorite places in town and I really love that! 

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat N/a Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  N/a Supportive News Media News Media Yes

30339 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Atlanta needs transportation via rails to compete with industrialization Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Lets get started Supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Would be great to decrease commute times on trains to be less than commute by car.  Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Updating stations may increase ridership. Very supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat

 There is only pedestrian access to the bus stops nearest my home (approximately

 one mile each way), and no MARTA rail stations nearby.  Consequently, I use MARTA rarely, primarily to the airport. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

 I think the Clifton Corridor light rail project is the most crucial of the important proposed MARTA projects.  Emory University and the CDC are significant employers and their employees and constituents should have easy access from their residential areas and the Atlanta airport.  This project is especially necessary to 

the growth and flourishing of these nationally recognized entities and the Atlanta metropolitan area. Very supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat  Greater Atlanta needs a rapid transit system which reaches into more population centers, with easier access to stations.

30032 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Integrate with the region Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  I am interested in improving access from underserved areas and solving the traffic congestion problem on the Clifton corridor, which is such a financial, cultural, and business hub. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

Atlanta is a great city, and its transportation needs are great. Atlanta will never fulfill its potential if we don't evolve, 

now, into a city of the 22nd century. Further transportation expansion will be necessary to fulfill Atlanta's needs.

30033 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  My biggest concern is expansion of the rail lines BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  the Emory area would really benefit from the Clifton expansion, traffic in this area is really rough Supportive News Media Community Event Yes

30324 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  It must be safe, reliable, and frequent, or it won't be used. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit

Cars will always be a necessity, so the utmost most be done to not curtail car lanes. For instance, the more dedicated left turn lanes, the better. Right hand turn lanes would be beneficial always. Trucks should be curtailed, they both get in the way of traffic, and damage the roads. There's a lot of frustration on the roads, 

because they are not well suited for today's population growth. MARTA can help ease congestion, but please don't make it worse. Backed up traffic creates a lot of pollution, which is very bad for our neighborhoods and for our children. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30308 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Get us more stops and make MARTa A more viable option for commuters. Traffic sucks here BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension   Get us more stops and make MARTa A more viable option for commuters. Traffic sucks here Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30329 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  Additional rail throughout Dekalb county would also be appreciated BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Support additional bike infrastructure improvements Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat
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30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes The Clifton corridor needs rapid transport. should be top priority BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Employees and users of emory healthcare would have easier access to services if light rail were available on Clifton corridor Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 it's a little hard to tell whether it includes enough rail (subway) as will be needed, but I think is important to provide 

more rail.

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  I think that it is important to have an integrated transit system that allows individuals to access a wide variety of places. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

The Emory/CDC represents a bustling area that has no direct access to MARTA, light rail, or interstate. Prioritizing projects in this area could help to alleviate transportation issues not only in the immediate area, but also in the city as a whole. TheBeltline areas, both north and south, are rapidly growing and will 

experience increasing transportation needs in the coming years. Very supportive News Media News Media Yes

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat

 I work at Emory and use public transit to get to/from work.  But I don't have regular work hours and need multiple & 24hr commute options.  I also need to reliably know how long it will take me to get to and from work and my child's school. I need to know that I can rely on the public transit network to get to where I 

need to go, in order to leave my car at home. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit

 Atlanta is so full of people and they're all driving because they have varied work hours and needs like childcare drop-off and pick-up that require reliability and consistency. Getting to a transit option is difficult if there are no sidewalks or safe places to walk to/from the stops. It rains, a lot, in Atlanta and it's HOT - there 

needs to be shelter for those using the transportation. There needs to be more connectedness between the options that are available. Very supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat

I think the Lawrenceville area into Decatur/Emory area needs a light rail service and the entire east side of metro 

Atlanta needs more options.

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes Not enough focused on north Decatur area. Only helps Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements More frequent bus runs that go from North Druid Hills  Road to Emory. Myself and many of my neighbors would take the bus, but it runs so infrequently that it is faster to be stuck in 45 min of traffic than deal with the unreliable bus system. Very supportive Other no Community Event Somewhat

30084 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I work along the Clifton Corridor. Bringing light rail to that area is critical and my highest priority project. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Fully support all of the light rail expansions. We need even more light rail, especially to Suntrust Park and other large venues. Very supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

 There remain large chunks of the city that are inaccessible by light rail, basically anything not in one of the 4 cardinal 

directions. Not only does this limit movement within the city, it also limits use of the MARTA system by those in the 

suburbs when they do come into the city. Also, there should be light rail to Suntrust stadium.

30030 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat

 A top priority for me is getting more connections to the Emory / CDC area.  Traffic in that whole region is terrible.  I think we need the Clifton Corridor light rail.  But we also need public transit to the Clifton Corridor from other directions.  I would especially like to see dedicated shuttle buses from East Lake, Inman Park, 

and Candler Park MARTA stations.  

My other top priority is greater reliability, safety, and frequency of trains.  I know it's expensive and difficult to boost the number of trains.  But the main deterrent for me in taking MARTA to the places it goes is the prospect of a long, long wait in more-or-less secure spaces. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I know we need the Clifton Corridor line.  I could see several others as priorities. Very supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat

 It's a start.  But ATL is going to need significantly more transit within the urban core as we move to higher and higher 

density housing in this area.  Right now the units are being built, but the transit infrastructure is not there.  Traffic is just 

getting worse and worse in lots of areas inside the perimeter.

There is a need for more routes and more coverage.  But there is also a need for greater frequency of trains so that 

MARTA can be an excellent commuter option.

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  I don't use a car, so increased bus and train access has been essential to my moving around the city BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Everything is a good idea, but the Clifton corridor would be the most benefit for me Very supportive Social Media, News Media Social Media Somewhat

While I love more options, what would make it even better is consistency. If we know a train or bus is going to arrive at 

exactly 11:30, it can be better used to plan transit instead of having to guess within a 10 minute window

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Why not heavy rail? The tracks are in place BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Need to extend transit to the large sectors of city unserved;  NE, NW, and SE especially. Heavy rail wherever possible. better in the long run Very supportive Email Social Media Yes  Very large sector of the city needs this line, very large and growing employers.

30030 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes none BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  none Supportive Other Community Event

30317 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  It's difficult to address my selfish transportation needs with current infrastructure in place BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  It' a great start Neutral Email Community Event Somewhat   It's difficult to address all transportation needs with current infrastructure in place

30022 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  I believe that we need to focus on providing more transportation for low income communities were transportation accessibility is a lot harder to receive.  With greater access to transportation, it will facilitate their ability to have more stable jobs. Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit

 I believe that Marta should focus on two things. First, providing great transportation access to communities that are low-income, high-poverty rate. Second, I believe that there should be more trains connecting the Greater Atlanta area to downtown where most of the major corporations / universities are located. 

Thank you! Not supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes I think the Clifton Corridor project is necessary due to the large number of people who work in the area with Emory, CHOA and CDC. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements The Clifton corridor project is necessary to accommodate the large number of people who work in that area. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30084 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes none BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Bus stops should have TV monitors that indicate bus schedule and real time progress of buses on the given line Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes

30035 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  no additional details at this time. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  none Very supportive Email Social Media Yes  very comprehensive list of projects that seem to appropriately address Atlanta transportation needs.

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  N/a Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  N/a Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30033 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat I would like to see a focus on either expanding the rail network or setting up off site parking areas with designated shuttles to take commuters to existing stations. Parking at stations is either limited, or in the case of the Avondale station, was essentially removed save for a small lot. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  I have none. Very supportive Other I would not News Media Somewhat

I use the MARTA train system in my commute to work each day. I live in Decatur, roughly 7 miles from the nearest 

station. I own a car, so driving to a station is relatively convenient for me (outside of peak traffic times), and parking is 

free at my nearest station, but MARTA could considerably expand its rail usage if more convenient options were made 

available to workers living outside of the perimeter and away from the rail lines (northwest, northeast, etc.). More 

specifically, if there were designated sites away from each station near major commuting hubs with shuttles that only 

went from that site to the nearest station, that would make many individual's more likely to consider the train as 

opposed to the existing bus network.

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  reduce carbon footrint Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  xyz Supportive News Media News Media Yes

30004 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat needs to improve schedules/ drivers being on time for their scheduled departures. As an Emory employee commuting from Milton, I take a bus, a train, and another bus before arriving at work. Adding a light rail connecting to the red line would improve schedules and would tremendously increase overall MARTA use. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  They should extend the line further north Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

 As Atlanta continues to grow as one of the nation's busiest cities, it is of utmost importance that our infrastructure also 

continues to improve. Without these improvements, we will continue to see a rise in traffic levels. 

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Focus should be on the worst car traffic congestion centers followed by the most underserved areas within the existing Marta counties. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Clifton and the new CHOA campus must be long term priorities. Neutral Email News Media Somewhat

30346 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  I neeeeeeed Marta transportation to Emory main campus Clifton road BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  There is a huge need to have Marta access Clifton road Emory Very supportive Email, Phone/Text Social Media Yes

30075 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes A direct path to Emory would provide a more reasonable commute alternative Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  N/A Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30274 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  None at this time Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  None at this time Supportive Email News Media Yes

30076 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Limited in scope for the needs of a dispersed metro area like Atl. We rail all the way up 400 to Windward five years ago.   Add bus pickup at each 400 exit. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  I have no way to get to Emory from Roswell except by car.  We need a plan that allows cars to stay in the garage.  Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

30058 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes n/a Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  n/a Very supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  There is a nice mix of projects that address problem areas throughout the region and I would keep the list as it is, just add to it.  There are still problem areas (e.g., Dekalb Avenue) that need creative solutions that are not included here Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit

Transit to major job centers is essential (Clifton Corridor to Emory University/Emory Healthcare/CDC; North Avenue much-needed cross; Northside to schools, small business corridor).  I would choose more, especially those that address cross-town needs.

Does Clifton Corridor have to be light rail to address problems -- might BRT work just as well? Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  Regional coverage, mix of solutions, attention to  critical job centers.

30022 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat

Need frequent bus routes out Atlanta proximity.

MARTA needs updating for real-time use.

More security cameras at bus stations i.e. Lindberg, North Spring, Dunwoody, etc. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Security is major concern. Very supportive Other I don't receive updates Social Media Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  I would like to see more public transit options to and from Emory University and surrounding neighboring communities. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  none Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes

30033 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes

 I relocated to Decatur after living for 14 years in west Georgia (beyond Douglasville).  I would love to see a broad regional expansion of transit beyond the XPress Bus Service that currently ends @ Exit 36 in Douglasville.  Easier access to better jobs in Atlanta via transit would significantly improve the lives of people 

living outside the metro area. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

 I have worked at Emory University for 34+ years and have been dreaming of enhanced transit access to the Clifton Corridor since I started working at Emory.  Given the strategic nature of Emory, CDC, VA and on Clifton if we can solve the transit issues for these huge employers we would go a long way to solving transit 

issues for Atlanta at large.  I love MARTA!  It has been uphill all the way for this agency and I am thrilled that it will finally get the support it need to position itself strategically and effectively as advocates for healthy change in ATL and beyond. Very supportive Email, Social Media Social Media Somewhat

 I am a HUGE fan of MARTA and transit - and I used alternative transportation for 5 years involving transportation via 

private vehicle, XPress Bus, then rail to bus on MARTA.  A one way commute of 52 miles.  But I loved being involved in 

transit and think it should server everyone's needs as much as possible.  There are attitudes about using public transit 

that need to change - and that is accomplished by making it as reliable, accessible, and positive an experience as 

possible for most of the population.

30305 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  No need to combat countries with no rail lines Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Need clayton, Cobb and gwinnett lines Supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat

 Need to consider all the cars flooding metro atlanta in particular with more Express lanes and basically no mass transit 

of significance.

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes   we need transportation  along the Clifton corredor BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  more light rail Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  . Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit . Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  #1 for me is an increase in connectivity and ease of use, especially for high traffic commuting routes. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  It is very important to provide transit for Emory staff and students and for Emory healthcare patients. Very supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30274 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit MARTA IS A PROJECT THAT WE TRULY NEED  Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  My highest priority is the Clifton Corridor light rail. Eventually I hope it will connect with a station on the East-West rail line, such as Avondale or Decatur. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit   My highest priority is the Clifton Corridor light rail. Eventually I hope it will connect with a station on the East-West rail line, such as Avondale or Decatur. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  I would like a better way to get to Emory when it is too cold to bike. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  No Supportive Other sdgrz News Media Yes  Emory University and the CDC need to be better integrated into the surround community.

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  Transit service to Emory would help students a lot Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  n/a Very supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30043 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Clifton corridor would have significant benefits to the Atlanta region BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Clifton Corridor will be a great transit option for all Emory, CHOA, CDC and VA employees Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  I live close to Emory but on the outside, so I won't directly benefit, but the value to Emory and the Clifton corridor is significant and very necessary.  Thank you! Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service The Clifton Corridor is in need of additional decongestion. Very supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat

Regional needs are equally significant, and metro Atlanta needs to experience easier travel to/from outer suburbs like 

Bartow, Cherokee, Douglas, Paulding, Henry, Forsyth, Rockdale, Hall.  We should not be expanding Inter-State lanes any 

more.

Notwithstanding the natural challenges of the Chattahoochee river bed and adjacent hills, public transit to the NW 

sector of metro Atlanta is in need of development.

30324 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  none BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension The Clifton corridor is the most important to me to help decrease the traffic to that area. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30076 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes

 The light rail between Lindbergh and the Clifton Corridor would allow me to take MARTA to Emory several times a week. I have used Bus #6 enough to realize that it creates a longer commute (as opposed to driving from Roswell), partly because the bus takes a long time to get from Lindbergh to Emory, and partly 

because the bus times are not frequent enough (during the times of day when the bus only runs every 30 minutes) or unpredictable (when catching the bus in front of the School of Nursing to get back to Lindbergh). If there was a reliable, predictable, and FAST train option between LIndbergh and Emory that would be a 

game-changer for me! Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements I'd love for some of the stations to be better lit, although in general I feel very safe on MARTA Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes

30317 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat I know all places have different challenges, but when I lived in DC, I usually only had to drive my car on the weekends. Benchmarking major cities who "got it right" could assist ATL with its way forward. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center If Clifton Corridor is added, I wouldn't have to drive to work. Supportive Other Marta App News Media Somewhat

30238 Clayton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat I feel that they should have more express transportation towards the Jonesboro area. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements I feel that I might be might be successful if implemented right. Neutral Email News Media Somewhat

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes . BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  . Very supportive Other None Community Event Yes

30075 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  Keep building BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Clifton corridor helps with the healthcare sector which is of great importance Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  Need more mass transportation to various locations 

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes The Clifton Corridor project will reduce traffic congestion around the CDC, Emory University, Egleston Hospital, VA Medical Center.  Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements  I keenly support the Clifton Corridor proposal. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30342 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat

The More MARTA plan is not focused enough. It tries to accomplish too much but doesn't achieve enough. For example, the LRT expansion seems to snake around the city too much without clearly serving one specific route. Like MARTA's heavy rail system - it exists but doesn't 'go' enough places. 

It is better to be far more specific and completely address one area / idea / vision than to spread resources too thin across the projects. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit

LRT must be completed around the entireBeltline and then integrated with additional LTR systems / expansion. In other words, completing the entireBeltline LRT system should be completed before developing the Clifton Corridor LRT system.  The More MARTA project has a chance to fully integrate the city center with 

surrounding neighborhoods and these neighborhoods with each other. 

In-Fill Stations should also be reviewed. Somewhat supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

 It doesn't do enough to reduce traffic - car and pedestrian. This plan addresses many topics and areas but spreads it's 

resources too thin to meaningfully address them.

I suggest tighter focus on 2-3 'main' projects. Completing fewer projects but to a higher standard will increase ridership 

and buy-in. 

This plan is a jack-of-all trades but a master of none. 

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes n/a Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  n/a Very supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30344 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat Expansion of MARTA access to Emory and the CDC, and expansion of services in low-income areas BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  none Neutral Social Media News Media Somewhat

Needs more attention to connecting between low-income areas and job centers, also needs emphasis on non-

bus/traffic-contingent transit

30291 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  . BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  . Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30083 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes N/A Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements It is entirely too congested in the Emory/CDC/CHOA area. With the increase in employees, students, etc. traffic and pollution is steadily increasing. Parking is also very limited. Thus, having a transit system (Clifton Corridor) that runs through this area should alleviate some of the aforementioned headaches.  Very supportive Email Social Media Yes  N/A

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  We need even more public transportation - additional revenue sources to fund transit. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  N/A Supportive Email News Media Somewhat  We need even more solutions and funding to transit problems.

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  N/A Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  N/A Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Sometimes it is not realiable time wise to get to and from work Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements  N/A Very supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30034 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  There needs to be an expansion to the outside Crosstown Downtown West Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  NA Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  There needs to be expansion projects all over.

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat The Clifton Corridor Transit Light Rail Transit will address important transportation needs, as will theBeltline Northeast Light Rail Transit and the Crosstown Downtown East Extension. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension More light rail options will make significant improvements for commuting and living in Atlanta, and for Atlanta's standing as a major U.S. city. Supportive News Media Community Event

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes I live near Emory. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  I live near Emory. Very supportive News Media News Media Yes

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  none BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  none Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Yes

30315 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes   na BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements   na Very supportive Social Media Community Event Yes   na

30324 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  N/A Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  N/A Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  Focusing on investing on reducing trafic. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit reducing trafic and access to Marta at Emory is really necessary Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Clifton Corridor LRT is particularly important. That would substantially increase mass transit access to jobs BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  These projects would  greatly reduce congestion through that whole northeast corridor. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 The Proposed Program is much needed and a great step forward. But traffic congestion is an area where Atlanta 

continues to struggle, and a disincentive for companies to move here.  This program will greatly help, but efforts to 

mitigate congestion has to remain an important part of the plan for Atlanta's long term growth. 

30316 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  n/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  n/a Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30306 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

I need more/better access from my home to central parts of the city (downtown/midtown) where transit centers already exist. This "last mile" connections will help me and many other city residents connect to the existing transit infrastructure that already exists in the city.

Currently, buses from my home to my place of employment run only every 20 minutes. This does not allow enough leeway for commuting to and from work on time. As a former resident of Washington, D.C., major bus routes ran nearly every 3-4 minutes during rush hour and every 10-15 minutes the rest of the day. 

As a nurse, I can't reliably commute to work via bus when if I am running late, or the bus is running late or early, I risk showing up to work 20-30 minutes late and putting my patients at risk.

As a side note, the MARTA app is completely unreliable for tracking when your bus will arrive. I'd urge you to explore integrating with existing applications like Next Bus. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Atlanta is long overdue for a transit overhaul -- please be a good steward of the funding provided to you by city residents. Prioritizing wealthy organizations, like Emory, that sought annexation only recently and now stand to benefit to the tune of $1 billion, is wrong and reeks of corruption. Somewhat supportive Email News Media No

 It is unfair for MARTA to be prioritizing the Clifton Corridor project over many other transit projects within the city of 

Atlanta. Much of the route, including Emory and the CDC, were not even part of the city of Atlanta when residents 

voted in favor of the transit tax. It accounts for the largest portion of the $2.5 billion tax allocation and does not benefit 

the majority of city residents. 

Emory and the CDC need to wait in line for their share of Atlanta's transit money. It should be noted that neither 

organization pay taxes to the city, and so they don't even contribute to the ongoing cost of maintaining a major transit 

route to their doors. 

I strongly urge MARTA to prioritize bus rapid transit and light rail on theBeltline, which are far more cost effective and 

benefit people who have lived and worked in Atlanta without access to adequate transit for decades.

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat Please extend MARTA trains to more areas--like to Emory and the CDC. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  More Marta! Very supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

 I cannot make sense of most of the goals (not sure the difference between them). But I want more train lines and 

cleaner stations. 

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes None Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

 he Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the Atlanta region. The Clifton transit line will be competing with other cities across the country for limited federal funding and is a strong contender for Atlanta to realize a $1B MARTA expansion—the 

largest in two decades. Very supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30315 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  I would love if it was more transit buses for people to and from work including myself so that it will decrease the chances of being late and losing our jobs. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements   na Very supportive Email Community Event Yes   na

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  The approach needs to be multi-faceted. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service From the Virginia-Highland intersection to Emory University campus, there is one bus. It runs unpredictably and is more expensive than parking at Emory. This needs to change! Very supportive Email, News Media Community Event Yes  Atlanta has commuter and transit needs that include many areas together.

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  nonr Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  As an Emory student and Decatur community member, the Clifton light rail is very important to me. Very supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media, News Media Social Media Yes

30324 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Not fully knowledgeable about different plans.  Build the Clifton corridor link. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  These are the top three items for me. Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter

30032 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  I think they will help a lot of people, just not me for most of the time I am using public transportation to commute. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I hope MARTA keeps expanding. Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  I feel like there really needs to be more of everything, but I realize that there is a limited budget.

30076 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit  N/A Supportive News Media Social Media Yes  N/A

30319 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Some MARTA buses run frequently- during rush hour- 5a-9a 3p-8p. some of these same buses don't run frequently after rush hour. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  The buses need to connect between theBeltline and Cascade Ave/Cascade Rd. I live in Mozley Park. I live 2 mins from theBeltline. The 813 bus does not connect to the 71 bus Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  Some buses such as the 110 Peach run frequently between Arts center and Lenox. 

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat I feel that some of my concerns are addressed, however my largest concern is access. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I feel that theBeltline and Clifton corridor are crucial at this point Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30088 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Would like to see more extension of the Marta railway to decrease the number of vehicles that are commuting to jobs daily. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  None Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Clifton Corridor transit would improve my transportation needs. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  N/A Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30328 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes   na Crosstown Downtown West Extension Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit   na Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  It would be nice to have MARTA times in many areas throughout the city.

30322 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  N/A Very supportive Social Media Social Media Yes

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  We would love to see MATRA expand! Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  The Clifton line will be a major game changer, as there are ~20K people driving in daily to this narrow area. Very supportive Other Social Media Somewhat  I would prefer more underground transportation, rather than buses and light train.

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes

 Establishing a light rail transit to the Emory area will greatly reduce traffic to the area and offer Emory students, staff, and faculty as well as CDC employees an alternative commute option which may also be cheaper than current parking permit options available to them. It will also allow people in other areas of the city 

to apply for and hold jobs that may have otherwise been out of reach for them due to lack of transportation opportunities BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  N/A Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

 The current plan is a wonderful first step towards expanding MARTA but many other neighborhoods and areas should 

be prioritized in future waves of expansion of light rail service. Many of the proposed routes rely on bus transit which 

can be unpredictable due to traffic patterns. For many people reliant on these routes, a late bus can mean being late to 

their jobs or other important appointments, which can in turn lead to being fired, incurring fees from missed doctor's 

appointments, failing to pick up their child from daycare on time, and other many negative consequences. For this 

reason, the priority of MARTA should not be on expanding bus routes but on creating a sophisticated, modern transit 

system that does not rely on surface roads.

30307 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  Enhancing the frequency of trips for mass transit options would address a primary need BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service

An emphasis on multi-layer transportation solutions is necessary to address the current and future challenges of population growth in the Atlanta metro area. The dominance of the automobile is not a sustainable situation moving forward. Without growth of mass transit in all forms, the growth and prosperity of 

Atlanta will be restricted and quality of life for current residents will suffer. I fully support innovative solutions to implement and promote transit solutions that move the focus from single-occupancy cars to mass transit options.  Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat  Cost of transportation options does not appear to be explicitly listed as a need to be addressed

30328 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Am very excited about Clifton corridor Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements Would love for stations to be freshened up Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30329 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Na Supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

30324 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes Mmmm Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit The Clifton corridor is very important. Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes

30322 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Okat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Okay Supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30310 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Late night hours. Frequent availability. I shouldn't have to wait 45 min late at night or on Sunday. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit   na Neutral Email, Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat

 We must develop underserved areas so they can have better access to resources and jobs. That will boost economy. 

Not investing in places like midtown and buckhead.

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I believe Clifton Corridor is a key piece of plan because of final mile traffic getting to Emory and CDC. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  -- Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30314 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes   na Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements   na Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat   na

30312 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No  The entireBeltline should have transit; I am a Grant Park resident and it is not equitable that my neighborhood is being negatively impacted by this. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit  N/a Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 The entireBeltline should have transit; I am a Grant Park resident and it is not equitable that my neighborhood is being 

negatively impacted by this.

30094 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat   I live out I-20 and work in DeKalb. I would really like to see light or high speed rail down I-20 into Downtown Atlanta with stops along the way. There should be light or high speed rail down each of the major highways OTP and into the heart of Atlanta. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I-20 East work as mentioned earlier Supportive Social Media Social Media Somewhat

 I live out I-20 and work in DeKalb. I would really like to see light or high speed rail down I-20 into Downtown Atlanta 

with stops along the way. There should be light or high speed rail down each of the major highways OTP and into the 

heart of Atlanta.

30127 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes

 Seems to have a focus on many of the issues related to transportation in Atlanta.

Had to click on Fulton county, even though my commute is from Cobb. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Clifton Corridor Light Rail project would be a huge reduction in congestion for that area. Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat  Would like to see Western counties considered (Cobb, Paulding, Douglas...)

30307 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  More attention to pedestrian needs would be helpful. Most all-way pedestrian crossings would be ideal. More attention to safe bike routes. We need to wean ourselves from the over-reliance on cars! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Light rail will transform the city. Very supportive Email, News Media News Media Somewhat  Same as previous.

30022 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  n/a Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  n/a Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  n/a

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  We need to be running buses and trains 24/7 Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements   na Very supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  We need more buses.
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30316 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  I would like to see the train system expanded. Primarily have a stop at Emory/CDC with direct train access from the North and South East regions of Atlanta. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit   I would like to see the train system expanded. Primarily have a stop at Emory/CDC with direct train access from the North and South East regions of Atlanta. Very supportive Social Media Social Media Somewhat

  I would like to see the train system expanded. Primarily have a stop at Emory/CDC with direct train access from the 

North and South East regions of Atlanta.

30238 Clayton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  More train stations would be helpful. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements New bet lines should be top priority. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  Additional train station will help Atlanta's transportation needs.

30360 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  It will reduce traffic load between Lindburg and Emory Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Our MARTA stations aren't as clean as it should be. Some stations like Lindburg smell and the concrete floor are sagging with thick dirt. The cemented seats are dirty. Very supportive Email, News Media Social Media Yes  I am seeing traffic load increasing every day on this road.

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Increases in train route frequency. I often commute back and forth across the city for various activities. The need to get around very efficiently has reduced my ability to use MARTA more. I'm really excited about more routes and more efficient service. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension None Very supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat

Integrating the bus and rail lines with other transportation options in the city, including zipcar stations, bird/lime 

scooters, bike share options to provide additional mobility for people commuting to and from stations/areas of the city.

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  I would use public transportation to and from work if it was more convenient and reliable.  Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Clifton Road is jammed packed with Emory and CDC employees. I live two miles from work and it takes me 20 minutes to get there. We need better public transportation opportunities for people who work along this road. Supportive Email News Media Yes

30311 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  We need to know where the buses are going before we purchase a ticket. We also need to have quick and timely (<1hr) to cobb county. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements   na Supportive Email, Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat  The reason I feel this does completely assess our transportation needs is because of the lack of transparency. 

30030 DeKalb Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  None. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  None. Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Yes  None.

30317 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

 I think the primary hurdle to increasing ridership is how limited transit options are - including only an E-W and N-S rail line, and cumbersome bus connectivity.  I would love to see MARTA take the stage as the go-to mode of transportation for the City and to make the city more livable and green.  Make MARTA a first 

class transportation system that Atlantans could feel proud of. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Funding the Clifton Corridor light rail would be a game changer for accessibility for patients needing health care in Atlanta.  Please make that a priority. Very supportive Phone/Text News Media Somewhat

I would love to see MARTA take the stage as the go-to mode of transportation for the City and to make the city more 

livable and green.  Make MARTA a diverse, first class transportation system that Atlantans could feel proud of - be 

innovative in thinking and improve options for public transit, inter-connectivity, and make it affordable and easy for 

people to ride.  Be thinking about the needs of seniors, low income families, and individuals with disabilities because 

there needs to be a voice for them through any new developments.

30322 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes yes Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Yes Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit, necessary Very supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  I am very interested in the Clifton Corridor Transit Line Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  n/a Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  It would be useful as a college student to be able to get to and from the airport without paying a hefty Uber fee or driving and paying for long-term parking, especially with Atlanta traffic. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  n/a Supportive Email News Media Yes

 A lot of students/faculty members at Emory University do not have a sustainable/efficient way of getting to and from 

the airport, and having a station near our campus would greatly benefit the community.

30332 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

 When I look at this project list, I don't see coherent responses to transportation problems based of a coherent vision or operational strategy, rather lots of smaller projects. Big investments are going into the Clifton Corridor, for something that is essentially a spur, and will require a transfer to get on the existing rapid 

rail lines. More coherent expenditures on rail from my perspective would be a greater emphasis on cross-town services. With that said, I think the North Ave and Northside corridors, and Capitol Ave are good corridors, and maybe these should be the rail targets. I am concerned about more Streetcar. Rail and BRT can 

be effective if you have strait, center-running routes, on dedicated ROW, with proper stops, and high frequency. The streetcar as designed will never meet these criteria. Why put money onBeltline rail just to have it connect to a slow moving street-car? And why not start crosstown service now? Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  Thank you. I do not currently reside full-time in Fulton, but I did in the past, and still work in the city and stay frequently. I wanted to take this opportunity to thank the MARTA staff for their work, and the City for this larger and important effort. Neutral Other Social Media Somewhat

I would like to thank MARTA and the City for this work, but also suggest that a Houston, or Columbus, girded style bus 

system, re-design should be the 1st priority. There is a proposal to put BRT on North Ave, when MARTA does not 

currently run a single crosstown bus currently. We have a great MARTA spine. Frequent (10min headway) crosstown  

service on Lindbergh, 18th, 14th, 10th, Joseph Boone, Georgia Ave, Campbellton to University, etc., should be 

considered before more costly investments.

30305 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes Good connectivity between Emory sites - Clifton, EUHM and ESJH campuses BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Y Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30021 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat MARTA should enhance the safety and attractiveness of MARTA facilities Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements Projects do not seem to connect Dekalb country to Emory/Clifton corridor Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  Does not integrate well with major Dekalb county residential areas, especially near the east side of I-285

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  LTR on Clifton corridor would really help ease congestion. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center Station Improvements n/a Supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Need rail up 400 to exit 11 or even beyond Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Important to help reduce road congestion Supportive Email News Media Somewhat  Need more rail service and expand street car

30329 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Move Clifton Rd. light rail project to the top of the list! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Atlanta has the potential to be one of the worlds greatest cities. It is my hope that the entire region will work together to accomplish this huge task.  Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes  Seems to address most of the most pressing needs. 

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  This sounds like focus-group management speak and the entire list is almost meaningless to me. What I am concerned about is FREQUENCY of bus and trains (esp bus, but both of them) BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service I am very excited about Clifton Corridor for personal reasons (work) but do not know enough about the other projects to comment. Supportive Email, News Media Social Media No

 See above. For folks to get to work who have to take bus and train, transfer, etc, the commute time can be ridiculous 

given how infrequent buses are

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

It should help Emory/CDC area traffic somewhat, but surrounding areas are overbuilt and sidewalk, Marta train access will remain limited for most of the community. It may ease a particular bottleneck somewhat, but townhome and apartment developments continue to pour more and more people and cars onto our 

roads. Til Marta is a more comprehensive train system like NYC, DC, Chicago - we'll be stuck depending on our cars. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  See my other comments. Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

 We need expansion of Marta rail in many directions with work, residential and recreational options easily accessible via 

train and walking (on sidewalks).

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Need expansion of North rail to Gwinnett and/or integrated bus service to/from colleges north of 285. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Reliability Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat  Atlanta is far behind other cities' transportation integration but this is a step in the right direction. 

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes Reliable, timely, transportation to major job centers is exceedingly important. There is nowhere where this is needed more than on the Clifton Corridor. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Reliable, timely, transportation to major job centers is exceedingly important. There is nowhere where this is needed more than on the Clifton Corridor. Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat This somewhat addresses the large number of transportation concerns throughout the metro area.  As you know, so much can be done to improve mass transit in Atlanta. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  No further comments at this time other than thank you for this opportunity. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30087 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Somewhat  Improving safety at stations in early morning hours. Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements   na Supportive Email Community Event Yes  na

30306 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  . BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  . Very supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat

30083 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Provides for getting to and from Emory BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  no additional comments Supportive Email Social Media Yes

 If more trains/buses ran on a tighter schedule, more people would chose to use public transportation. Also, if public 

transportation serviced more locations, more people would use it.

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Very much in favor of Clifton corridor.  Traffic situation at Emory/ CDC has become unmanageable.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Clifton corridor plan is essential.  Emory/CDC are major employers in Atlanta and a rail connection is desperately needed to greatly impact traffic reduction. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  Really support the Clifton corridor expansion

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes still have concerns about traffic driving to the light rail station Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit what about people who don't want to spend 20 minutes driving to a marta station. Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes

30021 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I can get to work using current MARTA routing.  But this is not nearly as convenient as having the Express service that once ran between the Kensington Station and the Clifton Campus, which has now been discontinued. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit

Critically needed soon with more incentives to encourage ridership:

-More Buses or Light Rail from Cobb Co. to Clifton Corridor

-More Buses or Light Rail from Gwinnett Co. to Clifton Corridor

--Added emphasis on the Snellville area to the Clifton Corridor

Maybe add these buses first to encourage more people get in the mindset of mass transit, before or during the building of the light rail.

Neutral News Media Community Event Somewhat

You really shouldn't admit to the Atlanta Street Car.  An incredibly expensive boondoggle that Atlanta really shouldn't 

have approved instead of taking care of more critical projects as dealing with city corruption, water issues, better 

management of property taxes, etc.  A dedicated bus similar that other cities use for sightseers would have made so 

much more sense!

30312 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

 Would like to see the neighborhood of Cabbagetown better served/ connected to the transit network, ie expansion ofBeltline light rail along the southside line and ideally an infill MARTA station at Krog Street. Transit is sorely needed in this area and the closest MARTA stations are not walkable for most residents even 

though we are right near the tracks. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit  These are all worthy projects, but what Atlanta needs first and foremost is intown connectivity to boost efficiency and thus, ridership. Most people I know who live intown would prefer to ride MARTA, but don't because with the current configuration it would take longer than driving to get to most intown destinations. Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat

Clifton Corridor is important (I recognize the need more than most as an Emory employee myself), however I do not 

believe it should be funded with this particular tax. We should focus on building a more complete and navigable transit 

network for the urban core, which is what most voters had in mind when voting for this tax. A light rail loop would go a 

long way for inter-neighborhood connectivity and getting more people in general to use MARTA rail. Campbellton Road 

would be better served by BRT than light rail because of the configuration of the road; light rail would offer little 

advantage over BRT and be much more costly. For light rail investments Atlanta needs an interconnected, logical rail 

network, not a political compromise.

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  I wish the clifton corridor ran all the way between lindbergh and decatur square.  I think buses are good, but light rail and subway/flyovers are even better and more appealing. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Just feel like more light rail and rail is preferred.  Would LOVE to see a comprehensive transit center at the gulch much like the major stations in NYC, Union Station in Chicago, or even the stations in Philadelphia. Supportive Email, Social Media Community Event Somewhat

 I feel there is less rail access on the west side of town.  If this is because population density is just not quite there, then 

so be it. I see the increase in rapid bus transit, but I still feel as though people prefer rail over bus.  Also do we have any 

plans for buses that are electric within the city (via electrical wires overhead?).  I feel like we are too dependent on gas 

prices with buses, unless liquid natural gas is actually relatively cheap.

30344 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  There are not enough sheltered or sitting/rest areas for bus commuters to protect them from elements. Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements   na Supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat   na

30238 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes   na Frequent Local Bus Service Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements   na Neutral Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat   na

30002 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat

 Prioritizing the Clifton Corridor Transit Line is especially important - the full line from Avondale to Lindbergh is a must! Avondale is a growing community and in many ways, an extension of Decatur, and having lightrail that cuts across Clifton would be a major relief for a growing area with limited road access. 

Generally speaking, being able to have multiple access points to get across the City is necessary to make MARTA a usable service - similar to successful metro systems such as in DC and NY.

We MUST get lightrail service on theBeltline to really utilize it's benefits and fulfill it's original promise to transform this city. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  see above Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Yes  no additional details Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Will help transit to Emory Very supportive Email, Social Media More MARTA Atlanta Website

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes It would be great to have a quick 'to work' option. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension --- Supportive Email Social Media Yes

30338 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  My needs are limited, because I get to work at 0600 and because I will retire in 3.5 more years. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  I hope the Clifton Road Corridor project gets approved ASAP.  I have worked at CHOA Egleston and Emory for over 30 years - it is long overdue for better mass transit access. Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

 It's a great start, but mass transit MUST attain a higher priority, especially if we expect to land projects like Amazon's 

HQ2.

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Somewhat Safety and accessibility to Bicycle transportation is important to me.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  I'd like to see LRT connection from Emory to Bankhead. Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes But the West side is not getting enough of the LRT access as I'd like to see.

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 Intown transportation is always interesting in that it takes more time to catch a bus and use a train than it does to drive a car. Bike lanes are improving, but still not where they need to be to make a bike route safe, adjacent to vehicular traffic. And sidewalks are still unpredictable. I can see lots of improvements in 

action though, so I appreciate all the efforts towards improving public transit here. I know it's hard, as metro Atlanta encompasses so many areas OTP. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service

 OH, I just remembered! We have got to get better transit to the new baseball stadium! That's SUCH a nice stadium. There's ample parking, but the prices vary by crazy amounts, and you have to add a solid half hour to find parking. One night I went and found $15 parking that beat out $20 parking. Then another time I 

found $5 parking (holy wow!) that beat out, well, EVERY OTHER parking option. I think there was a $7 option nearby, but most were $20. The old stadium was just so nicely located to where you could take the MARTA train directly there. The stadium added Uber drop-offs, but game time usually means peak Uber rates. 

So you're almost better off just looking for parking. Furthermore, the price ends up limiting the ability of, like, normal people from going to the games. Just about everyone appears to be fairly well off...because you have to be ready for a $100-$200 evening. The location is really good for restaurants and stores too. Very supportive Email, Social Media Community Event Somewhat

 My colleague rides the bus a lot. And he said the buses could be better coordinated with the app. He had two buses run 

late the other day, making him late to work. I think we need to have more buses and more routes, running more 

frequently.

30344 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  n/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  n/a Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  n/a

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Expand MARTA rail throughout SW Atlanta and Cobb county cumberland area. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Greenbriar Transit Center   na Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  MARTA needs expanded throughout SW Atlanta and to cobb county areas.

30308 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat n/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit n.a Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes

 I think it is vital to the Atlanta transportation system. Clifton has limited parking, and the traffic is terrible. We are very isolated from rail transportation. By adding rail transportation for Clifton, the workers will have greater mobility options, better work performance and timeliness, and overall comfort with their work 

and routines. For the county, fewer traffic jams and accidents if more people utilize public transport. Essentially, the Clifton area will be opened to a wealth of new access points across the city thanks to a single rail line. It makes a significant difference. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Clifton is critical since Emory and Choa are huge establishments within Atlanta. TheBeltline will better facilitate movement of workers across new channels in the city. Very supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30084 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

 I live on the edge of the county, 3/4 mile from the county line. The closest bus is 2 miles away. I know that I am not the only person with this issue. I do not currently use transit because it is not timely for me. Walking 45 minutes to get to a bus when there are no sidewalks is not safe. If I used transit, I would then have 

to take a bus to the train to another bus. A 2.5+ hour commute will not entice me to take transit. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Once rush hour is over, could you switch to smaller buses so the frequency doesn't drop so far? Neutral Email Social Media Somewhat  It depends where you live.

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat   na BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit   na Neutral Email Community Event Somewhat   na

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  What's being presented? what's left out? survey puts cart before the horse. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service   na Neutral Email Community Event Somewhat  Address Northside and southside inequality. 

30054 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  It needs to reach further out to the suburbs. Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements I have none. Supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I work in Atlanta (DeKalb County) but reside in Gwinnett County.  The proposed projects can certainly have a positive impact on current commuters, but I am hoping for Gwinnett to come on board soon. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Clifton Corridor project is my top selection of those listed, although I think they are all important. Very supportive Social Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat  I think it is a step in the right direction, but worry that we can't keep up with the pace needed. 

30324 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  We need more rail lines. Buses are not dependable. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  We need more rail lines. Buses are not dependable. Very supportive News Media Social Media

30329 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  Please do it Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  No Comments Very supportive News Media News Media Yes

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat I would like to see more of an attempt to add light rail (or more) to the neighborhoods within Atlanta. How do I easily get to Buckhead from Virginia Highlands or East Atlanta? If we're able to get to the business districts easily without a car, there will be less cars on the road. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  The more light and heavy rail, being able to move people around the city quickly, the better. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 There are still so many people who drive an hour a day to work in the suburbs. We need an easy way to move people 

up into these centers. Even if it's an hour transit ride, that's much better than an hour car ride.

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Emory and the CDC are large employers in Atlanta and there should be a rail service to this area of Atlanta/Decatur/Druid Hills. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  N/A Supportive Email, Social Media Community Event Yes

30009 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  I love the proposed light rail to the Clifton Corridor. I would additionally like to see the red line extended northward beyond North Springs Station, perhaps to Mansell and/or Windward park-and-ride(s). BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service

 Because of the huge influx of people to Emory University, the CDC, and the Hospitals/clinics along Clifton Road, I think the Clifton Corridor Light Rail project has the potential to improve commutes for many people and lighten up road traffic and parking for those who need to take their cars. I have been excited about 

this project for a number of years, since I first heard of it. Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

  I love the proposed light rail to the Clifton Corridor. I would additionally like to see the red line extended northward 

beyond North Springs Station, perhaps to Mansell and/or Windward park-and-ride(s). 

30058 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Enhance Safety BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  more Marta light Rails Supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  n/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  n/a Supportive News Media News Media Yes

30329 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes

.

BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  . Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat more diverse train stops in the perimeter and outside the perimeter. Bus routes are too unpredictable and train routes will decrease traffic in inner city Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  There is a large population that commute to and from the clifton road area. there are major hospitals and the CDC all in one area and the traffic is horrible. There needs to be more train stops to reduce the amount of cars on the road. Very supportive Email Social Media No  in need of more train stops to increase the traffic issue in Atlanta

30327 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Atlanta needs to have efficient transportation to encourage companies and workers to locate here Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit

 Emory/CDC traffic is terrible for workers and patients.  Needs a mass transit option.

Would like to see streetcar on Peachtree Road.  

Need more east west options other than automobile on regular streets Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30316 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  The proposed new projects has caused more time wasted before getting to work. The 32 routes was right before the new change and there was no bus schedules to inform us of a new route schedule Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements

 there needs to be more protection provided, there also needs to be a supervisor at every station and needs to be available for our help, there also needs to be more than one train running on the weekend. The people that work for MARTA needs to know Answer to our question. And why the 32 bus route been 

changed and caused us to have to get on two trains this is so inconvient for all us that ride the 32 route. Not supportive Email Community Event No

 The transit system isn't in order to help us every time you ask a bus driver about anything regarding change they don't 

know. No one has yet to explain to me why the 32 has changed, why the trains only run one train on the weekend it is 

so unfair because we spend our money and time and no one seems to be concerned about our needs.

30084 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat NA BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  NA Very supportive Other Community Event No

30342 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  I just wish the Marta train went more places, including further north and into Cobb County. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension N/A Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  I just wish the Marta train went more places, including further north and into Cobb County.

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Need better bus route. These long bus routes are terrible. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Greenbriar Transit Center   na Neutral Email Community Event Somewhat  They need to do better the trains system. Being late for work because the trains shut down. 

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat

 This is one small step toward solving a much bigger traffic problem in the City of Atlanta.  No new businesses or residential complexes should be allowed permits to build inside the Atlanta perimeter before its design takes into account how added populations will effect traffic in their areas and provide acceptable 

solutions or notable donations to improve existing transit systems. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  More rapid transit in highest populated areas. Supportive News Media News Media Somewhat  See above.

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Would like system to go to play forest. Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements   na Neutral Email Community Event No  Infrastructure issues. 

30322 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I think so, but some of the topics are broad, I'd need context to understand what falls under those headers. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  It would be great to ease the traffic on Clifton Corridor Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Yes  I think so, but I'm not so entrenched in this field.

30329 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No

 I DO NOT support a light rail boondogle in the Emory area. The only things which this project will be good for will be: 

1. Allowing the donwtown homeless to easily come to the suburbs.

2. Killing the streets and creating a traffic nightmare.

3. Costing way more than similar transportation means. It would be cheaper to buy electric buses and build a bus depot (Take a look a Chatanooga). BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements I do not think the expense will justify the progress. Answer this: if you were to live in the area of a project, would you want it? Will it make your neighborhood better? Not supportive Email News Media No

 Atlanta's traffic analysis focuses on only building things and not a comprehensive plan.

To solve Atlanta's traffic, the State / City / Counties need to:

1. Get trucks off the roads or away from the city center. Use rail and make it easy.

2. Companies need to get on board: work from home / telework, time shift, group commuter options (ex a bus which 

will bring people back/forth)

3. The region does not make competing options better (cheaper / easier / more convenient / etc).... until these 

alternative options do this, people will continue to drive. Marta needs to be more efficient, professional, cleaner, and 

safer. It should not be a home for the homeless. Commuting is expensive. Find a way to make competing options 

cheaper, and people will give up their card.

4. Advertising works. Getting companies and government on board is better.

30310 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  My question is why only times black have a program someone always try to do they way. Unstill of going about the what the paper say. Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements   na Neutral News Media Community Event Yes  thank you

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  TheBeltline should be a complete transit option for the entire loop around the enclosed area. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  The more effective light rail we can bring online, the better. Very supportive Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Desperately need the Clinton trail line! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service   Desperately need the Clinton trail line! Very supportive Email, Social Media News Media Yes

30083 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes none Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements none Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30083 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Traffic congestion in areas like the Clifton Corridor, which affect health care access, job access and improved quality of life need to be a high priority. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center The Clifton Corridor project is critical. Very supportive Email, News Media Community Event Yes

30307 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  Air quality concerns not addressed BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Light rail offers special possibilities Supportive Email News Media Somewhat  Nothing

30030 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Atlanta as a city is growing in size to match the likes of NYC and LA, we need a world class transportation system to support our growing population. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit

 The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the Atlanta region. The Clifton transit line will be competing with other cities across the country for limited federal funding and is a strong contender for Atlanta to realize a $1B MARTA expansion—the 

largest in two decades. Supportive Social Media Community Event No

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  Emory/CDC/CHOA should be connected to more places--not just Buckhead, who probably needs it the least. I'd like to see Edgewood connected to that area. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension   Emory/CDC/CHOA should be connected to more places--not just Buckhead, who probably needs it the least. Very supportive Email Social Media No   Emory/CDC/CHOA should be connected to more places--not just Buckhead, who probably needs it the least. 

30058 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat I  would like to see a Shuttle from Stone Crest to connect to Decatur Transit Stations in case of bad inclement wheather; or when  a person may have car repairs & need access to other transportation; other than renting a vehicle to get to work. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service I have family members whom will benefit; If they have appointments within EUH Healthcare Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  I would like to see Atlanta have a subway system more like other major cities, so that public transit can be an option for more commuters. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  No comment Very supportive Email, Social Media Social Media Somewhat

30312 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

 i live on theBeltline, on the east side. currently this path only goes to piedmont park. i work in buckhead, as do many people - and we travel north to work.  if there was light rail to lindbergh i could take that commute DAILY and never have to get into  my car, not even on the weekends. i would LOVE this. i would never 

leave my O4W neighborhood - and that's because it would be easy to get everywhere. i can walk to supermarkets OR take the trolley.  but if it went one step further - and took me 80% to work i would never need a car. right now i work 7 miles away from home. sometimes it takes an hour to get home. that's just 

insane. 1 hour for 7 miles, of almost standstill traffic. it's not going to get any better without reducing congestion from intown people to their place of work. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  i've been advocating for theBeltline since i met ryan 10+ years ago. this is such an amazing oppty to create a cohesive city and you're blowing it by ignoring how much we need transport INTOWN. Somewhat supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

 i really feel you are ignoring why the people voted for this tax, and that is theBeltline. not the emory rail corridor. 

emory is not part of atlanta and it wasn't on the horizon or in the minds of the people when we voted.

30338 DeKalb Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat I would prefer more of a commitment to walkability in the most dense urban core of the city, where better transit would allow more people to live in Atlanta without cars. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit

 I think the focus of the whole system should be on making the high-density urban core of atlanta (Midtown, Downtown) a more walkable place where car ownership is not necessary. The Clifton Corridor and much of theBeltline rail project, the two projects eating up the majority of the budget, fail to make the highest 

density areas livable without cars. Instead of focusing on these two projects, I think the North-Ave to L. Hollowell should be light (or even heavy) rail instead of BRT. This connects a lot of up and coming places with midtown, own of the highest density areas in the city, where jobs and homes are being added by the 

thousands each year and the dream of a truly walkable car-optional community is within reach if transit is utilized effectively. Connecting Georgia Tech with Tech Square would be huge addition, as well as connecting Old Fourth Ward, the NorthsideBeltline, and Ponce City Market to Midtown. Right of way is a must here 

as well. Somewhat supportive News Media Social Media

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  Emory needs MARTA access BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Please Emory needs access! Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Increase frequency of trains and buses BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Train line from Midtown straight east to Emory/CDC Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30308 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes Have trains that run more often and on time, as well as buses to help transport to train stations. Let’s mimic London or Budapest. As it stands, I don’t feel safe using MARTA late at night and I won’t even use the buses. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit

I live in Midtown and attend school at the downtown campus of GSU. Making it easy to get to and from campus (paying to park gets expensive, shuttling from Turner Field is time-consuming) would be a big improvement. I know there’s already a GSU station, but again, more trains and more trains on time would be 

great, too. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 Traffic is pretty awful any time of the day, especially when the inevitable car crash (or five) further prevents the flow of 

traffic. Drivers are rude and don’t allow merging easily. If public transport becomes more effective, people may drive 

less and create less traffic. Those who use trains/buses and walk to and from said stations may be happier due to 

increased exercise and decreased time sitting in traffic. Happier people might just be so inclined to be nicer and let folks 

freely merge. Just a simple thought.

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Expanding service around Emory will be very helpful for me as I work at Emory University. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit I very strongly support expanding all public transit options as the traffic in this city is only going to get worse as business grows. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 I think that there should be more investment in expanding the heavy rail systems as light rail is on the road and thus 

competes with traffic.

30087 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat

  An accessible public transportation system is lacking from suburban to the urban community. I would be amenable to taking the train, if it went where I needed to go. As a physician, I cannot use the Express bus. this is fine for workers with set hours in administrative, janitorial or nonclinical positions. I need a car to 

manage job an family obligations. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit   set up a user friendly and safe system as observed in Washington DC/Baltimore Corridor Neutral Other newspaper or emory newsletter News Media Yes

  Questions of overall infrastructure, Personal safety and outside  city vs.within the city transport are addressed. Major 

reservations for my lack of use of  public transportation are access and safety. Regional transportation to other financial 

or academic centers in Nashville, Birmingham, New Orleans, Charlotte or Raleigh Durham should be a regional concern.

30305 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat

 Lindbergh Station needs an overhaul. Physical appearance needs to be improved, ex: cleaning, removing derelict newspaper boxes, update signage, etc. 

The list should include replacing ALL old buses, especially the "short buses" on which half of the seats are unusable. The fact that these buses are still in use on Route 6, a very heavily used route, is unacceptable. Any bus with cloth seats or unusable seats should be immediately retired. 

Clifton Corridor light rail line should be fast-tracked. (Pardon the pun.) Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Station Improvements should include Lindbergh Station. It is heavily used and is in desperate need of a facelift. It just looks downright grungy. Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 "Bus Rapid Transit" will only work if there are dedicated bus lanes everywhere they go. Otherwise the buses will be 

stuck in traffic like everyone else.

30309 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

I know this may seem like a non-priority, but I look at this map as a currently car-free person and I try to think of how I can live a full life in Atlanta being car free. So, that would include 1) my commute to & from Emory in Druid Hills (reliability, speed), 2) being able to get around the city for required things like food 

shopping but also just to see the city (reliability, speed, ease of transfer, predictability with things like apps...that unfortunately don't work well), and 3) being able to get around the region (currently kind of impossible without a car). All of these things could improve. Also, as a dog owner not being able to take my dog 

on pubic transit is a problem--and something most other major cities allow (in a bag in the case of NYC, but not enclosed; on leash in the case of San Francisco, for example). Even car services like Uber/Lyft/etc have restrictions for animals. That is a small thing that could easily change how "livable" Atlanta is without a 

car.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service There should be more public transit to big shopping centers like Atlantic Station, Krog Market, Westside Provisions, etc. and medical centers so that fewer people drive around the city. Very supportive Email News Media No  There could be more.

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  Clifton would help a lot of people who work at Emory CHOA and CDC Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit None Supportive Email, Social Media Social Media Yes

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes None BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  None Very supportive Email, Social Media More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes
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30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Expanded transit hours would improve access for me BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Na Very supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I am not sure that I understand all the choices. What I would like to see most is walkable accessibility to marta train stations. The stations are so far away from a starting point and then once you arrive walking to your destination is so far away. Station Improvements  By station improvements I mean more stations, more stops. walkability to destination. Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  This project is crucial to the area and to the atlanta area. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements These improvements will decrease atlanta traffic, pollution, and improve overall quality of life. Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat

Having sufficient parking at every train station would be more user- friendly. The stops without parking seem to have significantly fewer riders and it's very inconvenient when parking fills up at my usual Station (Avondale) at about 8 a.m, which is a busy commute time, to have to drive 2 stops westward to East Lake as 

Decatur lacks parking. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Clifton Corridor is overdue and critical Somewhat supportive Other More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

30296 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  South GA comes last in all things. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit none Somewhat supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website No  South GA has no direct line, including parking, to get to various points timely.

30345 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes no response. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements no response Supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

30324 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  I feel like a lot can be done to improve transportation in Atlanta, and having more public options is the best way. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Sounds good. Very supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat  There are so many people moving to Atlanta everyday.

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  I think a linked light rail from the Lindbergh station would be a major addition to the city -- not just to the destinations, but beyond. The flow of people interested in what is one that line as well as workers would enrich Atlanta's public profile and help handle an overwhelmed street access system. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit no additional comments than above Very supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

 I would like to see the Lindbergh light rail line brought to life. It would connect major corridors of city commerce, 

research, and development

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  While the proposed list of projects will make a major impact. There still needs to be better regional access including the other surrounding counties. Many of us commute between the counties. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Major improvements are needed at the Oakland City Station. What happened to developing the parking area at the station?? Supportive Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat

 While the proposed list of projects will make a major impact. There still needs to be better regional access including the 

other surrounding counties. Many of us commute between the counties.  

30319 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Somewhat  Need Marta train from Brookhaven and 5 Points, and Peachtree Center and  Lindburgh station at least. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Brookhaven Marta Station needs an elevator from entrance from the parking lot in back on Apple Valle. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

The two biggest problems are: (1) that the rail line needs to be extended (as planned with the Avondale to Lindbergh extension (which sounds good to me), possible in other places as well; and (2) frequency, of both busses and trains, needs to be increased. One additional problem is that trips on the train do not vary in 

cost based on distance. For people without a monthly pass, this means that the train is not an option for shorter trips! It is unreasonable to use the train for a 1 or 2 station trip if that costs $5.00 to do the round trip!! Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  I need more expansion in the center of town. Very supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

 It often misses important places and goes to places that people do not want to go; such as the streetcar which was a 

failure to actually link enough places people want to go! For me it misses everywhere downtown that I would like it to 

link to.

30306 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  need improvement in transporation- sidewalks would be of huge help too Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  clifton corridor needs help -please bring the line here Supportive Other via email from emory Social Media Yes

 needs major help- way too many people driving when hopefully if other options were avaiablel they may change their 

ways

30311 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Marta GREAT! Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Needs more stops for Old people and Disabled persons. Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30306 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I would like the Clifton corridor BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  more connectivity and access throughout the city Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 It's not entirely clear from the graphics what the different rails will do and where they will go, how often the trains and busses will run, etc.  The reason I don't ride the bus is the one that was near me only ran every 20 minutes, and often was unreliable, coming only twice an hour. It looks like you are adding more rail 

and bus lines to serve more final destinations, which is great, but it's not clear if they will run frequently enough that they will be useful (say every 10 minutes). BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  TheBeltline seems to be a top priority, and Clifton would make a HUGE difference cutting across town, in  highly used areas!  Anything that makes getting across town easier, faster, and more reliable all week would be great. Very supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat

 There needs to be better rail coverage (both in space and frequency) and dedicated bus lanes (I'm hoping that is what 

Arterial Rapid Transit is, but I couldn't be sure). 

30032 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No  I would utilize Marta, but I'm afraid of car break ins at the stations. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  n/a Very supportive News Media Social Media No  I think that Marta is doing a good job already

30322 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  I think transportation should be wider spread across Atlanta, for the lower income and students in areas 20 mins away from downtown. Emory area should have a Marta station, Buford, and the NW, NE, SW, SE areas of Atlanta. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Emory priorities are not NW of it, it should be directly to downtown, and it's going to have more usage. Connecting to N, I and A would be much more useful. Somewhat supportive Other News Media Somewhat

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat Worry about adding at grade trains to clogged streets Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements None Very supportive Email News Media Yes  Provides volume transit options to major employment center in city

30087 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Increases access to Emory Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  None. Very supportive News Media Social Media Yes  Yes, Emory is one of the biggest employers.

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  All of these are laudable goals.   I would think that it is more important to work on an integrated network rather than discuss partnerships and priorities. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit My highest priority is D, Clifton Corridor.   This is badly needed to provide access for CDC and Emory employees. Supportive News Media News Media Yes

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  It should get some cars off the road and provide access to major job centers in Atlanta and DeKalb. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I think the Clifton Corridor proposal will impact the largest number of employees and others driving. It might even be possible for  international visitors to access the Emory Hospital and CDC directly from the airport easily. Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes  see above

30030 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  Atlanta's MARTA rail system badly needs to be extended.  Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  I am not familiar with many of the areas mentioned; but they could all get better transit. Very supportive News Media News Media Yes

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  We need to improve transit around the Clifton cooridor BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Na Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  None BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit None Very supportive Social Media Social Media

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No

 The proposed project does not address the needs of the Henry County community (Stockbridge and McDonough). Although, I work in Dekalb County (Emory University), I reside and commute from Henry County. That pocket is in desperate need of public transportation to ease the traffic along 675/I-75. Hopefully this 

will be in the next phase. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  None at this time. Very supportive Other University communiction News Media Yes

30084 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Public transportation access is still difficult for outlying neighborhoods. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Glad to see something happening at Emory.  That would help in town congestion a lot.  It would be good to see trains on the Stone Mountain freeway too. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 Instead of building more lanes for the interstate highways, I wish we would build trains or light rails and have 

commuter parking adjacent to the trains.  Less cars on the highways.

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  I am most interested in the Clifton corridor, as it would allow me another, very positive, option for commuting to work at Emory. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I am most interested in the Clifton Corridor, due to wanting other commute options to get to Emory. Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Yes

30328 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  N/A Supportive Email Social Media Yes

30322 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  none BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service none Supportive News Media Community Event Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  None. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit None. Very supportive News Media Social Media Yes  The only area with which I am familiar is the Clifton Corridor area and it addresses that.

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 need a marta near northlake mall area or emory

need more security, make marta safer BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

marta up and down lavista and up and down clairmont

more trains

quit expanding our dangerous highways -- make dedicated lanes on 85 and 400 for a train Neutral Email News Media Somewhat  these are vague. no idea what specific locations you are addressing

30329 DeKalb Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the Atlanta region. The Clifton transit line will be competing with other cities across the country for limited federal funding and is a strong contender for Atlanta to realize a $1B MARTA expansion—the 

largest in two decades. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements MARTA rail service to SunTrust Park. Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Social Media Somewhat  Clifton transit line should be specifically mentioned here.

30097 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N/A Supportive Email News Media

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes Will reduce auto use BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Need to do this. Get folks out of cars.  Supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

30329 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  We need to extend the rail system BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  NA Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  I view expanded public transit as critical. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Would like to see more non-bus public transit. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30058 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  I'm in agreement for better public transportation for employees to get to and from work.In Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  In agreement with the Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit. Supportive News Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes

30083 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  It will provide options for work transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit The proposal will support staff on the Emory Campus. Supportive Email, News Media Social Media Yes It identify the topics of concern to the general public and work community 

30039 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Somewhat  N/A. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  N/A Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  More transit options around Emory University are needed Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30083 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  NA Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  NA Neutral Social Media News Media Yes

30322 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I think a comprehensive transportation system is very necessary in Atlanta. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Connection to Emory is really important to me. Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Yes

30038 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Does not mention anything about going to Stonecrest area Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  n/a Supportive Email News Media Yes  n/a

30329 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Improve infrastructure by increasing access to and reliability of more affordable public transportation. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Expand and improve predictability of train routes/schedules and add safety barriers in between rail tracks and rider waiting platform. Supportive News Media Community Event

30013 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Need rail system around entire area, especially the suburbs like 20E-20W Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service   Need rail system around entire area, especially the suburbs like 20E-20W Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  We need reliable public transportation methods that reach all throughout the Atlanta area. More rail lines especially. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  none Supportive Other Community Event Somewhat

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  missing connections on North Druid Hills road BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Druid Hills have a very limited connections to the subway Supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes Please improve MARTA!!!!!!!!! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit We are in need of better public transport!! Very supportive Phone/Text, Social Media, News Media News Media Yes

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology No

 looks like the changes mostly impact the East-West lines and SW, I will not be effected. I tried using MARTA to commute to Emory for almost 10 years, and most of the time ended up walking due to the unpredictability of busses and infrequent schedule. Atlanta will probably not fund a light rail transit due to the cost 

and the sky high taxes we already pay. Frequent Local Bus Service  MARTA needs to increase frequency of the 6 and 36 busses in the afternoons heading toward Inman park and Midtown stations Not supportive Other emory email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter No

 Emory would be better off building a parking deck (s) near the 85S Cheshire Bridge and access road from 75 exit to 

capture people commuting from major freeways, and run Cliff Busses or designated MARTA busses from there, freeing 

up traffic in the Emory corridor

30319 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  n/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  n/a Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  n/a

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Reduces congestion in areas important  to me. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Clifton Road corridor has the potential to greatly reduce traffic congestion. Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes  Seems very comprehensive.

30228 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Somewhat  n/a Station Improvements  n/a Somewhat supportive Phone/Text More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat  n/a

30083 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  n/a BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  n/a Supportive Email Community Event Yes

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes - Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Need to better connect Emory to the city. The Emory area is a huge employer and failure to support this development will stifle economic growth. Supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30004 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Clifton corridor is a mess Very supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30332 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  The rail service to Clifton will allow me to get to work without driving! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  I'm excited to see it expanding! Very supportive Email News Media Yes  Expanded access off the roads will address congestion.

30307 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Like the expansion on theBeltline, would like to see more access in the northeast quadrant (and bring back the #3 bus into Inman Park =() BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  n/a Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Currently my commute is fine as I live close to work. My traffic problems arise in situations where I need to go somewhere during rush hour that's not work-commute related. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Unfortunately, it doesn't do enough for people living in Smyrna/Vinings/Marietta and Alpharetta/Roswell. As long as these locales are not serviced, we will continue to see enormous traffic congestion. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

I'm concerned about people who live up north and in Smyrna/Vinings/Marietta and need to make the twice-daily 

commute on 400 and 285. Marta accessibility for them would do a lot to relieve congestion for the whole city.

Additionally, it should be considered that additional business during rush hour from bars/restaurants would increase 

from increased accessibility.

30349 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No

I ride Marta everyday and there is always an issue regarding service. Marta needs to have a project that focuses on solving those daily breakdowns, malfunctions and delay in service. 

On sports game days for the Falcons, Atlanta United or major concerts there is an issue with overcrowded trains. Marta needs to figure out how to increase the amount trains running and shorter wait times. This is always an issue with Marta during those events, especially when it's happening during the evening rush 

hour. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements

My comment is regarding station improvement. The train stations south of five points are neglected compared to others.  I mainly travel the north/south rail lines, so I can only speak on those stations.  There is an obvious difference on the upkeep ands maintenance between the northern stations and the southern 

stations. 

Supportive Email, Social Media Social Media No  See previous response.

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  I think the biggest focus as of now should be expanding access to rail lines. I believe many more of these train stations should be opened before more thought is given to transfer and other connectivity projects. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  The Clifton Corridor Light Rail transit should be a top priority. The inability to access Emory University/CDC by train has been an obstacle in gaining access to the city faced by many students and employees. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  I am in favor of seeing MARTA become a modern, expansive transit system. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements Improvements to stations would make the system more welcoming, and more frequent service is necessary for people to begin relying on MARTA for commute. Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

30306- Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  na BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  na Very supportive Other Community Event Yes

30084 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  We need a Clifton Corridor! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Please, please we need the Clifton Corridor! Very supportive Social Media Social Media Yes

30331 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  none BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  none Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Will be helpful for getting to work (Emory/CDC) but unclear about options that link to Decatur. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Clifton Corridor would be extremely helpful. Please make it happen! Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes

30322 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Would like a better connection to decatur where many clifton employees live Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit na Supportive Email, Social Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat We also need a major investment in commute options, such as bike lanes

30002 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes The list includes my concerns. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service The Clifton corridor urgently  need more transportation options. Supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30344 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  This will be a win-win for the city and passengers, especially for Emory employees. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Greenbriar Transit Center  None Neutral Email Social Media Yes

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes Light rail to the Clifton corridor BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit none Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  light rail to Clifton corridor

30322 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes We need an integrated transportation network in and outside of the perimeter! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit There needs to be a sufficient transit system to transport residents living in the city and those in the outer counties to a major hospital system. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 There are other counties to include Cobb, Gwinnett, Forsyth. The commute is filled with too many cars and not enough 

roadways to support these commuters. 

30308 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  More rail needed. Need to move forward with more light rail lines. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit More light rail needed Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  none Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements  None at this time Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  N/A Supportive News Media Social Media Yes

 I would hope to see MARTA spread out further into Georgia as I believe the need is increasing with the increasing 

population. The streets are backed up most hours of the day and I believe more access to public transportation would 

be very beneficial to the state of Georgia as a whole.

30030 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  It is unclear.  More specifics or examples would be helpful. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  none Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30327 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  MARTA needs to be more present and provide service on the Clifton corridor! Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit

The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the Atlanta region. The Clifton transit line will be competing with other cities across the country for limited federal funding and is a strong contender for Atlanta to realize a $1B MARTA expansion—the 

largest in two decades. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes  The more frequency we have buses running, the more reliable they will be. Then people will use it more.

30236 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers No  I need clear communication about major rail system in this populated metro cities. I can't see where that was addressed. What does transit projects, layered integrated transportation network means? Increasing mobility to major centers could mean buses. We need rail system BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Clayton county needs rail system Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

  I need clear communication about major rail system in this populated metro cities. I can't see where that was 

addressed. What does transit projects, layered integrated transportation network means? Increasing mobility to major 

centers could mean buses. We need rail system

30307 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes I make the commute to and from Emory’s Clifton campus everyday using MARTA. Nothing would make a larger impact on traffic in this area than a light rail and more frequent buses. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service I make the commute to and from Emory’s Clifton campus everyday using MARTA. Nothing would make a larger impact on traffic in this area than a light rail and more frequent buses. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30305 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes It's about time that Atlanta provides  mass transit that is sufficient for those who reside in the city. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Any improvements and/or extension to the already available system is appreciated. Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I want to know how the traffic will be handled during construction and in general. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  n/a Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes Would like to specify enhancing access to transit centers and Marta stations within the city. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Emory is the second largest employer in Metro Atlanta and together with our neighbors – the CDC, CHOA’s Egelston hospital, the VA Medical Center and other local institutions and businesses, comprise the largest employment center in the region with no direct access to MARTA or the interstate system. Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Social Media Yes

30305 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat TheBeltline rail for the entire loop is missing. Granting the Campbellton Road corridor priority is a huge mistake. This area is not dense enough nor a job center. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit

I voted for the sales tax increase thinking that theBeltline rail and Emory rail would be completed. All City of Atlanta citizens around the entireBeltline loop would benefit regardless of where they were in the 22mile loop. . Why is the W  to NW  (linking the heavy rail at Lindbergh Marta) section of theBeltline option on 

the project list? Massive development and densification currently occurring in this entire stretch. Employers and residents from the Westside, Atlantic Station to the Piedmont Hospital / Peachtree RD could be well served with the connection to the Lindbergh Station. This would create a rail transit link to one of the 

largest employers in the city.

Campbellton Rd expansion smacks of political cronyism....

Please do what is right for the system to garner the most ridership with an eye towards an honest appraisal of efficiency that, riders demand and a dedicated ROW provides. Somewhat supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

Street car project to SW side is a "build it and they will come" dream. The stuck in traffic nightmare that is currently 

occurring downtown c comes into play The focus should be on theBeltline tram / streetcar due to the fact that much of 

the ROW is dedicated with limited interaction with street traffic. 

The other project that should be funded is the Emory light rail corridor due to the isolated nature of Emory University / 

Hospital CDC complex. There is not a good highway or transit option currently and this is a major employment center. It 

is also favorable that this project has a dedicated ROW. This is a crucial element so there is not interaction with surface 

vehicular traffic and the resulting frustration of riders that will not continually use the system if it is not efficient.

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  I believe bringing MARTA to Emory's campus is long overdue.  As one of the city's largest employers, and a major healthcare provider for the community, it is critical to have more access to/from the campus.  The streets are at capacity and cannot be expanded any further. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  See above Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Yes  See above

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No  I would like to be able to use public transportation to get more places within the city BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Extending the subway would be ideal for getting more people to use public transportation. Somewhat supportive Social Media News Media No Atlanta needs additional services to get around the city center. 

30350 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  n/a Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit n/a Supportive Email, Social Media Social Media Yes

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  marta bus 6 needs to run more often Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements please help reduce traffic Very supportive Email, Social Media Social Media Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes Clifton Corridor rail would bring service closer to DeKalb Co. and makes it more feasible that DeKalb will find funds to complete the line to Avondale Station.   Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements Buses are far cheaper than any other option and it would be great if MARTA focused on smaller, more frequent buses. The Clifton Corridor shuttle is actually a great example. Very supportive Other none of the above News Media Yes

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  No comment Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  No comment Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes   . Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit . Supportive Other Community Event Yes

30322 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Opportunities to enhance current infrastructure and make better use of systems already in place, eg. the timeliness of MARTA buses. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements

 The Clifton Corridor Transit Line has multiple advantages, including but certainly not limited to •	Better access to jobs and health care.  Emory is the second largest employer in Metro Atlanta and together with our neighbors – the CDC, CHOA’s Egelston hospital, the VA Medical Center and other local institutions and 

businesses, comprise the largest employment center in the region with no direct access to MARTA or the interstate system.

•	Improved quality of life. With light rail as an option, our city and community will experience reduced traffic on our streets, cars in our parking lots, and pollution in our air as students, faculty, staff, patients and visitors have a more efficient and cost-effective way to get here.  Very supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event Yes

30274 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Atlanta is a fast growing city .There is a tremendous need for  better transportation system. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  none Very supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  We need more accessibility, period. Less cars on the road. Ease for workers reliant on public transportation. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit NA Very supportive Other Community Event Yes

30047 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  You didn't ask if we live in Gwinnett County.   We want bus routes to Emory/CDC area, but I think you're considering that service. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Folks in Gwinnett County want to be able to use some MARTA options to get to CDC/Emory area. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  I think you're considering bus routes from Gwinnett County to Emory/CDC area.

30316 DeKalb Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Light rail to Emory University campus and CDC is greatly needed to reduce congestion to the area and meet the needs of a growing city. Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center I have no additional comments at this time. Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  I work at Emory, and the transportation options to get to campus from the surrounding area are very limited. Increased public transportation options that service Emory would be very helpful. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  The Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit project should absolutely be a priority. Emory is one of Atlanta's top employers, and the transportation options for accessing it are very limited. Very supportive Email News Media Yes

 Atlanta is a major metropolitan center, but its public transportation system is not on par with other major cities. 

Increased coverage with rail and bus service is necessary for Atlanta to maintain its thriving economy and support all the 

workers necessary for this.

30135 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  As a resident of an outlying area, I would like to see MARTA train service expanded and, as an employee of Emory University, I would like to see train service between all the Emory Healthcare and University campuses. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit No comments Supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30306 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  I would like MARTA options to extend closer to Emory University. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit N/A Very supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  na Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements  na Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat na Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  na Neutral Other na Social Media Somewhat

30322 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  I think the Clifton Corridor light rail best addresses the above priorities. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension   I think the Clifton Corridor light rail project will significantly improve access to a major center of healthcare and education for many people who do not currently have access. Very supportive Other News Media Yes   I think the Clifton Corridor light rail project will improve the current traffic congestion. 

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  n/a Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit n/a Very supportive News Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

30313 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes I'm well-located in downtown Atlanta with access to both bus and rail. I'm already well-served by MARTA. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service I think the LRT could be better thought out to what would truly be in the city's long-term benefit in terms of equitable access. Somewhat supportive Email News Media No

I feel like the addition of Light Rail Transit without dedicated lanes is a waste — why can't we use the dedicated ROW 

already laid into theBeltline plan? And fund more of that? 

Likewise, while I understand transit along Clifton Corridor is much needed, that wasn't a project in the plans when I 

originally voted on this tax because Emory/CDC was not part of the City of Atlanta. Why are we adding it now? Why 

must COA foot the bill for a project that should be part of Dekalb County's priorities?

30305 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Complete LRT along entireBeltline corridor BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit    Complete LRT along entireBeltline corridor Neutral Email News Media Somewhat   Complete LRT along entireBeltline corridor

30306 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  N/A Very supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30303 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  I can get to our offices in Sandy Springs and College Park. Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Please continue expansion.  Thanks Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes  If you build it, they will come.

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  I occasionally go out to Gwinnett county and there isn’t any Marta transportation there. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements I wish it could extend further. Neutral Phone/Text News Media No  I would like it to extend much further out. It would help out city traffic so much.

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I feel that there should be more of an emphasis on developing light and heavy rail connections instead of so many bus connections, as these can work towards reducing congestion, and they can transport more people faster. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Again, focus on rail. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  See above BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Need more bus coverage with more frequency Very supportive Email News Media

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes

 I need better access to Emory campus from Fulton County.  I currently pay a parking premium and a lot of money in gas (not to mention spend a lot of time) trying to cross town to access my job.  I could not afford a house close to Emory and it would be great to save cash and put less stress on the environment by using 

public transportation. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Connect southeast Atlanta to the rest of the city, please!! Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 Atlanta needs an integrated transportation system that will allow people to get most of their transportation needs met 

without a car.  I've watched this city boom over the last half decade with little regard to traffic congestion or 

environmental impact.  This is *not* forward thinking and will ultimately make Atlanta as a city suffer with high 

commute times, poor air quality, and poor quality of life.  Atlanta can be on the forefront of urban development by 

committing itself to sustainable mass transportation infrastructure.

30038 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  NONE Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  NONE Supportive Email, News Media Community Event Somewhat

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  N/a BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service N/a Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 It addresses MY concerns, but somebody from a different background, location, socioeconomic status might feel 

differently. It's important to take that into consideration.

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 I believe that the commuter traffic problems in this city would be reduced if the public buses ran more frequently. If buses and trains were more convenient, then people would not feel that using public transit sacrificed as much of their free time and flexibility. Then, more folks would use MARTA and leave their cars at 

home during the work week. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  MARTA is one of the most powerful institutions for addressing opportunity and income inequality. When people perceive that they can access opportunities and pursue ambitions, they are happier, healthier, more motivated, and more engaged with one another. Keep going! Very supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

I am so lucky to have easy access to MARTA buses near my home, but my main concern is that transit resources be used 

to promote equality and upward economic mobility for residents by making prosperous work opportunities more 

accessible to people who live in areas of Atlanta that are poorly connected to public transit. Getting to work and getting 

home can be arduous. The buses do not run frequently, and missing a bus can mean missing an hour or more of either 

paid time at work or family time, which is a huge issue for people who commute. 

30030 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

 Travel to and from major centers of employment such as Emory, Georgia Tech, etc, would be highly enhanced with more train service. Bus service is less predictable and is affected by Atlanta's extreme traffic congestion during rush hours. More rail lines will move more employees much more quickly and efficiently 

than bus lines. If underground systems are too complicated, above ground rails should be considered. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Light rail between major universities and areas with more affordable housing is needed. Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

 Atlanta's transportation needs are GREAT. We are in need of efficient transportation that stretches throughout the city 

and can deliver employees to the largest venues of employment. The problem is bus transportation is unpredictable and 

slow. Where we are failing is the lack of rail service to major employers and universities.
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30228 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  Live on the border of Henry County, buses run poorly Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Where the buses running south? Neutral Email Community Event Yes

30338 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Clifton RD Corridor light rail service is a must for all of the employees and students that commute into this area. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Clifton RD Corridor light rail service is a must for all of the employees and students that commute into this area. Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat

30316 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network No  Need more light rail options and greater coverage in the city BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Better connectivity to East Atlanta Village Very supportive News Media News Media No

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  . BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit - Very supportive Other do not contact me Social Media Yes

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes This would be an excellent extension that would assist employees of Emory/CDC and Children's as well as enhance transport for patients and families to appointments. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Something to the braves stadium! Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes

30324 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No  Light rail on theBeltline should be a very high priority. That plus Clifton corridor should be two highest priority BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit I would like more bus service too but these three must happen  Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat  Not enough funding, state needs to do more

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  na Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  The project list provides greater transportation access to my area Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  No additional comments Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Yes  The projects expand access to public transportation

30038 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  N/A Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N/A Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Thank for your prioritizing the Clifton Corridor project to provide Atlantans with much-needed transportation options to a hub of employment, education and health care! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N/A Supportive News Media News Media Somewhat  Please also prioritize light rail on theBeltline! 

30341 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  No other details Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit No other details Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30294 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  n/a Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements Clayton Co Transit Somewhat supportive Email News Media Yes

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes For folks that need to be in more than on location during the day for their employment, public transportation is difficult.  May be able to get to one location but not the others necessitating motor vehicle transport. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Emory/CDC together one of the largest combined employers in the city.  There is no direct marta access to this very congested area.  This includes the growing medical complex at North Druid Hills and I85. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30310 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  The security cameras need to all be working in case of an emergency Station Improvements  Surround like to see west end train station top and bottom floors clean. MARTA phones at the station sometimes don't work, get them repaired. Emergency alarm on each individual train is needed. A monitor system or camera is needed on each train. Please try an get these things going ASAP. Thank you... Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 There should be parol man walking on the train for safety measure. In case of an attack. An officer should be at close 

range all the time. Also, the ticket machine need to be upgraded. Sometime, you can not get it to work. 

30315 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes   na Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center   na Very supportive Email Community Event Yes   na

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  In order to improve the use of MARTA for commuters, there needs to be more parking at the stations. The open parking lots should be converted into parking garages so more people can park and ride. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  More frequent service especially during the weekend morning hours. Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat

  In order to improve the use of MARTA for commuters, there needs to be more parking at the stations. The open 

parking lots should be converted into parking garages so more people can park and ride. 

Furthermore, if bus transportation is needed to a final destination, this should be included in the fare to ease the 

transfer to the bus. A card system could be used like the Washington DC Metro. 

30058 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes   na Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Expansion to Lithonia area and six flags paramount possible expansion to riverdale. More bus programs outside the city Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  Expansion ITP and especially OTP needs to be increased, more hours. 

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  n/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  n/a Very supportive Email, Social Media More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes

as an emory employee, I think there is a huge potential benefit in providing an alternative transportation (i.e., train) for 

employees and patients

30311 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat   na Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements   na Neutral Social Media, News Media Community Event Yes   na

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  There needs to be rail access to Emory/CDC.  There need to be off road pedestrian and bicycle (multiuse paths) to Emory from Northlake and Decatur. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension We need to have direct rail access from all of the following counties: cobb, gwinnett, Fayette, Newton, Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 Need to have enough funding to revolutionize transport in Atlanta.  We need at least two more Marta rail lines and the 

ones we have need to extend out further.

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes   na Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit   na Supportive News Media Community Event No   na

30329 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  I am very interested in the possibility of EMORY partnering with MARTA to bring light rail to the Emory corridor. Also feel that if Atlanta is going to move aggressively in the direction of more public transport and a broader population using it, it will be necessary to invest in reliability and frequency of transit options. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  very important to balance improvements to diverse communities Very supportive Social Media, News Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes I will reiterate that for me a top priority  would be  light rail access to Emory as a healthcare/higher ed destination

30033 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes I think the more light rail that connects Atlanta and the metro area the better. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  The Clifton Ave Corridor seems like a brilliant idea and I as a resident of DeKalb hope that Dekalb county picks it up and extends it! Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30032 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Yes Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  None Very supportive Social Media News Media Yes  Yes

30310 DeKalb Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes   na Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  I don't know how you'll is running this main. Neutral News Media Community Event Yes   na

30021 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  None. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements None. Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes  None.

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat I wish MARTA was easier to use: more frequent buses and clear bus maps that are easily accessible etc. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit TheBeltline projects must be done in conjunction with the communities to ensure that current communities are not displaced. Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes none Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements none Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30297 Clayton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  N/A Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements   N/A Supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat   N/A

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat as new projects come online, it's important to ensure existing infrastructure is well maintained BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Clifton Corridor is a high priority Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  Atlanta continues to grow and spread - better connectivity to outlying areas is also important.

30327 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Help with disability Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Helping more for elders. Improve more station too transit more county . Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  Need to be 24 hour more time for workers. 

30360 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers No  Those are vague, unspecific initiatives that lack definite goals or deadlines. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Please expand light rail. Somewhat supportive Other Community Event No  See above. A good goal would be "finalize construction of light rail to Emory Campus by 2022"

30316 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes   N/A Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center   N/A Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes   N/A

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat I would love for Marta to expand to Gwinnett county since a lot of people commute to work. It would be great to not have to travel in traffic for 2 hours a day Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Placing card machines in connecting facilities (e.g. Gwinnett park and ride locations) so passengers can purchase a breeze card easily. Very supportive Email, Social Media News Media Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  There should be a Marta train stop in decatur and at Emory and the CDC Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

 The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the Atlanta region. The Clifton transit line will be competing with other cities across the country for limited federal funding and is a strong contender for Atlanta to realize a $1B MARTA expansion—the 

largest in two decades. Neutral Social Media News Media Somewhat

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Looking for improved transportation opportunities into and out of the Clifton Corridor BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Highly supportive of improved transportation opportunities in the Clifton Corridor Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes   N/A BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit   N/A Neutral Phone/Text Community Event Yes   N/A

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No   N/A Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center   N/A Very supportive Email Community Event Yes   N/A

30040 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  Park and ride areas need to be safer and have easier access. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Commute to and from work is a huge deal.  Anything that helps would be greatly appreciated. Somewhat supportive Social Media More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat  I think Atlanta needs more work on freeways and highways but its a step in the right direction.

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes As someone who can’t drive we need more Marta and this project is very exciting for me. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  N/a Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30307 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  Need trains that go everywhere, not just north-south and east-west. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Next two priorities are the crosstown extensions. Very supportive Email News Media No  Need comprehensive transportation of all kinds.

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes   N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center   N/A Supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes   N/A

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Please run a train to Emory University! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Greenbriar Transit Center   No comment Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I think Clifton Rd is very congested and would actually benefit from an underground train, instead of occupying a street lane with a lightrail, when they make the clifton corridor expansion.  Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  (I would prefer a better bus tracker. The system isn't as accurate as it could be. Please see the Emory shuttle tracker system for their shuttle representative icons and movement). Supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  See above

30311 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Need more bathrooms, available for people, need to be cleaned and neat all the time. Seats 1500 Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  WEST END Neutral Email, News Media Community Event Yes  Because when you hold to urinate what my next step is human will do. 

30307 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat Could provide more access to central Decatur area BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  The Clifton Corridor LRT is definitely the project I would use the most upon its completion. Supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

30344 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Increase the number of buses that run by the hour on Route 24 Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Greenbriar Transit Center  Have MARTA run 24 hours to help people get to work over night. Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes   N/A

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  New buses and more rails Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements New rails, and more bus to line Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  new longer rails, buses

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat n/a Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements n/a Supportive Social Media Community Event Yes

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No With increasing traffic everywhere, MARTA needs to spread its services to all the surrounding counties Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit MAKE IT HAPPEN! Very supportive Email, News Media Social Media Somewhat With increasing traffic everywhere, MARTA needs to spread its services to all the surrounding counties

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat   N/A Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit   N/A Neutral Email Community Event Somewhat   N/A

30032 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No   N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit   N/A Somewhat supportive Social Media Community Event Yes   N/A

30030 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I really think the Marta App. needs improvement. More accurate real time map locations for the bus schedules. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit something needs to be done about the Krog tunnel. There needs to be another way for pedestrians to cross and for traffic to move though that intersection.  Very supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat   N/A Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements   N/A Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Yes   N/A

30344 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  N/A BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  N/A Neutral Other I prefer to not receive news. Community Event Somewhat  This is a complicated and multi-faceted issue.

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  Do not have plans Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  It is almost impossible to travel in an East West direction in Atlanta. We should concentrate on improving this. We should also make it easier for workers without cars to reach jobs. Somewhat supportive Social Media News Media No No one sent the list to me 

30349 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes   N/A BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements   N/A Supportive Email Community Event Yes   N/A

30338 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Several projects in key locations. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Clifton Rd. project is important to me especially because I feel like they need more transit options on such a busy side of town. Very supportive Other None Social Media Yes

30315 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes   N/A BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  I want bus every 30 min. Shelter at bus stop 78. Need MARTA police on the train. Very supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat   N/A

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Increase mobility for workers getting off late. Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements   N/A Very supportive Email Community Event Yes   N/A

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  I am mostly interested in the expansion of the light rail system - particularly creating a route that will serve the CDC and Emory. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit addressing the  Clifton corridor would have significant impact throughout the city and environs in alleviating the traffic congestion Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

 Emory and the CDC area have many people who commute for work and need alternative transportation that is reliable 

and clean.

30274 Clayton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes   N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit  Needs to run 24/7 Neutral Email Community Event Yes   N/A

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  I think the main issue with MARTA currently is lack of reliability of train arrival times. With unpredictable times, people do not want to risk using. public transportation. Also there are many areas that cannot be reached with MARTA. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit none Very supportive Social Media Community Event Yes

30314 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No   N/A BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Open bathrooms, bus that pass big bear at west end. Neutral News Media Community Event Somewhat   N/A

30307 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Concern that not all ofBeltline is on priority list. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  There was a big desire for rail along I-20 corridor which is not addressed. Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 I am very concerned about a light rail line along North Decatur Road as part of the Clifton corridor.    Construction and 

operation of this line will provide huge problems  to local traffic including noise and traffic congestion. .  I am a resident 

of Emory Grove, which is both a national register and local historic district. This line will have an adverse effect to the 

district.  the proposed line should run alongside current CSX tracks or else be put underground. 

30307 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat I want more priority on light and heavy rail, and less emphasis on bus routes. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  None. Very supportive Social Media Social Media Somewhat  I think Atlanta needs more focus on light rail and heavy rail, and building infrastructure related to these things.

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat   N/A Crosstown Downtown East Extension Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit   N/A Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Somewhat   N/A

30303 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat   N/A BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit   N/A Very supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat   N/A

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  none BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  none Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  I think heavy or light rail should be addressed as a priority.

30324 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Increasing train lines, bicycle lanes, and sidewalks are a high priority for me. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

 Clifton Corridor Lightrail project would be amazing! Emory is a great community that the Atlanta community would benefit by greatly if they were connected better through a rail. 

I think MARTA should invest more in rail lines than buses because they are more timely and predictable and user-friendly. Thank you!! Very supportive News Media More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

 I would like to see more safe biking options, and proposals to make our streets safer.  I want to see plans to redesign our streets to force drivers to slow down and pay attention.  I would like to see more traffic cameras, including speed cameras.  I would like to see greater enforcement of our existing traffic laws. 

Moreover, I don't think these proposals address the most significant contributors to congestion ITP -- commuters who travel from OTP into the perimeter.  Although I understand that MARTA does not necessarily have control over what our suburban communities do (particularly with respect to our neighbors to the 

north), I wish MARTA and the City of Atlanta could explore options for reducing congestion caused by these commuters, either by expanding heavy rail service further north, and/or by imposing some sort of tax or fee (e.g., a congestion fee or a parking tax).  

Finally, I fully support the proposal to expand services along the Clifton Corridor.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I don't see much on the West side of town.  Although I don't live there, I think populations in those areas should have equal access to public transportation.  I don't believe public transportation should be concentrated in more affluent neighborhoods. Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat  See above

30329 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  Yes, very much in favor of the Clifton Corridor. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Very in favor of Clifton Corridor and Peachtree Road Arterial Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes   N/A Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit   N/A Supportive Email, News Media Community Event Yes   N/A

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Somewhat  I  love atl  transit BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  i love Atl  transit  better I don't like marta like  that Very supportive Phone/Text More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

30092 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  There needs to be more expansion of the rail lines Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements

 The CDC/Emory Hospitals/Emory Clinics and Emory University move about 30k people up and down the Clifton Corridor every day. Currently the alternatives to commuters are limited and inefficient at best.  This should go high up on the list of priorities, as it will not only improve mobility around the Emory/CDC areas, 

but also around Decatur, and the cities where students/employees live. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

  There needs to be more expansion of the rail lines, specifically north on the 400-corridor, and northeast towards 

Lawrenceville

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Although commuting within my neighborhood with more predictable traffic and less congestion is great, I would like to be able to navigate across the city to other neighborhoods as well. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Priority should be placed on healthcare facilities, major job centers, and academic institutions to help address access to healthcare, better jobs, and education. Very supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat   N/A Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Got to find someone to go to the shelter. More MARTA police. Shelter at my bus stop #81, bus to run 24/7, I feel at the bus stop people aren't safe. Neutral News Media Community Event Somewhat   N/A

30309 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes I think before MARTA begins to expand its partnerships with neighboring jurisdictions the  issues and priorities within MARTA's existing service area should be strengthened, expanded, and solidified to ensure those who travel into or live in the city receive the benefits of the services offered. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit There is such significant opportunity to alleviate major congestion by providing light rail services in these areas as well as a North-South rapid transit along Peachtree. Very supportive Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat

30322 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat   I dpn't see anything aboutBeltline connecting in the Grant Park area and since it would be connecting Zoo Atlanta, i think that is important. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I dpn't see anything aboutBeltline connecting in the Grant Park area and since it would be connecting Zoo Atlanta, i think that is important. Somewhat supportive Email, Social Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  None BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  None Very supportive News Media News Media Yes

30032 DeKalb Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  More police needed Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Need police. everyone need to pay to ride. Stop letting people ride for free. Neutral Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat  More police needed

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I am a full supporter of the Clifton corridor. Tens of thousands of Atlantans work at Emory/CDC/surrounding area, and we need an easy way to commute. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  I support expanded bus routes and light rail systems. Very supportive Email, Social Media Social Media Yes  I think we need better commuting options.

30314 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes   N/A Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center   N/A Somewhat supportive Social Media Community Event Yes   N/A

30331 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes   N/A Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit   N/A Supportive Email Community Event Yes   N/A

30060 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  NEED MARTA TRAIN IN COBB BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  N/A Supportive Email Community Event Yes

30342 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  I support the MARTA line from the Lindbergh to the Emory campus.  It would facilitate travel to and from the Emory campus which would cause decreased traffic. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit I have no more comments. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes  It appears to be a comprehensive list.

30350 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  I currently use MARTA to commute to work at an outlying VA clinic near the airport - I would love to have the same ease to commute to Atlanta VA and/or Emory on days I need to be there without having to transfer 3 to 4 times BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Enjoying using MARTA for my commute - wish that the rail line would expand Supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  N/A BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  n/a Neutral Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes

30306 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  I wasn't able to put in numbers for priority, so the list wasn't useful. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  The Clifton Corridor needs more options because of the major job centers located there: the CDC, Emory University as well as several large apartment/condominium developments. Supportive News Media Social Media Yes  It covers all the bases: walking (better and more sidewalks)

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat   N/A Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension   N/A Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat   N/A

30030 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  mpre transit options running with sufficient frequency to make it possible to reliably commute in Atlanta Metro BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service

increased bus service is crucial until we have light rail to remove buses from the roadways.

Clifton corridor is important, but it needs to include S. Dekalb. Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  See above

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  I work on Clifton Road.  This project should reduce congestion.  But you also have to consider the growth in new housing in DeKalb County and the pressure on the transit system. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  We need to invest more in public transportation esp light and heavy rail in Atlanta. Very supportive Email News Media Yes  It will reduce traffc congestion on the feeder roads to the Emory campus.

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat   N/A Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service   N/A Neutral Phone/Text Community Event No  Bus are always late and the drivers aren't concerned about seniors.

30307 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat I would like to see the creation of new lines for the light rail as well as increased services for it. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

 The Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit is incredibly important for providing service to Emory and the CDC--two major places of employment as well as central hubs for the city. Connecting Emory to the MARTA would both decrease traffic on the roads as well as facilitate commerce by allowing Emory students to travel to 

places they might not otherwise have access to. Very supportive Email News Media No

The streets are saturated and congested. The city should focus on expanding the light rail commuter routes to divert 

traffic from the road and should encourage citizens to take advantage of public transportation. 

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  Emory University, CDC and Egelston need better service and more access points to get to the greater atlanta area. LRT would be a great start to increasing access in that area. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Increasing MARTA in any capacity and making it more accessible is a great way to support Atlanta's growing economy. I fully support investing time and funds into this project. Very supportive Email News Media Yes  Increased transportation for those who work in and around the city is critical. This will also reduce traffic. 

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes   N/A Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements   N/A Supportive News Media Community Event Yes   N/A

30344 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes   N/A Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit   N/A Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes   N/A

30311 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  More is always better! Atlanta is WAY behind where it needs to be, I doubt we'll ever actually "catch up" so keep it coming! BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension More rail coverage is key, but not always feasible. Happy to see BRT being integrated into the system. Very supportive Other various More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

 Impoverished areas need higher transportation density and accessibility to provide job opportunities to people living in 

those areas (who can't afford a reliable car, for example)

30087 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  I would like to see more expansion of the train system and less emphasis on expanding bus service. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension More rail less bus Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat   N/A Crosstown Downtown West Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit   N/A Very supportive Email, Phone/Text Community Event Yes   N/A

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  I do not see the value of the extention beyond Emory to Clairmont Rd. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Why not keep it along CSX beyond Emory to the VA? Or on Emory property by Candler Lake? Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  Improves access to Emory/CDC and should reduce traffic

30315 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Fully agree  Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements Bus drivers seem angry  Neutral Social Media Community Event Yes  Value all customers 

30331 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat   N/A BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  I don't like the bus schedule on the 165 route. We need better police security at these train stations. Better gate working. Neutral Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat   N/A

30083 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  As an Emory employee, I am most excited about the Clifton Corridor project. I think it could be very powerful in relieving traffic flow, limiting pollution, and adding safe ways to get to work. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  I believe MARTA should work with the city to create more pedestrian friendly walkways. Elevated would be great. Way too many jaywalkers. Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat

Because of the small streets and speed limits, there will always be difficulty in transportation in the city. Additionally, 

there are way too many jaywalkers at MARTA stops. Safer walkways and intersections are needed to help people get 

across busy intersections safely. For example, Kensington Road and Memorial Drive.

30058 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat As an Emory employee, I believe the extension would be a benefit to the thousands of workers and students to commute to campus. As a Dekalb resident, MARTA still has work to do in meeting my needs from Dekalb county. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements A comprehensive, multi-tiered plan for meeting commute and transportation needs of metro Atlanta residents is vital to our continued growth and success. Very supportive Email, Social Media Social Media Yes

 Atlanta is a major hub with the city being an epicenter for business. What is unacceptable, when compared to other 

major cities, is the lack of transportation infrastructure to make commuting manageable. It is unacceptable to spend 2-3 

of my life in traffic on congested highways.

30268 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  I feel like train need to go over the place and it run later times. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  We need more bus and train just going over place. Supportive News Media Community Event Yes  Because people get back and forth everyday and night.,

30260 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat   N/A Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements   N/A Supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat   N/A

30350 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  NA BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  NA Very supportive Other None Social Media Yes  NA

30296 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat   N/A Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements   N/A Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Somewhat   N/A

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  I live near Emory University and work there. I would love to see light rail extended to Emory University to cut down on traffic around Emory (important to me as a neighbor) and also to make it easier for me to get from my home and work to other parts of the city (as a MARTA user). BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  MORE RAIL MORE RAIL Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

 We desperately need the ability to use rail to get to more places, and/or have dedicated lanes for buses and light rail. 

The bus is still too unpredictable because of street traffic, and the rail lines don't go to most major job sites. I see good 

use of MARTA to go to the airport and to go to places like Mercedes-Benz Stadium, but I have never really been able to 

rely on MARTA to get to work or get to other parts of the city that are not directly on the rail line. Until with have a rail 

system that reaches more areas and is connected in more places than just 5 Points, we won't have a public 

transportation system that is at least as reliable as our cars. Using MARTA needs to be less hassle than dealing with the 

traffic and stress of driving to win over loyal, daily use patrons.

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes Light rail to Emory campus has been voted on in past and didn't pass.  Now is time for rail service to Emory which could substantially help traffic problems there. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  MARTA rail service is good, but schedule for buses makes them undesirable as wait times are often long. Supportive Email Community Event Yes Creating better transfer with othe counties' transit programs is important

30022 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes improves access to jobs and health facilities BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  need direct north south connections to light rail Very supportive Email News Media Yes

 improved quality of life for commuting workers

improved access to health care for multiple diverse patient populations in the city

improved access to jobs for all

30189 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  NA Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Need something going Northwest - Suntrust Park area Very supportive Email Social Media Yes  Emory and CDC have a huge number of employees, many of which have to use transit.

30302 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No  Never see supervisors on the West Side, restrooms are never open. Buses and trains are never on schedule. Very poor. Police security people smoke both in stations and on trains. Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements   N/A Neutral News Media Community Event No

 because the services are very poor, and unprofessional, disrepectable to the people who support the system. very poor 

security. 

30316 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I think it's a great start! I particularly support the Clifton Corridor Light Rail. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the Atlanta region. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30087 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes NA BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements NA Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Yes

30083 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes

  The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the Atlanta region. The Clifton transit line will be competing with other cities across the country for limited federal funding and is a strong contender for Atlanta to realize a $1B MARTA expansion—the 

largest in two decades. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

  “The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the Atlanta region. The Clifton transit line will be competing with other cities across the country for limited federal funding and is a strong contender for Atlanta to realize a $1B MARTA expansion—the 

largest in two decades. Supportive Email Community Event Yes

30135 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Atlanta traffic is terrible and a job dis-satisfier for those who are out working every day.  We need safe and effective transit lines to major employers Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension I  would like to see a rail between Birmingham and Atlanta for rapid transit Supportive Email News Media Somewhat
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30296 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes

 MARTA definitely needs to expand into other areas and increase route frequencies. For example, most routes that extend outside the metro Atlanta area, such as those in Riverdale, are very limited in location as they usually require residents to walk on average 15 minutes to the closest bus stop and come every 30 

minutes to an hour.  From my location, the closest train stations are a 45 minute ride away on a packed Megabus. Additionally, the MARTA website and app need to be updated regularly as they have not been functioning properly for more than a year now. The tracker and schedule are spotty and need to be updated as 

well since some bus routes seem to disappear on occasion. For example, the 93 bus headed towards East Point Station is meant to go by Greenbriar Pkwy around 8:30pm on weekdays and weekends according to both Google maps and the published MARTA schedule, yet I have not seen this bus for the last couple 

weeks when getting off from work at 8pm, which is inconvenient. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  MARTA should also consider how to complete the project with the welfare of the environment and its customers in mind. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 Many of the proposed stations target very popular areas for employment, shopping, and entertainment, but most of 

the focus is still on the Atlanta area and the plans are lacking in the educational sector. It would benefit MARTA greatly 

if they expanded more into the surrounding cities and counties, especially since many transit users in these areas travel 

in and out of Atlanta everyday for work, school, and leisurely activities. Additionally, adding light rail access to local 

colleges and universities would better promote MARTA's image since it would be aiding commuting students struggling 

for a better education. The exposure would also reach visiting students from out-of-state and international students, so 

they'll become more familiar with MARTA's system, allowing them to use public transit more often than expensive taxi 

competitors.  Based on the Georgia State Rail Station, additional school-based stations would prove promising.

30331 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat   N/A BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Campcreek butner rd area MARTA does not have a route that passes old Fairburn Rd. to butner Rd. on Campcreek. Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat   N/A

30314 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat It would help it we had seating at bus stop for senior as they wait for the buses. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements  Cleaner bathroom for women five points station. I get crabs every time I use bathroom at 5 points station. Very supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media, News Media Community Event Yes   N/A

30329 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  N/A Somewhat supportive Other N/A News Media Yes

30314 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Make all the bus go into All corners. Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit   N/A Somewhat supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat   N/A

30309 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat   N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit   N/A Somewhat supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat   N/A

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat The University Pass is still more than I pay monthly on gas for my car and parking on-campus, combined (as a grad student, on-campus parking is subsidized). For the greater community, I would love to take public transit but it is neither more convenient nor more cost-effective than driving. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  I would really like to see more sidewalks and bike lanes. The transit system doesn't do me much good if I can't get around once I've been dropped off. Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes

 I would find public transit more usable, and I think it would be more widely used, if the city were friendlier to 

pedestrian and cyclist traffic.

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  None Very supportive Email, Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat  Northeastern part is not fully covered.

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  None Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  None Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes   N/A BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Oakland city, run every 30 min instead of 45 min. Bus be late all the time Somewhat supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat   N/A

30310 Clayton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  I do believe well know MARTA can be better. The furnishing and cleanliness of MARTA Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Greenbriar Transit Center   N/A Neutral Email Community Event Yes   N/A

30033 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  N/A Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  N/A Neutral Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

30349 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes   N/A BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements   N/A Supportive News Media Community Event Yes   N/A

30297 Clayton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Add more in Clayton County Station Improvements  More bus lines in Clayton County. The 1 bus an hour on old dixie is always packed. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  It expands MARTA

30345 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  n/a Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  n/a Supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30106 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes   N/A Crosstown Downtown East Extension Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  The bus needs to be running 24/7. and they need more information booths, more bathrooms, more elevators. The bus 30 dont run on Sunday it needs to be running. Supportive Email Community Event Yes   N/A

30002 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  The biggest problem with Atlanta mass transit, is getting access outside the perimeter. We need more ways for people to get to work since Atlanta properties are very expensive. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Anything that can get workers around Atlanta more conveniently is good for the city. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat  Same as above. People who can't afford to live in Atlanta have a harder time coming to Atlanta to work.

30307 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat You want specific feedback? Link to the "proposed project list" you're asking for feedback on. Your page has 25 different things on it. I have no idea what you're referring to. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit none Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat  We need more trains.

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat xx Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  na Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  Helps babies use car-seats if (needed) on bus . Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit   N/A Neutral Social Media Community Event Yes   N/A

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

 MARTA needs many more miles of heavy rail, especially east to west. Rail is the only realistic way to avoid heavy traffic.  Stop building more roads, and work to get the entire Metro area on board.  This problem has been faced by many other older cities and the way forward can benefit by analyzing their prior 

experience. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

 More heavy rail.  This is the real way to move large numbers of people rapidly.  Atlanta is now a Big City, it's time to act like one! Look at the heavy rail system in either Washington D.C. or NY.  Buses and road improvements are only a Band Aid. People will use the system in large numbers if it saves them a lot of time 

and has schedule options that they find convenient. Oh, and it will help with our air pollution problems as well.  The city government should work much harder to get buy-in (literal and figurative) from the state government on a long-term heavy rail plan. Supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  More heavy rail.

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes I think more public transport the better in Atlanta. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  I think that making the Streetcar connected to more- like theBeltline will be very helpful. Traffic is awful in the Druid Hills area so rail will help with that and get the Emory campus more connected with the rest of Atlanta. More local buses just makes it easier to commute without having access to the train. Supportive Email Social Media Yes

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes

Reliability of the system it should be a must. Sometimes a Bus brakes down and you have to wait another hour until the next one. Under heat/rain/cold that is not good. I have been in a bus stop waiting for a bus and it will disappear from the app. Then I had to wait almost 2 h until the next bus shows up and the driver 

will tell me the previous bus was broken. There must be a backup system in which you can replace that broken bus by another. Specially when you need MARTA to get on time to work. 

You need to invest also in more bus stops with roof for protection from rain. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I really think the project that connects with Emory will be really helpful for all the employees that commute every day Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30310 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  Why when the bus 39 run late they will not pick up passengers; but the 71 will why is there a difference. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension   N/A Supportive News Media Community Event No   N/A

30304 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat   N/A Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Greenbriar Transit Center   N/A Somewhat supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat   N/A

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Yes, I can dodge the traffic going f to and coming home from work at Emory. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  This will relieve the traffic congestion at Emory and the CDC. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes  Traffic at Emory and the CDC is horrible in the morning and evening.

30331 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat   N/A Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Greenbriar Transit Center   N/A Supportive Email Community Event Yes   N/A

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  I would like to see more detail about how existing bus routes will be increased in frequency and improvements to existing MARTA rail stations. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements  would love to see more detail about station improvements Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 More detail is needed about specific project categories especially improved bus service and existing MARTA rail 

stations.

30022 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Atlanta is very spread out and not very dense; difficult to cover so much area effectively and efficiently - the above helps, but transporting people in so many different directions will be hard - not sure if there is a solution listed that will achieve that. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service good to prioritize pockets of high concentrations of commuters/people in transit and build, support, promote public transportation options to get them to where they want/need to go easily, safely, and quickly Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

Atlanta is very spread out and not very dense; difficult to cover so much area effectively and efficiently - the above 

helps, but transporting people in so many different directions will be hard - not sure if there is a solution listed that will 

achieve that.

30281 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  It would be great to have train service close to the South side.  I am 20 minutes from the nearest train. (Airport) BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  South side Clayton County Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30327 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Priority language could be clearer BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Emory Supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes   N/A Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  110 bus need on time. More abound 4pm, structure we have for 1 hours or more for bus espcially on weekends. Neutral Email Community Event Yes   N/A

30058 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes

 Gives us a change to comment on what  we like for your company to accomplish

in the process, on improving the railway system. Try to make it  a lot easier to use. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements To do a little cleaning up around the stations. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

 Gives us a chance to come out comment on the project and help make changes in the

system and let us see that we all work together to make a change.

30083 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat   N/A Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements   N/A Supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event Yes   N/A

30113 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes   N/A BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements   N/A Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes   N/A

30329 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

I am more concerned with MARTA's meeting the transportation needs of the population of Atlanta who do not have the means or opportunity to access their work places, shopping area and educational institutions.  In short, my responses to this survey are not necessarily about my personal needs, but what I believe is 

necessary to enhance the access to transportation of the metro area's populace. Frequent Local Bus Service Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements

 I am NOT supporting the Clifton Corridor Light Rail Extension.  First, a major issue is that the CDC does not charge their employees for parking so they have little incentive to avoid bringing individual cars to the Clifton Corridor.  The CDC continues to build parking decks and to transfer employees from the CDC's 

suburban locations to the Clifton Corridor without any tangible incentives for these employees even to carpool, let alone use the existing MARTA buses from Lindbergh or Avondale stations.  Second, it is unlikely that the many patients and other visitors to Emory HealthCare buildings will use the light rail system.  In 

summary, Emory and the CDC have reached their tipping points for having expanded their medical and federal facilities in the middle of a residential area and expanding light rail to accommodate these facilities in light of my earlier comments about the CDC's lack of incentives for employees to use it, is misguided.  

Other MARTA  projects should be funded. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 I believe the list would be enhanced by including examples of what each item is referring to.  As written, each item 

could be misinterpreted very easily.  (But, perhaps that is the point of their having been written in the wordsmith-ed 

manner as presented.)

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Excited to see that belt line transit is included. Not sure if any of the LRT proposals are aimed at expanding the streetcar, but I definitely support expanding it since the current stretch is extremely limited. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  N/A. Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat The commute options for those in the Emory/CDC/Druid Hills area remain limited, even with the proposed expansion projects. There are tens of thousands of people who come to this area every day to work, study, or get medical care. Providing more efficient routes seems like it would be beneficial. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit So excited about these great new projects! Yay MARTA! Very supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat

Based on the map of proposed transit service expansion, areas outside downtown/midtown seem to have limited 

transit connectivity.

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  The proposals do not adequately provide for development of light rail transit.  This city can never be a great city without a far greater light rail system. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Fund full development of theBeltline light rail system. Somewhat supportive Email News Media No

 In adequate long range vision of the relative needs for automobiles vs light rail.  Spend this money on light rail.  Let 

additional car support come from gasoline taxes.

30337 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  For now, the projects address my transportation needs. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit I believe this is a good start. Keep up the work and improvements. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 I believe a more robust overhaul is due for the Metro-Atlanta area. New rail lines need added to the system. Adding 

more buses and new bus routes injects more vehicles into an overcrowded system.  

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes   N/A Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Salidas mas seguidas Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes   N/A

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes Clifton Corridor is extremely important to me as well as Emory/CDC/CHOA employees and students BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Connectivity between Gwinnett Co, Cobb Co and MARTA Very supportive Social Media, News Media Social Media Yes

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes I work on the Clifton Corridor. Driving on this road is increasingly dangerous and time-consuming. Oftentimes, it takes me 30 minutes to go one mile from 1762 Clifton Rd. to N. Decatur Rd. Light rail is needed and will help the traffic problem. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  We need MARTA to reach SunTrust Park. Very supportive News Media News Media Somewhat  I think we need more rapid transit throughout the metro area.

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes

 The Clifton Corridor light rail transit project is an essential project for connecting people to the major job center around Emory, CDC, CHOA, and other important businesses. It is the first step toward improving access to this area, and I hope to see this project leveraged to include more mobility around the Emory area 

for pedestrians, cyclists, and transit riders. I also hope this project is leveraged to improve traffic congestion in the area southeast of Emory for employees, students, patients, and visitors coming from that direction. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  The Clifton Corridor and other light rail projects are essential to adding layers of mobility around Atlanta, and getting people to major job centers. Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Yes

 This is a great portfolio of projects that will advance Atlanta toward more opportunities for mobility around Atlanta 

outside of a single occupancy vehicle. 

30360 DeKalb Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  Connect suburbs to city centers by extending existing Marta train lines and adding new Marta rail lines. Increase train frequency at all hours of the day, and extend run times. Upgrade existing trains and lines so trains run smoother and don’t break down as often. Station Improvements You have no options for rail line extension. Extend gold line into Norcross and add additional lines to cover greater areas. Add more trains to account for standing-room only morning and evening commutes. Expand parking options (decks) for the increased ridership. Neutral Email, Social Media, News Media News Media No Same as answer above. City growth rate calls for higher capacity rails that reach more areas and run for longer hours. 

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N/A Supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat Overall I think Atlanta needs more rail lines in order to take more cars off of the road - this is just a start.  

30307 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat I wish that the Clifton corridor would help me get to work. As it stands it only provides easy access to Clifton road if you live NORTH of Emory but if you live South of Emory, it does not provide any help. I will still have to drive to work. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension

 We should make sure to fund the rest of theBeltline Transit as a TOP priority. Atlanta is in need of the ability to traverse this city without needing a car. Traffic is hugely frustrating and takes away from the otherwise incredibly quality of life provided by the city of Atlanta. Addressing accessibility and mobility through 

increased access to public transit will be a huge step towards making Atlanta a truly impressive global city. Thank you! Supportive Email News Media Somewhat  It only provides funding for half of theBeltline transit. Would encourage funding the rest of theBeltline immediately.

30058 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  I would like to see MARTA rail extended to the Stonecrest area Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements  Stations desperately need attention.  Why were the restrooms closed?  It is horrible for elderly people, expectant mothers and people with young children to use MARTA without access to the bathroom facilities.  MARTA spent $$$ on urine detectors in elevators, but closed the lavoratories.  Makes no sense to me. Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat  Residents in outlying area of South DeKalb Co. are underserved by MARTA.

30030 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Honestly I didn't understand the other options. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I have not more comments Neutral Email News Media Somewhat

 There was considerable jargon in the options.  We need a way to get people from the suburbs to the Emory campus 

that does not involve driving a car.  And it cannot involve multiple transfers.  

And of course flexibility is key.  My friends who participate in van/car pools are extremely restricted in their choice.  

They end of not being good professional employees because they need to literally walk out of the door during a 

meeting.  

30349 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  No extra details Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  No comment Very supportive News Media News Media Yes

30322 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes Improved public transportation will be great for students such as myself to get around the city without having to drive and find parking. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  None Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 More sidewalks 

More bus pickup sites not less Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements A better MARTA would really improve Atlanta  Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30308 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  More public transportation BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements improve marta stations. increase the area that the marta goes to Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  Atlanta needs a stronger public transportation system

30117 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  I would love to see a MARTA Station on the WEST SIDE OF ATLANTA. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I am so happy MARTA is expanding. Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes

 I would like to see the rail line go to Emory, as I stay in Fulton County when I work a few days in a row. The traffic is 

terrible!  Sometimes it takes 45 minutes to go 1/2 mile!  Marta is the only way to go!  Atlanta is crazy with traffic and 

something has to be done.  

The new Braves stadium has been a nightmare!  It was bad before the stadium  and now it is  horrible.  

Please HELP us with all this traffic!

Thank You,

 Sharon

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat --- Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Rail access to more places in the city. Supportive Social Media Community Event

30339 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I still do not see regional planning and operations discussed much.  Big need. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Coordinated throughout the region. Supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

 The region needs heavy rail.  Please name one other major city in the US that lacks rail transport from exurban areas to 

the city.  And does not have serious cross-town rail.Also need one transit authority for the region not  abunch of 

different ones controlled by political agendas of the various counties, towns and cities.

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network No  Marta rail system only connects a limited number of locations, with poor "last mile" support.  In addition, surge capacity has been very poor during large events (football games, soccer matches, tournaments, etc.) resulting in large bottlenecks. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements NA Somewhat supportive News Media News Media No

  Marta rail system only connects a limited number of locations, with poor "last mile" support.  In addition, surge 

capacity has been very poor during large events (football games, soccer matches, tournaments, etc.) resulting in large 

bottlenecks.

30317 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Any investment in any additional project will already be an improvement. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements  Increase frequency of MARTA service, have its schedule to be posted or known are just two of many items on my wish list. Supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

 It all depends to what transportation system you want to compare Atlanta's lack of public transport. Coming from 

Europe, it always has been baffling and somewhat shameful how poor the overall system is.

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Safety is the number one priority. With the recent spat of high profile public safety concerns on MARTA, more police/security presence would be a welcome sight for the plethora of quality of life/safety issues. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Please provide an additional connection for the Clifton Road light rail line, perhaps a connection to the city of Decatur train station. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 I'd like to see a more comprehensive, multi-jurisdictional approach to mass transit within the city and neighboring 

counties. If the Metro-Atlanta community continues to grow, mass transit should be come a more pressing issue city 

wide.

30236 Clayton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  None Crosstown Downtown East Extension Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  None Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat  None

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes I am very supportive of the Clifton Corridor project because it will ease access to work and healthcare for many citizens. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit n/a Supportive Social Media Community Event Yes

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat The multiple choice options in the survey are (intentionally) unclear. Very poorly made. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  See previous comment Supportive Other Please don't contact me News Media No

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes We need to include the Clifton Corridor Transit line to ease the stress of traffic around CDC and Emory.  This is also important for emergencies such as weather. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  I actually don't think rail on theBeltline is our biggest priority. We need to balance new initiatives that will give big returns (Clifton Corridor) with providing better service to people who rely on the bus to get to work and live. Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes  addressing the Clifton corridor is important for all of Atlanta and much of Dekalb County.

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Transit to Emory Hospital for work or appointment would help ease congestion in the area. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements   Transit to Emory Hospital for work or appointment would help ease congestion in the area. Supportive Email, News Media Social Media Yes

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  The Clifton Corridor really needs some traffic easing. Too many people trying to get to work by car. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  The Clifton Corridor really needs some traffic easing. Too many people trying to get to work by car. Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat   The Clifton Corridor really needs some traffic easing. Too many people trying to get to work by car.

30328 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Extentensiom of red line north. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Yes top priority should be clifton avenue corridor. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit top priority should be clifton avenue corridor  Very supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30307 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  Increase mobility to job centers should be expanded to include mobility to major destination centers generally, e.g., to include transit to SunTrust Park. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit No additional comments. Very supportive News Media News Media

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat -- BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  -- Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  --

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes ...... Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  ...... Very supportive Other ..... Community Event Yes

30306 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

I voted for the tax to increase in-Atlanta transit.  Metro Atlantans have rejected MARTA historically and recently.  I'm disappointed to see my city tax dollars go to subsidize suburban commuters who want a free ride on the city of Atlanta's tax base.  Focus on complete Belt Line rail and getting neighborhood to 

neighborhood trips off the roads.  I want to get out of my car. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Where's the rest of the Belt Line transit?  It needs the full loop! Somewhat supportive Email Community Event No

 Please see my answer for "After reviewing the proposed project list, do you feel it addresses your transportation 

needs?"  Don't conflate Atlanta's transportation needs with Metro Atlanta's needs.

30318 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  I want the light rail around the completeBeltline and more for an actual in-town public transportation system. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit  All projects should take a back seat to theBeltline light rail, which is what we voted for. More buses that no one uses, crowding the streets, is a terrible way to spend our money. Spending Atlanta tax money on Emory, which wasnt even part of the city when we voted for the tax increase, is a travesty. Not supportive Email Social Media No

 I want the light rail around the completeBeltline. We need an actual in-town transportation system. The Emory train 

should not be paid for using tax money collected BEFORE Emory was part of the city. Atlanta voted for theBeltline.

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I would like to be able to take a train to Emory instead of buses and shuttles, which are consistently running behind schedule in terrible traffic, especially in the afternoons. I took MARTA trains every single day when I worked downtown, and I miss the reliable schedule and quick transport. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Thanks for trying!!!! Very supportive Email, Social Media Community Event Yes

 We just need more options in the city besides driving. Our roads are congested. Making public transportation wider 

reaching and convenient would I think appeal to many people for whom it is not currently a viable option. I would take 

the bus to Emory except that it literally adds an hour to my door-to-door commute each way. I can't justify that.

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  I work at Emory and it would enhance the working environment a lot of people could get better access without having to drive. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  None Very supportive News Media News Media Yes

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 Light rail to Emory/CDC and Lindbergh is a must.  

It would also be very beneficial to secure better public transit to Emory/CDC from the other side, along North Decatur Rd.  This smallish  road is often choked with traffic from Emory, CDC, Druid Hills High School, for people travelling to Clairmont Rd, to Scott Blvd, further into Decatur.  The bus travels the same speed as 

everyone else on North Decatur; what we need is rail or subway.  There are also no bike lanes there. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor light rail is the highest priority and will help address the immense traffic issues of the Emory/CDC/ Hospital corridor. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 Atlanta's transportation needs are immense.  Marta needs much more significant funding from city and state to really 

be able to address Atlanta's terrible traffic woes.  But some is better than nothing.  Thanks for your work.

30324 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  The Clifton corridor is where I have worked since 2006. It is heavily congested and gets worse every year. There is not an easy way to get to the airport from CDC or Emory and yet employees need to deploy from CDC to the field and can't get to Hartsfield Jackson airport quickly. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  N/A Very supportive Social Media Social Media Yes  See above

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes

 The Clifton Corridor would greatly benefit the numerous employees working within the area, reduce traffic in neighboring areas, promote transportation efficiency and traffic calming, among many other benefits. This area would be particularly well-served with MARTA expansion due to the location and volumes of 

traffic by both patients and employees commuting to the destinations along the Clifton Corridor. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  See above Very supportive Other Community Event Yes

30350 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes Marta transportation will BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit I welcome the Marta Clifton collider project  Very supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30341 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  Please provide Buss lanes to act like HOV lanes on surface streets. A buss stuck in the rush hoir traffic is not an attractive alternative to using a personal car. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  NA Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 Atlanta needs to rethink its infrastructure and make light rail and subway the center of the Atlanta Perimeter Area. 

Create this routes right in the middle between the South- North, East- West lanes of I 85 and I 285. 

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  Would love to see the Clifton corridor rail line extended to include more stations in central DeKalb Co. Up to Northlake would be great, or even out to Tucker. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  I am especially interested in the Clifton corridor. Very supportive Phone/Text News Media Somewhat  We still lag far behind other cities in accessible rail transportation.

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes

More transportation between Emory University/CDC and areas to the south is very important to me. I support the Clifton Corridor light rail project but know it would take many years to complete. In the meantime, I would ask you to please increase the frequency of buses and return route #36 to Avondale station as 

soon as possible. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Better pedestrian access at car-oriented suburban stations would also be great. Very supportive Other News Media Somewhat

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  The Clifton Corridor LRT would provide relief to the many employees of the Emory Hospital and University and the CDC. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the Atlanta region. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30083 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  I do occasionally take Marta to travel between work sites. I would likely do so more often, rather than take my car, with enhancements to the routes' spans of service. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  N/A Supportive Email Social Media Yes

30236 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat

 The utilization of railroad tracks for commuter trains would decrease traffic to and from surrounding suburbs in Atlanta. This would be a great addition to Metro Atlanta area or surrounding small towns.  The purpose is to DECREASE the amount of cars on the road and Atlanta has not been able to excel in this area.  

Doing this will help Atlanta with the economic growth it needs. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements N/A Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30047 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Would like to decrease traffic to/from the Clifton corridor BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  None Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat More routes, and more frequently  Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  More frequent service Somewhat supportive Social Media Social Media Yes

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  n/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements n/a Supportive Email News Media Yes

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  More consideration to the traffic burden and pedestrian safety in surrounding residential areas. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Station improvements are critical everywhere, for safety, accessibility, and operations. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 The amount of traffic traveling on 2 lane, residential roads is totally overwhelming.  Conditions of the road surface are 

also inconsistent and not maintained adequately to compensate for the increased load of traffic.  When it takes 30 min 

to travel 5 miles there is poor planning for volume and variety of transportation.  Many roads are too congested to 

support foot or bicycle traffic.

30340 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  I would love to replace any portion of my commute with public transportation without doubling my commute time.  A more integrated approach with multiple modalities would be amazing. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit I feel that light rail would enhance the current mass transit infrastructure. Very supportive Email, Social Media Social Media Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes I work at Emory, and often find the roads around Emory and the CDC to be very congested. I'd love to have a light rail option, especially that will give me access to Decatur and the existing MARTA light rail lines. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Thank you for proposing to add a light rail to the Emory area! Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

 I still think that broader access to the light rail system is very important and should be prioritized, but I understand that 

this is difficult without buy-in from other counties.

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I believe the proposed plans are helpful, but things like BRT and "frequent local bus service" are temporary solutions to long-term problems. Buses will get stuck in the same traffic that individual commuter vehicles cause. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements

 The Clifton Corridor project would impact my daily commute the most. Emory University and the CDC are separated from the mass transit options that would encourage commuters to leave their cars behind and take MARTA to work. These institutions are the top employers in the metro Atlanta area (Emory as #2 and 

CDC as #12) and are not accessible by rail transit without a bus transfer. Implementing the Clifton Corridor would allow these employees to commute more efficiently. Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  N/A Very supportive Other Community Event Yes

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  Access should be easier to get around in the city and the county especially when bus service is often over crowded , not too mention the raids coming into work at Emory. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Developing a Clifton rd project will benefit thousands of people who want the ease of traveling without the constraints of riding a bus. Quicker access to where a person is going and not waiting as long for buses that are already crowded with people. Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Will there be consideration for light rail to run from the East Lake/Kirkwood, Candler Park, Inman Park neighborhoods from the theBeltline to Clifton Rd.? That would address my transportation needs because currently the bus service is too lengthy and time consuming. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Things look to be moving ahead and the outreach for continual input is awesome! I'm sure you receive criticism, but you are doing wonderful work! Keep it up - we appreciate all you do!!! Very supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat

 I think it addresses the largest immediate needs, but not that of my neighborhood where I believe a lot of congestion 

still comes from that feeds into Clifton Rd., and there is still plenty of opportunity to tackle.

30329 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes I live near Emory University and the traffic is terrible because of the density of commuters coming to and from the Clifton Corridor. Addressing this problem (and other commuter b bottlenecks) should be the #1 concern when allocating transit dollars. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  More light rail! More dedicated express bus service! Never spend another nickle on that sink-hole of-a-bad-idea downtown streetcar that provides ZERO BENEFIT to commuters. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

  I believe the Clifton Corridor should be #1 on the list because the Emory/Hospital/CDC complex on Clifton Road is the 

#1 destination in Atlanta for daily commuter traffic and improving commuter times would provide biggest ROI for 

improving transportation generally in Atlanta. I love theBeltline but spending onBeltline light transit before addressing 

needs like the Clifton Corridor LRT provides the greatest benefit to well heeled developers and upscale home 

purchasers. Transit dollars should be spent where they will have the biggest impact alleviating traffic, not where they 

will have the biggest impact increasing property values.

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes More options to major employment centers please! Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Better local bus service would make many current arterial routes more reliable for daily commutes. Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Yes
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30338 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes none Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  none Supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat  There is no access to North Fulton or Forsyth Counties by rail nor into Cobb or Gwinnett.

30307 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

Lots of dense, walkable in-town neighborhoods just south of major employment hub (Emory University/Emory Healthcare) with minimal options for public transportation (one bus.) That being said, Clifton Corridor definitely needs connectivity to heavy rail, and Lindbergh makes most sense, so I am thrilled that is on 

proposed project list. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Emory emailed employees directing us to this survey - very helpful, as I am fairly involved in my local community and yet hadn't heard of the survey. Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat Great start :-)

31419 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  We need more connectivity to broader regional transit services, such as a line to Macon or Savannah. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit I don't want to answer this question. Supportive Other News Media No

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Keep working on this, eventually the State of Georgia will be able to help BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  none Very supportive News Media Community Event

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat I would like to see MARTA go more places in the city more quickly and reliably. Making the busses go more places and less vulnerable to traffic so they are more reliable would be great BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service No commenr Supportive Other News Media No

 We need more non-car infrastructure so people can bike, take scooters or other shared mobility devices and feel safe 

from being hit by cars. 

30342 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  None BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  The Clifton Rd. corridor light rail transit system is desperately needed in the Emory/CDC/VA hospital area to relieve traffic congestion and parking issues. Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30307 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  I want the Clifton Corridor so bad BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Clifton Corridor is sooo important for our city Somewhat supportive News Media More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes

30306 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  MARTA needs to limit the increase in bus lines and make more availability and stops throughout the neighborhoods around Midtown (Poncey highlands, little five points, east atlanta, west midtown) BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  There needs to be more stops in betweenBeltline Northeast andBeltline Southwest.  Somewhere around Ponce City Market Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  As a very large employer, MARTA needs extended to Emory University Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  NA Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30314 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  yes I been wondering for so long why a single track, when its so many people in the city Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  emory has over 6,000 employees half of them are on buses, if they get off to late they miss there last bus with no way to the station. it would be better to add a connection for employees to have a safer way to the train. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30083 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes This it fairly holistic, but it would be beneficial to see more complete streets and that any transportation projects initiated are well-integrated across neighborhoods, as often bike lanes suddenly end for example. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  It would be nice to see more connections to the surrounding cities still in Dekalb, such as to the cities of Stone Mountain and Clarkston. Supportive Email Community Event Yes  Our transportation options are so limited anything feels like an improvement.

30331 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Its gets people where they need to go. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  Would be nice. Neutral Email Community Event Yes  So that ridership would be easier.

30228 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat N/A BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  NEED BUS STATION IMPROVEMENTS Supportive Social Media Social Media Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  We need more frequency along established lines of transport as well. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Just do it! Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat To make public transportation worth my time and money it must be accessible, predictable, and efficient. Right now I think MARTA could be improved in these areas. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service   I think that the area around Emory could be better serviced, thus providing an incentive for individuals living and/or working in the area to take MARTA. This would help alleviate traffic and provide a new source of revenue to help further improve MARTA. Very supportive Phone/Text Social Media Yes

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I think increasing ease of use of transit options is very important BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  n/a Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

 I think it does address some of the needs of Atlanta but Atlanta really needs much larger transit system which I don't 

think is completely reflected here

30038 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Wish there were some projects for the east side of town (east DeKalb County, as car traffic out there is a bear!  And, I work @ Emory, & must deal with it every day. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Very much support Clifton Corridor proposal! Supportive Email News Media Somewhat It's definitely a start, but there should be more options for outside the perimeter.

30307 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat I would like to see the rail line expanded and this transportation option is quick, efficient, and not hindered by Atlanta traffic. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Along with more rail and bus transit options, I would like to see more commuting bike lanes placed in streets around Atlanta. Very supportive Other News Media Yes

30084 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  The projects continue to disregard the reality of commuters from outside Dekalb and Fulton who need to get in from outlying bedroom communities (i.e. Gwinnett). BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Large employers like CDC and Emory should receive high priority. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat  Projects are too "in town" driven and are likely to enhance connectivity only in town.

30305 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  N/A Supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

Although the expansions fix some of the intracity issues, the problem still lies within intercity commuters. Atlanta's 

traffic will continue to get worse as more and more people drive in from the suburbs each day for work. Due to politics, 

it may be difficult to get surrounding jurisdictions to collaborate on public transportation with Fulton County. However, I 

don't foresee the issues in Atlanta subsiding unless this barrier is removed. Perhaps more transportation routes closer 

to the county borders would help prompt people to park and ride at more convenient locations.

30341 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  We need less cars on the road in Atlanta. This means that Marta's rail system needs to be expanded and made more safe, so that more people are willing to ride. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Please expand the Marta rail system. We are in desperate need of it! There would be less deaths due to car accidents, more people would have improved quality of life, and it would improve commerce and tourism in the city if traffic was reduced. This is critical if we expect Atlanta to grow and improve as a city. Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 We need less cars on the road in Atlanta. This means that Marta's rail system needs to be expanded and made more 

safe, so that more people are willing to ride.

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat quality and reliability of transit is more important than quantity BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  These are the projects that will affect me, but that doesn't mean they are the most important ones to the city. Supportive Social Media, News Media Social Media Somewhat

30331 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  The projects selected for development will impact how it satisfies my transportation needs. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Greenbriar Transit Center  none Very supportive Other News Media Somewhat

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes Yes. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  n/a Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network No

 I live in Decatur and work in Roswell. With the current MARTA schedules and systems, it would take me over 3 hours to get to work each morning, and I'd still have to walk nearly 3 miles. I would love to use the Decatur MARTA station for other places to go, but years ago the parking lot was turned into stores and there 

is no dedicated MARTA parking. The next closest station with parking takes nearly 20 min to get there thanks to the traffic, and by that time, I could almost drive to my destination. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Continue a "route planner" interface to determine what trains/buses are needed for each destination and times. Supportive Social Media News Media

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  None Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  None Supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

 Extending and adding additional MARTA lines is a good thing.  Thinking in addition is a "subway system" within the 

perimeter.  I have lived in New York and San Francisco.  Thinking of a system like Muni in San Francisco.  

30363 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes I think a more expansive light rail/subway system is needed in Atlanta.  Something similar to the Subway in NYC, the T in Boston, the Elevated train in Chicago, etc... If mass transit has been successfully implemented in these cities, it can be done in Atlanta. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  No additional comments. Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

 I think expansion of the light rail is the most critical priority given the growing population in the Atlanta metro area.  

Increasing bus lines/connectivity doesn’t solve the traffic problem in the same way.

30309 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Proposed projects appear disproportionately distributed throughout ATL. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Residents north of downtown appear disproportionately underserved by the proposed projects. Neutral Email Social Media Somewhat

30076 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  We need better connectivity to rapid transit with greater frequency.  A bus running a route once an hour is not an acceptable solution to reaching a MARTA light-rail line.  Also more and free parking availability for commuters using the transit. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service These are high traffic roads with hospitals, businesses and residents along with university students and staff.  Let's clear up some congestion and make these areas accessible with public transportation. Very supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  So many needs, so little time:-(

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  NA BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  I think the Clifton Corridor project is the most important and should be prioritized as so many people work in the Corridor or have to come here for healthcare needs. It is a serious barrier to healthcare if people do not have public transportation access that could bring them here. Very supportive Social Media Community Event Yes

30306 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  I would like to see MARTA invest more heavily in light rail and heavy rail transit and decrease reliance on buses. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  I believe the proposed projects fall significantly short in moving us towards becoming a city less reliant on our already congested roadways. There seems to be a focus on adding buses rather than light rail and heavy rail. I would like to see the BRT proposals shift to light rail/streetcar. Somewhat supportive Email, News Media Social Media Somewhat

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  I work at Emory, so increased public transportation will greatly improve the terrible traffic on Clifton road BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  These would be the most beneficial for me as they are the closest to my neighborhood Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 Its a great start, but we need additional light rail throughout the city so that its easy to walk to a Marta station from 

most places across the Atlanta metro area.

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  The Clifton Corridor will best address my transportation needs. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  n/a Supportive Other none Community Event Somewhat

30307 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Please pass this resolution! It will facilitate commuters and reduce the horrible traffic problem. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Please pass the Clifton Corridor light rail project! Very supportive Other Opt out Community Event Yes  Traffic!

30083 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Na BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  N/a Very supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat  I think more and more tax breaks for carpooling and incentives should be given. 

30032 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Any expansion of the MARTA is a good thing BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit A more pedestrian friendly city, with better bike lanes, sidewalks, and access to public transit means a better Atlanta and a better future. Very supportive Social Media Community Event Yes

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Target the most congested areas Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  na Supportive Email Community Event Yes

30303 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes None BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  None Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30017 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  I work in Atlanta but live in Gwinnett.  Improving my daily commute would go a long way to establishing work life balance for me. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit I have no idea what many of these are and therefore cannot adequately respond to the question. Very supportive Other Work email Community Event Somewhat

 Atlanta's transportation need is a very complex subject.  Without additional information and statistics, I will not 

comment on the complexity of it all.  I know that the sheer numbers of people on the road contribute greatly.  

Enhancing the GA Commuter Options may be a part of the solution to decreasing the number of people on the road.  

This is a complex issue, requiring a multi-faceted approach.

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes Yes. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  No other comment Very supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Last mile initiatives are essential. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Clifton Corridor and improving bus services are essential. Supportive Other News Media Somewhat

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat We need alternate forms of transportation that do not involve cars. Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  I would really like to see the Clifton Corridor project happen.  That connection is greatly needed. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30064 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat

Emory comprises of the largest employment center in Atlanta. There needs to be easier access to MARTA as well as regional transit authorities for people who do not reside in the city. I am a resident of Cobb county (although Cobb was not an option to select for one of the previous queations) and I work at Emory 

University. I currently ride the CobbLinc express bus from Marietta. However, it is very difficult to get to the North Druid Hills area once downtown. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements  NA Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes Yes it covered my concerns about the Clifton corridor. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements I would like to emphasize the need to Improve transportation in the Clifton corridor with light rail. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 Atlanta needs to have the funding to build out a much more extensive network of train and bus operations making it 

easier to reach all important metro centers including Cobb and Gwinnett counties.

30338 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Make it as easy and convenient for people to use mass transit over cars BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  n/a Very supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Not much in DeKalb county that I can ascertain from the map. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Clifton Corridor is so congested the LR would be a big plus. Supportive Other Mail Community Event Somewhat

 Overall transportation plan should address transportation inequality (transportation “desert”) as well as air quality, 

which may or may not always align geographically (or politically).  It should also efficiently meet the transportation 

needs, so that duplication is avoided.  It’s hard to ascertain whether the More Atlanta plan does that since ridership, 

needs, inequality, current system, and potential ridership aren’t mapped.  I’d like to see more data.

30297 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  My current commute is pretty straightforward, the unpredictability in route times vs. actual is what gives me issues. I feel that this proposal addresses these concerns more than adequately. Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements No additional comments Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30331 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  . Supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

30324 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Emory and the surrounding area are a major hub for jobs, healthcare, and education. It is certainly a shame that there is no accessible MARTA transportation in the area, besides 1 bus line. the More MARTA seems like a likely and beneficial project. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  See above Very supportive Other None News Media

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat N/A Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Clifton corridor light rail transit would have a profound effect on the surrounding area and greatly improve transportation for the thousands of people working and living at Emory University. Supportive Other N/A Community Event

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes

 the city has grown and the transportation needs to adjust to the growing population 

we need to have better alternatives as our severe vehicular accidents continue to rise annually Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  none Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I do think safety is a huge priority. If people don't feel safe using MARTA, they will not use it no matter how nice or efficient it is. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center

 One comment/suggestion: partner with hotels to provide hotel guests a free MARTA transportation pass once they check-in for the duration of their stay. The hotels could offset the cost of providing it "free". It was increase riders on trains and buses and be a positive impression for the City of Atlanta provided systems 

are working like clockwork and safety is there. They do this in Switzerland, and it is wonderful! Very supportive Email, News Media Community Event Yes

 If you could increase mobility to major job centers such as CDC and the IRS in Chamblee, CDC and Emory at the Clifton 

corridor, that would be a huge improvement.

I really like all of the principles, so it was a little hard to pick just three. 

30341 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

 For workers to use the public transportation who used to drive, you must provide CONSISTENT/DEPENDABLE transportation that takes less time than driving themselves.  If I can't get to and from work fairly easily in less time than it takes me to drive myself, it does not make up for the lack of flexibility that comes with 

using public transportation. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

While adding links along theBeltline sounds nice, the top priority should be getting people to and from work quickly/efficiently and helping reduce car traffic on overused roads.  It is also important that the amount of use of the final routes is enough to actually make route viable financially including the project being 

able to attract federal funds to help lighten the cost burden. Supportive Other I don't want you to contact me. Please publish online and in newspapers. Social Media Somewhat

 In order to truly address the transportation needs of this city (and deal with ever worsening traffic), you need to ADD 

dedicated rails and lanes for trains and buses through  areas with heavy traffic and extensive bus routes on less traveled 

roads in a way that both link fairly seamlessly.  You also need to have short intervals between trains/buses and the 

service must be extremely dependable. From what I understand, I'm very concerned about the new light rail connecting 

with the Atlanta Streetcar.  I've heard that this section has major issues with traffic and parking stalling the line regularly 

and slowing things down so people are better off driving their own vehicles.  At least then they can take alternate 

routes and they don't have to worry about dealing with last miles type issues.  Much more is needed, and some wise 

implementation/adaptation of this plan while avoiding current car traffic is a start.

30058 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  Does help alleviate some stress of my commute. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements  Where are the projects to extend the rails in South Dekalb  county? Somewhat supportive Email Social Media No

 The proposed plan still seems to neglect South Dekalb County, an area that has been paying into MARTA since its 

inception yet is not reaping the benefits of said tax dollars. My (late) father, Marvin L. Brown Jr., drove for MARTA for 

20+ years and was a big supporter of the system. Yet, the ease of accessing the train/light rail was not easy from our 

home and still is as I am discovering while trying to commute to Emory everyday for work from Lithonia ( a mere 11 

miles away).  Need to make the system work for everyone! 

30033 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Clifton Corridor looks great, but without parking options, it will be useless to me.  This needs a commuter lot option for access. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension The new Costco development at North DeKalb Mall doesn't appear to have any MARTA tie-ins that would be very useful for the Clifton Corridor.  A commuter lot with connections to the Clifton Corridor in this area would be very useful, especially if it connected to the Emory bus system. Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat  We need more rail lines.

30307 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes Work and Live near proposed Clifton Corridor LRT and this would enhance quality of life from less time spent in traffic. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  More needs to extend into SW portion of the city Very supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat Helpful since this is spreading transit to more neighborhoods...still need to move away from a flatmate system

30350 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Light rail along perimeter would be a nice phase 2 BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  hard choice between adding needed light rail and increasing exsiting rail capacity/frequency, which is what I would hope station improvement means Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

I support more light rail options. The current proposal was already needed 5 years ago. Alleviating 285 traffic, especially 

around interchanges with other major highways like 75, 85, 400, 20 should be a high priority.

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  No comments BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  No coments Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes  No comments 

30079 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Safety is my main concern Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  None Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30329 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Need something to change in high density living areas. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  none Supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

30322 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  I support connection of the Clifton Corridor to LInbergh MARTA Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit None Supportive Other No thanks News Media Yes

30324 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  I am retired and live in walking distance to shopping and some other essential needs. The Clifton Corridor Project is most important to me to make it easier to get to/from Emory Healthcare. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center

 It would be nice if there could be dedicated airport cars for people traveling to and from ATL. I've had several bad experiences of rowdy teenagers getting aboard at the end of their school day and proceeding to trash talk loudly and jostle each other around until they got off a couple stops later. This is very unpleasant 

for the adults on the train. Supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat

 The plan looks good, but somehow we have to figure out a way to get more people using transit rather than driving 

cars. 

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat   Atlanta needs SO MUCH more subway/light rail. It's a great start! Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I would love to take MARTA to work from East Lake to the Clifton Corridor but am worried they will get rid of all the parking at East Lake with the planned new development. I could probably walk about half the days but also have to bring things back and forth so would need to be able to park sometimes. Very supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat  Atlanta needs SO MUCH more subway/light rail. It's a great start!

30305 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  No additional details Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center Station Improvements I don’t really have enough knowledge of other area’s needs to thoughtfully complete the above section. Supportive Email, News Media News Media Somewhat

30327 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Nothing to add BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Nothing to add Very supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

30322 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes na Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit na Very supportive Other na Social Media Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  It looks great! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Looks good! Very supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Yes, in particular would incr. access to the healthcare services of Emory to populations of people in need of healthcare. Also allows access to more jobs to people who require public transportation to get to and from their job. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Very exciting! Very supportive News Media News Media Yes

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes    , BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  , Very supportive News Media News Media Yes  ,

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No

 I cannot make all the stops I make in a day on MARTA.  I cannot get to my recreation location (not close) on Marta.

PLEASE  get Emory and Clifton Road on a Marta rail line. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

 Expand RAIL further north up Hwy 400.

Expand Rail service in to Cobb County. Very supportive News Media News Media No  Marta needs to take rail lines into Cobb, and other neighboring counties.

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat We need light rail and more biking options on the Clifton corridor and routes feeding into it Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit   We need light rail and more biking options on the Clifton corridor and routes feeding into it Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat We need light rail and more biking options on the Clifton corridor and routes feeding into it

30309 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  There is still lack of connectivity in northwest Atlanta between Ashby and Peachtree Road, in the east between Highland ave and Grant Park, and the South between Grant Park and West End, especially since Highland, Grant Park and west end draw a bit of event traffic on their own. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit

In light of the formation of The ATL Atlanta Transit Link, I'm revising my previous entry, and funding for the Clifton Rd line should be deferred and set through the ATL. More MARTA funds should focus on projects with primarily local impact (there will not be other chances for them) while regional grade impact projects 

still have other means to be funded. Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

  There is still lack of connectivity in northwest Atlanta between Ashby and Peachtree Road, in the east between 

Highland ave and Grant Park, and the South between Grant Park and West End, especially since Highland, Grant Park 

and west end draw a bit of event traffic on their own.

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I need the Clifton Corridor line. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit More rail everywhere, please. Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

I need the Clifton Corridor line more than anything, but MARTA needs to become integrated with theBeltline for it to be 

what it was envisioned to be. I'm also concerned that wealthier areas will get what they need, and underserved areas 

won't.

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Need more connectivity to downtown events and not have to walk so far to get to events. Most important is Clifton corridor Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements Go out into other communities to get drivers off the road Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  As a member of the Emory University community, I am very excited to see the section of the proposal on the Clifton Corridor. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service none Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30319 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  None BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  None Supportive Email Community Event Yes

30305 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Yes light rail on the Clifton corridor would be a great way to commute each day Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  See comment above Very supportive Email News Media Yes  Comprehensive approach to transportation in the city and surrounding areas. 

30360 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  None BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  None Supportive News Media Social Media No

30083 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  N/A Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements N/A Supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat

MARTA would be more effective if it extended into more counties. There are areas of Metro Atlanta that currently can 

not be accessed unless you own a personal vehicle. This marginalizes certain groups of people.

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Target more transportation to venues BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Na Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30309 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I’m still a little confused as to train expansion.  I would like to see a map of proposed train expansion on top of current routes. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Again, I need to see map to understand.  Train extension to Cobb county is needed. Supportive News Media News Media Yes  We need to promote & improve public transport.

30322 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  .. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  .. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  .

30316 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes Yes, I work at CDC and I want rail transit to CDC & Emory on Clifton Rd BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  I've read in the AJC that the Clifton line could be in jeopardy and this worries me because it seems to be the most "shovel ready", having already been thru countless federal funding studies. I'd hate to see this miss out.  I work at CDC which is along Clifton Rd and transit is badly needed to CDC and Emory.  Thanks. Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Community Event Yes

30062 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Access to the Marta Train is my only interest. The bus would just sit in the same traffic I would be sitting in. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Marta Train please especially in area of Emory University where there is no room to widen the congested roads Somewhat supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat  Again seems to have more interest in the bus vs. the train.

30326 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I don't believe MARTA will make the stations ADA compliant for the visually impaired/blind  community. This includes talking/audible crosswalk signals, using latest available technology  for the visually impaired to recognize bus stop locations. Ease of access to centers of employment and entertainment. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Anything done to improve light rail and station use by members of the visually impaired/blind community should include actual testing of the Station improvements and light rail improvements by actual blind/visually impaired community representatives. Somewhat supportive Email Community Event No  Over dependence on bus systems vs dedicated light rail, and or transit stations that avoid traffic altogether.

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Belt line light rail would allow me to get to work and run errand using public transportation. Currently it would take me 3 transfers and over an hour to get to work using public transport. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  The situation around CDC and Emory is horrific. Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat  It is an improvement but long term a larger expansion of Marta is needed. 

30047 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Improve access to Emory University and Atlanta City Limits for the Hwy 78 commuters. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  That's all. Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

30342 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  None Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Buckhead is becoming a traffic mess. Adding an elevated rail system connecting work areas to living areas please! Very supportive Email, Phone/Text News Media Somewhat

We moved here six years ago from Chicago. It’s hard to compare the two when talking about public transport - it is a 

way of life there. 

I wish we could spend time/money on changing people’s perceptions of public transportation in Atlanta

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit N/A Very supportive Social Media News Media Yes  N/A

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Long term complaint that (original) MARTA rail does not go anywhere where people want to go.  Over past 50 years this improved with extensions to ATL Northside "Pill Hill".  The later more than doubled hospital access other than Grady and Crawford Long for employees and patients. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  My only gripe is no ones fault but the Braves.  After decades of connecting at 5-points, West End, or walking from GA State, the Braves left us.  In 20 years do another survey and include the Galleria area, Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

 The Northside extension added 3 hospitals (patients and employees) to MARTA rail access.  The planned extension to 

Clifton Corridor area adds access to another 3 hospitals (EUH, CHOA Egelston, and Emory Wessley Woods) plus CDC and 

Emory University Schools of Law, Theology, Nursing, Public Health, and Medicine.   

30021 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  There needs to be more connection around the city of Atlanta rather than just to the center and back out again. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Dedicated bus lanes so that riding the bus is faster is a must. Connecting sidewalks is a big hurdle too. Very supportive News Media News Media Somewhat  Same as my individual needs.

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat focus on getting people out of cars BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  none Somewhat supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat  focus on getting people out of cars

30062 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  the ability to connect with other jurisdictions appears highly limited. What are connection points to N Fulton and Cobb? Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Moores Mill Transit Center  n/a Supportive Social Media News Media No

 Given the number of workers commuting into the city from bedroom communities, I'm thinking this will help once you 

get TO town, but won't help you get INTO town.

30072 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  The link to the Emory Campus from the Lindbergh Station would be a significant improvement, but it would also be nice to have some link from the Decatur area. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Providing additional connectivity is good.  Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  It is a start....more connectivity with trains would be ideal. 

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Don't live in an area where this affects me BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  not sure how 1 project affects another and concerned with judicious use of funding Supportive Other don't want to receive it Social Media Somewhat

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes Rail access to and from Battery/Sun Trust Park BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit This is great! Very supportive Social Media Community Event Yes

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat More MARTA rail options. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Rail access to and from the Battery/SunTrust park. Major economic activity there, but traffic deters customers. Very supportive Phone/Text, Social Media Community Event Somewhat  Yes- but only if it is very clear that more stations need to be added. Buses do not help as much as rail. 

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Need immediate attention to constructing the Clifton Corridor/ Emory/CDC rail system so that it is an integral part of the MARTA Rail System and works seamlessly to and from HJIA. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Need immediate attention to constructing the Clifton Corridor/ Emory/CDC rail system so that it is an integral part of the MARTA Rail System and works seamlessly to and from HJIA. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 Need immediate attention to constructing the Clifton Corridor/ Emory/CDC rail system so that it is an integral part of 

the MARTA Rail System and works seamlessly to and from HJIA.

30307 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  I will love the transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  I want it to happen. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat I would assume "dedicated and managed lanes" refers to more dedicated bicycle lanes? BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Assuming Clifton corridor project runs from Lindbergh to Avondale. Very supportive Email, Social Media News Media No

 Atlanta has a serious traffic congestion issue that is getting worse. With the noticeable increase in housing construction, 

traffic is going to continue towards unsustainability. This needs to be radically adressed, and the upcoming plans are 

nice but minor towards adressing Atlanta's issues.

30086 Fulton Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat None BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit  None Supportive Other News Media Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat need more light and heavy rail BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  This survey structure is annoying. Very supportive News Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

30341 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes I have no additional details. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements I have no additional comments.  Very supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes NA BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  None. Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30307 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 I feel it is more important to focus on frequency/quality of service in densely populated areas rather than spreading through the entire city.  Frequent bus service on Peachtree through Buckhead and frequent service no the east sideBeltline make sense as they have density.  Services should also focus on getting the 

underserved to job centers. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  I would put Peachtree Arterial but am concerned buses will just get bogged down in traffic. Neutral Email Community Event Somewhat  Would need more money to address all of the transportation needs.  Zoning will also impact.  

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  none BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  none Neutral Email News Media Yes

30350 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Having the Clifton Corridor line introduced would be wonderful for myself and several fellow coworkers at Emory. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Would love to see the Clifton Corridor LRT! Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30034 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat The delays during morning rush hour are inconvenient. Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Making improvements to existing service Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  I would really appreciate MARTA lines to and from the Emory University campus and various hospitals and clinics in the region. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements I really need access to Emory and CDC campuses! Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I would like to see more sidewalks and bike lanes as well, especially in Decatur and around Emory. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  I support the Clifton Corridor. Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat  People want to bike and walk to work/school.  More of these options should be available as well. 

30322 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes my transportation needs are met Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Very much in support of the Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit. It's my top priority. Supportive Other Social Media Somewhat
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30084 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  none BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  none Somewhat supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat

30324 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Clifton corridor needs major improvements! Too many large employers in a small area. Traffic is terrible. Not supportive Other News Media No

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Doesn't seem to address bike safety and being more bike friendly BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Na Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30329 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Atlanta still heavily relies on cars and it will take many years until a more comprehensive transit network establishes. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Emory now has become a part of Atlanta but lacking in public transportation. Adding the light rail will greatly help the local traffic Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes NA BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension

The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the Atlanta region. The Clifton transit line will be competing with other cities across the country for limited federal funding and is a strong contender for Atlanta to realize a $1B MARTA expansion—the 

largest in two decades. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Emory needs MARTA access Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Clifton line must happen to improve access to Emory for students, staff, providers, CDC employees and those seeking care. Very supportive Other None Social Media Yes

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  Light rail into Clifton corridor is a must for the sustainability of Emory and CDC growth. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Light rail into Clifton corridor is a must for the sustainability of Emory and CDC growth. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30030 DeKalb Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

 still disconnected and doesn't allow for cross town transit. Still fine if you need to go somewhere within a few blocks of a line. Seems all focused around whatever Emory wants at this point and to hell with the rest of us. My commute is 5 miles - MARTA would triple my time to commute if Im lucky. I dont know that I 

could get to work without using a car to a train to at least 2 busses + blocks of walking. Where now I can drive in 15 minutes. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements

 Clifton Corridor will run through my backyard yet no one can give any good information on it. The plans as seen can in no way be accomplished without demolishing homes and my home privacy and value. There will be cars, light rail or both in my backyard. Not to mention years of construction? I will fight this project 

with every fiber of my being as will at least 10 neighbors I have spoken to recently (and Im sure that number will grow as we are being ignored) if I cannot get good information from someone at MARTA soon. You are holding our lives hostage with lack of information about potential construction. Do we renovate homes 

or get the hell out now? The lack of concern for people who live on or who have property adjacent to N Decatur road is stunning. Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Priority needs to be placed on rail options, especially the Clifton Road and Briarcliff corridors. The Atlanta Street Car was a waste of money, and I fear the proposedBeltline LRT will be a similar failure. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Again, please emphasize upgrading the MARTA rail system and investing in the Clifton Corridor LRT options. The MARTA rail system is variably reliable, and is in need of technology upgrades. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30384 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  it's would be convenient if I can transfer between midtown and Emory by Marta rail line, and this could introduce more intelligence from Emory, CDC into this city. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service   it's would be convenient if I can transfer between midtown and Emory by Marta rail line, and this could introduce more intelligence from Emory, CDC into this city. Supportive Other Community Event Yes

30033 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat We need more sidewalks and more pleasant sidewalks in residential neighborhoods and shopping districts, new zoning laws, smaller parking lots, MARTA stations near Emory, better benches and displays at bus stops and train stations, and dedicated lanes for buses and bikes. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Train station near Emory (and schools otp such as Kennesaw) Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat  See above 

30331 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  N/a Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center N/a Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30345 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  very welcome proposal BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  none Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  Atlanta needs better transportation to NE area

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes

 The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the Atlanta region. The Clifton transit line will be competing with other cities across the country for limited federal funding and is a strong contender for Atlanta to realize a $1B MARTA expansion—the 

largest in two decades. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit none Very supportive Social Media Community Event Yes

30326 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Safety, safety and additional safety are the 3 most important issu BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Safety   Neutral Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

30032 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes n/a Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit n/a Very supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Providing a light rail to Clifton Road would IMMENSELY increase the quality of life of the Emory community. Traffic there is unbearable and there is no good MARTA solution (the 6 bus is not enough for the mass amounts of employees, students, etc.). BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Expanding the rail stations will help immensely!! Very supportive Email News Media

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes Na Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements Na Supportive Other More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  There are major job centers that currently lack high volume reliable transit links BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Clifton Corridor represents a major job center and currently lacks good transportation access for many workers Neutral News Media Community Event Yes

30329 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  There needs to be more buses and tracks that aren't just a cross. They need to go around the city and also reach into Cobb County and other suburban areas. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  There needs to an extended MARTA system that reaches more areas. Very supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat  So much more can be done in terms of equity and access.

30315 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  North Trains should after 9pm ,instead of transferring at Linbergh Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  None Neutral Email Community Event Yes  None

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  The Clifton Corridor expansion will allow the Emory community to utilize the MARTA rail systems much more easily than before—this will encourage many more people to use the system without the hassle of bus transfers. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit N/A Very supportive Email Social Media Yes  The expansion allows greater access to many parts of the city

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Emory needs to be accessible by rail. It will benefit employees, students, and patients. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N/A Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  The biggest thing the MARTA system needs is more trains. Running on a more predictable schedule. 

30350 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat

 I want buses and trains that arrive when they’re scheduled to arrive and leave when they’re scheduled to leave.

 I would like the stations to be more visually impaired friendly. All of the steps for example are one color which makes it difficult walking down the steps.  A very cheap and easy fix would be to put a yellow strip at each landing of the steps. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements

  I want buses and trains that arrive when they’re scheduled to arrive and leave when they’re scheduled to leave.

 I would like the stations to be more visually impaired friendly. All of the steps for example are one color which makes it difficult walking down the steps.  A very cheap and easy fix would be to put a yellow strip at each landing of the steps. Supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media Community Event Somewhat   It’s hard to tell because historically when MARTA fixes one problem they create another. 

30084 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

 While there is no simple solution, I wish for MARTA to serve more areas of Atlanta and metro Atlanta.  Explore other metropolis areas, old and new, for ideas.  The current rail lines do not move in enough directions, and there is not enough will of our citizens to get out of their cars because public transport options are 

not viable.  I go to DC to visit friends every year.  We have a robust itinerary of activities and never, ever get in a car.  The same has become true of Philadelphia.  And London, New York and Paris:  unmatched. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements

 Clifton Corridor needs the most service, in my opinion, because that is where my life is concentrated (selfish, I know).  Enterprises (CDC, Healthcare and Emory University) nestled in what used to be sleepy, calm residential areas have exploded.  It's an area that is bursting with traffic.  A five-mile commute has become 

30-40 minutes.  Affordable housing is very far away from the Clifton corridor.  Something has to give for quality of life of Atlanta's citizens. Supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I am specifically interested in better access to MARTA stations. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  TheBeltline serves both community and transportation needs. Very supportive Email News Media Yes  General expansion is needed.

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  I want Marta to connect to emory campuses Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  N/a Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30338 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes Yes, it will improve my commute  Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor is my top priority Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes

30329 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  More rail please! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Trains! Hooray! Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat  It won't fix everything, but it's a-STARTA.

30306 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I would like to be able to rely on public transportation to move me around the city when I’m not working, too. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  ? Supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

30319 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Simply need more light rail stops - making it easier to get from points towards the end of each line and extending further outside of the perimeter to suburbs. Also need more pedestrian/bike dedicated paths to/from the Marta stations. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Simply need more light rail stops - making it easier to get from points towards the end of each line and extending further outside of the perimeter to suburbs. Also need more pedestrian/bike dedicated paths to/from the Marta stations. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

Simply need more light rail stops - making it easier to get from points towards the end of each line and extending 

further outside of the perimeter to suburbs. Also need more pedestrian/bike dedicated paths to/from the Marta 

stations.

30328 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

 I would gladly use MARTA to travel from Sandy Springs MARTA station to Emory, if there was a more direct route. 

I can't allow 45 minute plus commute twice a day. When you have a 8 or 9am class to teach, you can't risk being late because of MARTA. 

I can easily drive in 20 minutes depending on the time of day. The big delay as you know is switching from train to bus and inching your way along Lavista, Briar Cliff, and Clifton Rd. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  See above comment Supportive News Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat  See above.

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes I am a college student who does not have car. It's been a challenge for me to use MARTA because it takes too long to commute even with a public transportation.  I find this ironic, and I have lived in an area where public transportation is excellent. College students would truly appreciate this. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Please make this program happen Supportive Email Community Event Yes

30021 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  It's nothing like I experience while living in Europe, but going in the right direction. Public transport has to be above all convenient. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Huge need to decrease traffic in Clifton Corridor Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 Same as above:  It's nothing like I experience while living in Europe, but going in the right direction. Public transport has 

to be above all convenient.

30308 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  none BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  none Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat  I think both the Clifton andBeltline projects need to be completed to address the transportation needs

30030 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  It lists priorities that I find important. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  FeelBeltline and Clifton Corridor light rail should be priorities. Very supportive News Media News Media Yes

30326 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Sort of confused BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit  X Supportive Other News Media Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat N/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  If you move forward with Clifton Corridor, please ensure you have enough parking along Scott Blvd to allow all the commuters from Gwinnett and Conyers/ Covington to park and ride vs driving past the new corridor to their work parking decks. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30030- DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes I work for Emory, so my commute would be greatly positively impacted by the Clifton Corridor Light Rail.  BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Thank you for trying to increase public transportation options in Atlanta. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30306 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  I work at Emory and travel frequently from Emory University Hospital  to Emory Midtown Hospital, so the Clifton line fits my needs perfectly.  I could catch the line with out a car at theBeltline. I also could go down town or Ponce Market using theBeltline route. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Light rail needs to be out of traffic as it crosses town to prevent backing up in traffic Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

There are a lot of good routes that will help a lot of people. The crosstown route for light rail needs dedicated right of 

way or it willl be painfully slow.

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  Would like to see refined plans to connect my neighborhood to the proposed Clifton Corridor. Will there be buslines that connect at light rail stations? Ultimately, I would like to take public transportation all the way to the airport without needing to use my car and park in longterm parking. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Clifton Corridor is my top choice in linking this important source of academic, federal, and medical jobs to the rest of the metro Atlanta area. It will alleviate a lot of traffic congestion if properly planned. Very supportive Email, News Media News Media Yes  Love Atlanta. Hope it will truly become a world class city with world class public transportation.

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  The Clifton Corridor Light Rail is particularly important to me as an Emory student. It's often difficult to access downtown areas, or at least certainly time intensive, so it would be amazing to have more direct access and would give students like me greater access to Atlanta and the businesses and events there. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Clifton Corridor transit is so important! Please allow these areas much better access. Very supportive Other Community Event Yes

30324 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  Rail lines and belt line access BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit No additional comments Very supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  NA BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  NA Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30342 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes No additional information this project is long over due BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Long overdue Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  The project is long overdue

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Better transit to work hubs is key BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Connecting neighborhoods would be great Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes it does BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  improve public transportation to reduce gas emissions and improve quality of life by connecting areas and decreasing time on trasffic Very supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit This is a much needed program to not only improve the traffic, but also the health of the population in Atlanta. Very supportive Other None Community Event Yes

30084 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes

 Emory Healthcare is one of the largest employers in Atlanta and doesn't have direct access to the freeway.  With Decatur growing exponentially, having increased access to hospital care for our patients and staff is important.  Current road systems and parking cannot accommodate the increased traffic that Emory has 

created. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  n/a Supportive Email Social Media Yes

30260 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers No  Hardly ever go that way.  But might do so more, now that the transportation to and from will be easier. Thanks BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  none Supportive Social Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes  More mobility.  Cleaner air with few cars on the road

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  none Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service none. Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Clifton corridor!!!! Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Clifton corridor is a major employer and served by only two bus lines  Supportive Email News Media Yes

30238 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  We need a train to come to Emory! Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  We need a train to come to Emory! Neutral News Media Community Event Yes  We need a train to come to Emory!

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

 I wish we had more rail; increasing lightrails seems a good transition. I live in Dekalb but work in Kennesaw. I'd like a train or a bus that can take me to work and back. Even more people have the other commute (live in Cobb, work in Atlanta) and it is amazing that these folks are content to drive in even worse 

congestion.

As a surburbanite, and someone who wishes Atlanta invested in longer-range transit, I know that Marta needs a cultural shift. So getting surburbanites to feel safe and use lightrails may be one way to achieve that cultural shift BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  How about a Northwest Light Rail Transit? Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 Yes and no to the above question. The list seemed comprehensive, but is also rather vague. Atlanta definitely needs 

longer range transit (e.g. from Cobb to Atlanta, etc.). If MARTA and surrounding transit authorities could collaborate, 

then more people could take a train ride into work. But right now it isn't feasible/practical.

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  I can travel to potential work locations easier Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Make it happen! Supportive Other News Media Yes

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  N/A Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  N/A Very supportive Social Media News Media Yes  N/A

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  The Clifton Corridor needs light rail ASAP. That area is a mess of standstill traffic around Emory University during rush hours. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit N/a just more and faster Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat I would argue there needs to be even more investment and on a shorter timescale.

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  The Clifton Corridor light rail should improve transit for many workers Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  expanding rail service should be a priority for Atlanta Supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  none Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit none Neutral Email, Other Community Event Yes

30329 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  improvements should help commenting and be good for special event locations BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  focus on highest areas of movement for work and special events Very supportive Social Media News Media Yes

 expand in more directions, add breeze card charging machines to more locations (not just stations) maybe krogers or 

gas stations to facilitate bus usage.

30005 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes None BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  None Supportive Email, News Media News Media Yes

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

I have been bike commuting on and off since 2015, but I don't feel safe doing it. Currently, I work at GTRI and commute to Georgia Tech campus and there are no designated bike lanes down Piedmont. It is frightening to get from my complex, across the bridge, passed the 85 on-ramp, and into the safer neighborhoods 

to ride to work. 

A part of utilizing public transportation is being able to do multiple things - go to work, hit the gym, share a meal w/ friends or pick up groceries, get home - in the few short hours after 5pm. This requires more than just a few improvements or additional lines, it necessitates a holistic approach to reducing traffic 

congestion and improving interconnectivity between all types of mass transit. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit

 Thank you! I'm excited to see Atlanta revolutionize -already an awesome city w/ tons of potential. Please consider interconnectedness. The city is curvy, hilly, sprawling so transit is a huge challenge and owning a car feels necessary. I'd love to see that change because of connections and ease of transfer. Also, time 

traffic signals. And aren't MARTA stops sometimes really too close together? Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

Similar to above. These improvements will really help Atlanta, but Atlanta needs more than additional transportation 

lines. The city needs genuine city planning. Consideration of hubs for residential, work, culture, sport, leisure and 

transportation hubs w/in a 10 min walk of these centers. Promotion of density through intelligent zoning code and 

parking lot reduction. Selecting street widths to reduce/increase speeds and promote walkability/biking. Additional bike 

paths. 

For example, Emory University is students, CDC, and hospital traffic. Bike paths spoking out from Emory so students can 

safely bike commute (instead of widening streets). Zone the area for mixed use and ground level retail, to promote 

street life and walkability (e.g. Champaign-Urbana). Acknowledging the bottleneck for CDC cars begins down hill, and 

additional right turn lane could be added. Light rail will only help if it connects to other lines and allows long range 

commuting.

30034 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  I believe surveys are great in there place but, Marta has issues (problems) that needs to be addressed before taking on additional responsibilities. DeKalb county residents appear to be left out of some of Marta's big ideas and growth even they pay their fair share of taxes supporting this system. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  Where bus service is listed as a priority,  those should be relatedly easy fixies. Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  Just the fact of observing what the priorities were in the proposal. 

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Na Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Na Very supportive Social Media Community Event

30322 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  the project seems to improve transportation around Atlanta Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  - Supportive News Media Community Event Yes

30307 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes These would make it easier for me to reach outlying areas esp. North Druid Hills and Emory. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Routes serving the northeast would be much appreciated! Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30342 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  more marta access for healthcare centers BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  more marta access for healthcare centers Very supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30058 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat it doesnt affect my area of town Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements  a light rail to Stonecrest is needed and was promised Not supportive Email Social Media Yes

30032 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes n/a Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements n/a Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat  n/a

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  Getting on and off the Clifton Corridor will be critical to the many thousands of people who work there, who currently have only challenging options for public transportation. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Reducing the terrible traffic congestion of employees and patients trying to get to the Clifton Corridor for work or care will make an incredible difference to lives across the region, and will allow people who currently cannot work at the expanding employers in this area to get jobs that they currently cannot. Very supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Emory University/Healthcare is a major ATL employer and should be better represented in Marta transit lines, especially in bringing rail to the main hospital. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N/a Very supportive News Media News Media

30327 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Will reduce traffic around Emory University and Emory Healthcare.  Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Good plan. Really needed Supportive Email News Media Yes  Improvement of transportation to major hospitals  

30038 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes I LIKE MARTA BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service MARTA Supportive Email Social Media Yes

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Building new rail to job centers should be top priority. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Prefer light rail over BRT Supportive Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat

30288 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  n/a Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service n/a Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30338 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  I didn’t review a proposed project list BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  None Somewhat supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  Didn’t review proposed project list

30329 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  More transit needed. Light rail should continue to expand BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit None Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  I would like to see more MARTA lines that offer access to the outside perimeter cities: Duluth etc. as well as more mobility inside the perimeter: Emory/Druid Hills, West Midtown, Cobb Galleria etc. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Would like to get to Cobb Galleria Very supportive News Media Community Event No  Same answer as above

30342 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I would love to see the North/South routes extended BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  MOBILE PAY ON BUSES Neutral Social Media News Media Somewhat

30322 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 The current problem with the Clifton Route is this does not deal with last mile issue especially for those of us who work Wed or Thurs night till 10:00 pm.   The route is not safe, not due to crime but to discrimination in particular late at night).  The proposal is only a band-aid.

I had to before walk from Emory to Marta because I had to stay till 10:30 pm some nights.  I honestly didn't think discrimination was still a thing till that route.  Since the bridge collapse people are suspicious of anyone walking especially if they are different color or look odd. (In my case I am white & have a motor 

functioning disability).  

(continued.... in next comment)

1) Allow late night hours unlike the current  plan is would be a band-aid fix.  Bus or transportation you can call or schedule might be nice too. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

See my comments above about the Clifton Route andBeltline and distrimination, I have experienced while walking those routes because of lack of public or private services when I get off work.

People on the south side show alot more neighborly. Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media No

I have been yelled at and threatened with physical harm.  However, it was my very last this happened I finally realized it 

was true racial discrimination: While being in a business suite and clear medical jacket, I had egg thrown at me twice 

and typical threats from drivers/lyft who used ethnic slurs like the c-word

1) Allow late night hours unlike the current  plan is would be a band-aid fix.  Bus or transportation you can call or 

schedule might be nice too.

2) The expansion does not really deal with south side stuff

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  I am strongly in favor of emory corridor line. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit emory/Clifton corridor is critical. Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes

30087 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes None Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements  Thank you for continuing to improve MARTA in all areas. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  Use transit and shuttle frequently.  I am so thankful for it.

30329 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Better to have the option of MARTA throughout the Clifton Corridor, already overwhelmed with current travel flow. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  No comment Supportive Other I would prefer not to. Social Media Somewhat

 More and more could be done.  The people are a bunch of Trump-deluded-something-for-nothing fascists who don't 

understand the concept of investment to reap reward.

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes This is a very good idea for Emory Healthcare employees and all employees who need the additional transportation. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  This is a very good idea for Emory Healthcare employees and all employees who need the additional transportation. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat In order to begin to fix Atlantas traffic  problems we must have reliable and quick commuting alternatives. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Clifton Corridor is a must.  As is improvement of bus service on Peachtree. Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  We need so many more alternative ways to commute and handle daily life.

30034 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  this will increase the metro Atlanta area transportation assessable with the region's  business growth and lifestyle shift with more work/life shared space Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  the projects need to be completed in a timely matter and not take the planning and construction phase extended years for completion Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes

 Atlanta has very little movement to keep up with the transportation needs as the Metro Atlanta area grows to move 

the region forward to the 21st cen.

30349 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat I think Emory should increase the roads onto Clifton by buying homes to make double lanes. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Marta rail should be built over downtown area and places like Emory, so it will be convenient to take the train and not catch 5 buses to work. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  Atlanta should increase the rail system and commuter buses into Emory.

30322 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  N/A Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  N/A

30324 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat transit northwest would be great BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit nothing to add Supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media News Media Somewhat

30316 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes none BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  none Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30033 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I don't want to see the MARTA, can it go underground? Station Improvements kbjk Supportive Other News Media Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  n/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  n/a Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Emphasis on the Clifton corridor Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Thank you Supportive Email, News Media Social Media Somewhat

30088 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes this greatly affects my work as I am an employee of emory and commute to main campus frequently Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Clifton project is a definite vote of YES from me. Very supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Looking for light rail east-west route BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Need more east-west improvements to cut down traffic and create more options than bus Supportive Social Media Social Media Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit great ideas Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 Making it easier to use public transit to and from Emory is great and should definitely happen, but other projects should 

be considered as well.

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Yes, easier and safer transportation is needed. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  This is greatly needed to help commute time. Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Yes

30329 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Yes, I think that this is an excellent proposed project for the community; Any additional transportation is important. In addition, sidewalks are important also and by having this, it makes getting to the bus or rail safer without worrying about getting hit by passing vehicles. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Excellent for Atlanta! Very supportive Other Mail Community Event Yes

 Excellent proposal for Atlanta! How great it will be for additional rail and buses so that people can get to their job 

location.  Also so getting to all the hospitals in the state of Georgia. 

30324 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat we need light rail that goes up 75 BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit I work at emory and would love to be able to use the light rail for my commute Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat G BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit G Supportive Other News Media Somewhat

30319 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  The ability to move to areas of work/healthcare without the use of a car are important priorities. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  no further comment Very supportive News Media Social Media Yes  The Clifton Corridor is most important.

30064 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat   Definitely more expansive rail system and parking at all stations over anything else Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Definitely more expansive rail system and parking at all stations over anything else Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat   Definitely more expansive rail system and parking at all stations over anything else

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Clifton corrider LRT is a must.  I would also like to see LRT for theBeltline. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  We should complete theBeltline loop and extend the clifton LRT to Avondale station Supportive Email News Media Somewhat  We need LRT for the entireBeltline loop

15136 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  N/A Supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  none Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension

Clifton Corridor provides:

Better access to jobs and health care.  Emory is the second largest employer in Metro Atlanta and together with our neighbors – the CDC, CHOA’s Egelston hospital, the VA Medical Center and other local institutions and businesses, comprise the largest employment center in the region with no direct access to MARTA or 

the interstate system.

Improved quality of life. With light rail as an option, our city and community will experience reduced traffic on our streets, cars in our parking lots, and pollution in our air as students, faculty, staff, patients and visitors have a more efficient and cost-effective way to get to Emory University and Hospital(s).  Supportive Social Media News Media Yes  none

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  We definitely need a light rail that connects Marta Train lines to Clifton Road Emory/ CDC area.  This will greatly relieve the congestion in that area as well as parking situation. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Definitely Clifton Corridor Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  Please implement changes soon!

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  There needs to be a better way to reach right outside of the city centers BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

 There are an incredible number of people who work over at or near Emory and no reliable, quick public transportation. Increasing access to public transportation would help those who struggle to commute to work, shorten commute times, reduce carbon emissions used and reduce the heavy traffic congestion in the 

area. Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Yes

30084 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  Yes, we need more transportation  to serve the community who don't have a car. Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit none Supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30306 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network No  No Frequent Local Bus Service No Not supportive News Media Social Media No  This plan will create worsened traffic for the Emory community.

30253 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No

 Atlanta transportation needs extend well beyond Clayton, DeKalb and Fulton Counties.  I commute from McDonough and we need public transportation from McDonough/Stockbridge to Emory/Clifton Corridor.  Taking an Express bus to downtown works great if you work in downtown, but having to then take a sub to 

Emory/Clifton Corridor is like a double commute. Please create something from the southside to Emory. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Work with communities outside Atlanta to improve transportation options that go directly into the Emory/Clifton Corridor area.  Deal with the parking/entry/exit gridlock that occurs around the Clifton Corridor in the am and pm rush hourS. Neutral Other None Social Media No

 Much of the congestion in Altanta is from people outside Atlanta commuting into the City.  Just focusing on people 

from Atlanta misses a big portion of the problem.  Solve the transportation problems in the outlying counties and you 

will significantly reduce the congestion in Atlanta. 

30316 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat The roads need to be better. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  There needs to be less traffic. Neutral Social Media News Media Somewhat  Atlanta needs roads fixed, lots of pot holes, and to accommodate all the drivers on the road to cut back on traffic.

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Traffic is the biggest obstacle Atlanta faces in its development as a city going into the future. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Build it fast! Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

 Atlanta is so spread out, an ideal transit strategy will be much more involved than the above. There needs to be a 

strong emphasis on less reliance on cars, more on other modes of transportation.

30032 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  na Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  na Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30341 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Somewhat N/A Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  n/a Supportive Other Social Media Somewhat

30079 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  na Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  na Very supportive Email, News Media Social Media Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No  MARTA needs to stay OUT of the housing business at the EAST LAKE MARTA station and stick with the improving the business of transportation. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements  The East Lake Marta Station needs some fixing up. The pedestrian sidewalk is cracked. The bridge had a scaffold under it for a long time. Neutral Email News Media No

 MARTA needs to increase it's ridership. More people are moving into Atlanta. The rail system needs to be more 

comprehensive to include a broader area of the city. MARTA needs to take the lead in reducing automobile traffic in the 

city and on the interstates.

30087 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  NA Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements NA Supportive Email, Phone/Text Social Media Yes

30318 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  I would love another option to avoiding Atlanta's traffic Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  I would love MARTA train access around Westside Howell Mill area Very supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat
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principles to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the 

highest priority to you. #1

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding principles 

to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the highest priority to you. 

#2

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding 
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highest priority to you. #3

After reviewing the 

proposed project list, do you 

feel it addresses your 

transportation needs?

Please provide any additional details about your response to the previous question. Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #1 Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #2 Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #3 Please provide any additional comments you have on the program or individual projects.
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the More MARTA proposed projects.
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transportation needs?
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30341 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

 I did not understand some of the statements, my main concern is the overwhelming congestion on Clifton, I am not certain it has to do with MARTA but more to do  with 

the excessive building in this area. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I wonder, is this concerning strictly MARTA or traffic congestion in general?  I realize MARTA could be a huge advantage but I see that Atlantans are reluctant to take public transport. Supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

30340 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  Providing easy access to hospital is very important, so is reducing pollution and traffic. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit No additional comment. Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes Providing light rail between Lindbergh MARTA station to Emory campus Clifton corridor is really needed BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  NA Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Eager to have easy, convenient transit that goes where the jobs are. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Would like to see more rail connections to more places that radiate out of the city center. Clifton Corridor is important to my commute and I'd like to see it in place to bring workers to and from the Emory area. Supportive Email, News Media Social Media Somewhat  Atlanta needs a multifaceted effort to address transit, highways, street traffic, parking.

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  Clifton corridor andBeltline will be excellent! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  None Supportive Email News Media Yes

30032 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes Yes, there would be no need for me to drive to work at Emory. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Hope this project will come very soon Very supportive Email, Phone/Text Social Media Yes  Atlanta has too much traffic congestion this is needed.

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

Emory shuttles should work side by side with MARTA.

Commute options such as transfers to Emory shuttles from MARTA train stations should be encouraged.

As the 3rd largest employer in the state, Emory should prioritize serving the communities surrounding the area as well Emory community. Service to the community would build confidence in the neighborhoods that Emory IS looking out for them as well. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service

 I appreciate all the considerations being made.

I feel like the south side of town need better access transportation options Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 I don't see specifics addressed, so a list of actual projects or priorities would help to clarify what is actually being 

proposed.

Never mind! I just saw the list below.

All are are great start.

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

 Honestly, I am new to ATL and do not know how to use the MARTA system.  As a native of Philadelphia, PA where SEPTA is our transit system, I have high standards for MARTA and only can see the City of Atlanta being efficient with a similar system & model like SEPTA.  Perhaps a team of individuals can connect with 

SEPTA leadership and front line staff to "go and see" so that we create a sustainable and innovative system that is not only safe, but makes sense. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  I do not know the area enough to select a bus route, but since I work at Emory, Clifton Light rail makes sense as does overall station improvements. Very supportive Other I do not currently receive information. Social Media Somewhat

 This question is relatively redundant, therefore my response will be also:

 Honestly, I am new to ATL and do not know how to use the MARTA system.  As a native of Philadelphia, PA where 

SEPTA is our transit system, I have high standards for MARTA and only can see the City of Atlanta being efficient with a 

similar system & model like SEPTA.  Perhaps a team of individuals can connect with SEPTA leadership and front line staff 

to "go and see" so that we create a sustainable and innovative system that is not only safe, but makes sense.

30316 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Marta is important to the city of Atlanta. It should be efficient and growing like the city it serves. Please expand. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Greenbriar Transit Center  I do believe all options listed are important projects Very supportive Email News Media Yes

 Everything we need from our train stations was addressed. Increasing mobility, safety and access to the stations and 

prioritizing investments.

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I would like MARTA lightrail to extend into Gwinnett county (where I work). BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  We need more light Rail stations! Very supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

30228 Clayton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Light rail transit is needed from the Clifton Corridor Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Henry county should partner with MARTA to help commuters get into Clayton Co, and have access to the city Neutral Email Social Media Somewhat  The traffic to get back and forth always needs consideration and any plans to help with that is good.

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  N/A BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  N/a Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat we need a marta stop for Emory university hospital, if not multiple. Parking is horrible around emory. It will save money, time, and the environment. Traffic in Atlanta is horrible in general and continues to get worse. We need to add on lanes to highways and increase the marta routes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  the more marta stops the less traffic in Atlanta! Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30052 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I now live in Gwinnett County, and I would be ecstatic if Rail transport arrived to Gwinnett county in to the Clifton Campus. I do not live far from the Stone crest proposed location as well. This would work for me as well. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  I am interested in a Gwinnett/ Stone Crest corridor Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 I think fewer walking trails from upscale neighborhoods to piedmont park or other attractions is needed. I think a 

bridge from Peachtree street to Atlantic station is an atrocity. I think a plan better related to lower and middle class 

transportation is needed. This does not necessarily include a corridor from Decatur to Emory.

30344 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes n/a Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center expanding will bring more revenue to MARTA to increase security and jobs and for commuters it will be less traffic and more efficient way to get to work because 1/2 of commuters do not have cars. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  n/a

30307 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 I rely on MARTA to get to work and other functions.  Lately, the service has had many delays, which impact peoples lives greatly.  Improving on-time performance will help.  Also, trains every 20 minutes on the weekend make it hard to want to use MARTA over Uber or Lyft.  

Please continue to enforce the rules on MARTA as panhandlers and people eating are annoying.  Also, people still urinate in elevators, stairwells, etc., which is unpleasant. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension

 The three projects that I chose would greatly enhance my mobility and quality of life both going to work and outside of work.  

The streetcar is basically pointless at the present juncture...  if it cannot go between places where people live, work and want to visit, then there is no point.  Also, the times I have wanted to use it, it was not running.  Also, if it is as slow or slower than traffic, then there is not much of a point for many people.  

The cables above are unsightly.  It seems like there should be other technology that makes more sense.  

I would like to take my dog with me on many trips, which prevents me from using MARTA.  Perhaps this can be considered.

Supportive Email, News Media Social Media Somewhat

Should MARTA invest in dedicated lanes and subscription electric bikes and scooters for the city?  That may be much 

cheaper and more functional.  Perhaps take a step back and consider that this is a long term plan... In light of emerging 

tech and autonomous vehicles, do street cars make sense?  What about smart traffic signals?

Does the plan take into account improving MARTA's reliability?  When I hear people complain about MARTA it is in 

regards to reliability and bad actors on the train--not that it cannot take them where they want to go.  I'm certain that 

MARTA can learn from other cities and new technology how to improve the quality, comfort and efficiency of trains.

As the plan goes so far into the future, it should look to connect areas that are underdeveloped now, but likely to be 

developed.

While not part of this project, a connection into Cobb and Gwinnett County, as well as extending to the end of North 

Fulton would make the most sense for increasing overall ridership.

30314 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  A better public transportation system could possibly make driving not a neccisicity for people who live further out. Train stations don’t travel out further east or west and the busses are usually slow because of all the stops commuting. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Nothing Very supportive Phone/Text News Media Yes  Yes. Majority of our transportation problems stem from MARTA not going everywhere or stopping too early

30307 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  I would like to have more information concerning the proposal BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  The community around Emory needs to know about the options Neutral Email Social Media Somewhat  Traffic is out of control

30088 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes Marta bus helps you to get to work when you do not have transportation Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  very nice project Supportive Email, Phone/Text News Media Yes  Atlanta has too people Marta Buses help to transport people where they want to go.

30273 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes Enhancing safety and access to transit centers, increasing mobility for workers, and enhancing ease of transfers within the network of transit options sounds like the ideal transit system. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements

 It will be nice to provide rail services near Clayton county and expanding further out in Gwinnett county. I think the expansion is a great idea and will make commuting around the city much easier. Definitely a plus for station improvements but also need cleaner train carts and more visible security personnel. Another 

recommendation would be to add more parking to the train stations. There is a certain time of day where I arrive at the train station and there is no parking. Primarily between the hours of 8am and 4pm the lots are full. I literally ride the parking lot in circles amongst others; competing waiting for someone to come out 

of a parking space. Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes Yes, I think it hits on major points

30088 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat As a current Marta rider to the Clifton Road Corridor it would be great if additional transportation option are available. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Nothing to add here. Neutral Email Social Media Somewhat

30238 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  need to improve on the north springs being on time and cleaner BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements nothing Neutral News Media Social Media Somewhat

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat

 The list sounds ambiguous, even obscure. How about "increasing number of buses and subway lines" and "increasing number of bus/subway stops and frequency of buses/trains in the whole Atlanta metro area"? I would like to be able to go more places by public transportation, and to have more reliable lines with 

frequent buses/trains.

Thanks! Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service

Expanding the subway options in the central city area and increasing the frequency of local buses is to me the most important goal, since it would help make Atlanta much less dysfunctional in terms of transit by providing a good basic net. I think it is best to start fixing the center of the city and then move towards the 

outer areas.

The tram/streetcar system downtown is slow and does not work very well. It would be best to have an underground system for that area.

I am also looking forward the development of theBeltline Light Rail and the rapid bus lines across town.

Thanks! Very supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat

 The list sounds ambiguous, even obscure. How about "increasing number of buses and subway lines" and "increasing 

number of bus/subway stops and frequency of buses/trains in the whole Atlanta metro area"? Atlanta's people just 

need to be able to go more places by public transportation, and to have more reliable lines with frequent buses/trains.

Thanks!

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes n/a Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center none Very supportive News Media Social Media

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Need to extend Clifton Corridor to Avondale BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  . Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  Same as above

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  more rail options BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension We need more rail infrastructure. Buses will not solve problems unless they have dedicated lanes. Not supportive Other News Media Somewhat  buses won't help get cars off the road

30306 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  The main issue I face is that the buses on different routes are not regular. There are times I have to wait at least 30 minutes to catch a bus to go to the nearest MARTA station, which is a 40 minute walk from my place. I'm not sure if the proposed project list increases frequency of transit. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  I'd love to have something on Briarcliff Road - maybe a connector from Inman Park or Midtown to the proposed Clifton corridor. It would also help mitigate the traffic on Briarcliff - as of now, the traffic during rush hour is horrendous, and it's extremely dangerous for runners or cyclists. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes  All the projects put together - yes. If you look at only three, no.

30342 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Prioritizing more stops on the Marta train and more routes so that the train is a viable option for daily commutes Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Moores Mill Transit Center   Prioritizing more stops on the Marta train and more routes so that the train is a viable option for daily commutes Very supportive Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat   Prioritizing more stops on the Marta train and more routes so that the train is a viable option for daily commutes

30341 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Marta needs to go all over the city. I will take this over no expansion. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Please bring a Marta train station to Emory! Neutral Email, Other Social Media Yes

 Would love a stop near Emory for commuting to work. Marta train should go all over the city, not just north, south, 

east, and west. We need a real rail system for our major traffic problems.

30030- DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I'm in support of expanding transportation throughout Atlanta. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Emory is a major employment center, and as a major hospital system, it is important for people to easily reach Emory.  Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes

30519 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  connections to Gwinnett County BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit connections to Gwinnett Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat   connections to Gwinnett County 

30306 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  The MARTA On The Go App needs updating. Some of the useful tools such as the 'Nearby' option has ceased working. The online/app technicians for MARTA need to be more vigilant and fix the problems as they occur. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Overall, I believe this initiative to enhance Atlanta public transportation will be a success. MARTA receives so much negativity for no reason. I believe MARTA is an excellent, reliable resource. Thank you for your service. Supportive Other NONE Community Event Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Providing access to Marta in underserved areas should be a priority BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service N/A Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  Can always use more public transportation that alleviates traffic congestion Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  no further comments Supportive Email News Media Somewhat  Can always use more public transportation

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes Not sure BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Seems like a great idea Supportive Email, Social Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

30274 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes We need to improve safety and accessibility BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Congestion is a nightmare Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30329 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Marta could be so effective if the trains and buses were more regular and routes were more clear and accessible BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  No additional comments Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Yes

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes Nothing to add. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Clifton Corridor is deeply in need of light rail, with improved access to CDC, VA, and Emory Hospital so that all can access these services. Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Yes  Clifton Corridor! Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Clifton Corridor! Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I think that MARTA needs to expand service to major business areas. Additionally, projects that include more that busses would be great. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Light rail and a better connection along the Clifton Corridor would greatly improve things. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30307 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  We need more Marta train and light rail.  We are embarrassingly behind most major US and European cities in terms of rail transit. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension    We need more Marta train and light rail.  We are embarrassingly behind most major US and European cities in terms of rail transit. Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

  We need more Marta train and light rail.  We are embarrassingly behind most major US and European cities in terms of 

rail transit.

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  The principles sound redundant, when it is obvious that we need reliable and frequent mass transit to and through the Emory area. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Connect Emory to theBeltline. Supportive Email, News Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat  Too little too late.  Even if construction on something started today we are ten years away from any relief.

30313 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  Expand the streetcar more BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  More light rail please Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  MoreBeltline transit

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat What about SunTrust Park??? And make sure the light rails don't make traffic worse. See Houston, TX near the medical center.... BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  What about SunTrust Park??? And make sure the light rails don't make traffic worse. See Houston, TX near the medical center.... Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  What about SunTrust Park???

30296 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat The addition of stations south of the airport would address numerous people’s concerns who live south of Atlanta Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  N/a Somewhat supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes

30030 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes

 As I live in City of Decatur, relatively close to Avondale Station, this would be beneficial to me--especially going to the Emory Clifton campus. It will also be a huge benefit to others along the planned line up to 285. My hope is that this is a huge success and that other lines are created in the future. With the growing 

population in the greater Atlanta region, it is imperative that more roads are not the only transportation solution. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  N/A Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

 More of these types of light rail lines are needed. While the upfront capital costs are high, they are generally much 

higher for subway line additions. When strategically placed, these light rail systems will help alleviate congestion on the 

roads and give more people more options to get to and from work, parks, shopping, etc.

30316 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat I live in East Atlanta and work at Emory - The only viable option to use public transport is to take a bus. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  Excited aboutBeltline light rail, but don't think it should be prioritized. Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

 MARTA will never be able to keep up with Atlanta's pace of development, but I'm happy to see attempts at 

improvement. 

30030 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  We need to make sure all areas can benefit from transit in areas that are relevant to our community needs. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements  N/a Somewhat supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30014 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat none Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Greenbriar Transit Center  none Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30008 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes

Traffic in Atlanta is getting worse and worse. Marta can provide more transportation options to get more people off the road and into trains and buses. But it is limited by the layout of the rail system. Its current "shape" of a cross over Atlanta does not cover several important regions and if expanded could provide more 

access to jobs and education, thereby relieving some traffic in the city. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension

The Clifton Corridor is a major employment center and is often a topic of discussion on the radio when newscasters talk about traffic delays during rush hour. Expanding that area would help Atlanta's growth in the future as more jobs come to the area. Further expanding beyond the Clifton region to areas north and 

south would provide great options for commuters. Very supportive Email, News Media News Media Yes  Expanded service and options for commuters and visitors to the city.

30327 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes N/a Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center Station Improvements We need the Clifton Corridor line Very supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30322 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Adding a Marta Light rail to the Clifton Corridor is the Best Idea for Emory University and CDC...  We welcome the new light rail.  I currently ride from the College Park Station to Lindbergh Station and then I have to take the number 6 bus to Emory School of Medicine.  BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  no additional comments Very supportive Social Media Community Event Yes

30083 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes N/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit N/a Supportive Email News Media Yes

30030 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  The more expansive the system, the better. We need to push as many Atlanta commuters into these options as possible. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit If completed, these would be great. Very supportive News Media News Media Yes

30342 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes This does address my needs. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  This issue needs to be addressed thoughtfully. Very supportive Email, News Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes  It recognizes the multiple factors involved

30002 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Would like to see more marta stops outside the large cross or T that exists. Need diagonal lines. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Need opportunity for emory and CHOA workers and patients to easily access the University, hospitals, and clinics. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  It is not well explained. It should provide a more detail explanation of what each option is. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit

I don't use MARTA because buses take too long to arrive and I cannot waste 2 hours to go to work when I can do it in 30 minutes by car. The city is growing, the population is increasing rapidly and the traffic has become a chaos that is not resolve. We need efficient bus routes, that run more frequently, at least every 15 

or 10 minutes. The buses need to be smaller in most routes, but run more frequently. Also, the train needs to go further up north, northeast and northwest to cover Alpharetta, Roswell, Lawrenceville, Marietta, etc. Those are major cities were people are going to live because of the houses prices, but they don't have a 

public transportation option. Very supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  I didn't see to increase the frequency of buses maybe reducing their size when big buses are not needed.

30106 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Atlanta is fast growing city but the one major disadvantage to this city is the transportation.  Chicago, New York, and DC have awesome transportation and until Atlanta makes a effort to improve transportation we can not compete with other cities. Crosstown Downtown West Extension Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements  None. Supportive Email Community Event No  Atlanta transportation should include Macon, Augusta, Griffin, Douglasville,

30315 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  no Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Community need sidewalks Campbellton Rd. Buses/Small to actually going thru the communities/apartment complexes to MARTA Stations. (Safety for the elderly and children) Supportive News Media Community Event Yes

 If we address the following proposal addressed at meetings: West End and IBEW Location. MARTA will be the top 

transit not just the largest. (quality) *Presentation at both location mentioned above. 

30310 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I would like to see a focus on reducing parking/free parking as a guiding principle. Encouraging car trips will limit the impact of multi-layered public transit. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  none Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

31107 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes I am excited about a system that would be easy to use, easy to transfer between other networks and safe for all. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements There has been a lot of focus on theBeltline projects. I would like to see and hear more about the others listed. The MARTA stations could certainly use an upgrade. Supportive Other News Media Yes  Atlanta has needed this for years. It's time to finally do something about our out dated transportation system.

30274 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes

I feel MARTA needs to do a better job with announcing delays, the intercom is not commuter friendly, the sound is not clear at all and therefore it leaves us commuter upset and frustrated, especially when we are trying to connect to the bus/ Xpress.

BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service I'm a Emory employee and I am in support of supporting the targeted workplace facilities in the city by providing better access through MARTA rail system. I currently take MARTA to work Mon-Fri and happy that you are thinking of expanding. Supportive Phone/Text, Social Media Community Event Somewhat

30236 Clayton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  None at this time BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  None at this time. Neutral News Media More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes

30311 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  N/A Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Greenbriar Transit Center  N/A Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30088 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No  I need more timely access to the Clifton Corridor from the Eastern End of the Marta Rail line. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit The Clifton Corridor transit only applies to those coming from the Northside. While that is fine and will no doubt help those  Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat  It wont help me get to work more efficiently.

30041 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes

 I actually live in Forsyth County but work for Emory University in a building located along the Clifton Corridor. I am a huge advocate of public transit and have prayed for an expansion from the Lindbergh station to the Clifton Corridor/Emory for years. I would love to get my car off the road and leave the driving to 

MARTA, and know many co-workers who would, too. Please, please, please support a project that will serve a large employment center and help the environment, too. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  The Clifton Corridor is a life-force in education, industry and healthcare. Bringing light rail to this vibrant region is an investment in the people of Atlanta, higher education, research and development, and the regional economy. Very supportive News Media Social Media Yes

Providing a light rail link to the population/employment center along the Clifton Corridor is something that has been 

recognized as a need since 1961! More than ever, connectivity is tied to economic prosperity and employment 

opportunity. Now is the time to do this!

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  na Neutral Email Social Media Somewhat  na

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat I want light rail on clifton all the way from emory to dekalb ave BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension none Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes

I study in Georgia Tech Emory joint program, which requires me to commute between the two campuses. While this is such a valuable opportunity for me to conduct great research in one of the best universities in the world, traveling is extremely painful. I have to take the MARTA bus 6 from Emory to Lindberg, take a 

train to Midtown, and then Georgia Tech Trolley to the campus. Please Please Please improve connectivity of Emory, there are thousands of students like me who would benefit from this. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Please concentrate on increasing connectivity to regions in Atlanta that have corporate offices or universities. The traffic in the mornings is unbearable as everyone is attempting to reach their workplace or schools at the same time. This is the same case in the evenings. Very supportive Social Media Community Event Yes

 Emory and Georgia Tech are key locations in Atlanta. There are thousands of students, faculty and employees who 

commute to and fro and between these campuses. Increasing the connectivity of Emory will help reduce traffic and 

health conditions around campus. It also decreases the time required to reach Emory hospital.

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  clifton corridor would be great. more frequent and reliable buses, especially for commuter lines, would be a big improvement. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  clifton corridor!!!!! please help make it happen. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30308 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Please get started ASAP, this city is a mess!!! Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Please get started ASAP...this city is a mess transportation wise!!! Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  I am grateful for the clifton corridor expansion, but wish more bus lines, and/or more frequent bus services, were implemented in Druid Hills area. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Yay for clifton corridor! Very supportive News Media News Media Yes

30307 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  I would use theBeltline train if it was present. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit  TheBeltline should be the entire project.  Somewhat supportive Social Media, News Media News Media No

 Where is the completeBeltline transit!  This is an opportunity to make a significant change to the way Atlanta moves 

people around.  

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Clifton Corridor light rail would greatly improve transportation access to Emory, CDC, and CHOA while helping to reduce traffic. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Same comment as above. Clifton Corridor light rail would greatly improve transportation access to Emory, CDC, and CHOA while helping to reduce traffic. Supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat  Atlanta has many transportation needs, but this list is a good start at addressing these issues.

30311 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Rapid transit line to Camp Creek and growing west suburbs past Campbellton. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Need more north south connections overall. Don’t make another hub and spike system centered on doentown, especially when most people don’t work or go downtown daily. ATL is a poly centric city and MARTA routes should reflect that and provide multiple routes across the city. Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Yes

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

The focus needs to be about getting more of the transportation off the existing roads, since most people in much of Atlanta have cars, buses will never be considered a more convient option,  particularly aa they are always slower than driving, usually uncomfortable and you need to wait at a bus stop. Adding more 

transport on to already congested roads will only fuether aggravate the situation and make both the bus commute and car commute longer. More train/light rail options are needed diverting traffic off the already congested roadways and providing a more time efficient and predictable method of transportation. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Expanding light rail seems like a good idea, cities known for thier public transportation (washington DC in particular, but also Chicago and New York) both for residents and visitors all are primarily reliant on a train model of public transportation that does not run on public streets. Somewhat supportive News Media Social Media No

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

Honestly, please just expand MARTA beyond just a north-south system. It won't kill snobs in the suburbs to have metro stations coming near their neighborhoods-we will still be holded up in our gated communities, and the environmentally-conscious and wallet-conscious among us would love a public transport option 

to go to work as well as to explore ATL on the weekends. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  So many people work at Emory (and all of its affiliated institutions, such as The Carter Center), from all backgrounds. This will not only help provide a more affordable way for these folks to get to work, but will also be better for the environment as well as traffic. Supportive Email, Social Media Community Event Somewhat We need to emphasize the expansion of the system beyond a north-south system

30087 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  I am several miles from any current MARTA route and work irregular hours so I am currently driving to Emory; I would need some type of technology-based carpooling option that could meet my needs in order to stop driving back and forth to work. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  No additional comments Very supportive Email Social Media Yes  Implementation of the proposed plan would tremendously increase options for transit across the city

30294 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes Expanding the reach of the transit line similar that in major cities such as DC and NY will improve traffic and encourage more ppl to use Marta for daily transportation. This will also help with air quality and environmental factors. Excited to see what it will become! Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension The rail services need to be expanded. Most ppl are not comfortable utilizing bus services as they are not accessible in a lot of communities. Furthermore, as it relates to traffic, sitting on a bus IN TRAFFIC is not ideal either. Expansion of rail services would be more sufficient. Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Yes

30306 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I think we need more MARTA lines that go to more places. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  None Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30012 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  I live in Rockdale county and there is no accessibility to MARTA. Frequent Local Bus Service  none Very supportive Social Media Social Media No  MARTA access limited to certain counties. 

31156 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Somewhat Currently at this time the options are limited Station Improvements na Supportive Email Social Media No

 Atlanta has very very limited options in terms of transportation.  The current needs of transportation are massive.  

There are some counties where the is no public transportation.

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  It is so time-consuming and difficult to take bus/shuttle transportation to and from work. Expansion of transportation options that does not involve a vehicle and road is really important - traffic in and around Decatur and Emory is disgraceful! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Please consider light rail between Decatur and Emory - the shuttles simply take too long at rush hour because of the terrible traffic. Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  PLEASE INCREASE THE NUMBER OF TRAINS AND STATIONS!! Making public transport more expansive will really help.

30087 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  n/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  n/a Very supportive Social Media, News Media Social Media Somewhat

 Marta needs to be faster and more convenient, in general, with the growing Atlanta population, the buses need to be 

quicker and we need more rail cars on the train, I've been on them multiple times where they have been extremely 

overcrowded, sometimes to the point that I may not be able to get on, sometimes I've been going places that are a 20 

minute or less car ride and it's taken me 2+ hours just to get to my destination because there aren't enough convenient 

transfers to get to one metro Atlanta city to the next one.

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes I am eager to see public transportation and MARTA rail heading towards Emory. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Yes, more MARTA to Emory please. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30324 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  this program would allow me to use MARTA on my commute BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service On the proposed plan the downtown streetcar connection is going to have dedicated lanes? how else would MARTA prevent a traffic bottleneck? Very supportive News Media News Media Yes

30326 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I feel that MARTA's primary network of trains and stations needs to expand into other parts of the city. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Please continue to expand current railways as well as light rail by any means necessary. This city relies too heavily on automotive transportation and by providing an extending network of tracks and stations, we can create a more effective and integrated railway system that would benefit a larger group of Atlantans. Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat  Please see above. More tracks,stations, etc. than what is currently offered.

30021 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes As long Marta transit is expanded to reach more people that don’t live directly north south east or west, I am supportive and looking forward to a change. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Station improvements such as better real-time transit times displayed on train platforms, more frequent buses are just really crucial things that need to happen a long with expansion. Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat

I have seen the backlash from theBeltline advocates and, believe me, I am a big fan of theBeltline and have been involved with community awareness from inception, but the reality is, we have to invest in transit and transportation outside of that interior loop to help get people from other areas of the metro area into 

and out of the city to help alleviate horrendous traffic.  I am a proponent of the Emory train and it would be a big miss to let a few noise makers "derail" that project.  Emory is important to the City and a very large employer for all levels of skill and income. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  A lot of time, work and expertise went into the current plan, pass it and move on. Very supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat

We need much more than this and it transit should have been of more importance long ago for Atlanta and Georgia but 

at least this is a start!

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes

 The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the Atlanta region. The Clifton transit line will be competing with other cities across the country for limited federal funding and is a strong contender for Atlanta to realize a $1B MARTA expansion—the 

largest in two decades. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service

 The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the Atlanta region. The Clifton transit line will be competing with other cities across the country for limited federal funding and is a strong contender for Atlanta to realize a $1B MARTA expansion—the 

largest in two decades. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

 The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the 

Atlanta region. The Clifton transit line will be competing with other cities across the country for limited federal funding 

and is a strong contender for Atlanta to realize a $1B MARTA expansion—the largest in two decades.

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  My largest transportation needs are centered around the clifton corridor however, this does not entail all of my needs just the highest priority and potential for largest impact. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  With continued expansion and development the clifton corridor project would be my number one priority by far, frequent congestion and large need for better transit options here along with no current appropriate service to the area means a critical expansion here is long overdue. Supportive Email, News Media Social Media Somewhat

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  no Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Greenbriar Transit Center  no Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  No police oversight (Vine City student killed by MARTA police)

27127 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  I think that the work being done to provide predictable commutes is beneficial to my current commuter needs. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  I have no additional comments. Supportive Email Community Event Yes

30033 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  More dedicated bike paths separate from roads as in Munich.  Current ones on the side of the road, sharrows, are not safe. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  More bike paths Very supportive Email, News Media News Media Yes

30236 Clayton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Badly need it to connectedly between system. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  The station need up dating and need to be cleaned. Need more station location down on he south east side of Atlanta. Very supportive Phone/Text, Social Media News Media Yes

30030 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Seems like a balanced plan for the area Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  clifton corridor LRT should extend to suburban plaza/dekalb industrial Very supportive News Media News Media Yes

30307 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

Transit service in Atlanta lags behind booming population. I want to see a concrete project to expand the current rail options and create light rail. Improving roads helps but only to a degree and only in the short term. Automobile traffic keeps increasing exponentially and it is not sustainable as the almost exclusive 

transportation option in the city. The city's culture regarding intra-city transportation needs to change in order to improve quality of life for all, increase productivity and protect the environment by decreasing car pollution. It is a shame that the existing railways (many of them not in use) cannot be negotiated and 

adapted for light rail. I find ridiculous the excuse that to expand rail options takes A LONG TIME and that we need to wait 15 to 20 years for this. Many cities in the US the size of Atlanta have done it much faster and even with geological issues that make more challenging to build the rail infrastructure. If only there was 

political will... BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

Almost all of the projects are important, but I did prioritize the Belt Line ones because they will help several communities at once. I also prioritized the Clifton corridor project since Emory and CDC have such a large number of people working/studying in their respective campuses that need better transportation options. 

Also the surrounding neighborhoods would greatly benefit from decreased traffic. Very supportive News Media, Other Traditional mail Community Event Somewhat  See above.

30067 DeKalb Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  I USEDTO STAY IN DEKALB NOW IM IN MARIETTA GA. AND THAT WOULD BE WONDERFUL TO CONNECT FROM LINBERG TRAIN TO EMORY. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit THE SAME Very supportive Email Social Media Yes  THE SAME RESPOND AS THE 1ST.ONE
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30342 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes addresses many needs BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center beltline Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30087 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes This will help the traffic congestion in the Emory University Hospital/ CHOA/CDC area Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  None Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30316 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  I would like to be able to come to work via Marta. Emory is the second largest employer in the city. There should be as many transit options as possible. Traffic is horrendous during rush hour. Adding a Marta stop would help solve that problem. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Moores Mill Transit Center I want to be able to go to work -- where I spend 60 to 80 hours per week using public transportation. Supportive News Media News Media Yes

 If Atlanta is a world-class city, then it needs a world-class transportation system that is multi-layered and services 

workers.

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes

 Anything that can be done to improve bus access to Emory University would be so impactful. I take the 36 bus and it is so inconsistent on arrival times at my stop and arrival times at my destination. It has become so unreliable, I have had to rethink using a car to get to work so I can arrive more consistently. But that is a 

frustrating option because it costs almost $700 to purchase a parking spot on Emory's campus. There just has to be a better way than either of these options! Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  No further feedback. Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes

30322 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  N/A Very supportive Other I receive relevant MARTA news through the Office of Sustainability at Emory University Social Media Yes

30021 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N/A Very supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

30307 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Lack of transparency leads community to believe decisions about pathways in our neighborhoods have already been made and we will be finding out about those projects after ground is "broken" Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I would also like to know more about pedestrian PATH project and impact to neighborhoods, Clifton corridor in particular Somewhat supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat  Need to consider disruption to historic neighborhood, parks and loss of tress as the projects are being proposed. 

30331 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  no Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit  no Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  no

30316 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat To travel the 5 miles from my house to Atlanta, I have to take two buses. It takes upwards of an hour. I could walk in that time. But I risk my life walking or biking due to lack of infrastructure for bike lanes (although there are lots more than there were!! Thanks!) and sidewalks. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

 Let's invest in the south and west-- there is more land and (right now) less contention there. As we all know, the north and, to a lesser extend, the east get all the transit love. Let's quit investing in roads NOW and put it all toward transit. (I know-- not going to happen but I am trying to shift the conversation that way.) 

Thanks for listening! Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

  I know it's the most expensive and most contentious, but we need more rail, people. Dedicated, easy to navigate, and 

equally used by all classes & types of people in many international cities, rail is what will get folks out of their cars and 

into public transit. Traffic is choking our city's growth. 

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Not so interested in new as improving and covering whole city and more frequently Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  More frequent buses and lines connectivity - whole city, I think buses to CDC, hospitals, etc is most important and least met - jobs there, health care there Somewhat supportive Email, Social Media, News Media, Other Community Outreach meetings Community Event Somewhat  See above

30088 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  no Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  no Supportive Email News Media Somewhat  Needs of seniors

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  No comment. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  No comment. Very supportive Other Community Event Yes

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Timeliness of buses/train operation in predominately black communities is poor at best -- for people with disabilities is awful! Ability to get to work or appointments on time is impossible when riding MARTA (disabled) Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  no Supportive Social Media Community Event No  In comparison with other major cities, MARTA lacks in terms of coverage and timeliness. 

30291 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes N/A Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  N/A Very supportive Other News Media Somewhat

30315 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat I think where public transit goes, the City grows. We need access to all of Atlanta counties and allow opportunities for folks to get to work and connect to opportunities. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  no Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 Many low income folks don't have cars and are being displaced from the city to the out skirts and can't get to work, 

school, doctors, etc.

30324 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  I need a transit system that will take me where I need to go without having to wait long periods for a bus to show up. Atlanta needs more heavy rail than just a north/south and east/west solution. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I only chose LRT projects since they were my only real options. Atlanta needs to be a grown-up city with real transit. Not supportive Social Media Social Media No

 The city and surrounding suburbs are being crushed by car traffic. No one wants to use public transit because it doesn't 

go where they need it. Major employment areas are vastly under served by rail. I won't, and don't know many who 

would, stand in the rain waiting on bus unless that was my only option. Transit needs to take people to where they work 

and play to be utilized. Current Marta heavy rail doesn't do that. Atlanta metro area needs a comprehensive solution 

and not something that only services Fulton, Dekalb and Clayton counties.

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I'm am strongly in favor of the Clifton LRT project, and I'd like to see a large parking deck facility out near Stone Mtn Freeway or Dekalb Ind. Blvd, connected to it to reduce the N. Decatur traffic. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements The stations need some serious upgrading to be more comfortable and inviting to get people to use them.  They are so dark and depressing.  Very supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  more frequent buses Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Bathrooms out at every station/low income based fare! Supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event Yes  no

30324 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  So looking forward to improvements proposed. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  no Very supportive Email, Phone/Text Social Media Somewhat  no

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat MARTA stations need to be more accessible, more abundant, and safer.  I was riding the MARTA several weeks ago when a man exposed his privates to me.  I had no idea who to turn to for safety.  There should be a security system in each car as well as PA announcements on how to use it.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  N/A Supportive News Media News Media Somewhat Improved cycling infrastructure will also improve Atlanta transit.

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Getting to and from work makes me want to move out of Atlanta (and I don't live too far from my job). It's just consistently frustrating and doesn't look like there are easy ways to improve. I wish I could use MARTA more often. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements  n/a Very supportive Email, Social Media Community Event Somewhat

30331 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  no Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  no Neutral Other meetings like this Community Event Somewhat  no

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  I did not see the proposed project list to evaluate.  I see only the principles used to develop the list Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Clifton corridor is a congested mess.  I live 3 miles from work and it's not uncommon to to take me 45 minutes to get home. Very supportive Email News Media No  I did not see the proposed project list to evaluate.  I see only the principles used to develop the list

30326 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  n/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit  n/a Very supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

30312 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes

 Our city!!! Keep ("do") all over routes and sidewalks up to "top" condition 

safety - safety - safety

"Fix" ALL POT HOLES

Do - Do - Do!!! Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements

May all needs, concerns, and newness be taken care for/needs met!!!

Thanks for this program (meeting) today! THANKS! Very supportive Other letters Community Event Yes  We had this opportunity to voice our needs and concerns - for "you" to address THANKS

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  no Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements  no Supportive Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat  not a regular transit rider

30310 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  no Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  no Very supportive Email News Media Yes  no

30035 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes N/a Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  N/a Supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

30034 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  I'd love to leave my car at home and use mass transit to commute to work today, but the current system just isn't predictable enough, nor does it get me close enough to the office to make sense. I'm also on a tight schedule after work, and more frequent, faster service would make all the difference. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Clifton Corridor is my personal top priority, with Station Improvements/Safety being a close second. Frequent Local Bus Service is immediately thereafter. Please, please, please. Very supportive Email, Social Media News Media Yes  I think everyone would benefit from less traffic. 

30341 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  None. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  None. Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes Na BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Na Very supportive News Media News Media Yes

30338 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I am excited to see if this will help my commute times!!!! Traffic in Atlanta is CRAZY!! I will like to use the MARTA system more to save on stress, time, and money. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  I am an Emory Healthcare employee. I also work nightshift 12 hours. I believe if I can utilize this addition it will make me feel safe as far as not worrying about driving after a 12 hour shift. Very supportive Email, Social Media Social Media Yes  This is definitely a start!!

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat more options - anything that will help with traffic and pollution Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension none Supportive Other none please More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Would like to see Marta train line throughout entire ITP (west midtown etc). More stops, perhaps under ground. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  N/a Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30236 Clayton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  n/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  n/a Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat  n/a

30338 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  We need more rail everywhere. Would love rail between Doraville line along top of 285 to train at one of the Dunwoody Stations all the way to a station near I 75 and the Braves stadium. I would pay more taxes for that. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Buses are useless. They sit like all the vehicles in traffic jams. We need to build rail, light or heavy Very supportive News Media News Media No  It is just a teeny start. We need so much more.

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 There are no heavy rail or light rail proposals that connect midtown/downtown to the four quadrants between current heavy rail Marta lines. I don't have any rail options for my commute from Virginia Highland to Midtown, and neither do the neighborhoods surrounding the upper and lower westside and southeast 

quadrants. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension

Expanding heavy and light rail lines so that they provide more cross sections across the city of Atlanta will provide exponentially more connectivity across the city. Adding light rail here and there will only do us good if it is connected with current heavy rail lines or future planned rail lines. This should be looked at 

holistically rather than piecemeal corridors of the city with no connections at each lines end. Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat

 This City needs reliable and affordable mass transportation to reduce the immense vehicle traffic, pollution and mass stoppages of its millions of workers.  Mass transit needs to extend beyond the city limits to avoid more cars on the road.  Not everyone can afford to own a car and why add more drivers to the heavy 

traffic already. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements na Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30340 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  The Emory area is the largest job center without public transportation.  This needs to be fixed. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  n/a Supportive News Media News Media Somewhat  Hope it works.

30281 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  A transportation solution can only be complete when it integrates which the entire region. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements No further comment  Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30308 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  I want theBeltline to have transit! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements FinishBeltline and add TRANSIT! Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30058 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  None Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  None Neutral News Media Social Media Somewhat

 Although there is lots of congestion in the city. There are lots of people in the neighboring Gwinnett county and other 

outer city limits that need access to railway options.  

30571 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Emory /Clifton Cooridor desperately needs completion for employees and clients/patients BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center Thank you for taking the survey, and requesting citizen recommentations. Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat  WE need to do a lot lot better for transportation in Atlanta

30054 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  More service to suburbs should be provided to decrease car traffic Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements  NA Very supportive Email, Social Media Social Media Somewhat

30314 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes We need to strengthen the ability for transit within the city. The main framework works great but there aren't enough stops at critical neighborhoods and working districts for the system to be fully relied upon. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit

 The arterial bus transit lanes are good stopgaps until we create light rail to fill the demand. We need to take more cars off the road to cut down on congestion in the long-run as the city grows. Wider roads won't work.

Taking the bus is helpful but has a stupid negative connotation. Light rail/heavy rail in the long run from home to work is less stigmatized, allows for more natural growth of the city. Supportive Email, Social Media Social Media Yes

30044 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Somewhat  None at this time. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  None Supportive Social Media, News Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Keep striving for light rail to Gwinnett!   Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes  N/A

30308 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Phasing of campellton rd is confusing. Rd is already low capacity how are you planning on brt and rail there? Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  The Clifton Corridor Project will be excellent for travel to and around my employer, Emory University. I would like to see more dependable transit to my neighborhood as well. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Please prioritize the Clifton Corridor Project. It will have a huge impact on traffic in this area. Very supportive Email News Media Yes  It is balanced and will provide access to underserved and unserved areas.

30213 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes   N/A Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Greenbriar Transit Center  N/A Neutral Email News Media Yes   N/A

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the Atlanta region. The Clifton transit line will be competing with other cities across the country for limited federal funding and is a strong contender for Atlanta to realize a $1B MARTA expansion—the 

largest in two decades. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit None Neutral Other Do not wish to receive news News Media Somewhat

 The bus system is not sufficiently utilized and does not deserve to be as robust as it currently is.  Top priority needs to 

be expansion of subway.

30307 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Ultimately, I want to find an equitable way to decrease traffic and increase access through a thoughtful transit plan. Decreasing traffic only works if there are reliable alternatives. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  Wish completing the whole AtlantaBeltline was an option. It's the most transformative option we seem to have... rather than patching together some temporary solutions. Neutral Email News Media Somewhat  Decrease traffic and increase alternative transit options that connect our far-flung neighborhoods.

30324 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I think introducing more light rail would increase ridership BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Na Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat  More light rail

30024 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  ideally i would like to see rail extend up 85 to Suwanee but i understand this requires a vote, yes? also, i am from Gwinnett co, which isn't an option for the question on counties. need to change your suvery. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit please fix the question on counties.  why only include 3? I am from gwinnett Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  unless i am not seeing it, the plan does not extend the rail system further out of the city. 

30307 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  Please include an integrated rail network along the entireBeltline corridor. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Include a comprehensiveBeltline rail network. Neutral Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

30291 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat List could be a little more specific. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Station improvements should include restrooms in those not yet equipped, cleaner stations...more frequent power washing of platforms, stairwells, elevators. Most stations  smell like urine. Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat  Again, more specifics, i.e. the how and when

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I’d love to commute to work by bus, train, and or bicycle, but it is not available near me and very dangerous with so many cars. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I think the focus should be on lower income neighborhoods where folks need more availabile transportation to get into the main city hubs for work. Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Yes

30030 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  more options! Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements  get it done soon! Supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat

30322 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Safer and quicker routes to and from destination BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  n/a Neutral Social Media Community Event Yes

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat .... Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  .... Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat  .....

30307 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Expand MARTA to hubs that need it (Emory, etc.) BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  NA Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30324 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  na Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30327 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat We need light rail on theBeltline BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements Light rail expansion Supportive Other News Media Somewhat  Best way to connect businesses and communities. 

30317 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  There needs to be more light rail along the belt line. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  None Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Hh Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Please noBeltline rapid transit Somewhat supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat We need better infrastructure around MARTA. Sidewalks to/from MARTA stops need to be better maintained. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Clifton corridor would be the most helpful Supportive Email News Media Somewhat  We need MARTA service to Emory, the new CHOA planned hospital outside of buses

30067 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N/A Supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

30032 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I-20 corridor should be included connecting to other east/west lines by an outer loop Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  The Clifton corridor expansion is a critical need Supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat  I-20 corridor should be included connecting to other east/west lines by an outer loop

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  yes Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  none Very supportive Other Social Media Yes

30307 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  n/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service

Increasing the frequency of bus lines and trains will decrease the anxiety many people have using MARTA. As more and more people move into the city, taking surface streets and highways will not be a viable option for many people. Reliable public transportation is a necessity for any major city and making MARTA 

more reliable will decrease the stigma of using it. Please improve MARTA by decreasing wait times for buses and trains. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30316 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  The "snake"... west sideBeltline to atlanta street car to east sideBeltline is an extremely inefficient route. The current street car has low ridership for a reason! Please say no to transit in traffic. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Please include south sideBeltline transit and exclude the crosstown extension. Bus rapid transit over light rail for campbellton rd. I'm also a bus ride so bus improvements are welcome. Not supportive Email News Media No

Atlanta residents shouldn't be paying for rail that is not in the city of Atlanta! Emory / DeKalb need to pay their fair 

share for those projects. This is not what I voted for in 2016!

30324 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  none Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit none Neutral News Media Social Media Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Am located in North Decatur near Emory. Buses are infrequent and could do with more routes & more frequent service. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  - Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

30083 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  n/a Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements  n/a Neutral News Media Community Event No

30345 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes Since I don't have many issues with transportation all improvements are appreciated. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  The Clifton Corridor project is of great interest to me. Supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

 I am fortunate in that I live close to my place of work and therefore traffic is not that much of an issue. But I do know 

that those who have a substantial commute spend way too much time fighting traffic.

30307 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 For those living in town, access to transit that takes them where they need to go is still deficient.  It is either not close to where they need to be picked up or not close to where they need to go (work or recreation).  It may address future residential areas (that are being built and creating more traffic congestion) but not 

addressing current residential areas. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Clifton Corridor transit would make a huge impact on traffic through in town neighborhoods where commuters heading to work clog neighborhood roads.  Maybe wouldn't help commuters living close by, but bike lanes and sidewalks might encourge more to take alternative transportation Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 It may help reduce traffic through in town neighborhoods from people living out side the area, but not helpful for 

people living in town.   I would love to be able to walk to the end of my street and pick up a bus or train that will get me 

within a block or two of where I need to go with one transfer, not several.  I don't see these options doing that without 

taking me in a different direction and adding time to my commute. 

30075 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat “Balanced portfolio” and “integrated transportation” could mean more cars or more train or anything really, so it’s hard to know which priorities are mass transit. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements Prioritize light rail  and walking over other modes... Very supportive Phone/Text, News Media News Media Somewhat  Ambiguous wording...

30317 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network No  Where is the connectivity to booming Kirkwood & East Lake? Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Would love to see a LRT extension to East Lake (the East Lake station is not near). Somewhat supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  I'm a student at Emory University and I want to integrate MARTA into my daily life. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit   I'm a student at Emory University and I want to integrate MARTA into my daily life. Supportive Email News Media Yes

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  At Emory it is not very conducive to use the MARTA because of the lack of transportation options available for our campus. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  The Clifton Road project would be very good for the entire Emory community. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30307 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat I feel as though I can’t move out of the city now if I want a reasonable commute. Fix that please. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Light Rail could reduce congestion enormously! Very supportive Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat Too much of the city is inaccessible.

30294 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I live in South DeKalb and would appreciate getting convenient rail service in the near future Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  South DeKalb needs light rail service Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes

30305 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  I really don't use public transportation, so it's somewhat irrelevant until it becomes more useful. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I do think more light rail would be more important than more bus service--buses still clog the roads. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  It has. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Need light rail from Linburgh to the Clifton Corridor. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  None Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  None Supportive Email, Social Media News Media

30329 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes

 The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the Atlanta region. The Clifton transit line will be competing with other cities across the country for limited federal funding and is a strong contender for Atlanta to realize a $1B MARTA expansion—the 

largest in two decades. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  n/a Very supportive Other via Emory University Social Media Yes

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes n/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  n/a Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30305 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  The Marta railway needs to be expanded to areas where many like and work. The current rail map doesn’t connect to most of Atlanta cause many to rely on cars and produce greater pollution and traffic. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I’m involved with Emory and would like to see the expansion of the Clifton light rail. Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30316 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Atlanta's mass transit system needs to be more comprehensive and fluid. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements  none Very supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

 I would like to see the MARTA system circle around the perimeter and go deeper into the suburbs.  Also, in town, there 

needs to be better ways to get to locations not directly accessed by MARTA.

30310 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  more rail would be great BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  need more frequent trains and buses, as well as more rail Supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

30084 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

For my commute to my office. Yes. However, I also work with the "stadium neighborhoods" of Peoplestown, Mechanicsville, Pittsburgh, Summerhill, etc. The population there is very dependent upon public transportation. It can currently take over an hour via bus to get to a local healthcare center due to the number of 

transfers required. I am concerned there is not enough updates in this area (i.e., around where the SoutheastBeltline trail is going). BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  I'd like to see the loop that is part of theBeltline plan completed. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

Same reason as above. I know that the southern Atlanta neighborhoods are very dependent upon MARTA and there 

does not seem to be enough happening to improve their options. I'm not as familiar with the Northeast side, but it 

seems like there should be some projects there.

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Mostly I just want to see more mass transit going to more places, whether that’s streetcar reaching into more neighborhoods and connecting to heavy rail, or just more rail in general. I both live and work in town. I want to commute, shop, visit friends, see doctors, work, and on and on without having to get in a car. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Put rail on theBeltline. Make it a priority. Period. Supportive Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat

 I don’t want anything proposed to infer or suggest we need more highway lanes or car-centric development, anywhere 

in this city.

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  not much clarity into what those mean.  we need more rail transit connecting the neighorhoods of atlanta with each other and the suburbs. Beltlne Rail Now BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Beltline Rail Now Neutral Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

  not much clarity into what those mean.  we need more rail transit connecting the neighorhoods of atlanta with each 

other and the suburbs. Beltlne Rail Now

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes

I work at CHOA and would love to have access to faster and easier transportation options around atlanta. If I could commute without a car, I would! I am now commuting from OTP so this addition would make MARTA an option for me as it connects my final destination to current stations located on the rail lines. The 

LRT offered in this project will finally add a truly useful method of mass transport in the Druid hills/ Emory area. Furthermore, as I am looking to move ITP, these options will allow me a larger set of options as to where I choose to live. The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would 

have significant benefits to the Atlanta region. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension

Practical LRT options through Buckhead, Clifton, and Emory as well as through Virginia Highlands and Midtown will allow people who work in these areas to actually live in or near these areas (instead of commuting from outside the perimeter). Many people my age (28) would love to not have a car, but currently that is 

nearly impossible due to where I live. And, though I make a decent salary, I cannot live within walking distance of my workplace due to high rental cost... However, the improved connectivity allows me to live closer to work and commute via the LRT. This will lessen the volume of traffic immensely and re-vitalize the 

mass transit system due to the increase in mass transit ridership. Very supportive News Media Social Media Yes

The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the 

Atlanta region. This will connect previously inaccessible (or impractically accessible) areas of dekalb with the rest of 

Atlanta.

30316 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Personally in need of extended northbound Marta rail to office in Alpharetta. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements  Interested in rail expansion over smaller localized projects. Very supportive Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat I currently live near the VA and would use the MARTA every day to commute throughout the city if a stop were available.  At the moment, I don’t believe the current transit system supports city wide mobility. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension N/A Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30306 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  n/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Beltline rail now, please! Supportive Email News Media Yes

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  would like to see public transportation growth in and around atlanta BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Would love to see the Clifton Corridor as I work and live in this area Very supportive Email Community Event No

30263 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  the Clifton corridor project provides high quality care access BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  The Clifton corridor project will improve access to high quality healthcare Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat No comment BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit no comment Supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes The proposed light rail connecting Lindbergh and Avondale and serving the busy Clifton corridor is much needed and long overdue. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  These in town light rail projects will ease congestion in the busy inner perimeter area Very supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30316 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  I feel that there are not enough transit options for people in my community (East Atlanta), especially to connect easily w/ medical facilities and educational institutions. I hope that one day there will be more direct lines of transit between a variety of communities to these imperative, life-sustaining resources. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

I feel that there are not enough transit options for people in many Atlanta communities.  The marta lines are few and far between and fail to connect people with jobs, access to medical facilities or educational institutions. I hope that one day there will be more direct lines of transit between a variety of communities  

(Not simply north/south and east/west)  to these imperative, life-sustaining resources.  I especially feel that the line should be continued further north to Cumming / Kennesaw / Marietta / Suntrust Stadium to help reduce traffic flow.  I also feel that the communities in south Atlanta are vastly underserved in access to 

rail transit and opportunities associated with such. Overall I feel that a lot of good ideas are coming about, but it is taking a long time to make much needed transformative change. Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

I feel that there are not enough transit options for people in many Atlanta communities.  The marta lines are few and 

far between and fail to connect people with jobs, access to medical facilities or educational institutions. I hope that one 

day there will be more direct lines of transit between a variety of communities  (Not simply north/south and east/west)  

to these imperative, life-sustaining resources.  I especially feel that the line should be continued further north to 

Cumming / Kennesaw / Marietta / Suntrust Stadium to help reduce traffic flow.  I also feel that the communities in 

south Atlanta are vastly underserved in access to rail transit and opportunities associated with such. 

30021 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat I hope that, with all of these projects, efforts are being made to offer improved access for people with disabilities on all modes of transportation. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service The Clifton Corridor Project is desperately needed, as anyone who lives, works or regularly travels through the Emory/CDC/Children's Hospital area can attest. Traffic is a continual problem, and is being made worse by the day due to construction along N Decatur Road in the Medlock area. Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

30317 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat

Why does theBeltline still not have a transit project completed? There should be a light rail or street car completed by now. We voted for a $2.5B transportation tax to fund this project- and now only $370M is going into completing 8 of the 22 miles?? 

BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements . Neutral Other News Media No

MARTA and the city of ATL continually let us down when the people lay out the need for efficient transit and what we 

want it to look like. There are hundreds of thousands of people moving into ATL and most of them will have to clog the 

streets and highways because our public transit is and has been a laughing stock. 

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  ART for Peachtree will not get me out of my car. True BRT is needed to be really useful. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements  This is a start in the right direction but transit needs to be the faster, more convenient option to get people out of their cars as the city population expands. Very supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

 Given the funding constraints it is a good list. But more infill stations on existing heavy rail lines and transitioning ART 

routes to BRT is needed in the long run. 

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  increasing services to the Clifton corridor area if desperately needed! Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  none Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  Needs to continue to dramatically increase throughout the metro.

30322 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  n/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements n/a Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes Major job centers need better modes of transportation, especially something that allows people to cut across from east to west Atlanta instead of just using 85 south and 75 north. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center Station Improvements  Enhanced security. Neutral Email Social Media Somewhat  There needs to be more available stations with free parking.

30078 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat This particular line will not support my transportation needs as it relates to using Marta. But, I am in full support of reducing commuter traffic and highway safety. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Glad to see expansion.  Opportunity to get more vehicles off the road and safe driving. Very supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat

 Marta should be everywhere, including Gwinnett County where traffic is heavily congested the Park & Rides just don't 

get it.  Not everyone needs to go downtown.

30305 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat Would like to see MARTA expand--especially to Clifton RD and Emory! Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit   I work at Emory, and the Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the Atlanta region. Very supportive News Media News Media Somewhat Would like to see MARTA expand!

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  My transportation needs are met Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Any MARTA investment is good Supportive Email News Media Somewhat  I feel like getting more cars off interstates is a major priority as population continues to rise.  

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat The areas of highest traffic and locations with the largest employers need to have better access to rails BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension

The Clifton Corridor needs to be addressed for many reasons. It is home to one of the largest educational institutions in Atlanta and Georgia (Emory University). It also has Emory University Hospital, CHOA's Egleston Hospital, and the Emory Clinic. The number of patients, families, and employees for these locations 

creates a lot of traffic which could be alleviated with better, more rapid public transportation options. In addition, the CDC's main campus is also in this area. Very supportive Social Media, News Media Social Media Yes

30324 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Light rail would be helpful in Clifton corridor which would help to alleviate traffic congestion and create a safer biking and pedestrian community Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  no comment Supportive Email Community Event Yes

30021 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Specifically we need more rail options.  Lanes and road expansion is insufficient.  I do not see an option above that specifically focuses on increased rail service. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  East of Atlanta, heading out 78 to Gwinnett and Stone Mountain area Very supportive Other Social Media Somewhat  Need more rail

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  I think the frequency of trains and buses should match whenever there are major sports and entertainment events in the city. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Need more transportation options to and from Emory locations. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat  I think there needs to be a larger network of  Marta train stations and lines built throughout the city.

30306 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Density is increasing with no commensurate increase in vehicle capacity on roads (compounded by the lack of dedicated turn lanes) so alternatives are needed.  Maximizing access/connectivity along the proposed corridors will I hope lead to usage of the alternatives. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit

 Not knowing ridership number potential, my choices reflect my perception.  Biased, as I live near the NEBeltline LRT.  The heavy development that just the pedestrian use has engendered, and considering how the extension from Monroe to the Lindberg MARTA Station will accelerate change, creation of transit along 

this non-road corridor would go hand-in-hand. Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 Solving the efficiency of car transportation will continue as an issue as significant numbers of people will stick be 

wedded to their cars.

30324 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat Atlanta needs improved public transportation to help with congested traffic and commute times. Need more train stations from suburbs. Need trains that run parallel with interstates BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light trail definitely needed! Very supportive Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat

30326 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes I feel that providing more options for public transportation will get more cars off the road which is a win/win for everyone.   It's important to provide more convenient ways  to access public transportation and to s=ensure public safety while doing so. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements There must be a better to implement these projects without taking so long. We have been waiting on a solution for the gridlock around the Emory campus for 20 years!! Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  X Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Would like to see the plan include transportation to the new Children’s Healthcare of Atlanta  complex that will be built in North Druid Hills. That whole area is a traffic nightmare and will only become worse once the new facility is built if proper planning isn’t done. Supportive News Media More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat  Need better predictability and reliability of transit, including an updated app to be able to plan commutes. 

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Marta desperately needs to expand deeper into Dekalb Country BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  NA Very supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat  There's still a large demand for transportation alternatives for commutes from outside Atlanta into Atlanta
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30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  I appreciate the increased number of options and methods of transportation in the proposed plan, as well as the additional areas that the plan tries to reach Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  I am very excited about the prospect of this project and I hope it goes through! Public transit is so important to Atlanta! Very supportive News Media News Media Yes  More options, more areas reached

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes   j Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit   j Supportive Other none Community Event Somewhat

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes When public transit becomes more convenient than driving and less expensive than driving and parking, people will use it. A network of public transit options throughout the city will allow users to exclusively use public transit. As it is now, you must have a car and you can only use Marta/public transit occasionally. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  None Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

 When public transit becomes more convenient than driving and less expensive than driving and parking, people will use 

it. A network of public transit options throughout the city will allow users to exclusively use public transit. As it is now, 

you must have a car and you can only use Marta/public transit occasionally.

30033 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes Yes BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Na Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat  Transportation insecurity and home-based access isn’t specifically addressed above 

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension

I love Atlanta. When I tell people about it, I say I love almost everything about the city - except the transit system/traffic. More rail! More rail! Having lived in cities like Boston, DC, and Paris, I know how amazing it can be. The city would benefit so much from a better rail system. Look to Denver to see how a fully built 

out, sprawling city can build such a system. Neutral Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes It would be beneficial if there was a Marta station closer to where I live so that I could use it more easily.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I am a student at Emory so I am very supportive of the Clifton Light Rail. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30317 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Yea BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Yea Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30309 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat There needs to be a much larger focus on bicycle and other human powered transportation options to alleviate the number of cars on the road. If this option becomes safer then the amount of healthier citizens will increase. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit More light rail options spread through the city please. Supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

Getting around the city in a car and finding a place to park is a difficult endeavor and Atlanta needs to become the 

example for nonautomotive movement in the south. 

30324 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes None BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  None Supportive Email Social Media

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Round the clock use of system and buses with increase security. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service The light rail transit would be idea for the areas stated above. Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes The needs along the Clifton Corridor and those transit options required to support it will greatly enhance transportation to and from work for employees, clients, patients along the corridor and markedly decrease the traffic congestion for a region that has extremely high volume traffic on a daily basis BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

 The Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit will provide better access to jobs and health care along the Clifton Rd corridor (CDC, CHOA, Emory, Atlanta VA, and local institutions and business which comprise the largest employee center in the region that has no direct access to MARTA or the interstate system. 

TheBeltline NE Light Rail Transit would provide greater employee, healthcare and commercial access to citizens in the region it would serve to the Clifton corridor thru Lindberg station Very supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

 There are still critical transportation needs from regions downtown, and in Cobb and Gwinnett that must be addressed 

in order to markedly reduce the significant traffic issues that are increasing annually, make commutes to and from work, 

school and Atlanta attractions and to make metropolitan Atlanta sustainable in its transit and traffic demands.

30322 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  None Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  have marta staition close to Emory campus Neutral Email, Social Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

30324 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  More bike lanes and protected bikeways. Sidewalks needed on all existing roadsways. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N/a Very supportive News Media News Media No

 Making a decent effort but it is dreadfully under funded and is struggling to meet the transportation demands of a 

decade ago and will fall vastly short of what is needed today and into our growing future. 

30317 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  Need more options to get to major work centers - such as Clifton corridor. This seems to attempt to address that. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  none Supportive Other none News Media Somewhat

30306 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Nothing in here addresses coordinating with bike lanes and other non-motorized transportation to access MARTA stations. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  I am very supportive of projects like theBeltline that encourage non-motorized forms of transportation. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30066 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  It would a great option for workers and patients of the area. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  none Very supportive Other Community Event Somewhat

30315 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  Light rail needed on southeastBeltline. This is what we voted on. This is what theBeltline promised. Please complete this project as soon as possible. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  SoutheastBeltline light rail Somewhat supportive Email News Media No

 We need light rail in theBeltline. With massive redevelopment in town focused on urban density, we must encourage 

public transit and discourage car transit in town. 

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 - Live a few blocks from theBeltline, want to be able to use as transit to get to other areas of town

- Need easier access to local resources and attractions (YMCA, retail, restaurants, Lakewood Ampitheater, etc.) BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center

- BRT should have 90% dedicated lanes 

- Complete multi modal development for SW Atlanta (BRT, Light Rail, Sidewalks, bike lanes, shared mobility devices, EV chargers, first/last mile connectivity, improved MARTA station infrastructure) Somewhat supportive Other Look up myself Community Event Somewhat

30306 Fulton Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Finishing the belt line and adding light rail are my priorities to help Atlanta thrive BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit I think the focus needs to be on theBeltline and light rail Very supportive Email, News Media News Media Somewhat

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  We need more sidewalks in Atlanta and surrounding metro. For example, I live one mile from a supermarket, but there are no sidewalks and it is hazardous to walk on the busy roads that would take me there. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  More frequent and reliable bus service. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat  More sidewalks needed. 

30305 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes I have read the fact sheet and still can't fully understand the guiding principles BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  A review of the North Druid Hills and I-85 area with the development of the Children's Clinic and future hospital in the next 8 years. There will be so much more congestion in an already gridlocked area. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes  I think Marta is working hard to provide great service

30317 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  more heavy rail and regional partnerships BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit more regional partnerships. high volume connection to Marietta Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30329 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I would love to see light rail added to help in certain parts of the city. A light rail station running from Brookhaven or Chamblee to Decatur would help relieve traffic along the Clairmont corridor. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Again, would love to see some light rail or transit in the Brookhaven/Chamblee/Decatur corridor. Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes

 I think as the city of Atlanta has grown and more jobs are being offered the transportation options need to expand as well. The younger generations are the people taking these jobs in the city and with the amount of worldly experience they have they would be willing to forgo having a car if the transportation options 

were more varied and predictable. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements none Supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30340 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat I definitely think we need access to the new developments planned for the North Druid Hills area. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit ?? Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I am in support of the Clifton Corridor project. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I am in favor of the Clifton Corridor project. Very supportive Other None News Media Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  This project will reduce my need to drive to and from work. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements

 I think this program will help the issue of air pollution in the city. The dependability of rail 

 and bus lines will be essential to its success. Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

 Many people who work in Atlanta live in other counties in the metro area that don't have a rail line. Developing rail 

extensions to those counties would be an even greater benefit to Atlanta's transportation.

30313 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  There needs to be more specifics related to last mile connectivity including bike lanes. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  n/a Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  Need further reaching marta service 

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  Children's Healthcare of Atlanta at Egleston will be moved to the North Druid Hills campus by the time the light rail will be complete, so this would not be beneficial to employees at Children's. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension I would prefer to have more heavy rail transit stations Supportive Email Community Event Yes

30088 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  n/a Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements none Supportive Email Social Media Yes

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Yes  Fully fund MARTA to Emory/CDC Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Emory/CDC is the most likely to receive federal fund match and gets the most people to living wage plus benefits jobs. Very supportive Phone/Text Social Media Somewhat  We need even more transit than planned.

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Not exactly.  The rail should be extended to metro Atlanta suburbs (e.g. Conyers, Powder Springs, McDonough, etc) Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Not exactly.  The rail should be extended to metro Atlanta suburbs (e.g. Conyers, Powder Springs, McDonough, etc) Neutral Other Emory Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

30034 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes I just want a more pleasant ride. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit N/A Supportive Email News Media Yes  We need more qays of transport

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  n/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  n/a Supportive Email Social Media Yes  n/a

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

 I live west of the Bankhead station and this whole corridor (Donald Lee Hollowell Pkwy) need bus rapid transit to extend to I 285 at minimum.

I voted for funding on the premise that theBeltline loop would be completed. The west and northwest are left out completely, makingBeltline transit, an additional needed connection, unavailable for me and my neighbors for the foreseeable future. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit

Clifton Corridor was added after the vote. It should be dropped from this list and other funding sought. 

Beltline rail should be fully completed, period. This is the reason the tax was overwhelmingly voted for.

And BRT across Donald Lee Hollowell west to I 285 needs to be included rather than stopping at Bankhead train station.  I am a resident of Grove Park. The people west of the station have some of the highest need for access to transportation and it is irresponsible to leave them out - there is no grocery store on this 

corridor, no pharmacy, no bank.  According to ACS survey data, Center Hill and Carey Park have more than 40% of residents who do not have personal transportation and 83% of children live in poverty. BRT would  actually be useful to make commutes to work/daycare/and needed services like groceries and medical 

care easier.  As currently proposed, BRT looks like a nice way to help get non-residents and wealthier residents to and from a new regional park. Somewhat supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat

 It looks disjointed and not a coherent plan that can be built upon later. It adds lines like street cars and Clifton that 

were not on the original plan and scraps completing theBeltline, which was the motivating factor for so many people 

who voted yes. It leaves out significant improvements for several areas of great need.

30030 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  na Very supportive Other Social Media Yes

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat More frequent train service, more parking or transportation to/from parking lots at train stations, and more commercial/retail at train stations would address my transportation needs. Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements The objective of each project is not clear to me. Neutral Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

More frequent train service, more parking or transportation to/from parking lots at train stations, and more 

commercial/retail at train stations would address some of Atlanta's transportation needs.

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  The corner of N. Decatur and Ridgewood needs new safety features for the crosswalk. There have been many close calls and some accidents. It needs the buttons pedestrians can press to set off the flashy lights on the crosswalk sign. A car recently ran one of the signs over. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Thanks Supportive Other Community Event Somewhat

30307 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes I am happy MARTA increased bus frequency but I believe more should be done. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit MARTA needs to work with the city and with GDOT to dedicate right-of-way for new transit service. If no additional right-of-way is available then start with theBeltline and wait to build the rest. This is a 40-year investment and there is no point burning it all now if that means running streetcar in mixed traffic. Supportive Email News Media Yes

I think the S-shaped line is a poor attempt at consensus that doesn't actually improve mobility in Atlanta. The route 

would be redundant with existing rail facilities and would crawl at the speed of traffic.

30338 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Need to expand rail service and make alternatives such as biking safer/easier.  Focus on Clifton corridor BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit more rail service Very supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

30084 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes

There is a MARTA Rail station within 10 minutes of my house, which I would use for daily commute to Clifton Corridor - however the current structure (Chamblee Station to Lindbergh station, then bus to CHOA) currently takes over an hour.  I would welcome the ability to have a light rail from Lindbergh to Clifton 

Corridor.  I would use it daily and reduce the amount of traffic in the area and give myself back the time that I spend in the car. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension

The stress of traffic along the Clifton corridor impacts patient care - oftentimes our patients are late to appointments, have delay in seeking emergent care, or even families have difficulty getting to the bedside to be with critically ill children because of traffic along Clifton Road.  What if your child was brought to 

Egleston by Life Flight, and you were not there to make critical decisions regarding their life because you were stuck in Clifton Road traffic?  What an awful thought - but it is the truth of many of our families on a daily basis.  Please consider alleviating this traffic cluster - most of the employees that I know would gladly 

utilize MARTA to get to work if it were a faster option. Very supportive Email News Media Yes

 I appears that there is consideration of the largely populated OTP communities, as well as MARTA taking ownership of 

other methods of mobility (multi-use paths, etc) which will result in a healthier community as well. 

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  I am looking forward to the Clifton corridor project Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Looking for a more connected and integrated Atlanta Very supportive Email, Social Media Community Event Yes

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No

Any proposal that does not substantially expand the underground subway system is not thimking ahead. Additional stations/ locations throughout the city and to cover a wider population base are needed. Buses and above ground/ on-the-street light rails that still have to stop at every stop light and are not faster than 

driving are never going to get people out of their cars and onto public transit. 

BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Dont focus on bus projects. Faster, OFF the road transit is needed. Somewhat supportive Email Community Event No

 See above. These proposals are short sighted and will not solve the public need. you need to build many more subway 

lines. People can't live miles from the nearest station for it to be useful. 

Light rails are advisable only if completely separated from traffic/cars. Otherwise, why would people take? They already 

dont use the one downtown. Buses should not be a priority. They are usually empty. 

30308 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No  As an instructor for the blind I do not see any proposed ideas for the visually impaired. Talking signs and accessible web products would be a start. Crosstown Downtown West Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Extension to the West is needed. Somewhat supportive Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat  Half of the proposed list does not provide enough details for me to know what the improvements will provide

30341 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat A wider serving train network is needed Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service . Very supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

30324 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  I support all developments in the MARTA system especially those which will provide access to jobs for workers in the city who may not have personal transportation. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  It is most important to invest in transit for communities that are impoverished so that they have better opportunities for better employment. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 It does provide support for the system I only say somewhat because there is so much left to be done in addition to this 

great project!

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  need better e/w routes Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Clifton corridor LRT seems great, but not well connected to other options Supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes none Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  none, thank you Supportive Email Social Media Yes

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  The Clifton Corridor is a critical infrastructure need for Atlanta and the state. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Very supportive Social Media More MARTA Atlanta Website

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes I am a occasional Marta rider and would be interested in riding more.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit no other comments Supportive Email Community Event Yes

30354 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes Nothing  BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  Nothing Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I use train to get to major events. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit xxx Very supportive News Media News Media Somewhat  Emory University needs train or light-rail access.  Improve Clifton Corridor

30032 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Light rail access to the Clifton Road corridor (Emory/CDC/CHOA/etc.) is a must and should be a priority. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Emory is now part of the City of Atlanta, so connectivity should be a primary objective of MARTA. Very supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

30324 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  As an Emory employee this would positively affect traffic and transportation for patients and staff BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  n/a Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Yes It's a start to improving public transportation in Atlanta with the growing population 

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  This is a great first step to supplementing the bi-directional MARTA trains.  This specific train does not impact my commute directly but may likely impact traffic and assist other commuters. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  none Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30324 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  i dont use Marta on a  regular basis.  i woukd use it more if it went to more areas. Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center Station Improvements  i just want it to be more useful Supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat

30307 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  More bike lanes needed BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  More bike lanes!!!!  Please make Atlanta more bikeable with transportation funding.  This will make our city great. Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  i'd like more light rail considered BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Very interested in light rail projects to major Marta HUBs Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30324 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  I would like to see more connection for the East and Westside. I feel like there are some gaps when it comes to east-west connectivity. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension

I think the idea of the Clifton Corridor project is very needed, I wonder if we can get other parties involved to chip in. I do think we need more connection around the city core because we missing large chunks of connectivity of city just based on current options. I think you are on mark with most of the projects but I do 

this east-west connection is something very important. Right now I don't see how a person on the east side will be able to get some of the new dense areas/new parks popping up on the Westside. I do not believe public transportation should put bar hopping priorities at the top of the list of needs but these areas are 

becoming work centers and lack infrastructure needed to support it currently. Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 I think it is a good start. I believe some of the project though is missing some of the dense city center population i.e. 

Westside and moving North to South. 

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  More access between stations with inner perimeter rail BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  NA Very supportive Phone/Text, Social Media Social Media Yes

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  All routes need to extend further out EAST, WEST, NORTH & SOUTH Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension MARTA needs to a state wide initiative and not localized to be successful! Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30345 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  None Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit None Very supportive Other Community Event Yes

30002 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  As Atlanta is continues to gentrify in town living. Rail and commuter bus options MUST be readily accessible to residents outside the perimeter. Include investment for commuters OTP. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  n/a Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

 Metro Atlanta SORELY needs comprehensive rail and commuter bus services in ALL metro counties. Include investment 

in other areas of the Metro.

30315 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat I would like to see more transit that connects theBeltline via streetcar as opposed to bus route. There are already many bus routes in the area and they are not used often. The streetcars and train lines would be a much easier form of transportation that will last. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Beltline transit is what people want. We also would like access within the city but light rail on theBeltline and into the city would be the best project. Somewhat supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

People in Atlanta approved the tax associated with the Marta expansion with the expectation that transit rails and 

larger forms of transportation would be implemented. Traffic is the main reason to would like a public transportation 

option. Adding more bus lanes would help but it would not solve traffic issues.

30307 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Would absolutely use MARTA to go to work if the Clifton station was built BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Would love all the stations Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes More stops are needed to help reduce the traffic issue

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  no Neutral Other none More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat a BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements  a Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat  a

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat None Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  None Supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat  None

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat Since Atlanta is so congested, riding the bus isn't any better of an alternative than driving yourself (plus more flexibility). Would love to see even more attention given to arterial routes. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  None Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

I think Atlanta would benefit most from getting fewer vehicles off the road, not particularly onto buses. More onto a rail 

system would be best.

30033 DeKalb Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Please more rail line!!!! Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements More marta rail line Somewhat supportive Phone/Text News Media Somewhat  Buses get stuck in traffic just like cars. Please more rail line!!

30324 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  n/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service n/a Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes  n/a

30341 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension N/A Supportive Other Metro Atlanta Chamber Community Event Yes

30002 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  The clifton corridor project will greatly reduce the traffic issues in the area and I would commute daily if it were available. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Non Very supportive Other Community Event Somewhat

30126 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

 Atlanta is a city, please accept that is the case and do what city do by providing other means of travel around the metro area other than car. I am tired of spending so much of my life in the car including weekends. Provide trail and bus service around the metro area with transfers for busses and connections for rail 

service. This is all areas of Atlanta not just in certain communities as it is currently. It is coming to a point that it will be too late and Atlanta will be known as a traffic city and no one will want to live here, unless they are retired. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit

 Again these short rails are and will be part of the problem because you will have to take a car to get to those areas to take the rail. So instead of the traffic spread out its concentrated in certain areas of the city. Spend some money and work on a strategic plan to build a real rail and bus system for everyone. Not just 

certain people going to certain places in the city. None of those options will cut down the over all traffic in this CITY..... Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 Marta is so behind in providing transportation for the metro area its pathetic. Transportation is a control concept of 

where you want to move people here in Atlanta. Where as in other cities transportation is a freedom of choice to drive 

or to ride wherever you want to go in the metro area. Is this going to reduce the traffic in the metro area? The answer is 

NO! You need a real bus and rail system for workers, shoppers, and families to use to move throughout the metro area. 

Talk with Boston and New York or look at California and how they are a roadway lock state cause they missed the 

opportunity to provide adequate rail and bus transportation.

30115 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No  I live in Cherokee County Marta is NOT helpful at all it goes no where I need. Why doesn't it go to the center of Emory? Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  None of the options are helpful except the Clifton corridor one. when are you people going to wake up and get the rail system outside the perimeter to improve traffic???!!!! otherwise this is ridiculous and a waste of time and money!!! Not supportive News Media Social Media No

 you haven't addressed where the majorty of people commute to and form. Marta rail MUST get into the suburbs in 

order to help the traffic issue and it must be faster!!! 

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat A Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  A Neutral Other News Media Somewhat

30324 Fulton Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No Beltline light rail needs to be completed on the entireBeltline first BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Provide light rail on Peachtree from Brookhaven to Downtown Supportive Email News Media No

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 Commute predictability is a big concern of mine, but I think it goes far beyond "dedicated bus lanes." 

One of my other major concerns is distance from a MARTA train stop. Busses are nice, but they break down, they are frequently caught in traffic, and are unpredictable. Trains are a better commute option. We need to have more train stations and rail lines. In addition, we need these to run more frequently, as waiting 

20+ minutes for a train or a bus makes or breaks the convenience of taking MARTA. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements

 Station improvements are a must for both train and bus stations. Most bus stops in my area (Buford Highway) do not have shelters. Train stations frequently reek of urine, are stuffy (when underground) or cold/hot (if exposed to the elements), and are generally uncomfortable to wait ten minutes in. In addition, 

frequently there are no sidewalks to the bus stops, especially on Buford Highway.

More transit options to connect train station to train station would be awesome. The current routes are very limited. For example, to get from the end of the gold line to the end of the red line without having to go through Lindbergh. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 One of my other major concerns is distance from a MARTA train stop. Busses are nice, but they break down, they are 

frequently caught in traffic, and are unpredictable. Trains are a better commute option. We need to have more train 

stations and rail lines. In addition, we need these to run more frequently, as waiting 20+ minutes for a train or a bus 

makes or breaks the convenience of taking MARTA.

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

After arriving back in Atlanta at the airport  from either vacations or business trips, it is SO depressing that public transport is: unreliable, questionably safe and kind of disgusting, particularly if you are a woman arriving late at night.  The 5 points station is dirty, littered with trash, often smells of urine and is entirely 

confusing when you need to switch trains.  In addition to the project list, please add something to address getting to/from the airport.  This will help metro Atlantans, tourists and business people.  

I wish Atlanta’s transit situation was a mini-London where everything was color coded, easily accessible, plentiful, clean, easy to navigate and had PLENTY OF CLEAR AND OBVIOUS SIGNAGE.

At present, I couldn’t tell you where to catch a bus from my office or which bus(es) I’d need to take home.  I have no idea where to find that information.  I would be nervous about using a bus or the subway after dark by myself.

But, at least we have a subway at all. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  I’m not sure if I selected my top 3 because I didn’t have a map, but I would like to see a solution to the current fact that you have to change over at 5 Points to get to the other side of the perimeter.  That is bonkers. Very supportive Email News Media Yes  I hope Atlanta recognizes the serious need for a serious public transit upgrade!

30047 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

 The Clifton Corridor Transit line – four miles of light rail connecting the rest of the region with the Clifton Corridor via the Lindbergh MARTA station. The result will be improved access to employment and health care, as well as reduced traffic congestion and a healthier environment. 

Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N/A Supportive Social Media Community Event Yes

 

The benefits of this transit line are significant:

Better access to jobs and health care.  Emory is the second largest employer in Metro Atlanta and together with our 

neighbors – the CDC, CHOA’s Egelston hospital, the VA Medical Center and other local institutions and businesses, 

comprise the largest employment center in the region with no direct access to MARTA or the interstate system.

Improved quality of life. With light rail as an option, our city and community will experience reduced traffic on our 

streets, cars in our parking lots, and pollution in our air as students, faculty, staff, patients and visitors have a more 

efficient and cost-effective way to get here. 

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  na Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  na Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes

30058 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat I moved to metro Atlanta from Philadelphia (born and raised) in 1996 and soon realized the limited coverage of public transportation and lack of reach for the rail system. I was accustomed to having the ability to travel from Philadelphia to Delaware, New Jersey or New York via public transportation. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension I have no additional comments. Thanks! Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30238 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No  Would rather Drive my own Vehicle than Ride in a Crowded Population Transportation System that is Not Easily Available and Not Safe to have Access to Freely without being Subjected to Mentally Unstable Homeless People and Free Range Criminals. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit  I Don't know how Any of these Transportation Project areas would help me. I live 1/12 - 2 Hours South of Atlanta in Jonesboro, Georgia. Neutral Email, News Media Community Event No

 Atlanta needs to do its Research on the Most Successful and Safe Transportation Systems in the Nation and try to find 

ways to Implement the Same Example for All the Surrounding Cities of Atlanta to be Easily Accessible through Public 

Transportation not just a Circle around the Borderline City Limits of the Downtown Atlanta area. 

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat I'd like to see more in-fill stations on MARTA. Specifically at Krog St to connect to EastsideBeltline. I feel that the street car should be given Right of Way & pulled out of traffic. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  I'd like to see streetcar given right of way and removed from traffic if it's going to play a role in the project. Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

I'd like to see more in-fill stations. Specifically at Krog St and I feel that the street car should be given Right of Way & 

pulled out of traffic. 

30032 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Yes  I would gladly take Marta to work if there was a rapid rail system in the Clifton corridor Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  N/A Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes  I feel that any public transportation will help with the traffic flow in this area.

30317 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  MARTA should expand on fixing their current situation instead of trying to expand itself. And we need a rail expansion. Not “light” or bus. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  None Not supportive Email News Media No  Seee above

30305 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes None BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit

 Creating a better transit system within the arterial roads (Peachtree/Piedmont/Ponce), plus making transit on theBeltline a priority are mission critical in Atlanta. Expanding the street car network downtown would be nice, but other on-road options should be considered, i.e., BRT. Street cars should be the only option 

for the Belt Line. Supportive Email News Media Yes

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat Would love more access to train stations to travel across town BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Moores Mill Transit Center  n/a Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Especially like light rail options for Clifton Corridor andBeltline BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  nuff said Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  Too bad we've not been able to extend trains out farther so that people don't have to change modes as often

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  The proposal will create better quality of life and access to jobs and healthcare. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  MARTA could really use better reliability with the bus system and an expanded light rail system. Supportive News Media News Media Yes

30317 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat not proactuve enough BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit beltline rail is important Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  It takes me longer to drive to a MARTA station and park, than it does to get to my final destination.  There aren't any sidewalks on Lavista Road (between Toco Hill and Northlake Mall) to walk safely to a bus stop. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  none Neutral Other Community Event Somewhat  Specific examples of the generalized statements would be more informative.

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I drive 5 miles to and from work at Emory but always use MARTA  when traveling to and from the Atlanta Hartsfield Airport and/or to downtown events to avoid traffic. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements See comment above. Very supportive Email Social Media No

 MARTA should have been expanded into the surrounding counties at it's earliest concept but I understand not every 

county wanted the rail/train system or buses.

Too bad since Atlanta has expanded and grown so in the last 30 years I have lived here.  I want Marta to go to Macon, 

Savannah, Chattanooga, Gainesville, etc.

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Still appears that riders will have to transfer to get to Emory Hospital on the Clifton corridor.  Having to wait at transfer points increases the time of commute BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Need additional rail line into Gwinnett county.  I20 is really overloaded so it would help to expand the rail line to the east Very supportive Other Not interested in receiving MARTA news Community Event Somewhat  Whatever transportation projects are chosen they must have predictable service to and from destinations

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  I think any way to reduce traffic to the Emory area, as well as helping patients and families with limited transportation be able to come to the hospital is a wonderful idea. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit With how heavily congested the entireBeltline area is, I think it would be a good idea to get those residents off the roads in those areas and encourage them to ride Marta if possible. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

 I think in terms of Marta expansion the project list is appropriate, but I would like to see additional topics that address 

Atlanta's continuing population growth and how the city's infrastructure will be able to meet those needs. But I think 

expanding to the Clifton area is a great first step.

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Well functioning public transport system is essential for city development. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Very interested in the development of Clifton corridor light rail to make it easier for employees and patients to reach the hospital. It will traffic congestion. Very supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat  Compared to major similar cities across the country, Atlanta lags behind in public transportation.
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30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I am very interested in the Clifton Corridor Light Rail project. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit I am just very supportive of every type of MARTA investment. Very supportive Email News Media Yes  It is comprehensive and multi-dimensional

30313 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  NeedBeltline rail fully funded! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  NeedBeltline rail! Not supportive Email News Media No  NeedBeltline rail fully funded!!!

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  The plan needs more dedicated right of way rail transit (whether light or heavy) and needs to be more aggressive in getting the transit built.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  MARTA, the city, and the state should be completing both the Clifton corridor and full circle ofBeltline rail on a much more aggressive time table. Very supportive Email News Media No  Same as above.  The rail (dedicated right of way) needs to be built more broadly and more quickly.

30329 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Not enough options near my home Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  N/A Neutral Other Marta app News Media Yes

30306 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No Densify light rail/train/trolley type transport throughout in- town neighborhoods BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Not interested in bus improvements so only one of these projects is of interest to me. Would MUCH prefer to see investment in expanding MARTA’s train routes than in buses. Somewhat supportive Email News Media No  Would like to see more E-W cross town options other than bus

30030 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Still too much emphasis on road transport BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  A rail extension to Emory is essential. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat  As above

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes Yes, as an emory employee any expansion projects that  include the Clifton corridor would address my needs. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  * Supportive Other Mail Social Media Yes

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  It would be wonderful to connect Emory/CDC to the rest of the community. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Having dedicated bus lanes (if light or heavy rail is not possible) would encourage customers to take the bus. As it stands now, Emory, GSU, and Tech Students receive a slight discount on MARTA passes, though they are still largely not affordable. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30032 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes I would like a way to reduce my environmental footprint in my commute to Emory for work. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Atlanta cannot be a world class city without these improvements. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30307 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

The light rail project as I have understoood it's proposed will require significant disruption to homeowners. There are MANY existing rail lines that I feel should be utilized for this construction. Examples include the right-of-way along the CSX line behind Druid Hills High School, where I feel light rail could be installed that 

would solve the problem without untold distruptions to the community, especially homeowners. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit  I do not see anything that would serve the south DeKalb corridors. Neutral Social Media News Media Somewhat

 I feel the annexation of the Emory campus into the city of Atlanta to utilize funds has leapfrogged other communities 

that have been begging for service for decades--especially in south DeKalb. 

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Need a comprehensive rail system to gain access across Atlanta BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Connect all the major areas Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

30305 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  We need dedicated bike lanes as part of any transit plan. If we had them I would feel safer and more likely to use my bike BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  The Clifton Corridor light rail is essential for ease of transit as well as its ability to decrease the significant traffic volume in the area Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat  Need to expand heavy rail further out (Alpharetta) and add spokes to the hub

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N/A Very supportive Other Community Event Yes

30307 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Light rail down Clifton corridor would be great! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Connecting main stations, bus routes, and walking trails with light rail would better connect the city and could become commuting options (eg Clifton Corridor) Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Yes

30344 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Not a lot of projects in the east point area. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Money should be used to fix existing problems first Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Yes  Maintenance of existing infrastructure should be addressed.

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  yes so long as there are park and rides or reliable buses to connect me BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Future idea - Stone Mountain and Tucker. Lots of young people moving to Tucker. Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat  Affordable option too

30305 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes It would immensely help with commute to and from Emory since the roads around Emory are always so congested with cars. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  It would immensely help with commute to and from Emory since the roads around Emory are always so congested with cars. Very supportive News Media Social Media Yes

 It would immensely help with commute to and from Emory since the roads around Emory are always so congested with 

cars. 

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

Somewhat. At this time, it is difficult to go from one side of town to another - especially if the MARTA lines are not connected. Connecting multiple Rail lines together would be ideal - in similar fashion to the NYC system. 

Also, the proposed Clifton system would be nice. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Consider enabling a NFC like payment option so that people can pay with their phones at each bus/station. Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

 There are a lot of people in Atlanta, so the proposed project won’t solve all problems. However, providing routes for 

the most dense population areas with common work place regions would be nice. (Example, buckhead to downtown 

line. Decatourto Downtown. Emory Hospital to Midtown Line. Etc)

30306 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I rid a bike and walk a lot, including to work.  Especially as an older person, I would like to feel safer on the bike and by foot.  This means creating routes without cars. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Need to look at European cities for models of moving people without cars. Very supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

 We need to get the cars off the roads, as much as possible.  Buses have to be more predictable, and information has to 

be reliable, and need more frequency on bus routes.

30345 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes I think the proposed list is balanced among the participating counties, and meets my needs in DeKalb.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  I think the Clifton Corridor LRT is long overdue, and I hope can move forward. Supportive News Media Community Event Yes

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  I am skeptical about how bus lanes could be implemented, among other things. I would really like there to be an upcoming public forum to discuss implementation. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements

The Clifton Corridor light rail would be incredible! As a scientist at Emory, I can say, firsthand, that the traffic I experience daily on my way to work is ridiculous! By adding in light rail service, we could alleviate a decent portion of that. Station improvements are also key, as white ridership is really low, as is ridership by 

non-poor. There needs to be a massive rebranding and advertisement campaign displaying the revitalization (that must occur!) of our transit system. Without improvements to the stations, it will be hard to convince people that MARTA is something other than grungy and low-class transportation. As a white middle-

class woman who rides MARTA to/from the airport, I have noted the lack of others of my demographic. As much as I'm tired of white people being catered to, white people embracing this mode of transportation is absolutely necessary to increase ridership and increase the money coming into the service. Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  we need more marta train lines. Buses are not the solution--they get stuck in traffic too. we need more elevated trains or more subway spurs throughout the city. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit see above Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

 Invest in Automation Traffic Systems that evaluates the flow of traffic continuously at traffic lights to move traffic more efficiently. Time and gas is wasted sitting at a red light when there is no traffic flowing though the opposite light. The technology is available and with Atlanta's growing traffic issues and construction, 

it is a necessary investment to assist traffic to move and improve the air quality by decreasing unnecessary idling time at lights. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Clifton Road is a necessary improvement for residents of Decatur and for Emory University Hospital allowing more access to Atlanta and to Emory University Hospital  Neutral Other Community Event No

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes

 I think this connectivity to the Emory area would be so amazing for those of us who work in the area, especially the ones who are driving from far out of the city...and there are a LOT of people doing that.  I have always hoped for more and more efficient public transit in this city, especially into major hubs like the 

Clifton corridor. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  n/a Very supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media, News Media Social Media Somewhat

 Atlanta overall has a LOT of work to do to decrease the use of cars, the insanity of the traffic, and the connectivity of 

various areas.

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes .. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  . Supportive Social Media Social Media Yes

30307 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network No Don’t see how this plan will help everyday auto traffic. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Investment in current stations, new stations, andBeltline light rail must be prioritized. Supportive News Media News Media No

 Beltline light rail needs higher priority.  Additional heavy rail needs higher priority, as well.  Lower earning workers have 

much longer commutes than they should because bus is unreliable and not enough predictable rail.  Those with cars are 

also constantly stuck in standstill traffic, regardless of day or time.

30312 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Further expand the marta metro services to better integrate with neighbouring communities. For example I live next to Marta MLK station, but I’m unable to use it since there is no option that goes to Vinings which is also a major job Center. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit  No improvements for North West area Supportive Email News Media Somewhat  More improvements are needed especially with the fast growth of the city.

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  The Northwest quadrant of the city where I live is mostly underserved by the proposed project list. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit

• Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

-I still cannot understand why the TSPLOST sales tax funds approved by voters in 2016 are being allocated to an area that was not part of the City of Atlanta when the vote was cast. This move seems disingenuous on the part of MARTA/city officials and makes me unlikely to vote for such measures in the future. Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

I am disappointed in the lack of priority and scope of theBeltline transit projects in this lists. I believe that completing 

the entireBeltline light rail system will galvanize greater public support for future transportation projects in the city and 

will provide a solid, cohesive foundation to build on.

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  n/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit n/a Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30310 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No Complete theBeltline rail, not just the segments you have for some reason deemed fit. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements The projects lost fails to incorporate the sourthern arc of theBeltline, and excludes rail development there. Why? Somewhat supportive Email News Media No Atlanta wanta BletLine rail to link neighborhoods and citizens to destinations.

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat I think light rail should be prioritized over arterial transit in order to alleviate traffic on roads and increase connectivity along theBeltline BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Atlanta needs more rail and less surface street traffic. Somewhat supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media Community Event Somewhat  Atlanta needs less arterial traffic and more dedicated rail lines

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes I primarily want transportation to/from work that would allow less car use BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  None Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat  While not a bike rider myself, more bike lanes would be helpful in reducing car traffic

30087 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

As this will take time to develop and as I will be aging during that time, I believe that I will find that accessible, secure and easy to use transit for both the young mobile as well as the aging population is needed. Access to healthcare is listed in the priority list and I count that as highly as I do mobility for workers to and 

from job centers.  In fact, I foresee it becoming even more critical in future years to keep the aging population off of roadways and using public transit.  I strongly support the Clifton Corridor LRT but I come from the East side of the city (Tucker) and do not see the connections that will promote the use of the rail.  

Providing a transit station at critical points (North Dekalb Mall location; Northlake Mall location or Park Place & 78) will encourage drivers to become riders into one of the largest employers in the city as well as into healthcare. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  This is a great start to changing Atlanta. Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

 Atlanta is large and will only grow larger.  Our multi county urban area and incredible weather will continue to attract 

others and will continue to grow our city.  We need to move to public transit as the primary transportation of the city 

and reduce the use of private vehicles.  These priorities will make a major step in the right direction, but will not address 

all of our transportation needs.  I believe that a transit route that removes traffic from highway 78 and brings people 

into the city (and/or Clifton Corridor) from neighboring counties would be highly advantageous as would a route that 

brought people in/out from the East/West Connector.  To get people to abandon the use of the vehicle and to choose 

the public transit requires convenient points of access to transit before they have been behind the wheel for many miles.  

30080 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Connecting not only with jobs but also entertainment like suntrust Park,Beltline ,etc. also I worry about cost for lanes as in Miami where I am from the cost is exorbitant for communing due to all drivers having to pay to use portions of the hwy. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  Keep it affordable and have weekly and monthly plans in place. Also grants / partnerships with companies and state employers etc to make it cheaper for employees to use mass transit than drive and park. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 Stop focusing on adding more carblanes and make it feasible for multiple ways to connect and get to locations through 

light rail and train. So that because it’s not stuck in traffic as busses , faster to connect.

30316 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements  Bike lockers at Marta stations Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Language is vague and complicated. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  N/A Somewhat supportive News Media News Media Somewhat   Language is vague and complicated.

30349 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Yes, because the project provides aid to assist the traffic congestion issues in Atlanta.  BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements  No additional comments. Supportive News Media News Media Yes

The City of Atlanta has a great need for an efficient and dependable transportation system to accommodate the needs 

of its patrons.  The new proposed project will expand bus routes, increase bus frequency and service hours, which will 

tremendously impact frequent riders and improve the overall well being of the community.

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  N/a BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  N/a Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30314 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  The lack of priority forBeltline Rail is infuriating. Also changing the cross midtown to BRT from streetcar seems like a huge mistake. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  BRT lines inside the city on already congested streets seems like a waste. The area required for BRT is going to be a major imposition on the streets and sidewalks. Something on a rail doesn't require a safety margin on the sides. Taking up nearly two "car lanes" worth of space for BRT and edging seems insane. Supportive Social Media News Media No

 Too much of the proposed investment is about people who are commuting from the suburbs, not about moving people 

around within the city.

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  The majority uses Marta for airport... but most people I know do not use for work or medical appointments unless necessary because of the inconvenience of stations / steps/ buses/ old elevators etc. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements Emory is exploding!  Takes too long to get on campus for students, staff and patients.  Parking is expensive and hard to find.  Clifton corridor is a must! Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  None BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  None Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30307 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Assuming that one of my choices include addresses transit onBeltline BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements  Linking the neighborhoods on east side helpline to expedite transit Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Yes

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N/A Very supportive Social Media Community Event Yes

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  Route reliability and frequency are most important BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service   Route reliability and frequency are most important Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat   Route reliability and frequency are most important 

30344 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

I know the City of Atlanta is feeling the burden of trying to provide a transit situation that serves people outside of the city--I moved last year to East Point and commute to Emory for work, but I want to stress how much of a factor East Point's Marta station was in my decision to buy where I did. I can walk to the station, 

and I use it for recreation all the time: to visit friends in Midtown, hang out in Little 5 Points, etc. But Marta would be a true part of my daily life if it could get me to work. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

Don't exacerbate the inequality in the city. Don't give into the pressure of the wealthy residents on theBeltline at the expense of less wealthy residents who really could benefit from an extensive transit system that services them where they live and where they work. My fear is that a really nice system focused on 

theBeltline only will only be enjoyed by the wealthiest Atlantans who can afford to live on it. Supportive Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Commuting across town, especially o the EMory/Decatur area. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  The new Children’s hospital at 85 and north Druid hills when it opens in 2019 is going to creat major traffic issues at that already busy intersection. A Marta station would help tremendously Very supportive Other Community Event Yes

30033 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes

I travel in between the Emory Clifton Rd campus and downtown Atlanta (Grady Hospital) area on an extremely frequent basis. I also live near Emory and travel to downtown/Midtown for entertainment and cultural events frequently. Emory runs a shuttle bus service to Grady but this doesn't always run when I need it. 

An additional option would be ideal. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service

The Atlanta metro area is difficult to serve for transit needs for several different reasons that are beyond the scope of this comment. I think that pursuing multiple options, with a layered system allowing for relatively seamless transfer between options, will probably work best. I have prioritized the options that work 

best for me but understand that many communities need service. We have to start somewhere!

I want to thank MARTA for looking at ways to expand service and address the community. Very supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30086 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Yes yes, bus rather than car Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service great access Very supportive Social Media News Media

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes I really want a rail line to go up 75 to northwest Atlanta. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  N/A Supportive Email News Media Yes

30329 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  N/A Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit NA Somewhat supportive Social Media, News Media Social Media Yes

30324 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Somewhat

 Traffic patterns and timing of lights seem to be an issue that only contribute and compound the traffic on Clifton.  I understand that lights must be long enough to allow pedestrians to safely cross, but perhaps lights be set based on need rather than time.  Another consideration is creating overhead walk ways to 

decrease pedestrian traffic in the streets.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  nothing else to add Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 The interstates seem very poorly planned.  There are exits and entrances almost every quarter mile on I75/85, and then 

you have three interstates interchanging within a few miles.  It doesn't matter the time of the day, there is alway traffic 

where I75 and I85 join and where I20 enters and exits.  Its a mess.  Always.

30341 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat N/a Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  N/a Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30342 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Need to expand outward BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  n/a Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat  Extending outside the city will generate revenue for ITP initiatives

30312 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat I didn’t really see a clear sign that we would prioritize transit such as Streetcars, brt, dedicated transit lanes that will be no longer impeded by car traffic. Then that would support my thoughts for the future of Marta and transit. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements A major gap here is finishing theBeltline. Doing just a southwest and a northeast doesn’t complete the circle. This must be done. Somewhat supportive Email Community Event No

 I didn’t really see a clear sign that we would prioritize transit such as Streetcars, brt, dedicated transit lanes that will be 

no longer impeded by car traffic. TheBeltline rail would be that major step let people go around the traffic and reach 

areas where the current bus/rail is inefficient. Then that would support my thoughts for the future of Marta and transit.

30308 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat Transportation is not efficient enough for me to use to get to and from work. Collier to Clifton. It would take approx. 1h45m to use MARTA. More light rails/trains would be helpful over the city, unless bus dedicated lanes become used more to help with efficiency of buses. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  More trains to area hospitals would be helpful to hospital employees and may make it easier for patients to make appointments. This would provide MARTA with significant increase in customers. Very supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat

 The current model for the train portion of Marta only assists a small number of Atlanta residents. Trains are far more 

reliable and do not have any impact from traffic. I find them far more helpful when I have lived in cities such as San 

Fransisco and Seattle. Buses are too highly impacted by traffic. If the train system was expanded I think Atlanta 

residents would be far more likely to utilize marta.

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Clifton Corridor high priority. Incentive people not to drive. MAke MArta fun. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit n Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30317 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  It's just too difficult to use Marta trains + buses because of the timing, so we generally drive or ride share. Unfortunately, it's too expensive and time consuming to make the rail lines go more places at this point, but the rail is the most useful part of the Marta system. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements  - Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes

I am a student of Emory University, and Emory is the second largest employer in Metro Atlanta and together with our neighbors – the CDC, CHOA’s Egelston hospital, the VA Medical Center and other local institutions and businesses, comprise the largest employment center in the region with no direct access to MARTA 

or the interstate system. It would provide a means of transportation for faculty, staff, students, and others commuting to campus. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

 The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the Atlanta region. The Clifton transit line will be competing with other cities across the country for limited federal funding and is a strong contender for Atlanta to realize a $1B MARTA expansion—the 

largest in two decades. Supportive News Media News Media Yes

  With light rail as an option, our city and community will experience reduced traffic on our streets, cars in our parking 

lots, and pollution in our air as students, faculty, staff, patients and visitors have a more efficient and cost-effective way 

to get where they need to go.

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  i couldnt choose, so i picked my top 4. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center student subsidies will increase number of commuters Neutral Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Yes

30331 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat N/A Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements  N/A. Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media No  N/A

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  none Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  None Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  Atlanta needs more access to lower the rate of road traffic, these will help decrease it!

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Mass transit for Clifton corridor should be a top priority. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit No other comment  Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30083 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I would like to see heavy rail extended throughout the region, similar to Washington's metro system and PA's SEPTA. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  I know this survey is for Atlanta but do you have any plans for south and central DeKalb County and DeKalb other than Clifton Corridor? Somewhat supportive Social Media Community Event Yes  It's a good balance.

30312 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  It appears to focus on expanding transportation options that use roads which are already overused. We need transportation options that have their own pathways to avoid car traffic areas. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Bathroom access in stations is important. Also, mounting cameras or something in elevators to dissuade people from urinating in them. Somewhat supportive Other Website that I check on my own initiative. News Media Somewhat  It increases transportation options, but I do not feel it will provide the most benefit in the long-term.

30307 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I am concerned with plans to leverage yard space on North Decatur Road from Haygood to Clairmont . . . these folks will have no front yards to speak of? Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Let's work to be fair to the folks who have lived along North Decatur Road that will be adversely impacted by a 'light rail system'. Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 Not sure we are taking into account  the property owners effected along North Decatur Road . . . if my house were 

there, I would be significantly and adversely impacted by a light rail along that line.  It doesn't seem fair to me.

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes 0 Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit 0 Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Please put a Marta station closer to Emory! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  A line near Emory would be wonderful Very supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  TheBeltline transit should be prioritized. This well help spur economic development and ease congestion within a broader area. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  To provide the most efficient means of transportation the cross town transit should be prioritized. Not supportive Email, News Media News Media Somewhat

 While there are many quality projects on the proposed list, the majority of the fund allocation is going to the Clifton 

Corridor. I believe this will help provide an area with a large base of employment much needed transportation options. 

However, additional funding should be levied prior to completing this project. Rather, attribute more funds to a project 

like theBeltline that will cover a much larger area. 

30342` Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Yes, there needs to be much better access to MARTA rail Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements none Supportive News Media More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

30317 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No Beltline rail now BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Beltline rail now Very supportive Other News Media No Beltline rail now

30317 DeKalb Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No Belt line rail now! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Belt line rail now Not supportive News Media News Media No  Difficult to follow survey; unclear priorities 

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  More MARTA stations are needed throughout the city. With the increased number of apartments, condos, and houses being built, a comprehensive subway system will be important. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit I don't have any Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

 It will be an improvement, but much more will need to be done to address the needs. Unfortunately not enough 

investment has occurred in the past 30 years. I also think a toll at all entry points into Atlanta should be considered to 

pay for additional transit needs. People commute from outside of Atlanta and clog up the streets, but they do not want 

to pay for MARTA improvements. Other cities do this, and Atlanta should consider it. Maybe it would get some cars off 

the road too. 

30350 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes I commute to the clifton corridor and there is literally no way to get there from home. i can take MARTA from Northsprings to Lindbergh but then it takes 40 minutes by bus from lindbergh to clifton! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

love the belt line

Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30317 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Y'all gotta make these principles more accessible and understandable to the layperson. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit No Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Would like to see more plans for expanding service to the North Druid/La Vista area. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements The Clifton corridor extension sounds like a great way to reduce traffic on North Druid Hills across i85. Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes

 

Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit is needed BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

 

Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit needed Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30329 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  While it may be outside the scope of MARTA, there are many city areas that require better study of traffic patterns versus existing lanes/lights for congestion, and I'd like to see more projects to create connected, walkable spaces in the NE quadrant of Atlanta. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N/A Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

  While it may be outside the scope of MARTA, there are many city areas that require better study of traffic patterns 

versus existing lanes/lights for congestion, and I'd like to see more projects to create connected, walkable spaces in the 

NE quadrant of Atlanta.

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  none at this time BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  none at this time Very supportive Social Media More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes

30032 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes N/A Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements N/A Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No  Do the fullBeltline now. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit  Do the fullBeltline now Somewhat supportive Social Media News Media No  Do the fullBeltline now

30307 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Please finish theBeltline and put light rail on theBeltline. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements   Please finish theBeltline and put light rail on theBeltline. Supportive Other word of mouth, news Social Media Somewhat   Please finish theBeltline and put light rail on theBeltline.

30075 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  n/a Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Dedicated bus to Children's Healthcare of Atlanta/Emory Supportive Social Media, News Media Social Media Somewhat

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  Focus needs to be on rail. Buses are a band aid for a larger issue. Why waste money on a band aid when you could invest in transportation for the future that is long term? I voted for the tax for Marta RAIL. I’ve never taken a bus and there’s no such thing as rapid bus potential in Atlanta traffic. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  RAIL not buses! Somewhat supportive Social Media News Media No  Rail is Atlanta’s future and the only potential Atlanta has to grow.

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the Atlanta region. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the Atlanta region. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30030 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  Increasing commuter predictability will enhance user number and MARTA will be seen by more as a viable option for commute Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  Clifton corridor light rail transit will be vital to improve transit and decrease traffic congestion in an area that is rapidly expanding Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30188 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No Marta needs to expand outside the city BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  NA Somewhat supportive Other News Media

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes It would be helpful to have frequent and accessible transit within the perimeter Crosstown Downtown West Extension Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit This is a good start Somewhat supportive Email News Media

30326 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  it says over 40 years. when will we start the progress to see some changes? We need changes sooner than later. particularly the trains. I do not care about the expanded bus services - the trains are what will make Atlanta more mobile and able to get around the city.  please expand the trains. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  We need these!!! Particularly the increased train or aerial stations. the extra bus routes should not be prioritized. the roads are already so congested. we need solutions that will not add more vehicles to the roads. Supportive Email Social Media No

 It is going to take too long. 40 years.... we wont get to see the results of this! how can get to see improvements come 

quicker?? how can we get more train stations approved sooner than later? Marta trains need to go further north, west, 

and east to cover the Cumberland areas, up to roswell and Alpharetta, to east cobb, to Lawrenceville. it needs to do 

further than Doraville and north springs. and it needs to go more east/west, like to west midtown, to piedmont park, to 

the Clifton corridor. 

30316 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat

 Consistent and reliable schedules specifically for trains. People use metro trains in other cities because it’s a reliable form of transport. You can always depend on a train to arrive in a reasonable amount of time (max 5 minutes, obviously unless there’s been an incident). However, with Marta, I’ve had to wait up to 15 

minutes for a train to come. THAT’S why people don’t take Marta trains. It’s not reliable. I can’t speak for the buses, but I’d imagine it’s also the same reason + a safety issue. Either get more trains or keep your conductors on schedule. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements  Please just send some people to London, Chicago, Boston, etc. for research. Let’s not reinvent the wheel. This really isn’t that hard. Just ensure that the multilayers are reliable, safe, decently clean. People will use MARTA if so. Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Yes  Transportation needs to be improved OTP, and I think this plan sounds like it is addressing that. 

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  more parking areas for people to drive to marta access points. Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  need Marta service to emory!!  largest employer in dekalb!   Pts need options to get to and from appointments as well. Supportive Social Media Social Media Somewhat

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  More frequent service on second ave bus BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Build the big stuff while we have the cash Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30317 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 Need more light rail!!!!!! Improve integration and connections/ transfers to regional transportation services (Cobb and Gwinett)

Fare differences for bus only passengers and train passengers or by zones to help pay for maintenance and mimic other cities. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service

 Need good connections betweenBeltline and MARTA.  In our neighborhood, it is not ADA accessible (no ramp to leave MARTA station on Reynoldstown side, just stairs) Then, even if it was accessible, the sidewalks are so bad, no one in a wheelchair could use them!  This needs to be fixed, so people can access the 

belittline.  This should be addressed in the last mile project forBeltline NE LRT. Very supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat

 We need to expand the MARTA Train line or create new train lines that access different parts of the city.  CDC/Emory 

area in particular needs better access!!!!

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  N/A Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N/A Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30322 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes Good ideas! Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements Keep moving forward. Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes

30273 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I woulds be nice to have MARTA or GRTA park and ride lots in Clayton County and more frequent MARTA or GRTA bus service.  Even better would be light or heavy rail from Stockbridge, Morrow or Ellenwood into Atlanta. Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Congestion on surface streets doing the public school year is intolerable.  A fender bender can add 15-20 minutes to commute time depending on when the accident happens. Supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

 Not enough transportation options on the southside of the metro area.  More project are planned and/or have been 

completed on the northside.  This stifles economic growth and limits job prospects for residents on the southside 

without a car.

30306 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  Need train expansion to the suburbs! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  More trains to the suburbs! Northwest train expansion! Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30308 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Not quite sure how to respond BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  None Supportive News Media News Media

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No I understand the need for varied and balanced transit options but a rail extending up I-75 is desperately needed. Marietta and the Battery are major job centers and sources of highway traffic congestion. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Connecting theBeltline with LRT will be MUCH more valuable if the big Marta rail system is also connected to it! Supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat

 I think the focus of these projects is a bit too broad, perhaps a few projects in each category -- including work towards 

an I-75 rail :) -- would be a good idea? I like the idea of doing a few things really well instead of doing a lot of things just 

average.

30317 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No  Provide light rail on the belt line. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Provide light rail for the metro area. Very supportive Email News Media No Light rail is a priority for metro Atlanta area. 

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  I believe this will help the traffic around the Emory/CDC area tremendously. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  none Supportive Email Social Media Yes

Driving lanes are not wide and we are currently trying to share the road with bikers; however, car/bike accidents 

happen frequently making it very unsafe for a lot of people. Also working in this area, you'll know that parking is very 

limited most places. With the addition on this new rail line it will help alleviate this issue.



ZIP Code

Please select 

which county 

you are from.

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding 

principles to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the 

highest priority to you. #1

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding principles 

to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the highest priority to you. 

#2

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding 

principles to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the 

highest priority to you. #3

After reviewing the 

proposed project list, do you 

feel it addresses your 

transportation needs?

Please provide any additional details about your response to the previous question. Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #1 Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #2 Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #3 Please provide any additional comments you have on the program or individual projects.
Please rate your level of support of 

the More MARTA proposed projects.

How do you like to receive information on MARTA 

news?
Other - How do you like to receive information on MARTA news?

How did you learn about the More MARTA 

atlanta program Survey?

After reviewing the proposed 

project list, do you feel it 

addresses Atlanta's 

transportation needs?

Please provide reason(s) for your response to the last question.

30318 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  I’d like to see more lines and availability going into the NW quadrant of town BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Moores Mill Transit Center

There is no light rail option remotely close to me in the NW quadrant and limited bus mobility. I would like to see light rail options as this area continues to be

Row, hooefully before it is too late to put I.  Additional bus lines that facilitate transportation to downtown would be welcome. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30316 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  TheBeltline, mass transport is all I care about. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  New money is for expansion.  I’ll campaign against the use of funds for anything else.  We were not sold cops and sanitation.... Very supportive Social Media News Media No  Where is theBeltline support?  Where is the expansion of public transport?  An increase is taxes for this?  I’m not happy

30324 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat I think it’s a great start, but I want to see more trains. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit I want to see improvements for the current riders, but without additional rail lines the city as a whole will not grow as well. Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

Same as above. I think it’s a good start, but buses get caught in traffic and on some streets create more traffic with all of 

the stops. More trains!

30329 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

Emory University (Druid Hills campus) is one of the largest employers in Dekalb County. The CDC, hotels, apartments and retail spaces also in the campus area. There are plans to dramatically increase the density of apartments in that area. 

Efficient transportation to and from that area is becoming increasingly important. Light rail is essential to improve what is already a serious traffic problem.  Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat No comments. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  What about from the Clifton Corridor area north and east? Very supportive Email, News Media News Media Somewhat

30338 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No

 As I live in the Dunwoody area, the current plan does not seem to benefit me a whole lot. My commute to work is approximately 15 minutes. Although I've considered taking the bus, it would take much longer due to transfers.

In the current plan, I do think the Clifton LRT is a good project as that corridor often gets clogged. It would also facilitate easier access/transfer between the northern red and gold lines to the eastern blue line. With the current system running only north/south and east/west, it sometimes doesn't make MARTA worth it if 

I have to travel all the way to Five Points to transfer. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit I would highly recommend that the Clifton LRT connect to both the blue and red/gold lines to make train transit connections and transfers between the lines more efficient and quicker. Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

 I think the plan definitely provides some improvements to the Atlanta transportation system. Personally, I would like to 

see a focus on expansion of rail as Atlanta's roadways are already very crowded. It would be great to have the current 

rail lines extended (e.g., serving Union City, Peachtree Corners/Norcross, Lawrenceville), as well as have new ones that 

branch out in more directions and serve more areas (e.g., serving Alpharetta, Marietta, Vinings/Southeast Cobb County, 

etc.). 

Additionally, it would be nice to have a rapid transit system that roughly follows I-285 and/or facilitates easier transfer 

between the lines at a point other than downtown. The current routing of trains through downtown is not the most 

efficient way to get to a destination. For example, if I were to travel from Chamblee MARTA to Decatur MARTA via the 

train, I would have to ride southwest into Five Points, before switching to the blue line to go east to Decatur.

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes More transportation required in this area. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  None Neutral News Media More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

30342 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  None BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  NOne Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes

30043 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Connectivity to Gwinnett!  If I could leave my car somewhere without getting on 85 and take the MARTA train Red line into Emory/Egleston area, I would do it every day! Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  n/a Supportive Social Media Social Media Yes

30317 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

 Would like to see specific attention given to improving bus access in areas of the city that are not located near Marta rail centers.  For example, our location is Kirkwood is approximately 1 mile from the Edgewood/Candler Park station and 1 mile from the East Lake Station -- this is typically too far to walk on a normal 

work day.  Accordingly, we would very much like to see increased service from the 24 Bus, which at the moment only runs once per hour from the stop down the block from our house.  If the 24 ran more frequently, we would almost surely use the rail more frequently. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service

 Given that Ponce City Market and Old Fourth Ward Park have become such popular destinations, I think that improving connectivity down Ponce from the North Avenue Station is extremely important.

Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat  See answer to last question.

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  The traffic congestion along the Clifton corridor has gotten so bad over time that any predictability about travel time is gone. Anything which can move people faster than cars along that corridor is welcome. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  The proposed rail around the Clifton corridor might set an example for other areas in Atlanta to follow - IF public transportation becomes as fast, as reliable, and therefore attractive, as public transit in Europe. Very supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

 The Clifton corridor connects several large institutions which have to provide precious real estate to stack cars (aka 

parking lots) contributing to sprawl. 

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Making public transit quick and easy like in cities like Chicago and DC Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Greenbriar Transit Center  Areas closest to me Neutral Email News Media Somewhat

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  I believe that the More MARTA plan addresses my transportation needs well. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  N/A Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30307 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No It is impossible to use transit to cross the city in an efficient manner.  These proposals do not provide an integrated approach and they do not match up with where majority of people commute from. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Projects should maximize ridership opportunities and should not be projects that disrupt existing neighborhoods to the point where they will be destroyed.  MARTA needs to make the commitment to listen to the neighborhood communities and work with them. Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Mass transit is far underdeveloped in Atlanta. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  The Clifton Corridor project will make traffic to the Emory area much more manageable and will help the environment. Very supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30319 DeKalb Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  we need more security BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  n/a Supportive Social Media News Media

30032 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  How will this integrate with Gwinnett and Cobb counties, the ATL? BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Increase safety at stations and on trains. Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat More rail to more metro counties is needed. 

30032 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat More extensive connectivity to echo Atlanta’s exponential growth BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements  Would love more connections toBeltline from Decatur Very supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

Marta does not get you where you need to go in Atlanta.  To get to Emory you need to get off at Inman or Candler. Crazy!  The lines also do not run with frequency or dependability like NYC, Chicago or DC.  We also should have as priority #1 to finish the full 22 miles of theBeltline with light rail transit.  ITS WHY WE SAID 

YES TO THE TAX!!  I was just in Portland and their light rail is amazing and punctual.  It’s mind boggling that Atlanta can’t keep pace with cities like Portland and Denver.  It’s fristrating as a 23 year resident of Atlanta that our transit is stuck in the 80’s! BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  All 22 miles ofBeltline! Supportive Email News Media Somewhat See above. The list is written by a politician. It should be clear and direct as to what we are clicking on. Way to vague 

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat We need to invest really heavily and probably.build 10 new train lines BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Moores Mill Transit Center Lobby blue - only chance for true funding  Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 Collaborate with futurists and smart city planners. Assume Atlanta will be among the first American metro areas with 

20 million people

30317 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I want to see all the new options integrate more seamlessly. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  None Very supportive Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat

 We need more and I fear that asking people to transfer from BRT to heavy rail to light rail continues to be more 

complex than many people want. 

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I feel for the most part, my transportation needs have been addressed. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  X Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  Accurate real time tracking of buses and trains. Lower wait times for buses and trains. Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  None Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  NA BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  NA Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30033 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat

 Going beyond the much needed expansion of services (i.e. more service lines/route options), there is a critical need to revitalize commute/service schedules — especially night services. It is perplexing that what is normally a 30 minute commute turns into a 240 minute commute after the sun goes down. As the city of 

Atlanta continues to grow, there will be a continual expansion of services around the clock. Thus, consistent and dependable service will be essential to make public transport a viable commute option. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements

I was recently on a train from airport station after dark and was quite surprised how difficult it was to see station identifiers from within the car. Most of the stations south of Five Points station were quite dark too. If I was unfamiliar with the area and traveling at this time, I would have had tremendous difficulty 

tracking where I was. Rail service should be a convenience and efficient, not cumbersome and exhausting.  Very supportive Other App/website Community Event Somewhat

30329 DeKalb Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat   If I had a fourth box to check, it would be the manage to commute and technology box BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  We need a multi-billion dollar sidewalks project Across many connected  neighborhoods, so walking and biking and any other alternative means of transportation can have higher impact Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

 We need a major sidewalks project in so many more neighborhoods, so walking and biking and any other alternative 

means of transportation can have higher impact 

30324 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

Ideally, we would have at least a light rail or street car stop within a 30 minute walk of every neighborhood. We do not and this plan will not deliver that. However, we can make much-needed progress with these proposed expansions. They will not solve all of my transportation needs nor anyone else’s, but they will be 

an improvement and I support that. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service

In making my decision, I’m trying to weigh what will benefit those who need the most support. The Clifton Corridor LRT is important because of how many people work in the Emory area and how that area is not currently served by rail or highway access. The Campbelton Rd LRT appeals to me for its length and because 

I think it will help people who are often forgotten. Frequent Local Bus Service is important to me because people who take the bus often have no other option. They are often our underserved workers and families. I think projects like building LRT along theBeltline are also important, but because of who will be most 

served by those projects (wealthy individuals with alternative means of transportation) and because theBeltline has such a high profile, I know projects like building out LRT along theBeltline will happen regardless. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat  Completing the proposed projects will bring progress, but they will not solve all our needs.

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  If Marta can expand to reach the suburbs, that would be amazing. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements Please connect Emory to Atlanta through Marta Very supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat

 There is a lot of demand for Marta to reach rather, and for the current Marta system to be cleaner, more reliable, 

cheaper...

30349 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  N/A Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements  I typically work night shift. I would like the proposed locations to have great lighting and feel safe when navigating to work. Supportive Email Community Event Yes

30308 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat To be clear - Atlanta needs more trains!!! Trains over busses in Atlanta, where our streets become more gridlocked every year. Train transit / timelines are more predictable for commuting. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service

I’ve been commuting to and from the emory area for 10 years now. I take the train from sandy springs to buckhead / Midtown / downtown and then I’ve got to do a bus or a bike or a car. Would love an option to ride the train closer as those last few miles are always dense with road traffic (and like most of atlanta, very 

scary by bike). If I could do train + bike and no car it would massively improve my mobility and quality of life! Very supportive Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  We need more seats with roofs over them because when it's raining you get even more wet Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements  No Neutral Email, Phone/Text News Media Somewhat

30342 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes

 when deciding on additional services one needs to consider:

population potentially served. The CDC, Emory University/Hospital, and CHOA corridor on Clifton Road is clearly one the heaviest used. It is also one that cannot easily be expanded. The citizens served per dollar spent will be extraordinary. 

Arguably, the population served, may be more willing to shift there commuter habits to a public transportation model. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor needs priority! Very supportive Other News Media Yes

 the traffic congestion on the Clifton corridor during morning, afternoon, and early evening hours is severe. Given the 

need to continue surface street access for frequent emergency vehicles, a rail system would not be encumbered by 

pressures of surface street traffic (unlike bus service). Also see comments in last text box above.

30341 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I like the perspective these priorities reflect: open-minded, creative solutions that take a regional approach yet still can succeed within the Fulton-DeKalb-Clayton core. I also appreciate the mix of big projects and small projects suggested by these themes. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Improving transit within and feeding to the Emory-CDC-CHOA area is essential. Very supportive Email, Social Media News Media Yes

  I like the perspective these priorities reflect: open-minded, creative solutions that take a regional approach yet still can 

succeed within the Fulton-DeKalb-Clayton core. I also appreciate the mix of big projects and small projects suggested by 

these themes.

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

Marta needs to expand to serve the suburbs and surrounding area of Atlanta better. Even though the name “More Marta” implies that there will be an increase in quantity, this effort feels like an increase in quality for central, downtown Marta. This is a valid investment, but Marta will not be as useful until it can 

connect Atlantans to and from residential (urban AND suburban), commercial, and industrial areas. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension N/A Somewhat supportive News Media News Media No

 Marta needs to expand to serve the suburbs and surrounding area of Atlanta better. Even though the name “More 

Marta” implies that there will be an increase in quantity, this effort feels like an increase in quality for central, 

downtown Marta. This is a valid investment, but Marta will not be as useful until it can connect Atlantans to and from 

residential (urban AND suburban), commercial, and industrial areas.

30083 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  We need more lines on the train with more directions and longer/further routes. Buses are cool and could be more and quicker but trains are faster and could serve more people. Transplants make the high ways worse so more buses should come after trains are added and with more predictability. Station Improvements  More train lines. Atlanta is too big and too much of a big end growing city to have such a sub par transit system. Other major cities have transit and train lines that reflect the size and growth of their city. Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 Some of the options don’t seem in the best interest of those who actually take Marta. We need more sidewalks for the 

safety of those who walk and more train lines that’s it. Tangible stuff not ideas and working with other places and 

increased salaries.

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Na Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Na Somewhat supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat  MARTA is still lacking quick and safe transportation. 

30033 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Somewhat none Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  none Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30083 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

 Living in Atlanta all my life (59 years) Marta has made so many plans - but they where only gear to certain areas- North side of Atlanta -North Springs. The East, West and South sides of Atlanta get the broken down buses, the bus are always late and drivers who let you know that they could care less if they are not on 

time according to the bus schedules and Marta apps.  When you improve those areas than my answer would be YES. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  NA Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30316 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  no not really Crosstown Downtown West Extension n/a Neutral Social Media Social Media Somewhat

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes Being able to move between home and work by Marta more efficiently would drastically increase my Marta use. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Home to work requires developing the Clifton corridor. I don’t see increasing my Marta use drastically without that project. Stations need an upgrade, especially at the platform level (air con, safety). Supportive Phone/Text, Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat  I don’t think the Streetcar is a practical solution for our transit needs. Sharing the road with cars is difficult.

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  none BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  -- Supportive Email Community Event Yes

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  Marta and regional transit need to be expanded in a “Boston T” line system to improve congestion in the greater Atlanta area Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Moores Mill Transit Center  Marta and regional transit need to be expanded in a “Boston T” line system to improve congestion in the greater Atlanta area Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30075 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  We needed connect outlying counties and have expansion of rail into all areas of Fulton County BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements  All expansions are needed Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat  It would be nice to see it tie into regional and other state hubs 

30038 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat addresses city of Decatur transportation needs Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  N/A Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes

30316 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Need better access to finding transportation quickly Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  We need better connection to bus/rail/car that can move people quickly. Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  We need to try to get more cars off the roads

30341 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

Make it more efficient. Expand the transit like the "spokes of a bike" looping to rail stations.  Expand to more areas where people go.  The buses aren't cutting it. They are always packed, and slowed down by street traffic. The real-time bus map, is not real time, and could use a major upgrade.  The next train arrival on 

the app needs an upgrade too, the Chamblee (where I live) station never shows the airport bound train, until it actually arrives at Chamblee station! Luckily, Doraville is accurate. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements Beltline transit from Howell Mill, past Piedmont Hospital and Shepard center to Lindbergh, needs to be developed!! Supportive News Media More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

 MARTA & Transit has always been a dirty word in Atlanta. Major upgrade and overhaul is needed. Stations are dirty, 

feel unsafe, and sorely under air conditioned. Train cars are dirty, buses are packed. Voicing concerns with customer 

service falls on deaf ears. Nothing is done, and rarely get a response back. 

30032 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes I need to be able to get to work at CHOA-Egleston from south Decatur with greater ease. There should be a drop off for the community in front of the hospital BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit n/a Supportive Other Community Event Yes

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  MARTA coverage > schedule frequency Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service don't have any - forced  to fill this blank to submit Supportive Other don't want news More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat  Clifton corridor needs to be a commute priority

30022 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  none Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  none Supportive Email Community Event Yes  easier access to Emory institutions

30339 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes

 I recently moved from Morningside neighborhood to Vinings due to cost of living expenses - My one concern now is the commute time to work, being that I work at Emory University Hospital. I would most definitely utilize a Marta option to work. It's frustrating to have peers that live near me and work in Midtown to 

have access to MARTA rail for work...but not so practical for me. It only seems practical to implement this rail system with Emory/CHOA/CDC being such large employers in Atlanta. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Marta Clifton Corridor Light rail project makes sense to connect 2 of the largest employers in Atlanta (Emory/CHOA/CDC) with the northern side of town, where many of their employees live. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

 Again, Emory/CHOA/CDC are huge employers for Atlanta. Many of my coworkers cannot afford to live right next to 

Emory due to cost of living, therefore many commute in from the north side of town. This would alleviate a lot of traffic 

congestion. It would also provide a safer way for tired extended shift/night hospital workers to get home - reducing the 

risk of a car collision for many motorists. 

30328 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  Wish I could take public transit from the north side to the Emory campus at Clifton Rd - we are close to transport in Sandy Springs, but limited options getting to campus after disembarking from the train Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit The folks who work at CDC/Emory campus are the exact type of folks who would utilize public transport if there were a system in place to make ease of commute and transportation times feasible. The Clifton Rd corridor would do exactly that. Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  i want to decrease the traffic flow on Emory campus Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  so much going on at Emory better transportation would help the traffic flow so much Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes na Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Moores Mill Transit Center  na Supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30328 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes N/A Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit N/A Supportive Email News Media Yes

30021 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  The traffic near my job is horrible since there are so many businesses that work there. But there is not a simple route from my home to my job even though I live close by it would take 3 buses to get to that area. I would definitely take MARTA if there was like a light rail that took me to that area. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  N/A Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Yes

30324 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  The state of sidewalks and bike lanes makes commuting a harrowing and death defying feat. My company actually has concerns about my safety but biking and Marta train cut my commute from 1:15 in the afternoon to 25 minutes. I’m only going from 10th street to Lenox!! Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  The only problem is most of these won’t be started or completed before we give up, throw in the towel and move. The traffic is just miserable and really has a negative effect of your quality of life.  Nothing on the table to better connect Buckhead. Very supportive Social Media, Other App News Media Somewhat  The need for a comprehensive regional transit plan is far away. Chattanooga to Macon, Augusta to Birmingham. 

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  N/A Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  The Emory and CDC areas need to be prioritized by Marta. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat  N/A

30315 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat This might be part of one of the above principles, but we need more transit centers. To be a city this large and only be able to go directly north/south or east/west is absurd. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit None at this time Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

 This might be part of one of the above principles, but we need more transit centers. To be a city this large and only be 

able to go directly north/south or east/west is absurd. 

30072 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes A good transportation system is needed for our fast grooving city. we need improved access and reduced traffics. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service The program is needed for healthier environment  and improving the commute. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30032 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes n/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  n/a Supportive Social Media Community Event Yes  n/a

`30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N/A Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30317 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes none Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  none Very supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  In terms of expansion, the eastside (Edgewood to East Lake) of ATL looks pretty vacant. 

30030 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  Last mile options should be a bit more organized than they currently are BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  These projects should be a bit more predictive. For example there should be transportation the Clarkston/Stone Mtn into Downtown Decatur, or other work and entertainment centers. Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30076 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat There needs to be an extension of the red line so that it reaches both Roswell and Alpharetta. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension The awful traffic is ruining the beauty and desirability of Atlanta.  We do not need more roads/lanes for cars, we need better public transportation to all areas of metro Atlanta via light rail/rapid transit. Very supportive News Media More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat   Focus should be on reducing use of cars, increase in rapid and light rail transit options that serve all of metro Atlanta. 

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  NA BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  No Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

The project list is vague and non-specific. Its lack of details makes it difficult to assess whether the list addresses my transportation needs. For me to use public transportation more often, I would need lines (bus or rail) that connect me easily, predictably, and quickly to all my regular stops: home, work (Emory), second 

job (in Brookhaven), and my daughter's school (in Decatur). Right now, there is literally no way for me to get where I need to be when I need to be there through current bus and rail lines. I drive because it's my only choice. I cannot conceive of a transit system in Atlanta that would be robust enough to work with my 

life, and the list above does little to ensure me that any projects you take on will be enough to help me. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Getting folks to take light rail to Emory would be amazing. While I likely wouldn't be able to use it (because of working multiple jobs, needing to get kid to school in another town, etc.), it would make my drive to work at Emory far less stressful to get some cars off the road. Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

 I think improving transportation options and reliability will help those residents who are going only to work and back on 

a regular basis. Parents of students in schools outside of their district or in charter/private schools without 

transportation, people like me who work multiple jobs in different parts of town, or people with regular appointments 

in offices far from their employment sites will still need to drive unless a seriously robust, reliable, and easy public 

transportation system is put into place. Given the nonlinear streets, mismatched intersections, weird city divisions, and 

the highways that divide neighborhoods in Atlanta, I don't see such a public transportation system as even a possibility 

for the city. 

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat

 While this is a good start, I couldn't help but notice only a third of the AtlantaBeltline was given transit.  This is not what theBeltline plan was supposed to be, as it was promised that the entireBeltline would have public transit.  I feel that this is key in order to have a system that makes it accessible to get around Atlanta 

and provide an affordable option that does not involve adding more cars and lanes.

There isn't anything in the plan about adding existing lines for the rail service.  There hasn't been a new rail station added since 2000, and Atlanta has grown exponentially since.  I work in the northern suburbs, and still have to drive a significant amount of time to work from the North Springs station.  I would've liked to 

have seen more northern stations added that go at least up to Alpharetta.  Also heard about previous plans adding a station near Lee + White to connect with the WestBeltline.  This would be very convenient for me if this were added.

BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Please consider adding more stations and rail lines to the MARTA plan, particularly on theBeltline. Neutral Email, Phone/Text, Social Media News Media No

 As stated above, only adding public transit to 1/3 of the entireBeltline negates the point of having theBeltline in the 

first place.  Without that affordable and reliable option, theBeltline is just a very expensive sidewalk instead of a 

convenient way to connect through Atlanta neighborhoods. 

We also need more MARTA rail stations.  We haven't had a new station since 2000, and Atlanta has grown exponentially 

since.

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  NA Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  na Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  As an employee of Emory, I am pleased to see the Clifton Corridor line on the project list. It's truly a shame that the only feasible way for me to get to work is by car. With MARTA coming through campus, I will have a more environmentally friendly method of coming and going. I will also avoid traffic!! Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements

 The Clifton Corridor line will ease traffic in this high-density area tremendously. I imagine my quality of life improving with this line, as I'll be able to take MARTA instead of traveling by car each day. I also think this line will create much-needed connectivity with the rest of Atlanta, which improves individual lives and 

Atlanta as a whole. Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30360 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  MARTA needs to expand its rail services to connect with all counties not just the three you have listed. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit n/a Very supportive Other News Media No

 Atlanta is a growing city and like cities like Chicago and NYC Atlanta need to be more realistic about its travel options 

for commuters in other words the highways should not be used a basically the only means of travel. 

30340 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat NA Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  NA Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30096 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  The question regarding the county doesn't include Gwinnett which is where I live!!!! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Looking forward to using light rail to get to Emory. Supportive Email Social Media Yes

30035 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Somewhat  none BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  none Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Light rail on all 22 miles of TheBeltline is essential to make Atlanta more livable and to strengthen the community and public health. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit The money should definitely be used to build out light rail on the full 22-mileBeltline. Somewhat supportive Email Social Media No

 The entire city of Atlanta will benefit from the full 22 miles ofBeltline light rail and its resulting links to bus and train 

routes and paths. This will ease Atlanta traffic, which is essential, and make the city core thrive. 

30033 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I'm still going to drive to work and am concerned about the effect on neighborhoods - how many homes will be lost (or lose their front yards) - this was not addressed in the FAQ.  Also safety issues with light rail.  How many accidents from people trying to cross intersections with streetcars? BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Please include information on neighborhood and environmental impacts in your faq's! Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 Some hubs of activity will benefit, but the city is so spread out, all areas' needs should be looked at, anyone inside the 

city should be able to go anywhere in the city in a reasonable time via transit or it won't affect the traffic problems.

30331 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  N/A BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  N/A Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  N/A

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  Would like more rail lines and stations along those lines. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  N/A Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat  More rail lines and stations. 

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Reducing the amount of vehicles on Atlanta roads is a great priority. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Clifton Corridor should be priority #1 Very supportive Email News Media Yes A Clifton Corridor MARTA station would help very much

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  N/A BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  N/A Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  People need extra help all they do is have a time issue. 

30392 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Bathrooms for children, elderly, and disabled Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  N/A

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  I am glad to hear about these new projects. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit  N/A Very supportive Email, Phone/Text Community Event Yes  Because we need them

N/A Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  All changes will help. We need train and buses to go out further in every direction to get to games, malls, work, and family. We need shuttle buses. Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service We need help in all of the areas. Supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes Elevators are constantly not working for disabled and strollers. 

30349 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  N/A Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Need better update on gates and five points bathrooms Neutral Phone/Text Community Event Yes  N/A

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat Weekend travel- especially on saturday and sunday mornings going southbound Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  N/A Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  Late for work every weekend at airport. 

30307 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I am in favor of making MARTA more comprehensive and easier to use in the city of Atlanta. I believe that there is much to do to make that a reality, and special interest projects like the Clifton Corridor is a poor use of taxpayer dollars and inadequately serves a small interest group. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension I am vehemently opposed to the Clifton Corridor project. I don't see that there would be any appreciable value added by putting a light rail in the middle of North Decatur Road. Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30084 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  PLEASE extend MARTA to the Emory campus! Right now my commute is terrible. Many of us would take MARTA if it were an option! Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Please see above. Very supportive Email, News Media Social Media Yes

 Please see above. I live in Tucker and work at Emory and that last mile or so into campus is just ridiculous. The roads 

are not designed to handle that volume of traffic. Help!

30331 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes It accept to me. I only ride MARTA  BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  Free MARTA card systems for workforce programs Supportive Email, Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat  Because in not total in my community neighborhood area. 

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  Five points downtown, transportation more for the people to get to and from work. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit  More new rapid transit and wheel chair special bus and train. Very supportive News Media, Other mail Community Event Yes  Bigger Rapid bus! More transportation and new bus stops. 

30311 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit  N/A Very supportive Email, News Media Community Event Yes  N/A

0.0314 Fulton Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  More bathrooms Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  N/A Neutral Email Community Event Yes  N/A

30032 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  - Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  - Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30274 Clayton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  N/A BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  N/A Supportive Email, News Media Community Event Somewhat  Some of these are what we need.

30344 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Somewhat  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit  N/A Very supportive Email, Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat  N/A

30213 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  N/A Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  N/A

30314 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  N/A Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  N/A Very supportive Email, Phone/Text Community Event Yes  N/A

30079 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat I would love to see any expansion in rail. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  I think the Clifton Corridor is the most important project. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30083 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  N/A BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  N/A Very supportive Email, Phone/Text Community Event Yes  N/A

30341 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes I work at Emory and have tried to use Marta for my commute but at this point is too unreliable.  Having light rail will make taking Marta the obvious choice. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I work at Emory and have tried to use Marta for my commute but at this point is too unreliable.  Having light rail will make taking Marta the obvious choice. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30083 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  N/A BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit  N/A Supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  N/A

30313 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  New transportation BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit  Just see item it work out Supportive Email Community Event Yes  more transit

30030 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  None. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit None. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30314 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  N/A BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  N/A Supportive Email, Phone/Text Community Event Yes  N/A

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes No additional comments. MARTA is on the move and I support any and all efforts to make commuting around the city stronger and easier. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  No additional comments. MARTA is on the move! I support any and all efforts to make commuting and moving about Atlanta easier. Supportive Email News Media Yes

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Please add express lines into to town and to the airport. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit A Supportive Email News Media
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30331 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit  Clean up MARTA Supportive Email, News Media Community Event Yes  Take care of MARTA

30310 Fulton Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  I think with help MARTA and the people Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit  N/A Neutral Email, Phone/Text Community Event Yes  I think help others. 

30002 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 Increasing train/rail access to the Clifton corridor is essential for my work commute and greatly contributes to lower environmental pollution, reduced future road/garage constructions and would be critical for me being able to use Marta to go to work.  I greatly desire to use public transport to work but do not have 

feasible access to transportation along the Clifton corridor. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  . Very supportive Other None Social Media Yes  .

30354 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit  Amen. I love it thank you. AMEN Very supportive Email, Phone/Text, News Media Community Event Yes  N/A

30215 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes . BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  . Supportive Other Social Media Somewhat  Our public transportation system is so lacking to provide mobility for Atlanta and the metropolitan area.

30341 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  i want the 'splost' to help decrease commuting time, increase convenience, and access of rail to rail. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit

 the challenge is the population and development growth occurred without communities joining in and collaborating on infrastructure.   

Brookhaven, Chamblee, Doraville, etc. all have to work together for what is best for all communities to allow ease of commuting. Supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat  Again- a lot of talk but no concerted effort to ease commuting challenges even a short distance from home to job.

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  As a shift worker I believe it will allow for a safer alternative when I am short on sleep Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Moores Mill Transit Center  I believe this will make these heavy traffic area improve Supportive Email, Social Media Community Event Yes

30228 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  none Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  more accessibility to other forms of transportation to lessen the amount of traffic Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

30002 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Atlanta is so far behind other cities in rapid transportation and accessibility yet growing exponentially. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Hurry! Very supportive Other Social Media Somewhat

30506 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  the categories are too broad and seem to overlap Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  extend Marta railway to Dawsonville and provide bus lines in the suburbs Very supportive Other Emory News Media Somewhat  again it is not specific and the statements seem to overlap

30094 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

There are number of commuters for which the lack of access to MARTA rail or the traffic and congestion to just get to the MARTA station prohibits anyone from considering MARTA as an option.  I commute from Rockdale County.  I'd rather drive all the way to my workplace because of inability to access rail station 

efficiently and it seems to take just as long to drive to the Clifton-Corridor as it would to take an alternative MARTA option. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit NA Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  The volume of traffic continues to increase and road expansion near and around the Clifton Corridor must be a priority

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  we do not need a rail transit Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements n/a Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30341 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Atlanta needs to remain competitive in attracting businesses, and Atlanta traffic is a major obstacle BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit see above Supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes

I am an Atlanta citizen who has recently moved into the city and I am not alone. So many people are seeing what Atlanta has to offer and are moving in, only to discover how hard it is to move around the city without a car. I am lucky enough to own one, but traffic is terrible and other who don't own cars need to get 

around too. Atlanta is the hub of the southeast and needs to become a city where people can choose not to own cars and still have reliable transportation around the city in order to compensate for the already increasing needs of the populace, as well as be able to sustain new growth. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit The railway system needs to be expanded as right now its basically a cross shape with little hope to move between the quadrants. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

  Atlanta is a wonderful, growing city. It is well-known however, that it is near impossible to get around without a car 

due to how disproportionately underdeveloped public transit is. This underdevelopment puts a strain on local roads 

which wasn't truly felt until the highway collapse. We need to expand the MARTA railway and bus system to increase 

citizen mobility, decrease traffic and air pollution caused by it, and decrease reliance on cars.

30084 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes Light rail will relieve the heavy car traffic in these areas. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Making the Clifton corridor more accessible while reducing car traffic on major thoroughfares. Very supportive Email News Media Yes  Light rail has been needed for many years due to traffic congestion on the Clifton corridor.

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Would prefer to see expanded, dedicated bike and pedestrian lanes on theBeltline instead of LRT Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Very supportive of the Clifton Corridor project Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Yes

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  N/A Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements N/A Supportive Phone/Text Social Media No  I didn't hear mention of public transportation for people whom cant afford it.

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Covers my needs, I would love to see Atlanta have an awesome public transit system. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  make it happen Supportive Email Community Event Yes

30332 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat I live in Cobb county so it doesn't directly benefit me. However, it will benefit the employees who have long commutes because of ever changing bus schedules. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  N/A Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes WOULD LIKE MARTA TRAINS EXTENDED  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit NEEDED Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Enhancing predictability in Atlanta can only truly be accomplished by bypassing the roadways and investing in railways BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit none Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30002 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  No additional details Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  No additional comments Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Focusing on moving more people, more conveniently, and getting cars off the road should be prioritized. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  None Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Opening up more destination options is a top priority for me and this list adequately represents that. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Please also work on expanding transit options for ITP/OTP travel. Supportive Other News Media Yes

30317 DeKalb Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No Beltline LRL BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit COMPLETE Beltline LRT!!!! It will ease traffic SIGNIFICANTLY! Not supportive Email Community Event No Beltline LRL

30033 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat There are always unmet problems. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  There must be a way to balance the needs of the Clifton Corridor and other under-served areas. Supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat  There are always questions in projects this large.  You can't cover everything.

30030 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  If timing of MARTA was more predictable and dependable during the week I would be more apt to utilize it as a commute option however due to inconsistencies with this I avoid use during week due to concerns that I will not be able to get my kids on time from daycare/school. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension

Super excited this is happening

I want to emphasize that I feel it is very important to provide transit options that allow people ease of getting to MARTA stations to accommodate those that do not have a car or are not able to walk.  I feel that this would increase usage of MARTA by facilitating improved accessibility.   Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30316 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  I think this proposed project list touches on the key priorities of MARTA expansion. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Moores Mill Transit Center Station Improvements  I think the first priority is making people comfortable with MARTA. Station improvements are going to go a long way. Fix what we have first. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  N/A Supportive Other Social Media Somewhat

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat Not much is being addressed for the northwest area transit which is becoming more and more congested during morning/evening commutes. Only buses are available, and not safe. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Not much is being addressed for the northwest area transit which is becoming more and more congested during morning/evening commutes. Only buses are available, and not safe. Somewhat supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

Not much is being addressed for the northwest area transit which is becoming more and more congested during 

morning/evening commutes. Only buses are available, and not safe.

30303 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

 Clifton corridor light rail is desperately needed!!

Would love for MARTA  add station closer to CNN/Phillips Arena to ease traffic during events. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center Station Improvements

 Clifton corridor light rail is desperately needed!!

Would love for MARTA  add station closer to CNN/Phillips Arena to ease traffic during events. Very supportive Social Media Social Media Somewhat

  Clifton corridor light rail is desperately needed!!

Would love for MARTA  add station closer to CNN/Phillips Arena to ease traffic during events.

30339 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  requesting Marta extension to Clifton corridor for Emory BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N/A Very supportive Other N/A Community Event No  Would also like to see extension to Sun Trust Park/Cumberland Mall

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  The most common reason people leave their homes is to get to and from work.  The only way to convince people to use mass transportation is to make mass transportation just as easy or easier to use than driving a car. I believe the 3 principles above best address this requirement. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension

 My first preference is the Clifton Corridor because this is where I work.  But I am also an advocate for wanting a successful transportation system in Atlanta. Therefore my 2nd and 3rd choices concentrate on where I believe the majority of users are located.  The large majority of potential users are not only lower 

income populations but younger populations that are eager to support mass transportation.  The areas surrounding the SWBeltline are becoming the affordable new Little 5 Points and Midtown of Atlanta. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 To develop a more successful form of public transportation we should address the largest need first which is to get 

people to and from work as quickly as possible.  Increased use will result in more funds which should in turn be used to 

address the project list above. We don't need multi-million dollar stations.  Instead simple covered platforms with 

turnstiles as seen all over Europe would allow more money to be spent towards increasing the light rail lines and 

providing more stations for more access and more use.

30349 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes

I work on the Emory University Hospital corridor and some days it's very difficult to catch MARTA's Emory 6 around 5pm.  Schedules can run 15 to 30 minutes late.  I use the MARTA phone application (MARTA On The Go) to tell me when the bus is near the stop but that doesn't help when the signal isn't showing.  

Finding more effective ways to get patrons to job centers and enhancing existing technology would really take some of the stress out of my commute. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit No Comments Very supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Extend Clifton Corridor down to Decatur metro Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  THe Clifton Corridor is essential for this area's traffic issues. We could avoid more deadly accidents on N. Decatur road near lull water and it could be cause for a small economic boost in Atlanta by serving some of the largest employers in Atlanta Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  It is hard to understand exactly what is envisioned from the two-pager.  Seems short on details.  I would suggest that you offer people a chance to opine on the projects that specifically impact their locale, and allowing a chance to drill-down on those projects would be helpful. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  N/A Very supportive Social Media News Media

30260 Clayton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  keep up the great improvements BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  Thanks for looking out for all who rely on Public Transportation Very supportive Social Media Social Media Yes communication is the key. Let's keep Atlanta moving and jobs more easier to reach with public transportation

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

1. More heavy rail transit lines and stops

2. There is no inter-connectivity between the the HRT and LRT lines.  

3. All HRT lines go through Five Points.  you can't have mass transit trains that only run north/south and east/west BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension BRT and ART solutions are a mass transit cop out.  It's a fake attempt at looking like you're trying to solve the problem.  You will never generate the type of ridership you are looking for without adding HRT solutions.  Therefore not really addressing the bigger problem of reducing car travel and congestion in Atlanta. Somewhat supportive Email News Media No

1. More heavy rail transit lines and stops

2. There is no inter-connectivity between the the HRT and LRT lines. 

3. All HRT lines go through Five Points.  you can't have mass transit trains that only run north/south and east/west 

4. Nobody wants bus solutions for mass transit.  They tend to be less structured and more dangerous.  Rail additions 

and extensions are they only way to help Atlanta's transportation needs

5. With the mass growth into the Cobb County, Roswell, Woodstock area and with the relocation of the Braves stadium 

there needs to be mass transit (TRAIN) solutions to these areas

30344 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  The reason that I do not use Marta for my commute to work is because of safety concerns and commute transits and times that include many transfers. This project will eliminate a lot of that commute time. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements   The reason that I do not use Marta for my commute to work is because of safety concerns and commute transits and times that include many transfers. This project will eliminate a lot of that commute time. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

 The reason that I do not use Marta for my commute to work is because of safety concerns and commute transits and 

times that include many transfers. This project will eliminate a lot of that commute time.

30033 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat If all of the projects can be implemented, then they will go a long way toward addressing the problem. But I am concerned that the funds and political will may not provide sufficiently for all of the projects. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Providing transportation for lower income neighborhoods to jobs is a top priority. Frequent bus service and light rail are vital. Also, reduction of congestion is important for securing Atlanta's future as a desirable career destination. Very supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I support increased mobility for those who are disadvantaged in the job market because of limited ability to get to work locations. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  I supportBeltline development generally.  I’m not familiar with specifics of these projects. Supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30342 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  More dedicated transit only options. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements Additional in-fill stations Supportive Email, Social Media Community Event Yes

30291 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No

 It seems like you are trying to find ways to cost citizens more money instead of really trying to solve the transportation issue.  What's the purpose of creating these, "hot" lanes if it just takes up a lane and increases traffic?  In addition, your questions are very broad and most people taking the survey would not know 

what you are asking.  The questions should be simple and to the point. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  None of the choices address the place where I live, so I only selected 2.  safety should be listed as a top priority, but it is not.. Not supportive News Media News Media No

 Atlanta needs less people coming into the city at one time.  You should encourage business to build their skyscrapers in 

other areas.  Union City/South Fulton Pkwy is virtually untouched and is only 20 minutes from the City and 10 minutes 

from the airport.  It's the perfect place for businesses to migrate.   You also need to consider a bullet rail system like the 

ones you see in other countries.  If Georgia and the City of Atlanta is going to survive in this ever growing jungle, you 

need to expand out and not just up.  I live in Union City and work at Emory.  I have tried the vanpool and that does not 

work.  Riding Marta is ridiculous because a 30 minute drive, 45 in traffic, turns into a 2 hour commute!  That is just not 

reasonable.  The only way I would consider taking Marta is if there was a direct shuttle from the train station to campus.  

 Now why hasn't anyone thought about that?

30344 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  No comment Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  No comment Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes  No comment

30079 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  .. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  none Very supportive Other none Social Media Somewhat

 I prefer to use MARTA for work and social reasons. Improved access throughout the city still needs to be addressed. 

Additionally, the highway system is not sufficient. There needs to be more highways to unclog the main arteries through 

this city, even toll ROADS. Toll LANES take away highway space.

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Ease of traveling using public transportation for those in the neighborhood that have not used Marta due to the fear of becoming lost. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  I personally travel to places northeast of Atlanta. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes  The Clifton Corridor's very congested, I believe people in the neighborhood would use Marta often.

30052 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  None at this time BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements  none at this time Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes

30009 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I don't go intown too often. But more overall fits the bill. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  I would consider MARTA more often (especially for the airport) if it were possible to access a transit station from my home without using a car. Neutral Social Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat  Unsure - again, ITP is not my forte.

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

 “The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the Atlanta region. The Clifton transit line will be competing with other cities across the country for limited federal funding and is a strong contender for Atlanta to realize a $1B MARTA expansion—the 

largest in two decades. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

 “The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the Atlanta region. The Clifton transit line will be competing with other cities across the country for limited federal funding and is a strong contender for Atlanta to realize a $1B MARTA expansion—the 

largest in two decades. Supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat

30306 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No

My individual transportation needs are to 1: use LRT from near Monroe & Tenth to either the Inman Park MARTA Station or the MLK MARTA Station (family lives in walking distance of East Lake MARTA Station), 2: use LRT to walking distance of Zoo Atlanta (have membership and 2 young grandsons), 3: use LRT to 

Washington Park (to use theBeltline Westside Trail without driving), use LRT to Piedmont Hospital and it's doctor's buildings and to use LRT to downtown. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit

This survey doesn't give the opportunity to choose items from the $11.5B list. Also the survey is flawed in it's 5 item rating of level of support for the More MARTA proposed projects. Out of 5 choices, only one is negative! One is neutral. THREE out of 5 are labeled as some level of supportive. This rating should be 

thrown out. Not supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

While I think that transit should be planned and funded regionally, politically hasn't  happened. I believe that the Atlanta 

citizens passed the 2012 transit referendum (no other jurisdiction did) and the 2016 MARTA tax increase mainly to get 

LRT on theBeltline (not just 7 miles, though that's appreciated). I think that 2016 voters also believed the Clifton 

Corridor would only be built as a multi-jurisdictional project with funding from DeKalb. Voters did not anticipate Emory 

being annexed by COA AFTER the 2016 vote.  DeKalb has had the same opportunities as COA, but has not yet voted to 

fund increased transit. The Atlanta REGION needs the Clifton Corridor and much more, but the COA needs LRT on the 

whole AtlantaBeltline in addition to the BRT, ART, and regular bus service proposed. If Clifton Corridor is built with COA 

taxes, citizens will distrust MARTA in the way they distrusted the State for continuing the GA400 toll after the promised 

number of years. Build TRANSIT and TRUST.

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes I currently use Marta only to get to and from the airport. I am looking forward to having options to get to my place of employment in the Clifton. Emory area. I hope the work effort increases here and focus on revamping Marta will help to mitigate safety concerns. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  n/a Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30306 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

Beltline Rail Now! Beltline Rail Now! Beltline Rail Now! Beltline Rail Now! Beltline Rail Now! Beltline Rail Now! Beltline Rail Now! Beltline Rail Now! Beltline Rail Now! Beltline Rail Now! Beltline Rail Now!Beltline Rail Now!Beltline Rail Now!Beltline Rail Now!Beltline Rail Now!Beltline Rail Now!Beltline Rail Now!Beltline 

Rail Now!Beltline Rail Now!Beltline Rail Now!Beltline Rail Now!Beltline Rail Now!Beltline Rail Now!

Two-Thirds Not Served! Two-Thirds Not Served! Two-Thirds Not Served! Two-Thirds Not Served! Two-Thirds Not Served! Two-Thirds Not Served! Two-Thirds Not Served! Two-Thirds Not Served! Two-Thirds Not Served! Two-Thirds Not Served! Two-Thirds Not Served! Two-Thirds Not Served! Two-Thirds Not Served! Two-

Thirds Not Served! Two-Thirds Not Served! Two-Thirds Not Served! Two-Thirds Not Served! Two-Thirds Not Served! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension

SERIOUSLY:

BeltLine Rail Now! Beltline Rail Now! Beltline Rail Now! Beltline Rail Now! Beltline Rail Now! Beltline Rail Now! Beltline Rail Now! Beltline Rail Now! Beltline Rail Now! Beltline Rail Now! Beltline Rail Now!Beltline Rail Now!Beltline Rail Now!Beltline Rail Now!Beltline Rail Now!Beltline Rail Now!Beltline Rail Now!Beltline 

Rail Now!Beltline Rail Now!Beltline Rail Now!Beltline Rail Now!Beltline Rail Now!Beltline Rail Now!

Two-Thirds Not Served! Two-Thirds Not Served! Two-Thirds Not Served! Two-Thirds Not Served! Two-Thirds Not Served! Two-Thirds Not Served! Two-Thirds Not Served! Two-Thirds Not Served! Two-Thirds Not Served! Two-Thirds Not Served! Two-Thirds Not Served! Two-Thirds Not Served! Two-Thirds Not Served! Two-

Thirds Not Served! Two-Thirds Not Served! Two-Thirds Not Served! Two-Thirds Not Served! Two-Thirds Not Served! Somewhat supportive Social Media News Media No

 Beltline Rail Now! Beltline Rail Now! Beltline Rail Now! Beltline Rail Now! Beltline Rail Now! Beltline Rail Now! Beltline 

Rail Now! Beltline Rail Now! Beltline Rail Now! Beltline Rail Now! Beltline Rail Now!Beltline Rail Now!Beltline Rail 

Now!Beltline Rail Now!Beltline Rail Now!Beltline Rail Now!Beltline Rail Now!Beltline Rail Now!Beltline Rail Now!Beltline 

Rail Now!Beltline Rail Now!Beltline Rail Now!Beltline Rail Now!

Two-Thirds Not Served! Two-Thirds Not Served! Two-Thirds Not Served! Two-Thirds Not Served! Two-Thirds Not 

Served! Two-Thirds Not Served! Two-Thirds Not Served! Two-Thirds Not Served! Two-Thirds Not Served! Two-Thirds 

Not Served! Two-Thirds Not Served! Two-Thirds Not Served! Two-Thirds Not Served! Two-Thirds Not Served! Two-

Thirds Not Served! Two-Thirds Not Served! Two-Thirds Not Served! Two-Thirds Not Served! 

30047 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes The problem stems from the volume of people in the Atlanta area using personal vehicles as the primary mode of transportation.  Please add more lines to the MARTA trains and more frequent bus service which will encourage less driving for commuters. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  We need more transportation options and managed lanes when there is an accident Very supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No There are not any plans to expand to the outer east of the perimeter along I20. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Light rail needed for the outer east of the perimeter along I20. Very supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat

 The Clifton Corridor is very important to the local communities and transit connectivity to MARTA would have 

significant benefits to the Atlanta region.

30329 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Many of the proposed new transit services seem to go near already existing marta lines, instead of trying to reach new areas that have almost no access to transit services Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  It seems like the clifton corridor project should extend from a more central location as opposed to lindbergh station (which would improve transportation to the emory campus, which is definitely needed, but it would only improve transport for people coming from the north of atlanta) Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  NA BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  NA Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes If provided a reliable and efficient means of getting to work via public transportation, I would gladly do so.  A light rail option to the Clifton Corridor would provide this option to me and many co-workers. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  The Clifton Corridor is a point of pride for Atlanta, but access to its resources including employment and healthcare are severely limited by its location and lack of reliable public transportation.  A light rail to the corridor could support the full integration of the Clifton Corridor into the City of Atlanta. Very supportive Other Social Media Somewhat

 An integrated, comprehensive solution to Atlanta's transportation challenges will need to be multi-faceted and over the 

course of several years.  This is a solid start to changing how Atlantans get around and view their city.

30035 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  it will help the community Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements  none Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  It would help me commute to work. I worry about the pedestrian traffic and not having infrastructure for pedestrians. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements Clifton would help me commute to work. I worry about the pedestrian traffic and not having infrastructure for pedestrians. Also, I would reduce the amount of busses on Clifton since they cause too much traffic along with the Emory shuttles. Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

 Need more public transportation.  It would help me commute to work. I worry about the pedestrian traffic and not 

having infrastructure for pedestrians. 

30307 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  Build the Belt Line light rail transit first. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit   Build the whole Belt Line light rail transit first. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat  Build Belt Line light rail transit first.

30030 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  N/A Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Clifton Corridor!! Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  more light rail BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Instead of benefiting the same group of people over and over, make sure you're getting service to new parts of town and surrounding areas. Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media No  need service in surrounding counties

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  This plan will aid in transportation to and from school and work. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

 The Clifton Corridor project in particular will lead to better access to jobs and health care as well as improved quality of life.

Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30307 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  The bike ride to Emory from Candler park can be scary. More bike lanes are needed and more bus/rail routes would be great for rainy/cold weather commuting BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  These extensions would help me reduce car use. Very supportive Email, Phone/Text, News Media News Media Somewhat

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes need more options to reach more areas BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit beltline and clifton most important Very supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30324 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  I would like MARTA to Provide a reliable transportation network so people can get around the city without driving. Atlanta's Car-Centric infrastructure is one of the reasons I wouldn't want to start a career here. Public transit is the way of the future. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  NA Very supportive Other No thanks News Media Yes  Sure.

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes I just want more access points and perhaps a discount for students. Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  station improvement so that people feel safe taking the MARTA (especially women) late at night. Supportive Phone/Text, Social Media Community Event Somewhat  We need more MARTA stations in Atlanta and a bit outside of the perimeter. there is so much traffic in and out.

30349 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Na Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Na Neutral Email Community Event Yes

30030 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes I would use public transportation if they are convenient. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

 The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the Atlanta region. The Clifton transit line will be competing with other cities across the country for limited federal funding and is a strong contender for Atlanta to realize a $1B MARTA expansion—the 

largest in two decades. Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Greatly support the Clifton corridor project. It should be a priority. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  This project would greatly enhance access to high-quality jobs and connect residents with cultural resources. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30312 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

I think theBeltline rail, and expanding the LRT is the most important thing. Buses don't run on time, they take twice as long, and the trains have such limited mobility. It also shuttles homeless into a limited area and doesn't allow them access to jobs that would be coming up on theBeltline, or the affordable housing that 

has been promised. In order to have actually affordable housing, we also have to have viable public transit in those areas!  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements

 TheBeltline Light Rail transit is so essential. We're forming new jobs and new housing opportunities along theBeltline, and we have a chance to actually make public transportation a feasible option for HUNDREDS of thousands of Atlantans. Every toher major city has public transit in the form of Light Rail. We have to 

step up our game. Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30043 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I live in Gwinnett County and currently take Gwinnett County Transit to and from work at Emory.  I am not sure how the light rail would affect me, but I am in favor of expanding Marta to Gwinnett. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service I am in favor of Clifton corridor improvements to get more transportation options to the Emory/CDC area.  There is too much traffic here, and there needs to be less cars in this area. Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Need to support better connected and dedicated bike paths and lanes. Too many dead ends to be safe right now. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit na Very supportive Social Media Social Media Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  No details to add. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  No comments to add. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30322 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes I'm already a user of MARTA, but would use it more often if it was more accessible to the Emory Community Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Would student/senior/armed forces discounts. Very supportive News Media News Media Somewhat  I more assurance that lower income communities are a priority.

30329 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  the transit will be a valuable asset Station Improvements  excellent idea Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  I think there should be extensions and additions to the rail lines.  It's a major city and there are basically only two with minor branch offs. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension I think the NortheastBeltline project should definitely be the priority. Very supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

 The light rail with theBeltline is a great idea but the rest of the proposal involves bus lines and few people are going to 

sacrifice driving their car to ride a bus.

30005 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No  There is no MARTA service to Emory University Hospital Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the Atlanta region. Supportive News Media Community Event No

 The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the 

Atlanta region. 

30084 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes More access needed in low-income areas BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  More access for underserved areas Very supportive Email, Other Community Event Yes

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

We need easier access to the MARTA locations and safety needs to be a priority if we wish more people to use the system

Increasing the options of public transportation will enhance peoples' ability to move from work to home easily and avoid traffic congestion of major highways and streets and save the atmosphere from pollution  

Work options may increase for folks when they are easier and multiple and cost effective ways to get there. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit I think this is a wonderful opportunity for Atlanta to increase its commuting options and decrease the traffic congestion that is plaguing our highways! Supportive News Media News Media Yes

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Sidewalks ITP are terrible. I've never seen a city of Atlanta's size with such a poor sidewalk infrastructure. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Heavily tax everyone with a car who drives in Atlanta. Enforce traffic laws heavily. Pour funds from both into MARTA to get adequate rail lines all over ITP. Neutral Other word of mouth More MARTA Atlanta Website No

 Atlanta has grown and continues to grow too quickly for the transportation needs to ever be addressed without a 

radical change. 85% of vehicles have 1 passenger, while there are very few train options to get off the roads.

30054 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes No additional details BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  No additional comments Supportive Email News Media Yes No additional details 

30324 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes no BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service no Supportive Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat

30328 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Its a step in the right direction, i would like more spreading for Heavy rail to the more northern areas of the city where traffic is is the worst. Mainly along I-75, I-85 and GA 400. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  more northern expansion to and around I-285 Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

  Its a step in the right direction, i would like more spreading for Heavy rail to the more northern areas of the city where 

traffic is is the worst. Mainly along I-75, I-85 and GA 400. 

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  would really like to see improved transit between Emory and new Decatur Hospital and along North Decatur Road BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  like the initiative Neutral Email News Media Yes

30274 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  I agree. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  No additional comments. Supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media News Media Yes  I agree

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat none Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit none Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  N/A Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements  N/A Very supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30033 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat I am very pleased with the light rail expansion Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit   N/a Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30083 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  more sidewalks and bike paths across all counties, please and please synchronize lights! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I really love this idea... Very supportive Email, News Media Social Media Somewhat  good start!

30087 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes expands and increases options for colleagues BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Clifton corridor connection is critical Supportive Email, Phone/Text News Media Yes  Hoping for additional connectivity and routes servicing a larger area economically for staff.

30310 Fulton Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Transferring from bus to light rail to bus should have a single fare. A time limit could prevent abuse. Sometimes it takes all of the above to get where I am going. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Having buses be on time and drivers more responsive. Very supportive Email, News Media Community Event Somewhat

Better access everywhere and education to get more people using public transportation. Also we need more affordable 

housing near existing bus and rail lines. Local circulators especially in older neighborhoods might help too.

Maybe smaller buses with more frequent bus service could be an option.

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes N/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N/A Supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30021 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  What about the I-20 east corridor? Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  N/a Very supportive Social Media More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes  Need less traffic

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No I don’t and won’t ride buses. I want to take Marta into the city to avoid taking an Uber or taxi. Marta needs to go to the Braves stadium. Traffic is horrendous on games days. Took over an hour to get there from Kirkwood. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Moores Mill Transit Center Station Improvements  None Neutral Social Media News Media Somewhat

 I get that there is a population that needs buses, but that seems like a short term fix. After being in NYC this weekend, 

their rail line makes ours look juvenile. 

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes

 I think it's long overdue to bring the rail to the Emory campus.  It will help assist with the huge parking issues brought on by the continued expansion of the campus.  Also it will encourage those who live outside of the city that commute/ride in to be able to park and catch the rail and get off right on campus without 

having to transfer to bus/shuttle. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  See previous Very supportive Email Social Media Yes  See previous 

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  there needs to be security cameras and well lit bus stop at night. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  n/a Very supportive Email, Other news media Community Event Somewhat

30315 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No

I live in SE Atlanta. I am dying for the long-promised wider availability of rail in this city. If I could be less reliant on my car, I would be in a heartbeat, but our neighborhoods are so disconnected from transit that driving is my only option. I live very close to the futureBeltline, and have been excited about this not because 

of nice sidewalks or restaurants, but because of the promise of great public transit. TheBeltline transit promise is also why I cast my vote in favor of the increased tax funding, having been led to believe that was one of the driving motivators behind the legislation. I feel like the rug is being pulled out from under us. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit These projects are piecemeal, lack long-term thinking, and do not set Atlanta up to be the prominent 21st century city it wants to be. Not supportive Email, Social Media News Media No

I am confused why rail around the fullBeltline loop, as long envisioned, is not even included as an option. Traffic 

congestion is partly due to commuters from OTP, yes, but also partly because even living ITP you have to get on the 

road to go even 1-3 miles. With the anticipated ITP population boom coming our way, why isBeltline rail not a top 

priority? None of the projects listed in this plan/survey accurately represent my or my neighbors’ greatest needs. 
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30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  I would like to see rise in rail options, more light rail would be a great benefit to the city overall. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Clifton Corridor/connection Emory/CDC area with light rail is an absolute necessity.  As one of the largest employers in the city, this will generate better access to jobs as well as healthcare for the city. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat  We are behind in providing the transit needs for the growing city, but this is a great move in the right direction.

30030 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes The predictability and coverage are two things marta has going against it BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  I am in favor of anything that gets people out of their cars and allows movement around the city in a rapid predictable manner Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No  Just continue to keep the funding going! Atlanta is rapidly growing with people coming from other big cities and I hope we can provide everyone the transportation they need to cut traffic and increase the jobs/economy! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements  I said it all previously Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat  Atlanta needs to progress towards a transportation system similar to that of New York or DC.

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  no additional input BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Areas in which we need some more coverage for the public Neutral Social Media News Media Somewhat  Atlanta is a fast growing, fast moving area.  The plans need to be able to shift if future needs demand it.

30030 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  It's a lot to digest, but it does appear to expand the scope and frequency of service in many parts of the city.  Hard to judge just how helpful these additions will be for me. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

I am very much aware that getting anywhere in Atlanta from Decatur on MARTA, except when the rail lines are directly usable, is complex, time consuming, and daunting.   Anything that can be done to speed up this bus system will be helpful.  Also, I do strongly support the Clifton Corridor light rail line, which is urgently 

needed and long overdue. Very supportive Email News Media Yes

 I suppose it addresses the city's needs.  It's complicated, and I don't feel able to make much of a judgment without 

seeing alternatives.

30030 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  I have chronic pain and physical disabilities living in Decatur. MARTA, the bus lines, and these newly approved lines help immensely! I still need more access, including  buses that integrate neighborhoods not just city centers into the system. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Please include people with disabilities in these conversations. Also include the community members who will be affected by these new construction projects. I know it's a lot of balancing, but mass transit with multiple options (rail, bus, bike, walk, etc) will help us all be healthier, more efficient, and happier! Very supportive News Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

 Atlanta still needs waaaaays more MARTA rail lines, buses, bike lanes, walking paths, and other forms of mass 

transportation. Our environmental health is suffering from the use of cars. People with disabilities still feel isolated and 

frustrated at times. We need more!

30238 Clayton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat Yes, this will allow more access for Marta users BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Yes because these neighbors hoods don't have the adequate transportation needed Supportive Email Community Event Yes

30316 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  Marta should prioritizeBeltline transit. Emory development should be a regional project and the city of Atlanta funding should be limited BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit  Should add transit for southeastBeltline. Should make sure rapid transit is in dedicated lanes Somewhat supportive Social Media News Media No

30306 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit

Living in an In-town Neighborhood, I'd like to extend my "walkability" factor by more easily connecting the surrounding neighborhoods and more developed business districts. I'd gladly leave my car behind if I could walk from my house to nearby, reliable, safe, comparably fast (when compared to self-driving) transit 

options that connect me to other neighborhoods and the businesses along the Peachtree Rd business artery and/or North/South rapid rail to destinations north (e.g. Buckhead) and south (e.g. airport). Right now, it takes me nearly as much time and money to drive to the airport as it would to drive to my nearest Marta 

transit station. Taking a bus to that transit station would also increase my door-to-door travel time and add more risk to whether or not I get where I need to go on time. Supportive Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes N/A Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit N/A Very supportive News Media News Media Yes  N/A

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes n/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  n/a Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30030 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  more connections between transit types BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit more connections between types of public transportation Very supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

30032 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes NA BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  NA Very supportive Other Your website Community Event Yes

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I work at Children's Healthcare of Atlanta and would love a more convenient stop to get to work -- the Clifton Light Rail Corridor project would be wonderful BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements So hopeful this project is a priority for others living and working intown! Very supportive Email, Social Media, Other I received information through my work email News Media Yes Clifton Light Rail Corridor project would be wonderful for work/life balance for me and my family 

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Key to me is to be able to walk to mass transit.  Biggest challenge is for MARTA to compete successfully against Uber and Lyft.  They are efficient PRIVATE alternatives to MARTA.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

 Can't believe when taking the MARTA train and then connecting to a bus how the two don't talk to each other.  Can't tell you the number of times I have come off the train only to see the bus pull away a few seconds before.  Of course, have to wait a long time then for the next push.  This is not high technology to 

better integrate the two. Very supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30317 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 I REALLY FEEL that light rail on theBeltline HAS to be priority number one. this is becoming the primary way that city will connect it is its own economic engine and MOSTY IMPORTANTLY it is the greatest tool for EQUITY we have in Atlanta and the region.  Making this happen and doing it right will not only change the 

way Atlanta grows but will inspire other cities towards inclusive growth as well. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

  I REALLY FEEL that light rail on theBeltline HAS to be priority number one. this is becoming the primary way that city will connect it is its own economic engine and MOSTY IMPORTANTLY it is the greatest tool for EQUITY we have in Atlanta and the region.  Making this happen and doing it right will not only change the 

way Atlanta grows but will inspire other cities towards inclusive growth as well. Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

  I REALLY FEEL that light rail on theBeltline HAS to be priority number one. this is becoming the primary way that city 

will connect it is its own economic engine and MOSTY IMPORTANTLY it is the greatest tool for EQUITY we have in 

Atlanta and the region.  Making this happen and doing it right will not only change the way Atlanta grows but will inspire 

other cities towards inclusive growth as well. 

30306 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Transportation onBeltline full circle BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  N/A Supportive Email Community Event No  More bike access to rapid transit

30315 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  N/A Supportive Email Community Event Yes  N/A

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit  N/A Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  N/A

30120 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat

 I have written to the DOT and suggested a train from Chattanooga to Atlanta for north metro commuters. Also a train that goes east of Atlanta for commuters. Another thing is why doesn"t Geotgia have an interstate that can completely bypass Atlanta? The locals, the commuters, the travelers, and the Trucking 

industry use the same roads!! This leads to ridiculous congestion. And why are express lanes being built with money we pay in taxes? Then we have to pay to drive on those roads, and what happens on the express lanes when an accident happens? im not going to pay to be late to work for 2 hours. My suggestions 

obviously have been ignored. originally from Los Angeles. I can tell you the film industry will not stay here without access to businesses in a timely manor..... BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center

 Why is there no mention of rail service up interstate 75 north  the most crowded and most accident prone interstate in Georgia? The DOT is choking this area with express lanes that will trap commuters in the event of an accident, im still amazed someone got this to pass! Atlanta an Georgia has a chance to grow and 

thrive. You need to be thinking trains long range and freeways not putting commuters, travelers, the trucking industry, and locals on the same interstate!! Somewhat supportive Email, Phone/Text Community Event No

 Atlanta also needs 3 lane parkways or freeways from city to city that the trucking industry cant dominate, like 

cramming everyone on the interstate roads.

30312 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I'd like to safely combine methods of Transit, such as Bike + Marta (last mile) focus. I don't see the last mile initiative specifically called out in the program list. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements  See above. Somewhat supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

 Many of our transportation issues come from the frequency of automobiles commuting INTO the city (as opposed to 

locals commuting within the city). Nothing in these projects appears to address increasing ridership of non-local 

commuters.

30316 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No

  TheBeltline should be finished and the funds approved should be used for adding light rail. It is how the tax was positioned. Emory/CDC corridor is a state project not a city one and I’m angry that my tax dollars are being diverted to fund this regional NOT city project. I’m pretty pissed about the inclusion of this project 

and the diversion of funds. 

You criteria above underscore how you used priorities that skewed the recommendations to an outcome that is not in line with the approval of funds. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  Finish theBeltline and include light rail as originally planned: NE,SE,SW, and NW. Not supportive Social Media, News Media News Media No

  TheBeltline should be finished and the funds approved should be used for adding light rail. It is how the tax was 

positioned. Emory/CDC corridor is a state project not a city one and I’m angry that my tax dollars are being diverted to 

fund this regional NOT city project. I’m pretty pissed about the inclusion of this project and the diversion of funds. I 

would not have approved the tax. 

You criteria above underscore how you used priorities that skewed the recommendations to an outcome that is not in 

line with the approval of funds. 

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  N/A Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  N/A

30308 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat Need to cover Atlanta BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  N/A Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  More into suburbs

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  N/A Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  Overall we need more stations

30306 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  It's so important for Atlanta, a growing city, to be accessible to workers of all socioeconomic statuses Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  Thanks so much for putting effort into expanding the transit system Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Would like connectivity to fill in between downtown Decatur and Emory. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  I don't have any additional comments. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30317 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Last mile is the most critical component. We live close to a marta station but 1.5 miles is just a bit too far to walk for it to be convenient. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements  I am a big supporter of the soccer in the streets initiative with futsal courts at marta stations. Supportive Email News Media Yes

30345 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Somewhat Depends on what area the extra services will start, and end. I stay off an access rd. Catch a train from Chamblee, to catch MARTA bus from Lindbergh. Not sure if it will benefit me without taking me out the way. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements Hopefully this will help for services to run more on schedule. Too many times have services (Bus/Rail) have been behind schedule from 5-10 minutes, or more, which causes me to miss my last bus at Brookhaven, to head home. Neutral Other Wish to not receive info Community Event Yes

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  We need more MARTA stations, period, and we need to connect the lines that do exist to the OTP area. Adding light rail on the belt line would be extremely helpful, but it still doesn’t connect people who have been pushed out of their in-town neighborhoods due to gentrification to get to work and their ITP lives easily. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Like previously stated, we need to consider the needs of OTP Atlantans and help them get access to areas ITP without a car. In town,Beltline rail would be a tremendous addition and significantly reduce car use. Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I'd like to see many more light rail options that spin out from the existing MARTA stations.  Also, I'd like to see a heavy rail line extended to the Battery (where the Braves play). BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit As I said above:  I'd like to see many more light rail options that spin out from the existing MARTA stations.  Also, I'd like to see a heavy rail line extended to the Battery (where the Braves play). Supportive Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat

As I said above:  I'd like to see many more light rail options that spin out from the existing MARTA stations.  Also, I'd like 

to see a heavy rail line extended to the Battery (where the Braves play).

30342 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No Build more rail. Build theBeltline rail. Don't spend the money on a line (Clifton Corridor) that will go to a part of the city added at the last minute. Build that later with different money. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  TheBeltline is so important. Please don't turn our transit system into a bus system. It's a boondoggle: no one will use, transit will be written off and we're left with nothing. ATLANTA NEEDS RAIL. Somewhat supportive Social Media, News Media Social Media Somewhat

30308 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 I do not live within the primary catchment area for any of the proposed projects. The project I feel would most benefit me (Beltline LRT) is incomplete. The completeBeltline loop would provide access to more areas of the city for myself, but more importantly to the residents of neighborhoods which have a much more 

pressing need for reliable, dedicated transit. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service

The More MARTA tax was approved to enhance transit WITHIN the City of Atlanta, specifically the city as was constituted at the time of the referendum. The City has born the cost of providing regional transit for over four decades effectively providing subsidized fares for non-residents of Atlanta, Fulton and Dekalb. 

These new funds collected in the city should primarily benefit and prioritize the *CITY*, not the region. 

Insuring this revenue is used for the historic core of the City becomes even more important when viewed in light of the proposed MARTA contract recently approved by Gwinnett which includes a provision to limit their tax funds to projects inside that county. Not only will the second-most populous county in the state 

not contribute to the benefit of the full regional system, but if their tax revenues should ever fail to cover MARTA expenditures within Gwinnett, they need to dip into non-earmarked revenue collected by the historic MARTA jurisdictions including Atlanta. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

The current list of projects seems to prioritize the region over circulation within the city. The City includes the densest 

development in the region and as it continues to grow and become denser, circulation within the city becomes even 

more important when it is already lacking. This is especially important for the less wealthy neighborhoods of the City 

whose residents have greater need for reliable public transit to employment in the more prosperous areas of the city. 

Building the completeBeltline light rail loop would provide reliable transportation in  dedicated ROW to dozens of 

neighborhoods and connect them not only to each other, but to the heavy rail system and the employment centers 

served by them. Building LRT through only the most prosperous sections of theBeltline while forcing the vehicles into 

mixed traffic for large portions of the line is both inefficient for circulation needs and inequitable for neighborhoods 

who would be better served with predictable headways. 

30306 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  I would like more focus on new stops on existing lines and a project dedicated to expanding and improving rail. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  More focus on heavy rail transit in the city of Atlanta. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat   I would like more focus on new stops on existing lines and a project dedicated to expanding and improving rail.

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes

Honestly, I believe all of the priorities should be accomplished in a timely manner. After growing up in Atlanta, living in NYC for 10 years and now living back in Atlanta, we have a major and growing problem with public transportation. We have decades and centuries of culture suppression and racism all over our country 

but it is most obvious in our transportation networks. Atlanta should do better, but MUCH better. The citizens deserve to travel to all areas of the city without relying on cars and without fear. Making a city accessible to all citizens creates a new culture of knowledge and experience, which would in turn make huge 

progressive strides for our people in eliminating ignorance and fear. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Make safe transportation available and affordable EVERYWHERE. Our traffic and use of cars in this city is absurd. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  It is a good start, but we need action, we need this to be a major priority for our city and citizens.

30315 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes I look forward to the day when theBeltline trails are integrated with Light Rail Transit.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Looking forward to better connectivity in the NE quadrant. Supportive Email, News Media Social Media Yes

30030 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I use MARTA almost everyday and I would enjoy a more predictable system with nicer stations. The buses and trains themselves aren't bad, I've lived in Chicago and the El trains were much dirtier (they had upholstery = gross). The last mile is important because Atlanta was poorly designed for dense living. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements

The Clifton Corridor needs help to relieve congestion for employees, patients and residents. Furthermore, Emory students don't have cars for the first 2 years, so public transit can be important although most of those rich kids would call an Uber. Stations are outdated, leaky, and dysfunctional - elevators have been out 

for months, possibly years. Five Points is an entirely different conversation that needs strong collaboration between MARTA, the city and private investors. Frequent buses would help eliminate the often contemplated question of walking for 30+ minutes to get the destination or waiting for 40 minutes for a bus to arrive. Very supportive Email, News Media Community Event Somewhat

 Integrating systems makes sense, but expanding transit that is currently underused and unreliable does not make 

sense. Focus on improving what we have unless there is overwhelming research to support expansion.

30324 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 I think that MARTA needs focus on their ability to provide transit in a reliable, timely manner. With emphasis on the train transit, it's often unpredictable when the MARTA will arrive, which impedes on the plans that I have for the day, causing me to arrive late to those plans. I also believe that there should be many 

more trains in the MARTA system that go in more directions rather than just North, South, East and West. This includes stops in some places where a MARTA station would greatly benefit the subjects, such as in off of Clifton Road near Emory University. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  None at this time. Very supportive Phone/Text, Social Media Community Event No Same response as in the last box.

30317 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  No comment BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  I would like to see more rapid and light rail. Access for all over metropolitan Atlanta, particularly lower income areas. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  Will the current street car be expanded or will these be separate systems? BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Why is the Clifton Corridor a LRT option as I thought proposed ridership figures indicated HRT would work better especially with increased populations, etc... Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30032 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No The majority of proposed programs are being implemented in locations that already have decent existing MARTA options. Living by Southeast Atlanta, this will not help my commute options or basic travel to get to areas with more robust public transportation. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  N/A Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

Atlanta's horrible traffic is due to the high number of people who have to commute in from outside the city. The plans 

don't extend much farther than existing MARTA routes. Additionally, many people strongly prefer trains to buses, and 

will not take buses on a regular basis. I think investment in more rail options over buses would be more worthwhile.

30022 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Needing increase in light rail to suburbs, especially North Fulton/Alpharetta/Cumming areas BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Light rail to North fulton/Alpharetta/cumming area Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  It would be helpful to have a link to the project list.  It seems to be weighed heavily towards the emory line - I think theBeltline and other areas of the city need transportation help BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  I think this survey is limited in its benefits Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat  i dont have the list memorized but it ignores areas of the city like 20 west and theBeltline 

30033 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  N/A Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  N/A Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

Georgia lacks side walks where needed. Especially in older areas such as Decatur. If there were more sidewalks, there would be improvement in safety for both the drivers and pedestrians. It would also save money for commuters traveling shorter distances rather than catching a bus or uber because the route being 

taken has no sidewalks or bike lanes. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements Marta transit on Clifton Rd (Emory University Hospital) should be built, no doubt. Supportive Other none Community Event Somewhat  Atlanta needs all-over improvement in transportation. Expansion should be top priority. 

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N/A Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  None Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  None Supportive Other Do not contact me Community Event Somewhat

30327 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  It doesn't articulate how it will alleviate traffic jams.  Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit   It doesn't articulate how it will alleviate traffic jams.  Neutral Email News Media Somewhat   It doesn't articulate how it will alleviate traffic jams.  

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  As long as I can get to the Clifton campous from the civic center marta I will be happy BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit n/a Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat  As long as I can get to the Clifton campus from the civic center marta I will be happy, without getting on the bus

30327 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat I live in Buckhead and would consider taking train from Lindbergh to Emory if available. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  very interested in Clifton Rd. project Somewhat supportive Email Social Media Yes

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat

I use theBeltline regularly as a local resident and as a tourist destination with visiting friends and family. It would be great to be more connected to other areas of theBeltline. The Clifton Corridor is long overdue and would greatly help the City and the region, but this Sales Tax doesn't need to be the sole provider of 

funds. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Please consider partially funding the Clifton Corridor and fully funding the fullBeltline Rail project, including the full loop and cross-town connections! Very supportive Email, Social Media Community Event Somewhat

 While Clifton will be advantageous to the region, fully fundingBeltline LRT would allow for full integration across all 

areas of the city. MARTA and the City shouldn't fully fund a newly acquired area. Outside funding should be used to fund 

that project with the help of MARTA and the City.

30329 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes Yes. Increased bus services helps as does the Clifton Corridor option BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Some of the major stations like Five Points needs to be renovated. As a student, I often feel extremely unsafe in there. Very supportive Email, Social Media News Media Yes

30316 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I live in the southeast and the projects that would benefit me most are the I-20 BRT and the southeastBeltline Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  The southeastBeltline and I-20 BRT are the highest priorities for me and they aren't included in the plan thus far Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30317 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  The main problem I have with Marta is that it runs too few hours and too infrequently. It’s a complete inconvenience to take just about anywhere. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  More rail is super important to me. Buses are not appealing Neutral Email News Media Somewhat

30354 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes Because MARTA is looking at all areas of Atlanta and trying to cover all the people major needs and concerns. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  They are covering all of my personal major concerns and needs to ride MARTA. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30316 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I will still have to use a car to get to and from Downtown and East Atlanta Village... I was really looking forward to being able to take the streetcar on this route. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Keep the light rail off of the streets, please! That’s the biggest current complaint - TRAFFIC! Keeping light rail only on theBeltline will keep the flow going and there won’t be delays due to traffic. Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat  We need light rail on theBeltline and either bus lanes or heavy rail for Emory area.

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  my primary interests are in safety and expansion of services. Crosstown Downtown West Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  The Northwest Atlanta area is my primary concern Holowell, Howell Mill Rd. Very supportive Email News Media Yes

 My primary concern is safety while utilizing Marta Services and the expansion of the services.  The project seems to 

encompass these concerns.

30307 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Does not seem to address connectivity with suburban commuter areas. Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Clifton Corridor would be better served by BRT. If Clifton Corridor is to be LRT, it should connect toBeltline Northeast LRT without the need for a transfer. Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Yes

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes Rush hour commutes are awful and need to be improved. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension better access to emory is needed. Very supportive News Media News Media

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  A major need for service lines to major employment centers and safety at stations Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements  There is a major opportunity to include Emory employees and students by creating Clifton light rail. Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes  Atlanta needs more interconnectivity, especially when concerning traffic issues.

30349 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat We need more police presence on trains for safety from panhandlers. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Better service on weekend during local events. More lighting at train station Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30327 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat I pray that the train system will be able to extend more rather than the bus system. More efficient and helpful in commuting. Greenbriar Transit Center Moores Mill Transit Center Station Improvements  I live off of Moore's MIll so having a transit center in my neighborhood would be a welcome addition Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30291 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  bus rt181 need to be back at college park station ..why take us away from this station and drop at east point ...It's not right Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements

 single tracking should start after 9pm daily..no single tracking ..just run trains every 15 min on weekend and holidays..

Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Yes

30305 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes

I have lived here for 15 years and watched the traffic get worse. If we want to continue to be a destination we need transportation. I am sorry, but if people in the burbs want to use the parks in the city, they need to get on board with Marta. ALL major cities have this. My brother takes the train from downtown Chicago 

to Deerfiield to work at Walgreens. Yet I have to drive to the burbs from Buckhead. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Marta needs to go to the burbs. Supportive Social Media News Media Yes  We need better transportation, it needs to be safer to get to and it would be great if the city was more walkable.

30307 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Safe bike lanes, developed and maintained sidewalks, and connectivity across all modes of transportation would be preferred. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Chose projects that seem relative to my location. Neutral Email News Media Yes

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Can you do this without misplacing residents? Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  No increase in fare, mobility vans more access don’t have to be crippled Somewhat supportive Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat  Some question (principles) I don’t understand

30082 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  . Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center . Supportive Other News Media Yes

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Needs expanded light rail BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  N/A Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat  Needs rail to further reaches of metro area (i.e., SunTrust Park)

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Na Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Alpharetta/Marietta bringing communities together Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes  Na

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 The single most important overriding goal that MARTA needs to achieve is the Clifton Corridor. So many thousands of people work at Emory and CDC and these major institutions need to be linked to the rest of Atlanta's subway system. Furthermore, MARTA needs to extend further out into the suburbs (Lilburn, 

Norcross, Johns Creek, Buford, Suwanee, Alpharetta, Marietta, etc.). Thousands of commuters are trapped on congested highways trying to get into the city, and the subway system needs to extend into the suburbs! Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements

 The single most important overriding goal that MARTA needs to achieve is the Clifton Corridor. So many thousands of people work at Emory and CDC and these major institutions need to be linked to the rest of Atlanta's subway system! Furthermore, MARTA needs to extend further out into the suburbs (Lilburn, 

Norcross, Johns Creek, Buford, Suwanee, Alpharetta, Marietta, etc.). Thousands of commuters are trapped on congested highways trying to get into the city, and the subway system needs to extend into the suburbs! Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

 The single most important overriding goal that MARTA needs to achieve is the Clifton Corridor. So many thousands of 

people work at Emory and CDC and these major institutions need to be linked to the rest of Atlanta's subway system! 

Furthermore, MARTA needs to extend further out into the suburbs (Lilburn, Norcross, Johns Creek, Buford, Suwanee, 

Alpharetta, Marietta, etc.). Thousands of commuters are trapped on congested highways trying to get into the city, and 

the subway system needs to extend into the suburbs!

30030 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  connectivity between transit modes is important. Create projects that bring neighborhoods together. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  TheBeltline really connects neighborhoods. Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat  Money

30033 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I support mass transit and MARTA. But I live inside 285 and it is difficult to bring through the needed transit projects without some concern for existing neighborhoods. I think extra effort is needed to "fit" transit projects into existing neighborhoods well. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service

Bus routes in North Decatur, Lawrenceville, Tucker, and area should be increased and aimed to link up with a rail hub at Avondale or Decatur (where-ever Clifton Corridor hits East/West line).

As the Clifton Corridor project becomes real, MARTA should work closely with Emory and their private shuttle services (as I know they will). Supportive Email, News Media Community Event Somewhat

The list is limited. And I think that a somewhat larger scope would accomplish more per dollar. But I've felt that way 

about various transit projects in Georgia, over the years (lived in metro since '77). This is a good list. I think the Emory 

and Decatur areas are prime candidates for this support and it is wise to invest in them. Along with an overall balanced 

project list.

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat I'd like to see more specifics about improvements that will be made to the transit stations - better lighting, more art, free Wi-Fi for productive waiting, etc.  Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements The recent enhancements on the south side of the Midtown Station are amazing.  More of this!! Supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat

30305 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  One additional thing I would love is a connection from Lindbergh to Peachtree Rd. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  looks good Supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30315 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Thanks for asking me my input it makes a different in my opinion as a Citizen Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Transit buses from South West Atlanta side to downtown Cleveland Ave, Metropolitan Pkwy. Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes  Carpool  more buses from the SW side like the Gwinnett Bus Transits

30309 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  N/A Very supportive Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat

30294 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I do not reside in either of the counties listed but feel that addressing this transportation need to the area would improve my as well as other's commute to work. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements This sounds like a great venture.  I believe that consideration should also be given to the I-20 Conyers area really soon. Supportive News Media Community Event Yes

30305 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat Wish there were more ways to connect to nearby train stations. Buses aren’t always on schedules that work BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Really want to see transportation improve in atl! Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  I think the belt line needs to be prioritized above other projects as it would allow mle to move around within the city rather than just getting to and from the city. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension   I think the belt line needs to be prioritized above other projects as it allows people to move around within the city rather than just getting to and from the city. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

  I think the belt line needs to be prioritized above other projects as it allows people to move around within the city 

rather than just getting to and from the city.

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I can drive but would like to lessen traffic around emory Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit no Supportive Other Community Event Somewhat

30308 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No

 MARTA doesn't go where I need to go.  I live and work within 3 miles but the process of bus to station to bus takes 45 mins to get me to work when I can drive in under 10 mins. 

MARTA needs dedicated 'jitney' lines that run up and down the same corridor and offer connectivity to street intersections and similar jitneys, unrelated to connectivity to transit stations. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements

 Commuters in and out of town have heavy priority in these options.   People who live downtown still have to own a car to get around the city.  

Also, I am concerned that this is a list of projects with no connection to a comprehensive vision on where MARTA should be or look like in 20 years, etc.  If there is a vision, it needs to be communicated.  If its just a list, don't we run the risk of wasting a lot of money when we figure out later that a funded project doesn't 

get us what we really need? Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30088 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

More rail. More rail. Former New Yorker here 24 years.  Connect East rail to North rail directly. South rail to West rail. So much potential but still taking baby steps. Please improve on East bound rail times that do not show within app or at stations usually after evening rush hour until next morning. This has been going 

on for years. Stop taking your time on the weekends. Rail and bus. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements N/a Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat  Please see response to previous question.

30314 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat N/a Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  N/a Neutral Email Community Event Yes

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  n/a BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements Most important to me is expanding transit to reach typically underserved areas. Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Na BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Na Supportive News Media Community Event Yes  Na

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  None BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Improve the stations!!!! Very supportive News Media News Media Yes

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat

 I just want things to work. The signs in the station are rarely correct, the ticket machines malfunction frequently, the wifi (which isn't important) doesn't work, the signs on the trains constantly say wildly incorrect directions. The CEO is unreachable because he very clearly doesn't use Twitter and whatever intern runs it 

just posts boastful lie articles. The app is so useless I used a third-party app. So much broken. My bus has been late by at least 10 minutes every day this week. Trains get delayed because of light rain? Ugh. Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements I don't want anything fancy. I just want things that work like they are supposed to. Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

 We just need things that work. Increased service will always be appreciated, but if you had more lines that don't 

function correctly what is the point?

30307 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I just moved, so hard to tell BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  n/a Supportive Email News Media

30342 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  Hard rail is expensive.  We need smaller, attractive, comfortable buses that fill the gaps.  They need to run  much more frequently or they will not be used. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

 The fullBeltline loop   should be completed as a priority, connecting 41 neighborhoods and connecting to MARTA rail in four places.

Clifton Corridor is another frequently traveled route that's becoming impossible to do from Buckhead. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30307 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No  All proposed plans should preserve and protect existing, established neighborhoods, not tear them apart. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements

The proposed Clifton Corridor Plan, with light rail running down the middle of N. Decatur Rd, would ruin the historic Emory Grove neighborhood where we live. MARTA should work with CSX to run the extension alongside existing CSX tracks. This would be far less disruptive to historic neighborhoods and still provide 

access to Emory, the CDC, and the Hospital.  As an alternative, MARTA could add a rapid, dedicated bus lane along N. Decatur to the Avondale MARTA station. This would be far cheaper and would preserve and protect the neighborhoods. Not supportive Email Community Event No

 The proposed Clifton Corridor Plan, with light rail running down the middle of N. Decatur Rd, would ruin the historic 

Emory Grove neighborhood where we live. MARTA should work with CSX to run the extension alongside existing CSX 

tracks. This would be far less disruptive to historic neighborhoods and still provide access to Emory, the CDC, and the 

Hospital.As an alternative, MARTA could add a dedicated, rapid bus line along N. Decatur to Avondale, preserving the 

neighborhoods and providing increased access at far less cost.

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  The Clifton Corridor is extremely needed Very supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30312 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  These are good steps for improvement, but more inter connectivity of Marta is still needed to make Atlanta public transit a more often chosen commute option. Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service   These are good steps for improvement, but more inter connectivity of Marta is still needed to make Atlanta public transit a more often chosen commute option. Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  See feedback to previous question 

30033 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  It is absurd that one cannot take the MARTA train to Emory University, one of the largest employers of the city. I support this extension of the Clifton Corridor for Emory university and hospital employees and students. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  See above re: access to Emory from the airport or any other MARTA station (train) Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30307 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes It is a solid step in the right direction. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Integration into neighborhoods should be planned to be quite, seamless and the least disruptive to local residents as possible. Supportive Email Community Event Yes

30338 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  Marta train lines need to be expanded further outside of the perimeter into Gwinnett and Cobb county. Marta is essentially useless in cutting down commute traffic on highways. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension none Very supportive Social Media News Media No

  Marta train lines need to be expanded further outside of the perimeter into Gwinnett and Cobb county. Marta is 

essentially useless in cutting down commute traffic on highways. 

30315 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  Na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit  Na Very supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media Community Event Yes

30034 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  Increased inner city population is impacting streets. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements  How much will this cost taxpayers. Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  important BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  important Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Will allow use of MARTA trains from Emory area BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  I hope it will be possible to get to the airport from Emory on MARTA rail Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  I think we have a once in a generation opportunity to implement some sort of transportation on theBeltline.  Funding 100% of the route makes the most sense.  Focus on this. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit I voted for the tax to acquire all the land for theBeltline and to fund transit.  the current plan doesn't address these needs. Somewhat supportive Email News Media No

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  n/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  n/a Very supportive Email News Media Yes
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highest priority to you. #1

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding principles 

to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the highest priority to you. 

#2

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding 

principles to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the 

highest priority to you. #3

After reviewing the 
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feel it addresses your 

transportation needs?
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the More MARTA proposed projects.
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project list, do you feel it 

addresses Atlanta's 

transportation needs?
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30088 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  n/a Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements  all of the above Somewhat supportive Social Media Social Media Somewhat

30084 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes We have to start somewhere... BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit na Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

It's impossible to do this work without also addressing affordable housing issues in this city and the displacement of 

poor communities of color.

30307 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat

 It's unclear exactly what routes and frequency of transport will be offered. I.e if the increased light rail route runs every 30-60 minutes, then despite being a great route, it still may not offer enough flexibility to be of use to those who are using it to travel to/from work. It is unclear from the map about whether it will 

truly travel to the Emory Clifton campus. There is no information on cost of this program, frequent user cards etc. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Would favor creation of lines that have been studied to potentially have the greatest impact on traffic. Supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

 It is a huge start to add some public transportation options in areas where there are not currently public transportation 

options, but again, exact logistics of the plans for these routes, cost, frequency would be helpful to know whether they 

will truly address current needs. It is a great idea to start with adding options in the city, but it would be also great to 

have a proactive and visionary approach to how to connect the greater Atlanta suburbs to the city if we really hope to 

make an impact on traffic patterns. 

30326 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Expand rail to be more useful. East - West  or North South is the only options. not very useful to get to other parts of the city i.e west side or old 4th ward BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  More Light Rail options ! Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30322 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  I would like to see the train system expand beyond the 2 lines. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  None Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30341 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  The proposal seems robust and long over due; really looking forward to a more developed, reliable and robust transit system--as Atlanta is growing by leaps and bounds and we need the relief Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  n/a Supportive Email News Media Somewhat  see previous answer above 

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes None Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  The Clifton corridor project is extremely important to the area. There is no good way in or out of the area given current options. We need light rail connections to Emory and CDC. Very supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30338 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  N/A Supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30035 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  The manner in which the guiding prinicples are listed are not described in detail. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  The bus lines need to be routed in a manner that services direct paths (ex. how route 115 was changed to leave Kenningston station and go straight down Covington Hwy instead of leaving Indian Creek going down Redan to Harriston then turning onto Covington Hwy) Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30329 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I just don't feel like there is enough transportation options around major areas of atlanta Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements ns Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30032 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I feel that the phrasing used in the project list is too vague and leaves little room for accountability. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  I wish there was more being done to serve east Atlanta / east lake / Decatur area. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 Again, I’m really not sure because the phrasing chosen leaves lots of room for interpretation. I hope that we can see 

expanded service on rail lines, new methods of transportation to connect existing methods (light rail, bike paths, etc).

30213 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat I am Legally blind and need the public transportation to move to different places. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements

 Remember to maje stations having in mind

the handicap. Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Yes

30316 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  N/a BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  N/a Very supportive Social Media More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes  N/a

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat My transportation needs largely relate to biking. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit

Save theBeltline for bikes and peds.Beltline Rail NO!

Also, please add more bike racks to the Oakland City Station-Murphy side. Thanks! Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

Atlanta's transportation needs are larger than its transit needs. If the question read, "Do you feel it addresses Atlanta's 

transit needs?" I'd feel more compelled to say "Yes." Beyond transit, Atlanta needs congestion pricing and 

improvements for multiple modes. 

30033 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  NA BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  This is a tremendous start, and welcome improvement, but more will be needed as the expansion of this city and it's population continue to grow. Let's not wait 40 years for another update to the transit rail system!! Very supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

30318 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Doesn't address expansion of MARTA rail Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements N/A Supportive Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat  Doesn't address expansion of MARTA rail

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Any LRT needs to be done on dedicated ROW/lanes to maximize effectiveness.  Completing the wholeBeltline with LRT would go a long way to proving the positive impact of LRT, as well as providing further connections to other methods of transit. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Any LRT needs to be done on dedicated ROW/lanes to maximize effectiveness.  Completing the wholeBeltline with LRT would go a long way to proving the positive impact of LRT, as well as providing further connections to other methods of transit. Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

 Any LRT needs to be done on dedicated ROW/lanes to maximize effectiveness.  Completing the wholeBeltline with LRT 

would go a long way to proving the positive impact of LRT, as well as providing further connections to other methods of 

transit.

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  we need to expand MARTA Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Emory traffic is very bad. It is education, health and job center that employs people from all over Atlanta. It is good for them to have public transit. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30329 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  NA Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  NA Somewhat supportive Phone/Text Social Media Somewhat Atlanta also needs a culture change to encourage more people to take public transit

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  We would love this! Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Thank you for this! Very supportive Social Media, News Media Social Media

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  Need connectivity to emory from Decatur station as well as gold line Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Direct access to North Ave Station via shuttle that goes east-west on North Ave. Very supportive Social Media Social Media Somewhat

30322 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N/A Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Na Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Na Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat  Na

30305 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes We need a Clifton Corridor Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements We need a clifton corridor Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30076 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No  There is a need for a marta station near Emory Univ and near Mansell Rd where the park and ride is. North Springs station is always full daily. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements   There is a need for a marta station near Emory Univ and near Mansell Rd where the park and ride is. North Springs station is always full daily. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

  There is a need for a marta station near Emory Univ and near Mansell Rd where the park and ride is. North Springs 

station is always full daily.

35244 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  N/A Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Emory is a large community that would benefit from the light rail, making it more connected to Atlanta and contributing to the large network of employers. Very supportive News Media News Media Yes  N/A

30324 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes The Clifton corridor project would be so helpful to relieve traffic and help thousands of employees and students get to work as well as patients access their healthcare needs. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  The Clifton corridor project would be so helpful to relieve traffic and help thousands of employees and students get to work as well as patients access their healthcare needs. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30305 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  n/a Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  n/a Very supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30331 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes Attending Emory University and having a transit station for CDC, Emory Hospital patient and employees, and Emory University students and staff the area will be less clutter and more functional Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  Great project MARTA has proposed since North Spring Very supportive Other Community Event Yes

30307 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  We need more train lines! Happy to see theBeltline and Clifton expansions. Trains have improved access and property values in many areas of the city. Younger people, like myself, in particular want more trains because we would like to live in a more walkable and accessible city. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Moores Mill Transit Center

Love the idea for a Clifton corridor LRT line.

I would love to see more frequent busses, but understand this may not be feasible economically due to the longer distances and lower ridership in Atlanta. However, more frequent service may help to improve the low ridership issue. After living in New York, a major reason I used busses frequently was the relatively 

frequent service. In Atlanta, busses are often running once per hour which doesn’t help me for running errands or going to a friend’s house. It is too inefficient because a trip to the grocery store can end up taking 2 hours or more. I end up using Lyft or Uber when I would prefer to buy monthly Marta passes. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 I would love to see a train line going to Marietta. This would be a huge relief for traffic going up 75/575. Ideally a train 

line reaching to town center mall in Kennessaw. 

30307 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  It seems use of existing csx rail right of way would cause less neighborhood disruption. Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  The use of csx right of way would provide less disruption to neighborhoods. Neutral News Media Community Event No  It seems use of csx rail right of way would cause less disruption to neighborhoods and work better.

30319 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes I think the Marta train system needs to be expanded to reach other areas of Atlanta that are not accessible and reduce the burden of cars on the road. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  N/A Very supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat

30322 DeKalb Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Yes, having the Clifton Corridor will allow Emory students to have more efficient and expansive public transportation. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  Please please please make a MARTA Light Rail transit on Clifton Corridor. You would make me so happy. Very supportive Email, Social Media Social Media Yes

Yes, because the Emory area is an enormous hub for jobs and the fact that there is currently no train service is 

astounding.

30316 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  The Clifton Corridor would be essential for me. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  More parking at MARTA stations would be ideal. Very supportive Social Media More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  I think that the Clifton Corridor rail line will allow myself and many other workers to more easily commute to area. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  projects that allow for easier commutes and designed to decrease traffic are especially important Very supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  More can always be done. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit We need to look to Europe and the Middle East as guides, our public transportation is terrible. Very supportive Other None News Media No  We need to implement carpooling laws to cut down on traffic. Our infrastructure is terrible. 

30308 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  NA Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit NA Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  More can always be done. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit We need to look to Europe and the Middle East as guides, our public transportation is terrible. Very supportive Other None News Media No  We need to implement carpooling laws to cut down on traffic. Our infrastructure is terrible. 

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  How many lines will there be in this proposal? Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements  I don't have any Supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  There will always be a need for better transportation in a city that has so many living in and around it.

30032 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes n/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  n/a Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes

I think the critical step right now is connecting public transportation to more of the areas where large numbers of people are commuting to/from the city centers regularly. In my (very limited) experience that includes the area north of Decatur, around Emory. The current rail system is almost t-shaped, so if you live 

between any of the ‘arms’ it’s probably more convenient just to drive. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension These projects look like they could be very useful, but the Clifton Corridor seems to most closely address the transit need I’ve seen. Very supportive Other News Media Yes  Please see above.

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I'm especially interested in there being better sidewalk access to train stations. As it stands, I have to cross a six-lane, busy road to get to a sidewalk to walk from home to the nearest train station. It's not only a longer process, but more dangerous. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements Station improvements including improvements in the last-mile aspects, like sidewalks, are one of my top priorities. Supportive Social Media, News Media Social Media

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  I feel that there needs to be an inter connectivity among residential and non-job based destinations. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  All projects with rail need to indicate grade/right of way separation or shared row. If shared row I would only say you should do BRT because trains will get in trouble navigating traffic. Very supportive Social Media, News Media Social Media Somewhat

 Needs to better define what the “mixture of modes” will include and exclude due to need for investment now instead 

or modes which will take years (5-15) to get approvals and infrastructure built. Think high speed rail or VTOL cross city.

30342 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  None BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service None Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30316 DeKalb Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  Fund full rail forBeltline before anything else. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Beltline rail. Period. Not supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30034 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Somewhat  It would be nice to have a train that went to Decatur, Lithonia, Panola, Stone Mountain, BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  none at this time Supportive Phone/Text, Social Media, News Media Social Media Yes

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  A train to emory would be amazing. Very supportive Social Media Social Media Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes Clifton Corridor especially Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  none Very supportive Social Media Social Media Yes  it helps people reach Emory and other major areas that are currently left out.

30322 DeKalb Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Hopefully this will add more convent routes since I’m pretty much stuck in one area Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  None at this time Supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 I chose my options because my goal was to maximize the number of people taking Public transport, which would be made more likely by removing all possible impediments, like excessive transfers, indirect routes, and difficulty walking. However, I do not expect it to significantly impact my commute personally because 

my workplace is in a less populated area (30354) that would be a low priority for public transportation. I would like to be able to take public transport to work, but 1.5 hours on 3 buses and two trains each way when my car would take a half hour. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  I want to commute to work from 30033 to 30354 via public transport. Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Yes

30294 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  n/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension no additional comments Very supportive News Media Social Media Yes

3339 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat I think the belt line needs to go more southwest  BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Thank you Supportive Other Social Media Somewhat

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No

I don't just want to get to work. I want to get to errands and shopping, entertainment, etc. 

These principles seemed like obscure ways of weaseling out of a commitment to heavy rail as the crux of the transit system, supported by buses. I do not want any transit dollars going to road improvements, even Peachpass type lanes. It should exclusively be spent on transit vehicles like buses and light or heavy rail, 

and their associated stations. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

 Commit to rail! BRT or buses will not attract the necessary ridership, unless you commit to 100% true BRT with dedicated separated lanes along the length of their routes. . Even though it's cheaper to build, it will bring in less revenue and not provide as strong a backbone for growth and redevelopment. People will be 

happy to pay taxes to subsidize light rail, but not BRT. BRT will not change the culture and attitudes toward transit--and that's what is needed. Neutral Email News Media No

 The West Midtown area still seems extremely underconnected from a transit perspective, and traffic is terrible in this 

area. Transit is the only way for this fast-growing, close-in area of Atlanta to continue to redevelop.

More broadly, I still don't the type of direct east-west connectivity that this city desperately needs. We can't continue to 

try to funnel everything into Five Points or along Peachtree.

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No

Just want one connected subway/light rail system that goes all over Atlanta area so that people in far outlying areas can come into work with as few transfers as possible to major job centers throughout the metropolitan area--such as universities, CDC, connect GA Tech to other schools like Spellman and Morris Brown 

and Agnes Scott.  Like many other big cities have done many years ago.  Embarrassing that such a large city has such a limited public subway system.  Minimize use of buses because they have to wait in same traffic as car drivers do so defeat the purpose of using mass transit.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Supportive of extending MARTA rail line as far in every direction as possible so people in outlying Cobb, Gwinnett, and other counties can ride MARTA rail line into the most busy employment centers and take cars/buses off of the roads. Supportive News Media Social Media No

  Just want one subway/light rail system that goes all over Atlanta area so that people in far outlying areas can come 

into work with few transfers to major job centers.  Embarrassing that such a large city has such a limited public subway 

system.  Minimize use of buses because they have to wait in same traffic as car drivers do.  

30309 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

My main commutes are to downtown and georgia tech. I find it especially difficult to get west from Midtown as well as traveling to southeast/southwest atlanta. But many of these projects don't enhance those connections. BRT is something I would be more supportive of if there were clear commitments from the city 

and state to actually give it a full lane. Also, I've heard a MARTA spokeperson give an overview a few times and he was talking about 30 minute headways for bus routes. That is not at all convenient. There should also be a real commitment, if buses are the chosen route, to make sure headways are frequent. A 30 minute 

headway makes transit no less convenient for most of my trips. And that long of a wait would probably result in me walking, biking, or taking a shared ride. I think people are less likely to use buses if they need to plan ahead for it the same way one would plan for a regional train (in cities that have regional commuter 

trains.) BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  If the decision to use BRT or local buses is made, those buses need to have very frequent headways and their own dedicated lanes. Very supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat

 I'd rather that the Clifton Corridor project was not included as a priority project. I think that core city of atlanta and 

southwest atlanta should be the priority connections areas.

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  The Clifton Corridor Transit Line woudl be very benificial to the Emory community, of which I am a part. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit   The Clifton Corridor Transit Line woudl be very benificial to the Emory community, of which I am a part. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes   The Clifton Corridor Transit Line woudl be very benificial to the Emory community, of which I am a part.

30084 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes More train stations BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Clifton Corridor is the highest priority of the three I selected Very supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

 We need more MARTA stations to relieve congestion and overall make it possible to get from part of Atlanta to another 

as easily as one would in DC or NYC.

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  I would want 24 hour service somewhere , rail or bus BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements N/a Supportive Email News Media Somewhat  Longer hours if not 24 hours

30331 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat i'm taking a wait and see attitude. So far, all I'm seeing is a lot of promises. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Just fix it, please. You're supposed to be a world class city. It's hard to claim that title when your service is garbage. Neutral Social Media News Media No

Your buses regularly run late and your trains break down every day. And when will you end single tracking on 

weekends? That's been going on for years and is very inconvenient. Until these issues are addressed and fixed, none of 

these projects will make a difference in the lives of commuters. Can you incorporate these new projects while fixing the 

deeply ingrained problems with the service? Based on what I've seen from MARTA so far, you can't even walk and chew 

gum at the same time. 

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Clifton corridor transit is highly important and expected by more than30000 workers at the Emory University. Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30168 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No  N/a Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements N/a Neutral Email Community Event No  We need more safe environment for families cleanliness

30084 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  I don’t understand the terminology in all the principles listed. Would be helpful to have clarifying examples. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Not sure what arterial means. Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat  I’d like to see expanded rail options and see integration with streetcar andBeltline

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  I enjoy using MARTA and have wanted it to expand for years. I currently have no convenient access to a rail station, and being able to access one would reduce my commute time to Midtown. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit I hope the program succeeds! Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes

30038 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  As a student at Georgia Tech and Emory, adding the Emory area would help with commutes . But right now I have to ride the train to midtown and catch the GT/Emory shuttle. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  N/A Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

 One thing I have noticed driving from the city to Decatur is the fact that houses and schools are on main streets. So I 

think adding the rail would help with safety and reducing traffic around school zones and communities .

30306 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I think we need more accessibility to and from Emory University to the downtown/midtown Atlanta region. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  We need more accessibility to and from Emory University. Supportive Phone/Text Social Media

30307 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  No Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  H Very supportive Phone/Text Social Media Yes

30331 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  It would be great to be able to go to more places and make MARTA more accessible for everyone. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Greenbriar Transit Center  Thank you for expanding! Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  I would like to see more light rail on the south side. 

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Would love to see more concrete plans to expand rail and connections between the NE,NW, SE, and SW parts of the city BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  N/a Very supportive Other News Media Somewhat

 Atlanta needs better mobility for low income workers and for families that struggle with basic transportation needs 

(such as going to and from the grocery store)

30308 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat More bus than I would like, and less light rail than what's necessary. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  - Neutral Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat  Line to Emory should not be completed at this point.

30307 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  N/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit N/a Supportive Email Social Media Yes  N/a

30310 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

The lack ofBeltline LRT will limit the future connectivity of my neighborhood (west end) to other neighborhoods and commercial districts along theBeltline corridor. Failure to focus onBeltline LRT makes me discouraged about the future of Atlanta’s mass transit system and the city’s commitment to fulfilling the original 

vision of theBeltline. 

BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service

 The expansion of LRT lines throughout the city may have limited impact if it is not intentionally tied into and dependent upon the current heavy rail network. 

If connectivity to heavy rail will not be a priority, then the west and east connector LRT lines should be a priority, but I believe this can be supplemented by the heavy rail lines rather than redundant. Somewhat supportive Email Community Event No

  I believe the plan underutilizes theBeltline corridor in the plan, undercutting the core vision for the future of 

theBeltline and all the communities it touches. 

I believe the plan focuses too highly on creating new LRT with new required right of way: i.e. the Emory line and the LRT 

lines from theBeltline to downtown. The money used to purchase right of way could be better spent expanding LRT on 

theBeltline where significant right of way is already secured. 

I hope that future renditions of the plan address the need for better connectivity and dependency on on the existing 

heavy rail lines with designs for transfer stations and connectivity. 

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  I would really love there to be a MARTA near Emory. Would definitely help students save money, time, and energy. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements I know I am copy-pasting this BUT ... a MARTA near Emory ... it would mean the world to us students ... Very supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event Yes   I would really love there to be a MARTA near Emory. Would definitely help students save money, time, and energy. 

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I would like better ways to get to midtown BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit More mobility for students Supportive Social Media Community Event Yes  I was in Charlotte over the summer and only used the light rail to get into uptown Charlotte

30312 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No  I am disappointed with the prioritization of the Clifton corridor. This is a tax votes for by Atlanta residents. Emory is trying to prioritize the line for their own benefit. Build rail around theBeltline and connect to current Marta stations. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Prioritize transit in and around the central business district Not supportive Social Media More MARTA Atlanta Website No

  I am disappointed with the prioritization of the Clifton corridor. This is a tax votes for by Atlanta residents. Emory is 

trying to prioritize the line for their own benefit. Build rail around theBeltline and connect to current Marta stations. 

30344 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat I believe there should be more, smaller stations. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  I believe there should be more smaller stations. Very supportive News Media News Media Somewhat  I believe there should be more smaller stations.

30030 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Na Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Na Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30317 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  na Very supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

30126 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  NA BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements  NA Very supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  I seldom go out the campus, so it may not help so much. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit  no additional comments. Neutral News Media Community Event  For workers outside, it is important. 

30316 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Na Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Na Supportive Social Media News Media No

30308 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  N/A Very supportive Social Media, News Media Social Media Yes

30322 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes I believe safety is very important to improving MARTA. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Clifton Corridor is very important to college students and would help increase their involvement in city life. Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30317 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat I'm a little uncertain that multiple levels of interconnected public transit will be accomplished. I think I am undereducated on what you plan to do but am hopeful for an Atlanta with more options to get around (other than cars and dumb rental scooters, etc that are littering our sidewalks.) BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  I'm excited for Atlanta to be more interconnected. There's obviously demand with the influx of the birds and yellow scooters. I would rather the city get that money and use it for all than annoying companies hijack our sidewalks and streets. Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

 I'm not well educated but it seems that the goal is a facelift for Atlanta transit on multiple levels. So only because I'm a 

little unclear on the specifics did I say somewhat.

30127 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I commute from Paulding County to work at Emory Saint Joseph Hospital. I can drive and then catch a train from Fulton County, however I wish there was a train that was closer to me. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  none Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30306 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes I think the addition of more light rail and more frequent bus services is a great addition. I also would like some of the investment in MARTA to make fares cheaper for frequent riders - including 30 day and year-long passes for students. Increasing ridership of MARTA will take a fare decrease along with service increase. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  I'm very excited about the Clifton Corridor project! Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

 This is not a comment about the projects, but more about this survey. I have a degree from an Ivy League college and I 

am befuddled by the wording of the options for the question "In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta 

team used the following guiding principles to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the 

highest priority to you". The language is so overly complicated and seems almost intentionally convoluted. I could barely 

understand what each option meant, and I can't imagine most of MARTAs riders would either. Please address this for 

future surveys and use language that is accessible to the general population.

30017 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Not many stops and the wait for each bus is too long. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  n/a Supportive Other Community Event Somewhat

30329 DeKalb Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Marta line to Clifton would be amazing. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit would be beneficial for all of the healthcare workers at Emory, the second largest employer in Atlanta. Very supportive Other N/A Social Media Yes  See above

30032 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  beef up the lighting system, and provide foot patrol with marta polices. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Greenbriar Transit Center  good choices. Supportive News Media News Media Yes

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  It would be great if the MARTA can connect the airport to Emory University. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  none Very supportive Social Media Social Media Yes

 One of the largest employer in Atlanta is Emory University and such an improvement would help workers to get to the 

hospitals much more convenient.

30319 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  More rail. Traffic is tough on the roads. Connect to Smyrna from Brookhaven with rail. Street car or gondola up and down Peachtree for areas not serviced by rail - buses take too much time and driving is easier. Transit from Brookhaven to Emory / North Decatur. Good luck! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Not aware of the project specifics, connectivity from east side to west side is important (ie, brookhaven to Decatur, Lavista) or west midtown to Midtown. Downtown to Highlands. Supportive Email News Media No

 We need rail into Cobb and more rail in the city. Stations are too far apart to use for more than one stop and back 

home..

 Cant run errands and still need a car.

30316 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Atlanta needs a central transit authority that is a coordinated and synchronized effort of all of the independent entities BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Na Supportive Social Media, News Media, Other News Media Somewhat

30002 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat It is unclear by the project list what the program will do to increase ease of access to the different routes and modes. Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  - Supportive Email Community Event Yes

 More types of transportation and routes will serve to increase accessibility and efficiency of using public transportation. 

More public transportation may help decrease congestion on roads as well as be more economical and environmentally 

friendly.

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  I live at Emory, and the traffic on Clifton is a massive issue. This will link Atlanta's biggest employers into the public transportation of the city, alleviating the traffic issues in Druid Hills and surrounding areas. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit - Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30307 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No Establish a grid based bus network rather than hub and spoke. Connect the grid through the full completeBeltline loop! Simplify the network so that more users easily understand the system and ridership will increase. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit The current project list is a mish mash concocted by a committee. It provides little leadership and will do little to help transform the development of the city. A clear vision must be put into place or else our investment will end up just like the streetcar tourist loop with little utilization. Not supportive Social Media News Media No

This isn’t about transit for today. This is about transforming the city for the next 40 years. Provide the necessary 

leadership and infrastructure for how the city should grow moving forward. 

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

 I think that Atlanta has a long way to go as it relates to improving the public transit system, but the biggest thing that I believe is there needs to be a larger emphasis placed on transit other than the car. Atlanta traffic is awful and there needs to be options for Atlanta citizens other than car travel to alleviate the 

pressure on the roads in the city. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I am an Emory Student who would sincerely appreciate an alternative mode of travel into the core of the city. Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  See the above statement

30022 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

 I think a few ways MARTA could be improved include:

1. Better WiFi. I’d pay an extra $5-10 a month for reliable WiFi since it’s the only way to access internet while underground on the train. I went to report a panhandler one day on the MARTA app while underground at North Ave, but was unable to because the WiFi on the train wasn’t working, and I had no service. If 

there was a premium network, I’d be willing to pay a little for it. 

2. If the train extended past North Springs to Holcombe Bridge (exit 7 off 400), it would help in two ways. Firstly, it would help cut down the commute time for people coming from areas like Alpharetta. Also, by more people riding the train, it would help decrease the horrible traffic buildup between exits 6 and 7 of 400. Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements Please see comment box above.  Very supportive Phone/Text News Media Somewhat

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  na Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  na
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In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding 
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highest priority to you. #1

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding principles 

to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the highest priority to you. 

#2

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding 

principles to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the 

highest priority to you. #3

After reviewing the 

proposed project list, do you 

feel it addresses your 

transportation needs?

Please provide any additional details about your response to the previous question. Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #1 Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #2 Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #3 Please provide any additional comments you have on the program or individual projects.
Please rate your level of support of 

the More MARTA proposed projects.

How do you like to receive information on MARTA 

news?
Other - How do you like to receive information on MARTA news?

How did you learn about the More MARTA 

atlanta program Survey?

After reviewing the proposed 

project list, do you feel it 

addresses Atlanta's 

transportation needs?

Please provide reason(s) for your response to the last question.

30350 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No Need connectivity to Roswell, Marietta and Smyrna. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit   A lot of the commuters travel from north-east and north west of Atlanta to Buckhead, Midtown, and downtown areas. These areas should be connected to the existing North-South Red/Yellow lines via light rail. Very supportive Email News Media No

 A lot of the commuters travel from north-east and north west of Atlanta to Buckhead, Midtown, and downtown areas. 

These areas should be connected to the existing North-South Red/Yellow lines via light rail.

30317 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No What would help me personally is better regional transit options, and more frequent heavy rail service. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Why is there a Cambelton Rd BRT and parallel LRT? That seems duplicative. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

Would rather see money go towards more frequent hub and spoke connectivity from Heavy rail stops. Also, how about 

electric busses on dedicated ROW instead of LRT? It would function the same as LRT, but with less cost and more 

flexibility. I do think the east connectivity and Emory connectivity is important.

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No  I would like to see an expanded network of light rail routes to fill in gaps between the heavy rail routes. I do not trust any road-based options to be reliable or convenient enough to be better than driving BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  I’m glad we’re making improvements. Just want you to know there is skepticism about any bus or road based-options due to traffic concerns. Quite the paradox we’re Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat  It is an improvement and I am glad we are doing it! Let’s keep improving!

30329 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat gh Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  h Supportive Email News Media Somewhat  h

30021 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  Increased rail connectivity is of vital importance for me to use MARTA more effectively. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Add more bus stops and more frequent buses in my neighborhood. Very supportive Email News Media Yes Emphasis on better rail connectivity WITHIN the perimeter. 

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Any addition is a benefit. Atlanta desperately needs better public transit to connect the city. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Clifton connection andBeltline east are my top choices. Very supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat

30322 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  It will help me tremendously as an Emory Student. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Supportive News Media Community Event Yes

30329 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I support Clifton Corridor BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service - Very supportive Phone/Text Social Media Yes

30312 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No I was hoping for more MARTA trains. Those seem to be the most efficient for getting people off the road. Busses and light rails might add to congestion because few people will convert from single passenger driver to light rail/busses. I want less traffic and congestion. I only ever use the trains. Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  We need a more extensive and expansive train network Somewhat supportive Social Media News Media No

 I was hoping for more MARTA trains. Those seem to be the most efficient for getting people off the road. Busses and 

light rails might add to congestion because few people will convert from single passenger driver to light rail/busses. 

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network No  There needs to be more Marta trains that go in directions besides North<-> South, east <-> west. North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  I don't think adding busses is the correct response. I think it's a bad idea and takes away funds from creating a functional and good transit system. Heavy rails. Somewhat supportive Other .... News Media No

 Adding more busses and light rails will only increase the congested traffic. There needs to be a better train system so 

people can commute through and to the city. Focusing on public transit through trains allows the whole city to grow 

and prosper. It makes Atlanta way more attractive, decreases traffic, decreases pollution, and increases 

interactions/society. 

30307 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  I’ll still be in need of a last mile connector to the start of my commute but these projects make mobility possibilities abound. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  Crosstown Downtown is tied with Clifton Corridor. Very supportive Phone/Text, Social Media News Media Somewhat

Its a hard case to argue for, but more reliability in busing would be incredibly helpful - higher frequency, more reliable 

location services on the app, etc.

30075 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes It very much addresses my needs. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit The Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit would allow easier access to and from Emory Hospital, one of the leading healthcare systems in the state. Additionally, it would allow for better transportation for Emory students. Very supportive Social Media Social Media Yes

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Prioritize public transportation development (invest in it!) instead of spending on more lane additions and traffic lights that encourage people to drive personal vehicles BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Invest in locations that have workers who have a greater need for public transportation, and maybe don't build stations and lines along racial and economic divisions in the city Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

 Atlanta the city really needs to stop being a silo and work with other surrounding counties to create a comprehensive 

public transportation system that is efficient and reasonable for people to use to get to work without spending hours 

waiting on trains and buses. 

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Light rail for the Clifton Corridor please Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Light rail, Clifton Corridor Very supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30281 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  marta needs to be accessible for people that aretrying to do more than juat work in “major job centers.” people are paying tax dollars for a system to allow them ease of mobility to and fro daily activities aside from work, and reliability and security / safety. something that marta has lacked for many years. Station Improvements  n/a Neutral Social Media News Media No

 marta needs to be accessible for people that aretrying to do more than juat work in “major job centers.” people are 

paying tax dollars for a system to allow them ease of mobility to and fro daily activities aside from work, and reliability 

and security / safety. something that marta has lacked for many years. 

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  It's ridiculous that Emory is still under-covered by the current MARTA system. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Please add signs of some sort to indicate when the next train/bus comes and where it is going Very supportive Other Social Media Yes

30083 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  n/a Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  n/a Supportive Email Social Media Yes

30032 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  N/A Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements  n/a Supportive Social Media, News Media Social Media Somewhat

30033 Clayton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat N/a BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  N/a Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes Xx BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Xx Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat  Cx

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes NA BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit The Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit project is incredibly important to the community. It will increase access to healthcare and transportation to an area saturated with commuters due to the CDC/Emory. Very supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30331 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  I am unclear if I will be able to travel to work without difficulty. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Just want better and safe transportation Very supportive Email, Social Media Community Event Somewhat  I think the transit system in Atlanta needs to better address the needs of the people who live and work in it.

30331 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes More Sidewalks & Bike that help alleviate pedestrian safety concerns Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  More Sidewalks & Bike that help alleviate pedestrian safety concerns Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes  More Sidewalks & Bike that help alleviate pedestrian safety concerns

30342 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Marta needs to expand and branch out to fulfill the growing infrastructure of Atlanta. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements Marta needs to be expanded around 285 as well. Supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Transportation to Emory !!! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Marta trains need a further reach, especially into the emory area and outwards to suburbs. The belt line being finished and connected would be amazing for commuters as well Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No While I think servicing the Emory area with heavy rail is a great idea. I am actually more in favor of finishing theBeltline with light rail as soon as possible.  This should be the main priority. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Focus should be on theBeltline. Very supportive Social Media News Media No  We should finish theBeltline.

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  n/a Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit n/a Very supportive Other none News Media Yes

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat It's great that Marta is expanding BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  Glad we're expanding. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat  Need more expansion overall throughout the city, especially towards Cobb County (Braves games)

30083 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat I don't entirely understand the vocabulary used above. I hope ATL is considering light rail commutes from the city to nearby suburban communities and around Emory / CHOA with the future hospital site in mind. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Neutral Other do not contact me, i will seek further information Social Media Somewhat

We need frequent, affordable, efficient, low emission transportation options for large volume commuter travel 

between our neighborhoods and communities within and surrounding ATL. 

30083 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  meets my needs Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  would like to see Marta grow Very supportive Phone/Text News Media Yes

30009 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Clifton corridor is badly needed! BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Atlanta lags behind every comparable city in light rail and bus services. Let's fix that. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  We are a long way away from the level of transit we need, but this is moving in the right direcrion.

30328 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I’d like to see MARTA access to Decatur and the Emory community — between CDC, the university, and the hospital, it’s crazy that we don’t have train access at all. I would happily take the train from Sandy Springs area into Emory and remove my car from the congestion if given the chance. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Thank you. The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the Atlanta region. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  We need expansion of rail lines and greater access through public transportation.

30021 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I am looking for better rail connectivity around 285. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension I am most interested in the projects to create and expand light rail. Very supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat

30305 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  For those of us who are dependent upon public transportation be it publicly or privately owned,  the Emory Campus along with CDC campus seem remote by access (not miles). BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service I have no other comments at this time Supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes

 It appears to address both public and private transportation challenges as well as those concerns of the neighborhoods 

that will be affected.

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  . Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit . Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  As an Emory Healthcare employee, it would assist me in getting from one hospital campus to another. I currently use Marta to get from Emory Midtown Hospital to St. Joseph's Hospital only. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  NA Very supportive News Media Social Media Yes  It assists students, faculty, staff, and healthcare personnel which includes more than 17,000

30093 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Increased route coverage to Emory area Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  n/a Supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Please keep making Atlanta more walkable! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Please focus on one mode of transportation so people don’t have to keep changing to get places Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No  I live in Northwest Atlanta and would like options to get to mid town, Buckhead, the airport. On this proposal NW atl is largely ignored. Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center More light rail please. Somewhat supportive Social Media News Media No

MARTa should position itself to win market share from people who do not need MARTA. People who need MARTA will 

find a way. To be successful need to make it convenient for those who don’t need it.

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes I love MARTA its the only way to get around smoothly and easily Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  more trains during rush hour Very supportive Email, Phone/Text Social Media Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  I live on the other side of Decatur so I am not sure that would be able to use it. I live very close to the Avondale Marta station but maybe in the future there could more connections. I love public transportation ad wish there was more of it BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit I support any project to increase public transportation! Very supportive Email News Media Yes  We need more public transportation options especially for a city this size

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I currently don't NEED to use public transportation to get to this area but it would be really nice to have the option to. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Expanding the MARTA system would make life so much easier especially in terms of areas with trickier or more hectic parking. Supportive Email, Other News Media Yes

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Need rail to extend further into busy areas, like Clifton corridor BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Clifton corridor is greatly needed! Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat  Expanding rail isn't specifically stated but seems to be buried in other options

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  I feel that the emphasis needs to be out on building out heavy rail lines within the city to be more connected. There’s so much more ground to be covered. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center Expand heavy rail, please!!! Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat  This is a dire situation. Please please please make this work.

30096 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No

There is no way to get to or from Duluth with Marta. This is a problem! Marta is really good straight north-south and east-west but only through the center of Atlanta. Alpharetta has no service because Marta doesn't go high enough. 

Northwest, northeast, southwest or southeast travel needs are largely non-existent and with areas like Brasselton and Alpharetta growing in number of jobs there is a need to extend service away from the Atlanta city center. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Gwinnett county wants to be included in the train lines but so far hasn't been included. The money held in savings needs to allocated by the state legislature. The SunTrust lobby needs to IGNORED! It isn't the bank's money! Neutral Email News Media Somewhat

 Marta is really good straight north-south and east-west but only through the center of Atlanta. Alpharetta has no 

service because Marta doesn't go high enough. 

Northwest, northeast, southwest or southeast travel needs are ignored and routes are largely non-existent and with 

areas like Brasselton and Alpharetta growing in number of jobs there is a need to extend service away from the Atlanta 

city center.

Gwinnett county wants to be included in the train lines but so far hasn't been included. The money held in savings needs 

to allocated by the state legislature. The SunTrust lobby needs to IGNORED! It isn't the bank's money!

30021 DeKalb Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No Still no rail out Hwy 29 and/or 78.   So, my area and areas east of me are again left out in the cold. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I selected Clifton since it's on paper closer to me, but unfortunately it does not come anywhere near where I live. Not supportive Social Media News Media No

  Busses are subject to congestion the same as cars.  I would not depend on bus rides personally.   

MARTA needs more heavy and light rail in areas that currently do not have it (and I'm not really talking about areas 

where rich people live that don't have rail). 

Rail should be extensive and not an afterthought that mostly targets and rewards people in upper class with nearby 

stations and ease of access. 

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat

 The project list mostly looks great. I do not agree with the amount of money that has been reserved for Campbellton Rd. They are getting 3 coverage options on the same stretch of road (BRT, LRT, circulators). I don't see the point in spending on both BRT and LRT on this stretch, just do one or the other. Use the rest of 

that money to extend LRT elsewhere. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  very supportive of more marta, we need as much funding for transit as we can get Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

 While the project list is great, we need more heavy rail extensions to allow commuters from the suburbs to park and 

ride into the city. I know that is outside of the scope of this initiative due to the need for other counties to provide 

money, but it definitely won't fully address the city's needs until that can happen.

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I think there should be additional focus on trying to expand the existing Marta subway lines. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit   I think there should be additional focus on trying to expand the existing Marta subway lines. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat   I think there should be additional focus on trying to expand the existing Marta subway lines. 

30316 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

 I-20 east rail was and is the preferred option over BRT. 

Any solution needs grad separation. 

Aerial tram for Moreland / Memorial / East Atlanta toBeltline makes sense Cort per mile, ease of construction and cost for lifecycle. Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Where are the projects for SouthEast Atlanta?  None were listed.   I’d suggest adding those in, Moreland BRT, I-20 BRT/rail and more. Not supportive Other News Media No

 Emory can do dedicated bus lanes and upgraded priority signaling at intersections to have a short term win. Students / 

staff at universities have higher adoption rate for bus than other stakeholders. Would be fast cost effective win. 

I-20 east should go to Conyers 

I-20 west should go to douglasville 

Moreland ave should have aerial tram or a cap/cover rail line from Conley/285 north to Brircliff/285

Ponce should have cap/cover rail or aerial tram from Decatur to West mid-town. 

Local circulators should happen for memorial / ponce/ boulevard....prioritize commute hours and evenings/weekends 

to encourage use of bus rather than ride share (Uber / Lyft) as cars are cars and still don’t relieve congestion or 

pollution. 

30341 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I think Marta has GREAT potential and it has been wonderful in contributing to the growth of Chamblee. If we could clear up any safety concerns (which I don't think are valid) and create last-mile connectivity, I could see an explosion in growth. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  Would love to see the Clifton Corridor!!! Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30083 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  Many of the items in the proposed list do not address congestion issues (specifically theBeltline). Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements

 Based upon what I have experienced during my 23 years in the Metropolitan area,  transportation continues to fall further behind.  I do not believe very much will be accomplished as long as politics are the driving force behind meaningful transportation improvements.  We will only continue to pay for studies that look 

and sound great in ideation, but have little chance of implementation.  We do not have a critical mass of leadership willing to address real issues regardless of the political climate.  And, we have a citizenry that by and large are not grounded in facts and are often times simply unreasonably short sighted and 

individualistic.  All combined make for an extremely poisonous cocktail. Somewhat supportive Email News Media No

 I do not believe that MARTA has an accurate account of priorities as it relates to transportation needs.  I would like 

additional information on the criteria utilized to create the current project list.

30307 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

MARTA needs to put greater priority on completing theBeltline system which (if history is any indication) can spur high density residential development throughout Atlanta's core including the underdeveloped and underserved south and west sides.  This is the kind of high density development, aided by easy access to 

transit, that will help build the city from the inside out.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit RAIL ON THE ATLANTABeltline NOW! Very supportive Social Media, News Media Social Media No  See above.

30312 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  I live in southeast Atlanta - we've been ignored and put on the back burner again.  Development is occurring all around me, but no transportation improvements are being made.  A road like Boulevard cannot remain the only option for us to cross I-20. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit AddBeltline Southeast.  Do not commit such a massive amount of COA tax dollars to the Clifton Corridor - wait until the Feds and Dekalb are ready to pitch in. Somewhat supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

 We have to look at what we want our city to look like in 30-40 years.  This project list is a political compromise that will 

waste this opportunity and result in random spots of connectivity.  We need transit along all of theBeltline - that will 

make for a better Atlanta 30-40 years down the road.  The Clifton Corridor with change nothing but traffic.

30341 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  More rail, heavy and light, and in-fill stations to create a stronger transit network within the Perimeter where population is most dense. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  More heavy/light rail! Supportive Other I would not like any form of contact. News Media Yes

30306 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat I want to make sure that any new efforts support low-income workers who rely on public transportation. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service For someone who did not have background on the projects prior to filling out this survey, it is difficult to understand the pluses and minuses of each option. Somewhat supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No  I would LOVE to take public transportation to get to and from work and to classes at Emory. However there's no feasible route. That would run reliably at the times I need it. I sincerely hope these new marta initiatives will change that! Thanks for the work you're doing here. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Where can I gain more information about the proposed changes, costs, and timelines? Supportive Email, Social Media Community Event No

 I don't see on the proposed project list where exactly the routes will expand to? Will these be buses or trains?

30608 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I think the list is good but it would be something to consider to extend the train to the suburbs of Atlanta too (like Alpharetta) BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Focus on projects that will reduce traffic Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

 If we had a better transportation system that people could use to go to work as well as social events, it would reduce 

traffic on the roads

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  It brings answers to major issues, the infrequent transportation in terms of bus during weekends and the need of a metro line over Clifton. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  local bus service - More frequency in bus service during weekends. Very supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30316 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I live in East Atlanta and work at Emory University. Driving through the neighborhoods take longer without direct highway access or public transportation. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Providing transportation around Emory and the CDC would be a huge improvement. Many commuters are having to travel through highly residential areas that are often much slower during rush hour. Very supportive Email, Social Media News Media Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I think the current plan is a great start but MARTA can continue to do more in making BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Traffic in the Emory area is horrid and the Clifton connector would do an excellent job of alleviating that and making the area more pedestrian friendly. Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

 Atlanta traffic continues to get worse and it is one of the least pedestrian friendly  major metropolitan city. This is a 

good step but does not do nearly enough.

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat In general, there is a lack of public transit options from Virginia Highlands/Morningside BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N/A Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat  There needs to be improved connectivity among Emory's various hospitals/campuses.

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  N/A Supportive Email Social Media Yes

30035 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

 All of these options are important to me. As a daily commuter, Marta still has a lot to work on. Things I'm most concerned with, though, are my personal safety -- five points at night is a rather disconcerting place - while riding Marta, a better, faster, more efficient bus system, and train service outside the perimeter into 

Gwinnett, Henry, and Cobb counties. As it stands two trains, three buses, and a long Uber to visit my sister is too much, and not at all cost effective. Frequent Local Bus Service Greenbriar Transit Center Moores Mill Transit Center  Thanks for listening! Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 Ideally, Marta would do well to worry more about train extension into further counties, and capacity expansion, rather 

than cell-based wifi that losessignal inside tunnels. 

30327 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No  I would like to see MARTA expand to Kennesaw State University. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  N/A Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  I would like to see more expansion of MARTA rail line throughout all of Atlanta.

30326 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No

The current MARTA Rail system is outdated, inefficient and not growing with the urban growth. Very simple add more rail, increase volume of cars or provide express trains. This is the only viable option for Atlanta. Since majority of folks live far outside the perimeter and do not want to wait in long lines of traffic to 

access a marta station to use Marta. Hence North Springs Marta stop everyone commuting southbound will just continue to drive by that station because they already sat in their car for at least an hour to reach that station, why would they stop when they can continue to drive on another 30mins to an hour somewhere 

else. When it takes that exact time on the marta rail. North Springs should not be the last stop. Get with the times, Add stops all the way up to cumming. It will happen one day , so why not now! Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  These projects do not solve congestion, waste of spending funds. Not supportive Social Media More MARTA Atlanta Website No

 Adding more buses will do nothing. Adding more bus lanes down 400 will do nothing. Except give 2 riders a whole 

empty bus to themselves. Its ok when you do create those lanes for Buses only. I'll just purchase a Bus for myself to 

access these lanes. Visit Dallas, people drive in these bus lanes everyday. 

30083 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

 Avondale extension from Clifton

Indian Creek extension to Stonecrest Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Greenbriar Transit Center thank you for seeking public comment Supportive News Media News Media No

  Avondale extension from Clifton

Indian Creek extension to Stonecrest

[for the future Gwinnett approval of Doraville extension]

30308 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Somewhat  more LRT is always welcome in my opinion BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  more LRT is always welcome Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Enhance the walkability of suburban neighborhoods like Decatur by adding sidewalks, crosswalks, and pedestrian bridges. Also make it easier to walk to a public transit spot in these areas. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Clifton corridor by Emory please Very supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No  I would like to see a focus on more trains running to various key areas of town, especially connecting Emory to the marta train network. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Please increase the trains Very supportive Social Media Community Event No

Since Atlanta is one of the largest cities in America, our transit system needs to reflect this. We need to work to increase 

trains throughout the city and into the subburbs and reduce the need for personal cars.

30083 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes good start to a conversation and hopefully "real and serious" plans. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit All of the metro Atlanta area needs the transpo plan thought out so that it works for decades to come. If it takes 10 years to do the plan, let's hope the plan takes into consideration years beyond 2050. Metro area needs a system that we can grow into, not try to play catch up, as it's too late for that.  Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

30080 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes

 For me, the biggest issue is a need for increased access to jobs. With that said, connecting workers from all neighborhoods is important. Creating a layered network with multiple options is the way to do this. No, we can't have heavy rail everywhere, and the bus system is lacking. Light rail/streetcar development could 

be another viable option, as well as enhanced walkways. Finally, safety is so important. I don't like using the MARTA after dark in some neighborhoods. How can we change that? Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements  I would love the MARTA to go up to Cobb! Supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat I would love to see a plan that includes regional transit network integration.

30032 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  I'm often concerned about my safety when using Marta Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements The recent incident concerning a lady being pushed on the tracks, has me feeling very uncomfortable when it comes to my safety using Marta... Very supportive Other Social Media Yes

30341 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  Better bus systems Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  no Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes  no

30344 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I feel as though clayton county could use a better time service while riding out there via marta. Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Providing better bus service times Very supportive Other News Media Yes

30341 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  My daily work route (Chamblee-downtown) is already pretty well covered. I want to see the system expand to underserved areas, which the plan seems to do. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  none Very supportive Email News Media Yes  same as above

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No North-West Atlanta remains being limited to a couple buses while the old streetcar facilities sit abandoned just as CSX tracks and Tilman Yard which essentially get you from the hooch downtown. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  NW and SE Atlanta remain a transit desert even if all projects on the list were to be realized. Somewhat supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

 The core of the city already has the most built out public transport options. Getting light rail onto theBeltline is a 

convenience, not a necessity.

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes More light rail is essential to making Atlanta a top-tier city that is capable of competing with the other top 10 American cities for first-class employers to bring their business hubs here. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Clifton Corridor is by far the most important rail needed to bring access to the awkwardly situated Emory hospital and campus. Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  We have a long way to go, but these baby steps to expand public transit will begin moving us in the right direction.

30087 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Very little improvements or additions to transit on the east side of Atlanta Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements  All station improvements are important to encourage higher ridership Supportive News Media More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

 Atlanta's transportation needs are much greater than the current proposal and will take drastic and expensive 

overhauls to make any real impact. The proposal is a start, but in no substantial way does it comprehensively address 

the needs. 

30307 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I live on the east side, but as I review the upgrades, it still seems like the residents in the northwest quadrant are without many (any?) good options if they want to get into downtown or midtown. No frequent bus service available to connect folks to the Bankhead station, for instance. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  na Neutral Email Social Media Somewhat

 There is no way to solve all our transportation needs at once. Still, the lack of train access along the 75North corridor 

will always result in traffic snarls and lack of transportation options aside from single passenger vehicles.

30338 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  I work at Emory and would like to use MARTA more BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  None Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE go forward with the Clifton Corridor Marta!!!! I am a student at Emory Law, and we DESPERATELY need MARTA access at Emory! My parents live in Gwinnett County (5 miles from Doraville station) and if I could get directly from Emory to Lindbergh to Doraville (without having to take Uber or Lyft 

to Lindbergh) it would be amazing!!! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Please expand to Gwinnett county Very supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat Bring the actual Marta line (not just the buses) to Gwinnett county! Or even all the way to Avalon in Alpharetta!

30314 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  The train system should run later. The Red Line, specifically should make later trips to the Airport, past 8:30PM. Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements I am glad to see them. Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat  There should be connectivity

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes I need better transport in the Clifton corridor.  This seems to potentially provide that.  Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements None Supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  - Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  While it is good to have LRT connected to theBeltline, I would rather prioritize the current train and buses services. And to enhance the reach of the trains services (i.e. expand the network to cover more neighborhoods Supportive Email Community Event Yes

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Extend the transport network please. This impacts low income communities most severely BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N/- Very supportive Other Community Event Yes

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Yes  Clifton corridor Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Clifton corridor Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes

 Addressing the traffic concerns on the Clifton corridor is profoundly important to the city.  With the CDC and the state's second largest employer (Emory) existing on a transportation island, we are severely limiting our ability to attract and retain the best talent, companies, and investments.  Addressing this fundamental 

challenge now will propel Atlanta into decades of growth. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension

  Addressing the traffic concerns on the Clifton corridor is profoundly important to the city.  With the CDC and the state's second largest employer (Emory) existing on a transportation island, we are severely limiting our ability to attract and retain the best talent, companies, and investments.  Addressing this 

fundamental challenge now will propel Atlanta into decades of growth. Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

 Atlanta has so many transportation needs, that "addressing" them cannot happen with a single proposal.  However, this 

does go a long way towards ameliorating concerns.

30309 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 As a person new to the city, one major struggle I have with the transit system is wayfinding. Aside from comprehensive network maps, there is very little wayfinding at stations and stops. Things like directional signage other than "north/south or east/west". There's no clear signage on the platform that tells me which 

stops are ahead of me in that platform direction and how many stops away they are. I'm frequently dependent on a driver's announcement, *if* the driver makes them, to know where I am. Signage you can see from the windows of the trains is often spaced so far apart, I could come to rest in a place where I can't see 

any of them to know where I am in my journey. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit

Projects should be prioritized according to the populations who would benefit most from greater access to affordable transit. Personally, I am a fan of light-rail, but I know it comes with its own challenges, especially given the parameters of our current infrastructure. Priority should always be delivering ease of access to 

disabled individuals and economically disadvantaged communities. Very supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat

30322 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  N/A Very supportive Social Media Community Event Yes  We need Emory to have a transit stop!

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No  Some of the language is vary vague and complex for a simple mind like me. I don’t know what it all means, every option seems similar. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit  I don’t know where most of these are, I don’t know. Neutral Phone/Text News Media No  I would select a option that would expand Marta to more areas, like Smyrna.

30314 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  No rail on the WestsideBeltline. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit No light rail onBeltline sw trail Not supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat  I dont want to see transit on west or south side trails.

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  We just need a lot more train routes that reach out outside the perimeter and around the inner perimeter Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  More rapid transit. Easier and cheaper access to buses. Very supportive Other Don't spam me. More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

30339 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat . Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  . Very supportive Other News Media Somewhat  .

30087 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  We need a intergrated system BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  light rail -Clifton project is a win. makes sense Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat  if the system is smooth

30021 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes I am glad MARTA is expanding BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  I believe expansion of MARTA will help ease congestion. Very supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event Yes
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30309 Fulton Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

No, I don't think it responds to my transportation needs because it includes busses. 

11 out of the 17 options in the More MARTA include buses. I don't have a car, by choice, and I live in a transportation dense area of Midtown. I don't use the buses because they're not reliable, they're on the same transportation network as cars, which can be affected by traffic and accidents, and it's not nearly as 

pleasurable of an experience as riding the train.  I've ridden the bus a handful of times, and it's not an enjoyable experience.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension

 I don't think the More Marta projects should include buses. Buses are the cheap option, and not a long term solution to the transportation problems in Atlanta. Bus routes are temporary. There are no bus shelters for people to wait at, bus stops don't have the sidewalk infrastructure when someone leaves a bus stop, 

there are no crosswalks at bus stops, and buses have to deal with the multitude of potholes around the city, making the ride not very enjoyable. I think Atlanta needs to look at long term infrastructure for rail! Supportive Email News Media No

Theres a very specific demographic that rides the bus. It's the people who don't have transit options, so their only 

"option" is to ride the bus. So extending the bus lines is segregating people further instead of including them. It's time to 

extend RAIL, either HRT or LRT, because al kinds of people ride rail. I think MARTA has a great opportunity to stand up in 

helping combat social justice issues in Atlanta and the neighboring areas. 

As for the station improvements, I don't think station improvements really address the transportation needs. It 

describes a want, or a desire, but not a need. Atlanta's population is supposed to increase by a few million people and 

the transportation network needs to address that increase instead of making station improvements.

Adding more bus routes is not addressing Atlanta's transportation issues. Large cities have established a dense rail 

network which is one of the reasons why those cities are great.

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  High speed regional rail to the surrounding suburbs including the baseball stadium. A light rail line connecting Emory to downtown Atlanta/airport! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Tying Emory/CDC to downtown Atlanta would be great! More transit to the baseball stadium Very supportive News Media News Media

30331 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes N/A Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  N/A Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

 MARTA should partner with neighboring jurisdictions to see if light rail expansion can be implemented in those 

jurisdictions.

30310 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  We need rail around theBeltline like it was originally intended. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  We need rail around theBeltline like it was originally intended. Neutral Social Media News Media No  We need rail around theBeltline like it was originally intended. 

30303 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No The I-20 connection to downtown is non-existent. Driving 20 minutes to the Indian Creek  train station isn't convenient. The commuter bus drop off and pick up moved to areas that are not safe for downtown (Marietta Street and Ted Turner) area. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements  The I-20 connection to downtown is non-existent. Driving 20 minutes to the Indian Creek  train station isn't convenient. The commuter bus drop off and pick up moved to areas that are not safe for downtown (Marietta Street and Ted Turner) area. Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 The I-20 connection to downtown is non-existent. Driving 20 minutes to the Indian Creek  train station isn't convenient. 

The commuter bus drop off and pick up moved to areas that are not safe for downtown (Marietta Street and Ted 

Turner) area. 

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat The timeline needs to be prioritized due to current needs not being met. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Access to major employers and medical centers should be a priority since these drive revenue for the area and help meet needs for the population. The population growth projections and current population to date need to have continued and improved access for Atlanta to be considered the city it is marketed to be. Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

 The timeline needs to be prioritized due to current needs not being met. Access to major employers and medical 

centers should be a priority since these drive revenue for the area and help meet needs for the population. The 

population growth projections and current population to date need to have continued and improved access for Atlanta 

to be considered the city it is marketed to be.

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  no more BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service no more Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat need train to emory university and surrounding centers Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements n/a Very supportive Social Media Community Event No

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I'm not yet convinced the projects address holistic needs, ie needs of residents (such as myself) beyond work commutes - not including LRT on the entireBeltline would be a huge missed opportunity that will have negative impact for decades. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service

 Again, not taking this opportunity to fully extend LRT around the entireBeltline will impact the negatively for years and be a huge fail in terms of meeting expectations of the citizens who voted for the tax increase in the first place. I would urge MARTA to not undercut the momentum currently being realized by 

theBeltline. Somewhat supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat  See previous response with increased emphasis on theBeltline component.

30327 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  I would like to see more short-term expansion and fixes. Transportation is the number one hindrance to moving around in this city. We need a detailed transportation system that is safe, reliable, and intergrated across the region. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  The more rapid transit, the better. Supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat

30312 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes none at the moment BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit

 Making space for last mile connectivity is essential. I purposefully bought a home near the center of the city so I could minimize my use of  my car. I am about a "last mile" away from many things. I love walking and biking is OK, but with our hills, heat and humidity, we need to make room on our streets for protected e-

scooter and moped lanes. Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30319 DeKalb Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

 Building more facilities is a welcome addition to the MARTA system.  I do not see information on the improvement of existing systems. I am looking for solutions to operations:

- There is no provision for express trains in the MARTA system

- Trains do not run on a fixed schedule.

- The app seems to be 80% accurate (ghost trains show up that are not on the app, or a train in 2 minutes shows up 10 minutes later), 

- Trains just stop and sit all the time for no apparent reason - 

- There are no "backup plans" for travelers when there is a delay - I sat on a broken train for 40 minutes with absolutely no communication. Riders passed the word that the end car was in the station and we could escape there. I had to UBER home

- I have to badge out of the station for no apparent reason.

- I want to buy an unlimited pass for a couple of days! not fixed ride count, but unlimited like NYC.

BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Options that expand the footprint of transportation are very interesting to me. Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

 Where are the regional connections planned?  If this is a long term plan, where is the train to Macon, Savannah, 

Chattanooga?  Athens?  Not that they have to be built, but where is the hub?  I don't see it on the map.

30329 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat None Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  None Neutral Social Media, News Media Social Media Somewhat

30305 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat I'm concerned at the inclusion of the Clifton Corridor in the plans. Especially considering the tax funds used to fund these efforts were passed in 2016 long before this area was annexed in 2018. Please consider this and do the right thing with prioritization of projects. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Why is there a gap before this arrives at lindbergh station? Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

 I'm concerned at the inclusion of the Clifton Corridor in the plans. Especially considering the tax funds used to fund 

these efforts were passed in 2016 long before this area was annexed in 2018. Please consider this and do the right thing 

with prioritization of projects.

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes These projects would be great for Atlanta. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Bring MARTA to Emory/CDC!!! Clifton Corridor is so important. Very supportive Social Media Social Media Yes

30030 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I like the light rail proposed in Clifton Corridor, and I would really like to see expanded bus services...but I don't know if focusing specifically on buses will reduce congestion on the roads BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service

 I think that the light rail lines should really be prioritized along with increasing bus services...buses take forever in Atlanta traffic but light rails can really help keep cars off the roads.  Additionally, local bus services with connections into rail lines can also help reduce congestion.  I live in Dekalb County and find it 

frustrating to take MARTA...instead I rely on Emory University's shuttle services.  Frequently, it will take over an hour for a MARTA bus to appear...and at that point I could have either walked to a line or simply drove. Very supportive Phone/Text, Social Media News Media Somewhat

 I'd like to see more aggressive rail expansion to Atlanta's suburbs, specifically on the north side.  It will not resolve any 

kind of traffic issues if the suburban-urban divide is not bridged.

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Perhaps I missed it, but I did not see the section where safety was addressed in great detail. Also, greater detail is needed in regards to what exactly MARTA plans to do to address timing issues with the routes, train delays, etc. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Additional security is needed on trains. If people do not feel safe on the trains they will not embrace public transportation. Supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat  Perhaps I missed it, but I did not see the section where safety was addressed in great detail.

30083 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

 The projects are wonderful *within the areas that they cover,* but there are no projects increasing light rail (for example) to Clarkston, or along 78 --- a major choke point for people coming into town.     The other thing: What about partnering with Mercer University to provide shuttles to the Centers and the Atlanta 

campus?  That's the bulk of my driving.  Not only are they NOT on a current rail line or even bus line, but classes at night end after the last busses have circulated.  Hence, I can't take MARTA to work -- it doesn't go where I need to go (from Clarkston to Douglas / Henry centers) or even close, and it doesn't go WHEN I 

need it.  With no simple light rail access, it's easier to drive than to walk a mile and wait in the heat for an occasional bus -- by the time I do that, and then wait for the train, I can drive to my destination, run my errand, and be on my way home. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service n/a, see above Supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat  It helps with the needs of ITP, but not the rest of us.

30308 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat I would love to take MARTA but it takes longer to take transit in then it does to drive and park from Midtown to Downtown. It would be nice to have closer bus or light rail stations. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Great plan for prioritizing funds. Hopefully we can get MARTA more funds to expand. Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat

MARTA trains need to go to more places. Using the bus and trains to get to work and back makes commutes hellish because both are consistently late. And bus routes need to be constructed in a way that promotes consistent use outside of basic commutes (like, being able to go to the store, bank, do what I need to on 

the bus), not just get to another train station or bus stop to be able to do that. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit n/a Somewhat supportive Email News Media No

 I feel like MARTA has been mostly focusing on the Northern suburbs when trying to improve the system, instead of 

focusing on everyone that uses and relies on public transportation.

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  n/a Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  n/a Very supportive Phone/Text News Media

30312 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes Na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Na Somewhat supportive Email News Media Yes

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements

 While the capital expense associated with station improvements does expand the capacity of the system, the physical state of the current station infrastructure is deplorable. MARTA is a gateway to the metro for millions of visitors each year and currently the gateway system of stations is old, dirty, and in disrepair. 

May of the stations are 40+ years old and they visibly show it. Very supportive Email, News Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

 In order to move large amounts of commuters the distances that the systems covers in a desirably timely fashion, there 

has to be the ability to move quickly. Currently the only component of the system that moves quickly is the dedicated 

heavy rail system of MARTA.

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  No need for transit onBeltline. Keep it safe and good for walkers and bikers. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Need rail line on North Avenue fromBeltline out west. Supportive Email Social Media Yes

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes I appreciate the efforts to include everyone in the planning process. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Connectivity is essential to a sustainable and inclusive transit plan. Adding the Clifton Corridor light rail will provide a needed transportation alternative for many people working along the corridor but residing in other areas.  Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30088 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes n/a BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements  n/a Supportive Email Community Event Yes n/a 

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

Leaving west/northwest Atlanta with only bus service, as well as southeast, is a problem. I want city-wide rail access with last-mile connectivity. I live in Southwest, and commute all the way to spaghetti junction. In the part of my commute that runs through Chamblee / Doraville from the Chamblee Marta station to my 

office, what would be an easy bike ride (3.2 miles) is incredibly unsafe and impractical. The bus schedule is difficult to work with in that area as well. So I have to drive to work. Would much prefer to use a combination of bicycle and rail. Would like solutions that are focused on transportation that is not street 

dependent. Rail on road and bus on road in general don't work well in many parts of town and for many longer commutes, in my opinion. With adequate bicycle accessibility along Chamblee-Tucker or rail service that went east of 85 north to the perimeter I could be home in 30-40 minutes vs. the upwards of an hour it 

takes in my car or by bus/train. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Getting across downtown and out to northeast atlanta would be the biggest improvement for me personally. There is just TOO MUCH of the city that is left untouched. If it's inside 285 you should be able to get there quickly and easily without sitting in traffic. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 Large portions of the city are left with only bus service. The way atlanta is growing we need to cover the WHOLE CITY or 

continue to suffer from lack of public transportation infrastructure. Focus on HRT, some LRT that isn't on pathways 

shared with cars. It's just simply not enough to make people give up driving their cars until you can get to just about 

anywhere you need to go, quickly, using public transit. Nobody wants to take the bus because it has the same traffic 

problems as cars and is not as predictable or convenient as rail.

30306 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 I am very excited for the Clifton Corridor project to connect the NE part of the City via LRT.   I don't see the need for the very expensive LRT on theBeltline - something less expensive would be great i.e. electric buses that would connect the loop eventually - much easier and more affordable and a better use of funds.  

The extension is needed to connect E-W. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Again, please explore more fiscally responsible options for transit on theBeltline.  LRT is not necessary. Supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat

Many of the proposed projects will be beneficial.  I do not see the need for very expensive LRT on theBeltline.  While I 

believe some form of transit would be great on theBeltline, there are other less expensive options which would provide 

more "bang for the buck".  I hope MARTA will explore other options.  The LRT on theBeltline was a vision more than 15 

years ago and much has changed over this period of time.  The cost just doesn't seem responsible with other less 

expensive options that would meet the same goal.

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I think one of the issues with Marta is just where it goes and doesn't go. I would really hope for increased rail lines, but I know that's very costly. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center N/A Supportive Email News Media

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No Overall rail expansion should be considered in each City of Atlanta community. Rail expansion should be shovel ready with local match funding in place. Rail expansion to the South, East, and West should be prioritized, as the North is advancing (ill-conceived) BRT plans. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Expand rail to each intown community. Somewhat supportive Email Social Media No

30032 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I've been looking forward to public transportation connectivity to the Clifton Corridor for years! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  None Very supportive Other Social Media Yes

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  yes it is well balanced Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  these are projects I would use Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30310 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

 The project introduces new destinations but does not focus on better connecting current transit projects and availability. With few Marta stations miles apart,Beltline rail would increase the number of people willing and able to use Marta for other destinations while new corridors do not help connect the existing 

transit options. While Marta may make money on the use of that one new proposed corridor I feel like both Marta and the City stand to loose in the long run by not focusing more on easy access and consistent connectivity. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit  The otherBeltline lightrail portions are not listed as options. Somewhat supportive Email Social Media No

The More Marta creates new transit lines but does not focus on fully integrating current projects such as theBeltline 

Transit. IncompleteBeltline transit routes do not help to integrate the network. Having only some of the neighborhoods 

connected still doesn't target the primary issue Atlanta transit has which is the fact that transit options aren't available 

cheaply, quickly and everywhere. Effective transit gets you from anywhere to anywhere without having to walk miles or 

drive. Transit which only partially supplies this need will never be fully used or maximize profits for Marta.

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Would like to see more focusBeltline transit followed by cross-town LRT/dedicated lane BRT. Seems like this list may be spreading resources thin. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Need some infill stations, particularly where demand is high, such as Krog St. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat  See above.

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  With the above verbiage, I wasn't sure if one directly addresses the need for additional train and light rail lines coming into job hubs from areas both inside and outside the perimeter Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  We need rail and light rail that follows the interstates in and out of Atlanta (the 20, 75, and 85) Very supportive News Media More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat  We need more train and light rail lines overall

30305 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 I live within a bikeable distance to work, only a few miles, but the roads are terrifying for cyclists. Protected lanes for cyclists are a must.

Also, pedestrian safety is of grave concern. 

However, it’s true that increased light rail and bus lines would help mobility. Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements

 You all might wish to consider expressing your plan in layman’s terms or providing a map that expands and is easier to read on a cell phone.

Increased bus service would seem like the best option for me at this point (N).

However, in general,  increased public transport in these areas seems like a great idea. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 As I bike and cycle, so do many other Atlantans. Options should be mde available for them as well. 

30308 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  We need more MARTA train stations and expanded train service. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Bus Rapid will cause more traffic with cars. Neutral Social Media News Media Somewhat

30310 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes

 I would love the transfer system to be more robust. If I exit say Dunwoody station, go to the mall to return something and come back but was only gone for 30 mins I should not have to pay again to use the train. There should be a greater time limit similar to other transit systems say of 2 hours where you can re-enter 

the train as a transfer. Of course the transfer limit should be one but transfer should include train re-entry not just bus fare. Also waaaay better rates for monthly users. Right now as a person who uses the train 4 days a week to go to work/home; it's cheaper for me to pay out of pocket than to purchase a monthly card. 

Monthly card doesn't offer a great enough incentive/discount. If I did have a monthly card however I would be using the MARTA more frequently like probably 6 days a week, multiple times a day. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension

 TheBeltline projects should NOT be a MARTA priority. That area gets enough money and attention as it is, especially the eastsideBeltline. And the eastsideBeltline already has multiple options for alternatives besides walking and people can get from one point of the city to another using that trail just fine. Please focus 

on the downtown, south atlanta and westside areas...for example there is no way to get to the westside midtown area (5 seasons brewery, optimist, octane) via rail or trail, this would be a great bustling neighborhood if that were the case. Very supportive Email News Media Yes

 It addresses Atlanta's need but Atlanta has a car traffic problem. Buses may need their own dedicated lanes, rails for 

sure need to be expanded. Right now the marta rail is just a big plus sign, needs to be more comprehensive and perhaps 

the outermost stations should connect, five points and lindbergh should not be the only transfer points. 

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes

 The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the Atlanta region. The Clifton transit line will be competing with other cities across the country for limited federal funding and is a strong contender for Atlanta to realize a $1B MARTA expansion—the 

largest in two decades. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

  The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the Atlanta region. The Clifton transit line will be competing with other cities across the country for limited federal funding and is a strong contender for Atlanta to realize a $1B MARTA expansion—the 

largest in two decades. Very supportive News Media Social Media Yes

 The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the 

Atlanta region. The Clifton transit line will be competing with other cities across the country for limited federal funding 

and is a strong contender for Atlanta to realize a $1B MARTA expansion—the largest in two decades.

30305 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  More focus on extending mass rail transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  none Supportive Email News Media Somewhat  see above

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I'm 1.5 miles from a Marta station and there is no good way to get there. I think the bus runs once per hour BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Please build theBeltline Supportive Other No News Media Somewhat

30314 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Needs more police officers BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  N/A Somewhat supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat

30306 DeKalb Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  l. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  . Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  z Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  z Neutral Email News Media Yes

30307 DeKalb Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  This survey doesn't allow for any opposition to the Marta light rail destroying existing neighborhoods. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  This survey doesn't allow for any opposition to the Marta light rail destroying existing neighborhoods. Not supportive Email Community Event No  This survey doesn't allow for any opposition to the Marta light rail destroying existing neighborhoods. 

30310 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat MUST SEQUENCE THE TRAFFIC SIGNALS. THE AMOUNT OF PRODUCTIVITY LOST OVER THE YEAR THROUGHOUT THE ENTIRE CITY TO BAD TRAFFIC SIGNALS HAS TO BE STAGGERING. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  SEQUENCING THE TRAFFIC SIGNALS THROUGHOUT ATLANTA WOULD BE MORE EFFECTIVE THAN ALL THE PROJECTS LISTED BELOW COMBINED. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat SIDEWALKS ARE TERRIBLE AND MUST BE OVERHAULED THROUGHOUT THE CITY. 

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  I work in the Clifton Corridor. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  These are the areas I am in most often. Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes  The more public transportation options, the more attractive Atlanta will be for business.

30310 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Light rail on the Marta should be a priority. It. Should be prioritized where it is not affected by traffic. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit  More light rail Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

  I think it should be less focus on buses that get stuck in traffic every day and  more focused on different kinds of modes 

that traffic will not affect .

30341 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Yes I think careful thought was given. Difficult to please everyone because the system was not expanded in the past. We have a lot to do to catch up and meet everyone’s needs BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Safety on marta needs to be a top priority Supportive Email News Media Yes

30307 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  The Clifton Corridor is especially needed! Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements .  Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Emory needs railroad connection to MARTA. Between Emory and CDC there are thousands employees stuck in narrow 2-lane roads to get to work and go home. Traffic around Emory is the worst in the city BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Like more railroads and less buses Supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30310 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  n/a BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit n/a Supportive Other News Media Somewhat

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  For me, light rail on theBeltline is the highest priority. I need easy connectivity to transit that doesn't involve surface roads and traffic. Rail in theBeltline plan, and that's a huge reason I chose to live where I do. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  More rail, less bus. Somewhat supportive Email, Social Media Community Event Somewhat

 Atlanta needs LESS surface road transit (buses, etc) and MORE dedicated rail lines that operate independently of traffic. 

We need to be able to get where we're going reliably and quickly. Rail is the answer. Light rail on theBeltline is the way.

30319 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat wish marta rapid transit would reach out to cobb county BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  rapid rail out to cobb county Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat

I have mixed opinions on the recent changes to Route 27 and Route 809. The changes proposed may alleviate some concerns I have, but they seem a long ways off.

This is specific to my commute, and I'm certain MARTA has more data available to it that influences route decisions, but my commute from the Piedmont Heights to Georgia Tech has been significantly impacted to the point where I'm not certain I can continue taking MARTA. My commutes frequently reach the 2 hour 

mark, just for a 6 mile round trip.

I increased route frequency on 27 will be beneficial for the area. Maybe a new route is warranted from the arts center station for those of us trying to get to Georgia Tech from the north east? As it stands now the commute requires multiple transfers to complete. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Increased commuter options/frequency is the north east is the most beneficial improvement for me. Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Yes

Selfishly I would like to see more cross city (east - west) options in the midtown region. Overall though I think the 

changes are great, and I'm excited for LRT to start developing.

30314 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  The wait times on the weekends and at nights are too long, the wifi does not work and transfers to COBB/surrounding countries are horrible Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Greenbriar Transit Center I want it to cover more areas like across town, up to KSU, Alpharetta, Six Flags, Riverdale, Stone Crest. We need light and/or heavy rail. The bus just won't cut it. Somewhat supportive Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat

30075 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  safety is the number one issue both in the stations and on the trains. Also I'd like to see more transparency about security incidents. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  more buses would make it more user friendly for people who don't have cars or a way to get between stations Supportive News Media News Media No

 You need to make MARTA safer and more user friendly for people to adopt it as a means of regular commuting and 

reduce traffic. 

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat If the NE and SWBeltline transportation are highly prioritized then it would meet my needs. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Overall it needs to be a more efficient mode of transportation to more of the city’s destinations Somewhat supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat  It’s a step in the right direction but there is a long way to go

30310 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  AddBeltline transit as a priority BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  N/A Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat  Didn’t specifyBeltline rail transit

30328 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes I believe that having a Marta train go to Emory would be very convenient for many workers and decrease the traffic problem in Atlanta. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Please improve safety on the marta train and at the stations. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

 I think many people who live in the suburbs around Atlanta do not have good options for transportation other than to 

drive themselves which takes a lot of time and money.

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  My main concern is getting public transportation from the old fourth ward to emory and the VA (two of the four hospitals I work at as a doctor) Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Reliable public transportation  to emory and the VA would be great Very supportive Social Media Community Event Yes

30083 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  n/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  n/a Very supportive Email, News Media News Media Somewhat n/a

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat

 Need more buses per hour.  Also, better connections for Emory University.  I use MARTA all the time to get to the airport using the Brookhaven station (I park in the gated lot there).  I would GLADLY use the bus more often to get from my home off of N Druid Hills Rd to get to the Brookhaven stop, but that means a very 

long trip given how few times per day the N Druid Hill Bus comes.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Better Clifton corridor access, and really support the NE Light rail project. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 As I wrote above:  Need more buses per hour.  Also, better connections for Emory University.  I use MARTA all the time 

to get to the airport using the Brookhaven station (I park in the gated lot there).  I would GLADLY use the bus more 

often to get from my home off of N Druid Hills Rd to get to the Brookhaven stop, but that means a very long trip given 

how few times per day the N Druid Hill Bus comes. 

30315 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Beltline rail now. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Beltline Rail not Supportive Email News Media Somewhat Beltline Rail now.

30307 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Better integration with bike networks (in addition to pedestrian/sidewalk) connectivity needed. Safety is primary reason I (female) don’t ride at night-too many poorly lit areas in and surrounding stations, no patrol to stop harrassment. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  Na Very supportive Email News Media Yes  In terms of transit yes (would love some more info on bike/pedestrian improvement)

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  It's a good start BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Beltline transit would be ideal! Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat It's still a good start 

30033 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat I live along the proposed "second phase" of the Clifton Corridor (from Emory to Decatur/Avondale), and the roads along that route, including pedestrian paths desperately need to be addressed. The longer it takes to get this done, the longer Dekalb ignored the deferred maintenance and improvement along this route. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Clifton Corridor is a no brainer. It has to get done first. Priority also needs to be given to finishing the line through Emory and to Decatur/Avondale. Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

 There need to be better connections (rail, idealy) to the NE corridor, such as Tucker, Snellville, etc. to connect them to 

the Clifton Corridor and Downtown. We need to have a plan to finish theBeltline transit loop as well as connect the west 

side better.

30030 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  It would meet my needs. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit is a very high priority. Very supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat More investment in heavy rail and light rail is needed.  Further bus expansion is not an appealing priority for me as a daily transit user. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Moving away from more buses to rail is a more attractive, longer term investment in our communities. Supportive Social Media, News Media Social Media Somewhat

30260 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Not sure how it's going to improve overall. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  no additional comments Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter No  Im not exactly sure until it unfolds.

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes helps w. traffic to and from work BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  needed to help staff to and from work Neutral News Media Community Event Yes

30002 DeKalb Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Add more lines so that it is more usable Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Whichever reduces traffic Very supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  Limited line direct

30305 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  More non-bus options are needed to connect to the northwest side of the city. It would also be helpful if there were additional stations along the existing heavy rail lines when there is a large stretch between two stations (i.e. Lindbergh and Arts Center). BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  I support the addition of heavy or light rail transit to connect areas that aren't currently connected. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 I do not believe adding transportation in the form of buses will encourage people to switch from driving their own cars. 

While this plan gives additional options to those who already use Marta, I'm not confident it will do much to solve the 

congestion issue. 

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  I would like Central atlanta Progress to focus on getting people out of cars and more use of an expanded Marta. I would like to see a fee for every use of a parking space int he Metro that goes directly into the Marta budget for expanded use. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  I am not familiar enough with the projects. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30311 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No

Transit on theBeltline within the City of Atlanta limits should be the first priority. It will impact the most people, decrease road traffic, and will continue to generate huge new revenue streams for the City of Atlanta as new businesses are attracted to the area. It is ridiculous to use my taxes to build more transportation 

in the Clifton corridor, much of which is not even within the city limits. That area of town has received millions of dollars worth of infrastructure improvements over the last several years, while south and west Atlanta have remained largely ignored. My needs are not met by this project, but would be met by improved 

transit along theBeltline. I want cross-town transit and accessibility along theBeltline, as was originally promised to me when I voted to accept this tax. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  The suggestion that my tax dollars should be used for Marta and transit improvements in Northeast Atlanta is offensive. Please stop perpetuating this systemic racism and stop ignoring south and west Atlanta. Not supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event No

 Transit on theBeltline within the City of Atlanta limits should be the first priority. It will impact the most people, 

decrease road traffic, and will continue to generate huge new revenue streams for the City of Atlanta as new businesses 

are attracted to the area. It is ridiculous to use my taxes to build more transportation in the Clifton corridor, much of 

which is not even within the city limits. That area of town has received millions of dollars worth of infrastructure 

improvements over the last several years, while south and west Atlanta have remained largely ignored. My needs are 

not met by this project, but would be met by improved transit along theBeltline. I want cross-town transit and 

accessibility along theBeltline, as was originally promised to me when I voted to accept this tax.

30032 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  there are too many places the train doesn't go, so it takes forever to wait on a bus, or sometimes several, to get where I need to go. Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit I no longer need Marta to go to work, as I'm retired. Therefore, I'm no longer familiar with many of these routes. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat  see previous answer/comment

30316 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Light rail transit may relieve some of the pressure on the bus transit and allow for more frequent and reliable local bus service. Very supportive Email, News Media News Media Somewhat

The transportation needs of Atlanta are dire and more than 3 of the proposed projects above will be essential to solving 

the transportation needs of Atlantans.

30343 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  I need more reliability and increased options for train stations. Frequent Local Bus Service Moores Mill Transit Center Station Improvements  na Supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30079 DeKalb Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

Yes, but there is more to be done, especially in improving bus service or walkability of getting to your final destination after getting of the train or bus. I would love a stop closer to Centennial Park and the Aquarium.

BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  None. Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30312 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  no Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  no Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 Garnett Center Station - Elevator scary at night homeless get in. No police or camera on elevator. Have to use elevator 

when coming from airport with luggage and going to greyhound bus station. No down escalator. 

30317 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I don't believe ART or BRT are necessarily a good solution... I would like to see more light and heavy rail. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements None Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat  I don't feel it addresses the "in-town" needs as much as it does to those that live further out from the city center.

30030 DeKalb Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  WE need more marta lines. I live next to the Avondale station but it can not take me to work at Emory University Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  We need more underground transit not more shuttles on the roads. TRAINS please!!!!! Supportive Email Community Event Yes

30308 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  no Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  I-20 to stonecrest Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Yes  no

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Some of the problems like safety could be better addressed by CoA by actually addressing the homeless problem. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  none Supportive Email, News Media News Media Somewhat  Not sure
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highest priority to you. #1

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding principles 

to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the highest priority to you. 

#2

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding 

principles to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the 

highest priority to you. #3

After reviewing the 

proposed project list, do you 

feel it addresses your 

transportation needs?

Please provide any additional details about your response to the previous question. Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #1 Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #2 Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #3 Please provide any additional comments you have on the program or individual projects.
Please rate your level of support of 

the More MARTA proposed projects.

How do you like to receive information on MARTA 

news?
Other - How do you like to receive information on MARTA news?

How did you learn about the More MARTA 

atlanta program Survey?

After reviewing the proposed 

project list, do you feel it 

addresses Atlanta's 

transportation needs?

Please provide reason(s) for your response to the last question.

30322 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Increased reliability is the most important factor to me. MARTA doesn't help me if it takes 15 mins to get somewhere on some days and 2 hours on other days. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service

 The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the Atlanta region. The Clifton transit line will be competing with other cities across the country for limited federal funding and is a strong contender for Atlanta to realize a $1B MARTA expansion—the 

largest in two decades. Very supportive News Media Social Media Yes Yes. Traffic in Atlanta is terrible, and expanding MARTA has the potential to help with that.

30021 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  I see the #1 priority need to create more train stations, not invest more in bus transit. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Please for the love of god connect downtown diagonally with the train Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30331 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  no Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  no Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  no

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  NA BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  NA Supportive Social Media News Media No

30312 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  More spokes on the wheel, please! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Beltline lightrail should be a priority. It would bring fast transit to many parts of town not currently served by rail. Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30331 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  no Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Greenbriar Transit Center  no Supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat no 

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  Yes.  I would 100% take Marta if the Clifton rail became reality.  Would be incredibly helpful to me.  Safe.  And a much less stressful and short commute, as I commute from midtown to Emory University Hospital in Decatur. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Hoping and praying for Clifton Corridor! Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes

30341 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit N/A Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30313 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  More frequent bus routes along corridors where people live will be a big benefit as the population in the downtown area grows.  Bus routes will be much less expensive than Marta Rail Lines Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service None Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

30331 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No  no Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  From HE Holmes through Adamsville to Fulton Industrial - need rail service! Somewhat supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

 From HE Holmes to Fulton Industrial should have had, heavy rail from before 2016. We have been paying the 1% sales 

tax for around 40 years, and have never had quality. How about some equity now. We need rail service from HE Holmes 

to Fulton Industrial ASAP.

30357 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No

Issues with Marta not seen in Washington DC and Boston that have more efficient transit systems:

1. SAFETY!!! Even at the Midtown train stop at 6pm, I get harassed for money when trying to buy a ticket. At the Peachtree Center train stop, the surrounding area is not safe. The North Springs and Airport ones are very nice, and I wish the other stops would be more similar to those safety-wise.

2. CONFUSION: More maps at stations and inside the trains would help. When exiting at downtown locations, I have difficulty telling where to go and what the consequences will be for going there (ie, walking around the block or so to get to the proper location). Of course, walking would be fine if #1 wasn't an issue.

3. BIKES/SCOOTERS: If Marta trains and buses had proper places for bikes and scooters, then this would help with the "last mile connectivity"

4. CLEANLINESS: Switching from carpet to flooring helped with the constant urine smell on the trains. However, the stations still smell.

Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements  Station Improvements and the areas surrounding the existing stations I think are the most important, at least from my perspective. Supportive Other I prefer not to be contacted. I will come back to the Marta Stations and hope to see improvements :)More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter No

 It doesn't address the fours concerns listed above:

1. Safety

2. Confusion

3. Bike/Scooters (last mile connectivity)

4. Cleanliness

I think hiring more security and cleaning staff would be better than expanding at this point in time.

30310 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  no Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements Southwest side MARTA Stations need to be cleared more trash receptacles, usable restroom facilities, clean bus stops with trash cans that's emptied on a regular basis.  Very supportive Email, News Media Community Event Somewhat  no

30360 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No  Need to expand red and yellow lines north. Doraville station is horribly underserved with inadequate parking and inadequate frequency of trains and reliability. Station Improvements Need to improve rail system to become competitive with other metropolitan areas. Not supportive Email News Media No

 Need simultaneous existing line improvements and expansion. Also, the trains are extremely run down and have a 

serious homeless problem. 

30345 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes Across from Skye Hill Shopping Center off of Tanglewood Cir. NE. A cross walk, or street light is needed for slowing down traffic. It is a blind spot for accidents. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  There needs to be a MARTA Police Officer monitoring and policing every train station/38 stations. Due to the incident that occurred at Midtown Train Station. Folks fare evade, angry, or just having a bad day. Approach paying customers in a violent way. Very supportive Email, News Media Community Event Yes

 Vehicles pulling out from Tanglewood Cir. NE has had serious car wrecks. Due to speeding cars, and pedestrians trying 

to pull their vehicles out, while turning.

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  N/A Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30331 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  no Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  no Supportive News Media Community Event Yes no 

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I would like MARTA to run more frequently throughout the day and have more locations. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit None Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

30324 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  We need the Clifton Corridor project  to be completed at full funding levels Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit if The Clifton Corridor is not finished that will be a waste of millions of dollars Supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  I didn’t see specific projects listed on there. 

30344 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  no Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  no Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes  no

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I strongly support the clifton corridor transit line BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  n/a Very supportive Other News Media Somewhat

30303 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No The ATL Streetcar was a complete waste of $100,000,000 of taxpayer funding and now MARTA is left holding the bag. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Moores Mill Transit Center MARTA needs to explore using smaller all electric buses for some of the shortest routes. Somewhat supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

Why are Gwinnett County Transit buses traveling across DeKalb County then ending up in Downtown Atlanta.  This is an 

eyesore and adds to overall traffic congestion in the urban core.  Get the bus routes off Peachtree Street.

30316 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 It would be wonderful if every place in Atlanta was within a half a mile or less to a MARTA rail station.  I live close to downtown but by the time that I drive to a Marta station I would have driven (both time and distance) about 3/4 of the way to work.  So Marta doesn't make sense for me.  I could take a bus to the 

station but by then it would take much longer of a commute because I could be sitting in that traffic in my car.  There is no advantage to using Marta for those on the East side. Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  None of these projects reach my area of living. Somewhat supportive Other none. More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat Dedicated light rail transit on the ENTIREBeltline corridor is key connecting citizens to other transportation corridors and transfer point. It will also serve as the basis for extending and enhancing future projects. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Dedicated light rail transit on the ENTIREBeltline corridor is key connecting citizens to other transportation corridors and transfer point. It will also serve as the basis for extending and enhancing future projects. Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 Dedicated light rail transit on the ENTIREBeltline corridor is key connecting citizens to other transportation corridors 

and transfer point. It will also serve as the basis for extending and enhancing future projects. 

30310 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat I feel the current network has limited to access BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  I would like to see more Light rail onBeltline Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat  In comparison to world class public transit, the current plan seems half baked

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I think transit around the belt line circling the city is the most important. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  The belt line transit is the most important. Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat  The above description is too broad.

30316 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  we need more train stations and lines especially one near East Atlanta Village BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  We need more train stations Supportive Other None Community Event Somewhat

30319 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  The 'last mile connectivity' is what is critical. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  No comments Supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat  There is little detail in the proposed project list for me to assess if it addresses Atlanta transportation needs

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat I think infill stations - esp from Arts Center to Lindbergh would help the most. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit The densest parts of the city need the most help. Supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat  There is a huge section - again, Arts Center to Lindbergh, that has NO rail access.

30316 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  no BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Running time later in the night for late partiers so we can reduce drunk driving. Allowing MARTA to be a useful alternative. Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat  The MARTA Rail needs a direct line to the new Braves Stadium and other attractions in Cobb. Co

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes n/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements n/a Supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

It does not address bike lanes or support for new scooter ("personal mobility") transportation. However, I suppose 

these topics aren't really MARTA's responsibility.

30349 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  no BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Cobb and something for the Camp Creek area (light rail) Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  no

30281 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  no BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit  no Very supportive Email News Media Yes  no

30340 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  The plan may ease my commute and others indirectly.  Hopefully considerations for other options for those outside of this commute pattern will be a part of the future plan. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  I live in DeKalb County.  Some specific projects for improvement of traffic in these areas is also needed. Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 My perception is that much more work will needed to ease the traffic burden affect main roads such as Druid Hills, 

Clairmont, Lavista, Briarcliff, etc.

30310 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  The light rail needs to be trasferless to be useful also it is important that more information is put forward about the time horizons of projects before any approval.   SW Atlanta needs more connection to the main trains. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Focus should be on increasing ridership Somewhat supportive Other None Community Event Somewhat  Expansion of the main lines needs to occur in conjunction with light rail and dedicated bus lanes.

30342 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  no BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit  no Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat  no

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Integration with theBeltline and light rail on theBeltline. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  None Neutral Email News Media Somewhat See above

30344 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  no Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  no Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  Yes I feel like it is a good start.

30092 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  no Station Improvements  no Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes  no

30312 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  no Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  no Neutral Email Community Event Somewhat  no

30311 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  24 hr. service BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit  no Supportive Email, Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat  MARTA has to be more indirict now that the city is growing more.

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  no BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit  no Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  no

30076 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I want Connect 400 with HRT, not BRT which will mostly close the door on HRT in that corridor. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I want more HRT. Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat  Needs more HRT.

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat n/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  n/a Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

30329 Clayton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  . Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Increased Connection to outlying areas should be a major effort of MARTA to relax housing and transportation needs. Very supportive Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  It is a great start, but still more expansion needed for the light rail system. Bus routes are helpful to have available, but due to car traffic already being difficult, access to more light rail stations would be ideal. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements No additional comments, glad to see plans in motion. Very supportive Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat

  It is a great start, but still more expansion needed for the light rail system. Bus routes are helpful to have available, but 

due to car traffic already being difficult, access to more light rail stations would be ideal.

30306 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  The current plan just seems to be half of an x across the city and prioritizes Emory commuters far too highly. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Beltline Rail is the one project that will help leverage future projects and not be limited to a demonstration or commuter project. Somewhat supportive Email, Social Media News Media No

 Again, too much focus on Emory commuters and not nearly enough that relates to options for people who don't work 

there.

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network No  Do not see any light rail suggestions for southeastBeltline (Inman Park, Reynoldstown, Cabbagetown, Memorial Drive) area.  This seems like it is geared to latest MARTA regional plan that doesn't include the full 22 mile light-rail alongside theBeltline. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements  No station improvements slated for Reynoldstown/Inman Park station? Not supportive Email Social Media No  See above.  Atlanta light-rail along theBeltline should be prioritized as sold/advertised to the public.

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  There is not rnough information to determine Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  More light rail is needed, not more bus Somewhat supportive News Media Community Event No  Not enough ingo

30032 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat In town expansion is fine, but the city is already navigable. Ideally I'd like to see expansion beyond the perimeter to suburbs, making marta more viable to visit family, attend events, etc. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  The best aspect of this project is they focus on condensed/populated/heavy-traffic areas, which will hopefully reduce roadway traffic and encourage people to use transit. After the projects are completed it's a matter of ensuring Marta will be timely and efficient in transporting people to destinations. Supportive News Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

Marta needs expansion beyond the perimeter to be more viable to commuters. Many of the people that work in the 

city, don't necessarily live in the city. This project will simply make traffic exponentially worse for an extended period of 

time during development, to essentially make little-to-no progress in reducing traffic and pollution.

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Beltline tranait plan is essential BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  None Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat  Same as above

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I think Marta needs to be expanded to more neighborhoods with more stops. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension These are the routes close to where I live and work. Somewhat supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat

30344 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements  na Supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat

30316 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  NA BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit

More transportation in Southeast area.

Rating level of support of the More MARTA proposed project was VERY CONFUSING.

Click "Set Location" below to display and drag the map so the blue pin is centered on your comment location. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat More can and should be done.

30306 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat Peachtree Street needs  a light rail with dedicate lanes/ automatic green lights, as well as Pone or North Ave.  Also we need to figure out ways to reduce cost w/o reducing quality.  The small system downtown was way to expensive.  Many believe it was over built and engineered.  the next transit built has to be a winner. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  A simple yet elegant design.  Effective over splashy.  Must be in places where density exist and where it will be used and connectivity is a must.... not a glamour loop. Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30360 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Marta needs to expand BEYOND the perimeter, most people are now living outside or 285 and since there's no stations (exept red line) that goes beyond, everyone is forced to use vehicles anyways BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  Marta needs to expand BEYOND the perimeter, most people are now living outside or 285 and since there's no stations (exept red line) that goes beyond, everyone is forced to use vehicles anyways Somewhat supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

 Marta needs to expand BEYOND the perimeter, most people are now living outside or 285 and since there's no stations 

(exept red line) that goes beyond, everyone is forced to use vehicles anyways

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes

 As an Emory student, I believe it’s necessary to create a Clifton corridor for those who live on the route and need to have direct service to other points in Atlanta. The city is already congested in a way that adding more rail and bus would be useful to decreasing the number of cars on the road. In addition, it will service 

the 7,000 undergraduates and about 7,000 postgraduates. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements My thoughts on the Clifton corridor are written above. Very supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30310 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat N/A BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  N/A Very supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat The plan does not have many East-West rail options in town. I can only identify downtown routes and Clifton Corridor from the rail map. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

There are no parking options included in the program. Most people coming in to an area for work are doing so via car and must be able to park to get on a train.  Parking needs to be strategically located to make riding by train more convenient than driving. Why would a person leave his car to pay to board a train for a 1-

2 mile ride to the office?  He wouldn't.  The train is more convenient when it gets me there faster than the car. Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

 Overall the plan appears to blanket the city in a general way with multiple modes of transport. However, as noted 

above, the city is in need of east-west connectors at many points inside the perimeter.  

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  Not sure which of the above is specific to rail transit on conjunction with theBeltline.  I basically want to get from westview to ponce city market byBeltline BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  All lightrail.  That loop of lightrail would change Atlanta traffic for the better. Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

30316 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Need access to MARTA services where I can live near an end of line and park my car.  Eliminate the need to drive/park to points of interest such as the Braves venue.  Increase the safety of the rails to encourage more ridership. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  If I moved to the OTP I would like access to reliable and frequent MARTA rail services. I moved from the DC area and I am used to their METRO system. It encourages pedestrian activities throughout the city. Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes

30076 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements None. Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30303 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  More transit OTP BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  More focus on Southwest Atlanta Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes Endorse public transit to Emory campus and hospital systems BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension N/A Very supportive Other None Community Event

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat I feel that as this city becomes more crowded in population, we will have a much greater need for overhead trains in the city. Also as the city becomes more expensive to live ion, we need more and better ways to help people living outside the city, to enable them to come and go from the city. Less dependency on cars .  BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit very supportive of Clifton corridor light rail   Very supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event No  Again this city is becoming denser and we need more trains to get people around w/o cars.

30340 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes Train and Bus  do not operate on a cooperative schedule. Busses stop running at most stations @11:30 but Trains run until 1:30 / 2:00 Why?? BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Some Stations need more / Better Security Supportive News Media More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

30312 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat It would be great to create a wider Marta transportation system at which commuters can utilize it daily for work, play, errands, school and more instead of driving. This way, we can reduce our carbon footprint while increasing quality of life with less time sitting in traffic. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Invest in the renovation of Marta stations and create in a safer space. Very supportive Other More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

I believe we need to create more incentives for people in Atlanta to use the Marta for their daily transportation. Either 

this can involve creating increased Marta stations, cleaner/safer Marta stations, more affordable fares (include transfers 

to other transits) and sidewalks/walkability so that people are willing to use it.

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Very glad to see the Clifton Corridor line! Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  none Very supportive Other none Social Media Yes

 Clifton Corridor will provide access to large employers, expanding employee choice.

It will also reduce traffic in this heavily congested area and provide vastly improved ease of access from transportation 

hubs to this area.

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat I didn't see ant option for expansion of rail lines.  This is my number one priority for Marta improvement by far. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I would love to see light rail to the dekalb medical complex as well as light rail into surrounding suburbs Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat  What we need more than anything else is a way to reduce vehicles on the road and that comes from rail expansion

30281 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I'd like to see Marta expand more into counties south of Atlanta for increased connections to the city, especially Henry County. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension I fully support the Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit. Supportive News Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat  There needs to be increased access options from counties outside of Fulton and DeKalb.

30329 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  No more traffic please!!! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Please Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit first. Very supportive News Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes  A lot of traffic

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

 Train transportation to and from Marietta. 

Train Transportation to and from Emory. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements More Train stations. Very supportive News Media News Media Yes

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes - BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  - Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

30032 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  None BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Many of the train stations and busses are equipped with payment by smart phone equipment.  I would like more information regarding this payment method. Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Yes

30344 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Trains are where it's at. I realize buses are cheaper, but... trains. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Trains. Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat  Couldn't hurt. Better than nothing, etc.

30314 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat N/A BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements  N/A Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  N/A

30318 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No  N/A Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements  N/A Neutral Phone/Text Community Event No Population is starting to swell. 

30316 DeKalb Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  N/A Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  N/A Supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  N/A

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  N/A BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  The metro area is a major part at MARTA far as it continued growth and the people should be communicated as well Somewhat supportive News Media Community Event Yes  The connectivity with the rail line/ending rail lines 

30288 DeKalb Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  N/A Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  N/A Somewhat supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  N/A

30315 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Yes  N/A Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  N/A Somewhat supportive News Media Community Event Yes  N/A

30032 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  N/A Somewhat supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat  N/A

30316 DeKalb Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  N/A Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  N/A Supportive Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat  N/A

30318 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  Needs more immediate focus on expansion into high growth areas such as Westside, Vinings, etc. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Not enough expansion to areas that the city is seeing the most growth like NW Atlanta Neutral Email News Media No  Needs more immediate focus on expansion into high growth areas such as Westside, Vinings, etc. 

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  N/A Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  N/A Supportive News Media Community Event Yes  N/A

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I'm glad to see additions such as the Greenbriar transit system but I would like to see more routes on the West Side of Atlanta overall Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Greenbriar Transit Center  N/A Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes  N/A

30317 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  We voted for theBeltline and rail on theBeltline BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Complete theBeltline and include light rail Not supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  none Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  none Supportive Email Community Event No  I would like to see an extension of public transport by rail to surrounding suburbs such as Marietta 

30076 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes

I commute from NorthSprings Rail Station to Emory Campus everyday, the traffic is overwhelming in the area due to students, and bus transport an option widely used by residents and staff in the area. Greater, more direct options to Emory campus would be incredible as the student population and university staff 

continue to grow. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Extend rail or lightrail service further north passed northsprings. Very supportive Email, Phone/Text News Media Yes

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Not sure which proposed project you refer to. Light rail from southwest Atlanta to Emory will connect the poor to jobs. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Free light rail is amazing Very supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat  List lacks focus onBeltline benefits for light motorized like Bird / Lime .

30342 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  NA BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  NA Very supportive Email, Phone/Text News Media Somewhat  NA

30342 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network No  needs to go all the way up 400 and up 75. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  400 transit Neutral Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter No

30307 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

 Overall MARTA needs to upgrade to create a true first class city transit system.  Example arrived at airport Tuesday evening at 7:30.  2 MARTA trains left the airport station without passengers as they were being pulled from service, with a 20 minute wait until the next north bound train.  Definitely not world class.  Train 

service from the worlds busiest airport should be convenient. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements  A master plan for resolving traffic congestion is most needed. Supportive News Media News Media Somewhat  Too many different players who do not always want to work together.  Atlanta needs a regional plan.

30363 Fulton Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I want more stops in social locations that people will actually use. For instance, there are simply no stops near Georgia Tech, Home Park, Atlantic Station, or the west side. It should be much simpler to go from Atlantic station to Edgewood than it is. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  There’s a distinct lack of stops on the west side; it is simply neglected and that should be addressed. There are a large number of people on the west side that cannot afford transportation to and from work that could benefit from Marta. Very supportive Email News Media No

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat No BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  No Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30307 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  We need theBeltline finished. It is and will be the best source of safe transportation Atlanta will ever have. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit beltline connectivity will allow bike riders to safely get to and from work, while reducing traffic across atlanta.  Very supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30328 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Each city should continue to improve sidewalks to and from stations. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  I-85 spagetti junction area really needs improvement. Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Social Media Yes

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  NA BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  NA Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30350 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

The closest MARTA station to me has no sidewalk leading up to it from my home which is less than a mile away. It is not safe to walk on the street (Buckhead, Lenox Rd.) so I don't use it because it is not easily accessible.

I am also commute to Sandy Springs for work and Marta just stops about 10 minutes from my work (30 minutes walking) but I also would have a scary walk... BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  I'd just like to see us invest in something that will benefit our fast growing city more than 5 years out, an investment for future generations to improve upon. Supportive News Media News Media Somewhat  Lightrail and subways are the answer... not more vehicles on the congested roads.

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  The Clifton Corridor should greatly relieve congestion around Emory, and incorporating a light rail stop in the area would greatly enhance my personal use of MARTA to access other points in Atlanta. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit   The Clifton Corridor should greatly relieve congestion around Emory, and incorporating a light rail stop in the area would greatly enhance my personal use of MARTA to access other points in Atlanta. Very supportive Email News Media Yes

  The Clifton Corridor should greatly relieve congestion around Emory, and incorporating a light rail stop in the area 

would greatly enhance my personal use of MARTA to access other points in Atlanta.

30310 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat As long as security is increased to help with the safety of riders it will make me a greater participant. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  I think connecting theBeltline to the marta would benefit the flow of traffic as well as keep the promises to develop this great project. Somewhat supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat   I think we need more information on increasing the flow of traffic and fixing roads as well.

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Somewhat  The clifton corridor should connect to the existing east side rail. Look at the DC map for example, there are routes that circle the city. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  none Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

 There is not enough on the east and north side of the city. Additionally, we should aim to go OTP more to aid with 

commuter traffic

30322 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  dtfyguhijokl Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension fghjkl;lkjmnhgtyuio Neutral Email, Phone/Text News Media Somewhat  rdtfgyhjikl;

30317 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Increasing bus routes will not alleviate the already substantial and growing problem of vehicle traffic in this city. The main focus should be light rail. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Don't waste taxpayer money like you typically do. Very supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat

 More light rail, less bus service.  The city already can not handle the vehicle traffic on the streets and it will only get 

worse.

30329 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat whatever Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  bad management how you expect people to ride public trans and you cutting simple services or are you just trying to provide service for weekday riders.   Neutral News Media Social Media No  waiting to long for travel and don't know if its coming. 

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  My needs are already met with Brookhaven to 5 Points. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit

Brookhaven to 5 Points is my daily commute. So my priorities are: 1. reliable service; 2. Clean and comfortable (air conditioned) MARTA trains; 3.) Clean, comfortable (air conditioned) and safe 5 Points Station. My every day experience would be much improved by enforcing existing policies/rules: no panhandling, no 

music players, etc. Supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat  we need more light rail. a big segment of the population won't ride buses.

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  MARTA needs to expand its railway system to better connect Atlanta within the city limits. Once it better connects the city then expand out throughout more of the metro Atlanta areas. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension

 Create more Marta heavy/light rail stops in the up and coming areas that lots of people are moving to (Inman Park, Reynoldstown, EAV, and Grant Park). These areas have such small/overly congested roads that are going to be overloaded and are already in poor conditions. 

There should be a heavy/light rail MARTA station near the intersection of Memorial and Moreland Avenue especially with all the new traffic that Madison Yard, NewBeltline Extension, and Atlanta Dairies is going to bring to the area within the next few years.

SIDEBAR: This is a very poorly worded/confusing survey. Does MARTA publish it's bus commuter/ridership rates? I rarely see anyone actually riding the buses. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 We need more heavy and light rail to move more people through the city efficiently, especially on the growing 

Moreland Ave. and I-20 areas.

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  The Clifton Corridor Light Rail is my top priority.  With one of the state's heaviest masses of employees working along the corridor, we need to alleviate  the traffic, while providing an efficient way to get employees from all over the metro to the jobs . BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service

Once again, my top priority is the Clifton Road Corridor Light Rail.  It has been extensively researched and planned for.  It has an excellent chance of been highly successful, with neighborhood and business support.  It addresses an urgent need to get cars off the road, and it links jobs with job seekers, as well as 

employees.  I think its success will spur other projects that will serve the entire metro area. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

The challenge is in addressing all the listed problems.  Each outcome is dependent on more than one problem solved.  I 

think it is important to work on projects with the most return for the money, and those which are well-developed and 

attainable. 

30363 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  I believe he growth and investment in Marta is vital for the continued growth of the city BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  TheBeltline should be the main priority as originally agreed upon. Very supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Marta needs to be expanded as well as transit along theBeltline. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Also supportive of light rail options although I live and work downtown soBeltline and other relief for downtown traffic is a priority for me. Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat  Repeat question.

30306 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes Complete land purchase forBeltline BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit More light rail  Very supportive Email News Media Yes  Managed, dedicated multi use lanes please

30306 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat It makes the bus more of an option, but I'm usually more of a bike commuter. I don't trust the network to be reliable in off-peak hours. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Transit to Emory should be a priority, but it might be a better use of money to do a BRT near the corridor for now and put more money into general bus service improvements. Very supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

  I wish it did more to improve the headways of normal bus routes. We should make it a priority to have 10 minute rush 

hour headways on the busiest routes.

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  I do I do I do I do I do. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension None. Very supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat  Still need to get cars off the road

30096 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  My views come from both my own experience and my account of other's who would benefit greatly specifically from a light transit line to the Clifton Corridor due to the hub of jobs that exist in that area of town yet the limit of outside transportation to that section of the city. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  I also strongly feel that the buses currently running need to have a better tracking system for the reliable use of those who are bound to bus transportation to better plan their time and routes. Very supportive Email, Social Media Social Media Somewhat

 I believe there will always be needs that have yet to be met throughout the city of Atlanta, however I do think it 

addresses the concerns of a large pool of people that need reliable transportation to and from work and educational 

facilities. 

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Interested in light rail options. Supportive Email Social Media Yes

30033 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  I want MARTA to be part of numerous means of transportation.  Electric scooters, self driving taxis and plenty of sidewalks and an expansion of theBeltline should also be part of the transportation network. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  I want to support theBeltline and bus service near Morehouse College. Supportive Email News Media Yes  Many different priorities are represented.

30033 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N/A Very supportive Email News Media
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30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat For marta to be truly usable it needs to go to more places for employers and employees- like emory university!! Other cities like NYC, Chicago and DC have so much better connectivity with their subways/metros. Please help atlanta be a more connected city! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Clifton Corridor needs to happen!! Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat  Atlanta needs marta to go more places and to connect important centers of business and entertainment!

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Somewhat  Please connect Atlanta’s major employers! Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  The Clifton Corridor would be great! Very supportive Social Media Social Media Yes  Atlanta needs better connectivity that doesn’t include car options!

30338 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat I’m just interested in Clifton corridor Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Desperately need Clifton corridor light rail!!!!! Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Clifton Corridor light rail would be a significant help to me getting to/from work Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  The Clifton Corridor project should be a strong competitor for funding, and will signficantly alleviate transit issues in the local area and provide better job access for a large population! Supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

 Would love to see additional light rail connectivity that uses existing transportation infrastructure to reduce number of 

cars on the roads.

30083 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes N/a Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  N/a Very supportive Phone/Text News Media Yes

30030 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  It would relieve congestion around my workplace and home. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Clifton Road project is essential.  Traffic is the number one impediment to growth. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30030 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No

 I would like:

- Light rail access to the Atlanta Braves stadium

- Altered alignment of the Clifton Corridor to connect Emory, VA Highlands & Midtown

- Development of light rail or other public transportation along theBeltline to better connect communities BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension

- TheBeltline should be utilized to develop a more comprehensive light rail system.

- Atlanta needs better access to major sporting & concert venues, as well as busy neighborhoods around Atlanta Somewhat supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

 There are many deserving projects that would certainly improve the quality and/or quantity of service around Atlanta.  

However, I am not sure that the proposed projects will do much to improve access to isolated communities or help 

alleviate traffic congestion.  Were traffic studies done to identify high-priority public transit needs?

30034 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No

I specifically need there to be less cars and buses on the roads. Emory University needs a rail line that goes from station to station and stops at emory. There should be ample parking at this station as well because commuters need somewhere to leave their vehicle if they're going to utilize public transport. We need to 

not be stuck in the same traffic we intend to avoid (otherwise we will just drive our cars-- this will add to the problem) Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  --- Somewhat supportive News Media Social Media No

  It can be better, the issue with Atlanta traffic is getting a lot of people to the same place. The buses get stuck in the 

same traffic that the drivers get stuck in. This isn't helpful for anyone. Can there be express routes that shuttle from 

certain areas into high volume areas? Maybe invest in more trains, buses etc. to run more frequently. 

Marta doesn't go everywhere, so people are restricted to work in certain areas where Marta is accessible. This is 

inconvenient. Expand MARTA. utilize the trains/ rails. get express trains that'll go to places like Alpharetta, and Cobb 

county so people can work up there instead of trying to cram into downtown and midtown. Use subways- our main 

roads are crowded so either go ABOVE or BENEATH them.

30326 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes Clifton Corridor is key Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Clifton Corridor is key.  It serves a high concentration of jobs and services to Atlanta and the region. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat N/A Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit N/a Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30324 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

 The city would benefit greatly from an expanded train system. Many times people have told me they won't take the bus because it's not convenient and you're still sitting in traffic so why bother with the extra time. But the train system avoids that problem, and could begin taking drivers off of the road. Also, it seems 

time for the surrounding counties to start working with Marta and paying their fair share of the transportation costs since drivers commuting from outlying areas account for a large portion of rush hour traffic Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Moores Mill Transit Center  Thank you for all the hard work going into this project! Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat  See response above

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  I would like to be able to reach more places in the city via rail and light rail without having to rely on bus transport. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Marketing to the public is essential. Very supportive News Media News Media Somewhat  People still need to be encouraged to live in the city, get out of their SUVs, and use public transportation more often.

30316 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat Too complex for me to wrap my mind around. If I were able to look at just single geographic areas or single modes (light rail, bus, etc.) I might feel more knowledgable.  Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements I do not feel I can comment on particular stations or new service. Infrastructure and general improvements are always a good idea. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30319 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  I'd prefer that we focus on Marta expansion over buses. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  We need rail to Alpharetta. Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat Marta expansion over buses

30319 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat I would really like a dedicated focus on more Light Rail options outside of downtown. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  I would really like a dedicated focus on more Light Rail options outside of downtown. Supportive Other News Media Somewhat  I would really like a dedicated focus on more Light Rail options outside of downtown. 

30310 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Accessibility has always been an issue with Marta.  Expansion of rails, lines, buses,etc. to make the transit more robust. Crosstown Downtown West Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements NA Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

 The northeast belt line and Clifton corridor rails would take me closer to a number of places that i frequent every week.

Rail service right by our city's premier park and service into the Emory area where a lot of students and government facilities (CDC) and hospitals are located guarantees ridership. 

Heck it might even make Clairmont Road drivable once again.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service I'm amazed at how much difference it makes when you go from 50 to 40 minute rotations. Very supportive News Media More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

 You could implement every project and it would only be a start on what needs to be done.

What does NOT need to expand is the streetcar system. The costs are unreasonable and you can't convince me that it 

reduces traffic  or takes any cars off the road. I think the street car actually makes traffic worse... Definitely more 

confusing for drivers in their cars and trucks. I understand the the people who end up winning are property owners 

along the route... Their property goes up in value. I thinks it's worthless to the rest of us. 

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  MARTA must increase its connectivity in order to be utilized by the greater public. It's timing needs to be reliable despite heavy traffic on roads. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  We have to increase connectivity and buses are not effective because they are dependent on road traffic conditions. Supportive Email News Media Yes

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Yes The list of options is very confusing and I predict most people don't know what they mean. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Do any of these options travel from East Atlanta to North Arlanta without having to travel to the center of the city? If so, I would indicate them as a priority. Supportive Other Social Media Yes  There should be a rail line from Decatur area to Buckhead.

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes We need more destinations  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Clifton Corridor is so Vital! Very supportive Other Community Event Yes

30341 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  We are way behind Washington DC area in terms of seamless transportation. We’ll get left way behind and lose jobs if our leaders don’t act . BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Stations need to feel safer and be cleaner. Also like the rest of the world there should be signs to stand to the right and walk to the left. Clifton road It’s a very large employment corridor. It adds so much traffic to Atlanta. Please put a station there and get lots of cars off the road. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 Time for Gwinnett to join the show. Marta has to be more like DC Metro because greater Atlanta keeps growing and 

our roads can’t keep up.

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Clifton area is the project that would affect my daily life the most BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  None Supportive Email News Media Yes

30306 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  I will probably never use MARTA on a daily basis due to the nature of my work. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements None Somewhat supportive Email, News Media Community Event Somewhat

30312 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  There is a lot going on in downtown Atlanta this weekend (Labor Day) you tell people to take Marta and you keep the regular inefficient weekend schedule. REALLY BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit NO Somewhat supportive Social Media Community Event No  POOR WEEKEND SERVICE FOR VISITORS TO THE CITY

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Na Supportive Social Media News Media No

 Atlanta needs transportation that goes outside of city. It needs fast rails that don't make stops and light rails, etc. It 

needs to do more than just go north/south and east/west.  I can get to work from Brookhaven to Decatur in half an 

hour by car; taking Marta, I've got to get on at Lenox and go south to ransfer at 5 points to get off at Avondale and walk 

a mile. Not worth taking Marta for that.

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes None Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Clifton Corridor Project would help Emory and the CDC and their employees Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat  Make a full grid system

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  We need more options that address cross town traffic to and from north and west to south and east BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Light rail off Marta and between N/S and E/W Marta line are most needed Supportive News Media News Media No

 More options needed to connect Marta to major job centers in perimeter and buck head to residential areas east and 

south

30324 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat I BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Need more funding so plan can be mire comprehensive. Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30350 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  I would personally use bothBeltline segments. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  There MUST be more of theBeltline in this plan. PERIOD! Not supportive Email Social Media No

 There is a population explosion coming to the city which we already see beginning.  This silly zig-zag DOES NOT reach 

enough city neighborhoods with efficient transit.  The LRT plan makes no sense.   Why would you include 3 successive 

modes on one corridor - Campbellton Road.?

30319 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  I originally come from Seoul, South Korea. Every metro lines is so efficient and affordable to citizens. I wish the new project provides this type of safe, efficient, and affordable transportation to all Atlantans. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  na Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat MoreBeltline rail. Less Clifton funding.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Don’t fund the Clifton Corridor light rail Somewhat supportive Social Media News Media No  NeedBeltline Rail

30032 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  I wish it would go down other areas of the county BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit N/a Very supportive Social Media News Media No

 It’s not MARTA’s fault it isn’t addressing the needs. It’s Atlanta’s by not providing enough funding and legislation to 

allow it to expand

30307 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat none BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service na Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  N/A Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  N/A Supportive Social Media News Media Yes  N/A

30002 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  I am an emory medical student living in Avondale. The current bus route has me take 2 transfers and over an hour to get to school. I currently bike 5 miles because it is the fastest available option. This proposed project would be a God send. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  No additional comments Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

 Atlanta certainly needs to approve its overall infrastructure, but this is a great start. The traffic on roads like N Decatur 

going towards and leaving Emory University is crazy. Plus linking the two lines would be advantageous.

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I want rail on the ENTIREBeltline.  That was the major component that led me to support it for so long. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Complete all of theBeltline rail Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat I wish there were more frequent MARTA rides and transfer options. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  I’m very supportive of theBeltline light rail transit project! Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30310 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  I would like a streetcar expansion BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  * Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30317 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

 It is vital to involve the counties and metro communities that access the city's services daily, and make no contribution to the costs of maintaining safe and healthy environments in urban areas throughout metro Atlanta.  Suburban drivers (one car, one person) congest our city streets and highway connectors.  I suggest 

a toll on major road/highway arteries as they enter the city, or some other type of urban-use tax for frequent daily commuters into and out of the city.  Some action must be taken that will motivate suburban communities to support and share the cost of expanding services into Gwinnett, Cobb, Cherokee, Douglas, 

Rockdale and other Counties. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit

 Many of the above projects are top priorities, especially Campbellton Rd., Cleveland Ave., and Metropolitan Pkwy.

More east-west arteries need to be established, to avoid passengers having to transfer from bus to train to bus to destination, then back in reverse order to return to original site.  Too many Atlanta residents do this every day in order to maintain employment/jobs. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 The currently existing projects should be vastly improved before new services are introduced.  Bus service must be 

more reliable, more frequent, and more timely, especially as routes connect with rail stations.

30307 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I’d like the bulk of the investment in rail. This city will never reach its potential without major mass transit. It may be too late but we should keep pushing. We’re choking on ourselves. You can’t push density without (taxes) mass transit. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Clifton is a no brained. Druid hills need to get over itself. Emory is critical m Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat  Ditto

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  There needs to be better access for medical staff in the area, with more frequent buses. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Please make more stations safe with better accessibility. Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Yes  . Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  . Very supportive Email News Media

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat

I live on the WestsideBeltline trail in Westview. The plan as written does not connect the proposed LRT to the heavy rail stations in SW ATL. In order to connect into the larger system I would have to travel downtown. I believe that the new LRT specifically should have connection points to the West Lake and Oakland 

City Stations.  As written the plan would not prompt me to change my commuting habits because it would force me to detour through multiple stops along the new LRT and street car lines. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Station Improvements

 The SWBeltline train was built with transit in mind. By connecting these communities MARTA would significantly increase the level of service in an area that has been traditionally underserved. MARTA should not bow to pressure from East side groups who now demand transit when they have a long and documented 

history of blocking and rejecting transit projects. Supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media, News Media Community Event No

 I believe that the prioritization of the Clifton Corridor does not serve the immediate needs of Atlanta when it comes to 

transportation. The fact that the Cambellton Cooridor is slated for two different modes of transport first BRT and the 

LRT only serves to increase the cost of the plan. The city should prioritize Cambellton as LRT only and eliminate Clifton 

as a consideration. Instead MARTA should then prioritize connecting the newly proposed lines into the larger system at 

current stations.

30305 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes . BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  . Supportive Email Social Media Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

There are some great improvements but more tax should be taken to make these changes occur sooner than over the next 40 years. Additionally, as long as anyone in the metro Atlanta area can access a transit stop within a 10 minute walk, transportation options in the city will provide truly accessible driving 

alternatives. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  N/A Supportive News Media News Media Somewhat  Need more and sooner

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes You could make the above principles much more comprehensible with a bit of explanation.  That said, a rail line to the Emory campus is way overdue.  It should be easy to get to the university and to the hospitals using the train. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  I believe the Clifton Road Corridor should be the number one priority for MARTA and for the City of Atlanta Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

I'm honestly not entirely sure because the principles are unclear.  I'm in favor of train service to the campus, hospitals, 

CDC, Yerkes, etc.

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes We need to address last mile connectivity. This must incorporate subway, dedicated bus lines, andBeltline Light rail. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Light rail is needed to keep neighborhoods affordable and accessable. Somewhat supportive Social Media Social Media Somewhat

There needs to be more discussion about light rail on theBeltline. We cannot gloss over it, as it will become more and 

more important in Atlanta's population increases.

30311 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

Solve current problems

- bus often disappears on Marta-on-the-go app. Bus will be on-time, on correct route in reality, but app shows it either away from correct route or completely off map

- if app shows bus being late 10+ mins or missing, I'll start walking after waiting 15+ min. When I'm NOT in running distance of the next bus stop, a bus (same number) that's not on map drives by me without stopping

- Before deciding on service changes which impact many neighborhoods, there should be numerous attempts to collect feedback of riders through many methods of communication (online, paper, audio, meetings)

- Don't only ask questions, thoroughly review what's being said about your services.

- Don't appear one day to say "here's what we decided without asking you, good luck if it’s inconvenient"

- "Bus coming in station as one route leaves station as another route" situation anger riders and operators.

- Huge Service changes (like the recent Saturday change) should be a push notification Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Put Simulation / Animation of ART, LRT, BRT on website's home page - should be one of the first things people see. Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30310 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Yes, I work downtown and live in Westview. But it doesn't get me to east atlanta. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  needs moreBeltline rail Supportive Email News Media Somewhat   I'd like to see more rail and less BRT. We need to stop our over-reliance on interstates. full stop.

30072 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  The proposed structures appear to be thought-out and relevant for a city of our size. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  As a city, we need to provide more transportation options to populations of people who need it most. Very supportive Email News Media Yes  It's certainly a step in the right direction.

30310 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  NA BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  NA Supportive News Media News Media Somewhat  NA

30328 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Clifton corridor is critical. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements   Clifton corridor is critical. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes none Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  none Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30319 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Just in general, more stations for rail.  More rail up and down the Peachtree corridor. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit na Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat  We have a long way to go and without seeing a complete plan, hard to say.

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes It would be more sufficient if we did have marta on Clifton corridor is help us as employee not to be in a lot of traffic trying to get to work on time. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements  I 'm glad that marta are making good changes . Very supportive Phone/Text Social Media Yes

30294 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes The Atlanta area needs to upgrade public (Marta) transportation, thus helping to decrease the traffic on the highways. Atlanta is a major city, and it needs to advance in public transport. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension It would be nice if Marta was provided to and between all hospitals.  Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30307 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 I want to know more about the impact these projects will have on neighborhoods.

I think some of them will have a negative effect and decrease home values. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  If the Clifton Corridor is passed, it will impact my home directly. I object to having some or all of my property used for the project. I do not want MARTA to take  some of my property to expand North Decatur Road or all of it because of its location. Not supportive Email Social Media

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  none BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  none Supportive Other My neighborhood group. News Media Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes Great plan for the future. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements This is much needed. Supportive Email Community Event Yes

30312 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

The proposed list only slightly services my need between south O4W and Midtown. The connection to the streetcar doesn't do much for me if it is going to run in mixed traffic. The project very poorly services the connection from my neighborhood south across I-20 and to SE Atlanta. A lot of the places I travel outside of 

my work trips are located there. I am disappointed to see the lack of service improvement with the program so far for O4W and Inman Park. We lack even good basic local bus service in very large portions of the neighborhood and the improvements with the 800 circulators has been poor because they are not on-time 

and are located very far from the actualBeltline corridor. Generally when you are trying to compete for federal funds it was my understanding to build ridership along the corridor where the HCT is going to go. Currently the Eastside Trail completely lacks anything of the sorts. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit

 What happened to the infill stations? I would rather see the two cross-town LRT projects cut to fund new stations at Krog, Armour, and improvements to Bankhead to help connect theBeltline LRT to the existing HRT. The existing heavy rail is our greatest asset in Atlanta and this plan does poorly at utilizing it. Without 

strong connections to the HRT theBeltline LRT is going to fail. 

Also please please please improve bus service to the Krog/Inman Park/O4W area. The recent change on August 18th took service even further away from this area where there is a ton of density and where we should be building ridership for the Eastside LRT. Focus on nearness not directness and frequency over 

coverage. The routes that are closest to the neighborhood are still very circuitous and low frequency. Neutral Social Media News Media No

 The project list seems to be a half-ass of different priorities and ideals but doesn't do a good job of serving any of them, 

only a decent job. We need to either commit to fully building out theBeltline or providing a solid, grid based rapid bus 

network. The frequent local bus improvements and the ART routes only fill in some of the gaps in the network and 

appear to be focused on end destinations. If you have to make a transfer or two with this proposed project list, you are 

going to be just as screwed as you are in the current network.

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes No thanks Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Moores Mill Transit Center  N Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

30307 DeKalb Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Connecting all the existing services is badly needed. Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  I think Marta stations need some services. Perhaps a small shop selling simple needs such as umbrellas and coffee. Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  We need to have more modes of transportation BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  N/A Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Somewhat N/A

30318 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  N/A Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  N/A Very supportive Email, Phone/Text Community Event Yes  N/A

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  N/A Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  N/A Supportive News Media Community Event Yes  N/A

30331 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network No  Cascade Community needs a rail system. MARTA needs new Cascade Road Community near Campbellton. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements  Rapid Rail system to 285 Cascade Road going west. Neutral Email Community Event Somewhat  N/A

30315 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat SE Atlanta streets need sidewalks so people can safely walk to bus stops or main road in our community.  Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  N/A Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  People in our community rely on public transit not bicycles or uber. 

30315 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  N/A Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  N/A Supportive Email Community Event Yes  Some people can't get around.

30354 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  We need your workers to start getting involved with LITTER around the bus stops. Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  I have been riding MARTA everyday since 2015. More people are riding MARTA. Get involved with the public!! Supportive News Media Community Event No  Help the elderly

30354 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  N/A Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  N/A Supportive News Media, Other mail Community Event Somewhat  N/A

30084 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes Expanding MARTA will be great for the city and will hopefully improve the traffic congestion. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  I will be more inclined to take MARTA if it was expanded to places like Emory.  Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30110 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  N/A Station Improvements  More trains outside the Perimeter. Station repairs in Paramount Very supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat  N/A

30349 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  I just think it should run more frequently and most of all reduce our fare. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  Repair station, improve- run train 24 hrs. Increase security- put some shelter at station. Run more frequently Supportive Email, News Media Community Event Yes

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit  Repair West End. Bus stop to for apiece. Very supportive Email, Phone/Text Community Event Yes  N/A

30038 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Enhance safety Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  West End needs more repairs, landscaping is horrible. Supportive News Media Community Event Yes  N/A

30326 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 I have found that several MARTA stations are not totally accessible. For example, I went to a public meeting in Mozley park and rode to the West Lake transit station. There wasn't even a sidewalk path to safely walk down the road. We had to walk in the street, and all of the parking lot stairways were fenced over. 

Furthermore, I have a terrible time with reliability on the train. I think there is so much room for improvement for real time train information at stations. Including similar technologies for the bus would also increase my ridership - as I don't want to stand and wait for a bus when I have no idea what to expect. 

Overall, transparency in the bus routes and tracking has a lot of room for improvement. The main reason I don't ride the bus is because I don't know where it's going, so I would need to do a lot of research beforehand. And even when I have done that in the past, I've found that the schedules will change and I'll be 

forced to uber/lyft instead. 

BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements I love the idea of expanding the bus system, but I think there's so much room to improve the current bus system as well. Thank you! Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Yes  Light rail transit PLEASE and overall station improvements!!! 

30314 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  West End Station, needs everything even more streets, parks, stores, and more. Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Yes  It still will no matter what, the streets are not wide enough and streets need widening.

30318 Fulton Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  North and South take priority, focus on extending east and west line. For profit and accessibility. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  MARTA has improved access through route changes. They have continued to serve areas once served, while expanding ridership opportunity. Please expand the east-west line while increasing profitability and service. Thank you. Supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event Yes

 More needed, but recent bus changes is a significant improve. More availability in terms of routes and areas, served. I 

want more money and more accessability. 

30058 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes na Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements na Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30307 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No  Where's the guiding principle that days "finish what you staryed," "follow through on MARTA's commitments." Those are my priority principles. We wantBeltline Rail Now. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit This is such a sham! We're supposed to prioritize your already-narrowed list - why didn't we get the chance to evaluate and prioritize the $11b list? There's no explanation except that you already know the answer and you don't want to hear how many people wantBeltline Rail Now. Not supportive Other I get it from somewhere else because I can't trust the information you put out. News Media No

 There is no link between the lines on the map and any plan for what the city needs or wants to become. Please follow 

the comprehensive work of citizens for nearly two decades. We wantBeltline Rail Now.

30311 Fulton Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  N/A Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  N/A Neutral News Media Community Event Somewhat  N/A

30002 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Continue to improve the MARTA system! Frequent Local Bus Service Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements  Provide more expansion further out such as to upper most parts of North Georgia and to the greater lower parts such as to Southern parts of Georgia. Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30314 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No  N/A Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  N/A Somewhat supportive Email Community Event No  N/A

30331 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  N/A Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  Respect. The buses will leave you on purpose repair station and longer bus time after 12 Somewhat supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat  N/A

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  N/A Station Improvements  have bathrooms at every station Supportive Email Community Event Yes  N/A

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Yes  no Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit

 Buses need to be on time. Stop stop at linbergh go straight to airport

Stop being slow on saturday and sunday.

speed buses up

security at bus stop cause anything is bound to happen. Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Yes  no

30088 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  N/A Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Open bathrooms. Water fountains. Repair station at WestEnd Somewhat supportive Social Media Community Event Yes  N/A

30344 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  no Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements

 Reduce Bus fare trips

Repair several of the stations

Clean Five points bathroom

run trains 24 hours

More Security Very supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat  no

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Clifton corridor connectivity is a high priority. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Clifton corridor has to be a high priority with the Emory/CDC campuses the most disconnected large job centers in the city. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  N/a BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  N/a Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Yes

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology No  Lower Bus Fare BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Lower Bus fare Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  no

30213 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Yes

getting to work in the  most efficient way is very important to me. The fewer layers, without having to take multiple trains and buses would e great! 

I would love to have a short car ride and train ride to my office. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  please find the money to add additional security on of the Marta projects. Very supportive Email Social Media

30314 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat no Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  We need MARTA police at the gate when kids get out of school. Somewhat supportive News Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes  no

30030 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Nothing additional needs to be said Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Nothing Neutral Email News Media Yes

30317 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Buses are too slow, we need more buses that stay at the stop for a bit longer. Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  More bus stops, more time at the bus stops. More buses on all the lines and run at the station at west end Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes  no

30083 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No  Specials on off peak hours Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements Night light for night rail for Greenbriar. Landscaping for west End. Repair stations, open restrooms in more stations. Supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  I have a long away to walk after I get off the bus.



ZIP Code

Please select 

which county 

you are from.

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding 

principles to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the 

highest priority to you. #1

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding principles 

to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the highest priority to you. 

#2

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding 

principles to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the 

highest priority to you. #3

After reviewing the 

proposed project list, do you 

feel it addresses your 

transportation needs?

Please provide any additional details about your response to the previous question. Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #1 Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #2 Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #3 Please provide any additional comments you have on the program or individual projects.
Please rate your level of support of 

the More MARTA proposed projects.

How do you like to receive information on MARTA 

news?
Other - How do you like to receive information on MARTA news?

How did you learn about the More MARTA 

atlanta program Survey?

After reviewing the proposed 

project list, do you feel it 

addresses Atlanta's 

transportation needs?

Please provide reason(s) for your response to the last question.

30315 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  no Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center

 Need more buses.

Riverdale

Marrietta Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website No  no

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  no Frequent Local Bus Service Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements  no Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  no

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  My reason for my input need better security for children and elderly people. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  Need public train station in all areas to be repaired and better stops and in all areas. Very supportive Social Media Community Event Yes  The reason to make sure the public transportation need more safe investment to be safe

30317 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Bike lanes and paths would making getting around the city much easier and safer on foot/two wheels. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  Don’t forget to come east. Kirkwood etc seem to get left out of transportation/ paths etc and we have a very active/ engaged community. Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

30311 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Buses should run later on weekends. and repair MARTA stations and the bus stops are too far apart. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  no Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  no

30354 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  Extensions, open restrooms, 24 hour access, upkeep of stations Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements

 Clean stations

24 hour access

Improve service

Extend to Douglas Village Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  no

30032 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  I would love more transit options around Emory and Lindbergh. This could change how I get to/from work every day! Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements

 We have got to make it easier for people to use the buses. We need multiple, regular bus routes every where! And we should work to get more people on the trains by making the stations better (brighter/cleaner/easier to use) and making it easier to transfer from line to line. I think the rail map should explode and 

look less like a cross and more like a dense, overlapping, interconnected web. Very supportive Email, Social Media News Media Yes

 Atlanta needs to be a leader in public transit. We need to create more rail lines - lots more rail. We need to explore 

other public options. This could improve our quality of life.

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Any improvement along these lines will be beneficial to my transportation needs. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  None Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat   More stations in town. Denser network of transit. More walk ability between the stations.

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Improvements to public transportation on the Clifton Corridor is a must. The overall lack of public transportation to an area that employees 30K staff plus students and hospital patients/visitors is truly appalling. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  none Very supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  NA BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  NA Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30306 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes

 My main transit problem is that there is no fast and frequent transit to get me from my home in Poncey-Highland to the existing Marta rail lines (or to future LRT on theBeltline). If the North Ave BRT could actually be built with dedicated lanes and buses arriving every 10 minutes, that would solve my transit problem. I 

would reliably use transit for my commute (to downtown) and for a bunch of other types of trips (going to the airport, for instance). BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit I am disappointed that the project list does not include light rail along the entireBeltline. I would prefer that the city spend its money on that and look elsewhere for money to fund the Clifton Corridor. Supportive News Media News Media

30316 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I don’t use Marta beacause i don’t feel safe. I love walking to places and it would be great to fix sidewalks and add walkways to places lacking. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  None at this time Somewhat supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event Yes

 Traffic is horrible and the public transportation system is not something most people take either bc they can’t access it 

or bc they feel it is unsafe

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  As a student of Emory University who lives near a MARTA station, the proposed changes would help me to have reliable public transportation to and from class. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  I do not have any additional comments. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

 I, like many of us intowners, live on theBeltline. I bought a condo to be as close to it as possible. Traffic has become so awful in the city that I run all of my errands before noon on weekend mornings so that I can do everything else on foot/bicycle for the remainder of the day. My weekly work commute is already so bad 

that I cannot deal with traffic when I am trying to enjoy my home. WithBeltline rail, I would be able to venture further from my home in the afternoons and evenings and enjoy a greater quality of life, patronize more businesses, run errands whenever I feel like it, etc. It would also open up more employment 

opportunities for me and allow me to give up an automobile altogether. One less car on the road. Atlanta could really become the world class city we pretend to be. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension

I just have so much hope that theBeltline will reach its full potential. I've lived in the City of Atlanta for 29 years, and have seen us choke on our own growth. This is the first time I've felt we have a chance to make Atlanta a world class city with a world class transit system. The amount of BUSINESS it would bring to our 

city! Do the right thing! Very supportive Email News Media No

 PrioritizingBeltline rail would allow for more people to get to more places in the city without using cars. Focusing on 

specific areas does not address our traffic issues when a comprehensive system that connects everyone would work 

MUCH better.

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

1.  Spend it on the Clifton Corridor!!! 

2.  It has taken a long time to get this tax approved.  Don't blow millions on a name change.

3.  70% of your riders don't know what "commute predictability" and "layered networks" means with respect to transit.  Don't allow your Experts/MBAs to create these communications with your customers.  Keep it REAL.

4. Your mobile app is very inaccurate.  Allow users to access real-time bus routes via the internet, so I know when it is ideal to leave the office.  That's PREDICTABILITY.

5. Your website is often inaccurate and doesn't give real-time announcements. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements Create real-time maps on internet.  The mobile app doesn't work well inside office buildings. Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

Your project list doesn't qualify its language with real examples.  If "layered network" network means your finally going 

to put a light-rail through the Clifton corridor, your biggest customer, then I approve.  

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat More dedicated MARTA trail lines that connect the city to outlying regions that will allow me to travel within Atlanta without the hassle of using a car. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Connecting Clifton road will allow students from Emory University travel into the heart of Atlanta more frequently, which will help businesses in the city. Very supportive Social Media Social Media Somewhat  MARTA is too small to be effective right now.

30329 DeKalb Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes f BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Clifton as number 1 Supportive Social Media, Other Social Media Somewhat

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  There needs to be a better way to get to Emory via MARTA.  I work at Emory, and live near a MARTA station, but choose to drive because using the MARTA system takes too long.  It would add nearly ONE HOUR-EACH WAY to my commute. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit n Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat I think MARTA needs to serve the needs of the community first.

30002 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  I work at Emory University and am very interested in a light rail option. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Emory/CDC area desperately needs something like the Clifton corridor. So glad the project is getting off the ground. Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  We could always use more options to keep up with Atlanta's sprawl, but this is a great start.

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service N/a Supportive Email Community Event Yes

 ATL needs a stronger base of options (bud, metro, light rail that are reliable to connect all parts of the city to offer an 

alternative to cars. Additionally, more walking/biking friendly trails to encourage eco-friendly options. 

30030 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat My commute is Decatur to Buckhead. The Clifton corridor addresses a lot of the issues around that commute. I feel like as a metro area though that full funding theBeltline would have a bigger bang for the buck as far as alleviating transportation issues. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit seems like it would be better to fully fund theBeltline as opposed to picking pieces of the trail to fund. More efficient to just do the whole project. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 See above for comments on the city.Beltline should be fully funded for max impact for the city. It is where the density 

and need is. 

30308 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

Complicated light rail alignment with on-street segment downtown is bound to be exceedingly slow and not of much use to me, despite my living 0.75 miles from theBeltline. See suggestion in next comment box for improvement ideas.

North Ave BRT will be useful. However, I'd prefer an alignment on Ponce de Leon Ave, which has many more destinations, going out to Poncey-Highland area and one day Emory. Also, 10th St, 5 blocks from me, desperately needs BRT, switching to ART as necessary in some areas.Beltline, Piedmont Park, Midtown Stn, 

Georgia Tech and West Midtown are major, booming destinations currently with patchwork and slow transit connectivity. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit

 Please add infill station at Krog to the list, this is a huge, missed opportunity if not carried out. It's the area growing in perhaps the most transit-friendly way in the city. Despite this, MARTA has only cut service to the area (i.e.. Bus Rt 3). Very sad to see density and transit service mismatched.

Again, please add increased weekend/weekday rail frequency and a rapid transit solution for 10th St. Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

Atlanta needs more neighborhood to neighborhood transit (e.g. Krog St area to Ponce City Market), not another rail 

spoke coming from downtown, where very, very few people live. Please consider Simon Berrebi's suggested alignment 

in Atlanta magazine, connectingBeltline light rail to infill stations at Krog (undergoing one of biggest building booms in 

Atlanta, why no plan for rail station here!?) and Boone.

I also consider Clifton Corridor to be a regional, not city project. It's a last-minute addition to a fringe area. Would much 

prefer a dense, extensive, frequent and all-day transit intown, to make living without a car anywhere inside/near 

theBeltline a no-brainer.

30314 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Atlanta is so far behind that it has a tremendous hurdle. My ideal transportation network, I could take public transportation almost everywhere an be timely. Even with improvements proposed and living on a block with a MARTA stop I would still be limited. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  last mile improvements are critical Somewhat supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

  It does not fully address the lack of directional transit around city and in between the north/south east/west train 

lines. It doesn't do enough to address equity and access issues above i-20 where 80% of jobs are located. 

30340 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Increasing transport options to job hubs is an investment for better future. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements  Later Very supportive Email Social Media Yes  Atlanta's public transportation system needs to grow, if we want to see the city grow in future.

30253 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  From Henry BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Henry county!!!!! Somewhat supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat  Need lots more. Back roads. Access roads. 

30318 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  Need rail on theBeltline ( the whole thing) now... Not later. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit  The areas selected forBeltline rail are mainly already decently served. The only way to make it even is to finish the intent of the project and out rail on the whole thing... Not just the well to do areas. Not supportive News Media News Media No  Do what you promised with theBeltline. All rail on theBeltline now

30542 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  I would like to see inquiry into expanding MARTA availability outside the 285 Doraville current point, into Gwinnett county. I feel there would be increased use of MARTA services if this were available. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit I have no additional comments for the program or individual projects. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 With increased growth in the outer communities surrounding Atlanta and expectations of more vehicles on the 

roadways, there should be very active conversation between the transit system and surrounding counties to address 

transit  safety through the major roadways as we know the volume is going to increase.

30310 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No

 I have concerns that proposals have not been fully thought through when attending a Marta presentation. I am hoping that is because Marta is trying to keep things big picture rather than introduce the details/future directions to the public.  In addition I have the following concerns:

-When riding on the LRT it is proposed that you would then have to transfer to either a circular or another mode of Marta transportation to really get to your final destination. I am not one that is going to sit here and plan out transfers and ride on a circular. Rather I feel each mode of transportation should be able to 

stand on its own. How are our seniors going to be able to figure out how they connect when you introduce more complex forms of transit, and our kids? It's great if we are connecting to more schools/hospitals but for those that would use it is it too complicated? It feels like there are too many layers.

Please see next field where I included more of my concerns. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements

 TheBeltline transit should really follow theBeltline in the diagram it does not. What would it take to connect a & b withBeltline SE line. This way you are putting light rail onBeltline that is actually currently built/in progress. Now since your project is so long (40years) when will theBeltline ever be introduced.

I am beyond frustrated as I thought of atlanta and live/work/play type of city but this takes away ease to go to work and to play. I mean what would have more value for businesses and people moving into the city. We always have to look forward. What happens if amazon moves in here? Did you get their input? Not supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media No

- Ideally as a rider it would be nice to be able to have clear separation between the transits and not mix them together 

otherwise I will take uber.

-I am so upset that we are focusing more money on this Clifton project when they were never involved in the increase 

tax and parts are NOT in atlanta. We should focus that money for people who live/work in atlanta. If Clifton area feels 

the need to help pull workers from atlanta they should foot the bill. Yes, you say they will pay for some because it is not 

in atlanta, but the amount they are paying won't be shared with the public and I think they should foot the whole bill.

-TheBeltline light rail has been on the radar for 20 years. I am so disappointed this did not make any priorities. I just feel 

you didn't hear the people, you didn't stick true to some of the initial reasons this tax was implemented. That's fine 

though, do what you want -- it won't increase ridership like theBeltline light rail. 

30324 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  no additional details BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  no additional comments Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat We are somewhat stymied by county politics in truly addressing the city's transportation needs.

30312 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  NA BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  SoutheastBeltline light rail transit? Very supportive Social Media News Media No  Need more train lines throughout the city, busses don’t solve transportation problems when the problem is traffic

30084 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  no additional details Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Clifton corridor is so congested. As an Emory employee, the introduction of a light rail would immensely relieve the situation. Very supportive Other please do not contact me Community Event Somewhat

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Atlanta needs light rail on the ENTIREBeltline. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit   Atlanta needs light rail on the ENTIREBeltline. Very supportive Social Media Community Event Yes  Atlanta needs light rail on the ENTIREBeltline.

30318 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No The project list does not include rail on the fullBeltline. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit My other priorities are rail on the NortheastBeltline and reason on the southeastBeltline. Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media No The project list does not include rail on the fullBeltline

30314 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No Beltline was envisioned as a rail project. It needs rail NOW. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Beltline was envisioned as a rail project. It needs rail NOW. Somewhat supportive Email News Media No Beltline was envisioned as a rail project. It needs rail NOW.

30080 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No The Northwestern part of the City is largely left out. Investment in this area will bait and encoruage Cobb County to join MARTA North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements N/a Supportive Social Media Social Media No  SE and NW are largely left out.

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Yes  N/A Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N/A Supportive News Media Social Media Yes N/A

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Adding the Clifton corridor will very helpful for lots of people at Emory and will decrease traffic in major routes Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements These are good projects Very supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  The Clifton Corridor is only going to become more congested.  We need to initiate change now. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Please figure out something better to get to Emory and CDC.  Patients, employees and students all need better access. Supportive Email Community Event Yes

30331 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  Light rail around the entireBeltline BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  Light rail should cover the entireBeltline Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat Light rail should be made available where trains don't service

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

 I am a regular MARTA rail commuter. There are too many unexpected delays and mechanical problems. Over time I have seen improvements at some stations and by some drivers in communicating appropriately when a delay occurs, but still experience times when the signs during a delay are inaccurate, drivers who 

are intelligible, and drivers who do not keep riders in the know when a train has unexpectedly stopped on the tracks. In addition, there is no enforcement of the rules on the trains. The other day we had a pregnant woman who was terribly nauseated, and all the priority seats were taken by able-bodied individuals. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Prioritization should balance highest potential use with equity issues. Bus dependent neighborhoods need better/more frequent service, and we also need rail expansion for commuters. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network No

 I would like to see the light rail extending the entireBeltline completed. We live in the west end and due to traffic the light rail would give us reliable and quick access to neighborhoods all over the city- for commuting, for connecting, for shopping etc! The light rail was something that we were most excited about and I 

am disappointed that it is not listed. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  I am hopeful to see the light rail project completed in the original plan to go around the entireBeltline! Supportive Social Media News Media No

 The light rail is needed around the entireBeltline  and an easy way to give better access to neighborhoods all around 

the city, new commuting options, accessibility etc

30310 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No IncompleteBeltline loop is just more transit that doesn’t go anywhere. I live on the southside trail, without the completeBeltline loop I’m no better off than I am right now. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  My top priority is light rail for the fullBeltline loop. And infill stations to better connect with theBeltline and neighborhoods Somewhat supportive Social Media News Media No

Clifton corridor serves primarily resients of the northern suburbs, not residents of the city of Atlanta. What Atlanta 

needs is the fullBeltline loop to truly connect the city and make huge leaps in last mile connectivity 

30340 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  It doesn’t addres light rail on the fullBeltline and how once built that would encorporate into the MARTA system BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  FullBeltline light rail Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat  Too vague

30032 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  Still not enough connectivity with Edgewood/East Lake. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  These improvements are overdue but still not sufficient. Supportive Email News Media No

Beltline lightrail loop needs to be complete and need to add more transit on 400 coming down from 

Cumming/Alpharetta into Atlanta.

30344 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I'd like to see theBeltline light rail come to fruition. Would also like to see better bicycling infrastructure for the last mile connectivity. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Southwest Atlanta has long been neglected, it's time to bring better transit options to the people who depend on it the most. Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat  Again, would like to see fruition of theBeltline light rail connectivity.

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes

 I do NOT think any of these, without serious bus/rail/last-mile-connectivity, will adequately address commuting and traffic concerns:

- more highway lanes,

- dedicated directional highway lanes (i.e. the I-75 reversible toll lane),

- wider surface streets,

- adding more lanes.

I would rather see movement on rail, bus, and pedestrian paths than this program trying to alter roadways. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  I hope theBeltline LRT will not hinder the existingBeltline or its planned extensions. Supportive Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat

I think this, if implemented as shown in the plan, will be a great addition. I do not have the intuition to guess how the 

plan will stand up to changes in population density over the course of 40 years.

I hope the schedule will come out in Fall 2018 like the fact sheet says it will too. I am really interested to know what will 

start first!

30322 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  I am concerned about buses not showing up on time and regularly. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  I think all Stations should have restrooms for male and female. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  I think this is a great start to address congested traffic patterns.

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No  What happened to the light rail on the wholeBeltline option? Why has theBeltline construction been haulted at this time? BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  Why not have a plan that completed one whole project like theBeltline that is already taking place? It doesn’t make sense to me to use such a broken public transportation system. Leaving three halfway done modes between Marta tail, Marta bus andBeltline transit it’s all fractured pieces that don’t make a good whole. Somewhat supportive Social Media News Media No

30032 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes I came from Chicago, where I did not drive for a few years.  I loved having bus and rail options to get where I needed, and hope we can soon have the same for Atlanta! Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  The Clifton Corridor would be phenomenal in increasing access to the CDC and Emory Hospital. Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes

30005 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  There has to be financial accountability and transparency as to how MARTA funds are being used and progress made re: transit projects.  If the state or federal government provides funds, the public needs to know how they are being used. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  There should have been more public transit available on Clifton corridor years ago! Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

 There should be projects reaching farther north as well as west and east.  There is push-back about public transit in 

certain communities, but if the transit is there, it will be used.

30303 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I see a lot of additional bus service.  These things are almost always empty.  I can't see that helping things much. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension

Some day, I hope MARTA can be a viable a transportation option as it is in D.C.  I think things are improving and I sense that there is now competent administration in place.  So I am encouraged that things are going in the right direction.  

One last thing - any city serious about a strong public transit system absolutely needs a means of getting to/from its MLB stadium without a car.  It is well known that Cobb Co. disfavors MARTA, but something has to change there.  (Maybe trade a LR line to the Battery in exchange for letting the Cobb Transit buses 

continue to tie up downtown Atlanta traffic ....) Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat  More rail is needed.

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  workforce mobility, frequent and expanded bus service Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  clifton corridor serves 2 of atlnata's biggest employers: emory and cdc. need to provide transit access for workforce. thank you Supportive Email Community Event Yes

30033 DeKalb Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  * Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  * Neutral Email More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat

30307 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  Would like to see direct routes from rail stations to Emory.  I can drive in less than 15 minutes, but taking the existing transit routes, it would be over an hour. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Clifton Corridor improvements would alleviate much of the traffic issues we have today. Supportive Other Community Event Somewhat

30340 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  None BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  None Somewhat supportive Email News Media Yes

30313 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 I believe the priority should focus on improving/enhancing what we already have before expanding.  Update existing stations - The MARTA stations are outdated and not inviting; provide more frequent service and easier ability to transfer between modes and provide better last-mile connectivity using circulators and 

improved sidewalks BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements

 Focus on enhancing existing stations, making them more convenient, and attractive to use to encourage ridership and make transit trips more enjoyable.

Extend the Streetcar to theBeltline on the east side and then the extend north along theBeltline Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat  Expansion is needed but we need to fix what we already have to encourage more ridership. 

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 CDC, Emory, and CHOA are major employers in the city and rail access would be key to improving traffic and commutes. With the move of CHOA egleston to the Druid Hills campus in 7 years this is an ideal time to partner with the community and CHOA to improve access to that area in time for the hospital to open. 

This would most importantly make it easier for patients and families to access the hospital more easily, both from in Atlanta and from neighboring communities with MARTA access. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Please consider improving rail access to Children's Healthcare of Atlanta's future campus, which will be at Druid Hills Rd and I-85. This would be an incredible opportunity to improve the use of MARTA and would service children and their families. Supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

30002 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes The Clifton corridor will be helpful Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  The Clifton corridor will be very helpful Supportive Email News Media Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  My needs include reducing traffic and creating more sidewalks and bike lanes especially around Decatur (N Druid hills rd, N Decatur rd) BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Clifton road is in desperate need of MARTA access. Thousands of Emory students and faculty, as well as Emory University Hospital and Children’s hospital, and CDC staff that could utilize this option would greatly decrease traffic and emissions Somewhat supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Community Event

30317 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Clifton -Emory are is in need of transit options. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  No comnents Somewhat supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

 Until the northern suburbs commit to transit that is not just more highway lanes, Atlanta will tinker around the edges 

of a meaningful model. 

30341 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Developing light rail transit will increase mobility and decrease congestion of roads. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  The Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit will decrease the congestion of Emory clinics and support a large group of employees to commute in a meaningful way. Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

30341 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes We need Marta to expand because Atlanta traffic is becoming worse everyday. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Increase transit lines everywhere! Very supportive Other News Media Yes

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes

The West Lake Transit Station requires significant pedestrian access upgrades.  Walking to it from the westview business corridor, along Ralph David Abernathy Blvd requires you to either walk an additional quarter mile past the intersection of West Lake Ave and RDA, up to Anderson Ave,  or walk over broken gravel and 

unpaved pedestrian dirty paths, and across a not-pedestrian friendly intersection.

And then, when you get to the station, there is no pedestrian access from the east side along West Lake ave.   And no clear signage saying you need to go around to Anderson Ave.

While the issues I marked above are critical, the pedestrian access to this station is abysmal from all sides and needs a lot of work. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service

 The West Lake Transit Station requires significant pedestrian access upgrades.  Walking to it from the westview business corridor, along Ralph David Abernathy Blvd requires you to either walk an additional quarter mile past the intersection of West Lake Ave and RDA, up to Anderson Ave,  or walk over broken gravel 

and unpaved pedestrian dirty paths, and across a not-pedestrian friendly intersection.

And then, when you get to the station, there is no pedestrian access from the east side along West Lake ave.   And no clear signage saying you need to go around to Anderson Ave.

While the issues I marked above are critical, the pedestrian access to this station is abysmal from all sides and needs a lot of work. Very supportive Email, News Media Community Event Somewhat

30341 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Light rail transit would provide me to getting to work and to home safely and faster than driving. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  It will help with ease up the traffic around rush hour and it is much safer than driving. Supportive Email Social Media Yes

30307 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  NA BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  NA Very supportive Email, Social Media News Media Yes  It's a complex problem. There is no silver bullet. So - we have to look at it from a lot of different angles.

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 Quarterly neighborhoods (ie Those not adjacent to the current north-south, east-west train lines) are greatly underserved. This should be addressed with other transportation options such as light rail to tie with the current Marta lines. Also theBeltline itself should be incorporated in the light rail system and the 

communities near theBeltline should have be encouraged to utilize cycling by integrating cycling (secure/monitored parking, easier transport on bus, train, and rail)  in the overall transportation system. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension The underserved communities that house the predominant users of the public transit system should be the first in line when it comes to receiving money to expand and improve transit in their area. Next, in terms of priority, should be transportation to work centers/ job hubs. Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30032 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Less light rail which travels on roadways with vehicles - which are already stuck in traffic. More heavy rail that can be expanded, connecting Avondale/Decatur stations with Lindburg to quicker access to Buckhead/uptown areas. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements  Build where the population lives - if you can get the young professionals using transit, you can create a generation that uses it. Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 Light rail may be cheaper but it just doesn't work as mass transit in a densely populated area. The trains are sitting in 

traffic and more prone to accidents with vehicles where heavy rail has dedicated routes without sitting in traffic itself. 

Light rail is useless in Atlanta total waste of money for a metropolis, save that for Tulsa, Des Moines, Portland, 

Jacksonvile - NOT Atlanta. 

30337 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes You understand what the problems are, it's implementation and funding that are lacking. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service

We need more busing.  I currently don't ride the bus as much as I would like because it doesn't come near enough to my house and the one that does come kinda close doesn't do so frequently.

It's that last mile that is so important.  That's where you lose potential riders.  I am a daily MARTA train rider and have been for 15 years.  I would happily take the bus to my local station instead of driving to the lot or taking a Lyft to the station. Very supportive Email, Social Media News Media Yes

30002 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No the system needs more stations in the suburbs to achieve a layered network BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  the system needs more heavy rail stations in the suburbs to provide connectivity between distant areas Neutral Email News Media Somewhat

30313- Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  I would like significant expansion of marta rail, parallel to all existing commuter highways so I would not need to have a car at all. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Need better app for reporting incidents to marta police and improved response time from marta police Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  Atlanta is not dreaming big enough when it comes to mass transit.

30315 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No  Buses and trains are never on schedule. Especially in the morning and work hours in the evening. Supervisions are never in W.E., Oakland, Lakewood stations. Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  The security are very poor in the stations. The restrooms are never open. The buses and trains are always late and especially in the morning. People smoke in the stations and the stations never have real police presence. Not supportive Email Community Event No

 Because people smoke in stations and they are dirty, the restrooms are never open. MARTA employees do not want to 

open them when they are asked.

30309 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Better communication with riders about delays or disruptions to service. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Transportation further north of the Perimeter Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes My MARTA use is not affected by these projects. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  none Supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30314 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  All three chosen principles address my transportation needs especially my 1st rank, regarding sidewalks and etc. Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements  These three are just ones personally I'm connected to and could self-handedly see and appreciate improvement in. Very supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes  no

30312 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

I feel strongly that the project list should include light rail along the entire length of theBeltline.  I live near theBeltline in Grant Park (on the east side of Boulevard and South of I-20) and would regularly use transit on theBeltline to connect to other parts of intown Atlanta.  As it is, there is limited transit/non-car 

connectivity between intown neighborhoods, and I think transit (especially light rail -- not buses) along the entire length of theBeltline is the best way to address that problem.  In particular, the cost of the proposed Clifton Corridor LRT far outweighs the benefits -- and I think the money earmarked for the Clifton 

Corridor LRT would be better spent on LRT on the entire circumference of theBeltline. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit See above Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat  See details above.

30310 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I would like rail access for moreBeltline communities, as well as rail expansions that create new ridership. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Online real-time transparency for projects completion and milestone goals for the public to access over the next 40 years.  Very supportive Email News Media Yes  light rail access to residential areas is key. Convenience will create new ridership. 

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I think this is a good mix of projects for short-term and long term improvements to the transit system BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Greenbriar Transit Center  N/A Supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media News Media Somewhat

 There is still a need for expansion on both the rail and bus systems. It would also be very nice to promote links between 

the transit systems and multi-use paths, like theBeltline, as viable transfer points between stations, bus routes, etc...

30236 Clayton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I feel like the ones I chose do address my transportation needs. Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Station Improvements  these 3 chosen I would appreciate improvement in and connect more to me and what I feel should be priority projects. Very supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes  no

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat

 I believe MARTA should follow through with theBeltline plan and prioritize funding for transit along the fullBeltline corridor as it was presented to voters in 2016. So much investment has happened along the beltlime, and changing course at this point will threaten that growth and investment. Not to mention leave our 

surface streets clogged with cars. So much housing density has been built along theBeltline, and if LRT does not materialize, then we will be left in grid lock. All of the developers built thinking LRT would be part of the plan. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  LRT along the entireBeltline loop. The fact that you don’t even have that as an option on this survey is shameful. I’m fact, one could argue that the lack of having “full loop transit” questions the very validity of your survey. Somewhat supportive Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat

 I believe that with all the density being built around theBeltline, the lack of LRT around the full trail will lead to tons of 

traffic congestion and the associated problems that come along with that (pollution, quiet streets becoming race tracks 

as people try to get around congestion etc). Long story short, prioritize funds towards making theBeltline and LRT on the 

entirety of theBeltline a primary, short-term goal. 

30213 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  no BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  no Neutral Email Community Event Somewhat  no

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

 Full rail on the belt line. 

Continue transit in more directions with train usages. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Add more rails in more directions Very supportive Email, Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat  Continue train service father outside the perimeter. 

30002 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  none Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  n/a Supportive Other none News Media Somewhat  I feel like the real need is for some net-new routes for greater connectivity to the suburbs.

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  Very open and positive. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  Need more cleaning and safety. Supportive Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat  no

30002 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Last mile is the greatest issue for me...I would have to walk quite a distance to get onto a but then transfer.  my commute via car ~20 min and close to an hour by MARTA Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  As I mentioend above, last mile Very supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat  Need the Clifton corridor  transit line

30315 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  no BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  no Supportive Email, Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat

 Need more bathrooms at all stations. More buses on all areas. Accessible bus stops. Plugs on trains and buses. 

Elevators smell like urine, and keep breaking.
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which county 
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In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding 

principles to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the 

highest priority to you. #1

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding principles 

to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the highest priority to you. 

#2

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding 

principles to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the 

highest priority to you. #3

After reviewing the 

proposed project list, do you 

feel it addresses your 

transportation needs?

Please provide any additional details about your response to the previous question. Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #1 Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #2 Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #3 Please provide any additional comments you have on the program or individual projects.
Please rate your level of support of 

the More MARTA proposed projects.

How do you like to receive information on MARTA 

news?
Other - How do you like to receive information on MARTA news?

How did you learn about the More MARTA 

atlanta program Survey?

After reviewing the proposed 

project list, do you feel it 

addresses Atlanta's 

transportation needs?

Please provide reason(s) for your response to the last question.

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No Please include completion ofBeltline transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  One last personal observation: I work at Delta, and there are currently very limited options for workers to get from the city to Delta's campus on the north side of the airport. Is there any way that transit service can be provided to Delta? Somewhat supportive Email, Social Media Community Event Somewhat

In order to be successful in Atlanta, transit options must be attractive to all demographics of people (tech-savy 

millenials as well as lower-income residents). After living in Philadelphia and New York, the thing I notice the most about 

Atlanta's transit system is that it currently only attracts lower-income residents (everyone else drives everywhere). In 

Philly and NY, everyone takes transit. As a city planner, I know that in order for transit to be successful, there must be a 

comprehensive plan for developing density of housing and retail around stations and/or placing stations where people 

want to live as well as where they want to work so that their commutes are made easier with transit. 

30305 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  need nice bus drive. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Need a bathroom/need office Very supportive Social Media News Media Yes  no

30315 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  Clean elevators they stink. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center

 Clean bathroom better (Five Points)

Service on Weekends. Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event Yes  Elderly need better service.

30144 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  I  want light rail on the wholeBeltline,  it was the most favored project on a similar survey in 2017. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit   I  want light rail on the wholeBeltline,  it was the most favored project on a similar survey in 2017. Very supportive Email News Media No  We need MORE Marta everywhere - please come up I75 and into Cobb county

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  no BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  no Somewhat supportive Other More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Somewhat  For elderly

90313 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Make sure all WiFi on train and bus works. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  I love MARTA. Neutral Email Community Event Yes  Some don't work.

30310 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  no Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  no Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat  no

30311 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  no BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  no Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat  no

30331 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  no Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  no Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  no

30338 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  no Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  no Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  no

30309 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Don't know enough to comment. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Not enough info to comment Somewhat supportive Other Don't send me any. News Media Somewhat

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat Improve transportation options and services in undeserved, underrepresented areas. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  N/A Neutral Social Media, News Media Community Event Yes

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  no Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  no Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  no

30309 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Even more is needed.  More using flexible alternatives to expensive rail. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  * Very supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat  Even more is needed.  More using flexible alternatives to expensive rail.

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  - BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  - Supportive Email News Media Yes  -

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Need theBeltline around the entire city and connectivity between the Clifton Corridor and the NEBeltline. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  There is a gap between A and D--there needs to be a connection, otherwise connectivity is lost. Beltline needs to connect the entire city, not just NE and SW. Supportive Email Community Event Yes  Yes except for completing the Beltline around the entire city, not just the NE and SW.

30315 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Not much coming to grant park. Although more frequent bus service might be coming, which is welcomed. Light rail is needed on the entireBeltline. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension

 I don't think that we should be thinking regional expansion at this point. Let the other counties come to the table first. With this tax, we should be focusing on connecting neighborhoods. I work at Emory, so I do want the Clifton corridor, but I wantBeltline trail more. I think that focus on theBeltline is an equitable use of 

resources. Neutral Email News Media No

 While the Clifton corridor rail line is needed, I think rail on the entireBeltline should be prioritized. I fear that if we don't 

do it now, it will never get done. That's probably not the case for the Clifton corridor.

30349 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes A train from the airport to Emory would be great! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  n/a Very supportive Email, Phone/Text More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat  Cut down on traffic.

30068 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes

 It provides deeper access to vital areas of residence and work. As a great proponent of public transport, I feel that further light railway connections would allow more people to safely and effectively access places of work and commerce. As a resident of Marietta who studies at Emory, I think it is very important that this 

connection be made, primarily due to the importance of Emory in the Atlanta metropolitan area. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension

 This would be an incredible extension of the railway network, and would probably increase rail traffic and thereby alleviate some of the pressure already placed on the road traffic in the downtown and midtown areas. This will also hopefully encourage commuters to travel more from the suburban regions of metro 

Atlanta. Very supportive News Media Community Event

30341 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  No Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  no Supportive Other News Media Yes

30314 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No If the response: Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes, and other technology, covers light rail on the ENTIREBeltline, then yes. I mean the WHOLEBeltline, not just portions. If not, no, this does NOT address my transportation needs. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements  Where is the box that covers light rail along the ENTIREBeltline? I do not like the idea of light rail being placed only on portions. Please continue with plans to provide light rail on the WHOLE loop of theBeltline. Somewhat supportive Social Media News Media No

If the response: Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes, and other technology, covers light 

rail on the ENTIREBeltline, then yes. I mean the WHOLEBeltline, not just portions. If not, no, this does NOT address my 

transportation needs.

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes As a Sylvan Hills resident the Metropolitan and Northside BRT will be helpful. I work downtown and the crosstown extensions will be helpful also. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  Please make sure new projects have ramps and/or elevators and bike parking. Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30308 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Yes  Thanks for doing this! Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Thanks again! Supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30034 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  Marta needs to be 24/7 with service from Stonecrest Mall to Six flags via the blue line and service from Bankhead/Westside park to Stone Mountain via the Green line with service into Henry County. the route 186 should run into 12am on weekends immediately. Finish the AtlantaBeltline Streetcar system immediately BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit  Finish  theBeltline before you start on the Clifton corrido. MAke sure the branding is consistaNT. Very supportive Phone/Text Community Event No  Its almost like we have service ask questions, but Marta is going to do what it wants to do.

30310 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No We need connections to the ENTIRE city. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center I hope MARTA will partner with ABI to make Atlanta less congested with motorists... especially with the expected influx of people moving to Atlanta in the coming years. Very supportive Social Media News Media No

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes I am especially supportive of the Clifton Corridor LRT project because it is in my neighborhood, which desperately needs traffic relief! BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Clifton Corridor LRT! Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30327 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes We need to fix Peachtree Street by alleviating congestion. We also need more crosstown transit options. Currently there are none.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  I fully support theBeltline completion and transit. I also think we need more bus and rail options.  More roads and wider roads are not the answer. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30316 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No The improvements do not appear to extend to my neighborhood much. But they will affect the area where I work, so there may be some potential benefit there - maybe reducing traffic to work for me or giving me more options to move around town during the day without driving. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Very excited about the LRT and BRT projects. Supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat I think the LRT/BRT/ART are going to be great. Really just depends on how easy they are to actually get to and use.

30307 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network No  The projects build along already served routes. We need new radii and ring routes. Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit I am opposed to putting rail on theBeltline. It is too close to the center. We need new radii like on heading through Toco Hills and Northlake Mall. I am also opposed to rail in the clifton corridor. This area could be better served with preferential bus lanes along established routes. Somewhat supportive News Media News Media No

Except for the new bus routes it builds along currently service areas. TheBeltline is too close to the center to be an 

effective ring route. 

30324 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  MARTA  gets me where I need to go now because I choose to live within access to MARTA. Some of these changes will add more flexibility to where I choose to live, work and socialize.  Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit

I think bus rapid transit in dedicated lines is a very good idea.  I am in favor of using more buses to get people around the city.  Those buses do not have to be large, they can be small thus creating more flexibility and route reconfigurations as a population moves around, like the recent changes to the bus routes.

The light rail through the Clifton Corredor is not a good idea.  Until the recent bus schedule changes,  we have had only one bus route servicing that area,  so I don’t see the demand being there  for such an expenditure.  That money could be better spent on smaller buses and creating better connectivity with 

neighborhoods  where people live to places of work and entertainment in the city. Very supportive Phone/Text News Media Somewhat

 I think if MARTA is to be successful in the long term there needs to be more buses on the road but those buses need to 

be smaller so they can to go into neighborhoods were people live so getting to mass transit will be convenient for them.   

  Dock less scooters and bikes only clutter the sidewalks and roads and make it more dangerous for people taking 

transit. Better access with sidewalks to Transit, more transit stops where people live, and routes that don’t always go to 

and from a train station would encourage ridership.   For example, a bus route from Northlake Mall to perimeter Mall or 

the perimeter train station would be much more convenient for riders than having to take the bus all the way to 

Linbergh train station and then take the train up to the perimeter station. Every route does not need to go to and from 

the train station. This creates needless time delays for people getting to and from their destinations. 

30313 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Need to expand train routes Station Improvements  SEBeltline Somewhat supportive Social Media News Media No  Need more accessible train lines 

30322 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  The project list is a good start to address my transportation needs. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  No additional comments Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  Yes, the proposed project list will address Atlanta's  transportation needs.

30331 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  I live by the zoo need some type of rail on theBeltline please BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit  Please put rail on the belting by zoo Atlanta grant park east Atlanta area Very supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media Social Media Yes

30033 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No I rarely use MARTA as I just don't get out much. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Clifton Corridor needs to be a top priority since Emory has torn up DeKalb County by joining Atlanta and if they don't end up with a satisfactory outcome, woe be unto all of us. Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat  We need something that goes all the way around 285 in a giant loop, one in each direction.

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  . Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Suburbs between Emory/CDC and the various freeways are becoming clogged with traffic. Many people who live in the area commute to Emory/CDC and could use local transit between the neighborhoods and the campuses. Supportive Other . News Media Somewhat

30021 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  This looks good. Getting Emory integrated into the light rail network is a top priority. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  I hope this happens! Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Much of the Atlanta Metro Area is not within walking distance from Marta or other mass transit.  Transportation is not only mechanized transportation but walking transportation.  Atlanta needs more sidewalks which allows citizens to get to a Marta stop or station. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  The Clifton Corridor is of upmost importance as it is the major healthcare location and as such one of the most traveled area is Atlanta. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat I don't have many needs, but the city needs more rapid transit in every corridor and in not proposed locations. I use transit occasionally, but when I do I depend on it. If it were more comprehensive I'd use it much more frequently. A large city should enable people to leave their cars at home!! Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements  There are two many good choices. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  We should build theBeltline transit. All of it. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Clifton corridor is a regional project. Making that the largest investment would be a travesty since most of the line wasn’t in the city of atlanta when th TSPLOST vote occurred. Not supportive Email News Media No  It’s a collection of transportation projects that don’t add up to a system and is horribly inequtable. 

30322 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  More wide spread, intuitive connections BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Clifton needs to be connected to the rest of the city! Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat  ^ people need to be able to rely on their transportation to take them where they need to be

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  commute from  chamblee train station to downtown and back is very unpredictable.  Trains stopped during rain storm on multiple occasions.  Sometimes passengers told to get off train at different station.  Not reliable for every day commute. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Need as much transportation for clifton corridor as possible Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

 Need more train and bus lines close to jobs and neighborhoods but also need those transportation lines to be 

something commuters can rely on and not take significantly longer than driving.  Need Marta to be an alternative for 

people who have cars so that they don't use them, not just for people who have no other transportation.

30324 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  n/a Very supportive Other None Community Event Yes

30310 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  The proposed project list does not complete theBeltline Loop. TheBeltline Loop is essential to ensuring Atlanta's future, while several other projects listed feel as if they can wait. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  Complete theBeltline Loop! Neutral Email, News Media News Media Somewhat

 I think the plan does not fully address the rate at which Atlanta has and will continue to grow. While bus service is a 

great temporary fix, Light and Heavy Rail Transit options need to be put into place. For example, completely theBeltline 

Loop would much reduce the need for cars in the downtown area. For example, adding HRT lines that run Northeast to 

Southeast and Southwest to Northwest, and a larger loop that mirrors 285. We know that more and more people in the 

Atlanta area mean more cars and we need to aggressively plan options that do not put more pressure on our 

inadequate roads.

30313 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  We need a Marta rail one to Cobb county!! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  N/a Supportive Email News Media Yes

30326 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat

Marta needs to be more affordable.  If a rider wants to go just one stop, it costs more than driving that one stop.  For example, if I want to go from Lenox Station to Brookhaven to eat at some of the restaurants there, it would cost me $5.00 for the trip.  I can drive for much less than that.

Also, I really want to pick 4 items from the list above. Commute predictability is important but I had to rank safety higher, as I have a daughter who uses Marta to get to and from Georgia State University. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements I believe rail service is more important than increasing bus service.  One of the goals of mass transit is to reduce commute time and local traffic.  Buses are not fast and clog the roads. Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 These all sound great but there is not enough detail for me to safely say that transportation needs are met.  Atlanta's 

traffic is a nightmare and it is getting worse every day.  If we don't provide easy, AFFORDABLE, mass transit, businesses 

will not come here.  In addition, as gentrification of neighborhoods ITP continue, those with access to less resources are 

forced to move out and without cheap transportation, labor ITP will become more expensive for service jobs.

30033 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No

It appears to have little impact on my commute between my home (on Willivee Drive), office (Mercer University Drive, across from the main entrance to Mercer U.), the courts in downtown Atlanta, an agency office that I routinely use (near Northlake Mall), and shopping (on N. Decatur Road, Ponce de Leon), or on my 

commutes to (1) South Carolina; (2) Columbus, GA, or (3) Moultrie, GA. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service I hope that the projects will provide needed services to the individuals who live in the affected areas, and hope that MARTA will continue to explore options for commuters outside the inner-city area. Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

It will have an impact on people who live in Buckhead, downtown Atlanta, or around theBeltline, but will have little 

impact on anyone who is outside of those areas.  It will also not reduce traffic on the most congested interstates.  

30341 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  It does address my needs. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  I have no additional comments. Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30345 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  I live near Northlake Mall and we are the forgotten area as far as I am concerned. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit I don't have anything to add. Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat  I haven't ridden MARTA in several years.  It is useless to me.

30342 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I would like to see better connectivity to the Roswell Road corridor in Sandy Springs. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  meh Neutral Social Media Social Media Somewhat

30306 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  We need a fullBeltline loop option for MARTA BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  Full MARTA loop that mirrorsBeltline Neutral Email News Media Somewhat   We need a fullBeltline loop option for MARTA

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes I live outside of the city (I'm in Decatur) so my interest is in improved regional transit that connects everything and reduces over-all congestion.  The list may or may not reduce over-all car traffic for the entire region. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit The Emory/CDC/Buckhead jam up and lack of access must be solved. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat I don't know

30324 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat Somewhat provides transportation needed in Emory/Clifton area. More connectivity may be ideal BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  This is important for accessibility and for the good of the environment and reducing emissions. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30315 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  I voted for the tax increase so theBeltline could be completed. That was/is my highest priority. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Fulfillment of entireBeltline Rail is the most important component of the City's transit future. Not supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 TheBeltline is a game-changer. It should be the highest priority. The rest of the stuff is "more of the same," much of it 

useful but not the highest priority for a 21st Century Atlanta.

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat

I do go into Atlanta a lot and usually take MARTA but I live and work in Dekalb and would like to see more here. It's my understanding that Dekalb does not kick-in any money for MARTA? 

I work at Emory so if the line goes there it will be fabulous for me. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Just that I hope you look at the big picture. Good luck! Very supportive Email, Social Media News Media Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  The main priority is to figure out a solution for the Druid Hills Exit off 85N.  With Executive Park expansion, CHOA and now the new Cross Keys highschool, that section is heading towards constant gridlock! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  n Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  I think that the Clifton Corridor Transit Line is an excellent idea and will really help my get to and from my work. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  I think the Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit line is the most important. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

30303 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes

 I really need more reliability and more frequent buses from Emory to Lindbergh Station. Additionally, a rail that runs to Emory would be even better than having to get on a bus from the train.

There are never enough buses or frequent enough buses during rush hours by CDC and Emory and this is a big deficit. I have to wait sometimes up to 45 minutes at dinner time to get a bus from Emory. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension I really think we need more rail lines, in addition to just the Nourth-South and East-West. This misses so many areas of the city, and makes it highly difficult to plan out a trip. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes  I like the idea of the rail going to Emory/Clifton.

30345 DeKalb Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  I don't see how this will enable me to use public transit for work or other transport needs. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  The projects are selected based on areas that would I could possibly use. Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  Most of my traffic problems come from areas being overbuilt, particularly with apartments. The whole N. Druid Hills corridor is a nightmare at all hours of the day, and dense housing is still being built. Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  The transit needs of high traffic areas like Buckhead and N. Druid Hills Road need to be addressed before lower density areas. Somewhat supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

Building, particularly high density residential, is not being addressed for regional impact or the impact on existing roads 

and neighborhoods that are already dealing with high levels of traffic throughout the day.

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  none BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit None Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30339 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Somewhat I think it would be great to increase public transportation for commuters. I live in Cob County and we don't have optimal public transportation connections, so I have to drive my car to work every day. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service I work at Emory University and we have problems to access to campus because traffic is so heavy during rush hours. There is no good public transportation in the area Supportive Email, News Media Community Event Yes

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  More emphasis on light rail desired BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  I’d like to see improvements to existing Marta facilities Very supportive Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat

 I believe Atlanta needs to invest heavily in light rail and multi-use trails for alternate modes of transportation such as 

cycling and walking.

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

 There should be light rail on the wholeBeltline. Additionally, if heavy rail is not possible to expand MARTA. Please consider using light rail to connect more neighorhoods to downtown. I recently went to Portland, Oregon for the Hood to Coast relays. During my stay in the city, I found it very convenient to use the MAX 

and the Streetcar system. There were many stops along the way but it definitely got me to places that I wanted to see and even out to the suburbs where I was staying. In Atlanta, I only use MARTA to get to Atlanta United games from Bankhead or Lindbergh. I'm not encourage to take MARTA subway due to the lack of 

network. Car congestion is only going to increase and I think we can encourage citizens of the city of Atlanta to use MARTA more frequently if it gives what the people desire. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center more light rail! Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media No  See above.

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network No  FullBeltline light rail loop BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Light rail along the ENTIREBeltline. Not supportive Email News Media No  FullBeltline light rail loop

30033 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  My use of MARTA is for connecting to entertainment and for  transportation to the airport. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service It seems that the crosstown connectivity could be done fairly rapidly and provide the most use given the recent growth in housing in that area. Supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

 There should be more connectivity to the Northwest - specifically for baseball.  The southeast communities are also in 

need of train lines....

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  None Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  None Very supportive News Media News Media Yes

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Hoping more routes that go east to west BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Moores Mill Transit Center Can’t think of anything to add value Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  Does not address nearby neighborhoods. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Moores Mill Transit Center  Please plan a park and ride away from Bolton Road/Moores Mill as it is already too congested! Neutral Email News Media Somewhat  Don’t want a park and ride at Moores Mill!

30305 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  N/A Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30315 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes While the list does seem to meet my needs, we need to prioritize a shift away from slow, dirty, and dangerous buses which are unreliable and clog our streets. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Less buses and more rail. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat   We need to explicitly endorse a plan to increase the amount of light rail in this city. 

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  We need more TRAINS! Let's make Atlanta one of the best cities with train service throughout. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  More trains Somewhat supportive News Media News Media No  Not enough services to the Northwest! 

30310 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat

I think I still have some questions about how people who don't live directly at a bus station or a train station will get there. Parking lots at these stops? Bike racks - which should come with improved bike lanes?

No plans for heavy rail expansion. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Station Improvements  Great initial plan. Can't wait to see the changes happen! The stepping stone for greater public transpo in the future years to come. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

  As expensive as the living in the city is getting, we are sure to see an increase in OTP living. I don't feel that the current 

plans address enough of how to get those people into the city and back home. Will it actually be beneficial to take 

public transportation if it doesn't cut travel time and multiple transition points?

30331 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  Need heavy rail to just inside or outside city limits. Circumvent rush hour traffic and ease congestion inside around perimeter. North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center Station Improvements Equal distribution of resources across the city is needed.  Neutral Email News Media Somewhat  City’s plans are always 10 years behind the needs. Someone needs to be visionary. 

30032 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  NA BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  NA Supportive Other No info please Community Event Yes  NA

30307 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Would like to see more safe bike paths BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  Please do NOT put above-ground rail down North Decatur Road near Emory which will essentially destroy existing Emory Grove neighborhoods. Please, please install underground transportation here to preserve these historic neighborhoods or place alongside CSX tracks which already exist. Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30305 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  None BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  None Very supportive Other News Media Yes

30318 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  Money that should be going toBeltline transit is going OUTSIDE THE CITY to Clifton Corridor. This is shortsighted and contrary to previous commitments. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension BELTLINE TRANSIT. I am disappointed that Marta board is pushing Clifton Corridor and not being above board about taking the funding from theBeltline transit. It’s short sighted and dishonest. Somewhat supportive Social Media, News Media Community Event No

 I am very upset that MARTA is closed to the commitment toBeltline transit and is instead using that money to benefit 

people OUTSIDE THE CITY in one specific area.

30318 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat NW Atlanta needs rail service. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center More rail in the NW. Very supportive News Media News Media Somewhat  Lack of any rail network in NW Atlanta. Extend the Green Line!

30144 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Nothing BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  Nothing Very supportive Email, Phone/Text More MARTA Atlanta Newsletter Yes

30341 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  We need more MARTA lines and MARTA buses. I don't know where MARTA bus stops are and I feel that no one in my community even knows how to ride the MARTA bus. Other cities have incredible modes of transportation- Atlanta is so far behind. We are a fast growing city with no way to get anywhere. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  More bus stops too Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  We need more MARTA lines

30033 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Somewhat  Save Briarcliff routes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Save Briarckiff routes Supportive Other Friends News Media Somewhat  Save Briarcliff routes

30324 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  MARTA is my main transportation I need to know all options for bus and rail access Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  N/A Neutral Other mail Community Event Somewhat  N/A

30327 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  Most $$ seem to be going to Clifton corridor, which I will never use. We need to spread transit throughout the city to decrease traffic and increase mobility. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  We need more rail! Neutral Email News Media No

 Most $$ seem to be going to Clifton corridor, which serves only a few Atlanta citizens. We need to spread transit, 

especially rail, throughout the city to decrease traffic and increase mobility. We also need to complete transit on 

theBeltline.

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  N/A Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes  N/A

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  You did not talk about clayton county Station Improvements  A monorail system Neutral Social Media Community Event Yes  N/A

30021 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  Emory needs railway Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Emory needs rail Very supportive Phone/Text Social Media Yes

30306 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes A line from Emory would be very helpful Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  A line from Emory would be very helpful for the students Supportive Other News Media Yes

30324 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  N/A Supportive Phone/Text Community Event Somewhat  N/A

30324 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  N/A Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  N/A Supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  N/A

30021 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes The Emory campus area is very under-served by MARTA, but this represents a demographic that would use MARTA and support it. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  The Emory campus area is very under-served by MARTA, but this represents a demographic that would use MARTA and support it. Very supportive News Media Social Media Yes

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Somewhat

 Investment in the Campbellton corridor seems like a lot given that it;s not a major job center or source new housing. I understand something has to be done to utilize the streetcar but think one of the major flaws with that project was the lack of dedicated lanes. Please focus on dedicated right of way for new projects. 

Thank you. You have a tough job weighing all these options. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Infill stations please. Namely @ Armor Supportive Email, Social Media News Media Yes

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I need serious investment in getting people from southwest atlanta to the city center rapidly and also getting people from west of northside drive to peachtree and east rapidly BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  West Side neighborhoods should receive a serious investment. There are so many areas in the city that don't get any rail or rapid transit services now. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

We  need serious investment in getting people from southwest atlanta to the city center rapidly and also getting people 

from west of northside drive to peachtree and east rapidly and also get people from south of i 20 to north of downtown 

rapidly

30324 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat  The bus drivers do not keep the bus published schedules Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  Need better service to emory hospital Neutral Email Community Event Somewhat  There is no plan to increase service to emory hospital

30324 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat You need to make clifton Rd. project first  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  N/A Neutral Email Community Event Somewhat  N/A

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  N/A BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  We need more service to get around. Somewhat supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat  N/A

30329 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  My individual needs are limited, as I have access to a car and can rely on Emory's transportation network for most of my transit. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  None. Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat  Atlanta's transportation needs are greater than the scope of the project. This will fix some of them, but not all of them.

30324 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  N/A Supportive Phone/Text Community Event No  N/A

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  NA Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  NA Very supportive Social Media Community Event Yes

30324 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Bus be on time when you can. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  N/A Supportive Email, News Media Community Event Yes  When you have appointments 

30310 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  There should be light rail on the wholeBeltline BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension   There should be light rail on the wholeBeltline Neutral Email Community Event

30324 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  The biggest barrier to using the train system is first and last mile transportation. If there were additional transportation modes to close those gaps, I think it would help tremendously. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center Light rail is a great solution Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat I think you could add tax incentives for people to live close to work or for households with less than 2 cars. 

30324 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes n BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit ,m Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I specifically want the city to focus more on every alternative to driving, especially Marta expansion and increased bike paths. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Moores Mill Transit Center N/A Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30305 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No  We need light rail on the entireBeltline. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit   We need light rail on the entireBeltline. Neutral Email, Social Media, News Media News Media No   We need light rail on the entireBeltline.

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  I live an work within a 5 mile radius of Decatur.  I would like to have the option to commute via MARTA, and will do so if it's more convenient.  When not commuting via MARTA, I'd like a more predictable commute. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  It's good to see this happening.  Atlanta is long overdue in having a transit system that really works for the residents and workers of this city. Supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat

I feel the proposed project list is a great start.  But, I think in the short-term it will take a bit more to get people out of 

their cars.  I find that younger workers and students are more open to using public transport, so I'm optimistic that over 

time, ridership will grow.

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes I work on Clifton road, so the project addresses a major concern for those of us who work in this area. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  The light rail additions will be a major  improvement Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  List looks good. Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Like the list. Very supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media News Media Yes

30294 Clayton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes

 I would like to see our Marta system as well as my overall commute be more bike accessible. This really just includes more clearly defined designated bike lanes and/or safer ways to transport a bike on Marta. Also, some Marta train stops are really dark at night and for safety reasons, I would love to see more lighting 

for traveling in the evening. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  TheBeltline is one of my favorite parts of the city. Projects like these make me proud of where my tax dollars are going. Very supportive Email, Social Media Social Media Somewhat

I noticed that Marta stations are not as handicap accessible as I believe they could be. This is not just including the 

physically disabled but those who are perhaps blind or deaf.  Most of the announcements do not really cater to to those 

individuals.



ZIP Code

Please select 

which county 

you are from.

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding 

principles to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the 

highest priority to you. #1

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding principles 

to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the highest priority to you. 

#2

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding 

principles to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the 

highest priority to you. #3

After reviewing the 

proposed project list, do you 

feel it addresses your 

transportation needs?

Please provide any additional details about your response to the previous question. Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #1 Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #2 Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #3 Please provide any additional comments you have on the program or individual projects.
Please rate your level of support of 

the More MARTA proposed projects.

How do you like to receive information on MARTA 

news?
Other - How do you like to receive information on MARTA news?

How did you learn about the More MARTA 

atlanta program Survey?

After reviewing the proposed 

project list, do you feel it 

addresses Atlanta's 

transportation needs?

Please provide reason(s) for your response to the last question.

30033 DeKalb Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

 Specific attention to the transit needs of the elderly and people with a disability is not specified.  These two special populations use all four transit systems (MARTA Mobility, Street car, bus, and train. I am also interested in more specific information concerning community circular bus routes connection to County Senior 

Centers. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

 The community circular bus routes are so helpful for the elderly and people with a disability. However, when these routes were recently introduced, elderly riders and people with a disability were dropped off across the street from the grocery store or pharmacy... These are not safe drop locations because, in many 

incidences, people are crossing heavily traveled roads without  a light or crosswalk. In locations where there is a light, the timing of the light is not sufficient for the elderly and people with a disability to safely cross. Somewhat supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

I am curious about whether the rapid buses will reduce the current number of operating buses sharing the road or will 

there be an increase in the number of buses on the road? Rapid buses in the Miami system run on an old train bed 

adjacent to US1 while other states have constructed a rapid bus corridor in the middle of all lanes of traffic. Not sure 

what the plan is for MARTA.

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  Traffic and commutes are saturated. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  Light rail to Gwinnett county as well Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes  Atlanta needs a model similar to Washington DC

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I would like to see more transit on theBeltline. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension I'd like to see a link betweenBeltline transit and our heavy rail infrastructure.  We also feel a bit neglected in the DeKalb county portion of Atlanta.  There needs to be expansion east of Moreland. Neutral Social Media News Media Somewhat

I'd like to see heavy rail expanded north into Cobb and Gwinnett.  Every year this does not happen, the more difficult it 

will become.

30316 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

Southeast Atlanta remains largely unconnected by transit and is affected by rail lines, I-20, and DeKalb Avenue. This area is experiencing a surge in population, yet lacks rail transit East of 75-85 or South of 20. The area will grow more and more congested without any clear resources for reducing the congestion. The City 

and MARTA should work more collaboratively with the state (which has multiple state routes) to address a clear need for rail transit. Without dedicated lanes and permanent infrastructure, I am not sure that BRT is a workable option. While I do NOT support prioritizing LRT on the fullBeltline ahead of needed projects 

like the Clifton Corridor, completing the Southern/Southeastern spur of theBeltline and adding light rail to these portions would be extremely helpful for connecting these neighborhoods to job centers and MARTA rail, thereby offering options and connectivity. But again, I do not agree that LRT on the FULLBeltline 

should be prioritized over Clifton. Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  This was a tough question to answer. Picking three but very hard to narrow down. Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat  See above

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No  Westview needs theBeltline light rail transit connecting to MARTA's existing stops. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  We need a full loop for theBeltline, where's the NW and SE portions for LRT??? Neutral Other I'll go on your website, no solicitations please. More MARTA Atlanta Website No   Westview needs theBeltline light rail transit connecting to MARTA's existing stops.

30307 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I don't think City of Atlanta residents taxes should be used to pay for a MARTA route to Emory.  Our tax dollars should be use for projects inside the City that we wanted when the vote was held. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Building an expensive line to Emory is not going to help the majority of the City of Atlanta transportation and mobility issues.  Look at the map. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat  A large investment in a line to Emory is not going to address needs for most of the City.

30309 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

Aside from additional light rail (or even heavy rail), I think my wife and I would benefit most from increased bus service. We would possibly make the switch to transit more often if Route 110 departed every 10 minutes or less rather than 15 minutes. It makes transfers to rail much easier. Similarly, using transit more 

would be more feasible if Route 93 departed more often than every half hour.  Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  I think it would be important to find a way to connect theBeltline Northeast with the Clifton Corridor, so it is possible to ride light rail from (e.g.) Old Fourth Ward to Lindbergh or even North Druid Hills on light rail. Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes

 I thinkBeltline light rail, Clifton corridor, and extending the downtown streetcar routes, are very important projects. 

(Besides the obvious need and some plans for expansion into Clayton, Gwinnett, and Cobb, which are not part of of 

More Marta). Northside Drive and either North Ave. or Ponce de Leon would have been on my list as well, and these are 

also reflected in the plan. A notable absence is the continuation of the Clifton Corridor to Decatur or Avondale Station -- 

I assume because of legal or financing reasons regarding transit through unincorporated Dekalb County(?)

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No The Campbellton LRT project is useless and a massive waste of money. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit  The Campbellton LRT project is useless and a massive waste of money. Somewhat supportive Email News Media No

 The Campbellton LRT project is useless and a massive waste of money. That money could build at least theBeltline 

Southside Trail and part of the Westside Trail.

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  I need transit options to get from southwest to southeast Atlanta. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension ConnectBeltline west toBeltline east and north to Westside Quarry Park. Not supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website No

 BRT and LRT on the Cambellton Road corridor is redundant and unnecessary. Pick one.

Emory/Clifton corridor was never on the list of projects put forth and voted upon by voters. While there is a need here, 

it needs to be part of an integrated system, not just a north/south connection, and it should not take priority over the 

fullBeltline loop, which WAS on the list of projects put forth and voted upon by referendum.

Not building light rail transit on the fullBeltline loop is a giant missed opportunity for equity and connectivity for not 

only the 45 neighborhoods connected by the Atlanta BetlLine, but the city at large. This has been the ethos of the 

program, supported by City Council and voted for by public referendum.

I am a voter and tax payer in Fulton County and the City of Atlanta, and support light rail transit on the entireBeltline 

loop, includind the Crosstown Downtown and Crosstown Midtown connections.

Also - BRT is not BRT without dedicated lanes.

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes Mobility to and from major job centers is important to me. I have only used trains, not the buses. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  Expand regular rail options to access (line between midtown and SunTrust park) and add light rail options to belt line Very supportive Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat

There should be a track along 75 to/from SunTrust park.  Also would have liked to see a mention of the Atl streetcar and 

connecting to the belt line. 

30204 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  coming from the south side with, would have to take train and transfer to train to get to emory campus-not convient Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  n/a Supportive Email, News Media Community Event Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat  I have to use two or more types of transit, marta doesn't take me too close to my actual destination. It would be nice for students to have better access. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Na Supportive News Media Community Event Somewhat

30327 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  We need a line going west towards the Howell Mill/ Moore’s Mill area in Buckhead/West Midtown!!! The only option right now are the few bus stops which are not very convenient. Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center Station Improvements  We need a line going west towards the Howell Mill/ Moore’s Mill area in Buckhead/West Midtown!!! The only option right now are the few bus stops which are not very convenient.  Very supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

 We need a line going west towards the Howell Mill/ Moore’s Mill area in Buckhead/West Midtown!!! The only option 

right now are the few bus stops which are not very convenient.  

30310 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Please finish theBeltline and making more roads bike friendly (either with designated bike lanes, wider shoulders on roads, separate bike paths, or even just resurfacing existing streets).  Thanks! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Same as above. Supportive Email News Media Yes

30038 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  n/a BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  n/a Neutral News Media Community Event Somewhat

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  I would like to see more dedicated bus lanes on routes, aka BRT or even better LRT. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements .... Supportive Other none Social Media Somewhat

There is a growing demand for non-commute options. For example taking the train downtown for an event... or going to 

events/ event spaces that are not readily or effectively served by mass-transit

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes It recognizes several of the most urgent gaps in MARTA service. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  The area around Emory is one of most urgently underserved that I have to go to.   Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat There needs to be rapid rail transit to the northwestern part of the city.  Even if Cobb doesn't want to participate, I think there would be value in having rapid transit accessibility between that part of the city and the rest. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  This is all positive in my view and I hope it gets fully funded.  I tend to think the more rail transit the better - anything that removes the variable of our often-terrible vehicular traffic. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

Due to insufficient population density in the Atlanta area, there is never going to be an economically feasible way to 

fully solve Atlanta's transportation needs with mass transit.  On this plan specifically, while it has a few elements that 

will mitigate the difficulty of moving east/west in a timely fashion in Atlanta, east/west travel will continue to be a 

problem.

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I want to know that all of the additional modal options will work seamlessly together and not further hinder use. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit

 Station improvements are the lowest priority – I think they are large and grand enough already. 

Also – don't change MARTA's name to "The ATL," that's really stupid Very supportive Other News Media Somewhat

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  Na BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Clifton road would be a great project and would encourage Emory students to stay in ATL Somewhat supportive News Media News Media Somewhat

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No I work from home so Atlanta traffic patterns don’t have a big impact on mer personally. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center No additional comments Neutral Email News Media No

Marta is not convenient to all areas of town. Sometimes it is quicker and easier to drive than to use public 

transportation. Increasing public transportation in the suburbs does not have an impact on the secondary roads in 

Atlanta that stay congested.

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I feel the list of proposed projects satisfied what I find to be needed. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  I feel the southwest/westside should be the model for all of MARTA.  The community here is reliant on public transportation, and the future population growth means we NEED public trans or the gridlock will be unbearable. Very supportive Email Community Event Yes

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Expanding to under-served parts of Atlanta. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Extending the heavy rail service. Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat  More accessible bike paths and lanes throughout the city to promote alternative personal transportation.

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Train needs to extend past North Springs. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements  Train needs to extend past North Springs. Very supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  As a retiree who is trying to get around more on a bicycle, we need to finish some of the proposed trail networks that will get to theBeltline from suburban areas.   Would like to see more money go towards that. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service We need alternative transportation options to get from East to West Atlanta Supportive Email, News Media News Media Somewhat

 Looking at the map, there are large areas that may be under served.  Rail IS expensive, but is fast and comfortable.  

Consider a rail network designed more like the grid in Paris, France or Vienna, Austria.

30324 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  Difficult living in City of Atlanta and still have to switch 4 times to go somewhere within 5 miles BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  More availability intown with switching lines Very supportive Social Media Community Event Somewhat  This does improve on intown commuting options. Regional transit will hopefully fix quantity within

30349 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

 Upkeep of stations and trains should be added. The inside of some of the trains and stations is deplorable. There is tons of trash on the tracks at some stations, cracked tiles and bricks in walk areas, broken seats on trains, dirty seats, horrible smells of urine, bad lighting, and the list goes on. I mostly see this in lower 

economic neighborhood stations such as East Point, College Park and Five Points. More emphasis should be placed on providing a clean and safe ride for commuters. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  n/a Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 Expansion of the lines would be great for the metro Atlanta economy. Working with neighboring cities who are 

concerned with safety and cleanliness is important. Also, addressing sidewalks, seating, lighting, etc. is important. The 

Marta bus now runs on South Fulton Parkway, but there are no sidewalks, lighting or seating. It looks very dangerous. 

People stand on the side of the highway in the grass waiting for the bus.

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes The Clifton Corridor LRT is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the Atlanta region. So many people commute to Emory and the CDC every day.  We are desperately in need of transit options on the Clifton Corridor. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  The Clifton Corridor LRT is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the Atlanta region. So many people commute to Emory and the CDC every day.  We are desperately in need of transit options on the Clifton Corridor. Very supportive News Media Community Event Yes

 The Clifton Corridor LRT is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to 

the Atlanta region. So many people commute to Emory and the CDC every day.  We are desperately in need of transit 

options on the Clifton Corridor.

30350 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat We need northern extensions on MARTA to be prioritized. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements . Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat  Northern corridors need heavy rail extensions.

30310 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I love alternative methods of transportation. I walk / use Marta to get to work for the last two years, but would love if I could use it for my  spare time / personal time too. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  Nothing additional Very supportive Social Media News Media Yes  Anything that reduces car consumption serves Atlanta’s transportation needs

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat No comment. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements No comment Neutral Email News Media Somewhat

30305 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Any expansion is good expansion! Atlanta is too car heavy dependent, because, MARTA does not currently go everywhere commuters need it to, or the time it takes to take MARTA is much too long to justify using public transportation. Frequent Local Bus Service Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  Any expansion is good expansion! Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Yes  I love the addition of more LRT and added bus routes.

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Yes BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  Yes Supportive News Media Community Event Yes

30306 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No Please don’t pay for Clifton Corridor without assistance from DeKalb or the State. And please use the savings to build the loop around the Beltline.  Anything less if missing an opportunity to fully connect our city out of traffic, and build the most significant urban project in progress in the nation.  Station Improvements  Please build theBeltline loop.  It’s ready to go and more bang for buck than Clifton.  Let’s do what 10+ NPUs and thousands of people have asked and build theBeltline. Not supportive Email Community Event No I want transit-dependent folks in Southeast and the Westside to have access to theBeltline’s transit.  

30305 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  More buses does not assist me personally, but if it helps the overall goal of reducing log-jam, that is great. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit no comments Supportive Email News Media Yes

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

 Proposed list is far too vague to understand what I’m voting for. We need more MARTA rail lines and accessibilty around the city besides the use of cars. This includes more bike paths, light rails, etc. My personal needs are being stuck in the commute on 400 for 3+ hours daily. We either need a line that goes farther 

North or a light rail going alongside the highway to reduce traffic BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  Investing in buses does little to get people to their jobs faster when they will still be sitting in traffic. This city is growing quickly and will continue to add more cars if tax dollars are not allocated to bike lanes, MARTA, and a light rail Very supportive Social Media News Media No  More MARTA lines

30315 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  More reliable train service over the weekends during major events. More trains just in general. Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center More Southeast projects Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat  See above.

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  The Atlanta City Council should not seek to diminish last mile connectivity by over-regulating dockless, shareable vehicles. It would be an undue burden on the APD and the shareable vehicle proprietors. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements  I think the calls forBeltline rail are disingenuous when they talk about equity. Building outBeltline rail would be disproportionately beneficial to affluent parts of the city when compared to an investment in transit that connects the suburbs with the city. Very supportive Email, Social Media, News Media News Media No

Expansion of heavy rail must be a part of MARTA's immediate future. Congestion on highways is a much greater 

economic drain on the region than surface road congestion so alleviating that should be the first priority. 

I also think its worth addressing how uncomfortable all of the MARTA stations are. White collar riders are unlikely to use 

transit if they're sweating through said collars waiting underground for the trains. 

30317 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No The current list includes nothing that would improve my transit use/experience. And that's okay, it's not all about my needs. But I don't think the plans address enough of Atlanta's needs either. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension These are the projects that would be most useful to me, but they barely scratch the surface of what is needed to create a more useful transportation network. Not supportive Email, Social Media News Media No

TheBeltline is the most transformative transportation project happening in the entire country. Prioritize it! That means 

building theBeltline rail ASAP. It also means creating infill stations as was originally proposed by MARTA along the North, 

East, South, And West sides. Armour, Krog, Adair, Boone. After that build more infill stations. There should not be two 

and half miles between stations within the city (Edgewood-East Lake for example).

30317 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  I would love to see rail on theBeltline as intended, but I already live 2 miles from Edgewood station and take the train, or carpool to work, so I don’t feel I need much personally. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Light rail completely around theBeltline would connect so many neighborhoods, making it easy to get from the west side to the east side. Supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30317 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  N/A BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service N/A Supportive Email News Media Yes  N/A

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No I have no incentive to get out of my car and use public transit based on the current proposal. Bus service to the Westside is insufficient and will likely result in low ridership. We need light rail to connect residents of the Westside to major job centers in Midtown, Downtown, and the Clifton Rd corridor. Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  More light rail is need throughout the city, not just in major job centers. Somewhat supportive Social Media News Media No

  As a resident of West Atlanta (West Midtown), the current proposal is inadequate and does not create an incentive for 

Atlantans to get out of their cars and use MARTA. As currently proposed, Westside residents’ only hope to major job 

centers is local bus service. Considering the robust growth planned for the Westside, along with the development of 

Atlanta’s largest park (Westside Park at Bellwood Quarry), the area is in desperate need of light rail. Traffic on Howell 

Mill Rd and other main arteries on the Westside is already atrocious, and future growth will only exacerbate this issue. 

To only propose new rail stations for the Clifton Road Corridor and parts of SW Atlanta is myopic. MARTA needs to plan 

for the region’s future growth and the state of Georgia and federal government  should assist with funds to deal with a 

regional issue. Atlanta residents shouldn’t be the only ones incurring the costs associated with improving transit in the 

region—it’s a metro-wide issue.  

30002 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  this list reflects complex a political situation in which the commitment to holistic planning is hard to discern, let alone support. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service

 this way of organizing the question is very frustrating. we need comprehensive solutions!

what happened to promised connections between Avondale station to Clifton Corridor?! Supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat

 insufficiently holistic. we need heavy rail going from teh suburbs into the center of town to connect with the local 

networks. the high-speed rail initiative should be returned to the table.

30319 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No  If MARTA doesnt begin rapid expansion deep into heavily populated northern suburbs, then, within a decade, I fear that Atlanta will surpass every other major American city in terms of highway congestion. Please hurry before it's too late! Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center Moores Mill Transit Center We are rapidly approaching the point where our metro population becomes comparable to that of a New York or Chicago. We need a train system that rivals theirs. Somewhat supportive News Media News Media No

A large portion of people who work in and around Atlanta live in outlying suburbs. This massive influx of people on a 

daily basis has created traffic issues that could be avoided by beefing up MARTA trains to the point that we're getting 

cars off the road. 

30224 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat  I know it might not be possible but if you can try to have Spalding County (Griffin/McDonough) a part of some transit service to Atlanta that would be great. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Nonr Very supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media, News Media More MARTA Atlanta Website Yes

30322 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  We need more MARTA train stations to also include Gwinnett County residents who work on Clifton Rd. and surrounding in town areas. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  Please provide more MARTA train accessibility for Gwinnett County residents and the residents from Clifton Rd area to Buckhead including W.Paces Ferry area. Supportive News Media More MARTA Atlanta Website

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat none BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  none Somewhat supportive News Media Social Media Somewhat  none

30350 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Yes  Please make it easier for commuters to travel to downtown such as expanding parking lots and if lots get filled having a more up to date system that alerts commuters. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements Please make station improvements such as expanding parking lots/decks, free wifi would be a nice benefit because it can be hard to get reception at some stations and expanding MARTA stations to go to different places even more conveniently would be much appreciated. Very supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat

No one disagrees with the “fact” that traffic congestion and the need for transit expansion is a “regional” problem and not just belongs to the City of Atlanta.  However we aren’t addressing the systemic racism and bigotry that has traditionally stopped a regional transit authority (MARTA) from being inclusive and 

operating as initially designed for the 13 metro atlanta regional counties.  So why not increase MARTA’s annual operational budget to provide for salary increases, training, HR recruitment and rentention, O&M for existing facilities which would then improve operational efficiencies and a robust capital improvement 

program that would focus on transit expansion that makes sense and sustainable for years to come. It can work!  BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Station improvements should train schedule signage Supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media, News Media Community Event

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat

 I want to see more options for people who live in areas where the train doesn't reach. I want to see more cars off the road. I have friends that live places like Virginia Highlands and North Druid Hills/Briarcliff who would ride if it were more accessible. We also have to remove the stigma of riding the bus, since the bus 

system connects many of the neighborhoods where the train is not an option. Wifi on the buses and trains would also be nice so we can work while we commute. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  I think getting people in densely populated areas access to mass transit is key (people that live around the eastside trail, ponce, etc.) Very supportive Social Media, Other app News Media Somewhat

30331 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat I think we need more light on the south west part of town, such as coming down MLK JR Drive to Adamsville and also expanding the heavy rail system to Fulton industrial Blvd as proposed 40 years ago. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  We need more light real through out SW Atlanta communities; Adamsville, Collier heights, cascade heights, cascade rd Somewhat supportive Email, Social Media, News Media Community Event Somewhat

 We still need more heavy rail stations SW Atlanta and south Atlanta with light rail connection points to the heavy rail 

system.

30307 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Yes  Getting people to their jobs and eliminating gridlock in the city is my priority. Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  Jobs and gridlock should be the priorities. Supportive Email Social Media Yes

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes

I used rail transit for over a year to get from Decatur to St. Joseph's and Scottish Rite. I think last-mile connectivity would be extremely beneficial. I attend Emory University and believe faculty, staff, students, and other individuals who work at nearby locations such as CDC would really benefit from more opportunities 

from MARTA rail transit. Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit

The Clifton Corridor is very important to me and transit connectivity to MARTA would have significant benefits to the Atlanta region. The Clifton transit line will be competing with other cities across the country for limited federal funding and is a strong contender for Atlanta to realize a $1B MARTA expansion—the 

largest in two decades Supportive Social Media News Media Yes

30342 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No  There needs to be regional rail services similar to NYC's MetroNorth/LIRR or Boston's Commuter Rail Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  Fix real time bus tracking, fix the actual app itself. Very supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media, News Media News Media No

 Same as above, plus LRT needs to actually reach further out, not between existing routes. Beltline is a nice idea, but 

doesn't do enough.

30317 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  The map on the PDF is difficult to interpret, making it difficult to know if my neighborhood will get the additional public transit that we need.  The biggest gap for me is the fact that I'm only 1.5 miles from a Marta station, which seems close, but is impractical for walking. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Na Very supportive Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat

 Lightrail that connects the existing Marta lines to all of the neighborhoods that don't border a rail line is the most 

important. Bus stigma is bizarre but real here. As the city continues to design and redesign major thoroughfares that 

discourage cars, they need to work with Marta to integrate alternative transportation options for those thoroughfares. 

They might be don't this already, but it's not being explicitly marketed to the citizens of Atlanta effectively. For example, 

with the removal of reversible Lanes on memorial and reduction of Lanes on Moreland, we need alternative options for 

those corridors. Memorial had decent buses but Moreland is a mess.

30308 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  Would love to see light rail to Ponce City Market. And I see theBeltline rail on the list, but want to reiterate the importance of this! BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  We can’t keep doing projects/expansions in a vacuum. It all needs to be part of a long term plan and interconnected. In the above question you asked me to prioritize. I hope that just means what comes 1st, 2nd, 3rd. Because if it becomes an either/or thing, this whole plan flops. Very supportive Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat

 We need more, more, more. This is a start. But we need safer and cleaner stations/trains for the current users, last mile 

connectivity for the potential users, and an efficient, well managed system for the naysayers/sporadic riders like for 

airport, downtown events, falcons games, etc. 

30324 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 Example- I tried to take the #30 bus a couple of weeks ago but it never came within 15 min of the scheduled time.  After reviewing "real time bus" on the Marta app I noted the bus had come through 20 min early.  This is unacceptable especially with a route that only comes through once each hour.  How am I suppose 

to time my connections and commute?  Reliability needs to be improved before making the system larger. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements N/A Somewhat supportive News Media News Media Somewhat  Focus needs to be connection and transfer ease, efficiency and safety between rail stops and bus stops.

30002 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  No additional information Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements  Bus stops are not in convenient spots. High car traffic, no crosswalks, and poorly lite. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat  I think Atlanta is growing fast and needs more dedicated public transportation to keep up with the growth 

30033 DeKalb Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  Not addressing solutions that will transform the city BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Na Neutral News Media News Media Somewhat

30316 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Somewhat  I commute from the east side to midtown using the train. There isn't much that really helps me on this plan. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Station Improvements no comments Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30315 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  We just need so much more access around the city. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  I do not have any additional comments. Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30345 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  Anything that improves access to, and thus more utilization of, MARTA is a positive step which improves the quality of life in metro Atlanta. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Really good available choices which seem to cover the area well. Very supportive Email Social Media Yes

 Virtually all of the questions asked will improve access and thus use of MARTA rail and bus services.  It is vital that the 

region find reliable alternatives to the continued use of a single rider in an automobile in getting from place to place.  

Also that people of limited means have the widest range of transportation alternatives.

30310 Fulton Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No

This plan does not address my recurrent transit gaps. My current mobility challenges are: 

-transit to destinations along theBeltline such as our pediatrician in Glenwood park, local stores and restaurants for instance in Lakewood and west Midtown, the Washington park pool, friends I rarely get to see, and much much more

-it does not do much to improve crosstown access outside of downtown, nearly all trips still have to go through Five Points

-the S line is useless. I work near the streetcar and know how slow and underused it is. we should not spend more money on downtown streetcars. fix the bus system first

-buses are not running on time. Traffic is not the major issue. Drivers show up late, routes are too complicated.

-buses don't go places they are needed, such as along Lee St. 

-buses do not run frequently enough

-many BRT corridors won't work. The biggest problem with the 95 now is hard to cross the street, it needs a road diet. BRT could make harder to cross and fewer stops! Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements It's not fair that this list is different from the one I voted on. I would have voted NO for this list. I want theBeltline. Not supportive Email, Phone/Text Social Media No

 By my estimates, there are almost 7000 workers in SW Atlanta who spend too much time commuting to work on 

transit, 3X more than NE Atlanta. Over a quarter of households in SW don't have a car, and many are unable to get to a 

job at all. I value things like reducing vehicle emissions, but it is an economic and racial injustice if you 

disproportionately put more and better quality transit spending in other parts of the city. The current plan is not 

enough. What we need is high frequency transit on all major corridors in low income areas, which connects with other 

routes at more points than just rail stations. In some cases it should be BRT/ART. We need light rail on theBeltline to 

connect homes and attract more local jobs. We need the city to implement a real affordable housing plan along all 

LRT/BRT. We should not build LRT to Emory - it is expensive, unjust while other areas are underserved, and the wrong 

technology - use regional funds to build the Brain Train commuter line instead.

30305 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Yes  I use bus Routes 6 and 36 regularly to reach Emory three days a week. As such, I favor improvements there. Equally, and problematically,  see the need for light rail and a full 360 degreeBeltline commute. Atlanta needs interlocking options to get single drivers out of cars, including me en route to the MARTA station. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  Work with theBeltline to get to 360 degree light rail.  Work with partners in adjoining jurisdictions. Very supportive Email, News Media Social Media Somewhat I favor 360 degree light rail on theBeltline.  I use bus travel as an essential part of my commute to Emory.

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat

Compared to other cities, much of the transportation deficit is when traveling into/out of the central downtown areas. I am considering moving closer to downtown just to have the opportunity to use public transportation more, however more affordable options are often a little further out. I would eventually like to 

see something like commuter rails and/or better bus connections to train stations that would make it worth taking MARTA over driving. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service N/A Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  It's a good start.

30308 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  na Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  na Very supportive Email, Social Media News Media Yes

30314 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  Complete the fullBeltline, like you said you would. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit  The fullBeltline Not supportive Email Community Event No  See above 

30316 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat There are not meaningful projects connecting Southeast Atlanta to downtown. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Station Improvements H Somewhat supportive Phone/Text News Media Somewhat

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes  Very interested in Clifton Corridor BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  N/A Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat Could use less money spent on major highway lane expansions, more on MARTA!

30306 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

 It vaguely addresses my needs, but it doesn't specifically mention more trains to inner-city neighborhoods.  Even living in Poncey Highland, there is no walkable train station and the busses are always stuck in traffic.  It is not accessible for this growing neighborhood to use MARTA, there for more cars are clogging the 

roads as more and more huge residential buildings are being built.  More trains and/or streetcars that do not sit in traffic will alleviate the need for a car here. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension More trains. More and more trains. Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Somewhat   More HRT & LRT are needed. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  More HRT & LRT are needed. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat   More HRT & LRT are needed.

30312 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  It's not clear whether the light rail for theBeltline, Atlanta's signature commuter feature, will be prioritized or if MARTA will be distracted by other things. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Beltline rail. Supportive Phone/Text News Media Somewhat

 We need light rail that goes somewhere, not just non-dedicated (a.k.a. may as well not have it) rails between 

downtown and the MLK center. Give us aBeltline rail!



ZIP Code

Please select 

which county 

you are from.

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding 

principles to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the 

highest priority to you. #1

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding principles 

to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the highest priority to you. 

#2

In addition to public input, the MARTA and City of Atlanta team used the following guiding 

principles to develop the proposed project list. Please rank the 3 principles that are the 

highest priority to you. #3

After reviewing the 

proposed project list, do you 

feel it addresses your 

transportation needs?

Please provide any additional details about your response to the previous question. Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #1 Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #2 Please select your top three (3) priority projects. #3 Please provide any additional comments you have on the program or individual projects.
Please rate your level of support of 

the More MARTA proposed projects.

How do you like to receive information on MARTA 

news?
Other - How do you like to receive information on MARTA news?

How did you learn about the More MARTA 

atlanta program Survey?

After reviewing the proposed 

project list, do you feel it 

addresses Atlanta's 

transportation needs?

Please provide reason(s) for your response to the last question.

30311 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Yes  Having a reliable and efficient means to get around the city (especially to and from work) without HAVING to have a car is a must. Traffic cut down is a must for me! BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension This just needs to be a comprehensive project and  not one that mucks up the metro area more. Supportive Email, Social Media News Media Somewhat

Atlanta has an overwhelming amount of residents and is only increasing. Getting around metro atlanta has always been 

something easy to do with a car but now that is not the case. With that being said, there needs to be a priority on public 

transportation for the lower income neighborhoods (not buses) as well as making efficient options for white collar 

workers to take their cars off the roads. Hopefully this will answer that. I like the light transit options and hope that they 

will not interfere with the day to day operations. 

30097 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat It should be in Atlanta's best interest to additionally expand MARTA northbound towards Johns Creek/Alpharetta/Cumming area. The expansion towards Emory Healthcare would benefit the thousands of employees at Emory, Children's Healthcare and the surrounding clinics. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  n/a Very supportive Email More MARTA Atlanta Website Somewhat

 I believe in order to reduce Atlanta traffic, MARTA should be expanded more outside of the perimeter. Expanding 

northbound towards Cumming, Forsyth, and Johns Creek with help reduce work and weekend traffic. 

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat I am fortunate in that I live and work w/in 1 mile of a Marta rail station, so my needs are essentially met. I think about all the people living in the suburbs and how heavy our traffic is and wish that they could be better served by Marta. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements

The most important thing for riders is timeliness. If riders experience delays on a regular basis, they will give up on transit and get back in their cars. The Marta rail stations also need to be more accessible for handicap persons. Many of the elevators are out of operation for extended periods. The electronic signs should 

be in working order. Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

 I am disappointed that there are no additional heavy rail investments. I would like to see additional Marta rail stations 

expanding into the suburbs.

30305 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  Last mile and moving among neighborhoods inside core of city requires buses in traffic. Build the wholeBeltline for dedicated light rail mobility across 44 neighborhoods. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Build AllBeltline Rail Somewhat supportive Social Media, News Media News Media No  Ignores allBeltline community support in favor of outdated far away from highest areas of economic growth.

30329 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  N/A Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit  N/A Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30307 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  My main concerns are around access, connectivity, and easing traffic. Atlanta is quickly growing into a large metropolitan city (similar to SF and LA). Our transportation system needs to adapt accordingly. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  None Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

30303 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat N/A BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements N/A Supportive News Media Community Event Yes N/A 

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat

Public transportation in the Atlanta metropolitan area desperately needs to be expanded. Traffic is unbelievably horrific and results in increased pollution, congestion, accidents, and headaches. If Atlanta wants to be considered among the major national or international metropolitan areas, it needs to focus more on 

expanding access to public transportation. Services need to be more frequent and cover more of the metro region. The current state of public transportation in Atlanta is abhorrent. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service PLEASE, PLEASE, PLEASE expand public transportation in Atlanta!! Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 Public transportation in the Atlanta metropolitan area desperately needs to be expanded. Traffic is unbelievably horrific 

and results in increased pollution, congestion, accidents, and headaches. If Atlanta wants to be considered among the 

major national or international metropolitan areas, it needs to focus more on expanding access to public transportation. 

Services need to be more frequent and cover more of the metro region. The current state of public transportation in 

Atlanta is abhorrent.

30316 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Yes  sadf Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Station Improvements    asdf Supportive Social Media, News Media News Media Somewhat

30030 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No Beltline transit BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Beltline transit  Supportive Social Media News Media No Beltline transit

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  I don’t believe the city is going far enough with transit. It is a key to economic equality and long term health for our city. I wish the plans were more aggressive. North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  We need to plan ahead for the Westside, so that the development doesn’t happen before transit. Supportive Email, Phone/Text, Social Media News Media No  I think we need to get outside of the box and think of a better way to connect neighborhoods.

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 I have taken MARTA a lot over the last year or so - especially when the bridge was out on I-85 - but recently have not taken it as much.  My biggest issue in taking MARTA is the bus service.  I would typically drive to Chamblee to take the train downtown to the Civic Center where I caught the Coca-Cola shuttle to work at 

Coke on North Avenue.  However, sometimes I don't have a car and walk to take the bus from Oak Grove and Lavista to the Lindbergh station.  If there was a way to make the wait for a bus from Lindbergh down Lavista to Northlake less of a wait, I would definitely take MARTA more using the bus and not my car.  The 

buses are so infrequent that it makes my commute way too long to take the bus and then the train.  Even one more bus on the Lavista route during weekdays would be helpful.  As it is now, I have given up taking MARTA because it takes less time to just drive down I-85 to North Avenue from my house than either route 

that I have previously taken on MARTA. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service  See comments above about more frequent bus service - that is the biggest issue for me - also last mile connectivity is a big issue for many of us Supportive Email News Media Somewhat  Still needs some help on the issue of last mile connectivity to get people from their homes to MARTA stops

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  na Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  na Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30310 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 It would be nice to have more attention to dedicating bike lanes, either by painting lanes onto existing streets, widening streets, and/or widening sidewalks. With the introduction and popularity of the electric scooters for rent along with the belt line, residents of Atlanta are incorporating modes of transportation other 

than motor vehicle for short trips (>5-10 miles). BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension none Very supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

  It would be nice to have more attention to dedicating bike lanes, either by painting lanes onto existing streets, 

widening streets, and/or widening sidewalks. With the introduction and popularity of the electric scooters for rent along 

with the belt line, residents of Atlanta are incorporating modes of transportation other than motor vehicle for short 

trips (>5-10 miles).

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 Please expand Marta access further west past Bolton Rd. and Veteran's Memorial. I am not currently a Marta user to my work in Buckhead but would love to have easy access to stations and accessibility to work without having to drive/walk several miles to get to my ultimate destination (or navigate the bus system 

and take additional time to get to my nearby end location, unless it was fairly direct - and I have not taken the time to explore the current options yet.). North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center I'm so pleased to see the expansion of Marta to many areas of our city! Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

Atlanta is so far behind on connected transit. Any/all improvements are good. I would love to see our city advance to 

wide-spread transit options to many more areas and neighborhoods. I wish streetcars were more widely used, if and 

where feasible. For some reason the buses are daunting to me whereas the trains are not; and the trains don't take me 

close enough to where I need to go in many instances.

30307 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes It looks comprehensive and more options than what currently exist BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit North Ave-Donald L. Hollowell Pkwy Bus Rapid Transit  These are most important to me. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 I have just heard the buses are not always on time or reliably on time and the Westside still looks like primarily bus 

service.

30316 Fulton Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations No I am for the fullBeltline rail buildout as promised to us.  BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit

I am for the fullBeltline rail buildout as promised to us, not pieces of it. The fullBeltline rail will allow to connect people and neighborhood that will not be connected without it.

Somewhat supportive Phone/Text News Media No  I am for the fullBeltline rail buildout as promised to us. 

30310 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No  I live in the southwest side of Atlanta in westview and there is no easy way to get to a train and buses are slow. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension  Lightrail in the inner city should be priority. Supportive Email Community Event No  Emory should not be a priority.

30306 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes

Using varying existing modes of transportation - i.e., being flexible as to the mode of transportation, is important.  Bus line are flexible and can be altered to deal with demand.  I am more skeptical of fixed-route solutions like the Atlanta Streetcar because it does not allow for that flexibility and creates permanent 

changes in street structure.  I fully support expansion of pedestrian access as well as expansion of bus and other non-permanent modes. Capitol Ave Bus Rapid Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit  See comments above re: use of flexible modes as opposed to fixed-modes. Supportive Other Community Event Yes  Yes, see above.

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Light rail is needed more than bus routes. I don't want to deal with traffic on a bus - I could deal with traffic in my car. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit  Rail is what we want more of - not buses. Supportive Social Media News Media No

30318 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat While I appreciate the additions, I still feel the west side needs more attention including the moors mill, west midtown and riverside areas. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Moores Mill Transit Center  The moors mill transit should consist of rapid transit. Supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

It adds some additional relief to heavily populated areas, however there are still other areas that need attention with 

additional Marta subway or light rail stops.

30341 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat N/a Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center  N/a Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30022 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat MARTA needs to expand to the entire metro area such that the train system is more than a plus sign. It is woefully inadequate for a city of this size. Expand HOV lanes (NOT for-pay lanes!!) throughout the city to make people incentivized to carpool. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Expand rail!! Somewhat supportive Other Don't message me. News Media No

MARTA needs to expand to the entire metro area such that the train system is more than a plus sign. It is woefully 

inadequate for a city of this size. Expand HOV lanes (NOT for-pay lanes!!) throughout the city to make people 

incentivized to carpool.

30307 DeKalb Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 I don't agree with adding the Clifton Corridor to the list of Atlanta projects.  It was added after these options we're presented to the public.  Emory, CDC is a regional transit issue and should not be supported by just the city.  It takes away funding for purely city projects on the list.  Where is the funding from DeKalb 

county? BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension  Again if Clifton Corridor wasn't on the list you could build out another quarter of theBeltline. Somewhat supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 Streetcars running on streets without a dedicated right of way is a complete waste of money.  If you run these 

streetcars on city streets they need to run down the middle of the street in their own lanes.

30316 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Seems like it should include LRT along the wholeBeltline BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension NA Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30032 DeKalb Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat Beltline RAIL NOW BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  Beltline RAIL NOW Supportive Email News Media Somewhat  Beltline RAIL NOW

30318 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  The upper westside is booming! Please provide transportation options other than bus from the area near the new Publix at Moores Mill to Midtown/Downtown Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  LRT For Moores Mill to Midtown/Downtown Neutral Social Media Community Event Somewhat

30309 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks No  Need to complete theBeltline rail project to provide multi-directional especially east-west BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit  Complete the entireBeltline light rail. Focus on more modern transportation options in the city. Supportive Email Social Media No  Atlanta needs light rail in all directions

30033 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Yes no additional comments BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit no additional comments Very supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

30322 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Somewhat I live in Duluth, Gwinnett, and work at Emory University Hospital. I wish I could take Marta from Duluth, but Marta does not reach Duluth. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements I wish Marta reached Gwinnett. Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat Many areas of Atlanta and the Greater Atlanta Area will not be covered by the planned improvements. 

30313 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options No  The input should be put in plain lay man's language so this is important to me.  1# Marta need more patrols on the trains for safety.  The trains and bus should go into more neighbors in Dekalb and Gwinnett counties.  The frequency of bus and trains should be no more than 20 minuntes any time of day,. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension Frequent Local Bus Service  na Supportive Email Social Media No  See my written statement

30350 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  Some pretty soft definitions to a layman Crosstown Downtown East Extension Crosstown Downtown West Extension  I hardly see anything on the list that will have any transit benefit to me. Somewhat supportive Email Social Media Somewhat  The devil is in the details. I want to vote on projects - specific.

30303 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat Yes.  I have rail accessibility from home to work.  I would  like to see bike accessibility and improved pedestrian accessibility as well. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  More money and attention should be allocated to station improvements.  They need to be welcoming and safe at a minimum and an attraction (soccer, retail, etc.) at the next level. Somewhat supportive Email Community Event Somewhat

 I don't believe BRT is a great solution.  Stick to complete street models and do improvements in areas which will comply 

with that first/only.  For example, if Buckhead does not want Peachtree to be a complete street as planned spend our 

money elsewhere.  Tie the street car to one or two meaningful destinations.  Do not spend money on bus service to 

areas which could be reached by rail extensions.

This is our chance to do this right!  Don't give in to halfway measures.  Do the right important things rather than lot of 

things that don't add up to a world class system.

30318 Fulton Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects No  Trains on the Westside please—out to Bolton... Campbellton Rd Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown West Extension Moores Mill Transit Center  Light rail Somewhat supportive Social Media News Media No  Less buses, more light rail

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  No other comments Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Frequent Local Bus Service Northside Dr Bus Rapid Transit more frequent buses with shorter headways would be very beneficial, especially in the short-term, to fill transportation needs Very supportive Email, News Media News Media Yes

30309 Fulton Balance portfolio of transit projects using multiple transportation modes Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I would like to see a larger focus on theBeltline rail plans. I feel it would more sufficiently serve citizens such as myself who are not car owners. I rely completely on transit not just for commuting but for everyday needs. BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service BeltlineBeltlineBeltline Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

 I feel that theBeltline, and more frequent bus services without the layover time at train stations would open more 

opportunities to more citizens in more areas of the city. This package seems politically focused on the under served 

Southwest area and well funded emory area while still neglecting the needs of citizens of in town southeast and east 

and neighborhoods. 

30327 Fulton Create a layered integrated transportation network Enhance safety and access to transit centers and MARTA stations Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Somewhat  N/a Crosstown Downtown East Extension Peachtree Rd Arterial Rapid Transit Moores Mill Transit Center  N/a Very supportive Email News Media Somewhat

30306 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat

 Why can we have connections between parts of town where people go. For example, Atlantic station, Virginia highlands, Little 5 points, East Atlanta village. How about a way to get across midtown. Why is there so much focus on downtown when the place is a ghost town. None of these proposals go anywhere near all 

the places I go in the city. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Crosstown Downtown East Extension Lets have transit to places where people actually go and not just where the city wants to expand. Very supportive Email News Media Yes

30236 Clayton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Create a layered integrated transportation network Somewhat  Any extension of the current public transportation system is an improvement. Cleveland Ave Arterial Rapid Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit Station Improvements  I would like to see well lit stations as well as improved security. Supportive News Media News Media No

 For being such a large city, Atlanta has made very poor attempts at public transportation, especially to and from the 

suburbs.  Worldwide, train service has been superior to roads in providing reliable and fast transportation.  I feel that 

more needs to be done to create more subway lines and to extend the area of coverage, especially for us in the suburbs.

30349 Fulton Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Create a layered integrated transportation network Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks Somewhat  I don't currently ride MARTA regularly Campbellton Rd Bus Rapid Transit Metropolitan Pkwy Arterial Rapid Transit Greenbriar Transit Center None Supportive Social Media News Media Somewhat

 Service hours should be 24 hours. Thousands of Atlanta Airport employees cannot ride Marta because of their working 

hours.  Low pay concessions employees must report to work at 5:00am.  Marta isn't an option for them.  This affects 

airport customer  service and high employee turnover when transportation isn't available .

30307 DeKalb Increase mobility for workers to and from major job centers Prioritize City investments while integrating into regional transit networks Partner with neighboring jurisdictions to leverage transit projects Somewhat

 As an intown resident who wants to be free of traffic and my car, I would love increased connectivity and regular transit options within the city core, including but not limited to theBeltline. I understand that my desires as an intown dweller should absolutely be balanced with the City's responsibility to the region's 

growth and development as a whole by improving transit options that alleviate suburban poverty, increase opportunity for people to travel to major job centers, and incentivize regional connectivity beyond arterial traffic lanes. As a regional community, we must commit fully to both simultaneously. BeltLine Northeast Light Rail Transit BeltLine Southwest Light Rail Transit Clifton Corridor Light Rail Transit

 The Clifton Corridor absolutely must have transit; but it should not come at the expense of realizing the promise of theBeltline's fully connected transit loop. That is equally important for the region's economic development and more important for retaining the character and humanity of intown neighborhoods adjacent 

to theBeltline corridor. Supportive Email News Media Somewhat

TheBeltline will only reach it's full potential if it is fully integrated and connected by transit. Without ubiquitous 

connectivity and transit access, there is no hope that it will leave behind its identity as an engine of rapid gentrification 

and displacement for a hopeful, daring identity as a point of city-wide pride that breaks down the economic segregation 

of the city in favor of interracial, intergenerational, inter-class connectivity. 

30310 Fulton Enhance commute predictability with dedicated and managed lanes and other technology Enhance Ease of use and transfers within the network of transit options Create last-mile connectivity - circulators, multi-use paths, and sidewalks No More transit options are planned for where I live, but I work outside of the city so any improvements will only help me in getting around the city for non-work related trips. Crosstown Downtown East Extension Frequent Local Bus Service Station Improvements  Improving and building off the existing transit would be a better use of funds, such as extending the existing streetcar route for better service or increasing the headway of existing neighborhood routes. Very supportive Email Social Media Somewhat

 Campbellton Road needs some form of dedicated transit lane, but I do not feel that LRT is worth the investment. BRT is 

cheaper and could set the stage for something more permanent in the future after the ridership has been established to 

support the investment.

Similarly, the current route for the LRT is convoluted, and crosses several areas where existing MARTA rail and bus 

routes already go. LRT would be much better located on areas like theBeltline, where the space has already been set 

aside, or major East-West corridors, which Atlanta does not have very many of due to the historic layout of the city.




